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has come and gone, and with it much to be thankful for, much to be regretted. The advent of theNew Year suggests a review of the past—making new resolutions and laying new plans for the future.The year has been unusually eventful with us; among the more important we might mention:
The selling out of our Watch, Chain and Spectacle business to the Non-Retailing Company,

of this city;
The change Of the old firm of Bowman 8z Musser to that of the present one ; and last, but

not least,
The acquisition of the sole agency, for the United States and Canada, for the largest manu-

facturer of watch jewels in the world.
The year has brought to us gratifying business results ; has added very many new names to our ledgers, sothat to-day they represent every State and Territory except one; also foreign countries, in the line of our specialties.
We therefore bid adieu to the year just passed, with many thanks for what it has brought to us, and enter

with a feeling that we have profited by the experience of the past, and promise to share with our cus-tomers the benefit of this experience by giving improved service in every way possible.
In addition to our general lines, which are well-known to the trade, we wish this year to make

a renewed effort on our SPECIALTIES, which can be obtained of almost any jobber in tools
and materials at the same price at which we sell them to the trade. We annex a list of them, with
prices. Our jobbers are provided with and will furnish you printed matter giving details of each:

When you have a sale for anything
in the way of

and want a good selection,
send to us.

All kinds of

Swiss and American

Chronographs.

Gold and Filled Cases,
American Movements,
Jewelry, Chains, etc.

Acknowledged the most complete Block on the market to-day. Price, including Leather Pad, Spoon-Holder, Button and BangleAttachments, Ring-Holder, Cement-Plates A, C and E, and 32 Pins and Pegs, $x8.00.

Double-end—each tool equal to two ordinary. Set ready for use. Price, o cents. With Patent Handle and Ferrule, 75 cents.

Adjustable to the hand and to the wear of the tool. Price, 40 to 50 cents, according to shape and style.Handle, 30 cents extra.

285 different styles and sizes, suitable for all kinds of work. Price, cents. Patent Adjustable Handle, 30 cents extra.

One of the best and most useful tools on the market ; almost indispensable to watchmaker, jeweler or optician.

For tempering pivot-drills and other light tools is endorsed by the best watchmakers in the country.

For cutting and finishing pebble, glass, stone, and any other metal or mineral, are indispensable to the jeweler, optician orwatchmaker. Made in two grades; No. z for cutting down ; No. 2 for finishing. Price per pair, 3-inch, put in a neat box, $2.00;price per pair, 4-inch, put in a neat box, $3.00.

The best substitute for the expensive gold-leaf; especially recommended for covering soft-solder work on jewelry andfor ornamental gilding. Large-size bottle and two brushes in neat wooden box, 25 cents.

The strongest, whitest and most easy-flowing solder made. We are sole owner of the formula, and the manufacturers.15 cents; 2 pieces for 25 cents.



Important Information!
Ezrery 1VIan His Own Wheel-Clatter_

READ CAREFULLY!
NO. I. N O. 2. NO. 3.

((=)

. No.4. ' NO. 6. NO.6. NO. 7.

No. 9. No.11. No.12. No.13. No.14.

A. C. D. E.

No. 15. No. 16. NO. 17. No. 18. No.19. No.20. No.21.

F. H. J.

M.
4l1E111:=3

Q.

Above wheels Nos. 1, 20 3, 4, 5 were cut with cutters style A.
Wheel No. 6, first cut at the bottom with style D; the finishing cut at the top with style H.
Wheel No. 7 was cut with style E.
Wheel No. 8 was cut with style H.
Ratchet No. 9 was cut with style J.
Wheels Nos. 10 and 11 were cut with style G at the bottom; at the top finished with style H.
Wheel No. 12 cut with style E.
Wheel No. 13 cut with style M.
Wheel No. 14 cut with style B on edge, and D on top.
Wheels Nos. 15 and 16 were cut with style C.
Wheel No. 17, with style B.
Bridges Nos. 18 and 19 milled out with cutter style D.
Rack No. 20 cut with style L.
Rack No. 21 cut with style B.
6.0" represents fly-cutters of various shapes.
“P" represents milling-tools of various shapes.

All of the cutters from A to 0 we keep in stock, and they are as follows:
Ratchet cutters for watch and clock work.
Escape-wheel cutters for clocks, also for chronometers and watches of all kinds.
Square-bottom cutters for watch and clock wheels.
Round-bottom cutters for stem-wind work and for pinions.
Wolf-tooth cutters, also for chronograph wheels, repeating work and star wheels.
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All of the above specimens of work, including the fly-cutters and milling-tools, were made on a
"Webster-Whitcomb" Lathe, for which we are the agents.

Among the many lathes made, the " Webster-Whitcomb " Lathe stands away to the front.
A good workman equipped with this lathe and its attachments, including cutters, etc., is "a host

within himself" •
"Webster-Whitcomb" Lathes and their attachments always kept on hand.
Send to us for prices of lathes, cutters, etc. We will take pleasure in giving you more information

than you can get elsewhere.

L. H. KELLER & CO.
DEALERS IN

FINE TOOLS, MATERIALS. Ern. 64 Nassau Street. New York.

if

Annex to Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page.
(Continued from page 1.)

The " Perfect " Bunsen Burner.

3

The best substitute for the alcohol flame, and much more economical. The principle is a mingling of air with gas beforeignition. The result is a smokeless flame of low luminosity, but great heating power. Price, including Bronze Gauze Top,Burner-Tip, with rest for Blow-Pipe, Tripod and Burner-Crown, $1.50.

The Watchmakers' Bunsen Burner.
Nickel-Plated. Same general principle as above, but smaller and only plain burner. Price, 65 cents.

Ls E. Junod's Superior Watch Jewels.
These Jewels are of superior quality, and are sold at a price no higher than is usually asked for Jewels of lower grade andirregular in gauge.

For the convenience of the trade, and a help to the jobbers, we will, in next month's KEYSTONE,
publish a complete list of jobbers who carry our specialties in stock, and from whom they can be pur-
chased at same prices as from ourselves.

Do not ask for a reduction of prices, as the several articles are the best of their kind, and are
good value for the money, and the price will be maintained.

If you wish our list of jobbers, or circulars, before our revised published list next month, write us
and we will send you a written list as complete as we can.

Engravers
and Repairers
for the trade.

Ezra. P. Bowman & Co.,
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Watch Materials, Tools and Supplies.
Lancaster, Pa.

Sole Agents
U. S. and Canada
For Ls- E. junod
Jewel Factories,

Switzerland.

A
January First
Resolution,
By
The Non=Retailing Company
(Successors to

Bowman & Musser's

Watch, Chain and Spectacle Business),

of
Lancaster, Pa.:

Such an attempt involves:
Increased Promptness,
Improved Stock,
Impressive Prices,
Indefatigable Effort.

All of these are embraced in our scheme
• of business for 1893.

To attempt to
deserve a

continuation of the
remarkable favor
which the trade

has bestowed upon it
in the first eight months

of its business,
enabling it

to record a result
beyond the largest

in any eight months
of its

predecessors,
Bowman & Musser.

It is a good time to " stock z0" on
Movements. Wc should be fileased to
have your order for Waltham, Elgin,
Howard, Standard, Columbus, Seth
Thonzas, Paillard Non-Magnetic, etc.
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NOW is the time
to look over your old-style and unsalable jewelry, old plated
jewelry, filings, sweeps, etc. You want to put your stock in
good shape for the holidays. The question is : " Where shall
I send my old gold and silver?"

Remember, that we pay 4 cents per karat for Gold and
Highest Market Price for Old Silver.

There is a well-known maxim that "Experience makes perfect." To accurately test and value a lot of old
gold, etc., the requisite experience is absolutely necessary. Being the largest buyers of old gold and silver in
the country, and having the exclusive patronage of the majority of the jewelers in the United States and Canada,
we can guarantee to the trade accuracy in valuation and PROMPT AND HONEST RETURNS.

Our Plan
Immediately upon receipt of shipment we will remit by cash or draft (as desired).
If our offer should not prove satisfactory, we will return consignment in exactly same
condition as received and pay all charges. By this arrangement you are absolutely
safe, as it is no sale unless our offer should prove satisfactory, and you run no more
chances than if you were disposing of same right over your counter.

Read! These will interest you:
GORHAM MFG. CO., Silversmiths,

New York and Providence.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., July 2; 1892.

MESS. GOLDSMITH BROS.

DEAR SIRS :—We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July aoth, inclosing
check for $3285.65 which we have passed to your credit, in account for sweepings,
and for which please accept thanks of

Yours truly,
GORHAM MFG. CO.

Per Raeton.

• CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—We are well pleased with your estimates on old gold, and your
prompt and satisfactory way of doing business.

Yours truly, SWARTCHILD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—Our business relations have always been pleasant and satis-
factory. Very truly yours,

H. F. HAHN & CO. .

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—We are well pleased with all transactions we have had with you,
and have always found your estimates on gold and silver to be accurate and full
value. Yours respectfully,

M. C. EPPENSTEIN & CO.

CHICAGO, Its.

GENTLEMEN :—We ha7e dealt with you for several years past, and cheerfully
endorse your reliability. Most respectfully,

ROBBINS & APPLETON.
R. A. Kettle, Agt.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—We are pleased to state that our dealings have been perfectly
satisfactory. Yours respectfully,

STEIN & ELLBOGEN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—We cheerfully add our testimonial to your business transactions,
which we have always found satisfactory. Your returns for old gold and silver have
been prompt and full value. Very respectfully,

A. & L. FELSENTHAL.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—Your dealings with us have always been satisfactory.
Yours truly, GILES, BRO. & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN :—We have always found your valuations of old gold satisfactory.
Yours, LAPP & FLERSHEM.

GOLDSMITH BROS.,
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners and Assayers,

63 AND 65 WASHINGTON STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE.—Send for our LirrLE BOOK giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. Mailed free on application.
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--- A TYPE OF PROGRESS. --411111
dl■ --IIIIP

alb.— --IMP
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1110.— 

E are on the eve of great things, in this Columbian year, in --411111
alb— ---4111P
1110.-- this great country of ours. Evidence multiplies on all sides as --41111
41111P---
Igo—. to the certainty that America is just entering on a career such as has —41P

—
111110--- fallen to no other people since the beginning of things; and the ---11111P
AP,— --4111111
11101.-- World's Fair will portray not only the perfect fruit of her present, —NIP
11110— ---■•
dl■-- but will suggest the blossoming promise of her future as well. ThoseSow— --4IP
OW-- qualities which have enabled her to attain her present proud positiondIP0--- --■IIIP
41110— --nail
411101-- —namely, pluck, skill, earnestness, character—will advance her more ---411P
111111■—• —ASP
API-- rapidly than ever along the lines of progress which lead to the ideal
411P— ---411111
Mob-- --4111
1110. 

commonwealth.
— •--.11111P

1110— --411•We would direct your serious consideration to a Watch Company41110-- —4111P
41110.-- —NIP
4111111.-- which fairly typifies the modern progressive movement in our national —411IP
11P— --411P
dllo--- life. Continually extending its own limitations of improvement, —NIP
4111110---
Sob-- itself its severest critic, content with nothing short of its pre-
MP— -111111
MO— ---41Pconceived ideals of excellence, the New York Standard Watch111110.--- --NOP
MIN— Company has moved steadily forward to the achievement of pro- ---41P
11110.-- 
11110■-- --•41111
MP-- ducing " The Best Watch in the World for the Money." It accepts
4110--- —41P
111P-- no qualification of its position ; it will never plead a mental --41P
411111•-- —41•
111110.---- reservation ; it is willing to stand or fall before the jury of the Trade
Mb— --411IP
11110— on its bald assertion that it gives the largest value for the money of

-- 
--411IP

alb ---41IP
dllo— 

--- 
any watch in the world. Will you prove us right? or wrong? We --■1P

dlIP• 
1110--- --4IP
11110-- shall heartily thank you for looking into the question, for it concerns --4111P
1110--
4111P-- -4111IP
4111Po 

you, your customer, and . Yours truly,
-- --411P

MP—
dllo--- • The New York Standard Watch Co.dllo-- ---4111P
OP,— —411111
MO-- --41110
4111•-- —•4111P

—411111
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To Our Patrons

We are looking into the future. Shall we
tell you -its prospects are bright ? In childhood,
hopes and aspirations are highest. In this

child-month of the year we are planning great things for
you and for ourselves. You know how, during the year that
is past, we placed heavy orders for goods in anticipation of
your needs ; you helped us in our plans, and bought like-
wise. Now, this year we have set our mark several notches
higher. Already we have placed enormous orders with
the American Optical Co. for gold spectacles. We know
you are going to need them far in excess of any year that
has passed. Remember, when you want them, that we will
not keep you waiting. With the stock already on hand and
goods constantly arriving, together with what we make
ourselves, we are prepared for prompt work.

Our prescription department is improving every day.
All work is sent out the same day it reaches us. We guar-
antee prices as low, if not lower, than any in this class of work.

We are selling an excellent hand reading-glass, Amer-
ican make, in gilt and nickel, in sets of five, from two-inch
to four-inch. Two gilt and three nickel, $6.io ; all nickel,
$5.00; and all gilt, $7.85. Any ordering the whole set will
0-et a very handsome plush-covered stand, which we have
just originated to hold them in. Order a set; you will be
more than well pleased with them.

Recently our master-mechanic has completed a machine
for grinding perfection bifocal lenses rapidly. We can now
furnish them in any quantity at greatly reduced prices. We
will put them up in a fine steel, straight-temple frame for
$10.50 per dozen ; and in half-riding or riding bow for $ii.00.

Very respectfully,

Johnston Optical Co.
Have you received our New Catalogue? If not, please order a copy and examine our
new system of quoting prices on prescription orders and repairing materials under
each cut illustrated. Also look over prices carefully and see if they are too low,

•

Detroit, Mich.

7

AIRFOINT nawracNKIN
EDWARD D. MANDELL, PRESIDENT.'

THOMAS A. TRIPP, TREASURER.

HEW DE.MC1I 9

COMFAMT

No. 054. BOOK MARK AND PAPER CUTTER.

ReTORVIONOAKig 'clU".01t7

No. 3805. PICTURE-FRAME.
No. 3814. PICTURE-FRAME.

.:44a

No. 328. TEA SET. SATIN ENGRAVED.
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Owing to a Mai Oomaog for Universal Heads and Slide-Rests from the
hundreds who took advantage of our SPECIAL

LATHE SALE, we have made arrangements with a well-known manufacturer
to supply us with all they can make, and we are prepared to accept orders
for the same at these exceedingly low figures.

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY TRUE OR MONEY REFUNDED.
..... •.• ....... ..... 

......

Only Exclusivo WWI& Josh] jlouse 111 Ohio

—13 Lao. n.
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Iill Silver Cases

in Steel Cases

ill 15—year Filled Cases

ill 14 Et. Gold Cases

American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

To every watch-repairer who
buys a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
1893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
or one ticket to said Fair. To every
married watch-repairer two tick-
ets viI1 be given. The proofs required
will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and. if married,
the autograph of the wife.

FIG. 68. WALL CASE.

Fitted with elaborate Polished Brass Handles and Shelf-Brackets. These fittings may be
applied to any Wall Case when desired.

DIMENSIONS :—Height of base, 28 inches; depth, from 20 inches to 34 inches; height of
center, 9 feet—all extreme outside measure.

One of the handsomest Wall Cases ever shown to the trade.



TO SUPPLY DEPARTMENT OF

GLICKAUF & NEWHOUSE,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

1893 A Happy New Year 1893
The Grandest Bargain of the New Year.

Notice the prices and compare with those of our competitors. You have never been offered such abargain. Every one guaranteed to be hard and absolutely true, or money refunded. No risk taken.

Owing to the re-

markably low price

at which we are of-

fering these lathes,

we shall have to ask

you, when ordering

them, to remit cash

with order.

Remember
we carry the largest

stock of CHAINS 

and CHARMS in 

the West.. We

are the recognized

headquarters for

everything in the

Tool, Material and 

Supply line.

The ACME LATHE, No. i x2 Hard.
Dimensions of Lathe: Length of Bed, o.so inches; Bed to Center, 1.75 inches ; Swing, 3.so inches.

Same size in every respect as the No. r X2 Moseley, with which all parts and attachments will interchange.Combination consists of I Lathe, No. i x 2 hard ; to Wire-Chucks ; 3 Step-Chucks ; i Taper-Chuck ; i Screw-Chuck ; 6 Brass Cement-Chucks, 3‘ inch ; I Brass Cement-Chuck, inch : z Brass Cement-Chuck, r inch;2 Steel Tapers ; so feet Belting ; i Oak Chuck-Box.

Price, complete, $25.50. Net Cash. No further discount.

The Climax Lathe, No. 2 Hard.
Same size in every respect as the " Webster-Whitcomb," with which lathe all parts and attachments willinterchange. Combination consisting of following : I Lathe, No. 2 hard ; 6 Wire-Chucks ; a Step-Chucks;I Screw-Chuck ; z Taper-Chuck ; i Arbor-Chuck ; 6 Brass Cement-Chucks, 3( inch diameter ; i Brass Cement-Chuck, 4 inch diameter ; 1 Brass Cement-Chuck, Yi inch diameter ; 4 Circular Saws ; i Ivory Lap ; i CopperLap ; I Emery Lap ; 6 Steel Tapers ; 9 feet Belting ; i Chuck-Block with Glass Globe.

Complete, $27.50. Net Cash. No further discount.

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS.

If  you are in

need .of a lathe,

order one of these

at once. You will

not regret it.

II

P. A Hardy & Co.
MANUFAOTURINer OPTICIANS.WHOLESALE AND

/wo.,"....4.•■■•■•■••■•■•••■•••••■•■•■••■•■••••■•••■•••■•

Case Department.
We manufacture our own Spectacle-Cases, and would call special attention to the product
of this department, in which we make a specialty of fine-quality cases. Our line of

STAR BRAND CASES
is made with light, stiff bodies, covered with a fine-grain black leather cut from whole
skins, with all damaged pieces carefully culled out and discarded. They are, therefore,
of a uniform and fine quality.

The riding-bow cases are made in seven sizes, as illustrated above, thereby enabling
opticians to provide their customers with cases adapted to the style of frame prescribed.

Send for catalogue and samples to

F. A. Hardy & Co.
46 sz 48 Madison' Street, Chicago, Ill.
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FURNISHED
IN THE
FOLLOW! NG
ARTICLES:

TEA SPOONS.
DESSERT SPOONS.
TABLE SPOONS.
COFFEE SPOONS.
EGG SPOON.
ICE CREAM SPOONS.
ORANGE SPOONS.
BERRY OR NUT SPOONS.
SALAD SPOONS.
DESSERT FORKS.
MEDIUM FORKS.
OYSTER FORKS.
PICKLE FORKS.
SALAD FORKS.
FISH FORKS.

T 11111111111'111'
, 1111■I

11111 !!!!!!!;111111 ,11!1,,

THE "HOLLAND"

FURNISHED
IN THE
FOLLOWING
ARTICLES:

FISH KNIVES.
PIE KNIVES.
CRUMB KNIVES.
BUTTER KNIVES.
BUTTER SPREADERS. 
SUGAR SHELLS.
SUGAR TONGS.
CREAM LADLES.
GRAVY LADLES.
OYSTER LADLES.
MEDIUM LADLES.
CHEESE SCOOPS.
CHILD'S SETS.
NUT PICKS.

HAVE YOU HAD ONE OF THOSE BEAUTIFUL BERRY SPOONS?
THE FINEST ARTICLE EVER SHOWN IN PLATE.

LIST SAME AS ON OTHER
FANCY PATTERNS.

THE
MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.

133, 135 WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORIES:

MERIDEN, CONN.

-Y. 
1(11IGHT8

Co \r 125 State Street,

Chicago.

See Our New Year Offering!

Imitation Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.
20 wire chucks, 5 wheel chucks, saw arbor, cement brasses, chuck block, belting, etc.

A very fine outfit. Price, $50.00.

No. 10. di jjIl it11111001111iIII

13

Swiss
Rounding-Up Tool.

18 Cutters.

Complete.

Price, $30.00.

24-inch Carved
Iron Watch Sign.

With raised
cast letters on rim.

Name printed on dials.

$16.50.

This Entire Lot for January, 1893, for $78.50, Net Cash.



REPAIRING GOLD PENS A SPECIALTY.

I manufacture everything in the Gold Pen line, and you will find my prices satisfactory. Before placing your orders elsewhere,
send for my ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Why, that beautiful Roll-Top -Watchmaker's Bench, in Oak or Walnut, (valued at p2.5o)
which Thos. J. Juzek & Co. will give to the owner of the First Express Package
of Watch Work delivered to them on the 28th of February, 1893.

That we do our work promptly.

That we guarantee satisfaction.

That we make a specialty of repairing Chronographs.

Trade Watch Repairers,

33, 35, 37, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, Ill.
Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet.

ALL ORDERS FOR TOOLS OR MATERIAL RECEIVE

Our name does not appear on any of its pages. Orders filled the day they are received.

Following the great success this pattern has had during the past few months, it is offered for the approaching

season of 1893 with the assurance that we now have the facilities for its additional production

sufficient to promptly fill orders for the Spoons and Forks, Fancy Pieces and Cutlery.

23 Maiden Lane, New York. 137 & 139 State St., Chicago. 118 & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco. Manufactory, Providence, R. I.
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WALTHAM •
16 Size, Thin Model, S. W., Pendant-Setting

MOVEMENTS

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,

First Quality Nickel.

19 Extra Fine Ruby Jewels in Raised Gold
Settings ; Gold Train ; Exposed Ruby Pal-
lets ; Patent Regulator ; Compensation Bal-
ance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism
and Position; Patent Breguet Hairspring,
Hardened and Tempered in Form.

RIVERSIDE, Nickel.

15 Jewels in Settings; Exposed Pallets ;
Patent Regulator ; Compensation Balance,
Adjusted to Temperature. Isochronisin and
Position; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hard-
ened and Tempered in Form.

ROYAL, Nickel.

15 Jewels in Settings; Patent Regulator;
Compensation Balance, Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. 24, Nickel.

11 Jewels in Settings; Compensation Bal-
ance ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hardened
and Tempered in Form.

No. 20, Gilded.

7 Jewels; Compensation Balance ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

AMN. WATCH CO., Fine

Nickel.

16 Fine Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings;
Exposed Pallets; Patent Regulator; Com-
pensation Balance, Adjusted to Temperature,
Isochronism and Position ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form.

RIVERSIDE, Gilded.

15 Jewels in Settings; Exposed Pallets;
Patent Regulator; Compensation Balance,
Adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism and
Position ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hard.
ened and Tempered in Form.

ROYAL, Gilded.

15 Jewels in Settings; Patent Regulator;
Compensation Balance ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form.

No. 22, Gilded.

11 Jewels in Settings; Compensation Bal-
ance ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hardened
and Tempered in Form.
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WE take pleasure in announcing to our patrons
that we have just secured the services of Mr. Loren
I,. Boyle as Western representative of THE KEY-
STONE, with permanent headquarters at Chicago.
Mr. Boyle had formerly an extended printing,
publishing and journalistic experience in St.
Joseph, Mo., and was for the past twelve years
traveling representative for Baldwin & Co., of
that city. He is a thorough business man.

WE have strengthened during 1892, as never
before in the same period, the bonds of friendship
and mutual interest existing between ourselves and
the retail jewelers. Our efforts to do so have been
great, but they have been generously rewarded.
This is revealed in the unprecedented growth of
our subscription list. There are a few still out-
side THE KEYSTONE fold ; is not the New Year an
opportune time to enter ? Send in your dollar.

WE desire to call attention to a short series
of articles on " Money " commenced in this issue.
The subject will be discussed by the competent
authority whom we have- specially secured for the
occasion, and we believe jewelers will profit in
following his exposition of it. Certainly the dis-
cussion is timely, in view of the need of larger
popular knowledge of a matter which must more
and more engage the attention of business men as
voters. The recent international conference in
Belgium, called to consider the depreciation in
silver, betokens the increasing regard which states-
men and financiers feel called upon to bestow on
the question of money in its broad relations.
It would seem, therefore, entirely fitting that
the mass of the people should become better ac-
quainted with the functions and nature of money.
THE KEYSTONE invites the consideration of the
jewelers, as merchants, to the series of. articles in
question.

AMONG the remarkable things accomplished
in 1892 have been a wonderful development of
speed in its various manifestations and the attain-
ment of much greater facility of communication.
How ridiculous it would appear to our great-
grandfathers to be told that a-horse at a trot could
carry a man in a vehicle a mile in two minutes
and five seconds. Yet Nancy Hanks has covered
the equine species with glory by performing this
feat ; while Johnson, the Minneapolis cyclist,
brought a blush to the face of pretty Nancy by
accomplishing the same feat on his " machine"
in a somewhat less time ! Engine 385 of the Phila-
delphia and Reading Railroad recently covered a
mile in the unprecedented time of thirty-seven
seconds, and ninety miles an hour for passenger
trains is considered an early certainty. - In
crossing the ocean, all former records have been
completely smashed, and a vessel has recently
been launched that is expected to attend to the
record-breaking during the present year. The
recent arrival, too, of the disabled Umbria in
New York without assistance proves the marvel-
ous security of ocean travel. Then, the long-
distance telephone has been established, and New

Yorkers can now converse at a distance of i000
miles with their brothers in Chicago. A trans-
atlantic telephone is next on the list. The human
race is certainly progressing. As individuals we
must not lose our places in the procession.

President Carnot.

THE plot is thick-
ening ominously in the
great Panama scandal
in France. The results
so far have been the
subversion of the old
and the creation of a
new government ; the
utter degradation of the
already malodorous re-
putation of the French
press ; the suicide of
several prom i n ent

Frenchmen and the disgrace of hundreds. Even
the name of President Carnot has been whispered
in connection with the scandal ; another fresh
contingent has been added to the number selected
for government prosecution ; and the overthrow
of the Republic is openly threatened. Swords
and duelling pistols are in active demand, and
general chaos appears to prevail in the gay French
capital.

The Gallic race are naturally excitable, and
have always resented dishonesty in high places
with a passionate resentment. If their anger, on
this occasion, were at all proportionate to the dis-
honesty, we should shudder to think of the results.
The Panama scheme is probably the greatest
swindle and the most systematically conducted on
record. Between three and four hundred million
dollars of the hard-earned savings of the nation
were raised to accomplish an undertaking, the
impossibility of which was loudly proclaimed
from the beginning by American experts. Only
about $8o,000,000 of this amount can be traced
to the big ditch. Millions were spent on silencing
newspapers ; other millions were lavished to retain
the aid and good-will of bankers ; and yet others
to keep in line the members of the Chamber of
Deputies. The common people accepted the
name of the great engineer, M. de Lesseps, as a
guarantee of good faith, and have paid with a
vengeance the penalty of tlieir credulity. Whether
they were knowingly deceived by the eighty-eight-
year-old patriarch remains to be seen. In virtue
of his past career and gray hairs a charitable
public have so far given him the benefit of the
doubt. Present symptoms, however, seem to in-
dicate that the " Grand Old Man of France " has
put his proud title in imminent danger.

-t
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ALBERT HOWARD,
general manager of the
E. Howard Watch and
Clock Company, and
one of the pioneers of
the watch and clock in-
dustry in this country,
died recently at his
residence in Roxbury,
Mass. The deceased
had an attack of apo-
plexy, in May of last
year, from which he

Albert Howard. never fully recovered.
A debilitated constitution left him an easy victim,
and the second attack proved fatal.

Albert Howard was born in Hingham, Mass.,
May zo, 1833. After receiving an education in
the old Hingham school he went to Boston, and
at the age of sixteen became an apprentice in the
shop of the firm of Howard & Davis, then doing
business on East Street, now known as Hampden
Street, Roxbury. The senior member of the firm
was a cousin of young Howard, and displayed a
marked interest in his employee. The firm was
engaged in manufacturing clocks and balances for
weighing letters and gold. Later on they began
the manufacture of watches of a high class. In
1860 Mr. Davis withdrew, and Albert was taken
into the concern by his cousin and the E. Howard
Watch Company organized. In 1881 the watch
company was incorporated, and Albert Howard
was appointed on the board of directors and
made general manager, which position he vir-
tually held up to his death.

He was a man of restless energy and great
business capability ; considerate to his employees,
and popular with all. None mourn his loss more
than the toilers at the watch factory.

IN view of the threatened introduction of
cholera into this country and the calamitous con-
sequences of such a visitation during the World's
Fair year, it seems probable that public opinion
will force from our legislators an early enactment
for the further restriction of immigration. Senator
Chandler, chairman of the Senate Committee on
Immigration, is radical in his views on restrictive
legislation, and boldly advocates the entire sus-
pension of immigration, except from the Pan-
American countries, for one year dating from the
first of next March. It is now admitted by all
that restriction of some kind has become an
absolute necessity, as immigration at its present
rate threatens a revolution in our social conditions.
The biggest load of steerage passengers that ever
came into any port in this country on one vessel
arrived in New York on December 15th, when the
North German Lloyd steamship Stuttgart landed
from her steerage two thousand two hundred and
sixty-three souls. However great our resources,
they cannot bear for any lengthened period so
wholesale an invasion as this shipload indicates.
Besides, its continuation would mean to a certainty
a cholera epidemic during the present year, as
well as an alarmingly rapid degradation of the
present average of American citizenship.

How much restriction, and what particular
kind, it would be judicious to adopt is what is
now puzzling the cogitative faculties of our think-
ers on this subject. There are many and plausible
objections to the sweeping measure advocated by
Senator Chandler. The West is outspoken in its
opposition to such a measure, and there is no
equivocation in the newspaper denunciations of
it. The Kansas City Times defines restriction as

the killing of the goose that lays the golden eggs,
and urges that " Western people should wake up
and let their Congressmen know that this crusade
against immigration must not run wild."

The St. Louis Republic says : " When, • in a
country as yet not fully developed, we get a fully-
grown immigrant, able to pr,oduce a surplus in the
first year of his arrival, we have gained in progress
twenty years of one man's lifetime. And so for
every immigrant who is poor enough when he gets
he to be forced by his poverty to become at once
a producer. Such immigrants are of the greatest
economic value to a community, and that commu-
nity which receives them in the largest numbers
will become the wealthiest, other things being
equal." This is a typical specimen of the
Western line of reasoning, and, if it be conceded
that the immigrant is as good and desirable for
the rough labor needed in the development of a
country as the American-born workman, the
reasoning seems eminently justifiable.

The proposition to levy a tax of one hundred
dollars per head seems doubly objectionable.
The poor immigrant is not always the undesirable
one, while the tax that would make him poor
would defeat its own object. Considering the
existence of cholera, however, and the paramount
interests at stake during the present year, it seems
to us that now, if ever, is the opportune time to
make the restrictive experiment.

A YEAR of unprecedented prosperity has
been added to the history of our country. We
remember having been twitted early in 1892 with
what one of our critics was then pleased to call
" a foundationless optimism." It is, therefore,
with considerable pride we now announce the
fact that our predictions, sanguine though they
were, have been more than fulfilled. Business
statistics, thus far published, have been favorable
without an exception. They tell of increased
foreign and domestic trade ; fewer failures, com-
paratively speaking, than in any previous year;
and a considerable expansion in the volume of
our general prosperity. R. G. Dun & Co.'s
report, after an exhaustive digest of the figures,
asserts that " the most prosperous year ever
known in business closed on December 31st with
strongly favorable indications for the future.
From nearly all points comes the report that the
holiday trade has been the largest ever known,
and while wholesale trade is not usually active at
this season of stock-taking, it is now remarkably
large. Settlements through clearing-houses out-
side New York, in December, were apparently
the largest ever made in any month, exceeding
last year's by more than ten per cent." As bank
clearances are truthfully indicative of the volume
of trade in general, this is a most remarkable
showing. We note, too, that railroad gross
earnings were over five per cent. greater than
those of 1891, and that there has been a won-
derful revival in the cotton trade, so alarmingly
depressed in the early part of last year.

THE most remarkable thing, however, in
connection with the agency reports is the decrease
in the number of failures. According to Brad-
street's the number of business failures in the
United States, as far as ascertainable, was, for the
calendar year 1892, 10,270, a smaller total than
has been reported since 1882, with a single excep-
tion. Furthermore, the grand total of the liabili-
ties of failing traders is calculated as $108,500,00o,
a smaller amount than for any year since 1882
without any exception whatever. The total

" cohimercial population " of this country in
1883 was 855,000 commercial and industrial
concerns--corporations, firms and individuals—
and the number of failures in that year amounted
to 16,299. Yet in 1892, nine years later, with a
" commercial population " of 1,035,000, a gain
of twenty-one per cent., the number of failures is
only 10,27c, and the debts resultant smaller by
forty per cent. than in 1883.

In making.predictions for the present year we
regret that the monetary situation is not to our
liking. The silver question continues to be a
dark cloud of growing density on the financial
horizon. The now probable failure of the Inter-
national Monetary Conference to arrive at any
definite agreement, has intensified the European
distrust arising from the compulsory issuance of
an inferior currency in this country, and this
distrust is already manifesting itself in the foreign
demand for gold in payment, and the large,
though by no means alarming, shipments from our
shores in consequence. The repeal of the Sher-
man act, which provides for the purchase of a
certain quantity of silver monthly for coinage
purposes, is now being clamored for, and should
the Brussels conference ultimately prove abortive,
the repeal of the act would seem to be the only
logical conclusion. Apart from the monetary
situation, however, the outlook for 1893 is of the
brightest.

A BILL relative to the formation of a com-
pany to construct the Nicaragua canal is now
before the Senate, and the accomplishment of
this important undertaking seems one of the
probabilities of the early future. The stock of
the company is to be limited to $100,000,000, of
which $88,000,000 is to be delivered to the
United States, to be voted by the President or his
proxy at the meetings of the stockholders ; and
ten of the fifteen directors are to be appointed by
the President, not more than five of whom
shall be of one political party. The remaining
$12,000,000 is to be retained by the company
for delivery to the Governments of Nicaragua and
Costa Rica for their concessions of territory. In
other words, the company will issue $100,000,000
worth of bonds, which the United States is to
guarantee. The money procured by the sale of
these bonds will, it is said, be sufficient to pay
for the construction of the canal. The obligation
thus assumed by our government would be a very
large one, but we take it for. granted that there
are sufficient grounds to justify its assumption.

The importance and desirability of this
canal from a commercial point of view we have
already referred to in THE KEYSTONE. Its im-
portance from a political point of view, and the
evident desirability, in consequence, of the United
States having a controlling interest in it, is a
more recent revelation. It is pointed out that the
lake which will form part of the canal gives the
route a unique international significance, inas-
much as the nation which controls this canal,
under terms of amity with Nicaragua, can find
therein rest and refreshment for its fleet, and that
from this safe retreat might issue squadrons able
to strike sudden and effective blows on both
oceans, thence to return to their sheltered strong-
hold, and draw therefrom nourishment and fresh
strength for a renewal of hostilities. The Sec-
retary of the United States navy has made the
public fully alive to the importance of an isthmian
channel in case of international complications,
and the lake retreat seems to add very materially
to its utility in this regard.
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Good Roads.

The cause of good roads, so essential to our

economic and social progress, advances steadily;

and we are now enabled to announce that the long-

agitated question of State aid for the improvement

of our highways seems, at least in one instance, to

have been practically solved. The legislature of

New Jersey, some time ago, passed a law by virtue

of which money could be appropriated for the

building of permanent country roads. The peo-

ple of Middlesex County, in that State, were

specially energetic in their endeavors to take ad-

vantage of this legislative concession, with the

result that Governor Abbett recently certified an

order for $20,661 to be paid to the county author-

ities for improvements made. This is noteworthy

as being the first instance in which money was

contributed by any State for the pprmanent im-

provement of its highways, and we accept it as

the inauguration in a small way of a general

governmental overhauling of mudways under

intelligent State supervision.

If, however, a law such as was passed by the

New Jersey legislature be a very remote possibility

in many States, a fairly effective temporary sub-

stitute would be a law that would require that the

road-tax should be paid in cash to the collector of

the town, and by him paid out on the order of a

town superintendent of roads, or of three corn-

missioners of highways, who shall appoint a road

expert to have charge of all the town roads, the

latter's plan for working to be submitted to the

commissioners in advance for their approval.

It has become fatiguing, at this late date, to

reiterate the absolute necessity of better roadways

all over our country. Perhaps the winter storms

make the necessity more manifest. Let those

who wish for good roads when wading in slush

not forget their yearnings with the advent of the

summer sunshine.

The advantage of good roads may thus be

succinctly stated:
They would make it possible for the farmer

to take advantage promptly of the highest market,

no matter at what season of the year.

They would save him days and weeks of time

which he wastes every year wallowing through the

disgusting mire of dirt roads.

They would reduce to a minimum the wear

and tear on wagons and carriages.

They would lessen the expense of keeping

horses in working order, and fewer horses would

be required to perform the farmer's work.

They would require less to keep them in

repair than do the dirt roads.

They would make it easier for a team to pull

several tons over their smooth surface than to draw

a wagon through the mud.

They would afford ready communication

with the outside world at all seasons of the year.

They would save the farmer many vexatious

and nervous strains.
They would practically shorten the distance

to the local market.
They would increase the demand for country

and suburban property.

NOT many weeks since some ten thousand

editorial moralists were expatiating on the in-

corrigible selfishness of Jay Gould ; but subsequent

happenings go to show that the deceased rail-

way king was only the exception that proves the

rule. Philip D. Armour, the millionaire pork-packer

of Chicago, has just erected a capacious edifice for

manual training in the lucky Western metropolis,

and endowed it with $1,400,000, thus creating

one of the most useful public institutions in the

world. John D. Rockefeller, who must now be

considered the most munificent of living philan-

thropists, has increased his previous benefactions

of $2,600,000 to the University of Chicago

by an additional gift of $1,000,000. The an-

nouncement is also made that Miss Mary E. Gar-

rett, a daughter of Robert Garrett, late president

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,

has .donated the goodly surn of $306,977 to the

Johns Hopkins University, to complete a half-

million-dollar endowment necessary to establish a

medical school as part of that institution. It is

worthy of mention, too, that George W. Vander-

bilt has presented the American Fine Arts Society

Niith his $100,000 art gallery and the entire col-

lection therein ; while numerous other gifts, pro-

portionately liberal, continue to be announced

from all sections of the country: With such a

record within a few weeks, we can well afford to

treat with charitable indifference the pardonable

selfishness of the deceased speculator.

Statue of Justice.

If the primary object of a

State exhibit at the World's

Fair be to advertise the State,

we congratulate the people of

Montana on their unique and
extraordinary achievement. The

$60,000 solid silver statue,

resting on a pedestal of gold
representing a money value of
$250,000, has already gained

a celebrity as world-wide as that

of the Fair itself; a celebrity,

too, not likely to be short-lived.

'The notoriety is thus accounted

for. The statue was intended

by the projectors of the move-

ment to represent the Goddess

of Justice, holding in one hand a pair of

scales, and in the other a short sword. For

the statue a model had to be procured, and in

the hunt after a specimen of perfect woman-

hood, Miss Ada Rehan, the versatile actress, was

finally selected. The news of this selection seems

to have fallen like a thunderclap among Miss

Rehan's terpsichorean and histrionic brethren.

The demon of jealousy awoke from his slumbers,

and in spicy interviews it was repeatedly asserted

that the privilege of becoming the model was

offered to several for a money consideration.

This, we may state, the Montana committee

deny unqualifiedly.

As far as physical perfection is concerned,

Miss Rehan seems to merit the honor. Out of

sixty-eight measurements which mark the stand-

ard of a woman's perfect figure, she is said to

conform to the requirements of sixty-two, and in

none of the remaining six did she deviate one-

quarter of an inch from the standard. Her se-

lection has also given satisfaction to the public.

She is said to be unassuming, almost retiring, in

her manners, and to abhor the methods of fame-

hunting characteristic of the modern actress.

Though lacking in her profession the tragic power

of a Bernhardt, she seems to surpass all her con-

temporaries in versatility, and can portray a

Rosalind or a hoidenish girl with the same true

conception of the part. The clay model of the

statue is now on exhibition in the sculptor's studio

in Chicago, and a most scathing criticism of its

execution opens the second act in this unique

advertising drama.

Don't Limit Education.

The education of the boy is the highest duty

of the father, and the better the education pro-

cured for him the better the paternal duty is

performed. Accepting the truth of this, it is

with some surprise we have recently been reading

editorials in various trades journals disparaging

higher education as a business qualification. Of

course, the unhappy saying of Andrew Carnegie

on this subject has been reiterated ad nauseam in

support of the contention of these writers. Being

of the number. who think differently, we have

read with gratification a recent speech of Chauncey

M. Depew pertaining to this matter. In an

address at the commencement exercises of the

Peirce College of Business he said : " I read the

remarks made here recently by Andrew Carnegie,

who is one of the most successful men in the

world, and who gives it as his deliberate opinion

that a liberal education is a clog upon success in

practical business life. I beg to say that I differ

absolutely from Mr. Carnegie. There are few

Andrew Carnegies ; very few Commodore Van-

derbilts ; very few of those men who have a genius

for the acquisition of money and the handling of

business--who can get on without the training

which comes from the best masters and the best

schools. My old friend, Horace Greeley, had the

same view, but he had it only in regard to the

profession of journalism. I have heard him say

on many an occasion : Of all horned cattle,

deliver me from a college graduate in an editorial

office.' And yet, to-day, it is safe to say that if

good old Uncle Horace looks down upon the edi-

torial sanctums of the • great newspapers of the

country he would see that nine out of every ten of

the men who furnish the brains for the papers and

the ideas for their readers are the graduates of

universities. But it is not given to all the youth of

the country to secure the time and to secure the
opportunity' and the money to have a liberal edu-

cation. Notwithstanding that, I say, in regard to

Mr. Carnegie arid his familiar example, that I

have seen it tried, and it doesn't turn out as he

says." This opinion should have considerable

weight, coming, as it does, both from a university

graduate and from a $75,000 a year business man.

As the doctrine that a liberal education is a

clog to success in business is a very left-handed

compliment to business men, its propagation by

trades journals seems, to say the least, undignified.

It has, besides, such a decidedly " sour grape"

flavor, that it reflects by no means creditably on

the propagators. The genius for moneymaking

of a Carnegie, a Rockefeller or a Gould is rare

enough to be considered accidental, and even did

it belong to a greater number it would still be

poor logic to argue from the particular to the

general. Educate your boys ; educate them high-

ly—very highly, if you can.

AN outbreak of diamond fever is threatened

in far-off Idaho. A Holland gem expert, named

Kunze, has given it as his opinion that precious

gems exist in Owyhee County in that State, and

has afforded evidence of his faith in his attempted

formation of a mining company in enterprising

Chicago. Precious stones have previously been

found in this region, which fact lends color to the

discovery of the Dutch expert. People are said

to be flocking in the direction of the diamond

fields, and a liberal offer for a tract of country in

the vicinity has been received from San Franciscan

capitalists. The fields are said to bear a remark-

able resemblance to those of South Africa and

Brazil.

411..
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swARTeHILD 8/ Co.
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

No. 3422.

Melotte's
Revolving Combination Bench-Block.

Patented September 13,1892.

Anvil and two blocks combined in one—steel anvil, one rubber and one wood
tiling-bed. These blocks can readily be turned to any position. The

three-armed hub is revolved by pulling out slightly, and is auto-
matically held perfectly firm and solid in any of the three po-

sitions. Those having them in use pronounce them the
most complete anvil and filing-block ever used.

Price, complete, $3.00.

JULES ROBERT'S

CELEBRATED

MAINSPRINGS
FOR

AMERICAN WATCHES.

MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

SWARTCHILD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Jules Robert's Celebrated Mainsprings.
Now is the proper time to test the quality of a good spring ; and having had

the exclusive agency for this make in the United States for the last
two years, we warrant this spring to be superior to any other

spring in the market. Every one is guaranteed. We
handle them for all the leading American watches.

Each spring has our name on the end.

Price per dozen, $1.50. _ Per gross, $15.00.

New Style
Mainspring and Barrel-Hook Punch.

The best and cheapest punch out.

Price, plain, 85 cents. Nickel-plated, $1.10.

4f.S"NW
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CLEANING
Diar00i)d, Foill3ae iSiOds

or cold, Plate or Gilt a
er..W 6.1 -0II,

Magic Jewelry Wash.
For cleaning all kinds of Diamonds, Foil-Backs and Jewelry. Put up in

glass bottle, with wooden case over it to prevent breakage.
Full directions with each package.

Price, 25 cents. Per dozen, $2.50.

'Mills Pat. Jan. 19th, 189X.

No. 3425.

Mills' Patent
Watch-Crown Holder and Graver.

The simplest and easiest crown-chuck made. Will fit any American lathe
with a No. 5o wire-chuck.

Price for Crown-Holder, $3.00. With Graver, $3.50.

1g otice.—Parties not having received our new 1893 and 1894 645-page Catalogue will please advise us of same,
and we will forward one to them, as this is the most complete catalogue ever issued.

SWARTCHILD •fk CO.
Masonic Temple, Fifth Floor, Chicago, Ill.

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
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Money.

BY A. B. C.

Und es herrscht der Erde, das Geld.—Schilkr.

The editor of THE KEYSTONE invites me to
write a short series of articles on the subject of

MONEY ; probably selecting me for the undertaking

in the belief that I might be more or less qualified

to address jewelers on this topic, in consequence

of my past connection with -the banking business

and my present identification with the jewelry

interests.
I shall attempt to justify the editor's expecta-

tions because of a conviction, born of my love for
my country, that no more important question is

before ,this people than a comprehension of the
proper forms of its money, and a knowledge of

the influence of a proper value-measure upon the

nation's prosperity. How to impress the facts of

economic science upon the people is a perennial

problem with statesmen ; it furnishes to economists
a perpetual anxiety; and individual merchants in

every line would do well to give the question

thoughtful consideration and intelligent judgment.

" Money" in the form of credit is an enigma to

the mass ; what it is not, what are its limitations,
what are its exact functions in the' operations of

trade and national polity, are not generally under-

stood. I hope, at least, to awaken a curiosity

which will lead the reader into a more detailed

study of this interesting subject than these columns
will permit.

WHAT IS MONEY?

Money is anything which is accepted as a

measure of the value of all other things, to serve

as a medium of exchange, so as to get over the
difficulties of direct barter.

Let us analyze the definition. It is anything

which is accepted as a common measure of value,

" so as to get over the difficulties of direct barter."

In the beginnings of history, trade was accom-

plished by barter; and the inconveniences of such

a method are obvious. What haggling and bar-
gaining must have been necessary to conclude the

transactions mentioned in the Iliad, VII, 468:
4‘ From Lemnos' isle a numerous fleet had come
Freighted with wine . . . All the other Greeks
Hastened to purchase ; some with brass, and some
With gleaming iron ; some with hides,
Cattle and slaves."

As long as the products exchanged were
exactly equal in value there was no need for

money ; but the moment unequal exchanges were
made, there arose the necessity for some represent-
ative of the difference in the unequal values—
some exchangeable thing to stand for the balance
in the primary exchange. Such a crude method

of . trade, therefore, as barter, could not long
obtain in any but savage countries ; and the inven-

tion of money is .ascribed to that tired and foot-
sore man, who had all day lugged his slow ox about
the country in an unsuccessful effort to barter it
for corn or oil. " He thereupon took a piece of
leather, scratched on it the figure of an ox (ecus),
put it in his pocket, and called it pecunia, money."
(I imagine that subsequent holders of that partic-
ular leather money asked anxiously for daily
bulletins as to the health of the ox!)

SUBSTANCES USED AS MONEY.

I have said in the definition that money is
anything which is accepted as a medium of ex-
change. The popular conception of " money"
limits its forms to gold, silver, copper and " paper."
But the range of substances employed for this
purpose covers a wide variety. Up to the eighth
century, B. C., copper bars or skewers were used

••••••

as money throughout Greece ; the ./Ethiopians used

carved pebbles ; the Carthaginians, leather disks;

in the islands of the East Indies, shells are used;

in Thibet, little blocks of compressed tea ; among

the earlier North American Indians, belts of wam-

pum ; nails, in certain Scotch villages ; powder

and shot, in Colonial days ; dried cod, in New-

foundland, in the last century ; sugar, in the

West Indies ; tobacco, in Virginia, a hundred

years ago—afterward superseded by squirrel

skins. But bankers generally would be opposed to

carrying balances in dried cod, or dead men's

skulls (the money of certain South Sea Islanders),

or tobacco ; as such money would not " keep,"

and would not be easily divisible—not to mention

the economic factors which would embarrass the
use of such money-material.

METAL MONEY.

Taking all the requisites into consideration, it

is evident that there is no substance which so well
combines the essential considerations in a univers-

ally acceptable medium of exchange as a metal.
It is uniform in texture ; does not spoil ; occupies

small space ; is easily divisible into smaller parts,
each of which is equal in value to any similar
part of the same weight ; these parts can always
be joined to form a whole of exactly the aggregate
value of all the parts : which can be said of no
other substance. All civilized nations therefore
employ metals, stamped into coins, as the medium
of their exchanges ; and these metals are, chiefly,
gold, silver and copper.

It must be kept in mind that the mere act o
stamping a piece of metal by a government does
not in itself create an intrinsic value. Gold
money is itself a commodity, same as tea or
watches ; its intrinsic value corresponds with. its
conventional value as a circulating medium. It is
stamped by the government only for the purpose
of attesting its quality and weight, so as to save
the trouble of perpetual testing and weighing by
each person through whose hands the metal passes.

Gold is the basis in all money-systems, be-
cause it, in itself, is a commodity worth the goods
given for it. It can be melted and exchanged as
bullion for its coin value—less the cost of coinage.
A sale for gold, therefore, is real " barter." Silver,
on the other hand, is coined at only three-fourths
of the weight it represents in money value—that
is, the silver Coin circulates for one-fourth more
than its real value. Copper coins pass current for
more than three times what they are worth intrin-
sically. Silver and copper coins, consequently,
are only " tokens " of value, not actually worth
the sums they respectively represent ; hence they
are not legal tender beyond a limited amount, and
are not accepted in settlements between nations.
The only medium of exchange with foreign coun-
tries is the universal medium, gold, because it is a
commodity worth intrinsically the value of the
goods exchanged for it.

The decline in late years in the price of silver,
with the dire financial consequences resulting
therefrom to all civilized peoples, is the outgrowth
of a violation of certain facts in economic science
which will be discussed in a subsequent paper. In
connection therewith I will demonstrate, by histor-
ical examples, the evils resulting. from debasement
in quality and weight of the standard of the cir-
culating medium, and the monstrous folly of tem-
porizing with make-shift expedients in the financial
operations of governments.

In this initial chapter I should like to have
given a short history of money as coined by gov-
ernments, but the limited space forbids..

The next issue will contain an exposition of

paper currency—" the ghost of gold and the in-

comparable medium of exchange."

The Country Jeweler vs. the City Jeweler.

A DIALOGUE.

[The Country Jeweler's store is in an inland town of five thousand
inhabitants; the City Jeweler's is located in one of

the metropolitan centers.]

Country : " I can't, for the life of me, under-

stand why you should be willing to pay such

preposterous rentals and contingent expenses

in the big cities, when you could save so much

outlay by coming to a smaller town. How

much rent, now, do you pay ? "
City : " Eighteen hundred dollars.."
Country : " Land o' Goshen ! This big room

costs me just twenty dollars a month. Think

what a handsome profit merely in the differ-

ence in our rentals ! And your room, you

say, is only eighteen feet wide, while this is

forty. Seems to me f f

City : " But, my dear friend
Country: " that the fascination of envi-

ronment in big cities is dearly paid for by

the merchant who selects such a location.

And if we compare contingent expenses

City : " We would find that mine were greater,

also. My watchmaker gets bigger vages

than yours ; and my clerk probably twice as

much as yours. The question of wages is

regulated somewhat by the cost of

My help would starve on what would furnish

a comfortable living out here in the country;

and that difference in cost of living must

come out of the profits of my business. But

of one thing I am sure—I get part of that
difference in wages back in the difference in

the quality of their work, as compared with

the work done by your help. Don't under-

stand me to say that your help is not as good

as it should be. I am willing to admit that

it could not be better—for your community;

but it would not do for mine. Your com-

munity could not profitably make use of the

highest watchmaking skill, for the reason

that there are fewer fine and complicated

watches in your trade than are found among

the well-to-do in the city ; and as it is

necessary for you to secure a watchmaker

who is competent to do any job that is likely

to come to your bench, the same necessity

with me requires that I provide a higher

order of watchmaking skill—at a higher con-

sequent wage. Similarly with the salesman;

the people who come to my store comprise

many delicately-bred and cultured women

and men, and the clerk who waits on them

must have refinement of manner, intelligence

and politeness, as well as the best skill in

selling goods. See? "
Country : " No, I don't see clearly ; but let that

go—I want to hear from you about the rent

question."

City : " Well, that does seem a poser at first
thought ; but is it, really ? I take it that

the question of rent is self-adjusting to the
question of conditions. The scale is affected

by numerous factors. It varies widely in the

same city, depending upon proximity to the
fashionable promenade, the status of wealth

in the particular section of the city, etc.

It is to be presumed that these differences

in rents are justified by corresponding differ-
(Continued an page 23.)

Vb.
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THIRTEEN!

tIl

Are You Superstitious?

We are that is to say, we are superstitious
. enough to believe that thirteen years of con-
stantly increasing business is a very strong in-
dication that we shall have a largely increased
business during the next "decade + 3."

The treatment accorded one and all who
have favored us with their patronage and their
unbounded confidence in our methods, sig-
nally attest to their high appreciation of our
manner of making proper returns for all mate-
rial sent us.

Have you sent us a consignment of old
gold, silver, plated scraps, sweepings, filings
or residues ? If not, we ask a trial.

Citing° aigi jinn Smelling anti bikini Co.
Works at
Chicago, Ill.,
Aurora, III.,
Leadville, Colo.

184 La Salle Street,

Chicago.
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ences in advantages, else we would all move

into the side streets, or the country towns."

Country : " Now you are coming to the point.

Show me wherein you have an advantage over

me commensurate with the fact that you pay

nearly eight times the rent I do, and prob-

ably double my other fixed expenses, and I

will yield the question. Do not forget that,

after all, the only thing to consider is our

respective net profits at the end of the year."

City: " No, that is not the only question. You

lose sight of the considerable item of the

potentialities of trade in our respective loca-

tions. You cannot increase your business

beyond a certain total, simply because your

field is limited ; while I have practically an

unlimited field, since it comprises a million

people. It all depends upon my business

capacity to attract and hold that vast multi-

tude ; and this opportunity to extend my

trade is one of the things I have to pay for.

Now, to warrant the difference in our rents,

I must either sell more goods than you at the

same price, or must sell as many goods at a

higher price. I probably do both." .

.Country : " Well, but then in the last alternative

your custonzers pay the rent ! "

City : "Yes—and no. If they do, they do it

knowingly. If I secure unique or unusual

patterns, or objects of such quality or beauty

as are not found in your store or in many

stores in my city, those who want these

exclusive or distinguished styles do not com-

plain of the price. With all deference to

your stock, which exactly suits your com-

munity, I .could not sell it to my trade, and

would starve with it even if I paid no rent at

all. It would be just the thing, possibly, for

certain sections on the East Side, or for

outlying districts ; but it would be utterly

ignored on Swell Street. So I say that the

question of rent as between city and country

cannot be divorced of correlative questions

which are concerned in a just conclusion."

Country : " Well ! Let it rest at that. From

every other point of view I incline to think

the advantage is with the country jeweler.

I should be in mortal terror of being robbed

in the city ; the competition there is much

more active, because of the greater number

of merchants ; the aggravations practiced by

shoppers ' are more galling there ; and

there is less independence, and less chance of

establishing one's individuality. Isn't it so ? "

City : " As to the dangers from robbery, I am

probably in greater jeopardy from snatch-

thieves and you from safe-breakers ; as to

competition, it is less personal and pointed
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in the city, simply because of the enormous

total of possible purchasers and the conse-

quent chances of better luck next time ' ;

there is actually more independence in the

city merchant's position, because of the im-

mense floating ' trade on which he cannot

possibly hope to impress his individuality

(as you truly suggest)—while in the country

the merchant is handicapped, as to his

independence, by the very thing which is

otherwise an advantage ; namely, his personal

acquaintance with everyone in his commu-

nity, entailing upon him a consequent pressure

of obligation to recognize personal whims.

Then there is another question 

Country : " I don't want to hear it. I can

guess it—the luxury of living in the rush and

turmoil, the intoxication of crowds, the sense

of being near the place of the beginnings of

news '—and all that. I'll match it with the

more legitimate happiness which springs from

a quiet and even way of living, the uncon-

fined air and unpolluted earth, the sincerity

and unselfishness of provincial communities

City : " When does the train leave? Good bye ! "

(Exit City.)
Country : " There he goes, back to the rattle and

roar ! Give me the country, every time ! "

Four Tunes Played on One String.

The beginning of the year furnishes an occa-

sion for effective advertising. The following

models are more or less in touch with the spirit of

the season and are offered in the way of sugges-

tion, to be improved upon or adapted by our read-

ers to their individual requirements. Those who

have followed the several series of articles on

" Advertising " in earlier numbers of THE KEY-

STONE will recognize in these examples the

embodiment of some of the suggestions therein

submitted, not only as to the matter that is pre-

sented, but also as to the manner of its presentation.

If there is such a thing as " fashion " in adver-

tising, these models may be regarded as safe

exponents of a present fashion which seems

entirely acceptable to the best class of general

readers.
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Happy

Best
Goods at

"Turning over
The old leaf' was good enough " ? Thank you, Dear Public,

but we want to signalize the beginning of a new year by still

further improving our service, so as to testify our appreciation

of your liberal favors to us in the year that has closed. These
improvements will be manifest to you when you call at our

store : an additional watchmaker of the highest class (formerly
with Biffany, of New York); a large street-clock on the pave-

ment ; the artistic touch of the decorator on the walls and
hangings of the store ; the addition of new and very attractive

lines of goods in all departments ; increasing tendency to lower
prices throughout ; and the evidence of a determination to set
the pace " in progressive merchandising. We should like you

to witness, at our store, the evidences of our preparation for
893.—Bud & Blossom, Yewelers.

- a new leaf."

New.

Least
Prices, at

411• e• e• , „1111• , dt• re.

Year!

Bud &Blossom
The Jewelers

TO YOU,
AND YOU,

and to all the kind friends whose
generous favor has euabled us to
record a year of unusual prosper-
ity, we would say, with Polonius,
Our answer nzust be thanks,

and than ks,and ever—thanks !"
To each and all who have thus
made it a Happy Old Year for
us, we wish equal measure of
good fortune i,z the Happy New
Year which, we trust, waits

FOR YOU,
AND YOU.

BUD & BLOSSOM,

THE JEWELERS.

We
wish
to
hire
help
to
assist
at
our
" Annual
Housecleaning"
which
will
commence
Saturday
morning,
and
your
assistance
is
herewith
engaged.
We
want
to
" sweep
out''
the
remnants
of
Christmas
novelties,
" dress
up"
an
excess
stock
of
certain
staple
lines,
and

A
January

Flip
to
the

Nimble
Sixpence,

at
Bud

Blossom's,
the

Jewelers.

" clean"
the

shelves
of

present
patterns,

so
as
to

make
room

for
Spring
goods.
Your
wages

will
be
the

regular
profit
which

you
have
paid
us

heretofore
on

these
goods,

for
they
are
to
be

sold
at

cost.
You
are

" hired."
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HISTORY OF EARLY WATCHMAKING IN AMERICA.A series of articles on the origin and history of Watchmaking in this country, written by Mr. E. A. Marsh, Master Mechanic,and approved by Mr. R. E. Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company.

Continued from page 1176, December (1892) number.)

/N further search for corn-
petent mechanics, Mr.
Dennison seems to have
had the United States
Armory still in mind,
and Mr. Ambrose Web-
ster was brought on from
Springfield and in-
stalled in the machine

; shop. Mr. Webster was_,:
able to contribute to the
factory quite an essential
element. He possessed
either by nature or by

virtue of the training and discipline of an appren-
ticeship in the United States Armory (then under
military superintendence) an appreciation of the
value of thorough system, and his help in this
direction was of very great service, especially at that
time, when it seemed evident that the business was
destined to live, and when it was important to so
plan the methods of manufacturing that the pro-
duct should be reliable, both as to quantity and
quality. Mr. Webster continued at the head of
the machinery department until 1872, when he
took the position of assistant superintendent ; but
during the six or more years immediately pre-
ceding that time his sphere of duties had so en-
larged as to require an assistant, who had direct
charge of the machine shop. The first person
who acted in that capacity was Mr. Geo. Hunter,
who later went to Elgin, Ill., and aided in starting
the watch factory there. In that factory he took
at first the position of machine shop foreman, but
is now, and for the past fifteen years has been, the
general superintendent.

On May 19, 86o, the capital of the Ameri-
can Watch Company was increased to three hun-
dred thousand dollars. Hardly had the newly
reorganized Company caught a glimpse of day-
light ahead, after the gloom of the failure and
struggle, than the civil war broke out, and all
business came to a standstill. With little or no
hope of being able to find a market for their pro-
duct, unless that product should be so small as to
be made at an actual loss, it was decided to reduce
the expenses to the lowest point, but at the same
time to keep the factory in operation so as to hold
the leading operatives. To this end the machine
shop was provided with work at building a few
lathes, for which a. market was found ; the hours
of work were reduced, and most of the workmen
who did not enlist in the army were discharged.
A few hands were kept at work making machinery
and in the production of movements and cases.

But the very events from which so much was
feared were directly the means of great prosperity
to this young industry, for almost immediately a
demand for watches sprung up, which lasted
throughout the war. This sudden and unlooked for
demand for watches was, fortunately, not an ex-
acting one, save for numbers. Had the demand
been for watches of such a degree of excellence
as is now required, for accuracy and finish, it
could not have been met ; for the simple reason
that few trained and experienced workmen were
then available. But, using such facilities as were
obtainable in the way of workmen, machines and

tools, vigorous efforts were put forth to supply the
welcome demand.

In common with everything else at that pe-
riod, the prices of all watches were high—perhaps
relatively higher than at any other time in the
history of the Company. So that it is not a
matter of surprise that the 'profits of the business
at that time were very large indeed. As a result
of that season of prosperity, a large surplus was
accumulated, and in 1865 the capital was in-
creased to seven hundred and fifty thousand dol-
lars, the stock being distributed among the stock-
holders in the form of a special dividend.

In 1862 the Company bought out the plant
and property of the Nashua Watch Company;
and, as they were at once incorporated with the
Waltham works, it may be interesting to give a
brief sketch of the history of that establish-
ment.

About 1857 or 1858, Mr. B. D. Bingham, of
Nashua, N. H., who had been a maker of clocks
and regulators, entered the employ of the Waltham
Company that he might learn the various pro-
cesses by which watches were being made by ma-
chinery. At that time Mr. Stratton was assistant
superintendent of the factory. He had invented
an improved mainspring barrel and obtained a
patent on it, and also a hairspring stud, both of
which had been adopted by the Company. Both
Mr. Stratton and Mr. Bingham were quite ambi-
tious, and, in the belief that the problem of suc-
cessful watchmaking had been practically solved,
they began to lay plans for the establishment of a
similar enterprise.

In the confidence that capitalists could be
induced to invest in the undertaking, these two
men visited Nashua, N. H., in 1859, and did suc-
ceed in the formation of a company with a capital
of one hundred thousand dollars. Returning to
Waltham they enlisted the services of several of
the best men employed by the old company,
among whom were Mr. Moseley, Mr. Vanderwoerd
and many others.

A building was secured in Nashua, and fitted
up so as to adapt it to the requirements of the
work to be done. Mn. Stratton's desire was to
make a watch of a higher grade than the Waltham
Company had at that time undertaken ; and with
that purpose, work was at once commenced on the
required machinery and tools. Mr. Moseley served
as the master-mechanic, and, in connection with
Mr. Vanderwoerd, constructed a number of excel-
lent machines.

But here the old story was quickly repeated,
for in 1862 the money had all vanished ; and,
although about a thousand watches had been well
advanced toward completion, the stockholders
declined to put in any more money, and matters,
of necessity, came to a standstill.

There being no hope for further money, the
only thing remaining was to save as much as pos-
sible from the wreck—for such the enterprise
begun with so much confidence had then become.
It is not a matter of surprise that, with the
knowledge of two failures in this industry, it was
a difficult matter to find parties ready to invest in
the purchase of this property ; but Mr. Stratton
finally succeeded in effecting a sale to the

American Watch Company, the price paid being
about one-half the original cost of the plant.
The Waltham Watch Company paid fifty-three
thousand dollars for the entire property, which,
in addition to the machinery, included the
watches then approaching completion, which were
made in what are known as sixteen and twenty
sizes.

The Nashua factory was kept in operation
while the addition of buildings needful for accom-
modating its machinery was being made to the
Waltham factory, Mr. Charles W. Fogg being sent
from Waltham to superintend the work, until the
fall of 1862, when the property was removed to
Waltham.

For several years these tools were kept by
themselves, a new department being created and
put under the general charge of Mr. Fogg, with
Mr. Vanderwoerd in charge of the mechanical
part of the work.

Mr. Fogg retained • his position until about
1877, when he retired from active life. The
" Nashua department " was maintained until July,
1878, when a portion of the work was consol-
idated with similar work of the original factory;
and in 1884 the other parts of the work were dis-
tributed among the several departments where
they appropriately belonged.

The Nashua watches were of the form of con-
struction designated as " three-quarter plate,"
and, by virtue of their form, and also the excel-
lence of their workmanship, as made at Waltham,
took the highest rank among American watches,
but were not for many years a source of profit to
the Company.

Having very briefly reviewed the history of
the Nashua watch factory, and seen how in that
instance, as in the case of the original venture of
Mr. Dennison, the fondest and most confident
anticipations of success were doomed to dis-
appointment, it may be appropriate to make
mention of the peculiar fascination which has
seemed to be connected with the enterprise of
watchmaking in America.

When, on the sale of the property of the
bankrupt Boston Watch Company to Mr. Rob-
bins, in 1857, Mr. Howard retired, he took with
him a confident assurance that watchmaking
could • be made profitable, and, attempting to
demonstrate the fact, he again embarked in the
business at the original place in Roxbury, where
the business has since that time been conducted.

Not disheartened or intimidated by the
failure of the Nashua enterprise, several of the
prominent men of the Waltham factory (including
some who were engaged in the Nashua scheme),
believing that the rapidly growing part of the
country in the West would prove favorable for the
establishment of a factory patterned after the one
at Waltham, visited Chicago, and so succeeded
in interesting capitalists that the building of the
Elgin, Ill., factory resulted.

It may here be safely asserted that there is no
more typical instance on record of the irrepressi-
bility of American enterprise and pluck than that
furnished by the history of watch manufacturing
during this trying period.

(To be continued In our February number.)
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All
The Year
Round Sellers

Jewelry luxuries—jewelry conveniences—jewelry necessities

—big stores sell all of 'em—middle stores sell two of 'em—all

stores sell one of 'em—It's our business to grow your business

by selling you things that are business—rings—solid—war-

ranted in finish—long-wearing rings—guaranteed all over—

Our reputation isn't higher because it can't be—fifteen years'

solid experience in solid gold rings forced us to the top—

we'll • stay there or go out of business—we don't intend to

go out of business—We only make rings—in conglomeration

of manufacture is failure—we do one thing well—we produce

the best—we don't know how to produce anything else—Folks

call us "the band-ring manufacturers of America "—we built

our reputation upon band-rings—our designs are original and

sensible—Our seamless, filled, plain, half-round ring cannot

help selling—Our duplex rings are famous everywhere—The

reason we've added ladies' and children's stone-rings is be-

cause our customers wanted them—preferred to do all their

ring business with our rings—We haven't a ring which isn't

a seller—There are other good rings, but folks are sure of ours
—The retailer knows what the Ostby Sz. Barton ring is—our

reputation, our capital, are back of it Every leading whole-

sale jeweler and jobber carries all our rings—to get them, you

have simply to order them—Ostby & Barton, Providence, R. I.
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Do You Want a Goal Lathe Cheap?
NOTE OUR PRICES.

Size of No. 2 Moseley Chuck.

Prices of No. 2 Moseley Lathes:

Lathe, with 7 chucks, - $37.80

" Jo 41-40

No. 2 MOSELEY LATHE.
Length of Bed,
Swings,

Hardened Steel Bearings.

II inches.
2 "

RIVETT LATHE.
Length of Bed, II y2. inches.
Swings, 2ii "

Hard Steel Bearings. Steel Bed.

i 

15

" 25

NET CASH PRICES.

* Includes Belting, Chuck-Stand, etc.
§ Includes Countershaft, Stepping Device, Belting, etc.

Size of Rivett Chuck.

Prices of Rivett Lathes:

* Lathe, with 10 chucks,

di

" IS

" 20

It

ti

PRICES ARE NET CASH.

45.90

63.90

•

- $46.80

54.00

- 72.00

* Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, etc.
§ Includes Countershaft, Belting, Polishing-Laps, Saws, etc.

dw,ift0412`cCo,fij

WEBSTER=WHITCOMB LATHE.
Length of Bed, II inches.
Swings, 1.97 "

Hard Steel Bearings.

Size of Webster-Whitcomb Chuck.

Prices of Webster'.
Whitcomb Lathes:

* Lathe, with io chucks, $41.67
* 15

it " 20 ft

NET CASH PRICES:

48.33

66.67

* Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, etc.
§ Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, Countershaft,

Saws, Laps, etc.

We carry Lathes illustrated in stock, and can fill orders at once. EVERY LATHE WARRANTED. For prices of Foot- -
Wheels, Countershafts, and other Lathe Attachments, see our New Catalogue. If not received, write to us for one.

E. & J. SWIGART, w. 5th St., Cincinnati, 0.

JANUARY, 1893 THE KEYSTONE

The suit instituted by the Elgin National Watch
Company, to perpetually enjoin Max C. Eppenstein, Sol. C.
Eppenstein and Thomas W. Duncan from using the name
" The Elgin National Watch Case Company, of Elgin, III.,"
was recently decided by Judge Horton in favor of the Elgin
Watch Company. In the course of his decision he declared
that corporations have no right to assume a name that is
likely to be even mistaken .for that of a company which has
previously built up a good business reputation in a similar
line. This will have an important effect on the nomen-
clature of new companies. The decision in full can be read
on another page.

The year just ended was a genuine silverware year,
judging from the enormous product of the Pairpoint
Manufacturing Company, New Bedford, Mass., whose offices
in New York, Chicago and San Francisco vied with one
another in the celerity with which they rushed the entire
output through the channels of trade. Their goods con-
tinue to show advances in design, finish, etc., and the new
year has been entered on with greater prestige and brighter
prospects than ever before in their history, also with
greater facilities for. giving perfect satisfaction to patrons.

The wide-awake management of Parsons' Horological
Institute have added two more to the number of their
instructors, F. S. Pratt and George Smith. Their new
engine is now in position. It is four times the capacity of
the watch factory engine. The Institute is evidently begin-
ning another year with confidence.

We take it for granted that when all leading jobbers
handle a particular tool, they do so because they find it
profitable. That is business, and precisely the reason
why they handle the now popular Delaney combination
tweezer. It is certainly a superior tool, and workmen seem
to recognize the fact.

Col. Rutherford, the widely-known jewelers' auctioneer,
has hammered out the old and is hammering in the new with
unflagging vigor and zeal. The year just ended has been the
busiest in his career, and the colonel has sanguine anticipa-
tions for 1893. His success is the best proof of professional
ability.

Adolph Goldsmith, 38 Maiden Lane, New York, has
admitted his son, Sigmund A. Goldsmith, as a partner in his
business, and the firm name henceforth will be Adolph
Goldsmith & Son.

The practical jeweler who would begin the new year
well should provide himself, if he has not already done so,
with one of the Carpenter polishing lathes, made by the
Carpenter Lathe and Tool Company, Boston, Mass. A
good tool can't, of itself, make a good workman, but it can
be of incalculable service to a mediocre workman. Of
course a first-class workman must use the best tools, and a
Carpenter lathe is among them.

The exclusively wholesale establishment of Albert H.
Bonnet, Columbus, Ohio, begins the year with a prestige
among the trade that forebodes big results. So many of
our readers are acquainted with the laudable business
methods and goods of this house that praise of. them from
us would be superfluous. Mr. Bonnet is at present showing
an elegant stock.

A watch case opener that will open any watch case
without a shadow of danger either to case or movement is
that of F. E. Lindahl, 5026 Atlantic Street, Chicago. Write
for a descriptive circular, and note how moderate the prices.

Kennedy & Koester, the popular Detroit, Mich.,
jobbing firm, express eminent satisfaction with stock-taking
results. Their aggregate transactions have been much
larger than in any preceding year, and proportionately
remunerative. The number of their patrons expanded con-
siderably, and they reached the decline of 1892 at peace
with themselves and all beside. This is what makes busi-
ness pleasurable.

The public faith in the meritorious qualities of all
goods manufactured by the Wm. Rogers Manufacturing
Company, Hartford, Conn., is still intensifying, and the
recent demand for their products for holiday purposes
necessitated the straining of every effort to cope with it.
They reciprocated the good feeling by improvements, the
introduction of many new designs, and by adding generally
to the salability of their wares.

The Edwards' & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
have stridden to the front rank of jewelry purveyors with a
rapidity that is suggestive. Jewelers are quick to appreciate,
and this firm seem to have tickled, during 1892, in an
unusually profit-producing manner the appreciative faculties
of their patrons. The latter can rely on the same satisfac-
tion during the prese,:t year.

The American Horological Institute, of this city, has
equipped, during 1892, for an independent and prosperous
career, a contingent of pupils, each of whom is a walking
and talking advertisement for its efficiency. Results speak
in this age, and this school courts their eloquence.

The new factory and largely increased manufacturing
facilities of W. W. Oliver, Buffalo, N. Y., put him in a
position to make 1893 a year of unusual success. His roll-
ing-mills, lathes, etc., are now being used by a goodly pro-
portion of our workmen, who are unanimous as to the
merit of the tools. A catalogue will aid you in selecting
and ordering.

The standard dust-proof watch keys of Kendrick &
Davis, Lebanon, N. H., have turned out a most profitable
specialty both for the manufacturers and retailers. Large
quantities have been remuneratively disposed of during the
past year, and their makers have every reason to hope for
greater success in future.

The M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., have
added a manufacturing department to their business, wherein
they will begin work on the isth instant, with a force of
twenty skilled workmen. It is fitted up with all the latest
improved machinery needed in the manufacture of emblem
goods, rings, and for doing special work for the trade.

A unique offer of the American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass., the makers of the celebrated Webster-
Whitcomb lathe, will be found on page 8. The offer, we
have no doubt, will be availed of by many in present or
prospective need of a lathe.

Stock-taking by the Union Show Case Company,
Chicago, revealed a most satisfactory growth in their busi-
ness. Retail jewelers are now alive to the business worth
of handsome show cases, and the products of the Union
Company are second to none in their showy and beautifying
effects. Even handsomer specimens are in contemplation
for this year.

Eugene Deimel, Detroit, Mich., has good reason for
satisfaction over the results of his operations last year. Ever
popular and in close tench with the trade, he added con-
siderably to his constituency and with an unusually large
margin of profit. Mr. Deimel is hurrying the house-cleaning
in anticipation of an early spring demand.

The product of the Elgin Watch Spring Co., Elgin,
Ill., attained a planetary fame during 1892. The news of
the severe tests to which these springs were subjected and
by which their superiority was proved, seems to have been
wafted all over the globe, judging from the places whence
many of the orders came. There is a wide field for merit
in this advertising age.

Parks Brothers & Rogers, Providence, R. I., and New
York City, now carry a complete line and stock of the
Krementz one-piece collar-buttons, in io K. and 14 K., at
the regular jobbing price. In addition to these they will
introduce, the coming season, several new and original
styles of their own manufacture, which will give them one
of the largest and most complete assortments of collar-
buttons in the market. Their regular line of American
lever cuff-buttons in rolled gold plate, gold fronts, solid
silver and gold stiffened, will also consist of many new and
desirable designs.

Foster & Bailey, Providence, R. I., have given yet
another proof of their enterprise, in the form of a hand-
somely-illustrated book entitled " A New Year's Greeting."
The compilation is unique in its way, combining a descrip-
tion of their products with numerous artistic colored pictures
of landscape and other scenes, the whole being spiced with
selections of business wisdom from the sayings of different
philosophers of the practical school. The book is a decided
credit to the firm.

The Columbus Watch Co., Columbus, Ohio, have good
reason to put laurels on the grave of the deceased leap-
year. They have enjoyed an excellent business, and much
success has attended their manufacture of fancy dials, which
they now supply to the trade free of charge. An exceed-
ingly appropriate dial is the World's Fair dial. The
markings and color-work are in terra-cotta (Chicago's
proposed municipal color), the hours being designated by
white figures on disks of terra-cotta.

The demand for the now far-famed Franco-German
ring, the anti-rheumatic and anti-neuralgic finger-band, still
increases, and at a rate that speaks well for what time has
proved as to to its curative properties. These rings are seen
in railway cars, street cars, and crowds of all kinds, and
displayed with apparent pride. Their sale has proved quite
profitable to jewelers. Frank H. Wells, Syracuse, N. Y., is
the general selling agent for the United States.

The Waltham Watch Tool Co., of Springfield, Mass.,
are about to put on the market a line of watch-screw center-
bores suitable for the repairing trade. About two years ago
this Company secured all rights in connection with the
patents of A. Latham on improvements on counterbores
and machinery for making same, and they have since been
busily engaged in perfecting their plant for the manufacture
of these tools.

The Sunday Ledger, of far-away Tacoma, Washington
to hand, has a thoughtful article on auctioneers generally,
and a special laudatory paragraph on J. G. Raine, the jew-
elers' auctioneer, who has just completed a four-weeks' sale
for I. J. Sharick, of that Place. Praise from such a source
is praise indeed ; and THE KEYSTONE is in a position to
corroborate the eulogistic remarks.

E. L. Logee & Co., 18 Cortlandt Street, New York,
pride themselves on the extraordinary product of over seven
hundred styles of gold charms alone. Their trade last year
in emblems, charms, lapel buttons, etc., was simply volumin-
ous, and kept in incessant motion the wheels of their big
factory in Providence, R. I. They begin 1893 with a
determination to add to their laurels, by making it still more
profitable for the trade to handle their products.

The rage for fancy watch dials has accorded a prema-
ture but deserved success to the now widely-known
Waltham Dial Company, Waltham, Mass. They responded
lb the craze, however, by the production of dials of ex-
treme beauty and infinite variety, with the result that yet
another enlargement of their manufacturing facilities is
necessitated and is now being provided for.

The " Lady Racine " chatelaines have become pro-
nounced feminine favorites, selling in large quantities, and
have been found an exceptionally profitable and trade-
attracting portion of the retailer's stock-in-trade. They are
made in many grades to suit the varied resources of
customers.

Every jeweler is interested pecuniarily in badges and
medals—one good reason why each of them should possess
himself of one of the new catalogues of C. G. Bmxmar,
47 Cortlandt Street, New York, the well-known specialist
manufacturer of these eminently salable goods. If you
want to select from many, no better opportunity could be
afforded you.

Among the handsomest retail stores seen during our
peregrinations are those fitted out by the A. H. Revell
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, whose show-cases are now so
extensively used, for both cbnvenience and beautifying
purposes. The increase in their business during the past
year shows the stride their goods are taking in popular
favor, and a visit to the store of any of their gatrons proves
how well-deserved is this popularity. Many new designs
are on the tapis for the present season.

*b.
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CHICAGO, January 2, 1893.
The holiday season is gone, but seems to have left but

little respite for the wearied assistants. " How do we
stand?" is a question now to be answered, and only those
acquainted with the inner working and immense business
transacted by some of the big jobbing houses can realize
how much work the answer entails. A correct account,
however, of the present standing of each house is necessary
for an intelligent start on another year's operations, gti'd
hundreds of assistants in the accountant departments are now
laboring to arrive at accurate results. These, it is morally
certain, will be eminently satisfactory, as a rule. The season
has been an active one, and compares very favorably with
any hitherto experienced.

The traveling men have temporarily taken possession
of the city, and those of them in the jewelry trade wear a
placid and important sair that tells of records broken.
They express the greatest satisfaction generally with the
profits of their year's labors, and are already anticipating a
World's Fair year of unprecedented remunerativeness.
Chicago wears the civic laurels in 1893, and the hustlers
seem bent on reaping a golden harvest on the distinction.
Well, that's business.

The showing of C. H. Knights & Co. in all lines for
the season is more than remarkable. To the uninitiated it
would certainly appear astounding. Their aggregate trans-
actions in diamonds attained an unprecedented volume, and
have placed them in the vanguard of the diamond merchants
of the United States. There is not wanting energy or
enterprise to retain and advance their position during the
present year, all else proving favorable.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Chicago Jew-
elers' Association, December 6th, it was decided to hold the
annual banquet of the Association early in February, and
President Sercomb has appointed a committee of arrange-
ments, consisting of L. W. Flershem, chairman ; H. F.
Hahn, M. A. Mead, T. H. Purple and J. A .Todd, with
President Sercomb ex-officio member. The guests may
feel assured of an excellent entertainment.

Swartchild & Co. are now settled in their magnificent
quarters in the Masonic Temple, where their facilities for
attending to their still-growing trade constituency are much
better than hitherto. The earliest attention to all orders is
insured as well by the completeness of their stock as by the
perfection of their system. Those requiring watchmakers'
and jewelers' supplies should consult their new catalogue.

E. A. Dorrance, Chicago manager for Simons, Bro. &
Co., of your city, has gone East on a visit.

The Pairpoint Mfg. Co. are about to move to larger
quarters in the handsome six-story block at 224 Wabash
Avenue. They will then have double their present space.
Their salesroom will be thirty by one hundred and seventy-
six feet, and the second floor will be used for storing stock.
The year just ended has shown so large an expansion in
their business that ampler quarters have been necessitated.

The Geneva Optical Co. have purchased the factory of
the defunct Hinckley Mfg. Co., Aurora, Ill., and will begin
operations at once with a force of fifty men. Bert B. Harlan,
representing this concern in Iowa, Kansas and Missouri,
gives a glowing account of the prospects of the optical trade
in the West, and no one is better qualified to judge correctly
of the situation.

The numerous friends of Mr. Willson, of the firm of
Pike, Willson & Ternendt, will be pleased to learn of his
complete restoration w health. He is once more attending
to his duties, and infusing his share of vigor into the
management. The firm has just closed an eminently
successful year's business.

Lapp & Flershem have always enjoyed to a remarkable
extent the good wishes of the trade, and 1893 finds the
bond closer than ever. Their methods appeal strongly to
the retailers, who have a pecuniary interest in " the square
thing." It is, hence, not surprising to learn that 1892
surpassed all previous years both in the bulk of business
and its remunerativeness. The extent of the increase is
shown on the following page. The firm desires us to state
in their own justification that some of the packages sent out
by them on December 22d did not reach their destination
until December 28th, on account of the inability of the
express compaes to handle the enormous traffic of the
holiday season.

Glickauf & Newhouse, after an exceptionally busy season,
show no disposition to rest on their oars. They are out with
another opportunity worth grasping by the trade. It is
lathes this time, and at prices, too, that merit the early atten-
tion of practical jewelers. The past year's business of this
house was unusually large.

The Hartford Silver Plate Co. will be represented by
Mr. J. B. Whitney, who will start for the Pacific Coast
early in January. Mr. Whitney is well known to the
trade, and was recently connected with the Rockford Silver
Plate Co.

The ingenuity of the New Haven Clock Company has
just had abundant reward. The many beautiful and novel
designs in clocks stormed holiday purchasers, and Mr.
Strickland's retail patrons are correspondingly happy. The
" I will " clock, symbolic of this city, of course held the
lead, but its competitors on the homestretch were many and
dangerOus. From Mr. Strickland's present stock it would
be difficult, indeed, to select a favorite.

The Aurora office of the Chicago and Aurora Smelting
and Refining Company has recently been improved and
decorated. The year just ended has been a very successful
one for this company, and the universal satisfaction given has
insured a permanent continuation of acquired patronage.

Clifford Leavenworth, formerly of the factory at
Wallingford, Conn., is now house salesman for R. 'Wallace
& Sons Mfg. Co.'s branch in this city.

B. Grieshaber & Co. have evidently jumped to the front
in the gold pen manufacturing line. They have announced
their intention to procure larger quarters in the spring, and
will make every effort in the meantime to attend promptly
to all orders.

The new shop of F. J. Essig, the lapidist, at Helena.
Montana, is an unqualified success. The recent great
demand for sapphires necessitated the entire force working
overtime, and prospects are most encouraging. The high-
class workmanship is producing fruitful results.

Otto Young & Co. are busily engaged in stock-taking,
an onerous task in a house doing so voluminous a business.
Their shipments during the year just ended have been far
in excess of previous records, and the margin of profit has
proved eminently satisfactory. A general house-cleaning is
going on, preparatory to the expected early beginning of the
spring trade. Their patrons will always find them prepared.

S. K. Huston, the well-known Chicago manager for the
Columbus Watch Co., was recently confined to his house
with illness, that at one time threatened to develop into the
much-dreaded typhoid fever. His friends will be pleased
to learn that the fever was nipped in its inception.

F. A. Hardy & Co. have just bade farewell to the
banner year in their history. The ringing-out consequently
gave them considerable satisfaction, but was followed by
such a confident ringing-in of the new as forbodes that the
distinction for 1892 will be but short-lived. This big optical
emporium has made profitable progress during the year in
the good wishes of the trade.

The family of Benjamin Allen had a holiday reunion.
Mr. Benj. C. Allen, of the sophomore class at Yale College,
enjoyed his Christmas dinner at home, as did also Miss
Bessie Allen, a student of Ogontz Seminary.

That the cessation of the holiday rush does not by any
means signify a period of rest is proved by a visit to the
store of F. M. Sproehnle & Co. The big business transacted
by this firm during the past two months left things, despite
their method, in a semi-chaotic condition, and the over-
hauling necessitated made possible but little respite. Their
trade during the past year has been eminently satisfactory,
and they look forward to this year's results with well-
founded confidence.

At the annual election of officers for Jewelers' Council,
No. 316, National Union, the following were chosen for
1893 : president, F. C. Ralston, with the Meriden Britannia
Co.; vice-president, W. S. Reed, Meriden Britannia Co.;
speaker, W. J. Meyer, Juergens & Andersen ; secretary,
Otto Stump, Otto Young & Co. ; financial secretary,
George Meehan, Meriden Britannia Co.; treasurer, C. E.
Hodge.; delegate, A. N. Sperry ; alternate, W. J. Meyer.

C. H. Knights and family leave this week for a month's
sojourn in Florida.

Wendell & Co. have rented a factory in the new fire-
proof building, 93, 95 and 97 William Street, New York,
where they will open a factory on April 1st, and employ a
hundred hands, doing every variety of special work and
repairing, as they do in their Chicago factory. They have
been rushed with orders during the past month, but with
their improved facilities, and by working overtime, have
been able to fill all orders promptly and not disappoint a
customer, which is quite a record in the silversmith line.

The firm of Stein & Ellbogen, of this city, will be in-
corporated on January 17th as the " Stein & Ellbogen Co.,"
with a paid-in capital of $175,000. Mr. Max Ellbogen, of
the old firm, is to be the active manager of the concern, while
Mr. Stein will take a needed rest for one year, due to ill health.
There will be no change in the personnel of the business.

Supplying holiday goods left the Meriden Silver Plate
Company longing for a rest, but the relaxation promises to
be brief. The favoritism of artistically made silver articles
as holiday gifts resulted in a very profitable fall and winter
season for this Company, whose products have a fame for
refined art in design. The fame seems well deserved, and
the patronage also.

The assignment of Katlinsky & Gatzert was the surprise
of the month. At present writing no definite settlement
has been arrived at, though several bases of settlement have
been submitted.

• Benj. Allen & Co. are well satisfied with the year's
business. Mr. Allen says, however, that while the aggre-
gate transactions were much larger than during the previous
year, they were, comparatively speaking, not quite so
remunerative. This he attributes to the craze for cutting
prices, but gives it as his opinion that the minimum has
been reached, and that steadier figures will prevail in future.

Few firms in this city have better or more substantial
reason to congratulate themselves on the results of the
deceased leap-year than Goldsmith Bros., the now widely-
known refiners. Some of their contracts have represented
amounts unprecedentedly large, and the leading manufac-
turers of the country are among their patrons. General
satisfaction is expressed, and continued patronage insured.
Their start in 1893 is unusually auspicious.

President A. L. Smith, of the Geneva Optical Co., is
having constructed seven four-story pressed-brick and stone
buildings at Fifty-Seventh Street and Madison Ave. The
structures will be completed before May 1, and have been
leased during the World's Fair period for use as head-
quarters for the Odd Fellows of the United States.

W. H. White, 125 State Street, made a record during
December that it will take a competitor of the Nancy
Hanks standard to break. In that month he did 7800
jobs of engraving ! There seems to be no such phrase as
" dull business " in Mr. White's phrase-book.

The Chicago Ophthalmic College and Hospital begins
its January session the 17th of this month. The College has
registered more students for. this session than any previous
one. President Martin informs us that many new and in-
structive features will be introduced, such as the new use of
prisms in functional nervous diseases, and a newly-discovered
variety of astigmatism—neither of these ever having been
considered in any optical work. Their diploma with its
degree is now recognized in America as an evidence of
superior optical ophthalmic knowledge. Nothing pays the
jeweler and optician so well at this day and time as to
become thoroughly posted in optics as applied to the human
eye. This College's past and present success shows very
plainly that they know where to go to. See the announce-
ment in this issue.

The Chicago Jewelers' Association has organized a
Bureau of Information, subscribed ten thousand dollars for
defraying expenses, and the benefits are to be entirely free
to jewelers from all parts of the world who may come here
to visit the Fair. A. L. Sercomb, manager of the Meriden
Britannia Company for this city, is president of the Associa-
tion. The names of the committee in charge of the bureau
are as follows : Lem W. Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem;
C. J. Dodgshun, manager of the Waterbury Clock Com-
pany ; M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co.; J. P. Byrne,
secretary of the Lyon & Healy Company ; George J. Corey,
manager of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Company. Mr.
Flershem is chairman, and Mr. Mead treasurer of the
committee, which will remain in force until after the Fair.

lie Finds it a Necessity.
ATLANTA, TEXAS, December 28, 1892.

Enclosed you will find one dollar, for which you will
send THE KEYSTONE one year to my address. I cannot do
without it. It is by far the best journal in the trade for
information to the craft. " It is not quite as ancient as the
golden fleece or the Roman eagle," but it is of more value
to the watchmaker and jeweler than the star and garter, or
any other journal that could be be given him by king,
prince, potentate or any other person except he be the
editor of THE KEYSTONE, and it is hoped that all the craft
will study it and learn how to repair their customers' watches
and jewelry with pleasure to themselves and honor to the
fraternity. Long may the THE KEYSTONE live!

J. A. BRICKER.

It has Told T
It is Telling 1r IT

It will Tell T T
An Exclusive Jobbing House for Retail Jewelers.

NO RETAILING. NO RETAIL DEPARTMENT. NO INSTALLMENT SCHEMES.
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By maintaining above rules, thus enabling us to give you our entire attention, we wereenabled to accomplish the following magnificent record during December, 1892.
Wishing you another prosperous year, we are, with thanks,

Respectfully yours,A
P & FLERSHEM.

" Busiest House in America" Catalogue.

Below is a carefully compiled, true and accurate record of shipments (for which we hold receipts) made by us on orders fromlegitimate jewelers, received during the past month of DECEMBER, I892. THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE goods taken by customers,goods delivered to messengers or sent to other houses for shipment:
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Making a Grand Total of 11051
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Our stock is never allowed to run down
or lines be broken. We are prepared to
fill orders with completeness and prompt-
ness during the entire year.

December, 1892, 1 I0510 

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
Chicago Ill.
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The old=style rolled plate wire with the objectionable

seam now being almost a thing of the past, we publish,

for the protection of the trade in general, the following

13URDON WIRE ouRDON

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

/WANIFESTO:
THE BURDON SEAMLESS FILLED GOLD WIRE is made in

high, medium and low grades.
The thicker the gold and finer the karat, the higher the grade and the cost of

the wire. The thinner the gold and lower the karat, the lower the grade and cost.
The demands of the trade compel us to make all qualities.
Articles made from the higher grades must, of course, outwear those made

from the lower grades.
Some manufacturers use the higher grades, while others use the medium

and lower grades.
The trade-mark of the " bird-on-wire" guarantees the articles to be made from

the original and only genuine seamless filled gold wire, and the only filled gold
wire which is absolutely seamless and solid, and which has a uniform distribution
of gold—but this trade-mark does not indicate any definite quality, inasmuch
as the manufacturers are authorized by us to affix this trace-mark upon articles
made from any and all grades of our wires.

To insure stated wearing qualities of articles made from our seamless
wires, dealers must rely upon the private stamp of the manufacturer, or the
reputation of the concerns from whom they purchase, just as they did form-
erly with the old-style rolled plate " seamed " wire.

Whether you want a low-price article or a long-wearing one, make sure that
no seam appears, and demand goods made from the Burdon Seamless Filled Gold
Wire, bearing in mind that the wearing quality of the article is dependent upon
whether the high, medium or low grade of our wire is used.

Bolan Seamless Meg Wire Company
109 to 119 Summer Street,

Providence, R. I.
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Holiday Trade in Atlanta, Ga.
The jewelers of Atlanta, Ga., have been in the throes

of an unusually bitter and keenly-conducted rivalry for the
1892 Christmas trade. In some respects the competition
developed many interestink comicalities; and now that it is
all over, the most amusing part is that everybody is satisfied,
gratified and supremely happy. " Never did such a trade
before," " Splendid time," " Wonderful business," " Largest
holiday trade I ever did in my life," and various and many
are the glowing accounts we hear of depleted stocks, so
smashed up with sales and reduced by purchasers as to
resemble the relics of the ravages of a cyclone. I presume
it is a pardonable weakness and human vanity to egotize
one's self and to wish the world to understand that you are
not behind in doing as well as your neighbor and competi-
tor did. With traveling men the weakness seems even
greater, and the opportunity for experimenting playfully
with truth by imaginative romance may be pardoned by the
laudable desire to appear as big as your competitor—and
a "darned sight" bigger.

But the jewelers of Atlanta are all of them big—no
superlative degrees of size, big, bigger, biggest, for they are,
all of them, of the latter denomination ; and, unlike their
fellow-tradesmen in other cities, they are all in touch and
unison and bonds of goodfellowship and trade fraternal
friendship with one another, and thusly set an example to
all around them.

The apparently bitterly-conducted canvass for patronage
was only a little playful side-show, well understood among
themselves, but which enabled them, every one, to do a
very much larger holiday trade than they ever did before.
But the whimsical vagaries of thee jewelers of Atlanta
asserted themselves in thunderbolt form all through the month
of December by their series of large and diversified advertise-
ments in their great daily newspaper, The Atlanta Consti-
tution. It must indeed have been a source of great profit
to the proprietor and shareholders, to say nothing of the
shrinkage in profits and bank-account balances to the
hilarious advertisers. During the whole of that time their
notices have averaged one-sixth of the entire paper, several
individuals enjoying a whole quarter page in their desire to
appear funny and attract attention.

Of course no sane person would be rash enough to
dispute the right of the advertisers to say and do just as
they " durn well please," and so they did. They evidently
didn't mean all they said, and said it in a comical way so as
to tickle one's fancy and appear pleasing and nice.

All's fair in love and war—and business, nowadays, is
war, very often war to the knife, fought out bitterly, without
any regard for anybody but self, that great, big, all-absorbing
evil genius-, self. Crush, smash, break, swallow up all who
are weaker, poorer, less able than yourself. The " survival
of the fittest " is the new theory, the new creed, sanctioned
by state, authorized by law, enforced by all—psalm-singing
on Sundays, and six days of the week seeking to best and
crush his fellow-tradesmen.

No matter what consequences—heart-breakings, ruined
homes, empty cupboards, sufferings and sorrows—aggrandize
yourself and curse your neighbor. But, no. These are not
the sort of people the jewelers in Atlanta are. There they
carry out the divine precepts of brotherly love, Do unto
others as you would have others do unto you," " Charity to
all men," etc. A perusal of two or three copies may prove
both instructive and amusing, and afford us food for mind
and give a few pointers in the mighty " art of advertising
and how to make it pay."

The issue of December 6th has eight large separate jew-
elry advertisements, illustrated with diamonds, Cupid statu-
ette, society lady and dude, a glaring notification of " selling
out," and, most important of all, a monster sale at auction of
diamonds, watches, silverware, " going at a sacrifice," " at
your own price," " silverware at half value," etc., at J. P.
Stevens & Bro's.

On December 59th The Constitution had a quarter
page notice from the same firm, addressed " to the ladies of
Atlanta and neighboring towns," about their great auction-
sale and the sacrifices that were being made there, " solid
silver spoons and forks having been sold at far below cost";
" fine parlor clocks at thirty-three and fifty per cent. less
than cost " ; silver-plated tea sets, butter dishes, knives,
forks, cups, etc., at away down below the wholesale cost," etc.

Of course such a statement from so high a firm is
indisputable. Messrs. J. P. Stevens & Bro. are most worthy,
estimable gentlemen—amiable, genial and clever. They
would be the last people in the world to mislead any one,
and hence the apparent little pleasant playfulness of these
agreeable jewelers in offering to sell goods at half their cost
is really awfully funny and clever. Of course no one is
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going to sell goods at really half their cost, or sell " solid
silver spoons and forks at far below cost." The price of an
article may be regulated by a discount, but the " cost"

means what that word indicates, and is incapable of any
misconstruction. Possibly this " ad." was a comical little
joke of the naughty auctioneer, for report says the members
of that fraternity are capable of saying anything but their
prayers. But the real pity is that the benevolent Stevens
brothers did not extend their philanthropy to the men of
Atlanta and neighborhood also, for flirting is a very im-

proper proceeding—and they both married men, too. Oh,
fie!

Right alongside of another jewelry " ad." comes the
" holiday greeting " from Tiffany & Co., New York. Just
fancy the great imperial house of Union Square casting out
their nets down in Georgia! This is not greed, but simply
business enterprise—the big fish wanting to gobble up the
little ones. Well, J. P. Stevens & Bro., suppose you turn
the tables, and advertise in New York papers of the sale of
your goods in Atlanta, offering like facilities for " first
choice," " future delivery," etc., the same as Tiffany & Co.
do. They are only human, and not invulnerable. Such an
auction-sale in New York City would attract all the elite of
society—the Astors, Vanderbilts and the,whole Four Hun-
dred—wbo love bargains, and so cause poor " fifty-five-year-
old " Tiffany's to come to grief, though all the time the
vendors could live on the handsome profits.

There is also a big notice from the popular Fred. J.
Stilson, with an urgent request to " call him up " and " ask
him the price of his holiday goods," his mottoes being
" reliable goods," fair dealing " and " bottom prices." This
is very good. Bully for you, Fred. ; but why not advertise in
THE KEYSTONE, and so throw your money back among the
boys ? You don't require to advertise much, leastway in
Atlanta.

Charlie Crankshaw's large " ads." have been the envy
of the advertising agents all over the country, and now he
has also turned poet. The six verses, " A Silver Song," are
full of pathos and beautiful sentiment, and stamp him as a
composer of the highest order. " A Silver Song" rivals
that maudlin sublimity " The Beautiful Snow," " Home,
Sweet Home " or " Ta-ra-ra boom-de-ay." Charlie is going
to let his hair grow long, and is practicing making poets'
eyes (languishing).

A. L. Delkin & Co. also had another big " ad."—" sell-
ing out," " selling out," etc. Oh, pshaw ! so we all are.
Give us something new, A. L. Sell silver thimbles for
twenty-five cents and throw in a gold watch, or, as a real
benefactor of mankind, exchange short-wind " Waterburys "
for a worn-out nickel (five cents). Your admitted skill as a
merchant and salesman is, as you say, unnecessary for
working off " no old, shop-worn goods requiring the aid of a
skillful auctioneer." " Both popular and reliable, I'll back
you against any going,' going,' gone.'"

The Freeman Jewelry Co. delight in elaborate, work-of-
art advertisements, and have had quite a series of them,
quite the " Upper Ten "—" Society " and dudes—beautiful
pictures, almost life-size.

Maier & Berkele had a large diamond with glinting
rays, resplendently beautiful, • which they afterward with-
drew to make room for a word-picture to attract attention to
their large stock of fine and beautiful good:7. It was well
expressed and not overstated or exaggerated. The hustling
little Maier (pronounced mayor) never does anything by
halves. They have one of the most handsome stores and
most exquisitely fitted up in the whole country, and are
doing well.

E. W. Blue, in his " ad.," says " they are not fools, but
have been educated in regard to auctions," and promises the
residents of the " Gate City " " low prices " and " square
transactions." Good for you, E. W. You are always original,
and I don't think exaggerate one bit. You really have a
fine store and stock, and deserve your success, a good deal
of which is due to your charming better-half. Oh, yei
now don't you get rattled. I know you are a great general
with a wonderful record (a pardonable vanity), but your
adjutant of the commissariat has helped your forces to
victory and renown, and filled your long, hungry stomach
with the good things of earth many b. time.

Pickert, J. R. Watts & Co., Bollman, Snider and the
great " diamond king," Abe Fry, all express themselves
as being highly satisfied with their holiday trade. Wishing
one and all of them an equally prosperous and agreeable
holiday trade next year, and every success in the interim,
we bid adieu. SPIDER.

"If you wish to live long and die happy, don't fail
to send THE KEYSTONE each month. Must have it."
—C. N. COE, Romeo, Michigan.

Attleboro Notes.

ATTLEBORO, MASS., January 2, 1893.

So encouraging has been the volume of business here
for the year 1892 that many additions to factories and equip-
ment are meditated. The total output has been much larger
than during any preceding year, and the margin of profit
has been, on an average, very satisfactory. Attleboro certainly
seems to be striding rapidly ahead in the jewelry sup-
ply business, and there is enterprise enough to insure a
*permanent retention of any acquired prestige. High hopes
are entertained for the present year's business, and, all
things considered, they seem to be well-founded.

R. F. Simmons & Co. are about to move into their new
factory, which is complete in every respect. Large as their
manufacturing resources will then be, the still-growing pop-
ularity of their chain product vouches for the needed utili-
zation of their entire space and facilities. Other firms that
will be quartered in the new building are Young & Stern,
Bliss Bros. and C. A. Wetherell. The structure is two
hundred and fifty-five feet long, thirty feet wide in the fac-
tory part proper and sixty feet wide in the office portion,
and is three stories high. The steam-plant consists of two
seventy-horsepower tubular steam boilers and a one-hun-
dred-horsepower Green engine. The building will be
lighted throughout with electricity. R. F. Simmons & Co.
will occupy one entire floor.

Some of the younger generation have just got in har-
ness. Arthur Codding, Jr., has entered the office of Codding
Bros. & Heilborn, and Roy Blackinton that. of R. Black-
inton & Co.

W. A. Brown, of Brown & Marchant, designed the
official town seal for North Attleboro which has been adopted.

The. Richards Manufacturing Co. is making aluminum
key-chains provided with a special device for holding the
keys. The lightness of the metal makes the chain specially
desirable. The lines of rings, pins, charms, etc., of this
Company are complete in every respect, and rank at the top
as profit-producers. Mr. F. W. Hall, the popular and
wideawake treasurer, is doing some genuine hustling to
make this year both more successful for his Company and
more satisfactory for their patrons than any previous one.

The firm of S. E. Fisher & Co., of North Attleboro,
Mass., are to be represented hereafter by S. E. Fisher, the
senior partner of the firm, and George A. Whiting, who for
six years has followed the Boston market, and in January
and July of each year assisted in caring for the New York
local and visiting trade. Mr. Whiting is a practical man,
having acted in the capacity of assistant foreman ever since
his connection with the firm. He is well qualified for the
position, possessing executive ability, and will command the
respect of the trade. To those with whom he is acquainted
nothing else need be said. We bespeak for him a hearty
reception through the West. The firm have added an excel-
lent line of new designs, which all buyers should examine
before placing orders.

Mason, Robbins & Co., the makers of the celebrated
Varuna emblems, have issued a handsomely-compiled little
illustrated catalogue which should be in the hands of every
member of the trade. The name of the company, who sell
to jobbers only, does not appear on the catalogue.

J. L. Sweet, Peter Nerney, E. P. Alfreds, J. W. Cody
and George L. Sweet have been elected officers of the
Attleboro Democratic Club.

T. G. Sandland, of Sandland, Capron & Co., has been
awarded a handsome gold-headed cane as the most popular
Grand Army man in North Attleboro.

It is said that in the near future North Attleboro will
have a school for the teaching of drawing and designing,
which will be supported by leading manufacturing jewelers.

Bliss Brothers have moved their machinery and stock
into their new quarters on the third floor of R. F. Simmons
& Co.'s new factory.

Cummings & Wexel have dissolved partnership, John
C. Cummings withdrawing. Walter T. Mason, G. H.
Howard and A. T. Smith have been admitted to the part-
nership, and the business will be continued under the name
of Henry Wexel & Co.

Henry Bnrdick, with W. & S. Blackinton, has returned
from a pleasure trip to Virginia.

The annual banquet 'and meeting of the Attleboro
Driving Club, largely composed of well-known manufactur-
ing jewelers, was held at the Park Hotel recently. The
election of officers resulted as follows : president, Roswell
Blackinton ; vice-president, Sidney 0. Bigney; secretary,
F. C. Whipple ; treasurer, James A. Codding ; executive
committee, S. 0. Bigney, J. W. Wolfenden, R. Blackinton
and G. Herbert French.
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Philadelphia Notes.

THE KEYSTONE JANUARY, 1893

Every jeweler in the city seems pleased with his share
of holiday business, and a number of retailers confessed to
us that December was a record-breaker of the first water.
The wholesalers express a degree of satisfaction that, judg-
ing from their usually conservative opinions, seems very
indicative. The traveling salesmen, who enjoyed Christmas
with their families, had a longer list of orders to their credit
than ever before, and moved around with the placidity and
bonhommie of men conscious of having performed therr
duty.. Their period of rest is about over, however, and--
preparations for another season's peregrinations are now in
order. Stock-taking is proceeding apace, and this usually
trying task is being performed with all due celerity.

David F. Conover & Co. have enjoyed a year of great
business success, and have just entered on another with a
confidence that indicates a continuation thereof. An
unusually large number of new names appear among the
list of their patrons, and the old have been unusually liberal
in their purchases.

J. H. Wetzel, 420 Diamond Street, gave two handsome
parlor clocks to the best-dressed masquerading clubs that
passed his place of business in the New Year's parade.

We hasten to correct a printer's error in our last issue
relative to the -recent big purchase of fine jewelry by the
Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Instead of $48,000,
as stated, their purchase from the Cox & Sedgwick Mfg. Co.
amounted to $78,000, spot cash. This transaction will go
on record as one of the largest cash purchases of fine jew-
elry ever made, and buyers will find it to their advantage
to inspect same soon as possible, inasmuch as it is the inten-
tion of this growing concern to give the trade the advantage
of the greatly reduced prices the stock was secured at.

Oliver C. Hess, 1843 Ridge Avenue, formerly with
Queen & Co., is meeting with most gratifying success in the
optical business. He is an expert in that line, guarantees
all his work, and has a large and well-selected assortment of
optical goods.

The total aggregate transactions of H. 0. Hurlburt &
Sons for 1892 reveal a very considerable enlargement both
in their business and its remunerativeness. Few houses are
in such close touch with the trade as this, and their stock-
taking has proved that the friendly grip is still tightening.

Every jeweler-optician and dealer in optical goods
should provide himself with Queen & Co.'s handsome new
illustrated catalogue of opera-glasses, tourists' glasses, field
and marine glasses and binocular telescopes. It is beauti-
fully compiled and printed, the cuts showing to advantage
on the high-grade, polished paper.

After several months of alterations and improvements
the extension of Messrs. Simons, Bro. & Co.'s retail sales-
room to their Chestnut Street front has been completed.
Many thousands of dollars have been expended on the im-
provements; a mosaic pavement has been laid the whole
length of the new salesroom, which is fitted up with mahogany
and plate-glass cases in a style of tasteful simplicity, yet of the
most costly description. The walls and ceilings are in Nile
green, with dainty white and gold decoration. The great
i)late-glass show-window, with mahogany fittings, is one of
the most beautiful on Chestnut Street. The main entrance
is now at 616 Chestnut Street.

A hygrometer and weather-guide distributed among his
patrons by Simon C. Levy is a unique advertising novelty.
A handsomely-dressed little lady is attached to a card, and
the changing color of the dress indicates the state of the
weather and atmosphere. Mr. Levy has just wound up an
unusually brisk holiday business.

At the recent meeting of the Pennsylvania Retail Jew-
elers' Association I. Herzberg, R. Pinkstone, Charles H.
Hamer, George S. Katz, Simon C. Levy, C. L. Conrad,
W. H. Bovard and S. L. Shumo were appointed a committee
to arrange for the theatrical benefit performance to be given
under the auspices of the Association, February i6th.

What is said to be the largest topaz ever brought into
the United States is now in the possession of James W.
Beath, the well-known lapidist of this city. The gem is
eighty-two millimeters in diameter, and weighs 2800 carats.
It was found on the southeast coast of New Zealand by a
Bushman and sold to a trader, who took it to India and sold
it for a large price to one of. the native Indian princes.
During a famine it was taken to the captain of a German
merchant ship and exchanged for corn and potatoes. The
captain, on his return to the Fatherland, sold it to a lapidist,
who cut it in the style of a rose-diamond. The work'on it
may be estimated, when it is understood that months were
consumed in the cutting and polishing, and that it has 450
facets.

The various opportunities extended the trade by Sickles
& Sons, during the past few months, to procure articles at
exceptionally moderate prices have given great satisfaction
to their patrons, and have laid the foundation for a still
better business during the present year. Jewelers appre-
ciate generous treatment and believe in returning the
compliment.

H. B. Sommer & Co. report the ly.tst year's business in
the history of their house.

The optical firm of Jas. W. Queen & Co. has been re-
organized as a corporation, under the name of Queen & Co.,
Incorporated, with a paid-up capital of $600,000. The
corporators, who are also the directors for the first year, are
S. L. Fox, E. B. Fox, J. G. Gray, Win. Biddle, Jr., J. G.
Biddle and F. W. Stanwood. The manufacturing interests
of this concern have largely increased in the last year or
two, and it is now manufacturing extensively all kinds of
electrical and scientific instruments and apparatus, engineer-
ing instruments, meteorological instruments, steam and
vacuum gauges, optical instruments and appliances of all
kinds.

St. Louis Letter.

Si-. Louts, Mo., January 3, 1893.

Holiday trade has been all that could be desired by the
St. Louis merchants, and judging from reports, the jewelers
have received their full share of the same, as all speak well
of the holiday season. The year i892 has been a brisk
one for the jewelers. Retail as well as wholesale dealers
look back upon it with pleasure, and hope the coming one
will be as good.

Mention has already been made that the M. Eisenstadt
Jewelry Co. intend going into the manufacturing business.
Their factory-room is located in the Globe-Democrat Build-
ing, and, like their office-room, will undoubtedly be one of
the best-arranged and equipped rooms of its kind. The
best is good enough for the boys, and they manage to have
that. Mr. L. Gutfreund, formerly in charge of the manu-
facturing department of the L. Bauman Jewelry Co., will be
manager of the new factory. They have sent a handsome
souvenir to their customers. It is a beautifully illustrated
book called " St. Louis through a Camera," giving views
and descriptions of the various places of interest in the city.

Right here it may be stated that THE KEYSTONE made
a big mistake in the November issue by claiming the largest
railroad depot in the world for the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, at Philadelphia. The St. Louis Union Depot,
now in course of construction, will be twice as large as the
Philadelphia station, having a larger train-shed, covering
thirty-two tracks, sixteen more than the Pennsylvania Rail-
road Depot.

Shortly before Christmas thieves broke the large plate-
glass show-window in F. H. Niehaus' store and succeeded
in getting away with quite an amount of goods. It was the
fourth time that this happened in one year, and more annoy-
ing than any time before, as it was the busiest season.

Wild Bros. Jewelry Co. will remove to 504 North Sixth
.Street during this month. The new location is just opposite
their old one.

No meeting was held by the Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion during December. The next regular meeting will be
held this month, when arrangements will be made for the
annual banquet that will take place in February.

The A. R. Brooks Jewelry Co., suffered some loss and
disturbance from fire just opposite their store.

Fire in the building occupied by the Bauman-Massa
Jewelers' Supply Co. and the St. Louis Clock and Silver-
ware Co. damaged the stock of these firms to the extent of
about $2500 each. Quick work put everything in order
again, and they were soon ready for business. As " Dick"
Pfeffer puts it, " We are slightly disfigured, but come to the
scratch smiling." The fire took place on the morning of
December 27th.

H. C. Grawe, for many years located on Olive Street,
between Fourth Street and Broadway, will shortly remove
to Fourth Street and Washington Avenue.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri have
mailed to their members a list of jobbers who have given a
written statement of the fact that they do not retail. Jew-
elers not members of the Association desiring a list can
receive same by sending to the secretary of the Association.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelers' Supply Co. have sent a
handsome calendar to their customers.

Various dry goods stores of this city are now selling
watches, movements and cases of some of the best-known
manufacturers, and the Association will do its utmost to
rectify this abuse of trade.

Progress Extraordinary.

In view of the phenomenal success of the
Elgin National Watch Company, and the present
enormous dimensions of their factory, a news-
paper article which has accidentally come under
our notice, and which appeared in the Scientific
American of February 17, x866, seems so pecu-
liarly interesting a reminiscence that we cannot
forbear reproducing it. It is marvellous, indeed,
that in so short a period the Elgin movement
would come to be worn in every part of the world
where civilization has penetrated, and that the
name " Elgin " would come to be accepted, as it
now is all over our planet, as a synonym for
mechanical and timekeeping excellence. The
twenty-seven-year-old article is as follows:

The demand for American watches is so great that a
new factory is about to be started out West to compete with
others. The Waltham Watch Company has earned a high
reputation for American watches, and the new concern pro-
poses to employ a number of persons from that celebrated
workshop.

It is said by the Chicago Republican, the success of
the Waltham Company is shown in the fact that the majority
of watches now carried in the pockets of the American
people are from this factory. Watches, costly and cheap,
large and tiny, jeweled and enameled, are scattered over
the country, all having the Waltham stamp. From a recent
article in the same journal we quote as follows:
" The National Watch Company, of Chicago, was

instituted two years ago, and after perfecting the organiza-
tion the Company immediately set about the erection of a
factory. The capital stock is $20o,000, three-fourths of
which is owned by gentlemen resident in *Chicago. A
special charter was procured which would enable the
directors, at such time as they might choose, to increase
the stock to $500,00o. The organization is officered
as follows: president, B. W. Raymond, Chicago ; vice-
president, Philo Carpenter, Chicago ; treasurer, Thomas S.
Dickerson, Chicago ; secretary, G. M. Wheeler, Chicago;
directors, H. C. Culver and Joseph T. Ryerson, Chicago,
B. F. Lawrence, Elgin. The office of the Company is
located in the Marine Bank Building, on the northeast
corner of Lake and La Salle Streets, in this city.
" The city of Elgin, Illinois, generously gave to the

Company twenty-seven acres of ground in the midst of a
beautiful park, situated on the east bank of the Fox River,
on condition that the factory should be located there. The
site is one of the finest which could have been secured. It
is just inside the city limits, and is capable of being laid out
to great advantage. This work is going forward simul-
taneously with the erection of the buildings for the manu-
factory. These are extensive, and so constructed that the
greatest possible amount of light may be ol tamed, the
bench of every operative being placed in front of a window,
and, indeed, the entire sides of the buildings present a most
complete frontage of glass. The buildings are of cream-
colored brick, faced with stone.
" The buildings thus far completed will be capable of

turning out fifty watches per day, and will employ two
hundred and fifty operatives. The structures are models of
architectural beauty, and would be an ornament to any city
on the continent. No wonder. the citizens of Elgin are so
proud of their possession. In addition to the twenty-seven
acres donated by the city of Elgin to the National Watch
Company, there has been purchased a number of acres of
land immediately adjoining, upon which it is the intention
of the Company to erect cottages for the occupancy of their
employees. Six of these have already been constructed,
and are neat, comfortable houses, wearing an air of comfort
already inviting. The grounds around the factory will be
graded and laid out in pleasant drives and walks, Making
the place not only one of industry, but a park which will be
a pleasant place of resort. The cost of the building thus
far has been over $40,000, and upon the machinery now in
operation in the west wing $6o,000 have been expended.
" On the first of April the manufacture of watches will

commence. All the component parts of a watch, from the
delicate hairspring up, with the exception of the cases, will
be made here, and put up in tin cases and sold by the dozen
to the trade. The beautiful enameled dials will be prepared
in the building designed for that purpose, the neat hands
will be adjusted, but the outer covering, the cases, will be
fitted elsewhere. This is the course pursued in nearly
all manufacturing establishments of this kind, and all, or
nearly all, of the watches imported. from Europe are cased
in this country. It will be more than a year before the
.Company is prepared to manufacture the cases, or to supply
more than the complete movement.

It is not surprising that the hands of women have
been found better adapted to the delicate manipulation
necessary in the manufacture of watches, than the rough,
uncouth hands of men. The majority of operatives in the
establishment .will be ladies, each having their separate
department, and each being paid by the piece for their
work."

Pittsburg, Pa., January, 1893.

To the Trade:
We herewith call the special attention of Jewelers and Watchmakers

to our complete stock of

Tools, Materials and Findings,

which is pronounced by all who know, the best-equipped and most thoroughly-
organized department in the country. We carry everything from the smallest
piece of material to the finest tool or largest machine, and guarantee that every
order, no matter how small, is carefully and promptly filled by competent
men in charge. We also call the attention of Opticians to our large, unex-
celled assortment of

Optical Goods,
comprising, among many other lines, our well-known reliable brand

" The Keystone " Interchangeable Spectacles and Eye-Glasses

in Gold, Silver, Aluminum, German Silver and Steel ; a line that has been
especially made for us for the last twenty years, and which contains all the
latest styles and improvements up to • date. Our large and varied stock of
Opera and Field Glasses contains, besides the well-known brands of Lemaire,
Bardou, Chevalier, etc., those of our own special brands, viz.: Mignon,
La Comtesse, Excelsior, La Tosca, Bellevue. Also a splendid assort-
ment •of Telescopes, Microscopes, Floroscopes, Reading-Glasses, Linen-
Provers, Compasses, etc., all of our own importation. As we deal
direct with manufacturers only, we are in position to offer special inducements
at all times. We issue no catalogues, but fill orders from any catalogue in
the market, at prices to meet any fair competition. Trial orders solicited.
Samples sent to reliable dealers.

HEEREN BROS. & CO.
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Important Decision

THE injunction suit brought by the Elgin National

Watch Company against Max C. Eppenstein,

Sol. C. Eppenstein and Thomas W. Duncan,

watch dealers at the corner of State and Monroe

Streets, Chicago, was decided by Judge Horton, Wednes-

day, December 2 I, 1892. The Elgin Watch Company's

counsel, W. H. & J. H. Moore & Purcell and Banning

& Banning & Payson, have had charge of the litigation,

and it has created great interest in watch and jewelry

circles, not only in Chicago, but throughout the country.

The Eppensteins and Duncan control the Illinois

Watch Case Company, and tried some time ago to

change the name of that concern to the Elgin Watch

Case Company ; a mandamus suit was brought in the

Supreme Court, and the attempt to adopt the name in

question was defeated by that court.

The Eppensteins and Duncan then attempted to

organize a new corporation under the name " The Elgin

National Watch Case Company, of Elgin, Illinois." This

was also bitterly resisted by the Elgin National Watch

Company, upon the ground that it was merely an attempt

to trade upon the well-known reputation of that Company

and to appropriate its good-will.

Leading watch-dealers in Chicago and in various

other cities, to the number of over one hundred, testified

that the name under which the Eppensteins were seeking

to incorporate would cause great confusion in the watch

trade and among purchasers ; and Judge Horton, in de-

ciding the case, said : " The protection of the public, as
well as the rights of corporations or individuals, is to be

considered by the courts. It is clearly to the interest of

the public that no corporation should be . authorized

having the same name as a. pre-existing corporation, and

also that no name should be assumed by a corporation

similar to, or liable to be mistaken for, the name of any

other corporation organized under the laws of this State."

"Putting the word ̀ The ' at the commencement of the

name, and the words ' of Elgin, Illinois,' at the conclusion,

does not materially tend to prevent confusion. In ordi-

nary use, it would be called 'Elgin National Watch Case

Company.'

" A large number of affidavits have been filed in these

cases, from which it appears that confusion has arisen in

regard to these names. These affidavits also tend to show
6

actual damages to the complainant, the Elgin National

Watch Company."

"The fact that defendants are so anxious and per-

sistent in their determination to adopt this or some simi-

lar name, may be regarded as an evidence that they think

it valuable and desirable. If valuable and desirable, why?

Is it not reasonable to presume that it is, in part, at least,

because the complainant, the Elgin National Watch Com-

pany, has made it so, when connected with watches and

parts thereof?"

"When parties have, by their mode of doing busi-

ness, and by the quality of the product of their manufac-

tures—and by selling and delivering to the public goods

as valuable as represented or promised—built up, under

a chosen name, a reputation which is of great value, they

should be protected in the use of that name."

"That confusion would follow if 'The Elgin National

Watch Case Company, of Elgin, Illinois,' should be incor-

porated and continue to transact business in that name,

seems to me certain, and is supported by numerous • affi-

davits. As an evidence to my mind that such confusion

would follow, I may say that I found it necessary to

write these several names out and thus impress them

clearly upon my mind to prevent confusion in considering

these cases. That damages to the complainant watch com-

pany would result seems to be more than probable."

"From these conclusions, it follows that the motion

to dissolve the injunction must be denied."

W. H. & J. H. MOORE & PURCELL, AND
BANNING & BANNING & PAYSON,

Attorneys for Complainants.

BOND, PICKARD & ADAMS, AND D. J. WILE,
For Defendants.
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W. J. Sidwell, formerly of Poseyville, Ind., has opened

a store in Charleston, Mo.

F. G. Smith, Sons & Co. have made the class pins for

the Detroit Seminary commencement.

j. R. Ray, Salem, Mo., has removed into his new store,

which is one of the finest buildings in the town.

T. P. Johnston, of Laporte, Ind., who recently effected

a settlement with his creditors, has resumed business.

Joseph Beale, Sr., a well-known jeweler of Rockford,

M., was married recently to Miss Hewitt, of Waukon, Ia.

W. W. Hillock, for many years with Frank Wells,

Syracuse, N. Y., has started in for himself at Fulton, N. Y.

Gpeenleaf & Crosby, Jacksonville, Fla., have opened

their St. Augustine branch store in the loggia of the Alcazar

Hotel.

Sinelz & Hobbs, Maroa, Ill., did some very elaborate

and effective advertising during the holidays, with very

satisfactory results.

J. W. Hard, Conde, South Dakota, is the only legiti-

mate watchmaker and jeweler within a radius of twenty

miles of that place.

The new factory-building of the Alvin Mfg. Co., at

Irvington, N. J., is now about completed, and the Company

took possession of it on January ist.

J. E. Micks & Co., of Elkhart, Ind., have completed ex-

tensive improvements in their store, which now presents a

more attractive appearance than ever.

It speaks well for the new silverware manufacturing

firm of Ovaitt & Warner, Portland, Oregon, that an enlarge-

ment of their plant is already meditated.

Peter Malone, formerly salesman for George B: Willis

& Co., Providence, R. I., is now employed in a similar

capacity by Ezra S. Dodge, of that city.

The Cincinnati Jewelers' Association postponed their

proposed December meeting until after the holidays, as the

business briskness did not permit of their attendance.

Gurdon W. Hall, of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co.,

Wallingford, Conn., recently visited Chicago in reference to

that Company's proposed exhibit at the World's Fair.

C. W. Klein, Birmingham, Ala., has closed out his

stock, and contemplates opening up a handsome establish-

ment on Second Avenue, North Side, during this month.

Mr. Markewitz, Petaluma, Cal., made for the Petaluma

fire department a solid silver speaking-trumpet. The

trumpet was made from four hundred and seventy-five

silver dollars. .

J. G. Collins, of Dennison, Texas, is now working for

M. Dorenfield, Corsicana, Texas. A. B. Frey, who is about

the oldest watchmaker in the Lone Star State, is also work-

ing for Mr. Dorenfield.

Parks Bros. & Rogers, Providence, R. I., purchased

recently the entire plant and patents of Albert Eddy & Co.

This gives the firm two of the most valuable patents on

buttons in the market.

J. B. Whitney, for many years in the employ of

Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. as traveling salesman, has

accepted a similar position with the Hartford Silver Plate

Co., of Hartford, Conn.

Jasper Stone, an old and respected resident of Charles-

town, Mass., who had been established in the jewelry

business there for a number of years, died a few weeks ago

at the age of seventy-four.

A. E. Hall, formerly a representative of the Holmes &

Edwards Silver Co. and of the Manhattan Silver Plate Co.,

is now representing on the road the Reed & De Mars

Jewelry Mfg. Co., of Minneapolis, Minn.

Cummings & Wexel, Attleboro, Mass., have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Cummings retires, and the business will

be continued under the firm name of Henry Wexel & Co.

Three active employees, Walter T. Mason, G. H. Howard

and A. T. Smith, were given equal interests in the new firm.

Jeweler George W. Hess has removed from Watson-

town to Bloomsburg, Pa., and opened an establishment with

his brother, H. W. Hess, formerly traveling salesman for

J. C. Bright & Co., Hazleton.

The glass-cutting department of the Meriden Silver

Plate Co., of Meriden, Conn., which was recently closed,

owing to a dispute about wages between the workmen and

the Company, is again in operation.

Elsewhere in our columns will be found an interesting

article on " Turkish Timepieces," by F. A. Seeley, Princi-

pal Examiner, Department of Instruments of Precision in

the United States Patent Office, Washington.

Geo. C. Wooley, of Carthage, N. Y., has perfected

mineral magnetic rods by which he is enabled to locate gold

or silver at a distance of three miles away. If the report

be true, Mr. Wooley has his fortune in his hands.

The manufacturing resources of the Manhattan Silver-

Plate factory, of Lyons, N. Y., were found, prior to the

holidays, to be unable to cope with the great demand for

their products, which have lately been striding in popular

favor.

All who have used Tidd's old reliable mainsprings

agree in saying they are among the best. If you want a

good spring at a moderate price, and one that is guaranteed

not to break or set in the barrel, write Tidd & Co., Colum-

biana, Ohio.

Frank Wills, a former employee of the Illinois Watch

Co., Springfield, Ill., and who was later employed by the

Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, Ill., has been engaged as

an instructor in watchmaking. and engraving in the Peoria

Horological School.

“Enclosed please find check. I would not be

without THE KEYSTONE for Five Dollars a year.

It is worth many times the cost to every jeweler."—

J. A. CHRISTIAN, Wartrace, Tennessee.

The closing-out sale of the stock and fixtures of E. P.

Sangston's jewelry store in Easton, Pa., was recently con-

ducted by R. W. Tirrell, the well-known jewelers' auc-

tioneer. The sale was a very successful one, and brought

remunerative prices.

The United States Optical Co., Detroit, Nlich., have

purchased a vacant lot on Miami Avenue, and will erect

thereon a five-story brick building, work commencing on

the new structure about January rst. The cost is estimated

at thirty thousand dollars.

Dr. and Mrs. Julius King, Cleveland, Ohio, recently

gave a reception in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Walter King,

who had just returned from their wedding trip. Miss

Virginia King's debut in society was honored on the same

occasion. The number of guests present bordered on three

hundred.

Frank S. Kerr, Corsicana, Texas, has sold out his jew-

elry business at auction, and is now engaged in the fire

insurance business. Garrat W. Owens, a young man who

has been learning the technical parts of horology in that

city for some months, has put out his own shingle in Mr.

Kerr's stand.

Dyer & Matsumoto are a recent addition to the jewelry

firms of Indianapolis, Ind., and have already manifested a

spirit of enterprise and energy that flavors of early success.

They are striding rapidly into popular favor, and good, high-

class, artistic workmanship is one of the propelling forces of

their business.

The Waltham Dial Co., Waltham, Mass., have pur-

chased a lot of land on Crescent Park in that city, and will

soon build thereon a three-story factory. It is expected

that the new building will be ready by May 1st. The

manufacturing facilities and number of hands will then be

largely increased.

F. L. Herrick, successor to the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co.,

has secured the machinery and tools of the Acme Watch

Key Co., of Montpelier, Vt., and will continue the manu-

facture of the " Star " watch key and combination bench

key, in connection with other watchmakers' tools, at his

factory in Roxbury, Vt.

The results of the year's business of the Waltham

Watch Tool Co., Springfield, Mass., show the increasing

popularity of their far-famed specialty, the Hopkins lathe.

The orders have been unusually numerous, and attended to in

every case with the greatest dispatch. Merit is the growth-
germ of modern business.
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Dr. Charles P. Vineberg, junior member of the firm of

Shimberg & Vineberg, opticians, River Street, Troy, N. Y.,

and Miss Sallie Frankfort, of Norfolk, Va., will be married

Tuesday evening, February i4th, at the home of the bride's

sister in Albany, N. Y.

Eugene MacDonald will continue to represent Sandland,

Capron & Co. the coming year. He will cover Philadelphia,

Baltimore and near-by centers, and will also have charge

of the New York office and look after the city trade as

heretofore.

The building in Toronto, Ont., in which is situated the

American Watch Case factory, was recently destroyed by

fire. Besides valuable machinery ruined, four hundred gold

and gold-filled cases were melted. The Company's loss is

estimated at twenty-five thousand dollars, ten thousand of

which is covered by insurance.

In getting rid of jewelry stock quickly and profitably,

the holiday season was an indifferent competitor with P. J.

Burroughs, the restless auctioneer. He began a sale on

December iith for W. B. Talifafero, Jackson, Tenn., who

has gone out of business. Mr. Burroughs plies the hammer

in California during this month and next.

Lou. Beck, Peru, Ind., had a most unique and pretty

show-window during the Christmas season. The entire

interior of the window was built up to represent a grotto,

and in this a mass of snowy, ice-like substance was hung as

a lining. Incandescent lamps were added, and these,

together with the stock, made a pretty effect.

An early success has attended the optical school

recently established by Levy, Dreyfus & Co., i i Maiden

Lane, N. Y., as evidenced by quite a number of applications

for admission from various parts of the country. Every

up-to-date jeweler should have a knowledge of this branch,

and yet another opportunity is now given him.

D. J. Kramer, of Fairmont, Neb., gave a very unique

open-air concert as an ante-holiday advertisement, in which

the Fairmont band and two hundred children furnished the

amusement, and three hundred grown men and women the

spectators. Old Santa was there in all his glory, showering

candies, which the little folks promptly gathered.

We have received a handsomely-illustrated pamphlet

from H. H. Tammen, 1516 Arapahoe Street, Denver, Colo.,

describing a great variety of magnificent stone jewelry.

The goods are exceedingly handsome, and of the most

eminently salable kind. We would recommend all jeweleis

to get the pamphlet, and note all the goods and prices.

D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass., have a cat that is
at present the envy of the entire feline tribe of the " Hub"
city. This lucky cat is sporting a Christmas present in the
shape of a collar made of fourteen-karat gold beads with

bangle attached, and on the bangle is inscribed : am
D. C. Percival's cat. Whose cat are you The collar

was presented by a well-known manufacturer.

. The large demand, before the holidays, for the select

products of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., Wallingford,
Conn., is a significant manifestation of business shrewdness

on the part of the trade. The gold and silver plate of this
company is turned out in very recherchi patterns, and

was admirably calculated to attract the attention of gift-

purchasers. Their novelties are veritable marvels of good
taste in art and excellence in finish, a fact evidently well
known to their patrons.

Mr. Edward Rivett, of the Faneuil Watch Tool Co.,
was appointed one of the board of judges on light machinery
at the late Mechanics' Fair, held in Boston, Mass. Under his

inspection were some of the best exhibits, such as those of
the Brown & Sharp Manufacturing Co., The Brainard
Milling Machine Co., Builders' Iron Foundry, Darling,
Brown & Sharpe, etc. It will be remembered that at the
last Fair, held in 189o, the " Rivett " lathe was awarded a
gold medal for excellence of design and workmanship ; and
that the worthiness of Mr. Rivett has not been forgotten by
the directors is evidenced in his appointment as judge of
this year's exhibit.

Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, have been among the first
to order a 'supply of World's Fair souvenir coins for the
special accommodation of their friends and customers.
Orders for one or more, accothpanied by cash, will be num-
bered and attended to in rotation. The price charged, one
dollar, is the cost to themselves. They have also ready a
patent coin-holder, which will protect the coin, and enable
the owner to use it as a pendant. The postage for one coin
and holder, by registered mail, will be fourteen cents; for
each rdditional coin and holder, four cents.

411..
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We arc in receipt of a communication from Mr. C. E.

Dodge, of Dodge & Pomeroy, Ohio, Ill., calling attention to
the advisability of jewelers watching more closely the

catalogues of the leading houses. The unusually complete

and comprehensive catalogues issued to the trade this seassol

certainly deserve the closest attention, as they excel all past
editions, and can be of vast service to dealers who order by

mail.

A Correction.

WALTHAM, MASS., December 13, 1892.
EDITOR KEYSTONE:

I desire to correct an error in the article on the history
of the American Waltham Watch Company, which appeared

in your November number. In that article I stated that the
original name of the Company was the " American Horologe
Company." A letter from Mr. Dennison, the originator,
informs me that such was not the fact; but that it first bore

the name, Warren Manufacturing Company, a name asso-

ciated with the locality of the original factory building in

Roxbury. I regret to state that I was misled in the matter,
by what I supposed was a reliable statement.

Yours truly, E. A. MARSH.

An Attractive Window Display.

BELLWOOD, PA., January 2, 1893.
EDITOR KEYSTONE.

DEAR SIR :—Since our locating here we have been
kept very busy, but always find time to read THE KEYSTONE.
We wish to give you a faint description of the window dis-

play we had for Christmas. Our idea was to represent a

winter scene. For the base of our display we used cotton
for snow. At one side of our window we had a miniature
mountain made of small stones, with here and there a

stone projecting and resembling an overhanging rock. On

top of the mountain and along the side were small trees,

sprinkled with cotton. In the center of the window was a

small house with a door and windows cut in. Inside the

house we placed a large pane of glass to cover the windows,
and pasted thin strips of paper across the glass to represent

the sash. From the front door a path was leading to the

woodpile. For the path we separated the cotton and scat-

tered dirt along; giving the impression that the snow was

swept away to the woodpile. The falling snow was imi-

tated as was explained in the November number of THE
KEYSTONE. At night there was a small electric light

placed inside the house, and, combined with the other fea-

tures, presented a very beautiful appearance in the evening.

It was the cause of many compliments from the old, as well

as the little, folks.
Yours respectfully,

T. II. GREEN & BRO.

Another State Association Suggested.

WESSON, MISS., December 15, 1892.
THE KEYSTONE

I believe that no better friend to the jeweler than TIIE
KEYSTONE is published to-day ; and it is because I feel that

it aims always to see the fair and square thing done that I
do not hesitate to make my complaint to it. Like many of

your readers, I have to contend with the catalogue business
done by certain wholesale houses. This is a small man-
ufacturing town with only one retail jewelry store and two
repairers. There is a living here for us if we had the
genuine trade. There are several dry goods stores here,
however, who order watches and jewelry for their cus-
tomers, and sell them at a small margin above cost. One of
these concerns, as you will see from the enclosed " ad.,"
expects to do quite a business—and does. They have not,
to-day, in their store any of the goods advertised, but expect
to order from large firms in Chicago and elsewhere, whose
catalogues have been forwarded to them. This firm has
secured a copy of THE KEYSTONE, and will doubtless write

to some of the many jobbers advertised therein.

It seems to me some way could be devised to do away
with this cutthroat business. In order to make a start,
would it not be a good idea to make a call for all the
jewelers in the State to meet at some convenient place, say
Jackson or Meridian, and organize an association of retail
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jewelers? I will give some time to it, and would be glad

to hear from the other jewelers in the State, either through
THE KEYSTONE or by letter. I think sometime in Febru-

ary would be a good time to meet. Will THE KEYSTONE
help us out by giving space to make the call, and offering
other suggestions? Long may THE KEYSTONE live to
ViSit the craft ! Respectfully yours,

AL HENRY.

[As the name of the firm mentioned does not appear on
our mail-lists, for the reason that it is a dry goods and
not a jewelty store, THE KEYSTONE was not forwarded
to them from this office, and must have come into their
possession in a manner beyond our control. In answer to
our correspondent's question as to whether he can rely on
our assistance, we repeat that our columns are at the service
of every legitimate jeweler, and can be freely used by Mr.
Henry or any other of our readers for the purpose sug-
gested. THE KEYSTONE has always maintained that
organization is the only effective remedy for the grievance
referred t0.—EDIT0R KEYSTONE.]

The Other Side Heard From.

FINDLAY, ILL., December 19, 1892.
THE KEYSTONE.

GENTLEMEN :—The November KEYSTONE catne to
hand 0. K. It is a beauty. As our Irish friends say,
" More power to you!"

By the way, I wish you would suggest to the croakers
that they " let up " a little, and quit squealing about ped-
dlers, storekeepers and street-men selling jewelry, watches,
etc., on the " fake " plan—interfering with the " legitimate"
jeweler. Now this is all bosh. I have found I can make
twice as much in repairing these snide goods as I could if I
had sold them in the first place ; and there is no trouble
about the sensible part of the community. They will buy good
articles, and, usually, of the local jeweler. Please remember,
boys, that the " chumps " are being born at the rate of two

per minute and very seldom die. Keep the best of goods,
sell them " on the square," and you won't have to complain
for lack of trade. Learn your business properly, and don't

let your jobber fool you with too many " warranted " rolled-

plate chains and other goods of that kind. Test them, and
if they won't stand acid send them back. Don't wait for
your customer to test them—do it yourself. If you don't
know how, learn. Sell Keystone cases, and all other goods
of as fair quality, and you will never have any " kickers."
You may not make money quite so fast ; but you will make
more in the long run. If you have a crank of any kind,
turn it for all it is worth, and you will poke your nose
under the wire in as good time as Nancy Hanks or any
other flyer. Yours, for " stuff,"

ED. T. RITCHIE.

A Novel Show-Window.

WARRENSBURG, MO., December 12, 1892.
THE KEYSTONE.

DEAR SIRS :—I have just read your article on show-
window dressing, and now I must tell you what I have in
that line.

I inclosed one of my windows with a light framework
of wood, five by seven feet. I shaped the top something
like a Chinese house, and covered the whole thing with
very thin, cheap goods. Over this I put appropriate wall
paper, making an appearance inside of store like a little
house setting in my window. I have a door on one side, so
that I may enter the room at any time from the store. The
room is about five feet high at the eaves, and the top runs
up to about seven feet.

I then took rough lumber, and iad a floor about twelve

inches high, or coming to the lower edge of the glass. In

the middle of the window or floor I have a circular railroad

track. On the back part I have three mountains, the edges

of two of them running down close to, or rather over, the

railroad, so that I had to make two large tunnels. The other
mountain just comes to the railroad, and represents a very

abrupt and perpendicular side. On this I have my card

painted.

The entire floor and mountains I covered with a prep-

aration of cement. In the plaster I stuck small cedars and

spruce pines. On the mountains I stuck large boulders

here and there. In one of the canons I have a boy dressed

up in farmer style, fishing, and momentarily expecting to

haul out a mountain trout.

On one side of the railroad I have up a railroad-crossing

sign. In the plaster is represented a wagon-road coming

out of the mountains. Near the track, just emerging from

the tall pines at the foot of the mountains, is a country lad

on a mule. Their expressions indicate their utter surprise

and astonishment at seeing the train.

My train is a fac-simile of the fast mail, and is propelled
by batteries. On the floor, next to the window, the whole
thing is covered with all kinds of mineral ore. The three
sides of the show-room, or window, are painted nicely, rep-
resenting a mountain scene. Hundreds have come to see it.
I have been loaded down with compliments. My trade?
Well, it's been doubled. I opened the window December
3rd. it was closed for about a month in preparation. Peo-
ple became almost frantic before the time came. I opened
it before daylight, and, in ten minutes after it was open, the
sidewalk was blockaded. The train feature about the window
never gets old. I forgot to say that the ceiling is fixed with
sky-blue tissue paper, hung in puffs, or rolls, representing
the clouds and sky. The papers all gave me a big puff.
People from all over the city and country say it is the
grandest window they have ever seen.

The railroad apparatus was no little thing to get up.
I somehow have a great desire and taste to get up some-
thing new and attractive in show-windows.

I wrote you some time ago about a device in the shape
of a toy for a show-window. I have had it running since
last March, and people rarely ever pass the window without
stopping to give it a look, and then pass on with a smile.
For a show-window attraction it can't be surpassed. I am
now making arrangements to have it patented. I know it
will sell.

If you think it wise, I would make a machine and send
it to you for exhibition in some prominent jewelry store in
your city.

The cost of making and shipping machine would be
paid by me. A little arranging of the window in preparation
for the apparatus would cost a dollar or two, and I would
expect whoever took the machine to pay that part of it. I
guarantee the one with whom I place the device will not
lose anything, but it will be worth to him in the way of
advertising more than one hundred dollars spent in paper
and ink.

Inclosed find one dollar for THE KEYSTONE for 1893.
It's a grand paper, worth a hundred times more than it costs.

Respectfully, J. W. SNODDY.

"Best journal out. Have been getting it right
along."—F. A. DEFIEL, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Rambling Notes.

The jewelers' harvest is over, and now they are sifting
out the balance to see what part they can call their own.
Since my last writing I have taken in some of Michigan.
Jackson, in that State, is one of the nicest cities in the sec-
tion, and judging from the way it was filled up with jewelers
surmise they thought so too. Among the leading jewelers

is Edward D. Knowles. As far as skill is concerned he can't
be beaten for a young man. He is an expert card engraver,
and is also an expert watchmaker. Fred. J. Pratt carries a
nice line of watches, clocks and jewelry. He also does a
nice, large trade as optician. He is a graduate on optics.
Mr. Chauncey M. Nichols is a new jeweler who started in
last summer. He also runs two stores in country towns.
He had the misfortune to have his front window burned the
Friday before Christmas. His loss he estimates at three
hundred dollars. He was insured for one hundred and
twenty dollars. G. G. Case has a nice, large store which
is well filled with nice lines of goods, from which I under-
stand lie enjoys a good trade. Among the novelties I saw
was a jewelry store in a car. The jeweler's name was Mr.
Pratt. He is an old man, and was at one time a leading
jeweler, hut misfortune overtook him. He enjoys a good
trade, and is as ambitious as when young. There are several
other jewelers whom I have forgotten.

Wm. J. Eckam, 443 Syracuse Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,
has given up the jewelry business until he finds a new
place.

The Niagara Mfg. Co., which has changed to H. C.
Balcom & Co., manufacturing jewelry boxes, trays and find-
ings, 13 Gull Street, Buffalo, have been more than rushed
this season with large orders from almost all the States in
the Union.

J. W. Dailey, Batavia, N. Y., says trade was larger
than ever, and it looks as though he would have to enlarge
his store.

Jewelers will do well to send and get a sample of silver
cleaning fluid. It cleans and plates brass with silver at the
same time. Where a spoon wears off at the heel it will
plate over with pure silver (no mercury). A twenty-five-
cent sample bottle will he sent by mail by A. W. Gilbert
Co., special cash wholesale jewelers, Canandaigua, N. Y.

F. I-I. Olford, jeweler, Canandaigua, N. Y., has a new
pug dog, and reports a good holiday trade.
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LOGEE 84 Co.
Make these designs not only in solid gold, but also in gold

fronts, and for all other orders as well as
those illustrated.

2973

2958

3146

4125

2072

4163

2952

4139—REVERSE LIKE 4111

Drawings for Special Work

2974

submitted upon application and goods forwarded on selec-
tion to firms of responsibility.

4108

5187

2949—REVERSE LIKE 2952

4119—STONE BACK

4143—B•cx

4133—UNIFORM RANK ON REVERSE

Lapel= Buttons
are also i-nade in the usual size, as well as smaller

and larger.

OVER SEVEN HUNDRED STYLES OF GOLD CHARMS ALONE.

'Ner.

be°4

0.414°1

P■s

ft"
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E. L. Logee •Sc. Co.
FACTORY: 18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK. 06,183 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.
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38 R.Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
Pieces now ready
in s. Waverley"

pattern:

Tea Spoons, 6 oz.
" " 8 oz.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Coffee Spoons, large.
" " small.

Orange Spoons.
Tea-Caddy"
Jelly 4 I

Pap
Ice Cream "
Dessert Forks.
Medium "
Salad 41

Oyster "
Medium Knives.
Dessert "
Butter
Pie
Butter Spreaders.
Sugar Shells.
Sugar Tongs.
Child's Sets.
Cream Ladles.
Bon-Bon Scoops.
Ice Cream Knives.

Other pieces in
preparation.

(Ar

• "--7. ' -)
"

THE WAVERLEY.
DESIGN PATENTED.

Factories: Wallingford, Conn.

New York Store : 3 Park Place.
JOHN W. SISSON, Manager.

Chicago Store : 86 Wabash Ave.
GEO. M. WALLACE, Manager.

ESTABLISHED IN 1889.

The Jewelers
FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

School of

Letter and Monogram Engraving,

Design of 14 K. Gold Pin presented
to every student at end

•of course.

63, 65, 67, and 69 Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Over 200 graduates. All employed at remunerative wages.

T
HE first, only and best School in the country in which young men and women can learn the art of letter and monogram engraving, and make practical use of it.

Every student it to fill position at end of course. Engravers are more in demand and are better paid than in any other branch of the business. A full corps of

competent engravers as instructors. Students practice on gold and silver entirely, including plain silver rings for inside lettering. The School is in the same

building with the factory, in which we employ one hundred and fifty men on all kinds of jewelry (making and repairing), stone-setting, watch-case making, gold and silver

plating, lapidary work, enameling, ornamental engraving and chasing, raised rustic monograms and bangle work, assaying, refining, etc. While we do not instruct in

anything but engraving, students can obtain a superficial knowledge of all kinds of manufacturing, which will be beneficial to anyone in the retail jewelry business. This

School is conducted by business men who have employed engravers and instructed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average student can

accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months, or less, to every student they accept. They are further justified in making this statement by the progress every

student already entered has made, and can refer to every graduate of the School. This School is recognized by the trade throughout the country, and its graduates are

eagerly sought after by the best retail jewelers in all sections. If you wish to become a first-class engraver, attend a school where engraving only is taught. Full terms

and information on application. Correspondence solicited.

Wendell & Company,
no Special Manufacturers for Me Retail Jewelnj Trade,

PROPRIETORS.

Richard 0. Kandler,
. CHITIM INOTRUCIOR.
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Clocks.

E hardly deem it

important to carry

out further details

of construction of

our self-winding clock,

inasmuch as we have

treated fully all the really

difficult points. We can

assure any person who

will take the pains to
construct such a clock

that success is certain.

Before we leave the sub-

ject we will give a table

of the expansion of sev-

eral fluids in glass, in order that the artisan may
. From the fact
more than glass,

judge of the fluid best to employ

that iron expands about one-fifth

we must make this allowance.

Expansion of several fluids

32° F. and 2120 F.:
Water
Ether  
Olive oil  

xts
Alcohol  
Mercury  

We will now take up the theme of torsion

pendulums, such as are generally employed in

clocks running a year or more from one winding.

This style of pendulum is not a very reliable one

for timekeeping, although change of temperature

affects it but very little. It is usual in constructing

these pendulums to employ a flat ribbon of steel.

A better suspension, however, is made of two fine

steel wires, such as are used for piano-strings. It

is usually held by artisans that the strength of the

suspension-ribbon to resist flexure has much to do

with the duration of the vibrations. This is an

error.
Take, in illustration, two suspension-springs,

as shown at A B, Fig. r. Let A be supposed to

be thick and strong, and B be thin and weak.

A would resist torsion force twice as much as B,

but still B would give the quickest vibrations to a

torsion pendulum. " Why ? " most of our readers

will ask. In explanation we refer to Fig. 2. Here

is shown a ribbon, or fillet, of spring steel D, sus-

taining the heavy disk C, suspended from the stud

b. Now, it is evident that if we revolve the disk

C in either direction, we must do so not only

against the torsion power of the spring .D, but the

act of twisting also causes the spring D to shorten,

and, consequently, raise the disk C'.

Hence it is evident that to the mechanical

power required to twist the suspension-spring, we

must add the force necessary to raise the weight

of the disk C through the space embraced between

the lines a a', Fig. 2. As the wide spring B

would cause the disk C to rise more at each revo-

lution, it would cause the vibrations to be more

rapid. A wide spring in such suspensions soon

breaks, and, consequently, should be avoided.

For practical construction two piano-string wires

will give the best satisfaction. The size of the

wire used will vary somewhat with the weight of

the disk and the height of the suspension above

the disk.
The distance between the suspension-wires

in proportion to their length can be employed

within certain limits to regulate the isochronism

of the vibrations. But, as we previously warned

our readers that no clock with such a pendulum will

ever be a very close timekeeper, we might as

well leave alone all attempts at adjustments further

than an approximate regulation to time. A few

in glass between

years ago some of our scientific mechanical jour-

nals claimed such a pendulum applied to a corn-

mon eight-day clock would cause it to run a year.

While this is true in a sense, yet the hour-hand

would only make sixteen revolutions in that time.

In order to practically take advantage of an

eight-day clock-movement for constructing a clock

running one year, we must make use of a move-

ment with a second-hand, and employ the second-

hand arbor to carry our minute-hand ; and then

arrange the dial-wheels to carry the hour-hand as

before. This arrangement would cause our eight-

day clock to run sixty times eight days, or four

hundred and eighty days. In carrying out the de-

tails of such a " conversion," that is, changing an

eight-day clock into a four hundred and eighty-day

clock, we must add wheels to our train. How to

arrange these wheels we will consider in our next,

as the matter would be too long for our space.
An escapement for a torsion pendulum is not

a very difficult one, as either the recoiling or the

dead-beat pallets will answer our purpose. Pallets.

Fig:
•••■■•■■••■

01.1.1.1ft

and escape-wheel arranged in effect precisely like

the old rack and pinion lever will do nicely. We

show at d d', Fig. 3, a two-wire suspension with a

portiOn broken out at e in order to show both

ends of the two wires and their connections. The

wires d d' are soft-soldered to the studs E F, but

pass only friction-tight through the bar H. This

bar If is placed well up toward the stud E, and, of

course, as the wires d d' twist together, the arm f

passes through an arc of greater or less extent in

proportion to its distance from the suspension stud

E, and also the number of revolutions which the

disk C performs. For keeping up our vibrations

we must apply some power which will act on the

arm f in accordance with the motion of the twist-

ing and untwisting of the two wires d d', and, as

stated above, either a .dead or recoiling anchor

escapement will fill the bill.

“I couldn't get along without THE KEYSTONE."—

E. P. SMITH, Fordyce, Arkansas.

When to Stop Advertising.

The time to stop advertising is—

When you do not wish to make any more money:
When you wish to go out of business ; or
When you are dead.

If you are not averse to making a little more money,

and wish to continue in business, and are not actually under

the ground as yet, you may stop advertising •

When you arc satisfied that " the future genera-
tion " has arrived, no more people will be born,
and the world will come to an end when you do;

When everybody is convinced that you have better
goods and lower prices than ever can be had else-
where ; or

When every man has become so much a creature of
habit that he will certainly buy goods next year
where he bought last year.

If you are not given to such optimistic beliefs, and

must cast about for more convincing reasons to stop your

advertising, you may find them

When you discover that other men who do not ad-
vertise are increasing their business over those
who do

When nobody else thinks " it pays to advertise:" or

When you would rather have your own way and
fail, than to take advice and win.

—N. Y. Standard.

The American Horological Society.

The regular monthly meeting of the members

of this Society was held December 12th, in their

new quarters, Franklin Hall, 66 to 72 E. Adams

Street, Chicago. The meeting was called to order

by the president, and the usual routine work

accomplished. The committee on applications

for membership reported favorably on the applica-

tions of A. Fischer, H. Von der Heydt, B. Kirmer

and Peter Okoniewski, all of Chicago, and they

were duly elected. A paper on "Art in Watch-

making " was read by J. L. Finn, of Elyria,

Ohio, and an interesting address was subsequently

delivered by Mr. Parsons on American and

foreign-made watches. Mr. A. M. Church ex-

hibited and explained to the meeting the work-

ings of his self-winding clock. Mr. Okoniewski

showed the members an ancient alarm watch and

a Danish repeater, and two watches spoken of by

Mr. Gribi were more or less critically examined

and discussed by those present. The meeting

then adjourned to the second Monday evening of

this month.

A Strike in the House.

The walking delegate never tired of talking of the

strike. He held. that it was justifiable,if ever a strike was,

and he was prepared to demonstrate that it was perfectly

proper to strike to secure any desired result. He so told his

wife, and she seemed to agree with him. She said it

seemed to be the easiest way of enforcing a demand.

And that night when he came home he found that the

table was not set.
" I want a new dress," she said, when he asked what

the trouble was.

" I know ; you've been. bothering me for that dress for

a month," he said. " But how about supper?"

" There isn't any," she replied. " This is a strike."

"A strike ?"

" Yes, a general tic-up. I've been trying to secure a

peaceable settlement of this trouble for some time, but now

I mean to enforce my rights."

" Mary, do you dare—?"

"Oh, don't talk to mc that way ! If I can't get you to

arbitrate, why, I've got to strike. I don't care if it does

block the wheels of trade."

"But, Mary, you don't understand."

" Oh, yes, I do. I've made my demands, and they've

been refused. I've asked for arbitration with a view to

compromise, and that has also been refused. A strike is all

that there is left, and I've struck."

" But your demands are unreasonable."

" I don't think they are."

" You're no judge."

" You're the judge of your own demands when you

strike, and I am just as good a judge as you are when I
want something. It's no use talking. The strike is on."

She folded her arms in a determined way, and he

subsided. It was, perhaps, half an hour later when he looked

up and asked:
" Mary, is the strike still on?"

" It is still on," she replied.

" Aren't you hungry ?"

" No. I saw that I had something in the treasury before

the strike was ordered."

" Meaning the pantry ?" he asked.

" Meaning the pantry," she returned.

" I believe I'll get a bite," he said.

" It's locked," she replied. " The reserve is to be used

simply to keep the strike going. You can't touch the striker's

resources."
" Be careful, Mary," he said, warningly. " If I shut off

the cash—"
She laughed and nodded toward the pantry.

" I can stick it out a week," she returned.

Five or ten minutes later he proposed that they com-

promise on the basis of ten dollars.

" Twenty," she replitd, firmly.

" But that means ruin," he protested. " I can't
afford it."
" That's your business," she answered. " I offered to

arbitrate once."

It was ten o'clock that night when he finally gave in,
and, somehow, he felt that he had experienced a new phase

of the strike business. —Detroit Free Press,
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, December 31, 1892.
Cincinnati is surely on the boom. Everything points to

success. The increase in volume of business in all mer-cantile lines proves the rapid strides of the year just closed.
It is said the amount of money passing through the banks
is the best method of determining the prosperity of a city.
If this is so, then Cincinnati can claim every evidence of a
boom, for the clearings for the past year amounted to the
enormous sum of $745,968,600, an increase of over
$77,000,000 over 1891. The next best evidence of the
healthy condition of trade was the lavish holiday shopping.
The jewelers were especially at the top this year. Their
window decorations were alluringly attractive, their stock
magnificent and abundant. No wonder the retail stores
were thronged. Then, the jobbing interests were greater
than ever. Travelers were called in off the road to aid in
the jobbing departments, filling orders, etc.

Among the numerous attractions in window-displays
Oskamp, Nolting & Co. pleased the youth most. In the
Fifth Street window, a space of about fifteen feet, an
automatic toboggan-slide down an elevation of mica-crusted
cotton carried a number of roguish-looking dummies in
toboggans. It proved a great attraction. To say that
trade was elegant with this popular house does not begin to
express it. Their store was so crowded (hiring holiday
week that it was impossible to crowd more into it. Many
turned away. Down in the jobbing rooms extra help was
required, and Mr. Merriam was almost driven wild with the
influx of orders. Mr. Nolting says he never saw anything
like it in the history of trade.

Amberg & Co. have moved into their commodious
quarters at Fifth and Elm, occupying two floors of the Miami
Building. They will increase their stock and enter upon
the coining season with greater zeal than ever before.

E. & J. Swigart, the great material jobbers of the West,
closed a very profitable year with their accustomed vigor.
They are now taking stock prior to the opening of the
spring trade. Their immense sales in trays and jewelry
boxes was a very lucrative department. They are now
offering the best lathes in the market for the least money,
every one warranted. Every jeweler, large or small, should
have a copy of their new catalogue, which contains an im-
mense amount of valuable knowledge.

President C. P. Taft, of the University Club, presented
the Club with a magnificent punch-bowl, made at the Rook-
%rood pottery, one of the most exquisite examples of
the kind ever turned out by this famous pottery.

A. F. Hellebush was kindly remembered by his friends
on his twenty-eighth birthday anniversary, which occurred
on December 28th. Fred. C. Hellebush celebrated his
twenty-first birthday on the following day, the 29th. Fred.
was presented with a beautiful locket set with diamonds,
and a silk hat, by the employees of the store. The anxiety
concerning the health of Clemens Hellebush, Sr., is yielding
to hope of his recovery. The stomach trouble which has
given him so much annoyance for several months became
so much worse recently that it was feared that he had
cancer of the stomach. His family now think these fears
groundless.

Gus. Fox & Co., diamond jobbers and manufacturers
of diamond jewelry, had a very active season in fine work.
This house is noted for exquisite novelties, and their holiday
attractions were superb. .

Herman Keck, after realizing a great season, left for
Europe, to buy more diamonds. He will be gone two
months, and will pick up many beautiful gems.

Homan & Co., manufacturers of silver-plated ware,
have proven their ability to produce goods equal to any in
the market. The originality of their designs and the fine
workmanship have made them very popular East and West.
The output of 1892 was the largest in the history of the
concern. The demand seemed unceasing. They now
number among their patrons some of the leading retail
houses in the West, whose large orders keep them hustling.

The new jobbing firm composed of B. F. Newman,
formerly with Strauss & Stern, Jonas Weise,. formerly with
A. G. Schwab & Bro., and Jacob Frohman, of L. Gutman,
have opened up their quarters in the Carlisle Building, and
will soon have their fixtures in shape and ready for business.
Messrs. Newman and Weise go to New York this week to
purchase their stock. They expect to start out in good style.

• Peter Henry, the irrepressible and infallible doctor of
watch cases, has wound up a big season of patients in every
stage of wreck. He says some of the worst specimens he
ever saw came in last month for repairs. They are still
busy on extra work, and will continue so all this month.
No matter how bad a wreck the case may be, with their
modern facilities they are enabled to make it good as new.

R. E. Hawkins, Western traveler for Clemens Helle-
bush, has the sympathy of his hosts of friends in the death
of his father, aged seventy-six years, on December 19th.
The funeral took place at Edinburg, Pa., on the 21st.
Mr. Hawkins returned to the city on the 23d.

Jos. Noterman & Co. gave a banquet to their em-
ployees,on Christmas Eve, and each received a handsome
present from the firm. Noticeable among the presents were
the fine alligator satchels, beautifully lined and fitted up,
which were received by Wm. Pfleuger and J. B. Osthoff.
Miss Cora Poates was presented with a beautiful gold
watch, and Miss Amelia Bolinger received a diamond ring.
Noterman & Co. have sent out a large amount of beautiful
diamond work, and find that the holiday rush is not all
over. They are still very busy.

Jonas, Dorst & Co. are making the gold badge which
is to be presented to the sheriff of Hamilton County, by his
deputies, on January 1st. The design is extremely tasteful,
•and the badge will cost three hundred dollars. The beau-
tiful work done by this firm has more than a local fame.
A. Von Micheraux, of Brooklyn, N. V., visited Cincinnati
recently, and gave Mr. Dorst an order for an elegant watch-
charm of original design, to be sent to a relative in London,
England. The charm on one side contains the crest, a
heart and crown, surmounted with diamonds. The design
on the other side is unique and fanciful.

Ross J. Haseltine, of Kokomo, Ind., died of apoplexy
on December 26th. He was born at Eaton, Ohio, Novem-
ber, 1833. After the war, during which he was a brave
soldier, he located in Kokomo, and, beginning business in a
small way, he soon acquired the confidence of buyers
and was very successful. He has been quite a sufferer for
fifteen years past, but two days previous to his death was in
better health than usual. On Saturday he was at his place
of business all day, and on Sunday (Christmas) ate a hearty
dinner and was in fine spirits. At nine o'clock that evening
be was taken sick and a physician was called, but medical
skill could not avail, and his death took place early next
morning. The funeral occurred on the following Wednes-
day, and was largely attended. His wife and three children
died some years ago.

Frank B. Carey, formerly with C. K. Hamilton,
Lebanon, Ohio, has commenced business for himself in
the same place.

D. Schroder & Co. are taking stock, preparatory to
buying goods for the spring trade. This popular house are
jubilant over their splendid trade. They had prepared for
a large business, and were able to fill all orders promptly
and advantageously to all concerned. They will increase
stock the coming year and extend their territory.

A. G. Schwab & Bro. had an unprecedented trade in
all their various lines, especially in the " Pasha " diamonds,
a new line of white-stone goods they recently introduced
with such overwhelming success. Harry Kemper, formerly
with 0. E. Bell & Co., will succeed Jonas Weise, who left
to enter upon the jobbing career.

The business of Jos. Voss & Son has expanded con-
siderably in the past year. They will increase their stock
this year, and, with limitless enterprise and ambition, will
prove to the trade their ability to amply care for all that
comes to them. Jos. Voss, Jr., and Frank Bramstein are
the leading travelers for this house, and have made many
friends on the road.

Ralph Biesenthal, of Amberg & Co., has fallen heir to
a valuable piece of real estate in Stuttgart, Germany. As
Ralph will not go to Europe to live, it is safe to say he will
realize on the property and aspire to become a partner in
the above flourishing firm.

Sol. Goldberg (everybody knows " Solly ") is about to
become a Benedict. This dreadful truth became current
during the holidays. As the prospective bride is a beauty
and heiress, everybody is well pleased—except the numerous
girls Sol. has in almost all the Western towns.

Simon Hesse, the popular dealer in watches, jewelry,
diamonds, etc., has issued a handsome calendar with a pretty
design, peculiarly appropriate to the season, representing the
ringing out of the old and the ringing in of the new year.
Mr. Hesse has just wound up a successful year's business
and started on another with confidence. His popularity
with the trade, together with good goods, is producing
fruitful results.

The Great and Mighty Drummer.
Young, strong, alert, bright-eyed, he goes his way with

a self-confidence unsurpassed by a popular preacher, and an
audacity unequaled by a beautiful woman. The nerve and
elan of the commercial traveler, on a charge, or in the sack
of a captured town, come up to those of any African hunter
in the whole French army.

Most emphatically he has nerve—especially when he
comes to make out his bill of expenses. His footsteps are
good to follow in when one goes ajourneying. His business
is to know mankind and their ways, for, by knowing them,
he gets about the best of everything going—even gets the
best of bright men sometimes. He knows which hotel has
the softest and cleanest beds, the most inviting table, the
daintiest service. He is on familiar terms with conductors,
cooks, hotel-clerks, stage-drivers, waiters, train-boys and
other persons important to the itinerant. Ile also knows
where the best tipple is to be found ; but, to the credit of
his discretion be it said, he is usually abstemious, though
seldom austere, and sometimes teetotally abstinent. For,
contrary to a current impression, he is not given over to the
service of a certain great personage whose wages is death.
There are even pious men in his ranks—class-leaders, who
can supply a vacant pulpit in a country village when the
pastor happens to be absent of a Sunday.

One of his marked characteristics is his youth ; and he
has all of its virtues and some of its faults—others he has
overcome. He is not all young, to be sure, for some of him
are middle-aged men, married, who must see wife and babies
at least once a week. But for the most part young blood
riots in his veins, and he has the hope and high courage
which it carries. He realizes that he is the coming mer-
chant-prince, and seeks by hard and honest work to hasten
his promotion. He is a past-master in the art of coaxing, as
girls and country traders sometimes find to their cost;
though he usually treats both with consideration—unless
they are too confiding. Some temptations it takes a hero or
saint to resist ; and he is neither saint nor hero.

Through much travel he becomes cosmopolitan in his
tastes. All dishes are familiar to his palate, from corned
beef and cabbage to salmis and ragouts. Even hash be
does not disdain when he has confidence in the cook. For
the most part he finds the plainest food the best, and fights
shy of dishes like the salvey charlotte russe, which at some
country inns is esteemed a luxury, instead of the affront to
both palate and stomach wise men know it to be. He
rarely refuses to cut a watermelon. Above all, he believes
in this great and glorious country with all his heart, never
wearies of chanting its praises, is willing to fight for it, lie
for it, and, I dare say, if need be, die for it.

When he goes to strange countries to see, he upholds
the honor of his own, and gazes about him upon marvelous
.sights with the stoicism of a red Indian, the nil admirari
air of a finished dandy ; though he is free from the weak-
ness of refusing to ask questions, and where business inter-
ests are concerned immediately becomes "an animated
interrogation-point."

One more, and perhaps most distinguished, trait must be
mentioned : He is a great story-teller, and carries a full
line of anecdotes, good and bad, in standard goods and
novel both, every trip; for his business is to interest men
and so lead them to look kindly upon him and his wares.
While not denying that some of these little tales have a
breadth and freedom of expression remindful of the " merrie
gestes " jovial monks in old times told in the refectory, and
trouveres and jongleurs in both cottage and hall—tales like
those the pious Valois princess and promoter of heresy
wrote for the edification of the men and women of the
sixteenth century—I demur to the idea that they are gener-ally vile. Almost all are humorous, to be sure; but thoughsome be as rank as a bit of mouldy cheese, the most are asbright and clean as a newly-scrubbed milk-pan, and conveyas wholesome stuff. —Portland Press.

The Money Value of THE KEYSTONE.
MAMMOTH SPRING, ARK., December 16, 1892.

EDITOR OF KEYSTONE.
DEAR SIR :—Please accept my dollar for the grand old

KEYSTONE. I took same a number of years ago, when it
only contained about four sheets, and hope to live to see the
day that every retail jeweler will have THE KEYSTONE in
his jewelry store. For a reminder, I will say I made a
three-thousand-dollar trade that I never would have made
if it had not been for THE KEYSTONE. Wishing you all a
merry Christmas and a happy New Year. Long live THE
KEYSTONE. Yours truly,

FREDERICK PELL.

THE GEM CABINET.
(Cut two-thirds size.)

Optimus (Best) American Mainsprings.
Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six ; average set, not
one in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for every make. In the
colors used by the watch companies. Price, S1.25 per dozen; $15.00 per gross. Sample
dozen sent on application; and if not approved of, money returned and no charge made for those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same quality as above,
tagged and gauged as per Dennison, S1.00 per dozen ; S12.00 per gross.

Gem Cabinet Specialties.
(Printed description of contents in lid of each cabinet.)

LOWEST Possible Price.HIGHEST Possible Quality.
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Contains twenty-four metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.
• Absolutely accurate. Micrometrical measurements.

s—perfect fit. Assorted for Waltham, Elgin,—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-JewelNo. I.
Hampden, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes. - - - - Complete, Price, S3.25.

No. 2.—Contains eight dozen Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford and Illinois movements in all sizes. ----- - Complete, Price, S8.00.

No. Sam Same as above, but only four dozen Jewels, --- ------ 4.25.

3m—Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and Illinois
movements in all sizes—al.solute fit. -' - - - - - - - Complete, Price, 510.00.
Same as above, with only four dozen Staffs. - - - - - - Complete, 5.25.

No 4.— Contains twelve dozen long Case or 
Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin. Hampden,

Rockford, Illinois and others. Blue and polished—flat and conical heads. Accuracy
guaranteed. _ . _ _ _ - - - - - Complete, Pride, 53.00.

No 5 

.

xHands--

Hands—contains eight dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham and—One bo. .
Elgin watches in all sizes, besides three dozen each Second-Hands, IS, 6 and 1 sizes.

Complete, Price, $2.00.

Optimus Gold Solder.
Best on earth. 6, 10 and 14 karat. Rich in color. Never balls 

' 
• flows right into the joint. Can

be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled intc plate, so tough is it. This solder will flow on
any quality of job, even on good rolled-plate.

Silver Solder. „above
SAMPLES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.

TERMS-10 per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per cent. 30 days.

Complete.stock always on hand.

Jell. Jacobson
Complete line of Tools, Materials and Crystals

35 fllaiden Lane, low 1or Cite,
or P. 0. Box 2485.

DIAMONDS
Send for our

New
Illustrated
Catalogue.

On receipt

MY DIRECT IMPORTATION

A voluminous stock of Diamonds enables

us to offer to the Trade special

advantages in this line.

CASES
AND

MOVEMENTS

A large stock of

WATCHES,
CLOCKS,
TOOLS,
MATERIALS,
JEWELRY

of all kinds always on

hand.

of satisfactory references, WE WILL FORWARD SELECTION PACKAGES, so that you can personally

variety and excellence of the goods.

CLEMENS HELLEBUSH
MANUFACTURING JEWELER,

examine the

•

77 W. Fourth $t., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mb-
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OTTSVII919 y the county-seat of Schuylkill
County, Pa., is situated on the Schuylkill River and
Canal, ninety-three miles northwest of Philadelphia.
The location is a handsome one from a scenic point
of view, and marks the junction of the Schuylkill
River and Norwegian Creek at the base of Sharp
Mountain. The city is the center of the great
anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania, and the
mountains that nearly surround it contain valuable
beds of iron ore. The chief industry is mining
and shipping
coal, but the

city also contains several rolling-
mills, blast-furnaces, iron-foundries
and machine-shops, lumber- and
sash-factories, and many others for
the -manufacture of safes, drills,
brass goods, pottery, furniture,
stoves, etc. Pottsville has gas and
electric light plants, good water-
works, substantial county and city
buildings, a theater, an academy
of music, eighteen churches, a
high school and several graded
schools, a public library, several
national banks; a state bank and a
private bank. • The news is fur-
nished by three daily and six
weekly newspapers.

Though the city was settled in 1795, it was not incorporated till 1828.
The population in 1870 was twelve thousand three hundred and eighty-four;
in 188o, thirteen thousand two hundred and fifty-three ; and in 1890,
fourteen thousand one hundred and ninety-four. An electric-car service,
started several years ago, has much facilitated the transaction of business
and is forcing the general progress.

Among the city buildings, the new court-house stands out as a remark-
able monument to the enterprise of the citizens of Pottsville. It is a •
gigantic structure, and a marvel of architectural beauty and solidity. The
furnishings alone cost upward of sixty thousand dollars. The inhabitants
are typical business men and citizens, and justly pride themselves on their
patriotism. Indeed, Schuylkill County yields to none in devotion to
country. In the army, during the rebellion, all ranks and stations, from
private to general, were ably represented. Her business men, miners,
operators and manufacturers are earnest, enterprising and progressive. Her
professional men rank among the highest ; in the legal profession, they are
found among the brightest lights. Their fame is not confined to the limits

SIRO'S-EYE VIEW OF POTTSVILLE.
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evidence
fact that

of the county, nor even yet the State.
The bench, as well as the bar, is com-
posed of the ablest jurists—the best
thinkers in the State—whose opinions
are quoted far and wide. The best

of the ability of the judges is found in the
they have been occupying the bench contin-

uously for from twenty to twenty-five years. Schuylkill County is one of
the richest tracts of country in the world. The coal product is enormous,

and myriads of miners pass a semi-subterranean existence in the locality. In
this connection it is interesting to note Pennsylvania's contribution to the
entire coal product of the United States. ' In 188o, the total anthracite coal
product of the United States was 28,621,371 tons, of which amount the
mines of Pennsylvania contributed 28,612,595 tons, or 8776 tons less than
the entire product. In 1888 the anthracite coal product of the United States
aggregated 43,971,688 short tons, of which Pennsylvania contributed
43,922,897 tons, or 48,791 tons less than the entire product. This will
give a fair idea of the magnitude of the coal-mining industry in the State,
and Pottsville is one of the centers of the producing regions. With the best
talent to guide, and such enormous natural resources, Schuylkill County has
a great future, which greatness will, of course, be reflected in the progress of
the civic capital.

The jewelers of Pottsville share the spirit of enterprise and energy that
animates the citizens generally, and the jewelry stores, as a rule, are far in
advance of what one would associate with a city of fourteen thousand inhab-
itants. A few of them would do credit to any of our leading cities.
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R. C. Green &
Son own the pioneer
and now prosperous
jewelry establish-

ment of Pottsville.
Mr. Green started his
business career . in
1846, when he began

to learn his trade in
the -store of John
Smart, at Ninth and
Market Streets,
Philadelphia. H e
went to Pottsville in
1845 and worked for
Jos. Coatsworth, who
some time afterward

Green started in
has been in his

went out of business, when Mr.

a small way for himself. He
present store since 1873. The

store is eighty-two feet deep,

and has a frontage of twenty-

five feet; is well located, hand-
somely fixtured and volumi-

nously stocked. Mr. Green, Jr.,

entered the store in 1883, and at

once set about mastering the

business in all its details. The

year 1885 he served with Thos.

Prendergast, Lancaster, Pa.,
where he learned the art of
engraving. He is now an accom-

plished and wideawake busi-

ness man, and rejoices in a
deserved popularity with his

fellow-citizens.
The firm are heavy dealers

in bric-a-brac and art goods,

and carry a larger and more

select line of these goods than

is usually found outside the

leading large cities. Show-cases

run along the whole center of

the store, and are filled with a

large stock of watches, jewelry

and flat-ware. The firm carries an unusually heavy

line of silver goods. They employ a couple of

expert watchmakers, and have a spacious section

railed off in the rear of the store for their use.

W. H. Mortimer, one of the best-known of

the Pottsville jewelers, is probably the youngest

and yet most successful manufacturing jeweler in

the State. He was born and reared in Pottsville,

his ancestors having been among the pioneers in

the settlement of the town and with the people of

that section the name " Mortimer " stands as a

synonym for all that is fair, honorable and just.

He was educated in the public schools of his

native town, and on the completion of his studies

he at once placed himself under the instruction of

the best practical jewelers in the State, serving a

long and faithful apprenticeship. He enjoys a

large retail business, and the products of his

manufactory have found a market all over the

country. If there is any secret at all in his

success, it will be found in the fact that no single

article ever leaves his establishment that is not

perfectly reliable and of the highest quality of

workmanship. Some few years ago he introduced

to the trade the famous " Sulphur " diamonds, a

beautiful sulphuret which is found only in the

anthracite coal regions, and at once was over-

whelmed with orders for the elegant designs in

which he turned out these sparkling and hand-

some stones. His facilities were, and are yet,

taxed to the utmost to supply the demand for these

goods, and the largest dealers in the country are

among his customers. Every department of his

business is under his direct personal supervision,

and the greatest care and exactness in every detail

is expected and required from his workmen ; and

the result has proved that his customers always

" come again." Mr. Mortimer is a firm believer

in the virtue of printer's ink, and his advertise-

ments always mean just what they say. Society,

club and firemen's badges, emblems, medals and

Masonic jewels made for local societies have been

admired by thousands, and many orders are con-

tinually coming in to him from parties unknown

to him who have seen his work, One of his most

successful specialties was a souvenir spoon of the

anthracite coal regions, and is the best of quite a

number of designs he has produced. On the

bowl is a most accurate representation of the

celebrated William Penn colliery, while on the

A man of remarkable energy is B. F. Geist.

Mr. Geist first saw the light in 1848, and began

his business career when only ten years old, with

his parents, in Northumberland County, Pa.

When sixteen he went to Uniontown, this State,

where he remained one year learning his trade.

He afterwards went to Lykenstown, Pa., where

he worked for a year and a half, and subsequently

to Minersville, Pa., where he labored for a

similar period. In 1872 he went into business

for himself in the latter town, where he remained

for a long period. He then came to Pottsville,

and went into partnership with D. R. Beuchler

in the running of a music and jewelry store.

After two years he restarted on his own account,

in his present location. Here he has already

built up a nice trade, which his skill as a workman

is rapidly adding to. He carries a handsome and

varied stock, and each succeeding year is showing

a considerable expansion in his

business.
Yet another enterprising

young jeweler is J. Gilmore

Mortimer, brother of W. H.

Mortimer, with whom he served

his apprenticeship. He began

his career seven years ago, and

after working with his brother

for four years, went to Phila-

delphia to perfect his technical
knowledge. In the Quaker

City he remained two years in

the employ of M. E. Harmstead,

114 S. 7th Street. He then re-

turned to Pottsville and started

in for himself. He has a neat

store and good stock, and his

skill as a workman is adding

very considerably to his patron-

age. He makes a specialty of
watch and clock work. He is
strictly attentive to business,

and, though only in his twenty-
seventh year, rejoices in a
goodly share of mature business

knowledge. There is a fertile field for energy and
enterprise such as his in Pottsville, and we have
no doubt early success awaits his well-directed
efforts.

Felix Strouse is the second oldest jeweler in
Pottsville, being now in his 64th year, and is still
located where he started in business thirty-three
years ago. This location is the business center of

the town. He built his present handsome store
and dwelling some few years ago, and the build-
ing is a handsome monument to his industry.
The store is forty feet by twenty, and has double
bulk windows. A very handsome case for silver-
ware runs along one wall, while opposite there is
quite a display of clocks of all varieties. Mr.
Strouse formerly made musical instruments of all
kinds, pianos, organs, etc., an important part of
his stock in trade, but does not now give so much
attention to this department of his business. He
does a large trade, and reckons among his patrons
a large proportion of the jewelry buyers of
Pottsville.

Considering the comparatively small size of
Pottsville, we could not but feel impressed with
the general wideawakeness of the jewelers. They
display a business ambitio and skill in the
management of their stores that would do credit
to the leading spirits in city establishments, and
use every trade lever with the most consummate
dexterity. This we may add we have found true of
many of the smaller towns.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD, LEADING INTO POTTSVILLE.

handle is a train of mine-cars being hauled by

mules to the mine, which is beautifully and

correctly shown. The whole design is most faith-

fully portrayed, and the execution cannot be

surpassed. Aside from business, Mr. Mortimer's

home life is an exceptionally happy one. With

an elegant residence on Garfield Square, a lovely

wife and a bright little boy (William Horace,

Jr.), he has all that tends to comfort, happiness

and contentment.
Among the younger generation of jewelers,

Charles Gerz cuts a prominent and promising

figure. Mr. Gerz is thirty-four years old, and

had the good fortune to begin business in one of

the oldest stands in the city. His father, Herman

Gerz, started in Pottsville in 1853, and continued

his vocation till his death some ten years ago.
His widow continued the business subsequently

for a couple of years, when the present proprietor

took charge. The latter served his apprenticeship
with his father, beginning when about fifteen

years old. The location of the store has never

been changed, but improvements have been made

each succeeding year, and the establishment is

now up to date in every particular. The business

is limited to watches, clocks and jewelry—no
silverware being handled. Mr. Gerz is a skilled

repairer, and his business in this line is large and

growing. He is marries, has a small but inter-

esting family, and rejoices in a merited popularity
with his fellow-citizens.
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, the county-seat of Schuylkill
County, Pa., is situated on the Schuylkill River and
Canal, ninety-three miles northwest of Philadelphia.
The location is a handsome one from a scenic point
of view, and marks the junction of the Schuylkill
River and Norwegian Creek at the base of Sharp
Mountain. The city is the center of the great
anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania, and the
mountains that nearly surround it contain valuable
beds of iron ore. The chief industry is mining
and shipping

coal, but the

city also contains several rolling-

mills, blast-furnaces, iron-foundries

and machine-shops, lumber- and

sash-factories, and many others for

the .manufacture of safes, drills,

brass goods, pottery, furniture,

stoves, etc. Pottsville has gas and

electric light plants, good water-

works, substantial county and city

buildings, a theater, an academy

of music, eighteen churches, a

high school and several graded

schools, a public library, several

national banks, a state bank and a

private bank. The news is fur-

nished by three daily and six

weekly newspapers.

Though the city was settled in 1795, it was not incorporated till 1828.

The population in 1870 was twelve thousand three hundred and eighty-four;

in ISSo, thirteen thousand two hundred and fifty-three ; and in 1890,

fourteen thousand one hundred and ninety-four. An electric-car service,

started several years ago, has much facilitated the transaction of business

and is forcing the general progress.

Among the city buildings, the new court-house stands out as a remark-

able monument to the enterprise of the citizens of Pottsville. It is a
gigantic structure, and a marvel of architectural beauty and solidity. The

furnishings alone cost upward of sixty thousand dollars. The inhabitants

are typical business men and citizens, and justly pride themselves on their

patriotism. Indeed, Schuylkill County yields to none in devotion to

country. In the army, during the rebellion, all ranks and stations, from

private to general, were ably represented. Her business men, miners,

operators and manufacturers are earnest, enterprising and progressive. Her

professional men rank among the highest ; in the legal profession, they are

found among the brightest lights. Their fame is not confined to the limits

of the county, nor even yet the State.
The bench, as well as the bar, is corn-
posed of the ablest jurists—the best
thinkers in the State—whose opinions
are quoted far and wide. The best

evidence of the ability of the judges is found in the
fact that they have been occupying the bench contin-

uously for from twenty to twenty-five years. Schuylkill County is one of

the richest tracts of country in the world. The coal product is enormous,

and myriads of miners pass a semi-subterranean existence in the locality. In

this connection it is interesting to note Pennsylvania's contribution to the

entire coal product of the United States. ' In ISSo, the total anthracite coal

product of the United States was 28,621,371 tons, of which amount the

mines of Pennsylvania contributed 28,612,595 tons, or 8776 tons less than

the entire product. In ISM the anthracite coal product of the United States

aggregated 43,971,688 short tons, of which Pennsylvania contributed

43,922,897 tons, or 48,791 tons less than the entire product. This will

give a fair idea of the magnitude of the coal-mining industry in the State,

and Pottsville is one of the centers of the producing regions. With the best

talent to guide, and such enormous natural resources, Schuylkill County has

a great future, which greatness will, of course, be reflected in the progress of

the civic capital.
The jewelers of Pottsville share the spirit of enterprise and energy that

animates the citizens generally, and the jewelry stores, as a rule, are far in

advance of what one would associate with a city of fourteen thousand inhab-

itants. A few of them would do credit to any of our leading cities.

R. C. Green &
Son own the pioneer

and now prosperous
jewelry establish-
ment of Pottsville.
Mr. Green started his
business career . in
1846, when he began
to learn his trade in
the 'store of John
Smart, at Ninth and
Market Streets,
Philadelphia. H e
went to Pottsville in
1845 and worked for
Jos. Coatsworth, who
some time afterward

Green started in
has been in his

went out of business, when Mr.

a small way for himself. He
present store since 1873. The
store is eighty-two feet deep,

and has a frontage of twenty-

five feet; is well located, hand-
somely fixtured and volumi-

nously stocked. Mr. Green, Jr.,

entered the store in 1883, and at

once set about mastering the
business in all its details. The
year 1885 he served with Thos.

Prendergast, Lancaster, Pa.,

where he learned the art of

engraving. He is now an accom-

plished and wideawake busi-

ness man, and rejoices in a

deserved popularity with his

fellow-citizens.
The firm are heavy dealers

in bric-a-brac and art goods,

and carry a larger and more

select line of these goods than

is usually found outside the

leading large cities. Show-cases

run along the whole center of

the store, and are filled with a

large stock of watches, jewelry

and fiat-ware. The firm carries an unusually heavy

line of silver goods. They employ a couple of

expert watchmakers, and have a spacious section

railed off in the rear of the store for their use.
\\T H. Mortimer, one of the best-known of

the Pottsville jewelers, is probably the youngest

and yet most successful manufacturing jeweler in

the State. He was born and reared in Pottsville,

his ancestors having been among the pioneers in

the settlement of the town and with the people of

that section the name " Mortimer " stands as a

synonym for all that is fair, honorable and just.

He was educated in the public schools of his

native town, and on the completion of his studies

he at once placed himself under the instruction of

the best practical jewelers in the State, serving a

long and faithful apprenticeship. He enjoys a

large retail business, and the products of his

manufactory have found a market all over the

country. If there is any secret at all in his

success, it will be found in the fact that no single

article ever leaves his establishment that is not

perfectly reliable and of the highest quality of

workmanship. Some few years ago he introduced

to the trade the famous " Sulphur " diamonds, a

beautiful sulphuret which is found only in the

anthracite coal regions, and at once was over-

whelmed with orders for the elegant designs in

which he turned out these sparkling and hand-

some stones. His facilities were, and are yet,

taxed to the utmost to supply the demand for these

goods, and the largest dealers in the country are

among his customers. Every department of his

business is under his direct personal supervision,

and the greatest care and exactness in every detail

is expected and required from his workmen ; and

the result llas proved that his customers always

" come again." Mr. Mortimer is a firm believer

in the virtue of printer's ink, and his advertise-

ments always mean just what they say. Society,

club and firemen's badges, emblems, medals and

Masonic jewels made for local societies have been

admired by thousands, and many orders are con-

tinually coming in to him from parties unknown

to him who have seen his work, One of his most

successful specialties was a souvenir spoon of the

anthracite coal regions, and is the best of quite a

number of designs he has produced. On the

bowl is a most accurate representation of the

celebrated William Penn colliery, while on the
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handle is a train of mine-cars being hauled by

mules to the mine, which is beautifully and

correctly shown. The whole design is most faith-

fully portrayed, and the execution cannot be

surpassed. Aside from business, Mr. Mortimer's

home life is an exceptionally happy one. With

an elegant residence on Garfield Square, a lovely

wife and a bright little boy (William Horace,

Jr.), he has all that tends to comfort, happiness

and contentment.
Among the younger generation of jewelers,

Charles Gerz cuts a prominent and promising

figure. Mr. Gerz is thirty-four years old, and

had the good fortune to begin business in one of

the oldest stands in the city. His father. Herman

Gerz, started in Pottsville in 1853, and continued

his vocation till his death some ten years ago.
His widow continued the business subsequently
for a couple of years, when the present proprietor

took charge. The latter served his apprenticeship

with his father, beginning when about fifteen

years old. The location of the store has never

been changed, but improvements have been made

each succeeding year, and the establishment is

now up to date in every particular. The business

is limited to watches, clocks and jewelry—no
silverware being handled. Mr. Gerz is a skilled

repairer, and his business in this line is large and
growing. He is married, has a small but inter-

esting family, and rejoices in a merited popularity
with his fellow-citizens.

A man of remarkable energy is B. F. Geist.

Mr. Geist first saw the light in 1848, and began

his business career when only ten years old, with

his parents, in Northumberland County, Pa.

When sixteen he went to Uniontown, this State,

where he remained one year learning his trade.

He afterwards went to Lykenstown, Pa., where

he worked for a year and a half, and subsequently

to Nlinersville, Pa., where he labored for a

similar period. In 1872 he went into business

for himself in the latter town, where he remained

for a long period. He then came to Pottsville,

and went into partnership with D. R. Beuchler

in the running of a music and jewelry store.

After two years he restarted on his own account,

in his present location. Here he has already

built up a nice trade, which his skill as a workman

is rapidly adding to. He carries a handsome and

varied stock, and each succeeding year is showing

a considerable expansion in his

business.
Yet another enterprising

young jeweler is J. Gilmore

Mortimer, brother of W. H.

Mortimer, with whom he served

his apprenticeship. He began

his career seven years ago, and

after working with his brother

for four years, went to Phila-

delphia to perfect his technical

knowledge. In the Quaker

City he remained two years in

the employ of M. E. Harmstead,

I 14 S. 7th Street. He then re-

turned to Pottsville and started

in for himself. He has a neat

store and good stock, and his

skill as a workman is adding

very considerably to his patron-

age. He makes a specialty of
watch and clock work. He is
strictly attentive to business,
and, though only in his twenty-

seventh year, rejoices in a
goodly share of mature business

knowledge. There is a fertile field for energy and

enterprise such as his in Pottsville, and we have
no doubt early success awaits his well-directed

efforts.
Felix Strouse is the second oldest jeweler in

Pottsville, being now in his 64th year, and is still

located where he started in business thirty-three
years ago. This location is the business center of
the town. He built his present handsome store
and dwelling some few years ago, and the build-
ing is a handsome monument to his industry.
The store is forty feet by twenty, and has double
bulk windows. A very handsome case for silver-
ware runs along one wall, while opposite there is
quite a display of clocks of all varieties. Mr.
Strouse formerly made musical instruments of all
kinds, pianos, organs, etc., an important part of
his stock in trade, but does not now give so much
attention to this department of his business. He
does a large trade, and reckons among his patrons
a large proportion of the jewelry buyers of
Pottsville.

Considering the comparatively small size of
Pottsville, we could not but feel impressed with
the general wideawakeness of' the jewelers. They
display a business ambitign and skill in the
management of their stores that would do credit
to the leading spirits in city establishments, and
use every trade lever with the most consummate
dexterity. This we may add we have found true of
many of the smaller towns.
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City of Watches.

WALTHAM, MASS., January 2, 1893.

The Waltham Dial Company has long since outgrown
its present quarters, and har. labored at a disadvantage for
weeks owing to lack of room. The foundation for a new
factory is now being laid on Logan Avenue, on Crescent
Park, but a short distance from the American Watch
Factory, and a brick building one hundred and fifty feet long,
three stories high, with basement, will be erected within
a few weeks. In addition to the above building a firing
shop will be built of brick, stone, iron and cement which
will be absolutely fire-proof. In the basement of the factory
the heavy presses, machine shop and packing and shipping- —
rooms will be located. The next floor will have the main
office, engraving and gold decorating rooms, small drills,
grinders, light turning and hand-workers. On the floor
above the process work will be done. On the top floor will
be a photographic studio and complete lithographic, photo-
gravure and zinc-etching rooms and chemical laboratory.
When the buildings are ready for occupancy the force will be
increased to three hundred employees. The factory will have
all the modern improvements for ventilation, and an automatic
fire-extinguishing system will be put in. A forty-horsepower
engine of the latest design will run the machinery. Daniel
O'Hara will be general manager and Joseph O'Hara super-
intendent, and the several departments will be in charge of
competent foremen..

All the local jewelers report the largest holiday busi-
ness during December that they ever had, the sale of high-
grade American Waltham watches eclipsing, by far, any
former year.

The United States factory is busily engaged filling
orders, and is having the best trade in its history.

J. M. Flockton, of Boston, has been chosen musical
director of the American Watch Company Band, and the
selection is thought to be a good one. He has been
identified for years with the Symphony and Listetnan's
Orchestras and the Germania Band, of Boston, and his
experience as a bandmaster has been long and varied, while
his knowledge of harmony, together with his ability as a
performer, is acknowledged on all sides. The members of
the Band feel that they have made a wise choice.

Joseph Rankin and Miss Rose A. Coates, late of the
American factory, were recently married in Chicago, Ill.,
where they have taken up a permanent residence.

Richard C. Robbins, second son of Treasurer Royal E.
Robbins, of the American factory, after having graduated
at Harvard College last year, entered the office of Messrs.
Robbins, Appleton & Co., Boston.

Annie Slayton, who for many years worked at the
American factory, but owing to ill health is passing the
winter at Raleigh, North Carolina, finds the change of
climate beneficial.

Colonel T. L. Barker, of the American factory, is suffer-
ing from paralysis, which affects one arm.

William R. Colby, late of the American factory, is en
route for San Francisco, Cal., where he will reside
permanently.

Wheelock N. Clifford has been employed at the Ameri-
can factory for twenty-seven consecutive years as a machinist.

A. F. Humphrey, late of the American factory, is now
employed in a job shop in Kansas City.

D. D. Palmer, of the Waltham Horological School, is
still confined to the house by illness. His physician con-
siders his case serious:

Sherborn D. Watts, who has been employed at the
United States factory for several years, has resumed work at
the American factory, where he formerly worked for many
years.

General Nathaniel P. Banks visited the American
factory a day or two since and made a tour of inspection.
He expressed himself as very much pleased with the many
novel and intricate automatic machines and other interesting
sights to be seen only at this mammoth watch factory.

William H. Stearns, Sr., for many years a valued
employee at the American factory, is dead.

Everett D. Clark, George D. Affieck, Merrick L. Rich-
ardson, G. Louis Olney and George A. Howe, employees
at the American factory, are members of the new board of
alderman which took the oath of office to-day.

Foreman Burckes, of the American factory, has in-
vented an automatic machine for finishing the inside of the
rim and spokes of train-wheels, which is a marvel of inge-
nuity and works like a charm.

Elbert Greene, son of Foreman Greene of the American
factory, who was injured while practicing in a gymnasium
recently, has recovered.

Samuel Rice has been elected president of the Amer-
ican Watch Company Band.

Frank Upson, late of the American factory, has a
lucrative position with Messrs. B. B. Marshall & Son, of
Minneapolis, Minn.

Nicholas Geophalus, of the American factory, who had
intended to go to his home in Greece, is now dangerously
ill with lung trouble.

All the office boys at the American factory received
Christmas presents from the employees of the several
departments.

Orel E. Davies, traveler for the United States Company,
is at home after a successful trip South and West. He is to

„start out again in a few days.
William Wolfe, of the American factory, is visiting his

parents at Lancaster, Pa.
Mechanical Superintendent E. A. Marsh, of the Amer-

ican factory, delivered a lecture at the directors' reception in
the Boston Y. M. C. Union parlors last month, on The
Mechanism of the Pocket Watch."

The Massachusetts Humane Society has awarded a
medal to George Bergin, son of Engineer Bergin, of the
American factory, for saving from drowning in the Charles
river the young son of Melquiades Hernandez, December 15.

Dr. Frank J. Barker, formerly a watchmaker here, now
a successful physician of Portsmouth, R. I., has been visiting
his parents here for a few days.

The American Watch Tool Company is doing more
business than ever before in its history.

Andrew J. Logan is making a more complete line of
watchmakers' specialties than ever, and constantly adding
some device that finds favor with the trade.

The Waltham Horological School has a full comple-
ment of pupils, and has the most complete equipment of any
school in the world. It is a watch factory in miniature, and
scholars are not hurried through, but properly instructed.

The Waltham Watch Tool Company is busily engaged
in filling orders for Hopkins lathes. It has recently issued
a price-list, which dealers should send for, as it will interest
them.

George Adams, who has been a jeweler here for several
years, doing business at No. 183 Moody Street, has taken a
partner and the firm name is now Graves & Adams.

The Waltham Electric Clock Company has lately per-
fected a clock run by weights instead of electricity, which it
guarantees will not vary six seconds a year. The case is of
mahogany, the top representing a Gothic dome. One of
these timepieces has a place in Graves & Adams' store.

E. D. Wetherbee, formerly one of the proprietors of
the Waltham Dial Company, has charge of the manufacture
of fancy and underglaze dials at the Trenton Watch Factory.
This new branch of the business has just been added and
will be in operation in a few days.

Harry Streeter, of the American factory, who is passing
the winter in Florida, owing to ill health, writes from
Hardyville that he is having a fine time hunting and
fishing, and feels that roughing it has improved his health
wonderfully.

Many of the watchmakers are improving their evenings
by skating on the ice on Charles River, which has not been
so good before in twenty years.

More Good Wishes.
MILLERSBURG, 0., December 6, 1892.

THE KEYSTONE.
THE KEYSTONE is the organ, for certain, of the jewelry

business. It unlocks the door to prosperity and gives items
of interest to the trade, to the experienced workman, to
the new beginner, etc. Please send it to my address as
before. May THE KEYSTONE live long and its prosperity
continue. Yours respectfully,

N. P. MCCORNIICK.

The calendar issued by Carter, Sloan & Co., New York,
is artistically beautiful. It is a solid pad on a scarlet vellum-
bound ground on which the firm's name is impressed in gilt
Gothic letters.

Henry Olmstead, formerly of the firm of Taylor,
Olmstead & Taylor, New York, and for ten years secretary
of the New York Jewelers' Association, died recently of a
paralytic stroke.

JsReed Elliott, salesman for the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry
Co., was married recently to Miss Carrie Bassette, of Kimms-
wick, Mo. The bridegroom Ajoys a widespread popularity
with the trade, and congratulations were correspondingly
numerous.

Pittsburg Letter.

PITTSBURG, January 4, 1893.

The stock-taking season is on, and- this most important

duty of all merchants is evidently not being shirked by local
jewelers. As results are pretty certain to prove favorable,

the work was tegun with relish and is being prosecuted with
vigor. The volume of holiday business was unusually large,

and the aggregate transactions in the jobbing line show that
Pittsburg has made a decided advance as a jewelry distrib-
uting center. Retailers, too, express general satisfaction and
would evidently be heavy contributors if a monument were
to be raised in honor of old Kris."

G. B. Barrett & Co. are entitled to look back on 1892
as the year of maximum activity so far in the history of their
establishment. The orders shipped have been large, on the
average, and much more numerous, while the list of their
patrons has become considerably elongated. Their old-time
knack of giving entire satisfaction to all insures the per-
manency of each new customer, and sanguine expectations
for the present year are being reasonably induged in. John
0. Slemmons, who is well-known to the trade, is now em-
ployed with this company.

Harry Mahler, formerly with August Loch, of Alle-
gheny City, has entered the employ of E. P. Roberts & Sons.

B. Wolff, representing Kingsbacher Bros., lost some
thousands of dollars worth of goods and personal property
by burglary, on December 9th, in the Meadville railway
station. His sample-cases were rifled and the contents
taken. James Wandles was arrested in Youngstown, Ohio,
on suspicion of being the thief who robbed him. Wandles
denies the charge.

E. P. Roberts & Sons recently displayed a bronze group
in their window, entitled The Temptation of St. Anthony,"
which attracted considerable attention.

Mr. Bauman, one of Heeren Bros. & Co.'s energetic
staff of traveling salesmen, is home from the road.

I. 011endorf, wholesale jeweler, meditates, it is said,
selling off his present stock and removing to New York. .

Alfred M. Andrews, with W. W. Wattles & Sons, was
married to Misi Eleanor E. Dawson, on December 26th.

Grafner Bros., 52 Ninth Street, are looking for a new
location, as the Second National Bank intends occupying
their present site on or after April 1st.

Heeren Bros. & Co. would ring out the old " with
regret, if they did not ring in the new " with such supreme
confidence. Eighteen-ninety-two has been the most success-
ful year in the history of the house, but their contemplated
improvements for 1893 reveal their belief that it is only one
of a series. The belief is, indeed, well founded, for few
houses in the United States are in closer touch with the
trade, or so universally popular. Next New Year will find
them occupying a jewelry palace commensurate with their
importance, and second to none in a country where jewelry
palaces are by no means a rarity.

E. W. Robertson has been given a hearing before
United States Commissioner Gamble on a charge of using
the postoffice in a scheme to defraud. At the hearing it
was testified to that Robertson had succeeded in obtaining
by fraud a number of watches. His plan was to secure
letter-heads of various firms and business men in different
places. Then under the letter-head he would write a letter
ordering a watch as advertised for sale, sign the name of
the firm whose paper he Was using, and enclose a check for
the price of the article, to which he would forge the same
name.

Mrs. C. Hauck, jeweler, 295 Fifth Avenue, is a remark-
able personification of feminine enterprise. An entire half.
page of The II ttsburg Life, recently to hand, was taken up
with her advertisement, and among the reading columns
we found the following poem:

DON'T YOU?

A sweet brunette with flashing eye,
Or blonde with golden hair,

Will charm the heart of any man,
And make him do or dare.

The pleasant smile, the pouting lips,
And witching glances, too,

Doth make one think of love's sweet dream;
I often do ; Don't You?

Ah, there, within a cosy home
That's furnished plain and neat,

A charm it adds to love's sweet dream
As kindred souls we greet.

I love to see a pretty place
Where style and taste are true,

And rest awhile from care and toil;
I love it ; yes, Don't You?

Now, if you want to furnish well,
Just no as not a few,

But go at once to 20,
'lit out Fifth Avenue;

'Tis there you'll meet Mrs. Hauck,
Whose prices you'll ne'er rue,

For special bargains she will give;
I like that plan ; Don't You?

Special Bargains in

Diamonds
Both Loose and Mounted.

H Watches

E Diamonds

A Jewelry

Clocks

A

Silverware

Bronzes

Tools

Material

Art Goods

Plush Goods

Optical Goods

Etc.

Full Lines in Every Department.

G. B. BARRETT 8z Co.
Ioi Fifth Avenue,• Pittsburg, Pa.

711..
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ALL ,O.MINNINII'ZATI(ON5 SHOMLD BE ADDRESSEb TO

HARTFOKD,

" greatest show

on earth," the World's

Columbian Exposition,

has now passed the crit-

ical stage, and nothing

short of a cholera epidemic

can prevent its being the
gigantic and unprecedented

success that Chicago pro-
posed to make it. The

work goes on merrily, and

the opening day will find

all in readiness.
At a recent meeting in New York of the executive

committee of the International Exhibitors' Association, it

was resolved to send the following telegram to Director

General Geo. R. Davis, of the World's Columbian Expo-

sition: " Please wire us when majority of allotments of

space will be completed. Great complaint on account of

delay. International Exhibitors' Association." The secre-

tary was in receipt of the following communication in

reply : " Jackson Park, Chicago, Ill., December 16th.

T. A. Matthews, Secretary, International Exhibitors' Asso-

ciation, Stewart Building, New York. Allotments of space

will be completed very shortly—notices are being sent out

every day. (Signed) Geo. R. Davis, Director General."

In reference to the above telegram, the secretary said that

" every day complaints have increased on account of the

delay of New York and Eastern exhibitors in receiving their

allotments; and while the telegram from the Director General

is not very definite, the statement that notices are being sent

out every day is encouraging, as the same seems to show that

every effort is being made to satisfy intending exhibitors."

Chief Allison, of the Department of Manufactures, has

been seriously ill and confined to his bed by nervous pros-

tration, brought about by over-work. The manufacturing

industries of the country have made such a material advance-

ment within the last decade, that the space provided for

them has proved apparently inadequate. It has devolved

upon Mr. Allison to arbitrate between the contesting claims

of applicants for space. For many weeks he labored almost

daily at his office, from nine o'clock in the morning until

twelve o'clock at night, in his effort to make an equitable

distribution of space.

Allotments of space have been finished, and notifica-

tions sent to ar,plicants for space in the Department of Elec-

tricity and the Mines and Mining Department, and exhibitors

in these departments are already commencing to arrange

and forward their exhibits.

The International Exhibitors' Association, in New

York, is using every effort to see that its members, espe-

cially, receive an equitable allotment of space asked by them.

In a report to the Board of Control, Director General

Davis makes a strong protest against any further delay in

issuing the rules that are to govern the Exposition, and the

rates that are to be charged exhibitors for light, power and

water, etc. -He says that the Exposition has already lost

many valuable exhibits on account of the delay, exhibitors

cancelling their requests for space because they were not

able to learn from anybody what the charges would be.

The International Exhibitors' Association, of the Stewart

Building, New York, will be informed by telegraph on these

points at the earliest possible moment. It is in a position to

care for the interest of Eastern exhibitors, who are enabled

to place their goods in its bands with confidence that their

exhibits will be satisfactorily placed, and looked after by the

Chicago represmta.tives of the Association. Already a large

number of prominent exhibitors have taken advantage of

the opportunities offered by the Association.

Rules for the Fair were agreed upon by the National

Board last October; these rules embraced all the rates for

power, light and fuel. Because the Chicago Directors

refused to approve of the rules, they have not yet been

announced. Director General Davis says on the subject:

" At this date, December 20th, not an officer of the Expo-

sition has been authorized to state what the probable cost

will be. Exhibitors of electrical and machinery articles

decline to accept their space until this matter is settled.

The work of the departments and the general work of the

council of administration has been greatly improved, but

more can be done. As a whole the outlook for efficiency

and success is better than ever before."

The awards of medals and diplomas at the World's

Fair will be made by individual judges instead of by the

board. This plan was proposed by John Boyd Thatcher, of

Albany, N. Y. Only six hundred and fifty judges will be

required under this plan, instead of four thousand. As each

foreign judge was to receive one thousand dollars for his

services, and each American judge six hundred dollars, the

saving will be large.

A New Mercurial Compensation-Pendulum.

Among the many horological curiosities to be exhibited

at the Fair, one of the most interesting will be a mercurial

compensation-pendulum, patented in various countries by

S. Riefler, 'Munchen, Germany, of which we have just

received a description.

Of the different compensation-pendulums hitherto em-

ployed, the mercurial compensation-pendulum invented in

1721 by the Englishman, Graham, enjoys the best repu-

tation, for which reason it has been used in nearly all astro-

nomical and other pendulum clocks of precision.

Riefler's Mercurial Compensation-Pendulum.

This pendulum has great defects, which are (I) in-

correct functioning when the temperature of the air differs

at different levels, and (2) sensitiveness to sudden changes

of temperature. Besides, the shape of this pendulum

prevents it from cutting the air easily, and consequently

changes in the atmospherical pressure (height of bacometer)

exercise a comparatively strong influence on the running of

a clock having such a pendulum.

The defects are almost entirely obviated by the mercu-

rial compensation-pendulum of Riefler shown in the cut,

which illustrates a seconds pendulum one-tenth of actual size.

It consists of a Mannesmann steel tube (rod), bore

16min., thickness of metal imm., filled with mercury to

about two-thirds of its length. The pendulum has, further,

a metal bob weighing several kilograms and shaped to cut

the air; below the bob arc disk-shaped weights, attached by

screws, for correcting the compensation, the number of

which may be increased or diminished as appears necessary.

Whereas in the Graham pendulum correction is ef-

fected by altering the height of the column of mercury, in

this pendulum it is effected by changing the weight of the

pendulum, and thus the height of the column of mercury

always remains the same.

A correction of the compensation should be effected,

however, only in case the pendulum is to be set for sidereal

time, instead of for mean solar time, for which latter it is -

calculated. In this case, a weight of one hundred and ten

to one hundred and twenty grams should be screwed on to

correct the compensation.

Additional information may be obtained by addressing

S. Riefler, care Weber & Co., 1125 Chestnut Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Miscellaneous Notes.

The World's Fair Sunday Opening Association has
received returns from inquiries sent out asking for an

expression of opinion on the question of opening the Fair
on Sunday. The committee was composed of Mayor Wash-
burne, Postmaster Sexton, Rev. Dr. Thomas and James W.

Scott. The replies show that seventy-five per cent. of the
answers favor open gates on Sunday. Samuel P. Putman
is here with a petition of twenty thousand residents of the

Pacific Coast asking for Sunday opening. A monster peti-

tion from the citizens of Chicago will also be presented to

Congress.

The collection of foreign exhibits will be enormous.

Every country on the face of the globe will be represented

in a greater or less degree. Already a considerable portion

of the foreign exhibits has arrived, and is ready to be put

into the spaces provided. The interest which is being

displayed abroad is said by observers to be most remark-

able. Everybody in Europe talks about the event, and

millions of visitors will be attracted to Chicago. In order

to make matters as agreeable as possible for foreign exhib-

itors, the custom house authorities will take special care to

be as easy with the imports as the duties will permit of.

Chief Comstock, of the Treasury Department, is in New

York, consulting with the World's Fair managers.

The magnitude of the Exposition was ably set forth by

James Dredge, of the Royal Commission who visited

Chicago. He said that the fact that eighty-five per cent. of
the space had been applied for by foreign exhibitors showed
the great importance attached by foreign manufacturers to a

representation at the Exposition. England's building will

compare favorably with any on the grounds.

No doubt is entertained that every State building on

the grounds will be ready for occupancy in time for the

opening. Exhibitors will find it absolutely essential to be in

Chicago during the Exposition, or to be represented by
responsible representatives.

Auditor Ackennan's report of receipts and expenditures
of the World's Fair, which has just been issued, deals in big

figures. The expenditures up to December 1st were
$12,460,235.61, and the receipts $13,229,451.98. The
available balance on band at that time was $636,068.33.
The $5000,000 in bonds pledged by the city of Chicago has

all been paid in. Of the issue of $4,000,000 World's Fair
bonds, $2,125,000 has been turned into cash. The paying

visitors at the Fair grounds since last May have been
nearly 700,000, and $171,162 has been realized from 4 this

Ways and Means Committee   160,148.50

source. With the additional sale of bonds and the money
realized from the souvenir coins, there is no expectation of a
stringency in the financial resources of the exposition. The

8 r3

following table gives the outlay for World's Fair pur-
poses by departments:

Executive  
Council of Administration  
Treasurerecretary
Secretary  
Auditortl rL

Commissioner-at-Large
Construct ion   10,879,255.25
Medical and Surgical  
Grounds and Buildings Committee  

,,2, .6

,Prrresaffiscand Printing Committee  
Ceremonies Committee   223,163.39

16,912.39
Installat ion
Publicity and Promotion
Foreign Affairs  
Electricity  
Ethnology  
Fish and „Fisheries  
Mines and Mining  
Fine Arts 
AL igyriecsutlonci rke  

Forestry  

Transportation Exhibits
Manufacture  
HorticultureHorticulture  

12,784.80
Machinery  

i281:5,9637...872

Liberal Arts  
117228677119922

National and State Exhibits  
World's Congress Auxiliary   22,169.23
New York Agency  
Women's Department
Marine Department  
Insurance Auxiliary  
Bureau of Architecture and Decoration . 312.50
Bureau of Music  
Bureau of Photography  
Bureau of Public Comfort  
Bureau of Floriculture  
Bureau of Charities and Correction
Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation  
Bureau of Viticulture  
Bureau of Mineralogy  
Bureau of Concessions  
Bureau of Coal and Iron  

$ 111,905.63
1,708.61

73,326.14
47,984.52
34,347.59
26,646.66
3,098.23

8,446.79

8,654.11

13,482.33
149,240.00
185,5'7.99
16,597.86
59,252.54
22,477.05
8.,350.6o
23,758.32
20,355.70
3,291.32
3,264.80

55,309.25

24,781.35

24,732-7.

225.00

The number of employees incuased in November to
three thousand three hundred and fifty-six from three
thousand two hundred and seventy-three. The average
compensation was two dollars and a half per day. The total
amount of contracts already made is $12,303,524.65, on
which S8,481,208.71 has been paid;leaving $3,821,315.94
due to contractors when their work is finished.
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Trade Jottings.

C. G. Wennerlund, Wilhnar, Minn., has opened a
_branch store at Benson, Minn.

The next sale to be conducted by jewelers' auctioneer
P. J. Burroughs will be for the Hart Jewelry Co., Kansas
City, Mo. •

E. B. Woodward & Co., Mortis, Minn., have opened a
very neat branch store at Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Ross J. Hazeltine, the pioneer jeweler of Kokomo, Ind.,
and owner of the largest establishment in that city, died
recently.

T. E. Penman, Red Cloud, Neb., has published a beau-
tiful schottische entitled Felicity," which is destined to
attain a high degree of popularity in the musical world.

The Toronto Silver Plate Co., Toronto, Can., have
made special arrangements with the Toronto Railway Co.
to have the street cars stop in front of their factory and
salesrooms.

J. T. Anderson, the jewelers' auctioneer, is conducting
a sale for Casper Fenzel, Dayton, Ohio. This is the third
stock Mr. Anderson has closed out, and the fourth auction
sale he has conducted in Dayton within the past four years.

Lapp & Flershem seem permanently engaged in some
act of consideration for the trade. Their latest is furnishing
World's Fair souvenir coins at the regular price. This is
merely to convenience their patrons, there being no gain for
them in the transaction and considerable trouble.

This is the coolest on record. A thief robbed Bird's
jewelry store, Aurora; Ill., of a quantity of diamonds and
was chased and shot at, but escaped. Later, the thief wrote
a letter from. Chicago offering to return the property if
Bird would agree to give fifty dollars to be expended in
furnishing the poor with a New Year's dinner.

A party of Wallingford capitalists, consisting of G. W.
Hull, L. M. Hubbard and Col. W. J. Leavenworth have
drawn up a petition relative to electric roads which will soon
be presented to the General Assembly of Connecticut. It
asks for the right to use the town electricity for purposes of
heat, light and motor power.

Wm. J. Rosenfeld, 34 Maiden Lane, New York, pur-
chased the entire bankrupt stock of Tobias & Wolf, 51
Maiden Lane, comprising a complete line of solid gold and
Plated jewelry, solid gold set rings, diamonds and watches
(both Swiss and American). The goods were placed on
sale by Mr. Rosenfeld, on January 5.

President Watson J. Miller, of the Derby Silver Com-
pany, Birmingham, Conn., tendered the factory employees an
elegant Christmas feast. The guests numbered seven
hundred and fifty, and were highly pleased with the enter-
taintnent. There was a plentiful supply of characteristic
after supper oratory, and Mr. Miller was unreservedly
eulogized. •

R. L. & M. Friedlander wish a happy New Year to
their numerous patrons, to whom they have very excellent
reasons for feeling grateful. Their business last year
showed an increase unprecedented in their history, and they
have already started out with the determination to duplicate
it. The trade may rely on it that the same satisfaction will
continue to be given. •

Messrs. S. F. Myers &. Co., the wholesale jewelers,
New York, have purchased the premises at present occupied
by them for $361000. The property is situated at 48 and
50 Maiden Lane, two hundred feet east of Nassau Street,
extending through the block to Liberty Street, having a
frontage on both. streets of fifty feet depth. In 1885 the
same property was sold for $155,000.

Sussfield, Lorsch & Co., New York, imported early last
year two shipments of goggles upon which the collector
assessed duty of sixty per cent. ad valorem. The importers
objected, claiming that they should be assessed at forty-five
per cent. ad valorem. The Board of Appraisers upheld the
collector, but his decision was set aside by the Circuit Court,
and the latter has now been sustained by the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals.

The many friends of Frank Wills, an old Springfield
Ill., boy, late years of Elgin, will be surprised and pleased
to learn that he has left the latter company and accepted a
position of instructor of watchmaking and engraving in
Parsons' Horological School, Peoria, Ill. The position is an
important one, and those knowing the gentleman are aware
that he is able to fill it .in a manner that will do credit to
himself and the management.

•
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Ii's Gone!

Eighteen ninety-two is now a fleeting
memory. To the great majority of our
friends, the jewelers, we feel sure it is a
pleasant memory ; to some, we are sorry
to surmise, it is a regretful one.

Has your business retrograded or
advanced?

Are you among the agreeably sur-
prised, the merely satisfied or the
greatly disappointed? If among the last-
mentioned, whence the cause of your
disappointment?

Nature is blameless in the matter.
The year was intended to be a fat and
plentiful one; why was it for you a lean
and meager one ? The fault lies with
yourself or your stock—bad business
methods or bad goods.

Have you lacked in energy or enter-
prise ? Have you, for a transiently
profitable patronage, sold goods of ques-
tionable reliability, and thus forfeited
the confidence of your patrons?

Don't blind yourself to the truth.
Trace your adversity to its cause, and
have the cauge removed. A work
well begun is a work half done.

Would we be very far wrong if we
traced the fault to your stock ? Let us
see.

Watches are the most important
line of goods in a jewelry store, and the
case, as a trade attractor, is the most
important part of the watch.

In the matter of watch cases did you
keep the best goods—the products of
the best and largest makers—cases of
known and proved reliability ? In other
words, did you try to gain the con-
fidence of your customers by keeping
a supply of our products.

You may say " the best does not suit
my customers. As a class they are only
moderately wealthy."

Don't misinterpret the word " best."
" Best " can as well be applied to cali-
coes as to silks, and to silveroid cases

as to solid gold ones. The best, in
whatever article he purchases, suits
every customer, and to sell the best
profits every jeweler.

We make every description of case,
from the costliest to the cheapest, and
each is the best in its grade.

We can suit the bank president,
the clerk and the office-boy ; the editor,
the printer and the "devil "; the store
proprietor, the bookkeeper and the
apprentice ; the railroad magnate, the
engine-driver and the car-sweeper ; the
farmer, the plowman and the stable-boy.
This is how we do it:

We make

Keystone Solid Gold Cases.
The acme of solid goods; watch cases in
their highest and richest perfection.

We make

7as. Boss Li K. Filled Cases.
The standard filled cases ; the first filled
cases ever made, and the only ones in use
long enough to be tested by time and
wear. They differ from solid gold cases

only in cost. They are the same as solid
gold in appearance, workmanship and

wearing qualities. In this grade we

make the following novelties

Enameled.
Diamond-Set.
Fancy Stone-Set.
Raised Gold Ornamentation.
Antique Pendants.
Escalloped Centers.
Chatelaines.

We make

7as. Boss 10 .K. Filled Cases,
which differ from the Boss 14 K. only in
the quality of the gold used and in cost.

They are as indistinguishable from solid

gold as the Boss 14 K. A little less

expensive than the latter.

We make

Cyclone Rolled-Plate Cases.
The cheapest and handsomest case in the
yellow metal. Engraved and finished as
beautifully as solid gold.

We make

Leader Silver Cases.
These are made from coin silverl through-

out, never get discolored, and are ac-
knowledged to be the best and richest
silver case made.

We make

Silveroid Cases.

The cheapest and yet the strongest of all

watch cases. They have and retain a

handsome silver t olor, and are perfectly

dust-proof.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
•

Tbe Pliddictovn Plate Co.
Middtetovn, Conn.

Everything in Superior Plated Ware
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Headquarters for

WALTHAM WATCHES

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SILVERWARE

CLOCKS

ART GOODS

OPTICAL AND PLUSH GOODS

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

We carry the largest stock of

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
in the world.

David F. Conover & Co.
Chestnut and Seventh Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.
DAVID F. CONOVER.

B. FRANK WILLIAMS.
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This for the Comfort of the Determined Dunce.
- •

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

I have a dunce in my employ. His appear-
ance advertises his capacity, if one will be
influenced by the weak evidence of personal
appearance. He is lank, ungainly, pimpled, shy,
awkward of speech, perpetually doing the wrong
thing, a constant aggravation to me, and a con-
tinual butt of ridicule for the other clerks. He is
now in the third year of his apprenticeship with
me, and be could not pivot a staff to save his soul.
The number of watch-glasses he breaks before he
finds a fit would bring joy to W. B. & Co. or the
Blue Label man, if they knew of it. When he
waits on a customer I stand within hearing, in

fear and trembling, and generally have to go to
his rescue or witness an uptilted nose and a

straight steering for the door on the part of the

disgusted shopper. And yet I hold him as the

apple of my business eye ; for, as Mrs. Chick

observed, " I have reasons."
These reasons are born of an earlier experi-

ence. Thirty years ago, when I was younger and

shorter-sighted, I had in my employ another such

a one ; but at that time I had not learned to look
at human nature from four points of view, had

made no " all-around " study of the block-head's
limitations and resources, and I " fired " him
incontinently. I learned, twenty years after, that

he had developed into the leading jeweler of a
great Western city, was worth ten times as much

as myself, was one of the most influential men in

his community, and was big enough to speak
kindly of his early employer. I wilted. I began

to look into the accomplishments of other de-

termined dunces. •
What I learned from my investigations estab-

lished the conviction that it is not the men of

genius—the examples of brilliant precocity—who
move the world and take the lead in it, so much as

the dull fellows pogsessed of indefatigable purpose.

I incline to think that mere " smartness " is a

symptom of intellectual disease rather than of

intellectual vigor. What has become of the prize-

winners at our colleges ? What are the " remark-

ably clever children " doing, now that they have

come to man's estate? In nine cases out of ten

the stupid youngsters have become the " solid"

citizens, while the precocious ones find that their

cleverness and facility do not avail them in

serious, practical business or in the concerns

which make for the well-being and happiness of

the race.
Is it true ? Let me cite a few examples to

fortify my argument.
Ulysses Grant was often called " Useless"

Grant by his mother, for the reason (the historian

states) that " he was so dull and unhandy when

a boy." Stonewall Jackson, the greatest Con-

federate general, was the " slowest " boy in his

classes. "Again and • again," wrote his biog-

rapher, " when called upon to answer questions

in the recitation of the day, he would reply, I

haven't looked at it yet ; I am trying to master

the recitation of day before yesterday.'." Sir

Humphrey Davy was a conspicuously lazy, dull

boy. John Howard, the philanthropist, " learned

next to nothing in seventeen years of schooling."

I Watt was extremely stupid as a boy, notwithstand-

ing the reported stories of his precocity ; but he

possessed a monstrous determination, and the

invention of the steam-engine was literally dragged

out of his intellect. Pietro di Cortona, the artist,

was nicknamed "Ass's Head," when a boy ; Sir

Isaac Newton always stood at the foot of his class;

Adam Clarke was proclaimed by his father to be

" a grevious dunce "; the great Dr. Chalmers

was dismissed from St. Andrew's School as " an

incorrigible dunce "; the brilliant Sheridan was

handed over to his tutor with his mother's com-

plimentary assurance that he was " a stupendous

booby "; and Rev. Dr. Isaac Barrow (who does

not love the delightful dominie that has ever read

his works ?) was a cauie of such despair to his

parents that his father used to pray, " If it pleased

God to take from him any of his children, let it

be Isaac, the least promising of them all." When

Sir Walter Scott was at Edinburgh University,

Professor Dalzell pronounced upon him the

sentence, " Dunce you are, and dunce you will

remain." Burns was a dull boy. Goldsmith

wrote of himself that he " was a plant that

flowered late." Alfieri left college no wiser than

he entered it. Robert Clive, who laid the founda-

tions of British power in India, was a dunce and

reprobate in his youth. Napoleon was a dull boy;

the mother of the Duke of Wellington regarded

him as a hopeless stupid, and only " fit food for

powder."
I might multiply these examples, but it is not

necessary to establish the folly of sneering at the

determined dunce. All that is needful for his

ultimate success (provided there is no actual
intellectual deficiency, but only inertness) is
deternzination. The quick boy is invariably
handicapped by his seeming advantages ; since,
if he learns readily, he may forget as readily;
while the slower learner is more deeply impressed,
and his acquirements stick. The very necessity
of close application and perseverance is the valu-
able factor in the formation of his character.
These habits, once acquired, will increase with the
constant exercise of them and will equip him
with the weapons to overcome all obstacles
whatsoever.

In the fable, the tortoise beat the hare in the
race, because he persistently kept going forward
in his slow way ; while the hare would make a
spurt, then lie down to sleep or wander off to find
diversion in side-prospects. I fancy, at the end
of the race, the hare • had new respect for
industrious dullness.

So I shall put up with the aggravating
stupidity of the determined dunce in my employ.
Some day I may be glad to take him into partner-
ship—if he will consent!

After-Christmas Reflections.

It is the twenty-sixth of December: It is the
day of cold turkey, late getting to business, indif-
ference, shiny new silk hats, bad stomachs, and
reflection. Having experienced the other condi-
tions which attend the day, I am not going to be
deprived of the luxury of reflection. It is the
only luxury which remains to one who passed his
plate once too often on the preceding day !

•

I think a concensus of opinion would estab-
lish the fact that the season witnessed the largest
jewelry business the trade has ever known. I
never saw buyers so eager, less critical and
" finicky," and less inclined to haggle about price.
My political inclinations would have led me to
experience a smaller business with some com-
placency, as it would have vindicated my predic-
tion, prior to the late lamented election, that trade
would go to the everlasting bow-wows if the
wrong man won ; but I must make a humiliating
confession that I am a dishonored prophet, in
view of the showing of my sales-book. " Shall
any good thing come out of Nazareth ? " Ay,
verily ; and maybe even out of the Democratic
party ! I think about commencing to begin to
enter upon a change in my political faith.

Wouldn't it be Delightful (note to the
printer : do not overlook that upper-case D.-

7. T.) if now, on December twenty-sixth, we
could " begin over again," and continue a similar

duplication on the twenty-sixth of every month in
1893? Wouldn't we all begin to have more
charitable opinion of millionaires as we found
ourselves quickly qualifying for their eighteen-karat
society? Or is this a dream born of too much
" breast, if you please," of Christmas turkey?
Is it the mature boo-boo of the juvenile's lament
that he could not eat his cake and keep his cake?

Now close the door and bring your ear close
to my mouth ; for it wouldn't do that the Dear
Public should hear a whisper of what I am about
to say. If they acted upon the line of thought
which I am about to express, it would be the last
of Merry Christmas for the retail jeweler ; and I
wouldn't for the world be overheard speaking
sentiment so treasonable to the interests of my
trade. We jewelers ought not complain against
any tendency which brings dollars to our till;
but, confidentially, isn't it a fact that the beauti-
ful practice of gift-giving at Christmas is changing
for the worse ? Friends nowadays exchange
_presents where formerly they exchanged remem-
brances. True Christmas enjoyment is being
spoiled by the very lavishness of its generous
votaries. Instead of looking forward to it with
delightful anticipations of the kind thoughtfulness
of friends, it now involves very serious forebod-
ings of expense, and attendant heart-burnings of
disappointment and chagrin. The conventional
Santa Claus, with smiling and rosy face, is re-
placed in this clay by the gruesome countenance
of paterfamilias as he thoughtfully considers his
bank balance. I know a struggling fellow who
has virtually impoverished himself in order to in-
sure that his Christmas gift would "get a place"
in competition with the tributes from other beaux
of his best girl. I should not be surprised if
Christmas was the most solemn day for him of all
the three hundred and sixty-five.

And the saddest thing about it is that our
children have become infected with the extrava-
gant spirit. When I was a boy my eyes bulged at
the sight, on my Christmas plate, of a sugar apple,
with a preposterously green leaf reposing against
its exceedingly red cheek ; my boy, in this year of
grace, was moved to just wrath, he thought, because
Santa Claus had provided for him a train of cars
with an engine which didn't have a working boiler
and sure-enough steam-gauge ; and my daughter,
whose mother was delighted in her time with a
stiff-legged, stary wax doll, wants a phonograph
concealed in some vital part of Mademoiselle,
and a wardrobe commensurate in quantity with its
thirty-dollar elegance. I rather expect that next
Christmas she will shed a pailful of tears if dolly
doesn't make her debut with a diamond necklace
and point-lace frock. It is bad enough that the
Christmas season should have gall and wormwood
in its cup for us " children of a larger growth,"
but it is altogether too bad that the real babies
should have to suffer from unfulfilled expectation
because of the increasing juvenile desires.

Was any one ever detected in wishing a
" Merry Day-after-Christmas " ? And yet it in-
volves a really higher good-will. It isn't a diffi-
cult accomplishment to be merry on Christmas
Day. All the conditions of external life favor it;
all the accumulated sentiment attaching to nineteen
centuries of its observance in Christian countries
accent its spiritual significance and its message of
" goodwill to men." But to summon the charit-
able disposition on the day after the feast—to
continue the Christmas spirit after the trappings
have been housed for another twelvemonth—to
find equal generosity in one's disposition on a
sour stomach as on an expectant feeding—this is
the test, after all, of the genuineness of good
wishes. The recipient needs such stimulus more
on the twenty-sixth than on the twenty-fifth of
December ; but who of us gives it, spontaneously
and naturally ? Let us etrdeavor to cultivate the
Christmas spirit, not only on our Christmas lips,
but in our lives ; so that, happily, our well-wishing
may go out to our fellow-men in sincerity of utter-
ance in all the bleak as in the shining days--to
Lazarus among the husks as to Dives above' the
festive board 1 J. T.
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Jack=Knives.

T is our conviction that most watch-
makers who would be inclined
to construct a little model of
a steam-engine to show what
they could do in the way of
a pretty piece of mechanism
other than something in the
watch and clock way, would
prefer to do so without having

recourse to ready-made castings, such as many of
our hardware men supply to amateurs ; conse-
quently in our instructions we shall only employ
sheet-brass and brass tube for our model, except
the fly-wheel, which would be too heavy to make
except from a special brass casting. For the
benefit of such as would make use of cast parts we
would say that Wm. P. Walter's Sons, 1233 Market
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., carry several sizes of
such castings in sets—both in iron and brass.

Brass tube which can be employed for such a
cylinder can .be had of A. P. Swoyer, 26 North
Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The kind we
shall employ is extra thick (about one-eighth of
an inch), and five-eighths of an inch inside dia-
meter. Such tube is usually smooth and true on
the inside, and needs no boring out. To aid such
workmen as employ castings, or find it necessary
to bore out a tube, we will describe the process as
conducted on an American lathe with a slide-rest.
The correct way of boring out a tube is not
generally known or practiced. If we should place
a cylinder on our face-plate, and bore it out with
a tool placed in the slide-rest, the chances are we
should get the inside tapering ; 1. e., one end larger
than the other. The true method of boring out a
cylinder is to attach it to the slide-rest with a
special holder, very easily made by taking a piece
of heavy sheet-brass about one-eighth of an inch
thick, one and one-quarter inches wide and two
inches long. We show such a piece, or shoe, at
A, Figs. i and 2. One end of this piece is bent,
as shown at C, Fig. 1, to receive and support the
tube B, which is to be bored out.

In one end of the brass shoe A is a hole

shown at D', Fig. 2, which goes over the tool-post.
Placed at radial points around the tool-post shown
at D are four screws, shown at a, Figs. i and 2,
which serve to level up and adjust the tube .8 for
boring out. For holding the shoe A down to the
carriage E of the slide-rest, we put a short bar
through the tool-post, and with the screw in said
tool-post clamp A down. It will be seen that by
means of the screws a for up and down motion,
and the traverse .screw of the slide-rest, we can
adjust the tube or cylinder B precisely as we
desire. •

The tool which does the boring out is set in a

tool-bar, which, in this case, is a solid iron or

brass cylinder, one-half an inch in diameter and
two and one-half inches long. Sbch a tool-bar is
shown separate at F, Figs. 3 and 4 ; Fig. 4 being

a side view of Fig. 3, seen in the direction of the
arrow i, Fig. 3. The steel tool which does the
boring out is made of a piece of Stubs' steel wire,
about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, and
three-eighths of an inch long. A better idea of

the arrangement and action of the cutting tool f

can be had from Fig. 5, which is a transverse sec-

tion of Fig. 4, at the dotted line j, except that in
Fig. 5 we have enlarged the scale and added the

tube B which is to be bored out.

The cutting tool f is flattened, and two-fifths
cut away, and is held solid by means of the set-
screw g. For advancing the cutterf, the screw h

is employed to set it forward for boring larger.
The feed-screw of the slide-rest which moves the
carriage parallel with the axis of the lathe is the
only one employed in this method of boring out.
It will not do to use the feed-screw of the slide-
rest which moves the carriage to and from the
center of the lathe, as this would only cause the
tool to bore to one side. In case brass tube thick
enough for the cylinder cannot readily be obtained,
such cylinders can easily be made from thick
(five thirty-seconds of an inch) sheet-brass by
annealing and bending around, when the joint is
soldered with fine silver solder.

To harden such a cylinder it should be made
about one-half an inch internal diameter, and
then hammered on a steel stake until the inner
diameter is about nineteen thirty-seconds of an
inch, leaving one thirty-second of an inch to bore
out. The rough tube for a cylinder should be
about one and one-quarter inches long, which will
leave a little to be cut off at each end. For
attaching the cylinder-heads small screws can be

employed, which are tapped into the walls of the
cylinder, that is, provided the walls are left one-
eighth of an inch thick. For this purpose the
plate-screws of a three-quarter plate, sixteen-size
Elgin answer nicely. Perhaps we should have
added when describing the shoe A, Figs. i and 2,
that the tube B is temporarily attached to it with
soft solder while the boring is done.

The boring-out bar F goes between the cone-
centers in the head and tail-stocks, and is revolved
by a dog placed at the dotted outlines G, Fig. 3.
After the cylinder is bored out, it is placed on an
arbor, and the outside and ends turned. For this
purpose a temporary arbor is made by casting type-
metal on a piece of steel wire about one-fourth of
an inch in diameter, and two and one-half or
three inches long. Fig. 6 shows the idea ; I rep-
resenting the steel wire with drilled centers at 1 1,
and H, the type-metal. block, which is turned to
exactly fit the inside of the bored-out cylinder.

..Enclosed you will find 81.00 for this year's KEY-
STONE. I am like the rest of them—must have it.
Have every number' since March, 1884. Look anxiously
every month for it ; the children cry for it."—W. A.
PURVLS, Renfrew, Ontario, Canada.

The Florence Sterling Silver Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of six thousand
dollars, to manufacture silver-plated ware and conduct the
general business of silversmiths. The incorporators are
F. Bucher, J. M. Postley, L. P. Maas, J. M. Smith and
A. D. Thompson.

Charles H. Place, St. Albans, Vt., is back in his old
store, which suffered in the fire of 1891. The new building
is very handsome, and the store large, exquisitely and ex-
pensively fixtured, and well stocked. The St. Albans
Messenger devoted two columns to a description of the new
jewelry palace. The Jesse Welden souvenir spoon was
designed by Mr. Place. Welden was the first settler of
St. Albans.

Prov4ence Letter.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., January 2, 1893.

Since the relaxation in the rush for holiday stock, the
local manufacturers have been busy arriving at an accurate
estimate of the results of the year's operations, and com-
parisons of the figures with those of previous years have
shown, as a rule, very satisfactory progress during 1892.
In a fair proportion of the manufacturing concerns the pro-
gress has been quite marked, and in a few it might justly
be termed phenomenal. One fact is patent, and that is that
Providence is rapidly gaining in prestige as the leading
jewelry manufacturing city of this country ; and the raising
of the standard of excellence of their goods during the year
by leading manufacturers has contributed largely to this
result. The Old Year has been a good one for this section,
and confidence prevails that the New Year will be equally
beneficent.

Foster & Bailey have been so busy during the past two
months that time to speak on the business situation was
denied them. They are even now immersed in work footing
up the results of the season's operations. So taxed have
been their manufacturing resources for some time previous
to the holidays, that still further additions to their factory are
contemplated. It was only by working into the small hours
of the morning that they were enabled to cope with the
abnormally large influx of orders. As money-making holi-
day goods, their products have made an extraordinary hit.

E. L. Logee & Co. are making seventy-three medals
for the members of the Rhode Island militia. They were
presented by Governor D. Russell Brown, and are of silver,
handsomely enameled and engraved.

Watson & Newell are reported to be negotiating for the
purchase of the plant, patents, etc., of Albert Eddy & Co.

The recent numerous additions to the previous long
list of Ostby & Barton's patrons, and the messages of satis-
faction since received from the trade, forebode a year of
exceptional favor for the popular and meritorious ring pro-
duct of this well-known firm.

E. L. Mumford, who has represented the firm of J. B.
Mathewson & Co. on the market for the past six months,
has accepted a similar position with Waite, Thresher & Co.
The latter firm have enlarged their private office and made
other extensive improvements in their establishment.

Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., have experienced in the
deceased leap-year a period of exceptional prosperity. Both
the aggregate volume of their business and the profits there-
from have been larger than any previous year, and the
number of their patrons has been materially added to.
The name of the firm appears among the list of contributors
to the Poor Children's Christmas Fund.

The following jewelry manufacturing firms and com-
panies in this city are said to have signified their intention
of exhibiting at the World's Fair: Gorham Manufacturing
Company, S. Moore & Co., Clark & Coombs, S. & B.
Lederer, J. H. Fanning & Co., E. H. Dunham & Co.,
J. W. Grant & Co., Providence Stock Company, Seery
Manufacturing Company, Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., Kent
& Stanley Company, Albro, Eaton & Co., Charles F. Irons,
E. L. Logee & Co., Charles A. Russell & Co., F. T. Pearce
& Co., George H. Cahoone & Co., Foster & Bailey,
Hancock, Becker & Co., W. H. Luther & Son, R. L. Moor-
head & Co., M. L. Read, E. L. Spencer & Co., W. E.
Webster & Co., Ostby & Barton, Arnold & Steere, B. A.
Ballou & Co., Payton & Kelley, 0. C. Devereux & Co.,
Flint, Blood & Co., R. L. Griffith & Son.

J. T. Mauran's big concern has been the starting point
of voluminous shipments of goods to the trade during the
past two months. The correspondence now daily received
proves how eminently salable these goods were, and gen-
eral satisfaction is expressed by their patrons. This firm
has a knack of keeping in intimate touch with the jewelers,
and the season just ended has tightened the friendly grip.

Mrs. Elizabeth Feeley, mother of James R. Feeley,
the manufacturing jeweler, 129 Eddy Street, died recently.

In the spirited race for holiday purveying, Hancock,
Becker & Co. seem to have been among the first to nose the
wire." Their goods have been in unusually brisk demand,
and the names on their books show what a widespread con-
stituency they catered to. An exceptionally large output
disappeared as soon as produced, and at figures that left an
encouragingly remunerative margin.

Kent & Stanley, after squaring accounts, have discovered
the pleasing fact that November was the busi;st and most
remunerative month in the history of the concern, and the
briskness was sustained during the greater part of Decem-
ber. The implicit faith of the trade in the reliability of
their goods is bearing good fruit.

FOSTER 84 BAILEY,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

SOLIO GOO SOLID RYER, FIE BOLLEPLIITE
JEWELRY for Ladies' andGentlemen's Wear.

LOCKETS, SOLID GOLD AND DIAMONDS.
These lockets are made throughout of 10k gold, and with the use of expensive

and finely-finished tools we are able to produce lockets that cannot be surpassed

. in finish or price. They are cheaper than anything that has been put on the

market for plump 10k gold lockets. Some are beautifully engraved and some

are set with diamonds.

LOCKETS, GOLD FRONT AND ROLLED-PLATE.
Our line is almost endless, having nearly every conceivable shape, size and style.

Some have fancy knurled edges, some plain polished, some are nicely engraved

without stones, and others set with imitation diamonds, rubies and sapphires.

CHARMS.
This line is adapted to ladies' or gentlemen's chains and include a number of

heart charms in Roman, bright, satin finish, with stone and without.

BRACELETS.
We make a large stock of Curb Bracelets in five sizes, besides the graduated

links, with padlocks and snaps, in chased and plain polished, Roman, rolled

silver plate and solid silver. Also, padlocks with keys and a push-snap.

BUTTONS, "MT. HOPE."
Superior to any button in the world. Easy to put in and take out of the cuff.

LINK BUTTONS.
This line has increased rapidly with us and is very low in price, embracing 

all

styles in Roman, chased, engraved and plain, with and without stones, and some

in enamel.

CHAINS.
These we make in all sizes and patterns of heavy rolled-plate. Some we have

lately added are selling beyond our expectation. We also have a nice line of

silk vest-chains with plated trimmings. We guarantee these goods to be of fine

quality and to give perfect satisfaction.

HAIR-CHAIN MOUNTINGS.
In solid gold and rolled-plate. We are headquarters and make everything de-

sirable in this line.

NECK-CHAINS AND CROSSES.
We make a variety of neck-chains with snaps, and gold filled crosses suitable to

go with them.

PINS.
Our large line of Lace and Cuff-Pins comprise many desirable patterns in gold

fronts engraved and trimmed. Also includes Baby-Pins and Scarf-Pins.

EARRINGS.
This line includes many pretty patterns in gold fronts. engraved, some with pretty

trimmings, and a small line of hoop-drops.

GLOVE BUTTONERS.
We make the Interlocking, and one with a twist handle in gold rolled-plate and

silver rolled-plate.
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Watchmakers' Tools
Do not read this, unless when buying watchmakers' tools you

wish to know where to get the best.
Save yourself the trouble and expense that come from using an

inferior tool of any description, that eventually has to be replaced by
the best article in the market (for to buy a cheap tool once is a lesson
a good watchmaker does not care to repeat).

But how are we to know which are the best ?
By seeing that the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co. stamp is on each tool.
It is for the interest and success of every jobber and horological

school to make a practical test of all tools made by the J. G. Hall Mfg.
Co., that they may see their superiority over all others in the market.

And now, as the many friends and users of the J. G. Hall
Staking Tool wish me to, I will say as regards the statement made
under the heading of " Merit Alone," in the last •issues of THE
KEYSTONE, it is true Mr. Roys was a foreman in the J. G. Hall Mfg.
Co. for a short time when the firm was in its infancy. Many important
changes have been made since then, and it must be remembered that
F. L. Herrick, successor to the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co., brought eleven
years of personal experience with the wants and demands of the trade;
which demands were for the best there was made. That he manu-
factured the best, his many customers will willingly testify.

Jobbers, please send in your orders at once ; the first come, the
first filled. January 1st I commenced. the manufacture of the Star
Watch-Key and Combination Bench-Key formerly manufactured by
the Acme Watch-Key Co., of Montpelier, Vt.

Wishing the trade during the present year the most voluminous
success, which all will have that use the J. G: Hall Mfg. Co.'s tool,
I remain,

Yours respectfully,

F. L. HERRICK,
ROXBURY, VERMONT.
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

IV.

Y adopting eight and one-

half degrees pallet and

fork action, we can utilize

ten and one-half degrees

of escape-wheel action.

We show at A A', Fig. 1, two

teeth of a ratchet-tooth escape_

wheel reduced one-half; that is, the original

drawing was made for an escape-wheel ten inches

in diameter. We shall make a radical depart-

ure from the usual practice in making cuts on

an enlarged scale; for only such parts as we are

talking about. To explain, we show at Fig. 2
about one-half of an escape-wheel one-eighth the

size of our large drawing ; and when we wish to

show some portion of such drawing on a larger

scale, we will designate such enlargement by

saying one-fourth, .one-half or full size.

At Fig. I we show at half size that portion of

our escapement embraced by the dotted lines d,

Fig. 2. This plan enables us to show very mi-

nutely such parts as we have tinder consideration,

and yet occupy but little space in our journal.

The arc a, Fig 1, represents the periphery of the

escape-wheel. On this line, ten and one-half de-

grees from the point of the tooth A, we establish

the point c and draw the radial line c c'. It is to

be borne in mind that the arc embraced between

the points b and c represents the duration of con-

tact between the tooth A and the entrance-pallet

of the lever. The space or short arc c n represents

" the drop'' of the tooth. •

This arc of one and one-half degrees of

escape-wheel movement is a complete loss of six

and one-fourth per cent. of the entire power of

the mainspring, as brought down to the escape-

ment ; still, up to the present time no remedy has

been devised to overcome it. All the other es-

capements, including the chronometer, duplex

and cylinder, are quite as wasteful of power, if

not more so. It is usual to construct ratchet-tooth

pallets so as to utilize but ten degrees of escape-

wheel action ; but we shall show that half a degree

more can .be utilized by adopting the eight and

one-half degree fork-action and employing a

double-roller safety-action to prevent over-banking.

From the point e, which represents the center

of the pallet-staff, we draw through b the line ef.

At one degree below ef we draw the line e g, and

seven and one-half degrees below the line e g we

draw the line • h. For delineating the lines e g,

etc., correctly, we employ the degree-arc shown at

Fig. 1, page i000b, in October, 1892, KEYSTONE;
that is, on the large drawing we are making we

first draw the line e b f, Fig. 2, and then, with
our dividers set at five inches, sweep the short arc

and on this lay off first one degree from the

intersection of f e with the arc i, and through

this point draw the line e g.

From the intersection of the linef e with the

arc i we lay off eight and one-half degrees, and

through this point draw the line e h. Bear in

mind that we are drawing the pallet at B to rep-

resent one with eight and one-half degrees fork

and pallet action, and with equidistant lockings.

If we reason on the matter under consideration,

we will see the tooth A and the pallet B, against

which it acts, part or separate when the tooth ar-

rives at the point c; that is, after the escape-wheel

has moved through ten and one-half degrees of

angular motion, the tooth drops from the impulse-

face of the pallet and falls through one and one-half

degrees of arc, when the tooth A", Fig. 2, is

arrested by the exit-pallet.

To locate the position of the inner angle of

the pallet B, we sweep the short arc 1 by setting

the dividers so one point or leg rests at the center

C and the other at the point c. Somewhere on this

arc 1is to be located the inner angle of our pallet.

In delineating this angle Moritz Grossmann, in his

prize " Eisay on the Detached Lever Escape-

ment," makes an error, in plate III of large En-

glish edition, of more than his entire lock, or

about two degrees. We make no apologies for

calling the attention of the horological student to

this mistake on the part of an authority holding

so high a position on such matters as Mr. Gross-

mann, because a mistake is a mistake, no matter

who makes it.
We will say no more of this error at present,

but will, in our next communication, show draw-

ings of Mr. Grossmann's faulty method, and also

the correct method of drawing such a pallet. To

\t/

2?

delineate the locking-face of our pallet, from the

point formed by the intersection of the lines e g

bb', Fig. I, as a center, we draw the line j at an

angle of twelve degrees to b b". In doing this

we employ the same method of establishing the

angle as we made use of in drawing the lines e g

and e Ii, Fig. 2. The line j establishes the lock-

ing-face of the pallet B. Setting the locking-face

of the pallet at twelve degrees has been found in

practice to give a safe " draw " to the pallet, and

keep the lever secure against the bank. It will bd

remembered the face of .the escape-wheel tooth

was drawn at twenty-four degrees to a radial line

of the escape-wheel, which in this instance is the

line b b', Fig. 1. It will now be seen that the

angle of the pallet just halves this angle, and

consequently the tooth A only rests with its point

on the locking-face of the pallet. We do not

show the outlines of the pallet at B, because we

have not so far pointed out the correct method of

delineating it.

4. Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-

tion to THE KEYSTONE. Simply neglect. Would

not miss it for anything."—STEUBER & GRAVES,

Sampson Block. Le Roy, New York.

The charter of the Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster,

Pa., was granted on December 14th. The new Company

has a capital of three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

The largest stockholders are Charles D. Rood and Henry

J. Cain, who have subscribed for fifteen hundred shares.

The directors are Charles D. Rood, Springfield, Mass.;

Geo. M. Franklin, Peter T. Watt, John F. Brimmer and

H. B. Cochran, of Lancaster. Henry J. Cain, the manager

of the new concern, is superintending the shipment to

Lancaster of the machinery of the Aurora, Ill., factory.

Maintaining Good Credit.

If those country merchants who are apt to be careless

about maintaining their credit, and those who do not attach

much importance to a good commercial standing as long as

they have the money to pay.their bills, even if tardily, only

knew how careful manufacturers and jobbers generally are

in rating their customers, they might feel disposed to change

their tactics in this regard.. The caution exercised by

jobbers is unavoidable, and the restrictions they place upon

their salesmen in the way of credits are positively necessary.

To accurately determine the extent to which it is safe to

trust a dealer, many questions must be asked, which may

strike some as impertinent. They should arouse no feeling

of resentment, however, for there is but one way to get at

the facts; and until the facts are reached the careful and

prompt-paying dealer must suffer for the carelessness of some

of his brethren, as well as the moral obtuseness of those

vt.ho do not regard a debt as a sacred obligation.

The big receivers of fruits. and vegetables in Minne-

apolis have established an organization to protect themselves

from slow-paying and dishonest customers, and have adopted

a system which, while simple, has proven very effective.

As outlined by the Commercial Bulletin, a sheet of delin-

quents is mailed each week to all the members by the secre-

tary of the association. This sheet simply contains the

names with distinguishing numbers following. For instance :

James Jackson, 133-16, might mean James Jackson's busi-

ness is in his wife's name, and he is a person of loose habits."

The following is a list of some of the reports sent out (the

Bulletin explains that they are not given in consecutive

order, as it does not desire to furnish a key to the code of

the order) :

No. Seldom pays any attention to dunning letters.

No. —. Sometimes necessary to threaten suit to obtain

settlement.
No. --. Sometimes will not pay until sued.

No. --. Is now being sued for goods delivered.

No. —. Has judgment recorded against him.

No. —. Has made an assignment.
No. —. has given bill of sale of his effects.

No. —. Has failed once.
No. —. Has failed several times.
No. —. A person of loose habits.
No. —. Pays on account ; always leaves a balance.

Habitually claiming discounts.
Neglects his business.

No. —. Never pays drafts.
Sometimes allows checks to go to protest.

No. Not believed to be worthy of credit.
Number of detrimental reports from members

No. —

No.

No. —•

No. —.
on record.

No. —. Believed to have very little financial respon-

sibility.
No. —. Keeps his funds in pocket; could not collect

by suit.
No. —. Business in wife's name.
No. —. Thought to he responsible.
No. —. Is becoming slow in settling his bills.

No. —. Is now behind in settling his bills.

No. —. Very slow pay.
No. —. Allows bills to remain three weeks unpaid.

No. — 'Allows bills to remain thirty days unpaid.

No. —. Allows bills to remain unpaid sixty days.

As might have been expected, the code has worked to

the detriment of slow-paying debtors, but this is more than

offset by the benefits it has afforded the dealers who are

prompt in meeting their obligations. A number of those

who have been forced to liquidate old accounts in order to

secure supplies have threatened to sue the association for

damages; but the matter will end in a threat, for they have

no ground upon which to base a legal action. The associa-

tion does not make public the information thus secured, and

as its object is only the protection of themselves and their

prompt-paying customers, any of the higher courts of jus-

tice would quickly decide their aims and methods to be

legitimate.
That any carelessness on the part of those who furnish

the information upon which these reports are based may work

great injury to a reputable dealer must be admitted by all. In

such a case the association can be held legally responsible,

and any judge or jury will award the injured person liberal

damages. It behooves the association to be exceedingly

careful, therefore, in the selection of its agents. To base a

rating upon the opinion of One man alone would be man-

ifestly unfair, as that one man might be the enemy of a

prompt-paying merchant. An association is not apt to be

careless in this regard, however.

The Newark Watch Case Material Co., of Newark,

N. J., are prosecuting a suit in the United States Court for

the District of Connecticut against a watch insulator manu-

facturing firm for infringement of the patents granted them

on the now widely-known "Ajax " insulator.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

E.4

-

T is not a difficult matter to
make a slide-rest with a
feed-screw cut to the
metric standard also cut
threads to the decimals
of an inch. For illustra-
tion, twenty-five and
four-tenths millimeters
equal one standard inch;
consequently a feed-
screw of twenty-five
threads to the inch and
one cut to millimeters
will agree every five
inches to within an in-

appreciable fraction ; or, in other words, one
hundred and twenty-five revolutions of the screw
having twenty-five threads to the inch will move
the lathe-carriage five inches, and one hundred
and twenty-seven revolutions of the screw cut to
millimeters will move it practically the same
distance.

For example, suppose the two screws A B,
Fig. x, are cut so that A has twenty-five threads
to the inch, and B is cut to millimeters. Now if
we connect these two screws' by the wheels KR D,
K having one hundred and twenty-seven teeth and
D one hundred and twenty-five teeth, and let one
revolve the other by the intermediate wheel E,
the slides or nuts F G will keep the index-points
a a' together. It will thus be readily seen we have
it at our disposal to make our screw-cutting device
cut parts of an inch or to the metric system, or
we can use a feed-screw cut to metric measurement
to cut to decimals of an inch. Let us suppose we
wish to make our device so it will cut threads to
the metric system.

To aid in our explanation, we reproduce, at
Fig. 2, Fig. 4 of December, 1892, except that we
now show L as only one wheel. It will be
remembered we gave the thickness of J as one-
eighth of an inch. We will now substitute a
wheel one-sixteenth of an, inch thick, and make
this wheel double ; that is, we will attach to one
side of the wheel /another wheel Afone-sixteenth
of an inch thick and TVA- (.886) of an inch in
diameter, but cut into one hundred and twenty-
five teeth. This last wheel we cannot buy ready-
made, but must have cut to order. The teeth will
need to be pretty fine, but as it is one-sixteenth of
an inch thick it will be found quite strong enough.
We replace the wheel K with one nine-tenths of an
inch in diameter, one-sixteenth of an inch thick,
and with one hundred *and twenty-seven teeth.

If we have a slide-rest with a screw cut to
millimeters, and we desire to make it cut screws
to decimal parts of an inch, we reverse the order
of the wheels. Thus it will be seen we are
provided for either system of measurement. We
would take occasion to add that we shall shortly,
in this series of articles, give instructions for a
wheel-cutting device which will enable the owner
of any American lathe to very readily cut the one
hundred and twenty-five and one hundred and
twenty-seven toothed wheels for himself.

In case we desire to cut screws of less pitch
than fifty threads to the inch, we can replace the
wheel H on the lathe-spindle. with one having
more than twenty teeth. By using a single wheel
instead of the double one L I, we can cut fifty
threads to the inch ; and if at the same time we
place a wheel with forty teeth on the spindle,
instead of H, we will cut twenty-five threads to

the inch, because Hand K then turn with equal
volocities. If, however, we substitute a wheel of
thirty-two teeth for the wheel K of forty teeth,
with a forty-toothed wheel on the spindle at H,
we cut a screw of twenty threads to the inch,
which will be found quite coarse enough for all
ordinary clock and watchmaking purposes ; and
also enables us to turn an endless screw for a very
accurate division-wheel for cutting the teeth of
wheels—in fact, precisely such a screw as is de-
scribed and illustrated in our article on " Watch-
makers' Tools " in December, 1892, KEYSTONE.

Perhaps it will be well to add here some
practical instructions in regard to turning a screw.
The tool employed has a V-shaped point or cutting
angle of about forty-five or forty-eight degrees for
watch-screws, as shown at Fig. 3, when we show
a portion of such a turning-tool. Of course it
is impossible to turn a screw-thread deep enough
at one cut ; consequently we must retract the tool
so it will be free of the thread, while we turn the
lathe backward until the tool is at the end of the
screw next the tail-stock when cutting a right-
handed screw.

41.•10

By means of the divisions on solid part of
the feed-screw we can advance the tool a little for
each cut. For instance, in making a cut the
index reads twenty-two on the screw when the
tool has reached the point at which the thread
ceases. We reverse the feed-screw and turn it
backward a full turn, or a little more, and after
the carriage has moved back to the tail-stock the
tool is set forward so the index would stand at
twenty-three ; that is, we have given the tool a
Cut of one one-thousandth of an inch. It is im-
eerative that the carriage is returned to the com-
mencing point by turning the lathe backunird, or
the tool will not enter the thread properly.

When a screw is of some length the side-
thrust of the tool will cause the screw to spring.
This can be remedied by giving the screw a support,
which can be attached either to the tail-stock or
to the carriage of the slide-rest. Such support,
if attached to the carriage, prevents the piece on
which the screw is being cut from rising or mov-
ing back. In setting such support, it is placed so
it just touches the blank screw on top and at the
back.

Hints for Salesmen.
Flatter the vanity of a customer who requires an order

to buy five cents worth, by deferential excuses, and attend
to the seven or eight fellows who have their money in their
hands and know what they want right away.

• —That is business.
Don't prolong the dealing with one customer in order

that some other clerk will have to attend to the wants of a
second, which are intricate and tedious.

—You will fina' that poor business.
You are making a mistake in laughing at the fellow

who writes in violet ink on tinted paper, nicely perfumed,
and printed with a monogram or motto, and soiled by his
fingers, Send me won grose uv mr jones shew tax today
Shure-Xpres." His writing may look like a cross between
knot-holes and season-cracks, but

—There's business in it.
Standard goods have a standard price. Look out for

the fellow that has something just as good for a good
deal less. —That's skin business.

The Chicago Jewelers' Association Establish a
Bureau of Information.

A bureau of information and headquarters
has been established by the Chicago Jewelers'
Association for the use of their friends and
patrons from all parts of the world, who contem-
plate visiting the forthcoming World's Columbian
Exposition. From January 1st to May 1st, 1893,
the same will be located at room 35, Adams
Express Building, on Dearborn Street. After
May 1st, the rooms will be in the new Columbus
Memorial Building, southeast corner State and
Washington Streets. A gentleman of large
general experience, speaking and writing French,
Spanish, German and English, has been placed
in charge.

The following facilities will be afforded : By
registering your name, residence when at home,
and hotel or boarding-house while in the city,
telegrams and mail-matter will be promptly for-
warded, and correct addresses furnished to all
inquiring for same. A list of leading hotels and
boarding-houses will be kept, with location, de-
scription and rates. Telegrams will be receipted
for, if requested, or their speedy delivery pro-
moted by means of this registry. A miniature
post-office will be eAablished for the delivery of
mail-matter. Before leaving for Chicago, the
jeweler who wishes to avail himself of these
privileges should leave orders that all mail and.
telegrams be forwarded in care of the bureau of
in Telegraph, telephone, stenographic,
district messenger, livery, cab, express, baggage
and freight service will be arranged for, and
legitimate rates secured. Parcels and small pack-
ages will be received, and checks issued for same.
A reading and reception room, with writing
facilities and stationery, will be provided, where
jewelers may meet their friend and attend to
correspondence, etc. Office-rooms and desks in
the general headquarters will be provided for
secretaries and other officers of kindred Asso-
ciations. These privileges will be granted to
jewelers and members of their families only.
Place of business required on registration.

A chart showing the location of the leading
hotels and places of amusement will be on file at
the rooms, and every possible assistance will be
rendered to place the visitors in possession of
any necessary information regarding the city
and points of interest. This service, being a
portion of the contribution of the members of
the Chicago Jewelers' Association toward mak-
ing the World's Columbian Exposition the most
enjoyable and instructive display the world has
ever witnessed, is freely offered to jewelers and
kindred Associations, with the hope of benefiting
the same and securing a larger attendance at the
Fair, and further extending the hospitable repu-
tation of the Associations of the city of Chicago.
All parties desiring information or wishing to be
served by the Association, are invited to address
the secretary of the Bureau, Mr. A. Monsch, at
the address already given.

Leo Wormser, the manager of the New York office of
the Julius King Optical Co., celebrated, some weeks ago, his
Company's victory in the matter of the Mack opera-glass
holder by a dinner given at his residence to a number of
personal friends. The guests, who numbered fifteen,
enjoyed to the full an elegant repast, and each was presented
with an opera-glass holder as a souvenir. Among those
who contributed to the oratorical portion of the entertain-
ment were Mr. Wormser himself and Mr. J. L. Shepherd,
of the Keystone Watch Case Co., the former taking
advantage of the occasion to present Mr. West, the plaintiff's
attorney, with a check as extra compensation for his
services,

You can be

an Exhibitor at

the World's Fair

Dear Sir:

19th & Brown Sts.,

Philadelphia, January 14, 1893.

We shall make a large exhibit at the

World's Fair, and _propose to have as an attractive

feature of it a collection of old and odd watches. We

own quite a number of relics which have been made

during the last 200 years. It occurs to us that there

are, no doubt, many antique watches in the ihossession of

the jewelers of the country which would add very much

to the attractiveness of our display. We will be very

glad to ,hut in with our collection any such watches

which may be sent to us, and have them _properly

labeled with the name and address of the owner, and

such a description of the watch as may be necessary.

We will pay the expressage upon them and be respons-

ible for their safe keeping and return.

Yours very truly,

Keystone Watch Case Co.

•111..
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" GREASE."—When an American clock is cleaned;---
should the spring be oiled or left dry P

Oiled.

"BORAX."—Will you kindly explain the action of
borax on metal during the process of hard-
soldering ?

Borax at about red-heat fuses into a glass,
which not only prevents further oxidation, but
dissolves any oxide already formed, leaving the
fused hard solder and clean metal surface free to
unite.

" LOADSTOBTE."—Does a loadstone ever lose its
power—attractive qualities ; or will constant use
diminish the strength of a magnet?

Loadstones do not deteriorate much from time
and use. Steel permanent magnets deteriorate, as a
rule, although their strength may be enhanced by
teasing them, so to speak, by violently separating
the armature. Loadstones are only curiosities in this
day, and employed only in illustrative experiments.

"0-SIZE ELGIN."—I have an Elgin 0-size move-
ment which loses about one hour in twenty-four
when laying dial down. The jewel-pin is all 0.
K., balance in good shape, and both pivots to its
staff smooth and true, and everything else seems
to be all right; what is the matter in this case,
Mr. Keystone Expert P

Of course, it is difficult to give an opinion
from descriptive statements ; we should look for
trouble, however, in the " motion-work " (dial-
wheels). Never give up such a puzzle, stick to it
until you find the solution ; it will be golden ex-
perience to you.

"PERPETUAL MOTION."—(1) Has a perpetual
motion ever been invented; and does the Gov-
ernment offer a reward, and, if so, how much P
(2) How can I tell the different grades of Elgin
movements by the number P

(I) We have heard of a great many perpetual
motions being invented, but never knew of a sat-
isfactory working model. No government would
be silly enough to offer a reward for a physical
impossibility. (2) There is no way only to study
the illustrated catalogues. If there was any thumb-
rule for readily designating the several grades, the
numbered movement system would be no protection
to the retail dealer.

" ADJUSTED."—What is the value of adjusting a
watch; is it merely to make work and get a high
price? And can a cheap watch, like a No. 75, be
made to keep as fine time as a high-grade ad-
justed, like a No. 86 Elgin? I have been told
they could, but doubt it.

Adjusting is an important attribute of a
watch, and can only be applied or bestowed upon
a watch after it is supposed to be mechanically
perfect. No doubt the performance of a No. 75
Elgin movement could be greatly improved - br
careful adjustments, but that we could obtain as
satisfactory results from careful adjustments ap-
plied to one hundred No. 75, as to a hundred
No. 72 Elgin movements,. is nonsense. The No.
86 Elgin is not claimed as an extra fine movement.
We should take the No. 72 or No. 91 movements
for extreme comparison. There is no definite
limit to what is termed adjustirig ; it may mean
very little, or it may represent a great deal.

Banquet of the New England Jewelers.

The annual banquet of the New England
Jewelers' Association was held at Tillinghast's
Assembly Rooms, Providence, R. I., on December
20th. The invitations issued were more numerous
than on any similar occasion' previously, and were
also more numerously responded to. The guests
and members were received by President Joseph
H. Fanning, and all were seated at eight o'clock.
At the president's table • were the following:
President J. H. Fanning, John C. Wyman,
Geo. A. Littlefield, A. A. Bushee, W. W. Fisher,
W. C. Greene, G. G. Berry, E. R. Barker,
M. S. Fanning, W. A. Walton, LeRoy Fales,
Robert D. Masbn, G. L. Paine, G. H. French,
F. D. Heffron, F. P. Bonnett, J. P. Bonnett,
W. H. Riley, E. D. Sturtevant, S. E. Fisher,
James Campbell, O. C. Devereux, Edwin Lowe,
B. A. Ballou, J. M. I3uffinton, F. T. Pearce,
A. G. Pierce, Secretary J. A. McCloy, H. G.
Smith, IV. W. Middlebook, J. J. Fry, F. A.
Ballou, John Knox and F. S. Gilbert.

The decorations, the viands, the oratory and
the wit were all of the recherche order, and the
feast proved most eminently enjoyable.

At a business session of the members of the
Association, on the same day, the reports of the
officers were submitted—all of which were very
satisfactory. Secretary McCroy presented a report
of the progress of the movement for the exhibit
of the New England manufacturing jewelers at
the World's Fair. Many new members were ad-
mitted, among whom were S. Lederer, of the
Providence Stock Company; C. H. Tappan, of
D. F. Briggs & Co., Attleboro ; F. B. Reynolds,
of Reynolds Jewelry Company ; and E. L. Kent,
of Kent & Stanley.

A Point in Favor of the Jobbers' Association.

Judge Lawrence, in the Supreme Court
chambers, rendered the following decision in the
matter of an application by the American Wal-
tham Watch Company and the Elgin Watch
Company for a more specific bill of particulars
from the Dueber Watch Case Company in the
latter's suit for damages against members of the
Jobbers' Association. He said:

The bill of particulars already served gives the names
and addresses of the persons and firms to whom notices
were sent, and who, In consequence of the receipt of such
notices, withdrew their patronage and thereupon ceased to
trade with the plaintiff; but no dates or times are given. I
think that the defendants are entitled to a further bill of
particulars, stating more definitely the times when the
former purchasers withdrew their patronage, and giving
some description of the goods and their value which, it is
claimed, said purchasers refused to purchase in consequence
of the receipt of the notices alleged to have been sent by
the defendants or their agent.

Charles Grimm, of West Chester, Pa., has an English
watch which is more than 200 years old.

The Alvin Mfg.. Co., of 86o Broadway, New York, is
now in possession of its new and large factory in Irvington,
New Jersey.

F. M. Whiting & Co., Attleboro, Mass., have all their
traveling salesmen in, and are rearranging their samples to
start them out within the next two or three weeks.

Joseph Noterman & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, tendered a
banquet Christmas Eve to their employees, several of whom
were recipients of handsome presents from the.firm.

Codding Bros. & Heilborn, of North Attleboro, Mass.,
have moved their New York export office to 178 Broadway,
where they will share quarters with Waite, Thresher & Co.,
of Providence, R. I.

The Waltham Clock Company has manufactured a
clock for a firm in that city that they guarantee will nOt
vary six seconds a year. The clock is run by weights,
however, and not by electricity.

Ft. Atkinson,Wis.,
January 2, 1893.

The Keys/one:
The thing is getting to a head.

It begins to look as though I must
either fish or cut bait. I've turned
a tolerably deaf ear to all your invi-
tations, requests, entreaties , stamped
envelopes, anything, everything—but
you don't let up. The thing's getting
hot. I must either come to time or
your awful, inevitable draft will
loom up like Banquo' s ghost. So I
surrender I Hold back that terrible
draft ; restrain the dogs of war. I
inclose herewith draft No. 2015, on
Fourth National Bank, New York,
to your order, for One Dollar.

Now let " The Keystone" be
magnanimous. Look at the date
of the draft, October 21, 1892. On
that day I actually procured it for
" The Keystone." Instead of send-
ing it to you at once, I waited for
the writing of a letter to you, and
for safekeeping chucked it into a
shot-hag with the change from the
money drawer, and so into the safe
at night—and it has been in and out
of that shot-bag night and morning
ever since, waiting for the letter
that never was written. With many
jammings, crumplings and maltreat-
ment olze section of it finally suc-
cumbed and dissolution threatened,
but I gummed it together with a
piece of one of Wendell  & Co.'s
stickers and saved it for to-day.

Hurrah for "The Keystone"
Long may it wave I It is a most
excellent journal. I compliment
the gentleman who has charge of the
delinquents. He is polite but per-
tinacious. I extend herewith the
assurance of my most distinguished
consideration. Yours,

Chas. Learned.

Might we ask
Whence arises this good-humored and pecu-

liarly American response to what Mr. L. is pleased
to term our " pertinacity " ? Whence, but

st.—From an inner consciousness on his
part that THE KEYSTONE is extra-
ordinarily big value for extraordi-
narily little money.

-4 —From an intuitive feeling and an
ultimate admission in the shape of a
dollar that it was, and would be,
a business blunder for him to over-
look so liberal an offer.

3rd.—From his just interpretation of our
each succeeding request for a sub-
scription as a " polite " upbraiding
of him for his persistent loss of an
opportunity so valuable to himself.

The above letter is typical of a portion of
our daily correspondence. There still remain a
few jewelers outside our fold, and these we are
determined—politely determined—to make sub-
scribers. They are becoming subscribers, too, in
the same good-humoredly apologetic manner as
Mr. L. They all congratulate us—some on our
" pertinacity " ; some on our " push " ; some on
our " enterprise " ; some, we say it in all humility,
on our " talent." Their dollars please us ; their
good opinions delight us ; both urge us to still
greater efforts—efforts to make our paper still
worthier of such liberal appreciation, and our-
selves still worthier of such hearty good wishes_
efforts to bring all within our fold ultimately,
though we may sometimes be temporarily un-
successful. If you are one of those whom we are
still after there is no need to point the moral for
you. The New Year, we warn you in time, has
added a fresh installment to our " polite but perti-
nacious " determination.

•
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Trade Notes.

E. A. Gomez, formerly of 139 Decatur Street, New

Orleans, has removed to 209 Decatur Street, same city.

Geo. Porth, Jefferson City, Mo., recently caught the

. thief who some time ago robbed S. Beck, Dallas, Texas, of

diamonds.

TliE KEYSTONE acknowledges with thanks the receipt

of a daintily designed and interestingly compiled calendar

from M. D. Rothschild, 41 and 43 Maiden Lane, New York.
Mrs. V. Wood, Springfield, Mo., gives notice that she

will not be responsible for any debts contracted under the

firm name of V. Wood, nor liable for any goods bought

under that name.

Chas. F. Wood, diamond importer, 169 and 171 Broad-

way, New York, has taken into partnership his brothers

John B. and Elmer E. Wood, who were previously associated

with him in the business.

. The National Association of Jobbers in American

Watches will hold its ninth annual meeting, January 17th,

at 10 A. M., in the banquet hall of the Cafe Savarin, in the

Equitable Building, New York.

P. S. Park, Mexia, Texas, was robbed on December

3oth of a number of watches, cases, movements, rings,

lockets, etc. A reward has been offered for the capture of

the thief or the return of the goods.

The fifth annual meeting of the Jewelers' and Trades-

men's Company, of New York, will be held at the office of

the company, 187 Broadway, January t6th, at to o'clock

A. M. The directors for the ensuing year will be elected.

Those of our readers who have no more use for their

November, 5892, numbers of THE KEYSTONE, would confer

a favor by returning same to this office. We would also be

pleased to be in receipt of the January, March and April,

1892, numbers.

Peter Courversier, the brawny traveling representative of

J. T. Scott & Co., New York, was home recently after a

five-months' trip, and reports a good trade. He was on the

right side on election betting, and wears an immaculate silk

tile in consequence.

We are under obligations to the Rev. B. F. Patterson,

superintendent of schools, Pottsville, Pa., for the use of a

number of photographs showing places of interest in and

around that city. We appreciate the reverend gentleman's

kindness and courtesy.

Martin Brunor, of 17 John Street, New York, on

assuming control of the electro-plating and polishing works

formerly run by Clewer & Brunor, was the recipient of a

large floral horse-shoe from his employees. The piece bore

the inscription " Good Luck."

I. J. Sharick, Tacoma, Wash., is an embodiment of

enterprise, and eminently successful. Advertising he has

reduced to a science, and a phamphlet, to hand, is a gem.

What is worth doing at all is worth doing well, and the

little phamphlet is another proof of it.

The prize of two hundred dollars offered by the New

York Herald for the most appropriate design for a silver

service to be presented to the United States cruiser New

York, has been won by Charles Osborne, head of the
designing department of the Whiting Manufacturing

Company.

Nordman Bros., the enterprising San Francisco, Cal.,

jobbers, have issued a handsomely-compiled and copiously-

illustrated catalogue of watch cases and movements. The

compilation is very complete in every respect, and when in

the hands of the trade will much facilitate the ordering of

goods. Secure a copy.

The firm of Lissauer & Sondheim, 12 Maiden Lane,

New York, has been dissolved by mutual consent, Mr.

Sondheim retiring from the business. Mr. Lissauer has

joined in partnership Max S. Kallman, D. H. Lowman and

Alex. Boehme, who will continue at the old stand under the

title of Lissauer & Co.

The beautiful and artistically designed emblems,

medals, pins, etc., manufactured by Hunt & Fuller, 73

Nassau Street, New York, have made gigantic strides in

popular favor during the past year. The demand for this

class of goods is increasing at a rapid rate, and a better

article is yearly sought after. This latter fact accounts for

the great success of the makers referred to, a fact that it

might profit retailers to keep in mind.

A. Landsberg, European buyer for L. Black & Co.,

New York, recently returned from Europe with an attract-

ive line of opera-glasses.

Jewelers who want an up-to-date clock sign, should

procure one from Lon. Barnhart, 908 West Madison Street,

Chicago. His clock signs are beauties, and have elicited

unstinted praise from all who have had one erected. They

give an entirely new look to the store.

The Columbian fountain watch-oiler will be found a

boon by practical jewelers. It is manufactured by Ira L.

Green, St. Regis Falls, N. Y., and fills a want of the

genuine long-felt variety. It is a decided improvement on

all watch-oilers now in use, and has already elicited many

encomiums from competent judges.

Ex-Missionary J. T. Thornton, yclept " Rev." by the

fraternity, the clerical-looking Western representative of

J. T. Scott & Co., 4 Maiden Lane, New York, returned

recently from a very successful five-months' trip through the

Northwest, and left on his spring trip. January 5th. Mr.

Thornton used to deserve the venerable title; but since his

initiation in the brotherhood, he can manufacture " fibs"

and hypnotize ladies with the proverbial facility of " the •

boys." Jack is progressing.

Wm. F. Kemper, of St. Louis, Mo., has. wound up an

unusually successful year's business, and has just celebrated

its exit by putting in his renovated and now very handsome

store a Diebold fire and burglar-proof safe with two-inch

chrome steel lining, and all the latest improvements. This

is an iron and steel-clad proof of the copious prosperity that

is rewarding the indefatigable energy -of the very efficient

secretary of the National Retail Jewelers' Association.

" More power to his elbow," say his friends in the trade,

and THE KEYSTONE echoes the wish.

The management of the Philadelphia Optical College

laid its foundations deep and strong, and when the chief

instructor, Dr. C. H. Brown, founded the correspondence

department, he builded better than he knew. This de-

partment has been a phenomenal success from the start, but

with restless discontent the course has been constantly

enlarged and improved, as an extended intercourse with

opticians indicated, until now it has reached such a state of

perfection and affords such unlimited satisfaction, that

further improvement seems well nigh impossible.

Sol. K. Jonas, who has been with L. Black & Co.,

578 Broadway, eleven years, has been admitted into part-

nership in that firm. Mr. Jonas is a personification of

energy, and his accession to part-proprietorship forebodes well

for this popular house. The following salesmen will

represent the firm on the road: S. Aaronsberg, who has

during three years acted in a similar capacity for John

Scheidig & Co.; T. Harold Marsh, in the West ; Charles

M. Cassal, in New York and Pennsylvania ; and Henry

Anthony, formerly with L. Black & Co. in. Detroit, Mich.,

in Ohio and Indiana.

A Hundred-Dollar Diamond for Fifty Cents.

" Please, Mister, will you buy this for fifty cents?" piped

a ragged, little Boston street Arab, perhaps a dozen years

old, one cold evening in December, his little chin 'scarce on

a level with the show-cases in Wilson Bros.' jewelry store.

The clerk saw at a glance that in the boy's outstretched

hand gleamed and sparkled a pure white diamond, weighing

perhaps a carat and a half. It was mounted as a screw-

stud ; and closer inspection showed it to be affixed to the

dealer's original card, bearing weight, cost and selling price,

the two latter marks in private characters. The boy, who

claimed to have found the stud in a doorway, was perfectly

unruffled by Mr. Wilson's instructions to an employee to

call up police headquarters by telephone and ask an in-

spector to come down at. once. While awaiting his arrival

the boy chatted freely about the circumstances of his lucky

find, but seemed unable to comprehend its value ; and, later

on, turned over the gem to the officer of the law with as

little concern as though it had been worth one dollar instead

of one hundred. The inspector's theory was that the

diamond had been stolen by some shop-lifter, who had

either lost it or thrown it away to avoid detection, and that

it had been subsequently and legitimately found by the boy.
Under the law, the finder, not the government, becomes

entitled to the property unless the original owner turns up.

In either event Messrs. Wilson Bros.' prompt and honorable

course is to be commended, especially in these days when

stolen articles are so frequently offered at temptingly low

prices. This is probably the lowest on record—a hundred. 

dollar diamond for fifty cents.
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The Silversmiths' Company.

The certificate of incorporation of the Silver-

smiths' Company, with a capital of twelve million

dollars, was recently filed in the County Clerk's

office, New York. The silverware manufacturing

companies at present comprised in the new corpo-

ration are the Gorham Mfg. Co., the Whiting

Mfg. Co., Dominick* & Haff, the George W.

Shiebler Co. and the Towle Mfg. Co.

The names of the incorporators are Edward

S. Innet, Wm. A. Miles, Charles Shiebler and

Adelbert J. Dunham. The directors are Edward

S. Innet, William A. Miles, Bartow Drake Smith,

Thomas Midlan, Moses Weinman, Albert White,

John T. Brown, William D. Barclay, John W.

Hesse, John J. Brady, Adelbert J. Dunham,

J. Bruce Bonny and Charles Shiebler.

The Silversmiths' Company is authorized by

the articles of incorporation to acquire the prop-

erty of any firm engaged in a similar business, to

assume its liabilities, and to give cash, shares of

stock, or obligations in payment. The firms or

companies whose property it thus acquires, will be

allowed to do business on almost any terms the

directors may deem beneficial.
The organization of the Silversmiths' Com-

pany is said to be for the purpose of securing a

uniformity of methods among the different com-

panies engaged in the trade, especially as regards

the quality of the material used. In this respect

it resembles the Goldsmiths' Company of London.

In Great Britain the quality of all silverware

gold is guaranteed to the purchaser by the hall-

mark of the Goldsmiths' Company, a company

chartered by the English Parliament, and acting

under strict laws intended to insure one uniform

standard, i. e., sterling (Wu fine). The leading

American silversmiths adopted this standard of

sterling many years ago, and the trade-marks of

these manufacturers have been accepted as a guar-

antee equal to that of the English hall-mark.

The maintenance of this uniform standard as

a guarantee to the public of intrinsic value, is

given as the chief object of the new organization.

consider THE KEYSTONE an essential part oX
the capital of every successful jeweler."—JAMES G.
MAREE, 106 Levering Street, Manayunk, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Can His Watch Identify Him?

A somewhat touching illustration of the
advisability of all retail jewelers keeping a record

of the numbers on all watch cases and movements
sold by them has just been brought to our notice.
Some time during last summer the dead body of a
man was found in Lake St. Clair, and nothing
was discovered on his person that could in any
way lead to his identification except a gold watch.
Attempts to identify him by the watch, however,
have so far been a failure. The timepiece had a
Waltham movement, No.5182544, enclosed in a
Jas. Boss filled case, No. 2038144. The move-
ment and case can be traced, of course, from the
makers to the jobbers, and from the jobbers to
the retailers, but whether they can be traced
farther remains to be seen.

Every retail jeweler should keep a record of
the numbers of all watch cases and movements,
and the names of the persons to whom they were
sold. In case of theft, such a record is very
necessary, as only one man in twenty, perhaps,
knows the numbers on the watch in his pocket.
Many thefts could thus be detected to the glory of
the retail jeweler. Such a record, we are aware, is
now kept by most retailers, and the instance cited
above reveals one of its many uses.

vb.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

"GREASE."—When an American clock is cleaned,
should the spring be oiled or left dry?

Oiled.

"BORAX."—Will you kindly explain the action of
borax on metal during the process of hatd-
soldering ?

Borax at about red-heat fuses into a glass,
which not only prevents further oxidation, but
dissolves any oxide already formed, leaving the
fused hard solder and clean metal surface free to
unite.

"LOADSTONE."—Does a loadstone ever lose its
power—attractive qualities; or will constant use
diminish the strength of a magnet?

Loadstones do not deteriorate much from time
and use. Steel permanent magnets deteriorate, as a
rule, although their strength may be enhanced by
teasing them, so to speak, by violently separating
the armature. Loadstones are only curiosities in this
day, and employed only in illustrative experiments.

"0-SIZE ELGIN."—I have an Elgin 0-size move-
ment which loses about one hour in twenty-four
when laying dial down. The jewel-pin is all 0.
K., balance in good shape, and both pivots to its
staff smooth and true, and everything else seems
to be all right; what is the matter in this case,
Mr. Keystone Expert?

Of course, it is difficult to give an opinion
from descriptive statements ; we should look for
trouble, however, in the " motion-work " (dial-
wheels). Never give up such a puzzle, stick to it
until you find the solution ; it will be golden ex-
perience to you.

"PERPETUAL MOTION."—(1) Has a perpetual
motion ever been invented; and does the Gov-
ernment offer a reward, and, if so, how much?
(2) How can I tell the different grades of Elgin
movements by the number?

(1) We have heard of a great many perpetual
motions being invented, but never knew of a sat-
isfactory working model. No government would
be silly enough to offer a reward for a physical
impossibility. (2) There is no way only to study
the illustrated catalogues. If there was any thumb-
rule for readily designating the several grades, the
numbered movement system would be no protection
to the retail dealer.

" ADJUSTED."—What is the value of adjusting a
watch; is it merely to make work and get a high
price? And can a cheap watch, like a No. 75, be
made to keep as fine time as a high-grade ad-
justed, like a No. 88 Elgin? I. have been told
they could, but doubt it.

Adjusting is an important attribute of a
watch, and can only be applied or bestowed upon
a watch after it is supposed to be mechanically
perfect. No doubt the performance of a No. 75
Elgin movement could be greatly improved - by
careful adjustments, but that we could obtain as
satisfactory results from careful adjustments ap-
plied to one hundred No. 75, as to a hundred
No. 72 Elgin movements, is nonsense. The No.
86 Elgin is not claimed as an extra fine movement.
We should take the No. 72 or No. 91 movements
for extreme comparison. There is no definite
limit to what is termed adjustirig ; it may mean
very little, or it may represent a great deal.

Banquet of the New England Jewelers.

The annual banquet of the New England
Jewelers' Association was held at Tillinghast's
Assembly Rooms, Providence, R. I., on December
20th. The invitations issued were more numerous
than on any similar occasion' previously, and were
also more numerously responded to. The guests
and members were received by President Joseph
H. Fanning, and all were seated at eight o'clock.
At the president's table • were the following:
President J. H. Fanning, John C. Wyman,
Geo. A. Littlefield, A. A. Bushee, W. W. Fisher,
W. C. Greene, G. G. Berry, E. R. Barker,
M. S. Fanning, W. A. Walton, LeRoy Fales,
Robert D. Mas'on, G. L. Paine, G. H. French,
F. D. Heffron, F. P. Bonnett, J. P. Bonnett,
W. H. Riley, E. D. Sturtevant, S. E. Fisher,
James Campbell, O. C. Devereux, Edwin Lowe,
B. A. Ballou, J. M. Buffinton, F. T. Pearce,
A. G. Pierce, Secretary J. A. McCloy, H. G.
Smith, W. W. Middlebook, J. J. Fry, F. A.
Ballou, John Knox and F. S. Gilbert.

The decorations, the viands, the oratory and
the wit were all of the recherche order, and the
feast proved most eminently enjoyable.

At a business session of the members of the
Association, on the same day, the reports of the
officers were submitted—all of which were very
satisfactory. Secretary McCloy presented a report
of the progress of the movement for the exhibit
of the New England manufacturing jewelers at
the World's Fair. Many new members were ad-
mitted, among whom were S. Lederer, of the
Providence Stock Company ; C. H. Tappan, of
D. F. Briggs & Co., Attleboro ; F. B. Reynolds,
of Reynolds Jewelry Company ; and E. L. Kent,
of Kent & Stanley.

A Point in Favor of the Jobbers' Association.

Judge Lawrence, in the Supreme Court
chambers, rendered the following decision in the
matter of an application by the American Wal-
tham Watch Company and the Elgin Watch
Company for a more specific bill of particulars
from the Dueber Watch Case Company in the
latter's suit for damages against members of the
Jobbers' Association. He said :

The bill of particulars already served gives the names
and addresses of the persons and firms to whom notices
were sent, and who, in consequence of the receipt of such
notices, withdrew their patronage and thereupon ceased to
trade with the plaintiff; but no dates or times are given. I
think that the defendants are entitled to a further bill of
particulars, stating more definitely the times when the
former purchasers withdrew their patronage, and giving
some description of the goods and their value which, it is
claimed, said purchasers refused to purchase in consequence
of the receipt of the notices alleged to have been sent by
the defendants or their agent.

Charles Grimm, of West Chester, Pa., has an English
watch which is more than 2oo years old.

The Alvin Mfg. Co., of 86o Broadway, New York, is
now in possession of its new and large factory in Irvington,
New Jersey.

F. M. Whiting & Co., Attleboro, Mass., have all their
traveling salesmen in, and are rearranging their samples to
start them out within the next two or three weeks.

Joseph Noterman & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, tendered a
banquet Christmas Eve to their employees, several of whom
were recipients of handsome presents from the firm.

Codding Bros. & Heilborn, of North Attleboro, Mass.,
have moved their New York export office to 178 Broadway,
where they will share quarters with Waite, Thresher & Co.,
of Providence, R. I.

The Waltham Clock Company has manufactured a
clock for a firm in that city that they guarantee will mit
vary six seconds a year. The clock is run by weights,
however, and not by electricity.

Ft. Atkinson,W1's.,
January 2, 1893.

The Keystone:
The thing is getting to a head.

It begins to look as though I must
either fish or cut bait. I've turned
a tolerably deaf ear to ailyour invi-
tations, requests, entreaties, stamped
envelopes, anything, everything—but
you don't let up. The thing's getting
hot. I must either come to time or
your awful, inevitable draft will
loom up like Banquo' s ghost. So I
surrender I Hold back that terrible
draft ; restrain the dogs of war. I
inclose herewith draft No. 2015, on
Fourth National Bank, New York,
to your order, for One Dollar.

Now let " The Keystone" be
magnanimous. Look at the date
of the draft, October 21,1.892. On
that day I actually procured it for
" The Keystone." Instead of send-
ing it to you at once, I waited for
the writing of a letter to you, and
for safekeeping chucked it into a
shot-bag with the change from the
money drawer, and so into the safe
at night—and it has been in and out
of that shot-bag night and morning
ever since, waiting for the letter
that never was written. With many
jammings, crumplings and maltreat-
ment one section of it finally suc-
cumbed and dissolution threatened,
but I gummed it together with a
piece of one of Wendell (5. Co.'s
stickers and saved it for to-day.

Hurrah for "The Keystone" !
Long may it wave ! It is a most
excellent journal. I compliment
the gentleman who has charge of the
delinquents. He is polite but per-
tinacious. I extend herewith the
assurance of my most distinguished
consideration. Yours,

Chas. Learned.

Might we ask
Whence arises this good-humored and pecu-

liarly American response to what Mr. L. is pleased
to term our " pertinacity "? Whence, but

st.i —From an inner consciousness on his
part that THE KEYSTONE is extra-
ordinarily big value for extraordi-
narily little money.

2 —From an intuitive feeling and an
ultimate admission in the shape of a
dollar that it was, and would be,
a business blunder for him to over-
look so liberal an offer.

3rd.—From his just interpretation of our
each succeeding request for a sub-
scription as a " polite " upbraiding
of him for his persistent loss of an
opportunity so valuable to himself.

The above letter is typical of a portion of
our daily correspondence. There still remain a
few jewelers outside our fold, and these we are
determined—politely determined—to make sub-
scribers. They are becoming subscribers, too, in
the same good-humoredly apologetic manner as
Mr. L. They all congratulate us—some on our
" pertinacity " ; some on our " push " ; some on
our " enterprise " ; some, we say it in all humility,
on our " talent." Their dollars please us ; their
good opinions delight us ; both urge us to still
greater efforts—efforts to make our paper still
worthier of such liberal appreciation, and our-
selves still worthier of such hearty good wishes—
efforts to bring all within our fold ultimately,
though we may sometimes be temporarily un-
successful. If you are one of those whom we are
still after there is no need to point the moral for
you. The New Year, we warn you in time, has
added a fresh installment to our " polite but perti-
nacious " determination.
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Trade Notes.

E. A. Gomez, formerly of 139 Decatur Street, New

Orleans, has removed to zo9 Decatur Street, same city.

Geo. Porth, Jefferson City, Mo., recently caught the

thief who some time ago robbed S. Beck, Dallas, Texas, of

diamonds.

THE KEYSTONE acknowledges with thanks the receipt

of a daintily designed and interestingly compiled calendar

from M. D. Rothschild, 45 and 43 Maiden Lane, New York.

Mrs. V. Wood, Springfield, Mo., gives notice that she

will not be responsible for any debts contracted under the

firm name of V. Wood, nor liable for any goods bought

under that name.

Chas. F. Wood, diamond importer, i69 and iv Broad-

way, New York, has taken into partnership his brothers

John B. and Elmer E. Wood, who were previously associated

with him in the business.

. The National Association of Jobbers in American

Watches will hold its ninth annual meeting, January 17th,

at VD A. H., in the banquet hall of the Cafe Savarin, in the

Equitable Building, New York.

P. S. Park, Mexia, Texas, was robbed on December

3oth of a number of watches, cases, movements, rings,

lockets, etc. A reward has been offered for the capture of

the thief or the return of the goods.

The fifth annual meeting of the Jewelers' and Trades-

men's Company, of New York, will be held at the office of

the company, 187 Broadway, January 16th, at to o'clock

A. M. The directors for the ensuing year will be elected.

Those of our readers who have no more use for their

November, 1892, numbers of THE KEYSTONE, would confer

a favor by returning same to this office. We would also be

pleased to be in receipt of the January, March and April,

1892, numbers.

Peter Courversier, the brawny traveling representative of

J. T. Scott & Co., New York, was home recently after a

five-months' trip, and reports a good trade. He was on the

right side on election betting, and wears an immaculate silk

tile in consequence.

We are under obligations to the Rev. B. F. Patterson,

superintendent of schools, Pottsville, Pa., for the use of a

number of photographs showing places of interest in and

around that city. We appreciate the reverend gentleman's

kindness and courtesy.

Martin Brunor, of 17 John Street, New York, on

assuming control of the electro-plating and polishing works

formerly run by Clewer & Brunor, was the recipient of a

large floral horse-shoe from his employees. The piece bore

the inscription ,‘ Good Luck."

I. J. Sharick, Tacoma, Wash., is an embodiment of

enterprise, and eniinently successful. Advertising he has

reduced to a science, and a phamphlet, to hand, is a gem.

What is worth doing at all is worth doing well, and the

little phamphlet is another proof of it.

The prize of two hundred dollars offered by the New

York Herald for the most appropriate design for a silver

service to be presented to the United States cruiser New

York, has been won by Charles Osborne, head of the

designing department of the Whiting Manufacturing

Company.

Nordman Bros., the enterprising San Francisco, Cal.,

jobbers, have issued a handsomely-compiled and copiously-

illustrated catalogue of watch cases and movements. The

compilation is very complete in every respect, and when in

the hands of the trade will much facilitate the ordering of

goods. Secure a copy.

The firm of Lissauer & Sondheim, 12 Maiden Lane,

New York, has been dissolved by mutual consent, Mr.

Sondheim retiring from the business. Mr. Lissauer has

joined in partnership Max S. Kallman, D. H. Lowman and

Alex. Boehme, who will continue at the old stand under the

title of Lissauer & Co.

The beautiful and artistically designed emblems,

medals, pins, etc., manufactured by Hunt & Fuller, 73

Nassau Street, New York, have made gigantic strides in

popular favor during the past year. The demand for this

class of goods is increasing at a rapid rate, and a better

article is yearly sought after. This latter fact accounts for

the great success of the makers referred to, a fact that it

might profit retailers to keep in mind.

A. Landsberg, European buyer for L. Black & Co.,

New York, recently returned from Europe with an attract-

ive line of opera-glasses.

Jewelers who want an up-to-date clock sign, should

procure one from Lon. Barnhart, 908 West Madison Street,

Chicago. His clock signs are beauties, and have elicited

unstinted praise from all who have had one erected. They

give an entirely new look to the store.

The Columbian fountain watch-oiler will be found a

boon by practical jewelers. It is manufactured by Ira L.

Green, St. Regis Falls, N. Y., and fills a want of the

genuine long-felt variety. It is a decided improvement on

all watch-oilers now in use, and has already elicited many

encomiums from competent judges.

Ex-Missionary J. T. Thornton, yclept Rev." by the

fraternity, the clerical-looking Western representative of

J. T. Scott & Co., 4 Maiden Lane, New York, returned

recently from a very successful five-months' trip through the

Northwest, and left on his spring trip January 5th. Mr.

Thornton used to deserve the venerable title; but since his

initiation in the brotherhood, he can manufacture " fibs"

and hypnotize ladies with the proverbial facility of " the •

boys." Jack is progressing.

Wm. F. Kemper, of St. Louis, Mo., has -wound up an

unusually successful year's business, and has just celebrated

its exit by putting in his renovated and now very handsome

store a Diebold fire and burglar-proof safe with two-inch

chrome steel lining, and all the latest improvements. This

is an iron and steel-clad proof of the copious prosperity that

is rewarding the indefatigable energy -of the very efficient

secretary of the National Retail Jewelers' Association.

" More power to his elbow," say his friends in the trade,

and TIIE KEYSTONE echoes the wish.

The management of the Philadelphia Optical College

laid its foundations deep and strong, and when the chief

instructor, Dr. C. H. Brown, founded the correspondence

department, he builded better than he knew. This de-

partment has been a phenomenal success from the start, but

with restless discontent the course has been constantly

enlarged and improved, as an extended intercourse with

opticians indicated, until now it has reached such a state of

perfection and affords such unlimited satisfaction, that

further improvement seems well nigh impossible.

Sol. K. Jonas, who has been with L. Black & Co.,

178 Broadway, eleven years, has been admitted into part-

nership in that firm. Mr. Jonas is a personification of

energy, and his accession to part-proprietorsnip forebodes well

for this popular house. The following salesmen will

represent the firm on the road: S. Aaronsberg, who has

during three years acted in a similar capacity for John

Scheidig & Co.; T. Harold Marsh, in the West ; Charles

M. Cassal, in New York and Pennsylvania; and Henry

Anthony, formerly with L. Black & Co. in. Detroit, Mich.,

in Ohio and Indiana.

A Hundred-Dollar Diamond for Fifty Cents.

" Please, Mister, will you buy this for fifty cents ?" piped

a ragged, little Boston street Arab, perhaps a dozen years

old, one cold evening in December, his little cnin'scarce on

a level with the show-cases in Wilson Bros.' jewelry store.

The clerk saw at a glance that in the boy's outstretched

hand gleamed and sparkled a pure white diamond, weighing

perhaps a carat and a half. It was mounted as a screw-

stud ; and closer inspection showed it to be affixed to the

dealer's original card, bearing weight, cost and selling price,

the two latter marks in private characters. The boy, who

claimed to have found the stud in a doorway, was perfectly

unruffled by Mr. Wilson's instructions to an employee to

call up police headquarters by telephone and ask an in-

spector to come down at. once. While awaiting his arrival

the boy chatted freely about the circumstances of his lucky

find, but seemed unable to comprehend its value; and, later

on, turned over the gem to the officer of the law with as

little concern as though it had been worth one dollar instead

of one hundred. The inspector's theory was that the

diamond had been stolen by some shop-lifter, who had

either lost it or thrown it away to avoid detection, and that

it had been subsequently and legitimately found by the-boy.

Under the law, the finder, not the government, becomes

entitled to the property unless the original owner turns up.

In either event Messrs. Wilson Bros.' prompt and honorable

course is to be commended, especially in these days when

stolen articles are so frequently offered at temptingly low

prices. This is probably the lowest on record—a hundred. 

dollar diamond for fifty cents.
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The Silversmiths' Company.

The certificate of incorporation of the Silver-

smiths' Company, with a capital of twelve million

dollars, was recently filed in the County Clerk's

office, New York. The silverware manufacturing

companies at present comprised in the new corpo-

ration are the Gorham Mfg. Co., the Whiting

Mfg. Co., Dominick. & Haff, the George W.

Shiebler Co. and the Towle Mfg. Co.

The names of the incorporators are Edward

S. Innet, Wm. A. Miles, Charles Shiebler and

Adelbert J. Dunham. The directors are Edward

S. Innet, William A. Miles, Bartow Drake Smith,

Thomas Midlan, Moses Weinman, Albert White,

John T. Brown, William D. Barclay, John W.

• Hesse, John J. Brady, A.delbert J. Dunham,

J. Bruce Bonny and Charles Shiebler.

The Silversmiths' Company is authorized by

the articles of incorporation to acquire the prop-

erty of any firm engaged in a similar business, to

assume its liabilities, and to give cash, shares of

stock, or obligations in payment. The firms or

companies whose property it thus acquires, will be

allowed to do business on almost any terms the

directors may deem beneficial.
The organization of the Silversmiths' Com-

pany is said to be for the purpose of securing a

uniformity of methods among the different com-

panies engaged in the trade, especially as regards

the quality of the material used. In this respect

it resembles the Goldsmiths' Company of London.

In Great Britain the quality of all silverware

sold is guaranteed to the purchaser by the hall-

mark of the Goldsmiths' Company, a company

chartered by the English Parliament, and acting

under strict laws intended to insure one uniform

standard, i. e., sterling (1-902h fine). The leading
American silversmiths adopted this standard of
sterling many years ago, and the trade-marks of

these manufacturers have been accepted as a guar-

antee equal to that of the English hall-mark.
The maintenance of this uniform standard aa

a guarantee to the public of intrinsic value, is

given as the chief object of the new organization.

6.1 consider THE KEYSTONE an essential part oir
the capital of every successful jeweler."—JAMES G.

MAREE, 106 Levering Street, Manayunk, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Can His Watch Identify Him?

A somewhat touching illustration of the
advisability of all retail jewelers keeping a record
of the numbers on all watch cases and movements
sold by them has just been brought to our notice.
Some time during last summer the dead body of a
man was found in Lake St. Clair, and nothing
was discovered on his person that could in any
way lead to his identification except a gold watch.
Attempts to identify him by the watch, however,
have so far been a failure. The timepiece had a
Waltham movement, No. 5182544, enclosed in a
Jas. Boss filled case, No. 2038144. The move-
ment and case can be traced, of course, from the
makers to the jobbers, and from the jobbers to
the retailers, but whether they can be traced
farther remains to be seen.

Every retail jeweler should keep a record of
the numbers of all watch cases and movements,
and the names of the persons to whom they were
sold. In case of theft, such a record is very
necessary, as only one man in twenty, perhaps,
knows the numbers on the watch in his pocket.
Many thefts could thus be detected to the glory of
the retail jeweler. Such-a .record, we are aware, is
now kept by most retailers, and the instance cited
above reveals one of its many uses.
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News and Gossip from the Great
• West.

ST. JOSEPH, MO., January 3, 1893.
The holiday trade in St. Joseph, among the jewelers,

was unusually large despite the fact that two of the largest
stores were having closing-out sales. The large dry goods
stores put in a line of clocks, jewelry and silver novelties,
and our largest crockery house had a fine line of clocks and
silver novelties on display. But the jewelers did the Christ-
mas business of the town, and seem content. Other lines
were simply not in it, and the drug stores, dry goods stores
and clothing people complain that the jewelry stores got
most of the holiday gift-buying trade. This trend of trade
toward the jewelers is largely due to the extensive adver-
tising of the trustee's closing-out sale at the old-established
house of Baldwin & Co., and R. U. Hendrick's closing-out
sale "to meet competition." Our daily papers never before
contained such extensive announcements from jewelers, and
their reward was certainly ample.

I sincerely wish," said A. P. Clayton, trustee of
Baldwin & Co., "a most prosperous and happy New Year
to the trade all over this Western country. The jewelers
here in St. Joseph, with but few exceptions, did a fine
business—so much so that I bear our merchants in other
lines complain that most of the holiday buying went to the
jewelry stores. The advent of 1893 is apparently auspi-
cious, and with hogs at six and seven dollars per hundred-
weight, cattle on a rising market, and grain also, I can
see no reason why the end of the year should not find the
jewelry trade of this great Missouri Valley country in a most
prosperous condition."

Jacob Goodlive, Jr., for many years one of St. Joseph's
leading jewelers, had the misfortune to fall on our icy pave-
ments during the holiday season and break his leg. Though
silll confined to his home, his broken limb is healing fast,
and his friends hope to see him around again soon.

Among the late trade visitors here we will mention
George Essig, Plattsburg, Mo. ; John Mesing, Hanover,
Kan.; C. W. Frodsham, Savannah, Mo. ; J. A. Mitchell,
Mound City, Mo. ; W. E. Fiegenbaum, Oregon, Mo.;
Burnett Bros., Severance, Kan. ; S. A. Griffen, Maysville,
Mo.; and C. H. Wilson, Savannah, Mo.

Frank Krebs, jeweler, with R. U. Hendrick, this city,
who was burned about the hands and face by the explosion
of a gasoline stove in the store during the holiday rush, has
completely recovered, without serious injury to himself.

Frank Barger, of the firm of Woodstock, Barger &
Hoefer, Kansas City, Mo., has this to say about the holiday
trade in that section : "We think, without any exception,
the jewelers here have all had the best business they have
experienced in three or four years. Some of them tell us
their sales have doubled over last year. As far as heard
from in the country, the jewelers all send in good reports.
Our trade was ahead of any previous year and we are more
than satisfied. Nothing in the way of failures yet; some-
how we do not feel or have any fears in that direction
t1,is year."

J. L. Teeters, of Teeters & Scott, Lincoln, Neb.:
44 l'rade in Lincoln during the fall months, and especially
t!trough December, has been good—I believe better than it
has been for years, if not the best holiday business our city
has ever enjoyed. All our dealers here report a nice
increase over last year's business. It is safe to say that our
Lincoln jewelers are enjoying a right happy and comfortable
new year so far. As to my trade, I have no past years with
which to compare, but it Was away above my most sanguine
expectations. I sold more in the five months I have been

the jobbing business than I had expected to sell in a year.
We nave advices from as many as fifty country dealers, and
they eport fine trade without exception. - Collections are
qood, and the new year starts out with bright prospects for
heing a prosperous one among our Nebraska jewelers.

The store of the Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Company,
Kansas City, suffered from a fire Friday morning of Christ-
mas week. It originated in the engraving room and most
Df the damage was to that part of the establishment, though
the flames spread to the main floor and seriously damaged
the jewelry and stationery departments. Loss on stock and
fixtures, $4000. The store was opened for business the
same morning by nine o'clock.

V. G. Cuthbert, Missouri and Kansas traveler for Otto
Young & Co., Chicago, spent Christmas week at Kansas
City, making his headquarters with Cady & Olmstead.

The stock and fixtures of II. A. Altman, of Emporia,
Kansas, have been purchased by R. M. Ruggles. The new
firm will be Ruggles Brothers.

John L. Teeters, the new wholesaler at Lincoln, Neb.,
begins the new year with a partner in the person of James
M. Scott, who for the past five years has been with G. W.
Marquardt & Sons, the well-known Des Moines jobbers.
Mr. Teeters graduated from the same house,.having been on
the road for them for four years previous to his embarking
in business at Lincoln. Mr. Scott. was also on the road for
the Marquardts for two years. The new firm is Teeters &
Scott, and is located in Hotel Lincoln Block.

Geo. L. Brenning, the well-known Western and South-
ern traveler for the Dennison Manufacturing Co., is
now making the rounds of his first trip for the new year,
among his Southern friends. He will see his Missouri and
_Ii.ansas trade next month.

Jeweler Walter Sperling, of Seneca, Kansas, one of the
pioneers of the trade in his section, prosperous and much
respected, has removed into larger and more commodious
quarters.

Our friend C. L. Hoefer, of Kearney, Neb., has taken
in a partner in the person of Finis Barney and moved into
more commodious quarters. Success to the new firm.

Fred. Essig, son of George Essig, the well-known
Plattsburg, Mo., jeweler, has lately returned from a several
months' stay at Hutchinson's Practical School for Watch-
makers, La Porte, Ind., and will soon open up a new store
in Plattsburg.

Jacobs Bros., Atchison, Kansas, have lately moved to
a new location on Commercial 'Street, Atchison's leading
thorough fare. •

W. E. Chilton, with J. A. Norton & Son, Kansas City,
has accepted a position with the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co.,
St. Louis, and will enter upon his new work the first
of February.

W. E. Fiegenbaum, formerly in the employ of W. M.
Rowe, Lawrence, Kansas, has established himself in busi-
ness at Oregon, Mo.

Geo. Eckart, who has had a varied career in the jew-
elry business at Lathrop and Kingston, Mo., in the past ten
years, has returned to his old Pennsylvania home.

William C. Manifold, now located at Farmington,
Iowa, but formerly doing business in Wymore, Neb., and
Jewel City, Kans., will soon move into a new storeroom.
The business is carried on under the name of I. M. Mani.
fold, his wife.

G. Heitkemper, the former well-known Nebraska jew-
eler, formerly located at Columbus and Hastings, and who
three years ago removed to Portland, Oregon, has had a
thief brought to grief. Frank Magnus has been sentenced
in Portland to imprisonment for one year in the penitentiary
for stealing opera-glasses and jewelry from his store.

The gold excitement in the Wichita Mountains, seventy-
five miles southwest of Elkins, Oklahoma, is increasing in
volume daily, and the only thing that stops the onslaught of
the eager gold-hunters is that the new Eldorado lies within
the forbidden territory belonging to the Kiowa and
Comanche Indian Reservation.

Stanley Glidden, who formerly represented the L. Bau-
man Jewelry Co., St. Louis, in Missouri and Kansas, and
at different times represented other St. Louis and Chicago
jobbers in the same territory, has recently gone into the
retail business at Sacramento, Cal., where he purchased the
store and fixtures of the Samuel Jelly estate.

Ed. R. Moses, of G. N. & E. R. Moses, Great Bend,
Kan., thus writes of the holiday trade in western and
southwestern Kansas, as well as preaches a sermon which
will interest THE KEYSTONE family:

44 It has been a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year to the trade in our section of the country, and would
have been better if wheat had brought even a reasonable
price. Our trade runs principally to watches, chains, rings
and necklaces. Card-goods trade goes to the dry goods and
furnishing stores, e., the cheap trade ; good goods always
to the jewelers. We fealize the fact that the best trade
seeks the legitimate channels, and that the jeweler who
keeps up his stock, understands his business—in selling and
showing his stock as well as knowing how to repair work—
is the one who will get them and stay. The great trouble
with some jewelers is, they have spent most of their time in
knowing how to repair, and know but very little how to
sell. They dislike to wait on customers, and, if a little
cranky, dislike to leave work in hand to show goods.
Some are trifling and untidy, and never keep their store in
order and inviting. A jewelry store, of all stores, should
be neat and pleasant to behold. How many are not this
way ! You, readers Of THE KEYSTONE, answer. If you
find yours this way, go and clean it out of rubbish, old boxes
and paper scraps. Polish your cases and windows and
stock. Re-card your goods, and then polish your manners,
soften your speech. Not only brush, but wash, the dirt
from your clothes. Quit grumbling and wearing a long face
—it drives away customers. Have a smile for all that come
in, and let them see a smile on your face when they leave,
whether they buy or not. Never run down a competitor;
speak well of all or speak of them not at all. You will

find this builds up your trade, if you are prompt to attend
to it, more than all the kicking and fighting you can do
against illegitimate houses, and wholesale houses selling to
same, etc., etc. Of course the retail trade must be pro-
tected by the wholesalers as far as they can, also by
manufacturers, but don't think everything depends on these.
They will be fighting this question after we are all gone
from the. face of this earth.

"The great question that should come to each one of us
is: How am I to succeed in my business? You will find
the answer sooner or later. Not so much by the help of
others as by your own work and get-up, remembering the old
adage, "God helps those who help themselves." Well,
you can see I am from windy Kansas. If I have blown
too much sand and grit into your faces this time, I can come
at you next time as mild and meek as a lambkin in a
Kansas summer's sun. It is needless to say we like THE
KEYSTONE, and have watched its growth from leanness to
fatness with pleasure."

• A Beatrice, Neb., correspondent writes as to the holi-
day trade in his section:
" Christmas comes but once a year, and does not

always bring good cheer. It is an anxious time to many
a hard-working jeweler. Compelled to anticipate his trade,
and provide a large stock df expensive goods, is it any
wonder that he views its daily approach with many a doubt
and fear?

"The excellent holiday trade of last year had sharpened
the appetites of the Beatrice fraternity, and led them to
anticipate a repetition of good trade this season, even to a
greater degree than last year, conseguent on the growth of
the city and the better financial condition that the country
people were thought to be in. But as anticipation is said to
be greater than realization, the majority of Christmas-goods
dealers are said to have secured a good dose of the former,
which has no commercial value in making January settle-
ments. The trade is here represented by Silas W. Wads-
worth, I. J. Molby & Co., J. H. Alden, Geo. R. Ark wright,
Miller & Brown, and E. F. Sheldon.

44 S. W. Wadsworth, the oldest-established jeweler,
reports through his manager, Mr. W. A. Watson, an unsatis-
factory trade as compared with his holiday trade last year;
but in general they are strictly 4in it.'
" I. J. Molby & Co. have an active and growing busi-

ness, and have made some good sales which older houses
failed to get.

44 J. H. Alden, who has been conducting a 4closing-
out ' sale for some months, finds it a successful modern
method of disposing of old stock, and is continuing his sale.
Christmas helped him out finely.

Miller & Brown, successors to U. S. Miller, keep a
nice, clean stock, and were moderately successful. Mr.
Brown, the junior member, is a young man of push and
enterprise.

"George R. Arkwright reports a good trade in Christ-
mas presents of moderate price. The holiday rush was not
equal to former years, and was easily cared for. His new
location helped him in this season's trade to a large
degree.

"Rumor is whispering about our fine-looking friend
Arkwright, and 'tis said that he will soon take unto himself
a life-partner. Cards will be next in order.

"E. F. Sheldon, lately returned to Beatrice, found the
holiday trade slower than in former years."

E. W. Fenton, Wymore, Neb., reports through his
watchmaker, Mr. Albright, that Christmas trade was excel-
lent, that goods moved lively with them, and that they made
one good diamond sale.

The thief who robbed the jewelry store of Ed. Teape,
Canon City, Colo., the middle of last month, has been
caught, and some of the goods found on his person
returned. Teape several years ago carried on .a jewelry
store at McPherson, Kansas.

0. M. Atwood, formerly of Clifton, Kansas, and latterly
of York, Neb., is now with M. B. Wright & Co., Kansas
City.

The jewelry store of Charles Howe, Nickerson, Kans.,
was burned out just as the holiday season set in. Mr.
Howe was mayor of Nickerson, and was formerly traveling
salesman for the Illinois Watch Company.

Davis & Parmenter, of Newton, Iowa, are among the
up-to-date jewelers who do not believe in hiding their light
under a bushel. The compiler of their little advertising
book, a copy of which has been brought to our notice, has
done his work in a manner far above the average.

Somewhat Negligent, though an Admirer.
WELLSTON, OHIO, December itit, 1892.

THE KEYSTONE.
GENTLEMEN :—Your "solicitor " just received. I was

not waiting particularly for a stamped envelope, but as you
were kind enough to send it, I will make use of it by enclos-
ing within it one dollar. I am an admirer of THE
KEYSTONE, and find more than enough useful information
in each number to pay me for the dollar invested. I can
only plead neglect on my part for not responding when I
was first notified of my year's subscription being up. Hop-
ing this will satisfy you as much it relieves- myself, I remain

Respectfully yours, H. S; RUPP.
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our goods create such a great demand for

popular Sterling Silver Flatware among the

medium classes ? Or,

Did the medium classes create such a great demand

for our popular Sterling Silver Flatware?

This may be hard to answer ; but nevertheless it is
a fact that at no time has there ever -been such a de-
mand for Sterling Flatware among the medium classes,
nor has there ever been a line so salable as ours.

The largest retailers use our goods for their
popular trade.

The smaller retailers, who never handled much
Sterling Flatware before, find our wares the most staple
goods in their stock.6

We manufacture STERLING FLATWARE ONLY, which pre-
vents that similarity between Sterling and Plated Ware, so noticeable in a
retail jeweler's stock, who purchases both from one manufacturer, and which
deteriorates the attractiveness of the Sterling wares and renders it unsalable.

No manufacturer can produce both without a certain sameness in
character, which is bound to work injury to the Sterling goods.

Remember us when in need of popular and
salable patterns of Sterling Flatware.

Our prices are right, our terms are liberal, and
we are easy to get acquainted with.

The Junior Rococo."
A New and Fashionable Pattern.

Bright Finish.
Teas, 8, to and 12 OZS. to the dozen.
Dessert Spoons and Forks, 15 and 20 OZS. to the doz.
Table 44 44 44 20 " 26 " " " "

SOLD BY WEIGHT.

The Oneida."
A New and Serviceable Stamped Pattern.

Bright Finish.
Teas, S and so ozs. to the dozen.
Dessert Spoons and Forks, 15 and 18 ozs. to the doz.
Table it di C6 20 t, 24 ti 44 44 ‘4

SOLD BY WEIGHT.

WENDELL MFG. COMPANY,
The Silversmiths for the Medium Classes.

NEW YORK,
After April 1, 1893.

93, 95 and 97 William Street,
Near Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
63 to 69 Washington Street 528 and 530 Market Street.

FACTORY, A. I. HALL & SON, Agents.

Washington and Franklin Sts.

Mb,
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THE PIONEER OF

JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS

Col. J. M. Rutherford,
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618 Chestnut Street, Room 7,

Philadelphia, Pa.

M
Y business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. 

My methods are original, and have been imitated by many others

since I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have 
made a failure of an auction, and have succeeded in selling stocks

in many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. 
If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot dispose

of old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another 
locality ; or if you wish to reduce an over-large stock, or realize a round sum in cash—

write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your 
store, and the number of inhabitants of your town, and I will frankly tell

you my idea.of your prospects of success with an auction. My experience has been so 
extended, that you might safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, as

well as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made 
auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to my personal

responsibility. My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the 
unvarying success of my work.

All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.

All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and 
replied to at once.

-------,

Refereges 1111 Permissioi
OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH, Nrw YORK,

CHARLES L. KRUGLER, Nrw YORK.

GEORGE L. STREETER, NEW HAVEN. CONN.

WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTFORD, Conn.

HENRY .J. YOUNG, JOLIET, ILL.

WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH, Minn

THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, EAST SAGINAW, MICH.

BURT A. HURLBUT, DETROIT. MICH.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, LANCASTER, PA.

REED. McGRANN 6. CO., BANKERS, LANCASTER, 
PA.

H. Z. RHOADES & SON, LANCASTER, PA

GUSTIE RHOADS, LANCASTER, PA.

H. MUHR•S SONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA, PA

BURT DENNISON, ASHEVILLE, N. C.

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.

PERKINS & PYNE HARRISBURG, PA.

W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA, PA.

ALBERT FRANZHEIM, WHEELING, W. VA.

C. F. VON KANEL, MASSILLON, Ow°

MARTIN BOCK, HAZLETON, PA.

JOHN A. WORRELL, WASHINGTON C. H., OHIO.

S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, Conn

P. I #:;zt7- 1;.0%) qW;;:kW•;:XK-i - _/-5'-Bfs1-*Mcd-_,S5P-e4

One
Columbia
Suggestion

All about Columbias in a

book of Columbias.

Free for the asking.

BOSTON.

When you

buy a bicycle,

buy a Columbia,
simply because there

is no other bicycle so

good as a Columbia.

POPE MFG. CO.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

"NICKEL."—Please give the price of pure nickel in
the bar, or as it comes before it is rolled into
anodes.

Granulated nickel is worth seventy-five cents
per pound before rolling. Rolled nickel for
anodes is sold from one dollar and ten cents to
one dollar and fifty cents per pound..

"WATCHMAKER."—Desires to know where he can
procure sea shells, used as novelties.

Our correspondent does not say whether he
wishes large shells to work up, or small ones for
watch-charms. Many very pretty cameos are cut
from the pink conch-shell. This shell is also used
as a trumpet. We have in Philadelphia no exten-
sive dealers in marine curiosities. Can any of
our readers name some house which handles such
goods?

" SPOT."—How can I color the silver solder-spot,
left after soldering steel spectacles, so it will not
show ?

After the job is done, and the bluing re-
stored to the steel, touch the silver spot with a
fine-pointed pencil-brush wet with a freshly-made
solution of liver-of-sulphur. Any of the oxydizing
solutions used for silver will answer the purpose.
A darker and more permanent color can be given
by touching the silver spot first with a dilute solu-
tion of nitrate of mercury. If a good joint is
made but very little solder is required, and, con-
sequently, but a small " silver spot " will show.

"RUNS TOO FAST."—I have a G. M. Wheeler key-
wind movement that has been in use quite a
number of years, and kept good time until about
six months ago, when it took to running too fast,
gaining an hour or more a day, without any
cause that I can detect. Has a splendid motion,
is clean, and hairspring does not catch in regu-
lator-pins ; cannon-pinion is tight. What is the
matter ?

Sometimes a new mainspring will be so
strong as to cause a watch to " bank"—that is, the
jewel-pin will make an entire revolution each way
and strike on the outside of the fork, causing it to
gain. Loss of a screw or two out of the balance
would account for the gaining. Balance-arm strik-
ing the curb-pins so as to cause a recoil but not
stop the watch, would also do it. Listening to
the beat when held to the ear will probably reveal
the cause, except screws lost from the balance.
In cleaning or some other repairs, did not the
hairspring get changed for one belonging to some
other Elgin movement?

"LACQUER."—Please inform me where I can find
out how to lacquer brass ; or can you give me a
recipe for the same P

Lacquers all have as their base, shellac dis-
solved in alcohol or methyle (wood) spirit. To
produce the different shades, like " pale gold,"
"old gold," "red gold," etc., various coloring
substances are added, like saffron, gamboge or cape
aloes for yellow, and " dragon's-blood," " an-
notto," " red saunders wood " for red. By mixing
yellow and red lacquer, various shades of. orange-
red can be obtained. Brass to be lacquered is
polished to mirror-polish, either by buffing or
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burnishing, and heated to about the temperature
of boiling water, when the lacquer is applied—just
so the hand can be applied to it, is a good tem-
perature. When work is to be left dull, it is
immersed in dilute nitric acid, the metal surface is
then depolished, afterwards rinsed and dried, and
the bright spots brought out with a burnish. This
treatment is done, of course, before lacquering.
The lacquer is applied with soft camel's-hair
brushes made especially for the work. Four ounces
of shellac to one pint of alcohol is about the proper
proportion. Frequently we find recipes for lac-
quers with other gums combined, but we think
with no advantage.

" ELECTRIC CIRCUIT."—We have made an electric
clock and want to connect it to our regulator,
which beats seconds, and have the pendulum to
close and break the circuit ; will you please advise
us of the simplest and best method of doing
so? We have tried letting a fine point on the
pendulum pass through mercury, placed in a small
cup. This worked very nicely until the mercury
seemed to coat over with something like dross,
which collected on the point, and prevented it from
making a perfect contact. If there is any way to
prevent the coat on the mercury, please inform
us. We are now trying two coils of very small
copper wire, one placed on each side, so the
point on the pendulum will touch as it vibrates.
This makes the regulator run much faster,
although the coils are very weak, and seem to press
against the pendulum very lightly.

Read our reply to " Electric Clock " on an-
other page. You might try a graphite point
passing through the mercury cup ; connecting the
graphite point to the zinc pole of the battery.
Contacts from springs, no matter how light, will
never give good results.

not get paid for his work, and, consequently, the
question comes up, " How can I with little labor

make this job all right?" The seat E can be ex-
panded a little with a nicely-made hollow punch.

Such a„ punch is shown at Fig. 4. They cannot

be bought, consequently must be made if the

luxury is to be enjoyed. The way to make them
is to select one of the larger hollow punches in

your staking-tool set, with a hole in the end about

one-tenth or one-twelfth of an inch in diameter.
Next lay in a stock of four or five pieces of Stubs'
wire, which will go friction-tight into the hole in
the end of the staking-tool punch. Fig. 5 shows
at G a portion of such a staking-tool punch, and
F, a sub-punch such as we are supposed to be
making. In making these little punches (F) we
place a piece of wire in a split-chuck, and care-
fully center and drill the hole h, Fig. 4, and turn
off the end at Ito a dull edge; and after hardening
and tempering, our punch is done. A set of these
should be made of about ten sizes of holes, care-
fully graded. Such a set of punches is invaluable
for setting escape and other wheels. For expand-
ing E, Fig. 3, set one on the face at o o, Fig. 3,
and, resting the lower face in vi on the riveting-
stakes, spread E a little ; then place the pinion in
a true cement-chuck,and turn the upper end of E to
perfectly fit the hole in the escape-wheel. If the
seat E perfectly fits the escape-wheel, very little,
if any, riveting will be needed. For bending or
straightening escape-wheel arms, special stumps

•4•-,
,c19*
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"ROLLA."—(1) Will thank you to inform me of
the best method of truing a steel escape-wheel
when a tooth or arm has become bent. (2) Best
way of truing lower pivot to duplex staff, when
bent. The staff has a slotted roller-jewel upon
it. (3) How can a broken corner of an alabaster
clock-case be rounded off and polished to look
well? Can it be done with such too1.3 as watch-
repairers use or can make?

(I) It is very seldom a steel escape-wheel
tooth or arm becomes bent, except by some " ex-
pert " trying to true up a wheel staked on crooked,
or a pinion pivoted out of true. In cases where

. the trouble is clearly in the pinion, we should
apply the remedy to the fault, and not seek to
make one mechanical lie cover up another. We
perfectly understand the horrid trash the watch-
repairer has to encounter in the practice of his
trade, and the stingy compensation he receives for
it; but still we would, in no instance, be understood
to countenance " botchery." In a case where an
escape-wheel pinion has been badly pivoted,
throwing the wheel out of true, both in the flat
and in the round, our advice would be to break
off the untrue pivot, and put in a new one. In
some instances the trouble comes from an escape-
wheel being badly fitted to the pinion ; as, for illus-
tration, suppose a workman turns the seat on a
pinion for an escape-wheel tooth too small, as
shown in Fig. 3, where D represents the pinion,
and E the wheel-seat. Now, let us imagine the
inside diameter of the hole in the escape-wheel to
be represented by the dotted lines c c'. If, in
staking on the wheel, the hole in the wheel presses
the pinion-seat only on one side, as shown at g,
it leaves an open space at the opposite side; if the
wheel is staked on in this condition, the wheel is
thrown out of round twice the error in the diam-
eter of the pinion-seat—or, in other words, if the
pinion-seat is turned TAT of an inch too small,
the wheel will be thrown out of round TAny of an
inch. The true remedy in this case is a new pin-
ion; but, in most instances, the workman would

can be employed in the staking-tool, as shown at
H H', Fig. 6. These stumps can be made of
hard brass or soft steel, with a hole at j5 to receive
the pinion. In the face of the stump H a con-
cave groove is turned, as shown at k, Fig. 6. By
grinding off the face of H a little obliquely, as
shown at the dotted line j, the groove k can be
made deep on one side and almost ground out on
the other. To bend or straighten an escape-
wheel arm, it is placed on H, and, selecting a
portion of the groove k adapted to the bend we
desire to make, and resting the punch I on the
arm, gently tap it with a light hammer. The
hole p in hr, being larger than the pinion, allows
the arm to be moved along under the punch so as
to make a gradual bend. For cylinder escape.
wheels, stumps must be provided small enough to
go inside the teeth. (2) A pair of soft, broad-
pointed and strong tweezers is about the best tool
for straightening a pivot. Holding the balance in
one hand, and the tweezers in the other, proceed
to manipulate the pivot to get it straight. By re-
volving the balance one-quarter of a revolution,
we can judge when the pivot is straight. On
testing the staff in a pair of truing-calipers, we
find it does not run true, a bend remaining, prob-
ably in the small brass collet below the jewel. We
heat the staff and remove the jewel, and place the
staff in a cement-chuck, truing by the upper part
of that portion of the staff on which the roller-
Jewel is placed ; and after the ,cement sets hard,
proceed to bend the lower part of the_stafflintil it
runs true. (3) Real alabaster is quite s.oft, and
can be readily filed into shape. After the file,
use emery-paper of different grades to smooth the
surface, then polish with a wet cotton-flannel
cloth dusted with putty-powder.
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Watchmakers' Tools, and How to
Use Them.

an inch
Two of

L
APS for correcting

scape-wheels are

best carried by

a special arbor,

which also serves ad-

mirably as a pivot-

polisher. We would

premise by saying that

the device for holding

the laps is somewhat similar to others

we have previously described ; still, it has

novelties and advantages enough about it

to be well worth the attention of the

working members of the craft. We show

at Fig. 1 a side elevation of the device.

To make it we require three pieces of

thick, hard sheet-brass about an eighth of

thick and three-fourths of an inch wide.

these pieces should be about one and one-

fourth inches long, and the third about two and

one-fourth inches long. These three pieces are

seen edgewise at B .13' B". The piece shown at

C should be made of round brass rod fully three-

eighths of an inch in diameter, and one and one-

half inches long.
We show at Fig. 2 a plan-view of the plate B

as if seen in the direction of the arrow a, Fig. 1.

The dotted circle at C shows the position of the

pillar C, and the small circle e the hole where

the screw goes which attaches the plate B to the

foot of the column C. To insure rigidity and

steadiness, two steady-pins are inserted in the

holes c c, which pass into the lower end of the

column C. If we imagine the plate B, Fig. 2,

cut apart at the dotted line f, and make use of

the portion to the left of said line, we shall have

a perfect view of the top plate 13' as if seen in

the direction of the arrow i, Fig. 1.

The screw g goes through the hole e into the

top end of C, and the security of the union

between B' and C is enhanced, as before, with

two steady-pins through the holes c c. The cock

placed below B, as shown in Fig. 1, is

shaped the same as B in Fig. 2, except the portion

to the right of the line j is cut away, and we

bend it to the shape shown at B", Fig. 1. This

cock B" is secured to the plate B, Figs. i, 2 and

3, by the screws b b. A vertical section of a part

of Fig. I, on the line 1, is shown at Fig. 3 as if

seen in the direction of the arrow k, Fig. 1.

We show at A, Fig. 1, the arbor or axle of

the lap F which is intended to do the grinding or

facing-off of the teeth of an escape-wheel. This

arbor A goes through the hole A, in the plates B

B', as shown in Fig. 2. To compensate for wear,

the plates B B' are split as shown at m, Fig. 2,

and the screw n inserted to close the parts to-

gether and cause A to run steady-and free of side-

shake. The arbor A is made of a piece of Stub's

steel wire about two and one-fourth inches long,

and three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, and

tempered to a hard spring-temper, or, at 'least, as

hard as it will turn well.

Such a piece of steel wire is shown separate at

A, Fig. 4. It should be carefully centered at each

end, also drilled and countersunk for the lathe-

centers. The end at .9'. should be drilled about

one-fourth of an inch deep for holding a push-

button when the device is used as a pivot-polisher.

The parts of arbor A between the lines ii r and t

u should be very carefully turned, so as to have

them perfectly cylindrical, and as nearly as pos-

sible both of the same size. Between the dotted

lines r s is placed the collet H, which serves a

double purpose ; that is, it acts as a pulley for turn-

ing the arbor, and also serves for the lap F to rest

against. The lap is placed between the dotted

lines s v; this part of A should also be very care-

fully turned in order that the•laps may, in every

instance, go on exactly the same.

The laps, of whatever material they are made,

should be about one-sixteenth of an inch thick,

and pressed securely against the face of the collet

H by the spring-disk L. This disk, which is

shown separate at L, Fig. 5, is made of thin steel

or hard rolled German silver, cut out to the form

represented, the arms x being bent downward so

they press with elastic force on the back of the

lap F. The pressure needs be but quite slight.

For holding the spring-disk L pressed against the

lap,, a short sleeve I is provided, which slips on

the arbor A, and is held in place by a pin put

through the hole p. Between the sleeve I and the
lower part of the piece B', goes a very light spiral

spring, shown at J., Fig. i. The action of this

spring J- is to keep the arbor A pressed downward

until arrested by the double screw K Af as shown

in Fig. I.

The idea is, the screw K is hollow, and the

smaller screw Af passes through the center so the

axes of both screws coincide. Upon the screw K

is placed a jam-nut w, which prevents K from

turning by the action of the smaller screw M.

When ,the screw K is depressed as far as it will

go, the face of the lap F should be about one-

tenth of an inch below the center of the lathe.

Acting under this imposed condition, we can make

the plate B one-eighth of an inch thick, and have

the pulley or collet H a trifle over one-eighth

of an inch thick, if we are fitting the grinding

device shown in Fig. i to a Whitcomb slide-rest

of three slides.
Let us imagine we have a brass escape-wheel,

the teeth of which we wish to correct. For this

purpose no lap can be employed which will give

better satisfaction than a steel one. To make such

a lap, we take a steel disk about one inch in dia-

meter, as shown at F', Fig. 6. We fit the hole at

A very carefully to the arbor on which it is to run,

and turn the edge to the shape shown at Fig. 7,

which is a side-view of Fig. 6. The disk F' is

now hardened as hard as fire and water will make

it, and the broad, flat side rubbed with emery and

oil on a ground-glass slab until it is dead-flat and

smooth. To give the face of the lap a cutting

surface, we mount a rough splinter of diamond in

a handle as shown at N z, Fig. 8. We shall have

to defer the method of using until our next
interview.

H. J. Heinrichs, My Jeweler," in Sedalia, Mo., has

removed from East Second Street to Ohio Street, where he

has a larger store and better location. Mr. Heinrichs now

has one of the leading stores in Sedalia.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,   Of Carter, Sloan 8t Co.

J. B. BOWDEN,  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.

Second Vice-President,
HENRY HAYES,  Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,
DAVID UNTERMEYER,   Of Keller & Untermeyer.

Treasurer,
BERNARD KAIRSCH,   Of Bernard Karsch.

Secretary,
GEO. H. HODENPYL,   Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

H. H. Burrs,   Of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
N. H. WHITE,   Of N. H. White & Co.
F. KROEBER,   Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
HENRY ABBOTT,  Of Henry Abbott & CO.
JOHN C. DAY,   Of Day & Clark.

For further information, application blanks for membership,

by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broadway, New York.

First Vice-President,

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee was held at the Alliance office on

Friday, December 9, 1892. There were present

Henry Hayes, vice-president ; Bernard Karsch,

treasurer ; Messrs. Kroeber, Day, Burkman, and

Geo. H. Hodenpyl, secretary.

The following were idmitted to membership:

Henry Bockstruck, i i East Seventh Street, St.

Paul, Minn. ; Myron L. Bowen, Fort Madison,

Iowa ; August Basse, Quincy, Ill. ; Chapman &

Armstrong, Galesburg, Ill. ; M. C. Conner, Bur-

lington, Iowa ; Chas. L. Crawford & Co., Peoria,

Ill. ; Eldredge & Penny, Springfield, Mass.;

R. C. Eldridge, Milford; Mass. ; Fred. Eynatten,

Peoria, Ill. ; Eyssell & Hickman, 1062 Union

Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. ; Alex. Fuhrman,

616 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan. ; C. I.

Lee, 516 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan. ;

A. J. Schifeling, Peoria, Ill. ; Chas. H. Trask,

Galesburg, Ill. ; J. C. Wieting, Peoria, Ill. ;

Wilbur & Peterson, Galesburg, Ill. ; Frank Le

Bron, Keokuk, Iowa ; B. J. Dunning, 542 Min-

nesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan. ; C. C. Paule,

Burlington, Iowa ; John Woollett, New London,

Mo. ; James A. Benneson, Quincy, Ill. ; Baldwin

& Co., St. Joseph, Mo. ; A. E. Elbe, Blooming-

ton, Ill. ;

4, You will please find enclosed 81.00 as subscription

for your valuable paper, as I find that it is hard to get

along without it. For a fact, I feel lonesome."—F. W.

HANCOCK, Mason City, Iowa.

Don't Forget Names.

An old merchant lately remarked to the writer that his

early success in trade was largely due to making it a point

to never forget faces and names of customers. He said:

,4 I was always at my front door during the busy season, and

when a customer entered whom I had met before, I was

quick to meet and greet him by name. It always had a

good effect, and it placed him at ease. No matter how

sensible we may consider ourselves to be, we are always a

little chagrined when we meet those who should remember

us, but do not, and say to us, Beg pardon, I have forgotten

your name,' or I cannot remember you.'

It makes a very agreeable impression upon those who

have seen us but once or twice to be met at the door and be

called by name. Mr. Brown, how are you ? How is trade

in Brownville ? Glad to see you in the market! ' at once

enlists his attention. You touch a chord of sympathy and

show him he has occupied your thoughts, and he does not

forget it. This may seem a small thing, but life and trade

are made up of small things ; and it is the little streams

that make the rivers.
It pays to know your trade. On the young man it

leaves a lasting impression, and he always remembers the

merchant by whom he was accorded a kindly welcome."

This has been the experience of one of New York's

old, honorable and successful dry-goods merchants. Our

general salesmen understand the value of remembering

names and faces ; and how much better do they feel when

their customers are met, recognized and welcomed by a

member of the firm. The retail dealer ought fully to appre-

ciate this, especially the young merchant who has a trade

to establish.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

No. 1315.

EON & Moe AlirO1111 Co.
(Formerly S. D. Mills Jewelry Co.)

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
AND

Watchmakers for the lerade.

FINE TRADE REPAIRING.

FINE WATCH REPAIRING.

MANUFACTURING OF BADGES, MEDALS, TROPHIES, and

SPECIAL DESIGNS OF FINE JEWELRY TO ORDER.

We carry in stock plain oval, plain and engraved BAND AND STONE RINGS,
fine gold EMBLEM CHARMS, DIAMONDS and DIAMOND MOUNTINGS,
which we should be glSd to send on memorandum to responsible jewelers.

STEXkLIMG SILVER FLAT E.Q3ARE.

sommarst spoons.

WE SELL THE JEWELRY TRADE EXCLUSIVELY.

DIA:MOM:40
These Goods are NICE WHITE GOODS, such as no jeweler need be ashamed to show.

No. 1275.
Fine Diamond, list $16.00. Fine Diamond, list $24.00. Fine Diamond, list $24.00.

No. 1316. No. 1348.
Fine Diamond, list $28.00.

No. 1352.
Fine Diamond, list $28.00.

No. 1351. N 1322. No. 1345. No. 1346.

No. 1343.
Fine Diamond, list $28.00-

-- No. 1354.Fine Diamond, list $28.00. Fine Diamond, list $30.00. Fine Diamond, list $42.50. Fine Diamond, list $48.00. Fine Diamond, list S44.50.

We illustrate only a few of our leaders. We carry in stock a Large Line of Diamond Rings, Studs, Drops, Pins, etc., and should be glad
to send memorandum packages to responsible jewelers who contemplate buying.

EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.
(FORMERLY B. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

613 Keith & Perry Building,
gth & Walnut Sts.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.00.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal,
$9.75.

Our advertisements in the leading monthly and
weekly journals, in which we show these few
leading patterns and quote their retail prices are
creating a demand for The " Bryant ' Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

suzrAwne*celIT
10 /vtAIDEN LANE -NEW YORK.

.7••

OLDEST RING MAKERS IN )411,ERIC.A.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. a Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent, 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$13.50.

Eugene Deimel,
whole.% ewer,

157 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, M ich.

A full line of the following goods
always in stock:

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,

CHARMS,

TOOLS AND

MATERIAL.

A 40 81

Orders for Materials and Jewelers' 'Findings accurately filled
on shortest notice.

Orders for The Latest Novelties and

NEWEST STYLES_ promptly filled.

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

All enterprising
Jewelers should
have a complete

outfit of

Rolling
Mills,
Lathes, etc.

If you are not fully equipped,

write at once for our Catalogue.

• 11/ pry/ !Fp,

HA3E0 TIM ItAROX$1 ItINN.

W. W. OLIVER,
New Factory, 1483-1485 Niagara St.,

E31JPVINL.O. N. Y.

IMPORTANT

To Manufacturers of Watch Cases and Jewelry.

Seamless
Solid Gold, Silver,
Brass and Copper Tubing
For Joints and Jewelers' Hollow Wire Work, in

all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS,
NEWARK, N. J.Boudinot St.

FOR SALE MY ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" GOLD COIN."—Will you inform me of the quality
of American gold coin, and whether all denomi-
nations of American coin are of the same quality;
also as to English and other foreign gold coins P

All American coins, gold or silver, are nine
hundred parts out of a thousand fine. English
gold coins, since 1851, are nine hundred and fif-
teen and five-tenths parts in a thousand fine.
English shillings, since 1816, are nine hundred
and twenty-five parts fine. French gold coins are
eight hundred and ninety-nine parts fine. Ger-
man gold coins are the same as United States
coins, nine hundred parts fine.

" OREGON."—In October, 1892, number of THE
KEYSTONE, page 1000, " Tinner" asks how
over-banking can be remedied in Swiss and
English watches which have no guard-pin.
Your answer leads me to believe that the old
crank-roller and curved, pointed fork had escaped
your memory. I enclose herewith an enlarged
drawing of such a fork and roller, and would say
to " Tinner," there is no remedy but to lengthen
the lever by annealing and tapping it near the
fork With the pane of a small hammer—of course,
first removing the pallets. After the proper length
has been obtained, the lever should be hardened
and repolished. He must use judgment in the
work. It would be well for him to look after the
hole-jewels to the balance-staff, and also the
steady-pins of the potance and cock, as he might
remedy the over-banking by putting these posts
to right.

We thank our friend " Oregon" very much for
his extremely pertinent and proper suggestions.
But we would beg to say we had in no way lost
sight of " the old crank-roller " ; but inasmuch as
such fork-actions are now seldom met with, and
the guard-point fork safety-action quite numerous,
we think yet we answered " Tinner " as be de-
sired to be replied to.

"PUZZLES."—What is the 'reason that some , people
bring a watch back that I have repaired, and say
it "stops," or "runs fast" or " slow,'? and "does
not keep time" ? I put the same watch in my
pocket without doing anything to it, and it runs
to perfection. Can you explain this P

A watch might stop in the pocket of a man

who is accustomed to more violent exercise than
yourself, and not in yours. The usual causes for

such " stoppers " are guard-pin or point engaging

the roller, or poor motion and out of beat. The
writer's method, when a customer complained

his watch did not keep time, was to inquire with

what timepiece he compared it. Usually it is

some clock entirely unreliable. Another not in-

frequent reason is, the party owning the watch

belongs to that class of people who see ghosts and

kill snakes - feet long. It will not do to tell

such people your precise opinion of what they say..

The writer used to pursue the plan with such men,

when he ran a repair shop, in such instances

as he knew the watch in question was perform-

ing well, of suggesting or saying to the owner:

" Now I have.been carefully over your watch, and

find everything in perfect order except the hair-

spring ; this, I think, is all right, but it may possi-

bly have developed a flaw, which can only be

determined by noticing how it performs, in which
case, if it still runs erratic, it will require a new
hairspring, and cost you two dollars." Usually
the prospect of having to pay more on the
contingency of the watch not performing satis-
factorily will greatly improve its way of going.
It is when the owner can worry the watchmaker
on his guarantee, where the customer " gets his
work in," as the boy says.

" COMPENSATION-PENDULUM."—I saw a pen-
dulum to-day of which I send you a rough draw-
ing. It was made of five steel and four brass
rods, fastened to thin brass cross-pieces. The rods
were all pinned to the upper cross-piece, and
only two to other cross-pieces ; pendulum-ball
hung to lower cross-piece. Will you kindly tell
me where the compensation comes in here P Is
the escapement in best quality of Swiss regulator
movements jeweled P

We think the pendulum illustrated was what
the boys call a " bluff." The dark rods in the cut
show the steel rods, and the small circles the fast-

enings. Some very fine Swiss regulators are not
jeweled, although the finest one, we think, we ever
saw was jeweled in the escapement. We might
add that very few of the finest regulators made in
Switzerland find their way to this country.

"BRASS HORN."—I have a brass horn to solder in
two places ; but I could not get the solder to ad-
here to the brass, except at one joint, although I
scraped it perfectly clean and used a proprietary
soldering-fluid. What kind of fluid must I use
to do the job P

You failed to say whether you used soft or
hard solder. If you used soft solder, you can
get no fluid better than pure zinc dissolved in mu-
riatic acid, heating the acid to about one hundred
and twenty degrees F., and putting in all the zinc
the acid will dissolve. If you employed hard sol-
der, there is nothing better than simple borax.
We presume you did not heat the part hot enough
on which the solder failed to flow.

" ELECTRIC CLOCK "—I hare built an electric clock
which I intend to put on the street. The only
trouble I have with it is in the circuit-breaking.
I made a bow-roller, and inlaid a piece of plati-
num, as shown at Fig. 1, where A represents the
roller, and a the platinum strip, which every
revolution connects the light springs B B',
making an electric circuit every one-half minute.
In the course of time the platinum gets black
and the roller passes without making electric
connection. Is there any electric circuit-breaker
which is reliable P I wish you would give me
full instructions.

We know of no entirely reliable, " dead sure"
circuit-breaker. Platinum is a great favorite. It
is good policy, in all electrical lines with broken
circuits, to make the interruptions of as long inter-
vals as possible ; as in your case, instead of one-
half a minute intervals, make them a full minute.
This will double the lasting qualities of the plat-
inum connection. We recently saw a circuit-
breaker made with a graphite point which dipped
into a cup of mercury every minute, the graphite
point being attached to the zinc pole of the

battery. The arrangement is shown at Fig. 2,
where F represents a long, flexible copper spring,
attached to a stud E, the elasticity of the spring
almost compensating for the.weight of the graphite
point G and copper socket d. The ivory eccentric
D, turning on the axle n, lifts the spring F and

graphite point G out of the mercury-cup C, thus
breaking the electric circuit. We have never em-
ployed the graphite point; but the party using it
claimed that, with a point of good Siberian or
Cumberland graphite, the working was very satis-
factory. We do know, however, that with platinum
connections the contact surfaces have to be
" brightened up " frequently. This is one of the
causes for the disfavor which electrical clocks have
fallen into.

" EXCELSIOR."—Please inform me how to repolish
old silveroid cases to look like new—what pow-
ders to use, and methods of using. Is it neces-
sary to plate with a battery after polishing P

Hard, stiff, rotary brushes in a polishing-
lathe, with emery and oil, or emery cake (emery
and tallow), are employed for taking out scratches.
The cases are now washed to remove coarse grit;
then brushed with stiff brush, with tripoli and
oil ; again washed, and then brushed and buffed
with rouge. No electro-plating is required except
for color. In that case, the nickel-plating is
applied after the tripoli-brushing, and then the
nickel-plating is polished by buffing.

" MILLING-TOOL."—I have been making and using,
from time to time, a milling-tool shaped as shown
at A, Pig. 1, for cutting diamond-settings to
receive the stone. It cuts only at the point A',
this part being provided with milling-teeth, and
cuts all the prongs at once. I understand that
recently a party has had a milling-tool patented
very similar in form to mine, except it cuts also
on the side, as shown at B", Fig. 2, and is in-
tended to cut one prong at a time. Now I wish
you would kindly inform me, if I should make a
mill with teeth like a file, as shown at Fig. 5,
would I be infringing or. this patent P

If you will turn to page 40, of August, 1890,
KEYSTONE, you will find almost precisely such a
mill described ; and also, October, 1890, page 14,
you will find described and illustrated a mill for
half-pearl and turquoise-settings, which we show

irs:9, Fig: 2
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again at Figs. 3 and 4. The pearl-setting mill
illustrated at C, Fig.. 3, undercuts by the milling
edge at a, and in setting a pearl it (the pearl) is
pressed to one side under the projecting part of
the seat cut by the mill Cv, shown at b, Fig. 4,
after which the ledge or projection 6' is forced
forward and over the pearl E with the small ball-

.faced punch F, and securely held in place.
About three punch-marks should be made
opposite to b. As regards evading the gentle-
man's patent by cutting teeth, as shown at Fig. 5,
we do not think the form of teeth would be
material. We think the device is common prop-
erty by usage years ago.
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OUTFIT REQUIRED.

In this connection the use of the retinoscope
may be mentioned, or, in other words, " the
shadow test." This is a procedure only brought
into use of late years ; and while it is described
as popular and effective, yet it really does not
seem to be coming into common use very fast.
The method is learned and executed only
with considerable difficulty, and depends. on the
movements of the fundus reflexes when reflected
light is thrown into the eye and the mirror is
rotated about its vertical or horizontal meridian,
these movements being different for the different
wfractive errors. These movements are dependent
on the condition of the emergent rays—those from
an emmetropic eye being parallel, from an hyper-
metropic eye divergent, and from a myopic eye
convergent. The use of the ophthalmoscope and
retinoscope in the diagnosis and correction of
refractive errors will be fully and thoroughly ex-
plained and demonstrated later on, when we come
to the proper chapter.

8. Perimeter. I have included a perimeter
in the optician's outfit, but I do not urge it as an
actual necessity. It is an instrument rather for
the use of *the physician than the optician, al-
though the latter can also profit by the informa-
tion gained by its use. It has been devised for
testing the field of vision, to ascertain its extent
and to detect the existence of any blind spots.
It therefore has nothing to do with direct vision,
or with the vision of the yellow spot, or with the
vision that can be corrected with glasses ; but
deals only with indirect vision, or the vision of
the retina outside of the yellow spot. Detailed
directions for .its use will be given at another
place in this work.

CHAPTER IX.

METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
We have now passed through the theoretical

portion of our subject, and this brings us to the
practical part. The foregoing chapters have been
devoted to theory (so called), while the remaining
chapters will treat of practice ; or, in other words,
the balance of the work will show how to put
into practical use what was learned in the former
chapters. We have treated, with considerable
attention to detail, the theoretical subjects em-
braced in our treatise. To many opticians these
matters may have seemed dry and uninteresting,
and perhaps some may have even thought them
unimportant ; but they are the necessary founda-
tion, deeply and securely laid, without which the

lasting superstructure of a successful optician can
not be builded. That is to say (and I cannot
make the statement too strong), no optician can
make a reputation for himself and build up a
growing optical business, unless he is grounded
in the scientific principles of his profession.
Otherwise, where is he better than the country
storekeeper who sells glasses, or the itinerant ped-
dler? Otherwise, why should he claim the title
of " optician " ? An optician is really a person
skilled in the science of optics, and this is the
original meaning of the word ; but in latter years
the significance of the word has been changed,
and the title assumed by any dealer who keeps'for
sale a stock of spectacles and eye-glasses, however
small. This should not be, but only those
persons should be called opticians who have had
special training and acquired special knowledge
and skill, and no reader of this work should
content himself until he has measured up to this
standard.

The science of the examination of the eye
in a healthy and diseased condition is of recent
growth. It might be called the " metrology " of
the eye, which literally means a discourse on the
measurement of the eye. It is only within the
past fifty years that the physician was able to
ascertain much more than the simple fact of
perfect vision, or impaired vision, or no vision at
all. In the latter class, two grand divisions were
included under the names of amaurosis and am-
blyopia, which Landolt says were differentiated
as follows : " In amblyopia the patient saw
nothing, but the physician saw something ; in am-
aurosis, neither the physician nor patient saw
anything." That is to say, the word amblyopia
was used to include all those visual defects which
were produced by changes visible to the eye of
the physician, such as opacities of the cornea,
etc. ; while, on the other hand, all those diseases
which had their origin and seat in the interior of
the eye, such as retinitis, choroiditis, atrophy of
the optic nerve, etc., and which were not ap-
preciable to the unaided eye of the physician,
were included under the general head of amaurosis.

The first important work in the line of the
examination of the organ of vision was accom-
plished by an Englishman by the name of Thomas
Young, who published the results of his studies in
the " Philosophical Transactions," 1793, just one
hundred years ago. He seems to have been a
man of unusual learning for his day, and his
views were so much in advance of his time that
they were neither understood nor believed by the
scientific men of that period. It is an interesting
fact that this same man, Thomas Young, was
affected with a considerable degree of astigmatism,
which he himself studied and corrected—this
being the first case of the kind that had ever been
analyzed or corrected.

After this, many scientific men labored in
the same field and worked along the same lines,
one by one adding little by little to the stores of
scientific ophthalmology, increasing and perfect-
ing the means of examining the eye, evolving the
laws governing the functions of refraction and
accommodation, and making practical application
of them in the detection and correction of the
various optical defects with which they had to
deal. This brings us down to Snellen, who de-
vised his classical test-types, which really formed
the first scientific method for the determination of
the acuteness of vision. Then followed the in-

troduction of the ophthalmoscope, the perimeter,
and the examination of color perception, the
addition of which makes our means of examination

of the visual apparatus very satisfactory and
quite complete.

In the examination of the eyes, as in any
other scientific undertaking, we should follow
some definite plan and conduct our examinations
in a systematic manner. This is absolutely neces-
sary in order that nothing may be overlooked and
that we may accomplish our purpose with a
reasonable certainty.

Physicians divide their examination of any
portion of the body into objective and subjective,
and we shall observe the same division in our
examination of the eye. The object of the ob-
jective method of examination is to reveal the
condition of the eye in a state of rest, while the
subjective method is designed to make us ac-
quainted with the eye in a state of functional
activity—that is, to determine the condition of
the function of vision. These two terms are used
one opposed to the other, and it is important that
the reader have a clear understanding of them.

According to the dictionary, the term subject-
ive is applied to those internal states of thought
or feeling of which the mind is the subject;
opposed to objective, which is applied to things
considered as separate from the mind and as
objects of its attention. Thus subjective truth is
that which is verified by consciousness ; objective
truth, that .which results • from the nature and
relations of things. A subjective motive is an
internal feeling or propensity ; an objective motive
is something external to the mind*

Applying these conditions to the examination
of the eyes, a subjective examination is one which
can only be made with the assistance of the
patient, and depends on the information elicited
by the patient's answers. An objective examina-
tion can be made without the patient's cooperation,
without asking him a single question, and even
against his own wishes, as it depends on the
information which the observer is able to gain
from an external examination of the conditions
present, and which are visible or appreciable to
his educated senses. A subjective examination
reveals information which must come from the
mind of the subject, while an objective examina-
tion reveals such conditions as are objects of the
observer's attention. No examination is complete
unless it is both subjective and objective.

The objective examination usually comes
first, and begins with a general inspection, which
is accomplished at a glance, of the appearance of
the head and face and eyes of the patient. Now,
the shape of the head and face and the form of
the eye sometimes indicate the condition of
refraction present. Hypermetropia is due to a
want of development or an arrested development
of the eye in length ; while myopia, on the
contrary, depends on an over-development or an
elongation of the eyeball in its antero-posterior
diameter. This difference in the form of the eye-
ball is sometimes accompanied by changes in the
shape of the head and face, and indicated by the
appearance of the features of the patient ; a flat
face indicating hypermetropia, and a full face and
prominent eyeballs indicating myopia.

A lack of symmetry in the two sides of the
face, one side being more prominent than the
other, would point to the possible existence of
anisometropia, a condition in which there is a
difference in the refraction, one eye being myopic
and the other hypermetropic. Other forms of
asymmetry of the face, such as a deviation in the
median line and a lateral curvature of the nose,
often occur in persons who are astigmatic as well
as anisometropic.
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The most Scientific •

The most Complete chool for OphIcians -The most Practical
The most Thorough IN AMERICA. INCORPORATED, 1838.

0 UR claim is based upon the number of successful students we have graduated
during the past seven years, who are clearing from $3000 to $5000 per year.
Our instructions in the use of Prisms (a new and thoroughly practical method

taught only by us) is alone worth the price of tuition. We give more individual instruc-
tion to each student in one course than is given elsewhere in three courses, knowing
from practical experience that nothing but individual instruction qualifies a
man thoroughly as a practical optician.
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If you desired /anther and useful  instructions in watchmaking, would you seek to pro--cure SUCH by a mail course? Because ii*ssibilities are promised can they be given ? NO.

= We can and do honestly guarantee to all earnest students of optics to put them in ten timesbetter shape in ten times less time than can be done by any correspondence course. We con-tinue in consultation with our students after they leave us, upon any point not fully under-
-.IAp . stood or in any difficult case. Having had the students under our personal supervision we
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know just wherein they may need light, and they do get further light, fully and gratuitously. ii
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A N EW FEATU R E.—Hereafter the Calcium Stereopticon, with its Microscopic Attachment, will be used,amply illustrating with lifelikeness, all the diseases of the eye and errors of refraction with prismatic projections. There will betwo or three cross=eye and cataract operations done before each class. Twenty beds in the Hospital in constant use.
NOTICE.—Positively, we are the originators of teaching optics to opticians, and have graduated more successfulstudents than all colleges combined. The use of the OPHTHALMOSCOPE, in reference to the detection and correction of opticaldefects, thoroughly and firactically taught. January 17th, 1893, next class begins. See Chicago letter, this issue of THE

KEYSTONE, for notice of the January class, etc.

SOMETHING NEW TO TELL ALL OPTICIANS.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND CIRCULAR.

(MENTION THE KEYSTONE.)

jilaillo,111.0., Chicago Optillialmio College allgliospilal
607 VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO.
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Every retailer should make sure that every Chain he buys bears one of the following tags and has our stamp,
W. & S. B. *, on the swivels. This plan of stamping the initials of the manufacturer on swivels was originated
by W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to the contrary notwithstanding,) and is a guarantee of quality.

NOTE This, like our endorsement, can be proven.

W.& 8.B.*
1-4 Plate, 14 Karat,
o Warranted to

Assay 14 Gold.

Superfine Quality.

Swivel stamped
"14K. X "

.171a Reliable
  WI&S.B.*
•0 Globe Filled,

Seamless Wire,
Gold Soldered

Joints,
Warranted

lean.

Extra Fine Quality.

" Globe" inside.Swivel stamped .. w. & s. outside.

E0 W.& 8.B.Ir°
ssSeamle Wire.

Old. Reliable.

Regular Quality.

Swivel stamped
4'W. & S. B. *" only.

r WARRANTED 
3 Kt. Plate.

k -110 Kt.6old Solder
\,,SeamlessWireV,

Second Quality. Second Quality.

5"W. & S. B. *" inside. 44W. & S. B. *" inside.
Swivel stamp— Star and Crescent outside. Star and Crescent outside.

(THE ABOVE TRADE MARKS ARE PATENTED.)

Having received complaints that tags have been changed on our goods, dealers should note carefully that the
swivels are stamped with the quality to correspond with the tags, as noted above.

JANUARY, 1893 THE KEYSTONE

NEW YORK, January 2, 1893.

"Unprecedentedly large and proportionately remunera-
tive" embodies the general description of the holiday busi-
ness. If there are any dissatisfied, our peregrinations on
the Lane and elsewhere failed to discover them. The
traveling salesmen returned in time for the seasonable
festivities at their homes, and they, too, have nothing but
praise for 1892, deceased. In short, satisfaction with the
past and confidence in the future are the prevailing feelings;
and there seem to be almost as good, though less tangible,
grounds for the confidence as for the satisfaction. Stock-
taking, an arduous task, is now in order, and general house-
cleanings are being prosecuted with vigor, to get things in
order at once for another season's business. The banquet
of the Jewelers' Board of Trade will be the big social event
of this month in jewelry trade circles.

J T. Scott & Co. have started on another year's busi-
ness with a confidence begotten of dollars made and
patronage extended. Neither were the dollars few, nor
was the extension limited. As a diamond-supply emporium,
1892 has left them in a position that at once commands envy
and admiration.

Henry Zimmern, of Henry Zimmern & Co., 37 Maiden
Lane, returned recently from Lakewood, much improved in
health.

L. H. Keller & Co. are again attending busily to their
stocks, so as to shorten as much as possible the post-holiday
relaxation and force the beginning of the spring trade.
" Ever prepared " seems to be their watchword. They
grow eloquent over 1892 as a business year, and seem to
have no misgiving as to 1893.

Tiffany & Co. found work for twenty-five extra salesmen
during the holiday rush.

J. J. Donnelly, 73 Nassau Street, has issued a pretty
calendar for 1893, which he will forward to any of the
trade on receipt of their address. We have one of the
calendars before us, and it is well worth sending for by
reason of its combined prettiness and utility.

Willis B. Musser, secretary of the New York Standard
Watch Company, spent the holidays at his old home in
Lancaster, Pa. He has just returned to the city, bent on
making things hum in 1893. The " best watch in the world
for the money " has certainly one of the best advocates in
the world to proclaim its good qualities.

Papers were recently served on Levy, Dreyfus & Co.,
9 and i i Maiden Lane, by the Julius King Optical Company
of Cleveland, Ohio, to show cause why an injunction should
not be granted, restraining them from manufacturing and
selling the opera-glass holder covered by what is known as
the Mack patent.

Jonas Koch, of Koch, Dreyfus & Co., 22 John Street, is
about to sever his connection with that firm. His retirement
will not in any way affect the business, which will be con-
tinued under the same name. Mr. Koch entered this house
as an office boy, and his connection therewith has been of
twelve years' duration.

The chains of W. & S. Blackinton have gained fresh
laurels during 1892. Toward the end of the year so brisk
was the demand for their popular product that the employees
at their factory were kept working till toward the small
hours of the morning. Time is the test of merit, and the
test has been applied in this case with significantly profit-
able results.

H. B. Peters, 37 Maiden Lane, has returned from a
successful two weeks' trip along the Hudson River. Mr.
Peters made a record during the holidays for promptitude
in filling orders, and is determined, like Nancy Hanks, to
attend to the breaking of it himself. He presents a New
Year's greeting of the business 'variety to his numerous
patrons.

The result of the year's business of M. B. Bryant & Co.
reveals either a material extension in the constituency of the
far-famed Bryant rings, or a material addition to the ring-
wearing public—probably both. The volume of their
aggregate transactions for 1892 has been enormous—
eloquent testimony to the merit of their product. " Bryant"
seems to be written in letters of gold in the annular world.

Messrs. Averbach and I3arnett, formerly with Lissauer
& Sondheim, have just started in the jobbing business for
themselves. They will devote their attention to jewelry—
solid and roll-plate. 4
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The results of stock-taking in Hayden W. Wheeler

& Co.'s were, on this occasion, unusually interesting. An
exceptionally remunerative business of abnormally large
proportions is the encouraging sum total of the stock-takers'

researches. Their enterprise is limitless. It seems, like

the brooklet, to go on forever.
The annual banquet of the New York Jewelers' Board

of Trade will be held at Delmonico's, on January 26th.
The arrangements for the event have been already com-
pleted, and it is expected that the entertainment will surpass
all previous efforts. Covers will be laid for two hundred
and fifty guests. The members of the banquet committee
are G. E. Fahys, chairman; S. F. Myers, F. R. Simmons,
M. J. Lissauer, A. J. G. Hodenpyl, T. K. Benton and
E. V. Clergue.
" Prosperous " is an all-embracing word, and we were

not surprised to find Mr. J. J. Cohn giving it as a curt
definition of his business for the year just ended. Decem-
ber was an unusually busy month with him, and resulted in
an almost mysterious, but duly profitable,. disappearance
of stock.

The Whiting Manufacturing Co. will shortly remove,
it is said, from its present building at Union Square to the
building at the southwest corner of Eighteenth Street and
Broadway, at present occupied by George A. Castor,
merchant tailor.

E. Loeser, of Henry Dreyfus & Co., 25 Maiden Lane,
recently returned from a six weeks' trip to Europe.

B. Veit rang out the old and in the new with some-
what similar feelings—the former with a joyous satisfaction,
the latter with an almost equally joyous confidence. He
places his dependence for another year's prosperity on a
good stock, acquired prestige, honest business methods, and
enterprise—a pretty good footing.

Julius Klein, Southern salesman for Lissauer & Sond-
heim, and A. Green, who covers a portion of the South and
Pacific Coast for the same house, spent New Year's day
at home.

A bill drawn up by J. W. Riglander, of Hammel,
Riglander & Co., pertaining to the collection of revenue,
has reached the Ways and Means Committee in Congress.
The pith of the bill is contained in the first section, which
is as follows : " Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled, that from and after the passage of this act
each and every person coming into the United States from
any foreign country for the purpose of selling or offering
for sale or soliciting orders for any gooda, wares, or mer-
chandise, shall, upon his arrival in the United States, and
before he sells, offers for sale, or solicits orders for any
goods, wares or merchandise, procure, in the manner here-
inafter provided, a license, which shall be good for the space
of one year from the time it is granted. The fee for
procuring such a license shall be three thousand dollars, to
be paid to the officer authorized to issue the same, as
hereinafter provided."

Albert Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden Lane, have issued a col-
ored calendar that is unique in its way. The design represents
a beautiful female, holding in one hand a full-blown red rose.
Her costume is red also. Her wrists are ornamented by
bracelets, one band by a ring, and her bosom by a gemmed
crescent. In her hair is an imitation Sumatra gem, and in
her car another. The latter feature is a unique calendar
attraction, the stones adhering to the picture in a manner
that makes it quite realistic. The new office of this
Company in Providence, R. I., is reaching completion. It
covers an area of three thousand six hundred square feet
and has a frontage of ten windows. The space is divided
into a private office, a sales-office, stock and shipping-rooms
and storage quarters. The office will be a marvel of com-
pleteness in every respect.

The nominating committee of the New York Jewelers'
Board of Trade have presented the names of the following
thirteen gentlemen as their ticket for directors for the
ensuing year : E. J. Scofield, of Elgin Watch Company;
George E. Fahys, of Joseph Fahys.& Co. ; A. J. G. Hoden-
pyl, of Hodenpyl & Sons ; J. C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert
& Co. ; Max J. Lissauer, of Lissauer & Sondheim ; David
Untermeyer, of Keller & Untermeyer ; Frank H. Richardson,
of Enos Richardson & Co. ; J. B. Bowden, of J. B. Bowden
& Co. ; F. R. Simmons, of Henry Ginnel & Co.; Dairid
Keller, of Keller, Ettinger & Fink ; August Oppenheimer,
of Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith ; George M. Van Deventer,
of Waterbury Clock Company ; E. V. Clergue, of E.
Howard Watch and Clock Company. This list will be
voted upon at the next annual meeting of the board, which
will take place January 26th. At this meeting there will also
be elected a president, two vice-presidents and a treasurer.

There was a remarkable absence of robberies during
the holiday rush, and the skilled detectives on the Lane
have not only gained fresh laurels, but earned the gratitude
as well of the public as of the storekeepers.

An interesting case has just come to our knowledge of
a man, whom we shall style Mr. Opticio, who, having failed
in business and being left with nothing, obtained credit for
a small stock of spectacles and eyeglasses and a " make-
believe " instrument for fitting. Selecting a circuit in a
distant State, he advertised as the celebrated Dr. Opticio,
and apparently met with great success. After a time, his
own eyes becoming impaired, he sought a correction out of
his stock, but failed to find any relief, and he was compelled
to see an optician to be fitted for simple astigmatism. He
tried a correspondence course, but it failed to serve him.
He then read an article in THE KEYSTONE entitled "Some
Donts, Some Dos, and Reasons Why." This decided him
to visit New York and take the optical course provided by
the Spencer Optical Institute. He is now one of the most
successful and popular opticians of his State, and practices
his profession with a clear conscience and the knowledge
that he is benefitting, instead of injuring, humanity by
honest, careful work. Many will discover a moral in this.

Leo Wormer, of the Julius King Optical Co.,
Banquets His Friends.

The recent victory of the Julius King Optical Co., in
the matter of the Mack opera-glass holder, was celebrated
by Leo Wormser, the wide-awake manager of their New
York office, by a banquet given to a number of friends at
his home in the Empire City. The guests were J. T. Scott,
J. M. Morrow, Charles F. Prentice, H. A. West, George C.
Comstock, E. N. Erickson, H. Helborn, S. Goldsmith, J. H.
Upham, 0. 0. Stillman, B. Jacobsky, J. L. Shepherd, L. J.
Mulford and Albert Ulmann. Mr. Wormser, who extended
royal hospitality and entertainment, expressed in a neat after-
supper speech the great pleasure it afforded him to enjoy the
society of his friends on an occasion so happy and so aus.
picious for the interests of his company. Speeches were
also made by Messrs. Shepherd, Comstock, West, Mulford,
Upham and Ulmann, each of whom orated in his most
refreshing vein. Mr. Wormser took advantage of the
opportunity to present Mr. West, his company's attorney in
the big suit, with an extra check, as a mark of appreciation
of his services. The guests retired in the small hours of the
morning with a nourishing, exhilerating and somewhat ex-
pensive lining in their stomachs, gratitude to Mr. Wormser
in their hearts, and a sterling silver opera-glass holder as a
souvenir in their pockets.

441 place THE KEYSTONE first among all the
trade journals of my acquaintance."—A. F. BROCK-
WAY, Pasadena, California.

System In the Store.
A late issue of the Ohio Merchant contains the follow-

ing, relative to system in the store:
" Webster defines system as an assemblage of things

adjusted into a regular whole ; or a whole plan or scheme
consisting of a chain of mutual dependencies,' etc.
" The principle of system, in common with all prin-

ciples of action, is found in the operations of nature. The
man, therefore, who lacks system ' is out of line with
nature, and to be out of line with natural system is to be at
odds with the world and his surroundings. What the
rudder is to the boat, system is to the business, without
which it will helplessly drift beyond rescue. It is often
stated that men of genius are particularly noted for being
careless in their methods and habits of action ; but these are
not the geniuses ' who make a success in business lines.
We honestly believe that if a man were possessed of
sufficient capital and experience, and all the other factors of
success, but was totally lacking in system, he would surely
make a failure in business. Some of the principal matters
in which system relates to dealers are the buying of goods,
the arrangement of stock, the division of labor, the record-
ing of sales and accounts, and the delivery of goods to
customers. In the matter of buying, it is necessary that the
buyer should avail himself of a system which will keep him
posted as to goods needed or soon to be needed, and the
market prices and relative differknces in goods.
" He will therefore keep a record of goods asked for

but not kept, and new articles which are brought to his
notice by the trade papers or manufacturers' circulars. He
will also keep a record of current prices and quotations, and
freight and other allowances, to "enable him, when he buys
to purchase with intelligence in regard to his needs, and
with discretion in regard to the market.
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Midwinter Banquet of the New England
Jewelry Travelers' Association.

On the 22d of December the members of this Associa-
tion held their annual meeting, at which the following
gentlemen were elected to office : president, John L.
Shepherd, Keystone Watch Case Co. ; vice-president,
James C. Donnell, Ripley-Howland Mfg. Co. ; secretary,
Harry F. Hayes, Floyd, Pratt & Co.; treasurer, Wm. S.
Robinson, Ripley-Howland Mfg. Co. ; executive com-
mittee, Charles W. Finlay, A. Paul & Co.; E. II. A.
Pingree, Floyd, Pratt & Co. ; F. H. Elliott, Smith &
Patterson ; F. E. Buffum, D. C. Percival & Co. ; George E.
Morrill, George E. Morrill & Co.; auditing committee,
C. M. Ballard, Hayden W. Wheeler & Co. ; C. H. Buxton,
Dennison Mfg. Co.; and F. A. Bolcom, Rockford Watch Co.

After the meeting, all proceeded to the banquet-hall of
the Quincy House, where they enjoyed, as only drummers
can, a banquet that was all that could be desired, accom-
panied, too, by the music of one of Boston's most noted
orchestras.

After dinner, President Shepherd, who was toast-
master, initiated the oratorical portion of the entertainment.
He said:

Gentlemen of the New England Traveling Jewelers'
Association, I suppose it is not necessary for me to assure
you that it affords me a great deal of. pleasure to welcome
you at this our third annual mid-winter banquet. In doing

.56, I am very forcibly reminded of a saying of Col. Inger-
soll's, that when a man is hungry and finds a crust he
thanks God, but that when he sits down to a banquet he
congratulates himself. I know of no body of men that
have more cause to congratulate themselves upon sitting
down at a banquet than has this Club to-night; and you are
certainly to be congratulated that your hearts are big
enough, that you are generous enough, to rise superior to all
the petty annoyances and jealousies of the trade, and sit at
this banquet-table in peace and harmony, and in that spirit
of goodfellowship that characterizes the man who can do it
with sincerity as one of Nature's noblest works—a manly
man.

The only unwelcome guest here to-night is that unwel-
come guest—the guest of regret, whose mission it seems to
be to stand at the elbow of all mankind upon all joyous
occasions to mar his perfect pleasure ; for I know you all
join with me in regretting the absence of any of our
members. We are comforted, however, by the happy
knowledge that they are all alive and prosperous, and with
us to-night in spirit; and we can well afford, upon this happy
occasion, to make welcome that unwelcome guest of regret.

I shall not detain you with any extended remarks
to-night, as there are a number of toasts to be responded to,
and I say to you in the language of that very, very busy
man who wrote his parents that he had only time to write
them that his wife had just presented him with twins,
" More next time."

Before announcing the regular toasts of the evening, I
have a most pleasant duty to perform. • I am sure that our
honored guest, Commodore Morrill, will agree with me that
among all the faults charged against the commercial trav-
eler, he is never accused of ingratitude ; and that by reason
of his calling, by reason of his close touch with all mankind,
the commercial traveler is the best fitted of all the world to
judge correctly and appreciate fully that trait of human
nature that seems to inspire some men to ever seek the
opportunity to make smooth and pleasant the journey of life
of all those with whom they come in contact—a journey,
I am sorry to say, that we all do not travel upon with the
same prosperity and happiness.

It is said that there is no emotion that grows cold and
is forgotten so soon as that of gratitude ; but I seriously
question this, for I think it depends upon what one is
called upon to be grateful for, and whether we are expected
to return favor for favor. But we all know that the favors
of our honored guest are. never extended for selfish pur-
poses, and that they are inspired by that kindness of heart
and goodfellowship that makes him a friend to all. And
those of you who were fortunate enough to be with us at
our midsummer banquet, when the Commodore so kindly
tendered the use of his elegant yacht to the Club, and thus
afforded us an opportunity to enjoy his hospitality, will, I
am sure, agree with me that the gratitude of this Club is
•not of the kind that grows cold and forgets. In tendering
you, Commodore, this souvenir of that pleasant. day in July,
we simply wish to pay tribute to that kindness of heart, to
that hospitality and to that goodfellowship that endear you
to your friends and leave you without enemies. And we
trust that as often as you shall look at this reminder of that
pleasant summer day you will think as kindly of the Club
and its members as they shall ever think of you.

This souvenir was a reminder of the Club's outing with
him last summer. The souvenir was an oak panel, hand-
somely polished, and surmounted by a traveler's trunk in
solid silver, the work of the Gorham Mfg. Co. A silver
chain in lieu of a cord was attached, and the President
explained that it was intended as one of the furnishings of

• the Navarch's cabin. On the trunk was the following
inscription, beautifully engraved :

In remembrance of July 39, 1892. To Commodore Charles F.
Morrill, of the South Boston Yacht Club, from the New England
Jewelry Travelers' Association.

HN L. SHEPHERD, President.
HARRY F. HAYES, Secretary.

Commodore Morrill, of the South Boston Yacht Club,
in reply thanked the boys very warmly for their gift, and
spoke of the days he spent upon the road. He gave the
Club a very cordial invitation to make use of his yacht at
their midsummer banquet. At the conclusion of his re-
marks, the boys gave three cheers and a " tiger " for the
Commodore, and unanimously elected him an honorary
member of the Club.

The following letter was then read from Mr. Dan.
Stevens, ex-president of the Club. Its sentiments were very
highly appreciated, and Dan. was remembered in many
toasts:

" Who loves not women, wine and song,
He lives a fool his whole life long;
And no such fool am 1."

Mr. President, officers and fellow-members of the
Jewelry Travelers' Association of New England : When I
say that the illustrious poet who wrote the above-quoted
stanza thoroughly expresses my sentiments, you will possibly
have a faint conception of the sorrow I feel in being
compelled to forego the pleasure of attending your third
annual banquet. But in. order that you may more fully
realize the depth of despair to which I am plunged, I would
ask you to kindly have the band play a dirge in my behalf.
To me, as your oldest ex-president, the one bright spot in
connection with this anniversary is the knowledge that the
whole-souled gentleman from New York who will preside
over your festivities has, by his extended experience with
various institutions in this country, Canada and Maine,
acquired that happy tact which is so essential to the success
of all social occa.sions. It was largely due to his guiding
hand while vice-president that I was enabled to get through
my term of office without assassination, impeachment or a
trial for heresy. Dictionaries and encyclopedias fail to
furnish words powerful enough to express the good wishes
I send you for the success of your third annual banquet.
Don't forget the instructions of the renowned Irish philoso-
pher, but

" Take all the pleasure you can while you live,
For you will be a long time dead."

Owing to the thousand miles separating us, I am
compelled to suscribe myself

Yours in sorrow, DANIEL STEVENS.

First toast, " Our Club"—response by Mr. Fields:
Mr. President and gentlemen, in responding to the toast

of " Our Club," at this our third annual dinner, I will make
no reference to the two midsummer dinners that, as we all
know, have been made an excuse for a few favored members
to go to the beach under the pretext of having a dinner, but
for the real purpose of stealing some fellow's best girl away
from him, blowing her off to a fifty-cent clam-dinner and
inaking her think it was the midsummer banquet of the
Commercial Travelers' Association. It gives me great
pleasure to meet so many of the members here to-night, and
to know that our Club is in so prosperous a condition ; and
while we regret the absence of our worthy ex-president,
Mr. Daniel Stevens, we are consoled with the thought that
he is located in that paradise of all commercial travelers,
Chicago, and no doubt by this time has assumed the real
Chicago swagger, swears that Chicago is the greatest place
on earth, and has concocted a scheme to annex Boston to
that great city of the wild and woolly West that is to
inaugurate its millenium in 1893.

You all know why this Club was formed. For all of us
engaged in kindred lines of business to meet twice a year
and leave all business behind us, join hands around the
festive board, pledge each other in the flowing bowl, forget
all the sharp competition we have had one with another
during the past year,•and during which we have never lost
sight of the respect we owe to each other. It is on occa-
sions like these that we learn that our competitors are much
better fellows than we thought they were, and they doubtless
learn the same of us. If this Association has accomplished
all that, its organization and efforts have not been in
vain.

I am pleased to see with us to-night Commodore C. F.
Morrill, whose kindness and courtesy to the Club contributed
so much to the success of the last midsummer banquet, and
I am sure that his act of kindness on that occasion will
never be forgotten by the members of this Association. I
have regretted very much that I was unable to be present, as
I understand there was considerable liquid ballast disposed
of during the trip, and some very warm stories were told by
the members of the Club. As a result of one (I think it
was called one of Flanders' chestnuts), the boat was found
on fire early the next morning and cost the Commodore a
good round sum to put it in shape again. That is, no doubt,
the most expensive chestnut on record—and it is earnestly
requested that none of the members present to-night leave
any here, as dire results may follow. I call to mind one left
over from our last annual dinner. Our genial friend, Mr.
Buxton, made the statement that he could not sing a song nor
do a dance, but he could open a bottle of wine; and he has
done neither. We all know that if he cannot sing and
cannot dance, it is not yet too late to make his bluff good.
We hope that those new members who have joined since
our last dinner will be able to furnish us with some new
stories or songs, as most of those told by the present members
are of the vintage of 1776, and are not like good wine, which
improves with age. We are all pleased to know that our
young friend Mr. Pingrce has become a Benedict, and all of
us who have been readers of THE KEYSTONE can readily
call to mind when the columns of that paper were filled
with illustrations of him descending a water-spout to escape
the wrath of an irate parent, only to leave a sample of his
pants in the mouth of the dog below. There are several
other members of the Club that, if time afforded, I should

like to make honorable mention of. But I see around me
a number of eloquent gentlemen here, anxiously awaiting
an opportunity to open on the Club with speeches that
would make Bob. Ingersoll and Chauncey Depew turn green
with envy if they had the pleasure of being present this
evening. I thank you, gentlemen, for your kind attention,
and as I am to be followed by a number of the members
whose reputation for eloquence and wit and drinking is
known to you all, I will wish every member of this Asso-
ciation an increase of prosperity for the coming year, and
that we may all meet again at our next annual dinner is my
most earnest wish.

Mr. Wales responded to the toast of the " Drummers"
as follows:

Mr. President and gentlemen, I cannot understand
why the name " drummer " should be applied to any one
who travels, representing a legitimate business. I find
that the word drummer, according to the best authentic
version that I have consulted, gives the following explan-
ation : a drummer is one who beats a drumhead with two
sticks, or sticks two railroads or baggage-men with one
drummer's head. In early days, say the thirties, most of
the persons then traveling represented their own business.
They carried their stock with them, and went their route as
quietly as a married man sneaking into the house late at
night from the club. It may be appropriate to mention a
few of them, for there were only a few in those days. The
first that I can remember was Hiram Tarbox, of the then
well-known firm of Tarbox & Kingsley, 22 Maiden Lane,
New York. He was a highly esteemed and respected
gentleman, and was succeeded on his route by Benjamin
Shreve, now the head of the firm of Shreve, Crump &
Low, of this city. Another and fully as worthy man was
George H. Richards, father of the esteemed gentleman
doing business on Washington Street, lately deceased.
Later came William P. McKay, of the firm of McKay,
Spear & Brown, followed by the junior partner, Henry T.
Spear ; and I might also mention others as worthy of our
esteem, among whom were the Howard brothers, D. C.
Percival and C. F. Morrill. Since their day, hundreds
have sprung into existence which are too numerous to
mention, but it is to the present-day drummer I propose to
call your attention.

The drummer is one of the great and strange features
of the day. He is a man of not only two lives, like Dr.
Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, but a man of as many lives as he has
places and customers on his route. He adapts himself to
all circumstances and conditions of life, from a hungry
stomach to a curled-up position in a railroad car on a cold
winter's night, not saying anything in regard to the roast
he gets at some ninth rate hotel. Perhaps all of the drum-
mers may not be able to own a yacht, as our esteemed guest
of the evening (and an ex-drummer, by the way), but we
feel sure that many of our worthy members could handle
one or more schooners.

The first of my speech was made without notes ; but
talking so long tired my throat, so, with your permission,
I'll change into rhyme and read from this paper, if you'll
give me time.

If a man takes a contract to go on the road
He takes on himself a terrible load.
He hears all the fun as the boys tell the story,
And he hopes in one trip to be covered with glory.
What an awful mistake when he hands in his book
And gets a cold sweat from the proprietor's look.
He feels in his mind he has done a big trade
And over a bushel of money has made;
He looks over his book and is not mistaken
In the amount of sales or orders he's taken.
It is his first trip and he feels quite content,
No matter how many dollars he spent.
Now, traveling on business is a legitimate transaction,
Expenses and sales are put down to a fraction;
Your car and hotel fares are never excused,
And by your employer how meanly you're used.
He's the head of the house, in fact, he's the boss,
And foots up your first effort by profit and loss.
As many a young man has heard to his sorrow,
" We'll look matters over and see you to-morrow.
We all are too busy with orders to-day,
But we'll tell you just what your first trip will pay
After deducting salary and traveling expense
And striking a balance in dollars and cents."
A traveler, or drummer, called by whatever name
(A rose, though misnamed, is a rose still the same),
Is human and sensitive, honest and true,
And always a-hustling, the best he can do;
But bad luck will sometimes attend enterprise
No matter how bravely the poor drummer tries.
So let us be happy, stare grief in the face,
As your heart can feel easy if' in the right place.
I fear, my dear friends, I have made too much rhyme
About a young man who goes out the first time,
And I'll try to change the whole situation
And say a few things of our own Association;
How people or parties in places of trust
Strive to be honest, upright and just.
The most faithful of whom spent both night and day
To watch the young lambs that might go astray,
Was the Shepherd of old, as we read in the book,
Who looked after his lambs, but he used a crook.
The Shepherd we mention at this modern date
Wants no aid from a "crook," but everything straight;
But when he wants aid he looks to the Field
And makes up his mind what Hayes it will yield
To give lambs suffcient health-giving food
To make them in market pronounced As good.
And now, down the list my memory wanders--
I see many names, say : Buxton and Flanders;
Others are Robinson, Ballad and Elliott
( Just for sake of rhyme) who never saw Hell yet;
And Tiffany, Morrill, Felber and Thtery. •

But as some of you seem to be thirsty or weary
I'll stop, and don't think me vain
If I say a few words in a different strain;
For one thing is true, as sure as you're born,
If you want to succeed, you must blow your own horn.
Another I'll tell you to make up your mind:
If you drum for a watch that has a Long-wind
You must get up and hustle, both early and late,
Or you'll fail to accomplish anything great.
When we meet again it will be the next year,
And I hope all the members that are now sitting hem
Will each one be present, both happy and bright.
So I close up my rhyming and bid you good-night.

•
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Mr. G. A. Felber was called upon to respond to the

toast of " Hotels," which he did as follows:

Mr. Toastmaster and fellow-travelers, in responding
to this toast I feel that my knowledge of hotels is rather
limited, and it is doubtful whether I can say anything in
regard to them that would be of interest to you, for, no
doubt, your experience must be similar to mine. I have
often thought how full of meaning that name must be to us,
" hotels," synonymous with home ; for it is our home while
on the road, and probably it is home to some of you
while off the road. How magical, too, is that name ; for
as we call to mind the different hotels we have ever stopped
at, what memories may be recalled by the mere thought of
them—both pleasant and unpleasant, perhaps ! According
to Webster, a hotel is "a house for entertaining strangers
and travelers " ; and I am beginning to believe that Mr.
Webster must have stopped frequently at Maine and Ver-
mont hotels; for where can you find a hotel proprietor who
is more willing to.entertain and amuse his guests by taking
a hand at a quiet game of whist, pitch or other games?

Surely we would hardly expect to receive such atten-
tion from the proprietors of the " Brunswick " or the " Fifth
Avenue." But, then, what would a Maine or Vermont
hotel-keeper do if it was not for us traveling men ? Therefore
it is not strange that he welcomes us with a smile, and does
everything in his power to make it pleasant for us. Prob-
ably some of you who .travel in other sections of New
England find the same hospitality; but as my territory
comprises mostly the two States mentioned, I can only
speak from experience.

The menu of a country hotel is quite an item of
interest, particularly that course known as relishes; for
usually there is one kind of soup, two of meats, while you
have an opportunity to call for about a dozen different kinds
of relishes. However, we might go further and fare worse,
for we are told that the hotels in New England are superior
to those in the South and West.
' The life of a hotel-keeper is not an easy one. Stop to
think what a task it is to try to please everybody. With
cranky customers on one hand and liquor officers on the
other, the Maine and Vermont landlord is in hot water all
the time ; but don't think for a moment that all of them are
bothered by the latter. A certain landlord in a town in a
temperance State told me a while ago that he was going to
do something desperate soon ; for he had been compelled to
pay heavy fines for violating the liquor law, so that he had
given up that business, and shortly afterward the water-
board raised his water-rates, which he thought was piling
on the agony ; and so I recently discovered that his des-
perate act consisted of raising his hotel-rates, which I agree
with him was indeed a desperate act, judging from the
style of the house.

I recently heard another pretty good story about a
landlord getting the " drop," as it were, on some " kickers."
It happened that there were nine gentlemen in a smoking-
car, and when they began to compare notes, it was dis-
covered that the entire crowd were to get off at the same
station. It was only a small village, and there was only
one hotel. Four or five of the boys had been there before,
and when someone asked about the hotel he was answered:
" You might as well prepare to camp out. The man who
owns and runs the house is the champion jackass of
America. He's got about fifty of the most absurd rules and
regulations anyone ever heard of, and you've got to abide
by them or you can't stay." " But is he personally dis-
agreeable ? " Is a hyena personally disagreeable ? The
moment you set your eyes upon him you will want to knock
him down!" " Why don't the people get rid of him ? "
" They have been trying to for the last ten years, but he is
staying for spite. There ought to be a law by which such
old idiots could be bounced." They all agreed to that—all
but the ninth man, who sat in a seat by himself, and didn't
enter into conversation. Each of them expressed his
personal opinion of the landlord, and bemoaned the trials
and tribulations awaiting them; but it was understood that
they would have to stop at the hotel and put up with the
meanness as best they could. When they got off the train,
eight of them walked up town together, the ninth man
going up in a vehicle. They reached the hotel in a few
minutes. The office was shut, the windows down, and a
lone man was Sitting on the steps. All recognized him as the
ninth man. " What's the matter here ? " asked one of the
crowd, as he tried the door and found it locked. The lone
man pointed to a written notice just tacked up on a column,
and they pressed forward to read : " This hotel closed for
three days by order of the champion jackass of America."
The ninth man of the crowd was the owner and landlord of
the hotel, and heard every word said against him. They
did not plead with him, nor attempt to palliate their offense.
It would have been breath thrown away ; they simply hired
a cooper-shop for two days, and bought crackers and
cheese at the grocery.

At a funeral service in New York, recently, the clergy-
man, in his prayer, referred to the grave as a stopping-place
—an inn—where we mortal travelers sleep while on our
way to the New Jerusalem; and my sincerest wish is to-
night, that not one of us will be obliged to " put up" at that
inn for years and years to come. In closing my remarks, I
would like to repeat an inscription carved on a marble
slab in the dining-room of the hotel at Brandon, Vt., viz.:

" Who'er has traveled this world's dull round,
Wherc'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he yet has found
His warmest welcome at an inn."

The next toast was " Railroads," and was responded to

by Mr. E. W. Merrill.

Mr. President and members of the Association, in
selecting me to respond to this toast I do not quite under-
stand what is expected by the committee. Being a resident

of Springfield, they may have thought I had moo shares of
Connecticut Railroad stock to dispose of to the Boston and
Maine at 315, and could let them into the deal, but I am
very sorry to say I was not " in it." If they expected me
to tell of my experience on the railroad, I should say it was
doubtless about like that of all other drummers, except some
special experiences that each. one of us sometimes has, and
don't like to talk about afterwards. Can assure you at the
start that I will not tire you with any very extended
remarks. There are many times when we do not stop to
think of how much benefit the railroads are to the traveling
man—times when we have made bad connections or get
poor train-service. Then we think there never was so bad
a road ; but were we to go back to the stage-coaches of fifty
years ago, and take a ride of twenty miles such a morning
as this, we would think almost any railroad was a great
blessing. On the other hand, the drummer is of as much
benefit to the railroads as the railroad is to the drummer,
for, if you look through a car filled with p eople, I venture

• to say that seven out of ten of the gentlemen are drummers,
and there are a good number of " lady drummers" on the
road, also.

How easy it is to tell a drummer. You can tell him
before he gets aboard the train, for he waits patiently for the
passengers to alight before he attempts to get on the car
himself. Then as he enters the car his eye runs down the
length of the car to see if there is a vacant seat. There
may be a dozen of his friends on board, but he sees them
not; his mind .is on getting a good seat, and after he has
settled himself down, he will look to see if there is any one
he knows. Then he will devote his time to his paper, and
no matter how many men and women with babies come in
and look longingly at the other half of his seat, he does
not see them; but when a nice, trim young woman comes
along, he don't wait for her to look, but up will go his grip
and box of " special job lots " into the rack, and the space
they have occupied in the seat is given to the lady. Then
he, of course, returns to his paper—or he would after having
the experience I once had. I boarded the train one day
at Waterbury, Conn., on my way to Hartford, and as the
seats were well filled, I took one with a fair young lady. Of
coirse I did my best to entertain her, and when the train
reached New Britain, where she was to alight, she left the
seat and walked a little way down the aisle, when she stop-
ped and said in a loud voice, so all could hear her: " Will
jou please tell me your name ? " Now I did not want to
disappoint the young lady, neither did I wish to keep the .
people waiting, for she had blocked up the passage, and did
not seem inclined to go until I told her ; so I said that my
name was John L. Sullivan, and I sold the Boss case. She
thanked me, and said she had heard of me before

If I understand aright, the law recently passed com-
pelling the railroads to issue mileages good on any road in
Massachusetts was brought about by the traveling men. It
seems as though they could go a step further and allow each
ticket one hundred and fifty pounds of baggage, which he
is entitled to whether he or some one else uses the ticket ; for
after it is once punched for baggage it cannot be used again
for that. As it is now, we pay extra if it is over one hun-
dred and fifty pounds, and thousands of others are carried
who have no baggage. But, gentlemen, I will not 'take up
any more of the time, for there are a good many here more
able to speak than I am. So I will now give way to others.

Mr. C. M. Ballard was then called upon, and responded

with the following poem, which was received with much

applause:

"They say " that the runner 's a bad, bad man,
Built on the " total depravity " plan—
A plan which has proved such a howling success,
That it's kept now for runners and nothing less.

Do you suppose it is so?

" They say" that he's bad without and within,
Crammed, jammed full of " original sin,"
While some who have heard old runners chin it
Assert that original sin is not " in it."

Do you suppose it is so?

" They say" that he looks on the wine When it's red,
And wakes in the morn with a monstrous head;
That he never stops at a dry hotel,
That a temperance State to him is—well,

Do you suppose it is so?

"They say" that he also swears and blasphemes
In a way that even Satan deems
A shame, and he doffs his hat with a sigh,
Whenever a runner passes by.

Do you suppose it is so?

" They say" that he lies with such ease and grace,
As will give him by right a foremost place
'Along those who shall dwell in that brimstone lake
Whose fires no water shall ever slake.

Do you suppose it is so?

That he shuffles the " Devil's Picture-Book"
With a marvellous slight and an innocent look,
And doth puzzle Ah Sin from Chinee-iand
In the game that he " does not understand."

Do you suppose it is so?

And I think I have heard it said, by the by,
That he's very much like you and I,
Never a Saint with his pale hands crossed,
Neither a Devil eternally lost.

Do you suppose it is so?

That he's running his race like other men,
Tripping—falling—rising again,
Hoping—tnisting—doing his best,
Doubting—fearing—just like the rest.

Do you suppose it is so?

Treading, like others, life's thorny road,
Making the best of each passing good,
Bearing his burdens as best he may,
Learning life's lessons from day to day.

Do you suppose it is so?

Patiently earning his daily bread,
Loved while living and mourned when dead,
True and manly till life is past,
Manly and true in heaven at last.

Do you suppose it is so?

Mr. E. E. Hardy was then called upon to respond to

the toast of " Job Lots," which he did in a very witty man.

ner; but the shorthand reporter was compelled to leave

before Mr. Hardy spoke, so I am unable to give you Mr.

Hardy's remarks.
The next toast was that of " The Ladies," which was

responded to by Mr. W. 0. Thiery. The response was a

very able affair, and reflected great credit upon Mr. Thiery.

The last toast of the evening was that of " The Press,"

responded to by Mr. J. S. Browning, of the 7ewelers'

• Circular ; and, like all of Mr. Browning's efforts, it was well

worthy of the applause it received, punctured, as it was,

with many telling points.

Mr. Shepherd then announced that the regular toasts of

the evening were closed, and in a few remarks returned his

thanks for the honor conferred upon him in again electing

him as their president. After this the members spent some

time in relating their experiences upon the road, until a late
hour, when all adjourned, satisfied with themselves and

mankind in general. All resolved to be at the midsummer

banquet.

THE KEYSTONE is the most valuable book printed

of the kind, and I never want to give it up."—T. C.

KREMER, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

A Toast " to the Traveling Man."

Could I pour forth the nectar the gods alone can,
I would fill up my glass to the brim,

And drink, " Here's snccess to the traveling man
And the firm represented by him."

And could I but sweeten the glorious draught
With his smiles, as I drank it to him,

With the jokes that he told, and his soul-stirring laugh,
I would fill up my goblet again.

I would drink to his sweetheart"ho bade him good-bye,
As out on his journey he goes.

With a quivering lip and a tear-bedimmed eye
And cheeks all aflame like the rose.

With truth in her heart and her soul full of love
She bids him God-speed on his way,

And whispers, " Had I but the wings of a dove,
Close, close by thy side would I stay."

I would drink to his wife, with his babes on her knee,
Who listens his foot-fall to hear,

And sings that home anthem, " He'll come back to me,
My husband, thy father, my dear."

I would drink to his mother, the pride of his life,
Who sits by the hearth of her son,

And joins in the prayer of children and wife
For the absent and wandering one.

And at last, when called home by the owner of all,
In heaven, on the earth, in the sea,

May he answer, " Dear Master, I hear thy sweet call,
Here am 1, and those given to me."

—B., in The Sample Case.

Literary Notice.

Prang's Christmas cards and holiday publications,

published by L. Prang & Co., Boston, Mass., have a national

reputation. The beauty, originality and elegance of their

designs have captivated the public and caused them to be

the most favorite medium through which to convey an

expression of holiday greeting and good feeling to loved

ones wherever' they may be. The inventive ingenuity of

this famous house suffers no abatement, and for the season

of '93 a long list of novelties of incomparable excellence is

offered. Calendars which are poems in color ; Christmas

cards that are quaintly original; booklets as dainty as though

made by fairy.hands : nothing seems to be omitted from the

products of the Prang presses. Now that the day of osten-

tatious gift-making is nearly spent, there is a growing

tendency to avoid the vulgarity of gifts that simply repre-

sent excessive cost; the really artistic productions of Prang

enable friends to give uncostly but beautiful gifts that have

meaning. The original designs were executed by foremost

American artists, and lithographed and printed by American

artists and artisans in their fine-art establishment in Boston,

under their personal supervision. No greater credit can be

given than to say that the holiday publications are a marked

advance on the high record of previous years.

Maj. E. S. Horton, of Horton, Angell & Co., Attleboro,

Mass., tendered the ex-prisoners of the late war a supper

recently at the Park Hotel. An association to be known as

the Attleboro ex-Prisoners of War Association was formed

on the occasion, and Maj. Horton was chosen president,

with E. C. Martin as secretary. Among those at the supper

were Charles T. Guild, A. A. Busbee, M. 0. Wheaton,

J. C. Cummings, George Horton, J. F. Streeter, George

Randall, S. 0. Bigney, E. B. _Bullock, Emmons D. Guild,
W. H. Goff, John Wilmarth, Henry Wexel, J. T. Bates,

A. W. Sturdy, J. H. Strudy, George F. Bicknell.
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Midwinter Banquet of the New England
Jewelry Travelers' Association.

On the 22d of December the members of this Associa-
tion held their annual meeting, at which the followini
gentlemen were elected to office : president, John L.
Shepherd, Keystone Watch Case Co. ; vice-president,
James C. Donnell, Ripley-Howland Mfg. Co. ; secretary,
Harry F. Hayes, Floyd, Pratt & Co.; treasurer, Wm. S.
Robinson, Ripley-Howland Mfg. Co. ; executive com-
mittee, Charles W. Finlay, A. Paul & Co. ; E. II. A.
Pingree, Floyd, Pratt & Co. ; F. II. Elliott, Smith &
Patterson ; F. E. Buffum, D. C. Percival & Co. ; George E.
Morrill, George E. Morrill & Co.; auditing committee,
C. M. Ballard, Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; C. H. Buxton,
Dennison Mfg. Co.; awl F. A. Balcom, Rockford Watch Co.

After the meeting, all proceeded to the banquet-hall of
the Quincy House, where they enjoyed, as only drummers
can, a banquet that was all that could be desired, accom-
panied, too, by the music of one of Boston's most noted
orchestras.

After dinner, President Shepherd, who was toast-
master, initiated the oratorical portion of the entertainment.
He said:

Gentlemen of the New England Traveling Jewelers'
Association, I suppose it is not necessary for me to assure
you that it affords me a great deal of pleasure to welcome
you at this our third annual mid-winter banquet. In doing

.s6, I am very forcibly reminded of a saying of Col. Inger-
soll's, that when a man is hungry and finds a crust he
thanks God, but that when he sits down to a banquet he
congratulates himself. I know of no body of men that
have more cause to congratulate themselves upon sitting
down at a banquet than has this Club to-night; and you are
certainly to be congratulated that your hearts are big
enough, that you are generous enough, to rise superior to all
the petty annoyances and jealousies of the trade, and sit at
this banquet-table in peace and harmony, and in that spirit
of goodfellowship that characterizes the man who can do it
with sincerity as one of Nature's noblest works—a manly
man.

The only unwelcome guest here to-night is that unwel-
come guest—the guest of regret, whose mission it seems to
be to stand at the elbow of all mankind upon all joyous
occasions to mar his perfect pleasure ; for I know you all
join with me in regretting the absence of any of our
members. We are comforted, however, by the happy
knowledge that they are all alive and prosperous, and with
us to-night in spirit ; and we can well afford, upon this happy
occasion, to make welcome that unwelcome guest of regret.

I shall not detain you with any extended remarks
to-night, as there are a number of toasts to be responded to,
and I say to you in the language of that very, very busy
man who wrote his parents that be had only time to write
them that his wife had just presented him with twins,
"More next time."

Before announcing the regular toasts of the evening, I
have a most pleasant duty to perform. • I am sure that our
honored guest, Commodore Morrill, will agree with me that
among all the faults charged against the commercial trav-
eler, he is never accused of ingratitude ; and that by reason
of his calling, by reason of his close touch with all mankind,
the commercial traveler is the best fitted of all the world to
judge correctly and appreciate fully that trait of human
nature that seems to inspire some men to ever seek the
opportunity to make smooth and pleasant the journey of life
of all those with whom they come in contact—a journey,
I am sorry to say, that we all do not travel upon with the
same prosperity and happiness.

It is said that there is no emotion that grows cold and
is forgotten so soon as that of gratitude ; but I seriously
question this, for I think it depends upon what one is
called upon to be grateful for, and whether we are expected
to return favor for favor. But we all know that the favors
of our honored guest are. never extended for selfish pur-
poses, and that they are inspired by that kindness of heart
and goodfellowship that makes him a friend to all. And
those of you who were fortunate enough to be with us at
our midsummer banquet, when the Commodore so kindly
tendered the use of his elegant yacht to the Club, and thus
afforded us an opportunity to enjoy his hospitality, will, I
am sure, agree with me that the gratitude of this Club is
'not of the kind that grows cold and forgets. In tendering
you, Commodore, this souvenir of that pleasant day in July,
we simply wish to pay tribute to that kindness of heart, to
that hospitality and to that goodfellowship that endear you
to your friends and leave you without enemies. And we
trust that as often as you shall look at this reminder of that
pleasant summer day you will think as kindly of the Club
and its members as they shall ever think of you.

This souvenir was a reminder of the Club's outing with
him last summer. The souvenir was an oak panel, hand-
somely polished, and surmounted by a traveler's trunk in
solid silver, the work of the Gorham Mfg. Co. A silver
chain in lieu of a cord was attached, and the President
explained that it was intended as one of the furnishings of

• the Navarch' s cabin. On the trunk was the following
inscription, beautifully engraved :

In remembrance of July 30, 1892. To Commodore Charles F.
Morrill, of the South Boston Yacht Club, from the New England
Jewelry Travelers Association.

JOHN L. SHEPHERD, President.
HARRY F. HAYES, Secretary,

JANUARY, 1893

Commodore Morrill, of the South Boston Yacht Club,
in reply thanked the boys very warmly for their gift, and
spoke of the days he spent upon the road. He gave the
Club a very cordial invitation to make use of his yacht at
their midsummer banquet. At the conclusion of his re-
marks, the boys gave three cheers and a 44 tiger " for the
Commodore, and unanimously elected him an honorary
member of the Club.

The following letter was then read from Mr. Dan.
Stevens, ex-president of the Club. Its sentiments were very
highly appreciated, .and Dan. was remembered in many
toasts:

" Who loves not women, wine and song,
He lives a fool his whole life long;
And no such fool am 1."

Mr. President, officers and fellow-members of the
Jewelry Travelers' Association of New England : When I
say that the illustrious poet who wrote the above-quoted
stanza thoroughly expresses my sentiments, you will possibly
have a faint conception of the sorrow' I feel in being
compelled to forego the pleasure of attending your third
annual banquet. But in. order that you may more fully
realize the depth of despair to which I am plunged, I would
ask you to kindly have the band play a dirge in my behalf.
To me, as your oldest ex-president, the one bright spot in
connection with this anniversary is the knowledge that the
whole-souled gentleman from New York who will preside
over your festivities has, by his extended experience with
various institutions in this country, Canada and Maine,
acquired that happy tact which is so essential to the success
of all social occasions. It was largely due to his guiding
hand while vice-president that I was enabled to get through
my term of office without assassination, impeachment or a
trial for heresy. Dictionaries and encyclopedias fail to
furnish words powerful enough to express the good wishes
I send you for the success of your third annual banquet.
Don't forget the instructions of the renowned Irish philoso-
pher, but

" Take all the pleasure you can while you live,
For you will be a long time dead."

Owing to the thousand miles separating us, I am
compelled to suscribe myself

Yours in sorrow, DANIEL STEVENS.

First toast, "Our Club"—response by Mr. Fields:
Mr. President and gentlemen, in responding to the toast

of "Our Club," at this our third annual dinner, I will make
no reference to the two midsummer dinners that, as we all
know, have been made an excuse for a few favored members
to go to the beach under the pretext of having a dinner, but
for the real purpose of stealing some fellow's best girl away
from him, blowing her off to a fifty-cent clam-dinner and
making her think it was the midsummer banquet of the
Commercial Travelers' Association. It gives me great
pleasure to meet so many of the members here to-night, and
to know that our Club is in so prosperous a condition ; and
while we regret the absence of our worthy ex-president,
Mr. Daniel Stevens, we are consoled with the thought that
he is located in that paradise of all commercial travelers,
Chicago, and no doubt by this time has assumed the real
Chicago swagger, swears that Chicago is the greatest place
on earth, and has concocted a scheme to annex Boston to
that great city of the wild and woolly West that is to
inaugurate its millenium in 093.

You all know why this Club was formed. For all of us
engaged in kindred lines of business to meet twice a year
and leave all business behind us, join hands around the
festive board, pledge each other in the flowing bowl, forget
all the sharp competition we have had one with another
during the past year,•and during which we have never lost
sight of the respect we owe to each other. It is on occa-
sions like these that we learn that our competitors are much
better fellows than we thoughi they were, and they doubtless
learn the same of us. If this Association has accomplished
all that, its organization and efforts have not been in
vain.

I am pleased to see with us to-night Commodore C. F.
Morrill, whose kindness and courtesy to the Club contributed
so much to the success of the last midsummer banquet, and
I am sure that his act of kindness on that occasion will
never be forgotten by the members of this Association. I
have regretted very much that I was unable to be present, as
I understand there was considerable liquid ballast disposed
of during the trip, and some very warm stories were told by
the members of the Club. As a result of one (I think it
was called one of Flanders' chestnuts), the boat was found
on fire early the next morning and cost the Commodore a
good round sum to put it in shape again. That is, no doubt,
the most expensive chestnut on record—and it is earnestly
requested that none of the members present to-night leave
any here, as dire results may follow. I call to mind one left
over from our last annual dinner. Our genial friend, Mr.
Buxton, made the statement that he could not sing a song nor
do a dance, but he could open a bottle of wine ; and he has
done neither. We all know that if he cannot sing and
cannot dance, it is not yet too late to make his bluff good.
We hope that those new members who have joined sincc
our last dinner will be able to furnish us with some new
stories or songs, as most of those told by the present members
are of the vintage of 1776, and are not like good wine, which
improves with age. We are all pleased to know that our
young friend Mr. Pingree has become a Benedict, and all of
us who have been readers of THE KEYSTONE can readily
call to mind when the columns of that paper were filled
with illustrations of him descending a water-spout to escape
the wrath of an irate parent, only to leave a sample of his
pants in the mouth of the dog below. There are several
other members of the Club that, if time afforded, I should

like to make honorable mention of. But I see around me
a number of eloquent gentlemen here, anxiously awaiting
an opportunity to open on the Club with speeches that
would make Bob. Ingersoll and Chauncey Depew turn green
with envy if they had the pleasure of being present this
evening. I thank you, gentlemen, for your kind attention,
and as I am to be followed by a number of the members
whose reputation for eloquence and wit and drinking is
known to you all, I will wish every member of this Asso-
ciation an increase of prosperity for the coming year, and
that we may all meet again at our next annual dinner is my
most earnest wish.

Mr. Wales responded to the toast of the "Drummers"
as follows:

Mr. President and gentlemen, I cannot understand
why the name "drummer " should be applied to any one
who travels, representing a legitimate business. I find
that the word drummer, according to the best authentic
version that I have consulted, gives the following explan-
ation : a drummer is one who beats a drumhead with two
sticks, or sticks two railroads or baggage-men with one
drummer's head. In early days, say the thirties, most of
the persons then traveling represented their own business.
They carried their stock with them, and went their route as
quietly as a married man sneaking into the house late at
night from the club. It may be appropriate to mention a
few of them, for there were only a few in those days. The
first that I can remember was Hiram Tarbox, of the then
well-known firm of Tarbox & Kingsley, 22 Maiden Lane,
New York. He was a highly esteemed and respected
gentleman, and was succeeded on his route by Benjamin
Shreve, now the head of the firm of Shreve, Crump &
Low, of this city. Another and fully as worthy man was
George H. Richards, father of the esteemed gentleman
doing business on Washington Street, lately deceased.
Later came William P. McKay, of the firm of McKay,
Spear & Brown, followed by the junior partner, Henry T.
Spear ; and I might also mention others as worthy of our
esteem, among whom were the Howard brothers, D. C.
Percival and C. F. Morrill. Since their day, hundreds
have sprung into existence which are too numerous to
mention, but it is to the present-day drummer I propose to
call your attention.

The drummer is one of the great and strange features
of the day. He is a man of not only two lives, like Dr.
Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, but a man of as many lives as he has
places and customers on his route. He adapts himself to
all circumstances and conditions of life, from a hungry
stomach to a curled-up position in a railroad car on a cold
winter's night, not saying anything in regard to the roast
he gets at some ninth rate hotel. Perhaps all of the drum-
mers may not be able to own a yacht, as our esteemed guest
of the evening (and an ex-drummer, by the way), but we
feel sure that many of our worthy members could handle
one or more schooners.

The first of my speech was made without notes ; but
talking so long tired my throat, so, with your permission,
I'll change into rhyme and read from this paper, if you'll
give me time.

If a man takes a contract to go on the road
He takes on himself a terrible load.
He hears all the fun as the boys tell the story,
And he hopes in one trip to be covered with glory.
What an awful mistake when he hands in his book
And gets a cold sweat from the proprietor's look.
He feels in his mind he has done a big trade
And over a bushel of money has made;
He looks over his book and is not mistaken
In the amount of sales or orders he's taken.
It is his first trip and he feels quite content,
No matter how many dollars he spent.
Now, traveling on business is a legitimate transaction,
Expenses and sales are put down to a fraction;
Your car and hotel fares are never excused,
And by your employer how meanly you're used.
He's the head of the house, in fact, he's the boss,
And foots up your first effort by profit and loss.
As many a young man has heard to his sorrow,
" We'll look matters over and see you to-morrow.
We all are too busy with orders to-day,
But we'll tell you just what your first trip will pay
After deducting salary and traveling expense
And striking a balance in dollars and cents."
A traveler, or drummer, called by whatever name
(A rose, though misnamed, is a rose still the same),
Is human and sensitive, honest and true,
And always a-hustling, the best he can do;
But bad luck will sometimes attend enterprise
No matter how bravely the poor drummer tries.
So let us be happy, stare grief in the face,
As your heart can feel easy if in the right place.
I fear, my dear friends, I have made too much rhyme
About a young man who goes out the first time,
And I'll try to change the whole situation
And say a few things of our own Association
How people or panics in places of trust
Strive to be honest, upright and just.
The most faithful of whom spent both night and day
To watch the young lambs that might go astray,
Was the Shepherd of old, as we read in the book,
Who looked after his lambs, but he used a crook.
The Shepherd we mention at this modern date
Wants no aid from a" crook," but everything straight;
But when he wants aid he looks to the Field
And makes up his mind what Hayes it will yield
To give lambs suffcient health-giving food
To make them in market pronounced Az good.
And now, down the list my memory wanders-
1 see many names, say: Buxton and Flanders;
Others are Robinson, Ballad and Elliott
(Just for sake of rhyme) who never saw Hell yet;
And Tiffany,  Morrill, Felber and Thiery. •

But as some of you seem to be thirsty or weary
I'll stop, and don't think me vain
If 1 say a few words in a different strain;
For one thing is true, as sure as you're born,
If you want to succeed, you mast blow your own horn.
Another I'll tell you to make up your mind:
If you drum for a watch that has a Longutind
You must get up and hustle, both early and late,
Or you'll fail to accomplish anything great.
When we meet again it will be the next year,
And I hope all the members that are now sitting hue
Will each one be present, both happy and bright.
So I close up my rhyming and bid you good-night,

•
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Mr. G. A. Felber was called upon to respond to the
toast of "Hotels," which he did as follows:

Mr. Toastmaster and fellow-travelers, in responding
to this toast I feel that my knowledge of hotels is rather
limited, and it is doubtful whether I can say anything in
regard to them that would be of interest to you, for, no
doubt, your experience must be similar to mine. I have
often thought how full of meaning that name must be to us,
"hotels," synonymous with home; for it is our home while
on the road, and probably it is home to some of you
while off the road. How magical, too, is that name; for
as we call to mind the different hotels we have ever stopped
at, what memories may be recalled by the mere thought of
them—both pleasant and unpleasant, perhaps ! According
to Webster, a hotel is "a house for entertaining strangers
and travelers " ; and I am beginning to believe that Mr.
Webster must have stopped frequently at Maine and Ver-
mont hotels; for where can you find a hotel proprietor who
is more willing to.entertain and amuse his guests by taking
a hand at a quiet game of whist, pitch or other games?

Surely we would hardly expect to receive such atten-
tion from the proprietors of the "Brunswick " or the "Fifth
Avenue." But, then, what would a Maine or Vermont
hotel-keeper do if it was not for us traveling men ? Therefore
it is not strange that he welcomes us with a smile, and does
everything in his power to make it pleasant for us. Prob-
ably some of you who .travel in other sections of New
England find the same hospitality; but as my territory
comprises mostly the two States mentioned, I can only
speak from experience.

The menu of a country hotel is quite an item of
interest, particularly that course known as relishes; for
usually there is one kind of soup, two of meats, while you
have an opportunity to call for about a dozen different kinds
of relishes. However, we might go further and fare worse,
for we are told that the hotels in New England are superior
to those in the South and West.
• The life of a hotel-keeper is not an easy one. Stop to

think what a task it is to try to please everybody. With
cranky customers on one hand and liquor officers on the
other, the Maine and Vermont landlord is in hot water all
the time ; but don't think for a moment that all of them are
bothered by the latter. A certain landlord in a town in a
temperance State told me a while ago that he was going to
do something desperate soon ; for he had been compelled to
pay heavy fines for violating the liquor law, so that he had
given up that business, and shortly afterward the water-
board raised his water-rates, which be thought was piling
on the agony ; and so I recently discovered that his des-
perate act consisted of raising his hotel-rates, which I agree
with him was indeed a desperate act, judging from the
style of the house.

I recently heard another pretty good story about a
landlord getting the "drop," as it were on some 44 kickers."
It happened that there were nine gentlemen in a smoking-
car, and when they began to compare notes, it was dis-
covered that the entire crowd were to get off at the same
station. It was only a small village, and there was only
one hotel. Four or five of the boys had been there before,
and when someone asked about the hotel he was answered:
"You might as well prepare to camp out. The man who
owns and runs the house is the champion jackass of
America. He's got about fifty of the most absurd rules and
regulations anyone ever heard of, and you've got to abide
by them or you can't stay." 44 But is he personally dis-
agreeable ? " "Is a hyena personally disagreeable ? The
moment you s::t your eyes upon him you will want to knock
him down!" "Why don't the people get rid of him ? "
"They have been trying to for the last ten years, but he is
staying for spite. There ought to be a law by which such
old idiots could be bounced." They all agreed to that—all
but the ninth man, who sat in a seat by himself, and didn't
enter into conversation. Each of them expressed his
personal opinion of the landlord, and bemoaned the trials
and tribulations awaiting them ; but it was understood that
they would have to stop at the hotel and put up with the
meanness as best they could. When they got off the train,
eight of them walked up town together, the ninth man
going up in a vehicle. They reached the hotel in a few
minutes. The office was shut, the windows down, and a
lone man was sitting on the steps. All recognized him as the
ninth man. "What's the matter here ? " asked one of the
crowd, as he tried the door and found it locked. The lone
man pointed to a written notice just tacked up on a column,
and they pressed forward to read : "This hotel closed for
three days by order of the champion jackass of America."
The ninth man of the crowd was the owner and landlord of
the hotel, and heard every word said against him. They
did not plead with him, nor attempt to palliate their offense.
It would have been breath thrown away ; they simply hired
a cooper-shop for two days, and bought crackers and
cheese at the grocery.

At a funeral service in New York, recently, the clergy-
man, in his prayer, referred to the grave as a stopping-place
—an inn—where we mortal travelers sleep while on our
way to the New Jerusalem; and my sincerest wish is to-
night, that not one of us will be obliged to "put up " at that
inn for years and years to come. In closing my remarks, I
would like to repeat an inscription carved on a marble
slab in the dining-room of the hotel at Brandon, Vt., viz.:

" Who'er has traveled this world's dull round,
Where'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he yet has found
His warmest welcome at an inn."

The next toast was Railroads," and was responded to

by Mr. E. W. Merrill.

Mr. President and members of the Association, in
selecting me to respond to this toast I do not quite under-
stand what is expected by the committee. Being a resident

of Springfield, they may have thought I had woo shares of
Connecticut Railroad stock to dispose of to the Boston and
Maine at 355, and could let them into the deal, but I am
very sorry to say I was not in it." If they expected me
to tell of my experience on the railroad, I should say it was
doubtless about like that of all other drummers, except some
special experiences that each one of us sometimes has, and
don't like to talk about afterwards. Can assure you at the
start that I will not tire you with any very extended
remarks. There are many times when we do not stop to
think of how much benefit the railroads are to the traveling
man—times when we have made bad connections or get
poor train-service. Then we think there never was so bad
a road; but were we to go back to the stage-coaches of fifty
years ago, and take a ride of twenty miles such a morning
as this, we would think almost any railroad was a great
blessing. On the other hand, the drummer is of as much
benefit to the railroads as the railroad is to the drummer,
for, if you look through a car filled with people, I venture
'to say that seven out of ten of the gentlemen are drummers,
and there are a good number of 441ady drummers" on the
road, also.

How easy it is to tell a drummer. You can tell him
before he gets aboard the train, for he waits patiently for the
passengers to alight before he attempts to get on the car
himself. Then as he enters the car his eye runs down the
length of the car to see if there is a vacant seat. There
may be a dozen of his friends on board, but he sees them
not; his mind .is on getting a good seat, and after he has
settled himself down, he will look to see if there is any one
he knows. Then he will devote his time to his paper, and
no matter how many men and women with babies come in
and look longingly at the other half of his seat, he does
not see them; but when a nice, trim young woman comes
along, he don't wait for her to look, but up will go his grip
and box of "special job lots " into the rack, and the space
they have occupied in the seat is given to the lady. Then
he, of course, returns to his paper—or he would after having
the experience I once had. I boarded the train one day
at Waterbury, Conn., on my way to Hartford, and as the
seats were well filled, I took one with a fair young lady. Of
coirse I did my best to entertain her, and when the train
reached New Britain, where she was to alight, she left the
seat and walked a little way down the aisle, when she stop-
ped and said in a loud voice, so all could hear her: "Will
you please tell me your name ? " Now I did not want to
disappoint the young lady, neither did I wish to keep the.
people waiting, for she had blocked up the passage, and did
not seem inclined to go until I told her ; so I said that my
name was John L. Sullivan, and I sold the Boss case. She
thanked me, and said she had heard of me before!

If I understand aright, the law recently passed com-
pelling the railroads to issue mileages good on any road in
Massachusetts was brought about by the traveling men. It
seems as though they could go a step further and allow each
ticket one hundred and fifty pounds of baggage, which he
is entitled to whether he or some one else uses the ticket ; for
after it is once punched for baggage it cannot be used again
for that. As it is now, we pay extra if it is over one hun-
dred and fifty pounds, and thousands of others are carried
who have no baggage. But, gentlemen, I will not 'take up
any more of the time, for there are a good many here more
able to speak than I am. So I will now give -vay to others.

Mr. C. M. Ballard was then called upon, and responded
with the following poem, which was received with much
applause:

"They say " that the runner 's a bad, bad man,
Built on the " total depravity " plan—
A plan which has proved such a howling success,
That it's kept now for runners and nothing less.

Do you suppose it is so?

" They say" that he's bad without and within,
Crammed, jammed full of " original sin,"
While some who have heard old runners chin it
Assert that original sin is not " in it."

Do you suppose it is so?

" They say" that he looks on the wine When it's red,
And wakes in the morn with a monstrous head;
That he never stops at a dry hotel,
That a temperance State to him is—well,

Do you suppose it is so?

"They say" that he also swears and blasphemes
In a way that even Satan deems
A shame, and he doffs his hat with a sigh,
Whenever a runner passes by.

Do you suppose it is so?

They say" that he lies with such ease and grace,
As will give him by right a foremost place
'Mong those who snail dwell in that brimstone lake
Whose fires no water shall ever slake.

Do you suppose it is so?

That he shuffles the " Devil's Picture-Book"
With a marvellous slight and an innocent look,
And doth puzzle Ah Sin from Chinee-land
In the game that he " does not understand."

Do you suppose it is so?

And I think I have heard it said, by the by,
That he's very much like you and I,
Never a Saint with his pale hands crossed,
Neither a Devil eternally lost.

Do you suppose it is so?

That he's running his race like other men,
Tripping—falling—rising again,
Hoping—trusting--doing his best,
Doubting—fearing—just like the rest.

Do you suppose it is so?

Treading, like others, life's thorny road,
Making the bast of each passing good,
Bearing his burdens as best he may,
Learning life's lessons from day to day.

Do you suppose it is so?

Patiently earning his daily bread,
Loved while living and mourned when dead,
True and manly till life is past,
Manly and true in heaven at last.

Do you suppose it is so?

Mr. E. E. Hardy was then called upon to respond to
the toast of Job Lots," which he did in a very witty man.
ner ; but the shorthand reporter was compelled to leave
before Mr. Hardy spoke, so I am unable to give you Mr.
Hardy's remarks.

The next toast was that of The Ladies," which was
responded to by Mr. W. 0. Thiery. The response was a
very able affair, and reflected great credit upon Mr. Thiery.

The last toast of the evening was that of The Press,"
responded to by Mr. J. S. Browning, of the 7ewelers'

• Circular ; and, like all of Mr. Browning's efforts, it was well
worthy of the applause it received, punctured, as it was,
with many telling points.

Mr. Shepherd then announced that the regular toasts of
the evening were closed, and in a few remarks returned his
thanks for the honor conferred upon him in again electing
him as their president. After this the members spent some
time in relating their experiences upon the road, until a late
hour, when all adjourned, satisfied with themselves and
mankind in general. All resolved to be at the midsummer
banquet.

THE KEYSTONE is the most valuable book printed
of the kind, and I never want to give it up."—T. C.
KREMER, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

A Toast " to the Traveling Man."
Could I pour forth the nectar the gods alone can,

I would fill up my glass to the brim,
And drink, " Here's success to the traveling man

And the firm represented by him."

And could I but sweeten the glorious draught
With his smiles, as I drank it to him,

With the jokes that he told, and his soul-stirring laugh,
I would fill up my goblet again.

I would think to his sweetheartpwho bade him good-bye,
As out on his journey he goes,

With a quivering lip and a tear-bedimmed eye
And cheeks all aflame like the rose.

With truth in her heart and her soul full of love
She bids him God-speed on his way

Aad whispers, " Had I but the wings of 'a dove,
Close, close by thy side would I stay."

I would drink to his wife, with his babes on her knee,
Who listens his foot-fall to hear,

And sings that home anthem, " He'll come back to me,
My husband, thy father, my dear."

I would drink to his mother, the pride of his life,
Who sits by the hearth of her son,

And joins in the prayer of children and wife
For the absent and wandering one.

And at last, when called home by the owner of all,
In heaven, on the earth, in the sea,

May he answer, " Dear Master, I hear thy sweet call,
Here am 1, and those given to me."

—B., in The Sample Case,

Literary Notice.

Prang's Christmas cards and holiday publications,
published by L. Prang & Co., Boston, Mass., have a national
reputation. The beauty, originality and elegance of their
designs have captivated the public and caused them to be
the most favorite medium through which to convey an
expression of holiday greeting and good feeling to loved
ones wherever' they may be. The inventive ingenuity of
this famous house suffers no abatement, and for the season
of '93 a long list of novelties of incomparable excellence is
offered. Calendars which are poems in color ; Christmas
cards that are quaintly original ; booklets as dainty as though
made by fairy.hands : nothing seems to be omitted from the
products of the Prang presses. Now that the day of osten-
tatious gift-making is nearly spent, there is a growing
tendency to avoid the vulgarity of gifts that simply repre-
sent excessive cost ; the really artistic productions of Prang
enable friends to give uncostly but beautiful gifts that have
meaning. The original designs were executed by foremost
American artists, and lithographed and printed by American
artists and artisans in their fine-art establishment in Boston,
under their personal supervision. No greater credit can be
given than to say that the holiday publications are a marked
advance on the high record of previous years.

Maj. E. S. Horton, of Horton, Angell & Co., Attleboro,
Mass., tendered the ex-prisoners of the late war a supper
recently at the Park Hotel. An association to be known as
the Attleboro ex-Prisoners of War Association was formed
on the occasion, and Maj. Horton was chosen president,
with E. C. Martin as secretary. Among those at the supper
were Charles T. Guild, A. A. Busbee, M. 0. Wheaton,
J. C. Cummings, George Horton, J. F. Streeter, George
Randall, S. 0. Bigney, E. B. Bullock, Emmons D. Guild,
W. H. Goff, John Wilmarth, Henry Wexel, J. T. Bates,
A. W. Sturdy, J. H. Strudy, George F. Bicknell.
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The improved Lens-Measure works upon the same principle as the original instru-
ment, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can
be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,

and in addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of more readily measuring

periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical, cylin-

drical or sphero-cylindrical glasses.
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Loring Oplitlialmoscopes.
Net, $10.00.

FIG. 3.

New No. g6x.

FIG. 4.

Prism-pleasure of Lens-Centering Instrument.

Price, $5.00.

We illustrate here a new device for the use of opticians and oculists for the purpose
of centering lenses, and also for measuring the degree of prism or prisms in lenses com-
bined with spherical or cylindrical surfaces. The instrument is so simple in its action
that a description is hardly necessary. The illustration will make plain to any oculist
or optician the entire practicability and range of its work. It will give instantly the
amount of prism in any lens. The value of such an instrument will be appreciated by
the trade and profession, as it is one of the most difficult and annoying parts of the busi-
ness to analyze a lens and give the amount of prism, especially when combined with
convex or concave surfaces. Its action will be readily understood from the description
and directions for use sent with it.

,41•41

FIG. 2.

This Ophthalmoscope has several valuable improvements over any heretofore offered on the market. Fig. i repre-
sents the side of the instrument used next the eye of the patient. It will be noticed the mirror is long, and allows greater
inclination and obliquity of light. Fig. 2 represents the side of the instrument next the eye of the observer. It will be
observed that in the quadrant, as shown in Fig. 4 in detail, there are four lenses, with a vacant hole between, so that in
using it is not necessary, in order to look without the lens in the quadrant, to turn the quadrant half way round to bring
the vacant hole on the other side of the quadrant in front of the eye. In this Ophthalmoscope it is not possible to read
the figures wrong, as every figure except the one noting the power of the lens in use is covered. Owing to the system-
atizing in manufacture we are enabled to make a better Ophthalmoscope than has heretofore been offered, while we can
make a special introductory price, lower than heretofore made for these instruments. It is offered for introduction at the

net price of $10.00, put up in a fine morocco case, with one condensing lens.
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[In order to insure an answer in the next issue, questions
should reach us by the 25th of the preceding month.]

[We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of
optical subjects, and give advice in the management of diffi-
cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke
our assistance whenever they find themselves in need of
counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history
of the case, please always give information on the following
points:

I. Visual acuteness of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).

4- Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines.
S. Evidence of muscular insufficiency.]

"J'. C. B., Optician."—I have a patient that has
troubled me no little. I will describe the case
as best I can, and would like your views on it.
R. E. V. = ylPa — .75 D. sph. C — 1.50 D. cyl.,
axis 135° = H. L. E. V. = — .75 D. sph. —
1.50 D. cyl., axis 45° = The above glasses are
very nice at twenty feet ; but if he walks up to
the chart, it will make it appear narrow at the
top, and wide at the bottom. And, again, I can
make him see to read very well with the follow-
ing glasses: + .75 D..sph. C — 1.50 D. cyl., with
axis same as above ; but it has the same effect,
that is, a book is narrower at the top than it is at
the bottom, and if I change the axis to overcome
that peculiarity he doesn't see so well. The
trouble seems to be with the accommodation, as
he has only a few inches either with or without
the glasses.

There are three important points on which
our correspondent has failed to inform us, and to
that extent will our answer be imperfect. These
points are the age of the patient, whether or not
he had previously worn glasses, and the range of
accommodation with and without glasses. Our
correspondent thinks the trouble lies in the
accommodation, and in deciding this point the age
and previous wearing of glasses are important fac-
tors. The vigor of accommodation decreases grad-
ually with each year of life, until at middle age it
has failed so much that we call it presbyopia, and
supply a convex lens to reinforce its failing power.
Hence if we knew the age of this patient, we
would at the same time know to what extent the
accommodation had failed from natural changes.

In regard to the previous wearing of glasses,
we reason as follows :—In myopic cases there is
little need for accommodation, and, as a conse-
quence, this function is but little developed. But
if the error of refraction is corrected by the proper
lenses, then the eye is placed on the same plane as
an emmetropic eye, and the accommodation is
brought into constant use, and, as a result, is well
developed ; hence is seen the necessity, in any case
of suspected trouble due to the accommodation,
of knowing whether it has been strengthened or
weakened by the presence or absence of glasses.

Then, again, the age of the patient and the
strength of the accommodation will determine
whether the glasses which correct the error of
refraction and afford comfortable vision for dis-
tance, can be worn for reading, or whether they
must be modified by a convex lens for this
purpose. In this case, according to our correspond-
ent's examination, the latter condition is neces-
sary ; but whether it is due to age or to defective
accommodation, the information at our command
does not permit us to determine.

This brings us to the consideration of the
complaint that is made against the glasses, which
is, that square objects do not look square, but the
upper part is narrower and the lower part wider
than the object actually is. Every optician of
experience will at once recognize this as a similar
complaint to what he has heard over and over

again from astigmatic patients when they first

commenced to wear their correcting glasses, and

which he has found, as a rule, to become less

noticeable, and finally disappear under the persist-

ent wearing of the glasses in the course of per-
haps two or three weeks.

An uncorrected astigmatic eye has a way of

its own of seeing objects ; and if the patient grows

up and gets toward middle age with the defect

still uncorrected, there must be some alteration in
the appearance of straight lines and of square

objects; but this change, having always existed, has
become a " second nature " to them, and they
never knew any other condition of sight. Hence

when the defect is corrected it alters the appear-

ance of objects, and although it approximates the
eye to a normal refraction, it is such a change from
what had always existed that the shape of objects

appears to have changed.
In adjusting cylindrical lenses the standard

should be to give that lens, and set at that axis,
that affords the best vision and makes the radiat-
ing lines all equally plain, instead of trying to so
adjust the lens as to prevent the change in width
between the top and bottom of an object. If
adjusted according to the first standard, the
second will right itself. In some few cases it may
be advisable to only partially correct the astig-
matism at first, and as.the eyes become accustomed
to the glasses to gradually increase their strength
until the full correction is reached.

66H. J. CARTIER, R. I."—I have received practical
instructions on the correction of sight with test-
lenses ; but I have only little knowledge how to
use the ophthalmoscope, and I wish to learn and
practice it in correction. Could I be successful
with books, or would I have to take personal
instructions P What knowledge does it require
for an optician to use atropine, and can we use
cocaine without danger P I would like to get
books, anyway, on how to use ophthalmoscope
and retinoscope ; if there are such, where can I
get them P By answering these questions you
will greatly oblige me.

Yes, I think you can learn, yourself, to use the
ophthalmoscope without the necessity of taking a
course of personal instructions. The first thing is
to learn the theory of, and the principles under-
lying the use of, the ophthalmoscope. The next
thing is to learn how to use the instrument ; that
is, how the patient must sit and the position of
the observer, and how the ophthalmoscope must
be held in order to properly illuminate the patient's
eye. The next thing is to know what is to be seen
and what to look for. With these three points
well impressed on the mind, practice only is
needed to make the observer proficient in the use
of this instrument.

All of the books on refraction which the
optician uses in his studies, contain a chapter on
the ophthalmoscope, besides which there are a
number of special books devoted exclusively to
this subject. Some of these are quite scientific
and elaborate, and beyond the understanding of
the beginner, and I will mention only a few which
are more elementary in character.
" The Ophthalmoscope, its Theory and Prac-

tical Uses," by C. H. \ribs, M. D., of Chicago.
" How to Use the Ophthalmoscope," being ele-
mentary instructions in ophthalmoscopy, arranged
for the use of students, by Edgar A. Browne, of
Liverpool, England.

Both of the above books can be purchased At
one dollar. Besides these there is " Hartridge on
the Ophthalmoscope," by the author of the popu-
lar work on refraction, and this book, nicely illus-
trated, retails at one dollar and a half.

In regard to the use of atropine, there is a
difference of opinion as to whether it comes

within the province of the optician, or whether
its use should be limited to the physician. The
tendency in these days is toward the latter view,
and, according to the laws regulating the practice
of medicine in Pennsylvania and in some other
States, it is a punishable offense for any one ex-
cept a physician (who must first be registered) to
use any drug either in the eye or for the treatment
of any other part of the body. This applies to
the druggist as well as to the optician, and yet, in
the former case, it is only a dead letter, as every
one knows that the druggist prescribes over his
counter whenever he gets.the chance ; and, if the
druggist is allowed to violate the law with impunity,
is there any reason why the optician should be
held to any more strict account ? Without going
any more fully into the merits of the question, my
advice to the optician would be to have a phy-
sician instil the atropine into the patient's eye
when it is found necessary to use it at all.

The use of cocaine is not entirely without
danger, as cases have been recorded in which it
has caused permanent opacities of the cornea.

" F. J. B., South Dakota."—May I use atropine in any-
one's eyes to examine with the ophthalmoscope,
or may not it be used at, and after, forty years
of age P If this may not be used after this age,
is there not any other drug that may be used that
will only dilate the pupil and not paralyze the
accommodation

The frequent inquiries from opticians asking
for information about the use of atropine, would
seem to show that there is a widespread desire
among optical men for authority and knowledge
to use the drug. I can only add that as the op-
tician's standard is raised, and he fits himself more
thoroughly for his work, just so much will he rise
in the public estimation and confidence, and to
that extent will he be accorded more and more
liberty in the use of measures and drugs that are
found needful adjuncts in the correction of optical
defects.

For the present I am disposed to advise the
optician to try to correct his refraction cases with-
out using any mydriatic, and I think it can be
done successfully in the great majority of cases.
It will require time and patience on the part of
both optician and patient, and in order to avoid
errors it is advisable to repeat the examination on
three or four successive days ; and a comparison of
the results obtained on each different day will
greatly assist in determining the glass that should
be prescribed. It has been my experience over
and over again to find that after the use of atro-
pine I have prescribed exactly the same glass as
was indicated in the examination made prior to
the use of the drug.

As referred to in our correspondent's query,
the advice is given by some authorities never to
use a mydriatic after forty years of age ; and while
I have never restricted my use of these drugs to
any particular age, and do not think it necessary
that any such iron-bound rule should be made, yet
it certainly would be a safe rule for the optician to
follow. The reasons why their use should be
limited to the years of early life are, first, it has
been known in persons of ,middle age that the
terrible disease glaucoma has been developed by
their use ; and, secondly, because after the age of
forty the accommodation has diminished so much
as to interfere but little in the detection and cor-
rection of refractive errors. 1/4

In answer to the inquiry as to whether there
is any drug that will dilate the pupil without
paralyzing the accommodation, I would say that
cocaine produces a marked dilitation of the pupil
without any effect on the accommodation.

411".
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

E will now try to make the
zinc-etching process for
photo-engraving so simple
that it can be carried out
by the novice after a little
practice ; although, as was

stated in a former article, we much
prefer the swelled-gelatine method for amateur
work. The underlying principle of the zinc-
etching process, as generally practiced now, con-
sists in coating a zinc plate, about one-tenth of an
inch thick, with a film of bichromated gelatin,
which is exposed under a line negative, such as
we have been describing, to sunshine, diffused
daylight or calcium-light.

The principal difficulties encountered in car-
rying out the zinc-etching are chiefly mechan-
ical, but also in procuring the necessary supplies.
For an amateur to work out the process from
printed instructions, we would advise him
to entirely disperise with the inking-roller de-
scribed in all published processes that have come
to the writer's notice. We all know that a wood-
cut or a small form of type can be inked with a
a dabber, or inking-cushion, even more perfectly
than by means of a roller.

The best inking-pad we .know of is made
from an ordinary kid glove, selecting the broadest
part free from seams and stitches for the face of
the pad. As we have constantly suggested, small
cuts, about two by three inches, are the best for
practice, and such cuts can very readily be inked
with an inking-pad or cushion. For making an
inking-pad, cut out a disk of heavy cardboard
about the size of a silver dollar, and use it to give
shape to the kid leather employed for the pad.
We show at Fig. I a vertical section of such an
inking-pad, A representing the edge of the card-
board disk, and B B' the kid leather.

The space b between the leather and the
cardboard disk, and also on top of the disk, is
filled with cotton-wool, to give convexity to the
face B' of the pad, and also to make it elastic.
To use this inking-pad, some good printer's ink is
spread on a glass slab, and the inking-pad dabbed
or patted on the ink until perfectly coated. With
such an inking-pad, the entire trick of using is to
get so we can, by patting the surface of the gel-
atin-coated zinc, produce a thin; even coating of
printer's ink over the entire surface.

Zinc comes already smoothed and nearly
ready for etching, but it is well to know how to
prepare it. The zinc plate must be not less than
one-tenth of an inch thick, and is much better if
nearly chemically pure.. Engraver's zinc, pre-
pared for use, can be had of Merchant & Co.,
525 Arch Street, Philadelphia. If the surface
has any scratches, they must be removed with
emery-paper, using finer and finer grades after the
scratches are removed, until the surface is dead-
smooth. In using emery-paper, a carpenter's
cork handpiece, the same as he uses for sand-
papering, should be employed.

In applying the emery-paper, it should not
be rubbed on the zinc with a circular motion, but
with a back-and-fOrth motion, so that the minute
scratches produced will he in fine, parallel lines
across the plate. For further smoothing, after
the emery proper, fine pumice-stone, sifted through
muslin, can be employed, followed by rotten-stone
and turpentine, pursuing the to-and-fro motion.
It is usual to give a final rouge-polish' to the sur-
face ; but if a perfect surface is obtained with

tripoli or rotten-stone, it is as good as a rouge-
polish. What we mean by a perfect surface is
one in which no lines would show, or, if inked as
for the process of printing, would show only one
pure, flat, black tint.

Vienna lime is an excellent polishing mate-
rial, and should be used by means of cotton-flan-
nel pads spread over a thick rubber block. The
cotton-flannel is wet with alcohol and dusted with
the lime, which is made fine by scraping with a
knife. The zinc is freed from all traces of grease,
and,should then be subjected to a process which
will cause the gelatin solution to spread evenly
over the face. This is done by immersing the
plate, face up, in a flat glass or earthen dish, in
which is placed a pint of soft water mixed with
half an ounce of saturated solution of common
alum and half a dram of nitric acid.

The zinc plate and dish are now rocked.so as
to cause the fluid to pass constantly back and
forth over the surface, which will cause the zinc
to have a frosted, silvery look. The pro-
cess should be continued for five or six minutes,
when the plate should be taken out and well
washed with pure water and a soft sponge. Any

roughness of the plate will indicate too much acid,
and the solution should be diluted. If the plate
looks blue, add more alum ; and if the solution is
slow to act, add more acid. A few drops of acid
must be added from time to time when several
plates are treated in succession. If we bear in
mind the thought that the action of the acid bath
we have just described is merely to cause the
bichromated gelatin solution to flow evenly over
the zinc, we shall soon acquire the skill to properly
apply it.

cannot afford to be without THE KEYSTONE
for the nominal sum of 81.00, as there is more than
enough in one number to more than repay one."—
w. F. STALEY, Pittston, Pennsylvania.

Turkish Timepieces.
Many years ago I ventured the opinion that

the development of the mechanical clock was
hindered for many centuries by the general use of
the Roman system of hours. I am more than
ever convinced of this. . It is perfectly well known
that prior to the Christian era trains of gearing
and other mechanical expedients were in use
whereby the hand of a clock could be made to
travel with uniform motion on a dial. There was,
to be sure, no true mechanical escapement, but
Ctesibius had devised .what I venture to call a
water escapement, which, under certain restricted
conditions, performed the true function of that
element of the modern clock. But the ingenuity
of the times was not adequate to the production
of the varying movement necessary to keep time
in a system in which the length of the hours was
constantly changing ; and so the clock waited
' many centuries until the system of hours was

changed.
This subject has been brought quite forcibly

to my mind by coming into the possession of a
number of German and Swiss patents for clocks
designed to keep Turkish time. It appears from
the specifications that the Turkish system of hours
is practically identical with that of ancient Rome,

the day commencing and ending with sunrise, and
the middle being at sunset, the two periods of day
and night being divided into six hours each,
which constantly vary in length with the change
of season.

It is obviously impracticable-to make up a rail-
road time-table on such a system, or to accommo-
date it to numerous other requirements of modern
social life ; and therefore the wonder is that any-
body should think it worth while to construct a
clock adapted to this system ; but, as the patentees
are in all cases residents of Constantinople, it may
be inferred that, in devising these clocks, they are
endeavoring to minister to a felt want of that
capital.

The device employed is of the same character
in all the patents, though in some automatic, in
others requiring frequent attention. It consists in
so adjusting the governing member (pendulum or
balance-wheel) as to give it a faster or slower rate
from month to month ; that is to say, in the
winter months, when the period from sunrise to
sunset is short, to quicken the action of the move-
ment so that the hand shall pass in proportionately
less time over that portion of the dial which rep-
resents the hours of daylight than it does in
summer, when the days are long. It is obvious at
once that this does not accomplish the purpose
sought for, and the inference is natural that in the
German and Swiss Patent Offices the question of
utility cannot have been raised on these applica-
tions. If the pendulum is adjusted to a slow beat
in the month of June, when the hours from sun-
rise to sunset are long, it might measure time
during the day ; but that same slow beat will
destroy its capability of measuring off the short
hours of the night. A parallel statement is true
for the month of December. For this reason
these inventions are useless, though they may
serve the purpose of the patentees by imposing on
the credulous Moslem.

It does not seem impossible, in the present
state of the arts, to construct a time-piece capable
of marking off this kind of hours with reasonable
precision. The exactness ot. an astronomical
clock or even of an ordinary kitchen clock would
be unnecessary. But the inventions above referred
to do not approach a solution of the problem, the
key to which is to be found in a clock presented
to this Government by that of Japan at the close
of the Centennial Exposition. In this the hand
moves around the dial at a uniform rate through-
out the year, the adjustment for different seasons
being accomplished by shifting the figures on the
dial. It is many years since I have seen this
clock, but, as I recollect it, the top of the dial
represents sunrise and the bottom sunset, the half-
circumference on each side being divided into five
hours by a set of figures which can be shifted in
place, as the seasons change, so as to make the day
hours long and the night hours short, and vice
versa, the sunset hour being shifted also.

I see no great difficulty in producing this
shifting of the sunset hour automatically to the
right or left as the season may require, nor does it
appear to me insurmountable to connect the inter-
mediate hours with the sunset. hour so that they
shall be shifted proportionately with it. With
such a contrivance an hour-hand moving at an
equal rate over the dial would point to the true
hour by Turkish time at all seasons of the year,
day and night. In fact, the problem seems to me
so easy of solution that I can only explain the
non-appearance of such clocks in the market- by
the supposition that no actual demand exists for
them. —F. A. Seely, Washington, D. C.
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NOVELTIE5 IN JEWELRY.
Special Designs in BADGES, GOLD EMBLEMS, PINS and CHARMS made to order.

31 Maiden Lane, New York.
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11 New Lathe.
The only way we can compete with other makers

and answer our customers who want us to put the price
of our lathe as low as other manufacturers, is to make

a lathe that will not cost as much.

This lathe will be made

For those watchmakers who think that a cast-iron bed is as
good as a steel one.

For those watchmakers who think that a lathe without oil-cups
is as good as one with.

For those watchmakers who think that a cone with an iron
ring around it is as good as one with a solid flange.

For those watchmakers who think that a tail-stock spindle
with soft bushing and taper, is as good as a hardened and
ground center.

The,saving in the above parts will enable us to list the New Lathe

where the " Rivett " is listed
at $45.00
at 52.00

The spindles, bushing, and the workmanship all through, will be in every particular equal to that of the
" Rivett," and the " Rivett " chucks and attachments will fit the New Lathe. By the time that this issue reaches the
public, the New Lathe will be ready for shipment. It will be known as

The Crosby Lathe.
office: 474 Washington Street,

Boston, Mass.

Send to the

Faneuil
Watch Tool
Company
for Catalogue,
Price= List,
and further
particulars.

Factory: Faneuil Station, B. & A.R. R.,
Faneuil, Brighton, Boston, Mass.

PLcAst MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO AoycotTiscKs.
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Repairing a Specialty.

Ell11E0Y & KOESTER,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

IALRTCHes,

CLOCKS,

JewEL-Fne,

SILLIZRIALTVRE,

TOOLS RND

7VTRTERMLS.

201 Jefferson Avenue,
DETROIT, MICH.

We think it was P. T. Barnum
who said : " The _poorer the show,
Hue more the manager should
spend in advertising."

This, no doubt, was solid advice
for money-making by the show,
but gave very unsatisfactory results
to amusement seekers. We cannot
help thinking some of our horolog-

ical institutes " have caught on " to Barnum's " dodge.";
at any rate, our advice to persons who anticipate
attending a horological school is, it would be well to
think twice before you leap. Your sending for our
catalogue will do you no harm and may do you a great
deal of good. Your attending the wrong school may be
the great mistake of your life ; hence we say,

Investigate and Compare.
Do this thoroughly and but one
conclusion can follow, which is,

The MEW llorologioal Institute
IMA.DO TIMM Alerw.

1508-1518 Columbia Ave.,
Philadelphia.

W. H. DOTTER,
SECRETARY.

Instituted 1889. Incorporated 1892. Charter Perpetual.

Interesting Readings—Some months ago a member of a prominent
optical firm of Cleveland (under an assumed name) wrote for circulars of our Correspond-
ence Course, stating he had made some progress in optics, and wished still further to
perfect himself. Afterward he sent his check and stated our Course was just what be
wanted. When finishing, be wrote, ,, Your Course is very thorough and complete, and a
man can not but be well qualified to fit difficult cases who has taken it," following this
with numerous questions about our methods, number of students, etc. This same firm now
announces that a course of hurried lectures is insufficient to make a proficient optician
(one of our strong points, which we have always maintained), and they desire their patrons
to study at home and answer questions which will be sent them. While the motives of this
gentleman in taking our Course seem open to suspicion, yet its excellence compelled his words
of commendation

' 
and the soundness and strength of our position must have struck his firm so

forcibly as to lead them to adopt our cardinal points and methods. Is not imitation the
sincerest flattery, and does not this still further attest the value of our Correspondence Course?

A large number of opticians have engaged to take our Course this

month, and those now under instruction are numerously scattered all over
the United States. To ambitious jewelers and opticians who are laying

plans for an increase of business during the present year, we commend our

Correspondence Department, which will make them skillful opticians, furnish

them a Diploma, and confer on them a degree, without leaving home and at

moderate cost. Those interested are requested to write for circulars, and
to enclose letterhead or business card.

Address all letters to Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

OPTICIAN'S RECORD BOOK; ONLY $2. Philadelphia, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS
Knowing the many objections to

the use of wax in watch-work, we
are making our

DALE CHUCKS
in regular sizes and half sizes from
3% to 954, and we guarantee the
finest and best staff-work can be
done complete, and in much less
time than by the old method of wax
or cement.

True chucks that fit the work
just right will enable you to do
the same work in half the time, and
do it right.

Price, $1.00 each,
same as regular sizes.

HOROLOGICAL TOOL CO.
MANUFACTURERS,

86 NORTH CLARK STREET,

CH ICAGO.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" PARTNERS."—I have a young man with me who
wants to open up a business for himself. He
wants me to furnish tools and material and he
run the business in the name of myself & Co.
What would be right in a division of the proceeds P

It would much depend on the amount of cap-

ital invested in tools and material—and goods, if

any were kept in stock. We should say that after

agreeing how much would be a fair compensation

for a salary, tools and material, also goods, should
be allowed twenty per cent. on net cost. We can

make, perhaps, the statement better understood by
instituting a supposed case. Call personal services

of young man ten dollars a week; or, for even
reckoning, five hundred dollars a year. If you

put twenty-five hundred dollars into the business

at twenty. per cent., you and he should share alike

in profits after all expenses were paid. This is

merely our idea ; and instances of such partner-

ships are so rare that we have few precedents to

go by.

" COLORED GOLD."—How is the colored work done
on gold and plated goods, like the leaves on some
breastpins P

Many people imagine such work is merely

colored by some chemical process. In solid .goods

the leaves or flowers are made of solid colored

alloys. Such alloys have recently been greatly

improved both in color and working qualities.

Many colored alloys are still secret, and known

only to the mixer. In plated goods these alloys

are applied like any stock plate ; that is, a thick

plate of brass or composition is firmly soldered

side by side to a thin sheet of this alloy, the two

rolled out together, and such plated metal cut out

with dies to any form, and embossed or matted to

whatever shape is required. Coloring by electro-

gilding is confined to three tints : red, by a com-

posite bath composed of copper and gold ; green,

a mixture of a pure gold bath with a little silver;

a full yellow is simply a pure gold with a strong

cyanide solution—cyanide a little in excess.

" ETCHING."—What acids are used for etching on
gold, silver and other metals P

A. strong solution of cyanide of potassium

(two ounces of cyanide to the quart of water),

employing the gold to be etched as an anode in

an electric circuit of about two volts and ten

amperes. The surface of the gold should be pro-

tected by some " resist," like shellac or asphaltum

varnish, except where the acid is to act. Aqua

Regia (three parts muriatic and one part nitric

acid), reduced with twice the bulk of water, can

also be used. In this case an electric current

can well be employed. The article to be etched

is attached to the copper or carbon pole, and a

plate of thin battery carbon suspended opposite

for a cathode. Silver is etched in dilute nitric

acid (one part acid, four parts water). To ex-

pedite the process, employ the electric circuit as

above. Heating the acid bath as hot as will not

melt the protecting coating also favors rapid

action. Copper is etched in the same manner,

except the nitric acid should be diluted more.

Steel is also best etched with nitric acid, one drain

of acid to one pint of water. For protecting the
surface of metals to be etched, the best resist is
composed of white wax, two parts ; gum mastic,
one part ; real asphaltum, one part. The asphaltum
is ground into a fine powder and sifted through
muslin, .and added after the wax and mastic are
melted. The mixture is poured into clear water,
and when sufficiently cool is made into sticks
about the size of one's little finger. To apply it,
heat the article and rub a stick of the " etching
ground " upon it until coated. Such etching
ground, dissolved in turpentine, painted on silver
for spoon-etching and afterward baked (exposed
in an oven heated to about 250° F.) for an hour
or two, stands the best of any resist the writer has
tried. If applied too thick it is apt to run in the
oven, but experience will educate the persevering
in this as in everything else.

" TRIANGLE."—If " Aluminum," in Novem-
ber, 1892, KEYSTONE, wants a hard solder, he will
find the following very good. It was originally
intended for soldering aluminum-bronzei but I
have used it on aluminum spectacles with satis-
factory results.

52 parts.Cz ionpr r , -
- 46 "

Tin, - 2 4,

Copper wire can be made use of in making the
alloy, and sheet-zinc can be employed ; but only
grain-tin or other pure tin, to be had at -the drug-
gist's, should go into the solder. The above pro-
portions in grains or pennyweights can be melted
and compounded on charcoal or asbestos. Melt
the copper first, and add the zinc a little (say one-
sixth) at a time, keeping the metal no hotter than is
necessary to preserve the fluidity ; then add the
tin. About sixty parts of zinc can be used in
such a melting, as some of it will burn out.
After the solder is cold, weigh it to see if it comes
out to the even hundred parts ; if it weighs less,
zinc must be added to make up the deficency ;
if it weighs more, another melting will probably
burn out enough of the zinc to bring it to the
proper proportions. Such solder is brittle, but it
can be hammered some. Borax is the flux to
employ.

Many thanks to our friend " Triangle " for
the recipe.

" ENAMEL."—Will you please inform me how to
flatten and polish hard enamel after it has been
through the fire ? I have always found that
after I had filed off the enamel and brought it
through the fire, it did not leave the enamel
equal or flat. Is there any way to grind the
enamel off and polish it P What is best to use for
pickle for gold after enameling P

Enamel can be ground and polished like any
other glass. Much, however, depends on the
skill and judgment of the enameler about work
coming out smooth from the furnace. Where
enamel work is to be ground, the main thing to
look to is to have the cutting full after the firing,
so as to stand the necessary reduction. Lead laps,
with the proper grades of emery, will do the
smoothing, and the final. polish is effected by
means of putty-powder or rouge. For roughing-
off, a coarse grade of emery should be employed;
and for smoothing, fine emery, followed by pul-
verized pumice-stone. Laps for such purposes
should be mounted on vertical axles, and should
be at least twelve inches in diameter. The flat face
of the lap only is employed. For smoothing, three
laps are required; that is, first, roughing with
coarse emery ; second, smoothing with fine emery;
third, dead-polish with fine pumice-stone powder.
The glossy polish is produced best with a tin lap
and fine glass-polishers' rouge, which is simply

good crocus carefully prepared to avoid grit.
Putty-powder cuts more rapidly than rouge for
polishing, but does not give that exquisite polish
which rouge does. All the grinding and polishing
processes are conducted by mixing water with the
grinding and polishing materials ; oil not answer-
ing at all. With the necessary tools and skill,
grinding and polishing of enamel is very rapidly
done. The best pickle for gold enamel work is a
strong solution of cyanide of potassium and a dy-
namo ; letting the gold enamel goods serve as the
anode.

" HOROLOGICAL STUDENT."—(l) Will you kindly
inform me of the probable age of a watch made
by Tissot & Co., Lode, No. 23543P (2) Is it the
proper thing to clean a nickel clock or watch
with benzine, or does the benzine have a bad
effect on the oil and tend to make it gum P (3)
How do you polish opals after they are slightly
scratched and have become dull P

(i) We have no means of ascertaining the
date at which your watch was made. Our im-
pression is, however, the movement is of compar-
atively recent date, probably twenty-five to thirty
years of age. (2) There has been much said
about the use and abuse of benzine for watch-
makers' cleaning purposes. Our experience justifies
the belief that it can be employed to good advan-
tage in many instances. We think there are two
principal reasons for the disfavor into which it has
fallen with many workmen ; one of which is
making use of it as long as it will " cut " gummy
oil. We remember an instance of this kind, a
large firm who kept one or two men constantly on
clocks. The head of this department kept a
large dish of benzine, in which he immersed all
his clocks ; wheels and plates were soaked and
scrubbed in this benzine pool until it was a green-
black fluid fit for no use except drowning cock-
roaches. Now, while this bath removed the
gummy oil, it left a smear that was poison to fresh
oil. For ordinary lacquered Yankee clocks, a very
slight brushing with warm water and soap will
remove this smear very readily. Even a dip and
rub in clean benzine will, in most instances, fit a
clock for service again. One bad effect of the
smear left by dirty benzine is a tendency of the
fresh oil applied to the pivots to spread over the
entire plate and wheels—in fact, almost entirely
leaving the pivot holes, which soon dry up and
cut. Highly purified benzine will not leave any
smear behind it. As a test, put a few drops into
a bright, clean watch-glass to evaporate ; if it
dries out and leaves a smear behind it, you may
be satisfied it is unfit .for fine watchwork, unless
the parts subjected to its action are afterward put
through alcohol or carefully dry-brushed. Nothing
except chloroform cleans a hairspring as nicely as
benzine of a good quality. The second reason we
referred to is really given in what we have said
above ; that. is, using a poor article of benzine.
(3) Opals can be repolished and freed of scratches
by first removing the stone from the setting, and
cementing it to the end of a stick so it can be
held for the manipulations of polishing. A cement
made of gum mastic with twice its weight of
ultramarine does well. It should always be borne
in mind that opals should not be heated above the
temperature of boiling water, or they will either
splinter or lose their prismatic hues. Fine emery,
washed to remove all coarse particles, employed
with a hard-wood slip and water, will take out the

• scratches ; a similar hard-wood slip, with tripoli
and water, will polish it—or putty-powder and
water with the stick for polishing. When employ-
ing the stick for smoothing or polishing, a turning-
rolling motion should be given the stone, precisely
as if we were rounding a piece of metal with a file.
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What portion of a watch case
plays the most important part
in determining its general ap=
pearance •

The answer to this important question will depend largely on the
style of the case. On the severely plain gold case, now so much sought after,
especially by the more refined class of customers, the

Antique Pendant

is, beyond all measure, the part of maximum importance. The phrase "severely
plain does not in itself imply artistic. The handsome, oval-shaped antique pendant,
however, supplies the requisite infusion of art, no more and no less, to relieve the
severity, to make the case artistically perfect, as well as beautiful, and to merit and
elicit from your more cultured purchasers their pet and, no doubt, familiar exclama-
tion, " Isn't that chaste !” A plain case with the regular pendant makes a handsome
watch ; with the antique pendant, an ideal one.

On fancy cases, too, the antique pendant has a similarly beautifying effect, as
an examination and comparison of cases will make clear to the most obtuse
customer. These are assertions. Proving their truth ,rofitably remains with you.

In speaking of cases with antique pendants, we laid stress on refined  customers.
A word about this. The greatest of living novelists gave the advice to a young
literary aspirant never to underestimate the intelligence of his readers. We extend
to you the more pertinent advice never to underestimate the degree of refinement
or good taste of your customers. Err, if err you will, on the other side. Give all
a chance at the antique pendants, and note results. We are now turning out the
handsomest line of Boss Cases (plain and fancy) with antique pendants ever put
on the market. Get samples at once.

Keystone Watch Case Company

If/

'Me

The Boss Watch Case Co. •
Gents: I have a case that was

bought in 1866—No. 2260. I have

had it nearly twenty-seven years, and
the case is quite good yet. I thought
it might suit you to give me a case

in return as an ad. for your cases.

I got it of Bell Bros., Ogdensburg,

N .
Yours truly,

S. B. Austin,
Hound City, Afo., Nov. 30, 1892. of Austin Bros.

THIS

••• •••

•
•
•

• THIS ,S TO CERTIFY iRAT "IC ACCOMERNYING CAS(
• No 
it. IS A GENUINE JA1.BOSS CABE, MADE

• 

OF TwO PLATES OF SOLID COLO OVER-
A PLATE OF ECRIPOSERORMEEIRNI

WARRANTEOro wun Foot 20 win
KEYSTONE WATCHCASE

• ZOMPANY •

*saes*.

•

•
ANTEE
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"Business Gratitude"

Is gratitude founded on dollars made.

Our correspondence from patrons of
the new-shaped

Thin Bascine Boss

Screw Cases

breathes the spirit of business grat-
itude. The unanimity of the feeling
is truly remarkable. Those who
have not as yet procured samples
should take note that

These screw cases are entirely new in

shape, and patterned on a different model

from any heretofore used. They are thin=

net and prettier, and bascine also.

The thin screw cases in Jas. Boss 14 K.
and I o K. are filled cases in the high-
est degree of perfection yet reached.
They have more exquisite designs,
more delicate engraving, more per-
fect workmanship and finer finish
than seen hitherto on any except
the very finest solid gold cases.
Order samples at once and test their
marketable worth.
We also make these screw cases

in our Cyclone and Silveroid grades.

Edge View.

Keystone Watch Case Company

"Police Statistics for 1892 have shown a
considerable falling of in the comparative number

of watches stolen, though the number of attempted

thefts is still increasing."

it

If you have not a Model,
send for one.

In a year of big crowds and celebrations this is all

the more remarkable. The authorities at last realize and

acknowledge that the falling off is due almost entirely

to the more extensive use of

The kiAaitt_ Bow.

The fact that thieves are more industrious as well as

more ingenious than ever, while the 'results are more

meager, leaves no doubt whatever on this point. The

-_eat Bow is gradually eliminating from criminal

phraseology the term " ringing "—the mode of theft

almost universally adopted heretofore by watch-stealers.

This bow is both a watch-saver and thief-detector.

When explaining its merits to your customers (which

almost invariably means a sale), impress on them that it

is not used to sell an inferior case, but,
on the contrary, it is found only on Boss Cases
—the original and acknowledged standard in filled cases.

Keystone Watch Case Company

79
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PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

The Oldest and Best Equifified Horolog-

ical School on the Continent.

Thorough Instruction in Horology, En-

graving and Ophthalmology.

_ WALTHAM, MASS.
The vast majority of repairers of watches, located away from large cities, are obliged to carry a line of

' Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.

Do You Know How to Fit Them .PTiproug4 Instriction prougli IRstruction
in

Waving
in all its

MOOS

If not, you are not doing justice either to your customer or yourself. If you do, you have ,‘ the other fellow" at

A BIG DISADVANTAGE.
We have added this study to the curriculum of our School and have secured as Instructor a first-class Professor

in Opthalmology. No extra charge is made to regular students for instruction in this branch.
We also give thorough instruction in

ENGRAVING iN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Our reputation as instructors in

WATCHMAKING AND REPAIRING
is thoroughly established. The hundreds of pupils who have graduated from our School are the best possible
testimony to the efficiency of the instruction.

A graduated pupil from this School can repair or construct a duplicate of any watch ever produced in Europe
.or this country.

We agree to pay any person's expenses home who may come to this school, if we do not show him right here
more advantages for speedy and thorough learning in all branches taught than will be found in any other similar
institute in this country.

We also furnish Free tools and material for pupils to use while here; also material for making small tools for
themselves, which they own when finished.

N. B.—Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished,
WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS. WH'EN DOING SO, MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

in

Watcloaklug
and

Waiting

without extra cost.

1114 WO Pail IIle ØigftesI Casil Noes lot OM ON NU Slim
Our business is so large that it is necessary to run a complete refining and assaying department in connection with it. We can handle without additional expense, and use inour own shop, all old Gold and Silver consigned to us. We are at no expense soliciting consignments, nor are we at any expense selling the Gold and Silver after refining, but use itall ourselves. We are satisfied to make the difference in value between old and new Gold for our profit. It is a very small profit, after deducting the cost of refining, but it is thequantity that counts. Wholesale Jewelers who do not use old Gold and Silver themselves, and have no facilities of knowing its value, and refiners who buy to sell again, and are atgreat expense soliciting consignments, CANNOT AND DO NOT PAY FULL CASH VALUE.
We make returns the same day consignment is received, by New York or Chicago draft, on which there is no exchange to pay. If our offer should prove unsatis-factory, we will return consignment at our own expense in the condition received. We have been so long and favorably known to the trade that it is unnecessary to give along list of testimonials or references. We publish a few sample letters :

Office of Henry Maurer,
Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.

LA CVGNE„ KAN., January 8, 189o.Messrs. Wendell & Co.
GENTS :—I am just in receipt of your check, $23.06, in settle-

xr ent of account for old Silver and Gold. You have done as well if
not better than I expected. Will forward another invoice soon.
Thanking you for your promptness in remitting, I remain.

Yours truly, H. MAURER.

Office of E. E. Van Fleet,
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Optical Goods.

WHITE CLOUD, Micti., April 4, x89o.
Messrs. IVendell & Co., Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :—I received statement and draft for old Gold and
Silver. Am well pleased with same.

Yours respectfully, E. E. VAN FLEET.

Office of L. S. Collins,
Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.

CAMBRIDGE, OHIO, April xi, :890.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

DEAR SIRS :—I Bend you a lot of old Gold and Silver Cases.
You can remit me amount of this without sending estimate. Your
last estimate was entirely satisfactory.

Yours, etc., L. S. COLLINS.

Office of Julius Croneau,
Watchmaker and Jeweler, Solid Silver and Plated Ware.

KEWANEE, ILL., April xx, 589o.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chieago.

GENTLEMEN :—Your value on Gold very satisfactory. You
may credit my account, $59.65, and oblige,

Yours truly, JULIUS CRONEAU.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD:
6 K. Gold 24 cts. cash a (INV.-,

di7 K. n
8 H.
9 K.
10 K.
11. K.
12 K.
13 K.
14 H.
15 K.
16 H.
17 H.
18 K.

28 n "
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64

68
72

Office of W. H. Summer,
Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Fine Jewelry.

GAINESVILI.E, GA., May 7, 0890.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :—The amount of old scrap Gold was a great dealbetter than I thought it would be. Am well pleased with your
returns. Yours truly, W. H. SUMMER.

Office of W. T. Newton,
Watchmaker, Jeweler and Optician.

KNOXVILLE, TENN., May 7, 1890.
Messrs. Wendell & Co , Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :—Please find receipt for $43.13, amount of Goldand Silver. Am well satisfied with same.
Yours respectfully, W. T. NEWTON.

Office of W. E. Cross,
Watchmaker and Jeweler.

AMSTERDAM, N. Y., June 8, 189o,
Messrs. Wendell c2, Co., Chicago.

DEAR SIRS :—Am well pleased with returns for old Gold sealyou a few days ago. Please accept thanks for promptness in rcturning draft for same.
Very respectfully, W. E. CROSS.

WE PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET VALUE FOR OLD SILVER.

REFINERS, ASSAYERS and BUYERS

of Old Gold and Silver for cash.-

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
Office and Works:

63, 65, 67 & 69 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

F. R. CLAYTON,

OFFICE:

26 ST. JOHNS PLACE,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

REFERENCES : R. Wallace & Sons, Stein & Ellbogen.

TERMS REASONABLE.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

The best rings ever offered for the money.
They are especially intended for a moder-
ate-price ring, and they fill the bill exactly.

"Well ! well ! well ! Here's a problem solved that has
perplexed me ever since I worked at the bench myself. I
always knew it was an injustice for the watchmaker to be re-
quired to warrant work, keep a record of it for the customer,
and after all get a cussing for his trouble. B ut just how to get
around it and satisfy the customer never occurred to me."

Harry Emrie's 
Watch Guarantee for Repairs

No. 104. y8 K. $9.00 No. 105. % K. $9.00 No. 106. 3/8 K. $9.00

Harry Emrie's
Watch Guarantee for Sales

No. 117. % K. $9.00 No. 118. $7.20

LET US SEND YOU AN ASSORTMENT.
Write for prices. Write for prices.

No. 118. Cluster.
Ruby, Emerald or Sap-
phire, and S Rose Dia-
monds. $6.75 take the place of all watch records without the

responsibilities of watch records.

Both forms are just the size of bank-checks.
Put up in books, well bound, with heavy covers.

Perforated all around, to tear out conveniently.
No. 502. Fine Ruby, Emerald
or Sapphire Doublet. $1.3.5 Doublets. $2.16

No. 503. Three Fine Ruby No. 504. Moonstone Center.
Two Ruby, Emerald or Sap-
phire Doublets. $1.80 PRICES:

Either Guarantee for Sales or for Repairs.

No. 2—two blanks to page,
No. 3—three blanks to page, -
No. 5—five blanks to page, -

No. 506. 8 Whole Pearls. I.ine
Ruby, Emerald or Sapphire

Doublet. $3.15

No. 5184. 8 Rose Diamonds.
Fine Opal Center. $7.6.5

Ii-ET CASH. No further discounts.

Order early, before they are all gone.

Importers of Diamonds and Precious Stones. BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS. A fun line of DIA-
MOND MOUNTINGS. All kinds of REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE. Send us a trial order. We
wry HS Mock a large line of Ladies and Gentlemen's ENGRAVED BAND AND STONE RINGS.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS.

$I.00
1.50

2.25

Manufactured by

HARRY EMRIE,
Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A.

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
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DR. G. M. DAKIN,
President.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

R. E. MORRISON, ED. F. MICHAEL, J. L. HUTCHINSON,

Secretary. Treasurer. Superintendent.

Known az the Bezt.
INCORPORATED, JUNE, 1892.

Hutchinson's

Practical School for Watchmakers
La Porte, Ind.DR. G. M. DAKIN,

R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Bank;
WM. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., bankers;

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treas. E. F. Michael Co.;

JOS. J. RUMELY, Treas. M. Rumely Co.;

You can acquire

incr to watchmaking

Directors.

a more thorough knowledge of everything pertain-

at this school in less time and at less expense

than at any other place in the

United States. Tuition lower

than that of any other school and

includes an optical course. Cost of

living less than at any other place

where similar schools are estab-

lished. Students received at any

time. Send for catalogue, samples

of engraving, etc.
Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed by Prof. J. L. Hutchinson. Built in this school

by Student K, W. Keeler. Send for description.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Superintendent,

La Porte, Ind.

NO IF," NO66 BUT." A POSITIVE CERTAINTY
The Hoskins' "PERFECT" Fountain Pen 

EMI
It is exactly what its name implies, and not an experiment. Other makes may cost more, but that is not the 

fault of the pen. You

must blame the maker who yearns for large profits. WHAT WE ARE 
READY TO DO FOR YOU IN PRICE : No. 2 Gold 

Pen, Chased

Holder, Sio.00 per dozen ; No. 2 Gold Pen, Gold Mounted Holder, $13.50 
per dozen. 7 per cent. discount, prompt cash. 

Simply made

in four parts, it cannot get out of order, but does its work every time. 
You can see the price is right, and we back the 

pen with our

reputation.

WM. H. HOSKINS stationer, 815 Chestnut St Phila• • 9 Pa.
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MAX J. LISSAUES.

MAX S. HALLMAN.

k

( StICCeSSOTti to LISSAVER & SONDHE151.)

Established 1866

\\

American Loose and Mounted Gold and Plated SPECIALTY:

Patent Interchangeable

Watches. Diamonds. Jewelry. Initial Rings.

O. H. LOWMAN.

ALEX. BOEHME.

83

11 j1Iaide Lao, New York.

WE MAKE OUR FAREWELL BOW
as this is our last appearance before you for the present.
Since bringing out our new

Brass Forming Lathe
we have been obliged to run evenings to keep anywhere
near up with orders. Enough said many thanks.

The Meriden Machine Tool Co.
MERIDEN, CONN.

We respectfully call the attention of the trade in general to the Superior Quality of

FINE SWISS FILES

They are acknowledged to be

The Best Finished,
Most Uniform in Temper

and Sharpness, and
The Quality Never Varies.

ANTOINE GLARDON.

A trial order is solicited by with the above trade-mark stamped on each file.

F. W. GESSWEIN
SOLE AGENT,

39 John Street, New York.

LATEST NOVELTY

The COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

OCSION PATCNTCO OCT. 25. 1892.

Finished in Oxydized Silver and Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER .DOZ., $2.00.

G. M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPLES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.
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Manufacturers and
Exporters

New Designs in

Silver Penholders
and Pencils.

Fine Gold pens, Holders; ricks, pencils, Hades and Fountain pens.
AIKIN=LAMBERT JEWELRY CO., Importers of Diamonds, and Jobbers in Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc.

BIELITS C .7vET

The ELGIN
is not to be depended on, but

HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is,
for we are still pursuing our straightforward, - honest course of making Competent and Experienced Watchmakers of our students.

D0 YOU wish to perfect yourself in the more difficult parts of the trade? 0 YOU wish to become an Expert Engraver?
0 YOU wish to learn the trade from the foundation ? 0 YOU wish to be near Chicago during the World's Fair?

Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue, and see what we can do for you.

OURS is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.

is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the Western Traa'e Journal and Review

Number of Students
which we admit is limited. ELGIN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL, Elgin, Illinois. Apply at once,

if you wish a seat.

COLUMBIA

Inkstand, $1.00
Per doz., $8.00

Paper-Weight, $1.00
Per doz., $8.00

Napkin Rings, so cents
Per doz., $4.00

NOVELTIES

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER.

Just the thing for Holiday trade.

-,1:717,71111T111111111111
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Stamp-box, $1.00
Per doz., $8.00

These goods are first-class, heavily plated with 22 K. GOLD, and are handsome
enough for any stock of Jewelry.

ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.
Send for Illustrated Circular. WORLD'S FAIR SOUVENIR CO.,

Sole Manufacturers, 173 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.
Match-Box, so cts
Per doz., $4.00
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 Quality is the Standard of Value. Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.

A bread-winner for the watchmaker.
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Columbia's Jewels.
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REDUCED PRICES
ON CHUCKS AND COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.

Established in 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

p. j. BENVIS,
IN State St.

Chicago, Ill.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

Reference of a few sales made:

E. HALLETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, 111.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO., Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND, Tiffin, 0.
A. T. THREADGALE, Taylor, Tex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.

D. A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo.

ROTHE IMPORTING CO., Denver, Colo.
NV. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.

GEO. BEENIER, Lead City, South Dakota.

C. S. DURFEE, Davenport, Iowa.

C. 13. SCOTT'S SONS, Mayfield, Ky.

PAUL HELFER, Saratoga, N. Y.

0. L. ZIMMERMAN, Jeffersonville, Ind.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or

silverware house of Chicago.

The OLDEST and BEST.

FARSONS HOROLOQICAL 5000L
Every branch of the Horo-

logical Art, including En-

graving and Jewelry Work,

taught by experienced and

reliable instructors.

Special Classes

in Optics.
PARSONS' HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, PEORIA, ILL

Parsons, Ide 8z Co.,
Formerly of LA PORTE, IND.

The school is equipped

with the latest and most

improved machinery and

tools.

Write for

Catalogue and
particulars.

119 Fredonia Ave., Peoria, Ill.



86 MOM Oust-Proof Watofi Kegs.
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE.
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MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.

SOMETHING NEW!
We have now ready for the trade a line of Patent Counterbores for the watch

repairers, similar to what we have been supplying in large quantities to the leading watch
factories. We have selected the case-screw and jewel-screw sizes as the most

desirable for the watch repairer, and any workman
who wishes to be fully equipped in the way of
small tools will find these Counterbores a necessity.

Set A. Consisting of 12 sizes of Case-
Screw Counterbores for use on
the leading makes of American
watches.

Price, $2.90.

Set B. Consisting of 7 sizes of Jewel-
- Screw Counterbores for use on

the leading makes of American
watches.

Price, $1.00.

Ask your Jobber for them or send direct to
us ; and if you are in need of a lathe, call
for one of our

Three Four Hopkins Lathes.
Prices reduced in December.

Waltham Watch Tool Co.
Springfield, Mass.

JEWELERS'

sk\ONNI CASESIN STOCK

AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest Made, and filwags Carried in Stock.

Ill
nvu wut.-----
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Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest
notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

gigit. Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the
Columbian Exposition.

Mall Show Case and Mirror Works
Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

STOLE GOODS RT POP1111111 PRICES.

Harstrom's Celebrated All-Steel Adjust-
able Watch-Case Springs.

Very easily fitted.
Price, 90 cts. per doz. ; 810.50 per gross.

Gem Pivot-Drill Chuck.
Made for all American lathes. ‘V ill fit any tail-

stock, taper-chuck or spindle. Please mention
what lathe you want it for.

Price, '75 cts. each.

Have just received a large stock of Extra Quality SUPERIOR Mainsprings (tipped)
for all grades of American watches--Waltham, Elgin, etc. They are noted for their
elasticity and fine finish (do not set), and are guaranteed against breakage. Each
dozen packed in an anti-rust tin box. Price, $1.25 per doz.; $13.50 per gross.

Finished Balance-Staffs, fitting Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Illinois, Rockford, Seth
Thomas, New York Standard and Columbus movements, $1.5o per doz.; $55.00
per gross.

Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels in settings for all the above companies' move-
ments, $1.25 per doz. ; $52.00 per gross.

Pendant-Screws. A very handy screw for holding the stem in place (a long-felt want
supplied). 1 gross, well assorted, in vial, including some extra large sizes, 75 cts„

Swiss Cap-Jewels, extra fine quality, turned and perfectly round. 1 gross, nicely
assorted, in vial, $1.00.

Excelsior Balance-Screw Collets or Timing-Washers, for poising and timing
watch-balances. No hairspring unpinning required where these washers are used.
Price, per gross, sco cts. ; assorted as follows: one-half gross gents' 18 size, one-
quarter gross each 6 and 16 sizes.

Swiss Balance and Wheel-Jewels, nicely assorted, in vial ; first qualitye,r$g4r.oss.os;
second quality, $3.50 ; third quality, $2.50 ; and fourth quality, $1.5o 

p

Birch's Genuine Patent Watch-Keys. Brass. 75 cts. per doz.
American Screws, assorted in gross lots for Waltham or Elgin, $1.00 per gross in vial.

N. B.—All the above items subject to 10 per cent. cash discount as an inducement,
and all orders, to receive prompt attention, must be accompanied by the cash. Parties order-
ing goods shipped by mail will please enclose stamps, or their equivalent, to cover postage.
Send all orders and remittances to

H. B. PETERS,
37 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

DEALER IN

Fine Watch Materials and Tools,
Rolled-Plate and Fire-Gilt Chains, Lockets, Charms, etc.

Mention THE KEYSTONE. Orders filled from any Catalogue.

OVeitiCS

Can refer to many successful sales made.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar movements are being Fitted with our Patent Steel Ball-Clutch.

sold by the

Illinois

Watch Co.

of Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-
cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement.

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631, and that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

—starts instantly, runs very swift and strong,
easy, slow-working treadle; and you will
throw away the old lathe when you see this
one. Write to-day for a Descriptive
Catalogue of Our Improved Lathes
and Tools.

The Carpenter Handy Drill.
Price, 35 cents.

We want io,000 jewelers
Handy. Drills, because every
one to good advantage every
handy and cheap.

35 cents, by mail,

to order to,000
jeweler can use
day. They arc

prepaid.

Te Carpenter Utile all Tool Co.

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companies.

165 Tremont Street,
Write to-day for Catalogue of Lathes and Tools,
Moat all Jobbers keep our Lathes, Boston, Mass.



" FRED. W. DEVERE,

Ilr jetrelers' Auctioneer
P. 0. Box 2814, NEW YORK CITY.

A specialty made of Auction Sales for Jewelers in their regular places of business.
If for any reason you desire the services of an Auctioneer, it will prove a good business
transaction to communicate with me. All communications will be held strictly confidential.

Address FRED. W. DEVERE,
P. O. Box 2814, NEW YORK CITY.

Refer to the following firms, for whom I have made sales:

F. E. HALLER, Memphis, Tenn. COVELL & MATSON, Brockton, Mass.
J. H. ISHAM, Buffalo, N. Y. HERMAN PLACK, Harrisburg, Pa.

HATHAWAY, JEWELER, Massillon, Ohio. J. P. WEIXI,ER, Worcester, Mass.
SHUPP BROS., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

BOSS CASES.

Importers of

Diamonds.

Waltham

Elgin

Howard

Movements

0. MIRLIMT & 5oNs,
Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.
938 Market St., Philadelphia.

L. LELONG & BRO.
gi

Sweep

Refiners
Gold and Silver and

18gliigljg1Mg°1 Assayers
Smelters

aLa
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S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Streets,

NEWARK, N. J.

A. N. CLARK, Plainville, Conn.
Carried in stock by all
Wholesale Dealers.

fano& Rorer of
The Celebrated

LOOP WATCH KEY.
Never made better and never mars

popular than at present.

Numbers stamped on each key.

Send for price list of
these and other goods.

Crosby's Jeweling Tools.

The Original

GOLD CROWN
FILLED RINGS,

Plain and Chased.

MANUFACTURED FOR THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY.

Every Ring has our Trade-Mark of the Crown stamped inside. None genuine without it.

We also manufacture Solid Gold Rings.

W. E. McCALL,
Successor to McCall & Newman,

104 & 106 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Jewelry Repairing in all its branches a Specialty.

FORREST BUILDING,

LANDSCAPES

eATALOGUES
COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

BUILDINGS

JEWE-ERS' AND WATCHMKERS' WORK A SPECIALTY.

NO. 9. LONG WOOD-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

NO. 41. LONG RUBBER-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

NO. 51. LONG NICKEL-PLATED BENCH KEY.

"

No. 63. TRIPLEX POCKET SCREW-DRIVER. PATENTED.
Price 76 cts. Three blades in one handle. Blades, Nos. 44, 53 and 6o.

WILEWIND -ANYWATC1.1-1
No. 2. POCKET KEY. BRASS.

'ziEwifERNEEmiw
NO. GO. POCKET. NICKEL-PLATED.

R. fl. Franklin successor to John S. Birch & Go.,
79 & 81 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TOOLS ANO SMALL METAL GOODS MADE ON CONTRACT. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

DELANEY'S COMBINATION TWEEZER.

Clock Screw-Drivers. Length 734 in,

Rosewood Handles, Nickel-Plated Blades and Ferrules. Convenient for deep work.

PATENTED AUG. 18, 1892.
CUT FULL SIZE. NICKEL-PLATED. $1.00.

DIRECTIONS WITH EACH TOOL.

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
at the array of Jobbers now handling the best Tweezer ever placed on the market for watchmakers;
E. 13. MELCHOR, Los Angeles, Cal.
M. MYERS, Boston, Mass.
E. & j. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Sw.A.E.TcHtua & Co., Chicago, Ill.
GLICKAUP & NEWHOUSE, Chicago, Ill.
BENJ. ALLEN, Chicago,
SHERMAN & Co., Chicago, Ill.
OTTO YOUNG & CO., Chicago, Ill.

R. & L. FRIEDLANDER, New York City.
H. H. KAYTON, New York City.
W. W. MANSFIELD, Portland, Me.
E. A. CowAN, Boston, Mass.
LEWIS JEWELRY SUPPLY CO, Denver, Col.
S. R. KAMP, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. H. PURDY, Chicago, Ill.
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago, Ill.
A. HIRSCH & Co., Chicago, Ill.

We do not wish to tire you with testimonials—the Tweezer speaks for itself. It has come to stay.

C. W. DELA.NE-Y.

H. M. SMITH & CO.
83 Nassau Street, MANUFACTURERS OF
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New York City.
GOLD PENS, HOLDERS, PENCILS, PICKS, FOUNTAIN PENS, ETC.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE "BLACK DIAMOND" FOUNTAIN PEN,
THE LATEST AND THE BEST—ABSOLUTELY PERFECT—WILL NOT DROP INK.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE-LIST.

The Lindstriim " Indestructible" Swedish Pliers

FLAT. 3)4, 4, 4,4 inches. so cents each. CUTTING. 3,, 4, inches. 75 cents each.

These pliers are without exception the best ever introduced into this country. The nippers will cut better and stand more usage thaa the
best brands heretofore in the market; they almost merit the term " indestructible."

Reduction in Fancy Dials.

The Crown Self-Adjusting Case-
springs, are made from the finest steel,
hardened and tempered in oil. They are
by far the easiest to adjust, and only two sizes
are required for cases from 0 to IS size.

Price, per dozen so cents.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

Anti-Magnetic Watch Protectors.
For 18 and 16 size Hunting and Open-Face Watches.

$2.00 per dozen.

B.   
69 Nassau Street, New York.

The Prettiest Dials in the market to fit all sizes
of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden and Columbus Move-
ments, including set of Louis XIV hands.

Price, complete, $1.50

JON]

R. W. TIRRELL,
SPECIALTY,

D'C'TIONEER
Sales made for Jewelers only in their places of business. Can refer to any of the numerous sales that I have made

throughout the United States. I never have made a failure. All communications strictly confidential. Address

OFFICE WITH

HENRY CARTER,
Wholesale Jeweler.

R. W. TIRRELL,
198 Broadway, New York.

Boston Address, 114 Pembroke St.
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Fountain and Gold flume Made and Repaired
CROWN PEN CO. rliPtu 78 State St. Mom

OPTICAL JOBBING
Quick Time, eh

Careful Work,
car TRIM:rt. Low Prices.

St eel Frames, 15t0 3o cts. each. Sph eri-
ca, Lenses, 25 cts. per pair. Cylinders,
35 cts. per pair. Sphero-Cylinders, 5o
cts. per pair (all beveled). Catalogue FREE

QUEEN & CO • 
Imo Chestnut St.,

Phila., Pa.

ENGEL'S PATENT RING GAUGE
A2 M 

IND,A1011

A4 USED
BY ALL

SAMPLE 15 CENTS.i
Price, per dtiz. $ 1.53

41 4111 500. 20.00
" " 1000, 30.00A.

500& 10001ot price incl ndes name and address.
ISE THEM TO Advertise your Rings.
Manufactured by A. W. ENGEL,

4.11.117 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL. Trade

Gold, Filled,
Silver and Nickel.

...-', ottwoonteroog. 1,,

MARINE CHRONOMETERS,
MANUFACTURED 

dorm Bliss & Co., 128 Front St., Now York.

E. P. Ledos,
MANUFACTURER OF

WATCH CASE MATERIALS,
Crowns, Pendants, etc.

118 Market St., Newark, N. J.

Sell it to your customers ; it pays
a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED.

For Cleaning Diamond,
BOLO IN 4Ario 8 OZ. BOTTLES, Foil Back, and all kinds

;11001A4u0 of Gold. Plated or GiltOR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. 1111GISTUID, Jewelry.
UNSURPASSED FOR CLEANING DIAMONDS AND FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers in Jewelry and Material.
FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

We have on band a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,
not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and are
excellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair, and will give
satisfactory result, as to performance. We will sell these Chronometers at
low prices, either for cash, or on accommodating terms to suit special MSG%
or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING PRICES AND TERMS.

CASH-BUYERS' INTEREST.
Ont.-hair Plate-Mere", Elgin. etc., . $1.00
One.half gross Long Case-Screws, Elgin, ete., . . .
One grey. tssorted Screws, Elgin, re., I  00

15 per rent., spot eash,Instead 0 per cent.
Eleelro-Pialln2 solution, for cleaning siberware, also

for plating bra, etc. In cleaning It adds 'liter instead of
scouring It off. saniph., 25 mots.

A. W. GILBERT & CO., 13 Washington St.,
Special Cash It holesale Jewelers. Canandaigua, N. Y.

SIGNS! SIGNS! SIGNS!!!

Your attention is called to the largest and most
perfect jewelers' %Vatch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different sizes. Weight of Signs 12 to 8o lbs. Price-
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LOS BARNHART,
908 West 'Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.
In reply to my advertisement in the December

KEYSTONE, I received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that I have further
enlarged my repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
and Engraving. Also a good place for studying
watchmaking.

W. A. SCHROETER,
198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

USE SERRILL'S INVENTION.

For $5.00 1 will send you instructions how to pre-
vent it. At a small expense, any carpenter can do it.
I have used it four years, and my window has not
had sweat or frost on it the coldest days in winter.

Address, JAMES SERRILL, Jeweler,
1806 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE .JEWELRY
5. W. Cor. Marshall and Halsey Sts.

Newark, N. J.

Brooches, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Earrings, Rings,
Lockets, Pendants. All sorts of Diamond Mountings.

SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY.

There is no better friend in the daily labors of a
practical optician than the

HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"

W. BONNE, fug Canal Street, New Orleans.
Price, postpaid.

J. J. Ponnelly,

SOUTHERN
SCHOOL FOR WATCHMAKERS.

Send for prospectus of above School. The only one
in the South. Skilled instructors ; latest machinery;
cheap living : fine location : terms moderate. Watch
repairing, badges, diamond-setting and general trade
work at factory prices. Old gold and silver taken as
cash at current " rates."

H. P. COLLINS & CO., Greenville, S. C.

C. G. IIARSTROM, Peekskill, N. Y., will
send sample of this all steel Adjustable Case Spring,
any size, Swiss or American, for Ten Cent Stamps.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

We are taking a course in a horolog-
ical institute and need money. Send
for list of bicycles. Help us out.

F. B. CATEDT,
Winsted, Conn,

COPYRIGHTED.

The only book of the kind in existence con-0 

THE REGULATOR.

taming 300 difierent causes that will stop a
watch. Alphabetically arranged. A sav-

ing of time, labor and money to any repairer.
Sent to any watchmaker on receipt of li$1.00,
postage prepaid.A

A. BRISTOL, Puetsvica,
AUBURN, NEB.

F

SHEPARD'S NEW SO SCREW-CIITTING FOOT-LATHE.
Foot and Power Lathes, Drill

Presses, Scroll-Saw Attachments,
Mandrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,
Dogs, Calipers, etc. Lathes on
trial, Lathes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

H. L. SHEPARD. Agt.,
111 W. Second St..

ClutinnalLOhlo.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Send for Price List.

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.
Wells' Patent Ring Adjus-

ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease ; is a perfect guard
for the ring, besides holding the top
of ring in desired position. It can
be fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without marring the ring, and may
be removed instantly. It also makes
the ring a perfect fit and often saves

cutting. 1 doz.. assorted sizes, solid 10 K. gold,
63.00 net. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes. 75 C.
net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on re-
ceipt of above price (io c. extra if registered). The
retail price, fitted, is, gold, 50 to 75 C. each : metals
25 C. each. Address, CHESTER II. WELLS,
Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-
ommend Wells Patent Attachment for Finger Ring,
to the trade and think every retail jeweler should
keep them : I leeren Bros. & Co., Cross & Beguelin,
May & Stern, Etc.

Office Course, $30.00.

Correspondence Course, 5.00.

NO CLASSES.

STUDENTS BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

For circulars, giving references, etc.,

Address

M. S. SEIP, M. D.,
Easton, Pa.

Pat. July 12th, 1892.

BEST AND ONLY PERFECT OPENER EVER MADE.
The most tight-fitting case can be easily and quickly opened. Anyone can open a watch with this Opener

without danger of injuring case or movement. Send for circular giving full description.

PRICES: No. 1 Opener, Steel Blade, Ebony Handle, 60 cents each, . . $5.50 per Dozen
5 No. 2 " " " Hickory " 36 . $4.00 "

MANVFACTURED BY F. E. LINDAHL, 5026 ATLANTIC STREET, CHICAGO.
FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and

Copyrights secured. Interferences and

Infringement Suits conducted. Send for

Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each, io K.

TRY A SAMPLE DOZEN OF

Wilk hardened
chuck and pump
renter. It is excel-
lently finished and
nieLri- plated and
warranted to run
perfectly true. We
lit them to all
loll,.... Ask your
Jobber for one on
approval.

J. Houghton
Manchester,

N. H.

No Watchmaker Could Afford to be Without One.

SHEEHAN'S

WATCH ROLLER
REMOVER

will fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
rollerwithout disturb-
ing the hairspring, re-
quires no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $1.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Shee.
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

The tool is all he
claims for it.
THEO.LESPERANCS,

Watchmaker,
with Jules Racine,
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., I Mai-
den Lane, N. Y.Cit y

It is worth its
weight in gold.
SOPHUS STILHOPP,
V.L FIGAROTTA,
W atchmakers,

with Hayden W.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

ItsitalvIANSPRItts
WE REPLACE BROKEN ONES.

Prdoz. TWO & CO.

BY MAIL. 
COLUMBIANA, 0.

DETROIT OPTIORL INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses : Anatomy, Physiology

and Refraction of the Eye. Practical manipulations

of Prisms. the Ophthalmoscope, etc.. etc. A special
course of instructions for students by mail.

For particulars, address

JOHN S. OWEN, M. D.,

23 Adams Ave., E., Detroit, Mich.

G. E. WALHIZER, Manufacturing Jeiveler,
Earrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS:-Are you satisfied with your old watch-oiler and daubing
oil-cup, or are you progressive and want the latest and best ? If so, ask your jobber for the

COLUMBIAN FOUNTAIN WATCH-OILER.
READ WHAT THE WATCHMAKERS' SCHOOLS AND JEWELERS SAY ABOUT

Southern School for Watchmakers and Jewel-
ers. H. P. Collins & Co., Manufacturing Jewel-
ers and Watchmakers.

GREENVILLE, S. C., Sept. 7, 1892.
IRA L. GREEN, ESQ.

DEAR SIR :-I received your patent Oiler
this morning. and after using it all day, I find it
works beautifully. I think I can sell some to my
students. I will do my unnost to talk it up for you
while I am on the road in this State. It fills a
long-felt want to the trade. I tntst and believe
you will have a big success with them.

Yours respectfully, H. P. COLLINS.

Chicago Watchmakers' Institute.
CHICAGO, Sept. 14, 1892.

MR. IRA L. GREEN,
St. Regis Falls, N. V.

DEAR SIR :-Your favor of Sept. 5th, to-
gether with sample Oiler, came duly to hand. I
have tested your Oiler somewhat and I consider it
a decided improvement upon the ordinary foun-
tain oiler. I think it an article which should have
a good sale, and I may be able to sell some for you
here in school. NVc make a fountain oiler our-
selves, but I think on the whole yours is better.

Sincerely yours, Geo. D. PARSONS.-

V. G. Corwin, Jeweler and Stationer.
MR. IRA L. GREEN. SOUTHAMPTON, N. Y., October 5, 1892.

DEAR SIR :-The Fountain Oiler came to hand all right and I find it a very handy little article, as the
oil is always clean and no cups about to upset and get dirty. I think I will have you send me another one
just like it. Please see that it is all 0. K. before sending it. Enclosed find check. Respectfully,

.SPACE WILL PERMIT EXTRACTS FROM ONLY THREE OF THE NUMEROUS LETTERS RECEIVED. 
W G. CORWIN.

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS, or sent by mail on receipt of price by

IRA L. GREEN, Mfr., St. Regis Falls, N. Y.

CH. FIELD HAVILAND
LIMQGES CHINA

IS MARKED :

WHITE WARE.

CFH CHI
,GDM,

or 
 GDM

HAVILAND & ABBOT,

SUCCESSORS TO O. A. GAGER & Co.
I CHAS. FIELD HAVILAND & CO.

AMERICAN AGENTS,

29 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

Refer by permission to the following business firms:
HAYDEN NV. WHEELER, New York City.
BENJ. ALLEN, Chicago, Ill.
GREEN Sarni WATCH AND DiAmoND Co., Denver, Colo.
MORLEY'S DIAMOND PALACE, Seattle, Wash.
En. I. SALMON, TaCOnla, Wash.
A. P. Ross, Centralia, Wash. F. S. BALSTER, OUTay, C010.
L. B. ORTON. Ogden, Utah. W. S. MORLEY, Auburn, Ca
COLLINS & WENGER, Salida, Colo. J. Gucx, Stockton, Cal.
T. E. FENLON, Montroge, Colo.

TURNER & HALL, Boise City, Idaho.
FREEMAN MCCARTNEY, Park City, Utah.
AS. A. FENLON, Fort Crawford, Colo. 
P. MULHOLLAND, Livingston, Mont.

J. STRAUSS, Eureka, Nevada.
Rog Powam., La Junta, Colo.

1. J. SCHULTE, JR., Monterey, Cal.
Wm. H. PARE'S, Evanston, Wyo.
R. L. WELLS, Sprague, Wash.

A GOOD DIAL frequently sells a poor watch, and a poor dial often discredits a good one. Many large
dealers find it to their interest to buy all their dials from us. Aside from the extensive Free Advertising
their business receives, by having their name on the dial of every watch they sell, they secure special

styles representing their tastes and wants, and copyright the same, so they may have the sole benefit of their
enterprise in this direction.
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FRANK H.WELLS
GENC.5ELLING AGT FOR U.S.A.

SYRACUSE N.Y

DR. PETER HENRY,
SPECIALIST IN

WATCH CASE
DISEASES

Key-Winders
changed to

Stens-Winders.

Hunting-Cases
changed to O. F.

English Cams
changed to fit
American
movements.

[(IODINE

Ciiroullieters
For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.

Springing, Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade

EASY TERMS. SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES
Are the sweetest, most complete, tone-sustaining,

durable, and perfect Musical, Boxes made, and any

number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful

family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.

Buy direct of the makers, the oldest, most reliable,

and responsible firm. No Music Box can be guaran-

teed without Gautschi's patented Safety Tune Change

and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for

Gem and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions

and Polyphones, Llivest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

OLD MUSIC BOXES CAREFULLY REPAIRED.

1030 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA.GAUTSCH1 & SONS{

CAVEATS.MEATASR.TR 
Ks,

DESIGN PATENTS
COPYRIGHTS, etc.

Fox-information and free Handbook write to
MUNN & CO., 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORE.

Oldest bureau for securing patents in America.
Every patent taken out by us is brought before
the public by a notice given free of charge in the

,rientific American
Largest circulation of any scientific paper In the
world. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligent
man should be without it. Weekly, 53.00 a
year; $1.50 six months. Address MdNIi CO.,
PUBLISEtrits, 861 Broadway, New York.

Can be cured
at

53 Longworth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

"EoltDse" Eue Glasses

*First-class Jewelers in every town and city
wanted to act as excluOve agents.

I. The guard remains perfectly
rigid in the post.

2. The guard is made of two
arms, one running at right angles to
the frame and passing through a
slot in the post which positively
locks the guard. (See cut.)

3. It is easy to fit ; for, while the
angle of the " Eclipse" guards is
fixed, the arms of the guards arc
thin and pliable. so that any desired
shape can be given and almost any

Pat. May 25,'9o. case fitted with the " Eclipse"
guards in the shortest possible space

of time.
4. No other guard is so light, clean, and has so

little metal.
5. It is a fashionable fitting.

Send for Circular. Place your Orders NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG & CO.,
43 Maiden Lane, New York.

Sole Agents for the "Eclipse " Eye Glasses.

We carry a complete line of all leading American
Frames and Lenses and Optical Goods.

Opticians' Supplies
Complete Trial Cases ; 150
lens set, $32 5o; 220 lens set,
$47.50. Loring Ophthabno-
scope, $9. Artificial Eyes,
for selection, $I each. Arti-
ficial E'yes,bcst quality, $5o
per hundred. Ophthalmome.

ters, $6o to $85 Queen's Stan-
dard Perimeter, $20. Queen's
Lens Grinding Outfit, $35.
Catalogue FREE.

QUEEN & CO. Oculists and, Opticians,
1010 Ch estnut St., Phila., Pa.

- -

N. FRANKLIN ELECTRICAL CO.

1331 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURES

It stands on its merits. Used either with
battery or electric-light circuit.

Fairy incandescent electric lamps and batteries for
show-windows. Motor and Battery for turning
window-stand, complete for $2.50.

A Small Hand-Dynamo for $15.

Castings for Small Motors or Dynamos furnished
finished or unfinished.

MAGNET WIRE, SOLUTIONS FOR GILDING OR SILVER OR NICKEL
PLATING ; IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN ELECTRICAL

91.1PKIER AT FAVORABI,E PRICE!).

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

T
HIS Pot-
ishingMa-
chine has

advantages that
were never be-
fore gained by
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
t he appliances
common to the
polishingdepart-
mcnts of jewelry
manufacturing
establishments
can be tried on
this machineand
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, and r-
dealers cann,it
afford to be with-
out an outfit. V;-.
The conse-

quence and con-
vincing powers
of a salesman are
poor induce-
ments to the purchaser as compated with a well kept
stock of goods, that have their original charms of
polish, lustre, and freshness.

Our T.ithological or Lapidary Lathe has the same
application of foot-power, and it is giving results
never before melted by any other application of
foot power for this purpose. These machines are of
great value to Jewelers, and their correspondence is
solicited. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

Address 660 Ruby Street.

W. F. & John 13arnes Co.,
Rockford, III.



FINE MACHINERY, WATCHMAKERS' and JEWELERS' TOOLS,
ENGRAVING BLOCKS, ETC.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

Manufactured by

A. C. PARNO,
Greene, Iowa.

Pamo's Patent Dust-Proof
Wan Pociets.

This pocket is made of best quality chamois-
skin, with metallic ring firmly sewed in opening
at bottom, which prevents any accumulation
of dust, that would otherwise wink its way into a
watch carried in any other pocket.

Three Points of Merit:
Absolutely dust-proof.
The iron ring in the bottom protects the watch

from magnetic influences.
The chamois-skin will always keep the case

clean and bright.
(THIS POCKET SHOULD BE SEWED IN.)

Wholesale Price, $1.50 per Dozen. Retails for 26 cts.
Sample Pocket, 15 cents.

WE WILL FURNISH ADVERTISING MATTER FREE.

By his new system any jeweler's stock
can be sold at a large per cent. profit above
cost. If you need money or desire to quit
business, the best way is to secure his
services. Write for terms, guarantee, refer—
ence and instructions.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL.

Alas i4 inch plate, 5o punches and 16 stumps. inc plate, punches and stumps
are highly finished and tempered. Gold Leaf and all material used on our Watch Signs are of first quality.

Warranted to stand any climate.

John Howe, . 615.
John Fagan, . 1835.
J. Fagan & Son, 1861.
Duncan & Ross, 1885.
Duncan & Co., 1887.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

offers superior facilities to learn the trade in all its branches.
Write for terms.

pivot will be returned the same day job is received. 621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points
outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

Prices of No. 8 Watch Sign,
with Spectacle Sign, Post and

Irons complete.

When ordering designs, send business card, and state events for which you want medals.

JOHN HARRIOTTI
Designer and Manufacturer of

,A?
Jotfiv ItARFtIOTT.
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PRIZE MEDALS
CLUB, CLASS AND SOCIETY

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in America.

GENERAL ENGFVEF
of Fine Jewelry, Silverware, etc.

CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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THE KEYSTONE

Classified advertisements under these headings, exeept.

Ing "Situations Wanted," THREE CENTS per word. one
inserUon: 10 per cent. or for three insertions: 15 per rent.
of for six Insertions, and el per teat. off for twelve in-

sertions. Name and address included.

To secure a place In the columns of this page,

advertisers should forward eopy so that It may reach us not

later than thr MUST of each month.

IF ANSWERS ARE TO HE FORWARDED,
POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED.

No advertisement inserted for les% than 25 cent.. Exeept.

In; "Situations Wanted," whieh eest to cents for a 3.1Ine
notice.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-
PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Address all remittances to

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.
This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded, postage must be enclosed.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

OTEADY, reliable young man, age 27 years. Over
io years exp. on all kinds of watches, clocks,

jewelry, etc., hard-soldering, gold and silver-plating,
also as salesman. First-class refs. Can take charge
of retail business. Come at any time. Address,
" T. C. W.," Box 94, Newmarket, Ont., Canada.
IMATCHNIAK ER ; experienced man on all high-
VV grade watches ; good jobber, practical diamond.
setter ; can do little engraving. Vart a steady job.
Good ref. Ad., " 348," Madison, Minn.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler would
bk like position at once, either by fair, steady
wages. or to work on commission what pays at
least from $i5 to $20 a week. Southern States
preferred. Good ref., sober, and no objection to
clock-work. Can act as salesman. Married. None
but steady position accepted. Ad., " L. H.," top
Third St., N. E., Washington, D. C.

D Y a first-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
D A permanent position. Can act as salesman
and send sample of engraving. - Will give Al refs.
12 years' exp. at bench. Have no bad habits. Have
full set of tools. Ad., " S. E. S.," 215 N. Linn St.
Iowa City, Iowa.

A S traveling salesman for jewelry, clocks, silverware
H or material, or to take charge of World's Fair
exhibit. Practical watchmaker. Best of ref. Ad.,
" S. K.," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man of good habits wants situation South
I or West. Rapid workman on fine watches,
clocks or hard-soldering. Ad., Ned Sneering, San
Marcia!, New Mexico.

A POSITION as assistant watchmaker and jeweler,
/-% by young man aged 21. Has Moseley lathe and
full set of tools. Desires a position in eastern Neb.
or in Iowa. Good refs. furnished. Inquire of
Verne 0. Bell, Ida Grove. Iowa.

[3Y a young German watchmaker. engraver antijewelry repairer. Speaks English imperfectly.
Can come latter part of January. 12 years' exp.
Western city preferred. Ad., " Reliable," care
Keystone office.

BY young man. Good jobber and clock repairer.
Do plain watch work. Fair salesman. Have

1 American lathe and good set of tools. 3 years at
bench. Mich. preferred. Ad., " W. B.," telephone

' office, Delaware, Ohio.

DRACTICAL watch-repairer, expert. 22 years'
I- exp. ; capable of taking charge of store, bench
work, or act as foreman. He is also a good sales-
man. No bad habits. All tools. Will not work for
low wages. Only gentlemen need apply. " Wide- 1
Awake," BOX 597, Bastrop, Tex.

VOUNG man of 20, with x year's exp. in retail :
business and at bench, also 6 months on the road,

and an eye for business, wishes to finish trade with
good, reliable workman in retail trade. Good
window-dresser, neat and tidy. Have some tools. .
Good refs. Ad., " Hustler," care Keystone office.

BY an American. Position as first-class watch-
maker and salesman. Ax on fine and compli-

cated work. 54 years' exp. Fine set of tools. Best
of refs. Ad., " Watchmaker," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man (at) wishes to complete the watch-
1 makers' trade under a skilled workman. 234
years' exp. Wages no object. Ad., Box 223,
Meshoppen, Pa.

P
Y a young man. to finish the jewelry trade. No
bad habits. One year at bench. C. E. Greene,

ewpoint, Ind.

By a young man with 2 years' exp. Wishes to
finish with some reliable jeweler. Can give

good ref. " E.," care Keystone office.

BY young man, single, situation as watchmakerand engraver. 8 years' exp. at bench. Have
my own tools. Refs. Ad., " S. X.," care Keystone.

km I-1 good house as watch-repairer, or take charge
VII of store. Have 20 years' exp. South preferred.
As refs Ad., " R. R.," care Keystone office.

Y watchmaker and jeweler 28 years old : to at the
bench. Would like to hear from a party who

desires a competent man. Can take charge of store.
Address, " B.," care Keystone office.

VOUNG German watchmaker desires position soon.
Is also jeweler and repairer of musical boxes.

West preferred. P. Korbstein, 8t N. Pearl Street,
Albany, N. Y.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker and jeweler (German).
1-{ 12 years in America. Own tools, Moseley lathe.
State position. Box 616, St. Joseph, Mich.

ti
? jeweler, engraver and designer. 54 years' exp.
Good salesman. Speaks English and German,

x refs. Ad., " E. I. K.," care Keystone office.

D Y a thorough, high-grade watchmaker, engraver
IQ and diamond-setter. 20 years' exp.- Full set of
tools. Ad., " All-Around," care Keystone office.

BY a young man, 2t years of age. A situation atonce as watch and clock-maker, salesman, etc.
Best ref. Ad., J. S. Cavenaugh, 555 N. Fifth St.,
Richmond, Va.

A THOROUGH watchmaker and jeweler. 20 years'
exp Strictly temperate. Can give the best

refs. Ad., " I. N. M.," Box Q, Cleburne, Tex.

11IATCHMAKER and jeweler, by a single man.

vy Have Webster-Whitcomb lathe. Good ref.
" Ed. S.," watchmaker, Sidney, Ohio.

Y a young man of years. Can give best of refs.
D Have had 6 years' exp. at bench. last 234 years
as watchmaker. Want a healthy locality, as that is
chief reason for changing. Have had charge of
store for 4 months. Ad., E. J. Brown, P. 0. Box
365, White Plains, N. Y.

AS watchmaker or assistant, by young man of 24.
1-{ 4 years' exp. Fine tools. Ref. gilt-edge. Wages
not so much an object as a good position. Pennsyl-
vania or New Jersey preferred. Geo. \V. Gehman,
Terre Hill, Pa.

WOULD like to go on the road. Am in the jewelry
VV business, but it is too confining. Must get out of
doors. " D. B. H.," care Keystone office.

AT once, by lady watchmaker. 2 years' practice.
FA Can engrave some. Best refs. as to honesty and
ability. Ad., Lock Box 307, Weston. W. Va.

13
Y .lanuary 24th. Watchmaker and plain engraver.
Samples of work. South or West preferred.

d., " J. C. H.," Auburn, Ind.

%MATCHMAKER with 5 years' exp., by March

vy 2oth or April xst. Best ref. State wages.
Lock Box 4, Spencerville, Ohio.

•

VOUNG man of good address, good habits, good
I ref., a good salesman, good workman, good tools,
wishes a position in Ohio or Mich. Will. H.
Sharp, Ironton, Ohio.

WANTED.

A YOUNG man of good habits and who can furnish
good ref., to do first-class jewelry-repairing,

diamond-setting, make new mountings, do engraving
and clock-work. Ad., Glickauf & Newhouse, 84-86
State St., Chicago, Ill.

WE wish to engage at once an experienced and
VV efficient stockkeeper, who can also attend to
house sales in a general line of watches and jewelry
at wholesale. Best of ref. required. Bene, Linden-
berg & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SPECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new
work, also jobbers on repairing, making frames

to dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steady
work. Apply to Queen & Co., 7010 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.

WANTED—Watchmakers to write at once to
VII Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A., for sam-
ple and description of his systems of guaranteeing
watch repairs and watches sold. See advertisement,
page 8i of Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker immediately, with
tools, to take full charge of watch work (only),

and capable of waiting on fine class of trade. Per-
manent and pleasant position for satisfactory party.
Particulars, wages and refs. At once. E. M.
Dickinson, North Adams, Mass.

A T once—First-class watch-repairer and engraver.
J-% Single man. Must have good ref., and exp. at
the bench. Send sample of engraving. $20 per
week. No " chippie" chasers, whiskey drinkers or
crap shooters need apply. Ad., E. J. Born & Co.,
Ashland, Wis.

FOR SALE.

A NICE, clean stock of jewelry, sewing-machines
1-{ and small musical goods. In good town. No
opposition. Invoice about $45oo. 'fhis is a good
location. Will sell for cash only. Best of refs. and
reasons furnished on application. Address, J. C.
Hamil, Farmington, Minn.

$2000 cash will buy stock and fixtures of a first-
class, well-established jewelry business

in a thriving county-seat town of 6000 in central I
part of Missouri. Good farming surroundings, etc.
One other store in town. Business nets $2500 above
all expenses, and could be increased by increasing '
.stock. Can prove this. A good opening. Those
meaning business and having ready cash answer.
Satisfactory reasons given for selling. Ad., " Cash,"
care Keystone office.

JEWELERS, ATTENTION!
Orrville, Ohio, Dec. 30, 1892.

When you are “stuck" for any off piece of material, do as
I do—send to Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa. They are
sure to help you out, and at reasonable charges, too.

GEO. R. BURDOIN.

EXPERT watchmaker, jeweler and engraver de-

• 

sires situation about middle of January. Texas
preferred. Best refs. 17 years' exp. E. Rohrer,
Marshall, Texas.

WATCHMAKER of 4 years' exp., with good set of
yy tools desires situation. Refs. Ad., " Respons-
ible,' care Keystone office.

flOOD watchmaker and jeweler. 20 years' exp.
U Speak German. No gambling. Want steady
pasition. Own toots with Elgin lathe. Montana
preferred. Ad., " 616," St. Joseph, Mich.

WANTED.

TO buy for cash—a jewelry store in good town in
I Ohio, Pennsylvania or Indiana. Address, F. L.
Bryant, Cadiz, Ohio.

A GOOD watchmaker on fine watches ; one who can
Pt come well recommended, and not a German.
State wages. . Aci., " Ergot," care Keystone office.

A PLACE in the kit of every watch repairer using
a universal head or universal face-plate. Ad.,

" L Rest," care of your jobber, or Moseley & Co.,
Elgin, Ill. Give name and size of your lathe.

A FEW ladies and gents to learn engraving. For
full particulars, address " Engraver," 13 North

Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

A GOOD watchmaker ; one who can do all kind of

• 

watch repairing. Steady work. Refs. required.
Ad., R. Oehler, 583 W. Washington St., Indian-
apolis, Ind.

A RE you a good engraver and jewelry repairer ? Do

• 

you want a good, permanent situation with an
old-established house not 200 miles from Washington,
D. C. ? If so, address " Boaz," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man with 3 or 4 years' exp. as watch-
T maker, etc. Correct habits. Address, with
refs., W. R. Marsh, Nunda, N. Y.

QALIPER jeweling-rest with cross 
feed-screw, for

Webster-Whitcomb. " Watchmaker," Delhi,
ew York.

EEBRUARY I, 1893, a first-class watchmaker ; or.e
I who can engrave, and repair French clocks when
necessary, with no bad habits, and first-class ref.
Ad., stating salary, Glickauf & Newhouse, 84-86
State St., Chicago,

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker : must be competent.r Ad., with refs., Box x86, Asheville, N. C. 

DARTNER with small capital, either in goods or
✓ cash, in a live Texas city. Must furnish as good
ref. as I can. Ad., " Texas," care Keystone office.

OTOCK of jewelry, in exchange for 3 lots in

• 

Kinslcy, Kan, J. L. Cater, Anita, Iowa.

[VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
watches, platinum. Market value paid. Send

by express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
I will return all articles. J. I.. Clark, refiner and
sweepsinelter of gold and silver (established 1870),
823 Filbert St., Philadelphia. Pa.

WANTED Experienced traveling salesman, to
yy carry a leading and well-known line of spectacles
and eyeglasses ; samples easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address, " Optics," care Keystone office.

EWELRY business in Chicago. Good location;
j old-established place , very cheap rent. Any rea-
sonable arrangements made to suit buyer. Satisfactory
reasons given for selling. " Chicago," careKeystone.

I EWELRY store. County seat. No opposition;
U fine business ; plenty work ; good sales. Fine
climate. Established so years. A bargain. Ad.,
" F.," care Carrau & Green, 220 Sutter St., San
Francisco, Cal.

A RARE chance—a small amount of money will

• 

buy a fine stock of jewelry and fancy crockery in
a live town in Eastern N. Y. Sales over $400 in
days before Christmas in 189x. Reason for selling,
ill health. Ad., " Earnest," care Keystone office.

A GOOD location in Minnesota for good man.
Stock invoices about $15oo ; can reduce. Will

sell or rent building. Want to go out of busfiess.
Ad., " J. G. S.," care Lapp & Flershem, 92-98 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

HELLO! are you looking for a snap? On or afterJanuary 1st, '93, 1 will sell my stock and fix-
tures (nearly new), about Woo, in city of 3000.
Surrounded by the most prosperous farmers in the
world. Liberal discount. It will pay you to in-
vestigate. Geo. Weber, Minonk, Ill.

WELL-ESTABLISHED and paying jewelry
business in central California in a live town.

Doing a good business. For particulars, address
Phelps & Miller, xx8-x2o Sutter St., San Francisco,
California.

1EWELRY store, established so years. Only one
Li in town of 3000. Central Kansas. Heavy run
of bench work, good prices. Stock $7000 ; can
reduce considerably. 6 salt plants ; splendid farm-
ing country 3 railroads. Ad., " Kansas Salt," care
Keystone office.

EIXTURES, safes and street-clock of the largest
r jewelry store in Tacoma, Wash., a city of 5o,000
inhabitants. •Store is the largest and handsomest in
the State of Wash , and is doing the largest business.
This is a fine opportunity to step into a well-estab-
lished business. Best location in the city. Refs,—
Max Freund & Co. and Weis & Oppenheimer, or
any other first-class house in New York City. Ad.,
Hansen Bros. & Co., Tacoma, Wash.

A RARE chance. 8o miles from any other jeweler.
I•1 Good sales, and from $l000 to $5500 bench work
per year. Will sell stock and fixtures for $3000, or
fixtures alone-44 ft. show-case, mostly x9-inch
with iron stands, x3oo-pound jewelers' safe, 8-foot
regulator (good timer), also No. a folding.cover
work-bench and sundries—for $300. Have other
interest North. Ad., Chas. Goodrich, Osceola, Ark.

WILL sell tools and materials, give all work to
yy purchaser and let him run stock on percentage.
Address, A. L. Kellogg, Rocky Ford, Colo.

I EWELRY and optical store. Optical profits pay

U all expenses. Located on busiest retail street in
the city. $1500. C. W. Hayden, 57o Madison St.,
Chicago, Ill.

DAD health compels me to sell my business in a
D growing Western town of 3000 inhabitants. I
have a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator, 2 five-foot show-cases, work-bench, safe
and usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,
Missouri.

FOR SALE.

A MERICAN lathe, engraving-machine, ship chron-
/-% ometer, round-up tool, etc. Box 94, Nashville.
Tenn.

A GOOD jewelry business for new beginner with
H small capital. Located in Nebraska on main
line of B. & NI. R. R. " J. G.," care Keystone.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business on the prin-
t-% cipal street of the city of Indianapolis. One of
the oldest houses in the city ; established for 3o yrs.
Good trade. Steady bench work for 2 good watch-
makers. Stock and fixtures will invoice about
$2500. Will sell stock, and rent fixtures and store-
room. Reason for selling, wish to retire from busi-
ness. Part cash, balance its payments to suit
purchaser Ad., " G. H. 0.," care Keystone office.

A GOOD jewelry business in an eastern Illinois
IA town of 2000. A good country and R. R. trade.
Stock about $z000 ; can reduce. Ad., " Attention,"
care Keystone office.

HOW-CASES for sale. One jr-foot wall-case,
walnut, including base; 3 five-foot nickel-silver,

French plate, and 3 five-foot, double-thick glass,
silver counter-cases, for sale at a bargain. Address,
E. Schertzinger, jeweler, Mahanoy City, Pa.

EWELRY stock and good-will. An excellent
opportunity to purchase a fine, established retail

'business and get benefit of World's Fair trade. Been
20 years at same corner store, only 3 blocks from city
court-house. Stock invoices about $15,000, but can
be reduced to suit buyer. Cash, or time if properly
secured. For particulars, inquire of L. F. Hussander,
58 N. Clark St., Chicago.

IEW ELRY business ; well-established. Good
I.) chance. No opposition. Can reduce stock and
fixtures to $600. NV ill rent fine storeroom, with five
dwelling-rooms in rear of store. We mean businecs.
For part iculars, ad. " Jeweler," North Clarendon, Pa.

A W ELL-equipped jeweler's shop doing a manu-
i-{ facturing and repairing business in Baltimore
city ; centrally located. Ad., Theo. G. Schneider,
521 North Mount Street, Baltimore, Md.

THE fixtures, safe, benches and all complete for a
jewelry store. A fine opportunity for some

one desiring to start in business here. At a bargain, if
sold at once. Fixtures still intact in store. Ad.,
F. H. Rabe, South Bend, Ind,

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry business in a county seat
of one of the best counties in Kansas. Estab-

lished 21 years, and the leader in the county of
30,000 people. Will invoice about $5000. Will sell
at a sacrifice in order to centralize our business.
Part cash, and reasonable time for balance at 8 per
cent. interest. Ad., Sigler Bros.. Cleveland, Ohio-

Iod
EWELRY store in Fort Collins, Col. Rare chance

for go man. For particulars, address W. Lin-
njneier, Jr., Fort Collins, Col.

NO. x% 
Whitcomb lathe (nearly new), one reg-

ulator (pin escapement, gridiron pendulum),
1 watch-repair bench, 2 nickel watch-racks, 3 foot-
wheels, 3 engraving-machine, x demagnetizer, 2 sets
jewelers' scales, a staking-tools, r wheel-stretching
tool. F. M. Martin, Kewanee, Ill.

A RUDALL Carte Model Boehm flute : solid silver

• 

keys ; been in use 4 months : just like new, and
perfect in every respect, $65 ; a Conn silver-plated
lib cornet, with soleleather case, in perfect order.
$20 ; a Bliss transit instrument in perfect order, cosi
$i25, will sell for $65. Walter H. Grunert, Oconto,
Wisconsin.

1EWELRY store in Buda. Population moo. Es'
ii tablished 8 years. Inspector of watches for the
C. B. & Q. R. R. and its branch centers here.
Good run of bench work. No opposition to speak
of. Invoice $x800, more or less. Stock reduced, if
necessary. Ad., H. T. Thompson, Buda, Ill.

MALL stock in Western Indiana. A snap. For
O particulars, ad. Ben Overstreet, Newport, Ind.

gNE of Julius 
King's " Elite" test-cases for sale

cheap—what King gets $1oo for. Highest bidder.
d., Lock Box 813, Bellows Falls, Vt.

A RARE chance to buy an old-established business:
IA established in 1843. I will sell stock and fixtures
at inventory ; will inventory about $3oco. Reason
for selling, going into manufacturing business out of
town. F. L. Amadon, Bellows Falls, Vt.

ANTED--Watchmakers to write at once to
%IV Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A., for sam-
ple and description of his systems of guaranteeing
watch repairs and watches sold. See advertisement,
page 81 of Keystone.

'Nan Iowa town of 4000. Stock and fixtures. Can
1 reduce to suit purchaser. Bench work $90 per
month. Address, "Snap," care Keystone office.

A GENUINE SNAP.—To a No. x watchmaker and

• 

a man who can do some engraving, I will sell
my stock of watches, clocks and jewelry, which will
invoice with a eight-foot show-cases, $350, cash;
and will rent space, including fuel, oil and adver-
tising, for $to a month. My jewelry sales have
averaged $100 a month. Repair work $50 a month.
A genuine rustler and A No. x jeweler can increase
the above business. I want a single, young man
German preferred. I have a trade of $18,000 a year,
and will do all I can to assist a man. In one of the
best business towns in the Northwest, at the end of a
railroad. Address all letters to Owen D. Tibbetts,
Lock Box 264, Armour, S. Dak.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

A VERY fine chronometer for sale, or will exchange
for other goods. Ad., J. G. McLeroy, Monroe,

Louisiana,

HOUSE and lot in Springfield, Mo. ' to trade forstock of watches and jewelry. G. W. Tallman,
Box 562, Lanark, Ill.

niTfE music-box, 8 tunes ; Swiss lathe, x mando-
U lin. Box 503, Cambridge, 111.

WANTED—Watchmakers to write at once to
VV Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A., for sam-
ple and description of his systems of guaranteeing
watch repairs and watches sold. See advertisement,
page 81 of Keystone.

D° you want to retire from business, take life easy,spend your time in fishing and hunting, and live
in the healthiest climate of America 9 I have gilt'
edge, clear residence property. City of 3000. 3 rail-
roads, 5 salt plants. To trade fora jewelry stock ;
also a good-paying business opening to go along in
this trade. Ad., " Eldorado," care Keystone office.

If
YOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES
You WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONET NEST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

k A OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
lvi " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability, con-
venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Send
for new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

THE best on earth. Frear's Gold and Silver Solders.
1 They have no equal. Send 25 cents for samples,
and you will use no others. W. S. L. Frear, Union
Springs, N. Y.

SEND 55 cents to Augustus Schwerter, 298 BroomeSt., New York, for one of his patent second-hand
holders.

OEND $z for a pair of V-shaped sapphire caliper-
° jewels, in brass settings, ready to solder on to
your calipers, to A. F. Freeland, watch, clock and
chronometer jewel maker. Trade jobbing a spe-
cialty. 266 Washington St., Boston.

WANTED—Watchmakers to write at once to
VV Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A., for sam-
ple and description of his systems of guaranteeing
watch repairs and watches sold. See advertisement,
page 8s of Keystone.

TEN cents for mustache, $x for whiskers. Dis-
guisement supplies of any kind. Get ready for

masquerade balls. Send money or American stamps.
" Fegeas," Savannah, Ga..

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE best and cheapest place in America to have
1 your watch cases repaired, is where they employ
none but the best workmen. If you have work in that
line,send it to G.F.Wadsworth, 182 State st.,Chicago.

[VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-
logical Institute, Peoria, Ill. The first, the oldest

and the best school in this country.

WE are headquarters for trade work. Watch cases,
yy watch movements, and jewelry repairing. We
have the best-equipped establishment in the country.
Only skilled workmen einployed. Lowest prices.
M. Hartung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE : We are
Vt equipped to give first-class service in this de-
partment, with the greatest promptness consistent
with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions
cut to order ; also jewelry repairing and engraving
in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

O you wish to become a wateimaker ? If so,
correspond with us. Our terms are moderate.

Satisfaction guAranteed. Our instructors are the
best—having had years of experience. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

IF you have watch cases to be repaired, send them
1 to M. Hartung & Co., i82 State St., Chicago, Ill.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.—Everybody to send for our new pros-
pectus, showing advantages over other institu-

tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. Fullest
instructions given in horology. Let us hear from
you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at
/.% reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.
Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.
M. Hartung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago. Ill.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improv;

the 
ed

e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.
I Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of
wheels cut to order. M. Hartung & Co., 162 State
Street, Chicago, Ill. -

ND still they come, from far and near, to the best
watchmakers' school, viz., W. F. A. Woodcock's,

Winona, Minn. The very best of everything, and at
very low prices. Good board and room, $zz per
month. The very best facilities ; the very best in-
struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.
Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is
to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in business
for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to
hold it in good shape, and in a short time and for a
very little money, and to have a fine set of special
tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them
when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,
etc., the place you are looking for is W. F. A.
Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn.

HAVE you an old watch case you desire repaired?We can make it look like new at a surprisingly
low figure. No delay In returning work. Write us.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH case repairing, also gold and silver plat-
vy Mg, satin finish, etc. G. F. Wadsworth, 18a
State St., Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

OLD English watch cases changed into Americanstem-wind. Send me your watch cases. Re-
paired cheap. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st.,Chicago.

DoN"r read thisif you want to stay in the same oldrut. You might learn how other watchmakers
are doing the finest kind of staff-work in half the
time with the Dale chucks—simply by the use of
chOcks that are true, and proper sizes that fit the
work. You can only do this by having 34 sizes
where the full size is small or large. We are making
3i sizes from 334 to 934 and if you do not use them,
you cannot keep up with the procession. $x each.
Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark St., Chicago.

IMANTED.—Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-
%IV ing. They have every advantage, and all the
comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WHY not send us your watch repairs? We return
VV them without delay. Moderate prices. M.
Hartung & Co., 282 State St., Chicago, Ill.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best in

is country.

WHY not send me your witch cases that need re-
VI/ pairing ? Can replace any part of a watch case.
No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school : but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

()OLD and silver plating, satin finish, engraving,
U engine turning, and everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, i82 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

%MATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.
\IV Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-fitter, 720
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

6-s. lever-set changed to pendant-set : also i6 and
18-size. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State St., Chicago.

DITTSBURG, Pa., July 22, 1892.—It gives me plea-
[ sure to state that I have graduated from W. F'. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always
found him an obliging and thoughtful instructor.
His heart is in his work. He has every pupil upon
his mind, and his ability to read and understand each
and every pupil and instruct him according to his
makeup is surpassed by none. My progress there
was simply.surprising. He has done for me a great
deal more than he ever promised. The special tools
I was taught to make while there are worth many
times the cost of instruction. He gave me my choice
of half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,
and my first week's work at the •place of my choice
has given such satisfaction that my employer has
already offered to raise my wages. I have about zo
watches coming in every day, and have not found
one that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it in
first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions
are the best and most thorough to be found upon the
face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his
pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to be
a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I
cannot find words to express how thankful I am for
the benefits received at his hands. I will, with
pleasure, give any information about his school to
any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.
Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.
Three were there before to do it. That speaks
volumes for W. F. A. W., as Mr. Asquith was a
farmer's son when he came to me, and he can make
or repair any watch now.

P. S.—Those three watchmakers were from
another school : but I do not care to try to build up
by trying to tear somebody else down. I am busy
all the time—and what's more, what I did for
Asquith lean do for others. W. F. A. W.

WATCH cases repaired at short notice. None but
VV ,experienced workmen employed. Send e your
next lot, G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

c

LD, battered watch cases made to look as good as
new at moderate price. Can replace any part

o the watch MSC. Terms moderate. M. Hartung
& Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH MATERIALS : If your material house
VV is not perfectly satisfactory to you in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead in this department. We employ only the
highest skill attainable, as we know by our own
former experience the annoyance to the workman on
finding, after getting materials, that " they don't
fit." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. Bou man & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. Best
VV workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-
tung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago, Ill.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Comehere if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
It s the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a
moderate price. Full instruction in engraving

as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

VERYBODY to know that we want your watch
case repairs. Write us for prices. No delay.

Reasonable charges. Cut this out for future reference.
G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for every
VII kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, fil-
ings, brushings, polishings, everything containing
gold and silver. Fine gold, silver, copper for sale.
J. L. Clark (established 5870), 823 Filbert St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-
tention given.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in-
struc-tion in watchmaking and engraving. St.

,c,

uis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

c 

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,

t e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

1 CAN repair your watch cases cheaper and better
1 than you can have it done elsewhere. Old Eng-
lish cases changed into American stein-wind. G. F.
Wadsworth, 182 State at., Chicago.

EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that then-
L Jewelry Findings Department is complete.
See what they say on page z, August KEYSTONE.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to lea the art. No school ; but

it 
learn 

s the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, 111.

TH E best watchmakers' school in America. Students
I receive a thorough education at a moderate
price. Every advantage. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

HAVE you an old English watch case you wantchanged into American stem-wind? If so, send
it to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable
charges. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

WE want your watch case repairs. Make them
vy look like new. M. Hartung & Co., x82 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school: but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill. • •

DANGLES : Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled
D edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
engraving—over 7o patterns. Send to us for pattern-
sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest
yy notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.
Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Co., 182 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

IT is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
1 is endorsed by the best class of merchants. We
instruct you in all its branches, also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
Sr. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED—Watchmakers to write at once to
yy Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A., for sam •
pie and description of his systems of guaranteeing
watch repairs and watches sold. See advertisement,
page Si of Keystone.

AN opportunity to get a good business for the
World's Fair. Jewelry and optical store for

sale, $x5oo. Write to owner for particulars. C. W.
Hayden, 570 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKING and engraving taught to ladies.
yy We have a special department openei for the
instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,
and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-
fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-
tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

Better Man florological ScHools
'Twenty years' experience in taking pupils for in-

struction in watchmaking. Send for terms.

Watches or Parts Demagnetized,
and Guaranteed so.

Stem-winding parts, any form or description.
Wheels and Pinions for French and Hall Clocks, or
any other purpose, from the finest watch pinion to
the largest clock wheel.

M. H. DOWNES,
Manufacturing and Jobbing Watchmaker,

22 CHAPMAN PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.Cor. Bosworth Street,

DIFFICULT WORK FOR THE TRADE.
Price-List by mail.
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WE MAKE THEM NO
As '92
surpassed '91, so

TO CONTINUE OUR
POLICY OF HONEST GOODS AND

4011°S tY is the Best Poi-WY t°

LOWEST PRICES.

flullemairs Opera, Field awl Mario Glasses
STILL LEAD. We advise you to place your import orders

early in the season and avoid the rush.

The year's business just completed
breaks the record. WE ARE ON
TOP—THE TOP THAT HUMS.

shall '93
Surpass '92

sell rXen uwf aeft-uk
rneoa

w
n nd Ruclemair Test-Cases

This case tells its own story, or you ask the best oculists.

11'11111111111111111111".''','•.''HI''.111 I L.
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11111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111.1!YIIIIIIIIIPL----a--OUR SCHOOL OF OPTICS HAS GROWN FAR BEYOND ALL OUR EXPECTATIONS/ — —
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AND EVERY STATE OF THE UNION HAS NOW BEEN REPRESENTED BY A STUDENT.CC MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED GRADUATES FROM THIS INSTITUTE ARE0 NOW BENEFITTING HUMANITY BY ACCURATE AND HONEST WORK. ARE YOUAN OPTICIAN? OR DO YOU CONTINUE THE GUESS METHOD? 1"

1 a
(.k(!!
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It requires great skill in tempering to produce good Chronometer Springs.

To produce the BEST, requires greater.
We endeavor to give you the same qualities in our Watch Springs that exist in these critically perfect springs.

Are you using an inferior spring?

If so) is it not time to change ?

Our price remains as formerly,
$1.25 per dozen.

Write for gross prices.
It will pay you to buy gross lots.

OUR CLASSES MEET THE FIRST TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH EXCEPTING JANUARY SECOND TUESDAY TO ACCOMMODATE DISTANT PARTIES THIS COURSE IS FREE TO PATRONS. LASTS TWO WEEKS OR LONGER AND HAS BEEN ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY TO PAST GRADUATES. YOU WILL FINDA CORDIAL WELCOME AND BE VERY GREATLY BENEFITTED IF YOU COME.
1 '19 1 'I I ' 1101111 III 111111111 11j .11

" They" say we are not manufacturers, only jobbers. We say 200 students have visited our factory.

COME

AND

SEE

US

WE CAN
I N T ER EST

YOU

WE WILL

MAKE

YOU

WELCOME

WE CAN

BENEFIT

YOU
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1853 1893

Look On this picture

and on this

Factory in 1853.
Single room in the Ledger Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 13 hands-20 cases per week.

' TifiTjAilaVni

Factories in 1893.

Entire block at Nineteenth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
1500 employees-2000 cases per day.

Keystone Solid Gold.
Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled.

Jas. Boss io K.

Products

Filled.

Cyclone Rolled-Plate.
Leader Silver.

Silveroid.

Keystone Watch Case Company
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Announcement for 1893

By the time this issue of THE KEYSTONE reaches you all of our
travelers will have started out on their semi-annual pilgrimages.
They all go out, if possible, better prepared than ever to supply the
wants of our customers. We think we can safely say without mis-
representation that the lines that they carry are the largest, most
complete, and the best-selected of any of the same class which-are
sent out from anywhere. An inspection of our sample trunks will
convince you, we think, that this statement is correct.

MR. EASON will continue to cover the Eastern trade for us, as he has done
for the past five years, and we feel sure his friends will continue to give him the
same hearty encouragement which he deserves.

MR. COURVOISIER begins his fourth year with us through the Middle States,
and is assured that his coming year will be as satisfactory and profitable as a man
of his sterling worth and manners has a right to expect.

MR. Comes eighth year for us through the Western States will, no doubt,,
be as large and remunerative as he or his many friends in the trade could wish,
and his energetic manners and winning smile, we hope, will long continue to
light his way.

The " REV." MR. THORNTON will continue his missionary work for us in the
Northwest, which he began in such a satisfactory manner last season. He is.
bound to make new converts, and to keep those he has already made.

MR. COOPER needs no word of praise from us, as his work and labors.
through the South for a number of years have earned him a position and trade
which he will be sure to make every effort to maintain.

We congratulate you on the prospects of business for the com-
ing year, which, from the present outlook, promises to be as good as
any that have preceded it. We thank our customers for their liberal
patronage in the past, and hope they will continue to favor us,
which we will endeavor to deserve in every way in our power.

We will close by saying if there are any jewelers in any of the
above sections covered by our travelers who have never seen our
line of samples and would like to do so, if they will send us their
card we will have our traveler call on them.

Respectfully,

Watches,

Diamonds and

Jewelry.

J. T. Scott Sc. Co.
4 Maiden Lane, New York..

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page.

The following are each the Best of their kind:
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The Double=Base Engraving= Block.
 

Acknowledged the most complete Block o
n the market to-day. Price, including Leather Pad, Spoon-

Holder, Button and Bangle

Attachments, Ring-Holder, Cement-Plat
es A, C and E, and 32 Pins and

 Pegs, $z8.00.

" Guaranteed " Reversible Graver
s.

Double-end—each tool equal to two or
dinary. Set ready for use. Price, 50 cents. With Patent Handle and Ferrule, 75 

cents.

" Guaranteed " Adjustable Grav
ers.

Adjustable to the hand and to the w
ear of the tool. Price, 40 to 50 cents, according to sh

ape and style. Patent Ratchet

Handle, 30 cents extra.

" Guaranteed " Adjustable 
Lining=Gravers.

285 different styles and sizes, suitable f
or all kinds of work. Price, 75 cents. Patent Adjustable Handle, 30 cents extra.

The Magic Repair=Clamp.
One of the best and most useful tools 

on the market ; almost indisp
ensable to watchmaker, jeweler or 

optician. Price, $1.25.

" Lancaster" Hardening Compound.

The

The

For tempering pivot-drills and othe
r light tools is endorsed by the 

best watchmakers in the country. 
Price, 25 cents.

" Mascot" Wheels.
For cutting and finishing pebble, 

g:ass, stone, and any other met
al or mineral, are indispensable 

to the jeweler, optician or

watchmaker. Made in two grades; No. i
 for cutting down ; No. 2 for 

finishing. Price per pair, 3-inch, put 
in a neat box, $2.00;

price per pair, 4-inch, put in a neat b
ox, $3.00.

" Keystone " Gold Paint.

The best substitute for the e
xpensive gold-leaf; especially 

recommended for covering

for ornamental gilding. Large-size bottle and two brushes i
n neat wooden box, 25 cents.

The " H. A." Bismuth Solder.
 

The strongest, whitest and most 
easy-flowing solder made.

15 cents; 2 pieces for 25 cerits.

soft-solder work on jewelry and

We are sole owner of the formula, 
and the manufacturers. Price

The " Perfect " Bunsen Burne
r.

The best substitute for the 
alcohol flame, and much more 

economical. The principle is a mingling of
 air with gas before

ignition. The result is a smokeless flame 
of low luminosity, but great 

heating power. Price, including Bronze Gauze 
Top,

Burner-Tip, with rest for Blow
-Pipe, Tripod and Burner-Crown, 

$1.50.

The Watchmakers' Bunsen 
Burner.

Nickel-Plated. Same general principle as above
, but smaller and only plain 

burner. Price, 65 cents.

Ls. E. Junod's Superior Wat
ch Jewels.

These Jewels are of super
ior quality, and are sold at a pri

ce no higher than is usually 
asked for Jewels of lower grade a

nd

irregular in gauge.

Prices on the complete line will
 be furnished on application.

And are sold by the following Jobbers at p
rices named:

Boston, Mass.
Henry Cowan, 409 Washington Sr.

E. A. Cowan &. Co., 363 Wa
shington St.

Chas. May, 386 Washington St.

M. Myers, 7 Bromfield St.

A. Pant & Co., 375 Washington St.

D. C. Percival & Co., 392 
Washington St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
King & Eisele.

Chicago, Ill.
Ben). Allen & Co., 141 State St.

W. r. Coffin, 34 Washington St.

Giles, Bro. & Co., Masonic Temple.

Glickauf & Newhouse, 84 State St.

C. H. Knights & Co., 
125 State S.

Lapp & Flershcm, 
96 State St.

B. F. Norris, Mister & Co., 
z z5 State St.

J. H. Purdy & Co., 7 E. Monroe St.

S'wartchIld & Co., 47 State St.

Otto Young & Co.. 149 State St,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Duhme & Co., 4th & Walnut Sts.

C. Hellebush. 77 W. Fourth Si.

Jos. Mehmert. 185 Race St.

04:amp, Nolting & Co., 5th & Vine 
Sm.

E. & J. Swigart, rot W. 5th St.
•

Denver, Colo.
Green-Smith Watch & Diamond 

Co.
713 Sixteenth St.

Detroit, Mich.
Eugene Deimel, 157 Iefferson Ave.

Kennedy & Koester, xoz )efferson Ave.

Harrisburg, Pa.
H. A. Soper,

Kansas City, Mo.
M. Benjamin, • 9th & NValnut Sm.

J. A. Norton & Son, Keith &
 Perry Bldg.

Keokuk, Iowa.
T. R. J. Ayres &Sons, 5.9 & six 

Main St.

6 North Market St.

Louisville, Ky.
Kettman & Kersting.

Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. Clausin & CO..13ank of Com

merce Bldg.

Minneapolis Jewelry Mfg. Co..
26 Washington Ave.

Spaulding & Aicher, Bank of Commerce B
ldg.

New Orleans, La.
Krower, Leonard & Co.,
Roder Bros.,

New York, N. Y.
Tell A. Beguelin,
Church 8: Sleight,
Cross & Beguelin,
R., L. & M. Friedlander,
F. W. Gesswein,
Hammel, Riglander & Co.,
H. H. Kayton,
Levy. Dreyfus & Co.,
Montgomery R: Co.,
Henry Zimmem & Co.,

31 Chartres St.
37 Chartres St.

7! Nassau St.
z09 Fulton St.

z7 Maiden Line.
65 Nassau St.

39 John St.

35 Maiden Lane.
82 Nassau Sr.

9 Maiden Lane.
z05 Fulton St.

37 Maiden Lane.

Omaha, Neb.
Sol. Bergntan Jewelry Co.,313 South 15th St.

E. A. Dayton & Co., 417 South 15th St.

Max Meyer & Bro. Co.,
Farnam & Sixteenth Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.
D. F. Conover & Co., 7th &. Chestnut Sts.

5. Pittsburg, Pa.
G. B. Barrett & Co.,
Albert H. Gerwig.
Heeren Bros. & Co.,

San Francisco, Cal.
Armer & Weinshenk,
Nonlman Bros.,

Toledo, Ohio.
Robert Nelson & Co., 342 Summit St.

Toronto, Canada.
13. W. Ellis &. Co.,

rot Fifth Ave.
54 Fifth Ave.
525 Wood St.

220 Sutter St.

120 Sutter St.

31 ‘Vellington St.
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Important Information!
Elrery Man. Ilis.Own Wheel-Clatter_

READ CAREFULLY!
NO. 2. NO. 3.

f  

NO. 4.

NO. 9. No.10. No.11. No.12. No.13. No.14.

A. B. C.
<11-,RCESs 41EMEM>

t.,

M.
4101110:::)

D.
rissemcrEsza st=77

No.15. NO. 16. NO. 17. NO. 18. No.19. No. 20. NO.21.

E. F.
ciumanir

J.

K.

Above wheels Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were cut with cutters style A.
Wheel No. 6, first cut at the bottom with style D; the finishing cut at the top with style II.
Wheel No. 7 was cut with style E.
Wheel No. 8 was cut with style
Ratchet No. 9 was cut with style J.
Wheels Nos. lo and ii were cut with style G at the bottom; at the top finished with style Ii.
Wheel No. 12 cut with style E.
Wheel No. 13 cut with style M.
Wheel No. 14 cut with style B on edge, and D on top.
Wheels Nos. 15 and 16 were cut with style C.
Wheel No. 17, with style B.
Bridges Nos. 18 and 19 milled out with cutter style D.
Rack No. 20 cut with style L.
Rack No. 21 cut with style B.
0" represents fly-cutters of various shapes.
P" represents milling-tools of various shapes.

All of the cutters from A to Q we keep in stock, and they are
Ratchet cutters for watch and clock work.
Escape-wheel cutters for clocks, also for chronometers and watches of all kinds.
Square.bottom cutters for watch and clock wheels.•
Round-bottom cutters for stem-wind work and for pinions.
Wolf-tooth cutters, also for chronograph wheels, repeating work and star wheels.

All of the abov.e specimens of work, including the fly-cutters and milling-tools, were made on a
"Webster-Whitcomb" Lathe, for which AVe are the agents.

Among the many lathes made, the " Webster-Whitcomb " Lathe stands away to the front.
A good workman equipped with this lathe and its attachments, including cutters, etc., is "a host

within himself"
"Webster-Whitcomb" Lathes and their attachments always kept on hand.
Send to us for prices of lathes, cutters, etc. We will take pleasure in giving you more information

than you can get elsewhere.
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L. H. KELLER & CO.
DEALERS IN

FINE TOOLS, MATERIALS, Etc. 64 Nassau Street. New York.

Annex to Ezra F. Bowman 8z. Co.'s Page.
(Continued from page 97.)

If you are not

Sole Agents

U. S. and Canada
For Ls- E. Junod
Jewel Factories,

Switzerland.

IF—Being the Pioneers in Rules protecting the Retail Jeweler.
IF—Consistent practice of these rules since May io, 1882,
IF—Practical knowledge of every detail of the business,

IF—Buying goods in largest quantities and for cash,

IF—Employing 34 people well trained for their respective duties,
F—Being sole agents for the largest jewel factory in the world.

IF—Having customers in every State and Territory (only one excepted),
IF—Having the most complete Jewelry Findings Department,

I F—Having the best Mainspring in the market,

I F—Filling thousands of orders consecutively without one complaint,
IF—Accuracy and promptness in filling orders,

are worthy your consideration, then we have a claim on your patronage.

now one of our customers, we shall be happy to have you enter business relationscontinue only if you find us deserving your patronage.

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Importers, Manufacturers and jobbers

Watch Materials, Tools and Supplies.
Lancaster, Pa.
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with us, and

Engravers
and Repairers
for the Trade.

New Quarters
The increase in the volume of our business, as well as that ofEzra F. Bowman & Co. (with which firm we have occupied the oldfirm stand of Bowman & Musser, Nos. 20 & 22 E. Chestnut Street,since our organization, May loth last), has been so marked that wefound the old quarters insufficiently large to accommodate bothcompanies any longer. We have therefore secured the entireground floor of the large, new building, No. 36 E. Chestnut Street,where we will hereafter be found. We now have very commodiousquarters, enabling us to greatly increase our facilities as well as ourstock, and with experienced and well-trained help in all the depart-ments we are in a better position to-day than ever before to meetthe demands of our customers.

The Non-Retailing Company,
Successor to Bowman & Musser's

Watch, Chain and Spectacle Business,
Lancaster, Pa.

Mb-
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small snowball constantly kept turn-
g over and over will soon grow to

are made the same way. Small capital
constantly turned over and over will soon
multiply.

Do not let your capital lay idle in dead
stock, sweeps, old gold and silver, etc., but
send same to us RIGHT A\VAY and get

Immediately upon receipt of consignment, we will remit by cash or draft
(as preferred). If our offer should prove unsatisfactory, we will return
consignment intact and pay all charges. Make us a trial shipment in any
quantity (small or large), and you will ship • again.

MESSRS. GOLDSMITH BROS. :
DEAR SIRS : We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July

20, inclosing check as stated for $3,288.65, which we have passed to
your credit in account for sweepings, and for which please accept the
thanks of Yours truly, GORHAM MFG. CO.

Per Raeton.

CIIICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We are well pleased with all transactions we have
had with you, and have always found your estimates on gold and
silver to be accurate and full value. Yours respectfully,

M. C. EPPENSTEIN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We have always found your valuations of old gold
satisfactory. Yours, LAPP & FLERSHENI.

CHICAGO, ILL.

' GENTLEMEN : Our business relations have always been pleasant
and satisfactory. Very truly yours, H. F. HAHN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN: Our business relations have always been very
Yours truly, M. A. MEAD & CO.satisfactory.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : WC are well pleased with your estimates on old
gold, and your prompt and satisfactory way of doing business.

Yours truly, SWARTCH LD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : Your dealings with us have always been satis-
factory. Yours truly, GILES, BRO. & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN: We have dealt with you for several years past

and cheerfully endorse your reliability.
Most respectfully, ROBBINS & APPLETON,

R. A. Kettle, Agt.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to state that our dealings have

been perfectly satisfactory. Yours respectfully, •
STEIN & ELLBOGEN.

GOLDSMITH BROS.,

Take ten parts each of Constructive Ability, Watch=
making Skill and Managerial Capacity, five parts of
Decorative Taste, a good many dollars' worth of Proper
Advertising ; add a pound of Hard Common Sense, a
handful of Innovations and a pinch of Conservatism ; stir
slowly over the Fire of Determination; skim off Old Fogy
Prices ; sweeten to taste with Proper Trade Methods;
start the music=box to the tune "America," paste on the
kettle " The Best Watch in the World for the money,"
pour off into a little tin box, and label the product

The New York Standard Watch.

FREE.—Send for our BOOK giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. Mailed free on application.

MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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SPECTACLE
REPAIRING

EDWARD D. MANDELL, PRESIDENT.

THOMAS A. TRIPP, TREASURER.

We are selling twice as many long-lemfile sfieclacles as we are
the usual length temple (old No. 179). Three-four/hs of all the
spectacles we now sell are nickel-fila/ed. In riding bows, we sell
our French style almost exclusively. The inference naturally fol-
lows that for refiairing Willson's Spectacles you need more long
ternihles than usual length, and in riding bows you want the French
slyle .(swings back all the way—no stop in the joint). You wan/
every slyle in nickel-,h late.

Don't ?Vail' a long-temple Willson spectacle with a short temple, or a nickel-plated
spectacle with a blued-steel temple. Have you temples to repair the new style iVillSOflS
cheap spectacles? Over I ,o00,00o pairs sold already. You will need the temples
for repairing-.

Price Per Dozen Pairs.
Blue or Bronze. Nickel-Plated.

gaittingtig.t.AR060164:MANIVERt7
- _

-
p4

Willson's long temples . . . . . . . . . . . .
Willson's French style, riding-bow temples (no stop—swings open all the way)
Willson's No. 400 temples (for the new cheap spectacles)
Willson's usual No. 179 temples
Willson's usual riding-bow temples

Should your jobber not carry these grades, we will send post-paid on receipt of price.
(We open no retail accounts. Cash must accoVany orders.)

HAVE YOU TRIED " SCENERY SPEC-1'21..01—ES" ?

Now made in large-eye, nickel-plated frame, well tempered, and sold by jobbers
at $1.25 per doz. One hundred fine lithographed circulars, gratis, with every dozen spec-
tacles. It is one of the best-selling novelties to retail at 25 cents ever put on the market.

T. FL Willson & Do., Illanufacturing Opticians, Nadia Pa.
On receipt of 25 cts. we vlll send post-paid a sample pair, each, of the first three patterns nickel-Ada  temples

and a sample of our new large-eye, nickel-plated Scenery Spectacles.

20 HADEN .L4HE9 NEW YORK.
--1E3ROO1n 90 AHD 92 WABASH A.VEHUE,9 Cniluzio9 DLL

220 SuTTER STREET, 5a1111FRAHc115co9 CAL
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.We -carry a large stock of

Optical Goods,
Spectacles and

Eye= Glasses
of best manufactures, in great variety.
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Oculists' Prescriptions
a Specialty.

SomethingNew in Trial-Sets •

Write us for Special Price-List.
Mention this KEYSTONR

•

It

I A

oteASO

2. III. Central Depot. 9. Board of Trade.

3. Court House. 10. Chambers,Inskeep&Co

4. Palmer House. 11. Exposition Building.

5. Balt. & Ohio Depot. 12. Auditorium.

6. Post Office. 13. Rock Island Depot.

7. Leland Hotel. 14. C. & E. I. Depot.

8. Grand Pacific Hotel. 15. Union Depot.

We believe that prompt and careful
attention, with courteous treatment, is
necessary to hold trade. Give a. man
what he wants, " if it lays in the pins," and
don't think you know more about it than
he does.

Chambers,
lnskeep & Co.

Wholesale and Mfg. Opticians,

146 State St., Cificago.
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THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

MAKERS OF

-74 Plafe4PligSferling Saver
HOLLOW WARE ONLY.

uulsI;IIuJ  

1001*-1. ir)e-

..

..

A COMPLETE SAMPLE LINE OF EVERYTHING WE MAKE

can be seen at our

CHICAGO SHOWROOMS:

122 Wabash Avenue.
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KANSAS CITY, MO.
Mugs & Stone Jewel9 Co.

(Formerly S. D. Mills Jewelry Co.)

MANUFAeTURING JEWELERS

Badges

and Watchmakers for the Trade,
MANUFACTURE TO ORDER

Emblems

Medals
..10-4,4-4-4-0-40-4-40-4-40--*P-40-40,11-4-10-•••••4•••■-■-■-■-■

Designs and Estimates furnished to Jewelers only,
on application.

Trade Repairing a Specialty.

EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.
(FORMERLY S. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

613 Keith & Perry Building,

gth & Walnut Sts.

KANSAS CITY MO.

3

WE SELL NO GOODS AT RETAIL.

PIIllagelptila Optical aog Watch Co.
916 Chestnut St. PHILADELPHIA. 917 Sansom St.

Keep our beautiful Watch and Silverware Reference Book on your counter,
and show it.as your own publication. Our name does not appear

on any of its pages. Use it as your own.

011f Sas Departments.
Diamonds.

We carry a fine assortment,
from Fifty Cents up to a Thou-
sand Dollars apiece.

Gold Jewelry.
Scarf-Pins.
Lace-Pins.
Brooches.
Rings.

Earrings.
White Stone Goods.

Cuff-Buttons.
Collar-Buttons.
Onyx Coods.
Etc., etc., etc.

Watches.
Solid Cold Cases.
Cold Filled Cases.

Silver Cases.
Nickel Cases.

All kinds of Cases.
Elgin.

Waltham.
Standard.
Columbus.

Seth Thomas.
All kinds of Movements.

Silverware.
Pairpoint.

Reed & Barton.
Philadelphia Silver Co.

Barbour Bros.
Meriden Britannia Co.
Meriden Silver Co.
Wilcox Silver Co.

Towle.
Rogers & Bro.

All Other Standard Goods.

Optical.
Opera-Classes.
Test-Cases.

Ophthalmoscopes.
All styles and kinds of

Cold, Silver, Nickel and Steel
Spectacles and Eye-Classes,
and our

Celebrated Specialty
Solid Cold Riding Bows at

$15.00 per dozen, set with
First Quality Periscopic Con-
vex Lenses.

Rx. Lens Grinding.
We guarantee absolutely

perfect workmanship and
prompt service.

Repairing
We -wish to call your attention

to our unrivaled facilities for the
sfredy and accurate reAzir of
Watch Cases, Movements, CW-

Chy, Silverware and everything
_pertain bzg to the jewelry business.

Knowing how very necessary
it is for the jeweler to receive his
reAlir work _promptly, and to have
Z:? finished for him in a workman-
like manner, this department of
our greatly increased business has
been laced in the hands of a man
of /1/4-long ex.perience, and he has
surrounded himself- with men who
are thoroughly conversant uith
every .ftart of their /rade.

Send us a. trial order or a
ackage, and see for yourself how
well you will be _ftleasecl with the
quality of the work, and also 'with
the _ftronii5E return. Make us

big. _package 62/- everything you
have that needs ;Vail-big, and let
ils give you an estimate of what it
will cost to _put same ill thorough
order. If our estinzate is .not low
enough, we will return fiackage at
once at our exi5ense.

Give us a trial.

011f pops.
Watch Case Shop.
We case all manner of odd-

sized Movements and make old
Cases look like new.

Jewelry Shop.
We do all manner of Jewelry

Rpairing, Diamond Mounting, etc.,
etc., etc.

Plain Gold Rings.
We pride ourselves on two

things in this Department. First,
on our prompt and accurate service.
Second, on our absolute guarantee
as to the quality of the goods
being as represented.

Movement Repairing.
We guarantee perfect work-

manship and prompt service—we
will not accept a job unless al-
lowed to put it in perfect order.

Optical Shop.
We employ only good work-

men, and pride ourselves on our
reputation for turning out perfect
work.

Rx. Lens-Grinding Shop.
The largest in the country.

When a lens leaves our estab-
lishment, it is known by the
trade to be " perfect." We can
offer no better recommendation
to the skilled optician than that
of turning out absolutely perfect
work.

Plating Plant.
Send us your Silverware to

be repaired and replated, always,
of course, naming the price you
wish to pay, so we will under-
stand how much Silver to put on
it. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Old Gold and Silver
bought and absolute worth
rendered. We furnish estimates
on all packages sent us, and if
price offered is not satisfactory
we will prepay return charges,
so you can lose nothing in send-
ing same to us.
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ONLY EXCIAISIVE WHOLESALE JEWELRY 1110(ISE IN 01110
WAL1111An JEWELRY
MAHN
1110WARb
CoLunws

5TANDAM
24 EAST SPRIK STREET

COLQ11Bk15, 01110
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.Price, $50.00.
This TRIAL-CASE contains the following articles, with first-quality round,lenses, mounted with

metal rims : 34 pairs spherical convex lenses, from % to 20 dioptrics ; :14 pairs spherical concave lenses,
from 14 to 20 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindrical convex lenses, from 14 to 6 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindrical
concave lenses, from 14 to 6 dioptrics ; 10 prisms, from 1 to 10 degrees ; 4 plano colored glasses ; 2 John-
ston patent pupilary disks ; 1 piano white glass ; 1 piano white glass, frosted ; I piano white glass, half
frosted ; I rubber plate, solid ; 1 rubber plate with hole in center ; 1 rubber plate with stenopaic slit ;
I No. 1307 Johnston's patent trial-frame, graduated—it registers pupilary distance, width and height of
nose, and how far out or in the bridge should be set ; I of Snellen's test-types and astigmatic diagrams ;
1 trial-box, silk-plush lined and genuine morocco-covered. The box is numbered in both dioptric and
inch systems.

We illustrate above a PLUSH STAND. which holds five READING-GLASSES, one of each

size from two to four inches. We seg these stands for 75 cents each.; but to customers purchasing

one of each size readers we will make a present of the stand. The five reading-glasses in nickel-

plate will cost S5.00, and in gold finish S7.85 ; three nickel and two gilt, $6.10.

-ZIS pox MEA.11101 SE-rn Tnonas
OF Q011.ib Allib MUD CAMS

We illustrate above only a few styles of LEATHER AND MOROCCO SPECTACLE-CASES which we manufacture: We
make over sixty styles of Chatelaine Cases alone. Having had a good many years' experience in manufacturing cases, with our imProved
machinery in that department, we are enabled to make a superior quality at a low figure. For other styles see our 1893 Catalogue. ;

(Printed description of contents in lid of each cabinet.)

Contains twenty-lour metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.
Absolutely accurate. Nlicrometrical measurements.

One --

No. I .—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-Jewels—perfect fit. Assorted for Waltham, Elgin,
Hampden, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes. - - - - Complete,

No. 2.—Contains eight dozen Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford and Illinois movements in all sizes. - - - - - - Complete,
Same as abc,ve, but only four dozen Jewels, - - - - - - - - -

Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and IllinoisNo. 3.—movements in all sizes—absolute fit. - - - - - - - - Complete,

Same as above, with only 'lour dozen Staffs. - - - - - • - Complete,

No. 4.—Contains twelve dozen long Case or Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford, Illinois and others. Blue and polished—flat and conical heads. Accuracy

- - Complete,- - - - - -

cont-lands eight *dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham andNo. 5.
xvatches in all sizes, besides three dozen each Second-Hands, 18, 6 and 1 sizes.

Complete,

Eigi 
Elgin

Price, $3.25.

Price, $8.00.
4.254

Price, $10.00.
5.25.

Price, $3.00.

Price, $2.00.

The STANDART LENS-GRINDER, illustrated
above, is the best friend of the jeweler and optician. It will
grind faster than any other glass-grinder in the market, and
leave a smooth surface at the same time. There is also a
wooden wheel attached to it for the purpose of putting a mit-
ror finish on the lens or watch-crystal if desired. Price,
81.50 each.

The above illustrates our patent SCREW-BOX, which
contains one gross of screws, assorted to tit all kinds of spec-
tacles and eye-glasses. Each style is in a compartment by
itself. Price, 81.00.

Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six ; average set, not
one in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for every make. In the
colors used by the watch companies. Price, $1.25 per dozen ; $15.00 per gross. Sample
dozen sent on application; and if not approved of, money returned and no charge made for those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same' quality as above,
tagged and gauged as per Dennison, $1.00 per dozen ; $12.00 per gross.

Best on earth. 6, 10 and 14 karat. Rich in color. Never balls; flows right into the joint. Can

be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled into plate, so tough is it. This solder will flow on

any quality of job, even on good rolled-plate.

NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.

TERMS-10 per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per cent. 30 days.

Complete stock always on hand.

Joh 11. Jacobson
Complete line of Tools, Materials and Crystals

No. 1996. Black Silk Velvet.
$8.50 gross.
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It is our business to do good and make money—to preach the Gospel of Outdoors—to supply the vehicle of healthful happiness—to suggest that everybody join the bicycle army of
vigorous health--to prove that the Columbia leads all bicycles, that it is the guaranteed bicycle of the world, the bicycle of strength, durability, lightness, mechanical beauty—We have
an eye-delighting calendar—not like other calendars—a reproduction of an exquisite painting by a famous artist—in fifteen water-colors, upon heavy cardboard forty-seven inches in
circumference—the above picture is a reduced wood engraving of it—a cheerful ornament for parlor, sitting room, dining-room or office—not spoiled by advertising—It costs too much to
circulate it promiscuously—That we may know it will be preserved, and to barely cover cost of postage and packing, we will send this calendar prepaid, anywhere in the United States
and Canada, for five two-cent stamps—The calendar is yours for nothing—we simply ask you to contribute the cost of sending it to you—It begins with February, '93, and ends with
January, '94. ADDRESS CALENDAR DEPARTMENT.

POPE MFG. CO.
PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

221 Columbus Avenue,
Boston.

BRANCH OFFICES:

12 Warren Street, New York.
291 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Finest cycling catalogue in the world, beautifully illustrated, showing the '93 Columbian free at Columbia agencies, by mail for two 2-cent stamps.

FACTORY:

Hartford,
Conn.

GORHAM MFG. CO., SILVERSMITHS,
BROADWAY AND I 9TH STREET,

CREAM.

tmx"Rou4N"
BUTTER. PRESERVE. SMOKED BEEF.

II I

NEW YORK.

ORANGE.

Combination Chests containing forty-three to three hundred and three pieces, embracing all Spoons and Forks,Fancy Pieces and Cutlery, are carried in stock ; we also make to order Special Combinations of six orseven hundred pieces, having eighteen, twenty-four, or thirty-six of each article usually selectedin quantities of twelve each ; the chests are of mahogany or antique oak, brass trim-
mings, and satin-lined, and have from one to seven or more drawers.

BRANCH OFFICES:

28 Maiden Lane, New York, 137 & 139 State St., Chicago, 118 & 120 Sutter St, San Francisco, Manufactory, Providence, R, I.
711,
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WALTHAM
16 Size, Thin Model, S. W., Pendant-Setting

MOVEMENTS

AMERICAN WATCH CO.,

First Quality Nickel.

19 Extra Fine Ruby Jewels in Raised 
Gold

Settings ; Gold Train ; Exposed Ruby Pal-

lets ; Patent Regulator ; Compensation 
Bal-

ance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism

and Position ; Patent Breguet Hairspring,

Hardened and Tempered in Form:

RIVERSIDE, Nickel.

15 Jewels in Settings ; . Exposed 
Pallets;

Patent Regulator ; Compensation Balance,

Adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism and

Position ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hard-

ened and Tempered in Form.

ROYAL, Nickel.

15 Jewels in Settings ; Patent Regu
lator;

Compensation Balance, Patent Breguet Hair-

spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. 24, Nickel.

11 Jewels in Settings; Compensatio
n Bal-

ance ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Har
dened

and Tempered in Form.

AMN. WATCH CO., Fine

Nickel.

16 Fine Ruby Jewels in Gold 
Settings;

Exposed Pallets ; Patent Regulator ; 
Com-

pensation Balance, Adjusted to Temper
ature,

Isochronism and Position ; Patent Breguet

Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in

Form.

RIVERSIDE, Gilded.

15 Jewels in Settings ; Exposed Pallets;

Patent Regulator ; Compensation 
Balance,

Adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism and

Position ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hard.

ened and Tempered in Form.

ROYAL, Gilded.

15 Jewels in Settings; Patent 
Regulator;

Compensation Balance ; Patent Breguet

Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in

Form.

No. 22, Gilded.

No. 20, Gilded.

'7 Jewels ; 
Compensation Balance ; Patent

Breguet Hairspring, Hardene
d and Tem-

pered in Form.

11 Jewels in Settings ; 
Compensation Bal-

ance ; Patent Breguet Hairspring, Hardened

and Tempered in Form.
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THE KEYSTONE
A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS

OF THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE.

S. H. STEELE, PUBLISHER.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of the
United States and Canada. $2.50 to Foreign Countries.

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check, or Draft, or an
Express Money Order. When neither of these can he procured,
send the money in a Registered 1.etter. All Remittances
should be made payable to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
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Advertisements—Advertising rates will be furnished on application
at this Office, and will be found far less in proportion to the
edition and circulation of Tun KEvs.roNn (the main element of
value in advertising) titan those of any jewelry trade paper in the
world. No advert isetnents but those of a reputable character will
be inserted. The Publisher reserves the right of rejecting or

modifying any advertisement received.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach its by the at
of each month to insure insertion in the following issue. Notices
of changes in advertisements should reach us not later than the
e5th of the previous month.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all matters of
interest to the trade. Correspondents must invariably give their
name and address. We do not, however, hold ourselves respon-
sible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

CHICAGO OFFICE, 104 STATE Sr.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 178 BROADWAY.

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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IT is with pleasure we announce to our sub-
scribers that we have completed arrangements
whereby we shall be enabled henceforth to publish
our paper on the first of each month. We beg, in
this connection, to extend our thanks to our adver-
tising patrons, whose kind consideration made it

possible for us to change the date of publication (a

journalistic feat of much difficulty) with a mini-

mum ot' inconvenience to all concerned.

ON the 25th of Feb-

ruary the Inman Steamship

Line under that name will

go out of existence, and

the magnificent ocean gray-

hound, the City of New

York, will glide out of the
metropolitan harbor proud-

ly flying the Stars and

Stripes. The City of Paris

will follow suit at a later

date, and thus auspiciously will begin the re-estab-

lishment of the once mighty, but now nearly

defunct, American merchant marine. As the new

ships. will, of course, be largely patronized by

European-going Americans, we may mention that

they will sail .direct to Southampton, instead of to

Queenstown and Liverpool as heretofore. At

Southampton the arriving passengers will find a

special train ready to receive them, and in one

hour and forty-five minutes the voyagers will be

enabled to dine on the European plan in the big

city on the Thames.
The new American line will be a branch of

the International Navigation Company, and will

add five new steamships of domestic build within

a year or two. This quintet, two of which will

be larger than the City of New York or the City

of Paris, will be constructed in this city,. arid

when finished the new line will run twin-screw

steamships biweekly from New York—one direct

to Southampton, the other to Antwerp via South-

ampton and Boulogne. This arrangement will give

a passenger service unequaled for convenience by

any at present in existence.

FRANCE has braved the grave crisis pre-

cipitated • by the Panama disclosures, and all

danger to the established republican form of

government has now disappeared. The prosecu-

tion, however, goes on, and true bills have been

found by the examining magistrate against a

number of Senators, Deputies, ex-Deputies and

others, including the veteran constructor of the

Suez canal, Ferdinand de Lesseps, and his son,

Charles. A true bill supposes, of course, only

prima facie evidence of guilt, and by no means

implies certain conviction. The charge, as formu-

lated by the magistrate, is the simple one of bribe-

taking and giving. Public indignation seems to

have already spent itself, and by the time the

trial comes on the distinguished culprits, not-

withstanding the proverbial probity of the

French judiciary, may rely on being treated

with undeserved leniency.

THE ninth annual meeting of the National

Association of Jobbers in American Watches was

held in the banquet hall of the Café Savarin, in

the Equitable Building, New York, on January

I 7th and 18th. President Hahn occupied the

chair and delivered a brief address introductory

to the business of the meeting. There.was a good

attendance, every section of the country being

represented. Members whose absence was un-

avoidable were represented by proxy. A confer-

ence committee consisting of M. J. Lissauer, of

Lissauer & Co., New York, chairman ; N. H.

White, of N. H. White & Co., New York ; E. S.

Smith, of Smith & Knapp, New York ; L. W.

Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, Ill. ;
Benj. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, Ill. ;

Otto Heeren, of Heeren Brothers & Co., Pitts-

burg, Pa. ; H. 0. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt

& Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. ; A. G. Schwab, of

A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati, Ohio; and the

president ex offeio, after conferring with the man-

ufacturers, who co-operated during the past year,

reported that the manufacturers had agreed to
again co-operate on a basis as embodied in the

proposition made by the Jobbers' Association.

After the trans-
action of miscella-
neous business, the
election of officers
was proceeded with.
Mr. Herman F.

Hahn, the president,
declined a renomi-

nation, but finally
yielded to the entrea-
ties of the members,
who emphasized his
peculiar suitability
for the position, and
was unanimously elected. Mr. Hahn has always
taken a deep interest in the Association since its

inception. He was the permanent chairman of

the national convention held in New York in

March, 1885, when the present Association was

organized. He was vice-president for three years,

and president for five years, being re-elected for

the sixth time at the last meeting. Mr. Hahn is

senior member of the firm of H. F. Hahn & Co.,

Chicago, whose business was established in Jan-

uary, 1873, and which is now well and favorably

known as one of the leading jobbing houses

of the United States.
Mr. M. J. Lissauer was unanimously re-elected

vice-president, and the members of -the executive

committee were also re-elected. Mr. J. H. Noyes

continues to be secretary and treasurer.
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James G. Blaine.

OF all the prominent
men who constituted
the historic January
harvest of the Dread
Reaper, by far the most
illustrious was James
Gillespie Blaine, the
greatest and most bril-
liant of American con-
temporary statesmen.
For twenty years he has
been the briebt partic-
ular star of our polit-

ical firmament ; the leader and idol of his party;
the pride and hope of the nation. Three times
during that period he held the honored position
of Speaker of the House of Representatives. He
was a Senator of the United States, the Premier
of two administrations, and once the nominee
of his party for President. His patriotism was
undiluted, and only equaled by his ability to
uphold it with honor to himself and credit to his
country. The most magnificently representative
of Americans, his career of achievement, however
sad and disappointing its ending, entitles him to
the lasting gratitude and honor of the nation. Per-
haps the Most remarkable trait in his character
was that powerful and peculiar something in his
personality which, for want of a more expressive
name, his friends were plea§ed to call " magnet-
ism." He was eminently democratic and social,
had a warm heart, a friendly temperament, an
elevated purpose, and a cordial and delightful
manner. At times impulsive and imprudent, his
genius generally triumphed in the end, and he had
no regrets for the scars that marked the conflict.
His pathetic peroration to his eulogy of Garfield
no doubt occurred to many, as it did to us, as
being singularly applicable to himself during his
recent long and harrowing struggle with the dread
tyrant. " With wan, fevered face, he looked out
wistfully on the red clouds of evening arching
low to the horizon ; on the serene and shining
pathway of the stars. Let us think that his dying
.eyes read a mystic meaning which only the rapt
and parting soul may know. Let us believe that
'in the silence of the receding world he heard the
great waves breaking on the further shore, and felt

already upon his brow the breath of the eternal

morning." A truly great man has passed away,

and a sorrowing nation mourns its irreparable loss.

THE British Parliament has againi met in ses-

sion, and the veteran Premier, William E. Glad-

stone, has inaugurated one of the greatest party

battles that history will record. Home rule for

Ireland and manhood suffrage for the British Isles

form a programme well worthy of his genius and

his mettle. There is something peculiarly touch-

ing in the spectacle of this sturdy champion of

right undertaking, in his eighty-fourth year, one of

the most sweeping constitutional reforms that has

ever fallen to the lot of any statesman. Neither

has he entered on the conflict with a debilitated

constitution or decayed intellect. On the contrary,

he enjoys a physical and mental preservation that

is extraordinary, if not unique, and has already

oratorically thrown down the gauntlet with a vigor,

an intellectual clearness and a personal prowess

that have dazzled admirers, inspired followers,

and put fear in the hearts of the opposing forces.

What the result will be is doubtful. If a just cause,

limitless pluck, towering genius and energetic and

skilled leadership always insured success, yet an-

other laurel wreath would crown the hoary locks

of the veteran statesman.

•

THE admission of new States into the Union

is again being agitated in Washington, and it

seems probable that a few additional stars will

ornament our national flag in the early future.

It is even reported that a caucus of Republican

Senators recently pledged the Senatorial advocacy

of their party to the admission of New Mexico,

Utah and Oklahoma. Arizona is omitted from

this calculation, seemingly for political reasons

only, as that Territory is now better qualified for

Statehood than was Wyoming when admitted to

the dignity some time ago. •
In connection with the proposed admission of

Territories into the Union, it is worthy of mention

that President Harrison recently issued a procla-

mation extending conditional amnesty to that class

of Mormon citizens who were liable to prosecution

for polygamy. As this latter practice, and this

alone, hitherto disqualified Utah for admission to

Statehood, the amnesty proclamation is significant

as a proof that the Mormons are, at last, willing to

adopt the American basis .of civilization and to

work in harmony with their gentile fellow-citizens

in developing the resources and promoting the wel-

fare of the Territory. Utah has now a moral

as well as a material right to Statehood, and

there seems no longer any tangible reason for

refusing the inhabitants the blessings of our

glorious constitution.
•

THE indiscreet queen of the pigmy kingdom,

Hawaii, has been deposed by a bloodless revolu-

tion ; a provisional government has been estab-

lishel by the revolutionists, and a delegation of

Hawaiians has arrived in Washington charged
with a petition to our government to annex the
islands to the United States. This country has no
desire to annex, either by force or intrigue, out-
side territory ; but there are other reasons besides
gallantry which should influence Uncle Sam to
accept the slightly post-leapyear proposal of the
little Pacific maiden. The Sandwich Islands are
the key to the commerce of the Pacific, and equally
important to England and the United States—to
the former, because they are the most important
station between the western terminus of the Cana-
dian Pacific and Australia and India ; to the latter,
because they are the natural outpost in the Pacific
of America's system of national defense, a very
desirable station for our war-ships, and a valuable
refuge for our merchant marine. It is an open
secret that the dread of friction with this country
alone prevented the British from long since hoist-
ing the Union Jack on the flagstaff of Queen Lili-
wokalani's palace. Uncle Sam is not shivering in
his boots with fear, but he is decidedly averse to
having any more Bermudas planted around our
coasts. The population of the Hawaiian group is
less than mo,000, and their trade is nearly alto-
gether with the United States. If they insist on
it, why should we not have them?

THE sixteenth annual meeting of the Jew-
elers' League, a flourishing fraternal life insurance
institution, with an executive that can boast of
some of the best talent in the trade, was held in
New York last month. The report of the execu-
tive committee revealed the fact that the League
is one of the most solid mutual associations in
existence, and well worthy of the liberal support
now given to it. It differs widely from a life
insurance company in the accepted commercial
sense of the latter. As stated in the .report, " the
League is no life insurance company, which, in
order to be able to meet its losses, and for the

sake of making profits out of insurance, has to

collect at certain periods certain premiums, much

higher than the League can ever cost. The

League is a fraternal association in which every

member agrees to pay a certain amount, according

to his age, toward the support of a deceased

member's family, whenever a member dies. The

basis of this insurance is not a speculative one,

like that of a life insurance company, and its

business is done at as near cost price as it can be

accomplished."
The officers for the present year are as follows:

Henry Hayes, president ; James P. Snow, of

Snow &. Westcott, John R. Greason, of J. R.

Greason & Co., Joseph B. Bowden, of J. B.

Bowden & Co., and George R. Howe, of Carter,

Sloan & Co., vice-presidents; and William L.

Sexton, of Sexton Bros. & Washburn, secretary

and treasurer.

IN the death of
Benjamin F. Butler

public life loses one
of its most remark-

able and interesting
personages. T h e
unique and, in
many respects, con-
tradictory character Benjamin F. Butler.
of the deceased
stands in the way of arriving at a just estimate
of his greatness, and it is thus easy to account

for the diverging views of the biographers who
have been trying to assign him to his. proper

niche in the temple of fame. Apart, however,

from the towering intellect of the eminent
soldier-lawyer, his forceful and persevering com-

bativeness seems to have been his most distin-
guishing characteristic. This was the sustaining,
if not the motive, 'power in his rapid ascent to
legal, military and political eminence, and his
great talent enabled him to utilize it with singular

effectiveness both in the courtroom and on the
battlefield. In the former he was thorough to the

point of being aggressive, and in the latter he
.was aggressive to the point of desperation.
Gifted though he was to an abnormal' degree with
legal acumen and subtlety, it was, nevertheless,
this irrepressible and never quiescent force of

character that made him a legal luminary, while
others with equal gifts and less pluck were still
satisfied with being commonplace legal quibblers.
Without remarkable soldierly qualification other
than an ironclad purpose and a bravery that was
reckless, this same force, despite some egregious
military blunders, made him a general, a conqueror
and a hero.

In politics he was wonderfully clever and
versatile, though notoriously erratic. In this field
laxity of political principle, whether founded on
ambition or evolving conviction, gave his legal
cunning and powerful intellect full sway. He
was a seemingly ardent Republican, Greenbacker
and Democrat in turn, and in each he shone
at times with his wonted flash-like brilliancy. His
career was cast in an eventful period, and one who
played so prominent a part in the historic drama
could not fail to make bitter enemies as well
as fast friends. His rigorous exactitude and

thoroughness often gave offense, but, to his credit
be it told, they as often served some good purpose.

Whatever differences of opinion may exist as to
his relative greatness, all have generously paid

post-mortem tribute to his uniquely interesting

character, blunt earnestness and powerful person-
ality.

. , •
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THE unreasonable filibustering that is delay-

ing, to the point of aggravation, the passage of

the Torrey bankruptcy bill, gives peculiar empha-

sis to a recent speech of the Hon. Michael D.

Harter, of Ohio, delivered before the Business

Men's Democratic Association of Springfield.

In the course of his oration Mr. Harter said:

" As the great proportion of the membership of

Congress is composed of men- from the profes-

sions, what can business men expect from such a

body in the way of legislation on business ques-

tions? " The Congress of the United States is

certainly the most be-lawyered legislative assembly

in the world. The fitness of experienced lawyers

to make laws is unquestionable, but their unfitness

to deal squarely with purely business legislation is

baldly revealed in the checkered career of the

Torrey bill. There is no doubt that the presence

in Congress of practical business men, familiar with

the needs and wishes of the business world, is emi-

nently desirable, and, now that politics and busi-

ness are so intimately related, we might almost

say necessary. The Torrey bill affords a much-

needed remedy for a fatal financial disease, and

the political considerations that are delaying its

passage are unpatriotic to an almost criminal

degree. When • there is a political axe to grind,

nothing seems sacred to the professional politician.

Ex-President Hayes.

THE remarkable
fatality among em-
inent public men
during January has
given that frigid
month a historic sig-
nificance. Among

the prominent in-
dividuals call ed
away have been ex-
President Ruther-
ford B. Hayes, ex-
Secrctary of State
James G. Blaine,

General Benj. F.

Butler, Senator Kenna, Bishop Brooks, Justice

L. Q. C. Lamar, ex-Postmaster General Judge

Campbell, and several others of widespread if not

national fame. Among the most noted of these,

if not by reason of his personality, at all events

by reason of his former position and the events

connected with his election thereto, was Ruther-

ford B. Hayes. There was a time when the

fate that called Hayes to the presidency might

justly have been called cruel ; but time mellows

all things, and many of the party then most

earnest in his vilification lived to acknowledge

the injustice of their malevolence and to recog-

nize in the deceased President the scapegoat of a

situation of their own making. Though not a

Jackson, a Lincoln or a Grant, his administration

was eminently creditable to him, and character-

ized by the utmost cleanliness, capability and

patriotism. The accidental target of more abuse

and partisan malice than Washington himself, he

bore it with a patient manliness equal to that of

the great General, and the olive-branch semi-

officially laid on his grave by his personal friend,

the President-elect, was a final reparation well

worthy of the American character and spirit of

justice. His private life was conspicuous for its

purity, gentleness and benevolence ; and history

will speak well of all his public acts, whether as

representative in Congress, Governor of his native

State, a soldier on the field of battle, or President

of this great Republic.

•

THE ninth annual meeting of the American

Watch Case Manufacturers' Association was held

last month in the office of Secretary and Commis-

sioner James H. Noyes, in the Corbin Building,

II John Street, New York. The following officers

for 1893 were unanimously elected : president,

Howard L. Roberts, of the Keystone Watch Case

Company ; vice-president, A. M. Crommelin, of

the Crescent Watch Case Company ; treasurer,

George E. Fahys, of Joseph Fahys & Co.

Now that there is a pretty general consensns

of opinion as to the advisability of restricting

immigration, the advocates of restrictive legisla-

tion are puzzled as to the best means of differen-

tiating between desirable and undesirable immi-

grants. That this is a task of very great difficulty

is shown by a recent investigation Of the books

at Ellis Island. The records put the number of

arriving immigrants last year at 374,741, and

although a majority registered as common labor-

ers; a very large minority gave their occupations

as skilled mechanics, miners and farming men.

The number who registered as devotees of higher

arts, however, and who form an eminently desir-

able addition to our population, is somewhat

remarkable. There were 66o musicians (not

organ-grinders), 909 florists and gardeners, 72

architects, 431 professional cooks, and no less

'than 848 barbers. The wholesale restriction that

would prevent the arrival on our shores of highly

skilled talent in these higher branches would be

simply legislative folly, and justifiable, from a

patriotic point of view, only under the most

critical circumstances. A consular certificate

at the port of departure seems, after all, to

be the only method at the same time feasible

and just to the country.

THE first national convention of the Amer-

ican League for Good Roads was recently held

in Washington, and its heterogeneous composition

was the most conclusive proof yet afforded of the

unanimity of feeling as to the absolute necessity

that exists in this country for better roadways.

Almost every State in the Union was represented,

and in each case the representatives were intel-

ligent, matter-of-fact, practical reformers. State

and county leagues, commercial bodies, agri-

cultural organizations, railroad companies, wheel-

men's societies, and even college associations sent

delegates, all of whom joined efforts for a common

cause, and an eminently patriotic one. . The

Farmers' Alliance man rubbed shoulders with the

delegate from the New York Chamber of Corn-

merce, and the granger and board-of-trader were

found for once in friendly unison. " Good roads"

is a platform on which every man can stand, and

the willingness of all organizations, even those

supposed to be antagonistic, to take their places

thereon is a sure sign of the early fruition of this

vigorous agitation.
The individual States are up and doing, and

even the laggards are now getting in line. Min-

nesota has taken a leading part in the reform,

and a newspaper forwarded us by W. M. Stone,

a Minneapolis subscriber, who commends the in-

terest we have taken in good roads, contains the

report of a State convention called together to

take definite action in the matter. The cause

is just now progressing at a rate that promises

much for good road-making during the coming

dry season, when we expect the talk to materialize

into action.

IN the death of
Clemens He lle -

bush, the well-

known and highly

respected Cincin-

nati jobber, t h e

jewelry trade has

lost one of its most
prominent and suc-

cessful members.

The life of the de-
ceased furnishes yet
another instance of

the great possibili-

ties of individual effort, and his noble example is

yet another beacon-light in the thorny pathway of

the struggling beginner. Clemens Hellebush was

born in Boeninghause, Germany, in 1833, and had

the advantage, while still in his native land, of

receiving a liberal education from his father, who

was a professor in one of the schools. When

only fifteen years old he pluckily crossed the

Atlantic, and, at once entered upon the career

that was destined to bring him wealth and happi-

ness in the great land of his adoption. A craving

for mercantile life had early taken possession of

him, and when an opening was furnished him by

a clerkship vacancy in a Cincinnati dry goods

house, he eagerly grasped at the opportunity.

When only eighteen years old his connection with

the jewelry trade began, and his subsequent his-

tory is a series of business triumphs that were not

the mere accidents of an auspicious fate, but

rather the well-earned reward of industry, perse-

verance and well-directed business capability.

When he started in business for himself in 1866,

his friends were already numerous, and their gen-

erous support was cordially extended to him. His

first opening on his own account was at the corner

of Pearl and Main Streets, in the year mentioned;

but the expansion in his business necessitated, in

the course of time, larger quarters, and in 1877 he

removed to the present location, where larger space

and greater facilities permitted the desired increase

in his stock and force. His subsequent career is

too well known to the trade to need recapitulation.

He was a business man of the most rigid integrity,

and upright in all his dealings. He took an active

interest in all movements calculated to benefit

the trade, and belonged to a number of organiza-

tions having this object in view. He was promi-

nent in church matters, and remarkable for unos-

tentatious charity. The chords of his sympathetic

heart never failed to vibrate to the appeals of the

needy or afflicted, a fact well attested by the many
letters of grateful condolence received since his

death from persons who are entire strangers to the

family. 4I'A loving husband, indulgent father and

sincere friend, Cincinnati has lost in Clemens

Hellebush a typical citizen, and the jewelry trade

a most worthy member. To his bereaved wife and

family THE KEYSTONE extends heartfelt sympathy.

Clemens Hellebush.

RALPH SPENCE HAMILTON, Of the well-known

manufacturing. firm of Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr.,

Providence, R. I., died on January 31st, at the

residence of his son Ralph. The deceased was

born in St. Louis, Mo., and was sixty-four years

old. He first began the manufacture of jewelry

in New York City, and subsequently removed to

Attleboro. In 1870, he located in Providence,

and formed the. firm of Hamilton & Hunt. Later

Mr. Hunt withdrew from the business, and in

x886 the present successful firm of Hamilton &
Hamilton, Jr., was formed.
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SWART e 14 I LD 81 Co.
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

No. 3422.

Melotte's
Revolving Combination Bench-Block.

Patented September 13,1892.

Anvil and two blocks combined in one—steel anvil, one rubber and one wood
filing-bed. These blocks can readily be turned to any position. The

three-armed hub is revolved by pulling out slightly, and is auto-
matically held perfectly firm and solid in any of the three po-

sitions. Those having them in use pronounce them the
most complete anvil and filing-block ever used.

Price, complete, $3.00.

JULES ROBERT'S

CELEBRATED

MAINSPRINGS
FOR

AMERICAN WATCHES.
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR

SWARTCHILD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Jules Robert's Celebrated Mainsprings.
Now is the proper time to test the quality of a good spring ; and. having had

the exclusive agency for this make in the United States for the last
two years, we warrant this spring to be superior to any other

spring in the market. Every one is guaranteed. We
handle them for all the leading American watches.

Each spring has our name on the end.

Price per dozen, $1.50. Per gross, $15.00.

New Style
Mainspring and Barrel-Hook Punch.

The best and cheapest punch out.

Price, plain, 85 cents. Nickel-plated, $1.1o.

ca■ z
  .„, 
Jewelry Wash\
:-•.=->"FOR CL,EANING
Diatr)or)d Foil Bael5,a1)d all ]5ivds

eslki,4

0,
<4.0. •

Magic Jewelry Wash.
For clearing all kinds of Diamonds, Foil-Backs and Jewelry. Put up in

glass bottle, with wooden case over it to prevent breakage.
Full directions with each package.

Price, 25 cents. Per dozen, $2.50.

Mills Pat. Jan. 10th, 1892.

No. 3425.

Mills' Patent
Watch-Crown Holder and Graver.

The simplest and easiest crown-chuck made. Will fit any American lathe .
with a No. 50 wire-chuck.

Price for Crown-Holder, $3.00. With Graver, $3.50.

Notice.—Parties not having received our new 1893 and 1894 645-page Catalogue will please advise us of same,
and we will forward one to them, as this is the most complete catalogue ever issued.

et' r

SWARTCHILD •Sz CO.
Masonic Temple, Fifth Floor, Chicago, Ill.
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Woman in the Jewelry Vocation. -
It is a noticeable fact that woman is pushing

her way steadily into the avenues of trade here-
tofore dominated by men ; that she is gradually
finding other vocations for the exercise of her
merchandising skill than those conventional asy-
lums of decayed fortune, the millinery store and
the candy shop. The greatest department store
in Europe—the " Bon Marche " of Paris—for a
long time was managed in person by the widow
of the founder ; the greatest enterprise in South
America is personally conducted by the enormously
wealthy woman who has developed a system of
ranches, mines and steamship lines into an im-
mense property ; the widow Cliquot was actively
employed in the expansion of the wine business
bearing her name as its brand ; and instances are
numerous in the United States where woman's.
hand has held the helm, and her voice has directed
the course of noble ships upon the sea of trade.

The jeweler's vocation presents special attrac-
tions to feminine enterprise. The materials of
its trade appeal strongly to her fine taste and
discriminating judgment.; and when the merits
of a beautiful piece of jewelry are exploited by
lovely woman herself, the customer has his appre-
ciation magnified by observation from a new point
of view. The record shows that she is taking
advantage of the favorable conditions presented
by this avocation. In every State the commer-
cial traveler meets with an increasing number of
female jewelry merchants, and a concensus of
opinion would establish the fact that she performs
her functions right worthily. It is, of course,
true that a considerable number of " Mrs." in
the Trade Directory are only transparent shiejds
behind which hide insolvent husbands ; but it is
also true that the feminine ownership is not always
a subterfuge.

A most gratifying collateral fact is the num-
ber of women who are serving apprenticeships at
the bench. There is no reason why she should
not attain the highest degree of skill in the watch-
maker's deft handiwork. She certainly has great
delicacy of touch by nature ; she is generally
patient ; and while it is likely true that she is at
present ignorant of her possession of that taste
for mechanics which often comes of environment
and inheritance, her descendants will increasingly
manifest the qualities of the true mechanic.

Nor are the counting-room and watchmaker's
bench the only fields, within the jeweler's voca-
tion, where she might profitably exercise her
talents. The Illustrated American, in a recent
issue, points out a new direction for her activ-
ities. It says:

It is strange enough that a woman casting about inher mind for some congenial avocation in which to engage,has not found her way into the jeweler's workshop, wheremen, so far, quite monopolize the dainty industry of cuttingand polishing stones, setting, and designing. Curiouslyenough, encroaching femininity has, so far, cast no enviouseye on this well-paid, steady, most interesting, and dignified
calling. At a glance one can appreciate that its require-
ments are many and severe. A long, careful course of
apprenticeship in order to gain the mechanical skill, an
artistic sense to guide, a firm and delicate hand to execute,are some of the elements necessary to success as a workerin precious stones and metals. Yet many women endowed
with just such qualities throw away their cleverness on
fancy work, and exhaust their eyesight over a needle, when,as designers of jewel patterns, they could earn sixty and
eighty dollars a week, or, as lapidaries, a good fixed salary
might be secured."

There is a general tendency in all civilized
countries, and especially in this Republic, to fix
the status of woman on a higher plane, with
respect to the opportunities for success in inde-
pendent efforts for her material welfare. Human-
itarians of all degree, not confined to the isms
which distinguish fanatics, unite in a demand that

she should not be discriminated against in any of
the many fields now exclusively dominated by
her brother man. In this larger prospect of
her privileges loom prominently the advantages
which especially favor her in the jeweler's voca-
tion ; and we .shall be happy to welcome her in
increasing number to the fold.

Festina Lente."

A very old man (and presumably a very wise
one) once suggested to an ambitious youngster,
who was endeavoring to devour all of the tree of
knowledge—root, bark, leaf and fruit—at one
gulp, this sententious Latin counsel : "Festina
lente" —which, translated into United States,
means literally, " Hasten slowly." And there
is a world of wisdom in the brief direction.

It is especially appropriate for the-consider-
ation of bustling young America. Our grand-
fathers lived up to the injunction ; deliberated
long and thoughtfully, acted cautiously and
slowly, and were content with belated fruition
of their projects. For this reason, and because
of the collateral conditions involved in these
slow-moving ways, they builded business struc-
tures of such ponderous and stable character as
to have inspired the designation of " solid old
houses."

But they have disappeared from the scene of
action, accompanied by the lumbering stage-
coach, the slow post, and all the crude methods
of dispatch and exchange which characterized
their times. In their places, to-day, stand the
nervy and nervous business men of the later
dispensation, whose only apparent object appears
to be to do the most possible in the least possible
time ; to make the most money, or acquire the most
learning, or achieve the most fame, in the fewest
minutes *that can be spared out of the flying
hours. Behind and beside and before them rattle
the printing press, the locomotive engine, the elec-
tric telegraph, each urging the human creature to
emulation of their own mad haste. Life never
seemed so short because of art which never seemed
so long ; and the mountain rises higher and higher
before their vision with each step of nearer
approach to it. There is so much to be compre-
hended, such vast stores of knowledge to be
acquired by each of these terrifically busy units in
the human mass, that they must not delay a frac-
tion of a second longer than necessary at their
meals or in their sleep ; they " haven't time."

All of this leads, of course, to an enormous
development of the material industries and a very
great increase in wealth and superficial knowledge.
It has made the age one of intense striving, and
of an intellectual brilliancy like to the electric
light, which would properly symbolize it. But we
question whether, after all, " the game is worth
the candle." We do not know the luxury of ease,
the infinite comfort of repose. We work twenty-
four hours a day—for our business follows us into
our dreams. And, indeed, we boast of our slavery
to this tireless, this unyielding task. " Restless
and sleepless " stands for the spirit of the times.

There is no doubt that the keenness of
perception, the rapidity of judgment and the
quickness of decision which characterize the
business man of to-day are the outcome of this
universal haste. There is no question but that
the friction of bright minds has developed a
super-sensitized intellectual condition in the
body politic. But we are in constant danger of
quickening our pace to the prejudice of the
heart's action ; we are coining to the point at
which we read indexes instead of arguments, buy

on Smith's opinion instead of taking time to
formulate our own, and estimate the man by his
products rather than by his principles. It might
not be injudicious to get outside of ourselves for a
minute and forecast the ultimate result of all this
mad race.

The Latin philosopher intended to convey
another lesson than that which we have deduced
from his proverb ; but Truth is many-sided, and
can be studied from every point of view. He
gives us all a good text for our cbnsideration,
which each may expound to suit his individual
taste—and then " hasten slowly " to apply to the
betterment of his individual life !

Long Essays Boiled Down into Little Paragraphs.
Don't look longingly over your back fence at

the successful shoemaker and wish you hadn't
ventured into the jewelry line. As soon as you
conclude that every other business is superior to
your own, you establish the evidence that your
own business is superior to yourself.

He who successfully solves the problems of
the time When,
the place Where, and
the method How,

has begun the building of a successful career.

Overwork means too much work in one direc-
tion. Vary your employment. Almost every
man is capable of fourteen hours' daily work,
when it is broken up into variety ; while eight
hours' devotion to a single subject, day after day,
will break down the brightest intellect. Glad-
stone is young at eighty-four, because he manages
in one day to dictate the policy of a government,
translate a dozen pages of Homer, play a game of
chess, write an article on Biblical history, study
the process of candy-making, and fell a tree.

It is a mistake. not to " change one's mind"
in fear of being accused of fickleness. A well-
balanced.scale fluctuates under the pressure of a
grain of sand. We should always hold ourselves
open to conviction, both from arguments without
and within.

Always be prepared for the unexpected.
"The unexpected is forever happening." At the
same time you need not carry an open umbrella
over your head in clear weather, waiting for the
financial storm to break. It will be time enough
to begin to be anxious when the first little cloud
shows itself.

Don't tie too fast to old proverbs. While
" a rolling stone gathers no moss," it is also
true that " a setting hen gathers no fat."
" Honesty is the best policy "—but real integrity
needs no incentive. It is all right to say that " a
contented mind is a continual feast "—when you
apply the proverb to the imagination only. Con-
tent is never progressive. You have even to take
with a considerable grain of salt the time-honored
" Do not put off until to-morrow what can be
done to-day," when you consider the many things
done yesterday which you regret to-day. Think
for yourself before bowing low to that inflexible
tyrant, Old Proverb.

An attractive window is a beckoning finger;
an attractive advertisement is a cajoling and per-
suasive voice; an attractive display of goods is a
convincing argument; and attractive price is the
soothing balm with which The Good Housekeeper
salves his conscience.

gip -
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How's Your
Id Gold ,,so Silver.

Of course you have not always been satisfied with your

returns from your Old Gold and Silver. Hardly-very few

jewelers are. The reason is plain-you mostly sell on estimate

-a most unsatisfactory way of dealing, always. We believe

our plan will help you out in this matter. We make a

specialty of buying Old Gold and Silver. No matter how

large or how small the consignment-whether it be Jo, 25,

I oo or i000 pennyweights of Scrap and Old Gold, or io,

so, 100 or i000 ounces of Old Silver-you will receive from

us full, prompt, accurate cash returens for same. Our

methods and facilities are not excelled by any, and we can

and do give returns to our customers that are satisfactory.

By reason of ours being one of the largest Refining and

Smelting Works on this continent, we handle large or

small quantities of material on the smallest margin. Why

not give us a trial and get exact value for your Old Gold

and Silver ? Send us your next shipment and be convinced

that we are the people to deal with in this line.

Chicago all Nora Smelting allg Rolla Co.
184 La Salle Street,

Chicago.
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Money.

BY A. B. C.

In the January KEYSTONE I defined the term
" money " and explained why gold money was
the proper basis of all measures of value. I
promised to say something in this issue concerning

PAPER MONEY,

which has been aptly described as " the ghost of
gold, and the incomparable medium of exchange."

Paper money is only a representation of
value, and has no value in itself. It has vitality
simply because of the faith of the people in the
sincerity of the promise of the Government that
it will exchange coin for its paper currency on
demand. Assured of the ability of the Govern-
ment thus to redeem its 'promises to pay, and of
the integrity of its intention's, " paper" money is
invariably preferred in all the operations of trade,
because of the greater convenience in handling it.
It is really only a form of credit-" its highest
and most general form," says Macleod ; and as
such, exemplifies the enormous possibilities of
credit as a factor in the economics of government,
no less than in the affairs of business. As soon
as the faith of the people in the stability or
solvency of the government declines, its paper
money is discredited-just as we refuse to sell
goods on credit to a person who has no financial
resources or who is dishonest.

When the prospects of the success of the
Southern Confederacy in the late civil war began
to decline, the face value of its promises to pay
declined more rapidly still, and finally dis-
appeared totally. Its paper money, which at any
time was only a representation of the value of the
chances of successful conflict (since it was redeem-
able " after the declaration of a peace "), thus
became absolutely worthless ; but the metal money
in the hands of the Sodtherner was not affected by
the reverses of his government, since it could be
sold at its bullion value or exchanged in barter
in any civilized country.

VARIOUS FORMS OF PAPER MONEY.

In the previous article I showed that various
substances have been used as money-such as dried
cod, nails, sugar, tobacco, etc. Similarly there
has been a variety of forms of paper money-
due-bills of-contractors, store-orders, milk-tickets,
etc. But all of these were based for their avail-
ability on the frail security of individual honor
and success ; consequently they constituted what
is economically known as " bad " money. For
the same reason the old forms of " State bank
money " were accepted by merchants at various
discounts, owing to the varying degrees of security
offered by. their respective issuers. They lacked,
moreover, those essential features of convertibility
and perfect interchangeability which are vital to
the success of any scheme of currency. The
currency, like Caesar's wife, must be above sus-
picion. Hence it follows that it is only when
paper money is issued, or its redemption pledged,
by a prosperous and independent government,
which is the safest conceivable debtor, that it
obtains universal confidence as a " representation
of real value." For it 'must not be forgotten at
all times that the very best possible paper money
is but a promise to _pay money ; and in conse-
quence the proverb of the Italian economists can
only be taken literally when applied to those forms
of currency which are supported by the total
resources of solvent and sovereign governments:

" Che oro vale, oro 6"-" That which is of the
value of gold is gold."

THE FUNCTION OF PAPER MONEY AS CREDIT.

When we consider that the amount of paper
.currency in circulation in England is more tl,an
fifty times the amount of bullion in t:-e
Kingdom, and that less than one one-hundredth
of one per cent. of all the exchanges in the
United States are made in gold coin, we see the
enormous consequences of the institution of
Credit in the operations of business and national
polity. One of the old Roman jurists, Vulteius,
wrote of " Incorporeal Money " as " that in
which not the material but the value is regarded " ;
and an eminent English economist suggested this
theorem as the fundamental concept of Monetary
science : " The quantity of money in any
country represents the quantity of debt that there
would be, if there were no money." It is essen-
tially true that the great financial crises which the
world has experienced have been produced by
ignorant violation of this primary aXiom.

Dutot says : " The first use of credit is to
represent money by paper." Macleod states that
money is Simply " a right or title to demand soine.
product or service from some one else." A long
line of authorities from the time of Aristotle,
including Edmund Burke, Bishop Berkeley, Adam
Smith and John Stuart Mill, hold to this opinion.
I am tempted to outline further the nature and
functions of money, viewed from an economic
standpoint, but I shall cover this point, instead,
as a collateral .subject in a future essay on
" Wealth, Value and Credit."

In concluding this article I would add this
historical fact : The Chinese were the first to
employ paper as a forth of money, in the year
807. It was a glossy black ; the different denom-
inations differed in size, and thus indicated their
respective values ; every piece was stamped with
the royal seal, to counterfeit which was death;
and it was forced upon the people in exchange for
their valuables, under penalty of death to those
who declined making the exchange willingly. It
was significantly calledfey-thsian, or flying money.

My next and last paper on the subject of
"Money " will be entitled " Silver Money : Its
Place as a Medium of Exchange."

A New Text for an Old Sermon.

Wednesday night the store of was
entered by burglars, who chloroformed the
proprietor, bound and gagged him,- and then
helped themselves to $4.cio in cash and several
watches. There is no clue to the rascals as yet.

The above item of current news affords a topic
for comment which. we trust will not be altogether
lost upon the retail jeweler.

The editor of this journal does not know the
jeweler in question personally ; nor does be know
further of the circumstance related above than the
facts as given in the brief dispatch. But to
" point the moral " one does not need to " adorn
the tale." It is sufficient to know that the bold
robbery occurred in a community as far removed
as possible from the dare-devil tendencies which
are present on the frontiers of civilization., and
among a people justly reputed for observance of
law and the proprieties of daily life. These facts
add all the greater force to the conclusions which
may be fairly drawn from the meager data af-
forded. by the newspaper clipping.

In the absence of better knowledge of the
facts, we may infer that the jeweler was alone in
the store at the time he was overpowered, and
that it was his habit of remaining alone that gave

•the thieves the first suggestion of the robbery. If
he was not alone, then these comments will not
apply to his case, and are henceforth impersonal;
but the instances of-robbers availing themselves of
the knowledge that a jewelry store is attended by
a single individual are so many as to justify the
presumption that this jeweler duplicated a fre-
quent practice-and experienced the frequent
punishment. His experience is at least "a good
enough Morgan until after election," as they used
to say in the time of the anti-Masonic excitement;
and he will at least be patriotic enough to stand
as the " horrible example " in this practical
sermon.

No one man, whoever ht may be, however
brave he may be, whether be be jeweler or banker
or paymaster or what-not, is a match for the
deliberate robber, resolved upon personal violence
if necessary. If the jeweler always had the
possible thief in mind, always kept one hand on a
gun and his eye on the store-door, then he would
not be so likely to be overpowered ; but the
jeweler has other use for his hands and eyes, and
is properly inclined to welcome strangers, instead
of asking them to give a countersign before passing
the threshold. So he saves money by attending
to his business " all by himself " ; and some
pleasant afternoon he looks up from his work-
bench into the barrel of a revolver, while the
stranger suggests a transfer of all the diamonds
and gold watches without a consideration. Or he
hits the jeweler with a billy and helps himself; or
be grabs a tray of jewelry, " blocks " the door
behind him and grins through the window at the
jeweler before slipping down the alley ; or be
possesses himself of his victim's chattels in the
divers other ways of " bluff" robbing familiar to
readers of the daily news. Then the jeweler
pities himself and laments his " hard luck."

It isn't hard luck. It is the legitimate
outcome .of conditions. The jeweler simply
gambled against the possibility of such an ex-
perience-and lost. Others take the chance and
win. But gambling is reprehensible whether the
rlayer wins or loses ; and to gamble in business

to violate all the proprieties of trade.
A jewelry store should never be guarded by

Ifss than two people during the hours that its
door is open to the

If for any unavoidable reason one person is
left alone in the store the door should be locked,
a Id opened only to acquaintances ; or, if that is
rot practicable, the valuable goods should be
lcithed in the safe, and the lone guardian should
keep his best eye on the store-door and be watclzful
of " the stranger within his gate. "

And why not, my sarcastic young friend in
the back row ? Isn't it a fact that, next to a bank,
a jewelry store is the apple of the " professional's "
eye? And did you ever hear of a banker who
would take for a single hour such a risk as you
incur day after day?

No, there is too much indifference concern-
ing this grave matter, and jewelers owe it to
themselves, to their creditors and to society at
large that they correct the prevailing practice.
They owe it to society, because of their present
moral responsibility in holding out to weak or
vicious natures a temptation to robbery and
possible murder such as is rarely offered in any
other direction. And it 'Is not hazarding the
truth to say that the day is approaching when the
question of credit will be seriously affected for
good or ill by the practice which obtains with
each individual jeweler with respect to store-
guarding during business hours.



A series of articles on the origin and history of Watchmaking in this country, written by Mr. E. A. Marsh, Master Mechanic,and approved by Mr. R. E. Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company.

GHE fact that the princi-
pal owners of the Elgin
factory were men of

wealth, and thus able to
replenish their frequently
exhausted treasury', alone
prevented _ the repetition
there of the unfortunate
experiences of the earlier
Waltham and Nashua

factories. But notwithstanding the fact that ten
years passed before the Elgin company began to
realize anything in the way of dividends, and with
the struggles and disasters of the New England
companies well known, there has ever seemed to
be a fascination in the idea of organizing watch
factories, which has caused to be brought into
existence a multitude of such establishments, to
the financial ruin of many a too-confident investor
and the heavy losses of very many more. .

From this digression we now return to the
consideration .of the fortunes of the American
Watch Company.

As has already been said, the original factory
buildings were constructed of concrete, but when
future enlargements took place another form of
construction was adopted. Following the build-
ing of the additions made needful by the absorp-
tion of the Nashua concern, several new wings
were added, the years 1864 and 1865 being par-
ticularly busy ones in this direction.

A short, two-story wing had already been
built in front, the lower story being devoted to
the uses of the gilding department and the upper
one to the work of fitting the " trains." Further
additions were made by constructing other wings
parallel with the street, the original two-story, flat-
roof corridor building giving place to one of brick
with an additional story, which was used as a finish-
ing room. A second corridor building was built,
also of brick. This was located about a hundred
feet south of the first, and the two connected by a
two-story workshop ; another similar wing ex-
tended about eighty feet to the south of this sec-
ond corridor, and in it was established a portion
of the Nashua machinery. In addition to these
the machine. shop wing was extended toward the
river, and two wings, parallel with the front but
between it and the river, were built. Besides
these, a second engine-house and boiler-house
were built and equipped. With the exception of
the two corridor buildings, and the engine and
boiler-houses, all of these buildings were con-
structed of wooden frames filled in solid with
brick. .

This period of extensive building seems to
mark an epoch in the history of the enterprise,
which may, perhaps, be desigated as the fourth
stage. While the business was located at Roxbury,
it may be said to have been in the ideal stage.
After the removal to Waltham, up to the year
1857, came the period of experiment and failure.
Following that, and lasting till 1861, came a
period of suspense ; succeeded by the four years
which we have just.considered, and which may
properly be regarded as a period of achievement
and firm establishment.

The fifth stage, commencing about 1866, and
reaching to the present time, 11A§ been one of

(Continued from page 21, January (1893) number.)

continued enlargement, of which more will be
said hereafter. Still further additions are defin-
itely planned, and will doubtless be completed in
due time.

In conjunction with the renewal and enlarge-
ment of the factory buildings, the Company was
engaged in providing homes for its people.

A large number of dwellings were erected
within a convenient distance of the factory. These
were planned in a variety of styles and of varying
sizes, so as to accommodate the operatives with
larger or smaller families.

In many cases money was advanced to em-
ployees who desired to build houses for themselves.
The streets were also adorned with young shade-
trees, which, at this time, are assuming fine pro-
portions.

The character, and consequent reputation, of
the watches made by this Company had been
steadily gaining, and as a consequence were in
demand and found ready sale. But the attempts
of foreign makers to retain their market in Amer-
ica, and the competition resulting from the mul-
tiplication of watch factories, has had the effect
of continually reducing the prices, and so com-
pelling a corresponding reduction in the cost of
manufacture, either at the sacrifice of quality,
reduction in wages, or in greatly increased pro-
duction.

Manifestly the first of these plans could only
result in eventual failure ; but even if it could be
otherwise, a concern which had, by the labor of
years, gained a high place in the estimation of the
watch trade would realize the value of what had
cost them so much, and endeavor by all means to
retain their good reputation by adhering to their
high standard of quality.

The increased sales of watches. also made
necessary the corresponding increase of means for
their production ; and, while the tools which had
been in use up to the period of which we are
writing (1865) had probably never been equaled,
it was by no means certain that great improve-
ments might not be made, both in capability and
accuracy. It was natural that in the beginning of
the enterprise the idea should obtain that accuracy
of operation would be secured by delicacy of con-
struction ; and therefore the machinery of those
earlier years was made very light and with result-
ing sensitiveness, which involved a corresponding
delicacy of manipulation on the part of the opera-
tive, which could only be acquired by a period
of education, and with results depending largely
upon individual ability

But the experience of years had demonstrated
that delicacy of machinery did not insure uni-
formity of .result ; and from about this time the
theory of machine-building has been materially
modified in. the direction of increased strength
and solidity. But while obtaining a very marked
improvement in strength, and consequent uniform-
ity of operation, no radical departure was made in
the principles of the machines, the increase of
factory capacity being secured by the multipli-
cation of existing machines. There were occa-
sional exceptions, however, in the direction of
semi-automatic .machines, serving to foreshadow
what might be done when the proper thne should
comg,

But without doubt the policy pursued in this
matter was the wisest for that time. Moreover,
it may be doubted if the peculiar mechanical or
inventive talent required for the production of
automatic machines had then been developed to
any considerable extent, although there was not
lacking evidence of no mean order of ability in
mach me construction.

The era of automatic machine construction
commenced a few years later, and Mr. Vander-
woerd was probably more prominent in his achieve-
ments in that direction than any other individual.
The most interesting and valuable of his inven-
tions was a machine for making the delicate
screws which are so indispensable in the structure
of watches. This machine is able to accomplish
the work of three men and is, moreover, so
arranged that but little attention is required, so
that one man can easily attend to six machines.

When the United States Government called
for volunteer soldiers to aid in putting down the
Rebellion, and all through the loyal North . men
were leaving their homes and business, and en-
rolling themselves in the ranks of the soldiery, the
managers of the watch factory were active and
earnest in the endeavors to raise the needed re-
cruits. Men who were valuable to the Company
by reason of their skill and experience were not, on
that account, dissuaded from offering their services
to their country in its hour of peril and need, but
were urged to enlist in the army, with the prom-
ise of employment on their return.

Of the numbers who went to the front, some
returned in safety, some were honorably discharged
in consequence of wounds, others came home
maimed, leaving, perhaps, some of their limbs to
mingle with the sunny South ; and some gave up
their lives on the field of battle.

A stranger would be impressed in observing
the employees as they leave the factory, by the
number of persons walking With the aid of a cane,
others needing crutches, and still others having
but one arm ; and it might seem that they were
engaged in a business especially -dangerous.
Quite the contrary is the fact, however, for,
among the tens of thousands of persons who have
been employed during the existence of the Com-
pany, there has not a single fatality occurred, the
most serious accidents resulting in the loss of one
or two fingers, in almost or quite every instance
the result of individual carelessness.

The unusual number of lame and halt whcr are
here gathered is explained by the fact that many
veterans of the war are still employed, and that
the nature of the work is such that bodily infirmi-
ties, which in many other industries would prove
serious obstacles, do not prevent the performance
of certain kinds of work which is essential. So,
too, there are many individuals who are not in the
enjoyment of vigorous health, and who are yet
compelled to labor, who here find work which is
within their ability.

But notwithstanding the fact that so many
persons in delicate health, and a larger number by
no means robust, are here employed, it has been a
matter of surprise to those who have investigated
the subject to find that the death rate is remark-
ably low.

(To be continued in our March numbfr.)

TOOLS and MATERIALS for Jewelers
Watchmakers
Engravers

IDE'S SCREWDRIVERS.

Wood Handles, each, 6o cts. Set of five,
Ivory " ‘‘ 75 -

Morocco case, extra, 85 cts.
Less 6 per cent. for cash.

STAKING-TOOLS.
No. 2. " Hall's" genuine' 

fifty punches, - Si
" 7. " Boley," 4

" 8. Imported, thirty-two punches,
Less 6 per cent. for cash.

Our Hall tools have all the late improvements.

We do
Not
Buy poor
Stuff
In
Order to
Quote
Apparently
Low
Prices.

"Istuuriinn

First-class goods are
always the cheapest in the
end. Any article we recom-
mend can be depended on
every time.

STAKING-TOOL NO. 4.
Twenty-four punches and four stumps,

with heavy glass globe.
Each, S3.50.

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

Material wants we make a great concern. Dealers who have trouble in getting small orders cared for, will do well to 
try us. We

get them correct, and do not substitute. Our New Catalogue is a great help for making up orders. If not received, send to us for a copy.

In Lathes, Benches and Tools generally, we have never been so well prepared for orders as at the 
present time.

RIVETT STAKING-TOOL.
A BEAUTY.

Full nickel-plated, each, - 513.50.
Less 6 per cent. for cash.
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To the Jobbing Dago Only
"Superior" Mainsprings for all grades of American

Watches. The name of this
spring indicates its quality. We warrant it to be superior to any other spring
in the market. Every one is guaranteed. The cut represents a fancy
Enameled Anti-Rust Tin Box, containing one dozen springs. The name
"SUPERIOR " is scratched on each spring. To be had at all the leading
jobbing houses throughout the United States.
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Leach's Patent Jewel=Plyer
FOR SETTING AND EXTRACTING JEWELS.

This will save a great deal of time and prOtect the jewel.

Also Sole Agents for the following :

•

•Coe' s Patent Plyers, for taking dents out of watch cases.
Patent Movement-Holders, to regulate movement in any position.
Harstrom's Patent Case-Springs.
Sanddrson's " " 6

Schwerter's Jewel Bezel-Openers.
White Metal Chains a Specialty.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.
Importers of Watch Materials, Tools, Glasses, Silk Guards and Optical Goods,

37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

The OLDEST and BEST.
se•-•-•*•-••••■-•••••--•-y-

FARSONS 110ROLOCK4L 50100L
Every branch of the Horo-

logical Art, including En-

graving and Jewelry Work,

taught by experienced and

reliable instructors.

Special Classes

in Optics.
PARSONS, HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, PEORIA, ILL.

Parsons, Ide 8z Co.,
Formerly of LA PORTE, IND,

The school is equipped

with the latest and most

improved machinery and

tools.

Write for

Catalogue and

particulars.

119 Fredonia Ave., Peoria, Ill.
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0 class of men have more friends than the

boys " on the road—these friends enjoy
reading of their goings and comings. No

class of men can enjoy news from their

comrades more than the traveling sales.

men. This is especially true about the

jewelry traveler. Hereafter they shall have a page in

THE KEYSTONE to give an account of themselves. We

trust they will feel themselves perfectly free to avail them-

selves of it, and that we shall bear from them often.

Ben. Kramer is doing Chicago and vicinity for the

Stein & Ellbogen Co.

Geo. C. Ridgway is out again this year for the Geneva

Optical Co., in his old territory.

George Lunt will represent the Towle Manufacturing

Co. on the Pacific Coast this year.

H. W. Burdick is the eastern Ohio man for the

Bowler & Burdick Co. of Cleveland.

Geo. N. Rouse is the jolly big boy " who represynts

the Geneva Optical Co. in the South.

L. F. Capshaw takes Gil " Steese's old Michigan

territory for Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago.

Rufe Hawkins will make Ohio, Indiana and Michigan

for Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, for another year.

E. F. Straw will represent the Pittsburg jobbers,

Goddard, Hill & Co., in Ohio and Indiana during '93.

T. K. Wall will cover Minnesota and the Dakotas for

the Geneva Optical Co., Chicago, for the coming year.

Earl J. Brown will cover Indiana, Illinois, Missouri

and Kansas this year for Chambers, Inskeep & Co., Chicago.

Geo. West, with G. B. Barrett & Co., Pittsburg, will

start out about the first of this month on a trip in the inter-

ests of his house.

G. L. Lowe, who travels for Kennedy & Koester,

Detroit, Mich., has been, of late, a severe sufferer from an

attack of influenza.

F. A. Boegershausen is again with F. M. Sproebnle

& Co., Chicago, for another year, and will travel over his

old Michigan territory.

D. P. Ingram, who has covered Kansas for years

for J. Niles Kimball, Kaiisas City, will take his old territory

for J. A. Norton & Son.

F. Willman is now out on his first trip for the new

yearfor F. M. Sproenhle & Co., Chicago. His territory is

Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Albert Jampolis will
again represent Lapp &
.Flershem, Chicago, in
Missouri and Kansas.
He left early in Janu-
ary for an extended trip,
and was doing a fine

business among his Mis-

souri friends, when he
- was telegraphed to come
home to attend to busi-
ness in court. At pres-
ent he does not know

just when he will be able to finish up his trip, and fully

realizes just what a dreadful thing the law's delay is.

D. Chambers will see his old friends and make new

ones for Chambers, Inskeep & Co., Chicago, in his old

western territory this year.

C. E. Montford, of Utica, Mich., who represents the

Columbus Watch Co., has started on the rounds again after

a brief vacation at Detroit.

Burt B. Harlan makes his home at Ottumwa, Iowa'

and travels Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska for the

Geneva Optical Co., Chicago. •

J. T. Brayton, the emergency man " of the Geneva

Optical Co., will make occasional trips through Michigan

and the Northwest this year.

Albeit Jampolis.
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G. W. Cook, Illinois man for Otto Young & Co., is

one of the early birds this year, having already returned

from his first trip for the new year.

Joseph Buerkley, Western traveler for Heeren Bros.

& Co., Pittsburg, will visit his friends and customers in hi

.old territory this year for the above firm.

H. M. Tenney, Western traveler for Lapp & Flershem,

Chicago, is enjoying a short vacation at Hot Springs, Ark.,

ere starting out on his Spring campaign.

N. C. Nason, with the Geneva Optical Co., Chicago,

has for his field Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and

will soon be out among his friends again.

T. Lindberg did a fine business for, Glickauf & New-

house in 1892 in their western territory, and goes out this

year with a handsome increase in his salary.

Geo. B. Bridestone, with Sigler Bros., Cleveland, is

among his frierrls in the West this month. His territory

includes Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado.

NV. H. Houston, formerly with Lewis, Kaiser &

Luthy,.. New York, has entered the employ of Heeren

Bros. & Co., Pittsburg, and will travel in Ohio and Indiana

for this firm.
E. Fry, with Glickauf & Newhouse, Chicago, repre-

-senting this firm in the Northwest, is already among his

friends and customers in this territory, sending' in good

orders to his house.

Gil " Steese, the veteran traveler for Benj. Allen &

Co., Chicago, has resigned his position. For sixteen years

" Gil," as he is best known, has represented this house in

their Michigan territory.

C. H. Pixley, in the Northwest, G. W. Hamilton, in

the Southwest, and L. W. Melchor, in the Middle States,

road missionaries for F. A. Hardy & Co., are all out in their

respective fields this month. .

C. L. Merry, who formerly represented the Julius

King Optical Co. in Missouri, Kansas and the Rocky

Mountain country, is now resident manager of. the Kansas

City 1-ranch of this house.

C. C. Hoefer, of the firm .of Woodstock, Barger &

Hoefer, Kansas City, will give up his old territory to a new

man this year, and devote his attention to their house trade

and the city trade in Kansas City.

H. J. Linn, Northwest ; Hugo Schmidt, West and

Southwest, and J. G. Adler, Illinois and Indiana, salesmen -

for Swartchild & Co., Chicago, a the only " exclusive

material house, are now out on extended tours.

C. E. Patterson will cover Illinois, Indiana and

Missouri for the Towle Manufacturing Co. from Chicago

branch this year, and 0. P. Ryan will look after the interests

of this same house in the Northwest and Kansas.

Tom Davis, the veteran traveler for the Middletown

Plate Co., and Barney Crossin, the genial and smooth man

from Providence, of the firm of Crossin & Tucker, were

visiting the Chicago trade the last week of January.

V. P. Cuthbert, representing Otto Young & Co.,

Chicago, in Missouri and Kansas, is out on his first trip

for the new year, and at present is visiting among his

Missouri customers. Cuthbert resides in Kansas City.

A. G. Perry, Michigan ; H. C. Goodfellow', Missouri,

Kansas and Colorado; Geo. J. Lewis, the South ; J. W.

Forsinger, the Northwest through to the Pacific Coast ; and

E. K. McGillivray, in Indiana and Ohio, travelers for Giles,

Bro. & Co., Chicago, are all out in their respective terri-

tories this month.

Steve Smith, the well-known Western salesman, for a

number of years traveling out of Chicago, but of late with

J. A. Norton & SOD, Kansas City, has resigned his position,

and will travel for a Chicago house throughout the West.

B. F. Simpson is the gentleman who will greet the

customers of Otto Young & Co., Chicago, throughout the

Northwest during this Colutnbian year, and will be among

his friends this month with the latest World's Fair smile.

Geo. Wettstein, the veteran traveler for C. F.

Happel & Co., Chicago, starts out on his spring trip the

first of this month. E. K. Bennett, also with this house,

and who covers the Northwest, is out among his customers.

Geo. E. Zimmern is the new man with .the Geneva

Optical Co. in charge of the meteorological instrument depart-

ment. He was formerly with the Taylor Bros. Co.,

Rochester, and will handle the jobbing trade in the West.

Emil Bieler, of the firm of Heckel, Bieler & Co.,

Pittsburg, is one of the best-known travelers in his section.

He and Charles Meister, the junior traveler for this house,

have a very nice arrangement, inasmuch that when one is

on the road the other is in the house.
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Max Noel, in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio ; Frank

Shadbolt, the North and Northwest; George Finck, the

West and Southwest; and M. Zuckerberg, the South, the

big four " of the Stein & Ellbogen Co., Chicago, have all

been sent out on their first trip this year.

L. Newhouse, of the firm of Glickauf & Newhouse,

Chicago, is an old-timer on the road. Though- spending a

part of his time in the house, he will make occasional trips

this year among his old friends and customers. He starts

on an extended trip the first of the month.

Charles Alexander taking the position vacated by

Thomas H. Huteson, C. M. Barnes replacing M. B. Rosen.

stock, and Otto S. Lambers, formerly with A. K. Hawkes,

of Atlanta, Ga., entering the employ of the Company, are

several changes that have been made in the traveling force

of the Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. of New York.

Tom Hoefer, Toni
Anderson, Arthur Perry
and A. N. Brittain, the
widely-known quartette
who represent M. A.
Mead & Co., Chicago;
are all out in their re-
spective territories this
month, and will con-
tinue to greet their old
friends during the Co-
lumbian year for the
above firm. Thomas J. Hoofer.

Tom. Bristol, of C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, has

again taken up the trunks of this firm for another year.

No traveling men's page, can well be introduced without

a Tom," as he is one of Chicago's widely-known salesmen',

The remainder of the old force of this house have also been

retained.. a Bob " Barlow has already gone to the South-

west; a Charley " Garlick will cover the West ; S. H.

Scaggs, the Northwest; and E. D. Gallagher, the East

and South.

C. S. Hungerford is representing the New York ring
house of J. B. Bowden & Co. in the larger cities in the

West, and is now in California. For years Hungerford

traveled out of Chicago, at various times representing sev

et•al different jobbing firms in that town, and is so well

known in the World's Fair city that everybody calls him

a Charley."

H. P. Cutter, who has traveled for the last fifteen

years for B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. through Indiana, Illi-

nois and Iowa, is again out in his old territory for another

year. S. W. Robinson looks after the Northwest for this

firm; W. H. Squier is in Michigan and Wisconsin ; R. J.

Hendershot has Michigan alone ; and F. P. Robey covers

parts of Illinois and Iowa. These gentlemen are all absent

on their respective territories, save Mr. Robey, who is ill at
his home in Danville, Ill.

A. J. Chase, the veteran salesman for Benj. Allen &
Co., after a month's rest, is out again among his Wisconsin

and Minnesota friends. All the traveling force of the above

firm are out this month. The list includes R. B. Truesdale,

in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio ; Geo. A. Turner, in Indiana,

Ohio and Kentucky ; John G. Spencer, in Illinois and

Iowa; C. W. Angevine, from St. Paul to the Pacific;

Julius Ghislin, in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas ; John F.

Barnhart, in Nebraska, Colorado and Utah ; and L. F. Cap-

shaw, in Michigan. .

Tom J. Huteson is the new man with the Julius King

Optical Co., and will cover his old territory, which includes

the larger towns and cities from the Mississippi to the Pacific

Coast. The other travelers for this holise include Geo. F.

Merry in the large cities from Cleveland to the lississippi;

John P. Ryan, in Ohio; Indiana and Michigan; Rodney

Pierce, in Pennsylvania and West Virginia ; Chas. S. Lesser

Chicago and the Northwest ; G. F. Whittlesey, in northern

Ohio and western Pennsylvania; and W. D. Godfrey, in

Missouri, Kansas and Iowa.

0. H. Hull and C. F. Couts will henceforth look after

the interests of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co. in Chicago

and the great cities of the West and Northwest until May it.

They will spend the greater part of their time in Chicago,

where they will be found permanently iikated at 224 Wabash

Avenue, assisting Manager Corey and looking after ex-

hibits at the Exposition. 0. E. Baumgarten is now out,

representing the Pairpoint Co. in _Illinois, Missouri and

Kansas; E. B. Frank, in Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado and

New Mexico ; and C. W. Miller, in Wisconsin, Minnesota

and. the Dakotas.
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URDONO , WI RE JORDON WI RE BuRDON WI RE gURDON WI RE ouRDON WI RE ouRDON WI RE

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK . TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

The old=style rolled plate wire with the objectionable
seam now being almost a thing of the past, we publish,
for the protection of the trade in general, the following

TRADE N MARK TRADE N MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

/VIANIFESTO:
THE BURDON SEAMLESS FILLED GOLD WIRE is made in

high, medium and low grades.
The thicker the gold and finer the karat, the higher the grade and the cost of

the wire. The thinner the gold and lower the karat, the lower the grade and cost.
The demands of the trade compel us to make all qualities.
Articles made from the higher grades must, of course, outwear those made

from the lower grades.
Some manufacturers use the higher grades, while others use the medium

and lower grades.
The trade-mark of the " bird-on-wire" guarantees the articles to be made froth

the original and only genuine seamless filled gold wire, and the only filled gold
wire which is absolutely seamless and solid, and which has a uniform distribution
of gold—but this trade-mark does not indicate any definite quality, inasmuch
as the manufacturers are authorized by us to affix this tracl.e-mark upon articles
made from any and all grades of our wires.

To insure stated wearing qualities of articles made from. our seamless
wires, dealers must rely upon the private stamp of the manufacturer, or the
reputation of the concerns from whom they purchase, just as they did form-
erly with the old-style rolled plate " seamed " wire.

Whether you want a low-price article or a long-wearing one, make sure thatno seam appears, and demand goods made from the Burdon Seamless Filled Gold
Wire, bearing in mind that the wearing quality of the article is dependent upon
whether the high, medium or low grade of our wire is used.

Burgon Seamless Fillea Wire Compaq
109 to 119 Summer Street,

Providence, R. I.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

easily-made device for supporting
and keeping a screw from springing
while being turned is shown at
Fig. 1. In this cut, A represents

the piece to be turned ; B, the tail-stock
spindle; and C,- the back cone-center.

The device which supports the piece A is com-
posed of the parts D D' D",E and F, arranged
as shown. The bar D is best made of steel, and
should be about two and one-quarter inches long,
three-eighths wide up and down, and one-eighth
thick. The pieces Di D" can as well be of
sheet-brass about one-eighth of an inch thick and
shaped as drawn at Figs. 2 and 3. As illustrated
in these figures,. they are supposed to be seen in
the direction of the arrow c, Fig. 1. •

The piece D", Fig. 2, has the hole at B
large enough to slip on the tail-stock spindle with
an easy fit ; but when the clamping-screw b is set
up it becomes rigidly fixed to the spindle. The
piece D' is .similarly shaped to D", except the
hole C is only large enough to receive the cone-
center C. About as secure a plan as can be
adopted is to make the hole C, Fig. 3, just a
trifle too small for the cone-center to pass through
unless it (the cone-center) is removed and the
small end of the taper is passed through the hole
C, .the taper being then inserted in the spindle B
and pushed home. If we now move D' D" in
the direction of the arrow c, the cone-center C
will bind in DI, and if we set up the screw b the
parts are secure and firm. -

The slide F, Figs. i and 4, is made to move
back and forth on the bar D, and also tci receive
the piece E, said piece being forked at the lower
end, as shown at E f, Fig. 4, so as to grasp the
piece A, upon which we are supposed to be
turning a screw. The tendency of the bar or rod
A, when acted upon by the turning-tool, is to
rise, and also move backward, or about in the
direction of the dotted line D" , Fig. 3 ; conse-
quently the entire device shown in Fig. I should
be set at this angle ; that is, so the strength of the
device is best placed to resist the thrust. This
setting is easily done by merely turning the
tail-stock spindle in the tail-stock and clamping it
fast.

The slide F, Fig. I, is made to move back
and forth on the bar D, and it also permits the
bar E to be moved up and down. Fig. 4 is a
view of the slide F and bar E seen in the
direction of the arrow e, Fig. 1. To the lower end
of the bar E is fitted the forked part Ei, jointed
with a clamping-screw g. The idea of the parts
shown in Fig. 4 is, the slide F is moved back and
forth on the bar .D until the fork E' rests on the
proper part of A, when the screws a and g are set
up firm. The pieces D' D" are rigidly attached
to the bar D. By the aid of such a support quite
a long screw can be turned.

The angle of the fork .E should be about
sixty degrees ; and by adjusting up and down,
and allowing the lower part or fork E to swing
on the setscrew g, it will adapt itself to any size
wire. Of course after the parts are in position
the screws a and g are set firm. We would
suggest that workmen who anticipate making such
a screw-cutting attachment should look over a
large screw-cutting lathe in a machine shop, and
get an idea how they can arrange for a slow feed
for smooth turning, as all such feeds are only
arranging to cut very fine screws. A tap, after
the thread is cut, is best fitted for doing its work

by milling out longitudinal grooves in the tap,
and our next task will be to consider how to make
and use such an attachment.

We are aware that most of the manufacturers
of the best American lathes supply a milling
attachment ; and when any of our readers feel
disposed to buy one, and feel able to do so, .we
unhesitatingly advise purchasing; but we are
aware many of them do not feel as if they could
afford the expense, and it is for such we shall
describe an attachment of this kind, which can
readily be fitted to any American lathe. What
we understand by a Milling tool is, the employ-
ment of a rotary cutter for shaping metal to
various forms. We will, however, waste no
time in definitions, but proceed to describe an
attachment of this kind which will do a great deal
of work to aid a watchmaker.

We shall first speak of such mills as are made
use of in connection with the lathe-spindle; that
is, we attach them to the spindle in some way kir
their rotary motion. For all small mills, say up
to one-fourth inch in diameter, the cone-chuck can

be used for holding them. All sizes above one-
fourth inch in diameter are better placed on a saw-
arbor or a special arbor which we shall describe
later on. For milling steel pieces a rather slow
motion is reqtlired ; that is, not faster than the
spindle of an American lathe would have with the
band running on the largest of the cone-pulleys.

The Waltham Horological School, ,Waltham, Mass.,
has started on another year with an ironclad confidence
founded on prestige in the past and extensive present
patronage. John .Stack has received from the school a large .
order for lathes, and the Waltham Electric Clock Co. are at
present constructing for the institution one of the finest .
regulators that can be made. These are unmistakable
evidences of success, and success in this competitive ace is
by no means accidental.

Don't Snub the Drummer.
Christmas and New Year have passed ; the brief

furlough granted the road representatives is over, and the
boys have gone back, better men for having passed a few
days at home, living as you, Mr. Proprietor, live, surrounded
by those you love, and by those who hold you dear, and
embrace every opportunity to make home bright and cheer-
ful.. The employer who has never been through the mill
himself is apt to regard his ambassadors to the trade as
extravagant necessities, the source of heavy expense, only
to be tolerated for the orders they secure, and the subjects
for an unlimited amount of advice, instruction and reproof.
Such men know little of the trials and vicissitudes attendant
upon a life on the road. They know little of cold waiting-
rooms for midnight or morning trains, entailing loss of
sleep ; they know little of poor fare and poorer beds, are
not accustomed to gruff answers and surly demeanor, and
would, nine times out of ten,. fall victims to the thousand
and one snares laid to catch the unwary. Oh, a drunimer's
life is not all sunshine, Pullman cars and jolly companion-
ship, by any means; so we say, don't snub the drummer, but
give him a hearty welcome, a cordial clasp of .the hand, and
you have established for yourself an advocate who will do
you good whenever your name is mentioned by a brother
drummer. . —Shoe and Leather Gazette.

•

Attleboro Notes.

ATTLEBORO, MASS., January 28, 1893.

If business were freezable, the works at Attleboro would
have had a vacation during the past month. The retail
trade was, of course, affected to some extent, but the pro-
longed inclemency had no apparent effect on the factories,
which have been all duly busy. The manufacturers express
strong confidence in trade conditions, and the abundance of
incoming orders seems good grounds therefor.

W. &. S. Blackinton are still in the vanguard of the
procession of chain manufacturers, and their products are
permanently installed in popular favor. The trade should
at once lay in a.good supply of these chains on the principle
that " the early bird catches the worm."

James E. Blake, of Blake & Clatlin, recently returned
from the West with an amount of orders that spoke well for
the condition of Western trade.

The following were elected directors of the North
Attleboro Bank : J. L. Sweet, Roswell Blackinton, Henry F.
Barrows, S. E. Fisher, I-I. N. Daggett and Edwin Whitney:

C. A. Wetherell & Co. have moved into R. F. Simmons
.& Co.'s new factory. building. . .

. Mr. Marsh, of Marsh St ,Bigney, recently returned from
a trip and reports the business pulse as favorable. The last
year was a successful one for this firm, and they have no
doubt of their ability to duplicate it.

J. T. Inman, of J. 'I'. Inman & Co., recently returned
from the West, where he disposed of souvenir spoons in
large quantities. He also secured good orders for other lines.

R. F. Simmons & Co. are now located in their mam-
moth new factory, which is a magnificent monument to the
merit of the R. F. S. & Co.'s chains. The long-distance
telephone puts the factory people on talking terms with
their New York office hands. •

Sumner Blackinton, of W. & S. Blackinton, who is on
a trip around the world, recently took in the sights in San
Francisco, Cal., and vicinity.

W. F. Briggs & Co. began the hustling early this year,
and are being rewarded with orders gratifyingly large and
numerous. It is unnecessary to talk of the merit of their
product, but they are still exercising their facility for turn-
ing out new designs.

Scarlet fever has been an unwelcome visitor to North
Attleboro, and some alarm reigns in consequence.

The annual election of the directors of the First
National Bank resulted in the selection of Joseph M. Bates
as president, and George A. Dean, •Benjamin • S. Freeman,
James H. Sturdy, James J. Horton, Clarence L. Watson,
Albert A. Bushee, J. W. Wolfenden and Joseph E. Blake as
directors.

J. G. Cheever & Co., the old and popular chain manu-
facturers, are producing, in their great specialty, goods that
will appeal more strongly than ever to the favor of their
patrons. The trade would do well to pay early attention to
the new product. .

A recent new applicant for membership in the New
York Jewelers' Board of Trade was the Richards Mann-
fa;:turing -Company.

There is a report that Horton, Angell & Co. will move
into W. I-I. Wilmarth & Co.'s new factory building when
that structure is completed.

The patrons of the Richards Mfg. Co. are giving proof
of their past satisfaction with the Company's products by
forwarding earlier and larger orders than usual. An
examination of this year's output convinced us that the
trade are making no mistake in giving early attention to
these lines.

Enclosed find One Dollar to renew my subscription.
THE KEYSTONE is worth much more than it costs. I
would not be without it for 81,000,000."—FRANK J.
VOIROL, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Book Notice.
Nathaniel C. Fowler, Jr., Boston, the noted advertising

expert and advertisement writer, has just published a hand-
some 500-page volume entitled " Building Business," in
which every conceivable branch of his favored art is treated
in a masterly and illustrative'. manner. Mr. Fowler
admittedly stands at the bend of his profession, and writes
with an intelligence founded as well on experience as on a
rare natural aptitude for advertising. The book, in matter,
style and usefulness, is a credit to its author, and should
hold the position of honor in the business library of every
merchant. Bound in cloth, the book costs $3.75 ; in half
leather, $450; and in full leather, $5.00.



F. A. Hardy & Co. .
WHOLESALE AND

MAN UFAOTURING OPTIeIANS

We manufacture our own Spectacle-Cases, and would call special attention to the product
of this department, in which we make a specialty of fine-quality cases. Our line of

ALMER COE
OPTICJAN

is made with light, stiff bodies, covered with a fine-grain black leather cut from whole
skins, with all damaged pieces carefully culled out and discarded. They are, therefore,
of a uniform and fine quality.

The riding-bow cases are made in seven sizes, as illustrated above, thereby enablino-
opticians to provide their customers with cases adapted to the style of frame prescribed.

Send for catalogue and samples to

The measure of the year's success of theWm. Rogers
Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.,.is no longer a secret.
At the recent meeting a dividend of twenty-five per cent.
was declared ! If big dividends could become monotonous,
this Company would long ago be afflicted with ennui. That
their success, voluminous as it is, is fully deserved is acknowl-
edged by every member of the trade.

The business of Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, became so
swollen toward the end of the year that their immense room

of 90 feet square was found insufficient for the enormous

stock. A gallery 18 x 36 feet, supported from the ceiling,

has consequently been put up, thus adding 648 square feet

to their available space. The new space has been filled

with bins and shelves to the ceiling. Other changes are

being made with the object of increasing still further their

accommodations.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., New York, after stock-

taking and teneral overhauling of supplies on hand, have

increased the latter to their usual voluminous dimensions,

and are prepared to fit out the trade with all perquisitts.

Their salesmen on the road have been pursuing their voca-

tion for some weeks with most encouraging results. An

interview with them will profit you.

The Johnston Optical. Company, Detroit, Mich., has

issued a new catalogue that will immeasurably convenience

the ordering of goods by the trade. A copy should be in

the hands of every optician and dealer in optical goods.

Their new system of quoting prices on prescription orders,

etc., is interesting. The compilation, as a whole, is well

worthy of this enterprising Company.

R. H. Franklin, 79 & Si Washington Street, Brooklyn,

is showing the trade a varied stock of tools and small metal

goods. If you require anything in these lines write for his

estimates, and it may.save you money.

Emblems and charms are yearly increasing in demand

in almost geometrical progression, and a better and more

artistic article is continually being called for. This is a

condition and not a theory, and E. L. Logee & Co., 18

Cortlandt Street, New York, are meeting the condition in

genuine up-to-date shape. They are showing over 700

styles of gold charms alone ! Just think of it.

Eugene Deimel, Detroit, Mich., seems determined to

reward the trade• for the increased patronage of the past

year by catering to their requirements with even greater sat-

isfaction and liberality than heretofore. His stock is com-

plete in every respect and is now ready for distribution.

We don't want to expatiate on the merits of the Webster-

Whitcomb lathe. It is needless. But we do want to tell

you that if you require one now, or if you will require one

in the early future, you should hearken to the generous offer

made elsewhere in this issue by the makers, the American

Watch Tool Co., Waltham, Mass.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H., have found a

profitable specialty in their standard dust-proof watch keys,
which are having a rapid and profitable sale. Have you
procured a supply yet?

The Meriden Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn., have

made some marvelously happy hits in new designs for this

season. The ornamentation on some of their products shown

us recently is more than decorative ; it is thoroughly artistic.

Examine the new goods at your earliest opportunity, and

give them a value as. profit-makers.

The firm of Odenheimer, Zimmern & Co., New York, is

prepared with an elegant stock for the spring trade. All

orders, however large or varied, can be filled promptly and

satisfactorily.

Albert H. Bonnet, the widely-known Columbus, Ohio,

jobber, is prepared for all patrons, however fastidious their

taste or varied their requirements. Few have more friends

in the trade than Mr. Bonnet, and his present stock is well

calculated to add to the number.

" It is bad wind that does not blow fair for somebody"

is an old saying, and the January inclemency seems to have
borne this relation to Frank H. Wells, the selling agent of
the far-famed Franco-German rings. No incantation of

Frank's is, of course, responsible for the rheumatism-generat-
ing weather, but he reaped the benefit all the same. Have
you begun to sell these rings yet?

The predilection for foreign goods and the lingering

idea of their superiority got a rude stock when the govern-

ment gave the award of merit to a product of the Elgin

Watch Spring Co., Elgin, Ill. This was not from sentimen-

tal preference, but after the most rigorous tests. Is there a

moral in this for the watch spring consumer ? If you have

not the means of testing, the government has.

Beauty and attractiveness in a watchmaker's sign are

really of more importance than they ai-e in the internal fix-

tures. The sign, however, rarely gets the attention it de-

serves. For signs of genuine trade-attracting beauty we can

commend those of Lou Barnhart, 908 West Madison Street,

Chicago.

Advertisers will please take notice
that owing to our change in the date
of publication to the first of the month,
all copy for advertisements, to be in
time for insertion, should reach us by
the 15th of the preceding month.

The Pairpoint Mig. Co., New Bedford, Mass., issued

one of the handsomest calendars that came under our notice

this year. The design is peculiarly appropriate and the

execution perfect. Its.general excellence is on a par with

everything sent out by this Company.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers, La

Porte, Ind., continues to unearth horological genius, and to

draw the possessors thereof from various parts of the

country. When they point their nasal organs in the
direction of La Porte and make a " bee " line therefor, they

are consulting their best interests. Experience is notoriously

reliable.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of Kansas

City, Mo., are headquarters in the West for medals, badges,

etc. These they make from original designs for the jewelry

trade exclusively. A happy combination of artistic design-

ing, only first-class workmanship and moderate prices have

procured for them an enviable reputation. They report the

past season the best in their history in the diamond line.

Their line of medium-price rings seems to be just what the

Western trade desire, and is meeting with ready sales.

We congratulate on their • wisdom those who have

patronized W. W. Oliver, Buffalo, New York, for their

tools. " Efficient in work ; economic in price " is a fair

embodiment of their merits. The rapid growth of Mr.

Oliver's business is easily accounted for.

The Union Show Case Co., Chicago, are turning out

some brand new designs in show-cases that are of unique
attractiveness. No jeweler who is in business for money

can afford to do without a supply of good cases, and the

Union Company's product is varied enough to suit all tastes

and purses.

Every optician anti dealer in optical goods will find it
to his benefit to read carefully page 102 of this issue, where-
on there is much profitable information well conveyed by

T. A. Willson & Co., the celebrated Reading, Pa., manu-
facturing opticians. Pond€r over the advice first, and after-
ward note the prices.

Kennedy & 'Koester, Detroit, Mich., are showing a
large and elegant assortment of goods. Henry Koester

made a business trip through Ohio recently, and found the

business pulse beating healthily. G. L. Lowe, one of their

traveling salesmen. has been confined to his home by a

severe attack of influenza.

Actual experience, and not mere assertion, counts with

the wide-awake public of our generation. They know the

goods that have been tested by time and wear, and they

know the goods that have stood the test. This accounts for

the ever-increasing demand for the far-famed rings of M. B.
Bryant & Co., New York. Have you got your spring

supply?

Another testimonial to the merit of the products of the
Carpenter Lathe & Tool Co., Boston, Mass.: At the late
exhibition of the Massachusetts Charitable Association in the
Hub city, a silver medal for improved polishing-lathes and
foot-wheels was awarded the Company. They are at pres-
ent filling a lathe order for a London, England, house.
These are just straws showing how the trade-winds blow.

When horology has an educational seat of the dimen-

sions and excellence of Parsons' Horological Institute at

Peoria, Ill.', we may well feel proud of the progress of the

science and the status of the profession. The prestige. of

the Institute's greatness, apart from the acquired knowledge

of the pupil, is a strong point in favor of advancment of

the latter.

King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., having completed a

general overhauling of stock and replenished depleted lines,

are now in a position to fill all orders as soon as received.

We would merely insinuate to the trade the advisability of

having a look at their voluminous supplies before making

definite purchases elsewhere.

W. S. McGowan, Jr., Boston, Mass., is the well-known

maker of the " Lamb Eye-Shield," which has proved a

boon alike to opticians and the public. Its merits as an

eye-protector are manifest, anti opticians without a supply

are missing a profit-making opportunity. The moderate

price makes it eminently salable.

Kettmann & Kersting, who conducted a jewelers' supply

business in Louisville, Ky., have dissolved partnership by

mutual consent. Mr. Kettmann assumes all assets and

liabilities, and is alone authorized to settle up the affairs of

the firm. The business will be continued at the same .

stand by George H. Kettmann, under the title G. H. Kett-

mann & Co.

Wendell & Co., Chicago, are purchasing old .gold anti

silver on rarely advantageous terms. Those of the trade

who have at any time quantities of these metals for sale

should not fail to communicate with this Company. It may

mean dollars to them.

Henry Zimmern & Co., New York, with their usual en-

terprise, are already out for spring business with as elegant a

stock as ever tickled the retailers' powers of selection. Don't
fail to examine their samples when you get an opportunity.

The predilection of municipalities for New Haven

clocks is becoming remarkable. Town clocks of New
Haven make are to be met with all over the country, and

orders for them are unusually frequent. The Western
business of the New Haven Company is expanding at a rapid
rate, under the intelligent supervision of their Western
manager Mr. Strickland, one of Chicago's most popular
business men.

System is the fundamental principle of success, and the
jeweler who values this essential at its proper worth should
use the watch guarantees for repairs and sales manufactured
by Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind. They will save oceans
of trouble, anxiety and time, and fill to the brim a want of
the long-felt variety.

The annual meeting of the Manhattan Silver Plate Co.,
Lyons, N. Y., was held recently, and 0. F. Thomas was
re-elected president. George M. Hill was chosen secretary
and treasurer. The past year was the most prosperous in
the history of the Company, the output amounting to
$ I 74,000.

The dial factory connected with the Trenton Watch
Factory, Trenton, N. J., which is under the supervision of
E. D. Wetherbee, is now in operation, and fancy and under-
glaze dials in great variety are being produced.
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CINCINNATI, Ottm, January 28,.1892.

-Since the weather has moderated there are prospects of
good business for the spring, but with the thermometer at
zero, the river frozen, and a fall of snow every day or two
it was no wonder there was a decline in markets. Mone-
tary affairs are a little more active this week. The banks
are reporting improvement in the borrowing detnand, and
there was a moderate flow of currency to and from the
country. Reports front the Southern field indicate a better
feeling. It is thought by some, however, that the purchas-
ing power of the West .and South will be affected by the
large sums of money required by visitors to the World's
Fair this year. Our jobbers have bought largely of novel-
ties this year, owing to the expected demand for something
out of the ordinary on account of the " great show."
The general line, which was depleted by the heavy fall and
holiday trade, was filled with care and discretion this month,
the large orders being given for the new and pretty designs,
the unique and the attractive.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co. are still sending out that
mammoth catalogue, and the jeweler who has not yet seen
it should send for it at once ; it will cost him nothing. It is
certainly a valuable reference-book and a great " suggcster "
to the jeweler. If your stock is a little dull-looking, see the
beautiful specimens of goods they offer that will brighten up
your display. The book is a decided acquisition to the trade.

Leo Gumbert, of Gumbert Bros., Evansville, Ind.,
whose store was recently burned, was in the city this week
purchasing new fixtures. He expects to soon have a new
store with an exceptionally fine stock to start on.

The wide-awake house of Ilene, Lindenberg & Co. have
purchased a liberal stock of spring goods, which includes all
the novelties of the season. The new year has opened with
greater prestige and brighter prospects than at any previous
period in their history, and they are determined to add.
more laurels by making their house better known and giving
their patrons better goods at better prices than ever before.
Both of the proprietors will be on the road next month with
a full line; also, August Neustedt, who will represent them
on a special route.

J. M. Howe, formerly of Hopkinsville but now of
Nashville, is in town visiting the trade.

Gus. Fox & Co. find no diminution in their order work.
That good work and prompt service will command trade is
illustrated in their daily experience.

A. G.. Schwab & Bro. will open the spring trade with
a trio of new travelers: Messrs. C. C. Martin, Will. Smith
and Harry Kemper, who will keep in incessant motion with
the finest goods purchasable, for A. G. is noted for the
high-grade goods he sells. He has just returned from the
East, where be completed their list of spring novelties, and
the firm are now prepared to show an elaborate display.

Frank G. Meyer, of Dayton, Ohio, was in the city
recently and remained to attend the funeral of his friend,
Clemens Hellebush.

Every jeweler is pecuniarily interested in badges and
medals, since in every contest, nowadays, must be awarded
either one or the other, and it is well to remember that the
most eminently-popular medal designer and maker is
Joseph Noterman, who has grown gray manufacturing these
goods. They can be made to suit the varied resources of
their patrons, from the plainest college phi to the most
elaborate diamond-ornamented emblem badge. Many new
designs are being prepared for this season.

Jewelers of note in the city are W. 0. Amann, Sidney,
Ohio; H. P. Lorbach, Circleville, Ohio ; Chris. Hewig,
Evansville, Ind.

D. Schroder & Co. have replenished their stock with
their customary good taste and liberality, and their travelers
will soon be on the road with a line of samples that will
command the interest of buyers. Wm. Schultz, who has
been enjoying a brief rest, starts this week on a trip south,
and Eugene Frohmeyer goes forthwith to visit the trade of
Indiana, Ohio and West Virginia. I. Schroder will, in a
short time, be welcomed by the trade in his accustomed
territory.

Duhme & Co. have their agents already in the field,
and expect a larger volume of business than last year,
because they have a larger variety and a beautiful and well-
selected stock, while the prices are not excessive.
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Clemens Hellebusb, Jr., who really supervised his
father's establishment for some years, will, with his mother,
continue the business. An elegant stock is being shown,
and the nutnerous patrons of the house seem to be taking
early advantage of the same.

The Albert Bros. began last • year and were immensely
gratified with the success of their maiden venture. They
are beginning the second year with a full-fledged determin-
ation to boom it clear through to the finish with -real,
unadulterated bargains, and will not only duplicate their
first year's good sales, but will top it the first six months.
The trade may rely upon the goods they offer.

E. & J. Swigart, outfitters of everything in the watch
trade, importers and dealers of every known material and
tool used by the trade, are still at the top. They are the
best-equipped house in the West. They have the most
thoroughly organized methods of handling the same. They
are the most prompt and reliable shippers, and employ the
most competent men to aid them in filling orders. See
their new catalogue and be convinced that whatever you
want they have in stock, ready to ship at a moment's notice.
Note their price on lathes, foot-wheels, countershafts and
other attachments. They are prepared to please you and
satisfy your wants, because of the completeness of their
stock in all lines.

The Cincinnati travelers who will be on the road the
1st of February are Wm. Schultz, Is. Schroder, Eugene
Frohmeyer, for D. Schroder & Co. ; Wm. Pfleuger, John
Osthoff, for Jos. Noterman & Co.; L. Strauss, Chas. Rauh,
Louis Raub, for Strauss & Stern ; F. C. Strang, Hugo Jonas,
for Jonas, Dorst & Co.; S. Bene, Shbon Lindenberg, August
Neustedt, for Bene, Lindenberg & Co.; I. Levendorf, Maurice
Hahn, E. Rosenberg, for Henry halm & Co. ; C. C. Martin.,
Will. Smith, Harry Kemper, for A. G. Schwab & Bro. ;
Sam. and Sol. Goldberg, Ralph Biesenthal, for Amberg
& Co.; L. Kaufman and S. Hendricks, for Gus. Fox & Co.;
Will. Moore, J. Augustine, Cliff. Miller, for Duhme & Co.;
Chas. Goebhardt and S. Hawkins, for C. Hellebush.
Others will follow as the season advances.

Jonas, Dorst & Co. had an exceptionally large holiday
trade, and since then have found time to get in readiness
their new designs for spring. Their new snake ring, with
eyes of rubies and a diamond on the head, are of new and
original design, and need only to be seen to meet favor.
Hugo Jonas will be found more affable, if possible, than
ever on his next trip, for the reason that he celebrated his
wonderful holiday sales by getting married, January loth,
to Miss Minnie Bates, of Covington, .Ky. The wedding was
a delightful affair, and the couple received a large number
of elegant presents. Jonas, Dorst & Co. will be represented
on the road this year by F. C. Strang.

Henry Hahn & Co. are following up the success of the
holiday•trade by large additions to their stock of beautiful
goods, and are in the field to be winners in the spring trade.
Their new traveling man, E. Rosenberg, starts out under
most favorable auspices, while their other traveler, who
rested from the overwork of the holidays, will enter into the
business of the season with a vim that insures success..

Joseph T. Homan, of Homan & Brothers, manufac-
turers of silverware, and Miss Agatha K. Rudolph, youngest
daughter of. Mr. and Mrs. Sebastian A. Rudolph, of the
Ashland Paper Mills, West Manayunk, Pa., were married
recently. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Strauss & Stern are done taking stock, and have a fine
line of new goods. The members of the firm will travel
alternately this year. Mr. Strauss will take the lead at an
early date with a choice line of samples, and upon his
return Mr. Stern will make a trip. Their own personal
merit and well-known reputation for fair dealing insures
them a cordial welcome from th2 trade.

Peter Henry has on hand a number of watch cases which
he is transforming to fit American works instead of the
English works for which they were made. He has been
very successful in remodeling these cases. The excellent
work done by Mr. Henry in repairing watch cases that
seemed hopelessly ruined guarantees him a busy season the
year round, and such is his experience—busy all the year.

Joseph Mehmert found his stock greatly reduced when
the holiday trade was over, and has replenished liberally.
He will, in a short time, greet his friends on the road with
his new and elegant samples. He has profited by years of
experience, and no one is better posted than he is concern-
ing the demands of the market.

',Got no excuse for not sending it before, but shall
be a subscriber to THE KEYSTONE as long as it shall
be as bright a paper as it is."—G. O. SCHNEIDER,
Kansas City, Missouri.

We are now

ihelleding arrangements

for a fine disfilay

at the

World s

Columbian Exj5osilion

OUR PURPOSE:

We propose to have, as an attract-

ive feature of the display, a collec-

tion of curiosities in watches and

watch cases.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY:

If you have anything interesting

in this line, we shall place it in

our exhibit, properly marked with

your narne and address.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY:

We shall also make ourselves

responsible for its safe-keeping and

return to you.

Send to us by express at

our expense.
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Philadelphia Notes.

There is nothing remarkable about the condition of

local trade. In common with other branches of business, it

was somewhat injuriously affected by the zero weather, but

has again assumed its normal condition, and symptoms for

an early spring activity seem unusually favorable. The

wholesale trade was apparently unaffected to any noticeable

extent by the atmospheric inclemency, and a satisfactory

number of orders embodies the general report.

David F. Conover & Co. are remarkably busy, consider-

ing the season, and numerous and good-sized orders claim

daily attention. Their present stock is certainly a drawing

card, their watch department meriting special mention.

The completeness of the supplies for spring trade would be

a revelation to many visiting jewelers. Edward Titus, with

this house, has returned to his duties after an absence of

several weeks owing to sickness.

The big social event in the local trade this month will

be the banquet at Wiener's cafe on the occasion of the

fourth annual convention of the Retail Jewelers' Association

of Pennsylvania. The entertainment will be a brilliant one,

and well worthy of the organized jewelers of this great State.

Queen & Co., now aitock corporation, with a capital

of $600,000, are taking steps in various directions to make

this year the starting point in a new era of their very

successful history. Their window-displays are models of

the art of window-dressing, and excite general admiration

and pleasing astonishment.

During the cold weather, a water-tank on the roof of

818 Arch Street was found to have overflown, and did

considerable damage to the building. The ground floor is

occupied by Weinmann Bros. & Co., who suffered loss to

the extent of several hundred dollars.

Frederick M. Simons, of Simons, Bro. & Co., has been

elected one of the directors of the Merchants' National

Ba nk.

S. C. Levy, whose very attractive store is the admira-

tion of northern Philadelphia, continues to make remarkable

a'ddi ions to the volume of his trade. Mr. Levy is a

typical storekeeper, and a leaf out of his book would 1 e

money in the pocket of half the storekeepers in the land.

There is science in keeping a jewelry establishment, and

Mr. Levy is entitled to the degree of D. Sc. in this respect.

Sickles & Sons continue to receive order-laden epistles

from their multitudinotis friends in the trade. They are

enjoying remarkable activity for this season, and the retail-

ers' appreciation of their business methods insures its

increase and permanency. By a printer's oversight, one of

the cuts in their advertisement in our last issue was

wrongly placed. We regret the mistake, which was, of

course, too manifest to be misleading.

A jewelers' club is being organized in this city, and the

leaders in the movement are enthusiastic over its prospects.

Liberal promises of support have been had from prominent

local jewelers.

H. O. Hurlburt & Sons have just completed prepara-

tions for inaugurating the spring trade, and their stocks are

now complete in all lines, and await the early attention of

patrons. The past year made still stronger the bonds of

goodwill between this house aml the retailers.

A jeweler of refilled tastes and wide-awake proclivities

can add to a stock of jewelry an artificial attractiveness that

will much facilitate sales and increase the profit on same.

One way of doing so, and an effective one, too, is to get a

supply of the handsome jewelryArays, cases, boxes, etc., now

being shown by IL B. Sommer & Co., of this city.

It has gone hard with the jewelry thieves here

recently. James E. Barber, for theft of silverware and

watches from George Eakins & son, was sentenced to

fourteen months in the penitentiary by Judge Hare.

S. R. Kamp & Co. begin the year with a finer stock

and greater prestige among the trade than ever before.

They have a happy knack of giving satisfaction to all

patrons that is evideptly appreciated by the latter.

Plans are being prepared for the erection of a new

building at 1324 Arch Street, by Vaesch & Co., opticians

and dealers in optical supplies.

Jewelers having repairs to do on musical boxes will

save time and money by having it done by those who 
make

a specialty of this line of work. There are several such

firms in this city, and among the best is the old-established

firm of A. Jaccard St Sons, fo16 Chestnut Street. Both

members of the firm are experienced workmen, who learned

their trade in Switzerland, the great manufacturing 
center

of music-boxes. They guarantee all their work and do it

at very reasonable rates, and jewelers leaving anyth
ing in

their line would do well to consult them.

City of Watches.

FEBRUARY, 1893

WALTHAM, MASS., January 31, 1893.

D. D. Palmer, of the Waltham Horological 
School, is

much improved in health, after a very severe illness.

Bessie Jameson, formerly of the American factory, 
but

now connected with the Nurses' Training School in 
Phila-

delphia, is visiting friends here for a few days.

Fred. B. Ripley, for many years at the American 
factory,

is to start a job-shop here in a few days.

George Bergin, son of Engineer Bergin of the American

factory, is to have a medal from the Massachusetts Hu
mane

Society for saving from drowning in the Charles River the

five-year-old son of NIelquiades Hernandez.

Grace Law, formerly of the American factory, is en-

route for Denver, Colorado, where she is to marry Charles

Doherty, a watchmaker, formerly of Waltham.

Western Agent Bentley, of the United States Company,

has returned to his home in Chicago.

The American Company is having some photographs

of the several departments taken, to be used as a part of

the exhibit at the World's Fair.

E. R. Lyle and M. H. Stevens, who have been assist-

ant foremen of the hairspring and mainspring departments,

have been made foremen, owing to Foreman Logan's death.

W. N. Mortimer, late of the American factory, has the

New England agency for some English bicycles.

A new, automatic damaskeening-lathe at the American

factory is attracting coniderable attention.

The Watch Factory Relief Association, at the Amer-

ican factory, paid out as benefits in 1892, $5384.80; cash

on hand, $I252.79.

John Logan, a valued foreman of the American Waltham

Watch Company, committed suicide at his residence on

Crescent Street, about six o'clock Friday morning, January

20th, by shooting himself with a rifle. He had been suffer-

ing for several months with nervous prostration, and his mind

was undoubtedly unbalanced. Mr. Logan arose early on the

morning when he committed the fatal act, being, as his family

believed, unable to sleep. When his wife arose she found

he had visited the library, and a search for him revealed the

fact that he had shot himself.

Mr. Logan had decided to pass the winter in the South,

btit changed his mind just before his dreadful deed. He

was born in Lowell, Mass., in 1844, and in 5862 secured a

position at the American factory. Ile afterward worked for

the E. Howard Watch and Clock Company and the Giles-

Wales United States Watch Company at Marion, N. J. He

returned to Waltham in 188o, and, after experimenting on

his own account, established a small shop for the manufac-

ture of hairsprings for the trade. The fine quality of his

product attracted the attention of watchmakers in general,

and in 1886 he again went to work for the American Com-

pany, and had since been in charge of the hairspring and

mainspring departments. During his connection with the

American Company he had invented many labor-saving de-

vices which have proved valuable to the Company and him-

self alike. He left a widow, one son and an aged mother,

besides a brother, Andrew J. Logan, manufacturer of watch-

makers' specialties. His funeral was private, but the floral

tributes front friends were numerous and beautiful. Those

who were present outside of his immediate family were

Treasurer Royal E. Robbins, President Fitch, Assistant

Superintendents Shirley and Church, Mechanical Super-

intendent Marsh, and the foremen of the several depart-

ments at the watch factory. He was the third foreman to

die while in active service for the Company, Foremen

Lynch and I licks being the other two.

The Foremen's Association adcpted the following resolu-

tions :
WHEREAS, We have been called upon to mourn the

untimely loss, by death, of our associate and friend, John
Logan ; therefore

Revolved, That by the death of Mr. Logan, we, as
members of the Foremen's Association, are deprived of the
friendship and companionship of one who was in all ways
and at all times a genial, honest and faithful comrade.

Resolved, That we voice the opinion of many who have
benefited by his openhanded generosity, that his desire to
lessen the discomforts of those with whom be came in con-
tact, and the unassuming manner in which he aided those
who were in need, have endeared him to all who knew him.

Resolved, That we express to his bereaved widow, son
and aged mother our heartfelt sympathy in this hour of their
affliction and sorrow, and our hope that He who doeth all
things well " will give them strength to bear their great
misfortune with Christian fortitude.

Resolved, That we send a copy of these resolutions to
Mrs. Logan, and that they be spread upon the records.

J. L. KEYSER
E. L. Hum. Committee.
W. WRENN

St. Joseph Letter.

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., January 30, 1893.

The trustee of Baldwin .& Co. 
has been closing out

that stock at auction the past 
week with fair success. Geo.

P. Dixson, a local auctioneer, is 
carrying on the sale.

K. H. Clark, our leading retailer, 
has again been forced

to close down his establishment on 
account of financial diffi-

culties. On the evening of January iith 
his store was closed

under a deed of trust given the Na
tional Bank of St. Joseph

for $15,625. Elias Gatch was placed in charge as trustee

for the benefit of creditors. There are a large number of

claims outstanding besides the banks, and 
are said to aggre-

gate about $25,000. The stock on ,band and outstanding

accounts are said to invoice about the same as 
the liabilities.

The stock is now being closed out at a 
sacrifice sale by the

trustee. The failure is attributed to dull business the past

year. The first,reports- sent out from here were in error

when they stated Clark's failure was caused by 
the Bald-

win S: Co. assignrent, as be was in no way a credi
tor of

theirs. The throwing of the Baldwin stock on the market at

forced sale during the holiday season may have has
tened

Mr. Clark's difficulties, however. St. Joseph nQW has her

two largest jewelry stocks on the market at forced sale,

and her citizens can revel in jewels at their own price.

J. W. Phillips, of Fairfield, Neb., was one of our trade

callers this month.. Mr. Phillips is suffering from an affec-

tion of the eyes and came here for treatment.

Paul Scholz, of Fairfax, Mo., paid the trade a visit

last week.

W. B. Crook, of Edgar, Neb., accompanied by Mrs.

Crook, who was visiting relatives in this section this month;

has returned home.

W. E. Geirmann, the well-known jeweler of Rockport,

Mo., has been carrying on an auction sale since the holidays.

Loren Boyle, of TILE KEYSTONE, will remove his

family to Chicago next week, where they will reside here-

after.

J. C. Baldwin, of Baldwin & Co., was called to Colum-

bus, Ohio, Saturday by a telegram announcing the illness of

his brother Charles. He immediately started for the sick

man's bedside, but be arrived in Columbus too late to see

him alive, for he passed away quietly and peacefully at 6 P. M.

Sunday. Charles Baldwin was the youngest son of J. W.

Baldwin, Columbus, senior partner in the house of Baldwin

& Co., of this city, and he and his brother J. C. were

partners in the firm of Baldwin Brothers, retail jewelers,

high Street, Columbus. Ills business life had been spent

in the jewelry line, and by close application and careful

methods had built up a fairly prosperous retail business.

His interment will take place at Marietta, Ohio.

The report of the assignment of C. T. Ahlborn, Al-

legheny City, Pa., was an error. It was his father, Charles

Ahlborn, the Sharpsburg, Pa., groceryman, who failed.'

The New Departure " call-bells, which produce elec-
trical results without a battery, are an innovation that have
all the merits of ready sellers, and it is our duty to direct
the attention of the trade to all such goods. They are made
by the New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn. The bicycle-
bells made by this Company are simply perfection.

A. Hirsch, head of the firm of A. Hirsch & Co., 175
Madison Street, Chicago, has lately returned from New
York and the East, where he has made heavy purchases for
the spring trade. Wm. Hirsch, of the same firm, accom-
panied by his wife, has gone on a visit to Hot Springs, Ark.
The traveling force of this house are all out in their terri-
tories this month. Marc Weill is in Iowa and Nebraska;
Nathan Cohn is doing Wisconsin and Minnesota ; Oscar
Hirsch is covering Missouri and Kansas ; and Isaac
Springer is among his Illinois and Indiana friends.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., 86 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, have become exclusive agents in the Western
metropolis of the Hartford Silver Plate Co. The World's
Fair novelties are well worth the attention of the trade, and
comprise among other things, Smoking Sets, Thermometers,
Writing Sets,- jewel Cases, Pin Cushions, Trinket Trays,
Tooth Pick Holders, Card Cases, Colognes, Puff Boxes,
Shaving Cups and Brushes, etc. ; and, most unique of all,
they are made up of natural objects-imported and native
Sea Shells, Corn Cob Pipes, Turkey Legs, etc., etc., and
other real objects, to which by a patented process of their
own they have in many cases applied directly a gold plate.
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.Tb e Wortd's
(Continued).

DVICES ur to date to the Inter-
national Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation, of the Stewart
Building, New York, in-• 
dicate that exhibitors are
still clamoring for space
in the World's Fair build-
ings.

The final allotment
of space in the Liberal
Arts Building was made
on • January 2d. This
building is the great cen-
ter of the whole system.

The illness of Chief Allison delayed the assignment of
space. Requests for five times more than the available
space have been received. Manufacturers seem to be fully
alive to the advantages to be derived from an exhibit.

Foreign governments and exhilitors are showing
increased interest in the Fair. The custom-house officers
recently announced the arrival of six cars of building
material for the German Building, one car for the French
Building, and one car for the Japanese Temple. Russia
has made application to erect a grand dome seventy feet
high over its court in the Manufactures Building. The
Swedish Building has been shipped from Stockholm and is
daily expected.

It estimated that 16,000 carloads of exhibits will be
received at the grounds between now and May 1st. Re-
ducing the proportion to figures, it would mean a train of
cars over one hundred miles in length.

A representative is in Chicago from the colony of
South Africa. He reports great interest in the Fair in
that remote district, especially among people engaged in
mining.

The number of guards employed to look after the
grounds and exhibits has been increased to 500, and a further
addition to the force is to be made soon.

Exhibitors in all lines of business are urged to get their
exhibits in as soon as possible, so that they may be included
in the mammoth official catalogue of exhibits. This cata-
logue will be an elaborate publication, and a separate
portion will be devoted to each department.

Many Eastern manufacturers are writing to the World's
Fair management for information regarding the entry of
exhibits, their care during the show, and other matters.
The best and earliest available information for all such
inquiries can be obtained at the office of the International
Exhibitors' Association, in the Stewart Building, New
York. By making inquiries there, Eastern exhibitors will be
more promptly answered than by troubling the World's
Fair committees in Chicago. The Association is using
every effort to see that its members get available informa-
tion, and at the same time receive an equitable allotment or
the space asked for by them.

Intending exhibitors wishing the Association to assist
them regarding their exhibits, should immediately commu-
nicate with the secretary of the Association, and their
interests will be looked after at once.

Jackson Park is now one vast -warehouse, toward
which every railroad and steamship system in the world is
bringing exhibits for the Fair. It is expected that March
1st will find a large portion of the exhibits in Chicago,
excepting those intended for the Horticultural Department.

Foreign nations have been the earliest on the grounds.
The early arrival of exhibits from abroad may be accounted
for on the theory that most of the foreign commissioners are
experts in exposition matters. Domestic exhibits, on the
other hand, have been delayed on account of the time that
it has taken to make the allotments. The fact should be
impressed on domestic exhibitors that the advantages of
being represented early on the grounds cannot be over.
estimated.

John Boyd Thatcher, chairman of the Committee on
Awards, is in Chicago consulting with the World's Fair
officials. It has been decided to have only one judge in
each case where an award is to be made, instead of
leaving it to a jury of six, as is usually done at expositions.

The location of the educational exhibit has been
definitely settled, and it will be in the south gallery of the
Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. The space
assigned to it is 175,000 feet gross.

Director General Davis nominated Dr. J. A. Hornsby
for assistant chief of the Department of Electricity.

FEBRUARY, 1893

Jewelry Notes.
An inquiry was recently received at the Treasury

Department from G. I-I. Harlow, of Chicago, Ill., as to
whether the use of the Columbian half-dollars in the manu-
facture of various articles as souvenirs, such as spoons, forks,
etc., would be an. infringement- of existing laws. He has
been informed that the Solicitor of the Treasury is of the
opinion that such use of the coins would be a violation of
law, inasmuch as the similar use of other coins of the
United States has been so regarded by the Department.

Horticultural Hall will be shown in miniature in a solid
silver model. This representation will be produced in the
city of Mexico by jewelers who think the project will be
eventually profitable to them. The edifice which they
propose to construct will be eleven feet two inches in length,
three feet two inches in width, two feet three inches high.
There have been employed in its construction i so pounds
of silver. The Mexican coat of arms, which will ornament
the center dome, is of enamel, showing the national colors.
The plans for the work were furnished *by W. L. B. Jenny,
architect of the Horticultural Building.

Nielsen & Taylor, Salt Lake City, Utah, are making a
clock which the ladies of the American Fork Club will send
to the World's Fair. The clock will be seven: feet high,
eight inches wide and eight inches deep. The dial will be
of silver, with enameJed figures and gold hands. On the
pendulum, which will be of silver, are to be engraved the
names of the president, secretary and treasurer of the •
Club.

It has been decided to have, a 2000-pound bell in the
tower of the Pennsylvania State Building at the World's
Fair. It is being cast by McShane & Co., of Baltimore.
The four nine-foot sectional' glass dials with gilt figures are
in place. The clock is being put in by the Seth Thomas
Clock Company:

Collections being made in Idaho for the World's Co-
lumbian Exposition afford unusual opportunity for studying
the geological and mineral production. The exhibit for
Custer county contains a beautiful - specimen of onyx.
Indications are that an agate field exists in the county.
Sapphires have also been found, one lot of which sold (or
$11oo, but recent efforts have failed to produce one for the
Exposition. A sample of rock has been received from Lewis-
ton, the exact character of which has not been determined,
but which appears to be a variety of jasper. This specimen
cuts glass readily, and is said to be so hard that ten minutes'
grinding on an emery-wheel has scarcely any effect on it.
It is variegated in color, with pink and green tints. It is
quite small, and efforts are being made to secure a larger
one. Its value is not known. The variety of opals will be
large. They are the genuine fire opals, and said to be of a
very superior quality. Petrifications are very numerous in
the State. The chief specimen in this department is a sam-
ple from the petrified forest in Custer county, near Challis.
This distinctly shows the bark and wood of a conifer, a
species of pine. The stump from which it was taken is
fourteen feet above the ground, twelve feet in diameter at
the top, and fifteen at the base. The bark is six inches
thick. It was discovered about five years ago, and is now
among the curious articles which will form a part of the
Idaho exhibit.

The Columbian Association, composed of the ladies or
Gallatin County, Mont., proposes to make a novel exhibit at
the World's Fair in Chicago. The exhibit will be in the
form of a table, the top of which will be about two feet
square, and inlaid with forty-four Montana sapphires, the
gems representing the States of the Union and reproducing
the arms of the Association.

Among the specimens of precious stones of America in
the collection to be exhilited at the World's Fair are opals
from Washington, fresh-water pearls from many Western
States, turquoise from New Mexico and diamonds from
Idaho.

Japan will have an exhibit of jewelry at the World's
Fair, which will include specimens of ornaments worn in
that country during the last 2000 years.

Commercial Travelers' Day.
Fifteen delegates, representing seven of the largest

commercial travelers' associations in America, met recently
in Chicago to organize for the purpose of entertaining com-
mercial travelers at the World's Fair next summer. A. J.
Dowd was elected president, and George C. Cooper secretary.
Mr. Dowd read a letter from Director General Davis, of the
World's Columbian Exposition, offering the traveling men
their choice of the weeks in July, and. after a short dis-
cussion the week commencing July 24th was selected. The
delegates claim that they will have mow men in their
parade, July 26th.

The Fair Gets the Earth.
An interesting feature of the Governmental exhibit at

the World's Fair will be a model of the earth, with all the
geometrical accuracy that mechanism and art can give to
such a difficult representation.

The globe is about sixty.five feet in circumference, with
a diameter of twenty feet, superficial area of 1256 feet, and
weight of 4000 pounds. It will bear upon its surface rep-
resentations of the land and water on a scale of sixty-nine
miles to one and three-quarter inches. The degrees of
longitude and fmrallels of latitude are indicated, together
with the zone lines, the isothermal lines, the principal steam-
ship lines, and an appropriate tracing of the route of
Columbus on the voyage of 7492.

The globe will, be supported on a horizontal axis, since
that position affords a much better view of the depiction
on its surface than if it were tilted to the geometrically ac-
curate angle. There will be very little to represent at the
south pole beyond the vague lines of Graham's Land. The
apparatus for turning the globe, a small motor, will be
placed at this end of the axis and bidden from view by an
immense representation of the official seal of the General
Land Office, which will serve as a screen and lend signifi-
cant decoration to an otherwise prosaic part of the globe.

An interior stairway will afford access to a balcony
around the base of the globe.

• The Director General Speaks.
Director General Davis announces that of 3,642,812

square feet of space in the World's Fair buildings, only
214,476 square feet remain to be assigned to exhibitors.
This showing is considered to be a sufficient answer to
numerous complaints of the delay in assigning space to
applicants.

The Director General further states that the chiefs of
the various departments have made a better record in this
respect than in previous expositions. He says that it is
always necessary to hold a certain area of space in reserve
for first-class exhibitors who want to come in at the last
moment, rather than to give the space to inferior concerns
simply because the latter forwarded their applications
early.

Director General Davis's statement shows that foreign
countries have been given 1,419,517 square feet of space,
and American exhibitors are allowed 1,787,263 square
feet. •

Besides the 214,476 square feet of space unassigned in
the various buildings, 211,465 feet have been reserved for
restaurants and other concessions.

The assignments already made are as follows in square
feet:

Building. Total Area. Foreign. American.
Agriculture, • 415,348
Horticulture, 158,598
Fisheries, 80,598
Mines, - 272,615
Machinery, 456,661
Transportation, 590,589
Manufactures, 790,942
Electricity, 185,100
Fine Arts, 192.436
Liberal Arts, 346,000
Ethnology, 101,312
Forestry, 52,656

134,722 251,471
40,516 69,612
24,875 42,132
86,38o 142,918

2,67 204.771
4 402,938428,670 225,927

60,938 137,000
161,992 30,444
119,754 202,040 .
43,656 57,656
22,664 29,902

In the matter of the space already assigned to domestic
exhibitors, it is said that in nearly every instance the space
which had been allotted was from thirty to fifty per cent.
less than the amount applied for. It is, therefore, expected
that a large number, on receiving their allotment, will refuse
to make an exhibit on account of the limited amount of
space offered them, and that this space so rejected will then
remain to be assigned to many intending exhibitors whose
applications were received at a later date. It is expected,
therefore, that many assignments will yet be made, as soon
as the officials of the Fair are able to re-allot the space
rejected.

An Antisudorific for Perspiring Windows. •
WEST BAY CITY, Micrt., Jan. 16, 7893.

THE KEYSTONE. •
GENTLEMEN :-In looking over a back number of your

paper I find somebody inquiring about a remedy for pre-
venting the sweating of show-windows. To cure this much.
lamented evil, I will give to anybody who wants it, a recipe
which not only never fails to work satisfactorily, but is also
a great attraction to the show-window. Myself and many
others tried it successfully while I was still living ..in
Germany, ten years ago. • The secret is simply to keep the.-.1
plate of glass warm. by a method which is at once chedii!.",
and decorative. Where there is gas connection in the store'
the plan can be worked and smaintained at a very small
expense. I know it works well, and have seen it in many
stores in Europe. It first originated in Hamburg, Germany,
I think. Yours truly, F. W. A. KLEINAU.

wish to handle a

SILVER PhATED ?
Then buy the

GUARANTEED TO STRIP MORE SILVER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
OF ROGERS" Goons ON THE MARKET.

as it is superior to any of so-called Rogers Brand of Goods,
and is the

Only Genuine Brand of Rogers Silver=Plated Ware
on the market which is guaranteed to strip on extra plate, per gross :

so dwts. of Silver on Tea Spoons
75 " " " " Dessert Spoons
100 " " Table

or 25 per cent. more silver than standard plate.

All our Extra, Double and Triple Plate Spoons and Forks are plated by the
Sectional Process. We plate our goods the regular plate, then put the extra amount
of silver on by our New Improved Sectional Process.

Our Extra Plate is more than equal to regular 12 oz. or Triple Plate.
" Double " " ,, ,, ,, ,i 6, 16 oz. " Quadruple Plate.
" Triple "
" Extra Sectional XII Plate is more than equal to regular 16 oz. or Quadruple Plate.

Making them the heaviest plated goods on the market.



LOCKETS

SLEEVE-BUTTONS

SCARF-PINS

RINGS

BUTTON SETS

BIB-PINS

NECKLACES

BRACELETS

HAIRPINS

HAT-PINS

Headquarters for Waltham and Elgin Movements.
We carry all the leading makes of Watch Cases in Solid Gold, Gold Filled and Silver,

and a complete line of WATCH MATERIALS, TOOLS, OPTICAL GOODS, EtC.

DR. G. M. DAKIN.

R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Bank.
WM. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., Bankers.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treas. E. F. Michael Co.

JOS. J. RUMELY, Treas. M. Rumely Co.

OFFICERS:

DR. G. M. DAK1N, President.

R. E. MORRISON, Secretary.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer. •
J. L. HUTCHINSON, Superintendent.

COFFEE-SPOONS. TEASPOON.
HEAVY. Small size, 8 oz. to the dozen.

Sold by dozen. Regular size, m oz. to the dozen and
12 OZ. to the dozen.

DESSERT-SPOON.

15 oz. to the dozen and
20 OZ. to the dozen.

TABLE-SPOON. M EDIUM FORK. DESSERT-FORK.

20 OZ. tO the dozen and 20 OZ. to the dozen and 15 oz. to the dozen and
20 OZ. to the dozen.26 oz. to e dozen26 oz. to the dozen. the 

Y
ou can acquire a more thorough knowledge of every-

thing to watchmaking at this school in less

time and at less expense than at any other place

in the United States. Tuition lower than that of any other

school and includes an optical course. Cost of living less

than at any other place where similar schools are estab-

lished. Students received at any time. Send for catalogue,

The outline of each size is different, but all have the same general appearance, in true Rococo style.

The Silversmiths fb r the Medium Classes.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed by Prof. J. 1.. Hutchinson. Built in this school

by Student R. NV. Keeler. Send for description.

93, 95' and 97 William Street,
Near Maiden Lane.

63 to 69 Washington Street
FACTORY,

Washington and Franklin Sts.



Philadelphia Optical and Watch Company.

flourishing Watch, Jewelry and Optical Jobbing Establish-
ment—Origin of the Business—Its Phenomenal

Growth and Present Dimensions.

We are enabled, through the kindness of Mr.
AV. Reed Williams, president of the Philadelphia
Optical and Watch Company, to reproduce, in
half-tone, photographs of the various departments,
and are also indebted to this gentleman for taking
the time from his busy occupation to -furnish us
with sufficient data to make our sketch an accurate,
though brief, history of this exceedingly prosper-
ous house. He thus speaks of the beginning of
the business and the ideas and thoughts that in-
spired him to make the effort which has resulted
in creating a typical wholesale jewelry .and optical
house, and an ideal one for the trade to transact
business with :

Having devoted over ten years of earnest labor to the
different branches of a wholesale optical arid watch business,
and having, during that time, traveled over a great portion
of the cotintry and come in contact with Many dealers, I
became imbued with the idea that to make. a success of a
wholesale business it was necessary to conduct it on a broad
basis; that if we claimed to be wholesalers, we should
prove to tbe trade, by selling no goods at retail, that we
were wholesalers and did not need to depend on any other
trade than that of the legitimate retail jeweler and optician.
I felt that we could, by this plain, simple rule, rigidly en-
forced, first gain the sympathy and patronage of every
liberal-minded dealer in the country, and then hold it by
doing absolutely first-quality work, giving prompt service
and as good terms and close prices as were consistent with
good workmanship."

We leave our readers to be the judges of
whether or not the idea, as advanced by Mr.
Williams, is the secret of their success, and if
their rapid growth is not also due to his personal
devotion to the development of each particular
branch of the business he created, combined with
his persistently carrying out the idea of protection
to those whose trade he was anxious to secure. In
any sense, their business, since its very commence-
ment, has been a conspicuous example of the
success that attends honesty of purpose, bard
individual effort, invincibility of will, and a rigid
adherence to the maxim " Do unto others as you
would have others do unto you."

Commencing business in 1886 with but four
employees and a paid-up capital of $18,000, they
transacted the first year a purely optical business
of $36,000. As Mr. Williams expressed it, he was
" bookkeeper., traveling salesman and utility man
in general." Three of the employees were skilled
mechanics, employed in the optical lens-grinding
shop, and the fourth a boy to run errands. This

was not a very big commencement, and it seems
hard, indeed, to realize that the present large

plant is the outcome of it.
Steadily, week by week and month by month,

the business grew, surprising even the most san-

guine of its friends who had predicted its success.
In 1887, the second year of its existence, it

did a business of $75,090, an increase of over

one hundred per cent. over the preceding year.

About this time Mr. Williams succeeded in buying

the jewelry and watch business of T. B. Hagstoz

& Co., and changed the title of the concern from

The Philadelphia Optical Co. to its present title,
Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co., increasing

the capital stock to $32,1oo, all paid in. Shortly

after this event in the history of the business, he

also succeeded in buying the watch case manufac-

turing plant of Diesinger & Williams, Mr. W.

Howard Williams and Mr. Dayton Ball becoming

partners in the growing enterprise.

The business continuing to grow,- it was de-

cided to add more capital in order to take proper

care of the increase, and, with this end in view,

Mr. Jos. W. Robinson entered the firm and the
capital stock was increased to .$42,100, all paid in.
There is no question but that at this period, 1890,
they were one of the largest optical houses in the
country, with an optical and -prescription lens-
grinding shop second to none. Their jewelry and,
watch business had also grown enormously, and in
this year they still further increased their capacity
by adding a diamond department, which, at the
present writing, has grown to such an extent. that
it bids fair to equal in volume of business, if not
exceed, the older departments.

But Mr. Williams' restless and enterprising
spirit would not be satisfied there, and he began
early in 1892 to agitate the minds of his partners
with a proposition to still further increase the
active capital of the house, with a view to largely
increasing the plant and adding other facilities for
doing a still more extensive business. He contin-
ued to press the matter vigorously until, finally,
sometime in June, 1892, his partners acceded to his
wishes and the increase in the authorized capital
stock was made, bringing the sum up to '$200,000,
and of. this amount Poo,coo was paid in on July
1st, 1892. They at once commenced to greatly
enlarge their plant, already occupying the second,
third and fourth floors of the building 916 Chest-
nut Street, by leasing an equally large building
directly back of them on Sansom Street. These
two large buildings were separated by a fifteen-
feet-wide alley, which necessitated the -tearing out
of the rear walls of both buildings and the arching
over of the alleyway in order to join them into
one building and obtain the needed. accommo-
datiOnS.

This improvement has given the Company
three floors, twenty-five feet wide by two hundred
and twenty-five feet deep. The first floors on
both Chestnut and Sansom Streets have been
leased to other firms, and the entire second floor,
which has been handsomely refitted its whole
length in quartered white oak, is occupied by the
different offices and salesrooms of the Company.
The third and fourth floors of the Chestnut Street
building are occu.pied by the jewelry and watch
case Shops, and the third and fourth floors of the
Sansom Street end by the optical and prescription
lens-grinding shops.

The result of this wise move is the present
extensive and handsome establishment. We should
like to be able to give a full description of the in-
dustry which has helpec* to make this firm famous,
" the grinding of optical and prescription lenses,"
but, unfortunately, we have not the space to per-
mit of our doing so in this issue. Every jeweler
and optician knows, however, that when a lens is
said to come from the Philadelphia Optical and
Watch Co. it is equivalent to saying it is a
" perfect lens."

Another department we have not yet touched
upon is that of .silverware, which, while it was
only added last fall, has been so successful that
it bids very fair indeed to soon require more
space. In order to make this feature of their
business as nearly perfect as possible, a large gold
and silver-plating plant was added and is now in
full operation, employing over a-dozen hands.

The shipping and general express room is
situated in the basement of the Sansom Street
building, where a very careful system is employed
in checking all outgoing or incoming packages.

The silverware storeroom is also in the base-
ment, and is fitted up with the latest improvements
for the protection and safe-keeping of the goods.

A very unique idea is the fitting up of a room
especially for the messengers. Every town and

village within a radius of sixty miles has a
messenger who makes daily trips to " the city " ;
who is, in fact, a responsible messenger for many
different merchants, and looks carefully after
whatever they desire attended to. This room has
a number of closets, one for each messenger, who
can have goods sent him from any part of the city
and feel assured they will be received and properly
taken care of. As the goods come in they are put
in the closet belonging to the messenger. they are
intended for, and the closet islocked. The mes-
senger calls 'before train-time and finds everything
received waiting for him under lock and key, thus
saving him a great deal of worry and eXtra
running. This room has a desk, electric lights,
etc., and is made very comfortable for the messen-
gers' use.

The entire building is heated throughout by
steam and lighted by electricity, both arc and in-
candescent lights being employed for this purpose;
the power for running the shops is also supplied
by an electric dynamo. All in all, it is one of
the best-equipped wholesale jewelry and optical
establishments in the country.

It has certainly been a great pleasure for us to
follow the growth of this Company as we have
year by year, and to be able to say we consider
their , success a well-merited one. No jeweler
visiting Philadelphia, or indeed any portion of
the East, should be content to return home with-
out first paying the Philadelphia Optical and
Watch Co. a visit. We can assure you that your
time will be well spent, and that you will always be
accorded a hearty welcome both by Mr. Williams
and his large corps of able assistants, whether
you come to buy or merely to go through their
salesrooms and shops.

More About Methods for Obtaining
Correct Time.

We are in receipt of a communication from
Mr. Elwin S. Coutant, of Oak Hill, Florida, in
reference to an instrument for obtaining correct
time by solar observations. The instrument is
knolvn as the chronodeik, invented and patented
by Mr. S. C. Chandler, of Cambridge, Mass.
These instruments were (in 1880 manufactured
in Boston, Mass., and sold for fifteen dollars
each. The address at that time was Post Office
Box 2725, Boston, Mass. The instrument is
fully described in a copy of the Science Observer
for September, 1880, which also contains the
proper tables for conducting the necessary obser-
vations. Mr. Coutant speaks in very high terms
of the instrument, which he constructed for
himself from the description in the Science
Observer.

Dunning Postal Cards.

An article has been going the rounds of our
exchanges that it was a criminal offense to mail
a dunning letter on a postal. An editor wrote to
the first assistant postmaster-general last week and
received the following reply, giving the decision
of Judge Thayer, December 14, 1889, on the
wording of a postal that was mailable, and one that
was not. The mailable one read : " Please call
and settle account, which is long past due, and
for which our collector has called several times,
and oblige." The one decided tinmailable :
" You owe me $1.80. We have called several times
for the same. If not paid at once we shall place
with our law agency for collection." Postal cards
are not mailable if they contain language of a
threatening character.— —Exchange.
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INTERIOR VIEWS—PHILADELPHIA OPTICAL AND WATCH COMPANY.



Special Designs in BADGES, GOLD EMBLEMS, PINS and CHARMS made to order.

The only way we can compete with other nzakers

and answer our customers who want us to put the price

of our lathe as low as other manufacturers, is to make

a lathe that will not cost as muck. =

This lathe will be made

For those watchmakers who think that a cast-iron bed is as
good as a steel one.

For those watchmakers who think that a lathe without
is as good as one with.

For those watchmakers who think that a cone with an iron
ring around it is as good as one with a solid flange.

For those watchmakers who think that a tail-stock spindle
with soft bushing and taper, is as good as a hardened and

The saving in the above parts will enable us to list the New Lathe at

where the " Rivett " is listed at

The spindles, bushing, and the workmanship all through, will be in every particular equal to that of
" Rivett," and the " Rivett " chucks and attachments will fit the New Lathe. By the time that this issue reaches
public, the New Lathe will be ready for shipment. It will be known as.

Interior Views—Philadelphia Optical and Watch Compan

Watch Tool
Company
for Catalogue,
Price=List,
and further
particulars.

Factory: Faneuil Station, B. & A.R.R.,
Faneuil, Brighton, Boston, Mass.

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
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Silver=Plated Ware
193 pages filled with best-

selling styles.

Sterling Silver
Table-Ware and Novelties.

47 Pages.

Yiv.VMSt`i MOAN IAt-fxt

Clocks
The largest line ever in one

catalogue.

III Pages.

Watches
. Watch Cases and Movements.

124 Pages.

Optical Goods
Spectacles, Opera-Glasses,

Magnifiers.

Canes
Filled, gold and silver.

4 Pages.

47 Pages.

Plush Boxes and Trays
Paper Boxes, etc.,

For Jewelry and Silver.

4 Pages.

Gold Pens, Pencils,
Etc.

Large variety.

17 Pages.

Diamonds
In fine mountings.

40 Pages.

Fine 14 K. Gold
Jewelry

44 Pages.

Ladies' Chains
In rolled-plate and silver.

35 Pages.

Gents' Chains
Largest variety of all kinds.

37 Pages.

rti

Jewelry Trimmings
in gold, rolled-plate

and silver.

13 Pages.

Lockets and Charms
In 10 K. gold, rolled-plate

and silver.

27 Pages.

Gold Rings
For ladies, gents and children.

Finest assortment.

46 Pages.

Initial Rings
Largest stock, best assortment.

3 Pages.

Bracelets
Gold, silver and rolled-plate.

9 Pages.

Garnet and Jet
Jewelry

7 Pages.

Solid Gold
For ladies.

An immense line

Sterling Silver and
For children.

filling 64 pages.

Society
Society Emblem Rings.

4 Pages.

Plated Jewelry
For gents.

We keep the goods in stock.

Emblem  Jewelry
Society Emblem Charms.

19 Pages.

Society Emblem Badges, etc.

18 Pages.

All above to be found in " Busiest House in America " Catalogue for 1893. The most extensiveand complete ever issued in the Jewelry business. Sent to legitimate Jewelers on application.

Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, Ill.
1/1 We carry all the goods in stock, so can fill orders promptly.
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CHICAGO, January 28, 1893.

As the volume of local business was fully up to the
average for January, the cold weather seems to have had
but a slightly, if at all, injurious effect. The spring trade
is already looking up, and reports from the traveling sales-
nien, the men on the ground, are redolent of big orders in
the early future. A general overhauling of stock has taken
place, and nearly all the stores wear a brand new and
exceedingly bright appearance. The approach of the
World's Fair season strengthens and sustains confidence,
and the outlook generally is of the gilt-edged variety.

C. H. Knights is expected home from his Florida trip
the first week in February.

Chambers, Inskecp & Co. are showing the most com-
plete lines of optical goods and appliances that it is possible
to conceive. A survey of their present stock with its variety
and new contrivances would be a revelation even to the
professional optician.

W. S. Brown, salesman at the Barbour Silver Co.'s
rooms, 122 Wabash Avenue, is a Hartford young man who
has lately come to the West.

Charles Wathier, who died January 12th, in his seventy-
seventh year, was the father of Joseph P. Wathier, of this
city.

B. Berg, of the large retail house of Hyman, Berg
& Co., paid New York a visit the past month.

The A. H. Revell Mfg. Co., 431 to 437 Fifth Avenue,
have just issued and are sending out to the trade a hand-
some new catalogue of jewelers' fixtures, which they have
taken a great deal of pains to make complete in every
detail. They have succeeded well. Their designs of store
fixtures are certainly original and exclusive, and are worthy
of the attention of all jewelers who desire to refit their
stores, or parties fitting up new stores. Call on them when
in Chicago.

Richard 0. Kandler, the proprietor and chief instructor
of the Jewelers' School of Practical Letter and Monogram
Engraving, makes a specialty of looking after the home
interests of his pupils, as he makes it a point to find them
pleasant boarding places while under his care. By the way,
this School will find quarters in the new Columbus Build-
ing after May 1st. At • present it will remain at its old
quarters, 63 to 69 Washington Street.

Chicago jewelers have sold nearly $50,000 worth of
Columbian souvenir coins.

F. E. Lindahl, manufacturer of Lindahl's watch-case
opener, 269 Dearborn Street, has reduced the price of this
useful tool to the popular price of twenty-five cents each,
which will bring it within the reach of every jeweler at
once. This he has done without affecting the quality of
the material used in the manufacture of his case-opener, but
rather has increased its durability. You can order from any
jobber.

Glickauf & Newhouse are again to the front with trade
opportunities, and jewelers gunning for a spring stock at
advantageous rates will strike a happy hunting-ground in
this big Chicago store. Read their . monthly announce-
ments in this journal.

The early-closing movement is growing in strength in
Chicago. At a recent mass meeting of retail merchants, it
was decided to close all stores at 6 r. it. on Wednesdays
and Fridays.

With a capital of $3000, and for the purpose of manu-
facturing souvenir coins and novelties, H. C. M. Thompion,
W. A. Stephens and Harry Goldstine have incorporated the
Columbian Souvenir and Novelty Co., at Chicago.

The Pairpoint Mfg. Co. has been awarded space in the
Manufactures Building at the World's Fair, lust off the main
aisle. Tiffany and the Gorham Mfg. Co. are ne.,:hbors.
The design for the Pairpoint pavilion for exhibits is the
work of S. S. Beeman, who designed the Mines and Mining
Exposition Building.

W. H. Becken, of Beaver Dam, Wis., was among the
trade callers this week. Mr. Becken has made a watch in
the design of a palette, which is a novelty in its way. He
is thinking of exhibiting it in the Keystone Watch Case
Company's collection at the World's Fair.

At Otto Young & Co.'s, all hands have been busy
taking stock recently. This is no small undertaking in a
house like this, but the force expect to finish it to the dot
on February 1st.

F. A. Hardy & Co. have a laudable ambition to stand
at the heal. of optical purveyors, and a glance at their stock
will prow. to anyone that they are fully equal to the task.
There is besides, a magnetism about their business methods
that dry vs and holds trade.

J. J. Finan & Co. is a new firm of manufacturing
jewelf rs lately established at 71 Washington Street, and is
comrosed of young and enterprising men of practical expe-
rien :e in their line. They will make a success of their
ver ture.

Julius Heinemann, manager of the Chicago Watch
Tool Co., 50 and 52 Madison Street, reports a good mid-
winter business, and is looking for a spring business that
will crowd their factory to its utmost.

S. L. Barbour, secretary of the Barbour Silver Co., of
Hartford, who was visiting their Chicago branch the early
part of the week, was called home by telegram on account
of sickness in his family.

Among the recent admissions to membership in the
Chicago Jewelers' Association is the firm of F. A. Hardy
& Co., of 46 and 48 Madison Street.

Carrying in stock a complete line of each kind of goods
mentioned on the opposite page makes the aggregate very
large. This is what Lapp & Flershem do, and,so they are
enabled to completely and promptly fill orders sent them.
Everything is sold at as low prices as possible, so jewelers
can order anything offered by them and rely on getting low
prices on every item. They have no leaders or baits,
making it necessary to get larger prices on other articles to
average up, as some do.

J. V. Ridgway, secretary and treasurer of Giles, Bro.
& Co., has returned from a ten-day trip to New York.

Pike, Willson & Ternendt, 57 Washington Street, who
do all kinds of repairing for the trade as well as a manufac-
turing business, are enjoying a good run of work. The
usual January dullness does not seem to affect them.

J. Kasper, of the firm of Shourds & Kasper, has been
in New York the latter part of this month.

President H. M. Martin, of the Chicago Ophthalmic
College, has lately returned from a trip to the Pacific Coast.

The Aluminum Silver Tableware Co. has been incor-
porated at Chicago with a capital stock of $25,000. The
incorporators are A. E. Howes, Charles H. Wood and
James H. Scrimgeour.

E. H. Goodrich, M. J. Goodrich and E. R. Stephens
have incorporated the E. H. Goodrich Co. t Chicago, with
a capital stock of $100,000, to do a wholesale and retail
business in jewelry and diamonds.

Secretary Monsch, of the World's Fair Bureau of
Information of the Chicago Jewelers' Association, is busy
sending out statements to the trade throughout the country
respecting accommodations to be provided visiting jewelers
during the World's Fair season.

Fire threatened the Newmann Clock & Watch Co.'s
factory, but the blaze was extinguished with a loss of $200
on building and $500 on stock.

Moritz Stein, formerly of Freeport, Ill., has purchased
an interest in the jewelry house of M. S. Fleishman & Co.,
and the firm will hereafter be known as Fleishman & Stein.

Part of the machinery for the new silver-plate factory

at Rockford, Ill., has been delivered. The officers of the

Company are George Tongues, president; William Bergers-
dorf, vice-president ; Claus Palersor, secretary and treasurer;
John Newton, superintendent ; Charles Blewfield, business

manager.
The annual inventory siege is going on at C. H.

Knights & Co.'s.
The paid-up capital of the newly-incorporated Stein &

Ellbogen Co. is $175,000. The head of the new Company

is Max Ellbogen, who contemplates going to Europe some-

time this month on a diamond-purchasing tour.

In a thousand different ways the jewelry trade will

find the adjustable printing outfit offered by Wm. H. Dietz

a great help for advertising and printing purposes. You

often want a rubber stamp for immediate use. And for

printing price-tickets for show-window goods, it is just what

every merchant needs. See Dietz's esitreva'a on another

page. Mr. Dietz has reduced the price of his popular

monogram book to one dollar.

The newly-incorporated Juergens & Andersen Co. have

succeeded the old-established diamond and manufacturing

jewelry house of Juergens & Andersen. This firm began

business in Chicago in 1857, with the two members of the

firm as the only workmen in their shop. To-day they have

ninety-seven employees, and do a large business. The

officers of the new Company are S. Andersen, president;

W. G. Andersen, vice-president ; Paul Juergens, treasurer;

And W. F. Juergens, assistant treasurer.

The sixteenth annual banquet of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association takes place Wednesday evening, February 8th,
at 7 o'clodc. Kinsley's celebrated dining-hall will be the
scene where the dull cares of business will be driven away
by mirth and merriment. The banquet committee is L. W.
Flershem, chairman; H. F. Hahn, M. A. Mead, J. A.
Todd, T. H. Purple and A. L. Sercomb, ex ojj7cio. The
approaching banquet promises to surpass all its predecessors
in attractive features. Besides the members of the Associa-
tion, there will be a large number of invited guests in
attendance, both from at home and abroad.

R. C. Demarest, manager of the Chicago office of the
Barbour Silver Co., Hartford, Conn., is displaying a line of
new samples of the latest productions of this Company at
their rooms, 122 Wabash Avenue, which be is very proud of;
and justly so, for this Company are -making a handsome line
of goods in sterling silver and silver-plated hollow ware.
Call on Mr. Demarest when in Chicago, and he will take
pleasure in showing you through one of the most desirable
and best-selling lines of silver hollow ware in the country.

There is much rivalry between the Columbus Me-
morial Building and the new Masonic Temple at Chicago to
secure tenants in the jewelry trade. It is expected that after
May 1st the two structures will contain about the entire
jewelry jobbing trade of the city.

The Chicago Watchmakers' Institute bids fair to occupy
the whole of the vast Masonic Temple in a short time if the
present rate of increase continues. About fifty pupils are
now in attendence, and more rooms are being added to the
suite. Space for one hundred is to be provided at once.
Read their ad." in this issue.

The A. H. Revell Mfg. Co. are now very busy on
World's Fair work. The full capacity of their large factory
will be taxed with this line of work from this time on until
the opening of the Fair.

One of the most interesting of the New Year weddings
at Chicago was that of Frank M. Sproehnle, of the whole-
sale jewelry house of F. M. Sproehnle & Co., to Miss May
Reeves Caliger. The wedding was solemnized at St. John's
Reformed Episcopal Church, over 90o guests being invited
to witness the ceremony, and fully 300 to the reception
which followed at the • residence of the bride's parent's.
Mr. and Mrs. Sproehnle are now in the South, but will be
at home March 15th, at 28 Groveland Park.

T. H. Purple, manager for the Holmes & Edwards
Silver Co., recently returned from a brief vacation at his
wife's home in Michigan.

Meyer & Hawkins, manufacturers and repairers of
jewelry at 78 State Street, have succeeded to the business of
the late firm of Meyer, Diederich & Tighe.

The Jewelers' Seim. of Practical Letter and Monogram
Engraving, 63 to 69 Washington Street, has changed hand;
or, rather, Richard 0. Kandler, the chief instructor, has
bought out the interest of Wendell & Company, and is now
sole proprietor as well as chief instructor of this excellent
institution of practical learning for jewelers. This School
is now in a most flourishing condition, and Mr. Kandler
reports that they are better able than ever to look after the
interests of tlfeir pupils in every particular. The standing
of this School with the trade throughout the country is now
first-class, and its graduates find little trouble in procuring
situations with the best retail jewelers of the land.

The Retail Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association of
Illinois will open World's Fair headquarters in Chicago for
the comfort and accommodation of all watchmakers and jew-
elers who will visit the World's Fair in 1893. This con-
sideration of the Association for the benefit and comfort of
their brethren from a distance deserves recognition, and will
be highly appreciated by the trade generally. Many jew-

elry companies and firms have promised co-operative aid to
the Asgociation..

Chicago dealers have made many friends with buyers in

Person of late. In many cases the customers reported that
they wanted to sec Chicago, and took advantage of the dull
season in trade to see the World's Fair grounds in winter.

Among those who registered from out of town were S. C. J.
Peterson, Morris, Ill.; D. B. Holton, Genoa Junction, Wis.;

Mr. Smith, Harvard, Ill.; J. F. McCoy, Seneca, Ill.;

D. C. Spaulding, Zumbrota, Minn. ; 0. Rose, Crown Point,
Ind.; W. S. Still, Delavan, Ill. ; Thomas & Thomas, Kenton,
Ill.; A. Bishop, Joliet, Ill.; J. F. Ingalls, Waukegan, Ill.;
Milo Putney, Ottawa, Ill.; M. F.. Warren, Colorado
Springs, Colo.; W. D. Emerson, Medi:), Ill.; E. H. Coles,
Michigan City, Ind.; L. A. Bauer, Elgin, Ill.; L. C.
Bailey, Hartford City, Ind. ; F. V. Kent, Grand Forks,

N. D.; I.. H. Trowbridge, Marseilles, Ill.; and Mr.
McGregor, of Caldwell & McGregor, Pontiac, Ili.

Vb.
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Watchmakers' Tools, and How to
Use Them. •

HE flat steel disk F, shown at
Fig. 6, in January, 1893, KEY-
STONE, is reproduced at F, Fig.
of the present issue. It will be
remembered. that after hardening
we ground the face of this disk
dead fiat and smooth, and fitted
up a diamond point as shown at
Fig. 8, January, 1893, KEYSTONE,
for cutting the face of the disk

into fine channels or grooves which serve as teeth.
The diamond graver, because it will serve this
purpose as well as roughen the disk, should
contain a good-sized crumb of a diamond, say as
large as a pinhead, with a sharp angle protruding.
It is not necessary this angle should be an acute
one ; if it is one of ninety or more degrees it will
answer our purpose very well and last the
longer.

The idea is, with the diamond point set in
the Steel wire Nye scratch the hard steel into
innumerable fine lines, as shown at b, Fig. 1.
These lines are for the sole purpose of making the
surface of F, outside of the dotted circle c, a
cutting one for dressing up the face of the
brass escape-wheel teeth we are to true up. We
should examine the face of the disk F with a
double eye-glass to see if we could in any way
improve the cutting qualities of the disk—not so
much for rapid cutting as for cutting with extreme
accuracy and smoothness. A steel disk of the
kind described, if properly made, leaves nothing
to desire for brass wheels.

For truing and manipulating steel escape-
wheels nothing equals a diamond lap of precisely
the same shape, but with the flat face forced full
of diamond-dust. In making such a diamond lap,
about the best way to go about it is to take a
piece of steel of the same size as was employed
for the hard disk F, Fig. 1, except that we leave it
soft, and after grinding the face dead flat and free
of scratches we fill the face outside of the line c
with diamond-dust.

There is a good deal of misunderstanding
about what constitutes the grades of fine particles
of diamond. The kind to which we refer shows,
with a double eye-glass, distinct particles of crys-
talized diamond, clear and white, and would be
generally classed as diamond-dust No. 7. The size
of the particles is such that a square one-fiftieth of
an inch each way would permit twenty-five dia-
mond particles to lie, if packed close side by side.
We have on the market diamond-powder composed
of much finer particles, and resembling reddish-
gray slatestone-dust. This is not the kind to use,
but such as shows the particles of diamond distinct.
The disk of soft steel requires to be firmly held on
a rigid bed of metal while being charged with
diamond. At Fig. 3 we -show an edge view of
the steel lap F placed on a smooth block of
cast-iron, shown at B. This block of cast-iron
should weigh a pound or two, so as to be steady,
and the top filed flat and smooth.

The disk is attached to the cast-iron block B
by the screw D D', passing through the center.
The particles of fine diamond are placed on the
upper face of F, and forced in either by a hard
steel roller or by striking with a light hammer
having a slightly convex face. The hammer
process is much the slowest, but makes the best
job. Where a roller is used, it is made of steel
about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, and

three-sixteenths long, mounted in a handle like a
knurling-tool. The roller is made as hard as fire
and water will make it, and force enough must be
applied to firmly imbed each particle of diamond
securely in the steel.

The diamond-dust should be placed on the
face of the lap, -and the hammering or rolling
continued until the face of the lap is completely
set with little diamond points. After the lap is
charged, the back should be turned away to the
dotted lines shown at n n, Fig. 3. It is to be
borne in mind that for manipulating brass escape-
wheels the hard steel lap is used, and for steel
escape-wheels the soft steel lap charged with
diamond-dust is employed. We will now refer to
Fig. 2 ; here we show at B a club-tooth ; and if
the reader will follow the description of the truing
device back, he will see we have it in our power
to grind or mill this tooth perfectly to the form
we desire.

Suppose, for illustration, we wish to mill the
tooth B on the face, or to correspond to the line
Ii h'. The escape-wheel is placed in the centers
illustrated at Fig. 4, page '116, November, 1892,
KEYSTONE, and by means of the division-wheel
D (shown also in the same cut) we revolve the .
escape-wheel until it comes in the position to
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bring the line h Ii t, of the present number, hori-
zontal, when we can adjust the lap F to exactly
face off the front of the tooth B. The lap is
moved out of the way, and with the division-
wheel the escape-wheel is set one-fifteenth of the
way around, and another tooth is milled. We
can also set to mill to the line d a", and mill the
wheel around, and make all the impulse-planes of
the teeth exactly alike.

We can also set the device to mill the back
off the tooth to the line g g It will be noticed
by inspecting Fig. 1, page Go of January, 1893,
KEYSTONE, that by means of the. screw Al the lap
can be brought down gradually to the stop-screw
K and do the work cautiously and perfectly. We
would beg to say there is no fixed rule for
grinding the teeth like B; but if the reader will
master the instructions we are now publishing in
the articles on " The Detached Lever Escape-
ment," he will be able to mill an escape-wheel to
the proper form and make a pair of pallets to
match.

44 A Phenomenal Success."
NEWAYGO, MICH., January 2, 1893.

Enclosed please find P. 0. order for the sum of one
dollar, which apply to my subscription for TILE KEYSTONE
for the coming year. With the compliments of the season,
allow me to compliment you on the progress so clearly
manifested in the publication of THE KEYSTONE. I was
one of its first subscribers, when it was merely a four half-
sheet ; and now just look at it ! Such a grand success is
phenomenal. THE KEYSTONE is worthy of the highest
praise and award as a trade journal. May the New Year
be one of prosperity to THE KEYSTONE, and may its future,
which now looks so bright and prosperous, never be dark-
ened by adversity. Yours truly, F. JACOBI.

Annual Banquet of the New York Jewelers'
Board of Trade.

The fourth annual banquet of the New York
Jewelers' Board of Trade, and the most brilliant
of all, was given at Delmonico's on January i9th.
The members of the Board appear determined on
each occasion to surpass every previous effort, and
so far they have been most gratifyingly successful.
No accessory was overlooked at the recent feast
that could add in any way to the brilliancy of the
scene, the gout of the guests for the viands and
beverages, or the mental entertainment inseparable
from such festive occasions. The tables were
elaborately decorated with flowers, and their ar-
rangement by deft fingers gave them an Arcadian
reality ; the beautiful silver service, reflecting
the glare of a thousand lights, lent a dazzling
brillianey to the scene, while the many-colored
gems that sparkled in the breasts and on the
fingers of the guests completed the array of be-
wildering splendor.

Toward eight o'clock the Rev. Dr. MacArthur
said grace, and three hundred cesophagi were
forthwith in motion. After justice had been done
to the edibles and beverages, President Edmund J.
Scofield opened the floodgates of oratory by deliv-
ering the address of welcome.

The toasts were next in ordet, and the first
toast, " The President of the United States," was
honored standing. The next toast, " Business
and Politics," was responded to eloquently and
humorously by Rev. R. L. MacArthur, who blended
fun, philosophy and historical reminiscence .in
the typical post-prandial fashion. The toast " Our
Guests" was happily responded to by Col. John
A. Cockerill. In reference to the craft he said:

The work of the jeweler of to-day stands among the
foremost of the arts. It is one of the most generally recog-
nized arts, and one having the deepest hold upon the affec-
tions of our fellowmen because it appeals to the hearts of
women.

" The Bar and Judiciary " was responded to
with characteristic eloquence by the Hon. W. C.
DeWitt, and " The Greater New York " found a"
worthy advocate in the person of Mr. William J.
Gaynor, of Brooklyn. The inevitable toast " The
Ladies " was next on the tapis, and elicited a serio-
comic response, but eloquent withal, from the
Hon. Noah Brooks. " America" was the last
toast' on the list. In the unavoidable absence of
the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, whose name was
coupled with this toast, the chairman found an
admirable substitute in Mr. John L. Shepherd,
whom he introduced as the Chauncey M. Depew
of the jewelry trade. In the course of his remarks
Mr. Shepherd said:

I should have liked to respond to the toast " The
Jewelers' Trade," as it would have given me an opportunity
to tell you of my admiration for the integrity, the ability,
and the goodfellowship that characterize the gentlemen of
the jewelers' trade ; for you are gentlemen who are in part-
nership with nature's most wonderful resources, with her
diamonds, her gold and her silver, which, with your energy,
combined with the skill of your workmen, you have blended
into the most beautiful specimens of ornamentation in the
world. With the jewelry which you have made, you have
added to the beauty of the most beautiful thing in creation,
the mothers, the wives and the sweethearts of your members.
(Applause).

The souvenirs on this occasion were unique
in design and beauty. They were oblong silver
pin-trays, on which were oxydized the words,
" New York Jewelers' Board of Trade." Each
souvenir was enclosed in a celluloid box.

S. F. Merritt, Springfield, Mass., celebrated the advent
of the new year by an addition to his factory that doubles
the working space and enlarges the office room. New
machinery has been put in and the number of workmen
increased. This is a significant revelation of the great and
growing success of his eye-glass holders and fine chains.

You had a good Holiday trade, and now you
have had a good rest. Are you ready for
business ? Are you sorted up in staples?
You know we are great on NOVELTIES. •
Well, we are immense on Staples, also. New,
taking designs and lots of them.

Don't be afraid to come and see us! Walk
right in, just as though you belonged here.
Admittance, nothing, and costs same to go
out. You don't have to buy if you don't
want to. But we would like you to see what
a beautiful lot of sellers can be made and
shown by just one factory.

Factories :
Meriden, Conn.

The Meriden Silver Plate Co.
133 and 135 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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News and Gossip from the Great
West.

Leopold Barr, one of the pioneer jewelers of Lincoln,
Neb., has removed from Ins old stand at 1:36 0 Street, to
the corner of Twelfth and 0 Streets.

George Butler, jeweler, Deadwood, South Dakota, was
last month united in marriage to Miss DoHie Chambers.

Charles Richards, of Granite, Montana, has been
paying his old Kansas friends a visit the past month.
Richards was formerly in business at Eldorado. He went
to the far West about three years ago, and has done well in
his new home.

Will. H. Beck, one of the best-known men in the trade
in Iowa, and Sioux City's leading jeweler, visited New York
and Chicago the past month.

Mrs. II. M. Lapbam, who conducted a jewelry store at
Cedar Rapids, Ill., is dead.

The Moore Jewelry Company of Waupun, Wis., have
been conducting an auction sale the past month.

0. E. Browne, of Sheldon, Ill., has gone out of
business.

J. J. Estey's store at Little Falls, Minn., was recently
burned by an explosion of gasoline. Nothing except the
jewelry that was in the safe was saved, entailing a loss of
$2000. Insurance light.

Walton Talbot, an enterprising jeweler of Nevada,
Mo., recently gave a series of stereopticon entertainments
in that city for the instruction of children. He was given a
hearty vote of thanks by the children and their parents as
well, who were highly edified by the illustrations and
accompanying lectures by Mr. Talbot.

A. M. Joplin, recently a traveling salesman for Shook,
Patterson & Co., has been made manager of the Omaha
Jewelry Co., which has started in business at 622 North
Sixteenth Street, that city. •

H. G. Chase tvill solicit customers for optical goods
from his store at 173 First Street, San Jose, Cal., hereafter.

Gorton Rushmer, of Pueblo, Col., has recovered from
a recent severe illness.

H. Schenkein & Sons will probabIy discontinue their
store at Pueblo, Col., and devote their attention entirely to
their New York house.

Carl Walk, for many years in the store of Julius C.
Walk, Indianapolis, Ind., has become a member of the firm.

T. A. Mauch has removed from Keota, Iowa, to Waukon,
Iowa, where he will hereafter be found by representatives of
the jewelry trade.

J. B. Patterson has opened a store and repair-shop, at
Riverside, Cal.

J. M. Barrett has established a jewelry business at
Yankton, South Dakota.

R. R. Reid, of Sterling, Neb., has remodeled and re-
fitted his store, and will enlarge his stock.

H. C. Ryan, of Wilsonville, Neb., has opened an exten-
sive store with a fine stock.

Morris Yost, South Omaha, Neb., has removed into a
handsome new brick block, and carries a splendid line of
goods.

A well-dressed young man beat Davis & Bro., of
Colfax, Ind., out of a small amotmt of jewelry recently.
The stranger asked to see some gold rings. After selecting
one, and putting it on his finger, he asked to be shown some
watch-chains. Selecting one he quickly ran out of the store,
mounted his horse and made good his escape.

The latest fad among Cincinnati young ladies is collect-
ing souvenir spoons, one for each year of their age.

John Hollister, a well-known jeweler of Dundee, Mich.,
died recently. and was interred at Brighton.

W. T. Blakemore's store at Davenport, Iowa, was bur-
glarized January loth. The thieves entered the place while
the proprietor was at lunch, and secured several trays of
jewelry and a number of watches, valued at about $2000.
No clue has been discovered.

The Coatsworth jewelry store at Galena, Ill., which for
forty-two years has been conducted under the firm name of
J. Coatsworth & Son, will hereafter be conducted by J. W.
Coatsworth under his own name. Mr. Coatsworth, who
has had entire charge of the business since his father's
death, has purchased the interests of the other heirs.

Large quantities of onyx have been found by workmen
employed at digging wells near Pomeroy, Wash. Oscar
Levy, a jeweler of that place, pronounces the find of con-
siderable extent and

L. C. Henrichsen, of Portland, Oregon, is to open
branch stores at Elgin and The Danes.

Victor E. Gobat, a well-known and successful jeweler
Goldendale, Wash., died recently.

••

Fulda, Minn., has a new jewelry firm in Dolan &
Heinlein, both well-known, prosperous and experienced
men.

George M..Klein, of Muncie, Ind., was recently married
to Miss Ada Bowles.

E. F. King, of Deadwood, South Dakota, has recovered
from temporary financial embarrassment, a chattel mortgage
on his stock having been released.

Jewelers of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, have sensibly
adopted an early-closing movement.

C. D. Taylor has established a jewelry business at
Mankato, Minn.

W. R. Davis, Jr., & Co., of Eureka Springs, Arkansas,
have dissolved partnership. P. Noel succeeds to the business.

Albert L. Pratt, an expert employee in the factory of
the Elgin National Watch Co., of Elgin, Ill., is dead. His
death was sudden.

A. A. Joseph has been engaged to take charge of
Wallach & Schiele's Chicago house. Joseph Forsheim,
formerly with L. & M. Kahn, will cover a Western territory
for the same firm, traveling from the New York house,
6 Maiden Lane.

'I'. J. Dowd, Jr., has sold his stock and will remove to
Deadwood, South Dakota, leaving a good field open for an
enterprising man.

N. C. Pabst, of Fargo, N. Dak., formerly well known
in Minneapolis, Minn., was married to Miss Annie C.
Johnson early last month. '

W. P. Mulholland, who some years ago conducted a
business at Jamestown, North Dakota, has returned to that
place after an unsatisfactory venture at Livingston,
Montana.

Ottumwa, Iowa, has one less business firm, the Ottumwa
Jewelry Company having discontinued operations. George
M. Davidson was the proprietor.

J. McGrade, who has been in business at Belle
Plaine, Minn., for a couple of years, was recently married
to' Miss Maggie Gates. and will remove to Sheldon, Iowa.

J. C. Ilamil, of Farmington, Minn., is closing out his
business.

E. II. Smith will open a jewelry store at Estherville,
Iowa, in the spring.

Fred. A. Hayden, of Topeka, Kans., will leave his old
stand and move to 727 Kansas Avenue.

The store of Watson & Meyers, of Pekin, Ill., was
recently damaged by fire to the extent of about $2500.
The crigin of the fire is unknown.

A. N. Wright, formerly doing business at Chariton,
Iowa, is now established at 305 MOrrison Street, Portland,
Oregon, and is doing a nice business in his faraway
Western home.

J. A. Robertson has again taken up the jewelry business
at Slater, Mo., after several years' retirement, and has
opened up a neat stock.

F. P. Turner, formerly of Hastings, Minn., now greets
the traveling salesmen from the show-windows of a St. Paul
firm.

The clock in the new Union Depot tower at Detroit
was put in by Nels. Johnson, of Manistee, Mich.

A. H. Simon, of St. Paul, Minn., has secured the
services of Emil. Rose, formerly with L. W. Arnold & Co.,
of that city. C. S. Sutter now has entire charge of Mr.
Simons' watch department.

The Great Indispensable.
WOODBURY, PA., January IS, 5893.

THE KEYSTONE :—Enclosed find One Dollar in pay-
ment of THE KEYSTONE for one year. Could not do
without THE KEYSTONE. It is the newsiest, brightest and
best journal published in the interest of the jewelers and
jewelry trade. The beauty of THE KEYSTONE is that every
number is getting larger and contains more interesting
news. S. B. FLUKE.

To Tell the Speed of Railroad Trains.
Arthur G. Leonard, private secretary to H. Walter

Webb, third vice-president of the New York Central Rail-
road, has invented a watch which is said to enable the
bolder to measure the rate of speed at which he or she may
be traveling on a railroad train, a steamboat, or any other
conveyance. It is thus described: In the hands of a person
on a swiftly moving train the watch May, by pressing a tiny
lever, be started at a given point, say a mile-post, and when
the next mile-post is reached a quick pressure on the lever
will stop the hands of the watch on a figure which accu-
rately indicates the rate of speed per hour at which the
train is moving.

Pittsburg Letter.

PITTSBURG, January 28, 1893.

There is but little intoresting in the condition of local
business, except a somewhat abnormal post-holiday activity.
The retail trade are pursuing the noiseless tenor of their
way " with fairly profitable results, and interviews with
wholesalers elicited no expression of dissatisfaction. The
traveling salesmen are in harness, and communications
received from them are quite encouraging. Unshakable
confidence in the future obviates present kicking even
though, in exceptional cases, the wheels of trade are not
running with their usual velocity.

G. B. Barrett & Co. are enjoying an activity in business
that would seem premature if symptoms for its continuation
were not so reliable. Orders are arriving with gratifying
frequency, and but little idle time falls to the lot of the
staff. They are showing an elegant and bulky stock in all
lines. Concentrate your attention on the opposite page.

Grafner Brothers, it is reported, will move in the spring
into a new store.

A new clock is being placed in the fire-alarm office in
City IIall, which, when completed, will be among the finest
pieces of mechanism in the world. It is to cost $1coo, and
is being put in by the Western Union Company, under the
direct supervision of the Gamewell patrol system. It will
stand eight feet high and will measure three feet across from
top to bottom, with a face three feet in diameter, and will be
regulated direct from the observatory at Washington city.

Geo. White has left the employ of Heeren Bros.. & Co.
to take a course in chemistry.

W. S. Bickart, traveling salesman for I. 011endorff, will
take the place of B. Wolf, who recently resigned to engage
in the clothing business in Coshocton, Ohio.

Heeren Bros. & Co. have attended to the Mg holiday
disappearances in their stocks, and complete assortments
in all lines await the attention of patrons. Their art
department is especially attractive, and a visit thereto fully .
justifies the national fame it has achieved. Their traveling
salesmen are plying their vocation in their various territories
with customary success. Mr. Otto Heeren attended the
recent meetings in New York of the several organizations
in which the firm is interested.

Burglars recently entered the store of H. Koehler, of
17 Sixth Street, and stole about sixty watches and several
rings. An entrance was effected through a rear window
which had not been fastened. A watchman discovered the
burglary and informed Mr. Koehler.

Jos. Burkle, traveling representative for Heeren Bros.
& Co., returned recently from his western trip, and will
remain in Pittsburg till early spring. W. J. Johnston,
traveler for this firm for many years, retired January 1st, to
engage with N. H. White & Co., New York.

Encouraged by the voluminous success of the past year,
Goddard, Hill & Co. have already set their sails to take
maximum advantage of the expected business breeze. A
general replenishing of stock has been completed, and their
numerous patrons can forward:Their orders with the certainty
that they will be filled with characteristic dispatch and
satisfaction.

H. Bower, of Lewisburg, Pa., is now employed in the
store of Heeren Brothers & Co.

Jas. A. Stanger & Co., the well-known manufacturing
jewelers, of 20 Fifth Avenue, have lately added to their
manufacturing department a line of diamonds and jewelry,
along with a well-assorted stock of materials and jewelers'
findings. James M. Keller, formerly with G. B. Barrett &
Co., will have charge of this new department.

Every jeweler nowadays has an ambition to make his
store as pretty as a picture." The feat will be much
facilitated and cheapened by a liberal use of the patented
metal ceilings and side-walls manufactured by A. Northrop
& Co., of this city. For the jeweler with good taste and
little cash these appliances are a bonanza.

George W. Haslett, a former jeweler in this city, died
here recently. During several years he was a member of
the firm of Dunseath & Haslett, who were succeeded by
George W. Haslett & Brother. During the last eight years
he has been manager of the Pittsburg Label Company.

John 0. Slemmons, a former jobber of this city, who
was with G. B. Barrett & Co. a short time, has severed his
*connection with that firm.

The books of Heckel, Bider & Co. show a significant
expansion for 1892 in the already extended list of their
patrons. As tool and material purveyors they are evidently
held in high and growing estimation by the trade. Their
present stock is voluminous and varied enough to suit all
customers, from the easiest-going to the most fastidious.

We are

Headquarters
Full Lines in

Every Department

ed8c1

Dlarn'nds

Jewelry

eioekes.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN DIAMONDS.
BOTH LOOSE AND MOUNTED.

G. 13. 13111313ETT 8t_ CO.
101 Fifth Avenue, ‘_
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Pittsburg, Pa.
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SERE GOODS HT POPER PRICES.

Harstrom's Celebrated All-Steel Adjust-
able AVatch-Case Springs.

Very easily fitted.
Price, 90 cts. per doz. ; $10.50 per gross.

Gem Pivot-Drill Chuck.
Made for all American lathes. Will fit any tail-

stock, taper-chuck or spindle. Please mention
what lathe you want it for.

Price, 7.5 cts. each.

Have just received a large stock of Extra Quality SUPERIOR Mainsprings (tipped)
for all grades of American watches—Waltham, Elgin, etc. They are noted for their
elasticity and fine finish (do not set), and are guaranteed against breakage. Each
dozen packed in an anti-rust tin box. Price, $1.25 per doz. ; $13.50 per gross.

Finished Balance-Staffs, fitting Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Illinois, Rockford, Seth
Thomas, New York Standard and Columbus movements, $1.50 per doz.; $15.00
per gross.

Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels in settings for all the above companies' move-
ments, $1.25 per doz. ; $12.00 per gross.

Pendant-Screws. A very handy screw for bolding the stem in place (a long-felt want
sup)lied). 1 gross, well assorted, in vial, including some extra large sizes, 75 cts.

Swiss Cap-Jewels, extra fine quality, turned and perfectly round. 1 gross, nicely •
assorted, in vial, $1.00.

Excelsior Balance-Screw Collets or Timing-Washers, for poising and timing
watch-balances. No hairspring unpinning required where these washers are used.
Price, per gross, so cts. ; assorted as follows : one-half gross gents' 18 size, one-
quarter gross each 6 and 16 sizes.

Swiss Balance and Wheel-Jewels, nicely assorted, in vial ; first quality, $4.50;
second quality, $3.50 ; third quality, $2.50 ; and fourth quality, $1.50 per gross.

Birch's Genuine Patent Watch-Keys. Brass. 75 cts. per doz.
American Screws, assorted in gross lots for Waltham or Elgin, $1.00 per gross in vial.

N. B.—All the above items subject to 10 per cent. cash discount as an inducement,
and all orders, to receive prompt attention, must be accompanied by the cash. Parties order-
ing goods shipped by mail will please enclose stamps, or their equivalent, to cover postage.
Send all orders and remittances to

H. B. PETERS,
37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

DEALER IN

Fine Watch Materials and Tools,
Rolled-Plate and Fire-Gilt Chains, Lockets, Charms, etc.

Mention Tits K EVSTONE. Orders filled from any Catalogue.
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

ERHAPS we cannot do our

readers a greater favor than

to digress from the study

of • the detached lever es-

capement long enough to

say a few words about

drawing instruments and

tablets or surfaces on

which to delineate, with

due precision, mechanical

designs or drawings. Ordi-

nary drawing instruments,

even of the higher grades, and costing a good

deal of money, are far from being satisfactory to

a man who has the proper idea of accuracy, to be

rated as a first-class mechanic. Ordinary com-

passes are obstinate when we try to set them to the

hundredth of an inch ; and usually the points are

dull and ill-shapen, and if they make a puncture

in the paper it is large and unsightly.

Watchmakers have one advantage, however,

because they can very easily work over a cheap set

of drawing instruments, and make them even

superior to anything they can buy at the art stores.

To illustrate, let us take a cheap pair of brass or

German-silver five-inch dividers and make them

over into needle-points and " spring set." To do

this the points are cut off at the line a a, Fig. r,

and a steel tube is gold-soldered on each leg.

The steel tube is made by taking a piece of steel

wire which will fit a No. 16 chuck of a Whitcomb

lathe, and drilling a hole in the end about one-

fourth of an inch deep and about the size of a

No. 3 sewing-needle. We show at Fig. 2 a view

of the point A', Fig. 1, enlarged, and the steel

tube we have just drilled out attached at C.

About the best way to attach C is to hard-

solder it to ,4' with fourteen karat gold -solder.

After the tube C is attached, a hole is drilled

through A' at d, and the thumb-screw d inserted.

This thumb-screw should be of steel, and hard-

ened and tempered. The use of this screw is to

clamp the needle-point. With such a device as

the tube C and set screw el; a No. 3 needle is used

for a point ; but for drawings on paper a turned

point, as shown at Fig. 3, is to be preferred.

Such points can be made from a No. 3 needle

after softening enough to be turned so as to form

the point c. This point at the shoulder f should

be about TNT, of an inch, or the size of a fourth-

wheel pivot to an eighteen size movement.

. The idea is, when drawing on paper the point

C enters the paper up to the shoulder f and gets a

secure hold for sweeping circles, but does not leave

a large and unsightly puncture in the paper. For

drawing on metal the form of the point is changed

to a simple cone, as shown at B' c', Fig. 3. Such

cones can be turned carefully, then hardened and

tempered to a straw-color ; and when they become

chill can be ground by placing the points in a wire-

chuck and dressing it up with an emery bluff or an

Arkansas slip. The opposite leg of the dividers

is the one to which is attached the spring for close

setting of the points.

In making this spring, we take a piece of

steel about two and one-fourth inches long, and of

the same width as the leg of the divider, and

attach it to the inside of the leg as shown in Fig.

4, where D represents the spring and A the leg of

the dividers. The spring D has a short, steel

tube C' and set screw d for a fine point like B or

B'. In the lower end of the leg A, Fig. 4, is

placed the milled head-screw g, which serves to

adjust the two points of the dividers to very close

distances. The spring D is, of .course, set so it

would press close the leg A if the screw g did not

force it away.
It will be seen that we can apply a spring D

and adjusting screw opposite to the leg which

carries the pen or pencil-point of all our dividers

if we choose to do so ; but it is for metal-drawing

that such points are of the greatest advantage, as

we can secure an accuracy very gratifying to a

workman who believes in precision. For drawing

circles on metal " bar compasses " are much the

best, as they are almost entirely free from spring,

which attends the jointed compass. To make

(because they cannot be bought) such an instru-

ment, take a piece of flat steel, one-eighth by

three-eights of an inch and seven inches long, and

after truing and smoothing it carefully, make a

slide half an inch wide as shown at F, Fig. 5,

with a set-screw Ii on top to secure it at any point

on the bar E.
In the lower part of the slide F is placed a

steel tube like C, shown in Figs. 2 and 4, with set-

screw for holding points like B B', Fig. 3. At the

opposite end of the bar E is placed a looped

spring G, which carries a steel tube and point like

.P1.9. 2 I lf i=m•c
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the spring D, Fig. 4. Above this tube and point,

shown at j, Fig. 5, is placed an adjustment screw

k for fine adjustment. The inner end of the

screw k rests against the end of the bar E. The

tendency of the spring G is to close upon the end

of E ; consequently if we make use of the screw

k to force away the lower end of G, we can set the

fine point in j to the greatest. exactness.

The spring G is made of a piece of steel one-

eighth of an inch square, and secured to the bar

E with a screw and steady-pins at in. A pen and

. pencil-point attachment can be added to the spring

G; but in case this is done it would be better to

make another spring like G without the point j,

and with the adjusting screw placetl at 1. In fit-

ting pen and pencil-points to a spring like G it

would probably be economy to make them out-

right ; that is, make the blades and screw for the

ruling-pen, and a spring or clamping tube for the

pencil-point.

I do not want to do without THE KEYSTONE."—

I. K. THOMPSON, Columbia, Alabama.

We are informed by the chief instructor, Dr. Brown,

that the correspondence department of The Philadelphia

Optical College has found phenomenal favor with the

optical profession, and is enjoying unparalleled success.

No expense has been spared to adopt any new feature that

experience proved to be valuable, and in this way the

correspondence course has been improved by constant addi-

tions, until now all these valuable features have been incor-

porated in a newly.written course, which is thus made larger

and better than ever before. This correspondence depart-

ment has become a permanent institution, and hundreds of

intending opticians are thankful that they can receive a

thorough training and a diploma without leaving home or

neglecting business.

Women as Drummers.

" That's just my luck," said a commercial traveler in a

little country hotel the other day, as he turned in disgust

from the clerk's desk.

" What's the matter ? " queried a friend.

" Matter ? Why, that fellow Clark got in here ahead

of me and has engaged both of the sample-rooms, and I'll

have to show my goods in a bedroom."

" What does Clark want of two rooms?"

" Oh, one for his goods and the other for his wife."

" His :wife! Why does his wife want a sample-

room ? "
" She carries a separate line of goods and they work

the business together. Great scheme, that," and he

mused reflectively. " There they come now," he added,

and the friend turned in time to see an energetic-looking

man of middle age, with a bright, attractive little woman

approaching. Later an introduction was sought.

" Yes, it is so pleasant for each of us to be able to travel

with the other," said Mrs. Clark. " My husband carries

men's furnishing goods, and I have notions for women, silk

handkerchiefs and embroideries. We are going through

this section of the country for the first time and are working

up a trade route. Just now is a dull time with both of us,

in business, so we decided to spend the time working up an

extra route."
"Don't you find it hard work to keep up with your

husband, day after day, traveling and working?"

I did at first, but I have learned how to take things

now. I don't worry and do useless things. Then John is

very good about helping me out and waiting for me. Of

course, sometimes I get heavy orders in a town, and he gets

light ones. Then, again, it will be the other way ; so we

help each other."
" How did you happen to get into this work?"

" Various things happened which pointed out the

way. When my three little ones died, one after the other,

and I was left alone, I began to miss John as I never had

done before. (And the voice trembled a little.) Ile could

not leave his business, for he had a good trade ; and so, if he

couldn't get out of the work, I could get in, in order to be

near him. I have worked with my house for almost two

years now—they seem to be satisfied, and I surely am. But

I must go now," and she nodded, smiling.

" Can you do as much work with your wife along as if

You were alone ? " asked the inquirer of Mr. Clark. He

stopped, thought a minute, and said: " I'll tell you. Soon

after the babies died I took to drinking rather heavily. You

know what a temptation drink is to a traveling man. Well,

my wife saw it, and, noble little woman that she is, she

determined to save me. So she worked around until she

got a commission, and then she joined me, and we've been

together ever since. She didn't tell me the real reason why

she left home for life on the road until about a year and a

half ago—after I had given up drink altogether. Yes, I

once saved her from drowning—that was before we were

married—and now she's evened things up, you see. This

last year we've made more than double the money that I

ever made in one year alone, and I've been eight years on

the road."
There are a number of commercial women traveling

with their husbands, most of them for Chicago business

firms, although a few represent houses in this city and

Boston. The lines of goods they carry vary from stationery

and maps to hardware and jewelry. One couple are

traveling through the country with horse and wagon,

dealing in sewing-machines; while another couple are

employing the same method to carry lines of gloves,

mittens, etc. One woman said that the number of women

who had taken to commercial traveling within the last year

was four times as great as in the previous year. •

" And why shouldn't women go into this business as

well as any other ? " she demanded. And why shouldn't

they ? —New York Tribune.

The suit of John H. Jacobson, of New York, against

Chas. Price, of Jacksonville, Ill., for malicious prosecution,

assault and defamation of character was, recently decided in

the plaintiff's favor, damages being assessed at $zoo.

The adoption of the department system is the latest

innovation in the business machinery of Smith & Patterson,
Boston, Mass. The establishment has been subdivided into

distinct departments, and a responsible head placed over

each as buyer and manager. The heads of the departments

are Mr. Smith, of the firm; Carl P. Smith, Arthur Smith,
Arthur E. Fishe, Charles T. Derry, Joseph C. Batchelder,

Harry II. Vaughan and W. H. Prescott.
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The Chicago Ophthalmic College and Hospital.

This well-known school and hospital was
incorporated in 1886. The college is designed
for opticians and.physicians who desire to become
more thorough in the science of ophthalmic optics,
ophthalmoscopy and ophthalmology, and claims the
distinction of being the first regularly incorporated
ophthalmic college in America to give a thorough
course to physicians and opticians in tlis special
branch. The promoters of the school from its
first inception have made the optical department
one of its chief features. From a small begin-
ning in 1886, it has grown
until the present time, when
it can claim graduates in all
the States in the Union,
Canada, England and
France. This steady growth
has not taken place by
chance, but simply for the
reason that the faculty have
always endeavored to give
the most thorough and com-
plete course possible to attain.
Opticians at this school
enjoy all the privileges and
opportunities extended to
physicians in the same depart-
ment. During the past year
more than a hundred opera-
tions were performed. The
institution claims to give
opticians more clinical expe-
rience, and the advantage of
having those for instructors
who have had more expe-
rience as instructors of optics
and ophthalmoscopy, than
can be procured elsewhere in
America.

Nothing pays the opti-
cian at this day and time so
well as to become thoroughly
posted in the science of
ophthalmic optics as applied
to the human eye in the cor-
rection of visual and optical
defects. No sight is so
pitiable, and at the same
time fraught with so much
danger, as the work of an in-
competent optician. Unfortunately for the public,
the incompetent optician is too numerous. The
public are easily deceived in this specialty, thinking
all that is necessary is that they procure some lens
which they can get along With, the so-called opti-
cian assuring them that they will see all right very
soon, and that if they do not procure and wear
their lenses in all probability they will go blind.
However, fortunately for the public, the standard
of optical science is fast advancing to the front,
and at this day and time no one who is conscien-
tious needs to practice the science in anything but
a straightforward manner, as the opportunities are
now at hand whereby all opticians may become

?i thoroughly proficient if they will only take the
itif • time and apply themselves closely. It is not so

much how much an optical education costs one,
but it is the financial benefit one can derive from
it thereafter ; also the amount of good one may
do his fellow-beings, coupled with a consciousness
of knowing that one is doing all that can be done
for one's patients. Opticians are thus enabled to
do their work with greater rapidity and, at the
Same time, with more satisfaction to their patients

and themselves, ever remembering that " that
which is worth doing at all is worth doing
well."

The Ophthalmic College certainly offers to all
opticians an avenue whereby they may become
proficient ; and opticians throughout America do
not seem slow to recognize its claims. As an
evidence of this, we may mention that each of the
six sessions which have been given during the
past year had the full amount of students regis-
tered long before the opening of the respective
sessions. The faculty are thoroughly impressed
with the fact that nothing so fits an optician as a

The dispensary supplies ample material for
illustrating all acute and chronic affections of eye,
ear and throat, also an abundance of cases
showing all varieties of refractive errors, muscu-
lar defects, etc., which gives all students an
opportunity of familiarizing themselves by per-
sonal experience with their detection and proper
relief with lenses.

The next session at this worthy school will
begin March 7, 1893. In all probability, by the
time this journal reaches our readers the class
will have been completed for the March session.
However, persons desiring to join the March class

are at liberty to write to the
president, who will take

pleasure in answering their
queries, and admit them to
the class if possible. Pres-

ident Martin informs us that
the Ophthalmic has recently
introduced several new fea-

tures which are very instruct-
ive and beneficial to all

opticians. From the begin-
ning of this school to the
present time, it is a well-

known fact that it has been
managed by oculists who

have a reputation second to
none. Its diploma with the

degree of M. 0. is recog-
nized in all States of the
Union as an evidence of

superior optical knowledge.•
You would do well to

write them for their new
catalogue.

The January class at the
Chicago Ophthalmic Colleg6

and Hospital consisted o;
the following students : Geo.
H. Snow, Willington, Conn. ;

John Kirk, Chicago, Ill. ;
Jesse N. Hoyt, Columbus,

Ohio ; N. 'I'. Weston, Colfax,
Iowa; J. 'I'. Corwin, Union
City, Mich. ; Adolph Krebs,
McKeesport, Pa. ; Geo. S.

Drake, Pendleton, Indiana;
C. N. McCormick, Chicago,

; W. J. Francis,
Uhrichsville, Ohio; F. D.

Paquette, Ludington, Mich. ; I. B. Roberts,
Rome, N. Y. ; M. B. Ketchum, M. D., Mineral
Wells, Texas ; Frank V. Kent, Grand Forks, N.
Dak. ; G. A. Squires, Chicago, Ill. ; B. L. Brown,
Butte, Montana ; G. E. Zimmerman, Chicago,

; Dan. Curd, Chicago, Ill. ; F. Lorenz, Chi-
cago, Ill. ; H. -Wilcox, Chicago, Ill. ; Levis M.
Lea, Chicago, Ill. ; and Chas. Kuesel, Mani-
towoc, Wis.

The success of the Chicago Ophthalmic
College and the patronage extended to it by
inIending opticians is easily explained. The use
of the hospital as an optical college adjunct cannot
be overestimated. Every physician recognizes the
difficulty at times of diagnosing merely functional
as distinguished from organic defects, and actual
acquaintance with such cases can alone lessen this
difficulty. Intelligent treatment of visual defi-
ciencies presupposes such knowledge as is thus
afforded, and Dr. Martin is to be congratulated
on his very effective method of supplying it.

The large and ever-increasing number of Dr.
Martin's pupils is probably the best evidence of
the efficiency of this widely-known institution.
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CHICAGO OPHTHALMIC COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL

session of complete individual instruction. Rec-
ognizing this fact, each class is limited so that
they may receive personal instruction. The
college building is easy of access and desirably
located. The lecture and clinical rooms are large
and well-arranged, being furnished with all the
instruments and apparatus for a thorough and
practical study of the subjeccs taught. The in-
telligent use of the ophthalmoscope is practically
and thoroughly taught to each student, so that
they can use it with a maximum degree of satis-
faction to their patients and themselves. A dis-
solving lime lantern with colored plates is a special
feature.

THE COLLEGE HOSPITAL-The upper floors
of the college building are divided into hospital
wards and single rooms for private patients.
Twenty beds are in constant use, and space for
several more, if required. The surgeon in charge
resides in the hospital. This insures to all
.patients entrusted to this hospital the best possible
attention, and a professional care founded on
fifteen years' experience. Electric call-bells are
attached to all beds.
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\ANbAL.
A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of

Jewelers and Opticians.

[Commenced April, 1890. Subscribers are advised to
file all the back numbers, thus affording them (when com-
pleted) the most thorough treatise on the subject extantij

CHAPTER
CHAPTER
CHAPTER

I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
111.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE

PHYSIOLOGY OF VISION.
CHAPTER .IV.—OPTICS.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VIT.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.

CHAPTER IX. ( Continued.)

The appearance of the two eyes should then
be compared for the purpose of noting whether
there is any difference between them, and for the
purpose of detecting any slight divergence or
convergence of one eye, or any inequality in the
size or dilatation of the two pupils, or any protru-
sion of one eye more than the other, or any
drooping of either eyelid. A difference in the
size of the opening of the lids can be readily
recognized in this way.

A , careful glance at the edges of the lids
comes next, to determine the existence of any
swelling or iuflammation, and also to note the
position of the lashes, which is a very important
matter as regards the welfare of the eye and the
transparency of the cornea. Displaced eyelashes,
or lashes with their points directed toward the
eyeball and scraping over the sensitive surface of
the cornea, will set up and keep up a condition of
irritation and inflammation that will neutralize
the benefits to be derived from the most carefully-
adjusted glasses. And again, it should be re-
membered that an inflammation and swelling of
the lids may be due to the strain caused by an
uncorrected optical defect, and be speedily cured
by the proper glasses.

The distance between the two eyes is a matter
that should not escape the attention of the careful
observer, because of the disturbing effect it may
have on the act of convergence. It is a self-
evident fact that in converging the eyes for vision
at any given distance, the more widely the eyes
are separated the greater must be the effort at con-
vergence ; while the closer the eyes are placed
together the less convergence will be called for.
In this way, in .a certain number of persons fixing
the eyes for vision at a given distance, there will
be a great variation in the angle of convergence
that is required for each person. As convergence
is an act that is being constantly brought into
play, it can easily be seen that any increase in the
effort required (however slight) may be the source
of great discomfort, and the overlooked cause of
many cases of asthenopia. Prof. Landolt., the
eminent French oculist, says : " For my part I am
thoroughly convinced that the insufficiency of the
internal recti muscles, which is such a frequent
cause of the asthenopia of myopic patients, is due
in many cases to an excess of the distance between
the two eyes."

This is a subject which is almost entirely
overlooked, and yet it is one that deserves the
most careful attention. It seems like a very simple
matter to measure the distance between the eyes,

and yet when we inquire into the question care-
fully, we will find that to make an exact measure-
ment is attended with no little difficulty. If we
measure the distance between the centers of the
pupils as is commonly done, there may be two
sources of error. In the first place, the pupil is not
exactly in the center 'of the anterior part of the
eyeball, but is a trifle to the inner side. This is
an anatomical point that is not always borne in
mind, as we are apt to take it for granted as a
matter of course that the center of the pupil rep-
resents the center of the eyeball, and many opti-
cians have never known anything different. The
second element of error lies in the difficulty of
measuring the exact distance between the pupils,
as this is a point that can only be determined
approximately.

Another chance for error lies in the fact that
the distance between the two eyes or between the
pupils should represent the distance between the
eyes when they are directed in lines parallel to
each other ; and here is where the difficulty lies,
for it is almost a matter of impossibility for any
patient to direct his eyes absolutely parallel;

'.1.11111k 

there always remains a greater or less degree of
convergence, the amount of which cannot be
determined. This objection is particularly appli-
cable in cases of strabismus, where it is evident
the eyes can never be brought to a state of par-
allelism, and yet these are the very cases where it is
most desirable to measure the intraocular distance.

We have been considering the distance be-
tween the eyes with regard to its effect upon con-
vergence and the relation it may bear in the
causation of many cases of asthenopia, and I
desire to emphasize the importance of this matter
because it is too often overlooked. Of course all
opticians are accustomed to make a simple approx-
imative measurement when they want to deter-
mine the interpupillary distance, or the distance
which should separate the glasses of spectacles,
for which purpose an ordinary graduated rule may
be satisfactorily employed. The patient is directed
to look straight before him at some distant object,
so as to make the axes of vision as nearly parallel
as possible.

The measuring rule or yard-stick is placed
across the nose on a line .with the center of the
pupils, as close to the patient's eyes as possible,
and in such a position that the end will be directly
in front of the center of one pupil. The point of
the rule that is directly in front of the center of
the pupil of the other eye may be marked by the
optician's thumb-nail, and the distance between
these two points may be read off the rule, and the
result will give the pupillary distance.

The optician should stand as far away from
his patient's face when he makes this measurement
as the length of his arm will permit, so as to
diminish as much as possible the error that may
be caused by the convergence of his own eyes.
The optician's eyes will scarcely be more than two
feet away from his patient's eyes, and the lines
converging from his own eyes towards the patient's
eyes will make the interpupillary distance a little
less than the real distance. It has been calcu-

lated that the error in measuring the pupillary
distance by this method is about one line (one-
twelfth of an inch), which should be added to
the apparent distance in order to obtain the
correct measurement. While this method, if
carefully employed, answers every purpose and its
results are sufficiently satisfactory, yet a still
greater degree of accuracy may be insured by
adding about the sixteenth of an inch for distance,
and deducting the same amount for reading.
For instance, if the distance on the scale was
two and three-sixteenth inches, we would add
one-sixteenth for distance, which would make
two and four-sixteenth inches or two and one-
quarter inches ; for reading we would deduct
one-sixteenth inch, which would leave two and
two-sixteenth or two and one-eighth inches. The
optician will understand that this is done to make
the optical centers of the lenses correspond to the
pupillary distance, which varies with the increased
and diminished convergence required in reading
and distance.

Another method of securing accuracy and of
obviating the error that may be caused by the
convergence of both patient's and optician's eyes,
is to measure with each eye separately as follows:
the optician is seated directly in front of the
patient, who is asked to fix his eyes on some dis-
tant object which will give them an essentially
parallel direction. The rule is then applied across
the patient's nose as before, with its end directly
in front of the center of the pupil of the right
eye, the exact position of which is determined by
the optician's left eye alone, his right eye being
closed. Then the optician's left eye is closed and
the right eye is opened in order to read off the
point on the rule which is exactly opposite the
center of the pupil of the patient's left eye. This
method requires that during the examination the
optician should keep his head and eyes absolutely
motionless.

Pupithmeters are special instruments designed
for measuring the interpupillary distance. There
are different forms on the market, but they are
all made on the same principle, and consist essen-
tially of projecting points, one or both of which
slide on a scale and can be placed at any desired
distance apart, one in front of the center of each
pupil, while the distance between them is read off
the scale on the instrument. To rectify the result
obtained by one of these instruments, the same
correction must be made as when a simple gradu-
ated rule is used.

The next point to be noted in the examination
of a patient's eyes is the amount of ffrotrusion of
the eyeball, which is sometimes a symptom of
very great importance, and the principal symptom
in a number of diseases of the eye or orbit.
When there is any inflammation or swelling, or
tumor or growth of any kind pressing upon the
ball, it protrudes outward, because, being encased
in the bony orbit, that is the only direction in
which it .can recede before the offending material.

If the protrusion attains such a degree that
the lids no longer suffice to entirely cover the sur-
face of the cornea, the condition is a serious one
on account of the pernicious effects it entails upon
this membrane . and other portions of the eye.
The cornea becomes dry, rough and scaly, then
ulcerates and becomes opaque, until it is finally
destroyed and blindness results.

This condition of protrusion is known as
exophthalmus, and can only be measured approx-
imately and without any great precision. It
usually suffices to gain a relative knowledge of its
degree as compared with the normal condition;
or if the exophthalmus is great enough to prevent
closure of the lids, then we notice the size of the
palpebral opening.
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Geneva Optical Company,
67 & 69 Washington St., Chicago.

fle Geneva ions-Pleasure MmHg.
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U. S. A .

Illustration full size.

Price, Sao.00, net.

The improved Lens-Measure works upon the same principle as the original instru-

ment, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can

be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,

and in addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of more readily measuring

periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical, cylin-

drical or sphero-cylindrical glasses.

FIG. L

IMPROVED

Loring Oplitnalmoscopes.
Net, $10.00.

FIG. 3.

New No. g6i.

FIG. 4.

Prism-fileasure or Ins-Gentering Instrument

Price, $5.00.

We illustrate here a new device for the use of opticians and oculists for the purpose
of centering lenses, and also for measuring the degree of prism or prisms in lenses com-
bined with spherical or cylindrical surfaces. The instrument is so simple in its action
that a description is hardly necessary. The illustration will make plain to any oculist
or optician the entire practicability and range of its work. It will give instantly the
amount of prism in any lens. The value of such an instrument will be appreciated by
the trade and profession, as it is one of the most difficult and annoying parts of the busi-
ness to analyze a lens and give the amount of prism, especially when combined with
convex or concave surfaces. Its action will be readily understood from the description
and directions for use sent with it.

Pt

FIG. 2.

This Ophthalmoscope has several valuable improvements over any heretofore offered on the market. Fig. i repre-

sents the side of the instrument used next the eye of the patient. It will be noticed the mirror is long, and allows greater

inclination and obliquity of light. Fig. 2 represents the side of the instrument next the eye of the observer. It will be

observed that in the quadrant, as shown in Fig. 4 in detail, there are four lenses, with a vacant hole between, so that in

using it is not necessary, in order to look without the lens in the quadrant, to turn the quadrant half way round to bring

the vacant hole on the other side of the quadrant in front of the eye. In this Ophthalmoscope it is not possible to read

the figures wrong, as every figure except the one noting the power of the lens in use is covered. Owing to the system-

atizing in manufacture we are enabled to make a better Ophthalmoscope than has heretofore been offered, while we can

make a special introductory price, lower than heretofore made for these instruments. It is offered for introduction at the

net price of $10.00, put up in a fine morocco case, with one condensing lens.
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Geneva Optical Company,
67 & 69 Washington St., Chicago.
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Watches that can be stolen.
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begin until after the of D
r. Keefe, the professional, will coa

hi year, as he did last, despite the fac
that other organizations made many efforts
to obtain his services.

A Thief Confesses His Methods.
• " In getting watches the man who
does this work stands still, with his
back to the party wanted. The
stalls ' get behind the victim and
commence crowding until, one way
and another, they get the gentleman
square against the left shoulder of
the pickpocket. On his left arm he
carries a duster or shawl as a cover.'
When the victim is all placed the
pickpocket goes through him with
his right hand—reaching across him-
self to do the feat, covering his right
arm and hand from sight with the
duster and looking steadily the other
way all the time. As a rule, I never
take the chain. It is easier and
quicker to take the watch alone.
The rings are only sprung into
the watch-stems, not riveted,
and as you take the watch you
can twist the ring free from the
watch and chain by an easy ef-
fort of the thumb and forefinger.
You don't drop the ring—you
bring watch and ring both, but
separate from each other."—
Kansas City Star.

The National Cycle Show.
As the end of the cycle show draws near
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to your
customers.

Watches that CAN'T be stolen.
According to the above confession a watch with a ring, or bow,
that cannot be pulled or twisted off the case can't be stolen.
There is only one such bow made—

and this bow is found only on BOSS cases and other brands
of cases made by us. Hence the only thief-proof watches are
those with our cases, which are acknowledged to be the best
made.

Remember that all intending watch-buyers who read this notorious confession in
the newspapers will be inquiring after thief-proof watches.

Are you ready with a supply?

-

Keystone Watch Case Company.

fr 
atit  Bow 44
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The THIN
Screw Cases

_Arre the newest, thinnest, firettiest aiJ5est

screw filled cases ever Ihut on the

nzarket.

Have

Made

ii

•

more exquisite designsinzore del-

icate engravings, more Aztec/

workmanship and finer finish,

than seen .hitherto on filled cases..

in our Boss i.t K. Boss ID K,

Cyclone and Silveroid grades.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
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NEW VORK, February I, 1893.

This city has been stormed during the past few weeks
by visiting jewelers from all points of the compass, called
hither to attend ,the annual meetings of the various organ-
izations or to partake of their hospitality. Familiar figures
in groups from all sections of the country could be seen
sauntering among the jewelry palaces on the Lane, loitering
in the hotel corridors, swapping yarns in the comme,r-
cial rooms, indulging moderately in temperature-raising
beverages, or carelessly puffing the soothing narghile.
Enjoyment for the nonce seemed to have got the better of
business, and 1892, deceased, was feted luxuriously. Business
is fair, and the situation so far practically featureless.

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Co. are the makers
of the big clock for Stern Bros., \Vest Twenty-Third Street.
The dial is six and one-half feet in diameter, and the figures
are Arabic. The hands are novel in shape, and decorated
with a fieur de Hs design. It is a magnificent timepiece.

In the trial of the suit of H. B. Claffin & Co. vs. the
New York Standard Watch Company, which has been
pending in the city court for two or three years, a verdict
was some days ago rendered in favor of the defendant, the
New York Standard Watch Company, in the sum of
$5444.15, xvith five per cent. allowance, and interest from
March, 'SSS. This trial has excited considerable interest
in trade circles in the past few years, and the New York
Standard Watch Co. is to be congratulated on the result of
the verdict. The case has been warmly contested by able
counsel on both sides, and the finding of the jury seems to
meet with general approval.

Wm. I. Rosenfeld, 34 Maiden Lane, has purchased the
entire bankrupt stock of Tobias & Wolf, 51 Maiden Lane,
comprising a complete line of solid gold. and plated jewelry,
solid gold set-rings, diamonds and watches (both Swiss and
American). Great bargains are promised the trade.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Gustave Walter
Optical Co., 33 Maiden Lane, Gustave 'Walter was elected
president, J. M. Bloomfield, vice-president, and G. A.
Walter, secretary and treasurer. These gentlemen, with
two others, will constitute a board of directors for 1893.

H. B. Peters is still the same restless personification of
business, and displaying his ubquity by being always
found gunning just where orders are on the wing. He has
an elegant stock and many rare bargains at present at the
disposal of the trade.

David Zimmern, nephew of Mr. Zimmern of Oden-
beimer & Zimmern, who has been a salesman on the.road
for that firm for some years, has been given an interest in
the business. Joseph Rees, for ten years with the same
house, first as bookkeeper and then as office manager, has
also been given an interest. Simultaneously with their
adtnission the name of the firm was changed, and it will
henceforth be Odenheimer, Zimmern & Co.

The board of management of the Jewelers' Building
and Loan Association, of New York, recently issued its
first annual report. It announces the payment of two
semi-annual dividends of four per cent., covering the period
from May I, 1891, to May I, 1892.

The Howard Sterling Co., Providence, R. I., have
recently had their New York offices, at 860 Broadway,
completely renovated. The new mahogany fixtures are a
fascinating proof of* the beautifying effect as well as utility
of rich show-cases.

Hammel, Riglander & Co. protested against a decision
of the collector at New York, fixing a duty of fifty cents per

dozen and fifty per cent. on twenty-four dozen watch-case
openers. The decision was in favor of the jewelers, who
thus effected a big saving.

Fred. Kaufman has now at the disposal of the trade a
catchy novelty in the shape of a celluloid rose boutonniere,
which is strikingly true to nature. That it is having, and
will have, a large sale is a foregone conclusion. Mr.
Kaufman is well prepared in other lines for the spring
trade.

The Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. have made
additions to their traveling salesmen, the force of the latter
now numbering ten. Chas.. Alexander takes the position

vacated by Thomas H. Hutcson, and C. M. Barnes replaces
M. B. Rosenstock. Otto S. Lammers, formerly with A. K.

Irawkes, of Atlanta, Ga., is another valuable addition to the

number.

J. W. Riglander, of Hammel, Riglander & Co., and
B. II. Blank, in charge of the optical department, have
sailed for Europe on the La Champagne.

B. & W. B. Smith, the well-known show-case manufac-
turers, are now at work on the World's Fair exhibition-cases
for the Gorham Manufacturing Company. The Gorham
Company could place their big show-case order in no better
hands.

Captain Cook, of J. T. Scott & Co., has had a recent
masculine addition to his family, and is enjoying the trans-
cendental parental bliss peculiar to so happy an incident.

The trade will find at the store of M. L. Sheehan,
785 Eighth Avenue, a man, stock and business methods
exactly to their liking. Mr. Sheehan is now showing
elegant assortments of French, Swiss and American move-
ments, also a large and handsome line of office clocks. His
watch-roller remover is a tool that should be in the hands of
every workman.

M. A. Sawyer, who for the past two years represented
Messrs. I3ippart & Co. in this city and vicinity, is now with
James W. Miller, jewelry manufacturer, of Newark, N. J.

There is a change in the well-known house of Koch,
Dreyfus & Co., Mr. Jonas Koch retiring. The business
will be conducted as heretofore, and in a neat circular the
firm announce this fact, and solicit the continuance of the
patronage that has heretofore been bestowed upon them by
their many friends in the trade. There is no change to
announce in their force of traveling salesmen for this season.
George Malett, Henry Heyman, Adolph Rosenthal, A. H.
Lewenthal and L. Goldsmith, all of whom are well known
to the trade, continue to represent them.

Mr. Arthur Hirsh announces through a circular to his
friends that he will hereafter represent Marx, Veit & Co. in
the South, and we have no doubt but that the many friends
of Arthur will extend the same welcome and bestow the
same patronage upon him in the future that they have in the
past, as be is known as a live, wide-awake young man.

On December 31st Messrs. N. II. White & Co. gave
their eighth annual dinner to their employees, having as
their guest Mr. John L. Shepherd, who was invited for the
purpose of eating and talking. The evening was spent in a
very pleasant manner. At a late hour all adjourned, thank-
ing their lucky stars that they were in the employ of N. H.
White & Co., which is most certainly a firm composed of
wide-awake business men, who look after the interests of
those in their employ.

Mr. Louis Freund, of the firm of Max Freund & Co.,
Spent the month of January in the city. Louis looks well,
and reports a good trade for the year. He was anxious to
get away on the road among his many friends. August
Freund has recovered from his recent illness, which was at
no time of a dangerous character, but was caused by over-
work. " Gus " is one of those young men that it is difficult
to hold in check when there is work to do, and always does
his own work and that of several others. His friends, I am
sure, will be as glad to hear of his recovery as they were,
no doubt, sorry to hear of his illness.

Sol. K. Jonas, for wellnigh a dozen years connected
with the house of L. Black & Co., and known all over the
States as their traveling representative,. is now an active
Partner in the business and permanently installed at head-
quarters. I-Es intimate knowledge of trade requirements
will enable him to intensify the satisfaction always given to
patrons by this house. They are this year very ably
represented on the road. S. Caro, one of the oldest and
best-known travelers, represents them in the South and far
West. Henry Anthony will act in a similar capacity in
Ohio and Indiana. To S. Aronsberg has been assigned the
territory of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the
Dakotas; to C. M. Cassal, New York, Pennsylvania and
New Jersey ; and to T. Harold, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas and Illinois. All are well known to the trade,
deservedly popular, and veritable walking encyclopedias on
matters optical.

The well-known firm of Lissauer & Sondheim has
been dissolved, Mr. Sondheim retiring. The new firm
will be known as Lissauer & Co., the following gentle-

men constituting the firm : Max J. Lissauer, Max S.
Kallman, D. H. Lowman and Alexander Boehme. It
is not necessary to say anything of Mr. Lissauer, as
be is among the best-known and one of the most highly-

respected gentlemen in the trade. There is no movement
made to better or advance the interests of jewelers in
any way that he is not prominently connected with. He is
vice-president of the National Jobbers' Association, and its
success is largely due to his devotion to its interests.

Max S. Kallman is known on the Lane as one of the
shrewdest and brightest young men in the trade, and this is

but the first step of his career to that position in the Lane
that was held by Jay Gould on Wall Street. As to Mr. D.
H. Lowman—well, almost everyone knows this genial, good-
looking fellow—many know him as Alderman Dave."
All will rejoice at this new step in his life, which, we feel
sure, is but the beginning of a career that will at once be
felt in the trade, he being a wide-awake and energetic
business man. Mr. Alex. Boelnne has always confined his
attention to the books, and to most people on the Lane he
is as little known to time public as are the contents of his
books, although the writer has long known him, and can
truthfully say that Ime is a worthy partner of the gentlemen
with whom he is associated. In getting these bright and
energetic young men around him, AIr. Lissauer illustrates
anew the wisdom that has always characterized his business
methods.

A certificate has been filed with the Secretary of State
of the increase of the capital stock of the Wilcox Silver
Plate Co., of Meriden, Conn., from $370,000 to $5oo,000.

Horological pupils who have been under the instruction
of Professor Jones will be pleased to learn that he has
started a school of his own at the corner of Main and
Elizabeth Streets, Peoria, Ill., where work for the trade will
be done.

The following auction sales are reported by I-I. M. Rich
& Co., 61 lIanover Street, Boston, Mass., for January:
Franklin Wadsworth, Manchester, N. H.; II. E. Dann,
Worcester, Mass.; G. L. Kerr, Chelsea, Mass.; J. F. Cook,
West Gardiner, Mass. ; T. C. Spencer, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

E. P. Ledos, 118 Market Street, Newark, N. J., has
given proof of his confidence in the future of business by
increasing the size of his factory and adding chain-findings
to his watch case material product. His prestige with the
trade is such as to ensure a ready demand for the new addi-
tion to his specialties.

An Anti-Swear Trade Journal.

LIBERTY, N. Y., January 15, 1893.
THE KEYSTONE.

GENTLEMEN :—Enclosed find two dollars for subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. I would not be without it for five
dollars a year. I have picked up ideas in it that are worth
more than money. The optical department is of special
interest to me, and a couple of ideas that I obtained from
it—that of putting beeswax on the end of a screw-driver in
putting in clock-screws, and. tapping the end of spectacle-
frame to loosen rusted-in screws—have saved me any amount
of " cuss " words, to say nothing of time.

Yours, J. M. HALL.

The Annual Meeting of the Jewelers' and
Tradesmen's Company.

The members of the Jewelers' and Trades-
men's Company, of New York, held their fifth
annual meeting on January i6th at the Company's
office, 187 Broadway. E. S. Johnson, Jr., and
Edmund L. Mooney, were re-elected directors,
while George E. Godward was elected to the
assistant secretaryship. At a recent meeting of
the Company the by-laws were so amended as to
permit of the absorption of other similar concerns,
and the sphere of usefulness of the institution has
thus been considerably enlarged. The Company
has already reinsured the members of the National
Benefit Society, 187 Broadway, and are now re-
insuring in like manner the members of the Life
Union of New York, 187 Broadway, and the
New York State Mutual Benefit Association, of
Syracuse, N. Y. Negotiations for the absorption
of other companies are in progress, and all com-
bined seem to fully. justify the claim of the
absorbent concern that within six months it will
have increased its membership by from 2500 to
3000, and will have a total insurance of from
$8,000,000 to $io,000,000. The official reports
of the secretary, treasurer and executive commit-.
tee will be submitted at a future meeting.
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OLD RELIABLEoriams

Every retailer should make sure that every Chain he buys bears one of the following tags and has our stamp,
W. & S. B.*, on the swivels. This plan of stamping thc initials of the manufacturer on swivels was originated
by W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to the contrary notwithstanding,) and is a guarantee of quality.

NOTE. This, like Our endorsement, can be proven.

' W. & 8. B. *\
14 Plata. 14 Karst.

to Warranted to
Assay  l4GohL,

Superfine Quality.

Swivel stamped
U 14 S. "

:OIL Bellible
WI & 8; B.*

0) 0 Globe Filled,
Seamless Wire,
Gold Soldered

Joints,
Warranted
Slyest'.

E Globe" inside.Swivel stamped Fine 

Quality.

w. & S
. 
B.*" 

ta outside.

Old , Reliable.
0 w. & a.B.*.

Seamless Wire,

Regular Quality.

Swivel stamped
& S. B. *" only.

(
WARRANTEDrTh pi Kt. Plate.
-)10 Kt.6old Solder
Seamless Wire Vi

Second Quality. Second Quality.

"W. & S. B. *" inside. W. & S. B. *" inside.
Swivel stamped Star and Crescent outside. Star and Crescent outside.

(THE ABOVE TRADE MARKS ARE PATENTED.)

Having received complaints that tags have been changed on our goods, dealers should note carefully that the
swivels are stamped with the quality to correspond with the tags, as noted above.
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NOW IS THE TIME

TO PLACE YOUR IMPORT ORDERS FOR

OPER/Von GLASSES
L. BLACK & C.O.

We have just received from our foreign connec-
tions a new line of samples to take import orders
with. 'This line is, without exception, the lowest-
priced fine line of goods ever carried in this market.

Besides our celebrated brand of

L. Noir et Cie Star * Brand,
we carry complete lines of the Lemaire, Colmont
and other leading makers, and you can rest assured
we are the people to give you prices low.

SEND FOR OUR PRICES.

L. BLACK & C.O.

L. BLACK & CO.
16 Rue De Enghein, Paris.
Ito Hatton Garden, London.
69 Sebastian Str., Berlin.

*SO.

Direct
Importers,

178 Broadway, NEW YORK.
Between Maiden Lane and John Street.
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

AFT
ER the zinc plate
is removed from
the acid-bath de-
scribed in our last

article, it is thoroughly

washed in pure water,
rubbing with a soft
sponge or lock of cotton.
The plate should now
be examined carefully
for specks of dirt and
fiber of lint, because
any foreign substance
would injure the film;
as, for instance, should

a very insignificant atom of dirt collie in an

important part of the picture, it would be am-

ple to ruin the engraving. An important part

of the apparatus must now be made, which is
known as the " twirler " or " whirler." A very
cheap substitute can be gotten ‘iip from a cheap

" brace " such as carpenters employ for holding a

bit for boring holes, but, like many other make-
shifts, requires more skill and practice to use than
a better tool.

The object of this twirler is to produce a very
thin film of bichromated gelatin on the plate. It

will be remembered that in the swelled gelatin

process a very thick film was desired ; but in

this instance we can almost say the thinner the

better, as long as there is a film at all. At Fig.

is shown a very simple substitute for the more
expensive machines. It consists of two pieces of
board A A' joined at right angles, as shown in
Fig. 1. 'rhe piece A is about six inches long and
the piece A' about ten inches long, and each
about five inches wide. For the sake of strength
and security a block b can be inserted in the
joining angle, as shown at b, Fig. 1.

For producing the twirling we cut out a
wheel, about six inches in diameter, from a piece
of half-inch board and cut a groove in the edge to
receive a round band for revolving the table C, to
which the zinc plate E is attached during the
process of coating. The table C is much like the
wheel B, except that it has no groove cut in its
edge. Attached to C, on the lower side, is a
pulley D about one and one-half inches in diam-
eter. This pulley has a groove in its edge to
receive the band g, which comes from the wheel
B and is turned to the proper angle by the small
pulleys/ f. The pulley D is securely attached to
the table C, and both revolve on a common
wood-screw as a center, the screw being fast in
A. The same kind of a center is employed for
the wheel B, shown at d, Fig. 2, said figure being
a view of Fig. i as if seen in the direction of the
arrow c.

The device for twirling can be screwed in a
bench-vise up to the line e for holding while being
operated, or it can be held in the left hand by the
handle F, while the right band revolves the pin
G as a crank. For securing the zinc plate E to
the table C, two slides can be employed, as shown
at H H, Fig. 3, which figure is a view of Fig. I
seen in the direction of the arrow i. These slides
or clips can be made of heavy sheet-brass bent to
the form shown at Fig. 4, which is a view of one
of the clips seen in the direction of the arrow j,
Fig. 3.

These clips have a .slot cut in them, as shown
at n, Fig. 5 - (which figure is an enlarged view of
one of the clips shown in Fig. 3), to enable the

clip _H being set forward or back for grasping

different sizes of zinc plates. The screws s s,
Figs. 3, 4 and 5, are round-headed wood-screws,
and have a washer 1 placed between the head of
the screw and the clip. The bent-up portion of
the clip H', Fig. 4, has a notch k cut in the side
for grasping the plate E `1116 zinc plate, after
thorough washing, is placed in- the twirler and
the superfluous wetter thrown off by centrifugal
force, which develops as C is rapidly 'revolved
by turning the crank-pin G. •

For coating the zinc .plate we make a mixture

of .the white of one fresh egg, seven ounces of

pure water, and one ounce of saturated solution of

bithromate of potash. This mixture is placed-in
a clean -bottle with a lot of pieces of broken glass,
and violently shaken to thoroughly incorporate
them and " beat up " the white of the egg. The
mixture is next filtered by placing a lock of cotton
loosely in the neck of a glass funnel and allowing
the solution to pass through. The precaution
must be taken of first letting a funnel full of water
run through, or the gelatin solution will not pass
through the cotton.

In filtering the gelatin solution, the tube of
the funnel should nearly touch the bottom of the
vessel into which it passes, to prevent the forma-
tion of air-bubbles. After filtering, as good a

vessel for pouring from as one needs is a ten-ounce

graduated glass measure. While the zinc plate is

still wet, pour on enough of the bichromated

gelatin solution to Cover the face of the plate, and

set the twirler in motion to spread the gelatin

coat evenly. Repeat the operation two or three

times, until the washing water is displaced and a

perfect coating is produced. The coating should

now be dried in the dark at a temperature of

75° F. ; a current of air facilitating the process
materially.

As soon as dry the zinc is exposed under the

negative in the strong printing-frame already

described in former articles. The exposure should

be for about five minutes in full sunshine. The
gelatin-coated zinc plate is now taken into the

dark room and removed from the printing-frame

and placed face up on a flat stone or iron slab,

and with the dabber described in last article coat

the plate with printers' ink of a fine quality and

pretty stiff. It may be necessary to add a little

turpentine to the printers' ink in order to have it

spread evenly over the gelatin surface, patting the

surface of the zinc with the kid-leather pad until

a perfectly even coat of ink is obtained. The

ruling feature of the coating of printers' ink is to

not cover the bichromated gelatin surface with an

absolute film, but with innumerable dots of ink

through which the yellow surface of the gelatin

shows. In fact, we want the ink coating to let

the water-bath reach the soluble gelatin unaffected

by the light

The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

AUGUSTUS K. SL,OAN,

J. B. BowonN,

HENRY HAVES,

President,

First Vice-President,
Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Of J. B. Bowden & Co.
Second Vice-Prident,

W  Of Brooklyn atch Case Co.
Third Vice-President,

DAVID UNTERMEYER , Of Keller & Untertneyer.
Treasurer,

BERNARD KARSCH, Of Bernard Karsch.
Secretary,

GEO. H. HouuNtneL, Of Hodenpyl & Sons.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

H. H. Bunts,  
N. H. WHITE,  
F. KROEBER,
HENRY ABBOTT,

Of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
Of N. H. White & Co.

  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
Of Henry Abbott & Co.

Jour; C. DAV,   Of Day & Clark.

For further information, application blanks for membership,
by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. 570 Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee was held at the Alliance office on
Friday, January 13, 1892. There were present
A..K. Sloan, president; J. B. Bowden and Henry
Hayes, vice-presidents ; Bernard Karsch, treas-
urer ; Messrs. White, Kroeber, Abbott, Day, and
Geo. H. Hodenpyl, secretary.

The following were admitted to membership:
Andrew Beck, Mamaroneck, New York ; Beilenson
Bros., 125 South Main Street, Marion, Ohio;
L. G. Goodspeed Estate, 26 East • Pike's Peak
Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado ; Hayter &
Brucker, 1334 East Fifth Street, Kansas City,
Missouri ; Howes Bros., 500 Second Street,
Clinton, Iowa.

Hire Mental Service, Not Mechanical.

If you notice one of your employees to whom it does
not seem worth while to indulge in thought for the initiation
or development of improvement in his department, the time
has arrived for you to initiate a change in one of two direc-
tions: either make it worth his while to do so, or let him
understand it is worth his while to quit.

No need to hesitate. a There are as good fish in the
sea as ever were caught "—if not better.

No need for sentiment. You may be doing the man
the greatest service of his life. In some other sphere his
mental activity may be called out, as it is not in your estab-
lishment. Besides, another may avail himself of opportu-
nities with you, as he failed to do, and there is a change of
benefit all around. ,

The survival of the fittest " makes for universal good,
anyhow.

There are clerks who want high wages, but are not
consumed with a burning desire to render high service.

There are merchants who yearn for high service; but
betray a uniform repugnance to the payment of high wages.

Both should weigh things up a little. Grudging service
was never yet good policy for an employee. Stingy remu-
neration cuts cents off the expenditures and dollars off the
returns. • —Dry Goods Chronicle.

“Do not care to miss a single copy, as the inform-
ation contained in one single number is often worth
more than the yearly price of your journal A special
item of interest to me are your editorials, which show
marked ability to handle all subjects with sound rea-
soning."—E. T. SHAW, Winterport, Maine.

A Wierd Superstition.

Pearl-hunters of Borneo and adjacent islands have a
peculiar superstition. When engaged in opening shells in
search of pearls they take every ninth find, whether large or
small, and place it in a bottle, which is kept tightly oorked
with a dead man's finger. The pearls thus kept are known
as seed or breeding-pearls, the natives of the island firmly
believing they will reproduce their kind. For every pearl
put into the phial two grains of rice are added for the pearls
to feed upon. Some whites in Boritee believe as firmly in
the superstition as do the natives, and almost every but
along the coast has its ,4 dead finger " bottle, with from nine
to fifty seed-pearls and twice their number of rile-grains
carefully and evenly stowed away among them. Nearly all
the burial-places along the coast have been desecrated by
pearl breeders," in search of corks for their bottles.
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The city of Danville,
Ill., is beautifully
situated at the
junction of the
Vermilion

River with its North Fork, and sixteen miles north-
west of that river's confluence with the Wabash.
Stony Creek cuts through the eastern part of the
city on its way to join the Vermilion. The
main part of the city is built upon an
elevated plateau which rises one hundred
feet above the water-level of the Vermilion.

Located as to Chicago, it is 124
miles due south ; as to Cincinnati, 200
miles northwest ; as to St. Louis, 183
miles northeast ; or nearly in the
center of the triangle formed by the
above-named cities, and in direct
communication with all of them.
There is no city of importance in a
direct line between it and Chicago.
On the south it has no competition
_until Terre Haute is reached, fifty-
four miles distant. No city of its size
intervenes on the southeast between it and Indianapolis, eighty-five miles
distant. Lafayette, its only rival on the northeast, is distant forty-six miles.
On the southwest Danville holds undisputed sway in the territory reaching
nearly to Decatur, distant seventy-four miles. Bloomington, on the west, is
separated from it by a distance of eighty-one miles.

Located with reference to Indiana, it is only a few miles from the State
line, and draws largely from the western portion of the thrifty Hoosier State.

Thus situated in the midst of a vast agricultural region which embraces
the garden-spot of two great States, Danville is justly entitled to the
sobriquet " The Queen of Eastern Illinois." In the territory embraced in
eastern Illinois there is no city approaching it in population or promise.

Coal is Danville's chief product. The city lies on the northeast outcrop
of the great coal-fields of Illinois. The wells ill the older part of the city are
sunk to a depth of from eighteen to twenty feet, to the shale overlaying the
coal, which dips south and west, going, as it were, deeper and deeper beneath
the surface. The North and Salt Forks of the Vermilion and many ravines
cutting through the surface, the coal is exposed in many places, where it is
obtained by stripping the little earth that overlies, and wedging out the same

(914271 9106

as the product of a stone-quarry is wedged out. This was the primitive way
of getting coal, and is still pursued. Anyone who can get trusted for a
scraper becomes a coal-operator and supplies houses, factories and stationary
engines.

The valuable earth known as fire-clay abounds in the Danville coal-
formations, and is found in large quantities below and above both the
Danville and Grape Creek coal-seams, especially the latter.

Danville has railroad facilities equaled by very few cities in the Union.
The railroads are not merely branches, but great through lines. They
radiate from Danville in all directions of the compass, and make important
connections, thei, several termini being at established cities on the lakes,
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. The following railways enter the city:
The main line of the Wabash Railway Co., extending from Toledo to
St. Louis, with branches to Quincy and Champaign ; the Chicago and
Eastern Illinois, extending from Chicago to Evansville, with its St. Louis
branch leaving the main line at Danville ; the " Big Four," Peoria Division,
extending from Indianapolis to Peoria ; the Chicago, Vincennes and Cairo,
extending from Danville to Cairo.
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'the Jewelers

Danville
LION & KYLLING

FRANK SCHARIO

L. E.SCHARIO
J. L. HILL & SON

W. C. ERNST
F. WETZEL
E. E. GERNAND

Among the most enterprising of Danville's
citizens are the jewelers, many of whose establish-
ments would do credit to more pretentious civic
centers. Chief among the jewelry establishments
is that of Lion & Kylling. F. Lion and George
F. Kylling succeeded August Blankenburg in the
jewelry business in this city, coming to Danville
from Evanston, the leading aristocratic suburb of
Chicago, where they were the proprietors
of the leading jewelry establishment of that
city for fourteen years, when the business
was sold out and a rest taken for health and
recreation for a short time. They pur-
chased the stock and goodwill of Mr.
Blankenburg, and since then moved into
new and better quarters, fitted up with new
and elegant side counter-cases, and are
continually enlarging their stock. Both
proprietors are practical men in their line
of business. They carry a full line of
watches of all the leading American manu-
facturers, diamonds, jewelry, solid and
silver-plated ware. They make a specialty
of repairing fine complicated watches.
Captain A. S. Bixby, whose portrait we
reproduce, for many years a respected citi-
zen and veteran jeweler of Danville, is in

the employ of the above firm.

Frank Schario is another popular jew-
eler. He came to Danville from Waterloo,
Canada, in 1876, and opened a store. He
has since enjoyed a good trade. The stock

carried by him is large, and comprises all

the novelties pertaining to the watch and

jewelry business. He is a good engraver as
well as watchmaker, and is well prepared

to meet the wants of his many customers in

any branch of the jewelers' art. Mr.

Schario is the oldest-established jeweler in

Danville, Ill., at present. One of the chief

attractions on East Main Street is his large clock

on the sidewalk, which serves the double Capacity

of being an attractive business sign and the time-

regulator for the general public. Like its owner,

it is always " on time." A well-selected line of

musical instruments forms a portion of his large

stock-in-trade.
L. E. Schario came to Danville from Water-

loo, Canada, in 1880, and entered the employ of

Frank Schario, his brother. After working three

years for the latter, he opened a store in 1883, and

has since been doing azood trade. Mr. Schario,

being an excellent watchmaker, soon gained a
reputation, and now controls a liberal share of the

work and business of the city. He carries a

large stock of goods, principally watches, and is

always in a position to fill any order that may
come his way.

J. L. Hill began business in Danville in 1883,

buying the stock and fixtures of the estate of

L. N. Monroe, the pioneer jeweler of the city.

In 1890 • Mr. Hill gave his son, J. P. Hill, an

interest in the business, and the firm name has

since been J. L. Hill & Son. The Hills,• pere et

.fils, are very enterprising and carry a very large

line of goods, every conceivable description of

jewelry being represented. The repairing depart-

ment is under the excellent management of Mr.

Fred. Robey, who is an accomplished workman
and who is capable of undertaking any piece of
work in the watch-repairing line that may be
brought before him. Mr. Robey has been with
the firm since it went into business, which is
sufficient evidence that he has filled his position
to the entire satisfaction of his employers. The
Messrs. Hill are very popular citizens as well as
business men, and enjoy the patronage of a goodly
portion of the elite of Danville.

W. C. Ernst located in Danville in February,
i881, where he was first employed by L. N.
Monroe, now deceased, who, as before said, was
the pioneer jeweler of the town. After remaining
with Mr. Monroe for a time Mr. Ernst was
employed by Mr. A. Blankenburg, with whom he

took a course in the Chicago Ophthalmic College
under Dr. H. M. Martin, graduating November
25th. He then went to Danville, where be
opened up his present store in December, 1891.
His qualifications have already secured for him a
measure of success that promises great things for
him in the near future.

The progress of Danville has been of the
genuine Western variety, and industry, affluence
and enjoyment are evinced in every. quarter.
There seems DO merchandise but what has its
mart, no interest without its representation. All
facilities for travel abound—the car upon the
paved streets, or the miles of walk for the passing
throng. The melody of bells proclaims the pass-
ing hour, and the shriek of the steam whistle

announces the cessation or renewal of a
multiform industry. Prosperous as is the
present, situated as it is there is still

greater prosperity in store for the city in the
early future. There is a yearly influx of
money and enterprise, and the increase in
the number of local jeWelers in a very few

years is, in itself, a significant reflex
of the civic growth and progress.

worked until 1885, when he went into. business
for himself. He is an excellent mechanic and
watchmaker, has built up a good trade, carries a
large and well-selected line of goods, and does a
growing share of the jewelry business of the town.

F. Wetzel, who was formerly in the employ
of A. Blankenburg, is yet but a short time in
business. He carries a nice stock, and makes
repairing a specialty. Mr. Wetzel is a good
mechanic and will undoubtedly do well, as he is
very popular, more especially with the German
element of Danville.

E. E. Gernand, Danville's youngest jeweler
and optician, was born October 20, 1862. It was
not, however, till 1886 that his career as a jeweler
began, Mr. A. Blankenburg, before referred to,
initiating him into the mysteries of the trade. In

1888 be left Danville for Reading, Pa., and while
there worked for A. B. Yorgey, John F. Beyerle

and S. J.. Dunkle. In 1890 Mr. Gernand left
Reading for La Porte, Ind., where he took a
three months' course in horology and graduated
in optics. He subsequently went to Chicago,
Ill., where he took instructions in the Wendell

School of Engraving. He began business in

Hoopeston, Ill., in September, 1890, but sold out
the following May and went to Anderson, Ind.
In September, 1891, be sold out his business in

the latter place and went to Chicago, where he

Make the Clerks Work.

Business in all its branches is essentially
the same, and the methods that bring suc-

cess or failure to the grocer are likely to
similarly affect the jeweler. The following

may, therefore, prove interesting to our
readers. The St. Louis Grocer has been
favored by a country dealer with a plan
by which, as he asserts, his two clerks

are made to give as much attention to the
building up of a profitable trade as be

himself does. He says, in substance, that
the whole secret of the matter lies in the

fact that he has put in practice a number
of plans that make it imperative as well

as interesting for the clerks to give special
attention to the various features of his

busi ness.
One of these features involves a new

system of buying stock. Each clerk is
held responsible for certain lines, and

is expected to keep an accurate account of the
stock on hand, as well as the supplies that will be
needed. When a traveling salesman comes in the
clerk is called on to furnish the proprietor with a
memorandum of the goals that he positively
needs, and an estimate upon the goods that he
will probably have a sale for in the immediate
future. He is really allowed to make up the
order, but only with the understanding that be
will be held responsible for his selections. One
very profitable result of this system is to be seen
in the eagerness with which the clerks record the
salable qualities of every brand in the various
departments. They know just exactly what quan-
tities the customers will want, and what brands
will be likely to sell the readiest. Another
outcome of the system is the establishment of a
" job lot "'counter in the store. Compelled to
keep a salable stock on band at all times, and
hence not allowed to let old stock accumulate, the
clerks every month or two „go through their
departments and set aside all goods that have
failed to please the trade. These are marked
down to cost prices, and are displayed on a
special counter, where they always excite atten-
tion and find buyers. The bargain counter in
this establishment, therefore, is an advertisement
as well as a source of cash income. The plan
seems to merit consideration.
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Headquarters for

WALTHAM WATCHES

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SILVERWARE

OPTICAL GOODS

TOOLS

MATERIALS

We carry the largest stock of

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
in the, world.

David F. Conover 8z Co.
Chestnut and Seventh Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.DAVID F. CONOVER.

B. FRANK WILLIAMS.
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Jack=Knives.

FTER the outside. and ends of
the cylinder have been
turned as directed in our
last article, the beads are
attached. It is well to
make these heads of pretty
thick sheet-brass, say one-
eighth of an inch or a
trifle over. If we leave a
ledge on the brass which
will just go into the end
of the cylinder, it will be
found to be an advantage,
as it not only serves as a
guide for fitting the cylin-
der-head to the cylinder,
but allows us to cut the
steam-ports a little back
of the extreme end of the

cylinder-shell. We show a plan of such a cylinder-
head at A, Fig. r, the ledge at b going tight inside
the cylinder. Fig. 2 is a side view of a vertical
section of Fig. i on the line a.

In making the steam-chest we shall have to
make a departure from the plan to be pursued
when castings are employed. One of the first
things to be got up is what we may term a saddle.
To make this we take'a piece of heavy sheet-brass
about one-fourth of an inch thick, seven-sixteenths
wide, and the same length as the cylinder, and on
one side bore it out in a similar way to what we
did the cylinder. This will be better understood
by a detailed description.

At Fig. 6 we show a plan or top view of the
piece of brass for the saddle ; now what we must
do is to recess the lower side to fit the outside of
the cylinder. To do this we place it on the shoe
employed for boring out the cylinder, shown again
at D, Fig. 5. The piece B is attached with soft
solder to D as shown ; when with the boring-out
device B is recessed to the dotted line, which will
cause it to exactly fit the outside of the cylinder.
We show at B, Fig. 4, an end view of the saddle-
piece, the dotted arc e representing the outside of
the. cylinder. •

The turning of the cylinder and the boring
out of the piece B should be very carefully done,
in order that the two parts may fit steam-tight by
the addition of a little cement. It is well to grind
the piece B to match the cylinder. This operation
will be best conducted by laying the saddle-piece
down flat with the concave side up, and with hard,
white glass ground to a fine powder and mixed
into a paste with a little oil, we proceed to grind
the two surfaces to fit. The object of using pul-
verized glass is that it leaves less grit embedded
in the surface of the metal.

At Fig. 7 is shown a bottom view of the sad-
dle B as if seen in the direction of the arrow j,

Fig. 3. In the concave side of B we must recess

two channels n n, for conveying the steam from

the ports g g' to each end of the cylinder. These
channels should be about three-sixteenths of an
inch wide and one-sixteenth of an inch deep, and

of the shape shown. In construction we get out

the saddle-piece B as we have described, and show

in Figs. 3, 4, 6 and 7 of the correct size. Through

this saddle we cut ports as shown at g g'. The

ports gg admit the steam to the cylinder, and are
one-fourth of an inch long by one thirty-second

of an inch Nxide. It will be borne in mind that

these ports open into the channels n n. The port

1: is for the exhaust, or to let the steam out of the
•

cylinder. This port is one-fourth of an inch long
and one-sixteenth of an inch wide, and is not cut

•entirely through B.
We show at Fig. 8 a top view of the cylinder

one-half the actual size. The dotted lines B indi-
cate the position of the saddle B, said saddle,
when in position, bringing the ends of the chan-
nels n n, Fig. 7, exactly over the slots 11, which
admit the steam into the cylinder. Fig. 9 is a
vertical longitudinal section of the cylinder on the
line r, Fig. 8, and shows both the cylinder and
the saddle-piece shown in Fig. 6. A hole k, Fig.
3, is drilled so as to open into the exhaust-port;
this hole should be as large as we can get without
weakening the saddle, in order that the steam
shall have free egress. It will be remembered the
saddle B is not quite one-fourth of an inch thick,
which will. allow us to employ a tube k one-eighth
of an inch inside diameter for the escaping steam
to pass out of. •

We would take this occasion to say that the
moisture from the steam of such a little engine, if
not conveyed away or condensed, will be found to
be a decided nuisance in a workshop ; conse-
quently we must provide for the disposal of it
when making the engine. For attaching the sad-
dle B to the cylinder the best plan is to screw it
fast with small screws. It can be secured with
soft solder, but screws will be much more satis-

factory. The cement we spoke of for the joint
between the saddle and the cylinder is composed
of glycerin and red-lead ground together to the
consistency of artists' tube-colors. In applying it
a little is smeared on the two surfaces, when they
are rubbed together and the screws put in. In a
few days the cement will set hard.

The steam-chest, which goes on the saddle B,
is simply a rectangular box made of sheet-brass a
little over one-sixteenth of an inch thick, and
constructed so it is five-sixteenths by one-half
inch on the inside, and about one-fourth of an
inch deep. We show such a chest, as seen from
above, at Fig. ro, with a side view at Fig. ii.
This box, or chest, is filed so as to be of the same
width as the top of the saddle, and secured to it
by screws, which pass through the lid or cover
and also through the sides of the steam-chest into
the saddle. The location of the cover is indicated
at the dotted line G, Fig. II, and the position of
one of the screws at p. The ledge of the head to
the cylinder is supposed to be a trifle less than
one-sixteenth of an inch—say three sixty-fourths
of an inch—deep, leaving a space of one sixty-
fourth of an inch between the piston and the
cylinder-head.

Your reminder that my subscription to THE
KEYSTONE had expired, received. I can't see how I
could get along without it. It is the best paper I have
ever taken in the jewelry business, and I have learned
more from that than all the other trade papers I have
taken. Enclosed find One Dollar, and send me the
paper another year. I have taken it seven years, and
I hope to take it seven more. Wishing THE KEYSTONE
great success."—WAI. GOOBY, Carthage, South Dakota.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association of
Illinois.

The regular quarterly meeting of the Retail
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association of Illi-

nois was held at Chicago, January 12, 1893. The
following craftsmen were accepted as members:
H. Von der Heydt, of Chicago, Ill. ; G. W.

Tallman and Clay Glotfetty, of Lanark, Ill.;
Geo. Hart, of Yellow Creek, IlL ; Otho N. Gay,
Of Camp Point, Ill. ; Ed. H. Lane, of Genoa,
Ill. ; A. K. Phileo, of Alexis, Ill. ; C. E. Nico-
demus, of Forreston, Ill. ; E. F. Randolph,
Farina, Ill. ; Geo. C. Schreiber, Lincoln, Ill. ;
and S. Rhodes, of Ulysses, Neb.

The following companies and firms promised
their support in establishing-World's Fair head-
quarters in Chicago for the accommodation of all
retail craftsmen : Elgin National Watch Co.,
Waterbury Watch Co., New York Standard
Watch Co., Wadsworth Watch Case Co., C. H.
Knights & Co., of Chicago, Rockford Silver Plate
Co., Howard Sterling Company, R. F. Simmons
& Co., of Attleboro, Mass., and Foster & Bailey,
of Providence, R. I.

Digging the Turquoise.

The production of precious stones in the United States,
until the past year, has never been of sufficient importance
to attract any particular attention to this industry. Many
varieties of precious stones are found in different sections of
the United States, but the average production of all varieties
per annum has not been considerable. Last year a New
York company commenced mining for turquoise in the
Burro Mountains, near Silver City, N. M., and a dividend
of six per cent. on the capital stock of $i,000,000 has just
been declared. The dividend was earned from the operation
of the mines for the period of nine months.

The existence of turquoise in different parts of New
Mexico has been known for many years, but the stones
were supposed to be of an inferior quality and of but little
value, consequently turquoise-mining was left chiefly to the
Pueblo Indians, who sold stones of an inferior quality at
various railroad stations in the Territory.

Most of the stones came from Santa Fe County, and
they were sold by the Indians at such low rates that
nobody thought of investigating the matter, and it was not
until specimens of turquoise from an old mine in the Burro
Mountains were sent to Tiffany & Co., New York, that any
stePs were taken to work turquoise mines in New Mexico
in a systematic manner. The mines which are now being
worked in the Burro Mountains were worked -many years
ago, probably by the Aztecs, on quite an extensive scale, as
the dumps plainly show. They took only the best stones
and left the inferior ones in the dirt on the dump: Many of
these were found prior to the time the New York company
came into possession of the mines, and it was supposed that
none but inferior stones were to be found there ; but the
developments within the past few months have shown that
the best stones found in the Burro Mountains are not
surpassed in quality by the best Persian turquoise.

Although the Company, which is known as the Ameri-
can Turquoise Company, has only been operating the mines
a short time, it is the principal producer of turqtioise in the
world, the output being much larger than that of the
Persian mines. Most of the heavy stockholders in the
Company live in New York, and Charles L. Tiffany is one
of the heaviest.

Quite a large percentage of the stones found are
comparatively worthless, but a large number of very fine
ones have been found.

A Story of Ex-President Hayes.

One of the peculiarities of Gen. Hayes was that since
he was a young man he never carried a watch. The reason
for this was that in his younger days a watch that he carried
was the cause of sending two men to the penitentiary. It
was stolen from his pocket; the thief was captured, tried,
convicted and sent to the penitentiary for a term of years.
The General recovered his watch and a second time it was
stolen. The thief turned out to be a poor man with a large
family, and after be was sent to the penitentiary the General
came to the conclusion that he would get rid of the cause of
so much trouble to his fellow-men. Since then he has
never owned a watch.
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The

Important Notice of Correspondence Department.

After three years of marvelous growth, our Correspondence Course has been
carefully revised, entirely re-written, and greatly enlarged, with special instruction
on the ophthalmoscope, prisms and all the new and practical points which wide-
awake opticians should know ; besides which, many new and valuable features
have been added, until the Course has now reached perfection ; and in thus utilizing
our past experience we are enabled to give the greatest satisfaction to every student.

Don't ! Don't ! Don't ! If you think of taking a correspondence course in
optics, DON'T imagine you can get it anywhere: There is but one real and valuable
correspondence course, and that is ours. Others have tried to copy and, of course,
have missed it. These feeble efforts to. copy our great system may.be compli-
mentary to us, but they can not be attractive to you. You want the genuine ; no
a weak imitation. You want the best ; not the poorest.

Our Correspondence. Course was originated at a great expenditure of time
and labor and money ; it was never an experiment, but was a pronounced success
from the start, and our extended experience has brought it to the highest standard
of excellence.

• Remember, our College is incorporated, and, by authority of the State, we are
now enabled to issue a most valuable Diploma and confer a degree on our graduates,
which advantages the correspondence student shares alike. Those interested are
requested to write for circulars, and to enclose business card.

Optician's
Record
Book,
only $2.00.

Address all letters to

Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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NEP/34 Maiden Lane, New York.

American Turquoises.
A REMARKABLE RECORD!

THE AZURE
MINING COMPANY'S

TURQUOISES
Head the List!

STATE OF NEW YORK, 1.
SS.COUNTY OF NEW YORK. j

Before me, a Notary Public in and for said county,
personally appeared M. D. Rothschild, who affirms that he is
Secretary and Treasurer of the Azure *Mining Company, a
corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of New
York and doing business in New York City.

Deponent further says that all the Turquoises mined, cut
and sold by the Azure Mining Company during the last
fourteen months, have passed through his hands and under his
direct notice, and that, to the best of his knowledge and belief
not a single stone has changed its color, either among those
retained in stock or those sold by the Company.

M. D. ROTHSCHILD.
Affirmed and subscribed before me

this I9th day of January, 1893.
oxx.r.f.

Joux H. RYAN, Notary Public,
N. Y. County.

We hereby inform the trade that after the
above result we do not

hesitate to

GUARANTEE
our Turquoises.

The Rum Mining Compaq
41 & 43 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Be sure that you get The Azure Mining Company Turquoises,
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The Irax of the Centuries.

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Once upon a time, as we are told by Voltaire
in one of his delightful tales, there lived a very
vain governor of one of the Babylonian provinces,
named Irax, whom the King of Babylon determ-
ined to cure of his inordinate self-esteem. So it
was arranged that a full orchestra and chorus
should attend his waking, and soon as sleep had
unlocked his ears he was saluted with a cantata
two hours long, every third minute of which was
occupied with a refrain that was broadly flattering.
Then the royal chamberlain harangued him for
three-quarters of an hour, commending him for a
thousand good qualities which he did not possess.
When Irax opened his lips to make the most trival
remark, the assembled company would exclaim
with awe, " What wisdom do we hear ! " When
he said nothing his flatterers fell on their faces in
pretended respect for the unspoken wisdom which
they were not worthy to hear ; and the over-
whelming adulation continued " from morn to
noon, from noon to dewy eve." On the first day
Irax was delighted ; on the second, bored ; on the
third, disgusted ; on the fourth, mad ; and on the
fifth day he was cured.

It seems to me that the Nine-
teenth Century is being treated
much as the wicked conspirators
of the Babylonian court treated

poor Irax ; and I hasten to its defense, that it
may not suffer a similar cruel reaction of self-
opinion. It is hardly awake of a morning before
a chorus of ten thousand newspapers, orations and
essays dins into its ears, as in Zadig,

Que son tn6rite est extrme!
Que de grftces! que de grandeur I

and a million of courtiers, with eyes variously
directed toward the late Paris Exposition and the
coming World's Fair, tell it to its face that there
never was such an age. " If you doubt it," say
they, " behold the triumphs of steam, and elec-
tricity, and patent harvesters, and automatic in-
cubators ! There never—no, NEVER—was such
a time ! " Impelled by a merciful disposition I
want to seal the ears of the Century to this tireless
praise, while I discuss for a minute whether all
this marvellous multiplication of mechanical
appliance in modern life is an unmixed gain to
civilization, in its widest and highest sense ;
whether the good of it is quite so vast, quite so
immediate as the chorus makes out—and if I shall
look at the question more or less closely through
the spectacles of Mr. Frederic Harrison, his spec-
tacles will be none the worse for the prospect
which unfolds to my eye, and the reflected vision
of KEYSTONE readers will be all the clearer.

If it is, then there is no need for
further debate; and I will re-
move the plugs from the ears of
the Century, that it may hear

the truth. But I doubt that we can fairly measure
civilization by our material progress—even if we
can agree upon what civilization is. Certainly,
the cause of progress is bound up with every prin-
ciple worth having ; and " material progress is an
indispensable step in general progress." Railways
and gas and telephones and watches, and all the
appliances and conveniences of our age are doing
great service for humanity, no doubt ; and we
cannot accept the dictum of Mr. Ruskin that
it is " the era of moneybags and cant, soot,
hubbub and ugliness " ; but is it the millenium
foretold by the prophets—and the inventors of
patentable articles?

Everyone can state for himself
the hyperbolic contrast between
the material conditions as they
exist to-day and as they existed

one, two, three, twenty or a hundred centuries
ago. It is impossible to enumerate even the
most conspicuous, in this limited space, except in
the sketchiest outline. Thus : The electric light

A
Modern
Instance.

Is Machinery
The Last Word of
Civilization?

The
Contrast of
Accomplishments.

has displaced the tallow candle. To get news to
Central Asia formerly required at least a year;
now the President's message is printed in news-
papers in all parts of the world within three hours
after it is delivered. The loaf of bread on the
New York table is made from wheat grown in
California ; a New -England child's penny toy is
fashioned in Japan. One of our war ships would
sink all the navies which fought at Trafalgar and
the Nile. The value of the annual product of a
single acre of our towering factories. is equal to
that of a whole State in the colonial period. I
need not continue the tremendous recital further.
What was the impossible is now the commonplace.
" Take it all in all, the merely material, physical,
mechanical change in human life in the hundred
years fromWatts' day to our own is greater than
occurred in the thousand years that preceded"
—aye, in 2000 or 20,000 years ! But are WE
so vastly wiser, or nobler, or happier ? Is the
advance in real civilization at all to be com-
pared with the incredible " leaps and bounds"
of material improvement ? There are immensely
greater opportunities—granted ; there are a thou-
sand times the resources of any other age—
granted ; but do we use them to a thousand
times better purpose?

Is there commensurate impetus
to civilization in its high sense,
in the nineteenth century, as we
find in its low sense, in its phys-

ical, material sense?
I trow not ; and I submit the reasons for my

doubts.
Take science. To place beside the marvellous

tools of modern science those with which Coper-
nicus, Galileo, Newton and Harvey worked is like
comparing the equipment of a modern ironclad
with that of a row-boat of the South Sea Islander,
and yet—and yet—will any competent man pre-
tend that the age of Faraday and Darwin and
Koch and Edison is distinctly higher than the age
which witnessed Newton and Herschel and Priest-
ley ; or the age of Buffon and Lavoisier ; or the
age of Bacon and Harvey and Descartes and
Leibnitz? " You may raise your mechanical
apparatus of science a thousandfold, you do not
double your scientific genius one."

Do you speak of philosophy? Wherein is ours
so vastly more profound than that of Kant and
Adam Smith, Diderot and Hume? So with liter-
ature. On every day in 1893 the press will turn
out more printed matter than it turned out in a
hundred years of Shakespere's day ; yet wherein
are we ahead of the respective ages of letters
which produced Goethe and Johnson and Voltaire,
Burke and Schiller, Milton and Moliere and
Locke? As for music, can we touch in contem-
porary accomplishment the marvelous works of
Mozart, Beethoven and Bach? And in respect of
painting and sculpture we must " forever hold our
peace ' in the shadowy presence of Phidias and
Michel Angelo, Raphael and Rubens, Corregio
and Murillo. I fail to see that their lack of our
material resources blunted and cramped the lives
of our forefathers to the extent that the spoiled
sons of the nineteenth century would expect.

. We live in an age that is marked

The
Pith of the
Question.

A by stupendous achievements inMarvelous
every drectiAccomplishment. i direction. of of material and
mechanical performance. We

count wealth by billions. We have power to go
anywhere, or learn anything, or order what we
will, in as few seconds as it formerly required
.days. We look billions of miles into starry space;
we send billions of letters through the postoffices ;
we print billions of newspaper pages annually ; we
whirl billions of human creatures from place to
place—it is the century of billions. Our electric
lights turn night into day ; we tunnel mountains,
and cut canals through continents-; we gratify
every wish for material things by turning a crank
or opening a pipe ; we are as much superior, in
these physical appliances, to the men of Shake-
spere's day, as they were to the Hottentots. But
are we equally superior in cultivation of brain
and heart and character ? There's the rub !

A
Distinction
with a Difference.

I question whether the mere
opportunities we have of going
everywhere, seeing everything
and doing anything we wish,

have not led us to mistake the multiplication of
human instruments for the enlargement of human
_powers. We are so overwhelmed with our appli-
ances, so bewildered by our limitless resources,
so puzzled with our enormous mass of materials,
that the measure of success has come to be
product. The question should be, how are these
products consumed, and what sort of lives is lived
by the producers ? In what degree do they make
for the increase of self-restraint, of unselfishness,
of high thinking? To what point do they ad-
vance real civilization?

So, until all kinds of human energy get into
more harmonious proportion, I think that the
excessive laudation of the nineteenth century will
pall upon the impartial mind. Until the present
urgent need for " synthetic habits of thought,
systematic education, and a common moral and
religious faith " is satisfied, the Irax of the cen-
turies should stop his ears to the cantata of
over-praise.

As I was concluding the foregoing essay
there came to my memory the following verses,
which are in some degree germane to the subject:

What Lack We Yet?
When Washington was President,

As cold as any icicle,
He never on a railroad went,

Anil never rode a bicycle.

He read by no electric lamp,
Neer heard about the Yellowstone;

He never licked a postage stamp,
And never saw a telephone.

His trousers ended at the knees, .
By wire he could not send dispatch.

He filled his lamp with whale-oil grease,
And never had a match to scratch.

But in these days it's come to pass
All things are with such dashing done,

We've all these things, but then, alas—
We seem to have no Washington!

ONE of D. T. Mallet's sententious " Whens "
goes as follows:

When you over-urge a customer to make a purchase,
on credit, of an article for which he has no immediate or
urgent use, you are preparing a bad debt."

The truth of the observation has been ex-
perienced so repeatedly by unfortunate merchants,
jobbers and Manufacturers, that all should be
grateful to the author for putting the fact in such
succinct form. It deserves to be written over
every counter and on the walls of every counting-
MOM.

A glib talker, eloquent from his own knowl-
edge of the transcendent merits of his own goods,
puts a weak or diffident buyer io great disad-
vantage. The buyer cannot offset the torrent of
convincing and persuasive eloquence, and is often
reduced to a mild state of hypnotism by the over-
shadowing personality of the salesman. He buys,
on a long credit, what he does not need or cannot
easily sell, or he buys in excess of his needs—and
when the bill is due and the goods remain unsold
on his hands, the creditor asks for his money and
finds " there is the devil to pay " instead ! And
the creditor rails against the merchant; and calls
heaven to witness the business iniquity, or in-
capacity, in this day and generation.

The case is paralleled again and again in
examples concerning the merchant and consumer;
and the wisdom of Mr. Mallet's " When " is again
in evidence.

It requires a finer merchandising instinct to
lead one to stop selling an easY buyer, than it
does to break down the barriers of the slow and
cautious • but it is not generally so understood.
When will salesmen learn the danger of making a
bad debt when they become both the seller and
the buyer 1—for that is virtually their position
with many customers. When will traders stop
short of the danger line? J. T.

Mb,
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R.Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
Pieces now ready
in " Waverley"

pattern:

Tea Spoons, 6 oz.
id 
" 8 oz.

Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Coffee Spoons, large.

di Si small.
Orange Spoons.
Tea-Caddy"
Jelly
Pap
Ice Cream "
Dessert Forks.
Medium "
Salad
Oyster "
Medium Knives.
Dessert
Butter
Pie
Butter Spreaders.
Sugar Shells.
Sugar Tongs.
Child's Sets.
Cream Ladles.
Bon-Bon Scoops.
Ice Cream Knives.

it

di

Other pieces in
preparation.

Siluersmiths.

MEDIUM FORK.

THE WAVERLEY.
DESIGN PATENTED.

Factories: Wallingford, Conn.
New York Store : 3 Park Place. Chicago Store : 86 Wabash Ave.

JOHN W. SISSON, Manager. GEO. M. WALLACE, Manager.

ESTABLISHED IN 1889.
FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Jewelers' School of

Letter and Monogram Engraving,

Design of 14 K. Gold Pin presented
to every student at end

of course.'

-63, 65, 67 and 69 Washington Street,

• CHICAGO, ILL.

Over 200 graduates. All employed at remunerative wages.

THE first, only and best School in the country in which young men and women can learn the art of letter and monogram engraving, and make practical use of It.Every student fit to fill position at end of course. Engraver's are more in demand and are better paid than in any other branch of the business. A full corps of
competent engravers as instructors. Students practice on gold and silver entirely, including plain silver rings for inside lettering. The School is in the samebuilding with the factory, in which we employ one hundred and fifty men on all kinds of jewelry (making and repairing), stone-setting, watch-case making, gold and silverplating, lapidary work, enameling, ornamental engraving and chasing, raised rustic monograms and bangle work, assaying, refining, etc. While we do not instruct inanything but engraving, students can obtain a superficial knowledge of all kinds of manufacturing, which will be beneficial to anyone in the retail jewelry business. This

School is conducted by business men who have employed engravers and instructed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average student canaccomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months, or less, to every student they accept. They are further justified in making this statement by the progress everystudent already entered has made, and can refer to every graduate of the School. This School is recognized by the trade throughout the country, and its graduates areeagerly sought after by the best retail jewelers in all sections. If you wish to become a first-class engraver, attend a school where engraving only is taught. Full terms
and information on application. Correspondence solicited.

Wendell & Company,
The Special filanufacturers for the Retail Jewelrg Trade,

PROPRIETORS.

Richard 0. Kandler,
CHIEOP' INSIRUCTOR.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" CORRESPONDENT '! desires to know where
Thompson's Polishing Fluid is made. Will some
of our readers be kind enough to furnish the
address?

" INITIALS."—I have a mastodon tooth which weighs
eight and three-quarter pounds, found in a marsh
three miles north of here, which is petrified.
The nerve cavity is larger than a large-sized
lead-pencil. I have some fine fresh-water pearls;
where can I find sale for them ?

If you wish to dispose of the mastodon tooth
you had better correspond with the custodian of
the Academy of Natural Sciences, corner Nine-
teenth and Race Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. We
think all jewelers who" get hold of fine fresh-water
pearls would do well to set them up and trust to
local sales. Pearls, unless they are very fine and
large, are but of small value.

" EXPLANATION WANTED."-In January, 1892,
KEYSTONE, page 58, in your article " Watch-
makers' Tools," you describe an instrument for
testing the angular motion of a lever and pallet
action. You first speak of an index-arc of one
and one-half inches radius, divided into degrees,
to test the angular motion of the fork; and then
say that when testing the fork-action the index
should be placed one and one-fourth inches from
the center of the pallet-staff. Here seems an
inconsistency. Please explain.

The index-arc should be constructed on an
arc of one and one-half inclie§ radius. In the wire
recommended and illustrated at F, the text should
read fine copper wire from the bass string of a
violin. Both are typographic errors.

" SPOON-HANDLE."—(1) How can I remove the
transparent film or lacquer from spoon-handles
made by Towle Mfg. Co.? (2) Where can I pro-
cure tools for engraving on wood P

(I) Usually such films can be disengaged by
immersing the goods for a few minutes in boiling
water. (2) Wood-engravers' gravers can be had
of Weber & Co., 1125 Chestnut Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. The ordinary knife-graver, or what
H. H. Kayton, 82 Nassau Street, New York,
catalogues as " half-round gravers, broad back,"
will answer every purpose by selecting numbers
5o, 52, 54, 56 and •58 in his 1892 catalogue,
page 41.

"SOLID PLATES."—How can I restore movement-
plates that have become colored or dark from
long usage P Oftentimes we find very small, dark
specks that look like particles of dust, but on
close examination we find them to be rust,
which cannot be removed with a brush or by.
any means I have tried, except to scrape them
off, which is unsatisfactory. How can I remove
them best?

A solution of cyanide of potassium, made by
dissolving half an ounce of this salt in a pint of
water, will generally remove the stain where it
arises from the gilding being worn off; but the
cyanide solution, although it helps some, will not
remove the small spots of which you speak, which
are located below the gilding. Scraping, as you
suggest, with a fine, special steel point is about the
only practical way to dispose of them. Some of
the stronger acids, like a mixture of nitric and
sulphuric, will remove them, but the mixture in-
jures the gilding and all steel parts must be

removed. Where the gilding is gone, as in the
first instance you mention, and also when rust and
verdigris spots are conspicuous, the better plan is,
on taking in such a watch, to call the owner's
attention to the fact, and recommend new gilding
for the movement.- It might not be advisable to
make a heavy charge for the operation, but just
get money enough to pay for time and material;
such a policy would have a good influence on a
workman's trade. With a small hand-dynamo
gilding the plates of a watch occupies but a very
few minutes, and costs but a:few cents for material.
It is not like having to do the work with a chem-
ical battery that is always out of order.

"RINGS."—Can you give me the signification of
wearing rings on the different fingers of the
hand P I often have the question asked, and
would like to be able to answer.

Our expert says he knows more about rings
mechanically than sentimentally. We have been
trying for a year to obtain a book on this subject
published in London, but so far have not obtained
it, but think we shall be able to do so very shortly,
when we will give KEYSTONE readers the benefit.

" ELECTRIC MOTOR."—(1) How can fine gold be
hard-soldered without burning the gold, and how
do you restore the color of gold after hard-
soldering? (2) Would you prefer an electric
motor before a small steam engine for running a
watchmakers' lathe ? If so, where can the cheap-
est motor be had, and ,what would be the cost
per month to run?

We hardly think you mean fine gold in the
sense in which manufacturing jewelers employ it.
Strictly speaking, " fine gold " is pure gold ; and
pure gold will not blacken by heating. For hard-
soldering such gold as is usually employed in the
manufacture of jewelry—of, say, from nine to four-
teen karat, the surface should be protected by a
coating of some kind of anti-oxydizer, for which
the following is a good recipe:

To hold the color of gold or silver luring
the process of hard-soldering. It is composed
of

Yellow ochre 4 parts '
Boracic acid . . I part
The above ing,redients are mixed with

boiling water to thoroughly incorporate them,
and allowed to boil for an hour. The com-
position is applied as a paint to all the surface
heated, except where the solder is to flow, as
it prevents this action.

After the soldering is done, and while at a
blue-heat, throw into a pickle composed of water
five parts, sulphuric acid one part. If the article
looks a sickly green, after coming out of the pickel
dip it in a porcelain dish containing hot sulphuric
acid and a few crystals of saltpeter. (2) Small
steam engines spit steam and water, and the boiler
usually gives no end of trouble. While we advise
all jewelry concerns which do any great amount
of work to economize man-power by employing
steam, still we would, in no case, advise employing
steam-engines of less than one horsepower ; and
where one horsepower is needed, it is the better
economy to make use of a two-horsepower engine
and boiler. In regard to electric engines, if you
are situated so as to get a current from an electric
light wire, this, undoubtedly, is the best and
cheapest source of power for a watchmaker's lathe.
Where chemical batteries are employed, the cost
is worth counting—say from three to five cents a
day ; but we are positive no workman who has
ever used a motor will ever condescend to kick a
foot-wheel for three times what it costs for running
one by an electric motor. Motors in which cast-
iron' is employed in construction should never be
employed for any purpose where chemical batteries
furnish the current, as they waste from thirty to

fifty per cent. of the electrical energy ; and when
such energy costs money we should seek in every
way to economize it. We consider the Ben.
Franklin Electrical CO., of 1331 North Tenth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., is making about the
cheapest, and certainly as effectual, small motor
as any on the market.

" POLISH."—How can I restore the beautiful polish
on gold or silver watch cases P I do consider-
able engraving on watch cases, and in the
operation they get more or less scratched, and I
cannot restore the perfect polish.

. Watch-case polishing is, like all mechanical
operations, a trade. But before we go further we
would beg to say you should not let a case get
scratched while being engraved. A workman
should never handle a watch case with his fingers.
In a watch case factory all polished cases are
handled with clean pieces of cotton cloth. A
case-factory man will handle a movement with his
fingers regardless of smear, but the immaculate
polish of the case he preserves by always using a
piece of clean cotton cloth. The polishing of
watch cases, and, for that matter, any gold or sil-
ver article, is, theoretically, a very simple opera-
tion ; practically the failure of ninety-nine work-
men in a hundred to obtain a fine polish is lack of
cleanliness. We have spoken of this repeatedly,
but such instructions are like those given in a
school, and those to whom the advice is a " chest- -
nut " must let on they do not hear it. If we bear
in mind the fact that polishing any substance is
only pe,fectly smoothing the surface we have ac-
quired half the mystery, and the remaining half
is to know the best materials to employ and how
to use them. For illustration, let us take a silver
coin (say a quarter of a dollar) and smooth and
polish it for engraving. 'The first process is to
turn or file off the face of the coin. Even this
should be conducted with an eye to the subsequent
perfect surface produced by polishing ; that is, let
every operation do as much as possible toward the
final polect sullace. In filing, for instance, there
would be no object in employing- a fine file in
which pins or small lumps of metal were allowed
to accumulate, which produce deep gutters across
the face of the coin only to be removed by some
subsequent process. When we come to removing
file-marks, fine emery can be employed, or pumice:
stone powder ; but, in all instances, let no Coarse
particles interfere with the gradual advance of the
smoothing process. For employing rotten-stone
or tripoli, a stiff, round brush in a polishing-lathe
is the tool to use, mixing the rotten-stone or tripoli
with oil to a thick paste—kerosene does well.
After all scratches are removed, wash the article
well with soap and water to remove every particle
of the rotten-stone, or your subsequent polish will
be milky. Do not think you can handle the work
with gritty, dirty hands. Everything must be
absolutely free of grit. The great trouble about
producing perfect polished work in a jobbing shop
is to so employ the polishing-lathe.as to keep the
rouging process perfectly free from the contam-
ination of grit from former smoothing operations.
The rouge-polish is produced by first brushing
with round bristle-brushes in the polishing-lathe,
using rouge mixed with oil, or rouge tablet, fol-

. lowed by buffing with a rotary buff made of
cotton-flannel or elk-leather, making use of best
plate rouge wet with gin, which experts claim to
be better than alcohol. The final black polish is
obtained just as the rouge gas .black and dry on
the buff, and is really produced by a film-surface
on the buff of the metal we are polishing.
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Clocks.

ROBABLY the best escapement to
adopt with a torsion pen-
dulum is the recoiling
anchor. As stated in our
last article the dead-beat
anchor, after the manner

of the Graham escapement,

r4. can be used, but it is more
bother to make and gives no
better results. Let us sup-

pose we wish to make one, and adapt an

eight-day clock beating seconds to a torsion pen-
dulum which will cause the same movement to run
480 days. If the pallets and escape-wheel are well
adapted for our use, we can retain the escapement,
and the problem then is simply to cause the clock,
by the employment of the torsion pendulum, to
beat minutes instead of seconds.

The duration of the vibrations of the torsion
pendulum admits of very wide range. Suppose
we take two pieces of steel piano-wire, four feet
long, and suspend them as shown in Fig. 1, where

C C' shows the two wires; A, the suspension stud;
B, the revolving disk, or what nearly corresponds
in controlling power to the ordinary pendulum-

bob. Now what controls and governs the rapidity
of the vibrations of the disk B is not so much
the weight of the disk B as the diameter of it.

To illustrate, suppose the disk B to be a flat plate

of metal, say six inches in diameter, half an inch

thick, and weighing four and one-half pounds,

and suspended on the two wires C C' as shown.

Now if the disk is revolved in one direction,

say four full turns, and released, the weight of the

disk, in conjunction with the torsion force of the

wires, will cause it to turn back the four,revolutions,

and the velocity which it has acquired in the four

revolutions will carry it nearly four revolutions in

the opposite direction. The force of torsion of

the two wires and the weight of the disk, which

was raised a little by the twisting of the wires,

would carry it back exactly four times (or any

other number of turns which would not break the

suspension), if it was not for two frictions—first,

the air, and second, the molecules which compose

the suspension wires. If we should make the

disk B thinner in the middle, and carry the weight

outward toward the edge, we would also diminish

the number of vibrations in a given time.

Hence it will be seen we have the means at

our disposal to readily make the beats of the pen-

dulum agree with our requirements, because if we

should substitute a solid metal sphere of the same

weight, the rapidity of the vibrations would be

greatly accelerated.. It is also to be borne in

mind that the length of the suspension, that is,

the distance between A and B, has but little influ-

ence on the duration of the vibrations, because

with a very short suspension of two fine wires

close together, and a broad disk carrying the

weight out from the center of revolution, we could

obtain a very slow rate.

Of course, judgment should be exercised in

making the parts in the proper proportions to

obtain good results. We have seen notices of such

torsion pendulums being made by attaching lead

balls to the edge of a metal disk. While such

a method of construction would make a pendulum

quite attractive as far as appearance goes,•still it

is one we would not recommend to the practical

workman, because it is very difficult to make lead

balls stay just where. they are put. A very nice

torsion ball can be made of such brass wheels as

are used for flywheels of toy steam-engines, as

shown at Fig. 2 ; where D represents the wheel,

and b b screws added to the rim to make the

weight right for the required number of vibrations.

Such a pendulum ball looks very much like a six-

arm balance with screws in the rim.
By adopting such a style of ball for a torsion

pendulum it is very easy to bring it to time by

putting more or less screws in the rim, and also by

making the screws larger or smaller. In Fig. 3,

the small circle c is supposed to represent the

arbor of an escape-wheel to a clock-movement

beating seconds, which under the new conditions

—"becomes the center-arbor and makes a revolution

once an hour. In order to get the hour-hand to

perform its functions, we place on c a cannon-

pinion shown at f, and locate a minute-wheel at

F, with its pinion g working into the hour-wheel G.

On the arbor c is placed the escape-wheel

with the proper number of teeth to agree with the

beats of the torsion pendulum ; that is, if the

torsion balance D requires a minute to each set of

gyrations, we can use a thirty-tooth escape- wheel

on the arbor c, just as if we were using it for a

seconds pendulum. The gist of the idea is, the

A

torsion pendulum runs precisely sixty times as
slow as the ordinary seconds pendulum. If the
torsion pendulum requires two minutes for a beat,
we employ fifteen teeth. Care should be taken to
economize all the power possible in the escape-
ment ; shaping the pallets and limiting the drop
so that the .largest possible percentage of the power
of the train goes to useful work.

It is better to make use of a weight for pro-
pelling such a,clock than a spring, as such power
is equal at all times, and we can easily add to the
motive power as desired—of course, within the
limit of safety. Extra power on clocks with tor-
sion pendulums does.not injure the train, inasmuch
as it only moves with one-sixtieth the velocity of
an ordinary eight-day clock.

Indulge the customer who " knows it all."
He will undertake to tell you more about watches
than even the superintendent of a watch factory
would swear to; give him the benefit of believing
that he has instructed you. It will pay you better

to make the sale to him than to convince him of
his ignorance. You are not paid to be a mission-
ary to invincible self-conceit.

"A man may smile, and smile, and be a
villain," But at least the smile sugar-coats his
villainy, and makes the pill slip down the victim's
throat more easily. You, who are presumably not

a villain, can add immensely to your popularity
in your community if you will lay aside your
habitual frown and doff your surliness. It costs
nothing to look pleasant, and a cheery Manner is

the passport to the good opinion of " good
fellows." There is no essential trade merit in a

severe countenance.

.Providence Letter. •

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Februaiy 2, 1893.

Trade is featureless here at present. The post-holiday
reaction produced a temporary lull, and a seasonable quiet-
ness has prevailed in consequence for the past few weeks.
The outlook, however, seems auspicious, and unlimited
confidence the future of business is expressed. Provi-
dence is now first in the running as a jewelry supply center,
and her manufacturers can be relied on to uphold the dis-
tinction. 'The leading companies and firms start the year's
operations with greater prestige, bigger plants and better
manufacturing facilities than ever before.

The Gorham Manufacturing Company has completed
the bronze statue which is to be placed in Roger Williams
Park.

The people seem to have constituted the products of
Ostby & Barton the autocrats of ringdom. The volume
turned out, and distributed by request as soon as produced,
during the last months of '92 was simply enormous, and
fresh orders since from those in the trade who patronized
their rings most liberally prove that all found purchasers.
This is yet another triumph of merit, and foretells an un-

- usually busy year at their factory.
- Where the manufacture of jewelry is the chief industry

it is not surprising that the jewelers should take a leading
part in the local banking business. At the recent annual
meetings, quite a number of them were elected bank direct-
ors. Edwin A. Smith, of Albro, Eaton & Co., was elected
a director and cashier of the State National Bank; Beriah
Wall, John S. Palmer and Sylvester G. Martin were elected
directors of the National Eagle Bank ; .Stillman White,
John M. Buffinton and Charles Sidney Smith, of the Roger
Williams Bank ; Dtitee Wilcox, of the National Bank of
Commerce ; Isaac M. Potter, of the Commercial National
Bank ; and Ste'phen M. Knowles and S. M. Lewis, of the
Fifth National Bank.

A visit to the factory of Foster & Bailey, even at this
between-seasons date, found everything brisk. They are
evidently determined to maintain, if not to strengthen, the
position now occupied by them in the good wishes of the
trade, and their products in all lines, as recently shown to us,
are equal to the accomplishment. They are marvels of
artistic beauty and merit combined.

Seamless wire is now firmly established as a necessity
in every workshop and store, and the enormous demand for
the Burdon product is sufficient proof of its special merit.
The conclusive tests of time and wear have been.tried with
victorious results for this wire. The factory of the Burdon
Company is quite busy at present.

Among the officers of the recently-organized Rhode
Island League for Good Roads are H. W. Ladd and Hiram
Howard..

Col. Thomas Wilbur Manchester, well known in jew-
elry circles, was recently elected commander of Prescott
Post, No. I, G. A. R., in this city. Col. Manchester was a
soldier of almost reckless bravery, and. his record on the
field is a most enviable one. He took a leading part in the
organization of the New England ManufaCturing Jewelers'
Association.

J. C. Huteson, the Western representative of Hamilton
& Hamilton, Jr., started some weeks ago for the Pacific
Coast with a handsome line of chains. Tile fame of the
chain product of this concern is only bounded by the oceans.

The copartnership existing between Frank T. Pearce,
A. B. Gardiner and C. H. Perkins, under the firm name of
Frank T. Pearce & Co., expired December 31, 1892, and a
new partnership was formed under the same firm name by
these gentlemen, commencing January I, 1893,, and termin-
ating December 31, 1897. The firm are to move, April 1st,
to the new building now being erected on Sprague Street,
'where they will have about 8,000 square feet of floor room.

The factory of the Plainville Stock . Company shows no
signs of a post-holiday reaction. They are normally busy,
not piling up any surplus, but simply filling incoming
orders. Those anticipating an active spring business make
no mistake in laying up a supply of the Plainville products.

Campbell, Metcalf & Co. are forging ahead in the
silverware business. Last year not only showed a big
increase in the aggregate volume of their transactions, but
so largely added to their prestige that a still more expanded
patronage is insured during 1893.

Hancock, Becker & Co. already find some difficulty in
attending to orders for spring goods, a fact which speaks
volumes for the all-the-year-round popularity of their pro-
ducts. They are at present hustling with arrangements to
expediate production, and, however numerous their patrons
may become, no delay in filling orders may be anticipated.

FOSTER 84 BAILEY,6
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

SOLIO GOLD SOLID RYER, fltit BOWNLIITE
JEWELRY for Ladies' andGentlemen's Wear.

PINS,

CHARMS,

CROSSES,

EAR-RINGS,

BRACELETS,

NECK CHAINS,

LINK BUTTONS,

INITIAL BUTTONS,

GLOVE BUTTONERS,

• ‘, MT. HOPE" BUTTONS,

'GOLD FRONT LOCKETS,

HAIR CHAIN MOUNTINGS,

ROLLED PLATE LOCKETS,

GOLD LOCKETS, ENGRAVED,

WATCH CHAINS FOR LADIES,

WATCH CHAINS FOR GENTLEMEN,

GOLD LOCKETS SET WITH DIAMONDS.

Good Quality, Fine Finish, Popular Prices.
5-25252.52

Do you know how Rolled Plate is made? If you do not, and would like to know, we will tell you ; for the more the dealer who sells our goods

knows about them, the better it is for him and for us.

Take a bar of plater's metal (a composition composed of more copper than ordinary lo
w brass) twelve inches long, two and one-half inches wide,

and three-quarters of an inch thick, which has been sawed out from wide slabs after 
being rolled down from a large ingot ; plane the surface very fine,

draw-file it, and cover it to keep off all fly-specks or dust. This bar, when prepared, will weigh, say, one hundred ounces. Take twelve or fourteen karat

gold, melt, and run into a bar of same width as plater's metal, carefully roll down 
to a size determined by a micrometer gauge set to measure one-thou-

sandths of an inch. This plate of gold, when cut to fit the surface of the composition must weigh, if one-tenth plate is wanted, 
200 pennyweights, or two

pennyweights of gold to each ounce of base metal used. Scrape this gold perfectly clean, paint the base metal and gold with thick borax-water, and place

a strip of silver solder between the two. Bind them together with four steel clamps, put the bar intq the gas plating-furnace, and in six or eight minutes

the solder flows out to the edge, and the bar is ready to pickle out and roll down.

'This is an interesting process, and one that requires the greatest skill and care. Plated goods must have gold enough on them to stand all finishing

and handling; and the main point about this business is to have the goods reach the 
dealer's hands with gold enough on them to wear well and give

satisfaction. This is the nub of the whole thing, and where experience and good judgment comes in. As we have a large capital and a reputation at stake,

we must make, and are able to makeohe-hest goods ; and plainly stamp cards and tags 
with our Flag and F. & B., thus guaranteeing to the jobber and

his customer that our goods are right. Ask for goods made by F. & B.

Our Trade-Mark is our property, and we shall begin legal action against any persons 
using it on goods not made 'by us,
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-- 618 Chestnut Street, _Wm 7,

Philadelphia, Pa.

M
Y business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. My methods are original, and have been imitated by many others

since I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have made a failure of an auction, and have succeeded in selling stocks
in many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot dispose

of old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another locality ; or if you wish to reduce an over-large stock, or realize a round sum in cash—
write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your store, and the number of inhabitants of your town, and I will frankly tell
you my idea of your prospects of success with an auction. My experience has been so extended, that you might safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, as
yell as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to my personal
responsibility. -My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the unvarying success of my work.

• All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.

All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and replied to at once.

Re181011COS bu P011111331011
OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH, New YORK.
CHARLES L. KRUGLER, New YORK.
GEORGE L. STREETER. NEW HAVEN. Conn.
WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTrono. CONN.
HENRY J. YOUNG. JOLIET, ILL
WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH. Monti
THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, EAST SAGINAW. MICH.
BURT & HURLBUT, Demo,. MICH.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, LANCASTER. PA. .
REED, McGRANN & CO., BANKERS. LANG AAAAA
H. Z. RHOADES & SON, LANCASTER, PA
GUSTIE RHOADS, LANCASTER, PA.

H. MUHR'S SONS, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA. PA.
BURT DENNISON, Asuevn.Le. N. C.

PERKINS & PYNE HARRISBURG, PA.
PA. W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA, PA.

ALBERT FRANZHEIM, WHEELING, W. VA
C. F. VON KANEL, MASiILLON, OHIO.

MARTIN BOCK, HAZLETON. PA.
JOHN A. WORRELL, WASHINGTON C. H.. OHIO.

S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, CONN

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.

JONES'
Sip Oases

in stock and made to order.

No delay in filling orders.

WALL AND SHOW • CASES MADE
IN ANY LENGTH

FROM SIX FEET TO ONE HUNDRED FEET.
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FIG. 68. WALL CASE.

Fitted with elaborate Polished Brass Handles and Shelf-Brackets. These fittings may be
applied to any Wall Case when desired.

DIMENSIONS :—Height of base, 28 inches; depth, from 20 inches to 34 inches; height of
center, 9 feet—all extreme outside measure.

One of the handsomest Wall Cases ever shown to the trade.

UNION SHOW CASE CO.
SEND FOR OUR

NEW '92 CATALOGUE.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

Manufacturers,

169 East Randolph Street, Chicago.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" INITIALS."—We are in receipt of several
letters with no genuine signatures. Now we wish
it distinctly understood we do not in our " Work-
shop Notes " answer querists except they are sub-
scribers, and also give name and address in full.

" BULL'S-EYE WATCH."—I have an old watch
with the name of Wm. Dawes, Liverpool, No.
5595. Could you tell me how old it is? It is of
the old " bull's-eye" pattern, and has a verge
escapement.

We have no means of ascertaining the date of
its construction. The name Wm. Dawes is not
among the eminent British makers.

"DRAWING INSTRUMENTS."—Where can I pro-
cure the T-square with fifteen-inch blade and
other instruments you recommend for delineating
the detached lever escapement spoken of in
October, 1892, KEYSTONE, page 1000b?

Any artists' material house can supply them
except the steel rule, which can be had of P. M.
Wilson, 35 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. When writing for this steel rule, say you
wish a Brown and Sharpe steel six-inch scale
graduated to one-hundredths of an inch. It will
cost you seventy-five cents, and has a scale for
.setting dividers to T616D- of an inch.

" CEMENT-BRASS."—I made two little face-plates
for my American lathe. I made centers, male
and female, to screw into the cement-brasses, the
cement-brasses to screw into a solid screw-chuck.
After centering and turning the centers true I
hardened them, and, on putting them back in
their places I find they do not run exactly true.
How can I make centers so they will be true
after hardening? I have no grinding attachment
to my lathe.

A cone-chuck does better for such centers
than a screw-chuck. With a cone-chuck, if you
make your centers rather short they will come out
pretty true after hardening. Grinding, after
hardening, is the only way to obtain extreme
accuracy.

" ALUMINUM."—Will you please answer the follow-
ing questions: (1) Where can I obtain aluminum
—wire, plate, etc. P (2) How can I put a pivot
into a train-wheel when the pivot is to be very
close to the pinion, as it is on some of the third-
wheels, the pinion being so hard I cannot drill
it—must I soften the pinion, and if so, how can I
repolish P (3) As I understand it, to vibrate a
hairspring for a quick-train watch, we vibrate

. the spring to make 300 vibrations per minute,
the spring being held at the point where the
stud is to be pinned on. Now, if it vibrates 300
times a minute from the stud, can you explain
why it will not make the same number in the
watch without the regulator P

(I) You can obtain aluminum of Cowles
Electric Smelting and Aluminum Co., Lockport,
New York, in sheets, ingots, wire or castings.
(2) You will have to soften some American
pinions if you want to drill them with any
satisfaction. The color need not exceed a full
blue, which a little muriatic acid applied with a
match-splint will remove. To restore the gloss,
take a peg-wood wet with alcohol and touched to
a little dry diamontine, and rub lengthwise of the
leaves. (3) There is more friction on a pivot
even when running in a smooth jewel than when
free in being vibrated.

" COMPLICATED CLOCK."—A friend writes:
Possibly the complicated clock lately inquired about
through the columns of THE KEYSTONE was the
one•exhibited at the Ottumwa, Iowa, Coal- Palace
in 1890 under the name of the Columbian Clock,
and I think made-in Cincinnati, Ohio. Some of
its features were the signs of the zodiac, Thomas
Jefferson signing the Declaration of Independence,
Peter denying our Saviour and the cock crowing,
George Washington walking erect across the stage
with DO visible propelling power, a slave kneeling
to Abraham Lincoln after the emancipation. This
will probably suffice to give the inquirer an idea
as to whether- this is the clock he was inquiring
about. I think further information could be had
by writing to the Coal Milling Co., Ottumwa, Ia.

"ROMAN GOLD."—Will you give me a recipe for
restoring the color to Roman-gold goods after
hard-soldering, also how to oxydize silver ?

We have two ways of restoring the color of
solid gold Roman goods : first, recoloring by the
wet or dry coloring baths; second, by gilding
with a gold solution. Most solid gold goods of
Roman color are too light to stand the process of
recoloring safely, inasmuch as at each operation
more of the alloy is dissolved out and the shell of
alloyed gold becomes thinner ; consequently, in
the repair shop the safe way to do is to gild to
Roman color, a process effected in a very few
minutes. For such work the old-time chemical
battery is not well adapted, for the reason that it
is seldom to be relied on ; that is, the solution is
played out—the zinc is used up, the connections
are bad ; always something to prevent and inter-
fere with good results. Now for all mechanical
purposes we desire and must have definite results.
Nothing equals a dynamo as a source of electricity.
With one of these instruments the whole process
of gilding and coloring is reduced to extreme
simplicity. Use a good gilding solution, in which
you suspend the article to be colored by attaching
it by a wire to the pole of the dynamo which cor-
responds to the zinc pole of a galvanic battery,
and suspending a plate of pure gold as an anode;
then a few seconds devoted to turning a crank, and
the job is done, and a good color obtained even
with a cold gold solution. A thOroughly good
dynamo for such purposes can be had of the Ben.
Franklin Electrical Co., 1331 North Tenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa., for fifteen dollars.

" SHOW-WINDOW."—(1) Could you please inform
me where I could get the information how to
make up an attractive show-window for the
holidays P My window is quite narrow, but high.
(2) Can you tell me how to remedy a B. W.
Raymorrd setting-parts when it will not set any
more P I have had trouble with these move-
ments, and always had to buy new setting-wheel
and cannon-pinion.

Window-dressing is much like person-dress-
ing ; that is, it depends mostly on the innate taste
and skill of the person doing the dressing. There
are certain rules, however, which can be laid
down to guide those who desire to acquire the art
—for window-dressing is an art as much as paint-
ing, sculpture or music. Before beginning to
dress the window, we must be sure it has a bright,
smart look—clean, and all that paint and putty
can do for it. Then ask ourselves what of our
goods we desire to or think we have the best
chance of selling the most of, letting these lead in
the display. We have no hesitation in saying a
jeweler's display window is the most difficult
window in existence to make conspicuously attract-
ive. Plush, silk, worsted, and their cheap
relation, cotton-flannel, have been and are run to

the death. But the trouble is to get a substitute.
For displaying diamonds, set or unset, nothing
surpasses pure white cotton-wool. The next best
background is a very • pale blue-gray velvet.
Arranging the lights of a jeweler's window has
much to do with the effect. Lights for jewelry
display should all be arranged to throw their rays
inward and on the goods. Placing incandescent
electric lights among jewelry, so their light shines
directly into the eyes of persons looking in, is
barbarous. In dressing a window, let the con-
trolling idea be toward selling the goods displayed,
or similar ones inside. For catching the eye of
the passer-by, let the first attraction be from light
effects—not, as suggested above, lights shining
out into the street, but first on the goods, and
from them into the street. (2) We know of no
way of tinkering up such hand-setting parts after
they have worn so as to be ineffective. Adjusting
the friction of the cannon-pinion so it is entirely
safe and yet not excessive, has much to do with
the life and service of such parts.

" SHELL."—(1) How are shells like the enclosed (two
very pretty specimens of univalve seashells) pol-
ished? (2) What kind- of acid is used in etching
on such shellsP (3) Sometimes in soldering low
karat gold rings, the solder will not flow and
unite with the job. The same solder, flux and
heat, if used on other gold goods, work perfectly.
I cleaned with cyanide, also filed and scraped the
joint, still could not get the solder to flow. The
gold seems as if greasy. Has the alloy anything
to do with it P What is the alloy in rings that
makes them so soft that large points can be turned
over brittle stones P (5) Have you binders for
THE KEYSTONE?

(1) Stiff, hard, round, bristle brushes in a
polishing-lathe, using flour of emery or fine pumice-
stone and oil to smooth, followed by rotten-stone
or tripoli and oil to polish. Do not use the same
brush for smoothing and polishing. (2) Muriatic
or nitric acid, diluted with three or four parts of
water. Shellac dissolved in alcohol can be used
as a resist. Asphaltum varnish also does well to
protect from the acid the parts you do not wish
acted upon. (3) If you grind your borax into a
paste with water, and paint with it the surfaces
to be united, we think you will have no trouble.
The usual trouble with inexperienced workmen is
that they do not heat the job to be soldered hot
enough. As an illustration, take a heavy ring of,
say, nine karat gold. We should be sure the joint
to be soldered is as perfect a fit as possible. We
next apply with a small camel's-hair brush a full
coating of borax paste where we wish the solder
to flow. The other portions of the job are coated
with a mixture of boric acid and yellow ochre
" to hold the color." In heating we use a scat-
tered flame to heat the entire job up to as near the
melting point of the solder as possible, and just
at this instant direct a concentrated blowpipe flame
directly on the solder, or rather on the parts to be
soldered, when the solder will flow without any
difficulty. We are usually so afraid our job will
melt, or shrivel, that we do not heat it hot enough
all over ; and the consequence is we try to make
the melted solder flow on a substance not as hot as
itself. Melted solder will. always flow to the hot-
test parts. It is not desirable. to have a pool of
borax glass (that. is, fused borax) at the point
where the solder is to flow—just borax enough to
coat the part and prevent oxyclizing is all that is
required. The alloy has not much to do with the
operation of soldering, except that it should not
melt easier than the solder. (4) The larger the
percentage of silver in the alloy, the more easily
it is bent and worked. (5) We have KEYSTONE
binders, price seventy-five cents.
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The jewelers of Aurora, Ill., have been closing their

stores at 6:30 P. M. since January 1st.

John M..Bonnet, Zanesville, Ohio, has been appointed

official watchmaker of the B. & 0. Railroad.

The Julius King Optical Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has established a branch office in the city of Mexico.

The Griffin Silver Plate Co.'s factory in Elgin, Ill., is

completed. The building is said to have cost $18,000.

Henry Porter, with the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Company, Kansas City, Mo., spent January in Chicago.

The jewelers of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., are closing their

stores by agreement at 6 m., Wednesdays and Saturdays.

The machinery from the factory of the Aurora Watch

Company, Aurora, Ill., has been shipped to Lancaster, Pa.

The handsome new store of Frank E. Smith, San Jose,

Cal., was recently opened, and presents a most attractive

appearance. .

The Oswego Silver Metal Co., Oswego, N. Y., will, it

is said, increase its capital stock from $ io,000 to $3o,000, and

enlarge its factory capacity.

P. M. Koch, Columbus, Ohio, is making an ingenious

and unique clock for the. World's Fair. He has already

expended, it is said, $3000 on it.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. King, Cleveland, Ohio, have

moved into their new residence, io8 Tilden Avenue, where

they gave their first reception, January i ith.

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Wilcox

Silver Plate Company, in Meriden, Conn., a dividend oi

fifteen per cent. on the capital stock was declared.

F. H. Shearer & Co., Bay City, Mich., are among the

most enterprising jewelers in that section. Their business

methods are up-to-date, and their work is the finest.

Geo. E. Mendel, Appleton, Wis., an expert watchmaker,

is acquiring much prestige a,s a repairer for the trade, by

reason of the excellence of his workmanship and his mod-

erate prices.

Herbert E. Arnold, Aurora, Ill., son of J. B. Arnold,

president of the Chicago and Aurora Smelting and Refining

Company, was married recently to Miss Anna E. Arnold, of

the same city.

Frank B. Kehrer, the enterprising jeweler of Bucyrus,

Ohio, left recently for a trip through the South. During his

absence his jewelry establishment will be in charge of

Julius Oswald.

The M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., are

giving to their patrons a.very.beautiful souvenir of the city

of St. Louis. Operations have begun in their newly-estab-

lished factory. •

J. H. Havill, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer, has

succumbed to a vigorous attack of the chubby little god,

and taken unto himself a wife. THE KEYSTONE offers

congratulations.

The Derby Silver "Co., Birmingham, Conn., recently.

purchased a tract of land between their factory premises

and the Housatonic River. They will reserve the land for

building purposes.

F. W. Strang, formerly with J. M. Chandler & Co.,

Cleveland, and E. W. Prince, formerly with Otto Young &

Co., Chicago, have gone on the road for Oskamp, Nolting

& Co., Cincinnati.

Burnett Bros., Severance, Kan., have admitted their

brother, Solomon Burnett, to their business. The firm will

open a branch office in Fillmore, Kan., and the new partner

will be in charge.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, the jewelers' auctioneer, recently

conducted the assignee's sale of the stock of Robert M.

Barnitz, York, Pa. The Colonel subsequently opened a sale

for J. E. Jarck, Danville, Va.

Four of the salesmen of the Meriden Silver Plate Co.,

Meriden, Conn., viz.: E. T. Hopkins, R. W. White, Jr.,

H. M. Jacobs and P. K. Breckenridge, started out on their.

Western trips early last month.

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Company of Boston,

Mass., recently furnished a gold watch, and Wilson Brothers

furnished a gold chain, to be presented by the Boston Even-

ing. Reeprd to the most popular letter-carrier in the city.

The J. I-I. Leyson Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah,
recently opened up a reduction sale for the disposal of

portions of their immense stock. The sale proved a success,

and was continued until the end of January. R. W. Tirrell,

of New York, was the auctioneer.

W. F. Staley, Pittston, Pa., is one of the most enter-

and prosperous jewelers of that section. His stock

is always large, well-selected and of the all-embracing

variety. He is watch-inspector for that division of the

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad.

0. A. Watson, Watseka, Ill., has patented and now

manufactures a movable-cup mouthpiece for comets that

will bring balm to the lips and relief to the thoracic muscles

of all cornet-players. It is thoroughly effective, and the

Price is nominal. Write the maker for description, etc.

A diamond locket, worth $125, was recently stolen

from the store of J. H. Leyson, Butte City, Mont. It was

traced to a pawnshop, where it had been pawned for $27.5o.

A young man was arrested later while attempting to steal a

ring from Mr. Leyson's store, and was identified as the man

who pawned the locket.

A clerical-looking swindler has been recently operating

in Buffalo, N. Y. He represented himself as Lawrence

Stevenson, of Washington, D. C., and succeeded in swin-

dling a number of persons and firms, among them King &

Eisele, from whom he obtained a valuable diamond ring by

means of a forged check.

Enclosed please find One Dollar for

subscription to your valuable journal for the

year 1893. I don't want to miss a single

copy, as I owe a great part of my success to

THE KEYSTONE."—M. J. H. JOYCE, War-

ren, Arkansas.

,g Kingston, N. Y. : Its Representative Business Men

and Points of Interest," a new illustrated compilation,

has a handsome cut and notice of the jewelry establishment

of .M. Oppenheimer & Sons in that city.

Leopold Gumberts, of Gumberts Bros., Evansville, Ind.,

was recently the guest of S. K. Jonas, of L. Black & Co.,

New York, for a few days at the Commercial Travelers'

Club in that city. Mr. Gumberts was in New York to buy

a stock of cut-glass ware, Worcester ware, onyx ware,

sterling silver ware and fancy goods generally for his new

store in Evansville.

The employees in the case-shop of the Waterbury

Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn., have organized a

mutual benefit society on the tontine plan. The officers

are : president, John Dennison, Sr.; vice-president, Wallace

Roberts; secretary, E. J. Lewis ; treasurer, A. Schureman ;

and directors, Peter Sanford, John Gillott, Charles Wallace,

John Dennison, Jr., James Augrave and Daniel Flaherty.

E. Kirstein's Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., are now fur-

nishing to opticians the latest improved Landry " pupilo-

meier, which has the great advantage of obtaining the

correct measurement of the center of each eye in its relation

to the center of the nose. The little instruments are

mechanically perfect, and will be furnishea to opticians for

seventy-five cents each, and free to oculists who desire to

use one.

William Larage, in the employ of Messrs. R., L. & M.

Friedlander, 65-67 Nassau Street, New York, very luckily

escaped falling from the first floor of the building some

weeks ago. While cleaning the front windows, the ladder

upon which the young man was standing gave way and

crashed through the glass. With quick presence of mind

he clutched the woodwork and was thus saved from a dan-

gerous fall.

A bold theft, which might have resulted fatally, was

committed recently in the store of N. Kantrowitz, Topeka,

Kansas. One of the thieves concerned was arrested in the

store, and the other at the railway station, where he was

identified by Mr. Kantrowitz. This latter thief, in a desperate

but useless endeavor to escape, shot at a policeman, but the

bullet instead disabled the left arm ° of Mr. Kantrowitz.

The thieves were caught and the stolen plunder recovered

within an hour of the commission of the crime.

In the advertisement in our January number of the

Easton School of Optics, conducted by Dr. Seip, Easton, Pa.,

the charge for a correspondence course was erroneously

given as five dollars instead of fifteen dollars. We regret

the mistake and the inconvenience, if any, caused by it.

To most people the error was, no doubt, manifest.

The Granite Building, at 1012 and 1014 Walnut Street,

Kansas City, Mo., which was occupied principally by the

Jaccarcl Watch and Jewelry Company, was recently de-

stroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at $28o,000. At

present Writing the exact loss of the Jaccard Company

cannot be determined, but it must be considerable. The

stock was largely insured.

The latest materialized emanation from the fertile brain

of manufacturer Geo. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa., is the

Luther spoon. The design is peculiarly appropriate. The

top is scrollwork, with the bead of Martin Luther in the
center, and above is the Lutheran motto. Near the center is

the date 1517, followed by the Luther coat of arms. The

device in the bowl is the representation of Luther nailing

the ninety-five theses on the church-door at Wurtemberg.

Messrs. Graffe, Alexander & Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
have gotten out a preparation for cleaning diamonds and

jewelry which has been very successful. Many jewelers

throughout the country are making their customers a present

of this outfit, and it has not only made them friends, but
saved the dealers many hours' time, as it is customary for
them to clean their customers' diamonds and jewelry free of
charge. It is neatly put up, with dish, brushes and sawdust,
in a handsome box.

G. W. Cameron, Poplar Bluff, Mo., has invented and

patented a truing-caliper and poising-tool combined in one.

The tool. is small and said to be thoroughly effective. By

its means, it is claimed, the balance of any watch can be

trued and brought to poise in a very few minutes without

removing same from the tool. It retains the beat-line and
replaces the hairspring and roller-table, leaving the wheel
on beat and ready for the watch. Mr. Cameron would be

pleased to have some responsible firm manufacture his
patent on a royalty basis.

The Watch Factory Relief Association, of Waltham,
Mass., recently held its annual meeting. President A. S.

Batchelder presided. Treasurer L. C. Lane reported that
at the beginning of the year there was a balance in the

treasury of $355.22; that the total receipts during the year

were $6,262.72, the disbursements, $5,384.86, and the

balance On hand January i, 1893, $1,252.79. The follow-
ing officers were elected for 1893 : president, A. S. Batchel-

der; vice-president, George C. Mackenzie ; secretary, Seth

Vinal; treasurer, L. C. Lane.

William Beecher, the founder of the American Optical

Company, Southbridge, Mass., died recently. When still

Very young he learned the jewelers' trade in Providence,

R. I., and began business for himself in Southbi idge in
1826. He made the first steel spectacles ever produced in

this country, and invented various kinds of machinery for

the manufacture of eye-glasses. He continued his connec-
tion with the American Company, with a slight interruption,
until 1862. He was a highly popular and respected citizen,
and was at one time the representative of Southbridge in

the General Assembly of Massachusetts.

E. A. Bruce, the manufacturer of the now widely.

known Victor Solution, is in receipt of the following

significant testimonial:
DEAR SIR :—We take pleasure in stating that we have used," The

Victor" Solution for restoring the finish on either solid or plated metal
goods. We find that it does its work quickly and thoroughly,. and
better than any other article that we have used. We cheerfully recom-
mend it as the best and most economical preparation in the market.

Yours truly, Wm. H. ATWATER.
Agent for.the E. N. Welch Mfg. Co.,

r3 Maiden Lane, New York.

The prominence of the manufacturing jewelers of Con-
necticut in matters financial is revealed in the recent elec-

tions of bank officers. Col. W. J. Leavenworth, Hon.

Samuel Simpson, G. W. Hull and F. A. Wallace were re-

elected directors of the First National Bank of Wallingford.

Geo. H. Wilcox, secretary of the Meriden Britannia Co.,

President I. C. Lewis, of the Meriden Britannia Co., Hon.

Charles Parker and E. Miller, Jr., were re-elected directors

of the Meriden National Bank, of Meriden. George R.

Curtis, Edward Miller, Samuel Dodd and Walter Hubbard

were re-elected directors of the Home Bank, same city ; and

C. B. Rogers and N. L. Bradley were re-elected directors of
the First National Bank, also of that city. D. B. Hamilton

was elected a director and president of the Manufacturers'
National Bank, ;II Waterbury.
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The jewelers of Aurora, Ill., have been closing their

stores at 6:30 P. M. since January 1st.

John M. Bonnet, Zanesville, Ohio, has been appointed

official watchmaker of the B. & 0. Railroad.

The Julius King Optical Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has established a branch office in the city of Mexico.

The Griffin Silver Plate Co.'s factory in Elgin, Ill., is

completed. The building is said to have cost $18,000.

Henry Porter, with the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry

Company, Kansas City, Mo., spent January in Chicago.

The jewelers of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., are closing their

stores by agreement at 6 1'. M., Wednesdays and Saturdays.

The machinery from the factory of the Aurora Watch

Company, Aurora, Ill., has been shipped to Lancaster, Pa.

The handsome new store of Frank E. Smith, San Jose,

Cal., was recently opened, and presents a most attractive

appearance.

The Oswego Silver Metal Co., Oswego, N. Y., will, it

is said, increase its capital stock from $ io,000 to $30,000, and

enlarge its factory capacity.

P. M. Koch, Columbus, Ohio, is making an ingenious

and unique clock for the World's Fair. He has already

expended, it is said, $3000 on it.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. King, Cleveland, Ohio, have

moved into their new residence, 108 Tilden Avenue, where

they gave their first reception, January i ith.

At a recent meeting of the directors of the Wilcox

Silver Plate Company, in Meriden, Conn., a dividend 01

fifteen per cent. on the capital stock was declared.

F. H. Shearer & Co., Bay City, Mich., are among the

most enterprising jewelers in that section. Their business

methods are up-to-date, and their work is the finest.

Geo. E. Mendel, Appleton, Wis., an expert watchmaker,

is acquiring much prestige as a repairer for the trade, by

reason of the excellence of his workmanship and his mod-

erate prices.

Herbert E. Arnold, Aurora, Ill., son of J. B. Arnold,

president of the Chicago and Aurora Smelting and Refining

Company, was married recently to Miss Anna E. Arnold, of

the same city.

Frank B. Kehrer, the enterprising jeweler of Bucyrus,

Ohio, left recently for a trip through the South. During his

absence his jewelry establishment will be in charge of

Julius Oswald.

The M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., are

giving to their patrons a very beautiful souvenir of the city

of St. Louis. Operations have begun in their newly-estab-

lished factory. •

J. H. Havill, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer, has

succumbed to a vigorous attack of the chubby little god,

and taken unto himself a wife. THE KEYSTONE offers

congratulations.

The Derby Silver" Co., Birmingham, Conn., recently

purchased a tract of land between their factory premises

and the Housatonic River. They will reserve the land for

building purposes.

F. W. Strang, formerly with J. M. Chandler & Co.,

Cleveland, and E. W. Prince, formerly with Otto Young &

Co., Chicago, have gone on the road for Oskamp, Nolting

& Co., Cincinnati.

Burnett Bros., Severance, Kan., have admitted their

brother, Solomon Burnett, to their business. The firm will

open a branch office in Fillmore, Kan., and the new partner

will be in charge.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, the jewelers' auctioneer, recently

conducted the assignee's sale of the stock of Robert M.

Barnitz, York, Pa. The Colonel subsequently opened a sale

for J. E. Jarck, Danville, Va.

Four of the salesmen of the Meriden Silver Plate Co.,

Meriden, Conn., viz.: E. T. Hopkins, R. W. White, Jr.,

H. M. Jacobs and P. K. Breckenridge, started out on their.

Western trips early last month.

FEBRUARY, 1893

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Company of Boston,

Mass., recently furnished a gold watch, and Wilson Brothers

furnished a gold chain, to be presented by the Boston Even-

ing Record to the most popular letter-carrier in the city.

The J. H. Leyson Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah,

recently opened up a reduction sale for the disposal of

portions of their immense stock. The sale proved a success,

and was continued until the end of January. R. W. Tirrell,

of New York, was the auctioneer.

W. F. Staley, Pittston, Pa., is one of the most enter-

prising and prosperous jewelers of that section. His stock

is always large, well-selected and of the all-embracing

variety. He is watch-inspector for that division of the

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad.

0. A. Watson, Watseka, Ill., has patented and now

manufactures a movable-cup mouthpiece for cornets that

will bring balm to the lips and relief to the thoracic muscles

of all cornet-players. It is thoroughly effective, and the

price is nominal. Write the maker for description, etc.

A diamond locket, worth $125, was recently stolen

from the store of J. H. Leyson, Butte City, Mont. It was

traced to a pawnshop, where it had been pawned for $27.5o.

A young man was arrested later while attempting to steal a

ring from Mr. Leyson's store, and was identified as the man

who pawned the locket.

A clerical-looking swindler has been recently operating

in Buffalo, N. Y. He represented himself as Lawrence

Stevenson, of Washington, D. C., and succeeded in swin-

dling a number of persons and firms, among them King &

Eisele, from whom he obtained a valuable diamond ring by

means of a forged check.

"Enclosed please lind One Dollar for

subscription to your valuable journal for the

year 1893. I don't want to miss a single

copy, as I owe a great part of my success to

THE KEYSTONE."-31. J. H. JOYCE, War-

ren, Arkansas.4

" Kingston, N. Y. : Its Representative Business Men

a-nd Points of Interest," a new illustrated compilation,

has a handsome cut and notice of the jewelry establishment

of M. Oppenheimer & Sons in that city.

Leopold Gumberts, of Gumberts Bros., Evansville, Ind.,

was recently the guest of S. K. Jonas, of L. .Black & Co.,

New York, for a few days at the Commercial Travelers'

Club in that city. Mr. Gumberts was in New York to buy

a stock of cut-glass ware, Worcester ware, onyx ware,

sterling silver ware and fancy goods generally for his new

store in Evansville.

The employees in the case-shop of the Waterbury

Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn., have organized a

mutual benefit society on the tontine plan. The officers

are : president, John Dennison, Sr.; vice-president, Wallace

Roberts; secretary, E. J. Lewis ; treasurer, A. Schureman ;

and directors, Peter Sanford, John Gillott, Charles Wallace,

John Dennison, Jr., James Augrave and Daniel Flaherty.

E. Kirstein's Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y., are now fur-

nishing to opticians the latest improved " Landry " papilo-

meler, which has the great advantage of obtaining the

correct measurement of the center of .each eye in its relation

to the center of the nose. The little instruments are

mechanically perfect, and will be furnished to opticians for

seventy-five cents each, and free to oculists who desire to

use one.

William Larage, in the employ of Messrs. R., L. & M.

Friedlander, 65-67 Nassau Street, New York, very luckily

escaped falling from the first floor of the building some

weeks ago. Wl:ile cleaning the front windows, the ladder

upon which the young man was standing gave way and

crashed through the glass. With quick presence of mind

he clutched the woodwork and was thus saved from a dan-

gerous fall.

A bold theft, which might have resulted fatally, was

committed recently in the store of N. Kantrowitz, Topeka,

Kansas. One of the thieves concerned was arrested in the

store, and the other at the railway station, where he was

identified by Mr. Kantrowitz. This latter thief, in a desperate

but useless endeavor to escape, shot at a policeman, but the

bullet instead disabled the left arm' of Mr. Kantrowitz.

The thieves were caught and the stolen plunder recovered

within an hour of the commission of the crime.

In the advertisement in our January number of the

Easton School of Optics, conducted by Dr. Seip, Easton, Pa.,

the charge for a correspondence course was erroneously

given as five dollars instead of fifteen dollars. We regret

the mistake and the inconvenience, if any, caused by it.

To most people the error was, no doubt, manifest.

The Granite Building, at 1012 and 1014 Walnut Street,

Kansas City, Mo., which was occupied principally by the

Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Company, was recently de-

stroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at $280,000. At

present writing the exact loss of the Jaccard Company

cannot be determined, but it must be considerable. The

stock was largely insured.

The latest materialized emanation from the fertile brain

of manufacturer Geo. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa., is the

Luther spoon. The design is peculiarly appropriate. The

top is scrollwork, with the bead of Martin Luther in the

center, and above is the Lutheran motto. Near the center is

the date 1517, followed by the Luther coat of arms. The

device in the bowl is the representation of Luther nailing

the ninety-five theses on the church-door at Wurtemberg.

Messrs. Graffe, Alexander & Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

have gotten out a preparation for cleaning diamonds and

jewelry which has been very successful. Many jewelers

throughout the country are making their customers a present

of this outfit, and it has not only made them friends, but

saved the dealers many hours' time, as it is customary for
them to clean their customers' diamonds and jewelry free of

charge. It is neatly put up, with dish, brushes and sawdust,

in a handsome box.

G. W. Cameron, Poplar Bluff, Mo., has invented and

patented a truing-Caliper and poising-tool combined in one.

The toot is small and said to be thoroughly effective. By

its means, it is claimed, the balance of any watch can be

trued and brought to poise in a very few minutes without

removing same from the tool. It retains the beat-line and

replaces the hairspring and roller-table, leaving the wheel
on beat and ready for the watch. Mr. Cameron would be

pleased to have some responsible firm manufacture his

patent on a royalty basis.

The Watch Factory Relief Association, of Waltham,

Mass., recently held its annual meeting. President A. S.

Batchelder presided. Treasurer L. C. Lane reported that
at the beginning of the year there was a balance in the

treasury of $355.22; that the total receipts during the year

were $6,262.72, the disbursements, $5,384.80, and the

balance On band January i, 1893, $1,252.79. The follow-

ing officers were elected for 1893 : president, A. S. Batchel-

der ; vice-president, George C. Mackenzie; secretary, Seth

Vinal; treasurer, L. C. Lane.

William Beecher, the founder of the American Optical

Company, Southbridge, Mass., died recently. When still

Very young be learned the jewelers' trade in Providence,

R. I., and began business for himself in Southbridge in

1826. He made the first steel spectacles ever produced in

this country, and invented various kinds of machinery for

the manufacture of eye-glasses. He continued his connec-

tion with the American Company, with a slight interruption,

until 1862. He was a highly popular and respected citizen,
and was at one time the representative of Southbridge in

the General Assembly of Massachusetts.

E. A. Bruce, the manufacturer of the now widely-

known " Victor Solution, is in receipt of the following

significant testimonial:
DEAR SIR :—WC take pleasure in stating that we have used," The

Victor" Solution for restoring the finish on either solid or plated metal
goods. We find that it does its work quickly and thoroughly, and
better than any other article that we have used. We cheerfully recom-
mend it as the best and most economical preparation in the market.

Yours truly, WM. H. ATWATER,
Agent for.the E. N. Welch Mfg. Co.,

13 Maiden Lane, New York.

The prominence of the manufacturing jewelers of Con-

necticut in matters financial is revealed in the recent elec-

tions of bank officers. Col. W. J. Leavenworth, Hon.

Samuel Simpson, G. W. Hull and F. A. Wallace were re-

elected directors of the First National Bank of Wallingford.

Geo. H. Wilcox, secretary of the Meriden Britannia Co.,

President I. C. Lewis, of the Meriden Britannia Co., Hon.
Charles Parker and E. Miller, Jr., were re-elected directors

of the Meriden National Bank, of Meriden. George R.

Curtis, Edward Miller, Samuel Dodd and Walter Hubbard

were re-elected directors of the Home Bank, same city ; and

C. B. Rogers and N. L. Bradley were re-elected directors of

the First National Bank, also of that city. D. B. Hamilton

was elected a director and president of the Manufacturers'

National Bank, in Waterbury.
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Wig We Pay ifie tilyiesi Casli Rims loi ON Mg mig
Our business is so large that it is necessary to run a complete refining and assaying department in connection with it. We can handle without additional expense, and use i.13

our own shop, all old Gold and Silver consigned to us. We are at no expense soliciting consignments, nor are we at any expense selling the Gold and Silver after refining, but use it
all ourselves. We are satisfied to make the difference in value between old and new Gold for our profit. It is a very small profit, after deducting the cost of refining, but it is the
quantity that counts. Wholesale Jewelers who do not use old Gold and Silver themselves, and have no facilities of knowing its value, and refiners who buy to sell again, and are at
great expense soliciting consignments, CANNOT AND DO NOT PAY FULL CASH VALUE.

We make returns the same day consignment is received, by New York or Chicago draft, on which there is no exchange to pay. If our offer should prove unsatis-
factory, we will return consignment at our own expense in the condition received. We have been so long and favorably known to the trade that it is unnecessary to give a
long list of testimonials or references. We publish a few sample letters :

Office of Henry Maurer,

Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.

LA CYGNE, KAN., January 8, xS9o.
Messrs. Wendell & Co.

GENTE :-I am just in receipt of your check, $13.06, in settle-
ment of account for old Silver and Gold. Yon have done as well if
not better than I expected. Will forward another invoice soon.
Thanking you for your promptness in remitting, I remain,

Yours truly, H. M AUR E R.

Office of E. E. Van Fleet,

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Optical Goods.

WHITE CLOUD, MICH., April 4, IS9o.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :-I received statement and draft for old Gold and
Silver. Am well pleased with same

Yours respectfully, E. E. VAN FLEET.

Office of L. S. Collins,

Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.

CAMBRIDGE, OHIO, April ri, 1890.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

DEAR SiRs :-I send you a lot of old Gold and Silver Cases.
You can remit me amount of this wit hout sending est imate. Your
last estimate was entirely satisfactory.

Yours, etc., 1,. S. COLLINS.

Office of Julius Croneau,
Watchmaker and Jeweler, Solid Silver and Plated Ware.

liEWANEE, ILL.. April it, iSsto.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :-Your value on Gold very satisfactory. You
may credit my account, $19.65, and oblige,

Yours truly, JULIUS CRONEAU.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD:
6 K. Gold 24 cts. cash a dwt.
7K. 28
8K. 32 • 4S

9K. os 36 41{ id

10 K. 40 "
11 K. " 44 " 40

12K. " 48" 46

13K. 46 52 at

14K. 46 56 44 a SS

15K. " 60"
16K. " 64 " It

17K. 44 68 Id 4d 64

18K. 44 7 2 "

Office of W. H. Summer,
Dealer in Watches, Clocks and Fine Jewelry.

GAINESVILLE, GA., M:-.y 7, 1890.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

GENTLEMEN :-The amount of old scrap Gold was a great deal
better than I thought it would be. Am well pleased with your
returns. Yours truly, NV. H. SUMMER.

Office of W. T. Newton,
Watchmaker, Jeweler and Optician.

KNOXVILLE, TENN., May 7, 289o.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

GExTLEmEN :-Please find receipt for 543.13, amount of Gold
and Silver. Am well pleased with same.

Yours respectfully, W. T. NEWTON.

Office of W. E. Cross,
Watchmaker and Jeweler.

AmsTinumm, N. Y., June 8, ISgo.
Messrs. Wendell & Co., Chicago.

DEAR SIRs :-Am well pleased with returns for old Gold sent
you a few days ago. Please accept thanks for promptness in
returning draft for same.

OSS.Very respectfully, W. E. CR 

WE PAY THE HIGHEST MARKET VALUE FOR OLD SILVER.

REFINERS, ASSAYERS and BUYERS

of Old Gold and Silver for cash.

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
Office and 

 or 
63, 65, 67 & 69 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

HUNTING AND OPEN FACE

II LINES
13 LINES

ill Silver Cases

'in Steel Cases

in 15-year Filled Cases

in 14 Kt. Gold Cases

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS

THE LADY RACINE
is the

BEST CHATELAINE WATCH
None genuine unless stamped

"Lao Ratio"
FOR SALE BY THE JOBBING TRADE

SIZE.
IM 1111 'Mill

American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

SPECIAL
PRIZE!
To every watch-repairer who

buys a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
1893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
for one ticket of admission to said
Fair. To every married watch-re-
pairer two tickets of admission
will be given. The proofs required
will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and, if married,
the autograph of the wife.

TICKETS OF ADMISSION TO WORLD'S FAIR

1\2.4
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THE CHICAGO COLLEGE OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY

is the oldest duly incorporated OPTICAL COLLEGE in the United States

devoted exclusively to the science of

xf/xtxxi:xxf.etixt■---.tx \f/

1)

Refraction, Accommodation and Optics
and authorized to ISSUE DIPLOMAS and GRANT DEGREES

by the express authority of the State.

FACULTY-Emeritus Professors: HENRY OLIN, M. D., EDGAR READING, M. D.,
MILTON JAY, M. D., WILSON H. DAVIS, M. D.

B. A. CAMFIELD, M. D., W. H. HEPP, M.D., HENRY S. TUCKER, M. D.,

A. L. WILLARD, M. D., J. V. STEVENS, M. D., A. A. FOSTER, M. D.

It is the policy of this College to s.teaclily develop a higher form of education in the special branches

with which it has to deal. We teach everything the scientific- optician wishes to know, from the funda-

mental principles to the differential diagnoses between diseases of the eye and errors of refraction.

Teachers in optics, like those in horology, too often promise everything in their advertisements, and

after catching the honest student they begin to fulfill their promises to the best of their ability ; but before

the term is over the student gets hungry for some thoroughly scientific instruction., and at the end goes

home with the feeling that he has just begun to see light.
We respectfully refer those wishing references to any member of the faculty of Bennett Medical

Colleo-
b
e, or below we give you a few of the last (January; '93, class.) 'and others : E. F. Winegar,

Kenosha, Wis. ; Donald McLennan, M. D., Honolulu, H. 1. ; J. A. Manning, N. E. Cor. State and

Monroe Sts., Room 51, Chicago, Ill. ; J. Brod, Ogden, Utah ; Ed. A. Aldrich, Creston, Ia. ; J. F.

killheffer, Des Moines, la. ; F. Duncan, Des Moines, la. ; Lowell M. Spurren, Rushville, Ind. ; J. L.

Asire, Ash Grove, Ill.; W.L.Busby, Brooklyn, Ia.; I. C. Greer, Iowa City, Ia.; E. Huntsinger, Frankfort, Ind.

Every student in the country should investigate the respective merits of the various optical schools

before he ventures too far. Send for our prospectus and terms.
We make no extravagant boast of being the most scientific, practical, complete and thorough

school in the world. Positively WE ARE THE OLDEST ON THIS CONTINENT, and

the most progressive.
Those interested should preserve our address for future reference, or write at once to
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B. A. CAMFIELD, M. D.,
No. 163 State Street,

Chicago.
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The New Union Depot, St. Louis, Mo.

T. LOUIS has always

been known to be the
best railroad center

in the United States.

According to a state-

ment of Mr. Robert Porter,

superintendent of the census,

the mileage of railroads center-

ing in this city exceeds the

total mileage of all the railroads of Germany, and as the

German railroad system is five thousand miles longer than

that of either England or France, it is a matter of fact that

the total mileage of the St. Louis roads is ten thousand miles

greater than either England or France. From this it will

be seen that St. Louis has the advantage, for the increase of

its trade, of a greater mileage of railroads than any one of

the three great commercial countries of the Old World. In

connection herewith it may be stated that there is now in

course of construction, and rapidly nearing completion, the

new Union Depot, which, as the following figures show,

will be the greatest railroad depot in the world : St. Pancras,

England, 243 feet wide; Grand Central, New York, 200

feet wide; Pennsylva.

nia Railroad Station,

Jersey. City, 256 feet

wide, 653 feet long, 12

tracks; New Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Sta-

tion, PhiladelpIlia, 306

feet wide, 647 feet

long, 16 tracks; Union

Passenger Station,

Frankfurtb, Germany,

502 feet wide, 600 feet

long, 18 tracks; new

St. Louis Union Depot,

6o1 feet wide, 700 feet

long, 32 tracks.

The depot covers

the two blocks of

Market Street fr o m

Eighteenth Street to

Twentieth Street,

about six blocks west

of the old depot. It is

built on the Roman-

esque style of architec-

tute, of Bedford stone, handsomely carved, and decorated

with turrets of varying dimensions. At the east end of the

building is a tall, square tower, modeled after the style of

the Italian Campanile, 222 feet high, the base of which is

30 feet square. In this toiver will be placed a large and

very fine four-dial clock.

The main entrance to the building will be in the

center of the Market Street front. Ilere will also be the

carriage entrance, but under the grand terrace or porte-

cochere leading up to the main entrance. From here one

can walk to the grand waiting room, the stairway leading to

which is built of solid brass, ornamented with bronze orna-

ments. The grand waiting room will undoubtedly be the

finest in the world when completed. The floor area will be

12,000 square feet, all floored with marble mosaic. The

height to the ceiling will be 6o feet, and the entire walls will

be of Scaglione marble, giving a cream tint to the room.

To the east of the grand waiting room will be the gents'

smoking and waiting room ; to the west, the ladies' parlor

(finished in oak and leather).

Travelers arriving can, upon leaving the train, pass

first into the general waiting room and from that to the

grand waiting room. The general waiting room will have

a floor space of 10,000 square feet ; will be mosaic inlaid,

and walled with cream enameled brick. To the right and

left of the south entrance of this room will be the ticket

-windows, eighteen in number. On the west side is a sub-

station of the post-office. Barber shops, bath rooms and

lunch rooms will be on the west side of the general waiting

xoom, also the emigrants' room.

The great feature of this depot will be the train shed

-which is 600 feet wide, 700 feet long, 30 feet high at the

sides, and too feet from the base to the center of the arched

roof, covering thirty-two tracks, about twice the number of

the two next largest depots of the world. In the construc-

tion of this immense shed will be used 6,000,000 pounds of

iron and steel t,000,000 square feet of hard wood, I 20,000

square feet of glass; and it will cost over $600,000, exclusive

of the tracks and depot buildings. W. F. K.

Cleveland Notes.

L. M. Sigler, of Sigler Bros., who has been confined to

his home for some days by sickness, is again at his desk.

Geo. W. Scribner, manager for the Bowler & Burdick

Co., has lately returned from a fortnight's visit to the

New 'York market.
J. W. Corns, 1273 St. Clair -Street, has sold out his

business, and is now in Chicago, where he expects to make

his future home.

. Sigler Brothers' traveling force are all out in their

respective territories : Joseph H. Crawford in Pennsylvania,

Ohio and Indiana ; Ed. B. Hoffman in Ohio and Indiana;

and Geo. B. Bridestone from Chicago to the Rockies.

A large number of replies have been received to the

announcement made by the Julius King Optical Co., in the

December KEYSTONE, in regard to their improved course of

optical instruction, and a number of jewelers have already

cdten up the course of study prescribed by President King.

The Mexican branch of the Julius King Optical Co.,

established eighteen months ago in the city of Mexico, with

W. A. Neff, Jr., as manager, is doing a fine trade. Mr.

Neff transacts his business in four different languages, and

is ably assisted by Guillermo Pfeifer, a young Mexican.

St. Louis Letter.

ST. LOUIS, MO., January 31, 1893.

Trade here during the month just closed has been fully

Up to the January average, although one would have ex-

pected that after such a splendid holiday season it would be

rather dull. Retail dealers have really no complaint to

make, while all the jobbers speak of doing ,‘ fine," and

having plenty of country orders to fill. Clear and cold

weather, no doubt, helped trade considerably, as it allowed

the public to spend spare time out of doors.

Herman Henckler has opened a new store at 4450

Easton Avenue. He is a son of Wm. Henckler, of 2237

Chouteau Avenue, and a young man of exemplary habits.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri will give

their annual ball, February 8th, at the Concordia Club

House. Members of the craft have been tendered com-

plimentary tickets, and from responses received the ball

will undoubtedly be well attended. The regular meeting

of the Association was held on the 26th of this month,

when a committee of three, appointed to visit the leading

dry goods stores, made a minute report of the jewelry .de-

partments of these, especially in regard to the kind

of watches which they carry in stock.
T b e Association

members are prepar-
ing to do some active .
work this year, espe-
cially before the fall
season sets in, so that
they can regulate their
trade accordingly. The
secretary was instruct-
ed to send out the
constitution of the
National Retail Jew-
elers' Association,
together with other
printed matter, in the
interest of the organ-
ization ; also a com-
plete list of jobbers
having pledged them-
selves not to retail.
These will be sent to
the jewelers of Mis-
souri and neighboring
States. In connection
herewith, it. may be

stated that the members of the Association often discuss the

question why so many jewelers utter their grievances of

trade abuse in the various trade papers, when by joining

one of the State Associations they could lend material aid

toward the abatement of what they complain of. The

regular meetings of the Association will be held during the

year on the second Thursday of each month, at 8:30 P. M.

Mr. H. J. Oberschelp, who had tendered his resignation

to the Association, on account of inability to attend the same

in an active manner, was elected to honorary mcmbership

by a rising vote of the assembled members,

W. M. Pyle has severed his connection with the Illinois

Watch Co., and is now with the Bauman-Massa Jewelers'

Supply Co. A. S. Wormwood, formerly of the San Fran-

cisco office of the Illinois Company, succeeds Mr. Pyle in

this district.
Mr. F. H. Niehaus-has been very ill for the past six or

eight weeks with rheumatism, and at one time his life was

despaired of.. He improved, though, and is ndw at Hot

„Springs, Ark. Mr. Frank Niehaus is now in charge of the

business.
Several jewelers have been victims of sharpers, who

managed to get the name of some party that had left a valat-

able watch for repairs, and then sent a forged order for the

same. The latest sufferer was F. Courvoisier, 7109 South

Broadway.

The only change of note at the first of the year was

that of J. W. Cary, who has admitted Messrs. Julius Steide-

man and Ed. Lang to partnership, under the firm name of

J. W. Cary & Co. The two gentlemen have been connected

with the house for many years, and have a host of friends,

V.7110 are greatly pleased with the change.

The factory of the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co. is now

completed. Mr. Louis Gutfreund, manager of the factory,

returned from New York a few days ago, having 'gone there

to purchase the necessary tools and machinery. Mr. Sam.

Eisenstadt is at present in New York, selecting stock-for the

spring trade. Mr. W. E. Chilton, formerly in business

on Olive Street, is now with this firm.

NEW UNION DEPOT, ST. LOUIS.

Denver Notes.

Joslin & Park have recently added a manufacturing

department to their retail store.

Harry E. Howard, formerly at Beaumont, Texas, has

opened a business on Champa Street, near Twenty-First.

The Lewis • Jewelers' Supply Co, had the largest

business last year in the history of this well-known

Company.
Fred. L. Smith and C. W. Smith, of the Green, Smith

Watch and Diamond Company, have been absent on a visit

to the New York and Chicago markets.

A. J. Stark, one of Denver's oldest merchants, bas

removed to handsomer and more commodious quarters at

924 Sixteenth Street.

The A. B. F. Manufacturing Co., whose machinery was

recently taken from them under a chattel mortgage, thus

disabling them from continuing, are anxious to settle their

old accounts, and renew with a clean record. With this

end in view, they are notifying their creditors and asking

their indulgence. It is thought that every leniency will be

extended them.
Frank M. Rogers, agent of the Pacific Express Com-

pany at Collinston, Utah, has disappeared. He. is charged

with having robbed the I Ienry Bohm Company, of this city,

of $2000 worth of diamonds, which had been sent to his.

station, C. 0. D., upon order The Bobm Company will

hardly suffer any loss, as the Express Company will reim-

burse them. Rogers also defrauded the Express Company

of $6000 by cashing money-orders in various Western cities.

He is now supposed to be in Mexico.

We direct the attention of our readers to the fact that

the advertisement, on page 97, of Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,

Lancaster, Pa., should be read in connection with their

additional notification to the trade on page 187. The list of

nameson page 97 was, by an oversight, forwarded .to us,

sent to press and printed before its incompleteness was

detected..
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Prices furnished, and
selection packages sent to

responsible Retailers.
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EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.00.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal.

Our advertisements in the leading monthly and
weekly journals, in which we show these few
leading patterns and quote their retail prices, are
creating a demand for The " Bryant " Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

lip
'2C4'

:1\71V10 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK.
-Cc_Z

OLDEST RING PAAKER. IN AMERICA.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. 2 Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent, 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$13.30.

169

Eugene Deimel,
whoiewe ewee„

157 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

A full line of the following goods
always in stock:

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,

CHARMS,

TOOLS AND

MATERIAL.

A 4106

Orders for Materials and Jewelers' Findings accurately filled
on shortest notice.

Orders for The Latest Novelties and

NEWEST STYLES promptly filled.

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

All enterprising
Jewelers should
have a complete

outfit of

Rolling
Mills,
Lathes, etc.

If you are not fully equipped,

write at once for our Catalogue.

// rgmly e;voilitip
;.'r I 11

HIE.VX Via lartanot

W. W. OLIVER,
New Factory, 1483-1485 Niagara St.,

E31JPFINI._,C), N. NI.

A\ \\

MAX J. LISSAUER.

MAX S. KALLMAN.

A\ \
\

•d44NS

( SOCCCSSOrs to LISSAL71112 & SONDIIEINt.)

American Loose and Mounted

Watches. Diamonds.
Gold and Plated

Jewelry.

Established 1866

\ \

\

SPECIALTY:

Patent Interchangeable

Initial Rings.

D. H. LOWMAN.

ALEX. BOEHME.

11 J1181114 Lane, Kew York.
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I OPTICIANS I
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The most Scientific

We Claim The most Practical

The most Complete c ool for Opticians
The most Thorough IN XE211TaIRIC74. INCORPORTETSD. 15E36.

0 UR claim is based upon the number of successful students we have graduated
during the past seven years, who are clearing from $3000 to $5000 per year.
Our instructions in the use of Prisms (a new and thoroughly practical method

taught only by us) is alone worth the price of tuition. We give more individual instruc-
tion to each student in one course than is given elsewhere in three courses, knowing
from practical experience that nothing but individual instruction qualifies a
man thoroughly as a practical optician.
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THINK A. MOMZNI
. If you desired further and useful instructions in watchmaking, would you seek to pro-

cure SUCH by a mail course ? Because imjhossibilities are promised can they be given ? NO.
We can and do honestly guarantee to all earnest slua'ents of optics to put them in ten times
better shape in ten times less time than can be done by any correspondence course. We con--
tinue in consultation with our students after they leave us, upon any point not fully under-
stood or in any difficult case. Having had the students under our personal supervision we
know fit.s-1 wherein they may need light, and they do get further light, fully and gratuitously.
This is the way to get in out of the rain. Not simply by having a diploma, but by doing
work properly. In this way you drive in the nail that holds in the long run.
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A N EW FEATU R E.—Hereafter the Calcium Stereopticon, with its Microscopic Attachment, will be used,
amply illustrating with lifelikeness, all the diseases of the eye and errors of refraction with prismatic projections. There will be
two or three cross=eye and cataract operations done before each class. Twenty beds in the Hospital in constant use.

NOTICE.—Positively, we are the originators of teaching optics to opticians, and have graduated more successful
students than all colleges combined. The use of the OPHTHALMOSCOPE, in reference to the detection and correction of optical
defects, thoroughly and practically taught. March 7th, 1893, next class begins. See Chicago letter, this issue of THE
KEYSTONE, for notice of the January class, etc.

SOMETHING NEW TO TELL ALL OPTICIANS.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND CIRCULAR.

(MENTION THE KEYSTONE.)

H. 111. illaillo, #1.0., Chicago Oplillialmio College allg
607 VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO.
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[In order to insure an answer in the next issue, questions

should reach us by the 1st of the preceding month.]

[We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of.
optical subjects, and give advice in the management of diffi-
cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke
our assistance whenever they find themselves in need of
counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history
of the case, please always give information on the following
points:

I. Visual acuteness of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).
4- Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines.

• 5. Evidence of musc
ular insufficiency.]

" MUSCLE TEST, Indiana."—Will you kindly inform

me through the " Optical Department " in regard

to the following case, and you will greatly oblige

me. Young man, aged twenty-one years. V. =3,,,t

with each eye. Complains of headache and eyes

tire when reading. + .50 D. each eye, V. = ga,
but + .75 D. blurs. Examination the following

day yields the same results. With Maddox mus-

cle-test requires 10° prism, base in, to bring lights

together. With muscle-test placed vertical, re-

quires 2° base-up prism over left eye to bring

lights to same level. I find by rotating the 100

prism so that the base is at the 100 mark on trial-

frame that the lights are brought to a level and

are together horizontally. The patient enjoys

binocular vision, but has the habit of allowing

the left eye to diverge in an outward and upward

direction for a few moments at a time as if to rest

the muscles.
I gave him the following : R. + .50 D. c 3°

prism, base in at 10°. L. + .50 D. c 3° prism,

base in at 10°. I find no astigmatism. Did I give

him the correct glasses, or should I have given

him a different prescription ? Also please say if

he should wear them all the time or only for near

work.

This is a case of slight hypermetropia, com-

plicated with muscular insufficiency, and it is in

the correction of the latter trouble that we are the

most interested. There is marked insufficiency of

the internal recti muscles, with perhaps some in-

volvement of the superior rectus and oblique

muscles. The study of the action of the muscles

of the eye is a most interesting and important

one, but our space will not permit us to go into

the subject very deeply at this time.

By referring to the chapter on the " Anatomy

of the Eye " in the " Opticians' Manual " of THE

KEYSTONE, it will be seen that the eyeball is

moved in all directions by six muscles, and that

these six muscles form three pairs of antagonistic

muscles, each pair being composed of two muscles

which turn the eye around the same axis but in

opposite directions, and thus the ball is turned in

and out, up and down, and rotated about its axis.

When the eye of our patient rotates outward

and upward, the movement is due to a contraction

of the inferior oblique (in part), and as the sets

of muscles act in antagonism we infer from this

that there is some weakness of the superior oblique

muscle as well as of the internal rectus.

Our correspondent has fallen into an error in

writing his prescription for both eyes with the

base of the prism inward at ro°. If he will look

at his trial-frame he will see that only the base of

the prism over the right eye can be inward at ro°.

On the left eye if the base of the prism was at

ro° it would be outwards, but as the prescription

calls for the prism with base in, it must be either

at 170° or 1900, that is, ro° above or below the

horizontal line. •
In a case like this my advice would be not to

divide the prism, but to place it all over one eye.

By testing in different ways it can be determined

in which eye is located most Of the muscular

weakness, and over which eye the prism_ should be

placed in order to get the best results. As a rule,

these glasses should be worn constantly, but that

is a point that can only be definitely settled by

the amount of comfort and satisfaction afforded

by the tentative wearing of the glasses.

" A KEYSTONE READER."—Here is a prescription

left in my hands ; what do you think of it? .75

+ L. E. Pebble small double +. 0.50 C cyl., R.

E. Pebble. I will say the glasses received did

not suit the patient. I am no optician, and did

not know anything about the case.

This prescription is something of a puzzler,

and I really can't decipher it. Either the man

who wrote it, or our correspondent in copying it,

must have omitted something. The left eye seems

to call for a .75 D., double convex spherical peb-

ble lens of small size ; but the lens required for

the right eye seems to be greatly in doubt. I can't

make out whether the .5o refers to a spherical lens

to which a cylinder is to be added, in which case

neither the number of the cylinder nor its axis is

mentioned ; or whether the .50 is the number of

the cylinder, in which case neither the refraction

(whether convex or concave) of the lens nor its

axis is mentioned. The intention of the pre-

scriber is so entirely in doubt that I don't see how

anyone could fill the prescription, except by guess-

work, and the guess is just as likely to be wrong

as right ; hence, there is no wonder that the glasses

received did not suit the patient.

" SUBSCRIBER, Tenn."—A young man came into

my store this morning to have his eyes examined.

-His left eye was not benefited by any glass, and

the vision was nearly up to the normal. The

right eye was very much affected ; he could not

make out anything on the chart for distant vision

at the distance of twenty feet. At a distance of

five or six feet he could see two of the three large

letters which should be seen at fifty feet. Of

three of these letters he could see the two on the

outside, and there seemed to be a dark spot over

the center one. His eyes were slightly inflamed,

the right one more than the left. I cannot see

anything growing on the eyeball. His age is

twenty-one years. He had a bad case of sore

eyes about five years ago, and his vision has been

failing in that eye ever since.

This is one of those cases where it is difficult

to express a definite opinion without the oppor-

tunity of a personal examination. It is quite

possible that the previous inflammation of five

years ago may have damaged the eye to such an

extent as to cause this impairment of vision, but

we can only surmise whether this is the case or

not ; and if so, we can only surmise as to what was

the character of the inflammation.' It might have

been a keratitis, which would have impaired the

transparency of the cornea ; or it might have been

an Iritis, which had left an adherent iris or a

plastic deposit on the surface of the lens ; or it

might have been an inflammation of the deep-

seated membranes which impaired and partly

destroyed their function.

We often meet with interruptions in the con-

tinuity of the field of vision, which appear in the

form of dark, irregular clouds, or spots, before

the patient's eyes. These "scotomata " (as they

are called) may be situated in or near the center

of the field or abciut its edges. In this case, the

scotoma is central, and is situated in the axis of

vision, and when so located it always produces

great impairment of sight.

The vision of this bad eye is -Ai partly, but

we are not told whether any improvement can be

secured from glasses ; sometimes, carefully-fitted

spectacles are of great assistance. Neither have

we information whether or not he is able to read

with this eye without or with the assistance of

glasses. I would advise our correspondent to test

the case again, in the hope that he may be able to

afford some improvement either for distance or for
reading, or for both ; and if not, then he should

advise his patient to seek medical advice and

treatment, as perhaps the case may be amenable

to treatment.

Are Opticians Frauds?

The following letter, received from one of our

subscribers, explains itself:—
January 12, 1893.

EDITOR KEYSTONE.

DEAR SIR :—Candidly, is there anything in this optical
instruction business advertised so extensively in THE KEY-
STONE, or is it a new dodge to extort money from innocent
jewelers, who, in turn, never tell, but play it on the pur-
chaser, and laugh to see the next victim caught?

The optical experts who have been in our town look at
the customer, guess the number of lens required, charge five
dollars for a pair of fifty-cent spectacles (that is, fifty cents
for the goods and four dollars and a half for the scientific
knowledge), and send the victim home to sit in a dark room
until the ,6 doctor " gets of town.

Now if your answer should be in the affirmative, etc.,
etc., etc. Yours truly, W. B. J.

Yea, verily, there is everything in optical in-

struction. This is a good text on which to preach

an optical sermon or write an elaborate argument

in favor of the plea for a higher standard of

optical education, and I believe the time is not

far distant when the law will require the optician

to be competent before he will be allowed to fit

spectacles. And why not ? Is not the eye one of

the most valuable organs we possess, and is there

any other more necessary to our welfare and hap-

piness? The dentist and the horse-doctor are

required by law to possess a diploma, and be
registered before they can practice their profes-

sions. And does not a man's eye need as much

protection as his teeth or his horse?

There has been a great advance along all

lines of professional work, and the science of

ophthalmology is keeping step with the rest. In

years gone by, anyone could call himself a doctor

and commence to practice medicine with the

scantiest qualifications. Now the law steps in to

protect the public health, and does not permit any

one to practice medicine, except those who have -

received diplomas, and all the while there is still

a cry for higher medical education, and the time

of study is lengthened and the requirements for

graduation made more rigorous each year. So it

is with dentists ; so it is with veterinary surgeons;

and so it will be ere long with opticians.

. Because some optical quack and humbug vis-

ited our correspondent's town, and, under the

guise of an educated optical expert, fleeced and

wronged the people, he must not think all edu-

cated opticians are frauds and quacks. In the

same way there are traveling quacks and charlatans

and patent medicine men, whose sole business is to

humbug the public. They are mostly uneducated

men, although, occasionally, a graduated phy-

sician may stoop to disreputable practices ; but

still, in spite of this, we do not jump to the con-

clusion that physicians are all frauds, and that the

practice of medicine is simply a deep-laid scheme

to extort money from innocent sufferers. So it is

in the church ; sometimes a church member, or a

church officer, or a Sunday-school superintendent,

or even a minister, descends to wrong-doing and

commits some flagrant crime ; and. yet for this

reason we do not denounce all.church members as

hypocrites nor conclude that Christianity is only

a sham or a fraud.

44 Enclosed find check for On-e Dollar, for which

please send me THE KEYSTONE one year. I would

subscribe for THE KEYSTONE if the subscription was

four times the amount."—H. L. UPTON, Upton, Ky.
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C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.

Having .a few more in stock,
will continue the sale until sold.

Imitation Webster-Whitcomb Lathe.
20 wire chucks, 5 wheel chucks, saw arbor, cement brasses, chuck block, belting, etc.

A very fine outfit. Price, $50.00.

\
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Swiss
Rounding-Up Tool.

I8 Cutters.
Complete.

Price, $30.00.

irk

24-inch Carved
Iron Watch Sign.

With raised

cast letters on rim.

Name printed on dials.

$16.50.

This Entire Lot for $78.50, Net Cash.

125=127 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
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Established in 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

P. 1 0111101101S,
104 State St.

Chicago, III.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

Reference of

E. HALLETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, 111.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIH I., Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO., Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND, Tiffin, O.
A. T. TH R EA DGA LE, Taylor, Tex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.
H. HAHN, Lansing, Mich.
AUSTIN g: HUNTER, Belton, Tex.

a few sales made:

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
1). A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo.
ROTHE INIPORT1NG CO., Denver, Colo.
W. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.
GEO. BEENIER, Lead City, South Dakota.
C. S. DURFEE, Davenport, Iowa.
C. B. SCOrrs SONS, Mayfield, Ky.
PAUL HELFER, Saratoga, N. V.
0. 1.. ZININIERMAN, _Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. TA LIFAFERO, Jackson. Tenn.
D. DOMNAU & BRO., Waco, Tex.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or

silverware house of Chicago.

_WALTHAM
NoROLOQICAL Thorough Instruction bo Horology, En-

5CHOOL

The Oldest and Best Equippea' Horolog-

ical School on the Continent.

PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

Tftorougli Instruction

in

%raying
in all its

HIM

graving and 01511thalnzology.

WALTHAM, MASS.

The vast majority of repairers of watches, located away from large cities, are obliged to carry a line of

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.

Do You Know How to Fit Them

If not, you are not doing justice either to your customer or yourself. If you do, you have the other fellow " at

A BIG DISADVANTAGE.
We have added this study to the curriculum of our School and have secured as Instructor a first-class Professor

in Opthalmology. No extra charge is made to regular students for instruction in this branch.

We also give thorough instruction in

ENGRAVING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Our reputation as instructors in

WATCHrIAKING AND REPAIRING
is thoroughly established. The hundreds of pupils who have graduated from our School are the best possible

testimony to the efficiency of the instruction.
A graduated pupil from this School can repair or construct a duplicate of any watch ever produced in Europe

or this country.
We agree to pay any person's expenses home who may come to this school, if we do not show him right here

more advantages for speedy and thorough learning in all branches taught than will be found in any other similar

institute in this country.
We also furnish Free tools and material for pupils to use while here; also material for making small tools for

themselves, which they own when finished.

Thorough instruction

in

Waicipaklog
and

Repairing

N. B.—Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished, wi
thout extra cost.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS. WHEN DOING $O. MENTION THE KEYSTONE
.



Send for particulars. Reasonable charges,

Can refer to many successful sales made.

The b.st rings ever offered for the money.
They are especially intended for a moder-
ate-price ring, and they fill the bill exactly.

"Well ! well ! well ! Here's a problem solved that has
perplexed me ever since I worked at the bench myself. I
always knew it was an injustice for the watchmaker to be re-
quired to warrant work, keep a record of it for the customer,
and after all get a cussing for his trouble. B ut just how to get
around it and satisfy the customer never occurred to me."

No. 117. ya K. $9.00 No. 116. $7.20

LET US SEND YOU AN ASSORTMENT.
Write for prices. Write for prices.

No. 118. Cluster.
Ruby, Emerald or Sap-
phire, and S Rose Dia-
monds. $6.75 take the place of all watch records without the

responsibilities of watch records.

Both forms are just the size of bank-checks.
Put up in books, well bound, with heavy covers.

Perforated all around, to tear out conveniently.

No. 502. Fine Ruby, Emerald No. 503. Three Fine Ruby
or Sapphire Doublet. $1.35 Doublets. $2.16

No. 504. Moonstone Center.
Two Ruby, Emerald or Sap-
phire Doublets. $1.80

L

PRICES:
Either Guarantee for Sales or for Repairs.

No. 2—two blanks to page, -
No. 3—three blanks to page,
No. 5—five blanks to page,

No. 506. S Whole Pearls. 1, me
Ruby, Emerald or Sapphire

Doublet. $3.15

No. 518%. 8 Rose Diamonds.
Fine Opal Center. $7.65

NET CASH. No further discounts.

Order early, before they are all gone.

PIKE, W11.13011 & TERNENT, 57 Wasitillgtofi $I., Oiling°, III.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS.

Importers of Diamonds and Precious Stones. BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS. A full line of DIA-
MOND MOUNTINGS. All kinds of REPAIRING FOR THE TRAD

E. Send us a trial order. We

carry in stock a large line of Ladies' and Gentlemen's ENGRAVED BAND AND STONE RINGS.

HARRY EMRIE,
Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A.

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

B. CRIESHABER,
94-96 State St.., Chicago.

MANUFACTURER OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Picks, etc.
REPAIRING GOLD. PENS A SPECIALTY.

I manufacture everything in the Gold Pen line, and you will find my prices 
satisfactory. Before placing your orders elsewhere,

send for my ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Do you want it? What?
Why, that beautiful Roll-Top Watchmaker's Bench, in Oak or Walnut, (valued at $22.5o)

which Thos. J. Juzek eic Co. will give to the owner of the First Express Package

of Watch Work delivered to them on the 28th of February, 1893.

REMEMBER
That we do our work promptly.

That we guarantee satisfaction.

That we make a specialty of repairing Chronographs.

That our prices are the lowest.

Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet.

ALL ORDERS FOR TOOLS

THOS. J. JUZEK & Co.
Trade Watch Repairers,

33, 35, 37, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, III.

OR MATERIAL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

AGENTS FOR MOSELEY LATHES.

It Will Pay You
to keep our

Illustrated Catalogue, The New England Jeweler,

On Your Counter.

Our name does not appear on any of its pages.

Wholesale Jewelers

Orders filled the day they are received.

SMITH & PATTERSON,
52 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
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W BC WATCH GLASSES
The W B&C watch glasses are recommended for their superior make, on

account of the quality of the glass, the finish of the edges and accuracy of sizing.
They are considered the best in the market, and kept in stock by all the leading
dealers in the country. The price is only a trifle higher than the inferior makes,
but tbis is easily made up in the saving of breakage, not to mention the greater
facility of fitting, and consequently saving of time.

Ask for the W B&C Watch Glasses.

IMPORTANT

To Manufacturers of Watch Cases and Jewelry.

Seamless
Solid Gold, Silver, TubingBrass and Copper

For Joints and Jewelers Hollow Wire Work, in

all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS,
24 Boudinot St. NEWARK, N. J.

FOR SALE BY ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.

No File Equals the "GLARDON" File
is the universal verdict of the trade.

TRADE

ANTOINE GLARDON#

MARK.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

F. W. GESSWEIN, 39 John Street, New York.
SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

ALBERT BERGER & CO.
The Oldest House

in

Their Line.

Best Goods

at

Moderate Prices.

Watch Glasses, French Clocks, Optical Goods, Opera Glasses,
Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye-Glasses. Ground Lenses, a Sp y

Interchangeable,

47 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
LENSE AND WATCH-GLASS FACTORY IN LORRAINE.

WON Oust-Proof Watch Kegs.
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE

FOR SALE
BY THE TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.

SOMETHING NEW!
We have now ready for the trade a line of Patent Counterbores for the watch

repairers, similar to what we have been supplying in large quantities to the leading watch

factories. We have selected the case-screw and jewel-screw sizes as the most

desirable for the watch repairer, and any workman

who wishes to be fully equipped in the way of

small tools will find these Counterbores a necessity.

Set A. Consisting .of 12 sizes of Case-
Screw Counterbores for use on

the leading makes of American

watches.
Price, $2.90.

Set B. Consisting of 7 sizes of Jewel-
Screw Counterbores for use on

the leading makes of American

watches.
. Price, $1.00.

Ask your Jobber for them or send direct to
us ; and if you are in need of a lathe, call
for one of our

Three Four Hopkins Lathes.
Prices reduced in December.

Waltham Watch Tool Co.
Springfield, Mass.

• JEWELERS'

sx\OV CASts
IN STOCK

AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest Made, and Filwags Carried in Stock.

_
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Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest

notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the

Columbian Exposition.

llmericall Show Case allillifror Works, 
Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar. movements are being

manufac-

tured and

sold by the

Illinois

Watch Co.

of Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters
-

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, Which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement.

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631, nd that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

T. M. AVERY,

R. E. ROBBINS,

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companies.

 4111iimmiip
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L. LELONG & BRO.
- Sweep El

Refiners
gala anif Silver and

AssayersITh

Smelters
LJ

S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Streets,

NEWARK, N. J.

-4/

Hunt St Fuller
MAKERS OF

Fine

Shrine Emblems

School Medals

Pins, Rings, etc.

73 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSS CASES.

Importers of

Diamonds.

Waltham

Elgin Movements

Howard

III. 0. thIRLMIRT & 50N5,
Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.
938 Market St., Philadelphia.

11.M.RICH*6:

AUCTIONEERS.

WE HAVE NEVER MADE A FAILURE I

61 Hanover Street
Boston, Mass.

•
• •
•

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in America.

All Communications Strictly

Confidential.

J. T. ANDERSON,
The Jewelers'

Auctioneer
DAYTON, OHIO.

By his new system any jeweler's stock
can be sold at a large per cent. profit above
cost. If you need money or desire to quit
business, the best way is to secure his
services. Write for terms, guarantee, refer-
ence and instructions.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL.

R., L. & M. Friedlander,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Importers of Diamonds
AND

Jobbers in American Watches,
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

65 & 67 Nassau Street, New York,
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

John Howe, . 18:5.
John Fagan, . 1835.
J. Fagan ec Son, 186z.
Duncan & Ross, 1885.
Duncan 6: Co., 3887.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

Established
1815

DUNGAN •fk @O.
Electrotupe and Stereatge Founani, ,

621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points
outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

Pat. Dec. 13, 1892.

Price, Shoo.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS :—Arc you satisfied with your old watch-oiler and daubing
oil-cup, or are you progressive and want the latest and best ? If so, ask your jobber for the

COLUMBIAN FOUNTAIN WATCH-OILER.
READ WHAT THE WATCHMAKERS SCHOOLS AND JEWELERS SAY ABOUT IT.

Southern School for Watchmakers and Jewel-
ers. H. P. Collins & Co., Manufacturing Jewel-
ers and Watchmakers.

- GREENVILLE, S. C., Sept. 7, 1892.
IRA L. GREEN, ESQ.

DEAR SIR :—I received your patent Oiler
this morning, and after using it all day, I find it
works beautifully. I think I can sell some to my
students. I will do my utmost to talk it up for you
while I am on the road in this State. It fills a
long-felt want to the, trade. I trust and believe
you will have a big success with them.

Yours respectfully, H. P. COLLINS.

Chicago Watchmakers' Institute.
CHIcAco, Sept. 14, 1892.

MR. IRA L. GREEN,
St. Regis Falls, N. Y.

DEAR SIR :—Your favor of Sept. 5th, to-
gether with sample Oiler, came duly to hand. I
have tested your Oiler somewhat and I consider it
a decided improvement upon the ordinary foun-
tain oiler. I think it an article which should have
a good sale, and I may be able to sell some for you
here in school. We make a fountain oiler our-
selves, but I think on the whole yours is better.

Sincerely yours, GEO. D. PARSONS.
W. G. Corwin, Jeweler and Stationer.

MR. IRA L. GREEN. SOUTHAMPTON, N. Y., October 5, 1892.
DEAR Sot :—The Fountain Oiler came to hand all right and I find it a very handy little article, as the

oil is always clean and no cups about to upset and get dirty. I think I will have you send me another one
just like it. Please see that it is all 0. K. before sending it. Enclosed find check. Respectfully,

W. G. CORWIN.SPACE WILL PERMIT EXTRACTS FROM ONLY THREE OF THE NUMEROUS LETTERS RECEIVED.

FOR SALE BY LEADING JOBBERS, or sent by mail on receipt of price by

IRA L. GREEN, Mfr., St. Regis Falls, N. Y.

fain, Lambert & Co., 19 PIO* Lao, Jew Tort I79
Elias 1E, gaily. \lik,a_1221,,,

.k

New Designs in

Silver Penholders
and Pencils.

Manufacturers and
Exporters

Fine Gold pens, Holders, picks, pencils, Novelties and Fountain pens.
AIKIN=LAMBERT JEWELRY CO., Importers of Diamonds, and Jobbers in Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc.

BIELics C TvET
is not to be depended on, but

The ELGIN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is,
for we are still pursuing our straightforward, honest course of making Competent and Experienced 

Watchmakers of our students.

DO YOU wish to perfect yourself in the more difficult parts of the trade? 0 YOU wish to become an Expert Engraver?

0 YOU wish to learn the trade from the foundation ? 0 YOU wish to be near Chicago during the World's Fair?

Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue, and see what we can do for you.-

ot j Rs is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.
is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the 

Western Trade Journal and Review

Number of Students
which we admit is limited. ELGIN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL, Elgin, Illinois.

Apply at once,
If you wish a seat.

LATEST NOVELTY

"e COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

DESIGN PATENTED OCT. 26. 1692.

Finished in Oxydized Silver and Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER DOZ., $2.00.

G. M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPLES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.
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Quality is the Standard of Value.

=

Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.

A bread=winner for the watchmaker.
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Full Size.

Columbia's Jewels.
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REDUCED PRICES

ON CHUCKS AND COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.



H. M. SMITH & CO
83 Nassau Street, MANUFACTURERS OF

•

New York City.
GOLD PENS, HOLDERS, PENCILS, PICKS, FOUNTAIN PENS, ETC.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE "BLACK DIAMOND" FOUNTAIN PEN, •
THE LATEST AND THE BEST—ABSOLUTELY PERFECT—WILL NOT DROP INK.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE-LIST.

The LindstrOm "Indestructible" Swedish Pliers

FLAT. 3,L, 4, 4,q inches. 50 cents each. CUTTING. 3, 4, 4,q inches. 75 cents each.

These pliers are without exception the best ever introduced into this country. The nippers will cut better and stand more usage thau the
best brands heretofore in the market ; they almost merit the term " indestructible."

The Crown Self-Adjusting Case-
springs, are made from the finest steel;
hardened and tempered in oil. They are
by far the easiest to adjust, and only two sizes
are requireu for cases from 0 to 18 size.

Price, per dozen so cents.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

Anti-Magnetic Watch Protectors.
For IS and 16 size Hunting and Open-Face Watches.

$2.00 per dozen.

13.
69 Nassau Street, New York.

Reduction in Fancy Dials.

The Prettiest Dials in the,market to fit all sizes
of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden and Columbus Move-
ments, including set of Louis XIV hands.

Price, complete, $I.so

R. W. TIRRELL,
- SPECIALTY,

'1,1C'TIONEER,
Sales made for Jewelers only in their places of business. Can refer to any of the numerous sales that I have made

throughout the United States. I never have made a failure. All communications strictly confidential. Address

OFFICE WITH

HENRY CARTER,
Wholesale Jeweler.

R. 12ST. TIRRELL,
198 Broadway, New York.

Boston Address, 114 Pembroke St.

Chicago Watch Tool Co.
52 Madison Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers and Repairers of

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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POWER ROLLING-MILL.

MAKERS OF

Walotpakois' ad Jowolois' Tools of Dom Oosoilplion.

Our Specialties
Staking Tools, Foot Wheels and Polishing Lathes,

WATCH SIGNS and Racks.
Fine Steel Tweezers and Screw-Drivers.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Kindly Mention. THl 1,C -ys•roN when. Ordering or 1.3uying.
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Be not the first by whom the new is tried,

Nor yet the last to leave the old aside."

0 0

HIS is very excellent advice as far

as my lady's new spring bonnet or

threatened crinoline is concerned, but

it is the rock on which so many jew-

elers perish. Honor it in the breach if you are in

the business to make money. We live in an age

of novelty. Goods, be they watch cases • or cuff-

buttons, that can boast of novelty in design, finish

ornamentation, or all three, have a special attrac-

tion for the eye and a special charm for the heart

of the average purchaser. This ihublic _predilection

for attractive novelty is the jeweler' s great lever of

success. Use it early, and you will use it profit-

ably. Hesitation to use it is money lost ; failure to

use it is ruin.

The

Up=to= Date
Version

Be ever _first to try the new ,•

If wealth you seek, the old eschew.

" New !" The word is a failure as a description
of the beautiful cases which we are now turning out

for the spring trade. Our advance in the watch case

line amounts to a complete departure. We pride our-

selves this season on having made some of the hap-

piest hits in our history, in combining the different

kinds of work that go to make an ideal watch case.

The shape, designs of engraving, workmanship, finish

—each in relation to the other—have been so im-

proved upon that the complete cases are marvels of

artistic attractiveness.

As we cannot visit you personally, or send you a

sample line to see, we will send out at an early

date, to each jeweler, a large postal-card showing

specimens of the latest patterns. As cuts, however,

fail to do them justice, we would advise you to pro-

cure samples as early as possible.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.



Why Wear a Plated Chain
WHEN YOU CAN BUY A

SOLID GOLD CHIEN
FOR

$1 2. oo 

Every Chain guaranteed. Made by

Martin, Copelana 81t Co.,
Makers of SOLID GOLD CHAINS.

SEAMLESS PLAIN RINGS. ENGRAVED BAND RINGS.

EYE-GLASS HOOKS AND CHAINS.

OFFICES:

15 Maiden Lane, W-..w York.

15! State Street, Chicago.

118 & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco.

Factory, 60 Richmond St.,

Providence, R. I.

Dale ads.Order the genuine DALE" Chucks,

and see that the name is stamped on each.

THEY ARE THE BEST.

$1.00 SI.00

HARD1NGE ROLLER REMOVER.

It requires great skill in tempering to produce 
good Chronometer Springs.

To produce the BEST, requires greater.

We endeavor to give you the same qualities in our Wat
ch Springs that exist in these critically perfect springs.

Are you using an inferior spring?

If so, is it not time to change ?

Our price remains as formerly,
$1.25 per dozen.

Write for gross prices.
It will pay you to buy gross lots.

Price, Si.so

Si.00 ST.00 Sr.00

GEM PIVOT DRILL CHUCK.
Price, 75cents.

JEWEL PIVOT DRILL CHUCK.
Price, so cents.

Q-1172 -ialiZ=za
0. K. CENTERING TOOL.

Price, so cents.

NIA.DE ONLY /3.Y THE

HOROLOG-IeAL TOOL O.
Manufacturers of Watchmakers' Tools and Machinery,

OFFICE : 86 N. Clark Street,
FACTORY: 1036 Lincoln Avenue, CH I C7:CO, I

OGDEN, UTAH.
Correspondence Solicited and Held Strictly Confidential.

REFER YOU BELOW TO A FEW OF THE MANY FIRMS

FOR WHOM I HAVE MADE SALES:

HAYDEN W. WHEELER, New York City.

BENJ. ALIEN, Chicago, Ill.

GREEN, SMITH WATCH ANn DiAmoNn Co., Denver, Colo.
MoREv's DiAmoND PALACE, Seattle, Wash.
En. 1. SALMSON, Tacoma, Wash.

A. 1'. Ross, Centralia, Wash.
B. ORTON, Ogden, Utah.

COLLINS & WENGER, Salida, Colo.

185

Tt7RNER 8,7. HALL, Boise City, Idaho.

FREEMAN MCCARTNEY, Park City, Utah_

W. S. MonLEv, Auburn, Cal.

J. GLICK, Stockton, Cal.

J. STRAUSS, Eureka, Nevada.

Ron POWELL, La junta, Colo.
J. SCHULTZ, JR., Monterey, Cal.
I. J. SHARICK, Tacoma, Wa_sh.

INVESTIGATE US!

100 per cent. increase.
This is our record for the

past three months.

First-class ability in each department.

Personal supervision and honorable deal-

ing are what do it.

CHICAGO WATCHMAKERS' INSTITUTE,
1556-5'7 MASONIC TEMPLE.

Write for Catalogue. G. D. PARSONS, Principal.

BOSTON

ENGRAVING SCHOOL,

3 Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

Under the direction . of Mr. John Harriott, who has had forty years'
practical experience in all branches of Gold and Silver, Orna-

mental and Letter Engraving, Designing, Enamel-
Cutting, Carving, Chasing, etc., etc.

The art of Letter, Monogram and Ornamental Designing and Engraving

on jewelry, watch cases, silverware, table and hollow ware, etc., is thoroughly

taught by experienced engravers and teachers.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
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GOOD MONEY FOR YOU IN

FOR SALE
BY ALL JOBBERS.

MANUFACTURED BY A C.

Paulo's Patent Dust-Proof
Wan Pockets.

This pocket is made of best quality chamois-
skin, with metallic ring firmly sewed in opening
at bottom, which prevents any accumulation
of dust, that would otherwise work its way into a
watch carried in any other pocket.

Three Points of Merit:
Absolutely dust-proof.
The iron ring in the bottom protects the watch

from magnetic influences.
The chamois-skin will always keep the case

clean and bright.
(THIS POCKET SHOULD BE SEWED IN.)

Wholesale Price, $1.50_p,er Dozen. Retails for 25 cts.
Sample Pocket, 15 cents.

WE WILL FURNISH ADVERTISING MATTER FREE.

PARNO, GREENE, IOWA.

To the Jewelry and Optical Trade:
Pat.

Ap.
1891.

The Lamb Eye=Shield

Order through your jobber, or send
paid, on receipt of $.,coo.

is guaranteed to be the most desirable EYE-PRO-
TECTOR made. It is light, flexible and waterproof.
It is made to tit closely to the face and around the eyes ;
a soft, felt rim on the face side renders it impossible for
dust or any other substance to enter between it and theSkill : small perforations in the felt rim admit sufficient
air far the eyes to retain their -normal moisture. The
EYE-SHIELDS are formed of the clearest mica, and
are perfectly transparent. They are furnished in clear
or blue, as desired, and RETAIL FOR 50 CENTS.

The Lamb Eye-Shield is in
great demand by horsemen, bi-
cyclists, car-drivers, motormen,
engineers, stonecutters, etc.

Quick sales with liberal profits are assured.direct for trade prices. One (only) sample dozen sent by mail, postage

W. S. McGowan Jr Manufacturer,

P. O. Box 2501. BOSTON, MASS.

PORTRAITS

FORREST BUILDING, .

LAN DSCAPES

CATALOGUES
COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

BUILDINGS

JEWELERS' AND WATCHMAKERS' WORK A SPECIALTY.

A. N. CLARK, Plainville, Conn.
Carried in stock by all
Wholesale Dealers.

Manufaeturer of
The Celebrated

LOOP WATCH KEY.Never made better and never morepopular than at present.

Numbers stamped on each key.

Send for price list of
these and other goods.

Crosby's Jeweling Tools.

Clock Screw-Drivers. Length 7% in.

ROscwoOd Handles, Nickel-Plated Blades and Ferrules. Convenient for deep work.

•

The Peoria Horological School.
FOR THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL TEACHING OF

WATCHMAKING AND REPAIRING.

Rooms, Cor. illahz and Eli:.-,abeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

The object of this School will be to supply the demand
for a higher grade of skilled artisans in this branch of
industry.

The School is founded by and will be under the di-
rection of Professor L. D. JONES, an expert of the high-
est order, both in theory and practice, and well-known to
the watchmaking fraternity.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Peoria tiorologieal School,
Cor. Main and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

Tfte Carpenter Latlies
ARE ALL THE GO.

They go swift ; they go strong; they go
instantly ; and they go the right way
always.
We say they will save half your work.
You will say so after you get one.
They are chock-full of go, and if you
expect your business to go you must
send for our catalogue of Lathes, Foot-
Wheels, etc. If your jobber don't sell
them, write us—we do.

Me Carpenter Latfte & Tool Co.,
165 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

No. 9. LONG WOOD-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

No. 41. LONG RUBBER-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

No. 51. LONG NICKEL-PLATED BENCH KEY.

No. 53. TRIPLEX POCKET SCREW-DRIVER. PATENTED.
Price 76 cts. Three blades in one handle. Blades, Nos. 44, 53 and 6o.

No. 2. POCKET KEY. BRASS. NO. 60. POCKET. NICKEL-PLATED.

H. H. Franklin, Successor to John S. Birch & Go.
79 & 81 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TOOLS AND SMALL METAL GOODS MADE ON CONTRACT. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

The Original TIMM

Golg Gion
FILLED RINGS.

Plain and Chased.

Manufactured for the Jobbing
Trade only.

Every Ring has our Trade-
Mark of the Crown stamped

inside. None genuine without

it.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Solid Gold Rings.

W. E. McCALL,
SUCCESSOR TO MCCALL et, NEWMAN,

104 & 106 South Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa,
JEWELRY REPAIRING IN ALI. ITS BRANCHES A SPECIALTY.

F. R. CLAYTON,

Jewelers' Auctioneer
26 ST. JOHNS PLACE,

CHICAGO, ILL.
For conducting sales, I make terms that will be satisfactory

and assure profit. I can furnish the best of reference. All
correspondence will be confidential.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

(Continuation of page 97.)
The list of jobbers as given on first page of this issue was sent in the absence of the

gentleman directly in charge of this department, and was taken from an old list. As the
discovery was made too late to correct it (the form containing page 97 having been on
press), the correction is made by the additional list given below. The name of Mr. W. T.
Coffin, Chicago, in the list of tool and material jobbers on page 97, is an error, as he is a
jobber in the general line of jewelry.

The Specialties named on page 97 are sold by the following 

jobbers at prices named:
Boston, Mass.

H. \Veber & Co., 424 Washington St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
King & Eisele,

Washington and North Division sts.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Bowler St Burdick CO., 208 Superior t,t.
Sigler Bros., 211 Superior Sr
Sumner Bros. & Co., 204 Superior St.

Columbus, Ohio.
A. H. Bonnet, 24 East Spring at.

Des Moines, Iowa,
G. \V. Marquardt & Sons, 410 S.: 412 Fifth St.

Elmira, N. Y.
Freudenheim Bros. & Lande, 402 E.Water St.

Indianapolis, Ind.
L. L. Norton,

New York, N. Y.
L. H. Keller & Co.,
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co

Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Litchfield,
Louis A. Scherr & Co

Pittsburg, Pa,
Heckel, Bider & Co.,

Portland, Oregon.
Butterfield Bios.,

San Francisco, Ca

24 Hubbard Block.

,se 64 Nassau St.
13 Maiden Lane.

•,

Wood St. & Fifth Ave.

Jones & Davis,
Wolff, Henry

702 Chestnut St.
726 Chestnut St.

1624 First St.

3 Hardie I'lace.
120 Sutter St.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

letter 1all porological Sollools
Twenty yews' experience in taking pupils for in-

struction in watchmaking. Send for terms.

Watches or Parts Demagnetized,
and Guaranteed so.

Stem-winding parts, any form or description.
Wheels and l'inions for French and Hall Clocks, or
any other purpose, from the finest watch pinion to
the largest clock wheel.

M. H. DOWNES,
Manufacturing and Jobbing Watchmaker,

22 CHAPMAN PLACE,
Cor. Bosworth Street. BOSTON, MASS.

DIFFICULT WORK FOR THE TRADE.

Price-List by mail.

Scientific American
Agency for

CAVEATS,
TEsRmA E  MARKS,

PATENTS,
COPYRICHTS, etc

For information and free Handbook write toMUN.N & Co.. 361 BROADWAY, NEW Year.Oldest-bureau for securing patents in America.Every patent taken out by us is brought beforethe public by a notice given free of charge in the

Oentific American
Largest circulation of any scientific paper in theworld. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligentman should be without it. Weekly 83.00 ayear; $1.51) six months. Address MUNN &pUBTASTTPIL.-,361 Broadway, New York City.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

Watchmakers' Tools
Do not read this, unless when buying watchmakers' tools you

wish to know where to get the best.

Save yourself the trouble and expense that come from using an
inferior tool of any description, that eventually has to be replaced by .
the best article in the market (for. to buy a cheap tool once is a lesson
a good watchmaker does not care to repeat).

But how are we to know which are the best ?
By seeing that the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co. stamp is on each tool.
It is for the interest and success of every jobber and horological

school to make a practical test of all tools made by the J. G. Hall Mfg.
Co., that they-may see their superiority over all others in the market.

I desire to call your particular attention to my Staking-Tools,
Yankee Roller-Removers, Gem Screw-Drivers, Jewel-Pin Setters,
Collet Wrenches and Hairspring Collet-Removers. Al! are goods
of first-class quality and the very highest degree of mechanical
perfection, and each is stamped with the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co.'s
stamps.

Jobbers, please send in your orders at once ; the first come, the
first filled. January ist I commenced the manufacture of the Star
Watch-Key and Combination Bench-Key formerly manufactured by
the Acme Watch-Key Co., of Montpelier, Vt.

Wishing the trade during the present year the most voluminous
success, which all will have that use the J. G. Hall Mfg. Co.'s tool,
I remain,

Yours respectfully,

P. L. HERRICK,
ROXBURY, VERMONT.

Opticians' Grindstone
on stand,

$8.50
Size of stone, :6 x 3 inches. Specially selected

for lens grinding.

Levy, Dreyfus & Co. g & n Maiden Lane,
MSS MMMMMMMMMM MMMMMM MMMMMM MISOIMISOSON MMMMM NEW YORK.

Send for Catalogue of Tools and Materials for Watchmakers,
Jewelers and Opticians.

instructions to Jewelers on the Fitting of Spectacles. Free of charge.
Correspondence solicited.

Lewis
Horological School,

17 Maiden Lane, New York,
offers superior facilities to learn the trade in all its branches.

Write for terms.

PIVOTING
S.

Send 40 Cents (in stamps) and a true and nice
pivot will be returned the same day job is received.

Fine Watch Repairing for the Trade.
Full Satisfaction Given. Write for Price-List.

Prices Moderate. Work Returned Promptly.
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Fountain and Gold nrillo Made and Repaired
CROWN PEN CO. I-141u 78 State St. CIlicago

t, alliworg4001041110/01.
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SIGNS! SIGNS! SIGNS!!!
Your attention is called to the largest and most

perfect Jewelers' Watch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different sizes. Weight of Signs 12 to 8o lbs. Price-
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LOS BARNHART,

908 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

Brickett's Patent
FERO Clock

Movement Holder.

$1.75 each.

Johlli Howland,
OPTICAL JOBBING

Quick Time,
Careful Work,
Low Prices.COPYRIPHT.

Steel Frames, 15t0 30 cts. each. Spheri-
cal Lenses, 25 cts. per pair. Cylinders,
35 cts. per pair. Sphero-cylinders, _so
cts. per pair (all beveled). Catalogue FREE

QUEEN& CO.,101opfiteas.tnitiat. St.,

73 Hanover St.
Boston, Mass.

First-class jobbers carry
them.

CHAMPION

Sell it to your customers ; it pays
a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED.

ALWAYS BEADY FOR USE -

For Cleaning Diamond,

SOLD IN 4 AND El OZ. BOTTLES, 
Foil Back, and all kinds

4SADE.Asm of Gold. Plated or Gilt

OR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. BIGISTIRED. Jewelry.

UNSURPASSED FOR CLEANING DIAMONDS AND FINE GOLD JEWELR
Y.

Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers in 
Jewelry and Material.

FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.
In reply to my advertisement in the December

KEYSTONE, I received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that I have further
enlarged my repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
and Engraving. Also a good place for studying
watchmaking. W. A. SC H ROETER,

198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Musical-Box Repairers,
also Orchestions, Albums, Automatons, Birds, Clocks,
Sculptures, and all Fantasia, with Music, will receive
our skillful attention. Twenty-five years experience
as Manufacturers in Switzerland will be a guarantee
to you of our thorough knowledge in the Musical
Mechanical Art. Estimates given, and work called
for when desired. Promptness and Moderate Prices.

AUGUSTE JACCARD tc SONS,
1016 Chestnut Street., Philadelphia, Pa.

To Prevent mks yrit,r; Sweating or Frosting
USE SERRILL'S INVENTION.

For $.1.00 I will send you instructions how to pre-
vent it. At a small expense, any carpenter can do it.
I have used it four years, and my window has not
had sweat or frost on it the coldest days in winter.

Address, JAMES SERRILL, Jeweler,
1806 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

C. G. HARSTROM, Peekskill, N. Y., will
send sample of this all steel Adjustable Case Spring,
-any size, Swiss or American, for 'Fen Cent Stamps.

John G. Schanbacher,
MANUFACTURER OF FINE JEWELRY
S. W. Cor. Marshall and Halsey Sts.

Newark, N. J.
Brooches, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Earrings, Rings,

Lockets, Pendants. All sorts of Diamond Mountings.
SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY.

J. J. Ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro-Plater,
Fire-Gilder and Colorer

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Send for Price.List.

Classified advertisements under these headings, except-
ing "Situations Wanted," THREE CENTS per word, ono
insertion; 10 per cent. off for three insertions; 15 per cent.
off for siz insertions, and '25 per cent. off for twelve In.
/tertian. Name and address Included.

To secure a place in the columns of this page,

advertisers shonid forward copy no that It may reach us not
later than the P.:ith of each month.

IF ANSWERS ARE TO BE FORWARDED,

POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED.
No advertisement inserted for less than ti cents, Except.

ing "Situations Wanted," which cost 10 rents for a 3-lino
notice.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-
PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each, lo K.

If you have your eye
on riding a wheel,
write to us.

We hammer prices
down.

Crosby 4Fc Dorian,
621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

No Watchmaker Could Afford

SHEEHAN'S

WATCH ROLLER
REMOVER

will fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
rollerwithout disturb-
ing the hairspring, re-
quires no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $1.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Shee-
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

The tool is all he
claims for it.
THEO. LESPERANCE,

Watchtnaker,
with Jules Racine,
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., I Mai-
den Lane,N. Y.City

It is worth its
weight in gold.
Soenus STILTIOFF,
V. L. FiGstruerra,
W at chmakers,

with Hayden \V.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

G. E. WALHIZER, Manufacturing Jeweler,

Earrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J.

RHINE

Clummeters

SOUTHERN
SCHOOL FOR WATCHMAKERS.

Send for prospectus of above School. The only one
in the South. Skilled instructors ; latest machinery ;
cheap living ; fine location ; terms moderate. Watch
repairing, badges, diamond-setting and general trade
work at factory prices. Old gold and silver taken as
cash at current " rates."

H. P. COLLINS & CO., Greenville, S. C.

THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.

Springing, Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade

EASY TERMS. SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

JEWCUR.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and
•
Copyrights secured. Interferences and

Infringement Suits conducted. Send for

Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-

ences.

With hardened
chock and pump
center. II is excel-
lently Ilnkluql and
nickel-plated Mid
warranted lo run
perfectly true, Si,.
lit them to all
lathes. Ask your
Jobber for one on
appro.!.

J. Houghton
Manchester,

N. H.

THE REGULATOR.
COPYRIGHTED.

The only book of the kind in existence con-
taining 300 different causes that will stop a
watch. Alphabetically arranged. A sav-

ing of time, labor and money to any repairer.
Sent to any watchmaker on receipt of $1.00,
postage prepaid.

F. A. BRISTOL, PUBLISHER,
AUBURN, NEB.

SHEPARD'S NEW SGO SCREW-CUTTING FOOT-LATHE.
Foot and Power Lathes, Drill

Presses, Scroll-Saw Attachments,
Mandrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,
Dogs, Calipers, etc. Lathes on
trial, I.athes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

H. L. SHEPARD, Agt.,
lit Si. second tit.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

There is no better friend in the daily labors of a
practical optician than the

HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"
OF

W. BOHNE, Ito Canal' Street, New Orleans.

l'rice, $2.50, postpaid.

No More Sweating of Show-Windows

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.

- This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded, postage must be enclosed.

Great attraction for your window—simple, clean,
cheap. Success guaranteed.

Send $1.00 for instructions to

E. P. Ledos,
MANUFACTURER OF

WATCH CASE MATERIALS,
Crowns, Pendants, etc.

118 Market St., Newark, N. J.

We have on hand a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,
not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and are
excellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair, and will give
satisfactory results as to performance. We will sell these Chronometers at
low prices, either for cash, or oti accommodating terms to suit special cases,
or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

FOR THE HEAVIER WORK OF JEWELERS.

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.

TRY A SAMPLE DOZEN OF

ThYsMAINSPRINGs
WE REPLACE BROKEN ONES.
Prdoz. TIDD Trit CO

BY MAIL, COLUMBIANA, O.

Barnes' Foot Power Lathes, 16 different
  styles and sizes, suitable for all classes of
  ork from the Blacksmith to theJeweler.

There is no application of foot power
equal to the Patent Velocipede, used with
these lathes. Thousands of them are in

practical use in the shops of metal and wood workers.

L. G. Woolley, of Grand Rapids. Mich., says: "I wish to say
that I have owned and used two Of your No. 6 foot power lathes
now about fiveyears. The tools have been put to hard and con-
tinuous work in my laboratory, and it i.. is me pleasure to say
that up to this time, no repairs of any kind whatever have been

needed. Indeed the tools are all and more than what yon clahn for them
My time is devoted exclusively to invention and experimental work in 

electricity. In doing this it is neces-

sary to have accuracy, and wide range of adoptation to different wor
k. Your excellent lathes and superb foot

power is all that could be desired by any one in need of a tirst-class tool."
Send for catalogue of wood and metal workers' outfits.

W. E. & JOHN BARNES CO.. No. 660 Ruby St., Rockford, HI.

Absolute protection to
the eye from flying part-
icles, and everything an-
noying or hurtful. .Nc•
glass to break. Invalu-
able to workmen, horse.
men,wheelmen and trav-
elers on land and sea.

You bid defiance to
Dust, Snow, Rain, Hail,
Sleet, Wind, and Sun.
Particulars on appli-

cation.

Sample by mail,
50 cents.

THE NOUS VERRONS CO..503 John Hamra Bidg..11oston,Mass

CEILINGS
A N D SIDE WALLS

Manufactured by

  A. NORTHROP & CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Embossed Steel Molded Plates.
Send for illustrated circular and

estimates on the Neatest Metal
Finish. suitable for Church, Hall,
Store. Office, School and Parlor.

    Easily put up in new buildings, or
over old plaster.

Office Course, $30.00.

Correspondence Course, 15.00.

NO CLASSES.

STUDENTS BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

For circulars, giving references, etc.,

DETROIT OPTICAL INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses ; Anatomy, Physiology
and Refraction of the Eye. Practical mampulations
of Prisms. the Ophthalmoscope, etc., etc. A special
course of instructions for students by mail.
For particulars, address

JOHN S. ()WEN, M. IS.,

23 Adams Ave., E., Detroit, Mich.

DR. PETER HENRY,
SPECIALIST IN

WATCH CASE
DISEASES

Key-Winders
changed to

Stem-Winders.

Hunting-Cases
changed to 0. F.

English Cases
changed to fit
American
movements.

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.
Wells' Patent Ring Adjus-

ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease ; is a perfect guard
for the ring, besides holding the top
of ring in desired position. It can
be fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without mar

cutting. 1 doz., 

ring the ring, and may
be removed instantly. It also nmkes
the ring a perfect fit and often saves
assorted sizes, solid 10 K. gold,

$3.00 net. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes. 75 C.
net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on re-
ceipt of above price ( to c. extra if registered). The
retail price, fitted, is, gold. 50 to 75 C. each : metals
25 C. each. Address, CHESTER H. WELLS,
Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-
ommend \Veils' Patent Attachment for Finger Ring,
to the trade and think every retail jeweler should
keep them : I leeren Bros. & Co., Cross & Beguelin,
May Sr. Stern, Etc.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES
Are the sweetest, most complete, tone-sustaining,
durable, and perfect Musical Boxes made, and any
number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful
family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.
Buy direct of the makers, he oldest, most reliable,
and responsible firm. No Music Box can be guaran-

teed without Gautschi's patented Safety Tune Change
and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for
Gem and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions
and Polyphones, Lowest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

OLD MUSIC BOXES CAREFULLY REPAIRED.

1030 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA.GAUTSCHI & SONS{

Pat. 7aty 1204 1892.

BEST AND ONLY PERFECT OPENER EVER MADE.

The most tight-fitting case can be easily and quickly opened. Anyone can open a watch with this Opener

withont danger of injuring case or movement. Send for circular giving full description.

PRICE : No. 1 Opener, Steel Blade, Ebony Finished Handle, 25 cents each.

MANUFACTURED BY F. E. LINDAHL, 269 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

Sample mailed on receipt 01 25 cents in postage stamps.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

TRUE excellence is acquired only by constant vigilance in specific directions, as no one man can be great in Science,
Music and Literature. So cannot any one Company be the best case-maker, the best movement-maker and the
best dial-maker. The most successful dealers appreciate this fact and by judicious assembling of the best varieties •

of the best producers of specific lines, are able to offer combinations of complete watches which dealers behind the age
wonder why they cannot buy. There is not much " luck " attending the successful jeweler's career. What passes for
luck is taste, judgment and ability. When you see such a jeweler's window you will observe he uses only our Dials. ikee

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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FRANK H.WELLS AGENTS
GENE.. SELLING AGT FOR U.S.A. WANTED
SYRACUSE N.Y' 

SirFIrst-class Jewelers In every town and city
wanted to act as exclusive agents.

I. The guard remains perfectly

2. The guard is made of two
tarms,igi d 

in

thl. nereuin)onsing at right angles to

itt gi vhe I ay
the t ntihew ait:(i.1„;t p awsisiiitcigh tpl;osiitt

10C3.1(sit tihsecaryatrod.fit
;(;foere, c v‘u•th. e the

angle of the " Eclipse " guards is
fixed, the arms of the guards are
thin and pliable, so that any desired

Pat. May 25,'9o. 
schaasepe fictatnedbe ,gv iitvhen tahteid hin:tc)sl itpsaen

guards in the shortest possible space

oft. No
time.
4  other guard is so light, clean, and has so

It fashionable fitting.
litt5l.e eistaal.

Send for Circular. Place your Orders NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG & CO.,
43 Maiden Lane, New York,

Sole Agents for the "Eclipse" Eye Glasses.

Wc carry a complete line of all leading American
Frames and Lenses and Optical Goods.

Why use a nasty, always out-of-order
chemical battery for gilding and coloring,
when you can get a hand-power dynamo for
$15.00, which is always ready, and no ex-
pense for chemicals, and good for a lifetime ?
Can be had of

BEN. FRANKLIN ELECTRICAL CO.

:331 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia.
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Opticians' Supplies
Complete Trial Cases; 150
lens set, $32 50 ; 220 lens set,
$47.50. LOri Ophtfi almo-
scope, $9. Atli ficial Eyes,
for selection, St each. Arti-
ficial Eyes, best quality, $5o
per hundred. Ophthalmorne-

ters, $6o to $55. Queen's Stan-
dard Perimeter, $2o. Queen's
Lens Grinding Outfit, $35.
Catalogue FREE.

QUEEN & CO., Opticians,Oculists  a 11 cl

1010 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

DRACT1CAL watch-repairer, expert. 25 years'
exp. ; capable of taking charge of store, bench

work, or act as foreman. He is also a good sales-
man. No bad habits. All tools. Will not work for
low wages. Only gentlemen need apply. " Wide-
Awake," Box t97, Bastrop, 'hex.

D Y an American. Position as first-class watch-

• 

maker and salesman. At on fine and compli-
cated work. 14 years' exp. Fine set of tools. Best
ol. refs. Ad., " Watchmaker," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man of good address, good habits, good
ref., a good salesman, good workman, good tools,

wishes a position in Ohio or Mich. Will. H.
Sharp, Ironton, Ohio. •

VOUNG man, 2x. Have had 43/i years' exp. at the
I bench. Good ref. Can do all kinds of jewelry
and watch work, and am a graduate optician. Want
a permanent situation at once, with a good house.
Ad., " Geo. N.," Red Cloud, Neb.

IMANTED—a permanent position, by first-class
pi watchmaker, jeweler and script engrav'er. Com-
plete set of tools. Married. At refs., if required.
For particulars, ad. " American," care Keystone.

Il
Y a watch-repairer—a situation in good town
where there is a good band. I play cornet. Can

nish first-class ref. for both. J. A. Key, Bis-
marck, No.

AN optician who has had several years' practical
1-1 exp., and who is also a practical watchmaker
and jeweler, desires permanent position. Address,
" W. and 0.," care Keystone office.

WATCHMAKER of good habits and 7 years' exp.
In wants position. Has served apprenticeship
with 5 to 8 workmen, and 6 months' instructions
with expert. Am rapid at watch-work, and guaran-
tee satisfaction or ask no pay. Have no tools ; lost
in fire. Ref. furnished. South or West preferred.
Ad., Ned Smering, San Marcial, New Mexico.

BY young man, 22. Having finished a 6 months'
course at horological institute, would like a

position with man who is willing to help him if
needed. Have good kit, and can furnish good ref.
W ill send sample of engraving. Position as assistant
preferred. No elaborate wages expected to start
with. Ad., " E.," 1823 Coluinbia Ave., Phila., Pa,

0RACT1CA I. watch-repairer and engraver; ex-
[ pert. 16 years' exp. Have thorough under-
standing of the jewelry business. I am the man you
want. Refs. exchanged. Ad., " C.," care Keystone.

I EW ELERS and watchmakers, after taking a
L) course of instruction under Richard 0. Kandler
in practical engraving, at his school, 63 to 69 \Vash-
ington St., Chicago, have no trouble in securing
situations.

BY young man of good address ; situation as assist-
ant watchmaker or engraver. 4 years' exp. at

watch-work, 2 years' at engraving. Have tools and
rcfs. Ad., " M.." care Keystone office.

A COMPETENT optician, who has had several

• 

years' exp. in practical work, desires permanent
situation. Ad.," Optician," care Keystone office.

OPTICIAN —a first-class optician and jewelry
salesman in every respect. Will be at liberty

to accept a situation by March ist. L. Stanhope,
123-125 l,a Salle St., Room 82, Chicago, Ill.

ERNIANENT situation wanted by first-class jew-
r- eler and engraver. Would prefer to engrave
principally. Can take charge of repair department.
SO years' exp. " M. J.," care Keystone office.

DY an experienced optician and watchmaker. Wish
D to travel for an optical firm, ora steady employ-
ment in store. Thoroughly understand refraction
and the most difficult compound prescription work.
Have my own test-case, etc. Also capable of taking
full charge of business. Ad., " Optician and Watch-
maker," care Keystone office.

WATCHMAKER wants a job. Have set tools.
VV Am married. At ref. Ad., " Watchmaker,"
Lock Box 82, Barnesville, Ga:

D Y first-class workman and fair engraver. 6 years'
D exp. Married. No bad habits. Own good set
tools. First-class refs. Ad., I'. II. Smith, Washing-
ton, Iowa.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.

B' young man, age 23. Can clean and repairwatches, clocks and jewelry. Cannot engrave.Will work for $5 per week and board. Iowa pre-ferred. Correspondence solicited. Address, J. 11.Ilryans, Fertile, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, 32 years of age. 17 years exp.Val Expert on fine and complicated Swiss andhigh-grade American watches. Ai lepairer and ad-juster. A clean workman ; also good plain engraver,with fine set of tools. The best refs. as to character,etc. Ad., " Expert," care Keystone.
A PRACTICAL watchmaker and jeweler of over20 years' exp. wishes steady employment. Havetools and material. Ad., C. S. Graves, Bad Axe,Mich.

A FIRST-CI-ASS watchmaker. 18 years' exp. on/A fine and complicated work, and good salesman.Want position. Ad., " Waltham," care Keystone.

&
N expert watch-repairer. 2! years' exp. Goodtools. Rapid workman ; good salesman ; no badbits. Like to work for a good house. Capable oftaking charge of bench and store. Will not work forlow wages. Only gentlemen need apply. " Expert,"Box 197, Bastrop, Texas.

[IRST-CLASS engraver and watchmaker. PreferI to do only engraving. 25 years' exp. Willsend printed copper-plate sample of engraving." A. W. R.," care Keystone office.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker would like a positionTA to travel on road for some first-class jewelryhouse. Ad., " C. C.," care Keystone office.

BY experienced traveling salesman, either on theroad or in retail store. Best of refs. given. Canspeak Swedish. Ad., " Salesman," care Keystone.

BY young man of 19. 2 years' exp. Place tocomplete watchmakers' trade under skilledworkman. Chicago or West preferred. Address,"G. E. E.," care Keystone office.
A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en-graver, with good refs., would like to run thejewelry department of a combination store. Address," Business," care Keystone office.
D Y single man of 25 years, as jeweler, with reliableD firm. Have my own tools. Sober, reliable inevery respect. None but those needing a good manneed reply. " W. 13. P.," Lock Box 3, Bridgeport,Lawrence Co., Ill.

BY a practical watchmaker of 17 years' exp., in awholesale material department. Ant Americanborn, learned my trade in Germany, and can alsospeak the German language. Correspondence so-licited. Ad., Wm. Engels, Highland Falls, N. Y.

YOUNG man. 5 years' exp. Can do all ordinarywatch, clock and jewelry repairing. Wish tonish trade. Good ref. Ad., J. W, Buchanon,Elgin, Texas.

A GE 38; married. 26 years' exp. at bench. Can doIA plain engraving. Own tools. Ref. furnished.Ad., M. V. Latsch, Windsor, Mo.

PY young man. single. 12 years' exp. at generalwatch and jewelry repairing. Ax salesman.est ref. " C. R. J.," care Keystone office.

BY a young man 25 years old-a position to learnthe jewelry trade. Can do plain engraving.Salary no object. M. Harrison, White Pigeon, Mich,

BY graduate of the Jewelers' School of Letter andMonogram Engraving. 8 years' exp. as watch-maker and jewelry-repairer. First-class salesman.24 years old, single. First-class ref. Ad., " R.,"care Keystone office.

INDUSTRIOUS young man of 20 desires position1 in jewelry store. Cit' preferred. a years' exp.at bench. Best refs. Capable of waiting on cus-tomers. Ad., E. D. Hinkle, Littlestown, Pa.
DY a young man, 4 years' exp., to finish trade0 under a good watchmaker. Can do all ordinarywatch work, fine, complicated French clocks, andjobbing of all kinds. Ad., " XC.," care Keystone.

BY a 
young man. 4 years' exp., to finish tradeunder a good watchmaker. Can do all ordinarywatch work, plain engraving, and hard-soldering ofany kind. Ad., " N.," care Keystone office.

A POSITION as assistant watchmaker, or to havecharge of clock and jewelry-repairing depart-ment. Am good salesman. Good ref. given. Ad.," Single," care Keystone office.

watchmaker and engraver, by March 1st or 55th,with 12 years' exp. at the bench. Have tools.Good ref, Ad., " Key-Stone," care Keystone.
VOUNG man of 20 wishes to finish trade with good,T reliable workman. 20 months' exp. Have sometools. Good refs. V. W. Eaton, Benson, Minn.
AT once, by watchmaker. x year at school ; some

• 

practice since. Strictly honest, sober and indus-trious. Low wages on trial. Best of refs. Address,Lee Probst, Weston, \V. Va.

DY first-class watchmaker, jeweler, engraver andUt scientific optician. 15 years' practice. Fullyequipped. Good salesman. No bad habits. Bestrefs. Ad., " Good Wages," care Keystone office.
WATCHMAKER wants situation. Can do jewelryVI/ repairing and engraving. Refs., present cm.ployer. Ad., " J. A. C.," care Keystone office.

BY a first-class watch-repairer and engraver.
Competent to take full control of repair work,and an experienced manager. Single, aged 30. Lessthan $zoo per month not accepted. Satisfactoryrefs. Ad., " H. E.," care Keystone office.

WATCHNIAKER. Are you willing to have oneVV who can do complicated work ? I took a high-grade repeating and chronograp% watch, and addedthereto a perpetual calendar, without making thewatch thiCker, although it had been said by otherwatchmakers to be impossible to do such a job. Thisshows how much 1 know about complicated watches.You may be sure that I can make any part in acomplicated watch, even if there is no sign of the oldpiece ; also a stem-winding attachment to any watch.as years' exp. Best refs. that could be obtained.A. M. Felson, 86 Eldridge St., New York, N. Y,

WANTED.

t()CATION offered to young man who is goodrepairer, and has small capital. Ad., Georgeeredith, Bridgewater, S. flak.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. Must be first-VV class in both branches. Will pay $i8 to startwith. Steady employment, and no night work.Hours from 7:30 until 6. Do not answer this unlessyou are a first-class workman in both branches.Lake, Strobel & Co., Waterbury, Conn.
I EWELERS to know that I teach engraving to alimited number of pupils, in my new and elegantengraving room. Write for particulars. L. H. Lud-wig, Masonic Temple, Chicago.
VOUNG man, good on plain watch work, clock andI jewelry jobbing, and a fair salesman, of moraland sober habits. State age, exp. and wages wanted,with good refs. Address, C. Henry, Ironton, 0.
A YOUNG Baptist jeweler and watchmaker woulddo well at Mansfield, Ill. Write H. F. W.Spilver.

A PAIR of second-hand rolls, suitable for rollinggold for rings. State price. Chas. Bachman,Ottumwa, Iowa.

A FE \V more students to learn practical engraving,at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard0. Kandler, chief instructor and proprietor, 63 to69 Washington Street, Chicago.
II ENEVA Optical Co.'s Prisoptometer. State priceU and condition. J. D. Daniels, Albion, N. Y.
A SWING or a slide-rest ; a watch sign. WesleyT. Harrison, Williamstown, Ky.
A SECOND-HAND jewelers' roll, 2 inches, cheap.M Ad., Hague & Beard, dentists, Delaware, Ohio.
A N active, intelligent watchmaker, also an engraver,T.1 to buy an interest in one of the best-payinghorological schools in the country, Ad., "care Keystone office.

EWELRY business in live manufacturing town in
tJ New England. E. P. Morgan, 59 Wilder St.,Lowell, Mass

WE desire to purchase a fine second-hand regulatorVV beating seconds. Must be first-class in everyrespect. Ad., " Precision Clock," care Keystone.

A RELIABLE jevveler ; one who is a good engraverpreferred. Permanent position to a competentman, who is accustomed to do job and new work.Best refs. required. Ad., " Official Railroad WatchInspector," Grand Forks, N. Dak,

FOR SALE.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the city ofTA Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about$3000 (must be cash) ; or can reduce same. Good,steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $a5a month, including fuel. Reason for selling fur-nished on application. Ad., Geo. Kurz, Cleveland,Ohio.

ONE Francis engraving machine. -Cost $loo threeyears ago. As good as new. Sell half price.C. G. Alford & Co., 200 Broadway, N. Y.
1 EW ELRY and optical business in Cleveland.Good location. Street clock. Stock and fixturesabout $3000. Suitable arrangements can he made byparties meaning business. Ad., " Buckeye," careKeystone office.

in C CLARIONET, nearly new. Cost
$ 1 Li, A bargain. C. R. Stoops, Nappanee, Ind.

A NICELY-LOCATED jewelry store in booming.TA Iowa town of 26,000. Price, $5000. Can bereduced. A bargain, if taken at once. Good reasonfor selling. Ad., C. Henry, care Benj. Allen & Co.,Chicago, Ill.

OFFER until April a, 5893. (Note-This will appearbut once). Building, and stock of watches,clocks, silverware, books, wall-paper, soda-fount andjewelry-repair outfit. Only jeweler and stock ofkind in town. Invoice $x2oo. Located in N. W.Iowa. R. R. division. Ad., " Orange," care Key-stone office.

A N established jewelry business in county-seat14 town of goo inhabitants, in Minnesota, to,000population in county. Stock will invoice $2000. Agood chance for anyone. Will sell for part cash.Good reasons for selling. Correspondence cheerfullyanswered. Ad., " F. 0. W.," care Keystone office.

.1N Denver, Colo. Best location in the city. Stockof watches and diamonds, invoice about $5000.

1

et profits $400 to $5oo per month. Easy terms.Guaranteed as represented. Ad., " D 39," NewsOffice, Denver, Cob.

WING to ill health, I wish to dispose of my old-established jewelry and optical business inersey City. Repairing pays more than expenses.Will pay you to investigate. Full particulars. Ad.," C. M.," care. K eystone office.
EWELRY store, established 4 years ; stock and0 fixtures complete, good as new, will invoiceabout $5000. City 30.000. Good country trade;good location : thriving business. Very best reasonsfor selling. For full particulars, ad. Cressman &Yeakcl, Allentown, Pa.

‘,1 have used E. F. Bowman iSc Co.'s Recoiling Mainsprings,and NOT ONE of them has come back. I have worked at the bench
eighteen years, and don't jump at conclusions without sufficientreason to do so."

JOHN F. BROCK, Philippi, W. Va.

DARTNER with small capital, either in goods orcash, in a live Texas city. Must furnish as goodref. as I can. Ad., " Texas," care Keystone office.
['VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sendby express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,I will return all articles. J. L. Clark, refiner andsweepsmelter of gold and silver (established 1870),823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa,
WANTED- Experienced traveling salesman, toVV carry a leading and well-known line of spectaclesand eyeglasses ; samples easily carried ; liberal com-mission. Address, " Optics," care Keystone office.
OPECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new0 work, also jobbers on repairing, making framesto dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steadywork. Apply to Queen & Co., solo Chestnut St.,Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.

A NICE, clean stock of' jewelry, sewing-machinesand small musical goods. In good town. Noopposition. Invoice about $45oo. This is a goodlocation. Will sell for cash only. Best of refs. andreasons furnished on application. Address, J. C.Hamil, Farmington, Minn.

1 EWELRY business in Chicago. Good location ,old-established place : very cheap rent. Any rea-sonable arrangements made to suit buyer. Sat isfactoryreasons given for selling. " Chicago," careKeystone.
Ii ELLO! are you looking for a snap ? On or after
11 January 1st, '93, I will sell my stock and fix-tures (nearly new), about $1600, in city of 3000.Surrounded by the most prosperous farmers in theworld. Liberal discount. It will pay you to in-vestigate. Geo. Weber, Minonk, Ill.
WILL sell tools and materials, give all work toVV purchaser and let him run stock on percentage.Address, A. L. Kellogg, Rocky Ford, Cob.
DAD health compels me to sell my business in a-111) growing Western town of 3000 inhabitants. Ihave a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, bigregulator, a five-foot show-cases, work-bench, safeand usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live manwith small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,issouri.

1 

FIRST-CLASS jewelry business in a county seatof one of the best counties in Kansas. Estab-ished 2/ years, and the leader in the county of30,000 people. Will invoice about $50co. Will sellat a sacrifice in order to centralize our business.Part cash, and reasonable time for balance at 8 percent. interest. Ad., Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ghio.
EWELRY store in Buda. Population moo. Es-tablished 8 years. Inspector of watches for theC. B. & Q. R. R. and its branch centers here.Good run of bench work. No opposition to speakof. Invoice $z800, more or less. Stock reduced, ifnecessary. Ad., H. T. Thompson, Buda, Ill.

()MALL stock in Western Indiana. A snap. For0 particulars, ad. Ben Overstreet, Newport, Ind.

PEST location in city of 40,000 inhabitants. Stockand fixtures, about Pomo to $12,000. Reasonr selling, going into another business. Chance ofa lifetime. Ad., " A. B. C. D.," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in Buffalo, N. Y.L All the work one man can do. Only $500 re-quired. Ad., " E. B.," care Keystone office. 

ONLY stock of jewelry in a lively manufacturingtown. Population 2500. Will sell for $5500cash. Ad., E. S. Stone & Co., Rock Falls, Ill.

ONE Barnes foot-power screw-cutting lathe No. 5and attachments, cheap. Ad., " M. R.," careKeystone office.

A FINE burglar and fire-proof safe ; almost new.1-1 Cost $475 ; Will sell for $300, cash. Has two4-combination Yale locks. Address, Lock Box 22,Almont, Mich.

A GOOD jewelry store in northwestern Iowa forsale cheap. Size of town 2200. Stock, about$3000. Ad., " Wholesalers," care Keystone office. 

PLD-ESTABI.ISHEI) business in Deadwood,S. flak. First-class location. . Good reasonsr selling. Don't miss this chance. Ad., "SouthDakota," care Keystone office.
A SNAP-$T3oo buys new jewelry stock in Iowatown, moo people. Only store. Best location.On main line C. & N. W. Ry. Particulars, 0. M.Campbell, Denison, Iowa.

PIAARINE chronometer, in perfect order. W. E.M Morrow, Albany, Del. Co., Ind.
A GOOD jewelry, book and stationery business inone of the most pleasant, prosperous and healthytowns in Colorado. Established 23 years. But littlecompetition. Jewelry stock and fixtures, about$5800 ; books, stationery, etc., about $2400 Amready to retire from business. Will make reasonableterms. H. G. Bemis, Longmont, Colo.

4000,$ 
CASH only, will buy a complete jcw-dry and cigar stock in the best county.seat town of 2501 in Colorado. Bench-work runsfrom $zoo to $125 every month. The sale must bemade by March ast. Stock can be reduced. Goodreasons. Ad., "Colorado," care Keystone office.

IN Missouri-a stock of jewelry, including fixtures1 and safe. Invoice Sacco. Will sell fixtures sep-arately, and rent store-room. Plate-glass front. Onmain street of city. Write for particulars. Address," H. S.," care Keystone office.
A RARE chance for a watchmaker of small means.The stock and fixtures in one of the best sani-tarium towns in central Illinois. 300 to 400 patientsalways present. $200 to $300 will buy the place.Sickness, only =use for selling. Ad., " Simpsone,"care Keystone office.

OH10-a good-paying jewelry business, estab-lished x8 years ago by present owner, in one ofOhio's best manufacturing towns of 23,000 popula-tion ; with several good smaller towns near by towork. Excellent chance for a man of push and someworking capital. Room to expand and build up. Ahealthy and pretty town ; has more fine churchesand school-buildings than any town of its size inOhio. Location best in the city ; nice, large room;plate-glass front ; on paved street ; street-car linepasses the door, reaching two adjoining towns northand south. Have been debating for 2 years pastabout selling (hate to do it), but failing health andeyesight compel it. $3000 to $5000 cash, or equiv-alent, required. To those meaning business, anyfurther information will be given straight, and goodrefs. exchanged. Ad., No, 4 N. Second St., Ironton,O.

FOR SAL.

nHEAP—King Optical Co. finest test-case ; perfectU condition : not used half-dozen times. Write forparticulars. E. S. Dukes, Quitman, Ga.
DATENT for watch pendants, crown-setting, en-r- tirely new. Number of issue 407,397, Nov- 15,5892. Wesley T. Harrison, Williamstown, Ky.
11100OR health compels me to sell stock and business.[ Established 5 years, and doing well, in a cash'paying city of 31300 inhabitants. Ad., W F. Foster,305 High St., Holyoke, Mass.

BEST snap offered, as partner or exclusive owner.Box 518, Rockland, Me.

gOM PLETE outfit of watchmakers' tools, E. Starklathe with all attachments. Will sell cheap.ddress, " C. 'M. B ," care Keystone office. 

LEADING jewelry business, established over 14years. Centrally located in a lively centralinois town. Population, including vicinity, about7000 Stock and fixtures $7000 ; reduced to suitpurchaser. Ad., " Bargain," care Keystone office.
EWELER'S burglar and fire-proof Diebold safeLI Dimensions, outside, 48 h 35 w 30 d ; inside, 3 x h*23 w. 15 d. Address, F. H.' Hunter, Eldora, Iowa,*

RDARE business opportunity for sale in the prosper-otts growing city of Portland, Maine. Stock,fixtures and good-will of the best and most centrallylocated jewelry store in the city. Everything newand fresh. Will invoice about $4000. Address,P. 0. Box 894, Portland, Me.
EWELRY store in Rochester, Pa. PopulationIi 5000. Center of is towns, electric car connec-tions. $25,000 stock, fixtures invoice $2,000, canreduce. Address, Wm, Brehm, Rochester, Pa.

1 WISH to sell a valuable watchmakers' tool or1 lathe attachment ; patent granted January so,2893. Tool companies ad. E. H. Lemley, Ravens-wood, W. Va.

(1END for 6o new and elegant designs of monograms0 and letters. Price, 25 cents. L. H. Ludwig,general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago.
WANT to sell a nice, clean stock of jewelry. Busi-VV ness established over so years. Bench-workwill run $125.00 a month. Stock will invoice $6000.Growing city of 26,000 population. A good chance fora live man. Address, Lock Box 1025, Joplin, Mo.

t800 WILL buy a good-paying jewelry store, insuburb of Cincinnati, containing 40,000inhabitants. Established 55 years. No opposition.Ill health, reason for selling. Address, "T. H.," BOX2t, Station ll, Cincinnati, Ohio,
I EWEI.RY business ; well-established. Good(I chance. No opposition. Can reduce stock andfixtures to $600 \V ill rent fine storeroom, with fivedwelling-rooms in rear of store. We mean business.For particulars, ad. " Jeweler," North Clarendon, Pa.
EWELRY business on easy terms. Good location,3000 population. Railroad center. Plenty ofbench-work. Stock and fixtures, $3500 ; can reduce.Store and residence combined. Will sell or rentbuilding very cheap. Only one jeweler in 20 miles.Address, " Easy Terms," care Keystone office.

A GOOD-paying jewelry store in a nice MissouriM town, 1800 population, will be sold at a liberaldiscount for cash only. Rent low. Two railroads.Stock about Soo. Plenty of work. Bad health andeyes, reason for selling. Ad " Hoy," care Keystone,

Na s' Whitcomb lathe, good as new ; Stephenspat. vise with swivel and anvil, nickel-plated;also pliers, tweezers, hammers, screwplate, handtongs,bench, sign, etc. Have two sets, need but one.H. H. Kingsbury, Covington, Pa.
REAT Snap-Jewelry, musical, optical store,western Iowa. Only store in city of a,000,Good repair trade. No opposition. Stock, $3.coo.Will reduce to suit. Best of reasons for sellingbefore March ist. " Hawkeyc," care Keystone office.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

HOUSE and lot in Springfield, Mo., to trade forstock of watches and jewelry. G. W. Tallman,Box 562, Lanark, Ill.

SZ5ockland, Mass.

MARINE chronometer to exchange for cu.sh-ion-tire safety. Offers wanted. Rowe,

ONE Yale time-lock, a safety bicycle, one is-inchwatch-sign, a electric motor, and a electro-en-graving-machinc. Ad., B. W. Richardson, Clayton,Illinois.

$50 MAGIC lantern for No. 2 Moseley attach-ments. Ad., K. Carson, Temple, Texas.
WE want a jewelry store. If you want to get out,VV write its quick. We have some good, salableproperty left with its to trade for a good store. Chas.A. Dale & Co., 86 Circle St., Indianapolis, Ind.

WINCHESTER rifle, 40-65, new, single-shot, Ly'VV man sights, full outfit, cost $25 ; MerwinHulbert Junior, 22 cal., cost $7.5o ; a Winchester,45-75, repeater. Will exchange for stock, tools orwatch material. J. W. Babbitt, jeweler, Danvers,Mass.

JEWELRY business in a growing town in Indiana,90 miles from Chicago. Or will exchange forgood, clear real estate. Value of stock $3200. Ad.," K.," care Keystone office.
CORTY acres of nice farming land, well situated inr Colorado, for jewelry stock. Ad., " Egginton,"Sandy, Utah.

ONE Spencer's ophthalmoscopic test.lens, byBucklin, good as new, at a bargain ; or willexchange for universal face-plate and staking-tool.Ad., C. Henry, Ironton, Ohio.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

1, OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of theIV1 " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures andattachments. Designed especially for watchmakersand repairers. Combining accuracy, durability, con-venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Sendfor new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

EWEI.ERS-make your own anti-oxydizer forIi hard-soldering. Send 50-cent • postal note forest recipe on earth. Guaranteed to give satisfaction,or money refunded. C. W. Tyler, New Carlisle, Ind.

COOD gold solder.; can be used on work from 6 K.to 26, and make good job. By mail, 40 centswt. M. C. Williams, 346 Center St., Trenton, N. J.

II
YOU.WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES
YOU WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

rl OOD ornamental and letter-engraver. Rentz Bros.,
U 3t9 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

CEND 20 cents for Japanese puzzle-purse. Jans-

• 

sen, jeweler, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

I ATHE. Bargain. One a :: 2 Moseley, with 25chucks ; jeweling-caliper, with lateral screw;
:i ce-plate. All entirely new. Only $85 takes the
lot. Ad., T. S. Miller, Burlington, Iowa.

THE best on earth. Frear's Gold and Silver Solders.
I They have no equal. Send 25 cents for samples,
and you will use no others. W. S. L. Frear, Union
Springs, N. Y.

[OR Sale-An $8coo stock ofjewelry in good location
I in Chicago. Stock and fixtures entirely new. A
whole or part of stock, to suit purchaser. Fixtures
must go with stock taken. Rent, $6o per month.
Ad., " Jeweler," 104 State St., Room 9, Chicago, Ill.

[OR Sale-for $15oo-a. jewelry stock in a town of
3500 inhabitants in Illinois. Fixtures and store

can be rented. Must be a good watchmaker, to take
charge as watch inspector for the Chicago & Alton
R. R., St. Louis to Roadhouse. 300 watches to
inspect monthly. Ad., W. W. Hunter, Blooming-
ton, Ill.

cRANKS. We are not referring to the long-haired,wild-eyed variety, but to the fellows who are
ubbed 

 
 cranks by the watch tool manufacturers.

But we do refer to those who will not take anything
for granted, but insist upon testing a tool before they
pronounce their verdict. And if it is not right, they
are not accommodating enough to say it is, and
hence are dubbed cranks. These are the men we are
after. If you appreciate the value of a wire chuck,
and cannot get true ones, write to us. We will give
them to you, and guarantee them true. Horological
Tool Co., 86 N. Clark St., Chicago. Sec advertise-
ment, page 285.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE best and cheapest place in America to have
I your watch cases repaired, is where they employ
none but the best workmen. If you have work in that
line,send it to G.F. Wadsworth, 182 State st.,Chicago.

[VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-
E logical Institute, Peoria, Ill. The first, the oldest
and the best school in this country.

WE are headquarters for trade work. Watch cases,
- VII watch movements, and jewelry repairing. We

have the best-equipped establishment in the country.
Only skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.
NI. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill,

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

P. you wish to become a watchmaker ? If so,
correspond with us. Our terms are moderate.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Our instructors are the
best-having had years of experience. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. W. H. White. is State St.
Chicago, Ill.

T" year 2892 closed and 1893 opened on W. F. A.Woodcock's Watchmakers' School in Winona,
Minn., with a very fine class of pupils, who are doing
splendid work. He is in receipt every few days
from his graduates, who are scattered all over the
U. S.- and Canada and Mexico, etc., letters of the
most gratifying character as to their splendid suc-
cess, both as masters of their own business, and as
journeymen, etc.

JO 
watchmakers and jewelers : A handsomely-en-
graved silver plate 4 x 6, showing 22 correct

signs and styles of cutting monograms and letters
Can be used as sample-plate. Price $2. L. H.
Ludwig, general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

WANTED.-Everybody to send for our new pros-
yv pectus, showing advantages over other institu-
tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. Fullest
instructions given in horology. Let ms hear from
you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at
TA reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.
Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.
NI. Hartung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago. 111.

IT is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
1 is endorsed by the best class of merchants. We
instruct you in all its branches, also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. W. H. White, a25 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
C. Institute, Peoria, Ill , has all the latest improved,
the largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.
I Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of
wheels cut to order. M. Hartung 8: Co., 162 State
Street, Chicago, Ill,

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE: We are
yy equipped to give first-rbcs service in this de-
partment, with the greatest promptness consistent
with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions
cut to order , also jewelry repairing and engraving
in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., .
Lancaster, Pa.

!AVE you an old watch case you desire repaired ? •HU We can make it look like new at a surprisingly
low figure. No delay in returning work. Write us.
M. Hartung & Co., 282 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH case repairing, also gold and silver plat- I

VV ing, satin finish, etc. G. F. Wadsworth, 1132
State St., Chicago, Ill. . I

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. Best l
VII workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-
tung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.-Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-
VV log. They have every advantage, and all the
comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WHY not send us your watch repairs? We return
VV them without delay. Moderate prices. M.
Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

k
VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological

Institute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best in
is country.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
VI/ pairing? Can replace any part of a watch case.
No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
1_ here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, 111.

WATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.
VII Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-fitter, 720
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
1_ here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at short notice. None but
VV experienced workmen employed. Send me your
next lot. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

new at moderate price. Can replace any partg 
LD, battered watch cases made to look as good as

o the watch case. Terms moderate. M. Hartung
& Co., 282 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH MATERIALS : If your material house
VII is not perfectly satisfactory to you in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead in this department. We employ only the
highest skill attainable, as we know by our own
former experience the annoyance to the workman on
finding, after getting materials, that " they don't
fit." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

C01.1) and silver plating, satin finish, engraving,
engine turning, and everything in the line of

watch ease repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, 282 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest
VV notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.
Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Co., 282 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill,

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a
A moderate price. Full instruction in engraving
as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

i
VERYBODY to know that we want your watch

as repairs. Write us for prices. No delay.
easonable charges. Cut this out fos future reference.

G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest t.2.sh price for every
VV kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, fil-
ings, brushings, polishings, everything containing
gold and silver. Fine gold, silver. copper for sale.
J. L. Clark (established 1870), 823 Filbert St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-
tention given.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in.
in watchmaking and engraving. St.

Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
s all the latest improved,Institute, Peoria, Ill., his es

tile largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

1 CAN repair your watch cases cheaper and better
I than you can have it done elsewhere. Old Eng-
lish cases changed into American stem-wind. G. F.
Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

rZR A F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that their
C Jewelry Findings Department is complete.
See what they say on page a, August KIP/STONE.

0-S. lever-set changed to pendant-set 
' 
• also 16 and

U 28-ize. G. F.Wadsworth, 182 State St., Chicago.

ND still they come, from far and near, to the best
watchmakers' school, viz. W. F. A. Woodcock's,

( rinona, Minn. The very bet of everything, and at
very low prices. Good board and room, $12 per
month. The very best facilities : the very best in-
struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.
Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is
to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in business
for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to
hold it in good shape. and in a short time and for a
very little money, and to have a fine set of special
tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them
when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,
etc., the place you are looking for is W F. A.
Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn.

OLD English watch cases changed into Americanstem-wind. Send me your watch cases. Re-
paired cheap. G. r, Wa4swortb,i82 State st.,Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

t s the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
hicago,

HE best watchmakers' school in America. Students
I receive a thorough education at a moderate
rice. Every advantage. Write for prospectus
t. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

AVE you an old English watch case you want
changed into American stem-wind? If so, send

t to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable
'Jiarttes. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

E want your watch case repairs. Make them
VII look like new. M. Hartung & Co., 282 State
it,, Chicago, Ill.

[VERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.
hicago, Ill.

ATCHNIAIONG and engraving taught to ladies.
VV We have a special department opened for the
instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,
and will make special efforts to Instruct them as care-
ully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-
us. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

DANGLES : Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled
D edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
ngraving-over 70 patterns. Send to us for pattern-

sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa.

IF you have watch cases to be repaired, send them
1 to NI. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, 111.
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DITTSBURG, Pa., July 22, 1892.—It gives me plea-
!' sure to state that I have graduated from W. F. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always
found him an obliging and thoughtful instructor.
His heart is in his work He has every pupil upon
his mind, and his ability to read and understand each
and every pupil and instruct him according to his
makeup is surpassed by none. My progress there
was simply surprising. He has done for me a great
deal more than he ever promised. The special tools
1 was taught to make while there are worth many
times the cost of instruction. He gave me my choice
of half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,
and my first week's work at the place of my choice
has given such satisfaction that my employer has
already offered to raise my wages. I have about 20
watches coming in every flay, and have not found
one that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it Li
first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions
are the best and most thorough to be found upon the
face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his
pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to be
a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I
cannot find words to express how thankful I am for
the benefits received at his hands. I will, with
pleasure, give any information about his school to
any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.
Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.
Three were there before to do it. That speaks
volumes for W. F. A. W., as Mr. Asquith was a
farmer's son when he came to me, and he can make
or repair?a  anyriivoastech no 

threew* watchmakers were 'from
another school : but I do not care to try to build up
by trying to tear somebody else down. I am busy
all the time-and what's more. what I did for
Asquith I can do for others. W. F. A. W

For Sale
Tools and equipment of the
best-established Horological
School in the country, owing
to ill health of its manager.
A rare opportunity to those
interested. For particulars
apply to " X," care Keystone
office.

CASH-BUYERS' INTEREST.
1000 Job Envelopes, to. 1, printed, $1.30 net, worth $2.00.
Ono gross Pendant.Serews, 30 cents, worth :5 cents.

Eleetro•Plating Solution, for cleaning silverware, alxo
for plating brass,-ete. In eleaninu silver, It adds silver in-
stead of scouring It of. Sample, 25 cents.

Watches, Clocks, Diamonds, Jewelry, T.Is and Materials,
all kinds, 8 to 20 per cent. for ea., Instead of 0 per cent.

A. W. GILBERT & CO.
Special Cash Whole. Canandaigua, N. Y.Jewelers.
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A single Rubber Stamp that will do all your small printing and save its cost a doivatimes over. The cut shows our hand-stamp ready or use. The wording can be changedas often as desired. We furnish with each stamp a neat box containing several completesets of 6A and 6A alphabets, in all, an 11 A's d a dating-stamp thus :

"PAID AUG. 11, 1892"good for six year,, with extra ords in solid blocks of rubber—Paid, Reed, Ans'tl,Ent'd, 0. K.

For$.3 eli:e';';al, Outfit No. 224.

-OEM1,-29 sp
lore's all Opportunito 

in the Engraving Department.

containing over 2200 different monograms,

from which you can adjust various stamps for printing Letter-Heads, Business Cards,Envelopes, Labels, Price-Nlarks, Tags, Receipts, etc. It consists of a Four-Line Stamp,a Self-Inking Pad, a pair of Tweezers, and a box of Rubber Letters containing 285separate pieces, consisting of Letters, Figures. Points, I trnaments, Spaces, etc., also thewords " R ETURN IN 10 DAN'S TO," " FROM," " FOR SALE BY," and a com-plete Dater Outfit. With this stamp you can print your " ad." any place. Specimens of type furnished :

You often want a
Rubber Stamp for im-
mediate use. You can
set up 1000 Rubber
Stamps for $3.00.

showing over

5000
combhiat ions •

AAAAAAAAAAABBBBB BBB B BC C C C
77888899990004$• • • • II .) 3

RETURN IN 10 DAYS.TO 
icj S_L6S-1_1= TrY-We are willing to send outfit On approval : if not found satisfactory, Il101ICV .Vi 11 he refunded.

A complete index, so you can find two and three-letter designs in ten seconds' time. Also practical helpsOtt Cypher Monograms, Old English and Script Text.

PRICE, $100 motley 
book is not found satisfactory.

SERIES K • . • • moey %yin be refunded.

Address WM. I-I. DIETZ, Publisher,
117 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

COLUMBIA NOVELTIES411111.17

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER.
Stamp-Boxes will hold Souvenir Stamps.

Paper-Weight, $1.00

Inkstand, $1.00
Per doz., $8.00

1111110

Stamp-box, $1.00
Per doz., $8.00Per doz., $8.00 These goods are first-class, heavily plated with 22 K. GOLD, and are handsomeenough for any stock of Jewelry.ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.

Send for Illustrated Circular. WORLD'S FAIR SOUVENIR CO.,
Sole Manufacturers, 173 LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO.

NO IF." NO BUT." A POSITIVE CERTAINTY
The Hoskins' "PERFECT" Fountain Pen 

HOSKINS-PMILAD'A

It is exactly what its name implies, and not an experiment. Other makes may cost more, but that is not the fault of the pen. Youmust blame the maker who yearns for large profits. WHAT WE ARE READY TO DO FOR YOU IN PRICE : No. 2 Gold Pen, ChasedHolder, Sio.00 per dozen ; No. 2 Gold Pen, Gold Mounted Holder, $13.50 per dozen. 7 per cent. discount, prompt cash. Simply madein four parts, it cannot get out of order, but does its work every time. You can see the price is right, and we back the pen with ourreputation.

Lii:11004. •

46MAIDEN LANE,NBliYORK

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

1%S LPOLICY OF HONEST GOODS AND

TO CONTINUE OUR

V*1.%11As '92
surpassed '91, so

LOWEST PRICES

11°17 eS ty is the Best Policy 
to

Oildeillair's Opera Field aid Rig Glasses The year's business just completed
breaks the record. WE ARE ON

STILL LEAD. We advise you to place your import orders TOP-THE TOP THAT HUMS.
early in the season and avoid the rush

shall '93
surpass '92

sIn m
e
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This case tells its own story, or you ask the best oculists.
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SCHOOL OF OPTICS HAS GROWN FAR BEYOND ALL OUR EXPECTATIONS
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AND EVERY STATE OF THE UNION HAS NOW BEEN REPRESENTED BY A STUDENT.
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A CORDIAL WELCOME AND BE VERY GREATLY BENEFITTED IF YOU COME
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"They" say we are not manufacturers, only jobbers. We say 200 students have visited our factory.

COME

AND

SEE

US

•

WE CAN
INTEREST

YOU

- 

WE WILL

MAKE

YOU
WELCOME

WE CAN
BENEFIT

YOU

Spencer Optical lin Co., 15 Man Lag JOW York.
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things which must be correct to make a
good reputation in Watch Repairing

-CHART FOR THE

GRADING OF DIAMONDS

Blue white and perfect.

Blue white and imperfect.

Extra white and perfect.

Extra white and imperfect.

White and perfect.

White and slightly imperfect.

White and imperfect.

Very good color and perfect.

Very good color and slightly imperfect.

Very good color and imperfect.

Good color and perfect.

Good color and imperfect.

The best is called the " E. F. B. & Co. Guaranteed Recoiling." We say the best, because we
devoted over two years experimenting- with, and testing, the product of the leading manu-
factures in Europe and America. I )eciding on the best in this way, we voluntarily offered the
maker a higher price than he asked pi-ovided the difference can be put into the quality of the
spring." This tells the high quality story of the F. B. & Co. Guaranteed Recoiling."
Also why they cost the jeweler a little more than the ordinary spring. A gratifying evidence
of the correctness of our decision and the wisdom of offering a premium for superior quality
is found in the many voluntary testimonials from ail parts of the United States. (See a
random one in the " Wants," etc., )age of this paper.)

We again wish to call your attention to our new system of grading diamonds as per-

our Chart above. It is now over two years since we graded our diamond stock in this

way, and it has been met with great favor by the trade. We have received a number of

endorsements from our customers, as it enables them to be guided by our judgment in

the purchase and sale of diamonds from our stock. NVe should be glad to have vou favor

us with an order for some on approval when you have a special sale, so you can judge for

yourself as to its advantages.

Several pages of THE, KEN-STONE could be devoted to pointing out the faults in the average

watch jewel ; of those having oval holes—hole out of angle with face of jewel—holes out of

center--holes so that one sharp edge comes in contact with the piVOt ; juWelS out of round—

jewels out of flat—jewels wedge-shaped; cuppings too deep—cuppings too shallow—cuppings

SO shaped that instead of holding the oil to the pivot it draws it away—jewels with the

diamond-powder (used in opening the h)les) not properly removed, the effect of which is to

cut the pivot which will be run in it. We must stop even enumerating the defects here for
want of space, and it is not important either that we should, because these are not the kind of

jewels you want.
The jewels which you want to make a reputation for your repair department are those which

do no/ have the above mentioned defects. But how will you be sure that you are getting good

ones, since some of the defects in the shapes, angles, curves, finish of inside of holes, etc., can

be determined only by special lenses for this purpose, and these lenses are expensive. Your

best protection against these improperly made, cheap and trashy jewels which, for the last ten

years, have been flooding our market, and have each year been getting worse, is in using a jewel

of known standard quality and .Which can be duplicated, and always be found uniform. This

will be found in the genuine Li. E. Junod Jewel. Mr. Junod's factory is the largest in the world
(employing woo people). Here jewels are made on the American system," i. c., all under

one management, one .system of gauges, measurements, etc., by people trained and skilled in

one particular department of the mammoth establishment until the work they produce is as
near perfect as human hand can make it.
The Inspection building " is an important feature of the great Junod establishment, here no
imperfect jewel is allowed to pass the scanning eves of the inspectors, but is put aside, and

either condemned or put in packets and sold as " imperfect." Your interest lies in using gen-

uine Junod jewels. We are his exclusive agents for the United States and Canada. Send to

us for prices if you care to be posted on good jewels.

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in We have just closed a large contract with Messrs. T. A: Willson & Co. for Spectacle Temples after this

advertisement was laid out and too late to describe a special offer, have only space 'left to say that they have

kindly offered to devote part of their page in this issue to making the announcement, which, otherwise, we

should have made, Please read their ad., and send us $i.00 for the desirable packet which they describe,
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A. Blue white and perfect.

B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.

D. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.

2. White and slightly imperfect.

3. White and imperfect.

4. Very good color and perfect.

5. Very good color and slightly imperfect.

6. Very good color and imperfect.

7. Good color and perfect.

8. Good color and imperfect.
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We again wish to call your attention to our new system of grading diamonds as per

our Chart above. It is now over two years since we graded our diamond stock in this

way, and it has been met with great favor by the trade. We have received a numbcr of

endorsements from our customers, as it enables them to be guided by our judgment in

the purchase and sale of diamonds from our stock. We should be glad to have vou favor

us with an order for some on approval when you have a special sale, so you can judge for

yourself as to its advantages.

J. T. Scott & Co.
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
4 Maiden Lane, New York

Ezra F. Bowman St Co.'s Page.
I 93

things which must be correct to make a
good reputation in Watch Repairing

.91,0
The best is called the " E. F. B. & Co. Guaranteed Recoiling." We say the best, because we
devoted over two years experimenting with, and testing, the product of the leading manu-
factures in Europe and America. Deciding on the best in this way, We voluntarily offered the
maker a higher price than he asked " provided the difference can be put into the quality of the
spring.- This tells the high quality story of the " E F. 13. & Co. Guaranteed Recoiling.-
Also why they cost the jeweler a little more than the ordinary spring. A gratifying evidence
of the correctness of our decision and the wisdom of offering a premium for superior quality
is found in the many voluntary testimonials from all parts of the United States. (See a
random one in the " Wants,- etc., page of this paper.)

.91,0
Several pages of THE KEYSTONE could be devoted to pointing out the faults in the average
watch jewel ; of those having oval holes—hole out of angle with face of jewel—holes out of
center—holes so that one sharp edge comes in contact with the pivot; jewels out of round—
jewels out of flat—jewels wedge-shaped; cuppings too deep—cuppings too shallow—cuppings
so shaped that instead of holding the oil to the pivot it draws it away—jewels with the
diamond-powder (used in opening the holes) not properly removed, the effect of which is to
cut the pivot which will be run in it. We must stop even enumerating the defects here for
want of space, and it is not important either that we should, because these are not the kind of
jewels you van t.
The jewels xyhich you want to make a reputation for your repair department are those which
do not have the above mentioned defects. But how will you be sure that you are getting good
ones, since some of the defects in the shapes, angles, curves, finish of inside of holes, etc., can
be determined only by special lenses for this purpose, and these lenses are expensive. Your
best protection against these improperly made, cheap and trashy jewels which, for the last ten
years, have been flooding our market. and have each year been getting worse, is in using a jewel
of known standard quality.and.NOlich can be duplicated, and always be found uniform. This
will be found in the genuine Ls E. E. Junod Jewel. Mr. Junod's factory is the largest in the world
(employing woo people). Here jewels are made on the " American system," i. e., all under
one management, one _system of gauges, measurements, etc., by people trained and skilled in. .
one particular department of the mammoth establishment until the work they produce is as
near perfect as human hand can make it.
The " Inspection building is an important feature of the great Junod establishment, here no
imperfect jewel is allowed to pass the scanning eyes of the inspectors, but is put aside, and
either condemned or put in packets and sold as " imperfect.- Your interest lies in using gen-
uine Junod jewels. We are his exclusive agents for the United States and Canada. Send to

us for prices if you care to be posted on good jewels.

We have just closed a large contract with Messrs. T. A. Willson & Co. for Spectacle Temples after this
advertisement was laid out and too late to describe a special offer, have only space left to say that they have

kindly offered to devote part of their page in this issue to making the announcement, which, otherwise, we

should have made, Please read their ad., and send us $i.00 for the desirable packet which they describe,

(Continued on page 195.)
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Watchmakers and Jewelers' Flat Pliers. Nickel-plated.

Flat Pliers, nickel-plated, TiAd 5-inch.
Prices

Combination Flat and Side-Cut, N. P., 5-inch only,

First-class
American-made

Cast-Steel Pliers.

The popularity of the Open-
Throat Parallel Pliers, which
have heretofore been made in
sizes suitable for the heavier
manufacturing trade only, has
induced the manufacturer to
make them in sizes to suit the
Watchmaker and Jeweler as
well.
These pliers are constructed

on an entirely new principle,
of crucible cast steel through-
out, including rivets. Their
quality is superior to all others,
and their durability, strength
and gripping power are dou-
ble that of any other pliers in
the market.

Watchmakers' and Jewele,s' Combinatio t Flat and Side-Cut Pliers. Nickel-plated.

Above wheels Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were cut with cutters style A.Wheel No. 6, first cut at the bottom with style D ; the finishing cut at the top with style H.Wheel No. 7 was cut with style E.
Wheel No. 8 was cut with style H.
Ratchet No. 9 was cut with style J.
Wheels Nos. io and ii were cut with style G at the bottom ; at the top finished with styleWheel No. 12 cut with style E.
Wheel No. 13 cut with style M.
Wheel No. 14 cut with style B on edge, and D on top.Wheels Nos. is and 16 were cut with style C.Wheel No. 17, with style B.
Bridges Nos. 18 and 19 milled out with cutter style D.Rack No. 20 cut with style L.
Rack No. 21 cut with style B.
440" represents fly-cutters of various shapes.4' P" represents milling-tools of various shapes.

All of the cutters from A to Q we keep in stock, and they are as follows :
Ratchet cutters for watch and clock work.
Escape-wheel cutters for clocks, also for chronometers and watches of all kinds.Square.bottom cutters for watch and clock wheels.Round.bottom cutters for stem-wind work and for pinions.Wolf-tooth cutters, also for chronograph wheels, repeating work and star wheels.

All of the above specimens of work, including the fly-cutters and milling-tools, were made on"Webster-Whitcomb" Lathe, for which we are the agents.
Among the many lathes made, the " Webster-Whitcomb " Lathe stands away to the front.A good workman equipped with this lathe and its attachments, including cutters, etc., is "a hostwithin himself"
" Webster=Whitcomb" Lathes and their attachments always kept on hand.Send to us for prices of lathes, cutters, etc. We will take pleasure in giving you more informationthan you can get elsewhere.

The above cuts show the heavier pliers, which are constructed of same inaterial and on same principle and are used for clock and other heavy work.

41A,
Flat Nose, heavy, .50
Round Nose, .50
Combination Flat and Side-Cutting, .80

Sole Agents

U. S. and Canada

For Ls. E. Junod

jewel Factories,

Switzerland.

Nickel-plating any of these 15 cents additional.

Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Watch Materials, Tools and Supplies,
Lancaster, Pa.

Engravers

and Repairers

for the Trade.

Discontinucd Bond St 14 Six Watches
As a result of always being on the lookout for something that we know our customers will appreciate, we

have secured a lot of the above desirable movements, which are 7-jeweled, gilt, Breguet hairspring, made

by The American Waltham Watch Co., and have had them cased in Planet io K Filled, Keystone Cyclone

and Nickel Cases ; all hunting. This makes a cheap and a very desirable Boy's Watch, and its
equal is not to be had in either American or Swiss. Prices as follows:

In Planet 10 K. Filled, E. T., Vermicelli Center, $24.00
t t 4 4 

" • Nicely Engraved, $25.00
" Keystone Cyclone, E. T., $18.00
" Solid Nickel hunting, joint back and front, $10.70

t t 4 4 t 
" screw t 

$ 9.50

Above prices subject to the usual trade discounts. See inside back cover of our pocket price-list, one of

which will be sent you on application.

Remember also that we have a full assortment of all makes of ..4inerican movements Gold, Filled,

Silver and Nickel Cases, also Chains and Spectacles.
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Small flowl)all constantly kcpt turn-
()\-(1- and °ye. r NVill So( )n

Big fortunes
()Tow to Big Spordalls

are made the same way. Small capital
constantly turned over zuld over will soon
multiply.

Do not let your capital lay idle in dead

t
send same to us RIGHT .AWAY and (Ye

stock, sweeps, old gold and silver, etc., hut Big Betilfils!
OUR PLAN

Immediately upon receipt of consignment, we will remit by cash or draft(as preferred). If our offer should prove unsatisfactory, we will returnconsignment intact and pay all charges. Make us a trial shipment in anyquantity (small or large), and you will ship again.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.MESSRS. GOLDSMITH BROS. :
DEAR SIRS : We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July20, inclosing check as stated for 53,288.65, which we have passed toYour credit in account for sweepings, and for which please accept thethanks of Yours truly, GORI-IAM MFG. CO.

Per Racton.

CHICAGO, ILL.GENTLEMEN: We are well pleased with all transactions we havehad with you, and have always found your estimates on gold andsilver to be accurate and full value. Yours respectfully,
M. C. EPPENSTEIN S.: CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.GENTLEMEN : We have always found your valuations of old goldsatisfactory. Yours, LAPP & FLERSH EM.

GENTLEMEN:
and satisfactory.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Our business relations have always been pleasantVery truly yours, II. F. HAHN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.GENTLEMEN: Our business relations have always been verysatisfactory. Yours truly, M. A. MEAD S.: CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.GENTLEMEN: We are well pleased with your estimates on oldgold, and your prompt and satisfactory way of doing business.Yours truly, SWARTCHILD S: CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.GENTLEMEN : Your dealings with us have always been satis-Yours truly, GILES, BRO. & CO.
factory.

CI I ICAGO,
GENTLEMEN : We have dealt with you for several years pastand cheerfully endorse your reliability.

Most respectfully, ROBBINS & APPLETON,
R. A. Kettle, Agt.

CIIICAGO,GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to state that our dealings havebeen perfectly satisfactory. Yours respectfully,
STEIN & ELLBOGEN.

GOLDSMITH BROS
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners and Assayers,

63 AND 65 WASHINGTON STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FR E E .—Send for our 13()OK giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. Mailed free on application.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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said the Pretty Maid in the old English ballad.

She had a proper appreciation of the commercial

value of a Pretty Face in the matrimonial market.

In the Watch market, "good looks" are an im=

portant factor in influencing public appreciation:

witness the immediate and increasing popularity

of the Fancy Dial=ed Eleven Jeweled Movement

of the New York Standard Watch Company.

But its face is not its " fortune "—though

it is fortunate in having a Pretty Face. The

reasons of the public favor toward the New York

Standard Watch are found, not only in its good

looks but in its good deeds; not only in what

it promises, from its beautiful external, but in

what it performs; not alone in its decoration, 

but in its justified declaration that it is

" The Best Watch in the World for the Money."

It is not true, in this instance, that "beauty is

but skin deep,"—for its beauty extends from Dial

through to Top Plate, and is of that quality of

beauty described by the old saying, " Handsome

is that handsome does."

The New York Standard Watch Company.

—Age



gCENERY SPECTACLES.
AN OLD THING UNDER A NEW NAME

When WC sold them as " Shooting Spectacles," we sold about five gross annually.
The first year we sold them as " Scenery Spectacles," our sales were about one hundred
gross; the second year (1892) we sold five hundred gross. We have improved them
very much this year, and put them at a price that they can be retailed for 2 5 cents a pair.

0

,

OWING TO THE DELICATE TINT INSERTED IN THE GLASS, PARKS, LANDSCAPES, WATERFALLS, OR THE
OCEAN RESEMBLE " BEAUTIFUL PAINTINGS" WHEN SEEN THROUGH A PAIR OF THESE GLASOES,
AND THE PECULIAR CONSTRUCTION ENABLES THE WEARER TO SEE DISTANT OBJECTS MORE CLEARLY

THAN WITH THE NAKED EYE

An excellent article for railroad travel. No visitor to the WORLD'S FAIR should be without
a pair. Not only will they protect the eyes front cinders, but add to the beauty of the scenery en
route, while the view of the grounds and Chicago front towers or tall buildings must be seen through
these glasses to be properly appreciated.

FOR PROTECTING THE EYES FROM THE GLARE OF THE SUN .ON SNOW, IN WINTER, THEY ARE UNSURPASSED
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Valuable REPAIRING Willson'sInformation for Spectacles.

WE MAKE THE

LARGEST AND BEST-SELLING LINE

OF PICTURE-FRAMES.

yudging from the responses to our advertisement in Me February Keystone on S.peciack Re.tairing, we
were righl iii sll#osing Mat the majority of frzoelers felt /he necessity of having the SPECIAL TEMPLES,
but lacked the fircilily of getting Mem from their jobbers.

• Ire (7re fileased to inform the trade that Me well-known house of EZRA E BOWMAN & CO., with
their characterisfic entei*ise, have made an exclusive contract will/ us for an immense quantity of these

temfiles, /)( 7' UP IN PACKAGES OF ONE DOZEN, assorted as follows .•

2 pairs each 174 blue steel and 174 nickel-plated temples (Willson's long temples).
2 " " 400 " " " 400 " " " (for Willson's new cheap spectacles).
2 " " French style riding-bow, bronze steel, and French style nickel-plated riding-bow temples (no stop, swing all the way back).

. They offer Mese 151ckages at the low .Arice gf SI.00, which is less Mall the usual Arice of he 5W/11C quantify
(je bought se.fiarafely. (This .ftrice is subject to 6 .per cent. cash discount.)

iJ/7cfill no orders for the'se assorted fiackages from Me factory, and jObbers desiring to handle Me same can
only get Mem through Messrs. Ezra E Bowman e_,L

Dealers desiring any of Mese sfiecial slyks and not wishing to buy a fiackage, can ,trocure them through the
jobbing trade at /-ices advertised in February Keystone. Messrs: Ezra E Bowman & Co. make this sfiecial
inducement ill p-ice on the PACKAGE ONLY On regular orders for tenzfiles, their firices are same as
advertised in the February Keystone.

A COMPLETE LINE OF

TABLE FLAT WARE AND

FANCY PIECES.
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L.13LP1210C,
178 Broadway, New York,

offer the celebrated

Aluminum Patent Extension

Easy-
PAT. JUNE 12. !BEA

SELF--ADJUSTING.

Fitting

Riding-Temple Frames
No. One (I) Eye Size.

Former price, = $12.00 per dozen.

Price this month, $6.30 per dozen.

ASK our 
salesmen to show you the new No. 9 Eye-Glass Frames. They are

straight across, and do away with the ugly, heavy bar=spring. Also our

new No. 14, easv-fitting, adjustable guard, non-breakable, and can be made to offset

at your option. Our salesmen can show you a world of optical novelties this season.

Don't fail to see their samples, especially in Opera=alasses, as this is the season for

placing your import orders; and if you place them with us, you will save money.

Call and see us when- you are in New York.

L. Black & Co.
178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Between Maiden Lane and John Street.

Factory : 2, 4, 6 Reade Street.

SEND US YOUR SPECIAL REPAIR WORK.

Headquarters for

WALTHAM WATCHES

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SILVERWARE

OPTICAL GOODS

TOOLS

MATERIALS

We carry the largest stock of

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
in the world.

David F. Conover & Co.
Chestnut and Seventh Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.
DAVID F. CONOVER.

B. FRANK WILLIAMS.

2C., I

41.



HOW—The movements are imported direct from the manufacturers in Switzerland and are the best made. The cases are of home manufacture and are wellmade and finely finished.

wHy—We sell them at so low a figure because we want every one of our customers to possess a handsome Regulator, as it u ill help their business, and we modestlyhope to get a share of their increased prosperity in the shape of more frequent and larger orders.
As these clocks are for jewelers only, we quote them at net prices, subject only to our regular cash discounts.

OTTO YOUNG- c% CO., Chicago, Ill.

You Thin1(
our goods are handsome.
There's no doubt about
that.

-

We Think. y want some of them in you.
You Know all about the quality and finish;
we Know they are excellent sellers, and

7,-

We have

a complete line of

them here.

We are

here to show them

to you.

It will be little trouble for you to give them an inspection,
and a great pleasure for us to make this easier.

When you see

them, we have an

idea that your

Spring stock
will soon show an

addition in silver-

Come in

For—seeing is
believing, a n d
sometimes
time) appreciat-

ing. \'Ve also
have a very good
catalogue. Per-
haps you haven't
it. If not

'

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
NO.133 AND 135 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.



KANSAS CITY, MO.
ENO & Sloane Jewelry Co.

(Formerly S. D. Mills Jewelry Co.)

MAN_UFAeTURING JEWELERS
a„i Watchmakers for the Trade,

8adges

MANUFACTURE TO ORDER

Emblems

Designs and Estimates furnished to Jewelers only,
on application.

Trade Repairing a Specialty.

SOUVENIR SPOONS

THE ABOVE ARE STERLING SILVER.

Medals

EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.
'FORMERLY S. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

613 Keith & Perry Building,
9th & Walnut Sts.

We have also a line of sterling silver spoons at $7.50 per dozen.
Our $9.00 spoons, including etching or engraving, are beauties.
We make transparent spoons also ; put any name sawed out on
the handle to order. In fact, anything you want done in the
silversmith's line, we are the people.

31 Maiden Lane,
New York.

,01.1 0 5 
IN 

Flow
O

1111 11111

illilt,1„ 111 111.11 1.11111

KANSAS CITY, MO.

FIG. 71. WALL- CASE.
DimuNsioNs:—Height of base, 28 inches : depth, from 20 inches to 30 inches ; height of center, 9 feet—

all extreme outside measure. Fur further description, see page 2E..

One of the handsomest WALL CASES ever shown to the trade.

Jewelers'
Show Cases

In Stock and Made to Order.
No delay in filling orders.

WALL AND SHOW CASES MADE

IN ANY LENGTH.

FROM SIX FEET TO ONE HUNDRED FEET.

Union Show Case Co., manufacturers, 169 E. Randolph St., Chicago.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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Columbia Insurance
Many rewards are so framed and worded that

they are valueless. Not so with the Columbia Reward.
Designed with liberal spirit and for the protection
of Columbia riders its efficacy is shown by the fol=
lowing:

From the house 121 Main St., Hackensack, N. J., was stolen by one Baker,
a Century Columbia, No. 4524, belonging to Mr. Chas. Henderson. Through the
efforts of Mr. J. E. Van Winkle of Jersey City, the bicycle was recovered and
the thief arrested and convicted, in consequence of which Mr. Van Winkle has
received the reward as offered by the Pope Mfg. Co.

The Columbia Reward secures not only the return
of stolen Columbias but other bicycles as well. In
hunting for Columbia No. 5342, four other stolen
bicycles of different makes were recovered because
of the Columbia Reward.

On Dec. 13th last, was stolen Century Columbia No. 5342, owned and used
personally by Mr. E. H. Wood, of the firm of John Wood Jr. (Ec Co., Columbia
agents of long standing in Beverly, Mass. Asst. Inspector Leggett of Boston,
accomplished the return of the bicycle and brought to justice the thief. At the
same time four other bicycles of various makes were recovered. Although a
police officer in active service, Mr. Leggett has received the reward in accordance
with the broadened offer in the Bicycling World of Nov. 25.

Every Columbia carries a life insurance. But the
beauty of the Columbia insurance is that it is paid,
not upon death, but "upon recovery."

MORAL: INSURE IN THE POPE CO.

POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. HARTFORD.
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GORHAM MFG. CO., SILVERSMITHS,
BROADWAY AND 19TH STREET,
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NEW YORK.

Being the most extensive manufacturers of Silverware in the United States, the demand
on us for new and fresh designs is necessarily very great: Our customers thus

0-et the benefit of the newest designs and fancies in Silverware, the work
of our large corps of artist-designers. The varying changes in

fashion could not be so closely followed by a house
having a less liberal patronage than ours.

BRANCH OFFICES:

28 Maiden Lane, New York, 137 & 139 State St, y Chicago, 118 & 120 Sutter St, San Francisco, Manufactory, Providence, R, L
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Crescent Street—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Setting, ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
,..n..in and ion : Patent Regulator : Patent
11r,:nei Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
to Form ; Fine Glass Enamel Double Sunk
I )al ; the tine:t Full. Plate NIovement in the
world.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Nickel.
15 Rtibv Jewels in Gold Settings ; (7ompensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ron ism and Posit ion ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring. Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Gilt.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronisin and Position : Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Nickel.
I.-, jewel, in Settings : Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet hair-
spring. Hardened and Tempered in Form ;
Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Set ings ; Compensation-Balance :
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form ;
Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Reulator : Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

P. S. Bartlett—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

" No. 35 "—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulatdr ;Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OF THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of the
United States and Canada. S2.50 to Foreign Countries.

Paytnent for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail. should be
made by a Post-Office Money urder, Bank Check, or Draft, or an
Express Money Order. When neither of these can be procured,
send the money in a Registered Letter. All Remittances
should be made payable to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising, rates will be furnished on application
at this office, and will be found far less in proportion to the
edition and circulation of Tutt KEysToNit (the main ele:nent of
value in advettising) than those of any jewelry trade paper in the
world. No advertisements but those of a reputable character will
be inserted. The Publisher reserves the right of rejecting or
modifying any advertisement received.

To Advertisers—Cony for advertisements nmst retch us by the ist
of each month to insure insertion in the following issue. Notices
of changes in advertisements should reach us not later than the
25th of the previous month.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all matters of
interest to the trade. Corresrondents must invariably give their
name and address. We do not. however, hold ourselves respon-
sible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

" No. 25"—Nickel.
n Jewels in S,ttings ; Compensation-Balance.
.Adjusted to Teinperature, lsochronism and
Position : Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet
I lairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

" No. Is," Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance :
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form ;
Double Sunk Dial.

" No. is," Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance :
Patent Regulator : Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form ;
Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 15 "—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance :
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, 1-hardened and "Fempered in Form.

" No. is "—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings Compensatioti-lialance
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguct H
spring. Hardened and Tempered in Form. •

" No. 3 "—Nickel.
I I jeWel, : CCM:pelt-3i loll Balance,

" No. 3 "—Gilt.
1] je,ek : twanc.:!..

No. "—Gilded.
7 Jewel, : Compels:it ion-llalance,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 104 STATE ST.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 178 BROADWAY.

THE KEYSTONE,
19TH & BROWN STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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ON PAGES 235 and 236 of this issue, we pub-
lish a thoughtful address on " The Art of Adver-

tising " delivered by Mr. Willis 13. NIusser, secre-

tary of the New York Standard Watch Co., at the

annual convention of the Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation of Pennsylvania, recently held in this

city. The address has special application to ad-
vertising by retail jewelers, and our readers will

find its perusal profitable.

THE Chicago Jewelers' Association has estab-

lished a Bureau of Information to entertain retail

jewelers and watchmakers during the continuance

of the World's Fair. The funds necessary to

carry on this Bureau of Information have been

subscribed altogether by the members of the

Associaticn, who have not and do not propose to

solicit subscriptions outside of their own member-

ship either in Chicago or elsewhere. This gener-

ous consideration on the part of the Chicago

organization will be of much service 'to visiting

jewelers, and deserves the grateful recognition of

the trade.

THE treaty to annex Hawaii has. been shelved
by the Senate for this session, and on a new ad-

ministration will devolve the responsibility of

dealing definitely with the little island kingdom.

Indeed, the annexation craze appears to have

spent its force, and the anti-annexationists are

daily increasing in number and influence. Some

of the objections of the latter are constitutional,

some merely sentimental ; but both combined re-

veal the wisdom of the course which the Senate

will probably adopt, viz., the appointment of a

commission to visit the islands and make a

thorough examination of affairs there existing.

Precipitancy isn't a governmental virtue, and

sober second thought is specially desirable in

international deal i ngs.
Whatever the result of the present negotia-

tions, particular care should be taken to secure the

islands against the rapacity of our colony-coveting

British cousins. If, as some suspect, the latter

are at present playing the undignified game of

'possum, commercial considerations demand that

their cunning designs be frustrated. Our com-

mercial relations with Hawaii are now of the

closest kind, and since they were put on a solid

basis by treaty the increase in the insular com-

merce has been quite remarkable. This is con-

clusively shown by the development of the island

trading fleet, which in 1875 consisted of a few

schooners and one diminutive steamer. Since

that year there have been built in the United

States and sold to Hawaii nineteen steamers and

twenty sailing vessels for the inter-island trade,

costing $1,003,500. During the same period

there have been built in the United States, and

are now regularly engaged in the Hawaiian foreign

trade, under the American flag, three steamers and

twenty-three sailing vessels, costing $2,186,000.

In addition to this there are about twelve other

American vessels built before the treaty, regularly

engaged in the Hawaiian trade, representing an

invested capital, in round numbers, of $450,000,

besides a number of transient charters made each

year during the sugar season. American ship-

builders have therefore built thirty-nine vessels

for the inter-island and twenty-six for Hawaiian

foreign trade, a total of sixty-five, which would

not have been built but for the treaty, and for

which they have received the sum of- $3,189,500.

The United States can never afford to be unjust,

even to an individual, but no sentimental consider-

ation for an effete monarchy should be permitted

to endanger our hold on a volume of commerce

so valuable.

"WITH the customary 
VV

imposi ceremon ial

and amid the deafen-

ing huzzas of enthusias-

tic multitudes, Grover

Cleveland has been
again formally installed

at the National Capital

as President of this,

the world's grandest
republic. Great as is President Cleveland.

the honor, and it is the
greatest that citizenship can bestow, it is to the
credit of our American institutions that there are
none in this instance to question the worthiness
of the recipient. Air. Cleveland is a man of
acknowledged personal worth, conservative in

ironclad integrity and proven executive
ability. During his previous presidential term
he performed the onerous duties of the exalted
office with rare tact, and gave to the country an
administration conspicuous for its cleanliness,
patriotism and courage in the maintenance of
principle. Though for the first time in many
years the entire legislative machinery has passed
into the hands of the Democratic party, there is
no dread of violent political changes. The public
have confidence that the characteristic conserva-
tism and sagacity of the President will be an
effective brake on the wheels of the newly-acquired
power, and obviate any rash or ill-considered
legislation. To the retiring President the country
owes much, and he will take with him into private
life the priceless acquisition of a nation's gratitude.

MESSRS. Robbins & Appleton, selling agents
of the American 1Valtham Watch Company, an-
nounce under date of,_ March 1st that they have
ceased to be selling agents for the Crescent Watch
Case Company, and that their business in the
future will be the sale of movements exclusively
—the product of the American Waltham Watch
Company.
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WILLIAM E'WART
GLADSTONE, Great
Britain's veteran and
distinguished states-
man, is once again
the " observed of all

'observers." At the
more than patriarch-
al age of eighty-four
years he recently in-■ 
trod uced in the House
of Commons for the
second time the Horne

Rule bill for Ireland in a speech that will pass
into history as one of the greatest recorded orator-
ical efforts. Mr. Gladstone is now Prime Minister
of England for the fourth time, a distinction
never before attained by any British statesman,
and the passage of his latest and greatest pet
measure is looked forward to by his multitudinous
admirers as the crowning achievement of a career
of unprecedented length and dazzling brilliancy.
When only twenty-three years old he was already
a promising debater in the House of Commons,
and had boldly jumped into the arena of party
polemics by the publication of an able but rather
revolutionary essay on " Church and State."
This essay N'as immortalized by Lord Macauley's
scathing criticism familiar to all readers. During
the subsequent sixty years he has been uninter-
ruptedly a member of the House of Commons,
and foremost in the political strife of that historic
period. He has ever battled for justice and
popular rights against oppression and exaction,
and his private and social life has been as pure,
exemplary and disinterested as his public one.
He is an ardent admirer of the United States, and
many of the clauses of the Home Rule bill reveal
an intimate knowledge and free use of our national
and State constitutions.

'rHE transmission of parcels and letters
through pneumatic tubes has been successfully
tried in this city, and there is but little doubt that
the innovation has marked an epoch in the postal
service of this country. The pneumatic system is
not entirely new. It has been in use in Europe on
a limited scale for snne time past, but the plan
adopted here is a vast improvement on the Euro-

one, the tubes being much more capacious,
and the entire modlls operandi being much more
effective. At the recent experiment in this city
parcels, varying in kind from a Bible to a pair of
shoes, were transmitted from a sub-station to the
post-office and returned in a few seconds. To
prove the absolute security of this mode of trans-
mission one of the projectors of the system placed
his gold watch in one of the shoes, sent it to the
office and had it returned in a few seconds, the
timepiece still ticking blandly. In a speech made
on the occasion by ex-Postmaster-General Wana-
maker the belief was expressed " that, before long,
letters would be sent to New York from this city
in such tubes in ten minutes ! " Any improvement
in the postal service facilitates still more the trans-
action of business, and this latest innovation,
which is an improvement of an almost revolutionary
kind, will be prized accordingly when brought into
general use. The successful introduction of-the
pneumatic carrying system was the crowning
adhievement of ex-Postmaster-General Wanamaker,
whose term of office has marked an epoch in the
history of our postal service by reason of the num-
ber and magnitude of the reforms considered, and
the proportion of them which he succeeded in
carrying into effect.

A\\*),

William Ewan Gladstone.

The clerk of the House Committee on Ap-
propriations has submitted to the Committee on
Ways and Means a statement of the appropria-
tions, exclusive of miscellaneous matter, made by
the House during this session. It shows an aggre-
gate of $513,733,082, and this amount has been
increased to $519,273,447 by the changes made
in bills by the Senate. These figures give an
accurate idea of the enormous expenditure of our
national government, but its efficiency demands it.
Parsimony is as needless as ,detrimental in a
country so large, prosperous and progressive as
ours, and the public have learned to pay but little
attention to the periodical whining of professional
cheeseparers.

THE pecuniary misfortunes that have befallen
Governor McKinley, of Ohio, through the busi-
ness failure of a friend, for whom he signed a
note, and in whose integrity and solvency he had
implicit trust, is an object lesson for the many who
are disposed to permit personal friendship to over-
ride their good judgment. Note-signing is frequent
enough to be called a practice, and the practice,
from a business standpoint, is worthy of the
heartiest condemnation. In a few reminiscences
recently published by Robert Bonner, the success-
ful proprietor and publisher of the New York
Ledger, he wrote " I never gave a note. I never
endorsed one. I came very near the latter once,
but gave iny check instead. In the long run it's.
cheaper."

This is genuine business philosopy, and many
misfortunes would be spared humanity if Mr.
Bonner's example were more universally and
rigidly adhered to. Honest selfishness, spiced
with temperate suspicion, is an eighteen .karat
business virtue.

THE war-clouds that have been hovering over
Kansas have happily been dispelled, and danger
of civil strife has permanently disappeared. The
Supreme Court recently decided against the Popu-
lists, and the latter, recognizing the inutility of a
fight against law, wisely recognized the constitu-
tionality,' of the Republican House, and are now
taking part in its deliberations. This prompt
submission to the decision of the court does credit
to their wisdom, and, let us hope, finally disposes
of the too hasty charge of anarchy hurled against
them as a party. The Populists made a regretable
faux pas, no doubt, in thwarting the earlier inter-
ference of the courts, but now that a bloody crisis
has been averted and reason again enthroned, the
hatchet of discord should be consigned to its rest-
ing place, method evolved out of temporary chaos,
and the legislative machinery run in a manner that
will subserve the best interests of the entire com-
munity. So promising a member of the sisterhood
as the Sunflower State must not be the scene of
periodic civil turmoil.

Amu) the cheers of an enthusiastic multitude
the monster battleship, Indiana, glided from her
perch into the Delaware on February 28th. This
is the first to be launched of the three coast-line
battleships appropriated for by our government
during the late Republican administration. In
his report for 1890 Secretary Tracy, of the Navy,
said of these ships : " The department confidently
asserts that in these battleships the United States
will become possessed of three vessels of the
highest power, whose equal as fighting ships does
not exist at the present day." The completed trio
will be even more formidable than Secretary Tracy
anticipated, because the defensive effectiveness of

the armor has since been increased by the appli-
cation of the Harvey process. The contract price
for the hull and machinery of the Indiana is
$3,020,000,* and her dimensions, etc., are as fol-
lows : Length on the water-line, 348 feet ; extreme
breadth, sixty-nine and one-quarter feet ; draught
forward and aft, twenty-four feet ; displacement,
10,200 tons ; sustained sea speed, fifteen knots;
normal coal supply, 400 tons.

The formidable and destructive character of
these ships is almost beyond comprehension. The
main batteries, which form their most character-
istic feature, throw at a single discharge. a weight
of projectiles of 6,800 pounds, or over three tons,
with a total energy of 210,000 foot-tons ; and the
energy of the projectile from the thirteen-inch
gun is sufficient to perforate twenty-two inches of
steel at a distance of one mile. Their secondary
batteries, comprising sixteen six-pounders and
four one-pounders, discharge 330 projectiles per
minute. In addition to her guns, each ship will
have torpedo tubes so arranged as to give an all-
around fire for the discharge of eighteen-inch tor-
pedoes, each of which is charged with 250 pounds
of a powerful explosive.

A navy commensurate with our importance as
a nation is what we contemplate having, and we
seem to be " getting there " in genuine American
fashion. The Massachusetts, the second of the
three battleships, will be ready for launching in
about six weeks.

THE rugged independence of character re-
vealed by the various administrative acts of
President Cleveland has been again manifested in
his selection of a cabinet. The awarding of the
Secretary of State portfolio to Judge Walter Q.
Gresham has elicited praise from the better
element, and is a striking example of the breadth
of view and high aim of our newly installed
Chief Magistrate. Judge Gresham's competency
to fulfill the duties of the high office is unquestion-
able. He is a man of stainless character and
acknowledged ability, and his political and judi-
cial acts revealed from time to time his absolute
independence in judgment and unselfishness in
action. For the Secretaryship of the Treasury,
Mr. John G. Carlisle is peculiarly fitted. He is
thoroughly familiar with financial questions; and
has given frequent proof of the soundness of his
financial views. His personal integrity is beyond
suspicion, and he has no entangling alliances to
interfere with his independent conduct of the
Treasury Department. Another admirable selec-
tion is that of Hilary A. Herbert, of Alabama,
for Secretary of the Navy. Mr. Herbert's devoted
and intelligent services in Congress to the new
American navy made him the logical successor of
Whitney and Tracy, and the praiseworthy efforts
of these gentlemen are certain to be continued by
the new Secretary. The elevation to cabinet
positions of Wilson S. Bissell and Daniel S.
Lamont appears to have been inspired solely by
personal friendship and obligation, noble impulses,
after all, where patriotism does not call for their
sacrifice ; while the portfolios of at least two,
Hoke Smith, of Georgia, and Richard Olney, of
Massachusetts, are the rewards of services and
political devotion to the successful Democratic
nominee. J. Sterling Morton, the Secretary for
Agriculture, is an honored citizen in his own
State of Nebraska, and has a national fame as the
" father of Arbor Day." He has been a practical
farmer the greater portion of his life, and is said
to understand thoroughly the broader problems of
agriculture.
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AN extradition treaty is proposed between
Russia and the United States in virtue of which
criminals, whose crime has been the attempted
assassination of a member of the imperial family,
can be brought back from this country for trial in
the Czar's dominion. Intrinsically, the proposed
treaty is an eminently proper one, but it has,
nevertheless, caused a feeling of dread among
some of the Russian residents, who stoutly main-
tam that the Russian authorities will use it as a
drag-net for catching all persons in America whose
declarations or acts may be distasteful to the Rus-
sian government. The imperial family is, DO
doubt, a very comprehensive phrase in Russia,
and it is just possible that a black eye given to a
Cossack officer might be construed into an attempt
on the life of the Czar. In justice to Russo-
Americans the treaty should consequently be
framed with special care. Amatory relations have
always existed between Russia and this country,
but these would not warrant our becoming a party
to a treaty that might become another sword in
the hand of despotism.

THE Chinese residents in the United States
seem to be placidly indifferent to the ominous
cloud that overhangs them. The Geary Chinese
exclusion act, passed last May, requires that those
Chinamen already in this country shall, under
penalty of arrest and deportation, register their
names in the districts where they live, and further,
shall accompany their signatures with one of their
bona fide photographs. The terms of the act de-
mand that all resident celestials be registered
before May of this year, but out of 30,000 China-
men in San Francisco it is officially announced
that only sixty have so far registered, and out of
3,000 in New York City, only thirty have com-
plied with the law. It has been surmised by
many, and manifestly by the Chinese themselves,
that the Geary law would not be enforced ; but
the collectors of the ports of New York and San
Francisco announce their intention at an early
date to summarily disabuse the public and the
Chinamen of this erroneous idea. The law is to
be enforced, they say, and the Californian collec-
tor states his method. He will arrest the delin-
quents, prove their guilt, and bundle them off to
one of the islands adjacent to the coast, there to
await transhipment to China. How this is go-
ing to be done without causing such scenes of
violence, and even bloodshed, as will arouse uni-
versal sympathy, it is difficult to understand.
Many calculating Americans entertain the belief
that the Geary law cannot be enforced, and it re-
veals no weakness in the Chinese intellect to have
evolved the same belief.

ACCORDING to the report of Mr. E. 0. Leech,
the Director of the Mint, the total metallic stock
in the United States on the 1st of January was
$649,788,020 gold and $593,465,265 silver. The
stock of gold fell off $39,000,000 during the
calendar year, while the stock of silver increased
$46,000,000.. In connection with the silver.ques-
tion, it is interesting to learn from the report that
while the value of gold extracted from the mines
of the United States in 1892 approximated the
average product of recent years, there was a falling
off of 330,000 ounces in the output of silver.
This decrease does not indicate any diminution in
the amount of silver " in sight," but is entirely due
to the low price of the white metal, which makes
the mining of it but slightly profitable, except in
case of the better class of mines. From Colorado,

where everybody who is anybody owns an interest
in a silver mine, comes the report that the tide of
speculation has turned from the white to the yellow
metal, and prospectors, in their hunt for gold, pass
by silver indications with semi-scornful indiffer-
ence. The decrease in the annual output of the
white metal; and the cause thereof, make very intel-
ligible the aggressive action of the silver advocates
in Congress. The sensitiveness of a man's pocket
is proverbial, and the lightness of the latter is
often a forceful inspiration.

President McLeod.

THE affairs of the Reading
Railroad have been again
forced into . the hands of
receivers. The collapse on
this occasion was a complete
surprise to the public gener-
ally, who were led to believe
that the corporation was en-
joying recently a period of
unusual prosperity. The ele-
vation of Mr. A. A. McLeod

to the presidency of the road some time ago, in-
spired high hopes for its future, and subsequent
happenings seemed to confirm these hopes. Pre-
tentious schemes were formed by the new presi-
dent and successfully carried into effect, whereby
control was gained of the production and trans-
portation of the coal product of this State. He
subsequently invaded New England territory,
where the acquisition of a like control was medi-
tated, but here be was confronted with opposing
forces in the shape of the powerful Vanderbilt•
interests, and it soon became evident that the
magnitude of the undertaking was beyond the
financial resources of the company. Collapse
followed, and was the not unnatural result of a
spreading out of resources in distant and specula-
tive enterprises, which left the company without
adequate backing in its immediate business or
help in its hour of need. The Reading is one of
the most valuable railroad properties in the United
States, and will, no doubt, soon rally from its
present adversity.

We Must Have Good Roads.

We are pleased to note that the agitation for
good roads, so vigorously carried on during 1892,
is resulting in definite action being taken to prose-
cute the much-needed reform. The New Jersey
Legislature has already appropriated State funds
for road improvement purposes, and the various
Legislatures from New York to Arkansas are taking
a practical interest in the reform. In the latter
State the efforts of the people to improve the
roads have culminated in a bill which provides for
the issuance of $too,000 of five per cent. twenty-
year bonds, the proceeds of which shall be dis-
tributed pro rata among the several counties in
proportion to their taxable values, to be used as a
primary road fund under the direction of the
county court.

In New York State several plans have been
suggested, and there is confusion accordingly.
The State Road Association's bill, fathered by
Senator Richardson, proposes a sweeping appro-
priation of $10,000,000 for the construction of
country roads. This bill was introduced a year
ago, and is again before the Legislature. There
is also before that body a rival bill, embody-
ing the recommendations of Governor Flower.
Of the two bills the latter seems to be the more
likely to gain popular support. It puts the road
business of the counties in the hands of their

supervisors, whom it authorizes to raise the needed
funds on county account, and provides. for the
appointment of county engineers. This scheme
lacks' the unpopular features of a ten-million-
dollar bill, and might be as effective in inaugu-
rating systematic, economic and advantageous
road-making. Senator Hill's scheme to make a
road in each district, or to run a few all through
the State, as models for educational purposes, is a
sound and feasible one and merits attention ac-

' cordingly. All such schemes as these should be
carefully watched, and all experiments investi-
gated by road reformers in other States, as an
object-lesson and a safeguard against possible ex-
pensive blundering.

Make Your Orders Full and Explicit.

Now that the time has arrived for ordering
spring supplies, we hasten to emphasize the neces-
sity for care in writing orders. Negligence in
this regard is a prevailing sin, causing trouble to
the jobber, delay to the retailer, and not infre-
quently loss to one or the other. Furthermore, a
carelessly written order is prima facie evidence of
careless business methods, and gives the jobber an
unfavorable impression of his customer. This im-
pression, be it remembered, is usually well founded,
as it is just as easy to write an order in the proper
manner as to make it a sort of hieroglyphic, the
deciphering of which entails delay and expense.
The rules for the guidance of those writing orders
were succinctly summarized in a recent number of
the Western Merchant as follows:

I. Write only on one side of the paper. The
other side is apt to be neglected, and it is incon-
venient for reference after the order is filed away.

2. Do not mention a remittance and order
goods on the same sheet of paper. The remit-
tance goes to the cashier, and the statement that
you sent it should accompany it to assure your
getting credit for the amount. The order will go
to the order clerk.

3. Do not send an order and complaint about
a former bill of goods, or a claim, on the same
paper. The complaint must go to the claim clerk
for adjustment, while the other goes to the
order clerk. Write on separate sheets of paper.

4. It is better not to write part of your order
and then introduce some subject, foreign to the
order. on the same sheet. The stock clerk who is
getting out your order has no interest in your re-
marks, which do not refer directly to the order
before him.

5. Not signing orders is more common than
anyone would suppose. It leads to much annoy-
ance and delay. Even if you have a printed
letter-head with your name and business on it, it
is no proof that • you sent the order unless you
put your name to it.

6. Stamp your envelope ; the neglect of this
often sends the letter to the dead-letter office in-
stead of its proper destination.

7. Write plainly. Do not crowd what you
have to say, but take another sheet of paper to
finish.

8. Give full particulars concerning the article,
so that no mistake will be made.

9. After the shipper delivers the goods to the
transportation company, and takes their receipt
for them in good condition, his responsibility
ceases, so if they do not reach you, make your
claim against the transportation company, for the
shipper cannot do anything from his end of the
line. Claims must be made from the point of
destination. .
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SWARTeHILD & C,D•
WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' SUPPLY HOUSE

Fifth Floor, Masonic Temple,

CHICAGO.

Sollool taints fillolltion
Only $18.50, net cash.

Intending students or those already attending one of our horological schools will find

the following a complete list of Tools needed for a student's outfit :

Catalogue.
Page. No.

99 1608 1 Boley Mill : Gauge,  

231 3320 1 Pientiss Swivel-Vise, 134-inch jaws,  

197 2878 5-inch Washita Oilstone, in box, 

196 2888 13A-inch Oilstone slip,  

125 1967 1 Simplicity Lamp, 1j4-inch tube,  

12 60 1 Alcohol Cup,  

111 1776 1 Stubs' Hammer, two-inch,  

110 1763 1 Handle for Hammer,  

46 1 dozen Emery Buffs, assorted,  

81 1181 1 six-inch File, No. 4 cut,  

81 1208 1 five-inch .File, burnish back, 

83 1331 1 six-inch one-half round File, 4 cut.  

90 1498 1 Screw-Head File, 

86 1414 1 Rat-Tail File, 

101 62 14 dozen each Gravers, Nos. 5 and 6, • •

101 62 1 each Lozenge Gravers, Nos. 3 and 4.  

112 lb dozen File-Handles, common,  

112 lip dozen File-Handles, x 4 inch, fine,

112 dozen Graver-Handles,  

171 2562 1 Three-Story Polishing-Block,  

186 2736 1 Hollow Pin-Vise, 

1 Bundle Pegwood; 

1 Bundle Pith,  

15 25 1. Round, Steel Bench-Block,  

$1.00
4.20
.50
.20
.65
.25

Catalogue.
Page. No.

452 252 1 Nickel Ball Blowpipe,  • $ .25

49 177 1 Stick Bottom's Cement,.   .10

12 Broaches, Assorted, 501, .75

40 593 2 four-row Soft Brushes,   .40

47 682-3 1 four and one-half inch glass Movement-Cover, . .35

68 971 1 Double Eye-Glass, quarter-inch focus,   .50

.35 68 972 1 Single Eye-Glass, three-inch focus,   .25

67 953 1 five-inch Engravers' Pad,   .65

1 bundle Brass Wire,  .05

.35 182 2682 1 pair three and one-half inch Stubs' Cutting Pliers, .85

.30 184 2707 1 pair three and one-half inch Stubs' Flat Pliers, . .45

.35 215 3162 1 Griffin Saw-Frame,  .75

198 :3000 5 Watch Screw-Drivers.   .40

216 3179 1 thirty-hole Screw-Plate, notched,   .90

223 3231 1 pair fine point Tweezers,   .40

223 3232 1 pair common Tweezers,   .20

1 bottle Diamantine,   .25

1 bottle Vienna Lime,   .25

1 bottle Oilstone Powder,   .25

1 piece Prepared Charcoal,   .25

92 1544 1 File Card,  . .25

3 pieces Stubs' Steel Wire, 4 mill. dia.   .25

6 pieces Stubs' Steel Wire, 3 mill. dia.   .20

1 piece Brass Wire, 4 5 mill.   .10

.10

.25

.15

.12

.30

.20

.15

.15

.15
1.10
45
.05
.05
.50

We will sell the excellent outfit listed above at $18.50, net cash.

Our Catalogue for .1893-94, containing 60 pages, illustrated, will be sent u,hon application.

SWARTCHILD & CO.
Rooms 503-4, Fifth Floor,

Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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Self-Reliance as a Factor in Success.

The habit of depending upon one's own exer-
tions, rather than leaning upon another for moral
and financial support, is of incalculable benefit in
the upbuilding of business character. It is the
secret of all individual growth and vigor. Help
from without invariably enfeebles the recipient;
if one always walked on crutches, one's limbs
would but feebly support him should the crutches
be lost or stolen away. So With the man who dares
not trust .himself to his individual judgment ; he
eventually becomes a moral weakling and an intel-
lectual dwarf. He is an insignificant cipher in
the world, unless he desperately fastens, by acci-
dental cohesion, to some other floating and sup-
plementary elements, with which he may finally
be joined into the semblance of a man.

In the story, the countryman whose wagon
stuck fast in the mud prayed to Hercules to lift it
out of the slough ; but the god answered, " Put
thine own shoulder to the wheel : heaven helps
those who help themselves." The difficulties,
hardships and trials of life, when estimated at
their true value, are positive blessings. In ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred needless pecuniary
help paralyzes the moral integrity of the benefi-
ciary. Peril is the very element in which power
is developed. The Micawbers of trade who " wait
for something to turn up," instead of turning up
something on their own account, are to be pitied

rather than scorned. Failure at first is often less

of a calamity than fortune at first. Vhen Lord

Thurlow, Chancellor of England, was consulted as

to the best means to secure success at the bar,he said

to the parent, "Let your son spend his own for-

tune, marry and spend his wife's fortune, then go

to the bar ; if the proper stuff is in him he will then

succeed." Thurlow's observation had convinced

him that the man with sure means of support has

not the inducement to effort which stimulates him

who feels the pressure of the res wig-rata i/o ml.

It is a proverb, that rich young melt, who begin

their fortunes where their fathers left off, leave off

where their fathers began. " The only money

which benefits a man is that which he has himself

earned. The ready-made fortune of an ancestor,

like his ready-made clothing, rarely fits the man

to whom it falls."
It is the obstacles in the path to success, the

need of courageous self-reliance always, which

makes men. Beethoven said of Rossini that it

was in him to have made a good musician, had

he been flogged more when a boy ; but he was

indulged with constant " help," and so fell short

of the stature of eventual greatness. Shelly tells

us of certain poets who " learn in suffering what

they teach in song." The whole range of biogra-

phy illustrates over and over again the immense

value of hindrance in the development of charac-

ter and the strengthening of moral fiber. No

station in life is too lowly to forbid the self-reliant,

determined spirit of success. Mahomet, the camel-

driver, founded a religion ; Pope Gregory VII.

was a carpenter's son, and Adrian VI. was a barge-

man ; Copernicus was the son of a baker ; an

obscure monk split in twain the Catholic Church,

and a still obscurer fellow-countryman of his, by

the invention of the printing-press, revolutionized

the whole intellectual aspect of society ; Arkwright,

the barber's apprentice, " won more for England

through his mechanical genius than the value of

all her colonies from Hindostan to Labrador ";

Lincoln, the rail-splitter, Grant, the tanner-his-

tory abounds in similar examples of the triumph

of brave, self-reliant souls over forbidding cir-

cumstance.
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Archimedes said, commenting upon the lever'

as a mechanical power, " Give me where to stand,

and I will move the world ;" but Goethe has

changed the postulate into a wise precept : " Make
good thy standing place, and move the world "
If every young man, every ambitious jeweler,
would have within himself the spirit of Goethe's

injunction, and would cast away his props and
buttresses, his crutches and life-preservers, he
would gird himself for such a victory as would
not be possible otherwise. Let him believe, with

Pestalozzi, that " no man on God's earth is able
to truly help any other man." Let him strive to
be a creator, rather than an inheritor-a loaner,
rather than a borrower. " Instead of being one
of the foiled potentialities, of which the world is
so full-one of the subjunctive heroes who always
might, could, would, or should do great things-
let him be in the imperative mood, and do that of
which his talents are indicative. Let him dis-
cover the lesson of sel f-rel iance, and develop within
himself his fullest capacities of usefulness and
honor.," So shall he realize the poet's sentiment:

" His joy is not that he has got his crown,
But rather that the power to win the crown is his."

As a corollary to the foregoing, it is fair to
question whether society as a whole is not becom-
ing too dependent upon the agencies which it has
itself established for the amelioration of certain
conditions-whether we do not look too much to
paternal governmental institutions, reform soci-
eties, workingmen's and other associations, to
anything except our own bands and brains, to
make our life-journey easy. The very best insti-
tutions cannot develop human character. Laws,
wisely administered, will secure to men the fruits
of their industry ; but no law which the wit of
man can devise will make the idle industrious, the
improvident thrifty, or the drunken sober. These
social evils are the outgrowth of individual life,
and legislation cannot extirpate them. The remedy
is in self-reliance and self-help. .All that social
measures can accomplish is to inspire the indi-
vidual to call upon his self-reliance and to awaken
and arm his spirit. There is no doubt but that
society at present is in the unhappy condition of
King James I., who was rendered helpless by the
very weight of his own armor of defence. We are
overweighted with " institutions "; like a sick
man, with limbs bandaged, face poulticed, stom-
ach dosed and pilled, always trying some new
quack medicine to cure an evil that exists, possi-
bly, in our imagination only. Our asylums and
" homes " aggravate the very evils they are in-
tended to cure, in that they hold out the promise
of refuge to the improvident, and put a premium
on indifference and incapacity.

The moral feebleness of the time is equaled
by the intellectual. We no longer have to rest on
self-reliance. as to thinking : our thinking is done
for us, by a machine. " Our logarithms are
ground out of a box ; our calculations are manu-
factured by turning a handle ; we learn chemistry
by inhaling laughing-gas ; we float on the water
by tying bladders under our arms, and call it
gwimming ; and from the cradle to manhood we
make use of mental go-carts till we have lost the
use of our intellectual legs." Surely John Twee-
zer's essay on " The Irax of the Centuries," in the
February KEYSTONE, deserves careful considera-
tion before the conclusions therein arrived at can

be discarded by an impartial mind

STUDY human nature. It will bring you more
profitable results in the long run than the study of
price-lists.

Long Sermons Condensed to Short Sketches.

If you aspire to the management of a business

for yourself, learn to serve faithfully in your

present position as employee of another. He is

best equipped to lead who is first content to loyally

follow. Subordination is often a needful prelimi-

nary discipline to the mental and moral powers.

It is the school which teaches the things to avoid,

as well as the things.to perform. The experience

of a commonplace old man is often more valuable

than the inspirations which come to precocious

genius-and it is a very foolish young man who

would endeavor to jump to the top of the ladder

instead of climbing by cautious steps from the

lower round.

Expect to succeed. The man who starts in

business, doubtful of the success of his venture,
deserves to fail. He lacks a needful inspiration.

I have no patience with misanthropes who are

gloomy during the incubation of their plans.
When you are hatching your scheme, cackle ex-
ultingly, in confident hope that the brood will be
ostriches, not humming-birds.

If merchants universally showed as much
care in the selection of their help as they do in

the selection of their stock, . success would be
oftener achieved. The study of marked successes
discloses the inevitable factor of an ability to
select and retain efficient employees. A nephew
should not be engaged simply because of his rela-
tionship. One's own son might do better in any
other business, for both himself and one's self.
The selection of help should be a matter of hard

business, strictly ; for thereon hang consequences
of the first importance.

When you turn the key in your store-door,
leave all your business thoughts inside. Your
family has a right to expect that you will not
bring questions of discounts to the supper-table,
nor stir projects of advertising into your coffee
with the cream and sugar. There is no balmy
sleep with worry for a bedfellow. Stephen Girard
said that he " took his business to bed with him "
-but not even a bachelor merchant should be
guilty of such a violation of the proprieties of life.
There was sound philosophy in the counsel of the
wife whose husband walked up and down the room
at midnight, lamenting that he could not meet a
matured bill on the morrow. " Come to bed,"
said she, " and let the other fellow do the
walking"!

Cultivate the habit of associating names with
faces-it will prove of great benefit to you. All
successful leaders have enjoyed this faculty. It is
said that James G. Blaine could instantly call by
name people whom he had only casually met for a
moment, years before ; and Marshal Ney, I think
it was, who knew the full name of all his soldiers.
There is no such charming compliment to a chance
acquaintance as to call him by name after a long
interval of contact.

Worry kills more people than war, shortens
more lives than the cholera, breeds more misery
than the plague. The mind that can contemplate
reverses calmly enjoys a peace that passeth the
understanding of the fi.etful ; the spirit that is not
unduly exercised in the face of probable failure is
fit for great subsequent success. Train your mind
in youth to review results calmly ; for the habit of
worrying grows .continually, and is the bane of
middle life, as it is the poison of old age.
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It aims to tell you in plain words that we want the small dealer, the

large dealer—jewelers everywhere, and that means you—to send us

their old gold and old silver, their filings, sweepings, wastes or residues,

for which we will send full, prompt, accurate

cash returns
The reason is plain—it will pay you better than to send it elsewhere.

Why not make us a trial shipment ? A postal will bring you our

memorandum pocketbook. Address your consignments to

Chicago anti Hum Smelting an Bottling Co.
"The Temple," 184 La Salle Street,

Chicago.
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Money.

BY A. B. C.

SILVER MONEY.

We now come to the consideration of a form

of money, the exact place of which as a medium
of exchange and the outcome of present agitation
as to its status are perplexing the economists of all

civilized nations. Let us look at the subject dis-
passionately in the light of history, endeavor to
benefit from the teachings of example.

The importance of silver in the world's ex-

changes must be fully appreciated. The first

recorded mention of money was a transaction in

silver—when Abraham purchased the cave of

Machpelah as a burial-place for Sara, for " four

hundred shekels of silver." It is the most widely

recognized form of currency the world over. It
is the standard money of China am! India, was

formerly the standard in Europe (the English

pound and the French livre originally consisting

of a certain amount of silver), and to-day in many

half-barbarous countries it commands a premium

over gold. Yet it is rapidly depreciating in value

in all civilized countries—and we do not have far

to go to discover the reasons for this discrimination

against it.
If silver was as scarce, and therefore as valu-

able, as gold, it is probable that they would be

used interchangeably in the operations of trade.

But when, in 1876, the discovery and mining of

enormous quantities of the white metal in Nevada

suddenly threw more than $40,000,000 in value

of silver upon the world's markets, and annually

thereafter, the currency of the world could not

absorb this sudden disproportionate yield of the

metal, and a depreciation began which has been

steadily augmenting. About the same time two

other factors entered the question—the demoneti-

zation of silver in Germany and the consequent

unloading of her current silver upon an already

overloaded market ; and the great increase in the

" home charges " in India, necessitating a loss in

her exchanges, in 1879, of nearly $11,000,00o.

The iniquity of practice, from an economical
standpoint, was in the maintaining of the legal

value of silver in the face of its define in intrinsic

value, by continuing it as a legal tender for a fixed

amount. The iniquity was mtiltiplied many fold

by debasing the standard of its quality at the

same time.
A fictitious value put upon money by a gov-

ernment stamp is the beginning of " woes unnum-

bered " in finance and trade. It brought about

universal bankruptcy in.ancient Syracuse ; it drew

to Persia the adulterlted money of eastern Europe,

and ruined her empire ; it prostrated Rome in the

time of Cinna ; it was fatal at various times to

Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Naples and Savoy.
Aristophanes, the Athenian, was the first to note

that bad money always drives good money from

circulation ; and Sir Thomas Gresham, in the time

of Queen Elizabeth, laid down a fundamental

precept, now known as " Gresham's Law of Coin-

age," in these words : " When two sorts of money

are current in the same nation, of like value by

denomination, but not intrinsically, that which

has least value will be current, and the other as

much as possible will be hoarded." I have not

space herein to elaborate this truth by abundant

historical illu§tration ; but, let doctrinaires argue

as they will, the truth of this law is the under-

lying reason for our recent continuous large ship-

ments of gold to foreign countries—a withdrawal

which is constantly accelerating, and which will

shortly be overwhelming, unless our Congress rises

to the level of the great problem.

Consider the bald facts which make it impos-
sible to long continue to circulate our present
silver currency on a par with gold. There are

480 grains of silver in an ounce, and an ounce of
silver can now be purchased on the open market

for about eighty-four cents. If we put the entire
480 grains into our dollar, the dollar would still

be worth only eighty-four cents, bullion value, in

gold. But we do not do even that. We only put

3713( grains of silver in a dollar, add forty-one

and one-quarter grains of base metal, making the

total weight of the dollar 412 2 grains. The
3713( grains of fine silver are worth at present

about sixty-five cents ; in other words, one dollar
is not worth one hundred cents, as it should be,
but is worth only sixty-five cents. It is sustained
at par only because its circulation is forced, by
making it legal tender. The " trade " dollar,
which contains 420 grains of silver, nine-tenths

fine, is more valuable, intrinsically, than the

standard dollar, but nobody will take it because it
is not legal tender. How long would our present
silver dollars circulate at par if they did not have

a fictitious value attached to them by legislation?

Not one hour!
In the subsidiary coinage the disparity in

value with the gold standard is even more marked.
Two half-dollars contain only 385i84 grains of sil-
ver, or twenty-six grain's less than even the debased

dollar.
With inexplicable fatuity our law-makers cling

to the hope that the European nations will yet join

with us in a scheme for unlimited coinage ; and
the silver-burdened foreign nations rejoice at our

delusion, seeing in it a hope of saving themselves

from further shrinkage in silver currency values.
Time-serving politicians, unwilling to risk offend-

ing mine-owners and silver-producing sections,

close their eyes to the fact that a debased and dis-

honest dollar is as pestilential a thing for a nation

as for an individual. Month after month the

tremendous farce of attempting to force its circu-

lation goes on. Month after month 4,500,000

ounces of silver are bought by the government

" at the market price "—and stored in the treas-

ury vaults. Look at the figures ! We have

already coined 413,968,735 Silver dollars, of

which only one-seventh, or 56,779, 884,have passed

into circulation. The balance is locked up and

lying idle. Nor is that all. In the same vaults

lie 3000 tons of silver bullion waiting coinage,

the coining of which would occupy all of our

mints uninterruptedly for two and one-half years.

Nor is this all. Every ounce of this silver

has been purchased at a loss, some of it for thirty-

nine cents an ounce more than its present value.

The aggregate loss on the whole amount is over

$roo,000,000.
" Thus bad begins, but worse remains

behind." Let us suppose the exigencies of gov-

ernment—from war, plague, crop failure, or what

not—would require that the Treasury should

realize on this unproductive mass of 500,000,000

disfavored silver dollars. The price would fall

enormously ; the loss would be overwhelming.

We could not sell it at a fourth of its stamped

" value." It is now enabled to maintain a ficti-

tious value only because of the confidence-of the

people in the Government's ability to redeem it

in gold. But suppose the Government would find

itself with a deficit in its treasury ; suppose that

the present gradual drainage of our gold to Europe

should increase until our gold reserve would fade

away ; suppose that the Government should be

compelled to refuse to redeem its silver notes in

gold, and availed itself of its option to redeem
them in silver instead. What would follow? We
would immediately drop from the gold to the silver
standard, and every dollar in silver would be worth
only its market price, or about sixty-five cents.
It would buy only sixty-five cents worth of goods ;
every laborer would lose three-eighths of his wages,
his deposit in the savings-bank would experience a
like shrinkage, his insurance policy would realize
proportionate difference. In a word, Universal
bankruptcy would set in, and " chaos would come
again."

The time has come for fearless dealing on
this subject ; for " every . day of the continuance
of our present laws is a menace to our prosperity,
to industrial stability, to commercial weal." May
our Wise men at Washington grapple with the
problem promptly!

ONE of our most highly esteemed contempo-
raries has begun an interesting series of articles
about " Money." The first chapter asks : " What
is money? " That's an easy one. We all have a
sort of vague, general notion as to what the com-
modity looks like ; the question which worries
most of us is just how we're going to hook our
claws into the stuff. Won't the learned authority
please reverse and give .us the last chapter first:
" How to get it." —The Waterbucy, February 15, T893.

Don't be easily moved out of a carefully
considered course that is satisfactory to your own
judgment and experience. Don't allow haphazard
opinions, hastily conceived and flippantly ex-
pressed, to disturb your well-grounded beliefs.
Your business policy, even if it conflicts with
current ideals, deserves a trial unless it is mani-
festly and glaringly wrong. Doubt dampens en-
thusiasm. Lend your ear to counsel, but go slow
in changing your carefully-wrought opinions for
the glib conclusions of shallow thinkers.

The rash buyer always justifies himself by
maintaining that he must have the quantity and
variety .to hold his trade or to increase it. Let
him take to heart this counsel of a conservative
old merchant whose success argues the wisdom of
his advice : " It is better to cry after the goods
than over them."

Don't advertise the fact that your business is
not flourishing. Convey an opposite impression
by a bright face and a brisk manner. It is no sin
to hoodwink the public in this direction, and Mr.
. Vanderbilt's expressive objurgation, barring its
profanity, is always fit to think, in this connection,
if not to speak.

Do you sometimes have doubt of your own
abilities—a weakening of faith in your capacity
for affairs? Then you are on the threshold of a
fresh advance. Many a hopeful young mariner on
the sea of trade has been wrecked on the rock of
over-confidence.

No business can run itself" in safety, for
a long time. The only direction in which any-
thing runs without a continuing propelling force is
downward. A business which " runs itself" must
move in that direction.

We learn at the school of experience—but we
must not fail to graduate.

411..
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HISTORY OF EARLY WATCHMAKING IN AMERICA.
A series of articles on the origin and history of Watchmaking in this country, written by Mr. E. A. Marsh, Master Mechanic,

and approved by Mr. R. E. Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company.

V.
((.00tlin Hof f, O, ag/. 130, Februaty (t893) numbes .)

N 1888 Mr. John Swin-
ton spent some weeks
in studying the social
life of Waltham, as
connected with the

watch factory, and, IA
an article written by
him, he says: •' One
of the facts which has
surprised me most, in
studying the state of
things in the watch

factory, is the extraordinarily low rate of mortality
amung the operatives. I find by the carefully-
kept record of the departments that it is below a
half of one per cent. per annum.
” This is, of course, owing partly to the

healthfulness of the locality, partly to the absence
of child-labor in the factory, and partly to the
excellent sanitary conditions in which the build-
ings are kept at every season of the year. It is,
nevertheless, proof of the wonderful measure of
welfare in the lives of the 2,500 workers now
under review. * It would not be hard to mention
factories in which the death rate runs as high as
three or four per cent. per annum."

But while the above statements are no doubt
correct, it is not to be supposed that sickness is
unknown. The.established policy of the Company
has always been to make the most careful and gen-
erous provision for the comfort and health of its
operatives ; yet no provisions can insure against
the visits of epidemics which occasionally come to
various sections of the country (like " la grippe,"
which occasioned a more general and serious
disturbance than anything of like character
within the history of the Company). To secure
the advantages of mutual assistance in cases of
need, the operatives in the year 1866 established
the " Watch Factory Relief Association." Arti-
cle 2 of its constitution stated that " the object
of this association shall be to aid all members
whose circumstances are such as to need relief in
cases of sickness or injury while in the employ of
the American Watch Company, or whose sickness
or injury shall have been contracted while in the
employ of said Company. None but members
shall receive aid, except by concurrent action of
the relief committee and the vote of the asso-
ciation. Persons. working as learners shall be
exempt from dues the first four months of their
services with the American Watch Company."
Other articles provided for the choice of officers,
among whom was a " relief committee, consist-
ing of four gentlemen and three ladies, to whom

all applications for relief must be made, and
whose duty it shall be to see that timely assistance
is rendered to all in need." The dues prescribed
were, from the foremen, sixty cents per quarter ;
from all other men, .fifty cents ; and from women,
thirty cents. A further provision was that " no
superintendent or foreman shall be eligible to any
office in the Association."

A feeling of . independence, and a disinclina-
tion to accept charity in any form, without doubt
deterred many members from applying for aid
when in sickness ; and quite possibly occasional
payments to some who were not in actual need

served in time to create a demand for a change in

•

the method of relief. So in 1881 the Association
was reorganized on a strictly mutual basis ; the
assessment of dues was changed from quarterly to
monthly intervals, and the amount of dues reduced
to twenty-five cents, without distinction as to sex
or position. The restrictions as to holding office
were also abolished. The amount of money
allowed to applicants for relief is fixed by the
constitution at four dollars per week, after the
first week (for which no appropriation is allowed),
and in no case is the benefit to cover a period ex-
ceeding ten weeks in any one year. It is further
provided that in the case of the death of any
member, the sum of fifty dollars shall be appro-
priated for funeral expenses.

The books of the treasurer show that since its
organization in 1866 it has paid 103 such claims,
and that, up to the year 1889, there had been paid
out a total of nearly $45,000 in yearly amounts
varying from $945 in 1866 to $5814 in 1889.

Since the reorganization of the Association
in 1881, the condition of the treasury has allowed
the omission of ten regular assessments, and
never in its history has a special assessment been
required until 1889, that being occasioned by the
prevalence of the epidemic la grippe. The sym-
pathy of the management of the Watch Company
with the aims and object of this relief association
has been manifested by its annual contribution of
$200 to its funds.

The years immediately following the close of
the Civil War, while constituting a period of gen-
eral business activity and apparent prosperity,
were not without intervals of anxiety and depres-
sion in the watchmaking industry. It has, how-
ever, seemed a very remarkable thing that at times
when business in general has been languishing,
and many industries have been obliged to com-
pletely suspend operations, this factory has been
almost uniformly kept busy. This is the more
strange, because it would be expected that in times
of dullness and scarcity of money, watches would
naturally be a drug on the market. But with the
exception of a few months in the fall and winter
of 1873-74, when financial disturbance was so
nearly universal, this factory has been kept steadily
at work. And it is probable that it may be truth-
fully said that but few if any towns in our country
suffered less during that period of business trouble
than did Waltham.

Such a measure of prosperity as was shared
by this whole community was, without doubt, due
almost entirely to the exertions and the sagacity
of the watch factory management and its selling
agents, and cannot but be a matter of the greatest
satisfaction.

The steady increase in the volume of business
made necessary a corresponding increase of cap-
ital, and on August 3, 1870, half a million of
dollars were added, making a total of $1,250,000.
But within three years even this amount was found
insufficient ; and on January 14, 1873, the capital
was increased to $1,500,000.

With the desire to secure, if possible, a more
complete identification of interest in the business
on the part of the employees and, at the same
time, giving them the opportunity for a profitable
investment of their accumulated savings, Mr.
Robbins made a provision that the employees

should be allowed to subscribe for a portion of the
new issue of stock on terms much more favorable
than could be obtained by other parties. This
opportunity was embraced by many of the opera-
tives, and while some of them subsequently dis-
posed of their shares, many others .are still
securing their semi-annual returns. And if they
are desirous of disposing of their .stock, they can
do so at a large advance.

When the National Centennial Exhibition
was determined upon, this Company entered
heartily into the work of providing an exhibit
which should be a fitting indication of the progress
which America had made in this branch of indus-
try. Besides exhibiting a very large number of
finished watches, in various grades, in cases of
silver and gold, a workshop was fitted up with a
number of the most interesting automatic machines
which had then been added to the equipment of
the factory. These machines were kept in practi-
cal operation by a corps of operatives, who were
in constant attendance during the entire season of
the Philadelphia Exhibition.

This exhibit proved to be one of the most
attractive of the whole fair, and was from morning
to night surrounded by a dense crowd of eager
and interested visitors. In addition to these ob-
jects of so much interest to the curious, the
Company entered a number of watches of various
grades to be submitted to the most searching and
exacting tests to demonstrate their accuracy as to
timekeeping qualities. •

It is a matter for congratulation and pardon-
able pride that, although in competition with the
watches of the old and celebrated makers of the
Old World, the watches entered by the American
Watch Company secured the highest award for
accuracy. As an indication of the wonderful
accuracy which has been attained in timekeeping
mechanism, it may be said that the three watches
which gained the highest award showed a mean
daily variation of only .23 of one second ; and an
average difference of but .44 of one second be-
tween the first and eleventh week of the official
tests.

The result of this competitive test, together
with the wonderfully attractive exhibition of
watches and the machines employed in the manu-
facture was, as might naturally be expected, to
bring into more favorable and extended notice the
Waltham Company, and to create an increased
demand for their goods. It, moreover, forced
from the European watchmakers the unwilling
acknowledgment that America had taken the lead.

When Mr. Dennison severed his connection
with this Company. in 1861, the position of
superintendent was assumed by Mr. Albert T.
Bacon, who has been mentioned as having early
entered the service of the original Company at
Roxbury. At about the same time Mr. Stratton
was sent to London, to serve the Company as its
agent for the purchase of supplies. He remained
there until 1878, when he retired from active life.

Mr. Bacon continued in the position of gen-
eral superintendent until 1875, having as his
assistant during the last two years Mr. Ambrose
Webster, who was promoted to that position from
his former one of master mechanic.

(To be continued in our April number.)

We Sell Genuine Lathes only.
We quote Low Prices invariably.
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RIVE'TT LATHE.
Length of Bed,
Swings,

inches.
213,

Hard Steel Bearings. Steel Bed.

Size of Rivett Chuck.

• Prices of Rivett Lathes:

* Lathe, with TO chucks,

" 15

" 20

PRICES ARE NET CASH.

- $46.8o

54.00

72.00

* Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, etc.
§ Includes Countershaft, Belting, Polishing-Laps, Saws. etc.

tttttttU 'IL

co.44 •

Y2 SIZE.

WEBSTER=WHITCOMB LATHE.

Length of Bed,
Swings,

Hard Steel Bearings.

II inches.
1.97 "

,L..,„„ 41'
•=s— Ca— ' •

ANNUM\

_ . — ,   _ _ 
_

,f,.:- -- . — .. - - . - — . s ,.--,' ' ....W.,.. ---- , r. ..'-,..-, •-: ' ' ' - r
- = - - -1.- ' -- - — - ' - ' MOSELE"( -.

No. 2 MOSELEY LATHE.
Length of Bed, It inches.
Swings,

Hardened Steel Bearings.

•

-

Size of Webster-Whitcomb Chuck.

Prices of Webster-
Whitcomb Lathes:

* Lathe, with 10 chucks, $41.67

‘‘ 15 " 48.33

" .20 " 66.67

NET CASH PRICES:

* Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, etc.

§ Includes Chuck-Stand, Belting, Countershaft,
Saws, Laps, etc.

Size of Na. 2 Moseley Chuck.

Prices of No. 2 Moseley Lathes:

* Lathe, with 7 chucks,

f

" 10

" IS

" 25 ■■•■•

NET CASH PRICES.

$37.80

41.40

45-90

63.90

* Includes Belting, Chuck-Stand, etc.

§ Includes Countershaft, Stepping Device, Belting, etc.

Orders for any of above filled promptly from stock. If further information is desired, write us for our New Cata-

logue, and let us know your wants, which will be promptly cared for. Our stock of small materials is very complete

and we fill' orders in this line at once and complete. WB&C watch glasses a specialty. 
A trial order is solicited.

•4. 101 W. Fifth St Cincinnati 0.
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'Cbe
Sigteentb Vanquet of the Cbicago aeweters' Elssociationanimal

In this annus domini, 1893, Chicago has been formally

enthroned as the world's civic queen, and of the million

and a quarter individuals who assisted with filial anxiety at

her coronation, none manifested a more idolatrous loyalty

than the members of the local jobbing jewelry trade. It

was therefore in order that their sixteenth annual banquet,

held February 8th, should be on a scale of regal splendor,

and so, indeed, it was. The gorgeous decorations of Kins-

ley's banqueting hall, the gaiety and hilarity of the festive

banqueters, the electric rays of a thousand lights dazzlingly

reflected from the beautiful shining silverware, the savory

and delicious viands, the sparkling and exbilerating vintage,

even the post-prandial oratory itself–Lail told the same story

of joy, happiness, progress and prosperity, perfect satisfac-

tion with the past and luminous hopes for the future.

la Chicago" was the sentiment of the orators, and THE
KEYSTONE echoes the wish.

At seven o'clock the guests began to arrive, and an

hour was spent in an informal exchange of fraternal regards.

At eight o'clock all were seated around the festive board.

At the speakers' table, on President Sercomb's right,

sat P. F. Pettibone, F. E. Morse, Judge Oliver H. Horton,

M. A. MEAD
VICE-PRESIDENT.

Major Moses P. handy, Z. S. Holbrook, Rabbi E. G.
Hirsch, II. F. Hahn, John Hahn, and C. K. Giles, in the
order named. On his left sat the Rev. S. C. Faisal], the
Hon. J. Frank Aldrich, the Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, Wm.

I,. Sexton, S. B. Raymond, R. T. Gregory, Benj. Allen,
Holmes Hoge, J. C. Lowry, and Judge Grosscup. The

president called the assemblage to order, and a prayer was
offered by the Rev. Edsall.

The menu card was a dream of beauty, and an exquisite

compliment to the characteristic fin de sleek commingling

of ideas and printers' ink. The dishes mentioned thereon,

which were well calculated to bring joy to the hearts of the

epicures and to give a cardiac sphsin to the dyspeptics, were
as follows:

" Canst thou tell how an oyster makes his shell ? "
BLUE POINTS. CELERY.

" The chicken is the country's, but the city eats it."
CHICKEN GUMBO STRAINED.

" In the end things will mend."

HORS-D'OEUVRE VARIES.

" From great rivers come great fish."
BROILED SHAD WITH ROE.

CUCUMBERS. PARISIENNE POTATOES.

" Large fowls will not eat small grain."

FILET OF TURKEY WITH MARRONS.
SWEET POTATOES. BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

" Now we sit to chat, to sing, as well as eat."
SILVER PUNCH.

" A dish I do love to feed upon."
BREAST OF GROUSE A LA ROYAL.

ASPARAGUS VINAIGRETTE.

" A full belly counsels well "
GLACE. CAKE.

" Cheese and bread make the cheek red."
COFFEE. CRACKERS. CHEESE.

COGNAC.. CIGARS.

The assembled guests seemed to feel that they owed a

duty to the edibles and beverages, and performed it admi-

rably. After the nervous mechanism of the feasters had

been soothed by a few sedative whiffs of Havanas, President

Sercomb delivered the address of welcome. He said:

" GENTLEMEN :—Another year has passed since most of
us assembled here to celebrate the crystal anniversary of
our organization, and I again have the pleasure of welcom-
ing you to our annual gathering.

A L. SERCOMEI,
PRESIDENT.

LEM. W. ALERSHEM.

Zanquet
Committee

A.144‘.

H, F, HAHN.

THOS. H. PURPLE.

JAMES A. TODD.

" It has been a prosperous year for business, also to our
Association, as we have added fourteen new members,
which shows we are earning our share in the glory and
growth of Chicago, as none but the largest manufacturers and
jobbers can derive any direct benefit from the organization.
" Our collection department has also rapidly advanced,

handling over $40,000 in collections, over half of which was
collected, and receiving and distributing over 30,000 reports
—giving better satisfaction to us than could any commercial
agency.
" We have also established a World's Fair Bureau of

Information, having for its object our assistance to visiting
jewelers, and are provided with ample funds to handle it
with credit to ourselves. We feel confident that all who
may call on us will pronounce it a success, and I do not
think I overstep my authority by extending an invitation to
all here present to pay our rooms a visit in the Columbus
Building next May, and judge for yourselves; but as we
did not come here to talk business, but for pleasure, we will
continue to do so by listening to our esteemed and worthy
friends who have kindly consented to respond to our toasts.
And now, gentlemen, allow me to introduce Mr. P. F.
Pettibone, who has kindly volunteered to serve us as toast-
master this evening."

Mr. Pettibone delivered a long and mirth-provoking

discourse, the serious part of which ran as follows:

" GENTLEMEN :—I want to congratulate you upon the
success of this entertainment. The past, at least, is secured.
I think we may trust the future to these gentlemen whose

names are on the programme. I want to congratulate you
Upon the fact of this organization, and upon the usefulness
which its sixteen years of existence bears witness to. I
rejoice in every organization that tends to bring about
between business men—men in the sante lines of business,
or in kindred lines of business—the opportunity of forming

. them into a fraternity. Gentlemen, the best conditions of
business are conditions of peace, and not conditions of war.
There is not the slightest danger in friendly competition,
and so I say I rejoice in organizations and associations of
this kind; so that the members tuay Lecome acquainted,
and really find out when they la come acquainted that they
are all pretty good fellows. The trouble is, they don't
know each other well enough."

The first toast, " The Columbian Exposition—Not
Things, but Men," elicited an eloquent response from
Dr. H. W. Thomas, who expatiated in a perfefvidly
patriotic manner on the monster undertaking and its prob-
able effect on social and industrial life.

Dr. Hirsch, the silver-tongued rabbi, was called upon

to respond to the sentiment " In faith and hope the world
will disagree, but all mankind's concern is charity." The
response was a worthy effort, and its broad-minded dicta

were greeted with hearty applause.

GROVE SACKETT,
SECRETARY.

0 I do not believe," said Dr. Hirsch, " that in faith and
in hope the world does disagree. Whether in the fetish
worshiper who bows down to stone, or whether in one
who has higher thoughts and clearer impressions of the
great infinite life in which we live and move and have our
being—from the lowest to the highest runs one faith, and
in the lowest fetish worship as in the highest conception of
God that we have to-day, we have but one announcement
of the fundamental thought, that Man as he is belongs to
the universe, which is well ordered, and in which it is his
LI) carry out the intentions of the great Creator."

" A great city; a great solitude " was assigned to Judge
Oliver II. I lorton, and done ample justice, while the name
of Mr. S. B. Raymond was coupled with the sentiment

Absence of occupation is not rest ; a mind quite vacant is
a mind distressed." Mr. Raymond's address was charac-

teristic of him, and the scintillating flashes of his wit kept
the assemblage in most hilarious good humor.

The ladies were honored in the following toast :

0 Without a smile front partial beauty won,
What vere man ? A world without a sun."

In responding, Mr. Z. S. Holbrook said :
" I might remind you that there would be no jewelry

business if it were not for the ladies, and without meaning
any discourtesy, there would be no jewelers without them. So
I feel that the ladies have been the making of the jewelry
business. Why should they not ? You know the distinc-
tion between art and fine art is that art is merely the
expression of an idea in material form, while fine art is that
expression which is found only in the reality. So the ladies
can ss'ear jewelry; ladies can adorn themselves. Without
women there could be no such thing as jewelry as a fine art."

The souvenirs given away on this occasion were strik-
ingly original. One was a very handsome silk cigar-
case (filled), closing with a self-acting spring, and
having across the front in gilt letters " Chicago Jewelers'

Association, Sixteenth Annual Banquet, February 8, 1893."
Another was a beautiful folding pocket-book of alligator

skin, lined with kid, and enclosing the menu card.
We are indebted to the yeroclers' Circular for the cuts

shown herewith.

The thirty-two stanza ode printed on the opposite page

was sung at the conclusion of the speech of Dr. Thomas,

and the personal references caused much amusement.

MARCH, 1893

I was given a kind invitation
By a dear friend on Washington Street.

He said, " Just come down to our banquet,
And see how the jewelers can eat."

I said, " My dear friend, I am with you,
I never refuse such a call,"

And that's how I happen to be here.
I greet you, my friends, one and all.

I see 'round the glittering table,
The men who have taken a part

In making the trade what it now is,
The pride of the jeweler's heart.

So fill up your glass to the brim, boys,
And drink to its health here with me.

" To the jewelry trade of Chicago,
And its members, wherever they be."

The first man to toast is Al. Sercomb,
Our president, smiling and bland,

A man feels at home in a moment .
By the genial grasp of his hand.

" Our Al." has a curious habit—
At least, it has been so with me—

You can't drive the man in a corner,
For he's out of your grasp like a flea.—CHo.

About Mister Thomas M. Avery,
My love for that man is sublime,

It will only be honor that's due him
To call him " The Father of Time."

Now, what shall I say of lien. Allen?
He's quiet, progressive and game,

He's driving his leant single handed,
But is getting there, just the same.

And Pairpoint's good manager. Corey,
Who dislikes political strife,

We'll find that man voting for Cleveland
The rest of his natural life.

The veterans, Juergens and Andersen.
Though hale and hearty and sound,

'I'hey pay two dollars and fifty a month,
But don't think of coming around.

I can hear the two Giles brothers whisp•ring,
And muttering under their breath,

While their dictionary. Jim Ridgeway,
Is talking some drummer to death.

And Hahn with his little game rooster.
The trade-mark that all of us know,

If Herman has brought the bird with him.
You can bet he is too full to crow.—CHo.

I made Gorham's people a visit
With a lady to pick out a brush,

I'll never forget how quick Prentiss
Got us out through the door with a rush.

And Dennison's man, Mister Talbot,
I'll give him a jab that'll hurt ;

In case he gets loaded this evening,
Send hint home by the tag on his shirt.

Why give Mr. Todd any trouble?
His courtesy never grows dim,

He may be a little bit slender,
But the 'l'owle people lean upon him.

The next man is Louis Manheimer,
He's larger than all of the rest :

He ought to sit up on the mantel
With a little round clock in his vest.

The live, active firm, Lapp & Flershem,
That run a ranch over the wav,

" The Busiest House in America,'
Was the bluff that came here to stay.

" The Hustler " is what we know Lem by,
NVhile Lapp sits and clips in his seat.

Till he's known all over the city
As "Scissors and catalog Pete."—Coo.
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[Written expressly for The Chicago Banquet, and sung by Mr. John M. Hubbard.]

CHORUS.
Sauterne, Sherry, Claret and Monopole.

Cognac, Coffee,' Your health in a flowing bowl."
Good cheer, this year, Eighteen ninety-three,

We'll never forget the men that we met
At the jewelers sixteenth spree.

Maurice A. Mead's a great hunter,
He's always out looking for bear,

lie promised a skin to the boys once
But brought back the hide of a hare.

In speaking of Morse, the orator,
I'll try hard to say nothing rude,

But papa's not in it with sonny,
The one they call " Johnnie, the dude.''

Ah, there sits 0. NV. Wallis,
A person can see at a glance

lie's the only man in the business
Who is giving the poor wind a chance.

The Norris, Alister Com-pan-y
Are a sleepless and restless pair,

They'll cut a great swath in the business,
And boom up their spoons for the Fair.

t Aube-Trotter Knight's been to Europe,
And knows ev'ry tongue that's in vogue :

NV ith him our respectable English
Is a split 'twixt a French and a brogue.

In Hirsch and Company's " Dromios "
I found I had struck something new,

I'll designate these lively persons
As Napoleons one and two.—CHo.

Dodgshun, the garrulous clock man,
Is one of the humorous ones.

Think of the World's Fair Committee
Selecting a man who makes puns!

With Barnum, Church, Strickland & Sackett.
Who form a smooth clockmakers' clique.

For all of them make the best clock in the world,
If you'll take their word for it on lick.

(; . NV. Marquardt and Sons.
From lowa'sliquorless State,

When these men drink here in Chicago
They look around town for a slate.

That " Marq " has a great gift of gabble,
:That makes even Ingersoll squirm,

The whole gtate of Iowa knows hint,
He does talking for all of the firm.

Simpson, Hall, Miller and Company,
I'll give a tip under my breath ;

lust put a smoke nuisance on Thatcher.
Or he'll smoke himself slowly to death.

And there's steady Happel and Company,
'They're steadily forging ahead,

They'll be in the jewelry business
When the rest of us all are dead.—Catontis.

NVhen Howard sends Clergue on a coast trip,
He gets there and bac): on the ritn,

I don't understand how, unless Harry
Shoots hint out there with his gun.

The NVestern Watch Case Company quit us,
Went out in the cold, poor thing,

It cost them another cool hundred
To come back in under our wing.

Philadelphia Notes.

The Wallace Manufacturing people
Have had politics on the brain :

You know Wallace voted for Cleveland,
He hasn't got over the strain.

I saw Frank M.Sproehnle on Monday,
Wandering 'rottnd at the Fair,

I'll tell you just what he was there for,
To purchase a baby's high chair.

And Knight, the watchmaker from Rockford,
May his lucky star never fade,

There's a wild statement made (it needs proving)
He's the handsomest man in the trade.

Stein and Ellbogen are dandies,
/Esthetic, and always polite.

They both thank the help very kindly.
For taking pay Saturday night.—Cno.

At all of the New York meetings
The four Keystone Bantams appear.

First I.owry, then Roberts, then Fogg conies,
While Carle trots along in the rear.

I guess Shepherd taught them that lock-step,
Where he got it I don't dare to say,

I surmise that he learned it at " Libby "
In the only and regular way.

I see I have caused a commotion.
They have sent in a tip on the side,

'Twas Reed, of the Regular Army.
Who taught them that soldierly stride.

Hugh has demanded retraction,
I'm sorry, 'twas no fault of mine,

'Twas he, and his great book on tactics.
That forced the Crown Pen into line,

Fahy's Cook, Sherry and " Weidig,"
Have praised their filled case near and far;

To pronounce the name " Weidig " correctly
Go somewhere and catch the catarrh.

For Crescent Watch Cases see Babcock,
Or Whiting might do at a pinch,

For Bab might be out to a fire—
On fires Babcock has a cincli.—CHo.

There's a man that the whole trade has heard of,
That's Otto Young, active and fair,

He's one of our business leaders,
fie's one of the men that "get there."

His right bower, " Schnering, the riddle,"
Is a man you can't understand ;

He's always so smiling and pleasant,
That it makes Otto's business expand.

Watch that man Smith who sells "Optics,"
And Hardy with two pairs of eyes,

They're handling their glasses to freely
That comments are bound to arise.

For Rogers and Hamilton's Burchard,
The man with three great big R's,

Says they may take toddy this evening, -
And needn't go hotne in the cars.

H. Muhr's Sons form a great trio,
Of Simon, and Jakey, and Phiz.

They made the Muhr case so successful,
The old gent was proud of the biz.

Davidson stays in Chicago,
The great World's Fair City to rob,

And Gubbins drums trade. here with " Davie,"
Just to help the man out with his job.—CHo.

Hurrah for the royal Mr. Purple,
The trouble he causes is great,

%Vho does this " Bishop " belong to,
Holmes, Edwards, or Manhattan Plate ?

When Purple gets credit make two bills,
Both of those firms will pay half—

Why, each of 'em pays for a leg of his pants ;
It's enough to make anyone laugh.

There's Simon's great peddler, Dorrance,
A good man he is, too, and bright,

In joining the order on Tuesday,
And eating here Wednesday night.

I find no excuse for this action
Of eating with vigor and vim,

Unless Adolphe Schwob, the Swiss watch man,
Selected his dinner for him.

I cannot overlook Mr. Crawley.
Who represents Schwob in the West,

If weighed in the scale of politeness
This man, above all, is the best.

The Alfred H. Smith Company people
Have a good man to pick 'flaws for them,

Their Elmer T. Rich is a dandy.
He can sell you a rock for a gern.—Cito.

Tont Benton's a prince of good fellows,
And Sammy Cliff Payson is, too.

Butt lend me your car just a moment.
And I'll whisper a secret to you.

Benton has got a boy baby,
And Sant won't have his boy outdone,

They'll both feed the boys on gold cases,
And then leave them the business to run.

Here's health to the Meriden Silver—
i hope my friend Walton is here,

lie says it takes one silver dollar
To plate all their stock for a year.

That honest man Kelly from Rockford
Rises to let xis all know

They make the best plate in the world,
And that what Walton says doesn't go.

'There's a mild, quiet firm in Chicago,
Who clrop't in a short time ago,

They knuckled down strictly to business.
And achieved ',access from the word go.

The Wilkinson men who make boxes
Have been quite a boon to the trade.

They've filled a large want in the business,
And make the best t rays that are made.—CHo.

The Waltham Watch Works have a Kettle,
Whose troubles boil up to the brim,

This Kettle's unsettled and homeless
Since the Calumet Club " fired " him.

Iii' side partner, Caner, of Elgin,
Now leads a respectable life.

" Ret " and the boys never see hint.
He's at home making love to his wife.

And now I must bid you good evening,
I've told about all I could learn,

I hope that I haven't oflended.
I got all the tips front John Byrne.

Johnny's with Lyon & Healy,
The firm with the big, slashing " L ;••

You can lay all the blame on their music,
For the mean things that I'vc had to tell.

The elements hamniered at this city with a spiteful and .

unprecedented persistency for the past two months, and

trade suffered accordingly. Old Sol, however, has now got

the better of our frigid ethereal cloak, and activity is re-

sumed. Tile reports from traveling salesmen are encourag-

ing, considering the adverse steadier, and orders are

arriving at wholesale houses with fairly satisfactory

frequency.
The feature of the month was the annual convention of

the Retail Jewelers' Association of Pennsylvania and the

banquet of the same body. Both are referred to at length

elsewhere in our columns.

Spring trade has manifested itself in the big jewelry

establishment at the southeast corner of Seventh and

Chestnut Streets. The fact is discernable to every caller

in the marked activity of the large force of salesmen. The

mail orders are reported as both numerous and of goodly

size. The firm's travelers are making a good showing.

It is very evident the old-established house of David F.

Conover & Co. is determined to excel last year's big record.

The Philadelphia jewelers' Club is now an accom-

plished fact. Handsomely furnished rooms have been

secured at I 107 Walnut Street. The officers are as

follows: president, John White, of George W. Russell ;

vice-president, Wm. Linken, of Davis Galt ; secretary,

George Read, of Joseph Gigois ; treasurer, H. Chambers,

of J. E. Caldwell & Co. The board of governers includes

harry Schimpf, of H. Mulles Sons; Wm. Blair, of Blair &

Crawford ; James Barry, or I. A. Scherr & Co.; G: Thomas,

of J. E. Caldwell & Co.

Attention is called to the special offer of Louis A.

Scherr & Co., 726 .Chestnut Street, that is made in their

announcement on another page. With an order for one

dozen of their popular Philadelphia Mainsprings, received

in the next thirty days, they will give a silk wiping cloth,

which is said to excel chamois for cleaning silverware or

jewelry. Send in your orders, and avail yourself of this

liberal offer.
.The Philadelphia Watch and Optical Co. report the

heaviest spring trade, up to date, its the history of the

Company. The splendid equipment of all the departments

has enabled the large increase in trade to be met and

handled in a prompt and satisfactory manner. The

Company are showing some very finc lines of new goods

that are proving good sellers. Prompt attention is given to

mail orders, this department 'receiving special attention.

The firms occupying 734 Sansom Street have bit upon

a plan to save expense to out-of-town customers in sending

or receiving orders or repairs. The firms ht the plan are

W. N. Brunner, watchmaker for the trade, L. F. Baker,

manufacturing jeweler, and D. V. Brown, wholesale and

manufacturing optician. A combination package may' be

sent to either of these firms, who will distribute the goods

and see that they are returned in one package, as shipped.

The plan will be of convenience to many, and will, no

doubt, receive the appreciation it deserves.

The Riehle Bros. Testing Machine Co., of this city,

announce that, beginning April 1st, Mr. J. K. .Matlack, Jr.,

will act as its representative at the World's Columbian

Exposition, Chicago, and can be found, previous to the

opening of the exposition, at the office of R. W. Hunt

& Co., Rookery, Chicago.

J. A. Hughes, of L. A. Scherr & Co., has gone on his

spring trip through the South. •

Geo. Eakins & Son, 932 Chestnut St., have erected in

their store a counterpart of the booth they will have at the

World's Fair. The booth is about twelve feet square, and

is of open mahogany woodwork. The booth is decorated

xvith seventy-five lighted Princess lamps, manufactured by

the firm. The effect is very pretty, and the whole structure

is %veil worth going to see. They recently placed a new

elevator in their establishment.

The large plate-glass bulk window of W. II. & J. C.

Dotter's store, at 1837 Columbia Avenue, was smashed a

few days ago by a daring thief. The robbery was committed

at one of the busiest hours of the evening, by a neatly

dressed man who afterwards gave his name as Harry

Felker, and who played the insane racket when captured,

which was not effected until after an exciting chase, during

which the thief brandished a revolver and fired at citizens

wit° tried to stay his flight. Most of the goods stolen,

which consisted of a tray of rings, were recovered. The

prisoner was held in $3,000 bail for a further hearing.

Missionaries Dean, of the American Waltham Watch

Co., and Higbee, of the Illinois Watch Co., have beets call-

ing on the trade in this city for several weeks past. Both

are known in this city from former visit and they are

apparently doing good. work for their respective companies.

I. Herzberg & Bro., the well-known proprietors of the

old-established jewelry store at Eighth and Arch Streets,

have taken a five years' lease on the premises at the south-

east corner of Tenth and Chestnut Streets, and will open up,

as soon as needed alterations are completed, what will he

one of the finest jewelry stores in the city. The

11CW establishment is being fitted up in. trays, boxes, etc.,

by II, B. Sommer & Co., which is a :.Tuarantee that they

will be of high quality and artistic design.

There is no more troublesome or difficult jolt that

jewelers are called on to do than to repair musical boxes.

In many instances the break or trouble is of an intricate

character that requires considerable skill in this special line,

that jewelers, as a rule, do not have an opportunity of

acquiring. It is better, with work of this character, to send

it to those who make a specialty of this line of work. Not

only will the annoyance of a troublesome job be saved, but

it will generally be found cheaper. There are several

firms in this city who make.a specialty of this branch of the

trade, among them being A. Jaccard & Sots, 1(316 Chestnut

Street, who are thoroughly reliable and cispetent.

•
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The old=style rolled plate wire with the objectionable
seam now being almost a thing of the past, we publish,
for the protection of the trade in general, the following

I3URDON WIRE ouRDON WIRE suRDON WIRE suRDON WIRE ouRDON

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

MANIFESTO: •
THE BURDON SEAMLESS FILLED GOLD WIRE is made in

high, medium and low grades.
The thicker the gold and finer the karat, the higher the grade and the cost of

the wire. The thinner the gold and lower the karat, the lower the grade and cost.
The demands of the trade compel us to make a11. qualities.
Articles made from the higher grades must, of course, outwear those made

from the lower grades.
Some manufacturers use the higher grades, while others use the medium

and lower grades.
The trade-mark of the " bird-on-wire" guarantees the articles to be made from

the original and only genuine seamless filled gold wire, and the only filled gold
wire which is absolutely seamless and solid, and which has a uniform distribution
of gold—but this trade-mark does not indicate any definite quality, inasmuch
as the manufacturers are authorized by us to affix this tracl.e-mark upon articles
made from any and all grades of our wires.

To insure stated wearing qualities of articles made from our seamless
wires, dealers must rely upon the private stamp of the manufacturer, or the
reputation of the concerns from whom they purchase, just as they did form-
erly with the old-style rolled plate " seamed " wire.

Whether you want a low-price article or a long-wearing one, make sure that
no seam appears, and demand goods made from the Burdon Seamless Filled Gold
Wire, bearing in mind that the wearing quality of the article is dependent upon
whether the high, -medium or low grade of our wire is used.

Bullion Seamless Filial Wire Companu
109 to 119 Summer Street,

Providence, R. I.
•
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Fourth Annual Convention of the Pennsylvania
Retail Jewelers' Association.

The members of the Pennsylvania Retail

Jewelers' Association held their fourth annual

convention at the Association's rooms, 36 North

Ninth Street, this city, on February 8th and 9th.

The convention was more largely attended than on

any previous occasion, and it is not speaking

derogatorily of any of its successful predecessors

to say that they were completely eclipsed by the

latest. Large numbers of the city jewelers re-

sponded to the call, and the State retail trade was

numerously represented. All entered with gusto

into the business of the convention and were

rewarded with copious entertainment and instruc-

tion, the balance being in favor of the instruction.

Many visitors attended the different lectures, and

these were loud in their praises of the courteous

and whole-hearted manner in which they were

received and entertained by the members..

System was consulted in making the arrange-

ments, and with the usual satisfactory results.

Four sessions were held in all, and at each an

elaborate programme was carried out with a smooth-

ness that would do credit to a Congressional com-

mittee. Mr. Arthur S. Goodman, the president,
who also enjoys the dis-

tinction of being presi-

dent of the National
Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, occupied the

chair. •

The principal feature

of the first session was

a thoughtful and highly

instructive address on

" Health," by Dr. J. J.

McGuigan, A. M. The

address had special ap-

piication to the trade, and dealt at length with

all the ills, hygienic, functional and organic,

peculiarly incidental to watchmakers. The sub-

ject was an apt one, and the entire discourse

highly valuable. The members manifested their

appreciation in a hearty vote of thanks tendered

to the lecturer.

An illustrated lecture by Mr. H. E. Duncan,

of the American Waltham Watch Co., on " Watch-

making Horologically Considered," was the great

feature of the second session, and a large attend-

ance greeted the appearance of the lecturer. Mr.

Duncan's address, extracts .from which we print on

page 223, of this issue, was, of course, purely

technical, but what with the ingenious illustrations

and the explicitness of. the language and explana-

tions, the subject was made perfectly intelligible

to the merest mechanical tyro. Mr. Duncan is a

lucid and forceful talker, and, all considered, his

address is a rare treat. The outfit for the lecture

is said to have cost the Waltham Company over

P000. The apparatus, including lantern, lantern

curtain, working models, etc., was so complete,

and so skilfully manipulated by the lecturer, that

the address could not fail to leave an indelible

impression on the minds of the audience, who

were lavish with their expressions of appreciation.

The large attendance at this session showed the

high expectations entertained beforehand, and it

is no flattery of the lecturer to say that their ex-

pectations were more than fulfilled.

This wound up the business of the first day,

and in the evening the members, delegates and

friends enjoyed. the performance at the Chestnut

Street theatre of that spiciest of spicy comedies,

" Jane."

Arthur S. Goodman.

At the forenoon session

of the second day Mr.

Willis B. Musser, secretary

of the New York Standard

Watch Co. delivered a high-

ly instructive address on

" The Art of Advertising,"

as applied to a retail jew-

elry business. This address

we consider so interesting

and thoroughly practical,

that it gives us much pleasure to publish it, which

we do on pages 235 and 236 of this issue. It was

highly appreciated by all present, and cannot fail

to be equally acceptable and instructive to their

brethren in other States.

The afternoon session was taken up with the

business proper of the convention, and the election

of officers. The _various reports revealed the

exceedingly prosperous condition of the Associa-

tion, and the president was enabled to announce.

that ninety-eight new members were admitted

during the year. The officers .elected for 1893

are as follows:
President, Arthur S. Goodman ; first vice president,

George S. Katz ; second vice-president, Asa Collier; treas-
urer, Richard Pinkstone ; secretary, Charles H. Hainer;
board of directors, Isaac Herzberg, S. L. Schumo, John
Shulier, John R. Hamer, W. H. Bovard, E. II. Williams,
C. L. Conrad, F. C. Bode, Jr., Geo. Hoffman, Geo. A.
Bowen, Simon C. Levy, T. H. Hall and J. B. Janssen.

A banquet in 'Wiener's Café, given by the

Association to the members and their friends

(ladies included, Deo gratias), brought the pro-

ceedings to a happy and highly enjoyable close.

The hall decorations were elaborate, the courses

multitudinous, and the viands of the most recherche

description. Some hundreds of cesophagi moved

rythmic motion .to the delightful efforts of the

musicians who had evidently their business at their

fingers ends. Our local Philadelphia pride was

tickled by " I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls"

(halls with marble steps being, of course, intended),

while the New York visitors, who naturally felt

somewhat out of place in our exclusive city, were

made to feel perfectly at home by a classic rendi-

tion of " In the Bowery," which raised their

enthusiasm to ebullition. An appropriate hymn

of welcorrie to the messengers from Providence

(Frost, Snow and • Feeley) was a regretable omis-

sion, but there was, of course, no intention to leave

them " out in the cold." No formal toasts were

proposed, but an oratorical trio, as excellent as

extempore, was rendered by Messrs. W. B. Alusser,

of the New York Standard Watch Co., Hoard

L. Roberts, of the Keystone Watch Case Co.,

and H. E. Duncan, of the American Waltham

Watch Co. That they kept admirable time goes

without saying. The light fantastic toe was sub-

sequently brought into requisition, and the dancing

kept up until after midnight. The banquet was

an unqualified success, and much credit is due the

committee of arrangements, and particularly the

ubiquitous president, who overlooked nothing that

could add to the genuine enjoyment of the occasion.

)

Willis B. Musser.

Several.weeks ago Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander,

65-67 Nassau Street, New York, shipped a package of

goods to Dalton, Texas, containing about $2oo worth of

goods. When received, the package w as securely fastened,

still having the stamp and labels affixed by the express

company. Upon opening, however, it was found that

yellow paper had been substituted for the goods. Steps

have been taken to trace the thief, and according to present

indications, be will soon be within the grasp of the law.

Messrs. Abe Harris, Louis Moss and Albert Oppenheimer,

representing this house, have started on their respective

routes. They carry an unusually complete stock of dia-

monds, loose and mounted, as well as a full assortment (it

watches and jewelry.

Attleboro Notes.

The advent of the mellow springtide has infused much

vigor into local trade, and all the factories are normally

busy. Many new designs are seen in various lines, and

there seems no doubt that Attleboro will add at the usual

rate to its reputation as a jewelry manufacturing center during

the present year. Many improvements were made in

several of the large plants, and these are now in operation.

Reports from the men on the road are encouraging, and

though it is too early to make predictions, there are good

grounds for the prevailing confidence in business circles.

We have entered on a seamless wire age, and the

Burdon Seamless Filled Wire Co. were fortunate in doing

the pioneering in a fashion that has made them the logical

producers of this now world-famed wire product. The

demand is increasing at a marvellous rate.

There is a report that a new cutlery factory is to be

started in North Attleboro, and among the names mentioned

in connection with it are Elton I. Franklin, T. I. Smith,

Frank Capron and F. I. Barden. It is proposed to establish

a stock company. with a capital of $to,000, and increase it

according to the growth of the business.

Among the managers of the annual military ball of the

Attleboro Light Infantry were H. A. Clark, George L.

Sykes, A. T. Hodges, F. C. Cornell, E. L. Gowan, Louis A.

Blackinton, W. T. Mason, E. II. Briggs, D. L. Lowe, W.

S. Stowe and 0. A. Knights.

Codding Brothers & Heilborn are producing an artist-

ically designed and beautifully executed Columbian spoon.

The handle is surmounted by a relief portrait of the

discoverer of America resting upon an artistic expansion of

the handle, about which is entwined a hawser with an

anchor attached. In the bowl is artistically engraved

Columlian World's Exposition, 1S93, Chicago." The

spoon is meeting with a ready sale.

W. & S. Blackinton are experiencing an early activity

this season, but the demand for their chain product is fully

warranted by the beauty, variety and unique designs of the

goods. More than assertion is needed to sell goods now-

adays, and acknowledged reliability is the only safe basis

for the modern retailers' business. This is where the

w. & S. B. chains have the advantage.

The offices formerly occupied by E. I. Franklin & Co.

are now being renovated for Bernard B. Brady, of Demarest

& Brady. Mr. Brady will establish a new shop there, with

John T. Joyce, of Plainville, as foreman.

State Supervisor of Instruction in Drawing, Henry T.

Bailey, lectured here recently on Drawing and its Relation

to Jewelry Manufacture." The lectures proved interesting,

and were fairly well attended.

Enclosed find One Dollar to renew my subscription.

THE KEYSTONE is worth much more than it costs. I

would not be without it for S1,000."—F J. VOIROL,

Fort Wayne, Indiana.

J. M. Reynolds, of Cohocton, N. Y., is one of the

jewelers that are up to the times. He carries a complete

stock, and has the rePutution of being a watchmaker of

superior skill.

C. L. Merry, manager of the Kansas City branch of the

Julius King Optical Co., has perfected arrangements

whereby the shops will be enlarged to dimensions that will

permit grinding, polishing and prescription work being

done there.

Charlie Kausch, Bath, N. Y., formerly of Avon, N. Y.,

is an expert workman. He made a good share of his tools.

His wheel-cutting lathe he made himself, and ivory laps,

etc. He says he enjoys THE KEYSTONE for its solid

information and expert knowledge on watchmaking.

Anything so its new " sells, but beauty thrown in is

a desirable qualification. Burbanks' patent detachable

watch pocket, in gold or silver, is both new and attractive,

and its value as a seller is in proportion. Write to C. A.

Burbank, Portland, Oregon.

J. C. Dowd & Co., 426 Brootne Street, New York,

Eastern selling agents for the Detroit Tray and Box Co.,

Detroit, Mich., are at present showing elegant lines of the

latter Company's fancy cases in leather and hard wood.

Don't fail to examine the samples carried by Dowd & Co.'s

traveling representatives.

k
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St. Louis Letter.

The only event of any im-
portance in February was the
ball of the Missouri Retail
Jewelers' Association, on the
8th inst., which was a brilliant
success, being attended by
most of the city's jewelers and

their friends. In giving this
ball the Association made a little
departure from its management
of affairs of this kind in former
years. Instead of a banquet
before the ball, supper as

served at 12 o'clock. No toasts or speeches were made, but
during the supper the Lumbermen's Quartet" of the Von
Vonson Co. rendered some very enjoyable selections, which
tt-ere highly appreciated. Other members of the company
were also present, having promised to render some selections
of their play for the enjoyment of the guests, but having
been placed in the care of President Mauch during supper,
they failed to keep their promise. Query, why ? Dancing
was indulged in until the early morning hours. That all
present enjoyed themselves is a matter of fact, but none
more so than " Artie " I lollister, who, with quite a vivacious
lady for a partner, partook of all with a gusto that surprised
his friends.

The regular meeting of the Missouri Retail Jewelers'
Association took place on rte 9th. Despite the fact that it
was the evening after the ball it was well attended. Routine
business t'as disposed of and a number of communications
from Eastern houses relative to the ball were read. The
resignation of Mr. II. J. Oberschelp having caused a
vacancy in the board, the same
was filled by the unanimous
election of Mr. 0. H. Kortkamp,
of 0. H. Kortkamp & Co. The
method of retailing of local
jobbers was discussed and mem-
bers advised to gather proof, if
possible, and present same at
next meeting. The following
jewele:.s were admitted to mem-
bership : Hart & Son, Kirksville,
Missouri ; Robert D. Worrell,
Mexico, Missouri ; Theodore Burk-
hardt, Trenton, Missouri ; I. L.
Grady & Co., Slater, Missouri ; Adolph Seelen, Moberly,
M issouri.

The secretary of the Missouri Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation has been sending circulars relative to the Association
to the jewelers of Missouri, Kansas and Iowa. Having run
short of circulars, another lot was ordered, and as these
were printed on heavier paper, the weight of the letter or
rather package was increased, compelling those who received
them to pay two cents for postage. The secretary owes an
apology for the oversight, and hopes the work of the Asso-
ciation will some day result in such good to the craft that
the debt will be canceled. To those that refused them,
some forty retailers, he has nothing to say.

Mr. Max Bauman, secretary of the St. Louis Clock and
Silverware Co., was married the first part of February to
Miss Rosie I fart. The ceremony took place at the Concor-
dia Hall.

The business of E. II. Kortkamp & Co. has been in-
corporated as the. E. H. Kortkamp Company. Capital,
$40,000.

F. H. Niehaus, who was seriously injured by a Broad-
way cable car recently, has entirely recovered from his
injuries, and is ably attending to business again.
. A. S. Aloe, of A. S. Aloe & Co., opticians, died Jan-
uary 31st after a short illness. Ile had been in the optical
business in this city since 1859.

A. Miller, of foo6 Franklin Avenue, has been arrested
for assault with intent to kill. Ile accused two brothers of
having broken a pane of glass in his show window, which
they denied. A quarrel ensued, and in the fight Miller drew
a revolver and fired two shots at the brothers, which luckily
took no effect.

F.. B. NIcAban & Co., of 2303 Franklin Avenue, have
added quite a number of improvements to their store, and
lately have put up a very attractive street clock sign. The
only thing the partners are quizzed about is that the hands
don't move.

Chas. Brown allowed Mr. Sam. Polinsky to take a watch
to show a friend and make a sale. Mr. Brown has seen
neither Polinsky nor the watch since.

President Mauch.

Secretary Kemper.

The M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co. are showing a stock of

unsurpassed excellence. They are already immersed in an

active spring business,. and are shipping unusually large
quantities of goods. Their newly-established manufacturing
department is already flourishing, and promises to become
in the near future a most important branch of their business.

H. • Oberscbelp has taken a trip to southern Texas

and New Mexico, for his health, and will be gone for quite
a while. His many friends express the .wish that the trip
will be of great benefit to him.

About five years ago, Mr. R. Jaegermann, of St. Louis,
decided to open up a school to give young men an oppor-
tunity to learn watchmaking. He started such an institution
on a very small scale at 622 Locust Street, and through his

careful management and thorough instructions he soon
built up a good school, with a first-class reputation. We
have learned that Mr. Jaegermann has been compelled to
enlarge the school, and that he has. taken the entire second

floor, which will hold more than one hundred pupils.

Watcheaking, engraving, manufacturing and repairing are
taught.

a Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. Excuse my negligence in
overlooking, for I want your valttable work, as I con-
sider it a friend that I could not well do without
and would miss very much."—WH. B. CRITTENTON,
Henderson,'N. Y.

Cincinnati Letter.

Here, as in most other sections, spring trade has been
impeded by Che continuously inclement weather, swollen
rivers and the perennially inpassable mud roads. Consider-
ing these adverse conditions, however, a fair business has
been done, and affecting influences appear to warrant the
confident contemplation of the early future of business
revealed by interviews with local jewelers.

The jobbers have a very tangible grievance to contend
against in the dilatoriness of many retailers in meeting bills
past due, and we take occasion to impress upon those of our
readers who may possibly be negligent in this regard, that
greater promptness is not only a matter of justice to the-
jobbers whose money is tied up in the goods, but is a matter
of self-interest to the retailer himself, who thus reaps the
benefit of the discounts and acquires a prestige that will
enable him to make more advantageous deals. Never
missing a discount is one of the secrets of doing business
successfully.

The new Mercantile Club, which was put on a practical
basis at the Burnet House last week, promises to develop
into a strong business body to protect the Queen City trade.
The me,mbership includes all the leading business interests.
Most of the jewelry jobbers and manufacturers are identified
with it, and are active in the plans for the furtherance of
trade and to aid in its protection. Charles Stern, of Strauss
& Stern, was appointed from the jewelry interests on the
executive committee, and it is safe to infer that the interests
of the fraternity will be well taken care of.

Thousands of jewelers throughout the country are
attesting the merits of dealing with a representative and
enterprising material house, • such as E. & J Swigart's.
They occupy three floors of a large building, and each one
presents the appearance of a huge bee-hive. They are now
out with the largest line of lathes in the \Vest, representing
the best and leading machines made. See their ad. in this
issue, and do not delay in securing one while you have the
opportunity of quality and price never before equaled.

Homan & Co., silver-plate .manufacturers, are expe-
riencing a briskness in spring trade that is keeping their
factory humming, and the outlook is so encouraging that
they are advertising for more men in their various depart-
ments. Charles Jacobs, their Chicago manager, is at the Astor
House, New York, displaying a large line of new samples
of their spring output. He will remain there a month or
six weeks to meet buyers from all over the country. Ile has
already made contracts for large orders from extreme
Western men.

The travelers of Bene, Lindenberg & Co. are out this
month. • A survey of their samples, with the great varieties
they carry, is certainly a revelation to their customers.
They have the most complete general line possible, and are
worthy the attention of all jewelers.

Gus. Fox & Co. are cootinually adding new and beauti-
ful designs to their stock, which their travelers will soon
offer to the trade.

Jos. Noterman & Co. vill be represented this year in
the North and Northwest by J. B. Osthoff, and in the South
and Southwest by Wm. Pfluger.
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D. Schroder & Co. are looking for a business this year
that will discount all former years, and have prepared for it
accordingly. Mr. Herman says they have a surprise for the
trade next month, which will be Loth pleasant and profitable
to them. Don't all guess at once. Mr. I Lerman won't give
the secret away. Wait patiently, he says—a ,4 World's Fair
bargain."

Strauss & Stern have a live salesman in Mr. Lee
Strauss, who is visiting, his customers and sending in sub-
stantial reports. Ile is a hustler, and the fine line of goods he
carries secures good orders for his house.

The new City Hall is about completed, and is one of
the handsomest stone structures ill the State, occupying an
entire block. The clock was put in the large tower by the
E. Howard Watch and Clock Co. C. C. Cook, the Fifth
Street jeweler, has charge of it this year.

Duhtne & Co. are remodeling and refitting their
basement for their wholesale and material departments.
This will give the entire first floor to the retail business.

It is gratifying to note the commendable ambition of
the Hellebush Bros. to keep up the business established by
their father. They are practical and enterprising, having
been associated with him since reaching their majority.
They have one of the largest stores in the West, and control
a good trade. The removal recently of the material room
to the second floor has given more room on the first floor,
Which has been beautified by the addition of several new
show-cases. They intend enlarging their clock factory, and
NVill soon show a fine line of new designs.

Louis Voss and Frank Braunstein, of Jos. Voss & Son,
are out for their share of the spring trade. They are pre-
pared to compete with any. They have no leaders or baits,
but offer the best there is at the lowest prices.

Keep up with the procession ; or, better still, lead the
van. This can • be done by sending for Oskamp, Nolting &
Co.'s prodigious inventory of jewelry merchandise. It has
proven a treasure box " to many. Every page is a live
subject to a live dealer. If you are in the dark about
particulars, a reference to its pages brings an abundance of
light and, what is better, financial profit. An attractive
store is the very essence of advancement and inspires trade;
attractive goods at the right prices is the retailer's best hold.
:1mong the notable spread of good things they offer this
month, is the boys' solid silver watches, open face, good
movement, at less than four dollars each with trade discount.

At a concert this week, the noted artist, Mt-. Bloom,
used an aluminum violin.. It was the property of Dr.
Springer. To what uses till not aluminum yet be put, is
the leading query.

Henry Hahn & Co. keep steadily on, gaining and hold-
ing the confidence of the trade with whom they transact
business. They are crowded for room and are on the look-
out for more commodious quarters. Dealers who desire to
freshen up their stock will do well to consult Mr. Hahn's
travelers or the firm by mail. H. F. Kersting, formerly of
the firm of Kettmann & Kersting, of Louisville, is a notable
addition to their traveling force.

Albert Bros. have entered upon the year with bright
expectations, which are but the natural result of their care-
fulness and attention to every detail that will benefit their
customers, and which have brought them steady trade and
gained for them the confidence of buyers.

- Jonas, Dorst & Co. receive orders by mail daily, which
proves that their staple and newly added patterns are what
the market desire. Their new traveling man, F. C. Strang,
is meeting with success. Their salesmen are talented men,
and yet it must be said that little persuasion is needed to
place orders, as the goods show at a glance that they possess
selling qualities.

Joseph Noterman, Jr., was married to Miss Alma
Mabus, of Covington, Ky., on Wednesday evening, Feb-
ruary- 15111, at the residence of the bride's parents, 1571
Madison Avenue. The wedding was one of the notable
society events of the winter. Two hundred guests li•ere
present, and a most delightful social time was enjoyed.

W. T. Eichelberger & Co., manufacturing jewelers, at
56 West Fifth Street, from increasing business have .been
compelled to seek more commodious quarters, and are prepar-
ing to move to 153 West Fifth Street. The new place gives
them ample room for enlarging their factory force. New
machinery will be added.

Herman Keck is a bachelor no longer. He was married
to Miss Clara Graser, of this city, on Tuesday evening,
February 7th. The wedding was a delightful home .affair,
and after the ceremony the happy pair departed on
'Western trip, front which they returned February 21st.
They are at home at the Hotel Emory for the balance of
the winter.
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Watchmaking Horologically
Considered.

H. E. Duncan.

We take pleasure in

publishing for the bene-

fit of our readers some

extracts from the inter-

esting and highly in-

structive lecture, re-

ferred to elsewhere in

_this issue as being de-

livered by Mr. H. E.

Duncan, of the Amer-

ican Waltham Watch

Company, before the

Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation of Pennsylvania,

at their annual conven-

tion held in this city on February 8th. In estimating

the great importance of the lecture, it must be considered

that many watchmakers of the present day learned their

trade under peculiar conditions. Their apprenticeship

began and ended with the repair of watches. The mere

renewal of parts worn or broken, however, is not calculated

II) greatly broaden the views of an apprentice. He is thus

taught merely to copy, liot to create ; and without some

practice in designing, how is be to know that in his copying

endeavors he is not violating some known law of mechanics

and helping to perpetuate an error, whereas he should be,

at least, able to detect whatever is faulty, whether or not his

new work be an improvement on the old. • This, of course,

he cannot accomplish without proper training. Every

watchmaker should have some knowledge of the laws of

mechanics, but how few of them do. We see this illus-

trated at times when some article has appeared in TIIE

KEYSTONE on some matter pertaining to watchmaking.

Such an article is often followed by questions showing a lack

of knowledge of the fundamental principles of the matter

treated.
It is very difficult to convey a mechanical idea in cold

type. Even cuts of drawings sometimes fail to convey just

the idea intended ; and hence the educational possibilities

of the lectures by the Waltham Company are much greater

than any printed article upon the same subject can be. The

subject and its rules are clothed in plain language, and the

various points are illustrated by drawings and working

models, projected on a large screen at the will orthe lecturer,

thus presenting the subject in a manner readily understood

and not to be forgotten. In no other way is this possible.

On this page we give our readers some extracts from the

lecture, but for reasons already stated tt e cannot, in print,

do justice to the actual merit of the discourse. It should

be beard and seen to be fully appreciated. On the occasion

referred to, Mr. Duncan, who was introduced by President

Goodman, spoke as follows:

It will be useless to attempt to give in a single hour an

address on the subject of watchmaking, which shall be in

any sense satisfactory either to the speaker or his audience.

The subject is one of exceeding breadth, and volumes might

be and, indeed, have been written upon it. So various are

the problems to be encountered, both in the direction of the

horologist and the mechanician, that it is most probably

true that both the literature of the subject, and the

scientific and mechanical appliances brought

out, are greater than those of any 'other

industry the world has ever known, with

the possible exception of the production and

use of 
The 
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tyic.an system, starting with a

model that contained all the popular fea-

tures, both mechanical and commercial, has

been phenomenally successful. To-day these

watches are the standard of excellence

throughout the world, price and timekeep-

ing qualities considered. •

It is with pride I state that, with im-

proved tools, machines and skilled mechan-

ics, assisted by a large capital and long

experience, a line of automatic machines is

now available that marks a new era in the

American system ; a new model or line of

watch, a radical departure from the i8-size

full.plate model of the past, is the result.

With the thin, graceful 'proportions of the

Swiss models, and a strength of parts equal,

if not greater, than in any full-plate watch,Fig. 1.
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it is but a question of time when this model will replace all

others. I allude to the thin model Waltham (Fig. I), the

pride of the horological department, a monument to

machines and the mechanical skill of the manufacturing

department.

Fig. 2.

The designing of a good model is one of the most

complicated problems in horology. The small dimensions

in which to arrange the train, with clue reference to

mechanical perfection and exterior elegance, are but a part

of the many items to be considered. Models, in the

American system, are divided into two kinds.

The first thing to consider in model designing is the

size, or the caliper; by this I mean not only the diameter

• across the dial, but the thickness as well. With the first-

named quantity—diameter—there is one item that must not

be lost sight of, namely : that the dial be large enough to

be perfectly distinct to the person who desires to read the

time under all reasonable conditions of light or eyesight ;

and, at the sante time, the movement be thin and of fine

proportions for the pocket. I think that these two con-

ditions are to he found. only in a three-quarter plate

Movement.
As stated above, caliper or size not only includes

diameter, but height as well. That a full plate has inure of

the latter quantity than the former is a well-known fact, but

is this extra height necessary for strength ? I claim not.

It was an outgrowth of the verge or vertical escape-

ment watch, with fusee ; and when the English makers

discovered and applied the detached escapement, they

retained the fusee. The fusee was, in the watch with verge

escapement, the one thing that made its reputation ; but

experiments by the Swiss and French makers had demon-

strated that it was not necessary, and to-day, no maker thinks

of putting it in anything but box chronometers.
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Originally designed to take the fusee and verge es-

capement, is the full-plate model well adapted for our me-

chanically perfect watch ? I say no ; and will note, in

detail, some of its defects:

1st. Its great thickness, as compared with size or
• diameter.

2d. Its balance is in the most exposed place.
3d. It has but limited room to introduce the hair-

spring with necessary freedom.
4th. Difficulty of inspecting the escapement or train,

pressure upon the lower pivot to the
center wheel.

or 
Excessive

eg  lt p.
5th. Eox

Here are five things that we should not for a moment

permit in a mechanically perfect watch.

I. In the full-plate model, its thickness is due to the
balance being above the frames of the watch. While this
was a good thing, if not a necessary arrangement, in the
verge and full-plate model, we cannot permit it in our me-
chanically perfect watch. The balance can now be put in
the vacant place formerly occupied by the fusee, with greater
strength and protection of parts.

II. In the full-plate watch, we find the balance to be
at one end of the staff, bringing nearly the whole weight of
the balance upon the top pivot, when in the vertical or usual
pocket condition, and, as well, causing unnecessary friction
in the jewel that holds it. This is the pivot usually broken
in case of accident. Contrast these conditions with those
where the balance is placed in a position equivalent to being
between the plates; removed from its exposed place to one
near the center of the staff, and with its weight about equal
upon both pivots when vertical, and room to spare to plant
the hairspring. I can but think that these points will
appeal to you all.

III. Limited room for the hairspring. This is a fact

that is known to all who repair watches, and the drawing

upon the screen will show us that in the three-quarter-plate

model (Fig. 3) is all the room required for a hairspring

of any form without an increase in the thickness of the

movement.
IV. The matter of examination or repair of the escape-

ment, roller, or guard-pin action, is one well known to you

all, by the difficulties encountered almost daily. It is often
desirable to examine the quantity of lock, or slide, in the
wheel and pallet action in a watch, without removing the

hands and dial, as required in the full-plate model. No

such obstacles meet us when desiring to examine quickly

the same items in the three-quarter-plate model.
V. Excessive pressure upon the lower pivot of the

center wheel. This pivot is acted upon by nearly the whole

force of the mainspring, and I think I can make plain to

you why the full-plate is not the best model in which to

correct this matter.
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The spring-barrel is brought in all full-plate watches

as near the lower or pillar-plate as safety will allow, and

the center wheel still lower, and in a sink in the same side

of the plate. On the dial or opposite face of this pillar-

plate, must be made sinks or turnings that will permit room

for cannon-pinion and dial-wheels with their necessary

shakes. You can see that the room remaining for bearing -

is not large. Watch bearings, unlike those of large pieces

of machinery, cannot be oiled daily if found to require it

from any cause.

You will find the cause of center-wheel pivots becom-

ing dry or showing wear to be due to lack of oil. This lack

of oil is due to two causes : first, the pivot being fitted so

close in its bole without necessary side-shake, it will contain

but a little oil—not enough to last but for a few months;

second, that the surface in contact of pivot and hole in the

plate is not sufficient but that the oil is forced from

between the pivot and bearing, and a pivot that will cut is

the result.
This last objection is one that jeweling does not remedy;

for when you try to introduce a jewel in this place, it is a

fact known to you all that you nmst take from the plate

enough metal to seat or hold the jewel. This in itself

necessitates the shortening of the bearings. Do not think

for a moment I intend to convey the idea that a jewel does

not make a better bearing than metal, if it fulfills the same

conditions : namely, one where there is plenty of length of

surface in contact to hold a supply of oil.
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Now, how will our mechanically perfect watch meet

these conditions of jeweling, if desired ? In this form of

watch, we have, as it were, reversed the spring-barrel and

placed the center pinion upon the other end of the center

staff; this brings the side pressure from the mainspring

more upon the upper pivot, and here we have room to plant

a jewel of any size or shape to meet the conditions called

for in the rules that apply to Learings, and are only lim-

ited in length by the height of the case ; because in this

form of construction, the side- pressure from the spring.

barrel is transferred from the lower to the top pivot of

the center-staff, where we have room and to spare to

jewel, or use the metal of the top plate for a bearing, as

may be desired.
(Continued on next page.)
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The mainspring barrel of the form now in use in most
makes of watches is not all that could be desired. It is of
brass, and is more or less strained by breaking of springs or
thrown out of true by wear of bearings. It is true that a
patent center pillion saves the train pivots; but it does not
save the barrel from the shock of the expanding spring in
cases of breakage. Its bearings have the greatest strain
upon them of any in the watch, and I think you will agree
with me when I say it is not an uncommon thing to find that
they have run dry from lack of oil. The length of bearings
cannot be too long, nor is it advisable to make them large in
diameter, for many reasons. How then can we improve
this construction, that we may be more sure of the oil being
retained in the places required.

There was made by the Waltham Co., previous to 186o,
what was known as the Stratton patent barrel, and used by
them in many ladies' key-wind watches of their irranufac-
ture, and I think many of you will remember them. It was
the proper solution of the problem, but was lacling in one
element of success; and this was in its being made wholly
of brass. I now desire to call your attention to the one in
use to-day, which is not only of hardened and tempered steel,
where required, but this steel, in its fibre, conforms to the
shape as well.

You will note that the mainspring is placed in a steel
box, and this box revolves only when the spring is being
wound, and that the inner end of the spring is attached to
the going wheel and arbor, whose center is one long bearing,
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and will hold oil in sufficient quantity to last for any time
required. Is this not a marked improvement over the older
model mainspring barrel ? In case of breakage of main-
spring in a watch with this plan of barrel, there is no shock
upon the train, and a patent center pinion is not required.

I have now briefly outlined the mechanically perfect
watch, and will make a short summary of the springing and
adjusting. Formerly, the springing was done by the most
costly labor employed about the factory ; it is now done
by three girls, who, with the aid of machines, have selected
a hairspring, put it on the balance and within an error

of ten seconds per hour or four minutes per day. This
small error can be readily removed by the use of time-
screws to be found in all Waltham watches. Think of
this ! Three girls springing 2000 watches per day ! Is this
not truly a new era, even in the progressive American
system ?

Adjustments of watches are usually classed as " Heat
and Cold," " Position and Isochronism," and I will treat of
them in this order.

When asked to define adjusting I usually give this ex-
planation : It is removing errors that can only be detected
by actual trials; and when a watch is marked "Adjusted"
it is a guarantee by its makers that it has been thus tested,

and errors found have been removed to an extent consistent
with the price and grade of the movement. Now, with a

balance that will change its diameter to correspond with the
change of elasticity of the hairspring, all that remains to do

is to test and sec if this condidon is fulfilled. Nothing short

of actual test of heat and cold will show us if the balance
actually compensates for the change of elasticity in the
spring. No measurement other than the recorded beats of

the watch can apply. Do you realize bow delicate a test
this is? The change of one beat in 18,000 will cause an

error of four and four-fifth seconds at the end of twenty-four
hours! Over one-half minute per week.

In closing I wish to add one word in relation to a better
understanding by all watchmakers of the natural laws of

mechanics. I am inclined to the opinion that it is more

important to be thoroughly educated in primary principles,
than in handicraft. These laws are few, easily and quickly

learned, while art skill in manipulation is endless; a life-

time being too short to acquire the ten thousand ways of

doing a thing, where only one principle is involved. There

will be but small possibility of a workman well informed

upon the laws of applied mechanics, making any great

mistake in the practice of his art or calling.

•

News and Gossip from the Great
West.

Joseph May has opened a store at Bassett, Neb.
Charles Harrington is opening up a new jewelry store

at Kirksville, Mo.
W. S. Tarbox has opened a jewelry repair shop in

Santa Rosa, Cal.
D. T. Smith, of Lincoln, Neb., has lately moved into

a more desirable location.
Wilson & Shelton are the new jewelers in Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma Ter.

Fred. W. Wurzburg, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
recently married.

The Neilson Jewelry Co., Logan, Utah, have been suc-
ceeded by F. Neilson.

Thos. 0. Christian, of Owosso, Mich., has been on the
sick list the past month.

Jeweler J. D. Kite, formerly of Ellis, Kan., has lOcated
at Wymore, Neb.
• Frank Dana, of Wausau, Wis., will soon open up a
repair shop in that town.

H. J. Garrison, of Dexter, Mo., recently suffered a loss
of $600 by fire ; insurance, $400-

J. F. Young, of Winona, Minn., has made extensive
improvements in his store.

Daniel Heald, of Burlington Junction, Mo., is visiting
with his son Will. at San Angelo, Texas.

S. Rhodes, of Ulysses; Neb., is making a trip through
the South, especially Texas, for pleasure.

L. J. Bennett, late of Wheatland, Cal., has moved his
establishment to Marysville, same State.

W. E. Counter, the jeweler at Three Rivers, Mich., has
recently canceled a chattel mortgage of $449- .

A. K. Piffle°, of Alexis, Ill., has lately taken his brother,
William Phileo, of Rock Island, into partnership.

S. A. Fess, of Kearney, Neb., has recently made some
attractive improvements in his store.

The Sterling Jewelry Co., of Port Huron, Mich., has
lately been incorporated with a capital stock of $6000.

Advices from Mosca, Colo., state that there is a good
opening for an enterprising jeweler in that. city.

Jeweler Jacob Snell, of Carbondale, Pa., has left for
Chicago, where he expects to locate.

Floyd Burdick has recently established himself in the
jewelry business at i to Caroline Street, Janesville, Wis.

E. J. Heevey; of Grand Rapids, Mich., will soon move
into a new store fitted up in handsome style.

J. W. Phillips, of Fairfield, Neb., is having consider-
able trouble with his eyes, but at last report was improving.

G. B. Porter, formerly of Alma, Mich., has located at
St. John's, same State, where he has fitted up a handsome
store.

L. J. Buchsieb, the well-known Michigan jeweler of
Grand Rapids, will this season fit up a handsome modern
store.

Frank Ansbutz, of Shenandoah, Iowa, has lately re-
turned from a visit to Des Moines and Mitchellville, same
State.

W. T. Cannon has purchased the jewelry stock of j.
Omey, of Guthrie, Oklahoma Ter., and will enlarge the
business.

0. H. Reynolds, of Alpena, Mich., is up in South
Range, Wis., looking after his lumber interests, which are
extensive.

The firm of Fleming Bros., Eau Claire, Wis., have dis-
solved. Edward E. Fleming will continue the business
under the same style.

The Aurora Watch Company plant has been removed
to Lancaster, Pa., where it has been merged with the Ham-
ilton Watch Co.'s factory.

L. D. Dana, of Amigo, Wis., is out in the lumber
camps seeking business, and is having a good trade, Dana
is a hustler.

W. Z. Searle, of Petoskey, Mich., was lately chosen
delegate to attend the Grand Chapter meeting of the
Masonic fraternity at Detroit.

Shock & Hallern, of Marquette, Mich., who succeeded
the estate of H. R. Hedrich last fall, are making extensive
improvements in their store.

F. B. Carpenter, formerly in time employ of Hansen
Bros. & Co., Tacoma Wash., is the new man with G. Heit-
kemper, Portland, Oregon.

The business of the late Ross J. Haseltine, of -Kokomo,
Ind., is being administered on, and when partitioned will be
continued at the old stand. Mr. Haseltine died the last

week of December.

W. T. Legg, Sutton, Neb., has recently been to Kansas,
visiting with his children, who have been living with a sister •
since the death of Mrs. Legg.

I. Reiner, of Hutchinson, Minn., has lately enlarged
his store and made other improvements that have added
much to the attractiveness of his store.

The case against 0. S. Judd, Anderson, Ind., for
violating the lottery law of that State in his watch clubs, has
fallen through.

T. M. Beeson, a former well-known Kansas jeweler,
who was located at Holton for years, is now conducting a
jewelry business at Prescott, Arizona Ter.

Amos Plank, for a number of years the leading jeweler
of Hutchinson, Kan., and at present located at Phoenix,
Arizona, is selling out his stock at auction.

E: H. Chittenden, for two years past with W. Wilcox,
Hurley, Wis., will open up a new store in Virginia, Minn.,
one of the lively towns in the new Iron Range country.

Travelers report dull business throughout the Pacific
Northwest. Washington and Oregon are now experiencing
a calm after the booming times of two and three years ago.

C. A. Kiger, the Hutchinson, Kan., jobber, has sold his
retail store to B. Mantel' & Co., and will now devote his
entire time to his wholesale business. Mr. Mantell has been
in the" employ of Mr. Kiger the past four years.

H. W. Linebaugb, one of the pioneer jewelers of the
West, and who has been doing business at Keokuk, Iowa,
for fifty years, has lately celebrated his eighty-second
birthday, a bale and hearty old man.

Ed. Girzi, of Ishpeming, Mich., lately carried off the
prize in a local billiard tournament, and is quite an expert
player. His delight is to have the traveling boys tackle
him for a game, and then mark it to them.

H. C. Core, who was in the jewelry business at Cham-
paign, Ill., for over a quarter of a century, and of late years
has carried on the same business at Hutchinson, Kan., is now
in Chicago in the employ of the State Board of Health.

The death of W. M. Alunch at Halstead, [Can., last
month, leaves a splendid opportunity for a practical man
with some ready capital to buy into a good business. Mrs.
l'Vlunch's advertisement will be found in our " For Sale"
columns.

Herman Huesgen, the well-known jeweler of Devil's
Lake, N. Dak., is absent on a European trip. He will
remain abroad several months. On his return he will com-
plete the construction of a new business block into which
he will move his business.

Flint Bowen will for another year call on the trade
in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado and Nebraska,
for the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of Kansas City.
Bowen is a genial and lively rustler for business, who
makes friends and trade wherever he goes.

Nels. Reton, of Reton Bros. & Co., Stevens Point,
Wis., is in the South looking for improved health. John
Reton, of the same firm, who has been out West prospecting
for a lively town to locate in, has retured home, and says
Stevens Point is good enough for him in the future—a wise
conclusion.

A second deed of trust on the stock of K. H. Clark; of
St. Joseph, Mo., has been filed lately. The deed was given
to secure the claims of C. H. Millen, of Keokuk, Iowa, and
Mrs. A. B. Angsten, Mr. Clark's mother-in-law. Mr.
Millen's claim is $4,o0o and Mrs. Angsten's $850. Clark
failed in January.

The following trade callers were in Lincoln, Nebraska,
the past month : Lew. Cobb, Geneva; S. E. Howard,
Hastings; Fritz Hoffer, Aurora; E. A. Polley, Seward;
Lincoln Beghtol, Bennet ; C. W. Edwards, Western; Dan
Wonder, Blue Springs; J. W. Phillips, Fairfield; Frank
Carruth, Plattsmouth and McCook.

F. D. Day, the well-known jeweler of Duluth, Minn.,
has lately put in one of the finest grade Howard tower
clocks on the 200-foot tower of the magnificent new high
school building just built by the citizens of the zenith city.
The clock has the Westminster chimes attachment, and the
good boys and girls of this wide-awake city are now called
to study by the sweet melody of the chimes.

Myers & Co., time old-established and widely-known
retail jewelry house of St. Paul, formerly Myers & Finch,
announced to the public the last of January that they had
decided to close out their stock and fixtures and retire from
business. A. J. Cowie has been conducting an auction sale
for the past month, with good success, for this firm. This
makes the second prominent retail jewelry establishment in
the capital city of Minnesota that has announced their
retirement from business since time beginning of the year.
The first to announce such a step was L. W. Arnold .& Co,

HEEREN BROS. & CO.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR

JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS, ENGRAVERS, OPTICIANS,

DENTISTS AND MACHINISTS.

•

Pittsburg, February 17, 1893.

to tbe Zrabe:
We take pleasure to announce that our Mr. Heeren will start on

his annual tour. to Europe about March 1st, and we should be pleased

to execute any special orders on the other side in the line of Art Goods,

Statuary, China, Clocks, Watches, Optical Goods, Tools,

Musical Boxes and other European Novelties, with the guar-

antee that the same will receive his best personal attention. Illustra-

tions, Catalogues, Price-Lists, etc., on hand to facilitate any orders we

may be favored with.

In connection with the above, would state that we expect-to open

our • new building in time for next fall season with the largest,

choicest and best-assorted stock of goods in every department ; in the

meantime, however, offer our whole present stock, with the ex-

ception of Association goods, at special prices in order to avoid

damage and breakage by the contemplated removal.

This is a rare chance and splendid opportunity to buyers

to select from a well=assorted stock nearly all lines of goods at

exceptional low prices.
Safes, Counters, Cases and other Fixtures for sale

cheap. Correspondence on this subject or a personal call solicited.

Yours truly,

Heeren Bros. & Co.
525 Wood Street.
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Obituary Record.

Harry Marquardt.
In the early death of Harry Marquardt, third and

-youngest son of G. W. Marquardt, head of the firm of
G. W. Marquardt & Sons, Des Moines, Iowa, a career of
promised usefulness and bright business success is closed.
At the age of twenty-four years young Alarquardt was cut
off in the very beginning of a splendid manhood, with the
world and all its glorious possibilities before him. Ile was
cashier of the Marquardt Savings Bank, of Des Moines, and
had he lived, at no distant time he would have held a
controlling interest in its stock. Ins malady was remittent
fever. Early in December he was taken sick. As the_new
year dawned he rallied, and was convalescent for some
days, but a relapse came, and in two weeks he died. He
was a devoted son, and the center light of a family of
parents and six children. His death is regretted by all
%%no knew him, and no one has aught to express except
words of sympathy and kindly remembrance. his funeral
was largely attended, for be vas a universal favorite.-

Walter M. Munch.

Jeweler Walter M.
NIunch died at his home
in I la'stead, Kan., Feb-
ruary 7th, after a three
weeks' illness of.typhoid
fever. In his death the
jewelers of Kansas lose
from their ranks one of
their most honored and
upright members. Ile
was a native of Zanes-
ville, Ohio, where he

%'as born in 1849, and came to Kansas over twenty years
ago, when the State was young. Soon after his arrival he
drifted into the jewelry business, and since September, 1879,
has been the village jeweler of Halstead. In this humble
position he was always an honest man—unpretentious,
earnest and sincere in all his dealings. He was successful
in his modest sphere, for he has left not only a moderate
competency for his wife, who survives him, but he has left
that jewel of all jewels—a good name.

Though a mere boy, he was a soldier during the last
year of the war, and was at Winchester at the time of
Sheridan's memorable ride. For over eighteen years he
was a consistent member of the Presbyterian Church. He
was prominent in Odd Fellow and Grand Army circles, and
a Republican politician of no mean ability. In the fall of
1891 he was elected county surveyor of his county by a
good majority. His funeral was one of .the largest ever
seen in Halstead, delegations of friends being present from
Newton, Wichita and other points.

Mrs. Gus. Burklund.
The announcement of the death of Mrs. Lizzie Burk-

lund, wife of Gus. Burklund, the well-known jeweler of
Osage City, Kan., and president of the new National
Association of Retail Jewelers, which has been only lately
organized, will be received by the trade with universal
regret. A loving wife, an affectionate mother, a kind
neighbor, and an active worker in the church and other
societies, has passed away thus early in life. Mrs. Burk-
lund's remains were taken to Moline, Ill., for burial.
Funeral services, both at Osage City and Moline, were
largely attended, and the floral tributes were numerous.
I Ler friends and neighbors have expressed their appreciation
of her worth in tender, fitting resolutions of respect, which
We append.

The Epworth League, of which she was an active
member, adopted the following:

WHEREAS, It has pleased the Heavenly Father to remove from
our chapter our highly esteemed sister, Mrs. Lizzie Burklund, therefore
be it

Resolved, That we express our appreciation of her character as aworthy member of this League and of our church.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved husband and relatives

(sir heartfelt sympathy in this their hour of affliction ; and further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family,

and another placed on the records of the Epworth League.
The following are the resolutions adopted by Ruth

Chapter, 0. E. S. :
WHEREAS, The Angel of Death has visited our chapter and

called to her rest our sister, Lizzie Burklund, therefore
Resolved, That in her death Ruth Chapter has lost a worthy

member, and her home a loving wife and mother.
Resolved, That we extend to our brother, Gus. Burklund, our

sincere sympathy in this great affliction, and commend him and his
motherless little ones to the Infinite Father, who careth for all who put
their trust in Him, and who doeth all things well.

Resolved, That our sister's chair be draped in mourning for thirty
days.
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Mrs. Boyd Park.
About the middle of January, Boyd Park, a member of

the firm of Joslin & Park, the widely-known retail jewelers
of Denver and Salt Lake City, accompanied by his sick,
wife, left for the East, and came on to New York. Mrs.
Park had been in ill health for months, and the Eastern
trip was planned for her _benefit. Upon arrival in New
York, she was taken to a private sanitarium, where the
change of climate and special treatment she was to undergo
were expected to restore her health. IIer case took a change
for the worse, and on February 4th she died. The remains
of the deceased woman were taken to Granville, N. Y.,
Mrs. Park's native home, for interment. Mr. Park and his
bereaved family have the sympathy of the entire trade in
their sad loss.

Trade Notes.
Howard Potts has opened up in the jewelry business

at Monett, Mo.

Henry E. Ebbrecbt, Chester, III., died at his residence
in that city on February i fth.

Chas. Tempsen, the new jeweler at Avon, N. Y., has
worked up a large trade in selling good goods.

T. T. Anderson, the jewelers' auctioneer, continues to
wield his hammer with profit to himself and his patrons.

F. II. Shearer, of Bay City, Mich., is the possessor of a
perfect blue diamond of great beauty, valued at $2,00o.

Mr. Mayer, of Rumpf & Mayer, Seattle, Washington,
paid a friendly visit to THE KEYSTONE on his way home
from New York.

J. C. Clark, of Big Rapids, Mich., has gone on an
extended tour through the lumber camps of north Nlichigae,
and will not return until the end of April.

There is a feeling in southern Michigan that the present
dullness of trade is occasioned by the fact that people are
laying by their money to attend the World's Fair.

Z. K. Straight enjoys the distinction of being the
longest-established jeweler in the State of Washington, hav-
ing started business in Walla Walla twenty-three years ago.

J. H. Flavin, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer,
recently conducted a sale for the Hart .Jewelry Co., of
Kansas City, Mo., and later for M. C. Nettleton, Albu-
querque, N. M.

The Waltham Electric Clock Co. has been providing
new tools to make a number of weight-running regulators.
This•work is to be in addition to the present manufacture of
electric clocks.

The Trenton Watch Co., Trenton, N. J., has elected
the following officers and directors : president, F. A.
Magowan ; secretary and treasurer, Arthur Moses ; directors,
S. K. Wilson, John Moses, Lawrence Farrell, F. A.
Magowan and J. Hart Brewer.

Every watch repairer should procure a copy of 4, The
Regulator," a neatly compiled volume containing 300
different causes that will stop a watch. The information
will save you time, labor and money. One dollar sent to
F. A. Bristol, Auburn, Neb., will bring the book.

At the annual meeting of Rogers & Brother, Water-
bury, Conn., the following officers were elected : directors,
D. 11. Hamilton, of Waterbury; George C. White, of New
York ; George Rockwell, George H. Wilcox, Isaac C.
Lewis, George R. Curtis and George N. Curtis, all of
Meriden ; president and treasurer, David B. Hamilton ;
secretary, George Rockwell, of Meriden.

J. E. Thoma, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has a very novel
window attraction. -It consists of a large star covered with
silver paper. On each point of the star, and between the
points, are incandescent lights with globes of different colors.
The star slowly revolves, and as it does so, the lights change.
First those on the point are alight, and then those between
the points. In the center of the star is a large incandescent
light which remains stationary. At night the effect is ex-
tremely pretty.

Hadn't Had .a Watch Training.

Farmer (entering- jewelry shire): "Say, Mister, I
want to buy a watch."

Ob/king Clerk "Yes, sir. Do you wish one with a
quick-train movement ?"

Farmer : "No, I reckon not. You see, down where
I live, at Hayrake Corners, them 'ere quick express trains
don't stop, so it wouldn't do me no good. Just show me
some, will yer, with plain accommodation-train works,"

The Chicago College of Ophthalmology,
-----

Among the best-known institutions in the
United States devoted to the study of the eye, its
multifarious functional and organic defects and
their rectification, is The Chicago College of
Ophthalmology, which was incorporated under
the laws of the State of Illinois as far back as
1878. Ever since that date no effort or expense
was spared to make the College the highest grade
institution of its kind, and its present exclusive
standard of efficiency is best evidenced by the
national recognition it receives from those who
desire to become thorough, practical opticians.
The management claim that it is the oldest incor-
porated optical college in the United States de-
voted to the science of refraction, accommodation
and optics, and the issuance of diplomas and the
granting of degrees have the express authority of
the State. The advantage of their clinical lectures
cannot be overestimated. They have an abundance
of clinical material, and students are admitted to
all clinical lectures and operations on the eye in
the physicians' department, where all defects, from
the simplest to the most complicated, are treated.
The knowledge here acquired is of paramount
importance, and is of corresponding service to the
practicing optician, who can thus ply his profession
and rectify functional defects with the skill and
confidence afforded by an intimate acquaintance
with possible organic affections. The Chicago
College of Ophthalmology extends a cordial in-
vitation to all students to investigate the teaching
facilities and methods, and a similar invitation to
all who have interesting or difficult cases for
clinical purposes to bring them to the College,
where they will receive proper attention free.

A Flourishing Horological School.

Considering the lamentable fact that this
country suffers immeasurably from a lack of tech-
nical institutions generally, it is pleasant to point
to at least one branch of industry where the want
has been supplied. We refer, of course, to the
watchmaking industry, and in this connection we
hasten to give due recognition to Hutchinson's
Practical School for Watchmakers at La Porte,
Ind., which now occupies an honored position
among the technical institutions of the United
States. This school is centrally located, has the
amplest teaching facilities, the best instructors
that money can procure, a complete equipment of
tools, materials, etc. ; everything, in short, that
the skilled management diagnosed as in any way
an advantage to practical students. The charges
for instruction, which includes a thorough and all- .
embracing course on optics, are surprisingly mod-
erate, and, no doubt, account for the recent large
influx of pupils. So numerous have the latter
become that larger quarters are already neces-
sitated, and are being provided with all possible
dispatch. The location is certainly an admirable
one, and the fact that the school is only one hour's
ride from the World's Fair grounds lends it an
additional interest during the present year. The
institution is now on a solid financial basis that .
insures a permanent success. Graduates enjoy
good positions all over the States, and are noted
everywhere for their skill. They attribute their
good fortune in every case to the excellence of
their training, a significant and just compliment
to the efficiency of their alma mater. The school
is now as nearly perfect as is conceivable, btit
will be still more so when the contemplated new
additions to their quarters are completed.
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A Magnificent Presentation Silver Set.

When the cruiser Montgomery is formally turned over

to the Navy Department and receives her armament and

complement of men,. her officers will find themselves in

possession of about as artistic a set of silverware as that

ever on board any of the war vessels in Uncle Sam's navy.

The silver will be a gift from citizens of the capital city of

.Alabama, after which the cruiser was named at the request

of Congressman Hilary A. Herbert, of that State, chairman

of the House Committee on Naval Affairs during the four

years of Cleveland's administration. and now Secretary of

the Navy. Montgomery citizens were proud of the new
vessel, and pleased at the selection of the city's name for it,
.and their gift took the form of a punch-bowl, ladle, and a
dozen cups, which have just been completed in the finest
style of. the silver engraver's art and have beets forwarded
to Montgomery.

The practice of presenting silver to the new warships
is now an established custom, and some of the presents
already given represented the highest degree of perfection

Upon the reverse shield of the bowl is a representation

of the State Capitol and Soldiers' Monument in Mont-

gomery, Ala. This is engraved by band from a woodcut

engraving sent by the committee, and underneath the pic-

ture is printed in capitals : '

STATE CAPITOL AND SOLDIERS' MONUMENT,
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA, 1S92.

On the obverse side of the bowl is the following

inscription:

Presented to the U. S. Cruiser Montgomery by the
City of Montgomery, Alabama. lit the service of
a re-united country may the name.of the cradle
of the Confetleracy be made more historic.

The main portion of this is done in old English letters,

the closing paragraph in plain script. The selection

was adopted by the committee of ladies having the subject

in charge. As completed, the set is a very artistic silver

service, and is a creditable and marked example of the high

perfection in workmanship in modern silverware. It

required about four months to complete the design and

manufacture the set.

Alabama Jewelers Want Reforms.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., February 25, 1893.

On January 15th the grievance committee of the Retail

Jewelers' Association of Alabama, consisting of William

Black, chairman ; William Rosenstihl, Jr., secretary ; II. C.

Abbott, H. Harper and A. Speaker, met in Birmingham

and framed what was deemed a suitable State law for regu-

lating the business of pawnbroking in this State. The

legislature was in session at that time and just adjourned a

few days ago. Before adjournment the bill was passed and

is now a law. It is as follows :

A bill entitled " An Act to Regulate the Business

of Pawnbroking."

SECTION I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of

the State of Alabama : That any person engaged in the
business of pawnbroking, upon receiving as security for the

loan of money or other thing of value any personal

property or chose in action, shall _enter in a book a full

description thereof, and give to the borrower a receipt

setting forth the same description of the pledge, stating the

amount of the debt and when it is due ; omitting to make

yet attained in art silverwork. As beauty is more an object

than expense in such cases, the manufacturer has an un-

_-usually good field for new and high-class ideas.

Many others of the new vessels of the navy, which in

most cases have been named after the large cities or historic

towns of America, have received from citizens of those

places gifts of silverware or other valuable tokens of appre-

ciation. Dinner-ware has been presented to the Maine,

Chicago, Detroit, Yorktown and Atlanta. The Baltimore,

the San Francisco and the Philadelphia have also beets

remembered with silver, and a magnificent set of dinner-

dishes is to be presented to the cruiser New York as the gift

of citizens of that State, who subscribed to the New York

.11eralar fund for that purpose.

The silverware for the Montgomery was manufactured

by the Gorham Manufacturing Company, and consists, as

before mentioned, of a punch-bowl, punch-ladle and twelve

cups. The bowl itself is round in form, about ten inches in

diameter- and twelve or thirteen inches high. It has a

capacity of six gallons, unusually large owing-to the form of

• the bowl. It is one of the largest punch-bowls ever man-

ufactured in this country in silver, and probably the largest

ever presented to the navy. It is decorated in the highest

:,.style of Louis XV., in high relief or repousst! work. Its

,;:.-Iyorkmanship is that of the finest class of artists employed

in decoration of silver in repousstf. It has many graceful

curves with floral relief, whose details are carefully and

, excellently worked out. The cups are a small edition of

the punch-bowl itself, and all the pieces are finished in

bright f:ilver without any oxydizing. The lining of the

bowl, the cups and the ladle is gold.

SILVER SERVICE PRESENTER TO THE CRUISER MONTGOMERY.

A Self-Reliant Opinion.

EDITOR KEfSTONE:
The indiscriminate sending of catalogues to parties in

no way associated with the jewelry trade has brought about

such a condition of things, especially in country districts, as

to require the jewelers to be wide awake indeed. A great

majority of storekeepers in various lines are more or less

posted on prices of jewelry-, more especially watches, but

these can be handled too, if the right method be adopted.

For instance, I had a customer recently who wanted a watch,

and had been accustomed to send trifling orders to a certain

wholesale house. I put my wits together, and with a

Waltham No. 22 movement with fancy dial and gold hands,

in a double-stock or stiffened silver case, I had a combination

not easily gotten together in a catalogue. I took my ens-

tomer by surprise, and sold Miss an attractive watch and

made a good profit.
I have been getting good prices right along for watches

in Silveroid screw-cases with compensating ring. This is a

splendid movement protector for a working man, and looks

nice too, but grocers, farmers and the like .know nothing

about it. Not getting Tim KEYSTONE they have never seen

it described.
Be up and doing! Sell reliable goods. Do youi-- re-

pairing well. Let your competitors alone, and don't worry

too much about the catalogue nuisance. It seems that the
practice of sending out a dozen large catalogues prepaid, in

order to obtain an occasional trifling order, will certainly

run its course in time. At least it seems to have reached its

height. Yours fraternally,
J. M. NOEL, Lilly, Pa,

such entry and to give such receipt, the pawnbroker shall
forfeit the debt and all right to the security.

SECTION II. Be it further enacted : That all sales by
pawnbrokers of pledges must be made at public auction
after five days' notice thereof, given by advertisement in a
newspaper published in the city or town where - the pledge
was made, of the time and place of sale, in which adver-
tisement the thing sold shall be described as in the receipt
given. No pledge shall be sold until after the expiration of
six months from the date when the pledge was delivered.
All sales made contrary to this provision shall be void.

SECTION III. Be it further enacted : That any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall Le guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and for each offence uposs conviction shall be
fined not less than ten dollars and not more than one hun-
dred dollars.

The jewelers regard that in many respects the law is a
good one for them, but as a whole it is more beneficial to

the public. In massy instances valuable articles of jewelry

have .been stolen, and the pawnbrokers have bought and

become tlse possessors of the same, and seldom have the

goods beets recovered. The object of the law is to correct

the evil by compelling the pawnbrokers to keep a record,

open for inspection to duly authorized persons, of all goods

loft with thcm or sold.

Stolen recently, an eighteen-size hunting, gold case,

box joint, No. 79812, containing Rockford movement No.

344639, having fancy dial. Engraved on movement, I..

I I. Wallace, Special Railway." Should this watch come

into your hands, you will confer a favor by notifying L. H.

Wallace, • jeweler, or Marshal Metcalf, Ogden, Utah. A

liberal reward will be paid to party giving infyrmation that

• will lead to return of watch.
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SOUVENIR COIN BEZEL.
THE SAFEST AND BEST SOUVENIR COIN=HOLDER MADE.

The Coin is sprung into the Bezel just as a heavy watch-glass is sprung into a watch bezel. When in, the

Coin is secure and is not liable to be lost, as is the case with other holders. We are manufacturing this Bezel in large

quantities for the jewelry trade, and have made the price so that jewelers can retail them at a good profit. •

BMA

No. 4. COIN SILVER. Per doz., $5.00. No. 5. COIN SILVER. Per doz., 84.00. No. 6. SOLID 10 K. GOLD.

Above are list prices, subject to regular trade and cash discounts, same as the jewelry in our 
catalogue.

Per doz., $48.00.

Jobbers Supplied in Quantities at Special Discount.
We shall also manufacture this Bezel with pin-tongue and catch, so it can be worn as a brooch by ladies. Should the bill now before Congress for a coin the size of silver quarter for

Woman's Department be passed, we shall be prepared to furnish the Bezels in styles same as above, and also for 
brooch. We can

furnish Bezels to fit any size coin at prices according to cost of manufacture.

Mrs. Potter Palmer Souvenir Coffee Spoons, Glove-Buttoners and Book-Marks
with the head of Mrs. Potter Palmer, president of the Woman's Department of the World's Columbian 

Exposition, in fine die work. Sterling Silver.

No. 33. Mrs. Palmer Handle, Woman's Building in Bowl, each $2.50. Mrs Palmer Glove-Buttoner.
* 6 , 

each $1.50.
Book-Mark with ribbon, " 1.50.

List prices with trade and cash discount.

Genuine Filigree Handle Spoons Sterling Silver.
This handsome pattern made specially for us in heavy, substantial weights. The Filigree work is hard-soldered, so spoons can be used as long

as any solid handles. For Souvenir Spoons and for Tourists, these will prove good sellers. Stamped B. H. A.. so every

jeweler who keeps them in stock can sell same as his own. Bowls can be etched or engraved.

No.1452.
" 1453.
" 1451.
" 1447.
" 1443.

WITH GILT BOWLS.
Orange Spoon, - -
Sugar Shell, - -
Tea Spoon, -
5-O'clock Tea Spoon,
Large Size Coffee Spoon,

Retail Jeweler

LIST PRICE.
- each $4.75.

- 

" 6.00.
- " 5.00.
" 3.50.

- 

- " 3.00.

WITH SILVER BOWLS.

No. 1442. Large Size Coffee Spoon,

" 1446. 5-O'clock Size Tea Spoon,

" 1450. Tea Spoon, - -

LIST PRICE.
- each $2.75.

" 3.25.

- 

" 4.75.

B 11'1V

who do not receive our spring circulars containing illustrations of new novelties, should send

S for same. We have three case lots of Oak and Mantel Clocks at specially low prices.

Our Department, including TOOLS FOR WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS, 
MATERIAL FOR ALL WATCHES AND

JEWELRY, PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, POLISHING AND SOLDERING, TRAYS, BOXES,

CARDS, TAGS, ETC., is fully stocked with the largest and best assortment.

The Largest

Wholesale Supply Depot

for Everything Needed by Jewelers.

Soliciting your orders, we are, yours,

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
OH/QAGOr 4.1./NO/S!
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CHICAGO, February 25, 1893.
If there were any enlarged craniums after the banquet

the fact was not emphasized by the absence of any of the
participants from their daily duties on the following day.
All were at work as usual, and have since been tackling
with wonted gusto a daily Increasing influx of orders. The
season began well and " if coming events cast their shadows
before," the ending bids well to be exceptionally got.

C. H. Knights & Co. are already making extensive
preparations for removal to the Columbus Memorial Building
the first of May. Their present fixtures will be replaced by
elegant new furniture. They have bargains to offer the
trade in show-cases, counters, etc. -

J. K. Bayse, the well-known jeweler, of Seattle, Wash.,
sometimes called " the Tiffany of the Pacific Northwest," was
a trade visitor in the city the first of the month.

Robert Morris, formerly with F. M. Sproehnle & Co.,
is now city salesman for the R. Wallace & Sons Manufactur-
ing Co.

H. H. Walton, manager of the Chicago office of the
Meriden Silver Plate Co., reports a lively fall business, and
looks smiling over the prospects for a good trade through
the great Columbian year. The spacious warerooms of his
company at 133 and 135 Wabash Avenue are, as usual,
well stocked.

Jeweler Albert 1\ tiller, of Dundee, Ill., was a guest of
Julius Schnering, of Otto Young & Co., at the sixteenth
annual dinner of the Chicago jewelers' Assn( iation, on the
evening of February 8th, at Kinsley's banquet hall.

Frank V. Kent, of Grand Forks, N. D., and G. S.
Drake, of Pendleton, Ind., are the merchant students in
attendance at the Jewelers' School of Letter and Monogram
Engraving, Chicago, Richard 0. Kandler, proprietor and
chief instructor.

The old gold and silver refining department of the
Chicago and Aurora Smelting and Refining Company, at
" The Temple.," 584 LaSalle Street, is booming right along.
Each month finds trade with them better than that of the
previous one. This succesz is well-deserved, as this Com-
pany do business on high-toned principles.

Frank Le Bron, one of the bestknown jewelers of
Keokuk, Iowa, was among the out-ottown guests at the
dinner and banquet of the Chicago jewelers.

E. W. Prentiss, of the Gorham Company, is absent in
New York.

F. A. Wallace, president of the R. 'Wallace & Sons
i■lanufacturing Co., 'Wallingford, Conn., was a guest of
Geo. M. 'Wallace, manager of their Chicago office, the early
part of the month. President Wallace found their business
here in a most flourishing condition, the trade of this office
for '92 having doubled over that of '91. The prospects for
the coming year are most flattering, also, for the Chicago
branch, its January business having quadrupled the same
month of lost year. .

C. L. Crawford, the Peoria jeweler, was one of the out-
of-town guests at the sixteenth annual dinner and banquet
of the Chicago Jewelers' Assodation, given at Kinsley's on
the evening of February 8th.

Wm. L. Sexton, the well-known secretary of the
Jewelers' League, was one of the New Yorkers who feasted,
drank toasts and listened to bright and witty after-dinner
talk, at our jewelers' feast and banquet the early part of the
month. Mr. Sexton went home with the conviction that
the Chicago jewelers were right up along with their New
York brethren in the matter of banquets.

S. L. Barbour, secretary of the Barbour Silver Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn., was the guest of R. C. Demorest,
Chicago agent of the Company, last week.

T. J. Essig, the lapidist, removes May 1st to room 1222
Masonic Temple.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Company, left
this week for a trip to Europe.

The best proof of the high-class engraving taught
and the superior instructions given at the Jewelers' School
of Letter and Monogram Engraving, 63-69 Washington
Street, Chicago, is the fact that such prominent retail firms

as Hyman, Berg & Co., Reilly, Curtis & Co., and others

have recently employed graduates of this school.

Silas Baldwin, head of the firm of Baldwin, Miller &

Co., the Indianapolis jobbers, was a guest of R. A. Kettle,

of the Waltham Watch Co., at the jewelers' banquet.

R. E. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick Company,
Cleveland, attended the jewelers' banquet the early part of
the month and voted it a grand success.

The fact that there is a large demand for holders for
the Government's Columbian souvenir coins incited Lapp &
Flersbem to overcome this state of affairs, with a view to
producing something in which the jewelry trade would have
control, and be enabled to make a profit. Many experi-
ments were tried and samples made. The coin bezels
illustrated on the opposite page having proven the best
were selected, and are now offered to the jewelry trade,
both retail and wholesale, at prices that enable all to make
a fair profit. Every practical jeweler will readily appreciate
the simplicity and safety of this article. Many new goods
are being added to their already immense stock, and
preparations are being made for increased trade.

The usual number of out-of town jewelers have visited
the Chicago market the past month. Among the latest
were W. M. Northrop, North Baltimore, Ohio; T. F.
Cahill, Spencer, Ind. ; Ed. How, La Porte, Ind.; W. A
Montague, Duluth ; S. Striecher, Kansas City ; E. Hallett,
Jr., Lincoln, Neb. ; Wm. Hiles, Sioux City ; D. F. Sullivan,
Rockford; J. F. Ingalls, Pine Ridge, Minn.; and W. W.
Denney, Aurora.

The Chicago Ophtbahilic College and Hospital begins
its March session on the 7th, and will open with a large and
intergsted class. Several names have already been enrolled
for its next session, which begins May 2nd. Dr. Martin
always gathers a large class of opticians around him, who
universally testify that there is nothing that pays an optician
better than a scientific course of optics.

C. H. Knights returned last Tuesday from a month's
sojourn in Florida.

C. E. Taylor, manager of the hotel department of the
Gorham Manufacturing Company, Chicago office, has just
returned from a trip to New York.. -

Wm. Oskamp, of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., the Cin-
cinnati jobbers, was one of the out-of-town guests at the
jewelers' banquet on the evening of February 8th. Mr.
Oskamp pronounced the banquet a most brilliant and happy
affair, and a social event in his life long to be remembered.

F. M. Sproehnle & Co. are the 'latest additions to the
jewelry colony in the Columbus Memorial Building, and
will occupy handsome rooms on the third floor.

David Untermeyer, of Keller & lintermeyer Company,
New York, has been a trade caller the past week.

A. L. Hosmer, who established himself at Wabash
Avenue and Twenty-second Street last September, in the
retail jewelry business, is doing a prosperous trade and
expresses himself as highly pleased with his Chicago
venture. Hosmer moved here from St. Joseph, Mo.

The spring announcement_ of the Chicago College of.
Horology and College of Orics, 780 Madison Street, will
be found on another page. This old reliable institution for
instruction in watchmaking, engraving and optics is offering
special inducements to students, and those thinking of taking
a course in either of the above should correspond with
Prof. C. R. Hart, at above address.

J. M. Van Slyke, of the firm of John Larson & Co.,
Madison, Wis., was in town last week on his way to Wasli-
ington, D. C., where he expects to make some large sales of
their Cleveland souvenir spoons.

Reed & Barton, the silversmiths, have moved from a
third-floor room in the Venetian Building, to the fine front
rooms on the second floor of the same building, and now
have one of the handsomest salesrooms among the jewelry
colony of the city.

W. A. Copeland, of New -York, member of the firm of
Martin, Copeland & Co., the gold ring and gold chain
makers of Providence, R. I., has been the guest of C. S.
Sheppard, manager of their Chicago office, the past fortnight.

The Elgin factory was well represented at the Chicago
jewelers' dinner and banquet. George Hunter, the genial.
faced and sturdy-looking superintendent, was there, and so
were W. II. Cloudman, first assistant superintendent, Geo.
E. Hunter, second assistant superintendent, and C. H. Smith,
paymaster. These gentlemen all reside at Elgin.

The announcement on another page from the Wells
Company, 151 State Street, manufacturers of the Wells
Columbian Coin-Holder, calls attention to the fact that they
have placed a coin-holder on the market that gives thoie
handling it a reasonable profit. Readers of THE KEYSTONE.
should see to it that they have this quickly-selling novelty
in stock. This coin-bolder is bound to increase their sales
and thereby make them money.

The full page halftone, giving the faces of a number
of graduates of Prof. R. 0. Kandler's Chicago Jewelers'
School of Letter and Monogram Engraving for :892; will

be found in another part of this issue, and is a strikingly
.interesting page, both from an artistic view and from the
large number of interesting faces seen. Prof. Kandler
deserves great credit for the enterprise and ability with
which be has conducted his school, and we are glad to know
he is being rewarded with a large and increasing class of
scholars.

Glickauf & Newhouse have now at the disposal of the
trade a stock which deserves early attention by reason of
its profit-making possibilities for the retailer.

Otto Young, bead of the jobbing firm that bears his
name, has been again elected as a member of the Board
of Directors of the World's Fair. He was elected on the
first Board and re-elected to the second, but resigned a year
ago on account of ill health. Mr. Young is widely known
in the jewelry trade as one of its most conspicupus and
successful men, and his unanimous election to this import-
ant post is a fitting tribute to his business sagacity and
bright enterprise. •

W. A. Schlossman, cashier for C. H. Knights & Co.,
whose achievements in the manly art have been the talk of
the trade, received a severe setback recently, and from a
source entirely unexpected. It seems that Mr. Schlossman
had vanquished everything in the vicinity of his place of
business with ease, and, flushed with success, started out for
new worlds to conquer. He had not proceeded far, when
be met a foeman worthy of his steel, said, foeman being
none other than H. J..Roovaart, the well-known diamond
setter, who, upon hearing of the lanky cashier's defi., sent his
backer over to arrange a meeting. The preliminaries being
adjusted to the satisfaction of each, they met at the agreed
time before a select few, the result showing that " Cap" has
been a very much overestimated fighter, and while the
contest only lasted three rounds, it is the prevailing opinion
that Roovaart could have put him out in the first round had
he so desired. The generalship displayed by the victor is
exciting no little comment, and should he consent to give his
defeated rival another chance, be will have barrels of money
at his back when he shies his castor into the ring.

Enclosed please find One Dollar for my subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE, and beg to add my testimony
to the thousands who receive your valuable trade Jour-
nal that it is, like Boss cases, the best made."—JOHN
GREENE, Dartmouth, N. S.

Evansville, Ind., Notes.
All the jewelers at this place expect quite a good spring

business, and no doubt will get it, as it has been several
years since there was so much building and general prosperity
among the people as is the case this year. The jewelers start
out with an increased trade for the new year, after an unu-
sually good holiday business.

Gutilberts Bros., who burned out in December last, are
going to locate after April 1st at 229 Main Street. The
building will be refitted for them, and no doul t they will
have the prettiest jewelry store in the State. Their furni-
ture and fixtures are of the best that can be bought, and the
interior decorations are in keeping with them. The new
store is in the best business location in the city, and both
boys being well known personally, ought to and un-
doubtedly will do the business in their new location.

Mr. Chits. F. Attes is again under .the doctor's care,
being confined to his room entertaining his old friend the
asthma. However, with the return of pleasant weather
you can possibly find him down at his store again.

Bittennan Bros. are getting in several novelties which
this concern is noted for, having a pretty and cleanly-kept
jewelry store and, besides, the leading stock of goods, and
no one can resist the pleasant business way of doing things
at the I3itterman establishment.

Mrs. Jehwarz kaves for Cincinnati during the next few
days to purchase new fixtures and complete outfit of store
furniture to refit at her old location.

Artes & Alt, the young jewelers of this place who
bought out the stock of Geo. A. Bittrolff, are doing very
nicely. They are young in years, but old in the business,
both having been in the employ of Chas. F. Artes for a long
while. However, they deserve to prosper, both being
hustlers after business, and, giving their personal attention
to everything, surely ought to do well.

Mr. Chris. Hewig will move to his new location in the
block of new stores put up on the old court house ground.
He will have new furniture and fixtures put in during the
next fins, days.

Mr. Geo. A. Bittrolff has taken charge of the bench
work at P. Mingst's pawnshop.
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AT THE GATEWAY!

javeleo anb Opticiana
of tbe Meet

We are now ready for business, and respectfully solicit your

Orders.

JULIUS KING OPTICAL C

We carry t complete stock of all the staple lines and many de=
sirable specialties. Our celebrated " Elite " Trial=Case is
deserving- of special ii-iention. It contains several patented features,
is handsomely finished, perfect and complete in every detail. We
have a new method of instruction that will interest you. Write
us for particulars.

1013 & 1015 WALNUT ST.

The Prescription and Repairing department has all the modern
facilities for lens-grinding, making special frames and repairs, by
competent workmen. Special attention is given to ACCURACY
and PROMPTNESS.

Oist Trial+

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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" Lots of business and perpetual hustling " is the report

from the Wm. Rogers Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.

The silver-plated tal leware of this Company is so widely

and favorably known that the handling of it is one of the

pleasures of the retail business. The trade will take notice

that new designs await their attention.

Balmy spring breezes are wafting orders of all sizes in

the direction of the palatial establishment of Smith &

Patterson, Boston, Mass. An unusually busy season has

just begun, and the new names on their books reveal the

extensions in their trade ramifications. They are prosecut-

ing a successful jewelry business annexation campaign in

Canada.

Have you ever tested the salability of the scenery

spectacles made by T. A. Willson & Co., Reading, Pa.?

If not, you have been missing a profit-making experiment.

For further information on the subject, read page 198 of

this issue, and order early. The season for these spectacles

is already here.

Eugene Dehnel, Detroit, l ich., announces arrange a. cuts

now completed whereby all orders can get immediate atten-

tion, and from a stock that insures maximum satisfaction to

his patrons. This is an old record of his, and " retrogres-

sion" doesn't occur in his business vocabulary.

Springtide is causing a bustle in the store of Albert H.

Bonnet, Columbus, Ohio. Orders of growing magnitude

are arriving with-such frequency that intervals of rest have

become historic memories. Satisfaction and dispatch have

always been given due importance in the vell-known

Columbus establishment.

The World's spoon is the latest innovation in the spoon

line, and an eminently salable one. Besides being beautiful

in design, it is a mechanical curiosity, and can be adapted

to any place and every place. An explanation will be found

on page 271, and the spoons may be procured from J. W.

Brown, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

If you . want to keep your store in profitable and

attractive harmony with the brilliancy of the coming season,

get good, handsome show-cases. They add immeasurably

to the appearance of a jewelry stock. In this connection

keep in mind the excellence of the products 'of the Union

Show Case Co., of Chicago, and get one of their catalogues.

The craze for fancy watch dials and the beautiful

product of the Waltham Dial Co., Waltham, Mass., are

happily cotemporaneous. The designs of the latter are

almost innumerable, and manifest the highest degree of

artistic beauty. That they add immeasurably to the attract-

iveness of the watch goes without saying.

C. W. Bowman, the widely-known jewelers' auctioneer,

recently made a successful sale for J. \V. Talbot, of Nevada,

Mo. Mr. Bowman's able services are in great demand

with the trade.

Tidd & Co., Columbiana, Ohio, whose tools and sup-

plies are rapidly growing in trade favor, make an announce-

ment in this issue, to which we direct your attention. The

satisfaction always given by their tools is redounding to

their profit.

The Western optical trade will be pleased to learn that

the Julius King Optical Co. has decided to open a Western

branch office at Kansas City, Mo. To predict the certain

success of this branch it is only necessary to inform our

readers that it will be under the efficient management and

watchful supervision of Mr. Chas. L. Merry, who is not

only a genuine business man of the up-to-date variety, but

is also a veritable animated encyclopedia on matters optical.

A personal 'knowledge of and intimate acquaintance with

the trade are among his other qualifications. Watch the

Kansas City *branch hum.

THE KEYSTONE

It is not our business to poke into the methods by which

King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., have got so firm and friendly

a grasp on the retail trade, but we have a shrewd suspicion

that good, fast-selling goods at advantageous rates are at

the bottom of it. If it pays others to do business with them,

it will pay you. They can supply you with anything.

The emblem and charm vendors should not make the

business blunder of neglecting an examination of the sup-

plies of J. J. Cohn, 31 Maiden Lane, New York, before filling

up their lines of these goods. Variety, merit and advan-

tageous prices make up their triple qualification.

Albert Berger & Co., 47 Maiden Lane, New York, are

showing their appreciation of the continued patronage of

their customers by putting at the disposal of the latter this

season a stock of optical. goods difficult to equal, much less

excel. Every line is complete, and selected with manifest

care.

II. B. Peters, 37 Maiden Lane, New York, has a repu-

tation for introducing salable novelties. Feather-weight

aluminum key-chains are among his latest, and the trade

may take THE KEYSTONE'S tip for it that they sell on sight.

This is but one of many things that should make Mr. Peters'

next visit interesting to you.

Intending opticians will do well to digest the terms for

a course in the Easton School of Optics, Easton, Pa., stated

in its announcement. Students can begin their course at

any time that is convenient to them.

Frank II. Wells, Syracuse, N. V., has decided to con-

tinue business and has made many alterations in his store.

lie will devote his attention to cut glass, china, tableware

and diamonds. The phenomenal sale of the Franco-

German anti-rheumatic, sciatic and neuralgic ring still con-

tinues,. Mr. Wells is sole agent in the United States for this

ring.
- - -

The California Optical Co., an Francisco, Cal., merits

the early attention of the trade on the Pacific Coast. If you

have not obtained their optical catalogue, you should send

for it at once. Its contents will first interest you and may

afterwards profit you. See their announcement in this issue.

The Columbian fountain watch-oiler, manufactured by

Ira L. Green, St. Regis Falls, N. V., has passed the experi-

mental stage, and its merit is DOW conceded. " Unequaled

merit " is, in fact, a common phrase in the correspondence

from practical jewelers who have used it. Did you see one

yet?

H. M. Rich & Co., jewelers' auctioneers, 61 Hanover

Street, Boston, conducted successful sales during February

for the following: Dow & Co., Lawrence, Mass.; A. S.

Wright, Biddeford, Me. ; Altoona Jewelers, Altoona, Pa.

They have on hand several large sales for March and April,

and retailers wishing their services had better look them up

early.

The trade is notified that Chas. L. Defollier is no

longer connected with the American Photo-Enameling

Works, and all orders for miniature enameling, portraits and

chemicals should now be sent to N. J. Felix, 71 Nassau

Street, New York.

If you are a systematic watch repairer (and if you are

not you should be) you should take advantage of those

watch guarantees for repairs and sales sold by Harry Emrie,

Aurora, Ind. They will facilitate your business transactions

and obviate much trouble.

A milling machine made by the Faneuil Watch Tool

Co., of Boston, Mass., and used by them in the manufacture

of their watchmakers' lathes and tools, has arrested the

attention of the mechanical community. This machine is a

three-spindle vertical miller, and by its means it is possible

to have three cutters all adjusted for a piece of work, and

use them one after the other without disturbing their adjust-

ment or that of the spindles in which they are held. Rough-

ing and finishing cutters may be used successively, and kept

in place and in adjustment. The advantages of such an

arrangement will be readily appreciated by those who have

had much experience with 'milling machine work. An

illustrated description of the machine appeared in the

American Machinist of February Oth,
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Thinking of diamond houses wherefrom to procure

supplies, the big emporium of J. T. Scott & Co., Maiden

Lane, New York, is one of the first to suggest itself. Their

supplies for spring trade in this line are a marvel, and merit

the earliest attention front wide-awake retailers. Their

other lines have been selected with equal care.

The announcements of E. F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster,

Pa., in each succeeding issue of THE KEYSTONE, have come

to be regarded by every jeweler as business information of

personal and profitable interest.

The Baron spectacles made by Levy, Dreyfus & Co.,

New York, have jumped into popular favor with significant

rapidity. 'fhe public are the best judges of their own

wants, and their predilection for these spectacles is the most

conclusive proof of their merit. There is a moral in this

for the vendors of optical goods.

L. II. Keller & Co., New York, arc. showing a spring

stock of unusual bulk and elegance. The celebrated

" C. R." mainsprings come in for special attention, and the

large quantities of them sold reveal the favorable opinion
retailers have formed of their merit. There is significance
in this for those who have not yet procured some.

The mainspring of a watch is its cardiac mechanism,
its vital force. Hence its importance ; and hence, too, the
advisability of using a reliable product such as that pro'
duced by the Elgin Watch Spring Co., Elgin, ill., whose
springs have been tested to a degree that insures ironclad
efficiency.

John W. Sanborn & Co., wholesale opticians, of Boston,
Mass., have recently removed from 403 to 414 Washington
Street, where they have more than double the amount of
space they had in their old store. They also have their
factory in the same building, and are into Ii better equipped
to handle their large prescription and repair business.

Lou Barnhart, 908 Madison Street, Chicago, continues
to have a big demand for his \vatch signs. If beauty and
attractiveness be the essential features of a good watch sign,
the demand is well deserved. Patrons express unqualified
satisfaction.

Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander, 65-67 Nassau Street,
New York, report that this has been the best year so far
they have ever had. It has been necessary to work several
evenings per week during the last two months, and the re-
sults as shown by stock-taking were exceptionally gratifying.

There could be no more significant revelation of the
progress of the optical business in the United States, than
the immense stock now being shown by F. A. flardy & Co.,
Chicago. It would excite wonder in many an optician who
now believes he knows it all. Examine it for your own
information and see whether our surmise is correct.

The exclusive ring product of M. 13. Bryant & Co.,
New York, still holds the leadership in the ringdom " four
hundred." Those retailers who prefer proven merit to
assertion (as all wise business men do) should not fail to
woo spring customers with a supply of these rings. Custom
thus acquired is custom retained.

Among the emblem and charm products of the United
States, that of E. L. Logee & Co. holds royal sway, and
the regal exclusiveness of the goods is equally manifest in
the great beauty of the designs and in their intrinsic merit.
The Company's New York offices are now located in the
Havemeyer Building, 24 and 26 Cortlandt Street. The trade
will please note the change of address, and also their
announcement elsewhere in this issue.

One would scarcely recognize this as the dull season
while viewing the busy scene in the salesroom of the
Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New
York. We are told that the volume of the business done
since January 1st has surpassed any former like period since
the establishment of the house. Their school for giving
students a practical start in their business is becoming very
popular, some twenty being in attendance during the last
course, and we think much good is being , done by this
school.
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J. H. Hukill is the Illinois, Indiana and Michigan
traveler for the Meriden Silver Plate Co., with. headquarters
in Chicago.

A. Marshuetz, with the Spencer Optical Co., Nev
York, was calling on the Chicago trade for several days the
past month.

J. Ira Seeberger will cover Iowa the present year for
the Wendell Manufacturing Co., and is already out in his
territory doing a fine business.

Isaac Springer, who is representing A. Hirsch & Co.,
Chicago, in Illinois and Indiana, claims to be the oldest
man on the road in the jewelry line in the West.

H. S. Mills looks after the Missouri and Kansas trade
of the Keokuk jobbing house of T. It J. Ayres & Sons, and
is now out in his territory enjoying good sales. His home
is at Keokuk.

G. W. Hamilton, with F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago,
left February 21st for an extended trip through Missouri,
Kansas, Colorado and the Rocky Mountain country. He
will be absent several months.

Geo. E. Zimmerman was made to appear on this
page as " Zimmer " in last month's KEYSTONE. This was
an error of the typo's." Ile goes out this month in the
interests of his house, the Geneva Optical Co.

George F. Merry, a
Pennsylvanian by birth, a
jeweler by trade, and a
traveling salesman by occu-
pation, began life in the
jewelry line some fourteen
years ago at Norwalk, Ohio.
Four years later he entered
the employ of the Julius
King Optical Co., of Cleve-
land, where his career has
been onward and upward,
until be now occupies the

position of traveling salesman, visiting the larger cities of
the Middle and Western States. His principal business is
with the large retailers and jobbers of Chicago, Milwaukee,
Detroit, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Merry is
a smooth man in his line, and always a pleasant gentleman
to meet. Though yet quite a young man, he is married,
and has a wife and child to greet him on his home-coming
at their cheerful house in Dayton, Ohio.

Gil Steese, whose resignation from the force of .Benj.
Allen & Co. was announced in the last KEYSTONE, has
entered the employ of A. C. Backen, the Chicago jobber,
and left for an extended trip over his old territory the
second week in February.

E. 0. Baumgarten, Western and Southwestern rep-
resentative of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co., was at home
the first week of February from his January trip through
Missouri and Kansas, but is out again on an extended trip
for his house.

Thos. J. Jewett; traveling out of Chicago for the
Gorham Company, has lately taken unto himself a wife in
the person of a New VOrk lady. He returned to Chicago
with his bride February 17th, and will make their future
home in that city.

H. F. Chester, who works Indiana, Illinois and
Michigan for the Gilbert Clock Co., is out-over his territory,
as are likewisz the other Western travelers for this Com-
pany. Flint Bowen is doing Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Colorado; and M. Wolfe is looling after the Northwest.

Charles Jeanneret, the veteran traveler for Juergens &
Andersen, Chicago, started out the middle of February on
his spring trip, and will continue to greet his old customers
through the World's Fair year for this house. This is his
sixteenth year :vith this well-known firm, most of which has
been passed on the road.

Joseph J. Ayres, member of the firm of T. R. J.
Ayres & Sons, Keokuk, Ia., is the emergency man" for
his house, and makes occasional trips through the year. He
belongs to the class of successful merchant travelers, who
are always welcomed among the customers of tli house
they represent.

George F. Merry.

L. W. Melchor, the " new man ' this year with the
wholesale optical house of F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, is
now in the South, and is doing a fine business. Mr. Hardy
reports good orders from Melchor frequent ; in fact, he says
the general trade of the house is better than it was the first
two months or last year.

Mark Bachman, many years in Illinois, Iowa and
Nebraska for T. R. J. Ayres & -Sons, Keokuk, Ia., looks the
shrewd young salesman that he is. His years of service
with the above firm attest his success on the road, and he is
as popular with his trade as he is successful in business.
Ile resides at Ottumwa, Ia.

Thomas J. Bristol.

Thomas J. Bristol,
whom everybody out West
who enjoys his acquaintance

• calls Tom," is a New
York State boy, who came
Westpin early manhood, and
like many other bright boys
from (lie Empire State, came
to Chicago, and by dint of
bard work and economy has
prospered. He early drifted
into the jewelry line, and
for over twelve years he has

represented one of the leading jobbing houses of the World's
Fair city on the road. (We refer to C. H. Knights & Co.)
Personally, Tom is line looking and a bachelor, with an
interesting, jolly face, clearly cut features, and eyes that
snap with good nature. He owns a fine retail jewelry
business at Ashland, Wis., and is generally considered an
all-around successful man, both socially and in a business
way.

W. A. Tolley in the South, C. E. Sweep in the North-
west, H. A. Tolley in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas,
and C. N. McCormick in Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, are
the kohinoors " of the optical house of Tolley Bros. & Co.,
Chicago. These gentlemen are all out in their respective
territories this month.

Ed. B. Hoffman, the lively and bard-working repre-
sentative of Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio, has been enjoy-
ing a fine trade up in the new iron range country of
northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota the past
month. During the present month he will visit his friends
in Ohio and Indiana.

Z. E. Chambers, with Lapp & Flershem, left Febru-
ary 20th for a two months' trip through Iowa and Nebraska.
Mr. Chambers is well known to the trade, having for a
number of years represented the E. N. Welch Clock Co. in
the larger towns from Chicago to San Francisco. He is a
trade hustler as well as a most pleasant gentleman to meet.

Ed. W. Drury, of the Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster,
is an old Western traveler, and was well known among the
trade of Kansas and Nebraska eight and ten years ago.
Edward was a live boy in those days, and no summer fly
ever rested long on his anatomy. He is a Nebraska man,
and at one time conducted a jewelry business at Tecumseh,
where he found his wife.

H. M. Tenney, mis-
sionary for Lapp & Fier-
shem in Missouri, Iowa
and Illinois, left Chicago
the middle of February for
an extended trip among
his friends and customers
throughout his old . terri-
tory. Albert Jampolis, for
the same house, prececded
him a few days, and is
now visiting his friends in
Kansas, Oklahoma and
Missouri finding trade fair.
The favoritism of both men
with the trade ensures a successful order-taking campaign.

A. W. Crawford, representing G. W. Marquardt & Sons,
Des Moines, Iowa, in Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri, is now
out on his first trip for the year, and is finding trade good.
Crawford makes his home at Peoria, Ill., where be is
interested with his brother in the retail jewelry business.
He is a successful salesman, a prosperous young man Of
business, and socially popular.

Harry Roback takes the Iowa and Nebraska territory
for Otto Youne& Co., and left for his first trip February
13th. Harry is a new man on the road, but is a bright and
genial young man, who will make a success of his new
venture. He has filled a house position for the above firm
for several years, and filled it so well that he now enjoys
this promotion,

H. M. Tenney.
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T. P. Walker, traveler for Charles Bachman, Ottum-
wa, Iowa, had a narrow escape with his life on the night of
February 14th at Centerville, Iowa, where he occupied a
room in the Continental Hotel, which was burned to the
ground that night. Three persons lost their lives in the
flames. Mr. Walker escaped with no clothing but his
nightshirt. He subsequently, however, recovered his trunks.

E. A. Tyler does the larger towns in the West for the
Ansonia Clock Co. W. C. Cisco travels Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri and Kansas for the same Company, and makes his
home in Chicago. Edwin Bellows, another Ansonia man
in the West, covers Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa
and Nebraska, and has his home at Maryville, Mo. These
gentlemen are now all out on extended trips.

F. F. Strayer, who has his territory in Iowa and
Nebraska, and travels for the Des Moines jobbing house of
G. W. Marquardt & Sons, is now out on his first trip for
the year, and is having a good trade. Mr. Strayer is one of
the old stand-bys in his section, and has been with the
house he now represents for a number of years, and has
always clone a fine business. Quiet, industrious and of
pleasing address, he makes friends and trade wherever he
goes. His home is. at Cedar Falls, Iowa.

H. P. Dickinson will take the road this month for the
Chicago and Aurora Smelting and Refining Company, with
headquarters at the Chicago office of this Company, The
Temple," 184 La Salle Street. Mr. Dickinson is an old-
time Chicago man, who has been in the far West the past
five years engaged in the work of refining and smelting.
The trade will find him a pleasant gentleman to meet as
well as a refiner Of gold and and silver of large experience,
both East and West—just the man they will want to do
business with.

James W. Campbell,
who represents the Wendell
Manufacturing Company, of
Chicago, is a true type of
the Western hustler. A .
young man of p!easing man-
ner and appearance, be
makes friends Wherever he
goes. Mr. Campbell re-
ceived his early business
training in the widely-known
factory of Simons, Bro. &
Co., the Philadelphia jew-
elers and silversmiths; but before be was hardly out of his
teens be caught the Western fever, and came to the World's
Fair city, where he has remained until he is thoroughly
Western in spirit and industry. He left Chicago the early
part of February for an extended trip through Indiana,
Ohio and Pennsylvania for his firm.

Henry Klass, the blonde young traveler for Glickauf
& Newhouse, Chicago, has only lately returned from a
successful trip through Iowa. He had no sooner arrived at
home than he was called upon to officiate as best man at the
wedding of his brother. It is whispered among Henry's
friends that he will very soon wed a pretty North Side
Chicago lady.

with goods for the spring trade.
Snaps in all lines.
Write for selection package.

King & Eisele,

James W. Campbell.

The most handsomely compiled and valuable trade
monthly that has reached our office for some time is the
_Inland Printer, published by the Inland Printer Publish-
ing Co.," 212 and 214 Monroe Street, Chicago. Apart
from its rare literary excellence, it is in its makeup an
agreeable revelation of the perfection to which the printers'
art has been brought.

The stockholders of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co.,
Wallingford, Conn.;held their annual Meeting recently, and
elected as directors Samuel Simpson, G. W. Hull, Andrew
Andrews, C. H. Brown, James K. Grey, of Middletown;
Edward Miller, of Meriden; and William W. Whittaker.
At a subsequent meeting of the directors, the old loard of
officers was re-elected : Samuel Simpson, president ; Gurdon
W. Hull, vice-president and general manager ; Andrew
Andrews, secretary ; and C. H. Brown, treasurer.

In June, 1891, the American Watch Tool Co., Wal-
tham, Mass., posted the following notice in their fictory :
"At the conclusion of ten years' consecutive service in the
employ of this Company, employees will receive a present
of ten days' pay, and the same amount at the conclusion of
fifteen years." Since that time they have paid thirteen
employees the ten years' bonus and three the fifteen years'
bonus. In 1892 they paid five employees the ten and two
the fifteen years' bonus. In 1893 there will be three to be
raid the ten and three the ffteen years' bonus,
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ALWAYS WIDE AWAKE

We offer tile above combination for $B0,00 Net Cash with order.

We Glaim
( FOR THE RIVETT LATHE •• tias thc finest line of attachments in the world.

None bettcr at any price. The only lathe made with solid steel bed.

▪ 

Absolutely the best in the market. regardless of price.
• Possesses advantages over all others. Is reversible.

FOR THE SPEED COUNTERSHAFT : 1,47cot 
comment necessary.

) FOR THE PEERLESS -FOOT—WHEEL

OUR FULL- GUARANTEE GOES WITH THE ABOVE COMBINATION.

REMEMBER, we have a stock of Tools and Materials
excellcd by nano ii the United States.

" Promptness and Accuracy," our motto.

You all know it is the

King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.
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AVENPORT, Iowa, a progressive and handsome city, is the
judicial seat of Scott County, located on the west tank

of the Mississippi River, 175 miles east of Des Moines, 180
west of Chicago, and 329 from St. Louis. It is the fourth
largest city in the State, and in commercial importance
ranks still higher. The railroad accommodation and

shipping facilities are excellent, and three lines of railroad
have depots in the city. During seven months of the

year a large portion of the shipments to and from Davenport
are made by way of the river, there being two daily lines of

steamers between St. Louis and St. Paul, besides several
steamers engaged in local trafic.

Opposite Davenport and tributary to it are the cities of Rock Island,
with 13,000 inhabitants, and Moline, one of the largest manufacturing
towns in the West. Milan, also a manufacturing center, lies three miles
south. The four cities combined, which virtually form one settlement, aggregate
over 70,000 inhabitants.

The city has a very large jobbing trade, and manufactures are numerous.
There are here five sawmills, cutting on an average 1,0oo,000 feet per day ; three
agricultural implement works, glucose factories, foundries and machine shops, cigar
factories, boiler works, box factories, five breweries, a number of brickyards, candy
and cracker factories, two grain elevators, three flour mills, two horse-collar factories,
lumberyards, show-case, churn, ladder, furniture, window-shade, and sash, door and
blind factories, plow works, a rope walk, oatmeal and woolen mills, a pottery,
rubber-stamp works, flour-sack manufactory, cutlery works, refrigerator works, three
bottling works, carpet-loom manufactories, a pump and pipe factory, oscillator 'thresher factory, marble works, a paper-box factory, a piano factory, soap
and lard-oil factories, spice mills, carriage and wagon works, two washing-machine factories, electric-motor factory, vinegar works, second largest electric
railway system in the United States, fine water works, now putting in the largest filtering plant in the world, and many more too numerous to mention in
the brief space allowed for this sketch.

Davenport has for years had the well-deserved reputation of having the best schools ir the State. The high and training schools are attended by a
number of pupils from other places. The public schools comprise ten grammar schools, and a high and training school, while private schools are numerous.
The Academy of Sciences and the public library, established and maintained by the liberality of the citizens, are model institutions of their kind.

The churches are numerous, and comprise all the principal religious denominations. There are first-class hotels, and four national and three savings
banks, with an aggregate capital and surplus of nearly $21,000,00.o.

Davenport has a steady, .healthy growth. Handsome brick. blocks and private residences are going up in all parts of the city, and the value of real
estate is steadily increasing, though still cheaper than in thesmajority of c:ties in the West, thus affording a splendid opening for capitalists. The rate of
taxation in this city with its 30,000 inhabitants is lower than in any other place of io,000 inhabitants in Iowa, a big inducement to those seeking a location
for new enterprises. Transit in the city is good. The five miles which it covers is traversed in every direction by street-cars, enabling business men to
reach their stores and offices quickly from any part of the town.

T116 Central Street railway has adopted the electric system, which is proving a great success, having increased the business to nearly double its former
volume. The syndicate of Chicago capitalists purchased several of the other street railways, and consolidated them under one management, thus adding
considerably to their aggregate prosperity.

The Central Union Telephone Company, with headquarters at Davenport, now embraces all towns within a radius of seventy-five miles, and the
Company is in a flourishing condition. There are twelve papers published in Davenport, including dailies, weeklies and monthlies—a supply well able to
keep the citizens informed on all current topics.

In 1890 the industrial products of Davenport were more than $15,000,000, and its jobbing business over $12,000,000. The rate of increase is yearly
more rapid, and these figures are now far exceeded. The National Armory and Arsenal plant alone cost $10,000,000. Manufacturing generally is much
facilitated by an unlimited water-power formed by the rapids. The waterworks system cost $1,000,000, having 33 miles of mains, 320 fire hydrants, and
a filter plant costing $125.000. Davenport is, on the whole, one of the most attractive cities in the West for enterprising capitalists, and its recent rapid
growth and manufacturing prosperity seems to indicate that the fact is widely known. Temples of industry are yearly springing up.

INTERPR VID.4 OF
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The jewelers of Davenport are animated by
the prevailing spirit of enterprise, and not a few
of the stores would do credit to a metropolitan
city. Such an establishment is that of C. S.
Durfee & Co., who enjoy a patronage that extends
far beyond the city limits. The business was
started at Muscatine, Iowa, in 1855, by S. G.
Durfee, who, in 1862, was joined by his brother
C. S. Durfee. Two years later the senior partner
died, but the business was continued until 1870,
when it was removed to Davenport, then the
metropolis of Iowa. The house has always been
noted for its fine selection of goods, neatly and
tastily arranged. Its reliability is proverbial, and
this, together with up-to-date business methods
Tenably conducted, account for its popularity
and success. The optical oepartment, wherein
are scientifically corrected all errors of refrac-
tion and defective vision, has proved a profitable
and successful specialty. In March, 1892,
W. B. Durfee, a nephew, and son of the former
partner, who had been in the employ of the
house for several years, was admitted to partner-
ship, a happy combination being thus secured
of vigorous manhood with age and experience.

The jewelry store of M. E. Nabstedt is one
of the best known business houses in Davenport,
although one of the youngest. Mr. Nabstedt is a
native of Holstein, Germany, where he learned
his trade. The business was established in 1881
by Wm. Nabstedt, who was succeeded by his
brother, the present proprietor, in 1883. The
business was started in a very small store, which
was enlarged from time to time, until it now has
a depth of seventy-five feet by twenty feet wide.
M. E. Nabstedt two years ago, began manufac-
turing jewelry and badges, and is now doing
work for the trade. The manufacturing depart-
ment is under the supervision of his son, J. M.
Nabstedt, who learned his trade with Juergens &
Andersen, Chicago. He is a talented and thorough
workman. The trade in this department is in-
creasing, and will undoubtedly necessitate their
getting more room and increasing their facilities
for doing work at an early date. They have
recently introduced into their manufacturing
department an electric-motor to operate their
machinery. Fred. J. Nabstedt, the oldest son, is a
competent watchmaker, having learned his trade
.with his father. He now has general charge of

the. business, which is growing larger each year.

The stock carried by Mr. Nabstedt is one of the

largest in town, and comprises diamonds, watches,

jewelry, silverware, clocks and novelties.

j. C. Tilton is another well-known Davenport
jeweler, and has been engaged in the diamond,
watch and jewelry business fifty-three years. Mr.
Tilton has been interested in manufacturing,
engraving and cameo carY i ng, selling at wholesale
and retail. He began business in Boston, Mass.,
in the early part of 1839, working there about
ten years, part of the time for A. L. Denison, the
founder of. the American watch manufacturing
industry. After leaving Boston, Mr. Tilton went
to Providence, remaining there one year. He
spent the next three years in Illinois and Iowa.
subsequently going to New York, Philadelphia
and Washington, and finally settling in Davenport

in 1882, where he is now engaged in the manu-
facture of diamond mountings and jewelry of all
kinds. Mr. Tilton carries a large line of finished
mountings and stones, loose and set. His stock
of diamonds is large, and comprises goods of fine
quality as well as the cheaper grades. Mr. Tilton
is prepared to fill orders for goods in his line
either at wholesale or retail, and has built up a
fine local trade.

Geo. Stark and Wm. Ruser, doing business
as Stark & Ruser, began business in Davenport in
1886, Mr. Stark formerly having charge of the
watch department for T. Kircher. They carry
one of the finest stocks of goods in Davenport,
and have a very large line of diamonds, loose and
set, fine watches, jewelry, solid silver and plated-
ware, clocks, canes, and a complete line of novel-
ties. Their store is one of the largest and finest
in Davenport. Mr. Stark is a thorough workman,
having the ability to repair the most complicated
watches that may be brought to 11i. The busi-

ness done by this firm is vith the very best class
of trade.

The extensive business of 'I'. Kircher was
established in 1852 by Wm. Rutenbeck, who was
succeeded in 1867 by Goos & Kircher. In 1877
the entire business came into the hands of T.
Kircher. The business is now under the manage-
ment of Henry G. Qoldschmidt, who is a capable
business man and manager. Mr. 'I'. Kircher
carries a very large and complete stock of goods,
composed of clocks, jewelry, silverware, etc.

H. •Reis came from Hamburg, Germany, in
1867, direct to Davenport, where he engaged in
business in 1870. He carries a large and well-
selected stock or goods, his specialty being
watches. His trade ranks with the best in the
town, and in his repair department may at all
times be found all the work that he and his work-
men can well manage. Mr. Reis is himself a
competent workman.

J. F. Newbern came to Davenport in 1856,
and began business in 1858. He previously had
served seven years apprenticeship with John Fries,
of Philadelphia. Mr. Newbern carries a small
stock of goods and has a good repair trade.

J. Andressen was born in Schloswig, Ger-
many. He opened a store in Davenport in 1.885,
where he has built up a good trade, both in re-
pairing and selling.

A. C. Billon was born in Philadelphia in
18'6, and began business in Davenport in 1849,
where he carried a large stock of goods until 1863,
'when he disposed of his stock and has since been
doing repair work and engraving only,

"The Art of Advertising."

[An address by Mr. Willis B. Musser, Secretary of the
New York Standard Watch Co.. delivered before the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association, at their Annual
Convention, February 9, 1893.] •

In the little while that I shall engage your
attention, I am going to speak to you on a subject
'which is of the first importance in modern busi-
ness toward achieving a distinct success, and
concerning which there seems to be a woful lack
of intelligent appreciation. I propose. in what I
have to say, to eschew the flowers of rhetoric and
the forms of graceful diction, and talk to you
instead in the practical way becoming practical
men ; and I should be very much pleased, indeed,
if you would interrupt me as often as you like, to
ask questions on any point which I may not have
made perfectly clear to you, or make pertinent
inquiries as to further details on any subject on
which I may touch in this informal talk.

Let us first understand what we mean by
Advertising. The word itself is derived from
two Latin words which mean, broadly translated,

to turn attention to. "l'hat is, advertising is the
turning of the attention of the public to that with
which we have to do. It does not only mean the

printing of various matter in newspapers. It
means a thousand forms of appeal. The actress
who has her diamonds conveniently stolen is an

advertiser. The Parson who shows some unusual
mannerisms in his speech, for the sake of being

eccentric, is an advertiser. And so on through
all the category of methods which have been

employed from the creation to magnify one's self.
Advertising as we generally understand it, how-

ever, and as the word would be comprehended in
the affairs of the retail jeweler, has a narrower

meaning, and it is of this more limited view of
the subject that I will speak to-day. Let me say

in further preface, in answer to the question which
every good business man has asked himself re-

peatedly—" Does advertising pay ? "—that in the
light of the experience of these later days there
can be only one answer to that question : Proper
advertising pays now as never before, but the ten
thousand alleged forms of advertising which are
not such, pay now less than ever and are absolute
squandering of good money„ Proper advertising
is merely loaning money on absolute security at a
high rate of interest. Nay, it is more than
loaning money—it is investing fifty per cent. of a
stipulated amount to secure the par of that amount.
The experience of all the large advertisers bears
out this statement. My neighbor, the treasurer of
the Enoch Morgan's Sons Company, tells me that
they have been spending annually for several years
$300,000 to advertise Sapolio, and the returns
have-justified them in making a larger appropria-
tion this year than ever before. Pears Soap
spends half a million a year ; the Royal Baking
Powder has spent $2,000,000 since it was estab-
lished ; but in every instance it was as " bread
cast upon the waters, which has come back after
many days." In this country in i888 there was
$110,000,000 spent in newspaper advertising
alone, and last year the income from advertising
in three magazines—Harper' s, Century and .Serib-
ner's—was over $1,000,000. It is useless to
maintain in the face of these figures that the great
and successful leaders of ,business are fools in thus
throwing away their money and yet I can under-
stand why a retail -jeweler with a small capital, all
of which he needs in his business, hesitates in
contemplating a systematic scheme of advertising,
investing possibly ten or twenty pericent. of his

(ontmued On next page.)
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The Art of Advertising."
(Continued from page 235.)

entire capital. When be spends his money for

goods he has the value in hand for that which be

spends ; and the more be spends the more he has

to show for his expenditure. On the other hand,

when he pays money out for advertising be does

not meet with immediate results, and apparently

the more he spends the poorer be is. Let me

remind such of the Proverb of Solomon : " There

is that which scattereth and yet increaseth, and

there is that ‘vhich withholdeth more than is meet,

but it tendeth to poverty." " Successful advertis-

ing," says Mr. Teele, " costs nothing ; it is the
other kind that drains the purse." It is pitiful to

think of the thousands and tens of thousands of

dollars that are absolutely wasted annually in

slovenly and useless advertising, but trite advertis-

ing, as I hope to demonstrate, is the best invest-

ment a jeweler can make of a liberal part of his

capital.
The mediums of advertising, since we have

eliminated what are not generally so considered,

are principally these :

First : Show-windows, signs, goods of some
value given to customers, sandwich men, street
parades with transparencies, etc.

Second: Bill-boards, fence painting, etc.

Third: Circulars, dodgers, picture cards,
primers, etc.

Fourth : Newspapers.
I shall only touch casually upon the first

three, but they cannot be entirely ignored, as each

has its position in any general scheme of advertis-

ing. The subject of show-window displays is

such a large one that I could not possibly treat it

fairly except in a lecture by itself, and I am corn-

pelled, therefore, for want of time, to forego a

discussion of that very fascinating and interesting

subject. Similarly with the question of signs and

interior decorations of the store; I cannot touch

upon them here. Concerning the various forms

of street parades, balloon ascensions, or any
similar " circus methods " of advertising, I would
merely say in passing that they cannot be of great
value to the Pennsylvania jeweler. Such methods
would obtain with some force in a frontier town
in the \Vest, or in communities which are largely
made up of a floating population, but we may
dismiss it here as not being purely consistent with
the character and dignity of the jewelry vocation.
As to bill-boards, fence painting, names on hotel
writing desks and around mirrors, you may dis-
miss the hotel scheme as being absolute extrava-
gance. The people who read it are generally
guests of the hotel from some other town. Bill-
board advertising has some things to say in its
favor. It is the experience of the real estate men
of Chicago that they have had better returns from
bill-boards than newspapers. The tobacco and
cigarette people are every year covering more bill-
board space, and it is well known that theatrical
managers look to that medium as their strong
forte. And yet, if you come to think of it,
people do not determine .upon buying a watch as
they do upon going to the theatre. The purchase
of an expensive article of jewelry is always a
matter of contemplation before the act, while
people rush to see a play when they see a pretty
actress on the posters. You must have observed
that different businesses require different ways of
advertising. The same scheme that will sell
steamships would not sell steers. Royal Worces-
ter and rat poison must be advertised in different
ways. If the jeweler determines to advertise by
putting up signs throughout the country or
painting fences, it must be done in the best way
possible by the hand of a skillful painter, because
otherwise, appealing as it does to the best taste of
the community, his advertisements will be a
continual voice against him.

Circulars are generally the first form of
advertising with a jeweler that is just beginning,

and stand first in the estimation of nearly all who

have not given advertising much thought ; but
they generally amount to a throwing away of
money. If circulars are to be effective in the
jewelry trade, they must be printed in the best
possible style on good paper ; must be written
with special care, and mailed in a sealed envelope.
What is much better than a circular is the primer,
which is a little booklet varying from two inches
square to a book four by six inches. If they are
made a subject of careful study on the.part of the
advertiser, in conjunction with the printer, they
are very attractive and will generally be read
through. They afford an opportunity for saying
more than can be said in a newspaper advertise-
ment, and when well written are sufficiently
entertaining to keep the attention of even a busy
man to the last page. But they should not be
attempted unless the news quality feature of ad-
vertising is made conspicuous in them, and there is
no stinting in the expense of their printing.
Dodgers are about the worst form of advertising,
which was ever foistered upon the helpless imagina-
tion of the business man. Some time ago a
careful record was kept of the results from distrib-
uting ten thousand dodgers in a large city. It
was found that the boys who distributed them
generally threw three in the doorway or twisted
them around the doorbell, instead of one, and
toward the end of the route would increase that
generous offering to one individual. A large
number were thrown simply into front yards, from
which they blew into the gutter, and most of those
which actually got into the house by ringing of
the doorbell, were thrown by the servant into the
coal scuttle and never met the mistress's eye. A
careful estimate of the returns from these ten
thousand dodgers proved that less than one-quarter
of one per cent. of them were seriously considered
by the people for whom they were originally
intended. Therefore, you may conclude that this
form of advertising should be avoided.

I now have to come to the medium of adver-
tising which is by long odds the most valuable,
and by many of the successful advertisers is the
only one employed,—and that is, newspaper
advertising.

The lecturer here took up the subject of
newspaper advertising, and his audience seemed
extremely interested in his exposition of the
subject. He counseled, first, that it was neces-
sary to begin with a definite plan—that the cost
justified careful preliminary study of all the con-
ditions. " Hap hazard," said he, " will not win in
advertising." " As to the choice of newspapers,
the least expensive," he said, " are not always the
cheapest. The only measure of value in news-
paper advertising is the cost per capita of circu-
lation." He thought that in the smaller towns,
where there were three or four papers published,
it was better to publish a small advertisement in
all of them, instead of a large advertisement in
only one—as each appealed to a different class of
readers. The amount of space varied with what
one had to say ; it always should be large enough
to contain all you have to say without crowding,
and allow display. It is a mistake to think it
extravagant not to cover all of the paper within a
certain space. Nothing is more effective or val-
uable in a newspaper advertisement than white
space around it. In the desert of advertising
matter which fills metropolitan dailies, the eye
rests gratefully upon the white cases which sur-
round the advertisements of liberal and thought-
ful merchants. A \veil written and well displayed
two inch advertisement is better than a whole page
of pointless and uninteresting matter. It is not
quantity but quality that counts. It is not how
much is said, but how well it is said. Get one
live word into your reader rather than your five
hundred around him. Ninety-five per cent. of
advertisements contain ten times too much matter.

The best position in the paper is universally
conceded, by those who have given the subject
thougiitful attention, to be the outside page, top
of column, next to reading matter. If you can
secure this place and keep it, it is worth twenty-five
per cent. more to you than an inside page not
" preferred space." The next best to this is the
foot of last column. Endeavor to secure a con-
tract with your printer always to reserve for you
the same position in the paper—although you will
find many unwilling. to grant you this concession.

Change the advertisement every time. You
change your window often, and it only costs you
the trouble to do it. How much more important,
then, should it be that you change your adver-
tisement constantly, because of the large invest-
ment you put into this channel. Nobody ever
reads the same retail advertisement twice—or at
least, if a few do, none read it the third time. I
have seen Christmas advertisements in July. No
one can measure the hurtful effects of such care-
lessness ; it not only means throwing away money,
but also attaches to the advertiser a certain con-
tempt on the part of all thoughtful readers, and
carries with it the inference that one who is so
careless in his advertising must be equally careless
in the renewal of his stock and in the other details
of his business affairs.

Advertise only one or two things at a time.
The temptation to a jeweler to mention many
things is almost irresistible. He sees such a
variety of beautiful things in his stock which be
thinks require mention. You cannot center at-
tention on a dozen things at one time. A handful
of sand thrown against a hard wall leaves no im-
pressiOn,—a single pebble leaves its mark. One
day you should advertise watches; next day, lace
pins, etc.

Mr. Musser further counseled to avoid slang
in advertisements, and to be original. " Above
all things," said he, " don't exaggerate." It is
only a step this side of the positive lie. When
you habitually advertise " immense reductions,"
" magnificent stock," etc., the people are at first
disappointed, and subsequently is borne an incur-
able distrust of all your statements thereafter.
One of Emerson's most interesting essays is on the
strength of the positive degree. Abraham Lincoln
once said, " You can fool everybody some of the
time, and somebody all of the time ; but you
cannot fool everybody all of the time.

The lecturer called attention to the need of
great care in the preparation of advertisements,
so as to avoid such blunders as these:

STOLEN—A small lady's watch with white face;also two ivory young ladies' work-boxes, and a
wallet belonging to a gentleman made of calfskin.

T1OR SALE—A piano by a lady about to go to the
Continent in an elegant oak case with carved
legs.—From London Times.

rp0 LET—A cottage'containing eight rooms and an
-11- acre of land.

WANTED—A steady young man to look after a
horse of the Methodist persuasion.

TXTANTED—A boss hand over 5000 sheep that can
T speak Spanish.—From Texan paper.

FOR SALE—A splendid gray horse suitable for a
lady with a switch tail.

Shoemaker's sign:

DON'T Go ELSEWHERE TO BE CHEATED.
WALK IN HERE.

ARESPECTABLE young woman wants washing.

FAMILIES supplied by the quart or gallon.

. Farmer's stkn in field:

IF ANY MAN'S OR WOMAN'S COWS OT
OXEN GITS IN THESE OATS, HIS OR HER
HEAD WILL BE CUT Or, AS THE CASE
MAY BE.

WANTED—A girl to cook who will make a good
roast and will stew well.

Furrier's sign :

CAPES MADE FOR LADIES OUT OF
THEIR OWN SKINS.

He then discussed the typographical features
of advertisements, illustrating his • ideas on a
blackboard ; afterward showing, by numerous
examples, that advertising paid, ad concluded
with a suggestion of the fine art of advertising
which involved a study of human nature and a
consideration of the springs of action which
moved men and women.

The address was very heartily applauded, and
a vote of thanks was accord0 Mr. Musser.

A REVOLUTION!
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Are You Ready
to Advance?

Forward,
March!

Astigmatism Made Easy. flow?

Fennimore's
"Diagnosing and Test

Chart"

Enables you to INSTANTLY determine
the AXIS.

Avoids changing Of prescriptions on ac-
count of wrong axis.

Enables you to fit all errors of refraction
rapidly and accurately.

As a display-chart it is worth the price
alone. Size, 22 x 28 inches.

Sent, postpaid, to any part of U. S. or Canada, on receipt of price, $1.00.

Full instructions with each Chart.

Our New Illustrated Optical Catalogue will be sent to
Pacific Coast dealers on application.

Address

GalliniaOptical Co.
Publishers, 

317 & 319
Kearney St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THERE IS MONEY IN IT
keeping our

114ew Englano Jeweler Catalogue

where your Customers can look it over freely.
It has no name or address.

We carry all the goods in stock. Orders filled the day received.

■

Wholesale Jewelers,

SMITH & PATTERSON,
52 Summer St., Boston, Mass.



Gold
Lockets

Bracelets Crosses

Bar Pins

Lockets Charms

Watch I Chain I Neck
Chains I Mountings I Chains

Link Glove Ear
Pta113- 

"Mt.Hope" ‹ kfml(aBButtons Buttoners Buttons Rings

pointing proudly to his army, which was drawn up in full array, said, There thou beholdest the walls of Sparta—ten thousand men, and every man a brick.' "'tut never mind bricks—let us speak of jewelry. We have ten thousand times ten thousand pieces in stock. and every piece is of good quality and tine finish. Notice what anextensive line xve manufacture. Could we Luild such a pyramid so srdid and substantial if there was no merit in our building ? We guarantee everything we manufacture, and standready to make it good should it not prove satisfactory. We stamp all cards and tags with our trade-mark.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

ii3
1.1DE-RESTS to American lathes

have two motions graduated by
screws, which act on slides placed
at right angles to each other.
These slides are also arranged to

swivel, so that tapers can be .turned to any angle.
These motions are all, however, in horizontal
directions, and to adapt such a slide-rest to the
purposes of a milling-tool. we must add a vertical
slide. This is, however, quite readily done with
no great outlay of time or money. For the slide-
rest to a Whitcomb, Moseley or Hopkins lathe we
provide an L-shaped piece as shown at A A',
Fig. 1. For a Rivett lathe a special piece has to
be made in line of A. which will be described
later 00. The piece A A is as well got up of cast-
iron as anything, and should be about five-
sixteenths thick, when finished. and one and one-
quarter inches wide.

A bar on which the vertical slide moves must
next be provided (this can also be made of cast-
iron, as this material works easily, is very stiff and
rigid, and can be readily nickel-plate(l to match
the lathe). This bar should be about three and
one-half inches long, one and one-half inches
wide, and five-sixteenths of an inch thick when
finished. We show at D, Fig. 2, a plan of such
a bar seen from the back, and an end view as if
seen in the direction of the arrow a. Fig. 2, at
Fig. 3. The angles at e c, Fig. 3, should be sixty
degrees. While it is the quickest plan to have
such a bar planed into shape. still, one can quite
easily be filed and scraped to even more perfect
form than is possible to prcduce with a planer.
Working on this bar is a slide formed of a plate
of cast-iron two and one-quarter inches long, one
and one-half wide, by five-sixteenths thick after
being finished. We show the front of such a
plate at E, Fig. 4.

Two guides are provided as shown at F',
Fig. 5, which figure is a side view of Fig. 4 seen
in the direction of the arrow f. Fig. 4. These
guides embrace the bar D, and hold the slide
steady. Edgewise through the slide E is drilled
a hole three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter. as
shown at ii, Fig. 5. This hole is to receive the
feed-screw which moves the slide E up and down.
The hole d is not tapped, but allows the screw G,
Fig. 6, to move free in it. This screw is, of
course, best with a turned thread, but if turned
to the form shown and carefully cut in a screw-
plate will answer very nicely. The bar D is
attached to the L-shaped piece A by a screw shown
at C. This screw should be carefully turned,
because it serves as a center on which the bar D
turns in order to set the vertical slide to an angle.

This will be understood by inspecting Fig. 7,
which is a view of the L-shaped piece A. seen in
the direction of the arrow b. The upper edge of
A at c, Figs. i and S. being divided into degree
marks to facilitate setting the vertical slide at any
angle. The drawing shown at Fig. 8 is a plan of
the L-shaped piece seen in the direction of the
arrow i, Fig. T. The L-shaped piece is attached

to the upper slide of the slide-rest by allowing
the tool-post to go through the hole in A' shown
at B, Fig. 8. The position of the tool-post is
indicated at the dotted outline /3. Fig. I.

For moving the slide E up and down we

attach to the top of D the cock II, as shown in
Fig. i in dotted outline. This cock can also be
made of cast-iron, and should be about five-eights
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of an inch wide when seen in the direction of the

arrow 6. Fig. 1, and three-sixteenths of an inch
thick as seen in Figs. i and 9. The cock H is

attached to D by a screw and two steady-pins.

The feed-screw G passes through a hole in the

part H of the cock H to the shoulder I. A

milled head-screw or a crank with a sleeve is

fitted to G' above H', and secured either with

a set-screw or a pin.
A nut J. made of gun-metal is attached to

the upper edge of the slide E, said nut being
tapped to fit the screw G. Fig. 9 shows at / an

edge view of this nut, and Fig. to, a front view

as if seen in the direction of the arrow g. Fig. 9.

We would say Fig. 9 is a view of all the parts
described combined and viewed as seen in Fig. 1,
‘vhile Fig. lo is mainly intended to show the nut

I and its mode of attachment to the slide E.

For holding work to be milled we can resort to

numerous devices, among which would be these

attached to a shelf or table indicated at the

dotted lines L, Fig. 9.
Portable vice-jaws, double centers, and a

hundred and one other contrivances can be
fesorted to for holding work, many of which we
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shall subsequently describe. Before closing this
article we would call attention to the facility with
which any job to be milled can be moved and turned
in order to better present it to the cutter, and also
the extreme simplicity of the mechanical parts
and movements. The vertical slide shown in
Fig. 9 can also be made use of for carrying rotary
pivot-polisher, fly-cutter for wheel cutting, dia-
mond-lap for sharpening cutters for milling
purposes.

When making cutters for milling purposes
we can not too earnestly urge the importance of
observing the greatest possible care to preserve
accuracy, and in every instance where it is possi-
ble, cutters should be made so as to admit of
grinding either with a diamond or an emery-lap.
With the plan we have adopted, by attaching a

arindinc, device to the vertical slide E we can
grind cutters placed in various chucks attached to
the lathe-spindle.

It is one of the unfortunate peculiarities of
hardening steel that it will spring out of shape,
but if we can arrange and shape our cutters so
they can be ground to form vhen they spring in
the process of hardening. or get dull lw use, we
should invariably do so. While we can make use
of cutters of very imperfect shape and cutting
qualities, still. cutters of exact form and perfect
cutting edge are much to be preferred, and it is
toward this end the writer is striving.

“Without hesitancy I will state .that through one
insertion in your monthly—December—I received seven
responses nine days after Its issue."—F. X. YOUNG,
East Brady, Pennsylvania.

Providence Letter.

Business has brightened up since our last report and

orders are arriving with increasing frequency. The fac-

tories are normally busy, and confidence in the early future

of business forbids any dread of an excessive output. The

continued severity of the weather is delaying considerably

the spring activity, and the advent of a seasonably mellow

spring-tide is awaited by all with impatience, the retaileis

particularly. Good reports continue to arrive from the

roadsters and there is every reason to believe that Easter

will find things humming.

A big recent social event was an entertainment given

by the employees of Foster & Bailey to their friends. The

committee of arrangements consisted of William H. Pond,

Charles H. Wilson, Eugene Smith, Mrs. Emily Tanner,

Miss Hattie Woodworth and Miss Carrie Loveland. The

affair was a brilliant success from start to finish, and reflected

much credit on the organizers. Samuel H. Bailey, of the

firm, and Isaac F. Foster, the superintendent, were present

and enjoyed the festivities.

The new building of F. T. Pearce & Co., of Sprague

Street, is rapidly approaching completion, and it is expected

that it will be ready for occupancy about April I.

The death of Ralph S. Hamilton, noted in last KEY-

STONE, removed a familiar figure from the social and busi-

ness circles of Providence. The sad event dissolved the

then existing firm, but the business ln-.s been assun.ed and

will be continued by the children of the deceased, Ralph S.

and Robert M. Hamilton, under the old title of Hamilton

& Hamilton, Jr. Their factory is, at present, quite busy.

The title of the firm of Waite, Thresher & Co. is now

Waite, Thresher Co. The company has organized under

the Incorporation Acts with William H. Waite as president,

and Henry G. Thresher as secretary and treasurer. The

business will be continued at the old stand, 61 Peck Street.

John J. Butler was 'elected a member of the board of

directors of this company at a recent special meeting. -

John L. P. Lawton, secretary of the Gorham Mfg. Co.,

recently lectured on The Spitzer Collection " before the

Providence Franklin Society. The lecture was illustrated

and proved highly interesting.

Ostby & Barton are producing their now famous rings

in large quantities, and the demand is reported as fully equal

to the supply. The goods are of the unquestionably meri-

torious kind that appeal to both jewelers and the public and

are appreciated accordingly. The firm has leased the office

formerly occupied by James F. Angell, for a term of three

years from March I, 1893. They have purchased from Mr.

Angell, who is retiring from the business, the safes and such

fixtures as they needed.

The employes of S. & B. Lederer recently presented a

desk to Joseph E. Johnson, who has been foreman for sever..1

years at the factory. Mr. Johnson is starting in business

for himself.

The Chicago Exposition will this year give a big stim-

ulus to the sale of Columbus spoons, and the trade should

not be slow to avail themselves of the business-making

opportunity. Tilden. Thurber & Co., of this city, can sup-

ply them with Columbus spoons handsome to the point of
fascination.

D. C. & H. S. Fink contemplate the erection of a five.
story building at the corner of Clemence and Westminster

Streets, especially adapted for the requirements of their
business.

The Burdon Seamless Filled Wire Co. have filed a

certificate of increase of capital, a necessity of the rapid

expansion of their business.

The Phoenix Chain Co. has succeeded E. I Dunham

& Co., with Fred. E. Turner as manager, and R. G. Schutz

as salesman.

Clark P. Tillinghast, of Tillinghast & Albro, was

recently confined to his home by illness.

An Encyclopedia, and Up To Date, too.

HOLDEN, Mo.

Enclosed find one dollar for one year's subscription to

THE KEYSTONE. It seems superfluous to attempt to justly

compliment your watchn.akers' encyclopedia, I will adi it,

as I consider it contains everything pertaining to the arts

and mysteries of the trade. Fearing I might appear lacking

in appreciation, I will fra4ly say I consider it one of the

most valuable watchmakers' and jewelers' journals pub-

lished. No man is so rerfect in this skill-requiring line of

business that he will not be greatly benefited by carefully

reading THE KEYSTONE.
Yours truly, Wm. B. SIMPSON.
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The Wortd's Fair
(Continued).

II E Fair is now familiarly and appropriately
known as the White City. Work on the grounds

has progressed nearest to completion in the
Transportation Department. The last rail has
been laid, and the interlocking system of

sWitches will soon be in operation. The Transportation
Building is almost completed, while work on the passenger
station is progressing satisfactorily. Warehouses for the
storage of exhibits and packing-cases are provided, and the
Department is now prepared to care for exhibits in less tn
car lots, a warehouse having been constructed for that pur-
pose. The Department can handle and care for exhibits as
rapidly as they may come in from this time forth.

The most elaborate pavilions will be in Manufa-tures
Hall, which offers every inducement for lavish outlays in
this direction, although Mining, Agriculture and Electricity
Halls will not lack gorgeous decorations. The government
of Russia has abandoned the idea of establishing official
headquarters on the grounds, and will use the money
intended for that purpose in building a magnificent pavilion
over the Russian section in Manufactures Hall. This
pavilion will be seventy feet high. It is being constructed
in Russia by skilled workmen, after plans prepared by
an eminent architect. The building, for it will cover more
than an acre of floor space in Manufactures Hall, represents
an enormous outlay. It has been designed with special
reference to displaying to advantage the Russian exhibit.

Demands upon exhil it space in the Machinery Build-
ing has been so great that many exhibitors will be crowded
out. Assistant II. F. J. Porter, of the machinery exhibit,
said: ,c We have 200,000 square feet of space to assign,
and we have had applications for t,000,000 square feet.
There will be disappointments, of course. Not all of the
exhibitors accept the space that is tendered them, and in
such cases we have space to give to another. When such
space is allotted the first time, we notify the person whose
application is received. He is given two weeks in whidi
to accept. Two-thirds of the available space in the
Machinery Building has been assigned already. As a con-
sequence, every application is now studied with the greatest
care. There has been a great demand on the part of small
exhibitors, who seek advertisement of machinery. These
will 17e crowded out to make room for legitimate exhibitors.
Applicants for space are required to describe their exhibits,
their financial standing is looked up, and only after the
most careful consideration is space assigned." Several big
iron firms, disappointed in their first application for space,
have since been accommodated by the lapse of other appli-
cants.

. Charges at the Fair.
There is no ground for the published report that

visitors to the Fair are to be made the victims of exorbi-
tant charges. Competition will be so extensive and sharp
as to prevent it. One who climbs to the top of one of the
Exposition buildings and surveys the territory lying to the
north, west and south of Jackson Park can easily believe
this statement. There, and indeed in all parts of the city,
the amount of building which is going on is simply astonish-
ing. Hundreds of structures to meet World's Fair demands
are being erected. Some of the new hotels are large
enough to accommodate several thousand guests each. By
the time the Fair opens, Chicago will have living accommo-
dations for not less than 300,000 strangers. Connected
with the Exposition management is a Bureau of Public
Comfort, through the agency of which many thousands of
visitors can be directed to hotels, apartments, boarding,
houses, furnished rooms, etc., where they will be comfort-
ably cared for at moderate prices. Eating facilities, both
outside the Fair grounds and in the numerous restaurants
in the Exposition buildings, will be so extensive that no
one need fear that he will not be able to get all he needs to
eat, and at reasonable charges.

Jewelry Notes.
Several tons of diamondiferous clay have arrived at

the World's Fair grounds, as a portion of the exhibit of
the Mining Department. The clay has been brought from
the diamond fields of South Africa, and it is estimated that
it contains gems worth about $25o,o0o. M. Berliner has
charge of the exhibit, and intends to bring a large number
of native diggers, who will handle the clay as it is handled
in the mines. The stones will be turned over to the cutters.
Chief Skiff has arranged to store the clay in the ore yard.
The stones will probably be cut by one of the large jewelry
firms which will exhibit at the Fair.

The design of E. J. Hertz, of Philadelphia, for a medal
to be worn by the Pennsylvania branch of the Women's
Auxiliary Committee at the World's Fair has been accepted,
and the contract for their manufacture has been awarded to
him. The design shows a keystone in red enamel, sur-
mounted by the arms of Pennsylvania on a white enamel
ground, and surrounded by a circle in blue enamel and a
wreath of laurel and oak leaves.

Tiffany & Co., of New York, being desirous of exhibit-
ing at the World's Fair ten or twelve of the finest predous
stones at present in their Paris house, recently inquired of
the customs officials if, by importing the gems under bond
to export at the close of the Exposition and having them
set in their New York house, they might be exempt from
the ten per cent. duty charged under the present taxa An
answer was received from Washington to the effect that if
the stones were to be set on the Exhibition grounds they
would be exempt from duty as are other exhibits, but that
if set in the New York factory full duty would be charged,
a nine-tenths drawback to be repaid to the firm on the
exportation of the gems. This decision not being satis-
factory, another application was made, resulting in a reply
from the Secretary of the Treasury to the effect that, by
having a portion of the New York establishment of Tiffany
& Co. set aside as a bonded warehouse under the charge of
a United States official, the stones might be set there and
be exempt from duty.

The State Commission of California has adopted a
design for a souvenir badge. It will consist of a gold top-
bar with the word California in black enamel surmounted
by a golden sunburst. From the bar is suspended a Cali-
fornia grizzily; at its feet appear the words Columbian
Exposition. Pendent is a hemisphere with the date 1893.
The badge will be about two and a half inches in length,
mounted on a copyrighted card.

The souvenir spoon concession at the Exposition has
been granted to B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., of Chicago. In
speaking of the mattere Mr. Alister is reported to have said:
Yes, the concession is ours, and we consider it a good

thing. My first idea was to offer a premium for a good
design, but our limited time would not allow of it. We will
depend upon the manufacturers for the designs. We have
figured on 1,000,000 spoons, and the contract can probably
be handled by one manufacturer. Should we find, after
getting started, that one maker cannot turn out enough
spoons, we will have the work divided. We s'ill have a
probable output of 35,000 to 40,000 spoons a week. There
will be from forty to fifty stands, which will be scattered in
all the large buildings, except the Government, Art, Public
Service and State Buildings. These stands will depend
upon the amount of space granted us, but will be of different
designs, and a few will be ornate. As yet we do not know
what we will get, but we have assurances that we will be
well taken care of.

The World's Fair authorities look upon this as one of
the largest concessions they had to give, and as we pay
them forty-three per cent. on gross sales, it makes our
interests their interests, and every effort will be put forth on
Loth sides to make it a matter of mutual advantage. We
are negotiating with all the leading makers for designs,
which are to be approved by the ways and means commit-
tee of the Fair, and whatever pattern they approve will be
the official spoon of the World's Fair.

4, The contract will be the largest ever given. Two or
more patterns may be adopted. The spoons will sell at
two dollars for teas, and a dollar and twenty-five cents for
coffees."

The Keystone Watch Case Company has invited
jewelers who may have in their possession any curiosities in
watches, watch cases, etc., to place same in that Company's
exhibit at the Fair, the goods being properly marked with
the names and addresses of the owners. This will give an
opportunity to many skillful but unpretentious jewelers to
exhibit and get due credit for products of their individual
ingenuity.
• Chief Robinson, of the machinery department, has a
steam-engine made of gold and silver which weighs less
than half an ounce. It w as made by Cyrus Chambers, Jr.,
of Philadelphia, when be was sixteen years old. Lieuten-
ant Robinson says the little machine can make 3000
revolutions a minute. It is composed of more than 150
pieces. The diameter of the cylinder is one-sixteenth of an
inch, the length of stroke three-sixteenths of an inch, and
the diameter of the fly-wheel five eights of an inch. The
cylinder crosshead and beam are made of gold, and the
boiler is composed of five separate sheets of silver. The
screws which bold the several parts together are so small
thai they can scarcely be seen with the naked eye.

OFFICERS OF THE

Chicago Jewelers' Association.

Prident,
A. L. SERCO1I13,   of the Meriden Britannia Company.

Vice-President,
M. A. MEAD,   of M. A. Mead & Company.

Secretary and Treasurer,
GROVE SACKETT,   of the Gilbert Clock Company.

Board of Directors:
A. L SERCOMB, President,
M. A. MEAD. Vice-President,
GROVE SAcxgrr, Secretary and Treasurer.

GEO. \V. CHURCH,   of the Seth Thomas Clock Company.J. W. TALBOTT,   of the Dennison Mantifacwriag Company.GEORGE WALLACE  of the Wallace Nlanufacturing Company.F. M. SPROEHNLE,  of F. M. Sproehnle & Company.A. HIRSCH ,   of A. Hirsch & CompanyH. M. CARLE,   of the Keystone Watch Case Company.

World's Fair Bureau of Information.
New Columbus Memorial Building,

Southeast corner State and Washington Streets.
L. W. FLERSIIF.Nt, Chairman,   of Lapp & Flershem.A. Mosscx, Se:retary, . . Formerly with Duchcr-Hampden Company.M. A. MEAD, Treasurer,   of M. A. Mead & Company.GEORGE J. COREY, . . of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Company.C. 1. DonGsHuN,   of the Waterbury Clock Company.J. P. BYRNE,   of Lyon & Healy.

.A Bureau of Information and headquarters has
been established by the Chicago Jewelers' Association, for
the use of their friends and patrons from all parts of the
world, who contemplate visiting the forthcoming World's
Columbian Exposition. From January ist to May 1st, 1893,
the same will be located at rooms 135, 136 and 137, Adams
Express Building, on Dearborn Street. After May 1st, the
rooms will be in the new Columbus Memorial Building,
southeast corner of. State and Washington Streets. A gen-
tleman of large general experience, speaking and writing
French, Spanish, German and English, has been placed in
charge. The following facilities will be afforded :

REGISTRATION.

By registering your name, residence when at home,
and hotel or boarding-house while in the city, telegrams
and mail-matter will be promptly forwarded, and cor-
rect addresses furnished to all inquiring for same.

HOTELS AND BOARDING-HOUSES.
A list of desirable hotels and boarding-houses will be
kept, with location, description and rates.

TELEGRAMS.

These will be receipted for, if requested, or their
speedy delivery promoted by means of our registry.

POSTAL BENEFITS.

A miniature post-office will be established for the de-
livery of mail-matter. Before leaving for Chicago the
jeweler who wishes to avail himself of these privileges
should leave orders that all mail and telegrams be
forwarded in the care of the Bureau of Information.

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE ETC.
Telegraph, telephone, stenographic, distri-t messenger,
livery, cab, express and baggage service arranged for,
and legitimate rates secured.

CHECK AND CLOAK-ROOM.

Parcels and small packages will be received and
checks issued for same.

A READING AND RECEPTION-ROOM, 
with writing facilities and stationery, will be provided,
where jewelers may meet their friends, attend to Lor-
respondence, etc.

OFFICE Rooms AND DESKS, 
in the general headquarters, will be provided for sec-
retaries and other officers of kindred associations.

A CHART, SHOWING

the location of the leading hotels and places of amuse-
ment, will be on file at the rooms, and every p.,ssible
assistance will be rendered to place visitors in posses-
sion of any necessary information regarding the city
and points of interest.

This service, being a portion of the contribution of the
members of the Chicago Jewelers' Association towaid
making the World's Columbian Exposition the must enjoy-
able and instructive display the world has ever witnessed, is
freely offered to jewelers' and kindred associations, with the
hope of benefiting the same, and securing a larger attend-
ance at the fair, and further extending the hospitable repu-
tation of the Association and the city of Chicago. Forty-
two of the wholesale and manufacturing jewelers of the
city are members of this Association, and are interested in
having the Bureau a success.

All parties desiring information, or wishing to be served
by the Association, are invited to address the secretary of
the Bureau, Mr. A. Monsch, at the address already given.

GUARANTEED TO STRIP MORE SILVER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
OF ROGERS" GOODS ON THE MARKET.
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Have you got our 1893 Catalogue?

Johnston Optical Co.

Price, $60.00.
This TRIAL-CASE contains the following articles, with first-quality round lenses, mounted withmetal rims : 34 pairs spherical convex lenscs, from 3, to 20 dioptrics ; :34 pairs spherical concave lenses,from y, to 20 dioptrics ; 2•2 pairs cylindrical convex -I4enses, from y, to 6 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindricalconcave lenses, from 14 to 6 dioptrics ; lit prisms, from 1 to 10 degrees ; 4 piano colored glasses ; 2 John-ston patent pupilary disks ; 1 piano while glass ; 1 piano white glass, frosted ; 1 piano white glass, halffrosted ; 1 rubber plate, solid ; 1 rubber plate with hole in center ; 1 rubber plate with stenopaic slit ;No. 1:307 Johnston's patent trial-frame, graduated—it registers pupilary distance, width and height ofnose, and how far out or in the bridge should be set : I of Snellen's test-types and astigmatic diagrams •1 trial-box, silk-plush lined and genuine moroceo-covered. The box is numbered in both diuptric andinch systems.

No. 1954. French Kid.
S.50 per dozen,

Detroit, Mich.

We illustrate above a PLUSH STAND, which holds five READING-GLASSES. one of each
size from two to four inches. We sell these stands for 75 cents each ; but to customers purchasing
one of each size readers we will make a present of the stand. The five reading-glasses in nickel.
plate will cost 85.00, and in gold finish 87.85; three nickel and two gilt, 86.10.

No. 914. No. 924.
$4.30 gross. $6.00 gro.s.

No. 925.
$6.00 gross,

No. 934.
$9.00 gross.

No. 935.
$9.00 gross.

No. 944.
$12.00 gross.

We illustrate above only a few styles of LEATHER AND MOROCCO SPECTACLE-CASF-S which we manufacture. Wemake over sixty styles of Chatelaine cases alone. Having had a good many Ytts experience in inantaricturing cases, with our improvedmachinery in that department, we are enabled to make a superior quality at a low figure. For other styles see our 1893 Catalogue.

The STANDART LENS-GRINDER, illustratedabove, is the best friend of the jeweler and optician. It willgrind faster than any other glass-grinder in the market, andleqvc a smooth surface at the same time. There is also awooden wheel attached to It for the purpose of putting_a mir-ror finish on the lens or watch-crystal if desired. Price.8140 each,

The above illustrates our patent SCREW-BOX, which
contains one gross of screws, assorted to In all kinds of spec-
tacks and eyeglasses. Each style is in a compartment by
itself. Price, $1.00.

No. 1996. Black Silk Velvet,
$S.50 per dozen,
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of

Jewelers and Opticians.

[Commenced April, 189o. Subscribers are advised to
tile all the back numbers, thus affording them (when com-
pleted) the ntost thorough treatise on the subject extant].

C H A ITER I.— I NTRODUCTOR V REMARKS.
CHAPTER -11.—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER 111.—TiiE EYE OPTICALLY ; oR, THE

l'ilysioLoay OF VISION.
CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS.
CHAPTER V.--LENSES.
CHAPTER V I.—NUMBERING op' LENsi.:s.
CHAPTER. VII.—THE USE AND VALUE ot GLASSES.
CHAPTER VII AnTrr REQUIRED.

CHAPTER IX. (Continued.)

METHOD OF EXAMINATION.

The eyes of myopic patients are large and
prominent, with occasionally some protrusion, but
scarcely enough so to justify the term exophthal-
mus. About ten years ago I had an interesting
case of both myopia and exophthalmus, the latter
being due to a tumor of the brain which resulted
fatally. The patient was a young man, twenty-
three years of age, who had always been near-
sighted but had never worn glasses. . R. E.— to.

lg. L. E. —6.D..= No stronger glass
would improve vision of left eye. About three
weeks before, this eye commenced to pain and water,
and a slight swelling was noticed which had grad-
ually increased up to the present examination,
when it was markedly exophthalmic. I prescribed
glasses for both distance and reading, and at once
placed him 'under treatment, but he remained
under my care only three weeks, when he went to
another oculist. • I afterwards learned that the
exophthalmus of the left -eye increased to such an
extent as to necessitate its removal ; then the right
eye in like manner became ophthalmic, and was
removed, and he died in six months, after great
suffering, with a tumor of the brain protruding
from both orbital cavities.

Illumination of Cornea.

[From Wells' Diseases of The Eye, by Bull.]

The condition of the conjunctiva next attracts
our attention, and we notice whether it is clear
and transparent, or congested and inflamed. At-
tention shouLl next be given to the condition of
the •cornea. The chief characteristics of this
membrane are its uniform transparency and its
smooth reflecting-surface, which, as a convex
mirror, affords an erect but diminutive image of
the objects placed in front of it. • In the healthy
eye the transparency of the cornea allows us to
see the fibrillations and the color of the iris with
perfect distinctness. These may be concealed or
seen but imperfectly, either on account of some
opacity of the cornea, or on account of turbidity
or cloudiness of the aqueous humor, due to the
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presence of blood or inflammatory products in the
anterior chamber. When the cornea itself is
cloudy, the cloudiness or opacity is at first seldom
uniform over the whole surface, and hence the
more transparent portions will often 'allow us to
see the condition of the aqueous humor and of
the iris beneath. Slight opacities of the Cornea
are liable to escape a cursory examination by
reason of the direction in which the light falls
upon them, or because they resemble in color the
background of the iris or pupil behind them. In
order to get the best possible view of the cornea,
the patient should be seated facing a good, large
window admitting plenty of diffuse daylight, but
not exposed to the direct rays of the sun. The
eye under inspection should not only be turned
successively in various directions, but the optician
should also vary his own point of view ; and in
any case of doubt, he should employ a convex
lens to concentrate light upon the parts observed,
and, if necessary, a second convex lens to act as
a magnifier, with which the better to examine the
illuminated surface. Or the same procedures can
perhaps be more satisfactorily done by the use of
lamplight.

Ce of Illuminating and Magnifying Lenses.

From Welk' Diseases of The Eye,.by Bull.]

Inspection of the cornea in this manner may
show that its surface is more or ■ess cloudy, or
irregular in shape, or ulcerated, or marked by the
cicatrices of former ulcers, all of which conditions
will materially affect the sight, and in such a way
as not to be remediable by glasses. . Opacities of
the cornea will appear by this oblique illumination
(which is reflected light) of a grayish or whitish
color, while the same spots seen with the ophthal-
moscope (which is transmitted slight) will appear
as dark. spots upon a bright red background. It
has many times happened that an optician has
spent considerable time in fruitless efforts to find
a lens that will .improve his patient's sight, much
to his own discomfiture and his patient's dis-
appointment, when finally a chance glance at the
cornea shows a cloudiness or opacity that can not
be remedied by any combination of lenses.

We next examine the aqueous humor, m-hich
should be perfectly clear and transparent like
water. When the cornea and aqueous hunwr
are both transparent, they allow the condition of
the iris and of its central aperture, the pupil, to
be clearly seen.

The chief characteristic of the healthy
iris is its lustrous striated surface ; while the
chief characteristics of the healthy pupil ate its
circular outline, its. free mobility and its clear,
bright blackness. After fifty years of age this
blackness is usually exchanged for a more or less
grayish or yellowish tint, due to the senile changes
in the crystalline lens.
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Inasmuch as the pupil contracts and dilates
with the increase and diminution of tension of the
accommodation, it can be seen that the mobility
and diameter of the pupil may afford indications
as to the state of the accommodation.

This inspection or examination of the exterior
of the eye, which has occupied so much space and
taken so long to describe, can, after a little prac-
tice, be completed in a few minutes, and we are
then ready to proceed with the examination of the
refraction and visual acuteness.

The optician should ask his customer how
and in what way his eyes trouble him. Don't.
put the question in such a way as to ask what is
the matter with his eyes, or he may reply that that
is what he wants you to tell him ; but the question
should be framed in such a shape that he will be
led to tell the optician the train of symptoms of
which he has to complain.

Unless the patient is too prolific, and is
disposed to take up too much of your time with
his tale, it is well to. patiently listen to him, and
allow him to make his statement in his own
language. He may say that he sees well enough
at a distance, and that his principal difficulty is in
reading, especially in the evening ; or that after
reading awhile the print runs together, or the eyes
water ; or perhaps he is compelled to stop awhile
and close his eyes and rub them before•taking a
fresh start. • The optician will at once recognize
these symptoms as pointing towards hypermetropia
as the probable cause of the trouble, or, in a_
middle-aged person, towards presbyopia.

Or he may say that he has no difficulty in
reading or writing, or any close work, but that he
can not recognize his friends across the street, or
that he can not see the expression of the preacher's
face in church, which symptoms would at once
lead the optician to suspect myopia. Or perhaps
the complaint may be that vision is not satisfactory
for either reading or distance, _with pain and dis-
comfort on using the eyes, in which case astigma-
tism would be suspected.

In any case of imperfect vision, it is desirable
to determine in the commencement of the exam-
ination whether the defective sight is due to some
error of refraction,. or to some organic disease of
the eye. Fortunately we possess in the " pin-hole
test " a method by which this point can be easily
and quickly determined.

A black metal disk haying a small pin-hole
perforation in its center (such as is found in all
the more complete trial-sets of test-lenses) is given
to the person, and he is told to hold it quite close
to the eye under examination, care being taken to
see that the pin-hole is directly in front of the
center of the pupil. This admits into the eye a
small pencil of the rays of light, which passes
through the axis of the refractive system of the
eye, forming a clearly-defined image for all dis-
tances. If this noticeably improves vision on the
distant test-card, then it is known that the refract-
ive system of the eye is at fault, and that a
similar or greater improvement in sight can be
expected from glasses ; but if, on the contrary,.
vision is not at all improved by the pin-hole disk,
then some organic disease of the eye may be
suspected, which is not remediable by glasses, and
which removes the case beyond the province and
aid of the optician. The pin-hole disk can be
used in the trial-frame over one eye, while the
other is excluded by the opaque disk ; but the
suggestion was made above to allow the patient to
hold it in his hand, and in this way it perhaps
could the better be placed directly in front of
the pupil.
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HaydellW.Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

WATCHES
%ite%%%%/•,SetV%%%4

We are prepared to furnish several special

Watches—some of them not obtainable elsewhere,
all very desirable for every Jeweler's stock.

Among others, we mention, as most suitable
for boys' use,

Waltham, 14 Size
Double Stock 0. F. Bond St.
Silver Hunting Bond St.
Metal Hunting Bond St.
Metal 0. F. Bond St.

We also have several Bargains in cases
and movements, of which we will be happy to give
descriptions on application.

Our Spring Price-List will be issued soon. It
is the simplest and at the same time the most
complete list published..

IlaydeilW.Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

Diamonds Watches Jewelry

ethicic/nz

Wholesale Jeweler,

A full line of the

following goods
always in stock:

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,

CHARMS,

TOOLS and

MATERIAL
A 42 05

.A(..157

ZLiveA.0-Z/e,
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

Orders for Materials
and Jewelers' Findings
accurately filled on short-
est notice.

Orders for the

Latest Novelties
and

NEWEST STYLES
promptly filled.

Gem Cabinet Specialties.
(Printed description of contents in lid of each cabinet.)

HIGHEST Possible Quality. LOWEST Possible Price.
Contains twenty-four metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.

Absolutely accurate. Micrometrical measurements.

No. 1.—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-Jewels—perfect fit. Assorted for Waltham, Elgin,
Hampdm, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes. - Complete, price, 83,25.

No. 2.—Contains eight dozen Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford and Illinois movements in all sizes. - - - Complete, price, $Same as above, but only four dozen Jewels, 

-t,
- - .. -

No. 3.—Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and Illinois
movements in all sizes—absolute fit. - - - - Complete,
Same as above, with only four dozen Staffs, - - - Complete, 

Price, $1
5
g
5
:

No. 4.—Contains twelve dozen long Case or Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,Rockford, Illinois and others. Blue and polished—flat and conical heads. Accuracyguaranteed. - - _ _ Complete, Price. $3.00.No. 5.—One box Hands—contains eight dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham andElgin Watches, in all sizes, beside three dozen each Second-Hands, 58. 6 and z sizes.
Complete, Price, 82.00.

Optimus (Best) American Mainsprings.
Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six ; averageset, not one in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for everymake. In he colors used by the watch companies. Price, $1.25 per dozen; Sts.00per gross. Sample dozen sent on application ; and if nut approved of, money returnedand nu charge made for those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same quality as above,
tagged and gauged as per Dennison, $1.00 per dozen; $12.00 per gross.

Optimus Gold Solder.
Best on earth. 6, so and 54 karat. Rich in color. Never balls : flows right into the joint.Can be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled into plate, so tough is it. This so:der willflow on any quality of job, even on good rolled plate.

Silver Solder. As above

Samples sent FREE on application.NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.
Complete stock always on hand.TERMS—lo per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per cent. 30 days.

John H. Jacobson,
Complete line of TOOLS, MATERIALS and CRYSTALS,

35 Maiden Lane, New York City.
or P. 0. BOX 2485.
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Too Safe by Far.
Serio-Ludicro-Comico Tragedy,

demonstrating that
One SHOULD Leave the S./able-Door Unlocked,

if He IVoztld not Have His Horse Stolen.

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

THE FOLKS CONCERNED:

The Pretty Girl.

The Horrid Brother.

Billy
and Twin Brothers, in love with The Pretty Girl.
Bobby)

71.mpus, the 7eweler—the Heavy Villain.
TIME : In the ne4rhborhood of April All-Fools' Day."
PLACE : Out in the told.

ACT. I.

has just left the _Pretty Girl's Parlor, and Bobby
is seen approaching in the distance.)

THE HORRID BROTHER : " Say, Nell, here
comes the other one—don't know which one, but
it's the twin of the fellow that's just left. Which
of those amiable duplicates do you like best ? "

THE PRETTY GIRL : " That would be telling."
THE HORRID BROTHER : " But, say—I want

to know which one to be p'lite to, and which to
give the g. b. when the time comes. Which is it,
Nell ?—that's a good girl ! "

THE PRETTY GIRL : " Will you never blab if
I tell you—honor bright ? "

THE HORRID BROTHER : " Cross my heart
three times—there ! "

THE PRETTY GIRL : " Well, I've a mind to
tell you, for I'm in an awful stew. You see, its
just this way : those twin brothers look so precisely
alike, and each one dresses and talks and walks
and thinks and makes love in such perfect counter-
part of the other, that I'm blessed if I know whi( h
is which at any time. One of them—but I don't
know which one—proposed to me twice yesterday,
or else each of them proposed to me once; and
—and Pm in such a state of mind ! "

THE HORRID BROTHER : " Oh, ho, ho ! 0 my
stars ! Ha, ha, ha ! Well, here is a mess ! And
have you accepted ?"

THE PRETTY GIRL : " Yes, and that is the
misery of it—for I accepted both proposals ! Of
course I was a goose, but then, don't you see, I
love one of those persons devotedly—yes, devotedly,
you ugly thing, and make the most of it !—but as
I don't know which one, I would not run the risk
of unintentionally rejecting the right proposal, so
accepted both. Now, whether I have accepted
one twice, and thus advertised myself as a remark-
ably forward young woman madly anxious to be
married, or whether I have accepted both of them,
and put myself under suspicion of a bigamous
intention, I can't say. It's all a muddle ! "

THE HORRID BROTHER : ‘` 0 Christopher
Columbus ! Tnis is rich ! So you are in love,
not with Billy or Bobby in his own personality,
but with the average of their individualities—with

. the indefinite He who is both and neither of them.
This beats all creation—and you're a daisy, you
are !
:1"HE PRETTY GIRL : " And you're a great

brute, and I hate you—so there ! "

( The bell rings ; they scamper off, she to dry her tears,
and he to " haw ! haw" ! in the seclusion of the butler's
pantry.)

ACT. II.

(Billy has sent up his card and is awaiting in the
parlor the arrival of The Pretty Girl. He is a little 'ut-
tered when he discovers TWO of his photographs facing each
other in her album, but is too conceited to argue the possi-
bility that 7'he Pretty Girl may have thought—or hoped
—one was his twin brother.

The bell rings again ; and Bobby enters.)

BOBBY : " Hello I You here ? Didn't know
you eBvIeLnLyknew ,, ymoyurggi

Come, now, that's good
.--but just a little presumptuous. Guess you
haven't heard—no, you couldn't have heard, for
it only transpired yesterday. Say—I've a notion
to 

t s in my thoughts !
tell 
BOBBY 

a gy : great sbt i gwsheactr e 
N

I have some news, just twenty-four hours old,
which I've a mind to tell you, if you promise to
sit down quietly and not fall over dead, or break
any bric-a-brac, when you hear it. Hush-sh-sh !
I'm ENGAGED

BILLY: " I tO0 ! "
BOBBY)
and (Speaking together.) " To—?"

BILLY
BILLY
and . (In the same breath.) "Nell ! "
BOBBY
(They glare at each other, each says a swear word to

himself; then they stare vacantly at the open fire ; Billy
walks to the window and looks out ; Bobby goes to the
mantel-mirror and looks in. While they are thus absently
employed, The Pretty Girl bounces into the room, sees only
Bobby at first, lays her hand confidingly upon his sleeve,
and says, "So glad to see you, dear !" 7'hen, discovering
Billy, she looks a moment from one to the other in evident
confitsion, but finally flies across the room, puts her arm
through Billy's and says," Pm so happy, dear I"

Bobby picks up his hat and cane, Billy puts on his
overcoat. Both start for the door.)

THE PRETTY GIRL (nervously): I fear
there's been some dreadful mistake ! "

BOBBY (savagely): " I know it ! "
BILLY (ferociously): " No doubt of it at all ! "

(Both look daggers at The Pretty Girl, who sinks into
a chair and begins to sob.)

BILLY (relenting): "Oh, here, now—don't
take on like that. It's all right—all right—Bobby
old boy, I congratulate you." ( Wipes a furtive
tear.)

BOBBY : " Come, come, Nell—this wOn't do
at all. My dear fellow, I wish you all the joy in
the world—don't worry about me. A trip to Cali-
fornia—or Asia Minor—and I dare say I'll pull
myself together in some shape," (Turns his back,
and is seen to apply his handkerchief to his eyes.)

THE PRETTY GIRL : " Gentlemen—I mean,
gentleman—that is, I mean, the one of you I prom-
ised yesterday to marry—"

(Rushing forward and speaking to-
gether): " That's me ./ "

BOBBY)and

BILLY
(The Pretty Girl swoons away. The twin beau.

brothers _fly around after smelling salts. Curtain, to slow
music.)

ACT III.
(Bobby and Billy are at home in their own rooms.

Bobby is stretched out on the divan, pulling at a cob pipe;
slz;bperea' feet are cocked up on a table. A photo-

graph of The Pretty Girl rests aganzst the lamp.)

BOBBY "I say, Billy, (pl.', puf) this
matter is pretty serious, all around. We're both
in love with the same girl ; and she's in love
with one of us ; and she's straight and honest as
any human creature that ever lived, and we want
to be perfectly fair to her, and to each other. She
evidently can't tell us apart, and we must assist
her in discovering which one of us is the happy
mortal who is honored with her undivided love.
Isn't that right? "

BILLY : " Spoken like the noble brother and
manly fellow you are ! Of course it's right, and
I agree with you as to our duty to help her out of
her confusion concerning the identity of her lover.
How shall we proceed ? "

BOBBY; " She evidently would be happy with
either of us, since we are so much alike that she
cannot tell us apart even when we are together.
Her fondness for me was shown in the caressing
way in which she greeted me with, So glad to
see you, dear I ' this afternoon, as you witnessed."

BILLY : " And her affection Ionize was exhib-
ited in her tender, I'm so happy now, dear ! ' as
yOU yourself heard her say to-day. So that she
has no choice between us. but is devoted to the
human male represented in duplicate by both of
us—is in love with the unit of our duality—and
could be happy with either, were other dear

charmer away.' We'll go to her and let her decide
between us, once for all ; and the wretch who is
rejected will promise to discontinue his suit."

BOBBY : " How do vou think she will decide?
Toss a cent, maybe? it would seem a graceful
concession to the loser, and a sop to his humilia-
tion, if she flipped a twenty-dollar gold piece to
decide—he wouldn't feel quite so confoundedly
cheap I L 'L'y

" Put on your things. This very
B )I 

night my fate I'd know ! ' "

ACT IV.
(The Pretty Girl's parlor at 9 P. AL The Pretty

Girl radiantly happy as she is told by Billy and Bobby of
their good understanding and their mutual desire to help
her unravel the knotty question of their respective fates.
She considers a moment—rejects the suggestion that such

a matter might be decided by flipping a coin, as being too
FLIPPANT—assumes a judicial cast of countenance and the
attitude of Portia, and delivers this judgment:)

" My dear Billy and Bobby—by which, of
course, I also mean my dear Bobby and Billy (for I
must address you collectively and not separate you
into units, and thus risk the chance of speaking
to Billy when I might intend to confer with Bobby,
or of addressing Bobby when I might have Billy
in my mind)—my dear One Man, whichever it
may be that has my heart, I will marry you to-
morrow afternoon in Rev. Dr. Gospel's study, at
five o'clock, sharp. If you present yourself there
in your double self, I, of course, cannot marry two
halves of your unified duality (does 'unified dual-
ity' sound right?), because of the law against
bigamy ; and I would then have to return to my
home unwedded, in the hope of some day meeting
with an individual of the opposite sex whose per-
sonality would not be obscured by questions of
duplication, with resulting embarrassments such
as necessitate this profound deliverance ! I trust
to fate to bring to Dr. Gospel's study but one cor-
poreal entity ; and fate shall decide which one of
this equal two ! This shall be the manner of it :
" You live in the same rooms, about three

blocks from the rectory. You will be prepared to
leave your rooms at five minutes to five. At exa( tly
three minutes to five, by my time—set your watches
now, so that there can be no mistake—you will
break away ' ; and the one who first enters the

door of Dr. Gospel's study with the wedding ring
secures my hand and heart. I insist on beirg
married with a ring. I feel certain that something
will interfere with one of you—which one, of
course, is perfectly immaterial—in your race frcm
your rooms to the good Doctor's study. So that
you see our several fates are hanging by this frail
thread of unforeseen accident ! But may the
best man win,' so that I may win the best man ! "

(A hand-shake all around, a pledge of continztea' affec-
tion, whatever the result on the morrow, mutztalwell-wishes
over a glass of sherry, and " ,good-night.")

A(Billy and Bobby are

ACT

Vessitg for ONE of their wed-
dings. They had been a'cram town together to visit Tempus,
the jeweler, from whom each bought a wedding ring.
Afterward, while Billy was pricing walking- sticks at the
back of the store. Tempers prevailed UP011 Bobby, at the front,
to replace the silver case upon his watch with a Filled Case.
He pointed out its advantages and remarked that it was
"a kind of ease that Wouldba:file burglars" ; but Bobby's
head was full of other thoughts, and he &right the case
without half knowing what Temples .was talking about.

At five minutes to five both were ready for the slrint-
ing match to Rev. Dr. Gospel's study, excep that filly
could not find a missing shoe. Bobby, under a conviction
that "all is fair in love and war," had concealed it in a
hat-box, so as to handicap Lilly in making the race with a
lop-sided gait, consequent on having to trot along with one
stockinged foot, through six inches of S1107.47. Lilly did not
know that Bobby had the same froverb in mind and had
quietly taken his (Billy's) wedding ring out of his vest-
pocket and hid it under the coverlet.

At three minutes to five they closed their watches with
a snap and started on a run ; but Billy outran Lobby, who
limped along. behind. As he approached the door of the
rectory, now coerfident of victory, Billy put his finger in his
vest-pocket to get the ring. horror ! it was not there!
He made a hasty, then a careful, examination of all his
pockets, Bobby every second shortening the distance between
them. Finally, in desperation, Lilly bethought himself of
the bow on his watch, and resolved that it should serve the
purpose temporarily. He lulled at the bcw. swore a suit-
able litle swear, tugged at it with all his might, swore a
little more appropriately, then frantically tu /sled and
strained at it with all the strength that he possessed ; but to
no purpose—it remained immovable. Lobby came along
perspiring and happy, rushed ahead of him—and Billy
slowly walked home, a disconsolate bachelor!

The next morning he called on Tempts, and this is
what transpired

BILLY : " Say, what did you tell me when I
was buying that watch case of you yesterday ? "

TEMPOS : " I explained to you it was the
latest good thing ; had a Non-Pull-Out bow
which would prevent any burglar from stealing
it 

BILLY : " That's enough I Let me tell you,
you blithering idiot, that a thing can be incon-
veniently good upon ...occasion ; and. while that
good thing ' may prevent a burglar from stealing
my watch, it prevented me from stealing the most
priceless jewel in the. whole world—and you're
a monstrous and unspeakable fraud for -foisting
such a remarkably unstealable article upon a needy
lover in an awful predicament—you wretched old
dunderhead ! "
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Do You or Do You Not
Bellew in Advatising?

Our • Test Case:
„.1+ Exactly four years have passed since the
-out thief-proof watch bow was introduced to

TRADE MARK

the public.

Up till that date everybody knew—many to their
cost—that the bows were merely sprung into the
pendant and easily severed from the case. The
want of a thief-proof watch bow was felt and
admitted, but the public couldn't help themselves.
When the new bow, our sole property, came into
existence, we at once set about advertising far
and wide its merits and manifest efficiency.

The Result:
It is e  to say to-day that the entire body of jewelers
and a majority of their cu.s-tomers are acquainted with
the thwa-out bow. They know not only of the bow, but

TRADE MARK

also that it is found only on Boss cases and other brands
made by us. Do you require any more conclusive p-oof
(2/ the _power of adverhS ? • The advertising was, of
course, more effective in this case„ because the bow was a
universal want and had merit to back A model qc,ihich
yois I can have for the (is lei ng- is- (Tonchicive as to 1/3-
efficiency. This cut e_Vlains it all

Keystone Watch Case Company.

Give us credit for better sense
than to manufacture watch cases that, perhaps, only one man

in a thousand can afford to purchase. "The manufacture,

On a large scale, of cases so expensive wouldn't pay us

their sale wouldn't pay you. When we introduced the

110W popular Novelties in Jas. Boss 14 K. Cases, we

Nvere fully aware that to make any article, however rich and

beautiful, a commercial success, its price must put it within

reach of at least a fair proportion of the purchasing public.

When you hear, then, of Jas. Boss 14 K. cases

A 4065

Diamond-Set,

Enameled,

With Raised Gold Ornamentation,

" Escalloped Centers,

" Antique Pendants,

D 507

don't jump to the conclusion that they are altogether too

expensive for you to handle with profit. We give you our
. .

positive assurance that while their beauty is fascinating, their

prices are not at all prohibitive. Cuts, of course, can't do

them justice. You may get a fairly true cut of a hat or a

spoon, but not of a diamond or of fine enameling. You

must get samples, with prices, to appreciate fully their

beauty and their salability. Just think, for instance,

of a Jas. Boss io K. case with escalloped center

as a seller!

Keystone Watch Case Company.
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[In order to insure an answer in the next issue, questions
Mould reach us by the rst of the preceding month.]

[We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of
optical subjects, and give advice in the management of diffi-
cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke
our assistance whenever they find themselvt s. in need of
counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history
of the case, please always give information on the following
points:

I. Visual acuteness of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).
4. Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines
5. Evidence of muscular insufficiency.]

" POCKET EYE-GLASS."-Can you tell me where I
can get a pocket eye-glass-one that will "tele-
scope" like a drinking cup P

Inquiry at several of our largest jobbing and
manufacturing houses elicited the same response-
viz : that they did not have such an article on
hand, that 'they had never seen one, and that they
had not even heard of such a thing.

K. ADJTJSTER."-For the first time I come to you
for advice on the fallowing case: A young miss,
age fifteen years, had to stop school from pains
in her eyes and back of her head, and for two
years, when she first discovered her trouble, it
has been increasing. Her general health is good,
and her eyes ap,aarently so, but she gets quite
nervous at times. If she reads five or ten min-
utes, it would produce intense pain. An optician
fitted her with sph. + .25 D. C 154° prism ext.
far each eye for constant use, and she derived no
benefit from them.
I examinei her eyes, and found the following,

viz.: V. A. 0. U. --= 3g, and some of the if line,
and the wider she would open her eyes, the
better she could see, far or near, but could not
maintain this for more than half to one minute.
V. A. 0. D. = i8, and the following combination
would give ease and make brighter, and lines
regular: Sph. + .25 D. C.:: cyl. + .25 D., ax. 900 =
; V. A. 0. S. = l cyl. + .25 D., ax. 90° =

For reading, 0. U. = 46 inch type; 0. D. =
cyl. + .25 D. ax. 90° C sph. + .62 D. = H; 0. S.
=A; cyl. + .25 D. C sph. + .25 = if. These are
the best results from two sittings. She rejects
the - lenses, and no sign of hyper, but has
spasms of accommodation, hence the trouble to
arrive at the above results. But now comes the
main point and cause of all the trouble. It takes
a 200 prism for each eye, base out, to bring the
vertical bar of light to the candle, and it is not
steady, as it varies as much as six inches to both
sides.

Now, owing to the above unsatisfactory re-
sults, I concluded that no sphericals or cylinders
would be of any benefit until the muscles were
corrected, either by cutting or prisms. Now I
would ask your opinion on the above as a whole,
and what is the best to be done in the case P I
have given her a 3° prism on each eye to com-
mence with, and it seems to do her more good
than anything she had. She has less of pain and
exertion at any distance, and reads with more
ease a type.. She has had the prisms but a few
days, and, if after a few weeks they feel comfort-
able, I intend to increase the strength, and
continue to do so as long as there is any im-
provement. She dreads an operation very much,
as her physician told her that such had to be
done to relieve her. You would confer a favor
by advising me, as there are more than me who
read these articles in THE KEYSTONE with
the greatest interest.

This is an interesting case, and very enter-
tainingly told, and our correspondent has shown
himself to be a very competent optician in the
very proper manner in which he has handled this
case, and I can not do better than to advise him
to continue along the line which he has laid down
for himself; that is, to increase gradually the
strength of the prism until it reached perhaps to
eight degrees on each eye ; and in this way he
ought to be able to afford considerable relief to
his young patient. But if prisms of this strength
do not afford the desired relief, then an operation
will most likely be necessary.

There is one point that I am not satisfied
with, and that is the vision of the right eye. A
young person ought to have better vision than
2 
2. • Even her correcting glasses do not raise

vision any higher, and I am inclined to qiink
there may be some hidden defect in this eye which
the lenses as prescribed do not correct.

Another interesting question occurs in the
consideration of this case, and that is whether
there is any deviation of either eye at any time,
and what is the inter-pupillary distance? One
would naturally think that an insufficiency as
great as this would surely manifest itself by some
slight strabismus, or turning of one eye or the
other, which would be noticeable to the observer.
The presence of such a condition would make an
operation all the more necessary, while the absence
of any noticeable deviation or turning would be
no contra-indication to it. But if the young miss
can be made comfortable with prisms, I would
not suggest an operation.

tf B. B., California."-Being new at the optical busi-
ness and appreciating very much your " Optical
Department," you would greatly oblige me if you
would note in your next issue of the valuable
KEYSTONE, the indications of muscular defi-
ciency and insufficiency and how to correct them.

Also, please explain the following, which I
found on page 181, of "A Treatise on 0?hthal-
mology, etc.," by Adolf Alt, M. D. " When the
refractive power of the two eyes is not alike, the
condition is called anisometropia. What glasses
are to be used in such cases must depend on the
special requirements of each case. It may be well
to give a correcting glass for each eye if the
difference is small ; in other cases it is better to
give a glass for the same focus for both eyes."

The above doctrine does not exactly tally with
what I have been reading in THE KEYSTONE.
I always thought that the opposite was correct-
that is, to give a patient " glasses for the same
focus for both eyes " when the difference is small,
and " a correcting glass for each eye if the differ-
ence is great."

The symptoms of muscular insufficiency are
the general symptoms of asthenopia, with which
every optician is familiar. When a patient comes
to an optician complaining of asthenopic symp-
toms, the first step is to test the acuteness ot
vision, and determine the condition of refraction
of the eye. In this way the presence or absence
of hypermetropia, myopia, or astigmatism is at
once made known ; but if none of these are
present, and the refraction of the eye is thereby
proven to be normal, or if one of these optical
defects is present, and the symptoms continue
after its correction by the proper lenses, then
muscular insufficiency may be suspected or some
disturbance between the functions of accommoda-
tion and convergence.

The most common form of muscular insuf-
ficiency is that of the internal recti muscles ;
the next most common is that of the external recti
muscles. The existence of either of these can be
determined by placing a prism io° to 150, base up
(or down), over -one eye while looking at a card
with a vertical line with a dot on its middle or at
a lighted candle twenty feet away. This causes
vertical diplopia, and if there is any departure of
either of the dots or lights from the same vertical
line, muscular insufficiency is present. If the
images are crossed, the insufficiency is of the
internal recti muscles ; if the images are on the
same side corresponding to each eye, the trouble
is with the external recti muscles. In the former
case, the insufficiency is corrected by ordering the
prisms bases in ; in the latter case, the bases of
the prisms are out.

In the correction of anisometropia, the rule
is to give each eye its proper correcting lens,
provided the difference betwevn the two lenses is

not too great. The aim should be to always fit
each eye with its proper lens if this is possible.
There is some difference of opinion as to the
maximum difference allowable between the two
glasses, the majority of authorities fixing the limit
at about 2. D ; but this is a matter about which
no fixed rule can be laid down, but each case
must be considered by itself and treated on its
own merits. Some cases can not bear a difference
between the lenses of more than 1. D., while
others can wear the glasses with comfort when the
difference is as much as 3. D., 4. D, and even more.

The reason why two glasses of widely differ-
ent focus can not be worn, is because the retinal
images which they form are so different in size
that the brain can not fuse them into one with the
ease and quickness which is so necessary to com-
fortable binocular vision. My rule is in cases of
marked anisometropia, to fit the best eye accu-
rately and then to give an approximate correction
to the worst eye, not allowing the difference to
exceed 2. I) to 3. I). It will be seen that my
practice differs somewhat from that of Dr. Alt,
as quoted above (who gives the same focus to each
eye), but it is the rule which I have followed in
my own practice and which I have taught my
students, and always with the greatest satisfaction.
Even though the advice of Dr. Alt dots not
exactly tally with THE KEYSTONE, yet we maintain
that our position is correct, and no one can go
wrong who follows it.

"OCULAR DEFECT."-A patient of passing sixty
years, with this correction, R. + 1.00 D. C. 4- .50
D., cyl. ax. 165'; L. + 1.00 D. C + .50 D., cyl.
ax. 15, sees and corrects all errors of astig-
matism fully. But they have diplopia, which a
total of five-degree prism, base out, relieves or
dispels. However, with t 2.50 D. sph. added for
presbyopia at P. P., the card appears concaved,
and this is dispelled by reversing the base of
prisms. How should prisms probably be pre-
scribed P

I do not know whether I fully understand
this case or not. Our correspondent states that
with the distance glasses, lie has a diplopia which
can be corrected by a five-degree prism, base out.
Now does lie mean that the patient suffers from
double vision, as he goes about wearing his correct-
ing glasses? Or are we to understand that this
diplopia of five degrees was only developed by an
examination of the eyes instituted • for that pur-
pose? To my mind it makes a great difference as
to Nrhich of these two conditions is the proper one.

The question a--; to how the prisms should be
prescribed I would determine by the regular
method of testing for muscular insufficiency. If
this showed the insufficiency to be in the internal
muscles, I would prescribe bases in, while if the
test showed the insufficiency to be of the external
muscles, I would prescribe bases out.

In other words, I would be guided in my
prescription of the prisms by the results of the
usual examination for muscular insufficiency, and
the strength and position of prism required to
bring the two dots in the same vertical meridian.
This would undoubtedly determine whether the
base of the prism should be in or out.

The concaved appearance of the card would
not of itself be a sufficient ground for determining
whether the prism should be base in or out.
Some alteration in the natural outline of objects
is very Common when persons first put on glasses,
whether the defect be myopia, hypermetropia or
astigmatism ; and this is all the more noticeable
when prismatic lenses are used in connection`with
the sphericals or cylinders. But if the lenses are
correct, this condition usually passes away in a
week or two.

Oeneva Optical Compan 
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Tile Geneva Lens-Measure Improveg.

opj. FEE 24189,
pp,T P ENDING.

CeAlE VA' 0 PIAC

C C AGO.

U. S. A.

Illustration full size.

Price, $10.00, net.

The improved Lens-Measure works upon the same principle as the original instru-
ment, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can
be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,
and in addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of more readily measuring
periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical, cylin-
dricaI or sphero-cylindrical glasses.

Prism-pleasure or ins-Colltoring Instant.

Price, $5.00.

We illustrate here a new device for the use of opticians and oculists for the purpose
of centering lenses, and also for measuring the degree of prism or prisms in lenses com-
bined with spherical or cylindrical surfaces. The instrument is so simple in its action
that a description is hardly necessary. The illustration will make plain to any oculist
or optician the entire practicability and range of its work. It will give instantly the
amount of prism in any lens. The value of such an instrument will be appreciated bythe trade and profession, as it is one of the most difficult and annoying parts of the busi-ness to analyze a lens and give the amount of prism, especially when combined withconvex or concave surfaces. Its action will be readily understood from the descriptionand directions for use sent with it.

No. 99,5.

WE STILL OFFER
Our New

Complete SolorDial Lenses
A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS,

in fine case, and contains

32 pairs + Spherical, 0.25 to 20 D.
32 it cc 0.25 to 20 D.
20 " 4- Cylinders, 0.25 to 8 D.
20 cc cc 0.25 to 8 D.
10 Prisms.
to Discs and Colored Lenses.
I No. 915 Trial Frame.
" 919

All mounted in metal rims, GOLD-PLATED on concave lenses,
plated on convex lenses. GUARANTEED ACCURATE.

nickel-

Price: $59.00, less 10 and 6 per cent. cash discount,

or Net Cash, $50. -

Now is the Time
to correspond with us about fitting up your
optical stock and preparing yourself to do the
business in a thorough and satisfactory manner.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY,
07 & 69 W ASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.
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The "Junior Rococo"
BRIGHT

FINISH.

The most salable pattern of

Sterling Silver Flatware
ever produced.

COFFEE-SPOONS. TEASPOON.
HEAVY. Small size, 8 oz. to the dozen.

Sold by dozen. Regular size, Do oz. to the dozen and
12 OZ. to the dozen.

Sold by weight
at manufacturer's price.

TABLE-SPOON.
20 oz. to the dozen and
26 oz. to the dozen.

DESSERT-SPOON.

15 oz. to the dozen and
20 OZ. to the dozen.

MEDIUM FORK. DESSERT-FORK.
20 oz. to the dozen and 15 oz. to the dozen and
26 oz. to the dozen 20 OZ. to the dozen.

The outline of each size is different, but all have the same general appearance, in true Rococo style.

WENDELL MPG. COMPANY,
The Silversmiths for the Medium Classes.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
After April 1, 1893.

93, 95' and 97 William Street,
Near Maiden Lane.

63 to 69 Washington Street
FACTORY,

Washington and Franklin Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
528 and 53o Market Street.

A. I. HALL ec SON, Agents.
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Elmer Bosst is about to open a new jewelry store at
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Emil Bihlman, McKeesport, Pa., will continue to do
business at the old stand, 230 Fifth Avenue.

The Columbus Watch Co. are to have a fine exhibit at
the World's Fair, and are already at work on same.

Leo Wormser, the New York manager of the Julius
King Optical Company, was recently in Cleveland, 0., on
business.

Geo. W. Shepardson, lately with the Gorham Co., is
now acting in a similar capacity for Enos Richardson & Co.,
New York.

George Greenzweig & Co., San Francisco, Cal., have
moved to No. 2 Sutter Street, a much better location than
their former one.

William G. Snow will go on the road for the
Meriden Britannia Co. His route will be in the New
England States.

Ed. B. Hoffman, with Sigler Bros., in Ohio and
Indiana, is hard at work among his customers this month,
with the usual good results to his house.

Harry Marquardt, son of G. W. Marquardt, Des
Moines, Iowa, died at his home in that city some time
ago. Remittent fever was the fatal malady.

J. C. Keith, Sandy Lake, Pa., has sold out to Frank
Craig. Keith will embark again in business at New Castle.
Craig was formerly of Barcalow & Craig, Mercer, Pa.

The last of the machinery of the old Aurora Watch
Factory, Aurora, Ill., arrived in Lancaster, Pa., recently,
and was put in position in the new Hamilton factory in that
city.

J. C. Crawford, for several years past Pennsylvania
and Virginia traveler for Goddard, Hill & Co., Pittsburg,
has been promoted, and now has charge of the office of this
firm.

Ovaitt & Warner, the prosperous young silversmiths
in Portland, Oregon, have struck a bonanza in a souvenir
spoon of which a prominent part of the design is an Indian
arrowhead. The spoon is having a big sale.

Carl Schomburg, Columbus, Ga., met recently with a
painful accident. While running, a lead pencil that had
been frozen in the ground penetrated his foot, and he was
for some time confined to his bed in consequence.

M. Golding, Waco, Texas, now occupies the entire
store, No. 316 Austin Avenue, part of which he occupied
previously. This reveals the enterprise of Mr. Golding, as
well as the prosperity which be has been enjoying.

Boyd Park, of the firm of Joslin & Park, Salt Lake
City, Utah, is mourning the loss of his wife, whose death
occurred some weeks ago. Mr. Park has the sympathy of

his numerous friends in the trade, THE KEYSTONE included.

Levy, Dreyfus & Co., New York, have made up,
especially for opticians, a most convenient grindstone
apparatus for lens-grinding, which is meeting with large
success. Testimonials from opticians are icing daily
received.

Owing to the death of Ralph S. Hamilton, Providence,
R. I., the firm has been dissolved, but the business has been
assumed and is continued by Ralph S. Hamilton, Jr., and
his brother, Robert M., under the old title of Hamilton &
Hamilton, Jr.

The Fancuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass., have now
the Crosby lathe ready for shipment, and prompt attention
to all orders can be relied on. Last year's sales show the
very rapid strides in trade favor made by the products of
this Company.

Jos. W. 'Steadier has started a general watch, clock and
jewelry repair store at 475 King Street, Charleston, S. C.,
where he will also keep a stock of goods. Mr. Meacher is
a skilled and experienced workman, and has been in the
employ of several leading jewelry firms, all of whom
eulogize his workmanship and business capability. We
wish him success.

John W. Sanborn & Co., wholesale dealers in optical
goods, Boston, Mass., have moved to 414 Washington Street,
where they have leased two floors to accommodate their
rapidly increasing business. Their new premises allow
them double the floor space.

Rigdon & Rigdon, Norman, Oklahoma, recently bought
out D. W. Pennell of that city, and will hereafter conduct
two jewelry stores. Mrs. Rigdon, who is a skilled practical
jeweler, will have charge of the old stand, while Mr. Rig-
don will do business at the new.

J. T. Anderson, the hustling jewelers' auctioneer, re-
cently closed a successful sale at Bradford, Ill., for C. Rich-
ardson, and immediately afterwards began another for the
Dayton Jewelry Co., Dayton, Ohio. This is Mr. Anderson's
fifth sale in Dayton in four years. By his deeds they know

'him.

The following board of directors was elected at the
annual meeting of the Waterbury Watch Co. : A. S. Chase,
H. E. Russell, Israel Holmes, E. L. Frisbie, Jr., H. W.
Scovill. The directors elected as officers: president, A. S.
Chase; treasurer, E. L. Frisbie, Jr.; secretary, E. L.
White.

After the usual rush of the Mardi Gras trade, Wm.
Schweigert, of Augusta, Ga., suffered considerable loss by
the bursting of a water-pipe on the second floor, which
damaged his handsome parcrusta ceiling. Had the fracture
occurred in the night, big damage to his stock would have
resulted.

J. C. Bailey, Hamden Junction, 0., has moved into his
new store, which has a glass front twenty by thirty-six,
probably one of the finest in the State considering the size
of the town. The other fixtures are proportionately rich
and decorative. Mr. Bailey is an extensive and skilled
advertiser.

4. Find enclosed One Dollar for renewal
of my subscription to THE KEYSTONE.
I find more valuable information in it than
in all the balance of the jewelry journals
combined. Would not be without it"—
CHAS. H. FRY, Jeweler, Fort Worth, Texas.

There is but little use in filling a man's head with
knowledge, if you do not teach him how to put it to practi-
cal use. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn., has both.
accomplishments in an eminent degree. The graduate from
his watchmakers' school is a workman in the genuine money-
making sense of the term.

Charles \\T Barney, formerly on the road for Tilden,
Thurber & Co., Providence, succeeds Mr. Shepherd as rep-
resentative of the Middletown Plate Co. ir. New England.
Mr. Shepherd will hereafter devote his entire time to the
Sterling Silver Souvenir Co., which is to have a new factory,
probably at Melrose, Mass. -

At the annual meeting of the Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.,
Hartford, Conn., the following directors were elected:
William H. Watrous, George W. Watrous, David B. Ham-
ilton and George R. Curtis. The officers elected were:
William H. Watrous, president, treasurer and manager, and
George W. Watrous, secretary.

The Nicholas Muller Art Bronze Co., New York, are
supplying a money-making novelty to the trade in the shape
of a souvenir book-mark made of aluminum with detachable
and interchangeable heads of poets. The idea is an ex-
cellent one, and will appeal to the proclivities of all readers.
Why not get an early supply?

The following New Britain, Conn., jewelers have en-
tered into a joint agreement with local merchants in other
lines of business to close their stores Tuesday, Thurs.lay and
Friday evenings until further notice: S. H. Wood, E. F.
Bennett, W. T. Burritt & Co., William F. Emmett, M. P.
Leghorn and Robert Swanston.

Henry F. Anthony, who is representing L. Black & Co.
in Ohio and Indiana, is making a phenomenal success.
S. Aronsberg, who represents the same house in the North-
west, is doing ditto. C. M. Cassal, who represents them
in Pennsylvania and New York, is one of the leading sales-
men in his line, and is doing a big business, while 1'. H.
March, who represents them in the West, is also showing
big results. S. Caro, who is representing them in the South-
west and on the Pacific Coast, is sending in many large
orders.

F. R. Clayton, the ubiquitous jewelers' auctioneer, has
just been plying his hammer, with the usual successful results,
in Michigan, where he recently finished a fruitful sale for
C. H. Cole, of Owosso.. Mr. Clayton's intimate knowledge
of jewelry of all descriptions makes his natural auctioneering
ability of maximum advantage to the trade.

L. H. Ludwig, general engraver, at 155 State Street,
Chicago, Ill., has removed to Masonic Temple. Mr. Lud-
wig is a large trade engraver, and offers his practical facili-
ties to a limited number of jewelers who desire to perfect
themselves in the art of engraving. Terms reasonable and
facilities unexcelled. For particulars address as above.

The store of L. F. Giering, Bethlehem, Pa., was
recently the scene of a destructive fire. Mr. Giering's loss
is $5,700. Of this $5,500 was covered by insurance. The
most valuable portion of the stock and the customers'
watches were in the vault and escaped injury. The store
will be re-opened and business continued as soon as things
are put in order.

Frederick William Wurzburg, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
was recently married to Miss Josephine Louferski of Wright,
Ottawa County. The wedding was locally a big social
event. Mr. Wurzburg belongs to one of the oldest and
largest families in the city and conducts a flourishing
jewelry business on Canal Street. THE KEYSTONE extends
'congratulations.

The beautiful mammoth watch signs manufactured by
Lon Barnhart, 9o8 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.,
which now enjoy a national reputation, are to be seen in all
parts of the country. Among those who recently procured
these signs are Davidow & Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; W. A.
Defibaugh, Bedford, Pa.; W. Clyde Roper, Lewistown, Pa.
and Baldwin & Martin, Winchester, Ky.

The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co. are making a
pocket timepiece shaped similar to the most expensive -
watches. It has been named the Mascot, and, no doubt,
will prove to be one. These sell at such a low price that
every man, woman, boy or girl can have 44correct time," no
matter what station in life they occupy. Mr. Atwater, the
agent of the Company, 13 Nlaiden Lane, New York, states
that the factories are running full capacity to fill the great
demand for these goods.

Owing to the very large demand for their complete
material catalogue, Swartchild & Co., Chicago, are having
another ten thousand edition printed, which will enable
them to place one in the hands of every watchmaker in the
land. A postal card will bring you one. Mr. Swartchild,
of this firm, says: 44We never were more busy. Orders
are coming thick and fast, and our trade is gradually ex-
tending into new territory. We are exclusively a material
house, and our success shows that it pays to carry one line
and do it well."

The store and stock of J. M. Visanska, Laurens, S. C.,
consisting of watches, clocks, jewelry, optical goods, musical
instruments, tools, materials, etc., was recently completely
destroyed by fire. Even the contents of the safe suffered
from the ferocity of the flames. Mr. Visanska is a popular
citizen, and has much sympathy in his loss, which was only
partly coyered by insurance. He expects to be able at an
early date to make arrangements that will enable him to
continue his business, and his friends promise a continuation
of their support.

Every jeweler in the State of Mississippi was recently
the recipient of a postal card which read as follows:
"Jewelers' Association. It is time that the retail jewelers of
Mississippi should take steps toward organization. A call
to this effect is made, and you are hereby asked to become a
charter member of this Association and to meet with us in
Jackson, Miss., Monday, February 20, 1893. Please give
this your earliest attention and answer this at once as to
whether you will meet us or not. Note day and date as
above. Fraternally. yours, M. Henry, Wesson, Miss.
February 2, 1893."

F. Simon, Lonaconing, Md., has sent us a postal card
which reads as follows : 44 Abe Samson is wanted here. He
is a Russian Jew, about twenty years of age, about four
feet ten inches in height and weighs about no pounds;
smooth face, Jewish countenance, black hair, dark eyes and
dark complexion. Claims to be a watchmaker and repairer.
When last seen wore a black suit and derby hat. Speaks
with Russian accent. He opened up a repair shop here
and skipped with a number of gold and silver watches
which had been left with him to be repaired. Easily iden-
tified. Very small man. Arrest him and notify William
Weedy, Chief of Police, Lonaconing, Md." I
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"The Spider" Again in the Ink
Bottle.

UST the ordinary sized order-book is still being car-
ried by the boys going South this spring. Business

is much about the same. Some report it as being
very fair; others, as being only fair to middling;

but, anyway, although things are admittedly quiet,
except, perhaps, in one or two of the bigger cities,

yet there is every prospect and promise of their soon being
better. There is a far healthier tone, a more hopeful feeling
and a brighter outlook than has prevailed for some time past.

All things considered, the South has come through the
early spring trial in excellent shape, allowances being made
for the past two poor seasons, which have greatly impov-
erished whole districts and communities, and given a terrible
ordeal for many able, capable and perfectly solvent mer-
chants and storekeepers to struggle through. But here we
are in the middle of February with scarcely any Southern
trade failures. The few that have gone were never very
strong, or looked upon as A i risks. Such a showing speaks
whole volumes to their credit. Producing cotton—two
immense crops—and then being forced . to sell it at a loss,
sometimes, too, at a great loss, and never at a profit, would
try and test other communities more adversely than it has
done the South.

There are not. many changes, as yet, to note among
" the boys "—still the same good, old faces both calling
and to call on. There are one or two we could wish to see
and their pleasant companionship will be missed ; but we
trust their absence is only temporary, and that all will soon
be on the war-path again.

Reports have it that the Beau Brummel of the road,
‘, Jake " Zinneman, is shortly going to wed an estimable
young lady from the Convent of the Sacred Heart, where •
she was a novice on probation. It is a matter of much
congratulation among his family and friends, for " Jake"
was getting quite giddy and worldly, and this, it is hoped,
will sober hint down.

Another silverware man, Sarni. Hughes, was not out so
early this spring by ten days. His Company had wired
him to stay indoors and take especial care of himself during
the recent inclement weather, as " good men were scarce."

A well-known and very popular jeweler in Charlotte,
N. C., John Farrior, is a great lover of fine poultry, which
he raises extensiveIy. At one time he had quite a number
of valuable prize birds—Bantams, Dorkings and Plymouth
Rocks—but the Charlotte papers have just announced that
he is now going in for " gobblers," and that he had just
received a first consignment of live from the eastern part of
the State weighing forty pound's each. Can your readers
just try to imagine what weight these glorious Thanksgiving
birds are going to grow to, and what a feast there will be if
John decides to invite a few of us ? He is a right good
host, too; has a charming wife, two fine boys, a dear, little
pretty homestead, a fine, fast trotting-horse, a nice, solid,
good-paying business, is only thirty-one years of age, has
good health ; and what could a fellow wish for more ?

The great diamond king of the South is unquestionably
A. M. Hill, of New Orleans. "Stule," as be used to be
called in his boyhood days, is advertising " the largest
genuine diamond in America " on view. There is no exag-
geration in this. True, it has just a suspicion of color in it,
or otherwise a prince's ransom could not buy it. It weighs
seventy-four carats, is perfect and of perfect shape, slightly
elliptical, measuring one and three-eighth inches in length
and one inch in breath. He has refused more than one very
large offer for it, so that he can claim to have the largest
genuine diamond in America in his own personal collection.

Frantz & Opitz, of New Orleans, have moved into their
new store and like it very much. It is beatuifully fitted up,
and more conveniently situated nearer Canal Street. Their
trade this last Christmas was the largest they ever did, and
they most worthily deserve it.

Mr. Maier, of Maier & Berkele, and Charlie Crankshaw,
two of Atlanta's jewelers, were both in New York buying
new supplies a few weeks ago.

The New Haven Clock Co. report their Southern
spring trade as being exceptionally good, especially so in
the cheaper class of goods, for which they are so famed.

The Julius King Optical Company's representatives
go out this year not only with an extended and increased
line, but also with a new system ot sample cases; carrying
their goods in elegant leather rolls, beautifully lined with
red velvet, and the opera-glasses in trays specially fitted to
each. " Ed " Mayer. their Southern man, was better
quipped than ever,

Poor Ed. Von Seutter, of Meridian, Miss., has been
very sick with the prevalent la grippe, and for many days
away from his flourishing little business, which he has well
established through his own energy and skill.

The Lumsden boys, of Richmond, Va., are now com-
fortably settled down in their fine new store, a little higher
up than their former one on Main Street. The genius of this
concern is little David, but, though small of stature, he is
large in experience, ability and business capacity. Their
trade has grown very largely of late—quadrupled what it
was three years ago, both in sales, repairing and their very
popular optical department. They rank now among the
very top of Richmond jewelers.

We much regret to have to announce the sad and sud-
den death of the beloved wife of friend Gunter, of the
Gilbert Clock Co.

W. D. Dreher, late of Knoxville, Tenn., is now per-
manently located in the office of Simons, Bro. & Co., Phil-
adelphia, where he is connected with their retail department.
" Where did you get that hat ?" is the ever-occurring

question put to Kinscherf & Co.'s dandy, Jules Schuman,
who is now displaying himself in one of Dunlap's latest
44 mushrooms." It is, indeed, a beauty, brown in color, full-
brimmed, crushed in at the top ; with a patent refrigerator,
looking-glass, mustache, or lip-beard, comb and brush
arranged inside.

J. T. Scott & Co.'s boys were the last of the travelers
from New York out on their new year spring trips, the first
man not leaving until February Sth ; but they are all hustlers
and soon make up for lost time, or rather, time that has
been spent in an elaborate 5ystem and process for the
rejuvenating of their stocks, and the addition of all the
latest and most carefully-selected novelties, each man carry-
ing three large trunks full to the brim. The petite Scott
brothers are a splendid combination; careful, shrewd, and
very able business men. The senior, S. C., personally
superintends their large diamond department, while the
genial awl popular J. T. always gives a hearty greeting and
pleasant welcome to all comers, making their many visiting
clients feel perfectly at home and happy.

Mr. Carter, of the great house of Hayden W. Wheeler
& Co., is winning many friends in the South, where he has
" caught on " well. I le likes the people and they seem to
like him; while the firm, were it pos:ible, seem to stand
even higher than ever. We much regret to hear that Mr.
Carter has been seriously indisposed ; so much so that Mr.
Willard Wheeler has been requested to relieve him until
convalescent.

Morris Lissauer has recently joined the diamond house
of W. L. Pollack & Co., New York, to cover their Southern
territory. Morris has an extensive connection in the South,
which he started to visit the end of January, and we have
no doubt be will be able to report trade and prospects as
being good. The brave little " Billie," W. G. Pollack, left
for the West. at the same time. He still carries the two
bullets in his arm, though he is otherwise in good health,
and looked as jolly as a sand bag.

J. P. Stevens & Bro., also of Atlanta, claim that they
have now sold out all of their surplus stock, and in future
arc going to confine themselves to specialty lines only ; that
is, watches, diamonds, solid gold and solid silver, cut glass
and engraving.

Your correspondent, " Spider," recently received a very
clever and original letter from jeweler Blue, of Atlanta, Ga.,
commencing:

" Dear (a large sketch of a spidcr),
There are no (sketch of a number of flies) on you.
Yours truly, E. NV. Blue."

This poem should be set to one of the" Hymns Ancient
and Modern " tunes, a common or peculiar meter, and sang
sadly. It would then rival poet Charlie Cranshaw's world-
famed " Silver Song." Two jeweler poets in one town!
Ye Gods, what a feast! SPIDER.

Panting For Fame.
A Witchita, Kan., ten-year-old prodigy is the author of

the following essay on " Pants "
Pants are made for men, and not men for pants.

Women are made for men, and not for pants. When a
man pants for a woman, and a woman pants for a man,
they are a pair of pants. Such pants don't last. Pants are
like molasses ; thinner in hot weather and thicker in cold.
The man in the moon changes his pants during the eclipse.
Don't you go to the pantry for pants, you might be mis-
taken. Men are often mistaken in pants. Such mistakes
make breeches of promise. There has been much discussion
as to whether pants is singular or plural. Seems to us
when men wear pants, they are plural, and when they don't
wear any pants, it is singular. Men go on a tear in their
pants, and it is all right but when the pants go on tear,
it. is all wrong,

Pittsburg Letter.

Here, as in many other places, there is a snow clog on
the wheels of trade, and seasonable spring weather is being
awaited with impatience. The severe cold, however, seems
to be detrimental to the retail trade only, as the wholesalers
report a satisfactory business, and orders from the traveling
representatives are encouraging both in number and size.
This latter fact, considering the adverse climatic conditions,
augurs well for the early future when these conditions will
no longer obtain.

Charles McKee recently sold out his stock and has
retired from business.

G. B. Barrett & Co. are seasonably busy, and the
February volume of their transactions, despite the snow, will
fully equal, probably exceed, that for the corresponding
month last year. They are showing an elegant stock in all
lines, and the patronizing attention they are receiving from
the trade is well deserved.

R. L. McWatty & Co. have decided to discontinue
their china and brie a-brac department, and are now dispos-
ing of their stocks of these goods. Limited space, conse-
quent on recent -alterations, necessitated the discontinuance.

G. B. Barrett and daughter have left for the Bermudas,
where they will remain several weeks.

Chas. Hauser has purchased at sheriff's sale the stock
and fixtures of James McKee, who has retired from business
on his own account. He will, however, be Mr. Hauser's .
manager.

Charles Loughman now has charge of the material and
jobbing department of G. B. Barrett. & Co. Being a
thorough watchmaker he is certain to give satisfaction in
filling the above firm's many orders. Mr. Geo. West of this
house is doing a good' trade, with a fine line of samples.

R. P. Steele, of E. P. Roberts & Sons, is now the
Western representative of the S. Cottle Co., New York, with
headquarters at Chicago.

C. H. Weinhaus, the auctioneer, has opened a jewelry
store on Liberty Street, near Smithfield Street, which will
Le run by his son, Samuel Weinhaus.

Otto Homan, of G. B. Barrett & Co., has engaged with
J. C. Grogan to take charge of the art department.

Heeren Bros. & Co. report an excellent trade, consider-
ing the season, and their large stock is being encroached on
with significant rapidity. All deficiencies, however, are
made up as soon as they appear, so that all orders can be
attended to with satisfaction and dispatch. Their art de-
partment is monthly attracting more attention from their
patrons.

Wm. Roe, formerly watchmaker for James McKee, has
zone into business for himself at Gerwig's.

Traveling men here recently were Mr. Bradshaw, of
Meriden Britannia Co. ; Mr. Hopkins, of Meriden Silver
Plate Co. ; Mr. Davis, of Middletown Plate Co.; Mr. Trewin,
of Keystone Watch Case Co.

'II take pleasure in inclosing One Dollar for another
year's subscription to THE KEYSTONE, my year being
up with the current number. I place great value on it
as a trade journal. It certainly contains more reading
matter and valuable information than any of the many
trade papers that have come to my office."—CLAY
HENRY, Ironton, Ohio.

Careless Clerks.
There are some employees in stores who, though not

really dishonest, are equally dangerous to merchants.
These are the careless ones. Though they will not actually
stenl, still they are as criminal as the thief. The losses
incurred through the carelessness of employees often escape
notice, for it is a species of viciousness the results of which
are not always apparent. Yet the merchant suffers all the
'same. Perhaps we are wrong in deeming this trait vicious.
At worst it is but a deplorable weakness of character, often
not latent, but acquired by an unwise training. For the
possession of this drawback in character, people invariably
have to lay the blame with those on whom their early
training depended. The boy who learns his early lessons
from the man who conducts his business in a slipshod or
haphazard manner cannot help possessing a disregard of
order in his later years. Habits are easily acquired, but it
is wofully hard to rid oneself of them, especially if they are
bad habits. The clerk who is careless in even the most
trivial things, never will be successful. Business, like life,
is a series of incidents; on the attendance of each item
depends the success of the whole. The man who shirks,
disregards or ignores trifles will not be successful in the
main, for great things are but aggregation of little
things, 
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OLD RELIABLE

eflAINS

Every retailer

should make sure that

every Chain he buys

bears one of these Tags
and has our Stamp,

WILS.B.*
on the swivels.

TaHIS plan of stamping the initials of the manu-fcturers on the swivels was originated by

W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to the con=

trary notwithstanding) and is a guarantee of

quality.

NOTE. This, like our endorsement, can be proven.

Superfine Quality.

24 Plate. 14 Karat.
0 • Warranted to

Assay 14 Gold.

Swivel stamped
" 14 K. M. "

Extra Fine Quality.

CO 0
Eé1!le

9 0 Globe Filled,
  Seamless Wire,

Gold Soldered
Joints,

Warnented
WIWI.

Swivel stamped
" Globe " inside.
"w. & S. B.*" outside.

Regular Quality.

Old Reliable.
0 w.& 8.B.*•

Seamtesa Wire.

Swivel stamped
"w. & S. B.*" only.

Second Quality.

(WARRANTED
14 Kt. Plate.

\ 10 Kt.6old Solder
\,.._Seamless Wire Vi

Swivel stamped
"w. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

Second Quality.

,WARRANTED
T • 14 Kt,

Swivel stamped
" W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

(The above trade-marks are patented.)

Having received complaints that tags have been changed on our goods, dealers should
note carefully that the swivels are stamped with the quality to

correspond with the tags, as noted above.
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Benumbed business has at last bathed her stiffened
joints in the spring sunshine, and the hustler is once again
in his element. The reaction from comparative dullness
and mellower weather arrived simultaneously, and a breezy
activity is already everywhere noticeable. A prominent
jobber on the Lane laconically described trade as " again
looking up," and this seems to be a fairly representative
opinion. Reports from travelers are more business and less
verbose than for some time past, and record-making for 5893
seems to have already begun. A fair trade with brightening
prospects sums up the situation.

George W. Pratt & Co., of 14 John Street, have dis-
solved partnership by mutual consent, George W. Pratt
retiring. Ira Goddard will continue the business in his
own name.

The business of W. & S. Blackinton seems to have been
but very slightly, if at all, interfered with by the prolonged
cold weather. Their ubiquitous and restless representative,
Ernest Block, - returned recently from the West, having
eclipsed all his previous spring performances in the line of
order-taking. Mr. Block is fortunate in being able to utilize

his ability in disposing of an article of exceptional merit.
The W. & S. B. chains are " way up " in trade favor.

B. Veit, 69 Nassau Street, and his stock are still on
the move. The Lindstrom " Indestructible " Swedish pliers
must have quite captivated practical jewelers, judging by
the unusually large influx of orders for these tools. They
certainly seem perfect in their way, and fully merit their
sudden popularity. •

John E. Shepard & Co., of 134 Maiden Lane, will
soon dissolve partnership, John E. Shepard continuing at

the firm's present address. William A. Keddie will engage

in business for himself in the Havemeyer Building, corner

of Cortlandt and Church Streets.

H. B. Peters, the popular purveyor of jewelers' supplies,

is out for spring patronage with multitudinous inducements.

His offers are well worthy of early attention, and the trade

would do well to keep an eye on his notices on the advertis-

ing pages of this paper.

J. J. Cohn seems determined this year to improve on

his already national reputation for badge, emblem, pin and

charm supplies. His present stock of these goods is a marvel

-.in designs and intrinsic merit. The variety seems endless.

During his recent visit to Europe M. D. Rothschild

purchased a remarkable ring set with an Ural emerald and

two Golconda diamonds. The ring was given to Madame

Grisi, the famous singer, by the Czar of Russia, and recently

sold at auction with her effects.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co. have now at the disposal of

the trade as large and elegant a stock as ever charmed the

eye or tickled the pocket of the self-reliant jeweler. All

lines are equally complete, and their patrons would be con-

sulting their own interests by taking advantage of the

opportunity.
William T. Cross, eldest son of Alfred F. Cross, of the

firm of Cross & Beguelin, 17 Maiden Lane, was recently

married to Miss Edith Brinckerhoff, eldest daughter of

G. G. Brinckerhoff, president of the Butchers' and Drovers'

National Bank. The church was specially decorated for

the oc:asion, and the ceremony, which was attended by

leading jewelers, was performed amid gorgeous surround-

ings. Among the many handsome presents bestowed upon

the happy couple was a chest of assorted silver from Mr.

and Mrs. Alfred F. Cross, a generous check from Mr. and

Mrs. G. G. Brinckerhoff, and a solid silver tea service from

the directors of the Butchers' and Drovers' National Bank.

Every optician should take advantage of the special

opportunity given him by Levy, Dreyfus & Co. to secure an

efficient opticians' grindstone on stand. The stone is partic-

ularly adapted to grinding lenses, and the price is surprisingly

moderate. See the Company's notice on another page.

L. Black & Co.'s business has just received a sudden

impetus, partly due, we suppose, to the advent of springtide,

and partly to the order-taking peregrinations of Sol. K. Jonas

in the West. The latter reports prospects in distant sections

as being quite bright, and the contents of his communications

indicate the strength of Western confidence generally. The

demand for optical supplies is now brisk. This Company

have seven travelers out, and each man carries a world of

novelties in different styles of spectacle and eye-glass frames.

Their March offering is a startling bargain, and a surprise to

the trade. See their " ad." on another page.
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The travelers of J. T. Scott & Co. are now in their

respective territories and expatiating to the trade on a line of

samples well calculated to arouse dormant eloquence. There

are supplies for all in the big Maiden Lane emporium, and

the salesmen on the road can sound their praises without

doing any violence to their consciences.
The increasing demand for non-magnetic watches is a

sufficient reason why the wide-awake jeweler should have a
supply among his spring stocks. Modern conditions have
made these timepieces necessary for many, and desirable for
many more. The Paillard is the autocrat in the non-mag-

netic line, and the Non-Magnetic Watch Co. have now large
supplies of these at the disposal of the trade.

The Azure Mining Company, 41 and 43 Maiden Lane,

report a big demand for their turquoises. In fact, the supply

is said to be insufficient to meet trade requirements.
The firm of Henry Dreyfus & Co. will remove their

business from their present quarters, 25 Maiden Lane, to
larger and more commodious offices on the first floor of

4 Maiden Lane. The change, it is expected, will take place
early in March.

The New York Standard Watch Co. made a motion
before Judge Andrews, of the Supreme Court, recently, to
set up in their defense, in the action brought against them

in that court by the H. B. Clafiin Co., the judgment which
they lately obtained against the plaintiffs in the,city court.

A. K. Sloan, of Carter, Sloan & Co., his wife and
daughter, left recently on a four weeks' tour through the
South.

Odenheimer, Zimmern & Co. have started out to catch
their share of the spring trade with the never-failing bait of
a stock of unsurpassed excellence; and as fishermen for

orders the staff of this house is second to none. The Com-
pany have a profitable knack of satisfying all patrons, and
hence their high standing in trade favor.

Henry Zimmern & Co., who cater to the requirements of
the jobbing trade only, have a profitable specialty in their
now celebrated " Superior " mainsprings, the merit of which
has been proven by the conclusive test of actual wear. This
Company is the sole agent for many tools that form an in-
dispensable portion of the up-to-date practical jeweler's
paraphernalia.

February 1st completed the thirtieth year of the business
of the firm of Cross & Beguelin, and the occasion was
fittingly honored. In 5863 this well-known firm started
business in their present location.

Henry E. Oppenheimer & Co., 47 Maiden Lane, have
given Joseph W. Weiss an interest in the business. This
will strengthen the bonds of goodfellowship existing between
Mr. Weiss and the trade.

Beautifying the show-window has now been reduced to
a science. In this connection we know of no more ingenious
or effective device than the electric revolving show-stands
of Frederick Pearce, 77 and 79 John Street. The cost is
very moderate, and the expense of running merely nominal.
Benefit by the contrivance while it is novel.

L. Hirsch, of Koch, Dreyfus & Co., sailed recently on
the Teutonic for a European trip. The object of his trip
is the purchase of diamonds and other precious stones.

A. W. Atwater, assistant manager of the E. N. Welch
Mfg. Co.'s salesrooms, 13 Maiden Lane, who was confined
to his home by a severe cold, has recovered and is again at
work.

Abe Harris and Louis Moss, representing R, L. & M..
Freidlander, started recently on their respective routes.

At a recent special meeting of the board of directors of
the New York Jewelers' Board of Trade the following elec-
tions took place : Herbert M. Condit was unanimously
re-elected secretary ; finance committee—August Oppen-
heimer, A. J. G. Hodenpyl, Max J. Lissauer were unani-
mously re-elected; arbitration committee—Geo. E. Fahys,
Frank H. Richardson, F. R. Simmons, David Untermeyer,
J. C. Aikin were unanimously elected; membership com-
mittee—Jos. B. Bowden, David Keller, E. V. Clergue were
unanimously elected.

'Of course I want THE KEYSTONE. I have re-
ceived it ever since it was published. Tile boy thinks
he can't get along without it, but my wife is 'kicking'
because THE KEYSTONE told us about .The Tramp
Clockmaker' getting married."—EDWARD M. CHASE,
Bay Spring, Michigan.

In a recent tire in Severance, Kan., six stores were
burned out. Among them was the jewelry store of Burnett
Bros. The entire damage is estimated at between S6o,000
and $75,000, the Messrs. Burnett suffering to the extent of
nearly $600—all covered by insurance.
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Personal Interest in Business.

Some advice given recently by our wide-awake contem-
porary, Business, to retail storekeepers generally, seems
specially applical le to the retail jeweler. " Business life,"
says our contemporary, "especially with the retail storekeeper,
is too often a monotonous round of daily routine month after
month and year after year. The same hour each morning
finds him entering his store to attend to the same circle of
duties which.have occupied his time and attention for many
years. The weary waiting for customers, the exhibition of
goods to the possii le buyer, the tedious recital of their
merits, the final tying of the parcel, and the familiar phrases
of commonplace conversation, are the same yesterday, to-
day and to-morrow. The goods on the shelves seem never
to change. If an article is sold another takes its place, and
the surroundings take on a sameness which only serves to
complete the atmosphere of monotony which surrounds the
dealer and colors his thoughts. Little wonder, then, if he
soon becomes an automatic, machine-like dealer, and settles
down into a rut of action difficult of escape. There may
be times when he partially realizes his position ; but instead
of causing him to stem the tide of habit, it only serves to
embitter his thoughts and sink deeper the narrow wheel
into the rut he continually travels. That such a business
life is not to be commended as an element of commercial
success is self-evident, and that it is a waste of life and its
opportunities is equally apparent.

It does not always pay, in a mere money sense, to be
enterprising. Some of the brightest merchants in America
have often been sorely pressed for money to carry out their
enterprises, but their lives have made an impress on business
methods for which the world is indebted. Success cannot
be satisfactorily measured alone by the dollars it controls,
nor can a business man be said to have a proper conception
of life who finds his sole satisfaction in the contemplation of
his savings. The dealer who operates a small store has in
his field just the same set of opportunities as has the mer-
chant who manages the largest enterprises, and he may, if
he will, exert himself, rise above the round of daily duties,
and turn the current of his affairs into the broad highway of
modern progress. The old-style counters and shelving may
be as strong as finer ones, and hold as many goods, yet if
he will put in modern fixtures it will freshen his surround-
ings and very likely improve his trade. Attractive show-
cases cost more than time-worn styles, and require more
attention to keep them clean and bright ; but the dealer
who has a few handsome cases in his store feels a pride in
their appearance, and that sort of pride is what keeps men
alive and makes life worth living. When he has the new
counters and cases he will notice that the windows need
some attention, and he will begin to find a pleasure in
arranging them for better effect. The former routine of
duties will lose their barnacle of monotony, and assume an
individual importance and interest which before had seemed
impossible. The man has found a source of satisfaction
which will develop as his business views widen. He studies
the methods of progressive merchants, reads about them,
visits their stores, asks the traveling salesmen for new ideas,
and is on the constant outlook for better ways of carrying
on his business. No detail is too insignificant for his careful
consideration. Before long, so earnest are his efforts, he
becomes a pattern for other business men, and serves as an
example of what a small storekeeper may achieve if be will
only make the necessary exertion to get out of the old ruts
which have made his existence monotonous."

The Waltham Horological School, Waltham, Mass.,
still continues on its way with an ironclad confidence
founded on prestige in the past and extensive present
patronage. John Stack has received from the school a large
order for lathes, and the Waltham Electric Clock Co. are at
present constructing for the institution one of the finest
regulators that can be made. These are unmistakable
evidences of success, and success in this competitive age is
by no means accidental.

7Inzely Topics is the appropriate title of a new and
breezy little monthly journal devoted to the watch and
clock trade. The paper is published by the "Timely
Topics Company," i I Spruce Street, New York, and the
subscription price is fifty cents.

John A. Keane, who formerly took in all of the West-
ern territory for the great Providence ring house of Ostby
& Barton. now covers the territory between Chicago and
New York for this firm. D. A. Wilkins has Chicago and
the Western country for this house.
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Clocks.

ET us imagine that to carry out the details of
construction of a torsion pendulum clock
to run for 480 days, we make use of an

eight-day movement, beating seconds, and
having an escape-wheel with thirty
teeth. Now if we arrange our

torsion pendulum to beat minutes, we can place
the minute band of our clock on the escape-wheel
arbor and it will make a full revolution in one
hour, and the minute hand move forward once a
minute. A very little experimenting will enable
us to hit on the right diameter and weight of ball,
C, Fig. 1, to get the excursions to very nearly
occur with one-minute intervals, which subsequent
manipulations will readily bring to time.

Let us further suppose the main wheel which
propels our movement makes eight full revolutions
in a period of 480 days, and requires a weight of
eight pounds to drive it. Now if we desire to
make this same train run the clock for one hun-
dred years, we must add wheels which will cause
this main wheel to revolve seventy-six times eight,
or 6o8 times. As regards the weight we should
employ, if with the additional wheels suppose
the weight fell no farther than would be usual
with an eight-pound weight on an eight-day clock,
which would be about two feet, the weight for
propelling the new train would weigh 6o8 pounds.
If, however, we allowed the weight to fall through
six feet of space, it would only need to be one
third as heavy, or about zoo pounds.

The additional wheels for a hundred-year
clock need be but two, one giving eight and the
other nine and a half revolutions. We show at
Fig. 3 the necessary train, in addition to the ordi-
nary eight-day clock train, to make a clock which
will run one hundred years with one winding. We
place on the arbor of the main wheel of the eight-
day movement we have been talking about, a
pinion of fifteen leaves, and provide a wheel of
I 20 teeth to work into it. On the arbor of this
120-toothed wheel, we place a pinion of sixteen
leaves, and then arrange a wheel of 152 teeth to
work into it. This last named wheel now becomes
the main wheel, and rill revolve but eight times
in one hundred years.

We show at Fig. 3 such a train with the
proper number of teeth marked on each wheel
and pinion. Cast-iron wheels with engine-cut
teeth are the kind to employ for the extra wheels
E F. It would be well, for the sake of graduating
the wheels to the work they are called upon to
perform, to employ different pitches for each
wheel, that is, say, use a wheel of twelve diametri-
cal pitch for the great wheel .17 and its meeting
pinion b; while we make use of twenty diametri-
cal pitch for the. wheel E and pinion a.

In experimenting we can use a common
thirty-hour pendulum clock movement with a re-
coiling beat escapement, arranging so the excur-
sions of the torsion penduluin will cause the
escape-wheel to revolve once an hour. We show
at Fig. i a very simple arrangement of parts for
maintaining the vibrations.of such a torsion pen-
dulum. The arm B has two small holes drilled
in it through which the suspension wires A A'
pass. These holes should only be a moderately
close fit for the wires A, as it is desirable to have
it in our power to adjust the height of the arm B.
We show at Fig. 2 a view of the arm B, seen in
the direction of the arrow f, Fig. 1, with the
holes c c for the wires AA' to pass through.

Now, of course it is evident that the arm B
will oscillate back and forth, in the direction of

the double-headed arrow e, as the wires forming
the pendulum twist in alternate directions ; and if
we apply a little power to the end of this arm, it
will soon be discovered how easy it is to maintain
the alternating motion of the ball C, Fig. i. To
carry out our experiment let us get some number
thirty spring-brass wire and cut off a piece about
forty inches long. We next cut two pieces of
number fourteen or sixteen sheet-brass about three-
eighths of an inch wide, by one inch long, and
bend one end to an L-shape. We show at Fig. 4
such a piece as if seen in two directions ; diagram
L being a front view, and diagram LI a side view
as if seen in the direction of the arrow i. About
the right prOportions for the bends are shown in
the cut. Diagram L", Fig. 4, is an end view of
L, seen in the direction of the arrow j.

The holes indicated at n n, diagram L",
receive the suspension wires A A'. These holes
should be about three-sixteenths of an inch apart.
These pieces are shown in position at L L, Fig. 1.
To get the wires of even tension, we can double
the single wire and place one piece, L, so it comes
to the doubled loop, at which point it is secured
with soft solder; the opposite ends are now passed
through the holes n n in L, and twisted up until
the pieces L are about eighteen inches apart.

Next secure the piece L, which has the wires fast
in it, to the bench-vise, and pulling on the other
L-shaped piece, draw the wires tight, and get the
L-shaped pieces at right angles to the wires A and
then soft-solder the other L-shaped piece fast.

Only a little solder should be employed. It
is well to let the twist uniting the loose ends of
the wire remain ; inasmuch as a persistent pull on
a wire under the conditions imposed in this case
is pretty nearly sure to loosen it and draA-v it out.
For maintaining the arm B in position on the
wires A A, a good plan to attach B to the wire A
is by splitting B as shown in Fig. 6. In this cut,
k is a clamp screw, and I merely a hole to give
spring to B.

"If jewelers would read carefully and do business
through firms advertising in THE KEYSTONE, and let
some of the traveling salesmen have the go by, they
would be much better off."—I. J. SHA_RICK, Tacoma,
Washington.

A Clerical Watch-Doctor.
We heard a good story recently of a Welsh squire who,

some time during the last century, took it into his head to
be very angry with a poor curate who employed his leisure
hours in mending clocks and watches, and actually applied
to the Bishop of St. Asaph with a formal complaint against
him for impiously carrying en a trade. His lordship having
beard the complaint, told the squire be might depend upon
it that the strictest justice should be done in the case.
Accordingly the mechanic divine was sent for a few days
after, when the 1 ishop asked him how be dared to disgrace
his diocese by becoming a mender of clocks and watches.
The other, with all humility, answered, " To satis'y the
wants of a wife and ten children." " That won't do with
me," rejoined the prelate; " I'll inflict such a punishment
on you as shall make you leave off your pitiful trade, I
promise you "; and immediately calling in his secretary,
ordered him to make out a presentation for the astonished
curate to a living of at least 2800 per annum. —Ez.
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As to Keeping Watch Records.
EDITOR KEYSTONE.

I was talking to a brother jeweler the other day about
keeping an accurate record of watches that were left with
us for repairs, and was surprised and shocked at the sordid
views which he expressed on the subject. He said that he
only kept the number of the movement and an account of
what he did to it in the way of repairs for his own pro-
tection, and insinuated that if he did not, be would be
imposed on by a dishonest public, which astonished me
beyond measure. Then be went on to argue the matter in
a way that I thought ought to be made public—to his shame
and confusion.

He said that if a man wanted a description of his
watch he might make a record of it himself, and not expect
every watchmaker (perhaps twenty or fifty times in the life
of the watch) to make and keep it for him. He said he did
not see why tailors, gunsmiths, carriagemakers, shoemakers,
etc., etc., should not keep records too. He could not see
for the blessed life of him why one should keep a record of
a three-dollar watch any more than a $3oo ring, or a fifty-
dollar watch than a fifty-dollar chain and charm. He ad-
mitted that either one might serve to identify some corpse
once in a million times, though, as for that matter, we
very seldom see a corpse laying around loose without an
owner in this town. Then he instanced the case of a jew-
eler who spent, on an average, ten minutes a day for twenty-
five years recording watches, which, in rough figures, would
make a hundred days' work. At five dollars a day this
would mean the loss of ,Ssoo, and during this time he was
only called upon once to refer to the book for a stolen watch,
and for which be did not get as much thanks as the boy
expressed when he returned the hammer that his father had
borrowed with the remark, " here's your darned old hammer.'

Thus he continued to run on until I was fairly ashamed
of him. He said he didn't care a " continental " for all the
glory he could get out of helping to ferret out thefts and
murders. He didn't see just clearly why jewelers should
constitute themselves a band of private detectives, serving
without pay, any more than any other class of men. He
spoke of the man who made money by minding his own
business. lie thought it better to sell goods or wag the
tweezers than to be witnesses in inquests.

Now, friend KEYSTONE, I am afraid there are others in
the trade who bold very much the same views, and can't you
do something to show them the error of their ways? We
can all do a great deal to make our business high-toned and
respectable, and this detective business is a move in the
right direction, and if we stick to it we may yet graduate
from the bench and the counter and get a job on the " force."

Yours very truly,
ERNEST GREEN, Bangor, Me.

Wonder What It Is?
GENTLEMEN :—Allow me to congratulate you on THE

KEYSTONE of 1893, which I honestly and sincerely believe
to be the organ of the retail jewelry trade ; therefore I take
the liberty to write you. The retail jeweler has lots of
trouble with the outsiders, such as druggists, grocers, fancy
storekeepers, and others who carry a line of watches, jew-
elry, etc., and are continually cutting prices. In competing
with them there is very little profit left for the jeweler. I
have been in the jewelry business for the last five years,
and have had the experience. The evil must be overcome,
and the sooner the better. Now, I think I have a plan
which will answer the bill, and if we unite, it can be
accomplished. I would suggest that we have a convention
at Chicago next summer, composed of delegates of the
U. S. retail jewelers, and I will come and explain my plan.
If it be not suitable, then probably they will be able to find
another. I will say, however, organize and subdue the
evil. "United we stand."

Your obedient servant,
SAMUEL LEvIN, Marengo, Iowa.

We are in receipt of a handsomely compiled and
copiously illustrated pamphlet just issued by Parsons' Hor-
ological Institute, Peoria, Ill. It contains a description of
the school, testimonials, names of past graduates and pupils,
and much miscellaneous information that intending watch-
makers will find instructive, and intending pupils will find
necessary.

At the eighteenth annual meeting of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association, held at Toronto recently, P. W.
Ellis, of the firm of P. W. Ellis & Co., was elected second
vice-president.

Columbus Memorial leutioing
about libet let

As soon as our rooms are completed in the Columbus Memorial Building, southeast corner
Washington and State, we shall move from our present quarters to the new location where, with
increased facilities, we will be better prepared than ever to serve our patrons.

IN THE MEANTIME, WE HAVE MANY INDUCEMENTS TO OFFER ON CERTAIN LINES IN OUR
STOCK, which we do not wish to move. Also some fine fixtures to sell at low prices. We invite the
trade visiting the city to call early, also to correspond with us on any line they may wish to purchase.

c Viamonb amporters, —

CbiCagoIR. Knigibts & eo. uat b o les aalenbaew e lets



258R . Wallace 8z Sons Mfg. Co.
Pieces- now ready

in Waverley"
pattern:

Tea Spoons, 6 oz.
" 8 oz.

Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Coffee Spoons, large.
" " small.

Orange Spoons.
Tea-Caddy"
Jelly
Pap
Ice Cream "
Dessert Forks.
Medium "
Salad
Oyster
Medium Knives.
Dessert
Butter
Pie
Butter Spreaders.
Sugar Shells.
Sugar Tongs.
Child's Sets.
Cream Ladles.
Bon-Bon Scoops.
Ice Cream Knives.

Ig

gg

If

ig

Other pieces in
preparation.

Silversmiths.

MEDIUM FORK

THE WAVERLEY.
DESIGN PATENTED.

Factories: Wallingford, Conn.
New York Store : 3 Park Place. • Chicago Store : 86 Wabash Ave.

JOHN W. SISSON, Manager. GEO. M. WALLACE, Manager.

WALTHAM
NOROLOQICAL
5CHOOL

PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

Tliorougn Instruction

in

in all its

iragileS

The Oldest and Best Equifified Horolog-

ical School on the Continent.

Thorough Instruction in Horology, En-

graving and Ophthalmology.

WALTHAM, MASS.
The vast majority of repairers of watches, located away from large cities, are obliged to carry a line of

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.

Do You Know How to Fit Them .9
If not, you are not doing justice either to your customer or yourself. If you do, you have the other fellow " at

A BIG DISADVANTAGE.
We have added this study to the curriculum of our School and have secured as Instructor a first-class Professor

in Opthalmology. No extra charge is made to regular students for instruction in this branch.
We also give thorough instruction in

ENGRAVING iN ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Our reputation as instructors in

WATCHrIAKING AND REPAIRING
is thoroughly established. The hundreds of pupils who have graduated from our School are the best possible
testimony to the efficiency of the instruction.

A graduated pupil from this School can repair or construct a duplicate of any watch ever produced in Europe
or this country.

We agree to pay any person's expenses home who may come to this school, if we do not show him right here
more Advantages for speedy and thorough learning in ail I:ranches taught than will be found in any other similar
institute in this country.

We also furnish Free tools arvi material for pupils to use while here ; also material for making small tools for
themselves, which they own when finished.

Ttiorougli Instruction

in

Watclimakillg
and

Repairing
N. B.—Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

PLATE of iron, about half an inch thick,
and perfectly flat on the upper surface,
should next be provided, of such a
size as will enable us to lay the zinc

plates upon it to be heated. A
plate eight by ten inches is a good size for exper-
imental work. This plate should .be heated by
a gas or petroleum burner up to about 18o° F.
Let us now study the situation, so as to under-
stand the conditions involved in the mechanical
problem of producing a plate of sufficient relief to
be printed from in an ordinary type-press.

Under the conditions imposed by the process
as far as it has been carried, if the zinc plate is
placed in a shallow vessel of cold water, and the
surface rubbed gently with a pellet of cotton, the
water would penetrate the thin film of printers'
ink which overlies the bichromated gelatin, and
all the soluble portions of the gelatin film would
be washed away, leaving on the surface of the
zinc black lines corresponding to those of the cut
we wish to produce.

These lines of gelatin form, to a certain ex-
tent, a protecting coating to the zinc ; and should
the zinc plate be immersed in dilute acid these
lines would, for a brief time, protect the surface
of the zinc so we would obtain a very slight relief
of the parts so protected. But before those por-
tions of the plate which should appear white
would be etched deep enough for successful print-
ing, the gelatin lines would " break up " and the

1 l'44 2

acid act on the entire surface. Under these con-
ditions it is imperative that the resisting power of
the surfaces coated with bichromated gelatin
should be reinforced. We think we can make the
philosophy of this process better understood by
briefly recapitulating the details of the zinc-etching
process we have been describing.

We first make a drawing on pure white paper
with the blackest India ink, and for simplicity
let us suppose the drawing to be the crossed and
parallel lines shown at A B, Fig. 1. The next
operation is to make a photographic negative of
the drawing, said negative, after developing and
fixing, presenting perfectly transparent lines cor-
responding to every black line of the drawing.
Next in the process is to coat a smooth zinc plate
with a thin coating of bichromated gelatin, and
then placing this surface under the negative of
transparent lines, with all the other portions of its
surface absolutely impervious to light.

The bichromated gelatin surface of the zinc,
exposed under such negative for about five minutes
to clear sunshine, is affected in such a manner that

the portions to which the sun penetrated are insol-
uble; and if we carefully wash the zinc plate with
water and a lock of cotton, or soft sponge, all

the gelatin will wash away except where the light
rendered it insoluble. The problem at this stage
is to sink all the portions of the zinc surface, ex-
cept where the gelatin-coated lines exist. The

best method so far discovered is to eat away with

acid such portions of the zinc as are not covered

or coated with the albumenized gelatin.

From this on, the process of photo-engraving
on zinc is almost purely a mechanical one, and
lies chiefly in various processes we can bring to
our aid to assist the gelatin protection (at the
lines) to resist the action of the acid. The first
assistance of this kind we can afford is to coat the
gelatin with printer' ink, as directed at the close
of our last article. Such a reinforcement to the
resistance of the gelatin surface aids materially,
but, still, it is not enough, and we must resort to
some scheme by which the coating of printers' ink
can be given more ability to prevent the acid get-
ting to, and acting on, the zinc covered by the
bichromated gelatin lines.

To do this we prepare a box in which we can
produce an atmosphere of fine rosin-dust, and
allow it to settle on the surface of the zinc. We
show at C, Fig. 2, a cubical box made of thin,
light boards, with a shallow drawer placed at a, in
which the zinc plate can be placed. To use this
box we put some fine rosin-dust (colophony) in
the bottom at e, and, after violently shaking the
box, set it down ; and, after raising the stnall lid
at b, insert the drawer a, containing the zinc plate
with the inked bichromated gelatin surface upward.

On this inked surface the rosin-dust settles,
and by gently heating the zinc on the iron plate
mentioned at the opening of this article, the rosin
will fuse in with the ink, but still it will not pre-
vent water from reaching the soluble portions of
the bichromated surface on which the light has
not acted. By the rosin process we have added
materially to the acid-resisting power of the lines.
It is of the highest importance we should make
the ability of the plate to resist the first etching
as great as possible, because the success of all sub-
sequent etchings depends on the perfection of the
first. The first etching should sink the surface
about one seventy-fifth part of an inch.

"I received more than fifty answers from my ad-
vertisement in THE KEYSTONE."—J. H. OPANIEL,
Giouster, Ohio.

A Very Ingenious Wheel-Cutting Attachment.

Mr. George L. Skinner, of Santa Paulo, Cali-
fornia, sends us photos of some very ingenious
attachments he has invented and constructed for
his Webster-Whitcomb lathe. It seems Mr. S. had,
before purchasing his new Webster-Whitcomb,
a i54 Whitcomb lathe, which he very ingeniously-
utilizes in his wheel cutting and milling device,
using the head-stock, attached to a vertical slide,
for holding wheels to be cut. The division-plate is
attached to the arbor of the i4 Whitcomb head
attached to the vertical slide. A slight modifica-
tion of the arrangement of the parts, and the
device becomes a compound milling-machine well
adapted for rapidly producing pieces of complex
form applicable in a thousand ways to the wants of
the watchmaker. Another slight change in the
arrangement, and the device becomes a vertical
drilling attachment with a screw-feed. Our ex-
pert in such matters says he has seldom seen such
highly ingenious mechanical conceptions as skill-
fully carried out as Mr. Skinner has conceived
and executed in his combined wheel-cutting engine,
compound milling tool, and vertical drilling at-
tachment. Mr S. has not patented his invention,
but gives it as a goodwill offering to his fellow
members of the ingenious craft of watchmakers.
We presume Mr. S. would send prints from
the same negatives as those forwarded to us, to
watchmakers who would like to construct such
an attachment, for money enough to cover cost of
printing and postage.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

President, -..
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,  • Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

J. B. BOWDEN,  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.
Second Vice-President,

HENRY HAYES,  Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.
Third Vice-President,
  Of Keller & Unterineyer.DAVID UNTERMEYER,

BERNARD KARSCH,   Of Bernard Karsch.
Secretary,

GEO. H. HODENPYL,   Of Hodenpyl & Sons.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

H. H. Burrs,   Of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
N H. WHITE,   Of N. H. White & Co.
F. KROEBER,   Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
HENRY Assort,  Of Henry Abbott & Co.
JOHN C. DAY.,   Of Day & Clark.

For further information, application blanks for membership,
by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. r70 Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee of the Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held at the Alliance office on Friday, February
10, 1893. There were present H. H. Butts, chair-
man ; Bernard Karsch, treasurer ; Messrs. White,
Kroeber, Day, Abbott, Burkman and Geo. H.
Hodenpyl, secretary.

The following were admitted to membership:
D. H. Blinn & Co., 175 Asylum Street, Hartford,
Conn. ; Cornelius Bauer, 27 North Main Street,
Paterson, N. J. ; F. W. Meyer, 928 Main Street,
Kansas City, Missouri ; G. i. Elliot, 194 Main
Street, Paterson, N. J.

First Vice-President,

Treasurer,

What is a Trade Paper?
Seems a simple question to answer, doesn't it? And

yet it were almost easier to say what it is not. At least it
would take fewer words and would touch less points. We
believe that we are safe in saying that you have never asked
or been asked the question, What is a trade paper? " and
if so, have never given or received a very lucid reply. Let
us consider one together, and perhaps, by combined effort,
we may throw some light on the subject.

In the first place, there are the advertisements. Don't
you say you never read them, for you do. If you are an
agent or dealer, you constantly watch your company's adver-
tisement as well as those of your competitors. Changes in
either or both are noted, and comments made upon them.
If the space occupied remains the same and the matter be
changed judiciously, you notice it at once and conclude that
the company—be it your own or not—is doing well.

Then, too, the time may have come—or if not, it may
come at some unexpected future day—when you desire to
make a change. Where will you apply for information and
advice ? In the daily newspapers or in your trade journal?
The question is answered in itself. In the pages of the
trade paper you find just the names and addresses you want.
Therefore the trade paper is a business directory for your
use, the reliability of which cannot be questioned.

On the other band, it is as good as a trades union, a
debating club or a lodge. Valuable contributions in its
pages, from men in your business, discuss subjects of impor-
tance, some of which might never have come to your notice.
It is, of course, supposed that you yourself do not know it
all. If you do, however, it will be amusing to you to read
what others want information on and to supply these wants.
Correspondents' letters, too, from all parts of the world, are
full of interest. Comparisons can often be made by which
matters in your locality and your special business could be
improved. Different men's methods in conducting their
affairs will tend to show you where you can make changes
for the better also. So you see the trade paper acts .as
wise counsellor.

Perhaps you are a mechanic, and as such have but
little to do with the strictly - business affairs of the trade.
You will find articles and discussions prepared for your
especial need, and you should not only read them yourself,
but also give your views on the same. Don't shrink back
because you are not a good letter-writer." Your ideas
may be bright and good, and your manner of expressing
them will not detract from their value;. And all should do
this, no matter what their position may be. The object of
a trade paper is to assist, and this can be done best when it
receives the fullest support from all, not only by subscribing
for it—that discharges only a small part of your obligation
—but by furnishing it with such material as will aid it in
its work.. —Sewing Machine News.
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Jack= Knives.

I
HE frame for this miniature engine
can readily be gotten up from sheet-
brass of different thicknesses. We
show at Fig. 1 an elevation of such a
frame and base. The base A can be
made of No. 1 2 sheet-brass; but of

course it.would be much easier to have it cast of
brass, if one was situated so as to get such work
readily done. It will be understood the base A,
Fig. 1, is pyramidal in shape, and to make one
from sheet-brass about the best way to go about-it
is to cut out a piece of sheet-brass to the form
shown at Fig. 2, after which it should be bent to
the shape shown at Fig. 3.

If we are disposed to do so, we can cut out
two pieces of brass to fill up the space A" to the
dotted line c, and thus make a truncated pyramid
for the engine to rest upon. In case the ends are
filled in, the better plan is to hard-solder the
pieces at the joints so the base will finish smooth
all around. If the sheet-brass employed is one-
tenth of an inch thick it will be found amply
strong without end pieces, and does not look badly.

The frame B is also made of sheet-brass, cut
out to the shape shown in Fig. 4. Of course, hard
sheet-brass would have to be annealed in order to
bend readily. Placed on top of the frame B is a
plate or table F, to which the cylinder / is se-
cured, as well as the frame-pieces B. It will add
to the appearance of the engine if a little fancy
railing, as indicated at the dotted lines d d, is
placed around the edge of P. If we feel disposed,
we can bend the pieces B to a curved form ; but if
we employ them straight, we should set them so
the top inclines inward a little as shown in Fig. 1.

Inside of the frame B are placed two guides,
shown at D D'. Fig. 1, on which the crosshead C
slides. Extending from this crosshead (C) is the
connecting rod E, which couples the piston-rod
and crank together. In this style of model it is
desirable to make the crank with a bearing on
each side of the frame. The form of such a
crank and shaft is shown at G, Fig. 5. Most
workmen inexperienced in such matters are afraid
to attempt such a crank, chiefly on account of the
difficulty of turning the wrist at h. Making such
a crank is by no means a difficult operation if we
have a charcoal box for properly annealing steel.
A piece of flat steel five-eighths of an inch wide,
three-sixteenths thick and three inches long will
supply the material for the crank.

An old, flat file from which a piece of the
size stated can be shaped, will answer. In ab-
sence of a charcoal annealing-box, an old file can
be heated as high as the steel will bear, and not
burn, and then' buried in an iron or tin box of
charcoal meal. .Such meal or powder can be
readily prepared by rubbing lumps of charcoal on
a grater such as is used for preparing horseraddish
for table use. By covering the hot steel to the
depth of two inches, all the fire kindled in the
charcoal by contact with the red-hot metal will be
smothered, and after five or six hours the steel
will be found soft and workable. Slacked lime
also does well to bury the red-hot steel in for
annealing.

We show at Fig. 6 a side view of such a
piece of steel ; and in making a crank-shaft out of
it, after squaring the ends we drill for centers in
two places in each end as indicated at n n.
These centers are seven-sixteenths of an inch apart.
We file a recess in one side of H, as shown at I,
Fig. 6 ; this notch represents the crank. The
piece H is now placed in the lathe with the lathe-

centers located at g g, and the wrist of the crank
at h, Figs. 5 and 6, turned. We next cut out the
crank to the form indicated by the dotted lines
Fig. 6, and we have it shaped as shown in Fig. 5 ;
next place it in the lathe and turn the parts G' G"
for the pillow-block bearings, the seats for the
pulley, flywheel and eccentrics.

In making such an engine we should make all
the parts strong and serviceable, because under a
pressure of seventy-five or eighty pounds of steam
to the square inch it will develop considerable
power. The guides D D' should be of brass fully
five thirty-seconds of an inch thick, and securely
fastened both to the pieces B B and the plate F.
The cross-head C should be made of steel, and
consists of three pieces as shown (full size) at
Figs. 7 and 8. The central part C', as shown in
Fig. 7, is five-sixteenths of an inch wide and five
thirty-seconds thick, as seen in Fig. 8. On each
side of C are placed thin plates of steel C, shown

at the dotted outline in, Fig. 7. The lower end of
C', as shown at C", is slotted at 1 to receive the
head of the connecting-rod E. This slot lshould
be about one-tenth of an inch wide.

The lower end of the piston-rod IV screws
. into the piece Cy, and is held fixed by a jam-nut
shown at k, Figs. 7 and S. The lower end of the
connecting-rod E has to be made so the bearing
which embraces the wrist It of the crank-shaft G
is separable, so it will come apart. It is usual to
make the bearings for all steel journals in gun-
metal, which is composed of nine parts copper
and one part of tin. This metal is also used for
.main bearings at J., Fig. 1. The connecting-rod
has a bearing on the wrist of the crank three-
sixteenths of an. inch long and five thirty-seconds
of an inch in diameter.

Hints to Advertisers.
Relative to advertising on the part of retail merchants,

Advertiser, a journal devoted to the matters its name indi-
cates, has some very good advice to give. In the first
place," it says, the merchant should cecure sufficient space
in his local paper to make a strong display. He should
also take considerable reading-matter space. In those
columns he should Trankly state that he has resolved on a
positive abolition of the credit system, without regard to the
feelings or opinions of any one; that it is impersonal to any
one ; that no considerations, other than purely commercial,
actuate him, and that he will have no secret credit list. All
who deal with him shall receive exact treatment-the poor
and the rich alike ; that he prefers the workingman's cash
trade to the rich man's long-winded promises ; that by this
method of justice lie can sell -goods at lower prices, because
cash customers pay their bills, and be, in turn, can buy of
the wholesaler for spot cash at lower rates ; that instead of
adding bad debts and interest on credit accounts, he will
sell at reasonable profit on the quick dollar. In this form
of business, strict adherence to the rule and absolute 'frank-
ness of statement are essential. If he lives up to his idea,
he can surely undersell credit competitors, and thereby win
trade."

Hearlily
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Gratefully A ccefied

We have already received from

the trade many such curiosities

and have taken full charge of

same. One of these-a chair

ingeniously and somewhat

mysteriously placed in a bottle

-has no bearing on watches,

but we shall be pleased to ex-

hibit it, nevertheless, as an in-

teresting product of the me-i

chanical skill of one of the

craft. The same privilege is

accorded to all jewelers.

We pay expressage and make
ourselves responsible for the
safe keeping and return of
your property.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

ORGANIZED IN 1889.
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FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Jewelers' School of Letter atid Monogram Engraving
63 to 69 Washington Street, Chicago, Ill.

Over 200 graduates employed in all parts of the country. RICHARD 0. 'CANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor.

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892 (Other information, page 295.)

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892
1. Richard O. Kandler Chief Instructor. 7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

2. Thos. B. Moffat, 1st 'Assistant "
25. A. H. Foster, 2d " 66

3. Will. M. McConahay,
Asst. Mgr. J, H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City.

4. J. W. Bradfield, Centralia, Ill.
5. Ed. Leonard, Chicago, Ill.
6. R, w, Shertzinger, inahanoy City, Pa,

John M. Bostwick, Jr., Port Washington,Wis. 16.
13. F. Griffin Oakland Neb. 17.
E. C. Howe, yracuse, N. Y. 18.
Fred Adelmann, Joliet, Ill. 19.
W. A. Egermann, Aurora, Ill. 20.
Will. Ramser. Rock Island, Ill. 21.
Ed. Kremer, Two Rivers, Wis. 22.
Jno. R. Kandler, Ocala Fla. 23.
A., H. Hahn, Minneapolis, Minn, 24,

•

E. J. Van Ness, Detroit Mich.
Chas. M. Harrin ton, Kirksville, Mo.
Robert Kniesel, Watertown, Wis.
Hermann Pekie, Chicago, Ill.
H. G. Smith, Alliance, Ohio.
W. H. Robins, Emmetsburg, Iowa.
Max H. Rieser, Columbus, Ohio.
0. S. Olsen, Rnthven, Iowa.
Tim, W. Bull, Port Carbon, Pa,

26. Gregory Belcher, New London, Conn.
27. J. M. Peck, Newfield, N. Y.
28. N. W. Taylor, Oberlin, Ohio.
29. F. A. DeClark, Sheridan, Wyo.
30. Will. Hooper, Brooklyn Park, Ill.
31. Jno. A. Stapf, Dunkirk, N. Y.
32. N. C. Chappell, Paw Paw, Mich.
33. Chas. L. Gieselmann, Macon, MO,,
34, Geo, Beach, Valparaiso, In,

•
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Jack-Knives.
-- ---

HE frame for this miniature engine
can readily be gotten up from sheet-
brass of different thicknesses. We
show at Fig. I an elevation of such a
frame and base. The base A can be
made of No. 12 sheet-brass; but of

course it.would be much easier to have it cast of
brass, if one was situated so as to get such work
readily done. It will be understood the base A,
Fig. 1, is pyramidal in shape, and to make one
from sheet-brass about the best way to go about-it
is to cut out a piece of sheet-brass to the form
shown at Fig. 2, after which it should be bent to
the shape shown at Fig. 3.

If we are disposed to do so, we can cut out
two pieces of brass to fill up the space A" to the
dotted line c, and thus make a truncated pyramid
for the engine to rest upon. In case the ends are
filled in, the better plan is to hard-solder the
pieces at the joints so the base will finish smooth
all around. If the sheet-brass employed is one-
tenth of an inch thick it will be found amply
strong without end pieces, and does not look badly.

The frame B is also made of sheet-brass, cut
out to the shape shown in Fig. 4. Of course, bard
sheet-brass would have to be annealed in order to
bend readily. Placed on top of the frame B is a
plate or table F, to which the cylinder L is se-
cured, as well as the frame-pieces It will add
to the appearance of the engine if a little fancy
railing, as indicated at the dotted lines d d, is
placed around the edge of I. If we feel disposed,
we can bend the pieces B to a curved form ; but if
we employ them straight, we should set them so
the top inclines inward a little as shown in Fig. i.

Inside of the frame B are placed two guides,
shown at D on which the crosshead C
slides. Extending from this crosshead (C) is the
connecting rod E, which couples the piston-rod
and crank together. In this style of model it is
desirable to make the crank with a bearing on
each side of the frame. The form of such a
crank and shaft is shown at G, Fig. 5. Most
workmen inexperienced in such matters are afraid
to attempt such a crank, chiefly on account of the
difficulty of turning the wrist at h. Making such
a crank is by no means a difficult operation if we
have a charcoal box for properly annealing steel.
A piece of flat steel five-eighths of an inch wide,
three-sixteenths thick and three inches long will
supply the material for the crank.

An old, flat file from which a piece of the
size stated can be shaped, will answer. In ab-
sence of a charcoal annealing-box, an old file can
be heated as high as the steel will bear, and not
burn, and then buried in an iron or tin box of
charcoal meal. Such meal or powder can be
readily prepared by rubbing lumps of charcoal on
a grater such as is used for preparing horseraddish
for table use. By covering the hot steel to the
depth of two inches, all the fire kindled in the
charcoal by contact with the red-hot metal will be
smothered, and after five or six hours the steel
will be found soft and workable. Slacked lime
also does well to bury the red-hot steel in for
annealing.

We show at Fig. 6 a side view of such a
piece of steel ; and in making a crank-shaft out of
it, after squaring the ends we drill for centers in
two places in each end as indicated at it n.
These centers are seven-sixteenths of an inch apart.
We file a recess in one side of H, as shown at I,
Fig. 6 ; this notch represents the crank. The
piece His now placed in the lathe with the lathe-
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centers located at g g, and the wrist of the crank
at Is, Figs. 5 and 6, turned. We next cut out the
crank to the form indicated by the dotted lines 1,
Fig. 6, and we have it shaped as shown in Fig. 5 ;
next place it in the lathe and turn the parts G' G"
for the pillow-block bearings, the seats for the
pulley, flywheel and eccentrics.

In making such an engine we should make all
the parts strong and serviceable, because under a
pressure of seventy-five or eighty pounds of steam
to the square inch it will develop considerable
power. The guides D D' should be of brass fully
five thirty-seconds of an inch thick, and securely
fastened both to the pieces B B and the plate F.
The cross-head C should be made of steel, and
consists of three pieces as shown (full size) at
Figs. 7 and 8. The central part CY, as shown in
Fig. 7, is five-sixteenths of an inch wide and five
thirty-seconds thick, as seen in Fig. 8. On each
side of C are placed thin plates of steel C, shown

Fr:g. 2

Fef;a3

/

Ety.6"

C.

at the dotted outline in, Fig. 7. The lower end of
CY, as shown at C", is slotted at 1 to receive the
head of the connecting-rod E. This slot I should
be about one-tenth of an inch wide.

The lower end of the piston-rod N screws
into the piece C and is held fixed by a jam-nut
shown at k, Figs. 7 and 8. The lower end of the
connecting-rod E has to be made so the bearing
which embraces the wrist Is of the crank-shaft G
is separable, so it will come apart. It is usual to
make the bearings for all steel journals in gun-
metal, which is composed of nine parts copper
and one part of tin. This metal is also used for
main bearings at J, Fig. 1. The connecting-rod
has a bearing on the wrist of the crank three-
sixteenths of an inch long and five thirty-seconds
of an inch in diameter.

Hints to Advertisers.
Relative to advertising on the part of retail merchants,

Advertiser, a journal devoted to the matters its name indi-
cates, has some very good advice to give. In the first
place," it says, the merchant should secure sufficient space
in his local paper to make a strong display. He should
also take considerable reading-matter space. In those
columns he should frankly state that he has resolved on a
positive aboli!.ion of the credit system, without regard to the
feelings or opinions of any one; that it is impersonal to any
one ; that no considerations, other than purely commercial,
actuate him, and that he will have no secret credit list. All
who deal with him shall receive exact treatment-the poor
and the rich alike ; that he prefers the workingman's cash
trade to the rich man's long-winded promises ; that by this
method of justice he can sell -goods at lower prices, because
cash customers pay their bills, and be, in turn, can buy of
the wholesaler for spot cash at lower rates ; that instead of
adding bad debts and interest on credit accounts, he will
sell at reasonable profit on the quick dollar. In this form
of business, strict adherence to the rule and absolute "frank-
ness of statement are essential. If he lives up to his idea,
he can surely undersell credit competitors, and thereby win
trade."
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Grakfully A ccefied

We have already received from

the trade many such curiosities

and have taken full charge of

same. One of these-a chair

ingeniously and somewhat

mysteriously placed in a bottle

-has no bearing on watches,

but we shall be pleased to ex-
hibit it, nevertheless, as an in-

teresting product of the me-

chanical skill of one of the

craft. The same privilege is

accorded to all jewelers.

We pay expressage and make

ourselves responsible for the

safe keeping and return of

your property.

•

Keystone Watch Case Co.

ORGANIZED IN 1889.
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FOURTH SUCCESSFUL. YEAR.

The Jewelers' School of Letter ald Monogram Engraving
63 to 69 Washington Street, Chicago, Ill.

Over 200 graduates employed in all parts of the country. RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor.

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892 (Other information, page 295.)

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892
1. Richard 0. Handler, Chief Instructor. 7.
2. Thos. B. Moffat, 1st Assistant " 8.
25. A. H. Foster, 2d " 

9.
6 6 

10.
3. Will. M. McConahay, 11.

Asst. Mgr. J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake city. 12.
4. J. W. Bradfield, Centralia, Ill. 13.
5. Ed. Leonard, Chicago, Ill. 14.
6. R, Vir, Shertzinger, Mahanoy City, Pa, 15.

John M. Bostwick, Jr Port Washington,Wis. 16.
B. F. Griffin, Oakland,Neb. 17.
E. C. Howe, Syracuse, N. Y. 18.
Fred Adelmann, Joliet, Ill. 19.
W. A. Egermann, Aurora, Ill. 20.
Will. Ramser. Rock Island, Ill. 21.
Ed. Kremer, Two Rivers, Wis. 22.
Jno. R. Kandler, Ocala, Fla. 23.
A. H. Hahn, Minneapolis, Minn, 24.

E. J. Van Ness, Detroit, Mich.
Chas. M. Harrington, Kirksville, Mo.
Robert Kniesel, Watertown, Wis.
Hermann Pekie, Chicago, Ill.
H. G. Smith, Alliance, Ohio.
W. H. Robins, Emmetsburg, Iowa.
Max H. Rieser, Columbus, Ohio.
0. S. Olsen, Rnthven, Iowa.
Thos. W. Bull, Port Carbon, Pa,

26. Gregory Belcher, New London, Conn.
27. J. M. Peck, Newfield, N. Y.
28. N. W. Taylor, Oberlin, Ohio.
29. F. A. DeClark, Sheridan, Wyo.
30. Will. Hooper, Brooklyn Park, 111.
31. Jno. A. Stapf, Dunkirk, N. Y.
32. N. C. Chappell, Paw Paw, Mich.
33. Chas. L. Gieselmann, Macon, Mo,
34, Geo. Beach, Valparaiso, 1114,

•
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THE PIONEER OF

JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS

Col. J. M. Rutherford,
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618 Chestnut Street, Room 7,

Philadelphia, Pa.

M
Y business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. My methods are original, and have been imitated by many others

since I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have made a failure of an auction, and have succeeded in selling stocks
in many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot dispose

of old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another locality ; or if you wish to reduce an over-large stock, or realize a round sum in cash—
write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your store, and the number of inhabitants of your town, and I will frankly tell
you my idea of your prospects of success with an auction. My experience has been so extended, that you might safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, as
well as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to my personal
responsibility. My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the unvarying success of my work.

All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.

All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and replied to at once.

Refereges lig Permission
OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH, NEw YORK.
CHARLES L. KRUGLER, Nrw YORK.
GEORGE L. STREETER, NEW HAVEN. corm.
WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTFORD, Conn.
HENRY J. YOUNG, JOLIET. ILL.
WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH. MINN.
THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, EAST SAGINAW. MICH.
BURT & HURLBUT, DETROIT, MICH.

BOWMAN & mussert, LANCASTER. PA.
REED, McGRANN & CO., BANKERS. LANCASTER, PA.

H. Z. RHOADES & SON, LANCASTER. Pa.

GUSTIE RHOADS, LANCASTER. PA.

H. MUHR'S SONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BURT DENNISON, ASHEVILLE, N. C.

•

PERKINS & PINE HARRISBURG, PA.
W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA, Pa.

ALBERT FRANZHEIM, WHEELING, W. VA.

C. F. VON KANEL, MAssit.Lon, OHIO.

MARTIN BOCK, HRELETon, PA.

JOHN A. WORRELL, WASHINGTON C. H., OHIO.

S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, Conn.

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.

To lho Johigng Dago Oillo
"Superior Mainsprings for all grades of American

Watches. The name of this
spring indicates its quality. We warrant it to be superior to any other spring
in the market. Every one is guaranteed. The cut represents a fancy
Enameled Anti-Rust Tin Box, containing one dozen springs. The name
" SUPERIOR " is scratched on each spring. To be • had at all the leading
jobbing houses throughout the United States.
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Leach's Patent Jewel=Plyer.
FOR SETTING AND EXTRACTING JEWELS.

This will save a great deal of time and protect the jewel.

Also Sole Agents for the following:

Coe's Patent Plyers, for taking dents out of watch cases.
Patent Movement-Holders, to regulate movement in any position.
Harstrom's Patent Case-Springs.
Sanderson's " "
Schwerter's Jewel Bezel-Openers.
White Metal Chains a Specialty.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.
Importers of Watch Materials, Tools, Glasses, Silk Guards and Optical Goods,

a/ MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-

partment should send name and address-not for pub-

lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" ETNA MILLS."-How can I best restore the color

to ten-karat gold rings after hard-scldering?

See our answer to " Anxious" in question

below.

" SPOON."-A lady customer asked me why a certain

size of spoon was called a dessert-spoon; and as

THE KEYSTONE seems to be " au fait " on all

matters relating to the trade, I come to you for

information.

We know of no reason, except they were de-

signed for serving after-dinner dainties known as

" the dessert," where the ordinary tablespoon was

too large and the teaspoon too small.

"ANXIOUS."-Will you kindly inform me through

" Work-shop Notes " what is the best way to re-

move the fire-stain or cloud out of sterling silver

work ? I think it can be done with a galvanic

battery.

chemical battery has seldom sufficient

power. It needs a current of twenty or more

volts to effect the purpose. The Ben. Franklin

Electrical Co., 1331 North Tenth Street, Phila-

delphia, furnish, with their best electro-plating

dynamos, an extra armature wound with fine wire

for this purpose. The silver article to be blanched

is.placed in the solution in the same relation as an

anode ; that is, attached to the copper or carbon

pole of the dynamo. The electric current will

not entirely remove fire-coating from silver, but

is, by far, the best means discovered so far.

"EXPANSION."-How much would a rod of steel, a
rod of brass, and a glass tube filled with mercury,

say ten feet long each, expand from 300 below

zero to 1200 above l' Will they expand regularly.

(same amount) to each degree? And will the

mercury be as positive and regular in its expan-

sion as the brass and steel Would they continue

to expand and contract regularly at higher and

lower temperatures ?

No two specimens of steel or other metal ex-

pand exactly alike. Faraday gives the ratio of

expansion of steel between 32° and 212° F. as

follows : one foot long at 32° F. becomes

1.0011899 feet at 2120 F. One foot of brass at

32° F. becomes 1.0019062 feet at 2120 F. Mer-

cury in glass expands one sixty-fourth between 32°

F. and 21[2° F. Mercury. from o° F. up to 212°

F., is very regular in its expansion ; above this

temperature it becomes irregular, which can be

said of all solids .and liquids, as they expand in

increasing ratio as the temperature rises.

" ELECTRO-PLATING."---(1) Will you please inform

me if you think electro-plating would pay in a

small way, as a side-branch to the jeweler's trade

in a place of 800 inhabitants P Is it hard to learn,

and what make of batteries is best? (2) Will you

please publish in THE KEYSTONE how to ad-

just a watch to temperature, position and isoch-

ronism P I think it would be of great interest to

the watchmakers, as there are many working at

the bench who do not understand the adjust-

ments of a watch.

(I) There is no better side-branch to the jew-

elry business than electro-plating. Whether it will

pay or not depends .much on the push and energy

of the party practicing it—one man would make

good money out of it, another would starve out.

As to electro-plating being hard to learn, this

again would depend a great deal on the man learn-

ing. We would have no hesitation in saying it is

much easier than to learn to be a good card or

billiard-player. But we would beg to add that

any man who fancies he can, by simply buying a

snide battery and a ten-line recipe, learn to plate

with silver and gold, is bound to be disappointed.

As regards a battery, we would not advise the use

of one, as they are in no instance a reliable source

of electricity, and in this day no plating estab-

lishment of any pretension makes use of them, all

employing dynamos of some description. (2) It

is the intention of THE KEYSTONE, as soon as

the articles now running under the title of " The

Detached Lever Escapement " are completed, to

commence a series on the adjustment of watches.

" INFORMATION."-Will you please inform me

how to find the number of teeth of a wheel that

is missing-for instance, a minute-wheel is gone,

or an hour-wheel P Give some practical illustra-

tions if you have space.

All systems of dial-wheels, or motion-work,

serve to fix the relative motion of the two hands

—hour and minute—to the ratio of twelve to one.

If the minute-wheel turns one-third as fast as the

center-arbor, the hour-wheel should turn one-

fourth as fast as the minute. If the cannon-pinion

has ten leaves, the minute-wheel usually has thirty

teeth ; if the cannon-pinion has twelve leaves, the

minute-wheel has thirty-six teeth. In rare

instances we see fourteen leaves in the cannon-

pinion. In such cases the minute-wheel has forty-

two teeth. Where the minute-wheel-pinion has

eight leaves, we have usually thirty-two teeth in

the hour-wheel ; where this pinion has ten leaves,

the hour-wheel has forty teeth. Twelve leaves

would require forty-eight teeth in the hour-wheel.

" EUREKA."-(1) I want to know how to satin-finish

the inside of spoon-bowls. It Is impossible to get

into them with a brush, and it also wears out th3
brush rapidly. (2) Will you tell me how to do
the same by sand-blast, and how to build and

arrange the parts of a machine to do it with? (3)

Also how to get a fourteen-karat color in gild-

ing? You speak of a red solution, but you do not
make it definite enough. I tried to dissolve a
copper anode into the gold solution, and in place
of the copper dissolving off, it became coated
with gold. I had the negative or zinc wire in the
porous cup. Can't you give a little more definite
instructions in regard to a red solution ? In
making a solution by dissolving the anode, is it
best to work it cold? (4) When through gilding,
is it best to take the copper and zinc out of the
solutions until you want to use them again P How

can I tell when the battery is strong enough, or
even when it has any power at all?

(I) Small swing-brushes, such as are described

and illustrated on page 49 of " Cellini's Hand-

book of Metal Engraving," will do it, and last for

a very long time. (2) Sand-blast is not adapted

fonsoft metal work, as it leaves the surface dead

and begrimed with dirt. All there is, " mechan-

ically considered," of the sand-blast process con-

sists of a powerful blast of air mingled with par-

ticles of sand ; the air here acts as in a blow-gun,

only serving to shoot the particles of sand against

the surface to be abraded. Glass and the softer

stones yield readily to sand-blast, but any soft or

half-elastic body resists the process almost per-

fectly ; a rubber film stands the pelting for a long

time—even thin paper, glued on, will protect a

glass surface sufficiently for frosting the unpro-

tected parts. A substitute for the sand-blast can

be gotten up by placing the article to be frosted in

a box with some small lead shot and rather coarse

particles of crushed flint, such as is used on sand-

paper, and shaking the box violently. Of course,

the articles to be frosted are attached securely to

one side of the box, and all their surfaces protected

except where we wish the shot, in which are im-

bedded the angular pieces of flint, to strike and

roughen the surface. (3) By adding cyanide of

copper to a gold solution we can get a red deposit.

When you tried to dissolve the copper anode, you

probably had next to no electric current. The

miserable, trashy pots sold to the trade as galvanic

batteries are enough to make " a man turn Turk"

as the old proverb has it. We really have but two

reliable sources of electricity for the workshop,

viz. : the dynamo and the storage-cell or battery.

You can make a better red-gold solution by adding

cyanide of copper, a little at a time, until the

color is right, and using a weaker battery for gild-

ing, than you can by dissolving the copper anode.

Still, you should have, to do good work, battery

power enough to dissolve a copper anode. Cyanide

of copper only costs thirty-five cents an ounce,

and can be had of Bullock & Crenshaw, 528

Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Heat facilitates

the solution of the anode. (4) Most batteries

should be taken apart when not in use. No cheap

reliable instruments for testing battery currents

are on the market. Two are required, viz. : a

voltmeter and an ammeter. A small electro-mag-

net introduced in the circuit to see. how much it

will hold is a simple way to help " a guess." To

make one, take a piece of half-inch round Norway

iron bar, four inches long, and bend it to a U-shape,

and wind the arms with four layers of No. 16 in-

sulated magnet-wire. Such a magnet introduced

into the circuit will, after a little experience, help

much about judging of the current. The magnet

is taken out of the circuit when plating.

" AN APPRENTICE."-(1) What solution is used in
fastening catches and joints which can not be

soft-soldered? (2) Is there any book on stones
by which I can learn the different names, and
how I can tell them ? (3) I wish to learn to en-
grave; will you give me the names of gravers, so
I can purchase them. I want them for script and
old English.

We know of no solution .you can use which

will hold better than some of the ready-prepared

glues. About the best of these is made by soaking

good glue over night in just cold water enough to

cover it. In the morning, heat to melt the glue

and add half an ounce of glacial acetic acid for

each ounce of dry glue dissolved. Place in a
bottle ready for use. Copper amalgam made by

rubbing three parts of copper-dust with seven

parts of quicksilver, rubbed together in a porcelain
mortar with a little strong sulphuric acid, forms a
compound melting at 143° F. The better way is
to buy the fine precipitated copper, which can be
had of Bullock & Crenshaw, 528 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pa., for twenty-five cents an ounce,
and get a druggist to mix it for you. The mortar
and contents should be kept near to the boiling-

point of water while mixing. After thorough

incorporation the amalgam should be ground with

a pestle and hot water to remove the acid. Arti-

cks of metal heated to i8o0 or 1900 F., and then
pressed together with this amalgam in the joint,
will hold as firm as if soft-soldered. It also holds
together glass and -stones. (2) You had better
send to D. Van Nostrand & Co., 23 Murray Street,
New York, for list of books on mineralogy, and
select such as you think will best suit your purpose.
(3) If you do not have it, you had better procure
a copy of " Cellini's Handbook of Metal Engrav-
ing," to be had at this office—price, fifty cents,
or as a premium for a new subscriber. This book
will tell you the gravers you need and how to go
about using them, and designing letters, etc.
Hundreds of persons have made themselves good
engravers from this book.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" STEEL."—Where can I procure Mushet steel P

Palmer & Cunningham, Market, above Sixth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

" PIVOTS."—Will you please inform me of the best
way to drill a staff for a new pivot where one has
been broken off? How is the best way to hold
them P Do you put the drill in the chuck or
tail-stock ?

You will find full instructions for doing such
work in the little book " Pivots and Pivoting, lw
the Lightning Pivoter." The price of the book
is fifty cents, or we give it as a premium for a
subscription of one year to THE KEYSTONE.

" DIRT " writes—Enclosed. find a clipping of an "ad."
from a newspaper, saying " the balance-wheel
turns on its delicate axis 13,996,800,000 times in
eighteen months," and goes on to say more in
evidence of a watch needing cleaning in that
time. Our correspondent desires to know if there
is a watch made giving such a number of vibra-
tions in a year and a half.

The usual, every-day watch gives five vibra-
tions to a second, and the tropical year consists of
365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 46.069 sec-
onds. It is not a very difficult operation to figure
out how many times the balance would vibrate in
a year and one half. Eighteen months might be
more or less than a year and one half.

" GAS-ENGINE."—Please inform me where I can
obtain drawings and instructions to enable me to
build a gas-engine, very small, for show-window,
as I have a great desire to do so. Also please
tell me the best way to go about learning myself
engraving.

All gas-engines are necessarily complicated
and consequently bulky, and we do not think you
will be able to hit on any design small enough for
a show-window. The best way to learn engraving
is to follow the instructions given in " Cellini's
Hand-Book of Metal Engraving," a little work we
offer as a premium among many others attractive
to new subscribers. The price of the book is fifty
cents. This little work tells you about the tools,
how to sharpen and hold them, and carries the
pupil through letter and ornamental engraving,
both bright-cutting and plate-work.

" GREASE-REMOVER."—We have a party in our
city who claims he has a formula for a fluid
which eats the grease and rust off the parts of
watches and leaves them as bright as new. Do
you think this fs possible ?

Plenty of fluids will dissolve and remove
grease from plates and wheels—soap and water,
for instance—but rust cannot be chemically re-
moved from steel and leave the surface bright
with mirror-like polish. Muriatic acid will dis-
solve steel or iron rust, but it leaves a dull, rough
surface. A solution of cyanide of potassium (one
ounce of cyanide to a quart of water) will cut
grease and freshen up stained wheels and plates,
and, to a person not acquainted with the dodge,
will appear as a great mystery. All parts dipped
in such solution should be well washed in pure
water and dried in sawdust,

"JEWELER."—(1) Where can I get heavy sheet-
brass for watch-plates P (2) How are the teeth
cut in steel wheels and heavy brass ones ? (3)
Where can I get drills for drilling holes in
jewels P (4) Are the jewels in seven-jewel Amer-
ican watches made of glass or stone P (5) Where
can I obtain suitable material for fine jewels,
like those in twelve-dollar movements P (6) How
are the nickel plates of movements made so nice,
and how is the ornamentation put on?

(I) S‘yoyer & Co., 26 North Seventh Street,
Philadelphia. (2) The teeth of steel watch-wheels
are cut with rotary cutters mounted on an arbor.
Rotary cutters for steel wheels should have several
cutting points arranged around the edge, but for
brass wheels it is usual to employ but one cutting
point, called a fly-cutter. Complete wheel-cutting
attachments are now made by all our American
lathe-builders. 1Ve shall in the near future, in
our article on " American Lathes and Their
Attachments," describe the process of wheel-
cutting with great minuteness, and also give in-
structions for making such an attachment which
is very perfect in its action.' (3) We do not think
you can buy such drills, but they are readily
made. The great point in jewel-making is to
have the lathe-spindle run with great speed, five
or six thousand revolutions a minute. For larger
holes, the drill has a piece of diamond or, better,
carbonado ("black diamond ") set in the end;

ai 

smaller holes are drilled with pivot-shaped drills
of spring-tempered steel, the steel holding the
diamond particles simply because it is softer than
the stone to be drilled. A a, Fig. 1, shows a drill
for piercing jewels. The wire A is tempered as if
for making a balance-staff and a longish pivot
turned as shown. If the end is cup-shaped at a,
it vill facilitate the work. A slab of stone—gar-
net, sapphire or ruby—is cut from a crystal and
cemented to the end of a brass chuck, say a
common cement-chuck, as shown at Fig. 2, where
.I3 represents the slip of stone and D the brass
chuck. With a bit of a diamond set in the end
of a steel which we term a " diamond graver"
we start a small center pit at C, then with our
steel drill a, Fig. i, after touching the point with
a mere trace of oil, take a few particles of dia-
mond dust on the point, apply the drill to the
center pit at c, and give the chuck D rapid
motion, when in a fe* se:7onds we will see the
drill has commenced to form a hole. An atom
more of oil or, better, turpentine will now aid us.
If we think of it, we have several little grains of
diamond dust at c, and if we exercise judgment
we can make them cut. The hole at c is only
drilled in about half way, when the edges of the
stone slab B are turned with the diamond graver
into approximate form, and the stone turned over
and cemented fast, the opposite side being ex-
posed. The turned edge of the stone B enables
us to true it up in the cement, when with the
diamond graver we turn out the oil-sink and open
up the hole c as shown.at the dotted circle a', Fig.
3. For smoothing, we use the ball-headed tool E
with oil and fine diamond powder. (4) These
jewels are stone—generally garnet. We never see
glass used for watch-jewels except end-jewels and
jewel-pins in the cheapest Swiss watches. (5) You
can obtain stones for jewels of John Lamont,
57 Maiden Lane, New York. (6) We have de-
scribed the tools and methods of finishing nickel
movements very completely in our article on
"Watchmakers' Tools," in July, August and Sep-
tember, 1892, numbers of THE KEYSTONE,

"JEWELER."—How can I straighten short pieces
of gold or silver wire P Do you know of any
expeditious way resorted to in the factories P

Workmen in factories seldom bother with
short bits of wire, but dump them in the scrap.
A common plan in job shops is to anneal and roll
the short bits between two flat metal surfaces
under pressure.

"SILVERWARE."—Please tell me how the high
burnish is obtained on silverware. I have tried
all kinds of burnishes and polishing powders,
but I cannot get it but that it will leave some
small scratches, and not give the high gloss and

Most silver-plated or gilded articles are
simply burnished with a steel burnish dipped in
a solution of yellow soap, a soap containing an
excess of alkali. The burnish (sortie call it a
burnisher) is rubbed frequently on a piece of
spongy leather, dusted with putty-powder, to
preserve the polish and give it a bite. The best
burnishes for plated surfaces are made of blood-
stone (red hematite) ; these burnishes are also kept
smooth by frequently rubbing them on a piece of
thick, soft leather dusted with rouge or Vienna
lime. After going over the surface with the
burnish, exercising considerable pressure, and a
black polish has been produced, any trace of soap
can be removed by wiping with soft, dry linen
cloth. The surface to be burnished should be
smooth, and no attempt made to rub out scratches.
Skill is all that is required in addition to the
materials and tools we have described for doing
burnishing and producing a black or " mirror
polish."

" TWENTY-CENT SOLUTION."—I have seen a
plating solution made with water and cyanide of
potassium, but there was something else added;
it was in lumps like borax, but what it was I
never could find out, as the man in charge was
careful not to give it away. It was ready for use
as soon as the aforesaid ingredients were dis-
solved. Can you give me the desired information
of how it was made? The solution cost about
twenty cents, and was used with a Grenet battery.

A plating solution, for plating in both gold
and silver, can be made by adding hyposulphite of
soda (which somewhat resembles borax) to an
acid solution of these metals. To make a silver
solution in this way, dissolve an ounce of nitrate
of silver in a quart of water ; when thoroughly
dissolved, throw in a few crystals of hyposulphite
of soda. At first a brown precipitate is formed,
which is soon again dissolved if sufficient hyposul-
pi-lite is added. This salt must be in excess.
Articles of steel, brass or German silver will be
plated with silver by dipping ; or the solution can
be used. with a battery. Plating solutions have
been devised in which it was claimed there need
be DO metal held in solution ; for instance, to
gild an article, a gold anode was attached to the
copper or carbon pole and placed in the solution,
and the article to be gilded was attached by a
copper wire to the zinc pole and hung opposite,
when the deposit of gold (it was claimed) com-
menced instantly. As far as our experience goes,
such metbcds are uncertain and unsatisfactory; at
any rate, no process of this kind is in use by any
of the manufacturers. The practical gilding
solution is one in which there is from one to
three pennyweights of gold in a quart of solution,
with cyanide of copper added to give the red cast
of jewelers' gold when desired. A silver solution
should contain about an ounce of silver to a
gallon of solution, and should also contain about
one ounce and a quarter of cyanide. Usually
processes which people strive so very hard to keep
.secret are of small value,
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CLOCKS
TOOLS
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HATERHALS
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IFOSITIVELT MO QOODS SOLD AT RETAIL

5 CLOCKS

SPECIAL OFFER!.

ThIrtg Dollars a gross.

JUST THE THING

TO ATTRACT

TRADE

during the dull months.

Striing *fiver *tat Vino.

OUR FOR 1593.

AVERBECK & AVERBECK, Diamond Importers,
Manufacturers of Solid Gold and Sterling Silver Novelties,

We will send a SAMPLE
LOT of TWO DOZEN PRE-
PAID ON RECEIPT of FIVE
DOLLARS. If you are not
pleased with them, we will
refund your money.

51 41 53 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
N. B,—We are manufacturing an clegant line low-pricc Sterling Silver Novelties, Souvenir Spoons, $9,00 doz. to $30.00 doz. Match and Stamp Boxes, Hair-Pitts, Book-Marks, Hat-Marks, &c., &c.

American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

SPECIAL
PRIZE!
To every watch-repairer who

buys a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
5893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
for one ticket of admission to said
Fair. To every married watch-re-
pairer two tickets of admission
will be given. The proofs required
will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and, if married,
the autograph of the wife.

TICKETS OF ADMISSION TO WORLD'S FAIR
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-. lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" HARD SOLDER."—Will you be kind enough to
inform me what is used to prevent gold from
discoloring while being hard-soldered?

See our answer to " Roman Gold " and
'• Electric Motor," in February, 1892, KEYSTONE.

" MEXICAN SILVER GOODS."—Will you please in-
form me where I can buy Mexican silver goods ?

We are unable to state. Will some of our
readers, posted in this matter, please give the
desired information?

" NON-MAGNETIC."—Will the non-magnetic move-
ments made by the Waltham Watch Co. keep as
good time and be as reliable as those of the same
grade made by this Company, which are not non-
magnetic P

We believe it is claimed by the Company the
non-magnetic are as reliable as others of the same
grade.

" OLD CLOCK."—We repaired an old clock recently.
It was about eight feet high. The wheels and
plates were of wood, and the pivots run in ivory
bushings. It was marked on the dial, S. Hoadley,
Plymouth. Can any of THE KEYSTONE read-
ers tell about how old it is ?

The clock was probably made about sixty-
five or seventy years ago. Can any of our readers
fix a closer date?

" SOUVENIR."—(1) Are the World's Fail' souvenir
coins legal Government money P (2) Is it a
violation of the law to mutilate them ? (3) Are
they not likely to be extensively counterfeited ?

(I) Yes. (2) The same laws relate to them
as regards mutilation of any U. S. coin. (3) Un-
doubtedly as long as they command a premium.

" INQUIRY."—Where can I have a small plate-glass
sign made similar to Waltham watches P

We think there are two kinds of signs given
out by the Waltham people—one kind has plain
gilt letters on a beveled-glass plate, the other has
the letters etched as well as gilded. In the latter
kind the gilt letters have the appearance of being
raised. Plain glass signs of this kind any sign-
painter can do for you. Those which are etched
can be procured of H. J. Thurwanger, 1003
Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

" ASTRONOMICAL."—Sends us a diagram of a clock-
dial divided into twelve parts, and each part
lettered to the twelve months. Figures are
placed in each division, as, for instance, the
January space contains the figures 4, 7, 10, 12;
February contains 14, 14, 13; March contains 12,
10, 8, 5; April contains 3, 1, * 1, 2; and inquires
what the figures indicate.

•
The hand which represents the sun to this

dial goes around once a year, and the figures
indicate how much too fast or slow the clock is
on four days of each month. You will note,
the words " fast " and " slow " in four places on
the dial. From December 25th to April 15th the
sun is slow of clock ; from April i5th to June 14th,
fast of clock ; from June 14th to September 1st,
slow of clock ; from September 1st to December
25th, fast of clock.

" ROLLED-PLATE."-What causes rolled-plate chains
to make a person's neck black P I have a case of
the kind, and my first experience in this way.

The perspiration of some people will blacken
even. eighteen-karat solid gold. It comes from
sulphuretted hydrogen gas given off through the
pores of the skin. Rolled plate, until the plating
is worn through, will not blacken the skin any
more than solid gold.

" BRASS GOODS."—What is used to restore the
polish on brass articles like opera-glasses, teles-
copes, etc. I'

Most brass articles are first highly polished
and then lacquered. Telescopes have the lacquer
applied at the eye-piece and all the brass parts
of the outer tube, the slides being left dull.
Opera-glasses usually have the mountings gilded.
There is not much which can be done to touch up
and improve lacquered goods which have become
shopworn ; the only satisfactory remedy being to
remove the old lacquer, repolish and lacquer
again. - stroll.- solution of borax will disolve
the old lacquer,

" PORCELAIN."—Please give formula for the pre-
paration of gold for decorating china.

Gold leaf can be applied to china with gum
and afterward burned in. The usual mode of
preparing gold for porcelain decoration, is to dis-
solve the gold in aqua regia and then add a
filtered solution of sulphate of iron until all the
gold is precipitated. The precipitated gold is in
the form of a brown powder, which, after being
washed and mixed with a little borax and gum
water, is applied to the china and " fired." The
gum is, of course, burned away, but the borax
causes the gold to unite with the glaze. The bur-
nishing is usually done with glass scratch-brushes.

4 6 ALUMINUM."—(1) Is there any process by which
aluminum can be successfully soldered P (2) Can
it (aluminum) be tempered as hard as steel, and
does it have the elasticity of steel? (3) Where
can a good demagnetizer be obtained and what is
the price of same ? (4) How do you advise one
to get back the temper in gold after hard-solder-
ing, when it cannot be hammered ?

(I) We never had much success in soldering
aluminum. We think the formula given by " Tri-
angle " on page 75 of January, '93, KEYSTONE, as
good as any we have seen. (2) No process of
hardening will make aluminum very hard—not
quite as hard as hard-rolled silver is the best that
can be done with it, as far as we have seen. (3)
Either the Berlin or the Challenge demagnetizers
are efficient. The Berlin costs twenty-five dollars
and the Challenge twenty dollars. You will see
both advertised elsewhere in our columns. (4)
It is certainly a mechanical conundrum how to
harden gold after hard-soldering, where neither
hammering nor burnishing can. be resorted to.
In wire, twisting back and forth will produce a
moderate degree of hardness. In most cases the
exercise of a little ingenuity will suggest some way
in which burnishing can be brought to bear.

" STEEL CASE."—Will you kindly advise me how to
produce the black color on steel watch cases now
so much in favor? I have tried all the methods
known, or to be had from receipt books, and so-
called infallible processes with no success, and
now come to THE KEYSTONE, which seems to
have an inexhaustible supply of information on
all mechanical matters.

The best work in this way is produced by
what is known as the Barffing process, which is so
named from its inventor, and consists in produc-
ing on the surface of iron or steel a dark-blue-
slate coloring, known in chemistry as magnetic
oxide of iron. Iron so coated will not rust or

corrode. Steel or iron articles to be coated in this
way are finished (and polished if desired) and then
carefully cleaned of grease and dirt, then placed
in an enameler's muffle into which passes a small
jet of super-heated steam. For heating the steam,
it must be conveyed from a boiler carrying a press-
ure of from seventy-five to one hundred pounds
of steam, through a coil of iron pipes maintained
at a red heat, and in this condition passed into the
muffle containing the steel goods. It is not neces-
sary that the jet of steam should be large, as all
that is required is to keep the steel goods in an
atmosphere of red-hot steam the steam having a
tendency to keep out the air.

"PURE GOLD."—(1) Is all gold when pure of the
same color P (2) Please give me the address of
some person who can furnish engravers' ruling-
blocks of different width of linings.

(I) All pure gold is of the same color.
(2) We do not understand precisely what you
mean by ruling-blocks. Please be a little more
definite.

"POINTERS."—Please let me know how hard-sol-
dering is done. I have tried all the hard-solder
fluxes and gold solder I can buy, but I cannot
get the solder to flow ; the flame will burn the
gold job before it will fuse. I have some of the
best authors on watchmaking and jewelers' work,
and try to follow their instructions, but cannot
do a satisfactory job.

There is no flux better than simple lump
borax, ground by rubbing into a thin paste with
water On a small slate or ground glass slab. The
object of the glass being rough is to rub off the
borax quickly from the lump. Be extremely care-
ful to make a close joint where you desire the
solder to flow. With a small camel's-hair pencil
brush, paint the joint you wish the solder to flow
into with the borax paste. Then with the point
of your pencil brush take a very small bit of solder,
and after rolling it in the borax paste so that it is
perfectly coated, apply it to the joint to be soldered.
Heating properly is where nine beginners out of
ten fail ; they seem to be afraid they will burn
it, and consequently do burn it. If you use gas,
as good a flame as you can desire can be had from
an elbow burner, made of thin brass tube formed

into an elbow, as shown at Fig. 5, where G G'
shows such a burner slipped on the gas-jet/ The
end of the elbow where the gas escapes is cut
oblique, as shown at k; this produces a loose,
deep flame. The blowpipe is held at i, and the
distance at which the blowpipe is held from the
flame H and the force of the blast will give you
perfect control of the beating of any job to be
soldered. When commencing to heat a job on
either a coal or an asbestos pad, bold the blow-
pipe i well back, so the gas.flame is scattered over
the entire job, and continue the heating until the
whole article is of a low red heat, almost up to
the fusing point of the solder. When this con-
dition exists, a concentrated heat at the juncture
will cause the solder to .flow instantly into the
joint. When hard-soldering you must bear in
mind the fact that you can not make the solder
flow on a surface which is not as hot rs the solder
itself. If alcohol is used, you must have a larger
flame or you can not heat properly.
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San Francisco Notes.

Eisenl-ach & Beck have moved to the Mills Building.
Sam. Boukofski is doing the road for M. Wunsch & Co.

with success.
George Brooks, the lucky jeweler of Colusa, Cal., was

in town" this week.
Trade is very quiet out here on the Coast, and pros-

pects are not flattering.
M. Wunsch, of M. Wunsch & Co., has been confined

to his home by sickness.
Al. H. Lowenthaul will represent S. B. Dinkelspiel

& Co. on the road.
Max J. Franklin, of Max J. Franklin & Co., contem-

plates a trip East for new goods.
The Baldwin Jewelry Co. have mutually dissolved.

Maurice Van Vliet will continue the business.
Geo. Greenzweig & Co. have got settled in their new

quarters, and are in shape for spring trade.
Fred. Levy, of the firm of M. Schussler & Co., is in

the Eastern market, buying goods for his firm.
Geo. Greenzweig is in the Eastern market, and his firm

here are daily receiving packages of new goods.
A. Knopfmacher, the diamond importer, of 126 Kear-

ney Street, is on his way to the European market.
G. Marcus, of the California Jewelry Co., expects to

start for the European diamond market shortly.
A. Judis has been laid up with sickness. A. Judis, Jr.,

is thinking seriously of taking charge of the home office.
Bornemann & Street, of 350 Bush Street, have dissolved.

Mr. Bornemann will continue the business at the same place.
Dr. F. Frank, optician and oculist, has started for

Europe, and will return with the latest instruments in his
line.

E. A. Hubbard & Co. have fitted up quarters at ISo
Sutter Street, and will handle several lines of clocks, plated
ware, etc.

The Coast has had its share of Eastern representatives
this spring. No less than twenty-five at a time hare called
upon the jobbers.

Albert Hansen, the Boss jeweler of Seattle, Wash.,
arrived in the city recently. Mr. Hansen remained for
about ten days.

G. Markewitz, of Petaluma, Cal., was in our city last
week. Gus. has one of the finest stores in California, and
reports trade good.

J. Q. Hatch & Co. have bought the safe and fixtures of
Eisenbach & Beck, Chronicle Building, and will do a
general jewelry business. •

G. Cheever Hudson, representing H. F. Barrows & Co.,
called at the office of THE KEYSTONE. Mr. Hudson always
meets with success while on the Coast.

Henry Rothschild, of this city, and one of the firm of
Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, was married in New York a few
weeks ago. . We congratulate Henry on his good choice.

Theo. Schwartz, formerly with Koch & Dreyfus, New •
Orleans, sailed for Japan this week. Theo. will engage in
the silk business, and expects to permanently reside in
Japan.

Max Abrahams is doing the road for A. Eisenberg
& Co., and in connection with his large line of watches,
etc., will carry a full line of optical goods for H. Kahn
& Co.

C. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, met with a
very painful accident while Melting gold last week. Mr.
Hadenfeldt will, however, be in shape to shake bands with
his many friends before long.

C. S. Untemeyer surprised his many friends on the Coast
by calling on them recently with a full line of the latest
novelties. The trade are always pleased to see Mr. Unte-
meyer and hear his many new stories. -

A. Eisenberg, of A. Eisenberg & Co., starts this week
for the European diamond market. Mr. Eisenberg will be
gone for some months, and will make his headquarters in
Amsterdam. He also contemplates a trip to the South
African diamond fields before returning to this side.

The two-hundredth anniversary of the founding of
Attleboro, Mass., will be celebrated this year, and it is ex-
pected that the products of the jewelry industry will hold
first place among the exhibits.

To the jeweler who meditates an auction sale, the name
of Col. J. M. Rutherford is, of course, one of the first to
suggest itself. The Colonel combines the rarest auctioneer-
ing ability with a most intimate knowledge of jewelry, and
the valuable combination makes his services specially
valuable.

James D. Leys, of Butte City, Mon., contemplates
moving in about two months into a larger store.

The marriage was celebrated recently of Charles W.
Dougherty, Denver, Colo., and Miss Grace D. Law, of
Waltham, Mass.

W. H. Watrous, president of the Wm. Rogers Manu-
facturing Co., Hartford, Conn., was 'presented with an illu-
minated address by the employees on the occasion of his
recent marriage.

John F. Giering, Bethlehem, Pa., has bought for $5oo
a lot on West Center Street, Nazareth, Pa., on which he
intends to erect a cottage.

W. & S. Blackinton, of 54 Maiden Lane, New York,
have leased the first floor, rear, of the Diamond Exchange
to be erected on the site 14 Maiden Lane.

The Julius King Optical Company, of 4 Maiden Lane,
New York, has leased the store of the Diamond Exchange,
which will be erected on the site of 54 Maiden Lane.

Davidow Bros., 217 Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton;
Pa., are enlarging and renovating their store room, which
when completed will be among the handsomest in the city.

The machinery of the IIinckley Manufacturing Corn-
of Aurora, Ill., which was recently purchased by the

Geneva Optical Company, is being moved to Geneva, N. Y.

The Meriden Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn., re-
elected at their annual meeting the following officers : presi-
dent, George R. Curtis ; secretary and treasurer, Robert H.
Curtis; superintendent, Wm. R. Mackay.

J. H. Leyson, of Butte City, Mon., has finished a pin
composed solely of . minerals and precious stones found in
Montana. The pin will be presented to Mrs. Potter Palmer,
president of the board of lady managers of the World's
Fair.

P. J. Burroughs, the siren-tongued jewelers' auctioneer,
recently completed in four weeks a $30,000 sale in San
Diego, Cal., for M. German, and has just opened a big sale
in Denver, Colo., for the Roth Importing Co. At making
records and money, P. J. is a hummer.

Many prominent jewelry firms and companies are
locating in the new Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt St.,
New York. 0. M. Draper, Henry Abbott & Co. and
E. L. Logee & Co. have already moved into the building,
and others contemplate doing so in the near future.

The postoffice at Norwood, Mass., was recently burglar-
ized. The jewelry store of A. T. Harriott is next door, and
the dividing partition was shattered, but the thieves did not
enter, dreading, probably, the burglar-alarm electric-wire
arrangement connecting the store with Mr. Harriott's sleep-
ing apartment.

Frank A. FonderSmith, who has been conrected with
Aug. Rhoads, of Lancaster, Pa., NV ill open a jewelry store
about April 1st at So W. King Street, that city. Chas. S
Gill, who now occupies the store at io W. King Street, will
remove about same date to so W. Queen Street. Mr. Gill
will have optical parlors in the rear part of the new store.

The Wellington Catering Company, official caterer of
the World's Fair, has awarded to M. W. Burchard, the
Chicago agent of Rogers & Hamilton Company, of Water-
bury, Conn., the contract for furnishing flat ware to the
exposition. One thousand dozen of each piece of Crown
Hamilton flat ware, of a special pattern, have been ordered
for the Administration Building.

Literary Notices.
Now that advertising is admitted to be the great lever

by which success in business can be attained, " How to
advertise with most profit " has become the all-important
question for the average business man. The latter %% ill find
this question admiral ly answered by the periodical, "Art in
Advertising," devoted to this subject. For so much value,
the yearly subscription price of one dollar must be regarded
as merely nominal. Published by the Art in Advertising
Publishing Co., 8o Fifth Avenue, New York.

An illustrated magazine of the very highest order is
" Outing," devoted to amateur sport, travel and recreation.
No department of out-door exercise is omitted, and each is
treated in a manner far superior to that found in less pre-
tentious periodicals devoted to the same subject. The illus-
trations are as numerous as they are perfect, and add im-
measurably to the value and interest of the magazine. Pub-
lished at 239-24s Fifth Avenue, New York. The current
number is pregnant with deeply interesting articles.

"Take Up and Read"
" How to increase the subscrip-

tion list " is a brain-puzzling prob-
lem in every newspaper office. In
working out the solution of this
vitally important problem, THE
KEYSTONE management takes just
credit for a degree of success that
is unique and unprecedented in the
history of trade journalism. Our
present subscription list is practi-
cally all-embracing, and our enor-
mous circulation elicits monthly the
wondering admiration of new addi-
tions to our long and comprehensive
list of advertisers. How we have
succeeded hi making almost every
retail jeweler in the United States
a subscriber is not matter for our
columns, but we cannot refrain
from publishing occasionally a spec-
imen of our daily correspondence
relating thereto. A recent mail
brought us the following:

H. B. VINCENT & SRO.

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE.

McConnellsville, 0., Feb. 6, 1893.

The Keystone:

Enclosed you will find One Dollar, for
which please send The Keystone.

Respectfully,

H. B. Vincent & Bro.
See Luken: 8.

The venerable postscript might
have puzzled us did it not refer to
the most familiar and oft-repeated
chapter of the entire Scriptures.
The eighth verse runs as follows:
" And I say unto you, though he
will not rise and give him because
he is his friend, yet because of his
importunity he will rise and give
him many as he needeth." Though
this chaotic use of the personal pro-
noun could never be sanctioned by
the KEYSTONE, the meaning of the
passage is manifest. We are under
an obligation to Messrs. H. B. Vin-
cent & Bro. for informing us that
our method of subscription-getting
has the sanction of the sacred vol-
ume and Scriptural promise of suc-
cess. In our case the promise has
already been fulfilled almost to the
letter, and we recommend the few
still outside our fold to read the
chapter refered to, imitate the pious
and docile example of Vincent &
Bro., and forward their • dollars.
Take notice that we. have still in
reserve a limitless supply of " im-
portunity."

•

1
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" MUTILATING COIN."—Please give me the law as
relates to making bangles from U. S. coins.

You will find the matter discussed on page
132, of February, 1893, KEYSTONE.

" MUSIC-BOX."—How can I remedy the squeaking
in a Swiss music-box
First ascertain if anything is loose—screw or

anything which can vibrate. If the squeak at-
taches itself to any note or notes, examine the
dampers, and if fault:v, replace them. These
dampers are of two kinds : first, bits of quill
attached with shellac dissolved in alcohol ; sec-
ond, small pieces of fine steel spring pinned into
the end of the tooth or note.

"JERSEY."—What explanation would you make to
a customer who complains of a 14 karat ring mak-
ing the finger black?

The perspiration of some people will blacken
14 karat gold, as it contains sulphur. With the
same person the tendency to produce this effect
will vary at times. Alloys are also variable, not
altogether by the fineness—that is, karat mark—
but, as jewelers say, " the grain of the gold,"
some 14 karat blacking much easier than another
alloy of precisely the same quality.

"PUZZLED."—I have been in business about two
and one-half years, and my repair work does not
amount to hardly anything. I thought if I
should secure a good watchmaker and advertise
in the daily papers I could get as much work as
the rest of the stores here. As I cannot afford to
pay a good man, I thought I would ask if you did
not think I could get a man to work on com-
mission or halves if I would do the advertising.

We hardly think you could get a good work-
man to work for half of " hardly anything," as
you say your work amounts to now, no matter how
much you might advertise, except you made a
contract with him for a term of years in order
that he might have an inducement in the future.

" GOLD HANDS."—What effect, if any, would gold
hands have on an 86 Elgin movement in regard
to time-keeping qualities? Have put fancy dials
on three No. 86 Elgins, with extra fancy gold
hands, and in each instance I cannot make the
watch run fast enough by the regulator. On
taking the gold hands off and replacing the orig-
inal hands; I find the watch runs to the mark.
Could it be in the poise of the hands ? Or would
the extra weight of the gold hands over the
original affect the time?

We think you will find there is extra friction
somewhere and the hands do not work free, if you
examine very carefully. The -extra weight would
not appreciably affect the time ; although, in
theory, every grain or fraction of a grain compos-
ing the train has to be started, moved and
stopped for each tick of a watch.

" BRASSWORK."—(1) Please give me recipe for
making the llow varnish used in optical facto-
ries for brass. (2) My regulator gains in the
winter and loses in the summer. How can I
compensate the pendulum so it will keep correct
time ?

(I) The yellow varnish to which you refer is
known as " lacquer," and is composed of gum
shellac dissolved in alcohol and colored with

gamboge, saffron or cape aloes for yellow, and
dragon's-blood or anotta for red. A good formula
is shellac, one ounce ; alcohol, one pint ; dragon's-
blood, one dram ; gamboge, four drams. The
brass is to be highly polished, and as warm as the
hand can bear when the lacquer is applied with a
camel's-hair brush. A little practice mixing the
yellow and red tints will give any shade required.
(2) A passable correction for temperature varia-
tion can be obtained by using a rod of straight-
grained wood. The . rod should be varnished
with shellac varnish. A better compensation is
obtained by a combination zinc and steel rod.
We described in December, 1888, number of THE
KEYSTONE, a very efficient and easily constructed
zinc compensation. Zinc compensation pendu-
lums for any clock can be had of Alvin Lawrence,
Lowell, Mass.

"RING-SETTING."—Please tell me how to restore
the prongs on the setting of a stone in a ring or

• scarf-pin when they are broken off.

If the prongs are long enough, they can be
cut back to the same length and a new seat cut
for the stone ; but in case it is desired to attach a
new piece to bend over the stone, a seat can be

'

filed and a piece soldered on. This will, perhaps,
be better understood by inspecting Fig. 4, where
C represents the broken prong. We file on the
outside a seat for a new clamp, or claw, as shown
at e, the end at n being the place or point where
the stone rests. We next select a piece of gold
wire or sheet-gold of the proper color, (if of
wire, flatten it so as to match the prong in width)
and bend it into a loop, as shown at F , Fig. 4,
and adjust it so that it will grasp C as shown.
We now solder F to C from e to n. By placing a
little boracic acid at g the solder will not flow
where F, rests on C. The piece F is cut off at
the dotted line f, and finished to match the other
prongs.

" ETCHER."—(1) Please give me the best formula for
coating spoons to be etched. (2) What is .the
best solution to employ for spoon etching? (3)
Can you give me recipe for oxydizing silver
which will wear ?

(I) For such jobs as have to be painted on,
so as to leave. blank spaces where the acid acts,
we have never found anything better than asphal-
tum varnish. Shellac in alcohol is also good, but
it must be used as thick as it can be worked, and
dried by heat. (2) Nitric acid, one part; water,
four parts. Heat or electricity stimulates the
action. Attach the spoon to the carbon or copper
pole of a battery, and suspend a plate of silver
opposite, connected to the zinc pole. (3) Cover
the part to be oxydized with one thickness of wet
cloth and expose to sulphuretted hydrogen .gas in
a close box.

"MERCURY PENDULD.M."—(1) Please let me
know if a clock with a mercury pendulum
(beating seconds) having steel rod, and two cups
three-fourths full of mercury, can be adjusted so
as to keep accurate, and how ? (2) You promised
some time ago in THE KEYSTONE to give full
instructions for building a small dynamo for elec-
tro-plating purposes. Have you forgotten it P

(I) We do not exactly understand what you
mean when you say " two cups three-fourths full
of mercury." There has to be a certain height of
mercury in the jars to compensate for the expan-
sion of the steel pendulum-rod. For a steel
pendulum-rod forty-three inches long from the

top of the free part of the suspension spring to
the bottom of sole of stirrup, the height of
mercury in the jar should be about seven and four-
tenth inches. The jars should be arranged so
that more mercury could be added in case the
pendulum was not sufficiently compensated, or
some of the mercury removed in case of over-
compensation. A good zinc compensating-rod is
quite as satisfactory, and can be more easily and
cheaply gotten up. (2) We have not forgotten
this pledge, and as soon as the instructions now
running on photo-engraving are complete in our
article " Arts Allied," such a dynamo will be
fully described.

"HYDROCHINON."—How is hydrochinon devel-
oper made?

Dr. 0. Lohse gives the following for a single-
solution hydrochinon developer which will keep:

Hydrochinon, tz6 grains. Sodium sulphite, 463 grains.
Resorcin, 6 " Sodium carbonate, 309 "

Distilled water, 34 ounces.

No single-solution developer gives as good
satisfaction as two or three solutions combined.
Mawson, a celebrated English manufacturer, gives
a formula for an excellent three-solution de-
veloper:

(A) Hydrochinon,   So grains.
Citric acid,   to "
Sulphite soda (recrystalized), So "
Water (distilled), . . . . 20 ounces.

(B) Potassium hydrate (sticks), . 16o grains.
• Sulphite soda (recrystalized), 16o "
Distilled water, • . . . 20 ounces.

(C) Potassium bromide, . . . 24 grains.
Distilled water, . . . . ounce.

(D) Potassium hydrate (sticks), . 160 grains.
Distilled water, . . . . 20 ounces.

For average exposed plates, use equal parts of
solutions A and B, adding five minims of C for
every ounce of solution. For over-exposed plates,
use D instead of B, with an extra quantity of C.
For under-exposed plates omit C, and in extreme
cases add about six grains more sulphite of soda.
The object of decreasing or increasing the sulphite
of soda, is to give greater or less density to the
negatives.

" BLUE-PRINTS."—Please give formula for prepar-
ing paper for blue-prints.

One ounce of citrate of iron and ammonia
dissolved in two and one-half ounces of water.
One ounce of red prussiate of potash dissolved in
eight ounces of water. These solutions are placed
in separate bottles and kept in the dark. When
wanted for use, the solutions are mixed in the pro-
portion of two parts of the potash solution to one
part of the iron solution, and one ounce of the
mixed solutions will coat a square yard of paper.
Any smooth, pure white paper which will stand
the washing the prints are submitted to, will
answer. The solutions should only be mixed at
the time they are used. A broad brush, such as is
used for letter-copying, is the best means of spread-
ing the solution on the paper. A soft sponge will
answer, squeezing out the excess of fluid. Whether
brush or sponge is employed, the operation should
be gone through twice, crossing the brush or
sponge strokes. The fluid should be applied to the
paper in a room in'to which no daylight can find its
way, the only light being a photographers' red
lantern. A -box with a hole cut in one side, over
which is pasted red tissue paper, or, what is better,
" red fabric," set over a kerosene lamp, will do
nicely. The paper should be dried in the dark.
Freshly-made paper is the best. This paper will
print under a good negative in six to ten minutes.
All the fixing the prints need is thorough soaking
in repeated baths of clear watcr. The dry chem-
icals which were not used should be placed in
well-corked bottles and excluded from the light.

F. A. Hardy & Co.
WHOLESALE AND

MANUFAOTURING PTIeIANS.

Case Department.
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We manufacture our own Spectacle-Cases, and would call special attention to the product
of this department, in which we make a specialty of fine-quality cases. Our line of

AIMEE COE
OPTICIAN

STAR BRAND CASES
is made with light, stiff bodies, covered with a fine-grain black leather cut from whole
skins, with all damaged pieces carefully culled out and discarded. They are, therefore,
of a uniform and fine quality.

The riding-bow cases are made in seven sizes, as illustrated above, thereby enabling
opticians to provide their customers with cases adapted to the style of frame prescribed.

Send for catalogue and samples to

F. A. Hardy & Co.
46 & 48 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

Vb.
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Watchmakers' Tools, and How to

Use Them.

a• E think we have now carried
our escape-wheel grinding-device
to completion, and will conse-

quently drop it and. take up the
consideration of a few little tools

and conveniences which go so much toward
making a watchmaker good tempered. Few work-
men, we fancy, but have experienced inconven-
ience and annoyance in giving a fresh look to
gold, (and worse still), plated watch-hands, when
cleaning a watch. We have recently seen a little
device for this purpose, which, we have no doubt,
Nvill be as serviceable and satisfactory to others as
it was to the party who got it up. It was made
from -a strip of No. 16 spring-brass about seven-
sixteenths of an inch wide, and four inches long.

At one end of this strip of sheet-brass we
make a slot five-eights of an inch long and one-
eighth wide, as shown at C, Fig. 1. We make
another slot at seven-eights of an inch from this
three-sixteenths wide and three-eights long, as
shown at 8. This slot has beveled edges, as
shown in Fig. 2, which is a section of Fig. i on
the line a a. A slide is fitted to this, as shown at
IV, Fig. 1, which is three-sixteenths long, conse-
quently permitting a motion of three-sixteenths
back and forth. Another strip is cut from the
same sheet-brass, as A, two inches long and
three-eighths of an inch wide. This strip of
brass is shown separate at Fig. 4, as if seen in the
direction of the arrow c, Fig. 3. It is attached to
the slide IP with a small screw from the back, as
shown at f.

A slot is also cut as shown at n, and through
this slot goes the screw 1E, shown by the dotted
circle E, Fig. 4, and the full outline, (E), in
Fig. 3. The idea of the slide B' and strip D is
to clamp the socket of an hour-hand in the notch

-h, Fig. t. The clamping-screw E being loosened,
the brass-plate D is pushed forward in the direc-

tion of the arrow d until the hand is securely

clamped between the slide B and plate A, when

the clamping-screw E is set up. The watch-hand

to be cleaned now rests on the plate A, as shown

at the dotted lines H, Fig. t.
For holding the tip of the hand, we must

make another slide, which works in the slot C.

This slide is composed of four pieces-----(t) A

square of the same brass as A, one-eighth of an

inch on a side, which is to move in the slot C;

(2) a piece of thin steel, three-quarters of an inch

long and three-eighths wide. This piece of steel

is rivited to the brass-piece moving in the slot.

(3) The clamping-screw shown at F, Fig. 3.

(4) A round washer of thin sheet-brass, which

goes between the screw F and the piece A. The

thin steel-piece just referred to can be made of a

bit of old French clock-spring. We show an

edge view of it at G, Fig. 3, and a hand clamped

fast at H
Such a device vill hold a hand from three-

eighths of an inch long, to a hand for a 2o-size

watch. For holding minute-hands of Swiss

watches, a pin /, Fig. 5, is filed up 'and put

through the hole where the center-arbor goes, and

this pin is then cut off as close as possible on top,

and the lower part P of Fig. 5, grasped in the

holder at b, Fig. T. The curvature of the hand

at 11,* Fig. 5. of .course, has to be temporarily

taken out. The extreme end of the hand, perhaps

one-twentieth of an inch, is under the clip G.
When a hand is so held, it can be brushed with a

rotary brush in a lathe as long as the brush acts
lengthwise of the hand.

A pomade, made by mixing Vienna time
with solid parafine, three parts lime and one of
parafine, (by weight), answers admirably. To
make such a pomade, scrape from a nice fresh

lump of this lime about a teaspoonful, and add
one-third its weight of parafine wax ; melt, and
stir together ; then make the mass into a ball. A

medium-stiff, two-inch, two-rowed, bristle-brush
fitted to a special cement-brass is the best means

of applying the pomade. The mode of working
is to pull the slide D back by the lip g, Fig. 3,

and place the socket, if an hour-hand, between

B' and A, in the notch b, and then push .D
forward by g-, and secure the set-screw E.

The clamp G is next adjusted to hold the tip

of the hand H, and the set-screw F set up. The

hand H is now securely held for brushing either

with a rotary or straight brush, if we carefully

apply the action of the brush lengthwise of the

hand. If a straight brush is employed, use
alcohol and Vienna lime and an old stump of a
brush. The extreme tip of the hand which was
under the clip G can be polished by moving the

4rik 2 I e al
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clip back out of the way so as to expose the end,
and brushing from the center B1 toward the end.
A rotary brush is much the best in all instances,
but for the tip, as just instanced, there is no
danger of bending a hand. Usually the socket of
the hour-hand will stand clamping by the slide
B' , but in case the socket is too frail, a taper plug
can be inserted, as shown in Fig. 6. Here the
hand is shown at Hand the taper plug at L

A half-dozen such plugs will be quite suffi-
cient to hold all the hour-hands one will encounter
in the repair trade. All the accessories of such a
band outfit should be kept by themselves in a box.

The writer would here, without any apology,
say that the average watchmaker is much too
careless in the way he keeps his watch-hands.
He, the writer, was afflicted with the same
slovenly habits, until he disgusted himself, and
was forced by necessity to adopt some sort of a
system, which led to the arrangement which we
shall describe in our next article.

The Waltham, Mass., Free Press, of a recent date, had

a column of its space devoted to a laudatory article on the

highly successful horological school of Palmer & Swain.

The Philadelphia Optical College, under the provisions

of its valuable charter, conferred the degree of " Doctor of

Refraction " on Frederick W. Platt, of Delaware, Ohio.

Dr. Platt is an exceptionally skillful and well informed

optician. During the same month, (February), Miss Mabel

Beatte, of Sterling, Kan., was attending the same college.

Miss Beatte graduated last winter from an optical institute,

but not feeling satisfied, she traveled all the way from

Kansas to Philadelphia to attend the Philadelphia Optical

College ; and she says Dr. Brown's instructions were much

clearer, and easier comprehended and remembered, and she

feels well repaid for her journey. The correspondence

department of this college is still winning new laurels.
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An Ingenious Window-Dressing.

EDITOR KEYSTONE.

It was with pleasure that I read in " our" last KEY-

STONE of the Christmas window decorations as described by

their owners. It may not -be too late, so let pride hear an

echo. I can well understand the pleasure these Christmas

window attractions give to their originators, and can

appreciate it all-even the profitable part-for I have just

been through the mill. What everyone says must be true,

and for the following I have the papers : The handsomest

and most attractive window ever decorated in Newton by a

jeweler, is that of R. T. Smith, the North Side jeweler."

My store has a plate-glass front window six feet long

and four deep. For the top of the window I made a light

framework, and contrived a false tOp about two and one-

half feet lower. Around the window and above this false

top I placed a strip of the best cotton-flannel. on which the

following tvords, formed from our fir-trees, appear, viz.,

"Merry Xmas." As these had been clipped in a prep-

aration of alum and salt, and on drying sprinkled with

diamond-dust, you can imagine how they caught the eye of

the passer-by. I next covered the top with cotton-flannel,

and then I took peafowl feathers and formed an arch,

letting the showy side of each feather rest against the glass

front. I then ran my electric wires down the sides of the

glass front, securing one about three feet from the bottom of

the window, the other about two feet. I then covered the

wall, ends or quills of the feathers, electric wires and all

exposed wood, etc., with cotton-flannel, and bung " from the

top of the window " about fifty icicles. My wife made

them out of alum, salt, etc., and they are beauties, being

from one foot to one yard in length. I gave just enough

slant to my top to use canvas one yard wide, and on it an

artist painted " A Merry Christmas and A Happy New

Year," and I thus filled in the space from ceiling to false top;

and the season's greeting met the eye of every customer,

and took the place of the " word of mouth " when I was
being rushed. I used an eight-day clock (old movement)

for motive power. This I secured to the bottom of the

Nvindow, the panels being removed so that I could reach

under to wind. I then put in the false bottom, completely

hiding the motive power. A hole as large as a dollar had
been made in the false bottom directly over the center-post
of the movement. I now covered the bottom with Den-

nison's best cotton, and then placed a large sheet of

polished tin in the bottom of the window.

My next move was to get a branch (forked) from a tree,
and a straight .limb also. I got a Y branch, which was

easily centered and secured to the movement, the limb
tightly set in forks of Y. Boys in winter dress (toy (folls)

with skates on were nicely secured to the straight limb, and

I had as nice and complete a "flying Dutchman " as I ever

Saw on ice. Suspended by cords of ice (alum, etc.,) hung
the snowy table of Santa Claus about two feet above the
skaters. In a nook or far corner of the window was a snow

man, and a few anxious boys and girls on the snowy edge

of the lake were reaching forth their bands for a ride on the
"flying Dutchman." The back of the window, elevated
with boards, made a banking of snow. White curtains
(mosquito), having gone through the alum process, were
properly hung and parted, enclosing the rear of the window.
Silver-headed tacks were used. A few green tassels from
the fir-tree were judiciously used, and I made liberal use of
diamond-dust over the whole. Silverware and a few novel-
ties were set here and there in the snowy bottom; Santa's
table was set with watches and choice goods; the " flying

Dutchman " was wound, the outside curtain taken down
(press the button), the electric lights on' the outside, in the
window and in the store were lit, and a full reward was
reaped, for we drew the crowd, saw their wondering faces,
heard their pleasant comments, and took in the cash.

I want to say in connection with this that I first
thought it a waste of time, money and hard labor, but now

am fully aware of the fact that it helped me considerably
financially. Respectfully yours,

R. T. SMITH, Newton, Iowa.

A Life Subscriber's " Opinion.
THE KEYSTONE.

Find enclosed one dollar, to pay for your valuable

monthly, to my address for the current year. I have been

a subscriber from the first, and you may number my name

with your already long list of 41ife subscribers." Yours

is the par excellence of all our trade journals, either domes-

tic or foreign, and I wish it a long life of usefulness to its

patrons, and profit to its promoters.
Yours very truly,

II. BELL, Tarboro, N. C.

Mb.
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A Prominent Watch Tool Manufacturer.
Few branches of the great manufacturing industry of

this coulitry can boast of more inventive genius or better
.manufacturing talent than the still juvenile but very robust
branch dtvoted to the making of watchmakers' tools. Of
those connected with this rapidly growing industry one of
the best known, nost highly gifted and most deservedly
popular is John Stark, of Waltham, Mass., the maker of the
celebrated American Watchmakers' lathe, multifarious
watchinakers tools and watch machinery of various descrip-
tions. The phenomenal growth Of watchmaking in the
United States presupposes, of course, a corresponding growth
in the complementary industry, and to Mr. Stark, whose
portrait we reproduce below, is due, to a creditable degree,
the present magnitude and prosperity of the latter.

John Stark's is the pioneer and oldest established house
in the country devoted entirely to this trade. The business
was founded in 1S62 by John Stark, Sr., and carried on by
him until ISSo, when his son, John Stark, Jr., became a
partner. The concern was conducted with gocd success
under the dual management until the death of Stark pert
in 18S7. The in herited interests of the heirs were subse-
quently purchased and absorbed by Stark/Us, who has since
carried on the establishnlent under his own name. The
business has now a national reputation, and the reliability
and mechanical excellence of the products have been
proven by the conclusive test of experience.

The factory, which is situated on Mcody Street, is a
two-and-a-half story building, sixty by twenty-five feet, with
a two-story L, twenty by twenty-five feet, containing all the
steam machinery requisite for every branch of the business.
Fifteen bands are ea:ployed, and every detail is carried out
under the watchful and skilled supervision of Mr. Stark
himself, who is a veritable encyclopedia of practical watch-
tool manufacturing information. During the past year the
plant has been considerably improved. Automatic grinders,
milling machines, etc., have been perfected to a degree that
enables the management to insure an output ample enough
to meet the increasing demand for the tools.

The great specialty of this concern is the well-known
New American Watchmakers' lathe. This lathe is a marvel
of mechanical ingenuity, being so devised that it can be
used to make every portion of a watch accurately and well.
Wheels can be cut, jewels cut and fitted, and each separate
part constructed. It is small and compact, while each
movement and detail is as delicate, in its way, as the
interior of the watch itself... Certainly, no machine can be
conceived more perfect and beautiful in design or finish,
and the large number now in use, as well as the universal
approbation with which they have met on every hand, is the
best proof of their efficiency.

Mr. Stark also manufactures a mainspring winder
which is considered by one of the most competent authori-
ties in the country to be the best made. Ile manufactures,
besides, a machinist's bench-lathe, and makes a specialty of
a lathe for fine model-making, which, it is claimed, is the
best of its kind invented. The swing-treadle foot-wheel is
another of his many products. The admitted efficiency of
all his tools makes them ready sellers, and it is not surprising
that each succeeding year reveals a considerable expansion
in his business.

"Enclosed find One Dollar to- renew my subscrip-
tion for another year. THE KEYSTONE to the craft
at large should be "as the dew of Hermon that
descended on the mountains of Zion," and individually
I want the " dew" as each month rolls round."—T. Y.
MAYNARD, Albuquerque, N. M.

Zpring 'novelties

All Hail, Balmy Springtide !
Let us then be up and doing

With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait."

The scene is changed. Cheerless
winter has at last strutted across the
stage, and disappeared from the relieved
view of a shivering audience ; and spring
—refreshing, invigorating, life-infusing
spring—has made its annual debut to an
expectant business public. The recently
snow-bound wheels of trade are now
rapidly revolving, and the fates seem
singularly auspicious. Mother nature,
pregnant -with the seeds of an abundant
harvest, has already put on her verdant
garb, and with maternal solicitude invites
you to make yourself worthy of her
bounty in the time of her fruition. Be,
then, " up .and doing," for your portion,
like ours, will be according to deserts.
Proceed energetically, but cautiously with-
al. Be not blinded to actualities by over-
confidence, nor cast down by a ninety-
two-begotten distrust. Work vigorously,
honestly, self-reliantly—keeping one eye
the while on your stock, and reserving
the other and lrll your smiles for your
customers.

Would it be out of place just now,
think you, to turn both eyes in the
direction of your stock ? Glance at those
watch cases of yours before answering.
A possible want suggests to us a question.

Are there among your local mag-
nates a few wealthy enough to put style
above money—that is, wealthy enough to
invest in solid gold cases ? If there are,
attend to them. Their purchases, no
doubt, may be few and far between, and
the aggregate value of same relatively
small, but you can realize on the prestige
of their custom. This you can rely on
gaining by the tempting bait of the new
styles of

Keystone Solid Gold Cases.

the handsomest, richest and best solid
cases made.

You admit, of course, that the Jas.
Boss filled case is the case for the average
customer. But have you seen the new
styles for the spring trade ? We sent you
a large postal card showing just a few
specimens, Did you get it ? The cuts

in IrClatch eases.

thereon will give you a faint idea of the
unprecedented. beauty and variety of our
latest output. Order samples early, and
don't get handicapped in the race by
your wide-awake competitors.

The Novelties in yas. Boss r././ K.
Cases

still reign supreme. Their prices, taken
in connection with their beauty, are cer-
tainly a marvel, but are merely another
proof of the economy of a large output.
The figures would, of course, be impos-
sible for any smaller concern. This is the
list:

Diamond-Set,
Enameled,

With Raised Gold *Ornamentation,
Escalloped Centers,
Antique Pendants.

'4

Sellers qf the ;enuine wildfire vari-
ety are the 'as. Boss zo karat cases, with
escalloped centers. The rush for them is
unprecedented. Are you in 10

The Cyclone Rolled-Plate Case

is still balm to the sensitive pride of the
man with refined taste and a small purse.
This individual is numerous enough to
merit your selfish attention. In these
cases we have new designs also, and
" new " with us always means prettier
than before.

Silver cases have, of course, been
dethroned by their yellow competitors,
but the silver dominion is still large, and
its autocrat is the

Leader Silver Case .

the old-time and all-time standard in
silver cases. It is made of coin silver
throughout.

It's a long stretch from an aristo-
cratic solid gold case to a plebeian

Silveroid Case,

but we pride ourselves on catering to all,
and our silveroid cases excel others in this
metal, in that they embody all our gen,nral
improvements in watch case making.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

IEEE
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RINGS

X
■.).e._

41 
Prices furnished, and )al.

selection packages sent to

II responsible Retailers. ■1,1'/I   41\
y'-i+xx.pc,i+x,(4.,,,(4.xxi.xxixiefikx+xx.p4sx+xx+x,(4.., x

EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.00.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal,
$9.75.

Our advertisements in the leading monthly and
weekly journals, in which we show these few
leading patterns and quote their retail prices, are
creating a demand for The 44 Bryant " Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

15 01kN
10 MAIDEN LANE -NEN YORK.

OLDEST RING MAKERS IN AMERICA.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. 2 Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent, 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$13.50.
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IC\ Snap
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Some men never see an opportunity
until it has turned the corner.

PgrpOam0 CLA.4d&r
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reae jklovelty Bi 1 Seller

(

11111111. 1

34 Maiden Lane, New York. 

/

$0'725
Net

All enterprising
Jewelers should
have a complete

outfit of

Rolling
Mills,
Lathes, etc.

If you are not fully equipped,
write at once for our Catalogue.

HA VX 114X TwArtoxol ramx.

W. W. OLIVER,
New Factory, 1483-1485 Niagara St.,

BUPF7N1-0, N. Y.

IMPORTANT

To Manufacturers sf Watch Cases and Jewelry.

Seamless
Solid Gold, Silver,
Brass and Copper Tubing
For Joints and Jewelers' Hollow Wire Work, in

all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS,
24 Boudinot St. NEWARK, N. J.

FOR SALE BY ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.

Vir
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

cicr 
E will now with our improved draw-
ng instruments, resume the consider-

ation of the ratchet-tooth lever-
escapement, as we left- it in January,

1893, KEYSTONE. We reproduce
at Fig. I, a portion of diagram III,

from Moritz Grossmann's prize essay on the De-
tached Lever Escapement, in order to point • out
the error in delineating the entrance pallet which
we called attention to in January, 1893, KEY-
STONE. The cut, as we give it, is not quite one-
half the size of Mr. Grossinann's original plate.

In the cut we give the letters of reference
employed the same as on the original engravings,
except where we use others in explanation. The
angular motion of the lever and pallet action as
shown in the cut is ten degrees ; but in our
drawing where we only use eight and one-half
degrees, the same mistake would give propor-
tionate error if we did not take means to correct
it. The error to which we refer lies in drawing
the impulse face of the entrance pallet. The
impulse face of this pallet as drawn by Mr. Gross-
mann would not, from the action of the engaging
tooth, carry this pallet through more than eight
degrees of angular motion, consequently the tooth
which should lock on the exit pallet would fail to
(I() so, and strike the impulse face.

We would here beg to add that nothing will
so much instruct a person desiring to acquire
sound ideas on escapements as making a large
model. The writer calls to mind a wood model
of a lever escapement made by one of the "boys"
in the Elgin factory, about a year or two after
Mr. Grossmann's prize essay was published. It
went from hand to hand, and did much toward
establishing sound ideas as regards the correct
action of the lever escapement in that notable
concern.

If a horological .student should construct a
large model on the lines laid down in Mr. Gross-
mann's work, the entrance pallet would be faulty
in form, and would not properly perform its func-
tions. Why ? perhaps says our reader. In reply let
us analyze the action of the tooth B as it rests on
the pallet A. Now, if we move this pallet through
an angular motion of one and one-half degrees on
the center g (which also represents the center of
the pallet staff), the tooth B is disengaged from
the locking face, and commences to slide along
t he impulse face of the pallet and " drops," that
is, falls from the pallet, when the inner angle of
the pallet is reached.

This inner angle, as located by Mr. Gross-
mann, is at the intersection of the short arc i with
the line g n, which limits the ten-degree angular
motion of the pallets. If we carefully study the
drawing, we will see the pallet has only to move
through eight degrees of angular motion of the
pallet staff for the tooth to escape; because the
tooth certainly must be disengaged when the inner
angle of the pallet reaches the peripheral line a.
The true way to locate the position of the inner
angle of the pallet, is to measure down on the arc
I ten degrees from its intersection with the pe-
ripheral line a, zinil locate a point to which a line
is drawn from the intersection of the line g in
with the radial line a c, thus defining the inner
angle of the entrance pallet.. We will name this
point the point x.

It may not be amiss to say the arc i is swept
from the center g through the point ii, said point
being located ten degrees from the intersection of
the radial a c with the peripheral line a. It will
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be noticed that the inner angle of the entrance pal-
let A seems to extend inward, beyond the radial line
a j, that is, toward the pallet center g, and gives
the appearance of being much thicker than the
exit pallet A' ; but we will see on examination
that the extreme angle x of the entrance pallet
must move on the arc 1, and consequently cross
the peripheral line a at the point u. If we
measure the impulse faces of the two pallets A A',
we will find them nearly alike in linear extent.

Mr. Grossmann, in delineating his exit pallet,
--brings the extreme angle (shown at 4) down to the.
periphery of the escape, as shown in the drawing,
where it extends beyond the intersection of the
line g f with the radial line a 3. The correct
form for the entrance pallet should be to the
dotted lines z x y. We have spoken of engaging
and disengaging frictions ; we do not know how
we can better explain this term than by illustrat-
ing the idea with a grindstone. Suppose two
men are grinding on the same stone ; each has,
say, a cold chisel to grind, as shown in Fig. 2,

where G represents the grindstone and NN' the
cold chisels. .The grindstone is supposed to be
revolving in the direction of the arrow.

The chisels Nand N' are both being ground,
but the chisel IV' is being cut much the more
rapidly, as each particle of grit of the stone as it
catches on the steel causes the chisel to hug the
stone and bite in deeper and deeper ; while the
chisel shown at Nis thrust away by the action of
the grit. Now friction of any kind is only a sort
of grinding operation, and the same principles
hold good.

Advertising Axioms.
Advertise to make money, not to spend it.
In preparing matter be lavish in sense, be extravagant

in truthfulness, but economize on lying.
Business men should dust their stock and their advertise-

ments; cobwebs should be allowed on neither.
Advertising is an investment and needs a page in the

ledger the same as stock.
An advertisement should rival the news columns in inter-

est to the public.
Advertisements should be attractive enough to catch the

attention and substantial enough to hold it.
Quality is better than quantity. Brain work is better

than space.
Brains make small space larger and a word speak

louder.
Newspaper sprIce, printers' ink and circulation do not

constitute all there is of advertising. Brain is the chief
ingredient.

The Newark Watch Case Material Co. and N. J. Felix
gained a complete victory over E. P. Ledos & Co. through
a decision recently rendered by Judge Dallas of the Circuit
Court of the United States. The suit was brought for
infringement of a patent for an improvement in watch
case springs. Judge Dallas decided that the patent is
valid, and that the defendants have infringed on the same,
and granted an injunction preventing the further manufac-
ture of the article by the defendants.

A Pearl-Fisher's Luck.
Robert J. Holloway, who is a pearl-fisher hailing from

Thursday Island, is at present in this city on his way back
to his sea-girt home on the other side of the city. Seen at
the Russ House, Mr. Holloway gave some highly interesting
facts relative to his dangemus but occasionally highly lucra-
tive occupation.
" I scarcely know what made me take to fishing up

oyster-shells as a profession," he said, but I suppose it pre-
sented opportunities for adventure and excitement which
fascinated .me. Twenty-three years ago I was an appren-
tice on board an English ship trading in the Polynesian
Archipelago, and used to envy the pearlers and inter-island
traders their free and careless life among the beautiful tropical
islands. As is often the case, I had a brutal skipper, and
this helped me to resolve to run away from the vessel and
throw in my lot with the pearl-fishers. One dark night
when we were at Batavia I dropped over the side and went
ashore. here I had no difficulty in getting employment on
one of the small luggers which was to sail at daybreak.
" I spent two years on this little vessel and saved what

I earned, and having by that time what I thought sufficient
experience I started in a small way for myself, pearling and
trading in beche de mer ' with the natives. Sometimes we
had trouble with the savages; but, taken all through, the
risks incurred were well compensated for by the large profits
in the trade.
" In 1875 I had become the owner of a fine lugger,

and I employed eight divers, all Kanakas, who use no
diving apparatus whatever, and can remain under water for
several minutes at a time. This season I was operating in
the Bay of Carpentaria and was extremely fortunate in get-
ting pearls, although I lost three of my men by sharks.
These men take great risks, seeming to have no fear of the
swarms of sharks that infest the water. The divers have a
large stone attached by a cord to the boat. Aith this
weight in their hands they dive overboard and sink rapidly
to the bottom. Then grabbing all the shells within reach
they fill the network bag hung around their necks and come
to the surface with their cargo."
" What percentage of the shells contain pearls ?" asked

the reporter.
" Well, there is no rule," explained Mr. Holloway.

" Sometimes we don't get a decent pearl in a boatload, and
again we may make a rich haul in a handful of them. • The
small, opaque pearl is common enough and of really little
value. One good, big pearl is worth a pailfull of them.
" After fishing on the coast of West Australia for a

couple of years, I tried the New Guinea fisheries. Here I
was very successful, and in '79 I settled down at Thursday
Island, determined to make that my headquarters while my
boats went in different directions. By this time I had three
large pearling vessels and employed about fifty men. At
the present time I run eleven boats and pay about a hundred
men. Of course, all the vessels are not equally successful,
some of them often running me into loss for the year.
" Pearls are now very fashionable in Europe, and there

is a great demand for the best sorts. I' have just been to
Vienna, Paris and London, where I have disposed of sonic
extraordinarily good specimens at prices which I have not
received for years previously. I do most of my business
with Amsterdam, and I have it on authority of my agents
there that three of the finest pearls in a necklace worn by
the Princess of Wales are from my fisheries."

—San Francisco Chronicle. •

" Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. I would miss this as much
as I would my wife."—P. W. PUGH, Jackson, Minn.

•
Store System.

System is necessary in carrying on a store or a shop of
any kind. . Bad habits must not get a foothold. It is a bad
habit to sit on your counter, to smoke in your customers'
faces, to let your shop go without sweeping or dusting, to
have smoking or ill-smelling lamps. The merchant who
puts off until . to-morrow what can be done to-day possesses
a decidedly bad habit. Of perfect system the definition is :
" Never try to do more than one thing at a time." After
exercising system in the arrangement of goods, there should
be a systematic method of keeping them in order, and a
system of selling.

There is nothing that will so soon offend a customer as
to be left even an instant for a new comer,/no matter how
pressing the time of the latter may be. " First come, first
served," is the recognized rule the world over, and the
dealer cannot afford to ignore or break it.

—Monetary Times.

The Oldest
World's Spoon Idea.

,\v\ 411

Woll's Spoon.

The Newest
World's Spoon Idea.

is THE Spoon of the Century, and

adaptable to all States, Cities,

Towns and Nations.

Here's the Idea:
You see a globe representing the
earth in the handle of-spoon as shown

in the cut. In the side of this globe is a revolving cylinder
containing five changeable microscopic views, which, by
turning the cylinder, will be brought in position to be seen
through the aperture in the globe. For World's Fair Spoon
the views will be of World's Fair buildings ; for an inaugu-
ral spoon there will be photos of the President and Mrs. C—,
Vice-President Stevenson, the Capitol and White House.
Any views you please can be substituted. Are you going
to be the first to get a spoon for your town? Order at
once. Sell on sight. The price of the spoon in sil-
ver is $3.00 ; in gilt, $3.50. Discount to the
trade 33ç per cent.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

GEO. W. BROWN,
Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Dance-Program

or Score-Card

Qyatelette

SEVEN
PRETTY
PATTERNS

IN GOLD

AND
SILVER.

ATTAttlED

OGDEN, UTAH.
Correspondence Solicited and Held Strictly Confidential.

REFER YOU BELOW TO A FEW OF THE MANY FIRMS

FOR WHOM I HAVE MADE SALES:

HAYDEN W. WHEELER, New York City.

BENJ. ALLEN, Chicago, Ill.

GREEN, SMITH WATCH AND DIAMOND Co., Denver, Colo.

MOREY'S DIAMOND PALACE, Seattle, Wash.

ED. L Sm...msoN, Tacoma. Wash.

A. P. Ross, Centralia, Wash.

L. B. OwroN, Ogden, Utah.
COLLINS & WENGER, Salida, Colo.
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TURNER & HALL, Boise City, Idaho.

FREEMAN MCCARTNEY, Park City, Utah.

W. S. MORLEY, Auburn, Cal.

J. Gucx, Stockton, Cal.

J. STRAUSS, Eureka, Nevada.

ROE POWELL, La Junta, Colo.

J. Scituvrz, JR., Monterey, Cal.

L J. SHARICK, Tacoma, Wash.

BUY THE GENUINE

DALE CHUCKS
$1.00 EACH.

Patented
ALg. 23,

CUTS FOR ADVERTISING,

40 CENTS BY MAIL.

THE

BASS ETT

JEWELRY O.
15 Maiden Lane, New York.

Society
Ladies
find
DANCE-
PROGRAM
HOLDERS
indispensable.

Every Chuck Warranted TRUE, HARD and PERFECT FITTING.

With a true lathe and true chucks a watchmaker need never use any wax in
staff and pinion work, and have very little use for it in any work. There are many
true lathes in use that are condemned because they have never had a true chuck in
them, the manufacturers finding it much easier to make the lathe true than the
chucks. There are many such chucks being put on the market every day, the
buyer thinking he is getting the best because it is made by the maker of the lathe
and costs more than the Dale. We are interested in true chucks, and if the makers
of lathes could or would give their patrons as good chucks as they do lathes they
would be justified in all they say about imitations.

The Dale imitate none, 'for if they did they would copy the faults as well as
the virtues of the so-called " Genuine " and be no better, and we would have little
to say on this head. We simply make chucks that fit your lathe properly, hold
your work true and are as free from faults as the design and construction of the
lathe will allow. We know what a chuck should be—we make it so as far as each
design of lathe will admif.

HOROLOGICAL TOOL CO.
Manufacturers of Watchmakers' Tools,

OFFICE:
86 North Clark Street.

FACTORt :CHICAGO. 1036 Lincoln Avenue.

4111.•
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NEWHOUSE,
84 & 86 State St.,

Chicago,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

grout's Celebrated Carved Iron

Watch and Spectacle Signs.
WARRANTED TO STAND

THE SEVEREST WEATHER.

Tried in all climates and all conditions of
weather, and found fully up to the standard
guaranteed.

BEWARE of base and worthless imita-
tions offered by a few unscrupulous houses
in this and other cities.

A SIDE irnow OP GROUT'S

New Louis XIV, Iron Watch Sign for 1893
See New

English Pend-
ant and Crown
with Twisted
Bow.

ALL GENUINE
have our name
ON DIALS MHZ
THIS.

Carved
in the most
Beautiful
Manner.

GROUT'S

NEW and ORIGINAL LOUIS 15th Ornamental

IRON WATCH SIGN.
TO SET ON A POST.

With New Oval Eye Spec. Sign. Made of the best Iron and Carved in the most
beautiful manner. With New English Pendant and Crown with Twisted Bow.
This is guaranteed the most substantial and showy Sign to set on top of a post ever
made. Every one is fully warranted to stand the weather or the money will
be refunded.

ALL GENUINE HAVE

OUR NAME ON DIALS

LINE THIS CUT.

These prices include

the strong wrought

iron bar, as shown

in this illustration, to

set into your wooden

post

But does not it*.

dude a post.

SIZES AND

24-inch %Vatch, with Spec
26
2S

If you do not want

SPEC. SIGN,

but only Watch, the

prices will be $3, $4

and $5 less than

list.

PRICES:

$26.75 32-inch Watch, with Spec $42.60
• 50 3S " " " •  56.00
36.50 42 " " " "   60.00

Gilded with best XX Gold Leaf.

Handsome

Dials. 1110 150111s XIY.
Swell Metal

SIZES AND PRICES.
ffi intb 86.50 I 24 inch ....$18.0014 " ........... ...... 7.50 I 26 "  
16 " .. 

22 " .................18.00 36 " ..  
18 " .  11.00 30 "  

  9.50 1 28 " ..... 
... 26.00
  24.00

82.50e tt........... .... .. .... —842.50
Handsomest Louis XIV. In the Market.

Made of Best Iron. Gilded with Best XX
Gold Leaf.

Finished with Gold Rim, White Dials and Black Figures.

EVERY ONE WARRANTED.

Sizes and Prices:
I2-inch 
14 "   6.50
16 "   7.50
IS " 9.50
22"  12.5024 CI 
 14.00

*
.
s
p
3
M
 p
i
l
a
w
 j
j
a
m
S
 

26-inch $17.00
28 if 
  20.00

30 "   22.00
36 "   28.00
48 " •39(1)

This Watch Sign is guaranteed the Handsomest Louis XIV. for the
price ever made. None Cheaper.

GROUT'S NEW IMPROVED

Carved Iron Watch Sign if New Oval Eye
SPEC. ATTACHED.

Swan Mata,1

See New
English Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow. RAISED

LETrsas

on

Rims.

Cast

ALL GENUINE

have our name
ON DIALS LIKE

THIS.

SIZES AND PRICES.

12-inch with Spec. ... $8.00
14 " " " .... 9.50
16 " . " " ....10.S0
18" " ....12.S0
22 " " " ....20.50
24 " " " ....21.50

A PERFECT SIGN.

26-inch with Spec. ... $26.00
28 " " "30 4C CC 30.00
36 " " " 38.00
46 " " " .... 49.00

Send all orders for these Signs to
us, and you will be sure to get the
genuine. Accept none unless the
name "Grout' s Excelsior" is painted
on the dial. We carry these signs
in stock, so that all orders are filled
at once. All prices quoted on this
page are subject to a cash discount of
6 per cent. Are you coming to the
World's Fair City ? Call on us, go
through our stock, get our prices—
vou will not regret

Are you in need qf a Lathe? If
so, get our prices before buying. We
carly all makes—Genuine and _Imi-
tation. Our prices will be found the
LOWEST.

Are you about starting in busi-
ness? If so, it will pay you to get
our PRICES of everything you
need in tools, materials, optical good s,
watches, chains, charms, etc., in firct
everything that goes to make up a
first-class jewelry store.

StaRdant Oust-Proof Watt! Ms.
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.

SOMETHING NEW!
We have now ready for the trade a line of Patent Counterbores for the watch

repairers, similar to what we have been supplying in large quantities to the leading watch
factories. We have selected the case-screw and jewel-screw sizes as the most

desirable for the watch repairer, and any workman
who wishes to be fully equipped in the way of
small tools will find these Counterbores a necessity.

Set A. Consisting of 12 sizes of Case. 
Screw Counterbores for use on
the leading makes of American
watches.

Price, $2.90.

Set B: Consisting of 7 sizes of Jewel-
Screw Counterbores for use on
the leading makes of American
watches.

Price, $1.00.

Ask your Jobber for them or send direct to
us ; and if you are in need of a lathe, call
for one of our

Three Four Hopkins Lathes.
Prices reduced in December.

Waltham Watch Tool Co.
Springfield, Mass.
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AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest Made, and Maus Carried in Stock.

-
1111111111i1111RAPIMil 1011111111111

Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest
notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the
Columbian Exposition.

Merlon Now Case allgillim Works, 
Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1893
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar movements are being

manufac-

tured and

sold by the

Illinois

Watch Co.

of Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement.

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631, and that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

T. M. AVERY,

R. E. ROBBINS, /

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companies
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RIM Laifitieft & Co., Is Mallet' Lane, Jew York.

ifirtfirEEKE

Manufacturers and
Exporters

New Designs in

Silver Penholders
and Pencils.

Fine Gold pens„ Holdirs, ricks, pencils, novelties and Fountain pens.
AIKIN=LAMBERT JEWELRY CO., Importers of Diamonds, and Jobbers in Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc.

BIELITS COMET
is not to be depended on, but

The ELGIN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is,
for we are still pursuing our straightforward, honest course of making Competent and Experienced Watchmakers of our students.

DO YOU wish to perfect yourself in the more difficult parts of the trade?
0 YOU \ ViSh to learn the trade from the foundation?

•

OURS

DO YOU wish to become an Expert Engraver?
0 YOU wish to be near Chicago during the World's Fair?

Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue, and see what we can do for you.

is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.
is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the Western Trade journal and Review

Number of Students
which we admit is limited. ELGIN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL, Elgin, Illinois. Apply at once,

If you wish a seat.

LATEST NOVELTY

The COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

DESIGN PATENTED OCT. 25. 1892.

Finished in Oxydized Silver and Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER DOZ., $2.00.

G. M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPLES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.

OC/25.92:
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 Quality is the Standard of Value. Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.

A bread-whiner for the watchmaker.

-

Columbia's Jewels.
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REDUCED PRICES
ON CHUCKS AND COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.

•IMMI

LU
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Established in 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

p. j. Bortoliots, •
104 State St.

Chicago, III.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

Reference of a few sales made:

E. HALLETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, Ill.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO., Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND, Tiffin, 0.
A. T. THREADGALE, Taylor, Tex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.
H. HAHN, Lansing, Mich.
AUSTIN & HUNTER, Belton, Tex.

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
I). A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo. -
ROTHE IMPORTING CO., Denver, Colo.
W. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.
GEO. BEEMER, Lead City, South Dakota.
C. S. DUI:FEE, Davenport, Iowa.
C. B. SCOrrs SONS, Mayfield, Ky.
PAUL HELFER, Saratoga, N. Y.
0 L. ZININIERNIAN, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. TALIFAFERO, Jackson, Tenn.
D. DOMNAU & BRO., Waco, Tex.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or
silverware house of Chicago.

Do You Want a Position?
NeasesWeeies•Veteeee"Ne

If so, write for. a '93 Catalogue of the Oldest and Best,

PARSONS' tIOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
It will tell you how to secure a (rood, paying situation.

Instruction given in Watch Repairing, Clock Repairing, Jewelry Repairing, and Engraving, by experichced and
reliable instructors. Special Classes in Optics.

Formerly PARSONS dc CO., La Porte, Ind.

Address PARSONS, IDE & CO.,
119 Fredonia Avenue, Peoria, Ill.
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To Make
a Mistake

is natural to rectify it is profitable. There is no
better place for beneficial reflection than the stool of
repentance. But not every man knows when he has made a
mistake. You, for instance, may be selling a certain make of
watch cases, and think you can do no better. Are you quite
sure you are not making a mistake ? Experience can't tell you,
if you haven't tried any others. Reflection can. Answer a few
questions that your own common sense will put to you:

Where can the hest watch cases be made .2

In the factory, of course, with the best talent and machinery.

Where can the best cases be made most economically?

In the factory, of course, with the largest output.

Are time and wear a better foundation for your confidence

than mere assertion?

Evidently yes.

Are imitations ever as good as the original.?

Imitation implies inferiority, and is a mere straining after merit.

litnow, then, that the Keystone Watch Case Company
is the largest in the world, has the best talent and the best ma-
chinery. They manufacture the celebrated Jas. Boss Filled
Cases, the original filled cases, after which all others are pat-
terned, and the only filled cases in use long enough to be tested
by time and wear.

•

THIS IS TO. CERT' rt THAT THE AccompAitymt CAS. E•
- 

IS A GENU INE JAS.ESOSS CASE; MAO E
OF TWO PLATES OF SOLID COLO OVER—

PIG A PLATE OF COMPOSM9N M VAL AND
IS WAR RANTE 0 TO WEAR If OR 20 YEARS

KEYSTONE WITCH CASE.
• COMPANY •

sevecree

OU have embarked on the uncertain Sea of business.
Do you dread the Shoals of adversity and the Reefs of deceit?
Would you steer direct to the Harbor of success ? The expe-

rience of a brother mariner may serve you:

D. P. YODER,
DEALER IN

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY.

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

What Cheer, Iowa, Jan. 27, 1893.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Gents :—I am selling BOSS cases exclusively. Here is my

reason for it : A few months ago I sent through my jobber a filled

case (made by another company) back to the manufacturer to have

theirgtuarantee made. good. The case had been in use about six

years. The gold was worn through in two or three places, and the

bow was missing. In a few days I received a letter from factory,

saying they had received case and on receipt of one dollar for bow

they would repair case free of charge. I sent the dollar, and in due

time received the doctored-up case. I have it yet, and am likely to

keep it. That is one reason, and now for another.

A few weeks ago a BOSS case that I sold many years ago

came into my hands to have movement repaired. I noticed a de-

fect in the case. I got customer's consent, and sent it in through

same jobbers, C. F. Happel & Co., Chicago. In a few days after

filling a blank that was sent, I received a NEW case same quality

as old one, and NO charges. Please accept thanks for the fair way

in which you do business.

Yours truly,
D. P. YODER.
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2 7 sESITREVDA. TRY IT.
A single Rubber Stamp that will do all your small printing and save its cost a dozentimes over. The cut shows our hand-stamp ready tor use. The wording can be changedas often as desired. We furnish with each stamp a neat box containing several completeSA d 6A alphabet', 11 A's in all, and a dating-stamp thus:

"PAID AUG. 11, 1892,tor six years, with extra words in -did blocks of rubber—Paid, Itee'd, Ans'd,Ent'..I. 0. K.

11

For $_ 3 eI;:;:;nitI, Outfit No. 224.
from which yoti can adjust various stamps for priming Letter-Heads, RI:sine. Cards,Envelopes. Labels. Price Marks, Tags, Receipts, etc. It consists of a Four-Line Stamp.a Self-Inking Pad, a pair of Tweezers, and a box of Rubber 1.etters containing 285separate pieces. consisting of 1.etters. Figures. Points, ()rnaments, Spaces. etc., also thewords RETURN IN 10 DAVS TO," !k )\I '• FOR SALE WV," and a com-plete Dater Outfit. With this stamp you can print your "ad." any place. Specimens of t

-wilghoutusc

You often want
Rubber Stamp for im-
mediate use. You can
set up 1000 Rubber
Stamps for S3.00.

ype furnished:

AAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBOCCC
7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 $ . . . . 1, ÷ 14 44 •

RETURN IN 10 DAYS.TO 
P;CDB.) S6 Er\V, are willing to send out tit un approval ; if not found satisfactory, money will be refunded.

WM. H. DIETZ, 117 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

""11161111111111■•■,•■•■111111110""

Our New Type-Holder has

smooth metal partitions.

Type
Guaranteed

to line up evenly and not to
drop out.

....010/11.1■"'.'--■1111011,

The March issue of " The New York Standard " will contain twenty=fiveor more articles of absorbing interest to Jewelers, written especially for it by thegreat leaders in Politics, Science, Art and Literature. Statesmen of both parties, Lawyersand Divines of national reputation, famous Actors and Artists, distinguished Business Men—eminent people in all directions of contemporaneous activities—will contribute to thisnotable number. It will be beautifully illustrated with portraits and autographs of thecontributors, and no expense will be spared to make it one of the greatest achievements intrade literature to date. Do not fail to secure a copy subscription, 50 cents a year.Address, P. 0. Box No. 3534, New York City.

NO IF." NO BUT." A POSITIVE CERTAINTY
The Hoskins' "PERFECT" Fountain Pen

It is exactly what its name implies, and not an experiment. Other makes may cost more, but that is not the fault of the pen. Youmust blame the maker \vho yearns for large profits. WHAT WE ARE READY TO DO FOR YOU IN PRICE: No. 2 Gold Pen, ChasedHolder, $10.00 per dozen ; No. 2 Gold Pen, Gold Mounted Holder, $13.50 per dozen. 7 per cent. discount, prompt cash. Simply madein four parts, it cannot get Out of order, but does its work every time. You can see the price is right, and we back the pen with ourreputation.

WM. H. HOSKINS, Stationer, 815 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

L. [LONG
8:13R0.

Gold and
Silver Refiners and Assayers

Sweep Smelters,
Maraff N7o.

ilecoar, ft ..

Hunt 8t Fuller
MAKERS OF

Fine

Shrine Emblems

School Medals

Pins, Rings, etc.

73 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSS CASES.

Importers of

Diamonds.

Waltham

Elgin Movements

Howard

2 79

LEVY, DREYFUS & CO., 9 & II illaideo Doe, New York.

. .

SET P.

1 Box, contnining 1 gross Jobbing Stones 55.00

Consisting of the following (each bottle labeled):

1;4 doz. Imitat'n Half Pearls. ,,(.. doz. G'd White Stones, med.
1V, " 0 Whole " 4.i " " " large.,,
1 " Genuine Half 

:..! ‘4 Flat Back Garnets-
I 4 I

4 Sq.TUrqUOISC. 4.i " G'rnets;ass'rd.RoseCt.
L .. " Round " •' Colored Stones, ass`ted.
14 " G'dWhiteStones,sin. ' " White Stones,Foll Back.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue of Tools and Materials
for Watchmakers...Jewelers, Opticians. etc.

Makers of the Baron Spectacle, hest in the world, to retail for $1.00. Send 25 cts. for sample.

R17 •L. & M. Friedlander,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Importers of Diamonds
AND

Jobbers in American Watches,
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

65 & 67 Nassau Street, New York,
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.

John Howe, . 18'5.
John Fagan, . 1835.
J. Fagan & Son, x861.
Duncan & Ross, 1885.
Duncan Cc Co., 1387.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

Established
1815

DUMAN Ek ea
11. 0. thiRLBQRT & 50N5, Eleptrotupe an Stemotupe Foundry,

621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points
outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

Send for
Illustrated Catalogue.

938 Market St., Philadelphia.

WE HAVE NEVER MADE A FAILURE 1 ,

61 Hanover Street
Boston, Mass.

•
•
•

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in .,%rnerica.

All Communications Strictly

Confidential.

The Columbian Fountain Watch Oiler
is a Watchmakers' Tool that speaks for itself.

i'Airwrce Dccci ya 2

PRICE, $1.00.

The ( tiler is not complicated in construction and is practically dust-proof, thus prevent-
ing in this manner the intro.luction of foreign bo,iies into the movements of watches. The
Oiler has a glass reservoir and a solid gold split point, and thus it will not corrode the oil
and will apply oil from the finest particle to a small drop at the NVili of the operator.—
The 7e-welers' Circular and Re'7'ie,o, of 7(71,- 2.5, 1893.

The Oiler will be sent on ten days trial with privilege of returning
if not satisfactory.

For Sale by all Jobbers. or sent by Mail on receipt of price 1,y

IRA L. GREEN,
ST. REGIS FALLS, N. Y.
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B. CRIESHABER,
94-96 State St., Chicago.

MANUFACTURER OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Picks, etc.
REPAIRING GOLD PENS A SPECIALTY.

_.A

I manufacture everything in the fold Pen line, and you will find my prices satisfactory. Before placing your orders elsewhere,send for my ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Do you want it? What?
IAThy, that beautiful Roll-Top Watchmaker's Bench, in Oak or Walnut, (valued at $22.5o)

which Thos. J. Juzek eic Co. will give to the owner of the First Express Packageof Watch Work delivered to them on the 28th of February, 1893.

REMEMBER
That we do our work promptly.
That we guarantee satisfaction.
That we make a specialty of repairing Chronographs.
That our prices are the lowest.

Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet.

THOS. J. JUZEK & Co.
Trade Watch Repairers,

33, 35, 37, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, III.
AGENTS FOR MOSELEY LATHES.ALL ORDERS FOR TOOLS OR MATERIAL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

No File Equals the "GLARDON" File
is the universal verdict of the trade.

TRADE

ANTOINE GLARDO%

MARK.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

F. W. GESSWEIN, 39 John Street, New York.
SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

aligg

R. W. TIRRELL,
SPECIALTY,

ITC'TIONEER
Sales made for Jewelers only in their places of business. Can refer to any of the numerous sales that I have madethroughout the United States. I never have made a failure. All communications strictly confidential. Address

OFFICE WITH

HENRY CARTER,
Wholesale Jeweler.

R.W. 1-IR.REL,L,
198 Broadway, New York.

Boston Address, 114 Pembroke St.
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We Buy Old Gold and &Nereid
Pay Highest Cash Prices

We can do it

Because •
Our large business required a complete smelting, refining and
assaying department.

We can handle without additional expense and use in our own
factories all old gold and silver consigned to us.

• The difference between the value of old and new gold is all the
profit we want, and though it is very small after taking off the
cost of refining, the large quantity we receive makes it pay.

WHOLESALE JEWELERS
who do not use old gold or silver and depend on others to ascertain its value,
or REFINERS who buy to sell again, and are at great expense soliciting con-
signments, cannot afford to pay full value. It is therefore to your
benefit to deal with us.

We make returns same day consignments are received, by New York draft, on
which there is no exchange to pay. If the amount is not up to your expectations,
consignment will be returned prepaid in the condition received.

6 K. Gold, 24
7 K. Gold, 28
8 K. Gold, 32
9 K. Gold, 36
10 K. Gold, 40
II K. Gold, 44
12 K. Gold, 48

We Pay for Old Gold:
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.

13 K. Gold, 52 cents cash
14 K. Gold, 56 cents cash
15 K. Gold, 6o cents cash
16 K. Gold, 64 cents cash
17 K. Gold, 68 cents cash
18 K. Gold, 72 cents cash

a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.

We Pay the Highest Cash Market Price for Old Silver.
(Price of silver subject to fluctuation according to market value of pure silver.)-

14,eivcCe,te
Manufacturing Jewelers,
Refiners, Assayers and
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver
for Cash,

Offices and Works:

63, 65, 67 and 69 Washington Street,

After April isth,

93, 95, 97 William St., New York.
NEAR MAIDEN LANE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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DRAWINGS FOR SPECIAL WORK submitted upon application and goods forwarded
on selection to firms of responsibility.

LAPEL BUTTONS are also made in the usual size, as \yell smaller and larger.
Over Seven Hundred Styles of .Gold CHARMS alone.

•R. L. 19,,lee & @•
24 and 26 Cortlandt Street Havemeyer Building

FACTORY: 183 Eddy Street,
, Providence, R. I. NEW YORK
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WE SELL NO GOODS AT RETAIL.

P1111006100 Optical Rd VaIcft Co.
PHILADELPHIA.

916 Chestnut St. 917 Sansom St.

We have six complete

departments, each under the

head of a competent man-

ager, and every one of these

departments a very large

business in itself, for the sale

of Diamonds, Watches, Jew-

elry, Silverware and Optical

Goods, while our department

for the accurate filling of all

manner of Optical Prescrip-

tion Work is without doubt the

largest in the country.

We also have the fol-
lowing shops on the premises
—employing over one hun-
dred hands—and know we
are in a position to do your

repair work and special orders
very promptly.

We pride ourselves on
satisfactory workmanship,

promptness, and as low prices
as are consistent with good

workmanship.

Keep our beautiful Watch and Silverware Reference Book on your
counter and slim- it as your own publication. Our name does
not appear on any of its pages. USE IT AS YOUR OWN.

The finest
and most complete
case on the market
for the money. If you
want to know how to be-
come an optician, write us.

Our Celebrated
$50.00 Test-Case.

If you ever expect to do a
profitable optical business, you had

better make up your mind at once to
buy a Test-Case, for—MARK OUR
WORDS—you will never become a suc-

cessful optician until you do. If you desire
any further pointers on how to become a
successful optician, write to us and we will be

pleased to advise you by letter. We haven't

the space to say anything more about it here.

Now is the time to Buy
Opera-Glasses

for next fall, and have them

imported with your name on.

You save about twenty per
cent. by importing

Opera-Glasses instead 

your

of

buying them out of

stock in the Fall.

Watch Case Repairing,

Jewelry and Diamond Setting,

Plain Gold Ring,

Gold and Silver Plating,

Movement Repairing,

Prescription Lens Grinding.

The last-named shop is

the largest in the country.

Old Gold and Silver

bought and absolute worth

rendered.
We offer you the following cut-rate prices for March.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM.

Per D07. Per D07.

500 dozen Frameless Coquille Riding Bons $5.00 north $9.00.

650 " " Eye-Glasses 3.25 " 6.00.

400 " MI-Coquille Eye-Glasses 2.50 4 5.00.

900 " •• Nickel-Plated Coquille E. G. 1.25 3.00.

NO ONE PERSON WILL BE SOLD MORE THAN ONE GROSS OF ABOVE

GOODS. WE CAN GET NO MORE AFTER THESE ARE GONE.

BARGAINS.
Goods you cannot purchase as cheap elsewhere.

Per Dor.
liold Riding Bows - $15.00.
(:old Straight-Temple Spectacles. 21.60.
60111 Eye-Glasses, Bausch Guard, 21.00.
" " RegUlar Guard, 1S.00.

Heavy Rolled Gold-Plated Eye-Glass Chains. 3.50.

.All the above Gold Spectacles and Eye-Glasses are set with First Quality Periscopic
Convex Lenses, and cannot be duplicated at the same prices.

We will send you a fine assortment of Thermometers for $1o.00. Order one lot and you
will be sure to order another.
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ESTABLISHED 1888.

KNOWN AO 'VIM JUST.
INCORPORATED, JUNE, 1892.

jilliollinsoll's loal School Ioi Waicipakeis,
DIRECTORS:

DR. G. M. DAMN.

R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Bank.
WM. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., Bankers.
ED. F. MICHAEL, Treas. E. F. Michael Co.
JOS. J. RUMELY, Treas. M. Rumely Co.

LA PORTE, IND.

Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed by Prof. J. 1.. Hutchinson. Built in this school
by Student R. NV. Keeler. Send for description.

OFFICERS.:

DR. G. M. DAKIN, President.
R. E. MORRISON, Secretary.
ED. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer.
J. L. HUTCHINSON, Superintendent.

you can acquire a more thorough knowledge of every-
thing pertaining to watchmaking at this school in less
time and at less expense than at any other place

in the United States. Tuition lower than that of any other
school and includes- an optical course. Cost of living less
than at any other place wher; similar. schools are estab-
lished. Students received at any time. Send for catalogue,
samples of engraving, etc.

J. L. HUTCHINSON
Superintendent.

The

GIOSN Laifte
Cast-Iron Bed.

The best lathe in the world.
with one exception.

The Crosby lathe is made only

For those watchmakers who think that a
cast-iron bed is as good as a steel one.

that aFor those watchmakers k
lathe Nvithout oil-cups is as good as
one with.

For those watchmakers who think that a
cone NN-ith an iron ring around it is as
good as one with a solid flange.

For those watchmakers vl io think that a
tail-stock spindle with soft-solder bush-
ing and reamed taper hole is as good
as a hardened spindle • and ground
taper hole.

TO THE TRADE:
....jilt 711

Price of CROSBY plain lathe, $35.00
Price of RIVETT plain lathe, $40.00
The Crosby lathe is made under the personal super-

vision of the manager, \I r. Ed. Rivett, and the spindles,
bushing and workmanship all through are equal to that
of the Rivett, and the Rivett chucks and attachments all
fit the Crosby lathe.

The CROSBY lathe-bed is plainly stamped "Cast-Iron."
The RIVETT lathe-bed is plainly stamped " Steel."

We have just learned that one of our rivals has been, for a year past, secretly circulating among the trade a falseand malicious statement concerning the Rivett lathe. It pretends to be the report by an expert of his examination of ourlathe and that of our rival.
We wish to state that the person by whom the letter purports to be signed is not, and makes no pretense of being,an expert machinist, that he did .not sign the document in the form in which it has been sent out, and that the contentsof the circular are lying and untrue.
While we invite comparison of our work with that of any other, and have no fear of the result, we believe that thetrade generally will join with us in frowning upon secret, unfair and underhanded methods of disparaging the reputation ofbusiness rivals.
We extend our thanks to those who have already helped us in this matter, and would be glad to hear from anyothers, as it may help us in our further proceedings.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Office : 474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. Factory : Brighton Dist., Boston, Mass.
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THE CHICAGO COLLEGE OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, JAN. 25TH, 1878.

The oldest incorporated OPTICAL COLLEGE in the

United States devoted to the science of
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Refraction, Accommodation and Optics
and authorized to ISSUE DIPLOMAS and GRANT DEGREES

by the express authority of the State.

This is THE OLDEST OPTICAL COLLEGE in the United States, and no effort has been
spared, not only to make it the best school for opticians and keep its standard above all others, but to
steadily develop a higher form of education in the special branches of science with which we deal.

OUR CLINICAL ADVANTAGES are unsurpassed. Opticians not only have an abundance of
clinical material supplied daily, but are also admitted to all clinical lectures and operations on the eye in the
physicians' department, where the most difficult and interesting cases of muscular imbalance, requiring the
adjustment of prisms, are to be seen.

At this College the Optician receives the same thorough training in Refraction, Accommoda-
tion, use cf PRISMS, Retinoscopy and Ophthalmoscopy, that is given Oculists and Physicians who
are making a specialty of diseases of the eye.

This is an advantage that no other school in America possesses. and is of the utmost importance to
our graduates, as physicians throughout the country are (as a rule) not qualified to examine ocular deform-
ities and muscular insufficiencies, and he who is thus qualified has a very strong point in his favor.

OUR ADVANCED COURSE FOR POST-GRADUATES of other optical schools who have

not received complete instruction in all details, and especially in muscle=testing and the

diagnosis of lenticular astigmatism with the ophthalmoscope and corneal astigmatism with

the Javal ophthalmometer, will recommend itself to many who are now fitting glasses. The

fee is very reasonable.

We extend a cordial invitation to students to call and investigate our system of teaching, and we
also invite all who can to send or bring to us any cases that would be interesting as clinical material. All
such patients will receive the proper attention before the class free. For further information, address

'h
V5VF

lb
F.

The Chicago College of Ophthalmology,
163 State Street, Chicago.
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H. M. SMITH & CO.
83 Nassau Street, MANUFACTURERS OF New York City.

GOLD PENS, HOLDERS, PENCILS, PICKS, FOUNTAIN PENS, ETC.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE " BLACK DIAMOND" FOUNTAIN PEN,
THE LATEST AND THE BEST—ABSOLUTELY PERFECT—WILL NOT DROP INK.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE-LIST.

REORGANIZED 1890.

THE OLDEST RELIABLE INSTITUTION OF THE KIND IN AMERICA

WHERE WATCHMAKING, REPAIRING,
ENGRAVING AND OPTICS

ARE SCIENTIFICALLY TAUGHT
AND PRACTICALLY APPLIED.

780 Madison St., Chicago.
C. R. HART, SUPERINTENDENT.

Fountain and Gokinvim Made arid Repaired
CROWN PEN CO. 17101,u 78 State St. Stlieaga

-

The LINDSTROM "INDESTRUCTIBLE" SWEDISH PLIERS

B. VEIT,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers' Tools,
Materials and Optical Goods.

69 Nassau Street, - NEW YORK.

SUPERIOR TEMPER GROOVED DRILLS.
In addition to being made of superior steel, carefully tempered andsharpened, these drills.possess the merit of having four longitudinalgrooves, giving greater strength and preventing slipping in thedrill-stock.

'1 2 3 4 5

1 hese pliers are without exception the
best ever introduced into this country.
The nippers will cut better and stand more
.usage than the best brands heretofore in
the market ; they almost merit the term
" indestructible."

CUTTING.
4, 4% inches.

75 Cents each.

FLAT.
3.1-'• 4, 4.!,
so cents each.

10

Reduction in Fancy Dials.

0000•Z>S50000
GROOVED DRILLS.

Full Size.
Assortment of to, in metal " Cartridge" Box.

Price, 30 cents.

Length Fourteen Inches.
Continuous Speed Drills with

Chuck-End and assortment of i0
Grooved Drills in Handle.

Price, $1.5o.

One-half Size.
Boxwood Box with Grease Cup, containing
Assortment of to Drills, so Cents.

"20 I 
8 5 "

" " 3 0 " $1.20.

The Prettiest Dials in the market to tit allsizes of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden andColumbus Movements, including set ofLouis XIV hands. Price, complete, $1.50.

Photos on Watch Dials.

BEST PROCESS.

.21/12Z-zt2c,
1/hviikrn.4a/ri414.

ALL. WORK GUARANTEED.

Send for Price-List.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
63-69 WASHINGTON STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL.

eoiczcicciyirJ/i
Our increasing business has demanded larger quarters, and we have,

fore, leased TWO floors of building

414 and 416 Washington St.,
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there-

where we can now be found. We deal exclusively in OPTICAL GOODS
and carry everything needed by Oculists or Opticians. Write (enclosing
business card) for seventy-two page Catalogue, or give us trial order.

PRESCRIPTION WORK A SPECIALTY.

John W. Sanborn & Co.,
414 and 416 Washington St., BOSTON, MASS.

Montana 'res Cut and Uncut, ENGRAVING SELF-TAUGHT.Sapphires Wholesale and Retail. 
Century Engraving Co.'s New Improved Method

FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Learn to do your own
engraving by use of

Sold on e-..,:carriinution taracl as pprtIvr_i 1.

D. A. RICHARDSON, MINING BROKER,
Sapphire Mines for Sale. HELENA, MONTANA.

Send for circular,
information, etc.

Address

CENTURY ENGRAVING CO., Union Block, Denver, Colo. P. 0. Box 924.

05KAMP, NOLTING & CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Clipping from

THE KEYSTONE
of Feb., '93.

Jewelers can have our monthly bargain-sheets
for the asking.

h

,111 6 'If

Publishers of the Great Nameless Catalogue.

Oskamp, Nohing S.: Co. are still sending out that
mammoth catalogue, and the jeweler who has not yet seen( 
it should send for it at once ; it will cost him nothing. It is

. ' certainly a valuable reference-book and a great ,, suggester "
( to the jeweler. If your stock is a little dull-looking, see the

beautiful specimens of goods they offer that will brighten up
your display. The book is a decided acquisition to the trade.

=II 6- I

Mammoth Wholesale Jewelers of America.

It is not out of place to add that the
most important factor of our cata=
logue is the MONEY IT SAVES YOU.
Analysis and comparison invited.

OSKAMP, NOLTING 6: CO.,
Mammoth Wholesale Jewelers of America,

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

6.4

INVESTIGATE US!

G D PARSONSPRIN.CIPL

100 per cent. increase.
This is our record for the

past three months.

First-class ability in each department.

Personal supervision and honorable deal-
ing are what do it.

CHICAGO WATCHMAKERS' INSTITUTE,
s' c6-c7 MASONIC TEMPLE.

Write for Catalogue. G. D. PARSONS, Principal..

F. R. CLAYTON

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

26 St. Johns Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For conducting sales, I make
terms that will be satisfactory and
assure profit. I can furnish the best
of reference. All correspondence will
be confidential.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

FOR SALE

An established retail and jobbing business

in a city, the population of which is roo,000.

Will require $35,000.00 cash to buy. The

business has yielded an average profit of

I,000.00 per annum. Satisfactory rea-

sons for selling.

ADDRESS

"Jobber," P. O. Box 1063, New York.

When ordering designs, send business card, and state events for which you want medals.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
Designer and Manufacturer of

PEE MEDALS,
CLUB, CLASS AND SOCIETY

PINS.
CrEINTERA.L ENGRAVER

of Fine Jewelry, Silverware, etc.

Boston Engraving School
STILL LEADS THE ADVANCE.

CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

3 WINTER STREET, BOSTON, MAS.
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Chicago Watch Tool Co.
52 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE MACHINERY, WATCHMAKERS' and JEWELERS' TOOLS,
ENGRAVING BLOCKS, ETC.

No. 5 Foot Wheel.

Staking Tool No. 6.
Has inch plate, so punches and 16 stumps. lne plate, punches and stumpsare highly finished and tempered.

No. 7 Foot Wheel.

Superior Louis XIV Watch Sign.
Gold Leaf and all material used on our Watch Signs are of first quality

Warranted to stand any climate. .

11111 11 11 ,i

HICAGO 'fiATCH TOOL ( 10

Prices of No. 8 Watch Sign,
with Spectacle Sign, Post and

Irons complete.

24 inch. - $38.00
30 " - - 47.50
38 " - 63.00

Watch Sign P441

• ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.
SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Instituted 1889. Incorporated 1892. Charter Perpetual.

It could hardly be expected that our Correspondence Course would escape
critiscism, but it has not come from those who know what this Course can do after
having taken it. We have hundreds of Correspondence Graduates all over the
United States, all of whom have freely testified to the inestimable benefit they
received, and by means of which they became competent and successful opticians.

But the opposition is found among those who are unfamiliar with this Course, ,
or who oppose it. from interested motives—principally rival optical Colleges and
competitors engaged in teaching optics ; some old fogies and stand-stills who are
opposed to everything new, and don't believe such a Course could be feasible
because it hadn't been done in the old times ; another set of clams who are opposed
to everything in which they do not have a direct interest.

But in spite of this, our Correspondence Department has thrived and flourished
marvelously ; its steady growth and enlargement is as wonderful as is the growth
of a child or plant. And no wonder, there is nothing in the optical world to be
compared with it.

Numerous opticians have taken our Correspondence Course and found it to fully
meet their needs, who had previously taken a course of hurried lectures which failed
to satisfy them, but only served to whet their appetite for something substantial.

Remember, our Correspondence Course has just been rewritten, revised and
enlarged, and many new and valuable features added, and our regular Diploma with
Degree is conferred on Correspondence Graduates.

This advertisement is intended to excite your curiosity ; our pamphlet will
convince you that this is an opportunity no optician can afford to neglect. Write
for it and enclose card.

Optician's
Record
Book,
only $2.00.

Address all letters to

Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DAMAGED

CRUSHED

iirATCH
BROKEN

DISFIGURED
RUPTURED CASES

restored to their primitive condition.

Key-Winders changed to Stem-Winders.
Hunting-Cases changed to 0. F.
English Cases changed to fit \trierican

Movements.

N. J. Felix,
71 Nassau St.
New York.

listabli.1:ed
2863.

Send for Price-List.

A NEW LINE FOR EVERY JEWELER
Mitering noto-Efiaifieiifig Works.

N. J. FELIX, 71

Prof. S. Micciullo Process.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
on Jewelry, Gold, Silver, Ivory Dials, China.

Watch Cases, etc.

We will send you on memorandum samples of
our photo-enameled minature portraits which can be
placed in a watch case, to attract the attention of the
public and show what the work is. We claim that
ours is superior to any similar work, as it is the only
permanent art work of this kind known. Big dis-
count to the Trade: Send for Price-List.

Nassau Street, New York.

Mr. C. W. Bowman, haring just
closed auction sale of the entire
Jewelry stock--eloeks, watches,
etc..-of my brother, A. 1). teller.
lately deceased, at this place. I
take pleasure Ins tating that I be-
lieve Itint to be master o I his b u•l.
ness, t horoughly aequain IA 11 with
the It.. of goods he han dlr., a
quirk reader of hls audience and
thereby able to handle I t to the
best Interest of his employers.
Ile Is a thorough gentleman, all
business and no foolishness, und
I am sure that all whom I rep,.
.ent in this sale are well satisfied
with the result.
Earnestly and unreservedly do

I commend Mr. Bowman to all
who may need hi. service. as
auctioneer. C. II. DUTCHER.

klassille, Mo.
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To the Business Public:
'1 his I. to %tate that Mr. C. W.

Boo man has list closed a ten.day
auction Jewelry sale for rue as ad-
ministrator of the r•tate of A.
DUTCH ER, decen.ed, snit that I
am well plea•ed o ith the result.
I can most cheerfully and truth-
fully .tate that Mr. Ito o num a. nu
auctioneer has no superiors. If
any equal., :In ywhere. ad-
dr.,. I. 1:01.4 Is langoan.e choice
and relined, his judgment ripe.
and his koowled, ol huninn Ca-
tore seldom equaled. lie COM-
mond, the confidence and secores
the good will anti influenee Of all
who fall within the ranre of hi.
auction sale,

F. M. II t BRINGTON.
Attorney-at.l.aw.

Kirk...111e. Mo.

C. W. BOWMAN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
1017 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

I am a practical watchmaker and jeweler, thoroughly versed in all lines of the business. I have never
made a failure of an auction sale. Can furnish many such references as ones above from jewelers for whotn
I have conducted sales. Letters addressed to me at my office during my absence will be forwarded and an-
swered at once. All correspondence strictly confidential. Write for particulars to

C. W. BOWMAN, 1017 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

STOLE GOODS RT POPIIIIII PRICES.

liarstrom's Celebrated All-Steel Adjust-
able Watch-Case Springs.

Very easily fitted.
l'riee, 90 Os. per doz.; 810.50 per gross.

Gem Pivot-Drill Chuck.
Made for all American lathes. Will fit any tail-

stock, tatter-chuck or spindle. Please mention
what lathe you want it for.

Price, 75 (As. each.

have just received a large stock of Extra Quality SUPERIOR Mainsprings (tipped)
for all grades of American watches—Waltham, Elgin, etc. They are noted for their
elasticity and fine finish (do not set), and are guaranteed against breakage. Each
dozen packed in an anti-rust tin box. Price, $1.25 per doz.; $13.50 per gross.

Finished Balance-Staffs, fitting Elgin, Waltham, Iiampden,.Illinois, Rockford, Seth
Thomas, Neiv York Standard and Columbus movements, $1.5o per doz.; $15.00

. per gross.
Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels in settings for all the above companies' move-

ments, $1.25 per doz. ; $12.00 per gross.
Pendant-Screws. A very bandy screw for holding the stem in place (a long-felt want

supplied). 1 gross, well assorted, in vial, including some extra large sizes, 75 cts.
Swiss Cap-Jewels, extra fine quality, turned and perfectly round. 1 gross, nicely

assorted, in vial, $1.00.

Excelsior Balance-Screw Collets or Timing-Washers, for poising and timing
watch-balances. No hairspring unpinning required where these washers are used.
Price, per gross, so cts. ; assorted as follows: one-half gross gents' 18 size, one-
quarter gross each 6 and 16 sizes.

Swiss Balance and Wheel-Jewels, nicely assorted, in vial ; firsstIs quality, 
per

ality,$g4r.ossos.;
second quality, $3.50; third quality, $2.50 ; and fourth quality,

Something New I ALUMINUM Key-Chains. Quick sellers. With patent book,
preventing the losing of key-ring. One dozen on neat show-card, $1.87 per dozen.

N. B.—All the aboe items subject to 10 per cent. cash discount as an inducement,
and all orders, to receive prompt attention, must he accompanied by the cash. Parties order-
ing goods shipped by mail will please enclose stamps, or their equivalent, to cover postage.
Send all orders and remittances to

H. B. PETERS,
37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

DEALER IN

Fine Watch Materials and Tools,
Rolled-Plate and Fire-Gilt Chains, Locket's, Charms, etc.

KEYSTuNli.

•

Orders filled from any Catalogue.



Patent Paneled Metal

CEILINGS
AND SIDE WALLS

Manufactured by

A. NORTHROP & CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

STAMPED RAISED PANELS.
Beautiful and economical for stores and all otherbuildings, and easy to put up. Send for catalogue andestimates. Can be put on over old plaster, and saveson insurance, being fireproof.

Use it and get rid of your
Chestnuts.

CHAMPION
ALWAYS READY FOR USE

Sell it your customers ; it pays
a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.
ONCE rsED, ALWAYS USED.
ror Cleaning Diamond,SOLD IN 4 AND 8 oz. BOTTLES. • Foil Back, and all kinds

SADUIPialt. of Gold. Plated or GiltOR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. RIGISTIRID, Jewelry.
UNSURPASSED FOR CLEANING DIAMONDS AND FINE GOLD JEWELRY.Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers in Jewelry and Material.

FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Quality
Compare Finish

Price
No. 482.

$2.00.

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each, so K.

NO. 82.
$2.00. G. E. WALHIZER, Manufacturing Jeweler.

F.arrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J. NO. 712.
$2.00.

T
HIS is the most practical way to time a
watch when running fast, and saves
the usual inconvenience of letting out

hairspring, putting in beat, truing up, or dis-
turbing spring in any way.

Ask your Jobber for them, or send 50 Cents for
one gross to

C. D. LEDGER,
1658 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colo.

MADE IN ALL SIZES. WARRANTED PERFECT.

WILL SLOW WATCH FROM

TO 10 MINUTES

A DAY.

MARINE CHRONOMETERS,
MANUFACTURED BY

John Bliss & Co., las Front St., New York.
We have on hand a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and areexcellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair, and will givesatisfactory results as to performance. We will sell these Chronometers itlow prices, either for cash, or on accommodating terms to suit special cases,or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING PRICES AND TERMS.

Lindahl's Watch Case Opener.

Pat. Jnly 1211, 1592.

BEST AND ONLY PERFECT OPENER EVER MADE.
'fhe most tight-fitting case can be easily and quickly opened. Anyone can open a watch with this Openerwithout danger of injuring case or movement. Send for circular giving full description.

PR ICE : Opener, Steel Blade, Ebony Finished Handle, 25 cents each.
MANUFACTURED By F. E. LINDAHL, 269 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.
Sample mailed on receipt of 25 cents in postage stamps.

,e) Ii,
EIG.kWCUR

MD GESWEDALS

SEND FOR

—
MAW.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

0

Houghton's

Face Plate.
Ith hardened

chuck and pump
realer. It I. excel-
lent!, Ilui•Ited and
nickel-plated and
warranted tO run
perfectl, true. NP
lit them to all
lathes. .4.1 sour
Jolther for one on
:ipprosal.

J. Houghton
Manchester,

N. H.

r01‘,TICIANS' SUPPLIES
The "Standard,' Trial Cases
150 lens set, $32.5o; 220 lens set,
$47.50. The''Graduate,, 2'riatCase, 220 lenses, $37-50- bring0 ph thalmoscope,$9.0o. Artifi-
C1UI Byes, for selection, $Loo
each, $5o.00 per hundred. Oph-
thlf/MOMeterM, $6o.00 to $Th.00.Queen's Stan dard Perimeter
$20.00. Queen'sLens Grinding
Outfit, $35.00. Catalogue Free.QUEEN & CO. Oculists and Opticians1010 Chestnut St., Phila.

' EastoR Mogi of Olitics.
Office Course, $30.00.
Correspondence Course, 15.00.

NO CLASSES.

STUDENTS BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

For circulars, giving references, etc.,

Address

M. S. SEW, M. D.,
Easton, Pa.

H H. Heinrich,
14 John St., N Y

[UNE

'0410Romelers

The Warren Eye Protector,

Patetted h.n. 12, 1892.
Absolute protection to You bid defiance tothe eye from flying part- Dust, Snow, Rain, Hail,icles, and everything an. Sleet, Wind, and Sun.noying or hurtful. No

glass to break. Invalu.
able to workmen, horse.
tneniwheelmen and tray- Sample by mail,elers on land and sea. 50 cents.
THE NOB VERRONS CO.,503John Hancock Bldg..flostun, Masi

Particulars on appli-
cation.

No Watchmaker Could Afford to be Without One.

SHEEHAN'S
WATCH ROLLER

REMOVER
will fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
roller without dist urb-
ing the hairspring, re-
quires no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all Jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $i.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Shee-
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

The tool is all he
claims for it.
THEO. LESPERA NCE,

Watchmaker,
with Jules Racine,
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., 1 Mai-
den Lane, N. Y.City

It is worth its
weight in gold.
SOPHOS ST1LHOFF,
V. L. FIGAEOTTA,
W atcmahkers,

with Hayden W.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

THIS Pol-
ishingMa-
chine has

ad vantages that
were never be-
fore gained by .
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
t h c appliances
coininon to the
polishingdepart-
Ments of jewelry
ns a n it facturing
e t a blishments
can be tried on
this inachine and
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, and
dealers cannot.
affisrd to be with-'.
out an outfit.
The conse-

quence and con-,c''
vincing powers l.
of a salesman are
poor induce-
ments to the purchaser as compared with a well keptstock of goods, that have their original charms ofpolish, lustre, and freshness.
Our Lithological or I.apidary Lathe has the sameapplication of foot-power, and it is giving resultsnever before ratched by any other application offoot power for this purpose. These machines are ofgreat value to Jewelers, and their correspondence issolicited. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

Address 66o Ruby Street.
1St. F. et John riarnes Co.,

Rockford, Ill.

For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.
Springing, Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade

EASY TERMS. SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

Brickett's Patent
Nun Clock

Movement Holder.

$1.75 each.
Sent, express paid, 1,■•

Jo Honig!,
73 Hanover St.

Boston, Mass.

First-class jobbers carry
them.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES
Are the sweetest, most complete, tone-sustaining,
durable, and perfect Musical Boxes made, and any
number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful
family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.
Buy direct of the makers, the oldest, most reliable,
and responsible firm. No Music Box can be guaran-
teed without Gautschrs patented Safety Tune Change
and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for
Gem and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions
and Polyphones, Lowest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

OLD MUSIC BOXES CAREFULLY REPAIRED.

GAUTSCHI & SONS{1030 CHESTNUT ST.PHILADELPHIA.

DR. PETER HENRY,
SPECIALIST IN

WATCH CASE
DISEASES

Key-Winders
changed to

Stem-Winders.

Hunting-Cases
changed to 0. F.

English Case's
changed to tit
American
movements.

Can be cured
at

53 Longworth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

EST.

A POSITIVE CURES;
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. oFel FIR 5ADISCTRNIESEAPPLICATION TO REFPLEAr;1,,CK%
FRANK H.WELLS
GEN L. SELLING AGT FOR U.S.A.
SYRACUSE N.Y.
44-FIrst-,:lass Jewelers In every town and city

wanted to act as exclusive agents.

John G. Schanbacher,
MANUFACTURER OF FINE JEWELRY
S. W. Cor. Marshall and Halsey Sts.

Newark, N. J.
Brooches, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Earrings, Rings,

Lockets, Pendants. All sorts of Diamond Mountings.
SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY.

(Patented Jan. 17, 1888)

C. G. HARSTROM, Peekskill, N. Y., will
send sample of this all steel Adjustable Case Spring,
any size, Swiss or American, for Ten Cent Stamps.

SHEPARD'S NEW S60 SCREW-CETTING FOOT-LATHE.
Foot and Power Lathes, Drill

Presses, Scroll-Saw - Attachments,
Mandrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,
Dogs, Calipers, etc. LatInes on
trial, Lathes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

H. L. SHEPARD, Agt.,
141 W. Second St..

Cincinnati, Ohio.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.
In reply to my advertisement in the December

KEYSTONE, 1 received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that I have further
enlarged my repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
awnadicrmnagkriangv.ing. Also a good place for studying

W. A. SCHROETER,
198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

To All Live Opticians
There is no better friend in the daily labors of a

practical optician than the

HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"
OF

W. BOHNE, Ito Canal Street, New Orleans.
l'rice, $2..10, postpaid.

III

The "REGULATOR," the only
book of the kind in existence contain-
ing 3oo different causes that stop a
watch, arranged alphabetically, just
as good for the experienced as the in-
experienced. Sent to any Watchmaker
on receipt of price, $1.00. (Copyright)

F. A. BRISTOL, Auburn, Nebr.

"Eclipse" Eue Glasses
AND THEIR ADVANTAGES.

I. The guard remains perfectly
rigid in the g upaorst .d

is made of two
arms, one running at right angles to

slat 
t frame

in 
nthe anpodst , pa.,!.hsiincgh tphorsoiiti vh ae ly

locks3.It 
easy to 

(Se
IS 

odfit ;foer. 
while t'se

angle of the " Eclipse " guards is
fixed, the arms of the guards are
thin and pliable, so that any desired
shape can be given and almost any

Pat. May 25;90. case fitted with the " Eclipse"
guards in the shortest possible space

of time.
4. No other guard is so light, clean, and has so

little 
litncistaL5. afashionable fitting.

Send for Circtilar. Place your Orders NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG & CO.,
43 Maiden Lane, New York,

Sole Agents for the "Eclipse" Eye Glasses.

We carry a complete line of all leading American
Frames and lenses and Optical Goods.

Scientific American
Agency for

1..1._ • .0110('S
a,

v.v%

c•P• CAVEATS,
TRADE MARKS,

DESIGN PATENTS,
COPYRIGHTS, etc.

For Information and free Handbook write to
MUNN Sc. CO.. 3til BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Oldest bureau for securing patents in America.
Every patent taken out by us is brought before
the public by a notice given free of charge in the

dentific Auttriran
Largest circulation of any scientific paper in the
world. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligent
matt should be without it. Weekly, $3.00 a
year; $1.50 SIX months. Address 31UNN ec co
PUBLISIIERS, 361 Broadway, New York City.

- — -

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

SIGNS!!!
YGSIouNrSa:ten n tio isSic?lNledS Ito the largest and must

perfect Jewelers' Watch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different sizes. Weight of Signs is to 8o lbs. Price-
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LOS BARNHART,
908 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

Ben. Franklin Electrical Co.

Why use a nasty, always .out-of-order
. chemical battery for gilding and coloring,
when you can get a hand-power dynamo for
$15.00, which is always ready, and no ex-
pense for chemicals, and good for a lifetime?
Can be had of

BEN. FRANKLIN ELECTRICAL CO.

z331 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

J. J. ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro-Plater,
Fire-Gilder and Colorer

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Send for Price list.

ii..*Aiiv■46,ii,■/%/vwv■ftWp
OPTICAL JOBBING
AND PRESCRIPTION WORK.

Quick Time
Careful Work

coPYRIGHT. Low Prices

i[feet

Franies,15 to 30 cents each. Spher-
ice, Lenses, 25 cts. per pair. Cpfinders,
35 cents per pair. Sphere-Cylinders, 5o
cts. per pair. Lenticular Bifocals, 85 cts.
per pair (all beveled). Catalogue Free.
QUEEN & CO., ,olopthieaspautipSat.reet,

DETROIT OPTICRL INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses ; Anatomy, Physiology
and Refraction of the Eye. Practical manipulations
of Prisms. the Ophthalmoscope, etc., etc. A special
course of instructions for students by mail.
For particulars, address

JOHN S. OWEN, M. D.,
23 Adams Ave., E., Detroit, Mich.

CASH-BUYERS' INTEREST.
1000 Job F.nvelopes, No. 1, printed, el.30 net, worth $2.00.
One gro‘s Pendant-Screw., 30 cent., worth 75 cent...

Electro-Plating Solution, for eleanihg silverware, also
fur plating brass, etc. t. eleaning. biller, It adds •Iller in-
stead of scout-It...Tit off. Sample, 25 eeets.

Watches, Clucks, Diamonds, Jewelry, Tools and Materials,
all kinds, 8 to 20 per cent. for cash, instead of It per rent.

A. W. GELBERT 8: CO.
Special Cash Wholesale Jewelers. Canandaigua, N. Y.

PATENTS
Crosby & Dorian,

621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and
Copyrights secured. Interferences and
infringement Suits conducted. Send for
Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-

ences.

GUARANTEES.
Every jeweler should use them. Put them in the

back case and :hey are seen every time the watch is
opened. The best and most lasting advertise-
ment to be had. Fits all sizes of cases.

,aRTIFIEis

Watch No 

was repaired by us
Its9 , and is warranted, with fair
image, to keep good time for on,
year. Any defect in our work will
be made good, free of charge, bust
in case of accident or breakage of
parts not repaired by us. or if the
watch becomes unclean, this guar-
antee is void.

Jeweler's Name
Here.

N3MC and address printed in blank space. soo
for $1.00 ; t000 for $1.50 by mail to any part of
U. S ,as receipt of price. TRY THEM. Address

1 TIDD & CO., Columbiana, Ohio.

THE KEYSTONE
Classified advertisemsaU under these headings, except-

ing "Situations Wanted," THREE CENTS per word, on*
InAertlon: 10 per cent. at for three insertions: 13 per sent.
•ff for ,to insertions, and !LI per cent. off for twelve In.
sortions. Name and address Included.

To secure a place In the columns of this page,
advertisers shonld forward copy no that it may reach on not
Inter than the 25th of each month.

IF ANSWERS ARE TO BE FORWARDED,
POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED.

No advertisement Inserted for less than 25 eents, Except-
ing "Situations Wanted," which cost 10 pent. for a 3-lino
notice.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-
PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Address all remittances to

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.
This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded, postage must be enclosed.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Y a watchmaker who can do letter engraving.
Good ref. Salary moderate. Address, . J.

P 
m F

ietlein. Kenosha. Wis.

BY an energetic American, as watchmaker or as-sistant. Does plain engraving and jobbing. 23
years old. 4 years' exp. Steady and reliable. Refs.
gilt-edged. Al., " At," lock Box 583, Elgin, Ill.

\T

VANTED m—a job as watchaker. Some jewelry
V work. Full set tools, lathe and bench. Married.

\ ages as you usually give (state wages). South,
East or West preferred. As ref. 4 years' exp. run-
ning a store. Answer quick. Ad., W. F. Stricker,
Lock Box 82, Barnesville, Ga.

A YOUNG man of 37, single, wishes a situation.
I. Can repair all kinds of watches and clocks. 20
years' exp. Have my own tools. Address, James
Cantor, a Ferry Place, Brooklyn, N, V.

nOOD general workman, except engraver ; thorough
U mechanic. Quiet, industrious disposition. Mar-
ried. No intoxicants or tobacco. Wants position at
$x8 weekly. Box 103, Hemlock, Pa.

PY young man of good 
address, good habits, best

ref. Good .vorkman and salesman. Own tools.
years exp. Address, Box 256, I.indsey, Pa.

WATCHNIAKER, can do jewelry repairing and
VIII engraving, wants position, or would hire watch-
maker's window in good store, and take watchwork.
Address, " Universal." care Keystone office.

WATCHMAKER, Jeweler and engraver, position
VV by March 20th. Good ref. Address, Lock Box
15s, Dodge City, Kan.

DY a first-class experienced watchmaker, compli-
cated and fine %,ork. Good ref. Address.

.■ Watchmaker," 3406 South Park Ave., Chicago, Ill.

BY young man, 22 years of age, 2% years exp. at
the bench ; good watchmaker and jewelry re-

pairer. Full set of watchmaker's tools, W. W. lathe
with attachments. Am of good address. Good refs.
Wages, $12 per week. " Reliable," care Keystone.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and engraver
A of exp. wants position. Fully equipped. Good
salesman. As refs. Ad., " 1893," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER of over 5 years' exp. wants per-
VV mancnt situation. Has complete set of tools,
and good refs. Ad., Geo. J. Wilson, x7o Dttndas
St.,.London, Ont.

ATCHNIAKER and salesman of 8 years' exp.
wants good, steady situation. Refs. first-class.

I. C. W.," care Keystone office.

OPTICIAN. to years' exp. in the largest houses
of Paris, also in New York. Would like to

contract an engagement with a re:ail store in Chicago,
or with an optical firm, exhibitor at the corning
World's Fair. W'rite to D. L. Schell, 25834 Eighth
Ave., New York City.

OPTICIAN, of long. successful exp. in fitting
glasses, desires to make a change. Is at present

manager and buyer for optical office. If you want a
first-class man, address "Doctor," care Keystone.

VOUNG married man (American) would like posi-
tion as watchmaker, or with wholesale house.

Has tools. 6 years' exp. New England preferred.
Best ref. Ad., " Steady," Box 1283, Meriden, Conn.

BY single man, 25 years. to years' exp. at bench.
As watchmaker, with reliable firm. Have my

own tools. Or will travel on road for some watch,
clock or jewelry house. Sober, reliable in every
respect. Ref. furnished. New York or East pre-
ferred. Open for engagement by May 1st. Address,
" Canadian," care Keystone office.

A POSITION as practical watchmaker, jeweler and
I. plain engraver. Age 23. 254 years' exp. Ref.
good. Lock Box 124, Starkville, Miss.

BY young lady. 7 years' exp. in wholesale jewelryand watch material home. Best of refs. given.
Ad., " Lady," care Keystone office.

(STONE seal and crystal intaglio engraver, also die
0 sinker, wants situation. First-class refs. " En-
graver," Box K K, Rome, N. Y.

TRAVELER, age 25. At address. Acquainted in
I Pennsylvania and Ohio. Desires good line of
goods. Salary or commission. Address, " B. N.,"
Allentown, Pa.
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BY a first-class watchmaker, competent on every
kind of watches, Swiss or American. 52 years

exp. Highly recommended by every employer. A
place where fine and accurate work is required pr•t-
ferred. Address, Earnest," care Keystone office.

flRAC'I'ICAL watchmaker, 20 years exp. Best ref.
r Good tools and lathe. Capable of taking full
charge of store. Salary, ;15 per week. Box 71,
Natsvoo, Ill.

BY first-class watchmaker and engraver, over 20years' exp. Permanent position desired with
good firm, who will appreciate good work and faith-
ful service. Fine outfit of tools ; good ref. Now
in southern Missouri. " Experience," care Keystone.

A SITUATION as engraver and optician. Best of
FA refs. Addresss, " B," 607 Van Buren Street,
Chicago, Ill.

A PRACTICAL optician is open for engagement
FA after June 1st. Address, " Optician," care
Keystone office.

TRAYELF:R. At address. Good salesman. Age
24. Some acquaintance in Pennsylvania and

Ohio. Desires position. Salary or commission.
Ad., " X. X..," atm Keystone office.

BY young watchmaker. 13 years' exp. at bench.
Can do general job work and plain engraving

and good watch wosk. Good ref. Address, H. S.
Werneke, Greencastle, Ind.

VOUNG man would like position at once. Fair
I workman at watches. Can engrave some. Ref.
furnished from former employer. Ad., " H. L. A.,"
Box 539, Fort I'lain, N. Ir.

BV a man of exp. at watches, clocks, etc. Steady.
Married. A job in south Michigan or northwest

Ohio. Box 71, Lake Linden, Mich.

TO finish trade. z year's exp. 20 years of age, and
I not afraid of work. Ad.," Kansas,"careKeystone.

BY a 
practical and exp'd watchmaker in the repair-

ing of English, Swiss assd American watches,
jewelry gilding and repairing. Has American lathe.
Temperate, and highly respectable. Refs. At. Ad.,
" Mainspring," care Keystone office.

nOSITION wanted by jeweler of 7 years' exp., as
[ traveling salesman for a first-class jewelry house.

Address, " C. B. B.," care Keystone office.

CAPABLE of taking charge of retail business;first-class salesman. Long experience its leading
?sew York stores. Capable of filling in leisure time
at watch repairing. Ref. At. Desires situation at
once. " Steady." care Keystone office.

A YOUNG man. 20 years of age, 5 years exp.,
capable of doing all kinds of clock, jewelry and

ordinary watchwork, desires position at moderate
salary, with opportunity of advancing in watchwork.
Address, " Hustler," care Keystone office.

[3Y young man to finish trade. Has.,hatl year's
exp. Best of refs. Wages no object. Illinois

preferred. Address, %Vatter Babcock, Walnut, Ill.

VOUNG man, 21 years old, 3 years' exp. at watch
and clock repairing would like position with

good reliable house. Best ref. Address, A. G.
Ensign, Moravia, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER and script engraver. Over us
In years' exp. Have lathe and tools. Can do
watch, clock and jewelry repairing. . Wish a posi-
tion with some good firm. Ad., "Charley," care
Keystone office.

BY gent and wife. Gent as watchmaker, engraver
and optician, or traveling salesman. Has had 9

years' exp., sy, of this on the road. Lady as sales-
lady and stenographer. Gent aged 24 ; lady 18.
Ad., J. Harry Gordon, Schell City, Mo,

ATCH NI AK ER and optician. Have had large
In city exp. on high-grade work. Competent bus-
iness man of good address, and single. Speak
German. At ref. Ad.. " A. B.," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, engraver and graduate optician.7 years' exp. Own tools and trial-case. Good
habits. At ref. Ad., " F.. C. J.," care Keystone.

I X New York. Jewelry or diamond house. Exp'd
I young man, as bookkeeper or stock clerk. Best
refs. Speak and correspond in German and English.
" NI. S.," 212 E. Sixty-First St., N. Y.

WANTED.

A SECOND-HAND jewelers' roll, 2 inches, cheap.
A Ad., Hague & Beard, dentists, Delaware, Ohio.

WANTED— Experienced traveling salesman, to
VI/ carry a leading and well-known line of spectacles
and eyeglasses ; samples easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address. " Optics." care Keystone office.

(SPECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new
0 work, also jobbers on repairing, making frames
to dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steady
work. Apply to Queen & Co., solo Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.

VOUNG man to do watchwork and engraving.
State salary and age. E. Ley, 62 South Tenth

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A BouT March to, extra fine watchmaker, with .
large experience, on fine, complicated work.

None but first-class, with undoubted refs., need
answer. Address, R. H. Trask, Ottawa, Ill.

WATCHNIAKF.RS everywhere to write for sample
VII sheet and price of the best watch register ever
published ; combining sales at.d repairs with no
waste in the register. Address, 0. M. Campbell,
watchmaker, Denison. Iowa.

rIRST-CLASS watchmaker, one who is a goodr jewelry repairer and engraver preferred. Salary
$25 a week. Permanent position to a competent
man ; best refs. required. Address, Official Railroad
Watch Inspector, Grand Forks, N. Dakota.

A SMALL stock of jewelry on commission ; good
A location. best of refs. Address, " E. G.," care
Keystone office.

I EWELERS to know that I teach engraving to a
j limited number of pupils, in toy new and elegant
engraving room. Write fb*r particulars. L. H. I.ttd-
wig, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

[VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
E watches, platinum. Market value paid. Send
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
I will return all articles. J. I.. Clark. refiner and
sweepsmelter of gold and. silver (established 187o),
823 Filbetl Sr., Philadelphia. l'a.

(Continued on page 294.)
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Just received a new invoice of the famous

I NOTIeEV

ItAi PHILADELPHIA BRAND
sOw r AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS

J. H. HAVILL,
100 STATE STREET, CHICAGO,

PRACTICAL JEWELER.
Send for particulars.

Reasonablecharges,Can refer to many successful sales made.

fin Exquisito Line
\■1//%,

No. 104. N K. $9.th)

No. 117. y8 K. $9.00
No. 116. $7.20

LET US SEND YOU AN ASSORTMENT.Write for prices.
Write for prices.

The best rings ever offered for the money.They are especially intended for a moder-ate-price ring, and they fill the bill exactly.

No. 105. ys K.

No. 502. Fine Ruby, Emeraldor Sapphire Doublet. $1.35

No. 506. S Whole Pearls. kineRuby, Emerald or Sapphire
Doublet. $3,15

:Co. j06. K. $9,00

No. 118. Cluster.
Ruby, Emerald or Sap-
phire, and 8 Rose Dia-
monds. $6.75

No. 503. Three Fine Ruby
Doublets. $2.16

No. 51834. 8 Rose Diamonds.
Fine Opal Center. $7.65

NET CASH. No fbrther discounts.
Order early, before they are all gone.

PIKE, WILLSO# & TERNENDT,.57 WasHiggiog St., Chicago, III.MANUFACTURING JEWELERS.Importers of Diamonds and Precious Stones. BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS A fWI line of DIA-
MONO MOUNTINGS. All kinds of REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE. Send us a trial order. We ■

in stock a large line of Ladies' and Gentlemen's ENGRAVED BAND AND STONY RINGS.

No. 504. Moonstone Center.Two Ruby, Emerald or Sap-phire Doublets. $1.80

No. 508. Two Ruby Doublets.

• 

Moonstones.

$1.00 per doz. $12.00 per gross.

With order for one dozen Philadelphia Mainsprings, in thenext thirty days, we will send one of our Raw SilkWiping Cloths, t8 x 18 inches, better than a chamoisfor cleaning silverware and jewelry.
16 size and 18 size Htg. and 0. F. Insulators, - $2.00 doz.6 size and 14 size, 3 oz. and 4 oz., Htg. and 0. F. Insulators, $2.50 doz.4 oz. Upright Scales, well-finished
American Balance-Staffs, - 

, - $4.00

I

- American Hole-Jewels, - $1.00 doz.
- - $1.00 doz.Select and send us your orders for Watch Tools, Material, etc.,from any Catalogue. Lowest prices.

-••••11Poe...

Louis A. Scherr & Co.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND JOBBERS IN

American Watches, Watch Tools, Material, Glasses, etc.,
726 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE WELLS CONIPANY,
Chicago,

Ma.nufa.cturers of

TIE WES NM WM

Patent

Applied For.

PRICES AT RETAIL:
STERLING SILVER, .
STERLING SILVER, GILDED,

These Coin-Holders
are not necessarily
for the World's Fair
Souvenir Coins, but
are adjustable to any
sized coin.

25 CENTS EACH.
50 CENT'S EACH.

PRICES TO THE RETAILER :
STERLING SILVER, . • $2.00 PER DOZEN.STERLING SILVER, GILDED, $4.00 PER DOZEN.

(DISCOUNT TO THE WHOLESALE TRADE.)

For sale by your Jobber, also by

TIIE WELLS COMPANY,
149 State Street, CHICAGO.

GOOD MONEY FOR YOU IN

FOR SA LE

Parno's Patent Dust-Proof
Wan Pockets.

This pocket is made of best quality chamois-
skin, with metallic ring firmly sewed in opening
at bottom, which prevents any accumulation
of dust, that would otherwise work its way into a
watch carried in any other pocket.

Three Points of Merit:
Absolutely dust-proof.
The iron ring in the bottom protects the watch

from magnetic influences.
The chamois-skin will always keep the case

clean and bright.
(THIS POCKET SHOULD BE SEWED IN.)

Wholesale Price, $1.60 per Dozen.. Retails for 25 cts.
Sample Pocket, 16 cents.

BY ALL JOBBERS. WE WILL FURNISH ADVERTISING MATTER FREE.

MANUFACTURED BY A. C. PARNO, GREENE, IOWA.

To the Jewelry and Optical Trade:

Pat
AP. 14,
1891.

The Lamb Eye=Shield
is guaranteed to be the most desirable EYE-PRO-
TECTOR made. it is light, flexible and waterproof.
It is made to tit closely to the face and around the eyes;
a soft, felt rim on the face side renders it impossible for
dust or any other substance to enter between it and the
skin : small perforations in the felt rim admit sufficient
air for the eyes to retain their normal moisture. The
EYE-SHIELDS are formed of the clearest mica, and
are perfectly transparent. They are furnished in clear
or blue, as desired, and RETAIL FOR 50 CENTS.

The Lamb Eye-Shield is in
great demand by horsemen, bi-
cyclists, car-drivers, motormen,
engineers; stonecutters, etc.

• Quick sales with liberal profits are assured.
Order through your jobber, or send direct for trade prices. One (only) sample dozen sent by mail, postage
paid, on receipt of Pam.

W. S. McGowan, Jr., Manufacturer,
P. 0. Box 2501. BOSTON, MASS.

PORTRAITS LANDSCAPES

eATALOGUES
COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

BUILDINGS

JEWELERS' AND WATCHMAKERS' WORK A SPECIALTY.

A. N. CLARK, Plainville, Conn.
Manufacturer or

The Celebrated

LOOP WATCH KEY.
Neler made better and never more

popular than at present.

Carried in stock by all

Wholesale Dealers.

Numbers stamped on each key.

Send for price list of
the and other goods.

Crosby's Jeweling Tools.

Clock Screw-Drivers. Length 75 in.

Rosewood Handles, Nickel-Plated Blades and Ferrules. Convenient for deep work.
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The Peoria Horological School.
FOR THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL TEACHING OF

WATCHMAKING AND REPAIRING,

Rooms, Cor. Main and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

The object of this School will be to supply the demand
for a higher grade of skilled artisans in this branch of
industry.

The School is founded by and will be under the di-
rection of Professor L. D. JONES, an expert of the high-
est order, both in theory and practice, and well-known td
the watchmaking fraternity.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Peoria Horologieal School,
Mi rx and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

The Carpenter Lathes
ARE ALL THE GO.

They go swift ; they go strong ; they go

instantly ; and they go the right way

always.
We say they will save half your work.

You will say so after you get one.

They are chock-full of go, and if you

expect your business to go you must

send for our catalogue of Lathes, Foot-

Wheels, etc. If your jobber don't sell

them, write us-we do.

The Carpenter Latfie & Tool Co.,
165 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

No. 9. LONG WOOD-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

NO. 41. LONG RUBBER-HANDLE BENCH KEY. NICKEL-PLATED.

No. 51. LONG NICKEL-PLATED BENCH KEY.

NO. 53. TRIPLEX POCKET SCREW-DRIVER. PATENTED.

Price 76 cts. Three blades in one handle. Blades, Nos. 44, 53 and 6o.

-'1AlilLININTWANYWATC/4--

No. 2. POCKET KEY. BRASS. NO. 60. POCKET. NICKEL-PLATED.

H. 11. Franklin, Successor to &inn S. Bircfl & Co.
79 & 81 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TOOLS AND SMALL METAL GOODS MADE ON CONTRACT. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

The Original MAZE,

GONNE
FILLED RINGS.

Plain and Chased.

Atm*

Manufactured for the Jobbing
Trade only.

Every Ring hat our Trade-

Mark of the Crown stamped

inside. None genuine without

it.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Solid Gold Rings.

1\71 cCA L,
SLICCEsS012 TO MCCALL & NEWMAN,

104 & 106 South Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
JEWELRY REPAIRING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES A SPECIALTY.
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THE KEYSTONE
TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL

ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Address all remittances to

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

1Continued from page 29r.)

WANTED.

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry business. Stock about14 $a,000. It must bear close examination, forwhich every facility must be given. Communicationsstrictly confidential. J. W. Saunders, Corry, Pa.
A FIRST-CI-ASS watchmaker, with some tools, to14 take position in Philadelphia about May IS1.Must have Ar refs. ; state salary. Address, "S. M.J.," care Keystone office.

gOOD second-hand slide-rest, also wheel and pinioncutting fixture for tx2 Moseley lathe. Adoiress,. D. Bardwell, care Hutchinson's Watch School,La Porte, Ind:

VOUNG man who is good on clock and jewelry job-bing ; must be able to do all kinds of hard-sol-dering. State age, exp., and wages wanted. Ad.,"S.," care Keystone office. 

CHEAP, for cash. Good test set, ophthalmoscope,muscle test., etc. Address, " L," Box 6o, GrandLedge, Mich.

IOUPI LS to learn to buns in photographs on enamelF and decorated and undecorated china. Thispicture will stand the firing necessary for painting.Address, " X.," care Keystone office.

k A IRROR-BACK watch boxes. " jeweler," Wes-11/1 terville, Ohio.

A GOOD, all-around mats-watchmaker, jewelry re-m pairer and engraver. Man 25 to 35 years old,with good tools. Drinkers or gamblers not wanted.Fair pay, steady job. E. B. Woodward & Co.,Morris, Minn.

WATCHMAK ERS to investigate Harry Emrie'sVV watch guarantee for sales and guarantee forrepairs. Takes the place of all watch records"with-out the responsibility of watch records. Prices,either kind : Boxes of 2 to page, ; 3 to page,$1.50 : 5 to page, $2.25. Express paid. Guaranteedto please you or money returned. Sold by all job-bers, or Harry Emrie, Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A.

A SOBER, honest and skillful watchmaker, withgood refs., who can engrave. Ad., Lock Box zo,
Bentonville, Ark.

13ARTNER wanted. About $2400 required. Amr located in railroad town of 15,000 inhabitants,not far from Omaha. Best of reason given for selling
interest. Address, G. W. Marquardt & Sons, DesMoines, Iowa.

FOR SALE.

r OR spot cash. Highest bidder gets it. In goodF order. No. I Moseley lathe (base, bed, head-stock, tail-stock, graver-rest), z countershaft, slide-rest and cutters, universal head, 19 genuine splitchucks, I taper chuck and lot of tapers, t steppingdevice, i face-plate and dogs, 3 wheel-chucks.Reason, don't need two. Ad., M. L. Bowen, 727Second St., Fort Madison, Iowa.

STOCK and goodwill of nice business in SchellCity, Mo. Stock consists of watches, clocks,jewelry, spectacles, musical instruments and sewing.machines. Bench-work amounts to $18 per week.Ad., J. Harry Gordon, Schell City, Mo.

A GOOD watchmaker with $2000 capital will find ithis interest to buy a half share in the leading
jewelry establishment of a manufacturing, healthyand progressing city of Mexico. Population about6o,000, including large percentage of English-speak-ing people. Value of stock and fixtures about $6000.Ad., for full particulars, to " Mfg. Jeweler," careKeystone office.

EWELRY, fancy goods and stationery store in at.J city near Boston, that has done a successfulbusiness by the proprietor since 1847. Owing to hisadvancing years he is desirous of disposing of it.Best location in city. Opposite junction of 3 horse-car roads. Competition light. For a bright, energeticman who will push things, it is an exceptionalopportunity, as he would start at once on a payingbasis. Stock, with fixtures, about $35oo. Address,Cyrus N. Gibbs, South Framingham, Mass.

WATCHMAKERS to Investigate Harry Emrie's. Vy watch guarantee for sales and guarantee forrepairs. Takes the place of all watch records with-out the responsibility of watch records. Prices, eitherkind : Boxes of 2 to page, $1 ; 3 to page, $1.50 ; 5 topage, $2.25. Express paid. Guaranteed to pleaseyou, or money returned. Sold by all jobbers, orHarry Emrie, Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A. 

ONE upright show-case, for sidewalk use. Cost$29; sell for $z2. J. %V. Coatsworth, Galena, Ill.
DAD health compels me to sell my business in agrowing Western town of s000 inhabitants. Ihave a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator, 2 five-foot show-cases, work-bench$ safeand usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,
Missouri.

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry business in a county seat
of one of the best counties in Kansas. Estab-lished 21 years. and the leader in the county of30,000 people. Will invoice about $5coo. Will sellat a sacrifice in order to centralize our business.

Part cash, and reasonable time for balance at 8 percent. interest. Ad., Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the city ofH Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about$3000 (must be cash) ; or can reduce same. Good,
steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $15a month, including fuel. Reason for selling fur-
nished on application. Ad., Geo. Kurz, Cleveland,Ohio.

•

IN Denver, Cob. Best location in the city. Stockof watches and diamonds, invoice about $5000.et profits $400 to $5oo per month. Easy terms..Guaranteed as represented. Ad., " 39," NewsOffice, Denver, Colo.

pe
WING to ill health, I wish to dispose of my old-
established jewelry and optical business in

rsey City. Repairing pays more than expenses.Vill pay. you to investigate. Full particulars. Ad.,
" C. M.," care Keystone office.

FOR SALE.

EWELRY store, established 4 years ; stock andLI fixtures complete, good as new, will invoiceabout $5000. City 30s000. Good country trade;
good location : thriving business. Very best reasons
for selling. For full particulars, ad. Cressman &
Yeakel, Allentown, Pa.

A GOOD jewelry store in northwestern Iowa for
H sale cheap. Size of town 2200 Stock, about$3000. Ad., " Wholesalers," care Keystone office. 

I EADING jewelry business, established over 14years. Centrally located in a lively centralIllinois town. Population, including vicinity, about
7000. Stock and fixtures $7000 ; reduced to suit
purchaser. Ad., " Bargain," care Keystone office.

I WISH to sell a valuable watchmakers' tool or1 lathe attachment ; patent granted January so,
1893. Tool companies ad. E. H. Lemley, Ravens-wood, W. Va.

SEND for 6o new and elegant designs of monogramsand letters. Price, 25 cents. I.. H. Ludwig,
general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

A RARE chance. 8o-miles from any other jeweler.1{ Good sales, and from $z000 to $150o bench-workper year. Will sell stock and fixtures for $3000, or
fixtures alone-44 ft. show-case, mostly z9-inch withiron stands, r3oo-pound jewelers' safe, 8-foot regu-
lator (good timer), also No. a folding-cover work-
bench and sundries-for $3oo. Have other interest
North. Ad., Chas. Goodrich, Osceola, Ark.

THE best and only first-class jewelry store its aI thriving Wisconsin city of 5000 inhabitants.
Location the oldest and best in the city. Stock andfixtures in excellent condition. Good business. Onlyreason for selling, owner has other business which
requires all his attention. For full particulars, ad." Z.," care Keystone office.

IN western Texas, a good-paying jewelry business
1 at a bargain. Good reasons for selling. Ad.,
Oscar Pearson, Ballinger, Texas.

EWELRY store. County seat. No opposition;
t) fine business ; plenty work ; good sales. Fine
climate. Established so years. A bargain. Mustsell on account of failing eyesight. Ad., " F.," care
Carrau & Green, 220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

[OR immediate sale-a jewelry business, estab-
lished so years, in Tampa, Fla., a rapidly-growing city of 12,000 inhabitants. Stock and

fixtures, about $3000. Reason for selling, loss of
eyesight. Ad., Lock Box 37, Tampa, Fla.

FOR SALE.

I EWELRY business ; established 9 years. Fix-tJ tures new ; stock small. Splendid location foryoung man with small means. The only jewelrystore and repair shop in town of z800 population.Rent low. Those meaning business address E. D.Wesner, Antwerp, Ohio.

A STOCK of jewelry for $2000, in town of 1200/-1 inhabitants, surrounded by splendid agriculturaldistrict in the great Arkansas Valley of Kansas. zoomiles west of Kansas City ; 28 miles north of Wichita.Fixtures Included in above price. Terms, one-halfcash. balance in bankable paper, running 12 and 18
months: Reason for selling, death of owner. Ad.,Mrs. E. A. Munch, Halstead, Kan.

ONE wheel-cutter and rounding-up tool, in goodorder ; z Swiss universal lathe, with jeweling
attachment, nearly new ; also window chronometer.
2230 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

A LOT of jewelers' tools-hand and power rolls,
1-1 draw-bench, ring-bender, 4-horse steam-engine,
etc. Will sell cheap, for cash. Apply to Wm. G.Foehl, Lancaster, Pa.

YORTH big money at the World's Fair-one of
the first hand-made watch, ornamented silverl. 

es 
Made by A. Fichtner, Dresden. G. Berger,Box 39, Montpelier, Idaho.

1EWELRY store for sale, with or without stock.
Old stand on principal street in city of 60,000

population. Fixtures and stock new. Reason for
selling, having another business to which owner
desires to give entire time. For particulars, applyto Leopold Weil & Co., 5i Maiden Lane, New York
City.

LINE Parkinson & Frodsham chronometer, cheap.F Frank Bennett, 8 N. Twelfth St., Philadelphia,Pa.
ERANCIS engraving-machine, in good order, 3F sets type and attachments. Cost $85 ; sell for$50, cash. Ad., "Engraving Machine," care Key-stone office.

.P NE King's elite test-lenses ; cost $t$500; will sell ata bargain. Ad., F. W. Emerson, Waxahachie,exas.
$1 0/0(0 SfiTxtOuCreKs. 

slijewelry,
immense 

ood‘v d
lbench-work. n

 Established 54 years. In central NewYork. A well-known watering place. Rich farmingand grape district. Will cut stock down to suit
purchaser. This is a golden opportunity for a liveman. Town 3500. Good reason for selling. Ad.," Trade," care Keystone office.

We have been trying Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s " E. F. B. & Co.
Guaranteed Recoiling" Mainsprings sent us, and we have made up
our minds to use them exclusively, and send in our order for
complete assortment. We think them the best Spring we have
ever found for use in even the finest watches we repair.

McKEEVER & STEVENSON, Barnesville, Ohio.

A GENUINE hard No. z% %Vhitcomb lathe ; neverused ; guaranteed perfect ; with so chucks and3 cement and 4 steel taper chucks, belting, etc., for$33. " Z.," care Box 3567, New York City.
A N established jewelry stock in a healthy manufac-/-1 wring town of 8000 inhabitants, nearly in centerof northern - Illinois. A good-paying business for agood workman. A good reason for selling. Workpays $73 to $zoo per month. Ad., " K. C.," careKeystone office.

AT Cleveland, Ohio. A good opportunity to pur-1-1 chase an old (25 years) established jewelrybusiness for cash. Good location. Plenty work.Stock invoices about $3400 ; fixtures, about $400.Failing health is the reason for selling. Address,"R.," care Keystone office.

[OR the very best of reasons I offer for sale stockF and fixtures of an established jewelry store, doinga paying business. A snap, if taken immediately.Best city in Iowa. 2o,000 inhabitants. Will invoiceabout $1400. L. L. Wertz, agt., South Ottumwa, Ia.

A COMPLETE jewelry aud stationery stock in aH growing and lively South Dakota county-seat.Population 3000. Established 9 years. Stock $5600.Satisfactory reasons for selling. This is an excellentopportunity for anyone wanting a fine business.
Correspondence solicited, Address, "Billie," careKeystone office.

D OILER and engine, cylinder 4% in., balance-wheel11110 z4 in., bed 21 in., boiler a in. diameter, 36 in.high ; cast base, grates, safety-valve, water andsteam-gauge, governor. Price. $65 F. 0. B. cars.Ad., J. T. Nace, Hamburg, Iowa.

1EWELRY store in best county of southwest Mis-t.) souri. Invoice about $ i5oo. Population 2200.Only one other store. Satisfactory reasons for sell-ing. " James," care Keystone office.

$5 0 0 0 OHIO jewelry store, in one of the best, manufacturing towns of zo,000 inhabi-tants. Old-established trade, good optical trade,and a fine run of bench-work. Most practicablestore in State ; modern fixtures ; tile floor ; plate-glassfront. _Stock can be reduced to suit purchaser. Forfull particulars, ad. "A. B. C.," care Keystone.

A NEARLY new Francis improved engraving-machine, with 3 sets type and attachments ; alsoa Chapman patent rotary show-case, in good condi-tion. F. J. Ives, jeweler and optician, Norwich,N.Y.
A RARE opportunity fora man with capital or goodsecurities who wants to buy a first-class jewelryestablishment in a city of about 12,000 inhabitants,on the Hudson River, between Albany and NewYork. To such a man I will make a discount of 2oper cent. below actual cost. Store fitted up incbonized cherry cases, the finest to be seen. Oneside-case, which contains 3 single plate-glass sliding-doors (size of each glass 9 ft. by 5 ft.), and otherfixtures to correspond. Stock will be arranged tosuit the buyer, or fixtures sold alone, if so desired.Best of reasons given for selling same. The city isone of the most prosperous in the State, containsmills, foundries and factories, and is surrounded bymany country towns where good farming is done;also paper, cotton and flannel mills of the largest inthe country, which bring hundreds of people into thecity daily by the railroads. Those not able to fulfillthe above demands need not apply. Address, P. 0.Box 729, Hudson, N. Y.

TRUNK for traveling jeweler ; 3 telescopes, withI trays for same. Plush-lined watch, ring, etc.,trays. Must be sold. L. W. Pierce, Pomona, Cal.

$32 WILL buy antique work 'bench new Geneva
lathe outfit, turning tools, and chair. Cost$49. Lock Box 37, Livingston Manor, N. Y.

ELL-SELECTED stock of watches, diamonds,
jewelry and silverware, etc. Best location inWheeling, W. Va. Population 45,000. Stock invoicefrom $8000 to $zo,000. 27 years in present location.On account of poor health I desire to sell at once.Good terms to the right man. Address, " Wheeling,"care Keystone office.

A FULL set of watchmakers' and jobbing jewelers'li tools ; condition good ; price reasonable. Alsosome material for sale. Ad., S. E. Mous, Carlisle, Pa.

c6ICYCLE, Columbia. safety, spring fork, Kirk-patrick saddle, good as new. Only ruts 3 months.
oSt $135 ; will sell for $100. Box 465, Sullivan, Ind.

A PAYING jewelry business in central Ohio, in aH live county-seat town. A good opportunity forman with some capital. Or will exchange for im-proved real estate in Ohio. "Evan S.," care E. &J. Swigart, Cincinnati, Ohio.

nOOD-PAYING jewelry business for sale. Bench-U work from $7o to $8o a month. Established1878. Invoice $4000. • Can be reduced to suit pur-chaser. Reason for selling, ill health. Fred. Buehl,504 Literary St., Cleveland, Ohio.

A GOOD jewelry store in a good town its Indiana../4 No opposition. Rare chance for good man." Money," care Keystone office.

OTOCK and fixtures in railroad town. No compe-tition. Ad., J. G. Talbott, Brooklyn, Iowa.

A SNAP-$120010 $1500 jewelrystock in county seatof 2200 people. Southwest Missouri. Satisfac-tory reasons given for selling. Ad., J. A. Norton& Son, wholesale jewelers, Kansas City, Mo.

EWELRY business in a pleasant, prosperotts townt) in Ohio. Established 40 years. Stock and fix-tures, about $8000 ; sales $8000 ; work about $2000.Will be sold cheap, as owner wants to retire. Ad.," Y.," care Keystone office.

$50 0 0 CASH will buy stock and fixtures of a
first-class jewelry store in town of 3000,in western Colorado. County seat ; terminus of 5railroads. Business averages $r000 per month;watch work $15o per month. Established 5 years.No opposition to speak of. soo miles to nearestjewelry store. Profits $4500 a year, net. Finestclimate in United States. Town growing fast.Answer, if you want to buy, and have the cash.Warranted the best opening in the State. Address," Colorado," care Keystone office.

A PAYING jewelry business in Iowa for $800.Nice, clean stock and fixtures. No old chestnuts.On main line I. C. R. R. Ad., "Chance." careKeystone office.

EWELRY store in live, growing Missouri town.Established trade. Invoices $125o ; $200 in tools.Sell or keep tools. Satisfactory reasons for selling.Big discount for cash. If you mean business, ad.Box 94, Dexter, MO,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

ACRES land in Merrick Co., Neb. Price $zo8
and cases. 

acre. Will exchange for watch-movements
cases. Geo. W. Hendricks, Canfield, Ohio.

TO exchange an American lathe for safety bicycle.1 W. -Flower, Muir, Mich

ONE Chambers & lnskeep spectacle-case, nearlynew. Cost $z6.5o. Will exchange it for almost
anything that is useful around a jewelry store. See
cut in their catalogue. E. A. Marsh, Spencer, Ia. 

cNE new Remington typewriter, No. 5, with case;
I Universal lathe, 4 j4 in. head. Address, Wm.

radshaw & Son, Delphi, Ind.

SPECTACLES and plated jewelry to exchange forjewelers' rolls, Comfort glass case, spectacle cab-inet, silverware show-cases, diamond scales, jewelers'
scales, etc. Ad., Austin & Hunter, Belton, Texas.

• TRADE-Will sell for cash, or trade for unenctun-
1 bered real estate, jewelry store, doing a good
business. Invoice about $3000. I.ocated in city of25,000 ; one of the best in Indiana. Have other
business. Ad., P. 0. Box 371, La Fayette, Ind.

WATCHMAKERS to investigate Harry Emrie's
VV watch guarantee for sales and guarantee for
repairs. Takes the place of all watch records with-out the responsibility of watch records. Prices,
either kind . Boxes of 2 to page, $z ; 3 to page,$5.5o ; 5 to page, $2.25. Express paid. Guaranteeto please you or money returned. Sold by all jobbers,or Harry Emrie, Aurora, Ind., U. S. A.

[OUR good soda fountains. Ad., F. M. Miller,F Trenton, Mo.

gNE Spencer's ophthalmoscopic test-lenses by Dr.Bucklin, for magic lantern, or offers. E. B.
abney, l.a Plata, Mo.-

A FINE 8 x so viewing outfit. Cost $60. Cheap.Part cash, balan jce ewelers' stock or material." Photographer," Greers, S. C.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DIAMOLINE-something entirely new to drill
glass. 25 cents per bottle. Faust & Sterner,

Allentown, Pa.

TRY my new bright-cutting graver. Sent, postI paid, 25 cents. 1.ey & Gotimer, 62 S. Tenth St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

WITNESS WANTED. The destitute familyyy of the than who was crushed between • the carsat Front and Pine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., Wednes-day, February is, would be greatly obliged if thejewelry salesman on the car would send his addressto James W. Jaws, attorney-at-law, 528 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

0°you waist the best chuck in the market for theleast money ? See advertisement, page 27z.

THE boss lathe cement. Send so cents to Frank E.I Smith, jeweler, San Jose, Cal., for a sample stickof the best cement made, or $ z for a dozen.
THE best on earth. Frear's Gold anti Silver Solders.1 They have no equal. Send 25 cents for samples,and you will use no others. W. S. L. Frear, UnionSprings, N. Y.

WATCHMAKERS to investigate Harry Emrie'sVV watch guarantee for sales and guarantee forrepairs. Takes the place of all watch records with-out the responsibility of watch records. Prices,either kind : Boxes of 2 to page, $ s ; 3 to page.$z.5o ; 5 to page, $2.25. Express paid. Guaranteedto please you, or money returned. Sold by alljobbers, or Harry Emrie, Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A.
IF you want to do true lathe work without wax, see1 advertisement, page 27z.

(SPECIAL bargains-z gross ruby, sapphire and0 chrysolite balance-hole jewels, assorted, goodquality, for Swiss and American, $4.75, in vial, grosslots only ; z gross roller-jewels, complete assortment,for Waltham, Elgin, etc., in fine walnut cabinet, 24screw-cap bottles, $3.25 whole outfit ; 6 doz. roller- •jewels, same as above, in vial, $r.5o ; spectacle andeye-glass. screws, finished, complete assortment, forall makes, with 5 screw-taps, $s per gross, Spotcash discount, so per cent. on all the above items.H. B. Peters, 37 Maiden Lane, New York.

VOU can drill a frameless spectacle-lens in less thana minute with " Diamoline." 25 cents per bot-tle. Faust & Sterner, Allentown, Pa.

IT will pay you to read advertisement on page 2711 before you purchase another chuck for your lathe.

(g 

OOD gold solder ; can be used on work from 6 K.to 16, and make good job. By mail, 40 centswt. M. C. Williams, 346 Center St., Trenton, N. J.

IF you are interested in true chucks for your lathe,1 see advertisement, page 272.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

EINE WATCH-REPAIRING of plain and Coin-plicated watches, wheel-cutting of any size ; alsowatchmakers' and jewelers' supplies. Special atten-tion given to fitting missing parts of watches.1)embo &. Adelman, 507 Chrystie St., New York.

ETCHING. Send so cents for a recipe for etching[. silverware, or for $1.50 I will send completeoutfit and instructions. J. W. Flowers, 454 AdamsSt., Toledo, Ohio.

A FEW more students to learn practical engraving.I. at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard0. Kandler, chief instructor and proprietor, 63 to 69Washington St., Chicago.

4EWELERS and watchmakers, after taking acourse of instruction in practical engraving ate Jewelers' School Of I.etter and Monogram En-graving, 63 to 69 Washington St., Chicago, have notrouble in securing situations.

VOU can get your trade work done as it should be,and at prices you can stan(l, by sending it to thePeoria Horological School. Satisfaction guaranteed,or money refunded. No student work. Try us once,Ad., L. I). Jones, supt. Peoria Ho, ological School,Peoria, In.O watchmakers and jewelers : A handsomely-en-graved silver plate 4 x 6, showing 22 correctdesigns and styles of cutting monograms and letters.Can be used as sample-plate. Price $2. L. HLudwig, general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago

It
YOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER

YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL

YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET

YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE

YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES

You WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST 
ACCOMPANY ALL

ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEnENTS.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WATCHMAKERS to investigate Harry Emrie's

VY watch guarantee for sales and guarantee for

repairs. Takes the place of all watch records with-

out the responsibility of watch records. Prices,

either kind : Boxes of 2 to page, $1 ; 3 to page, 
$1.5o ;

5 to page, $2.25. Express paid. Guaranteed to

please you, or money returned. Sold by all 
jobbers,

or Harry Emrie, Aurora, Indiana, U. S. A.

THE best and cheapest place in America 
to have

I your watch cases repaired, is where they 
employ

none but the best workmen. If you have 
work in that

line,send it to G.F.Wadsworth, 182 State 
st.,Chicago.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the 
West. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No 
school ; but

it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 
525 State St.

Chicago, 111.

DO you wish to become a 
watchmaker? If so,

you
with us. Our terms are moderate.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Our instructors are the

best-having, had years of experience. 
St. Louis

Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the 
West. Come

1_ here if you wish to learn the art. No school 
; but

its the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 
State St.

Chicago, Ill.

• WANTED.-Everybody to send for 
our new pros-

VV pectus, showing advantages over other institu-

tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. 
Fullest

instructions given in horology. Let us hear from

you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, 
Mo.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

A ND still they come, from far and near, to the best
pk watchmakers' school, viz., W. F. A. Woodcock's,

Winona, Minn. The very best of everything, and at

very low prices. Good - board and room, $12 per

month. The very best facilities ; the very best in-

struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.

Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is

to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in 
business

for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to

hold it in good shape. and in a short time and for a

very little money, and to have a fine set of special

tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them

when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,

etc., the place you are looking for is W. F. A.

Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'

School, Winona, Minn.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.

Chicago, Ill. 

asLD, battered watch cases made to lookQLD, good as
moderate new.at modete price. Can replace any part

the watch case. Terms moderate. M. Hartung

& Co., 282 State Sc., Chicago, 111.

COLD and silver 
plating, satin finish, engraving,

engine turning, and everything in the line of

watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, a2 State

St., Chicago, Ill.

I" year 5892 
closed and 1893 opened on W. F. A.

Woodcock's Watchmakers' School in Winona,

Minn., with a very fine class of pupils, who are 
doing

splendid work. .He is in receipt every 
few days

from his graduates, who are scattered 
all over the

U. S. and Canada. and Mexico, etc., 
letters of the

most gratifying character as to their 
splendid suc-

cess, both as masters of their own 
business, and as

journeymen, etc.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done 
at

IA reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.

Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.

M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., 
Chicago, Ill.

- 
IT is a fact that our method of teaching 

watchmaking

1 is endorsed by the best class of 
merchants. We

instruct you in all its branches, also in 
engraving.

Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, 
Mo.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the 
\Vest. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No 
school ; but

it's the place- to learn. W. H. White, 
125 State St.

Chicago, 111.

tc
VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological

institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,

e largest assortment of tools and the best 
equipped

school in this country.

THE finest watch repairing at the 
lowest prices.

1 Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of

wheels cut to order. M. Hartung & Co., 
582 State

Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE : We are

yy equipped to give first-class service in this de-

partment, with the greatest promptness 
consistent

with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions

cut to order ; also jewelry repairing and 
engraving

in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,

1.ancaster, Pa.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest

VII notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.

Send for price-list. 14. Hartung & Co., a2 State

Street, Chicago, Ill.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it's the place to learn. %V. H. White, i25 State St.

Chicago, 111.

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a
/-k moderate price. Full instruction in engraving

as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

YERYBODY to know that we want your watch

case repairs. Write us for prices. No delay.

Reasonable charges. Cut this out for future reference.

G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for every

VV kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, fil-

ings, brushings, polishings, everything containing

gold and silver. Fine gold, silver, copper for sale.

J. L. Clark (established 1870), 726 Filbert St., Phila-

delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-

tention given.

HAVE you an 
old watch case you desire repaired?

We can make it look like new at a surprisingly

low figure. No delay in returning work. 
Write us.

M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, 
111.

Imxrctr case repairing, also gold and silver plat'

VY ing, satin finish, etc. G. F. %Vadsworth, 582

State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. 
Best

in workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-

tung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.---Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-

vy ing. They have every advantage, and all the

comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis

Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.
• - 

WHY not send us your watch repairs? We 
return

• in them without delay. Moderate prices. M.

Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, 111.

rVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological

• 

Institute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best in

this country.

WHY not send me your watch cases that 
need re-

pairing ? Can replace any part of a watch case.

No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State 
st., Chicago.

I ARGEST *engraving shop in 
the West. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No 
school : but

it's the place to learn. W. H. 
White, 125 State St.

Chicago, 111.

W
ATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.

Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-fitter, 720

Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. .

1 ARGEST engraving shop in 
the West. Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No school 
; but

it's the place to learn. W. H. 
White, 125 State St.

Chicago, Ill,

Ot,ll English watch cases changed into American

stem-wind. , Send me your watch cases. Re-

paired cheap. G. F. Wadsworth, 582 State st.,Chicago.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in-

struction in watchmaking and engraving. St.

Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

tc
VERYONE to k-now that Parsons' Horological

Institute, Peoria, III., has all the-latest improved,

e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped

school in this country.

1 CAN repair your watch cases cheaper and better

1 than you cats have it done elsewhere. Old Eng-

lish cases changed into American stem-wind. G. F.

Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that their

L Jewelry Findings Department is complete.

Q-S. lever-set changed to pendant-set ; also s6 and

U a-size. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State St., Chicago.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. 
Come

L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 525 State St.

Chicago, 111.

THE best watchmakers' school in America. Students

I receive a thorough education at a moderate

price. Every advantage. Write for prospecttis.

St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

BUSINESS NOTICES..

EVERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-

L logical Institute, Peoria, 111. The first, the 
oldest

and the best school in this country.

1ME are headquarters for trade work. 
Watch cases,

VY watch movements, and jewelry repairing. We

have the best-equipped establishment in the 
country.

Otsly skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.

M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., 
Chicago, Ill.

DANGLES: Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled

D edges, body and ring one solid piece. 
Good

engraving-over 7o patterns. Send to us for 
pattern-

sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & 
Co., Lan-

caster, Pa.

IF you have watch cases to be repaired, 
send them

1 to M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., 
Chicago, Ill.

rVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-

E tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at short notice. None 
but

VV experienced workmen employed. Send me your

next lot. G. F. Wadsworth, a2 State st., 
Chicago.

WE want your watch case repairs. 
Make them

IV look like new. M. Hartung & Co., 182 
State

St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH MATERIALS : If your material 
house

VII is not perfectly satisfactory to you in 
matching

odd pieces, filling orders promptly or 
accurately, try

us. Many of our customers tell us that we 
are quite

ahead in this department. We employ 
only the

highest skill attainable, as we know by 
our own

former experience the annoyance to the 
workman on

finding, after getting materials, that "they 
don't

fit." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. 
Bowman & Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.

H AVE you an old English watch case you want

changed into American stem-wind? If so, send

it to use and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable

charges. 0. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

1 ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come

L here' if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKING and engraving taught to ladies.

VV We have a special department opened 
for the

instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,

and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-

fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-

tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

Engravers and Jewelers!
Add a lucrative branch to your business by 

learn-

ing card-plate engraving. A copper plate 
with any

name, elegantly engraved, (ready to print 
from)

and sample card sent postpaid for so cents, 
stamps

or postal note. By studying this sample 
and with a

Bare practice, any engraver can easily 
learn to en-

grave card-plates. There is money in it for you.

DUNNING, Engraver, Fremont, Nebr.

rlaTTSBURG, Pa., July 22, 5892.-It gives me plea-

r- sure to state that I have graduated from W. F. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always

found hint an obliging and thoughtful instructor.

His heart is in his work. He has every pupil upon

his mind, and his ability to read and understand each

and every pupil and instruct him according to his

makeup is surpassed by none. My progress there

was simply surprising. He has done for me a great

deal more than he ever promised. The special tools

1 was taught to make while there are worth many

times the cost of instruction. Ile gave me my choice

of half a dozen positions its about a week's notice,

and my first week's work at the place of my choice

has given such satisfaction that my employer has

already offered to raise my wages. I have about 20
watches coming in every day, and have not found

one that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it in

first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions

are the best and most thorough to be found upon the

face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his

pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to be

a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I

cannot find words to express how thankful 1 am for

the benefits received at his hands. I will, with

pleasure, give any information about his school to

any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.

Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

ME. Asquith now has entire darge of his work.

Three were there before to do it. That speaks

volumes for W. F. A. W., as Mr. Asquith was a

farmer's son y ch 
now,

saonnwwhaetnhec,are to me, and he can makeo 

P. S.-Those three watchmakers were from

another school : but I do not care to try to build sip

by trying to tear somebody else down. 1 am busy

all the time-and what's more. what I did for

Asquith Icon do for others. W. F. A. %Y.

• -

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.
Wells' Patent Ring Adjus-

ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease ; is a perfect guard

for the ring, besides holding the top

of ring in desired position. It can

be fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without marring the ring, and may

be removed instantly. It also makes

the ring a perfect fit and °heti saves

cutting. 1 doz., assorted sizes, solid 10 K. gold,

$3.00 net. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes. 75 c.

net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on 
re-

ceipt of above price (so C. extra if registered). 
The

retail price, fitted, is, gold, 50 to 75 c. each ; 
metals

25 C. each. Address, CHESTER H. WELLS,'

Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-

ommend W'ells' Patent Attachment for Finger 
Ring,

to the trade and think every retail 
jeweler should

keep them : Heeren Bros. 8: Co., Cross & 
I3eguelin,

May 8: Stern, Etc.
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"They" say we are not manufacture
rs, only jobbers. ,We say. 200 student

s have visited our factory.

It requires great skill in tempering to produce good Chronometer Springs.

To produce the BEST, requires greater.
We endeavor to give you the same qualities in our Watch Springs that exist in these critically perfect springs.

.

Are you using an inferior spring?

If so, is it not time to change ?

Our price remains as formerly,
$1.25 per dozen.

Write for gross prices.
It will pay you to buy gross lots.

uN WATIEW SIPPING
IELCIAI I ILL. LIS..

-

WE WILL

MAKE

YOU

WELCOME

•

WE CAN

BENEFIT

YOU
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A Few Out of Many Receive&

Gents:
Your chart is simple but great. It has helped

me wonderfully in buying and selling diamonds.
Very truly yours,

Spartanburg, S. C., Geo. W. Henneman.
February 27. 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I think your " chart for grading diamonds"

the finest thing that has ever been presented to the
jewelry trade, both for buying and selling. I could
not get along without it, doing the diamond busi-
ness I do. Yours respectfully,
Sioux Falls, S. D., Frank Hyde.

March I, 1893.

Gents :
Regarding your system of grading diamonds

I have found very satisfactory, always finding the
quality of stone to correspond as marked in your
chart. Respectfully,

Tiffin, Ohio, L. Seewald.
February 27, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I find your chart giving quality of each dia-

mond very satisfactory in buying and selling, as
the quality given is always reliable.

Respectfully yours,
Meadville, Pa., W. Heckman.

February 28, 1893.

Gentlemen:
Permit us to add we are pleased with your

system of grading diamonds. It saves time and
aids materially to have an expert's opinion.

Yours respectfully,
Cortland. N. Y., Clark & Nourse..

March I, 1893.

Gentlemen :
Your diamond chart has proved a success

with us, and I am pleased to say the quality of the
goods purchased of you by me:1ns of it. 1-y's, always
been fully up to the grade represented.

Very truly,
Rochester, Pa., John Unnerbrink.

February 28, 1893.

Gentlemen:
I cannot say too much in favor of your

" chart for the grading of diamonds." By its use
any country dealer can be as good a judge for his
customers as an expert, and for quality of goods I
think your prices are very reasonable in comparison
with others. Thanking you for your patience in
filling my small orders so satisfactorily,

I am, yours respectfully,
Gouverneur, N. Y., R. M. York.

February 16, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
Your chart for grading diamonds is certainly

a " gem," and has been of much advantage to me
both in buying and selling. It is so simple and
plain thateverra thild ran-understand it, and know
exactly what he is buying. I cannot speak too
highly of it. Yours truly,
Anderson, S. C., Will. R. Hubbard.

February 27, 1893.

Gentlemen:
Allow me to congratulate you on the step you

have taken in regard to diamonds. Your chart is
just what we retailers need. When I have been
ordering diamonds on selection, I always send to
more than one firm, so as to give my customer the
advantage of competition, but I must say since you
have adopted the grading system that J. T. Scott
& Co. sell the goods evoy time.

Respectfully,
Muscatine, Iowa, F. W. Swan.

February 28, 1893.

Dear Sirs :
I wish to say a few words of unqualified

praise of your system of grading diamonds. It is
perfect, and you know has been of great assistance
to me in making sales. I find with the system and
the illustrated catalogue, no trouble whatever in
competing with houses that carry a large stock. I
think you are entitled to the thanks of the trade,
and have no doubt you get it.

Yours very truly,.
Augusta, Ga., M. L. Freeman.

March I, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
We are delighted with your " chart for the

grading of diamonds." It is a time-saver for the
expert jeweler, and is a safe and sure guide for the
i nexperienced. Respectfully,
St;Clairsville, Ohio, Geo. Brown & Son.

February 27, 1893.

Gentlemen:
It affords me great pleasure to recommend'

your chart for grading diamonds. I find it handy
and absolutely correct.

Yours truly,
Helena. Ark., W. L. Kelly.

March 4, 1893-

Dear Sirs :
I find your system of grading diamonds of

great advantage in making sales, as it gives me
guarantee as to grade, and I find that nothing gives
me the confidence of my customer so surely as to be
sure in my own- mind w_hat I am talking about.

Yours truly,
Crestline, Ohio, J. M. Martin.

February 27, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I am well pleased with your plan of grading

diamonds, and find it convenient in explaining to
my customers the many different grades affecting
stones. Yours, etc.,
Uniontown, Pa., Wm. Hunt.

February 27, 1893.

Gents:
I find that your method of grading diamonds

is a great convenience, and enables me to tell my
customers just what they are buying, with your
guarantee as to quality. Yours truly,
Ironton, Ohio, E. Bixby.

February 28, 1893.

Gents:
I think your plan of grading diamonds an

excellent one. I consider the chart a great help,
both in buying and selling of diamonds.

Respectfully yours,
Woonsocket. R. I.. Chas. W. Flagg.

March 2. 1893.

We have published above some testimonials as to the advantages of our
plan of grading Diamonds. We should be glad to have you send us an order
when you have a sale for anything in Diamonds, and give it a trial.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY

•

J. T. Scott & Co.
4 Maiden Lane, New York

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page. 297

Pleasure and Profit in Repairing Spectacles
if you are properly equipped for it.

We have noticed that many jewelers, who otherwise have their surroundings in order,
have a slip-shod way of doing their spectacle repairing and with a view of assisting such
we have given this matter the same careful attention which we some time ago gave to the
Jewelers' Findings Department (and which is now so satisfactory to our customers).

If you will allow us, we will undertake to make Spectacle Repairing a genuine
pleasure, as well as the most profitable part of your business.

A large investment is not required, but an intelligently selected small line of
material, so you can, if necessary, repair any job (except soldering) while your customer
waits. Have on hand a few of each of the temples, screws, blades, springs, etc., for the
spectacles and eye-glasses popularly worn. Have them in some convenient form so they
will not become mixed, that you can quickly find what you want, and will see before you
have used the last that your stock of that particular kind is low. Don't use a blue or
bronze temple to replace a nickel-plated one, a short temple to replace a long one, a
rubber nose-piece to replace a cork one, etc.

These may seem like small matters, but when their occurrence prevents a customer
from coming back when he wants to buy a watch or some other expensive article, they
then become important matters.

We offer the most every-day-needed assortments of spectacle and eve-glass trim-
mings to be found anywhere for the money. We make several assortments costing
different prices,. but the lower priced, as well as the most expensive, share in the care
which we have given the whole subject. If you will advise us of the makes of spectacles
and eye-glasses which you use most, we shall be glad to give prices and suggest the
assortment which we think will suit your trade best. Our way of keeping the several
kinds separate, we think you will like.

We have contracted with Messrs. T. A. Willson & Co., of Reading, Pa., for what
they tell us is the largest order for temples alone ever received from any house. To get
you interestcd more especially in using the proper temples for some of their best-selling
spectacles, we would like you to send us $Loo, on receipt of which we will send you

6
0 r 

6 Handy Repair  Packet," containing twenty-four temples for repairing six
popular styles of Willson's spectacles, which are sold largely all over the United States,
but the temples for which are not generally carried by Jobbers.

If you bought them separately, and at regular price, they would cost you more ; we
sell them only in packets at this price.

We have the most complete line of trimmings for all makes of spectacles and eye-
glasses at the lowest prices, and shall be glad to have you send us your orders, or ask our price.

If you have not received the new American cast=steel pliers, illustrated
on page 195 March KEYSTONE, we would suggest that you send for them.

Yalif:'411‘.;;

(Continued 9n page 299),



INTENTIONAL ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE

A Few Out of Many Receive&

Gents :
Your chart is simple but great. It has helped

me wonderfully in buying and selling diamonds.

Very truly yours,
Spartanburg, S. C., Geo. W. Henneman.

February .27. 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I think your " chart for grading diamonds"

the finest thing that has ever been presented to the

jewelry trade, both for buying and selling. I could

not get along without it, doing the diamond busi-

ness I do. Yours respectfully,

Sioux Falls, S. D., Frank Hyde.
March I, 1893.

Gents :
Regarding your system of grading diamonds

I have found very satisfactory, always finding the

quality of stone to correspond as marked in your

chart. Respectfully,
Tiffin, Ohio, 

. L. Seewald.
February 27, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I find your chart giving quality of each dia-

mond very satisfactory in. buying and selling, as

the quality given is always reliable.
Respectfully yours,

Meadville, Pa., W. Heckman.
February 28, 1893.

Gentlemen:
Permit us to add we are pleased with your

system of grading diamonds. It saves time and

aids materially to have an expert's opinion.
Yours respectfully,

Cortland, N. Y., Clark & Nourse.
March I, 1893.

Gentlemen :
Your diamond chart has proved a success

with us, and I am pIeased to say the quality of the

goods purchased of you by means of it, hs always

been fully up to the grade represented.
Very truly,

John LInnen.brink.Rochester. Pa.,
February 28, 1893.

Gentlemen :
I cannot say too much in favor of your.

" chart for the grading of diamonds." By its use

any country dealer can be as good a judge for his

customers as an expert, and for quality of goods I

think your prices are very reasonable in comparison

with others. Thanking you for your patience in

filling my small orders so satisfactorily,

I am, yours respectfully,
Gouverneur, N. Y., R. M. York.

February 16, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
Your chart for grading diamonds is certainly

a " gem," and has been of much advantage to me

both in buying and selling. It is so simple and

plain-that -even-a-child rafrtmderstand- it; and know

exactly- what he • is • buying. I cannot speak too

highly of it. Yours truly,
Anderson, S. C., Will. R. Hubbard.

February 27, 1893.

Gentlemen:
Allow me to congratulate you on the step you

have taken in regard to diamonds. Your chart is

just what we retailers need. When I have been

ordering diamonds on selection, I always send to

more than one firm, so as to give my customer the

advantage of competition, but I must say since you

have adopted the grading system that J. T. Scott

& Co. sell the goods evely time.
Respectfully,

Muscatine, Iowa, F. W. Swan.
February 28, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I wish to say a few words of unqualified

praise of your system of grading diamonds. It is

perfect, and you know has been of great assistance

to me in making sales. I find with the system and

the illustrated catalogue, no trouble whatever in

competing with houses that carry a large stock. I

think you are entitled to the thanks of the trade,

and have no doubt you get it.
Yours very truly,

Augusta, Ga., M. L. Freeman.
March I, 1893.

Dear Sirs : •

We are delighted with your " chart for the

grading of diamonds." It is a time-saver for the

expert jeweler, and is a safe and sure guide for the

I nexperienced. Respectfully,
St.' Ciairsville, Ohio, Geo. Brown & Son.

February 27, 1893.

Gentlemen:
It affords me great pleasure to recommend'

your chart for *grading diamonds. I find it handy

and absolutely correct.
Yours truly,

Helena, Ark., W. L. Kelly.
March 4, 1893.

Dear Sirs :
I find your system of • grading diamonds of

great advantage in making sales, as it gives me

guarantee as to grade, and I find that nothing gives

me the confidence of my customer so surely as to be

sure in my-own- mind what I am:talking about.
Yours truly,

Crestline, Ohio, J. M. Martin.
February 27, 1893.

Dear Sirs:
I am well pleased with your

diamonds, and find it convenient

my customers the many different
stones. Yours, etc.,
Uniontown, Pa.,

February 27; 1893.

plan of grading
in explaining to
grades affecting

Wm. Hunt.

Gents:
I find that your method of grading diamonds

is a great convenience, and enables me to tell my.

customers just what they are buying, with your

guarantee as to quality. Yours truly,
Ironton, Ohio, E. Bixby.

February 28, 1893.

Gents:
I think your plan of grading diamonds an

excellent one. I consider the chart a great help,

both in buying and selling of diamonds.
Respectfully yours,

Woonsocket. R. I., Chas. W. Flagg.
March 2. 1893.

We have published above some testimonials as to the advantages of our

plan of grading Diamonds. We should be glad to have you send us an order

when you have a sale for anything in Diamonds, and give it a trial.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES

JEWELRY

J. T. Scott & Co.
4 Maiden Lane, N w York

11.

Ezra F. Bowman 81. Co.'s Page. 297

Pleasure and Profit in Repairing Spectacles
if you are properly equipped for it.

We have noticed that many jewelers, who otherwise have their surroundings in order,
have a slip-shod way of doing their spectacle repairing ; and with a view of assisting such
we have given this matter the same careful attention which we some time ago gave to the
Jewelers' Findings Department (and which is now so satisfactory to our customers).

If you will allow us, we will undertake to make Spectacle Repairing a genuine
pleasure, as well as the most profitable part of your business.

A large investment is not required, but an intelligently selected small line of
material, so you can, if necessary, repair any job (except soldering) while your customer
waits. Have on hand a few of each of the temples, screws, blades, springs, etc., for the
spectacles and eye-glasses popularly worn. Have them in some convenient form so they
will not become mixed, that you can quickly find what you want, and will see before you
have used the last that your stock of that particular kind is low. Don't use a blue or
bronze temple to replace a nickel-plated one, a short temple to replace a long one, a
rubber nose-piece to replace a cork one, etc.

These may seem like small matters, but when their occurrence prevents a customer
from coming back when he wants to buy a watch or some other expensive article, they
then become important matters.

We offer the most every-day-needed assortments of spectacle and eye-glass trim-
mings to be found anywhere for the money. We make several assortments costing
different prices,. but the lower priced, as well as the most expensive, share in the care
which we have given the whole subject. If you will advise us of the makes of spectacles
and eye-glasses which you use most, we shall be glad to give prices and suggest the
assortment which we think will suit your trade best. Our way of keeping the several
kinds separate, we think you will like.

We have conti-acted with Messrs. T. A. Willson & Co., of Reading, Pa., for what
they tell us is the largest order for temples alone ever received from any house. To get
you interestcd more especially in using the proper temples for some of their best-selling
spectacles, we would like you to send us $1.00, on receipt of which we will send you
our " Handy Repair Packet," containing twenty-four temples for repairing six
popular styles of Willson's spectacles, which are sold largely all over the United States,
but the temples for which are not generally carried by Jobbers.

If you bought them separately, and at regular price, they would cost you more ; we
sell them only in packets at this price.

We have the most complete line of trimmings for all makes of spectacles and eye-
glasses at the lowest prices, and shall be glad to have you send us your orders, or ask our price.

If you have not received the new American cast=steel pliers, illustrated
on page i9 5 March KEYSTONE, we would suggest that you send for them.

•
(Continued 9n page 299),
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-ea* MAINSPRINGS!!
A Few Facts for You to Ponder on.

Read what a few ihrominen/ wa/chmakers say about them, esfiecially

one who has used /hem forly-three years .•

1 DOZ. MAINSPRINGS

18 Size. W. N. S. 1,

Extra Quality

TRADE AR+ 11‘10(

Class 1

1 DOZ. MAINSPRINGS

18 Size. E. 0. S.

Extra Quality

TRADE Ale+ MARK

"A word to the wise is
sufficient."

Buy

For sale by

Mainsprings

DEALERS IN

Fine Tools, Materials, etc.

OFFICE Of HENRY Komi%

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER.

277 MAIN  
CINCINNATI, 01110, November 21, 1892.

MESSRS. L. IT. KELLER & CO., New York City.

DEAR SIRS: For the past forty-three years I have used the .62A20. (Robert's) 
Mainsprings, to

my entire satisfaction. During that time I tried mainsprings of different manufacturers, but never found

them to give the same favorable results that I am getting from the Robert" springs. Hence I

continue to use them in preference to all others.
Remaining yours truly, HENRY KORF.

THC WEBB C. BALL CO.
INCORPORATED

L. II. KELLER & CO.

GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to

.61210-40. Mainsprings. We have used

fect satisfaction.

C. D. PEACOCK.

96 A. 98 STATE STREET.

CLEVELAND, 01110, November 26, 1892.

add our testimony concerning the excellent quality of your

them in large quantities for ten years or more, with per-

Respectfully,
WEBB C. BALL.

CiticAG0, ILL., November 23, 1892.

MEssas. L. H. KELLER & CO., 64 Nassau Street, New York.

DEAR SIRS: The AO.* Mainsprings that I have been using the past two years I take

pleasure in saying I consider them the best in America, and much better than any mainsprings heretofore

used by me. They have given satisfaction wherever I have used them.

Very respectfully, C. D. PEACOCK.

SHREVE. CRUMP a. Low CO.
JEWELERS.

147 TREMONT ST.. CON. WEST.

L. H. KELLER & CO.

DEAR SIRS: Your best Lcpine .626e-41. Mainspring

I use to the exclusion of all others for Swiss watches.
Yours truly,

BIGELOW. KENNARD & CO.

JEWELERS.

BOSTON, MASS., November I I, 1892.

is a very fine and satisfactory article, which

F. A. LmiEjoY,

with S., C. & L. Co.

BOSTON, MASS., November 22, 1892.

• MESSRS. L. H. KELLER & CO.

DEAR SIRS : It gives me pleasure to say a word for the .612e8.40. Mainsprings. They are a

well gauged, finely finished spring, and hold their elasticity with a remarkable degree of perfection. In

the five years' experience that I have had with them, I have found them a most satisfactory spring.

Very respectfully yours,
EDWIN W. ANDREWS,

with Bigelow, Kennard & Co., 5i r Washington Street.

SOUTH FRAMINGHANI, MASS., December 12, 1892.

L. H. KELLER & CO.

DEAR SIRS: Sr. far I have not had one of your springs break. I am more than pleased with

them. Yours respectfully,
CYRUS N. GIBBS.

OCONTO, WIS., November II, 1892.

L. H. KELLER & CO.
GENTLEMEN: Your springs have given me the best of satisfaction. They have no equal that I

know of. Yours truly,
W. H. GRUNERT.

H. Keller & Co.
64 Nassau Street, New York.

2 things which must be correct to make a good reputation
Annex to Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page.

(Continued from page 297.)
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in watch repairing: 1st The Mainspring.
2' The Jewels.

We are headquarters for both.
See page 193, March KEYSTONE.

Cunningham's Patent Watch=Jewel Holder

Price,

so cents

Full directions
with

each tool

By special arrangement we are now Sole Agents for the United States for this tool. It is for sale by our
regular list of Jobbers as advertised in February KEYSTONE. If your jobber does not have same, send
50 cents in stamps to us, and we will mail same postpaid .to any address.

We can be of service to you in our Manufacturing, Repairing and Engraving Departments; where
we have a large force of expert mechanics provided with modern machinery, and appliances for making or
repairing any piece of jewelry, part of a watch or doing the most artistic engraving.

We will cheerfully give estimates on any work in this line, and our promptness will surprise you. We
work for the trade only, and our price for the quality is as low as the lowest. We solicit a trial to convince you.

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Watch Material, Tools and Supplies
Lancaster, Pa.

Engravers

and Repairers

for the Trade.

Sole Agents

U. S. and Canada

For Ls. E. Junod

Jewel Factories,

Switzerland.

4 oz. Silveroid Watch Cases
The most desirable low-priced,
Strong and heavy case made.
We have them in both
Key and Stem wind, $2.50, long list.
Order at once if you want any, as they will not last long.

The Non-Retailing Company,
Lancaster, Pa.

We also wish to call the attention of the trade to our unusually
large and well-selected stock of rolled-plate Watch Chains, both
ladies and gents', and rolled-plate and gold Neck-Chains. Selec-
tions sent to responsible jewelers.
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Small snowballs constantly kept turn-

ing and over will soon 0-row to

Big Names
Big Snowballs

are made the same way. Small capital
constantly turned over and over will soon
multiply.

Do not let your capital lay idle in dead . •

stock, sweeps, old gold and silver, etc., but. 111 Re ills I
send same to us RIGHT AWAY and get

OUR PLAN
•

Immediately upon receipt of consignment, we will remit by cash or draft
(as preferred). If our offer should prove unsatisfactory, we will return
consignment intact and pay all charges. Make us a trial shipment in any
quantity (small or large), and you will ship again.

•••

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
MESSRS. GOLDSMITH BROS. :

DEAR SIRS : We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July
20, inclosing check as stated for $3,288.65, which we have passed to
your credit in account for sweepings, and for which please accept the
thanks of Yours truly, GORHANI MFG. CO.

Per Raeton.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We are well pleased with all transactions we have
had with you, and have always found your estimates on gold and
silver to be accurate and full value. Yours respectfully,

M. C. EPPENSTEIN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We have always found your valuations of old gold
satisfactory. Yours, LAPP & FLERSHENI.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : Our business relations have always been pleasant
and satisfactory. Very truly yours, H. F. HAHN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEmEN: Our business relations have always been very
satisfactory. Yours truly, M. A. MEAD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We are well pleased with your estimates on old
gold, and your prompt and satisfactory way of doing business.

Yours truly, SWARTCHILD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : Your dealings with us have always been satis-
factory. Yours truly, GILES, BRO. & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We have dealt with you for several years past
and cheerfully endorse your reliability.

Most respectfully, ROBBINS & APPLETON,
R. A. Kettle, Agt.

CHICAGO, ILL.

GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to state that our dealings have
been perfectly satisfactory. Yours respectfully,

STEIN & ELLBOGEN.

GOLDSMITH BROS.,
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners and Assayers,

63 AND 65 WASHINGTON STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FR E E.—Send for our BOOK giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. 
Mailed free on application.

MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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"Low Priced" not "Cheap"
There is a distinction between them with a difference.

Here are their dictionary definitions, boiled down ' :

LONV–PRTC-ED, (1O/prist,) a. Little in cost, in
a scale of reckoning; below the usual rate;
moderate.

CHEAP, a. Of small intrinsic value ; common;
commonplace; mean.

A thoroughbred race=horse may be low=priced,
in comparison with the figures at which other thor=

oughbreds are sold ; a broken=down hack=horse is
cheap, because there are no standards in meanness.

A Watch is low=priced when its cost is less than
others, reckoned in connection with equal performance;
a Watch is cheap when it ignores a comparative scale
of quality and makes an issue of price only.

The New York Standard Watch
directs attention, first, to its intrinsic value—its time=
keeping qualities, the integrity of its construction, its nice=
ness of finish and correctness of plan, the detailed excellence
of all its features ; then, it asks consideration of its
price, and a comparison of value with price against all
other timekeepers. This process establishes that it is the

lowest=priced Watch in the World for its quality,
or the " Best Watch in the World for the Money."

The New York Standard Watch Co.



38TEEL PARTICTEHOEF IRON

We do not suppose that one-fourth the jewelers in the United
States and Canada are aware that T. A. Willson & Co. are manu-
facturing a complete line of steel spectacles that entirely supplant
the imported iron spectacles. You can now buy tempered steel,
machine-made spectacles at the same price (and, in some instances,
even less) that you have been paying for the trashy imported iron
goods. These goods can be ordered in any focus number, and in
coquilles in any shade, (light, medium or dark) of smoke, blue
or green. They are specially good value in nickel-plate.

E. D. MANDELL, PRESIDENT.

T. A. TRIPP, TREASURER.

'Hew
tiegant anb
fastoZetting

Ooobs

-

No. 400—Convex Spectacle. The frame is well tern-
pered, and constructed on entirely new principles. The
end piece is made out of a single piece of finest quality of
sheet-steel, and is clamped on the eye-wires in a unique
manner that gives greater strength to the frame than any
soldered Spectacle. The temples are unusually strong,
being made with double tongues where they work in
the joints.
Price in blued steel, 75 cts. per dozen. Nickel-plated, cts

No. 403—Coquille Riding=Bow. The frame is made
same as the No. 400, but with riding-bow temples, and
the glass is extra large coquille size. These temples are
made of a heavier gauge of steel wire than the usual
Willson riding-bow. A strong spectacle, of good appear--
ance. Excellent value.

Price in blued steel, $1.5o per dozen. Nickel-plated, 81.75.

-

No. 401—SCENERY SPECTACLES. Same frame as
No. 400, but glass is large eye size.

These goods have had an immense sale all over the
country. We furnish ioo fine lithographed circulars with
every dozen of Scenery spectacles. See February and
March KEYSTONE " ad." on Scenery Spectacles.

Price in blued steel, $1.00 per dozen. Nickel-plated, $1.25.

No. 402—Coquille Spectacle. Cheapest tempered
steel coquille frame on the market. Frame is made same
as No. 400, but the glass is extra large coquille size.
Without question the best cheap coquille ever offered.

Price in blued steel, Shoo per dozen. Nickel-plated, $1.25.

To enable every jeweler to get an idea of the remarkable value given 1.7Z these goods, we

have arranged with .the lnanufacturers to' make up an introductory assortment _package of

one dozen each, as follows
One dozen 400 steel, assorted, 8 to 24, and one dozen nickel-plated, assorted, io to 36, usual price, $1.67

scenery, 6 6 " scenery, (2oo circulars) 4 4 2.25

coquille, (assorted shades of smoke) 2.23

riding coquille, 4 6 6 6 4 I 6 6 3.25

We offer the lot of eight dozen for $7.60, regular. Only one lot sent to one address.

(Reduction Males only to the set. Our _prices on any style alone, as advertised above.)

JULIUS KING OPTICAL CO.,{ 
cN EWv ELA YORKND Om HAI DIOEN LANE).
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Headquarters for

WALTHAM WATCHES

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SILVERWARE

OPTICAL GOODS

TOOLS

MATERIALS

We carry the largest stock of

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS
in the world.

David F. Conover 8z Co.
Chestnut and Seventh Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.DAVID F. CONOVER.

B. FRANK WILLIAMS.

KANSAS CITY, M
Eawars & Sloane Joao Co.

(Formerly S. D. Mills Jewelry Co.)

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and Watchmakers for the Trade,

MANUFACTURE TO ORDER

Emblems

Vabges Mantis
Catalogue furnished jewelers only on application.

S05 •

TRADE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

Letter, Monogram and Copper-Plate Engraving taught by competent
instructors. We have secured the services as instructor of one of the
best men in this line in the West, and shall aim to give thorough
and practical instruction. Terms on application.

EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.
(FORMERLY S. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

613 Keith & Perry Building,
9th & Walnut Sts.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Solid 10 K. Gold Chains at•

This is not a swindle nor a gift enterprise, but a plain, common-sense business proposition.
WE WILL EXPLAIN. We arranged with a well-known manufacturer to make for us twelve different styles of full xo K. Vest Chains, these chains to be of uniform weight,

and each. chain to contain enough fine gold to warrant him in buying it back any time within five years after you sell it, and paying you for same (through us) the sum of

$6.00 NET CASH.

No. 111. Fancy Link. No. 141. Curb Link. No. 304. Fancy Link. No. 0135. Boston Link. No. 210. Square Link. No. 267. Boston Link. No. 0152. Round Wire.

OTTO YOUNG & 00., CHICAGO, ILL.

the Price of Plated Chains
307

The illustrations show not only the styles, but also the exact length and size of each chain. Should you desire to purchase twelve of these chains at a time, we will furni,ili,free of extra charge, a chain-roll in NVIIICh to keep and display same.

Price for 12 Chains with Roll,
Price each, (in less quantities than 12)

ONLY $202.80, LIST.
ONLY 17.68, LIST.

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO OUR REGULAR CATALOGUE TRADE AND CASH DISCOUNTS.

No. 12'2. Round Wire. No. 235. Fancy Link. No. 74. Rope. No. 0167. Round Link.

•••••00111••••

We will furnish to any customer *desiring same, a printed
sheet (size 12 x 24 inches) reading as follows :

Solid Gold Challis

(illustrations here.)

WHY WEAR A PLATED CHAIN

when you can huy a

SOLID GOLD CHAIN
value guaranteed for

$12°°
READ OUR GUARANTEE GIVEN

WITH EACH CHAIN.

lbcrebv Onarantce the Gold Value
of these chains to be $6.00, payable on return
within five years.

 189

Signature.

-=

We will also furnish you printed copies of the above guar-
antee which you can fill out and give to your customer. This
guarantee will entitle him to receive from you the sum of $6.00,
should he desire to return the chain any time within five years.
In filling out the guarantee, write the number of the chain on
same to protect yourself.

Deducting this $6.00 from the first cost of the chain, the
net cost of same to you and your customer will not exceed
that of a good plated chain.

In ordering, please remember that we are
Headquarters for Everything required by Jewelers.

No. 241. Boston Link.

••••••••••••

OTTO YOUNG & CO.. CHICAGO, ILL.



We are full to the brim and more,
with goods for the spring trade.
Snaps in all lines.
Write for selection package.

King & Eisele,
North Division and Washington Streets,

Our large business required a complete smelting, refining and
assaying department.

We can handle without additional expense and use in our own
factories all old gold and silver consigned to us.

The difference between the value of old and new gold is all the
profit we want, and though it is very small after taking off the
cost of refining, the large quantity we receive makes it pay.

who do not use old gold or silver and depend on others to ascertain its value,
or REFINERS who buy to sell again, and are at great expense soliciting con-
signments, cannot afford to pay full value. It is therefore to your
benefit to deal with us.

We make returns same day consignments are received, by New York draft, on
which there is no exchange to pay. If the amount is not up to your expectations,
consignment will be returned prepaid in the condition received.

6 K. Gold, 24
7 K. Gold, 28
8 K. Gold, 32
g K. Gold, 36
10 K. Gold, 40
II K. Gold, 44
12 K. Gold, 48

We Pay for Old Gold:
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.
cents cash a dwt.

13 K. Gold, 52 cents cash
14 K. Gold, 56 cents cash
'5 K. Gold, 6o cents cash
16 K. Gold, 64 cents cash
17 K. Gold, 68 cents cash
18 K. Gold, 72 cents cash

(Price of silver subject to fluctuation according to market value of pure silver.) •

Manufacturing Jewelers,
Refiners, Assayers and
Buyers of Old Gold and Silver

for Cash.

We offer the above combination for $50.00 Net Gash with order.

None better at any price. The only lathe made with solid steel bed.. Has the finest line of attachments in the world.

We Otali 
( FO R THE RIVETT LATHE 

il FOR THE PEERLESS FOOT-WHEEL :

FORTHE SPEED COUNTERSHAFT. 

Abs olutely the best in the market, regardless of price.
Possesses advantages over all others. Is reversible.

No comment necessary. You all know it is the
best.

OUR FULL— GUARANTEE GOES WITH THE ABOVE COMBINATION.

ftEMEMBER, we have a stock of Tools and Material?,
excelled by none in the United States.

" Prcmptnev oncl Accuracy," 9yr m9tt91
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eorbam %otto %aver

321

NEW YORK.

Silver has never before been applied to so great a variety of uses, nor so much

appreciated in manufactured articles as at the present time. Toilet-ware comprises one

department only. It is made into almost ev. ery conceivable shape, and every known

method of decoration used in ornamentation.

Gotham Zotib %aver is recognized as of the highest grade, both in quality of

metal and perfection of design and finish.

BRANCH OFFICES:

28 Maiden Lane, New York, 137 & 139 State St., Chicago, 118 & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Manufactory, Providence, R. L
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Crescent Street—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
13reguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Fine Glass Enamel Double Sunk
Dial : the finest Full-Plate Movement in the
world.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ;Patent
Breguet Hairspring. Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Gilt.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance.
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;
Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;
Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

P. S. Bartlett—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

" No. 35 "—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ;Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS
OF THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE.

Subscription—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts of the
United States and Canada. S2.50 to Foreign Countries.

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by a Post-Office Money Order, Batik Check, or Draft, or an
Express Money Order. When neither of these can be procured,
send the money in a Registered Letter. All Remittances
should be made payable to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address changed,
should give the old as well as the new address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates will be furnished on applicationat this office, and will be found far less in proportion to the
edition and circulation of THE K.F.VSTONE (the main element of
value in advertising) than those of any jewelry trade paper in the
world. No advertisements but those of a reputable character will
be inserted. The Publisher reserves the right of rejecting or
modifying any advertisement received.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach its by the 1st
of each month to insure insertion in the following issue. Notices
of changes in advertisements should reach us not later than the
25th of the previous month.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all matters of
interest to the trade. Correspondents must invariably give their
name and address. We do not, however. hold ourselves respon-
sible for the opinions of our correspondents.

All communications should be addressed to

" No. 25"—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance,
Adjusted to Temperature, lsochronism and
Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

" No. is," Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settfngs ; Compensation-Balance
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;
Double Sunk Dial.

" No. is," Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form
Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 15 "—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

" No. 15 "—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance ;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair.
ipri,ii.14.;110 all4 Impend ill Pam,

" No. 3 "—Nickel.
jewgis ; c9ilipcns*i94-134inws

No. i "—Gilded.
7 jewels ; Compensation-Balance,
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As a fitting commemmoration of the opening of
the Columbian Exposition, the May KEYSTONE will
be clothed in a special cover with a new, handsome and
appropriate design artistically executed. Considerable
space will be given to Exposition matters, and many
illustrations of buildings will be shown. It will be an
exceptionally attractive number.

uautlon WE hereby caution the trade
to the against paying subscriptions for
Trade THE KEYSTONE to any person or

persons purporting to represent this
paper who cannot produce written authority signed
by our business manager. This announcement is
rendered necessary by information received that
subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE have been so-
licited by and paid to an individual calling him-
self in some places Frank Wilson and in others
J. W. Cleveland, and claiming to represent an
imaginary institution plausibly entitled " The U.
S. Substription Agency, 214 Broadway, New York
City." On personal investigation we found that
there is no such agency or firm in New York, and
we also learned from the metropolitan . postal
authorities that complaints as to the swindle had
been received by them from many other sources.
By request a paragraph warning the public against
the swindler was recently sent by the United Press
to the various papers throughout the country, and
it is to be hoped that this official notification will
have the desired effect.

ON March ath, sixteen hun-
dred pounds of sterling silver
were melted in a crucible, and
the molten mass was poured into
a huge mould for Montana's sil-
ver statue of Justice to be ex-
hibited at the World's Fair.
As before stated in these col-
umns, Aliss Ada Rehan, the ver-
satile actress, was the model for
the statue, which is said to be
an exact reproduction of her
figure, her majestic proportions
showing to great advantage in the
white metal. Even the features
are said to be reproduced with
marvellous fidelity, though an intentional severity
of expression, foreign to Miss Rehan, was given
to them to carry out more closely the idea of the
sternness of Justice. The total cost of the statue
is said to be $70,000. It is five feet ten inches
high, and will stand on a silver globe two feet
in diameter. The scales to be held in one hand
and the sword to be grasped in the other, will be
cast separately, but will be of sterling silver also.
This is the largest silver statue ever cast in a
mould, the largest previous one being some four
feet in height. The caging was done at the es-
tablishment of the American Bronze Company at
Grand Crossing, Chicago. We congratulate Mon-
tana on this unique and richly beautiful exhibit.

THE Elgin National Watch Company desire
us to authoritatively deny the report that, from
some source or other, has gotten into circulation,
that they intend to run a special train from
Chicago to Elgin every Friday during the great
Exposition. No such plan was ever considered by
the officers of the Company, and is not likely to be.

THE confusion likely to be caused by a simi-
larity in the names of corporations or institutions,
more especially when located in the same city, has
again been impressed on us by a communication
just received. Naming a new institution or busi-
ness concern of any kind in a manner that will
lead to its being confounded in the public mind
with one already in existence, is very repre-
hensible. It is not just to the already estab-
lished concern ; it is not just to the public, nor
is it just to the new concern itself, inasmuch
as there is attached to it, rightly or wrongly,
the suspicion of trading on a name. The law
has more than once enjoined such liberties
with' a business title. In a decision in a recent
familiar case pertaining to this matter, the judge
said : " It is clearly to the interest of the public
that no corporation should be authorized having
the same name as a pre-existing corporation, and
also that no name should be assumed by a corpo-
ration similar to, or liable to be mistaken for, the
name of any other corporation organized under
the laws of the State." The projectors of new
concerns or institutions should keep in view this
judicial warning.

THE Hawaiians have probably, by this time,
come to the conclusion that the question of annex-
ation has fallen into " innocuous desuetude."
The President has sent ex-Representative Blount,
of Georgia, to the islands to ascertain whether
there is any foundation for the charge that the late
revolution was the work of conspirators. " My
mission," said Mr. Blount, " is to investigate the
whole question of annexation, to determine the
sentiments of foreigners as well as natives, and to
settle, as far as possible from the facts, whether it
would be advantageous to this country to annex
the islands. My mind is free from any prejudice,
and I am prepared to give an impartial hearing to
all sides." The ambassador from the President is
not clothed with power to perform any act that
would commit this government to any particular
policy, though the course ultimately adopted will
depend on the. report which Mr. Blount will sub-
mit. Ultra-conservatism is very necessary in
international dealings, and President Cleveland's
modus operandi is, no doubt, the wisest one.
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ANARCHISTS re-

cently have been

manifesting consid-

erable murderous ac-

tivity, and their das-

tardly operations

- - have been confined

to no particular coun-

try or continent.

King Humbert of

Italy was the latest

imperial target, and his experience has probably

made him feel as proud as the haughty Czar o'f

all the Russias. A subject, whose belief in the

" divine right " of kings was evidently of the

fin de seicle variety, deliberately aimed a stone at

the royal cranium, but an erring aim fortunately

Saved his majesty. The anarchistic brother who

publicly shot at Mayor Abnejeff, of Moscow,

aimed more correctly, and the historic Russian

city is mayorless in consequence. Even in our

own free and enlightened country there has been

reported an anarchistic conspiracy, originating in

loyal Canada, to murder the genial, good-natured

and entirely harmless Prince of Wales, should be

decide on visiting this continent. If there be not

good grounds for this latter rumor, its publication

at this time seems to be maliciously inopportune.

Visitors to the World's Fair must and shall be

protected, whether royalty or proletariat ; but

this fact does not prevent the mischief likely to

accrue from such unpleasant rumors.

King Humbert.

To THE telegraph, the telephone, the cable,

the electric light, and the phonograph, has been

added yet another marvel of modern scientific

research, known as the telautograph. The name

is derived from three Greek words, and means

" self-writing at a distance," which correctly de-

scribes the capability of the new invention. We,

for instance, might sit at our desk here and write

a message to our representative in Chicago, and

the latter would receive the message in an exact

fac-simile of our handwriting. The telautograph

does away entirely with the Morse alphabet, and

operating it needs no skilled labor whatever.

Anyone who can write can send a message, and,

if provided with all the appliances, two persons

can carry on a correspondence though thousands

of miles apart, every stroke of the pen .being ex-

actly and practically instantaneously reproduced

over that distance. Not only can writing be thus

reproduced, but also free-hand portraits or other

drawings. An important advantage of the inven-

tion is that both sender and receiver have records

of every message and reply. Neither need the per-

son for whom the message is intended be present,

nor any one in his behalf. The written message

will be there awaiting him when he arrives. The

working is noiseless, the service secret, and the

wires cannot be tapped for the message, as at

present. By means of the telautograph a news-

paper man could send his own despatches in his

own handwriting, with paragraphs, punctuation

marks, spelling, etc., just as he wrote his copy.

Not only this, but he could transmit his sketches,

and scenes sketched in Philadelphia to-day could

thus appear in the following morning's papers, say

in Chicago. When the new instrument comes into

general use the telegraph operator's occupation,

like Othello's, will be gone. The telautograph was

invented by Professor Elisha Gray, who already

enjoyed a world-wide fame by reason of previous

electrical inventions. Edison was at one time work-

ing out a similar invention, but failed to perfect it.
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OUR one living ex-President, Benjamin Har-

rison, has certainly no reason to complain of any

lack of public appreciation since the expiration of

his presidential term. He has been offered the

presidency of the Indiana State University, a pro-

fessorship in the Chicago University, a professor-

ship in the Kansas State University, a professorship

in the Stanford University, and a like honor in an

Ohio college. Considering the magnanimity of the

West, offers of a chair from Columbia, Harvard,

Yale and Princeton should now be in order. Mr.

Harrison has agreed to give a course of lectures to

the law class in the Stanford University, and will

be princely remunerated for the same. The com-

petition for the ex-President's professional services

is not by any means founded solely on the import-

ance that attaches to his person by reason of his

former position. He is a lawyer of preeminent

ability, and has always been considered one of the

foremost jurists of the West.

A CHECK has been put to litigation in the

matter of custom-house appraisements by a recent

decision of the Supreme Court. Henceforth the

findings of the board of appraisers as to the

dutiable value of merchandise, made after full

hearing, will be final and not reversible. Though

the denial of the right of appeal to the court may

seem vexatious to importers under certain circum-

stances, yet the decision is, all things considered,

a highly commendable one, as little is to be gained,

as a rule, by long-drawn-out and expensive litiga-

tion. In view of the decision, however, the ap-

pointments of appraisers should be made with

special care, and greater pains than heretofore

taken to secure men who combine rigid integrity

with official capability and strict attention to duty.

ReLIABLE information has reached this coun-

try, as we go to press, that Prince Bismarck is

seriously ill, and symptoms appear to preclude

the probability of the " Man of Blood and Iron"

remaining on the stage of the world much longer.

His has been a mighty part, and few of the nine-

teenth century's great ones have made more history.

He was seventy-eight years old on April 1st, and

his truly great career is a subversive blow to the

tradition that attaches to his birthday. In his

demise Germany will lose the last, but not the

least, of her three grand old men.

ON the first of next month the World's Col-

umbian Exposition will Zse formally opened with

all the gorgeous surroundings that the combined

genius, enterprise and wealth of Chicago can de-

vise. In view of this fact and the anxiety for the

Fair's success felt by every American, a summary

of previous World's Fairs, with their results, may

not prove uninteresting. The first great World's

Fair was held in Hyde Park, London, in 1851, in

a single building, 1851 feet long and 450 feet

wide. It accommodated not quite 14,000 exhibi-

tors, half of whom came from the colonies, and

closed with a net profit of $750,000. The first

World's Fair in the United States was held in

New York in 1853, accommodated 4,100 exhibi-

tors within an area of 263,008 square feet, and

lost $300,000. The first Paris Exhibition, in 1855,

covered 1,886,000 square feet, had nearly 24,000

exhibitors, 144 of whom were from the United

States, and was visited by 5,162,000 persons.

Smaller exhibitions were held in Melbourne in

1854, Turin in 1856, Brussels in 1857, Lausanne

in 1858, and Hanover in 1859. The second Inter-

national Exhibition in London was held in 1862,

covered 17 acres, was visited by 6,210,000 per-

sons, and lost $2,001,500. The second great

exhibition in Paris, in 1868, covered II acres

besides many annexes, and had 52,200 exhibitors

and 10,200,000 visitors. The great exhibition at

Vienna, in 1873, failed on account of the cholera.

The Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, in

1876, occupied 285 acres, was participated in by

32 foreign nations, while the United States fur-

nished 30,864 exhibitors, Great Britain and its

colonies 3584, and Spain 3822, and was visited

by 9,911,000 persons. The Paris Exhibition of

1878. covered 54 acres, with annexes and special

buildings; had 52,835 exhibitors, of whom 1203

were Americans ; was attended by more than

16,000,000 visitors, and lost $8,580,000. The

Paris Exhibition of 1889 exceeded all these, and

had 30,000,000 visitors. The Chicago Exposi-

tion will Occupy 666 acres, of which more than

zoo acres will be crowded with buildings. In

unison with all patriotic Americans, we wish the

monster undertaking a hearty God-speed.

THE lessons inculcated by the Homestead

and other strikes during the past year have evi-

dently been taken to heart, and there is strong

reason to believe that the month just ended may

have marked a memorable era in the history of

trades unionism in the United States. Several

weeks ago the engineers on the Lake Shore Road

at Ann Arbor became dissatisfied with their remu-

neration, and the mighty chief of their brother-

hood was appealed to. The latter, blindly indif-

ferent to the consequences of his action, promptly

ordered a strike, and the order was as promptly

obeyed. Two judges subsequently took a hand

at the ordering business, and their judicial action

has brought the representatives of organized labor

face to face with the law in a manner absolutely

unprecedented. Chief Arthur was directed by the

judges to announce to his brotherhood the suspen-

sion of his personal order, which required the en-

gineers to refuse to handle the cars of the Ann

Arbor line. He was also called upon to show

cause why he should not personally be held re-

sponsible for the losses entailed by the strike. The

question of the personal, apart from the acknowl-

edged moral, responsibility of labor leaders, is one

of paramount importance and well deserves subjec-

tion to legal scrutiny. The action of the judges,

however, in calling upon Chief Arthur to suspend

his order to the disgruntled engineers involves a

matter the judiciousness of legal interference with

which is questionable. Chief Arthur hastened to

obey the edict of the court, and revoked his order.

Some of the striking engineers and firemen, rather

than submit to the restraint, resigned their posi-

tions, and were promptly arrested on the definite

charge of contempt of court. The arrest under the

circumstances is a startling innovation, inasmuch

as it is entirely subversive of and directly opposed

to the ideas of personal liberty heretofore held

sacred in this country, and sternly maintained by

the law itself. It has always been held that no

free man could be compelled to work for another

under compulsion, nor could any free man be

obliged to give 'work to another to whom it was

his will to deny it. It will thus be seen that the

arrest of the resigned men, however 'judicious

from a public good point of vie*, was an auda-

cious interference with the indisputable and ina-

lienable personal rights. It is not for us, however,

to question the wisdom, much less the legality, of

the course adopted by the'eminent judges, and we

share in the common eagerness to be enlightened

by developments.
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Colonel Elliot Fitch Shepard.

THE sudden demise
of Colonel Elliot Fitch
Shepard, editor and
proprietor of the New
York ilfailand Express,
has removed from the
field of journalism a
unique and not uninter-
esting personality. The
deceased was a man of
strong convictions and
inflexible opinions, and

was remarkably persistent in forcing them on the
public. The columns of his paper were cleverly
used as a means to this end, and the undaunted
advocacy of his aggressive partisanship in politics,
religion and ethics gained for him eulogy and
ridicule in equal proportions. He was a model
husband, father and friend, and his notorious
narrow-mindedness in some respects was more than
offset by his personal charity.

The manner of his taking off has given his
death much significance. Though his thoracic
organs were pronounced by two eminent medical
men to be in perfect condition, he collapsed under
the influence of ether, and all antidotes, from
oxygen to tracheotomy, failed to restore him.
Ether has been used recently in this country almost
entirely as an anaesthetic in preference to chloro-
form, owing to a supposed absence of danger of
collapse. The case of the New York edit& is a
rude shock to this general belief, and his death
has excited, in consequence, general interest in
the medical world, and no little apprehension in
the hospital wards of the country.

The Cash System Progressing.

A sudden admiration for the cash system of
retail merchandising appears to have recently
sprung up among the trade, and the limitation
of credit to a safe minimum has come to be a
prevailing business condition. On another page
of this issue our Southern correspondent instances
the case of a Virginia retailer who, for some
months past, has conducted his entire business
on a cash basis, and the results are said to have
proved eminently satisfactciry. If the example
of the plucky Southerner were more generally fol-
lowed, tales of woe would be much less frequent
than at present. Limitless credit is a business
curse, and there never has been a more oppor-
tune time for its judicious curtailment. Popular
wealth is greater, probably, than ever before, and
more evenly distributed, while the general public
are now quite well enough educated in business
matters to realize the advantages of cash buying.
By purchasing his goods for cash, the retailer
reaps the benefit of cash discounts ; by selling
them for cash, he obviates bad debts and big
prices to compensate for same ; saves the time
and expense of laborious book-keeping ; the time
and expense of collecting accounts, as well as
possible losses from errors liable to be made in a
Complicated credit system. The goods can thus
be purchased cheaper and sold cheaper than by
credit-giving competitors, a manifest trade and
wealth-making advantage.

Our correspondent says that the Southern
jeweler above. referred to makes no exceptions
whatever. This ironclad adherence to the cash
rule is not always possible, nor, in the majority
of cases, would We deem it advisable. Successful
business methods must be flexible, at least to some
extent. Competition necessitates it, and while
human nature is human nature severe rigidity will
have its drawbacks. There are many, even among

the most trustworthy of customers,. who often find
it very inconvenient, if not impossible, to pay cash
for purchases as they are made. When the jeweler
has implicit faith in the integrity and solvency
of such a customer, business instincts and self-
interest call for a ready departure from the cash
rule. Again, in manufacturing towns where the
workers are paid, it may be, at monthly intervals,
the difficulty of rigid adherence to the cash rule
is manifest. Sound business judgment, and not
a repellent no-credit rule, should guide the retailer
in such cases. A farmer with swollen bins and
well-filled pens, or a master mechanic in a local
factory, may not always be in a position to pay
cash for a needed purchase, and it is poor busi-
ness policy to alienate the good wishes of such a
customer. Good business methods are not dia-
metrically opposed to all risk-taking ; reducing

the latter to a profit-making minimum is where
business talent is most revealed. Curtail credit
by all means, but curtail it judiciously. There
are those who prophesy a time when credit will
be entirely eliminated from business operations.
We, personally, harbor no such belief; and even
did we, it is a condition and not a theory that
confronts us just now.

Our Trade with South America.

United States Minister Anderson, at La Paz,
Bolivia, has transmitted to the State Department
an unusually interesting report concerning Amer-
ican and Spanish American trade relations. In
this report he says that American watches have
long been known in Bolivia and throughout South
America as preferable to those of European manu-
facture, not only on account of their design, but
of the superior workmanship of their movements
and the astonishingly low prices. The Keystone
Watch Case Company, of Philadelphia, has been
meeting with remarkable success in introducing to
the trade their patent filled cases, while all classes
of American watches are meeting with high favor
among the dealers of the country. Mr. Ander-
son says that silver-plated ware of United States
manufacture is also preferred there, because it is
not only cheaper, but far handsomer in design
than that of European manufacture.

The Minister says that no citizen of the
United States visiting South America, or tempo-
rarily residing in that country, will question the
statement that the people. of that section of the
Western Continent prefer to trade with us, if they
can do so on equal terms with those offered by the
countries of Europe. They hail with satisfaction
every proposition that tends to this result, and
hence it is that the proposed intercontinental
railway is regarded with special favor.

A serious hindrance to the promotion of
trade with these countries, the Minister states, is
the absence of adequate banking facilities between
the United States and Spanish America. In
almost every city on the east coast, European
banks are to be found with branch offices, while
on the west coast the banking is done through
the local banks.and business houses having their
foreign connections with Europe only. The
facilities thus offered for purchasing exchange on
Europe are ample, while it is almost impossible
to buy a bill of exchange on the United States
in any part of South America, except in those
countries where we have an exchange on staple
goods, such as coffee, rubber, etc.

The Minister advocates the establishment in
Bolivia, and throughout all the South American

countries, of branch houses carrying samples of

American goods. He says that this is already

largely the case with European houses, who, being

on the ground with a line of goods carefully

selected with reference to the market, and being

familiar with the .financial standing of their cus-
tomers, are prepared to give terms that would be

impossible for our merchants to offer in the ab-
sence of similar advantages.

He says that there is a desire for American

goods. The better classes are beginning to pur-

chase foreign goods with discriminating care.
They pass by the German article as trashy, accept
the English as fair, and buy the American in

preference to all others, if assured of its genuine-
ness. In order to check the growing sentiment in
favor of our goods, foreign merchants in those
countries send to Europe samples of all American

novelties and improvements, as soon as they are

received—and this holds good with the jewelry

lines as with every other commodity—and coun-
terfeits are manufactured, even to the trade-mark

and name of the manufacturer, and returned to
South America, where they are sold in competi-
tion with the genuine article. Although these

goods are in every way inferior in quality and in
finish, they are accepted by the unintelligent
and unsuspecting purchasers as genuine, because
they bear the name and marks of the standard
article. Not only are our American manufactures
thus discredited by this class of European mer-
chants, but our trade is further handicapped by-

the fact that, for the most part, we must do busi-
ness with that class of merchants who are not only
in sentiment opposed to our acquiring the trade
of these countries, but are actively engaged in

preventing us from doing so.
As further indicating European methods of

trade in these countries, it is worthy of note that
in certain parts of South America the European
manufacturer does business directly with the

merchants, giving them from six to twelve months
credit, and charging them a small rate of interest
from the date of invoice. This they can well

afford to do, because of the very large amount
of unemployed capital in Europe. These facts
simply serve to emphasize what has been said in

regard to the importance of having our own
representatives on the grounds. It is by reason of
being thus constantly.and everywhere represented
in the business centers of South America, and by
giving liberal credits, that a certain New York
firm is enabled to practically control the trade of
those countries on such goods as patent medicines
and drugs. What has been done in the drug line
can as well be done with the jewelry line, and it

behooves the jewelry manufacturers and jobbers of

the United States to give closer attention to this

subject of South American trade relations, and to
exert themselves in the direction of influencing

Congressional legislation in a way that will tend
to the betterment of communication and trans-
portation between this country and the rich fields

of South American trade.

AN imposing international naval review will

be held in North River, New York, on April 27th,

in which all the great maritime powers of the
world will be represented. The United States
war vessels will be drawn up in one line, and the

foreign vessels in another,,and President Cleveland

in the reviewing ship will pass between the lines

amid a thunderous cannonading that will make

the nation anxious for the Presidential tympanum.

On that day the United States will expect every

man, from the President to the middy, to do his

duty—at showing himself to advantage.
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Set of five, with wood handles, paper box,
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No. 3429. EAR=WIRE FORMING TOOL.
With this tool you can make your own ear-wires, as shown in cut.

Full directions with each tool.
Price each, $1.00.

No. 3430.

LITTLE GEM
SILVER TEST.

Price per bottle, 25 eta.

No. 3431. COLUMBIA FOUNTAIN WATCH-OILER.
Price, $1.00.

Side view.

Rees' Patent Swiveled Ear=Wire and Hook.
These ear-wires can be put in or taken out of the car without bend-
ing wire. and will not break, as the wire will turn in socket when
open. This is the best seller made. Assorted patterns.

No. 34:16. 14 K. Rolled Plate. Per dozen, $ .so,
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" 3338. 14 K. Gold. " " 10.5o.

No. 3439.
Consisting of twelve sizes of case-screw counterbores for

leading American watches.

No. 3440.
Set for Waltham watches, consisting of six sizes of case-screw and

two sizes of jewel-screw counterbores.
Price, $1.75.

No. 3441.—Set for Elgin watches, consisting of three s:zes of case-
screw and three sizes of jewel-screw counterbores.

Price, $1.15.

No. 3442.
Consisting of seven sizes of jewel-screw counterbores for

leading American watches.
Price, $1.00.

Price for single case-screw counterbores, 25 eta.
Price for single jewel-screw counterbores, is "

Partners and Partnerships.

The number of individual traders is decreas-

ing every year, and every year increases the num-

ber. of businesses operated by partners. The

reasons for this evolution are not difficult to as-

certain ; the fact is beyond dispute.

There should be better general comprehen-

sion of the powers of partners, in view of the

conspicuous tendency of merchants and capitalists

to form these business alliances. A great deal of

the petty annoyances, as well as the more serious

misunderstandings which are continually crop-

ping out in the relations of partners, could be an-

ticipated or avoided by some rudimentary knowl-

edge of the privileges and duties of the several

parties to a partnership agreement.

In this connection we would recite some

features in the powers of partners, as very clearly

set forth in a communication to The illanqfacturer.

A careful study of the data which this accurate

informant has gathered cannot but be beneficial

to all business men—not only to those who are

themselves partners in a business, but also to " that

other and larger class of persons who have more or

less dealings with partners, in one way or another

representing their firms."

On the general subject this writer advances

the following statement:

Partners are generally considered as agents of their
firms, and are clothed with the power necessary to transact

the firm's business. They are not agents for each other in-
dividually, and can bind one another only as they bind the
firm and the firm's obligations devolve on the individual
members composing it. Their powers are derived from two

sources ; the nature of the business, or the articles of partner-

ship. The former is what third persons usually look at, but
the latter will control, if to a different effect, where
knowledge of the limitation of the articles of partnership is

brought home to the person dealing with a partner gov-

erned by them. Articles of partnership will, however, con-

trol the power of the partner only so far as they are known

by the persons dealing with him. The assigning to one

partner the care of a particular department of a firm's busi-

ness, as the buying or selling, will not of itself prevent another

partner binding the firm by a contract in that department.

Nor will the fact that a partner has only contributed his

services to the partnership restrict his powers of binding it."

On the limitations of the powers of partners,
the author brings into clear view a point not

always understood and appreciated, and which

has led to much confus:.on and subsequent differ-

ences of opinion between partners. He says:

The limitations of a partner's powers are, like his

powers, usually determined by the nature of the partnership

business, as generally understood. A partner has no power

to bind the firm beyond the fair scope of its business. A

member of an exclusive dry goods firm should not therefore

be considered to be authorized to purchase groceries for it.
Neither would a partner in a milling and grain business be
empowered to deal in futures for purposes of speculating on

the market, nor would one of a storage and commission busi-

ness be authorized to engage in cotton speculation. And the

active member of a farming partnership cannot bind more

than himself personally by opening a. store to sell merchan-

dise. So one of a partnership to buy and sell merchandise
cannot undertake the collection of notes and accounts for

others."

rrIrriitur,

No. 3443. NEW STYLE JEWELING TOOL.
Fits in tail-stock spindle.

Made for Moseley, Webster-Whitcomb and Geneva lathes.
Price, $4.50.

No. 1271X. PLANING FILE.
One side coarse, other side fine. 9 inches long.by 14 inches wide.

Each, $1.00.

Owing to the large demand for our 1893 and 1894 645-page Catalogue, we have been obliged to reprint ro,000 additional copies, which
will be ready for distribution by April 15, 1893. Parties not having received one previously, will please advise us of same, and we will for-
ward one to them, as this is the most complete catalogue ever published, and should be in every watchmaker and jeweler's possession.

SWARTCHILD & CO., Masonic Temple, Fifth Floor, Chicago, Ill.

And further:

The known usage of a firm will very largely control
a partner's powers. Thus a partnership formed for dealing

in dry goods and groceries may, by constantly trading in
everything, become liable for the purchase of an entirely

foreign cgmmodity by one of its members. And next- to

the usage of the firm itself is that of other similar firms in
determining the scope of its business, and consequently the

powers of its partners ; for the natural presumption would

be that it was organized for the transaction of its business

in the usual way that such business is carried on, and par-

ticularly in the place where the business is located. The

power to pledge results from the power to sell and to borrow.

A partner's powers are not enlarged by the arising of an
unforeseen emergency. Neither does the fact that the firm

might derive a benefit from a transaction entered into by a

partner in its name of itself bind the firm. Thus, where the

custom of a person cannot be retained in any other way than

by allowing his debt to the firm to be canceled by a set-off

of the debt of one partner to him, this does not give such

partner the power to make such set-off."

Following is a legal principle which we have

observed to be frequently violated, especially in

the case of a partnership between father and son, or

between two persons who formerly stood in the re-

lation of employer and employee. If one partner

disagrees with the projects of another, and they

cannot heal their differences by a compromise, the

law provides that a receiver can be asked for and

the business wound up. But there can be no re-

straint upon one partner by the other, during the

continuance of the partnership, unless the exact

limit of responsibilities and duties is defined in

the articles of agreement between the partners.

"A partner cannot deprive another of authority, even

by forbidding him to act and giving notice of the prohibi-

tion to the person or persons dealing with him. There is

no supremacy among partners—they are all equals. To do

anything which would deprive a partner of his authority,

would be a ground for dissolution of the partnership."

We commend to persons meditating partner-

ships, or to those already allianced as partners,

a thoughtful consideration of the subject, ex-

panded to fuller detail than herein briefly out-

lined.

Money," from Another Standpoint.

(We call special attention to the following communica-

tion, which fitly supplements the series of three articles on

the subject of MONEY, concluded in the March number of

this journal.—EDITOR THE KEYSTONE.)

MARCH 15th, 1893.
EDITOR THE KEYSTONE:

I was very much interested in " A. B. C.'s "

exposition of the subject of MoNEv, in the

January, February and March numbers of THE

KEYSTONE. That series gave one an insight into

the theory of Money from an economic standpoint.

It occurred to me that it might be timely to add

some consideration of the subject from a moral

standpoint ; to discuss its social significance, and

point out its uses and abuses.

Carlyle somephere says : " Whoever has six-

pence is sovereign over all men to the extent of

that sixpence ; commands cooks to feed him,

philosophers to teach him, kings to mount guard

over him,—to the extent of that sixpence."

One other text comes to mind, from an earlier

philosopher, Lord Bacon. Says he : " Seek not

proud riches, but such as thou mayest-get justly,

use soberly, distribute cheerfully, and leave con-

tentedly ; yet have no abstract or friarly comtempt

of them." Whaf a world of wisdom is embodied

in these two quotations !

It will not do for moralists to maintain the

incompatibility of wealth and virtue ; the facts,

no less than the theory, are against them. Rep-

resenting, as it does, physical comfort and social

well-being, and intimately associated with it some

of the finest qualities of human nature—gen-

erosity, honesty .and justice—we cannot hold it in

philosophic contempt. " Never treat money af-

fairs with levity-:-Money is character," wrote Bul-

wer Lytton. Henry Taylor, considering the

virtues which attach to the right use of money, as

well as their counterparts of avarice, fraud and

selfishness which go with inordinate love of gain,

wisely observed that " a right measure and man-

ner in getting, saving, spending, giving, taking,

lending, borrowing and bequeathing, would

almost argue a perfect man."

The very effort to secure money, with a man

of well-balanced moral perceptions, is in itself an

education ; stimulating his self-respect, bringing

out his practical qualities, - and disciplining him

in the exercise of patience, perseverance, and such

like virtues. The provident man must necessarily

be a thoughtful man, as he must forecast the

future. He must be a temperate man, to provide

against waste ; he must be self-denying, than

which nothing is so Muth calculated to give

strength to character. Lord John Russell had

wise appreciation of the need of this virtue of

self-denial toward the improvement in the indi

vidual condition of the English poor when he re-

plied to a deputation who asked for a relief from

taxation : " You may rely upon it that the Gov-

ernment of this country durst not tax the working

classes to anything like the extent to which they

tax themselves in their expenditure upon intoxi-

cating drinks alone !"

It is easy to point out the dangers resulting

from a too intense devotion to money-getting.

The love of money, we are told, is " the root of

all evil." Bacon called money " the baggage of

virtue "; bthe Romans called it iVedimenta. Men

will make any sacrifice for it ; will clog their

lungs with the dust of coal-mines, will work in

lead, phosphorus, arsenic and other substances

fatal to life, will live amid tropical malaria, handle

dynamite, and risk their soul's peace in this woad

and the next for it. No toil is so exhausting, no

danger so appalling, but men will rush to them

eagerly if the stake is sufficiently high. A

thoughtful writer says : " A certain ten per cent.

will insure the employment of capital anywhere.

Twenty per cent. will produce eagerness ; fifty per

cent., audacity ; one hundred per cent. will make

capital ready to trample on, all human laws.

Three hundred per cent., and there is not a crime

at which it will not scruple, not a risk it will not

run, even to the chance of its owner being

hanged."
But whatever may be said of the dangers in

the pursuit and in the possession of riches, the

dangers of poverty are tenfold greater. The poor

man is constantly beset with temptations which the

rich man never knows ; and no man is justified in

accepting poverty voluntarily except as the alter-

native of dishonor. " Want of money," says

Matthews, " is the great principle of moral gravi-

tation, the only power that is strong enough to

keep society from falling to pieces." To secure it,

men are trained in the exercise of intelligence,

skill, energy and vigilance, in the development of

character and the cultivation of the mental and

moral forces. The ancient Carthaginians, recog-

nizing the qualities behind its possession, would

allow no man to hold office in that republican

government unless he had wealth. It is the back-

bone of all the progress in the arts and sciences.

Louis Agassiz could afford to say scornfully that

he " had no time to make money,," inasmuch as he

found leisure to study the secrets of nature be-

cause others—with possibly equal qualities of

genius though differing in kind—had made money

for him.
Let us, then, abandon the affectation of de-

spising money, and frankly own its value. It has

been laid down as a statistical fact that more

persons are ruined by under-estimation of the

value than by greed of gold ; that there are twenty

men who need incitements to industry and fru-

gality where there is one who needs to be checked

in the fierce pursuit of riches. Money-getting is

hurtful when it impoverishes the mind, withers the
spiritual aspirations, blunts the moral sense, con-
fuses the distinction between right and wrong, ex-
tinguishes the sense of beauty in nature and art,
and leads a man to live meanly and forgetfully of
books, pictures, music and travel. But it is not the
rule that these unhealthy conditions accompany
the pursuit of money ; and inasmuch as it is un-
disputed that money is the most forceful element,
the most constant power, in all the operations
looking to the weal of man in his material rela-
tions, and as it is a moral agent of tremendous
and overwhelming signifiance, we must dismiss as
puerile- the ravings-of political fanatics who would
reconstruct society on a communistic basis, and the
lamentations of moralists who rail against money
itself rather than the abuse of it. X.
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Did it- ever occur to you that we
have one of the largest Smelting
and Refinino-

6 Plants in the world
at Fortieth and Clark Streets,
Chicago ? Our works here oc-
cupy a good part of a block,
and we certainly have facilities
unequaled for the refining of gold
and silver in all its branches.
Our special department for the
handling of old gold, old silver
and sweeps has met with a most
flattering reception from the trade,
and is daily growing in popu-
larity. We make a specialty of
buying jewelers' old gold and
silver, no matter how large or
how small the consignment.
You will get from us full, prompt,
accurate cash returns. Our facil-
ities enable us to handle material
on the smallest margin. Our
position allows us to pay more
for your old gold and silver than
anybody. Then why not give
us a trial shipment ?

Otago and MOM Soflig afitl liefifiifill Co.
184 La Salle St., Chicago.
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Wealth," " Value," " Price," Capital"
and Credit."

BY A. B. C.

I.
I am going to talk to you, in this and several

succeeding issues of THE KEYSTONE, on some
subjects which are constantly on the tongue of
the business man, but concerning which there is
generally a very indefinite or vague understand-
ing. . I shall endeavor to express niy ideas in
terms that may happily bring the discussion to
the appreciation of all the readers of THE KEY-
STONE, although the truths of economic science
must necessarily be stated in greater or less
degree in technical phrase ; but the thoughtful
reader will, I trust, have no difficulty in follow-
ing this exposition, and gain thereby some need-.
flu l knowledge on subjects which are not suffi-
ciently comprehended by the average practical
merchant.

ea.ftR.
The word has a variety of
meanings, whether considered
in a narrow or in a broad

sense. Herein I shall select of these diverse
meanings one that is most valuable for our study,
inasmuch as it is the one least comprehended and
most important. Let us first, then, endeavor to
discover the quality, or "rine/pie, of Wealth.

One school of economists demonstrated that
Wealth was only " the material products of the
earth which are brought into commerce and
exchanged—that it is the possibility of exchange,
only, which gives value to these material products.
Thus, a beautiful oak forest, remote from a rail-
road, would not constitute Wealth to the owner,
since it could not be profitably brought to market
and exchanged for money or other commodities.
The exchangeability of material products, there-
fore, according to these philosophers, was the sole
essence of Wealth.

But it is a fact that there are other things
which can be bought and gold, or exchanged,
besides material products. Labor and services
can be thus sold ; so, also, can abstract rights,
such as debts, shares in stock companies, bills of
exchange, and many other forms of exchangeable
values—notwithstanding the argument of some of
the philosophers, that " man can create nothing,

and nothing can come from nothing " (ex nihilo
nihil fit). Aristotle, nearly four hundred years
before the birth of Christ, demonstrated that
" Wealth is all things whose value can be measured
in money "; the great Roman jurist, Ulpian, said,
" Wealth is that which can be bought and sold ";
and John Stuart Mill, a modern authority, declares,
"Everything forms a part of Wealth which has
a power of purchasing."

I have just finished the reading of a very
remarkable work of antiquity called " Eryxias "
(or " On Wealth"), which is supposed to have
been written by Socrates, or by his disciple, Socrat-
icus. He demonstrates most clearly that money
is Wealth only because it is exchangeable—can
purchase other things ; that it would not be
Wealth in a desert ; that human wants or desires
alone constitute any thing or things Wealth;
that that which no one demands is not Wealth,
whatever its form ; that inasmuch as labor, or
human thought, or ability produce utilities which
are demanded by mankind (since the mind has
wants as well as the body), and the value of these
utilities can be measured in money, it follows that
Labor, Science, Law, Surgery, Engineering, etc.,
were as much wealth as the utilities which satisfy
the wants of the body. The opinion of the

lawyer, for which we pay fifty dollars, is exactly

similar Wealth to the jewelry of that value in
one's show-case.

We may conclude, therefore, despite some of
the economists, that personal qualities are an im-
material form of Wealth. And when one thinks
of it, what a vast Wealth is this intellectual and
moral capital of a civilized people ! It far
exceeds its material capital, not only in import-
ance, but in productiveness. It is in the quantity
and diffusion of this Immaterial capital that the
wealth of a country depends. Knowledge has
been called power—it is more certainly wealth.
The African, in his surpassingly fertile valleys, is
poor simply because he does not possess the im-
material sources of wealth to develop the material
forms. It was a happy thought of Madam
Campan to inscribe over her study in her house
at St. Germain, "Talents are the ornaments of
the rich and the wealth of the poor."

But personal qualities have purchasing power
(and therefore wealth) in other directions than
that of labor and thought. Demosthenes recorded
this great sentence, in the early days of Greece:
" If you were ignorant of this that Credit is the
greatest capital of all towards the acquisition of
Wealth, you would be utterly ignorant." A
merchant's Credit is valued in money, because
the wholesaler accepts the merchant's credit as
equal in value to money, same as his labor would
be ; and thus, while credit, like labor, can neither
be seen nor touched, it can be bought or sold,
can be exchanged, has purchasing power, and is,
therefore, Wealth. Hence, the personal credit of
bankers and merchants is an integral and colossal
portion of the national wealth, just as the indus-
trial faculties of workingmen are, and as are the
intellectual powers of thinkers and inventors.
Adam Smith said, " Credit is the greatest Wealth
to every one who conducts trade." Junius said,
" Credit is Wealth "; and Benjamin Franklin,
" Credit is money."

But there is still another order of Quantities
which can be bought, sold and exchanged, whose
value can be measured in money, which have
turchasing power, and which are, therefore,
Wealth. These are Abstract Rights. I shall
only touch upon this large topic, lest it lead me
too far into a discussion of economic doctrines
which might confuse the reader. The multitude
of rights of action are comprised in this class—
the right of action (in the form of checks) against
a bank which receives our money on deposit,
against a corporation whose stock we hold, against
a business for its future profits (called " good
will "), against the multiplication of issues of a
book (called " copyright "), against the profits of
a profession (called " practice "), against patents,
a toll on a road, etc.—all these abstract rights
can be • bought, sold, exchanged, measured .as to
their value in money, and hence come under
Aristotle's definition of Wealth, as comprehended
in the fundamental laws of economics.

Let me make a diversion, for a moment, to
repeat an historical anecdote, illustrating the
wealth in a " goodwill." Thrale, the great
brewer, appointed bluff old Johnson as his ex-
ecutor. At the auction sale of the dead brewer's
business, Johnson mounted an upturned barrel of
ale and said, " We are not here only to sell a
parcel of vats and boilers, but the potentialities of
growing rich beyond the dreams of avarice."
It was probably Johnsonese to most of his hearers,
but my readers will recognize the sound phil-
osophy in his declaration, after following my
argument.

Another thought, and I will close the expo-

sition of the subject of Wealth.
There is no such thing as absolute Wealth—

nothing which in its own nature, in all times, cir-

cumstances and places, is Wealth. The sole princi-
ple and essence of Wealth is exchangeability; and

for anything to be exchangeable, some one must
' demand it. It is, therefore, human wants and

desires, and the capacity to give something to
obtain them, that constitute Wealth. Things are
only Wealth in those places and at those times
when and where they are demanded ; and they
cease to be -Wealth, whatever their character,
when the cease to be demanded. The things
that are Wealth in some places, are not in others;
at some times, are not .in others ; and are Wealth
more or less as the demand increases and de-
creases. Hence, " the amount of Wealth in any
country at any given time is simply the mass of
exchangeable quantities in it."

My next article will an exposition of the very
interesting subject of •" Value."

The price of an article is especially in the
mind of the purchaser when buying; but its
quality is his particular concern once it is in his
possession. The matter of purchase only con-
sumes a few minutes, or a few hours; hence price
passes quickly out of his mind. But possession
is continuous experiment ; a constant test of repre-
sentations ; a perpetual witness as to the quality
of the merchant's standards. What a wise thitig,
therefore, for the jeweler to always urge the best
goods upon the buyer, and argue quality before
price!

Merchants are generally prone to make the
grave error of scaling up instead of scaling down,
in showing goods and quoting prices. It is always
easier to sell the lower-priced article ; but the
facility of sale should not be the first consideration.
If jewelers would generally undertake to sell a
better article than was first in the mind of the
buyer—would endeavor to induce the customer to
accept the view which comes from the jeweler's
better knowledge of values, the entire trade would
be elevated and dignified, to the mutual profit of
manufacturer, jeweler and ultimate customer.

If your competitor is increasing his business
4t your expense, it will not be profitable to spend
breath in swearing at him. Rather study his
methods, so that you may improve your own. A
false sense of pride often induces a mefchant to
keep on in the old rut, although he sees that his
rival finds smoother travel on the new roadbed;
and while his lumbering wagon creaks and jolts
in its bad track, the light carriage of the other
flies past him on the way. One cannot afford to
close his eyes to the lessons taught by successful
competitors, even though a following of such ex-
ample involves an acknowledgment of superior
judgment on the part of the competitor.

Fill a large waiter with little bunches of vio-
lets, or any other April flower ; stand it on your
show-case where it will be admired by appreciative
eyes ; put a small boy, or a little girl, in charge
of it, with instructions to hand a bunch to every
grown lady who enters the store ; do not appear
to know anything abut the proceeding yourself,
so as to relieve the recipient of any little necessary
sense of obligation ; and be assured of the good
opinion of the feminine portion of the community
(from which comes the bulk of buyers), and a
telling appreciation of your graceful courtesy.
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HiSTORY OF EARLY. WATCHMAKING IN AMERICA.
A series of articles on the origin and history of Watchmaking in this country, written by Mr. E. A. Marsh, Master Mechanic,

and approved by Mr. R. E. Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company.

VI.
(Continued front page 216, March (r893) number.)

WOERD'S abilities as
an inventor of machin-
ery having been recog-
nized by Mr. Robbins,
he was, . in 1874, as-
signed to the position
and duties of mechan-
ical superintendent of
the entire factory ; and
held that office until
the resignation of Mr.
Bacon, when he was

appointed general superintendent of the factory,
with Mr. G. H. Shirley as his assistant. Mr.
Webster retired in 1876, shortly after Mr. Bacon
resigned.

While Mr. Woerd unquestionably possessed
the inventive faculty in a large measure, he was
not so well equipped to act as a manager, and his
administration on the broader scale was not so
successful. 'He retired in 1883.

Shortly after Mr. Robbins became identified
with the factory, the commercial and manufactur-
ing interests of the business were separated, and
since that time the entire product of the factory
has been marketed by the selling agents of the
Company, Messrs. Robbins & Appleton, who
have evinced great business ability in creating
and maintaining as well as supplying an increas-
ing demand for the Waltham watches.

This has been accomplished by the employ-
ment of a corps of trained salesmen in their estab-
lished offices in New York, Boston, Chicago and
elsewhere ; and also by sending out " mission-
aries," whose duties are to visit the numerous
watch dealers, and ascertain their wants, listen to
their suggestions or complaints, and rectify their
mistakes.

Among those early employed in this capacity
was Mr. Ezra C. Fitch, a young man who came
from an apprentice's bench in the store of Bigelow
& Kennard, in Boston. After being in the Boston
office of Robbins & Appleton fur a time, he was
sent out " on the road," visiting various districts,
principally in New England. He was subse-
quently transferred to the New York office ; and
while connected with that office he traveled over
nearly every section of the United States, be-
coming acquainted with nearly all the leading
watch dealers in the United States. Later he
devoted his entire time to the business of the New
York office, remaining there for several years,
acquiring an experience and developing a business
sagacity which naturally raised him to the head of

the office, and later to a partnership in the firm of

Robbins & Appleton.

During the latter part of Mr. Woerd's ad-
ministration it had become evident that a change

was demanded. It was decided to place Mr. Fitch

in charge of the general management of the fac-

tory ; and in March, 1883, he removed from New

York City, and entered upon his new line of

work and responsibility.
One great advantage obtained in this appoint-

ment was the fact that Mr. Fitch was able, by

reason of his commercial experience and his
extensive acquaintance with the trade, to appre-
ciate their wants, as they could not be felt by

those whose entire experience had been in the
direction of manufacturing.

About three months after the advent of Mr.
Fitch, Mr. Woerd severed his connection with the
factory, and the office and duties of general
superintendent were assumed by Mr. Fitch. He
was also chosen to a place on the board of direc-
tors ; and in May, 1886, was elected president of
the Company, which positions be now occupies.

At the time this factory was started, and for
many years thereafter, all watches were made in
the form now designated as " key-winding," in
which the mainspring was wound by means of a
key, which was entirely separate from the watch,
and which was liable to be mislaid or lost, and to
use which required the opening of the watch case,
with the liability of the introduction of dust, to
the injury of the delicate mechanism. After a
time improved means were adopted for winding,
in which the separate key was discarded, and the
winding performed by means of an arbor extend-
ing through the case-pendant, upon the outer end
of which was fastened a knob or " crown." By
means of a lever concealed within the case, or a
" push-piece " projecting through its side, the
mechanism could be disconnected from the wind-
ing, and made to engage with other wheels for
the purpose of moving the hands. This form of
construction is .known as " stem-winding " or
" keyless " watch, and has to a great extent
superseded the old form of winding. .

Desiring to still further improve their watches,
both in quality of workmanship and mechanical
devices, the Company, in 1882, secured the ser-
vices of Mr. D. H. Church, of Chicago, who was
known as a thorough watchmaker, and possessed
of unusual skill and ingenuity. One of the first
results of Mr. Church's endeavors was the produc-
tion of a device for still further improving stem-
winding watches, so as to do away with the
" hand-setting lever," which involved the necessity
of opening the case during the operation of setting
the hands. This new form of construction was
soon adopted, and became very popular, being
technically known as the " pendant-set."

In giving the history of an enterprise such as
we have been considering, it would be of interest
to dwell to some extent upon the careers of the
individuals who have been prominent in its de-
velopment ; but it has been the endeavor of the
writer to subordinate individuals so far as possible,
in the simple story of the origin, trials and growth
of this world-renowned industry. And it remains
in closing to make mention of a few things which
are of interest, and may well become matters of
permanent record.

In 1885, by an act of the Massachusetts
Legislature, this Company was authorized to in-
crease its capital to $4,000,000, and also to
change its corporate name by the insertion into it
of the word " Waltham," and under that author-
ity it has, since March of that year, existed under
the name of the American Waltham Watch Com-
pany. In .the same month it was voted by the
stockholders to increase the capital from $1,500,000
to $2,000,000 ; in March, 1889, it was voted to
still further increase it, so as to make the amount
$3,000,000.

On that occasion, Mr. Robbins made his
thirtieth annual report as treasurer ; and in its
close -gave a brief review of its thirty years' work.
Among other interesting items, he stated that up
to February I, 1879, 1,112,133 watch movements
had been made ; and at the close of the year
1888, the number had reached 3,800,496, show-
ing that the production of those last ten years had
been more than double that of the preceding
twenty years ; also that the sales since he became
treasurer had reached nearly $48,000,000.

While it is a matter of congratulation that
this vast sum without question indicates a large
total return to the stockholders, it is also no less a
fact that the employees have shared in the pros-
perity of the business, which, to say the least, is
by no means common.

It has been a matter of no small pride with
the management that the scale of wages has been a
liberal one. It is also a matter of almost universal
comment with the visitors to the factory, as they
are shown through the various departments, or
observe the two thousand eight hundred opera-
tives as they pass out at the close of work, to note
their appearance of superior intelligence and
refinement.

It would be difficult to find another manufac-
turing concern, the ranks of whose workmen have
produced so many persons who have entered
professional life, or adopted other forms of busi-
ness as employers. Among the graduates from
this factory there are several editors, lawyers,
physicians, dentists and artists. Others have
become merchants and manufacturers. Many
are holding honorable positions in municipal
affairs. One is mayor of the city, another is
postmaster, and another a member of the State
Legislature.

The high character and superior intelligence
of the people who here find employment, together
with the liberal wages paid, will, in a great meas-
ure, account for the absence of labor troubles,
which have become so common in many industries.
But much is also due to the governing desire on
the part of the officers of the Company to be just
and fair in the consideration of all matters in-
volving differences of opinion and an apparent
conflict of interests.

The introduction of improved methods of
work and the employment of labor-saving ma-
chines will, without doubt, occasion temporary
individual hardships, but thoughtful men realize
that such things are to be expected, and are, in
fact, inevitable ; but will also realize that the per-
manent prosperity of the individual operatives is
dependent upon the financial prosperity of their
employers.

The decay of the watch industry in England,
consequent upon their loss of the American market,
and the fact that a large number of Waltham
watches are sold abroad, has compelled the Eng-
lish to acknowledge that in certain respects, at
least, the American system possesses a superiority.
Several attempts have been made within the last
few years to inaugurate the same general plan in
some English establishments, but, it is understood,
with only a partial degree of Success.

(To be continued in our May number.)
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Nor. OM. Witting Water ASet.

A Complete Sample Line of everything we make can be seen at our

Chicago Showrooms

FACTORIES: HARTFORD, eoNN.
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Have you got our 1893 Catalogue?

Johnston Optical Co.
Detroit, Mich.

Price, $60.00.
This TRIAL-CASE contains the following articles, with first-quality round lenses, mounted with

metal rims : :14 pairs spherical convex lenses, front 14 to 20 dioptrics ; :34 pairs spherical concave lenses,
from IA  to 20 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindrical convex lenses, from 14 to 6 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindrical
concave lenses, from 14 to 6 dioptrics ; 10 prisms, from 1 to 10 degrees ; 4 piano colored glasses ; 2 John-
ston patent pupilary disks : 1 piano white glass ; 1 piano white glass, frosted ; 1 piano white glass, half
frosted ; 1 rubber plate, solid ; 1 rubber plate with hole in center ; 1 rubber plate with stenopaic slit ;
1 No. 1:307 Johnston's patent trial-frame, graduated—it registers pupilary distance, width and height of
nose, and how far out or in the bridge should be set ; 1 of Snellen's test-types and astigmatic diagrams;
1 trial-box, silk-plush lined and genuine morocco-covered. The box is numbered in both dioptrie mid
inch systems.

No. 1954. French Kid
&6o per dozen.

We illustrate above a PLUSH STAND, which holds five READING-GLASSES, one of each
size from two to four inches. We sell these stands for 75 cents each ; but to customers purchasing
one of each size readers we will make a present of the stand. The five reading-glasses in nickel'
plate will cost S.5.00, and in gold finish S'7.85 ; three nickel and two gilt, $6.10.

No. 914.
$4.50 gross.

No. 924.
$6.00 gross,

No. 925.
$6.00 gross,

No. 934.
$9.00 gross.

No. 935.
$9.00 gross.

No. 944.
$12-00 gross.

We illustrate above only a few styles of LEATHER AND MOROCCO SPECTACLE-CASES which we manufacture. Wemake over sixty styles of C:hatelaine Cases alone. Having had a good many years' experience in manufacturing cases, wit h our improvedmachinery in that department, we are enabled to make a superior quality at a low figure. For other styles see our 1893 Catalogue.

The STANDART LENS-GRINDER, illustrated
above, is the best friend of the jeweler and optician. It will
grind faster than any other glass-grinder in the market, and
leave a smooth surface at the same time. There is also a
wooden wheel attached to it for the pu9ose of putting_a mir-
ror finish on the lens or watch-crystal if desired. Price.

- 01.150 each.

The above illustrates our patent SCREW-BOX, which
contains one gross of screws, assorted to fit all kinds of spec-
tacles and eyeglasses. Each style is in a compartment by
itself. Price, 161.00.

No. 1096. Black Silk Velvet.
$8.90 per dam.
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The Colonel's Rod.

FROM THE YOUTH'S COMPARIoN.

One of the happiest trips of my boyhood was to Middle
Dam, on the Maine Lakes, with the veteran Colonel Gaines,
whom many will still remember as one of the most genial
and jolly gentlemen anglers in New England. Till then I
knew nothing of fly-fishing; but he was an expert at the
sport, and took a fancy to coach me on many points.

I had a boy's fresh mind, eagerly absorbed all the
Colonel told me, and was a passably good angler at the end
of our week together. The Colonel told me I needed only
experience to become a skillful one. I had acquired his own
knack of dropping a " silver doctor," a " gray hackle," or a
" grizzly king," on the big- pool below the dam. He had
also taught me something of how to play a trout with an
ever-yielding yet .steady strain from the tip, sure in the end
to tire out even the most savage old six-pounder.

The day after we went home the Colonel gave me one
of his two favorite rods. Perhaps he had a presentiment
that he should not fish much more ; and indeed pneumonia
carried him away from us all forcver the following winter.
" There's a rod, my boy, that when you know how to fish

will take any trout in those lakes out of the wet," he said,
as he put his gift in my gratified hands. " Tell the boys,
once in a while, That's the old Colonel's rod.' I shall be
there in spirit, if not in my clothes."

It was a splendid piece of lance-wood, each joint from
carefully-selected timber, wound with fine silver wire by
the Colonel's own band; a powerful rod, although it felt
like a crow-quill in one's band.

Two years later I went down to the Richardson Lakes
again, with my rod and a well-stocked fly-book. But the
fishing was not good there that season. Perhaps, I was a
little late. So I went over to Farmington, and thence Up
to Moosehead Lake—a place I had never visited before.

A party of New York sportsmen with whom I fell in
at Greenville and Kineo, guyed me a little, perhaps on
account of my youthful appearance; and I felt a bit home-
sick the first day there.

Not caring much for open lake fishing, I went down to
the outlet, or dam, where the Kennebec leaves the lake.
As an excursion party happened to be there that day, I went
on down the river several miles to a spot where there was
quick water. A great boom of logs covered about half the
stream on the east side.

On the shore a large gang of lumbermen and river-
drivers were encamped. They had 1-seen there a week or
two and had fished with some success at odd times, so the
foreman informed me. He was a tall, weathered old
Yankee, with keen eyes as bright as a boy's. As he
talked, he looked me over with a kind of fatherly grin.
" Ef yon want 'o fish,—and I 'spect that's w'at yer

bankerin' arter,—thar's two poles, an' hooks an' lines on
'em, standin' there agin that shanty yonder ; an' I guess the
doctor (cook) '11 give ye a piece o' pork. You can take
either one of them two bateaux hiyin' thar, an' go out 'long-
side that thar boom."

I told him that I fished with a fly, and had my rod with
me. I indicated the slender package under my arm.

The old lumberman's grin broadened ; whereupon,
with some pride, I exhibited my 11 xible 'treasure, and
strung it with silk line and reel. He took it in his g..:eat
hands, extended it, and laughed prodigiously.

The river-men gathered around, and one after another
handled it, laughing and winking at each other. Manifestly
they regarded me and my slender little rod as equally inade-
quate.

• " Wal, my boy," snid the foreman, " if yer goin' to fish
in this 'ere river with that pole o' yourn, I guess ye'd bet-
ter keep inside the boom thar. Thar's fish outside that'll
smash that rig too quick !"

A chorus of haw-haws gave emphasis to this bit of
ironical advice.

I said that I would try the fish outside the Boom,
however; and getting into the smaller of the two bateaux,
which was moored near the upper end of the boom, I let it
float down the river just outside the line of logs.

The lumbermen anticipated fun, I imagine, or else ex-
pected to see me drowned. I could see that they were keep-
ing an amused eye on my movements.

Taking a turn. of the bow line round a peg of the boom,
I put on a " grizzly king " and made a number of vain casts
on the quick current before a big fellow dashed straight up
from the deep water. I saw him flash—there was a swirl
of the watet—I had hooked him.

That moment he darted beneath the boom-log and
broke water on the inside of it. •

I was thus in a difficult situation, for my line was under
the boom, and I was likely to have either it or my rod
broken. That, too, in sight of some twenty lumbermen
who had suddenly popped up among the log piles on shore,
and were watching me with smiling faces.

The trout took out about twenty yards of line with his
first dash. " Good-by to the old Colonel's rod," thought I ;
" but I may as well fight for it ! " So I put on the strain.

My rod bent half-double, but the tip rose a little, till
with a rush the fish brought it down again almost to the
boom-log. It would break if it came across the log, yet it
would be folly to give bins more line there. The tip
touched the water—suddenly the tug of the trout ceased—
be had turned, where now ? I wondered.

In an instant he broke water with a splash on the
stream outside the loom behind me.
" Thank goodness! " I exclaimed; and turned short

around. The reel whirred as the fish ran across the open
stream. Then he sulked for some minutes. But if he
had played a mean trick on me at the outset, .he behaved
fairly now.

After three or four mad rushes up and down the river, he
gave in and came tamely alongside the bateau, when I
slipped my landing-net under him and lifted in a handsome
fish of three pounds' weight.

Glancing shoreward I saw a few men still watching me,
but most of the gang had gone.

Disliking that boom, 1 now dropped down farther,
moored near the other shore and fished for an hour, catch-
ing eight trout of from half to three-quarters of a pound
each. Then as sunset was near I paddled the bateau back
UI) the stream against the swift current, keeping to the
farther bank opposite the boom, intending to cross to the
mooring place after gaining quieter water above.

At last I came to a little cove full of shingle bolts, sur-
rounded by a smaller boom. Above and outside this little
boom was a huge rock nearly submerged, around which the
swift stream shouldered and returned in a deep eddy that
looked like a good place for trout.

I tied the boat line to the little boom, and thrice cast
far to riverward, out past the big rock.

At my third cast there was a rise. Amid the foam I
caught a glimpse of a big trout's head and jaws as he
snapped. My line cut swiftly down into the water toward
me, for the fish bad gone to the bottom like a stone! It
must have been twenty feet deep there..

I gave him a tweak, but be would not stir. Then I
kept on a steady strain for three or four minutes. Still he
lay like a stone on the bottom. I again jerked sharply
several times, and then increased the strzin till the rod was
curved from butt to tip. Still no symptoms of life below.

So long as the fish could bear the pain of the hook he
was master of time situation ; for I could not increase the
strain without risk of breaking book, line or rod.

I sat down in the bateau, kept the strain on and waited
for a change of temper, whieh did not come till my wrists
ached badly.

But the steady strain wore him out at last. Suddenly
the trout started down-stream,"carried nearly every yard of
line off my reel, and thrice leaped clear of the water, shak-
ing his whole body in the vain effort to cast out that bit of
steel. Then he turned and coursed past me up stream, with
vigorous rushes aside..

Once be darted in and around the nose of the bateau,
when he would certainly have broken loose had I not as
quickly whipped the line round and free of the boat. For
fully three-quarters of an hour, and till dusk was far ad-
vanced, his struggle for life, and mine for victory, went on.
At last he surrendered all at once, rose to the strain, and
was netted without the least difficulty.

He was a netful, too. Once in the boat, where I could
look him over, I saw that he was not only a huge trout but
a veteran of many battles. Besides my own hook and
leader, there were three other hooks in his mouth, with
bits of line attached to them.

The old " tackle-smasher ! " His trick was to go to the
bottom and lie there till his foes pulled and broke their lines.

The truth of this conjecture was verified when I reached
the mooring-place. The lumbermen had gathered 'about
their camp-fire .at supper, but a group of them came down
the bank to see what I had got. I held up my big trout,
whose weight afterward proved to be five pounds lacking
one ounce. The river-drivers had no sooner seen him than
an uproar began.
" By crack ! he's got him! "
" Blessed cf he baint !" •

Before I fairly knew what they were about, five or six
of them seized me, tossed me on their shoulders and ran
wiih me up and down, hurrahing- and whooping in my
honor. By and by they carried me and my catch to the
cook's tent.

The old foreman then informed use that this big trout
had broken tackle time and again for them, and that there
were bets up that nobody could take hint out.

I spent the night with the lumbermen. The cook
broiled my .entire catch, save the big one, for supper; and
when I went away next morning the old foreman said:

"Young fellow, I'll sign your diplomy any time. You
can fish here. That little rod o' yOurrr I/ take in any trout
we've got."

" Enclosed please find One Dollar for another year's
subscription to the grand old KEYSTONE. It is invalu-
able and indispensable to me, and is a gem-stone in
itself."—EDISON A. "MONROE, Branford, Conn.

The Columbian Shield and Medals.
No specimen of skilled workmanship that has recently

come under our notice has so forcibly impressed us with the
perfection attained in this country in high-grade artistic
designing as the magnificent new Columbian shield just put
on the market by Messrs. Heeren Bros. & Co., of Pittsburg,
Pa. The shield is a wonderfully comprehensive and sur-
prisingly ingenious pictorial history of the United States,
the different momentous events standing out in bold illustra-
tion, while the whole is executed in a manner that reveals
ill its every • feature genuine artistic conception and the
rarest manipulative skill. The shield is shown on another
iiage of this issue. It stands nearly three feet high, and is
made ef hard metal, finished in different colors—bronze,
steel, oxydized silver and aluminum, if desired. Seven
large pictures represent the following great events in Amer-
ican history, viz. : the landing of Columbus, the landing
of the Pilgrims, the declaration of independence, Wash-
ington crossing the Delaware, the emancipation of the
slaves, the Capitol at Washington, the Statue of Liberty in
New York harbor; while there is also an allegoric picture
representing progress in science, industry and commerce,
with Columbia welcoming all to the World's Fair. There
are eight portraits of prominent Americans, viz. : Washing-
ton, Franklin, Jefferson, Clay, Lincoln, Grant, Morse
and Longfellow. The small shields are for the eight
largest cities—New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Baltimore and San Francisco.- The
center represents the genius of Light unveiling the
western hemisphere, with the sun's rays in the background,
and is surrounded by the coats-of-arms of all the States, the
whole being surmounted by an eagle in full plastic form.
Around and on the shield are the following inscription and
mottoes : " Dedicated to the American people in honor of the
four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America,
1492-1892" ; " United we stand—divided we fall ";
" Westward the star of empire takes his way "; E
pluribus unum"; and " In God we trust." The shield is
arranged to bang up, and would make a novel and uniquely
attractive wall decoration. The likenesses are perfect, and
the entire shield absolutely faultless.

The Columbian medals, illustrated on. page 329, are
made in two qualities, the smaller ones illustrated being
regularly engraved die-work, made in either aluminum or
white metal, and in different sizes; the larger being of the
finest plastic execution, made in either real bronze, alum-
inum or britannia, in five sizes-13, iy, 'fa, 2, and 334
inches. This work is the finest production of the highest
engravers' and die-workers' art.

Philadelphia has always been regarded as the medical
center of the United States, and her medical colleges are
renowned all over the world. In the matter of optics and
optical instruction, she is not lagging behind, as the Phila-
delphia Optical College occupies the front rank of similar

.institutions. For these reasons a diploma from Philadel-
phia carries great weight, and the diplomas issued by the
Philadelphia Optical College are eagerly sought after and
highly prized. Their diplomas are issued under their
charter by the express authority of the State, and Dr. C. H.
Brown informs us that the graduate in the correspondence
department receives the usual diploma and degree.

J. H. Havill, whose hammer is ever on the move,
opened a sale on the 21st ult. for M. S. Darling, Trenton,
Mo. He subsequently goes to Independence, Iowa, to
conduct a sale for the Weber Company,.of Chicago.

Mb.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

EXT we will build a .small vise for
holding work, and place on the shelf
or bracket shown at L, Fig. 9, page
239, March, 1893, KEYSTONE. The

object of such a vise is to hold
small pieces to be milled. In constructing such a
holder and vise, it is important to have the holder
so built that it can readily be detached, the work
examined, and holder replaced without changing
the relations of the several parts. For illu-stration,
we are supposed to be milling or grinding the
fork and guard-point for a Swiss lever. In such
a case it is very desirable to have the job in a
condition that we can take it away from the
bracket L, and critically measure and examine it.

To carry out these views we make the hori-
zontal part of the bracket open. At Figs. i and 2
we reproduce from our March article the cut of
the bracket above referred to, Fig. 2 being a
view of Fig. I seen in the direction of the arrow
C. The open space shown at A, Fig. 2, receives
the holder and vise. The bracket L can be made
of cast-iron the same as the vertical slide described
in our last article. The top or table of the bracket
L is two and one-quarter inches square, and
should be about one-quarter of an inch thick, as
seen in Fig. 1. It will stiffen the device if we
add webs or flanges to the table, shaped as shown
at the dotted line a, Fig. 1.

We show at Fig. 3 a front view of Fig. I, as
seen in the direction of the arrow f, which shows
how the flanges a a are disposed. The opening
A in the bracket L should be about one and
one-half inches square. The upper surface of L
should be filed and ground dead flat. The holder
is shown at Figs. 4, 5 and 6, and consists of a
frame B, as shown in the plan at Fig. 4, with an
opening for the 'vise in the center. A bottom
view of this frame is shown at Fig. 6. On the
lower side, as shown in Fig. 6, the frame B has
two flanges, shown at F F1, which extend down
into the opening A in Fig. 1.

The idea of these flanges is to hold the frame
B securely irk place. This holding is partly
accomplished by means of two • pins with conical
points placed in one of the flanges, as shown at
d d, Fig. 6. These conical steady-pins enter
into two holes drilled into the bed of the bracket
L, as indicated at the dotted lines d d, Fig. 2.
To understand how these pins act, let us imagine
the centers of the holes in the bracket L are one
sixty-fourth of an inch lower down than the cen-
ters of the conical pins. It is evident that if we
force the pins d into the holes d d, Fig. 2, the
frame B will be drawn down closer toward the
bracket L.

Opposite to the pins d d is placed a clamping
screw, shown at which is also set so as to
draw the frame B downward. In this case, how-
ever, the center of the screw H is lower down
than the hole in the flange F. Of course it is
optional With- the person building such a device
whether the pins are fast in the flanges F, or in
the bracket .L. It would be well to make the
frame B of cast-brass, although cast-iron will
answer if the casting is nicely done of soft, grey
iron. On account of the flanges F F, it would
be difficult to finish the bottom of the frame B
flat to perfectly coincide with the flat upper
surface of the bracket L.

If we place on the pattern from which the
frame B is cast three little excrescences about one
thirty-second of an inch thick, on the lower side of

B, as shown at e e g, Fig. 6, we can dress these
projections to a flat surface, so the frame B will
rest rigidly on the bracket L. The frame B, as
seen in Fig. 5, is about one-quarter of an inch
thick. The flanges F are one and three-eighths
inches long, three-sixteenths thick, and measure
from outside to outside, that is, between the
dotted lines i 1, Fig. 6, one and three-eighths
inches. The jaws D D1 , which clamp the work,
can be made either of steel or hard brass. The
manner in which these jaws are constructed and
placed can be readily understood by inspecting
Fig. 5, which is a vertical section of the frame
and bracket. To explain, let us suppose the
frame shown in Fig. 4 is placed on the bracket
shown in Fig. 2, and a section made of both on
the line b b, Figs. 2 and 4. Fig. 5 is such a
vertical section.

The jaw 1,1 is secured to the frame B by
screws from the back, or passing in the direction
of the arrow j, Fig. 5. These jaws are about one
and one-quarter inches deep, up and down, as

\
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seen in Fig. 5, and one and three-eighths long, as
seen in Fig. 4. To make the jaws D D' adjust-
able, we employ four screws, two of which are
shown at h in, Fig. 5. The scheme is, these
screws are placed one above the other, as shown
in Fig. 5. The screw h passes loose through the
jaw D, but is tapped into .D 1, and consequently
when turned inward has a tendency to draw the
jaws D 1)/ together. Opposite to h, and a little
above, is placed the screw in, which has a tendency
to force the jaws D D1 apart. There are two
pairs of these screws, as shown at h h, Fig. 6.

It will be seen that with these screws the
jaws D D1 are adjustable, even to setting them so
that taper pieces (within reasonable limits) can be
held. For clamping the jaws firmly together the
screw C is employed, which is tapped through the
frame, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is very easy
to arrange so that the frame B can be turned one-
quarter of the way around, so as to bring the
jaws to stand in an opposite direction to the one
shown. As hinted above, any piece we may be
working upon can readily be inspected by slacking
the screw H and removing the frame B and jaws
12, after which place the conical guide-pins in the
boles d d, and set up the screw H, and go on with
the work.

"I have enjoyed so much reading THE KEYSTONE
during this year, and find that my appetite has grown so
strong for it that it will be impossible to break the habit,
so you may send it along for another year. It's worth the
money."—J. W. TUFTS, Maineville, Ohio.

Mr. C. A. Church, of Amboy, Ill., was married to Mrs.
H. L. Arnold, of Rockford, Ill., some weeks ago, at the
residence of Mrs. J. H. Wheat in the latter city. Mr.
Church has been in business in Amboy since 1889. The
popularity of the happy couple was admirably reflected in
the numerous and costly presents of which the bride was
the grateful recipient on the occasion.

Attleboro Notes.

The stride to perfection in artistic designing generally
noticeable in the manufacture of jewelry is well manifested
in the new products of some of the Attleboro factories. TU
leading manufacturers are, h this respect, well up with if
not ahead of the times, and their latest products deserve
the careful inspection of the trade. There is the usual
seasonable activity, and orders are now arrriving in encour-
aging quantity. The travelers in distant sections report
business prospects favorable.

The factory of W. & S. Blackinton , is, at present, a
veritable industrial hive. Supplying the demand for their
chains is already taxing their resources to the utmost, but
the enterprising management are equal to the emergency.
The W. Sz S. B. chains evidently still reign the autocrats of
chaindom. Traveling representative Ernest Block is out
West, orating with order-taking persuasiveness on the beauty
and originality of many hew patterns.

F. M. Whiting & Co., of North Attleboro, have doubled
their floor-space by occupying the lower floor of the Whiting
building.

Horton, Angell & Co. recently honored the memory of
a respected employee by closing for a day to permit the
hands to attend the funeral. This Company are now doing a
rushing business, and have been forced to make additions to
their staff of travelers. Their separable sleeve-button is in
great demand.

Sandland, Palmer & Co. have been succeeded by Sand-
land, Palmer & Peckham. The • new firm is composed of
Charles E. Sandland and John H. Peckham, of North
Attleboro, and James R. Palmer, of New York, as general
partners, and William H. Riley and George H. French as
special partners. The duration of the partnership will be
eight years from February 25th.

D. H. Corey and W. S. Metcalf will attend to the
interests of the Plainville Stock Co. in New York, and will
frequently vis:t that city. In the intervals, the office will be
in charge of E. J. Mills.

J. Irving Davis, son of Edward P. Davis, of Wade,
Davis & Co., Plainville, died recently of consumption. The
funeral was one of the largest ever held in that city.

In North Attleboro, G. K. Webster, the receiver for the
firm of Demarest & Brady, sold out at public 'auction all the
stock and tools. The sale realized $6,44:32.59. The principal
purchasers were B. B. Brady, a member of the old firm;
Regnell, Bigney & Co., of Attleboro; C. G. Alford & Co., of
New York City ; and M. Myers, of Boston, Mass.

R. F. Simmons & Co. are putting-on the market many
exceedingly handsome new designs in their popular chains,
and incoming orders show high appreciation of same. They
have now enormous manufacturing faci:ities.

The Burdon Seamless Wire Co., Providence, report the
demand for their now far-famed product still on the increase,
and the volume of their output is larger in proportion.
Time and wear have now fully tested this wire, and results
seem all in its favor.

B. B. Brady & Co.'s new quarters in the Whiting build-
ing are now fully equipped and fixtured. Mr. Brady will
continue to visit the trade, while the factory will be under
the intelligent supervision of Mr. Joyce.

D. F. Briggs & Co.'s exceedingly pretty and unique
pictorial greeting card, on which the figure of a boy is fur-
nished with a real chain, is seen and admired everywhere.
The idea was a corker. The demand for their chains con-
tinues to increase at an abnormally rapid rate. .

Mr. T. E. Murphy, the noted temperance orator, re-
cently visited the factory of the Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.,
Hartford, Conn., and addressed the employees. About 200
people heard Mr. Murphy talk, and between forty and
fifty pledge cards were signed. Among the signers were
William H. Watrous, president of the Company, and Wil-
liam Morgan, the assistant manager and cashier. While
the pledge-signing was in progress, Mr. Morgan presented
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy, on behalf of the Company and the
employees, with a German silver tea set in a morocco-covered
case.

C. W. Bowman, the restless jewelers' auctioneer, informs
us that he will change his Kansas City office to 613 Keith
& Perry building, Ninth and Walnut Streets. Mr. Bowman
continues to wield the hammer with his proverbial pro-
fessional ability.

A. E. Case, Greeley, Neb., has moved into larger quar-
ters, elegantly fixtured, and furnished with a very fine stock
of jewelry. He has added a fine line of books and stationery.

oURDON
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The old=style rolled plate wire with the objectionable
seam now being almost a thing of the past, we publish,
for the protection of the trade in general, the following
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/VIANIFESTO:
THE BURDON SEAMLESS FILLED GOLD WIRE is made in

hig4., medium and low grades.
The thicker the gold and finer the karat, the higher the grade and the cost of

. the wire. The thinner the gold and lower the karat, the lower the grade and cost.
The demands of the trade compel us to make all qualities.
Articles made from the higher grades must, of course, outwear those made

from the lower grades.
Some manufacturers use the higher grades, while others use the medium

and lower grades.
The trade-mark of the " bird-on-wire" guarantees the articles to be made from

the original and only genuine seamless filled gold wire, and the only filled gold
wire which is absolutely seamless and solid, and which hal a uniform distribution
of gold—but this trade-mark does not indicate any definite quality, inasmuch
as the manufacturers are authorized by us to affix this tracl.e-mark upon articles
made from any and all grades of • our wires.

To insure stated wearing qualities of articles made from our seamless
wires, dealers must rely upon the private stamp of the manufacturer, or the
reputation of the concerns from whom they purchase, just as they did form-
erly with the old-style rolled plate " seamed " wire.

Whether you want a low-price article or a long-wearing one, make sure that
no seam appears, and demand goods made from the Burdon Seamless Filled Gold
Wire, bearing in mind that the wearing quality of the article is dependent upon
whether the high, medium or low grade of our wire is used.

Bunion Seamless RIM Wire COINER
109 to 119 Summer Street,

Providence, R. I.



A REVOLUTION!
Opticians
(?4' Oculists,
Attention!

Are You Ready
to Advance?

Forward,
March!

Astigmatism Made Easy. How?
Fennimore's

"Diagnosing and Test
Chart"

Enables you to INSTANTLY determine
the AXIS.

Avoids changing of prescriptions on ac-
count of wrong axis.

Enables you to fit all errors of refraction
rapidly and accurately.

As a display-chart it is worth the price
alone. Size, 22 X 28 inches.

Sent, postpaid, to any part of U. S. or Canada, on receipt of price, $1.00.

Full instructions with each Chart.

Our New Illustrated Optical Catalogue will be sent to
Pacific Coast dealers on application.

Address

03111011113 Optical Go.
317 Cs: 319

Kearny St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Publishers, •
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Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silverware
Clocks, Tools, Materials, Plush Goods

Optical Goods, Art Goods, Bronzes
FULL LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

Special Bargains in ID r
Loose and Mounted tamonbs„.....w

G. B. BARRETT & CO.
101 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

APRIL, 1893

News and Gossip from the Great
West.

C. E. Hodgens has removed from Kokomo to Green-
town, Ind.

F. C. Cook, of Janesville, Wis., paid Chicago a visit the
past month.

H. L. Laskey & Co. have succeeded Howard & Co., at
Sterling, Kan.

H. T. Thompson, of Buda, Ill., is about to remove to
Princeton, Ill.

Wise & Son, Winterset, Iowa, have opened a branch
store at Toronto, Iowa.

There is a new jewelry store in Danvers, III., with
J. E. Izath as proprietor.

J. W. A. Redhouse is just opening up a new jewelry
store in Boulder, Colo.

E. L. Tenney has recently embarked in the jewelry
business at Bay City, Mich.

C. F. Tryon, West Superior; Wis, has lately satisfied
a real estate mortgage for $2400.

N. A. Osgood and family, of Battle creek, Mich., have
been spending the winter in Florida: .

Edward F. Zaumsell, who has been located at Colby,
Kan., the past half dozen years, has sold out.

Jeweler A. G. Foogman, of Hillsboro, N. flak., is a
candidate for the postmastership at his town.

Silas W. Sturdevant, of Newton, Iowa. was recently
married to Miss Myrtle Dalrymple, Monroe, Iowa.

Jeweler H. A. Bump, of Mulvane, Kan., is working
for the postoffice under the new administratiOn.

Jeweler Moser, Wakeeney, Kan., suffered a severe loss
the first week of March in the burning of his store.

H. Backer, of Mayville, N. D., has sold out his business
to Charles Kittleson & Co., formerly of Herman, Minn.

Joseph Beale, Jr., of Rockford, III., has gone•on a trip
to Mexico, and when last beard from was at Vera Cruz.

C. H. Seiler, of Hope, Kan., wants to be postmaster
under Cleveland, and is making a good bustle for the plum.

Frank Connor, of F. V. Connor & Co., Marion, Ind.,
was recently married to Miss Ada S. Meyers, of Wabash, Ind.

A. Manifold, of Beloit, Kan., is sojourning at Hot
Springs, Ark., where he is trying to get rid of a bad case of
rheumatism.

H. R. Stevens, Nevada, Mo., had an unusually good
holiday trade, which is being followed up by a fair spring
business, so he claims.

Frank B. Adams, Perry, Mo., was burned out entirely
the early part of last month. He was partially insured, and
will resume business again. -

Theodore Rogg, of Des Moines, Iowa, went South on
a pleasure trip last month, and is spending the greater part
of his vacation in Florida.

Henry Bohm, of the Henry Bohm Company, the large
retail house in Denver, Colo., has been absent on a trip to
New York the past month.

Jeweler Andrew J.Ickson, Eau Claire, Wis., is off on a
pleasure trip to the sunny South, and will spend several
weeks in Florida before his return.

S. J. Strickler, of Salina, Kan., is iii Chicago, taking a
course of optics. If such a thing is possible, he expects to
see more business when he gets back.

Miss Mabel Beatte, daughter of jeweler Harry Beatte,
Sterling, Kan., has recently returned from Philadelphia,
where she went to complete a course in optics.

C. P. Hedenstad, of Albert Lea, Minn., has been
seriously ill the past month, and at one time his life was
despaired of, but at last accounts be was convalescent.

G. B. Rose, of La Crosse, Wis., is making extensive
improvements in his store, which, when completed, will
make his establishment handsome and modern in every way.

Theo. G. Burkhardt, the young and hustling jeweler of
Jefferson City, Mo., will enlarge his workroom, and has
made arrangements to occupy the second floor of his present
location for his shop.

H. J. Heinrichs, of Sedalia, Mo., so well known in his
town hs my jeweler," will move this spring from his Ohio
Street store to make room for building improvements. He
has not, as yet, selected his location.

W. E. Benoit, the well-known Rockford, Ill., jeweler,
spent several days last month visiting. friends at Freeport.
Mr. Benoit is prominent in the Masonic fraternity, and while
at Freeport he took the thirty-second degree.

Harvey Horner, the well-known politician-druggist-
jeweler, of Caldwell, Kan., has recently returned from a
trip to Florida, where he went to escape the blizzards of
Kansas, and procure a new invoice of snakes for his menag-
erie.

THE KEYSTONE.

Charles Richards, of Granite, Montana, has just re-
turned from a trip to Oswego, N. Y., where his wife and
children have been visiting for five months past. Ile took
in Kansas sCity and his old Kansas home at Eldorado on
his return. 

J. C. Armstrong, of Ottawa, Kan., has moved his store
from the old location to the corner of the block under the
Hamblin Hotel, where he has quite a good room, plenty of
light and attractive show-windows. His spring trade is
opening up well.

J. W. Talbot, of Nevada, Mo., has been selling off his
surplus stock at auction, and has thus got rid of enough old
goods to buy a new line for the spring trade. By the way, a
good business idea. Talbot is quite a horticulturist, and his
especial delight after business hours is his big greenhouse
and nursery at his residence on the hill.

Charley Mosbacher, of Wichita, Kan., had the nomina-
tion for mayor of his city offered him by the Democrats.
He simply smiled—but then he is always smiling—and said,
Your candidate I cannot be; have been in politics once

and want no more, gentlemen." Right, Charles, a good
business always beats a waltz on the political checkerboard
of any party.

Bichsel Bros., of Sedalia, Mo., who succeeded their
father, Geo. Bichsel, about a year ago, will remove from
their present location about April 1st, to allow their builging
to be torn down and replaced by a modern store-room which
will be a credit to the good town of Sedalia, as well as this
wide-awake young firm. They expect to open up in their
new store about August 1st, and will fit up with new furni-
ture and fixtures throughout, making it one of the hand-
somest jewelry establishments in the State.

" Please find enclosed postal note for the sum of
One Dollar, for which send THE KEYSTONE to Clarence
M. Hay, my apprentice. This makes a clean sweep of
this establishment, as there are now three copies of THE
KEYSTONE coming to this store monthly. I think this
surely goes to prove the popularity of the Barnum of
horological journals with us."—CHAS. D. BROOKE,
Coshocton, Ohio.

Pittsburg Letter.

A seasonable improvement in trade is reported, and a
normal volume of business has been transacted during the
past month. The bright weather has been hailed with
pceans of joy, and the stores are bedecked in becoming
Easter garb. Some of the window decorations manifest
considerable ingenuity, and attract attention accordingly.
The wholesale houses are busy filling orders, and the
I raveling representatives are beginning to forward -with
greater frequency order-laden communications. There is a
general brightening up of business conditions.

Heeren Bros. & Co. are experiencing an active spring
trade. The volume of their business has each year since its
inception shown a large expansion, and it is already certain
that 1893 will be no exception to the rule. Their wide-
spread and growing popularity with the trade is producing
fruitful results. Elegant and voluminous assortments in all
lines await the attention of patrons.

Charles T. 1-khlborn is now handsomely located in the
Eisner - Building on Fifth Avenue. A quantity of new
machinery has been put in the building.

W. W. Wattles has gone to California, and proposes
making a prolonged stay on the Western coast.

The store of R. L. McWatty & Co. has been furnished
with electric lights.

G. B. Barrett, of G. B. Barrett & Co., has been vaca-
tionizing in the Bermudas.

T. Keller, who was formerly With G. B. Barrett & Co.,
has started in the material business, and is located over the
store of E. P. Roberts & Sons.

M. Bonn & Co. contemplate erecting a handsome
structure on a property recently purchased by them on
Penn Avenue. Operations will begin about May 1st.

Handsome homes have been purchased by Steele
Roberts and Charles Roberts. The purchase of the former
is located on College Avenue and Home Street, and that of
the latter on New Dirthridge Street.

G. B. Barrett & Co. have called in the aid of years of
experience in getting together an exceptionally fine stock
for the spring trade. Every line is complete, and the
interest of the retailer was evidently consulted in the
selection of the goods. Judging by the large orders arriving,
the efforts of the firm are being appreciated by the jewelers.
See their announcement elsewhere in this issue.

Eighteen Karat Sunflower Philosophy.

C. 0. HOWE,
JEWELER,

DEALER IN MUSICAL GOODS, ORGANS, PIANOS,

WATCHES AND SILVERWARE.

NICKERSON, KAN. , March 14, 1893.

THE KEYSTONE, Philadelphia, Pa.

DEAR SIR :—I received the March number
of THE KEYSTONE to-day, and I am tempted to
ask how much longer are you going to keep on
improving? I have been taking THE KEYSTONE
ever since it was started, and I get a little tired
sometimes reading the " kicks " about somebody
selling watches and jewelry who is not a regular
jeweler. Now you will notice by my heading
that I also handle musical goods and sewing ma-
chines. I am not a musician in any sense of the
word ; neither am I a sewing-machine expert. But
that did not prevent me getting bold of these
goods. I notice this same old cry in a sewing-
machine paper I take, about " outsiders " selling
sewing machines, and I have seen a " kick " in a
druggists' paper about wholesalers in that line sell-
ing to " outsiders." Now, where is there a class
of merchants who " mix " stocks any more than
the druggist ? I am constantly met in all three
of my lines with catlogue prices, and every once
in a while I lose a sale, but I grin and bear it, and
look around for another show. All the associations
that can ever be formed will not prevent a man
with money or credit from buying any line of
goods he may wish.

My advice to the retail jeweler who finds his
business does not pay, is to add something else to
his stock if there is a chance for it—anything—
I don't care what, if it looks well with the jewelry
stock, and let him hustle for some business. Let
him .not spend his time on some old, worn-out
Swiss imitation, or a played-out clock. Tell the
party who brings that kind of work in, that you
can't fix goods that are not worth fixing. Take
this time to talk up a sewing machine, or an organ.
In lots of places a five, ten, and twenty-five-cent
counter would pay. In others, a nice stock of
china and glassware would be a good thing, or a
nice line of pocket-knives would do ; in fact,
anything suits that, as said before, looks well with
your principal stock. Now, I fancy, some of my
brother jewelers will say this is all bosh ; but my
experience proves otherwise. Again I repeat that
the time will never come when money or credit
won't buy any line of goods I choose to put in.

Well, you will notice our great and only
Legislature has adjourned, and we all breathe a big
sigh of relief. In my outside lines I have travelled
considerably, and I want to tell you that there is
not a class, of people in this country who are doing
as well and getting independent as fast as the
" poor, down-trodden Kansas farmer." I send
you by mail to-day two photos., as a little illustra-
tion of Kansas enterprise.

Respectfully yours,

C. 0, HOWE.

[The transformation shown in the two photos.
referred to, is certainly a striking proof of the
success of Mr. Howe's bustling proclivities. One
of the pictures, taken in November, '92, shows
the burned-out ruins of our correspondent's store,
while the other, taken in January, '93, shows the
magnificent new store, with elegant front, erected
in the meantime. _ Great as is the fertility of
Kansas soil, Mr. Howe evidently did not let the
grass grow under his feet.—ED.]



Kansas City Letter.
Clarence Pond, widely known among the jewelry tn.&

in this section, was recently called to his old home in Boston
by the death of his father. Pond is now entirely out of the
jewelry line, and is now devoting his energies to railroad
schemes in northern Arkansas and the southern part of

Missouri.
Kansas City will do more moving and refitting among

the jewelers during the next few months than ever before.
You need only to read over the list, and you can see it's true.
The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co., F. W. Meyer, Chas. H.
Harsch, H. Oppenheimer & Co., Louis Zohne and Meyer
Jewelry Co., will all make changes; and no doubt the
jewelry salesmen will feel glad when they finally get settled
in their new locations. I shall try and tell you w-here they
are going to move to.

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co. show grit. They
are the firm who had such a disastrous fire on January 21st,
their pretty store on Walnut Street in ruins, and their goods
a total loss, circumstances under which most firms would
want to give up entirely. They did not, however, and after
having several locations offered to them, they concluded to
make arrangements to purchase the stock and fixtures of
M. B. Wright & Co., and also rent their store at 1034 Main
Street. The agreement was signed March 8th, and after
invoicing, the Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co. took posses-
sion, and opened up under the new firm name March 16th,
having paid spot cash for the stock. They have secured as
pretty'and conveniently fitted a store as anyone would find
in their part of the country, and no doubt will put other
improvements, fixtures, etc., in the store, making it one of
the best. M. B. Wright retires from the jewelry business,
after having served many years, deserving a well-earned
rest, which, no doubt, he will be in a position to take. .

Meyer Jewelry Co. are making arrangements to have
a building fitted up for them, located at Tenth and Walnut
Streets.

Mr. Harry Carswell, who had charge of the watch
department of Cady & Olmstead, will have the same posi-
tion with Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.

Mr. Thos. Ware, who was with M. B. Wright & Co.,
will take charge of the watch department for Cady & Olin-

stead.
Mr. R. J. Gilbert, treasurer for Jaccard Watch and

Jewelry Co., has been attending the meeting of Scottish
Rite Nlasons held in Kansas City, March 14th, 15th
and 16th.

Mr. Walter Jaccard leaves for a pleasure trip to Mexico
and Texas for a month's rest and recreation.

Mr. F. 0. Hadley left for Cincinnati on March isth to
purchase railway- supplies. Mr. Hadley, while conducting
a jewelry store, finds time to Le president of a construction
company, and is at present building a railroad through

Arkansas.
Mr. J. R. Mercer is going to make several changes in

his store fixtures in the near future; also, have his store
front arranged for larger show-windows, in which he takes
pride in having something new every day. They are the
most attractive in Kansas City.

Chas. H. Harsch, who has been located at 1016 Main
Street, will move about April 1st to 1002 Walnut Street,
until the new store at the old number has been rebuilt. Mr.

Harsch will move back again on Main- Street about the 1st
of August. He will refit the store with new fixtures, and
carry a larger stock in the different lines than be does
at present.

F. W. Meyer, who has been located for the past eight

years at 928 Main Street, has leased the building at 1114
Main Street, which he will alter and fix up entirely new,

opening about the isth of May, with fixtures of the latest
style, and an increased stock of goods—the location is a
good one for a jewelry store, and with his usual hustle he

will make it an attractive store. Mr. Meyer left for the
East on March i6th, to see plans and get general informa-
tion regarding something new in store fixtures.

" Please find enclosed One Dollar, for which please
send me THE KEYSTONE for one year. I have received
two or three sample copies, and am fully convinced that
no jeweler can well do without it."—A. L. LOTSPEICH,
Fremont, Iowa.

Ovaitt & Warner, Portland, Oregon, have completed
the web-foot souvenir -spoon of that State. The spoon is

appropriate and attractive, and the price low. They have

also completed the Washington Fir " souvenir spoon,

which is equally appropriate and attractive. This enter:

prising firm has no lack of novel ideas.

CHICAGO
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ever-welcome harbinger

of springtide ; the natal day of

the commercial year ; the auspi-

cious beginning of the period of

maximum business activity.

Ponder over this last consideration.

Spring sunshine and business should

come together, but not always do

they do so. Sunshine is heaven-
born and visits us uninvited ; nor is
it repelled by the dust-stained win-

dow or the cobwebbed corners.

Business is mundane, awaits an in-

vitation and commands a fitting if

not a brilliant reception. To ex-

tend such is for you a selfish duty.

Brighten up your store, your stocks,

yourself and your assistants. Put
all four in becoming Easter garb,
and haughty Dame Business will

shine on your advances.

" Your stocks ?" • Ah ! there's
the rub. You can throw away old

garments, but you can't throw away

old stocks. We realize the fact, and
it is because we do so that we offer

you *a pointer. It is said that
charity and a storm-coat cover up a
multitude of imperfections, and a
brand new supply of watch cases
will be found equally effective in
minimizing short-comings in your

stocks generally.

In this connection we direct
attention to our new designs in all
our brands of cases from the exclu-
sive Keystone solid gold to the pop-

ular Silveroid. We recently concen-

trated all our energies and available

talent on making a " ten strike " in

artistic designing, and with even

more than our customary success.

There was a time when an im-

aginary American lack of artistic

conception in designing was a pro-

lific subject for criticism by old

" way-by-the-wall " Europe. There

may possibly have been some reason

in the criticism " in days of old,"

but certainly not in recent years.

Our new designs are well calculated

to take the breath from the super-

annuated critic.

Nor in design alone have we

made a stride, but in everything per-

taining to the case. The shape,

engraving, workmanship, finish—
each in relation to the other—have

been so improved upon that the

complete cases are marvels of artis-

The "as-good-as-the-Boss" myth

was exploded last year. It passed

entirely from memory with the ap-

pearance of our latest products in

these cases. Other makers of filled

cases may screw up courage to

apply the word " unsurpassed " to

their goods ; we claim the sole right

to apply the word " unequalled " to

ours, and time, wear, the trade and

the public have ratified the claim.

Have you yet procured a supply of

the new ones ? In estimating their

merit, don't forget to place a proper

value on the Non-pull-out Bow.

We have new designs

in Keystone Solid Gold
The autocrats of watch-casedom.

In Jas. Boss 14 K. and 10 K. Filled,
The democratic rulers of the same
dominion.

In Cyclone Rolled-Plate
The popular pets of the small-pursed

in Leader Silver
The standard in silver goods.

in Silveroid
The marvels of low-pricedness. .41:9:11VP

Ask your jobber to verify our

assertions and to send you samples.

Rectal Vro$. & Co., Pitteburg,

-
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OLD RELIABLE

eMAINS

Every retailer

should make sure that

every Chain he buys

bears one • of these Tags
and has our Stamp,

on the swivels.

TaHIS plan of stamping the initials of the manu-fcturers on the swivels was originated by
W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to the con=
trary notwithstanding) and is a guarantee of
quality.

NOTE.—This, like our endorsement, can be proven.

•

Superfine Quality.

14 Plate,14 Karat,4* Warranted to
Assay 1-4 Gold.

Swivel stamped
" 14 K. X "

Extra Fine Quality.

;ola gates
Co 0 0 Globe Filled,

  Seamless Wire,
Gold Soldered

Joints,
Warranted
W yeast

- Swivel stamped
" Globe " inside.
"w. & S. B.*" outside.

Regular Quality.

Old Reliable.
w.eg 8.B.* •

Seamus., Wire.

Swivel stamped
"w. & S. B:*" only.

Second Quality.

CWARRANTED'
rm 14 Kt. Plate,
--110 Itt.Gold Solder
Seamless Wire

Swivel stamped
"w. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

Second Quality.
7./WAIMANTLV_

rz —7
Swivel stamped

" W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

(The above trade-marks are ,atented.)

Having received complaints that tags have been changed on our goods, dealers should
note carefully that the swivels are stamped with the quality to

correspond with the tags, as noted above.
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Easter has come to be recognized as the formal opening
of the commercial year, and its adYent seems to stimulate
into activity all dormant commerci 1 a' ility, and to make
potential all latent business t lent. Thi; is well manifested
in the sudden splendor that pervades the. " Lane," the
re-awakening of the managerial forces, and the sudden but
skillful setting of the business sails to catch the favoring
spring breezes. Stocks arc complete in every respect, and
are marvels of elegance. Every species of seductiveness
that can woo the retailer is being utilized, and the latter
need have no dread that succumbing to the temptations will
be unprofitable. The contrary will be the case. ' During
this month and next numerobs changes in location will take
place, and our readers should note carefully the changes of
address announced in these colums.

Wendell & Co., of Chicago, have decided to open their
New York factory on the fifth floor of 93, 95 and 97
William Street, on April 23d.

Odenbeimer, Zimmern & Co. will move on May 1st to
52 Maiden Lane, where they will be elegantly quartered in
the office formerly occupied by Louis Herzog & Co. This
firm report an active business, and their present complete
stocks certainly deserve•early trade attention.

James E. Spencer, of the Spencer Optical Manufactur-
ing Co., has been vacationizing for two weeks at Old Poi,:t
Comfort, Va. Ile has again donned business harness with
seasonable vigor.

Charles F. Olpp, the energetic traveling representative
of C. G. Braxmar, 47 Cortlandt Street, is Out on a business
campaign with exceptionally attractive lines Of Masbnic
jewelry and society badges and emblems. Big success is
attending his efforts, and deservedly.

The New York Standard watch is still strengthening
its position of favoritism with the trade and the people.
If actual experience has proved to satisfaction its claim to
the title of the best watch in the world for the money, " there
is an end of the matter." Actual wear is a hard wall for a
rival to bump against.

The Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. will move its New
York office before May 1st from 48 Maiden Lane to the
Fulton Building, corner of Fulton and Nassau Streets.

Le Boutillier & Co., 17 Murray Street, who contemplate
opening their new store at 86o Broadway with an entirely
new stock, are closing out their present stock of china,
pottery and art goods. This is a business opportunity for
purchasers.

The electric revolving show-stands manufactured by
Frederick Pearce, 77 John Street, have elicited whole-
hearted eulogies from the jewelers who have tried them.
They are certainly a happy combination of utility and
attractiveness.

Alfred Kromer, of Albert Lorsch & Co., sailed for
Europe last month on the Hand.

The wide-awake jeweler is always on the lookout for
eminently salable goods at prices within reach of all. A
unique opportunity in just such goods is being given to the
trade by Averbeck & Averbeck, 51 and 53 Maiden Lane.
Their sterling silver hat-pins are a marvel of combined
cheapness and attractiveness, and should form a portion of
the stock of every retailer. If there isn't money in their
sale, THE KEYSTONE is nodding.

w. & S. Blackinton are about to lay the trade under an
obligation by advertising directly to the people their popular
W. & S. B.* chains. Jewelers should prepare for the de-
mand that will be created by procuring a supply.

A company to manufacture a new clock, invented by a
Danville man, is being organized by Leopold Weil & Co.
„A noiseless movement is a feature of this clock that will be
entirely new, and the running of the timepiece will not
be interfered with by change of position. The clocks will
be sold only to the legitimate trade.

The new factory of Tiffany & Co., at Forrest Hill,
N. J., is rapidly approaching completion, and it is expected
that by June 1st the removal from their present factory will
take place. The building is rectangular in form, covers a
space of 45,000 square feet, and is architecturally beautiful.
Silverware and cutlery will be the bulk of the output.

We would advise the trade to keep an eye on their old
friend, H. B. Peters. When he comes around, it is said,
you can smell bargains. If so, the odor will be overwhelm-
ing during his next visit. We merely want to tickle your
curiosity.. Ile sill gratify it.

THE KEYSTONE

Do forty-five years count for nothing ? That is the time

the rings of M. B. Bryant & Co. have had to build up

their reputation, and the trade must admit that the structure

is a credit. " Impregnable " would be a good word to de-

scribe the fabric. - Merit always counts, but it takes proved
merit, after all, to capture the citadel of success. There is a
moral in this for ring-sellers--a pecuniary moral, mind you.

We would recommend that null erous individual who is
perpetually gunning for bargains to pay early attention to

the gem cabinet specialties of John II. Jacobson, 35 Maiden
Lane.. He has given his patrons a blue-blood opportunity.

The number of designs in which I.ogee & Co. are turn.
ing out emblems, charms, etc., is a caution ; and these de-
signs they make not only in sold gold, but also in gold
fronts. The jeweler without a supply would certainly seem
to lie blind to an opportunity.

Many rare things in materials are noticeable in the pres-
ent stock of L. H. Keller & Co. If there is anything the
Practical jeweler is dissatisfied with he should consult them.
Ten to one they can lead him out of his difficulty..

A most attractive feature of Hayden W. Wheeler 8.z
Co.'s voluminous spring stock is an elegant assortment of
Howard watches, which a departure on the part of the
manufacturers, referred to on page 354, has enabled this
house to offer to the trade at special rates. This concern
has long enjoyed a reputation for a large and carefully
selected watch stock, and a glance at the I foward portion
of it now being shown reveals their determination to not
only uphold their old-time reputation, I ut to add to it.

The salability of sterling silver souvenir spoons seems
to be increasing rather than diminishing; and the elegant
supplies which J. J. Cohn is now putting at the disposal of
the trade are well calculated to maintain the increase. The
designs are of the catchiest description, and of a character
that strongly appeals to the leanings of the purchasing public.

In the tool and material line B. Veit continues to make
rare offers to the trade. Judging by orders received, the
Lindstrom " Indestructible " Swedish pliers are special
favorites, and testimonials as to their excellence arrive
almost daily. The price is surprisingly moderate.

The Barbour Silver Company, of Hartford, Conn., has
been elected to membership in the New York Jewelers'
Board of Trade.

E. G. Webster & Son, 14 Maiden Lane, will remove
about the beginning of the month to the store to Maiden
Lane, now occupied by L. & M. Kahn & Co., who have se-
cured new quarters at 172 Broadway.

Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander are continually making
improvements in their large establishment. They have
lately added to their art gallery several new pictures, which
make their office one of the most attractive in the city. The
new elevator which will connect the upper floors with their
salesrooms will be put in shortly. Abe. Harris, with this
firm, who is traveling at present in the West, reports a very
favorable business.

Henry Abbott & Co. are sending to the trade, as an
advertisement for their patent stem-winding attachment, a
handsome card containing an engraved picture of an old
mill with water-wheel and appurtenances. The picture is
well executed.

William Cooper, traveling representative of J. T. Scott
& Co., recently sustained serious injuries in a railroad wreck
near Macon, Ga. The locomotive jumped the track, and
the splinters from Mr. Cooper's car as it struck the irons of
the engine with terrific force cut him badly about the head,
and the escaping steam from the boiler burned him some-
what seriously. A fellow passenger pulled him through the
window and out into the open air, saving his life, as he was
in too weak a condition to save himself, and the steam in
the car was suffocating.

The satisfaction always given by the " Glardon " file is
resulting in a big demand for this superior tool. The
verdict of practical jewelers has been in its favor, so that its
merit may be taken for granted. F. W. Gesswein, 39 John
Street, has an elegant assortment. He is sole agent for the
United States and Canada.

There isn't a reader of this paper that has not at times
experienced the need of a salt distributer. Such an article
is a want of the genuine long-felt variety, but it has been

at last supplied. The new salt distributer of Fuchs &

Beiderhase, 140 West Twenty-Third Street, is simply perfect

and a wildfire sale awaits it. Keep it in memory.

C. G. Alford & Co. announce to the trade that on or

before May 1st, they will remove to the Western Union

Telegraph Building, corner Broadway and Dey Street.

directly opposite their present offices. Their new salesroom

and offices will be among the most spacious and well-

appointed in the wholesale jewelry trade of New York.
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19th and Brown Streets,

Philadelphia.

Dear Sir :

We shall make a large ex-

hibit at the World's Fair, and

propose to have as an attractive

feature of it a collection of old

and odd watches. We own

quite a number of relics which

have been made during the

last two hundred years. It

occurs to us that there are, no

doubt, many antique watches -in

the possession of the jewelers

of the country which would

add very much to the attract-

iveness of our display. We

\\Till be very glad to put in

with our collection any such

watches which may be sent to

us, and have them properly

labeled with the name and ad-

dress of the owner, and such a

description of the watch as may.

be necessary. We will pay the

expressage upon them, and be

responsible for their safe keep-

ing and return.

Yours very truly,

Keystone Watch Case Co.

April I, 1893.
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ARGO, North Dakota, known as the gateway of the
Red River Valley, is destined, both by nature and
human design, to become one of the great cities of
the future. Though still a civic stripling, it can

boast of more than 8000 inhabitants. It lies opposite
Moorhead, Minn., upon the western bank of the Red
River, is the capital of Cass County, and the natural

outlet for the vast agricultural commerce of North Dakota
and the great Northwest. It is situated upon the level and
undulating bank that sweeps off from the river to the western

.plains beyond. Previous to 1870, the ground upon which it stands was in
the verdant condition that nature had left it in the antiquity of the past,
when the valley gradually rose out of the great lake that covered it and left
the long, narrow, winding river, that its moisture might some day nourish
prolific crops of wheat, quench the thirst of vast herds of stock, and turn
the machinery in the factories of numerous cities.

In 1872 the Northern Pacific trans-continental line of railroad crossed
the Red River, and the first rails were laid in Fargo. From that moment
the place became, in Western parlance, a " boomer." People from all
sections of the East began settling here, and by 188o it had assumed all the
characteristics of a city of speculative push. Large blocks of business
buildings were erected, hotels constructed, streets graded, and residences
and churches built in many directions ; and besides, arrangements for the
establishment of schools and colleges were entered into. For more than
ten years the building and improvement of Fargo have been going on, until
at the present time it is one of the most prominent centers of the Northwest.
It is famed for its magnificent Columbia Hotel, which is the equal of any in
the larger cities of our country. And then, there is its old-time, historical
" Headquarters " still maintaining its reputation • for generous hospitality.
It has always been " headquarters " for many of the men who have largely
helped to make the history of the Northwest. Then the court-house, which

•

INTERIOR VIEW or C. P. SUNOSERG•S STORE.

cost $8o,000, is a thing of pride to the people, while Holly water-works
and electric light plant make it a desirable place of business and residence.

Among Fargo's most valuable institutions are its six school buildings,
worth $122,000 ; Episcopal, Methodist, Baptist, Evangelical, Presbyterian,
Catholic, two Congregational, and Lutheran church edifices of a value of
$51,500 ; brick block opera-house, worth about $35,000 ; city building,
$6000; water-works system, $roo,000 ; electric light plant, $1o,000 ; four
flouring mills, $70,000 ; carriage works, wood-working shops, boiler works
and gas works, $6o,000, and oil warehouses with a capacity of 20,000
barrels. The twenty-five acre park donated by the Northern Pacific road,
a magnificent pleasure-ground, located upon a bend in the river near the
central part of the town, is still another thing that gives the place an air of
metropolitan life.

The educational advantages of Fargo are of a high order of merit. Its
public schools are maintained by ample provision of money, and its grades
of study fit pupils for ordinary business life as well as preparing them for
entering college. The Fargo (Congregational) College is an institution
where young men and women can take a complete course of study. The
State Agricultural College, located here, also offers excellent opportunity for
acquirement of experimental knowledge of how to take care of a farm.•
The Young Men's Christian Association is another organization from which
emanate good influences.

Although many other things have had a tendency toward making the
town what it is, yet it is Fargo's newspapers that have given it the " boom"
of prosperity. The Argus, conducted by Major Shaw, is the only morning
paper, and is, and always has been, one of the bright sheets of the great
Red River Valley. The Republican, edited and published by J. J. Jordan,
is an evening paper, and stands high in the politics of the State. The
evening Forum, established a year ago by Major Edwards and Plumley, is a
new yet clean-cut organ, forging its way to the front. The weekly papers
are The Commonwealth, Sun and Scandinavian organ, Dakottc.
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The Fargo jewelers are admirably keeping
pace with the progress of the town, and visits to
the several retail stores reveal a prosperous
business. One of the largest and finest jewelry
stores in the Northwest is that of Edward P.
Sundberg, a cut of which we show, opened to
the trade more than thirteen years ago. Thelarge,
beautiful store, equipped with elegant glass show-
cases, makes a fitting environment for the precious
gems, rich bronzes and figures,. solid silverware
and antique patterns in clocks, all of which com-
bined constitute a marvel of richness and elegance.
The great show-win'dows are dressed in a most
faultless style, and are the admiration of every
passer-by. Nothing but the finest jewelry is car-
ried by this house, and everything leaving its cases
is guaranteed of reliable make and quality. A
complete line of optical goods is also carried in
stock, with the best test lenses, so that any defect-
ive eye may be fitted by an expert optician. The
stock of diamonds, mounted and unmounted, in-
voices many thousands of dollars,. and stones to
suit every purse and taste are mounted to order.
In the repairing and engraving department, em-
ployment is given to a number of the most skillful
workmen. This is the most extensive and the
best-equipped establishment of the kind in Fargo,
and in general excellence it stands unrivaled
in its line. As a man of commercial standing
and repute, Mr. Sundberg stands second to none.

In the conduct of his de-
servedly prosperous enter-
prise he is aided by a wide
experience and ne tur al
ability, while the integrity
of his business methods
has won for him the dis-
tinction of leader in this
branch of industry. To
Mr. Sundberg belongs the
credit of introducing one
of the prettiest souvenir
spoons that has been
placed on the 'market. , A
cut of same is here shown.
The worldwide reputation
of the golden cereal of the
Northwest led to the selec-
tion as a subject of illustra-
tion of the famous "No.
Hard " of North Dakota.
In execution and design
the artisan has embodied
the essential conditions of

grace, originality and
beauty of finish. The
spoon is an attractive
*outcome of Mr. Sund-
berg's enterprise.
Altogether, Mr. Sund-
berg's store is a rarely
beautiful one, and
would do credit to a
much more pretentious
city. The stock is vol-
uminous, and arranged
with admirable taste.

Prominent among the Fargo jewelry stores is
that of Mr. A. Schirrmann, where is to be found
the most select assortment of goods, embracing
the very best makes of American and European
gold. and silver watches, jewelry, clocks, silver-
ware, etc. He does all kinds of repairing, and
his skill in this direction has added very largely
io his trade. .He also - carries a full line of
optical goods. Mr. Schirrmann established his
business eight years ago. He is a modest and
unassuming gentleman, and impresses one with
the idea that he possesses all the force of charac-
ter which stamps the successful business man, and
in his line he has achieved a prominence in the
world of trade and credit only attained by *doing
business on a basis of strict integrity coupled with
reliable goods.

A personification of business enterprise is
William Hellberg, one of Fargo's most respected
citizens and.successful jewelers. Mr. Hellberg is
a typical business man, combining an intimate
practical knowledge of his favored art with that
personal amiability and magnetism so invaluable
to the salesman. During the time he has been in
Fargo he has established a reputation as a busi-
ness man of prabity and enterprise, and as such
has built up a large and valuable patronage, which
is destined to keep pace with the growth of the
city. He keeps a fine selection of decks and
silverware, watches and optical goods. Jewelry is
repaired neatly and satisfaction guaranteed. Mr.
Hellberg is fully awake to public demands and
tastes, and jewelry to meet the requirements of
the most fastidious may be had in his store.

Prominent ariiong the leading business estab-
lishments of Fargo is that conducted by M. A.
Hagen. He carries a large stock of all kinds of
jewelry, including watches, chains, pins, earrings
and other articles of great value and handsome
character in this line. He also deals largely in
silverware, carrying only models of elegance,
beauty and exquisite good taste. His parlors are
centrally and admirably located at 6o8 Front
Street. This enterprise is the oldest establishment
of its kind in the State. It was founded by W. W.
Houghton, who was succeeded by Mr. Hagen three
years ago, and now ranks among the leading jew-
dry establishments of the city. His stock com-
prises one of the largest, finest and most varied of
any house in the city. A specialty is made of
watch-repairing and engraving, all of which is
done by artists in their lines. He has, through a
system of honorable dealings and liberal methods,
built up a large and influential patronage. He is
thoroughly experienced in his line, and has gained
many friends, and a prominent position in local
social and commercial circles.

One of the neatest and most attractive estab-
lishments in one section of the city, is the jewelry
store of N. C. Pabst. The inception of his busi-
ness was only some months ago, yet by strict
attention to business, coupled with a straightfor-
ward system of honorable dealing, he has already
succeeded in building up a promising patronage.
The premises occupied are spacious and well ar-
ranged, and display a large and well-selected stock
of gold and silver watches, clocks, jewelry, silver
aid plated ware, diamonds, etc. His experience
in the jewelry business has been very extensive
and thorough, and he is well acquainted with all
its details. Mr. Pabst does all kinds of fine watch
repairing. He sustains an excellent reputation,
and well merits the gratifying success he has so
coon achieved. There is no better field for enter-
prise and business such as his, and the local
public have been lavish with encouragement.

-MY

A Poor Beginning.

Young men who hope to be business men
should be extremely careful to start right. Busi-
ness habits when formed and solidified by practice
are difficult to change. If they are good habits,
their firmness is a gain ; if they are erroneous, it
will be found very hard to build a successful
career upon them. Any taint of crookedness has
a souring effect on all a man's endeavors.

. In the course of business we came across an
incident the other day that serves to illustrate
some things. A young man, after several years
WI the employment of a well-known and honorable
house, requested to be released from his contract
for a term of service which would end only with
the year. His plea was that he wanted to go into
business for himself. It appears that his contract
specified that, should he be released for any cause,
he was not to engage in selling any similar line of
goods, but it now turns out that he has gone into
precisely that industry. He has the selling of a
line nearly allied to that of his late employers.

Now, the cases are comparatively rare in
which a man does a wrong act without any
premeditation of unrighteousness on his part.
Even errors of judgment sometimes pave the way
for venial offenses later on. Lack of courage is
often the direct precursor of unintended rascality.

It is said that this man had conducted the
firm's business on the road in a loose manner.
In the desire to make sales at all hazards, he
would give customers cut prices, not daring to
confess that he had undersold rates. In cases of
complaints he had made allowances beyond any
justifiable degree, and he would promise to do
things which he could not properly do, and

.would leave his firm in ignorance of what he
had agreed upon.

Looked at merely as a matter of policy, such
performances are in the last degree foolish. The
concealment attempted was necessarily short-lived.
At the settlement of bills all differences were
pretty sure to come out, and then the promiser
must face the music. Even if he had no wrong
intent, such as drawing commissions on sales
superinduced by unauthorized terms or prices,
the weakness of his character as a business repre-
sentative is unpleasantly illustrated. It is true
that many men get into places of mercantile
responsibility without any previous commercial
training. Unless they possess by nature traits
peculiarly adapted to the mathematics of trade,
they are apt to confuse relations. One of the
first and indispensable conditions of a continuous
and satisfactory trade is a clear and cordial
understanding between the seller and buyer. The
traveler's duty in a great measure lies in the
development of this happy condition. • With the
best intentions mutually, mistakes and disagree-
ments are sure to arise, and the intermediary can
be of the greatest service as a peacemaker.
When, instead, by his loose acts he becomes the
fomenter of discord, his place is much better
than his company. Many of our younger readers,
no doubt, hope to feather out as road representa-
tives, and we say to all such, be careful in state-
ment, manly in confession of error, and more
than exact in the performance of every agreement
and every duty. —Exchange.

" You must love your goods to sell them
best," said a famous merchant in my hearing.
The man who loves his goods--not as a miser,
but as a merchant—can sell them. He talks from
conviction. He is in earnest. His belief kindles
yours. M. Gillam.
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WORLD'S FAIR BUREAU OF INFORMATION.
New Columbus Memorial Building,

Southeast corner State and Washington Streets.

L. W. FLERSHF.m, Chairman,   of Lapp & Flershent.
A. MoNscx, Secretary, . . Formerly with Dueber-Hampden Company.
M. A. MEAD, Treasurer,   of M. A. Mead & Company.
GEORGE J. COREY, . . . of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Company.
C. J. DODGSHUN,   of the Waterbury Clock Company.
J. P. 13vitxn,   of Lyon. & Healy.

A Bureau of Information and headquarters has been established
by the Chicago Jewelers' Association, for the use of their friends and
patrons from all parts of the world who contemplate visiting the forth-
coming World's Columbian Exposition. From January 1st to Nlay 1st,
1893. the sante will be located at rooms 135, 136 and 137, Adams Express
Building, on Dearborn Street. After May 1st, the rooms will bein the
new Columbus Memorial Building. southeast corner of State and
Washington Streets. A gentleman of large general experience, speak-
ing and writing French, Spanish, German and English, has been placed
in charge. The following facilities will be afforded :

REGISTRATION.
By registering your name, residence when at home, and hotel or
boarding-house while in the city, telegrams and mail-matter will
be promptly forwarded, and correct addresses furnished to all
inquiring for same.

HOTELS AND BOARDING-HOUSES.
A list of desirable hotels and boarding-houses will be kept, with
location, description and rates.

TELEGRAMS.
These will be reccipted for, if requested, or their speedy delivery
promoted by means of our registry.

POSTAL BENEFITS.
A miniature post-office will be established for the delivery of
mail-matter. Before leaving for Chicago the jeweler who wishes
to avail himself of these privileges should leave orders that all
mail and telegrams be forwarded in the care of the Bureau of
Information.

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ETC.
Telegraph, telephone, stenographic. district messenger, livery,
cab, express and baggage service arranged for, and legitimate
rates secured.

CHECK AND CLOAK-ROOM.
Parcels and small packages will be received and checks issued
for same.

A READING AND RECEPTION-ROOM,
with writing facilities and stationery, will be provided, where
jewelers may meet their friends, attend to correspondence, etc.

OFFICE ROOMS AND DESKS,

in the general headquarters, will be provided for secretaries and
other officers of kindred associations.

A CHART, SHOWING

the location of the leading hotels and places of amusement, will
be on file at the rooms, and every possible assistance will be
rendered to place visitors in possession of any necessary informa-
tion regarding the city and points of interest.

This service, being a portion of the contribution of the members of
the Chicago Jewelers' Association toward making the World's Colum-
bian Exposition the most enjoyable and instructive display the world
has ever witnessed, is freely offered to jewelers' and kindred associa-
tions, with the hope of benefiting the same, and securing a larger attend-
ance at the fair, and further extending the hospitable reputation of the
Association and the city of Chicago. Forty-two of the wholesale and
manufacturing jewelers of the city are members of this Association, and
are interested in having the Bureau a success.

All parties desiring information. or wishing to be served by the
Association, are invited to address the secretary of the Bureau, Mr. A.
lonsch, at the addrrss already given.

Cost to See the Fair.
What will it cost to do the World's Fair ? This

question is being asked daily by hundreds of people in

Chicago and elsewhere. Those possessed of limited means

are naturally more deeply concerned than the favored class

with whom money is the least annoying part of their

existence. To diem it matters not what the expense account

foots up. But the masses are forced to lay plans and make

figures on a narrowly-restricted basis.

Much depends, of course, upon the extravagant or

economical tastes of the person who sets out on a voyage to

Jackson Park, when the Exposition and its attendant at-

tractions are in full swing. By following closely the lines

of a judiciously arranged programme covering ten days,

every resident of Chicago can take in the Fair thoroughly

and see everything on $20. The man of extremely liberal

habits may easily spend that much a day. The prospective

visitor, living five hundred miles away, coming for a two

weeks' stay, who expects an extra good time, can get through

in fine style on an outlay of $100. His next-door neighbor

may see the show for $50. But where one man spends

$100, and five men $50, twenty people from the same point

will keep the cost within $30, and go home satisfied.

A gentleman of original views and inquiring mind

wants to know- how much it will cost him to see the Fair in

one day, what the expense will be for two days, how much

will be required if he wishes to put in five days, and finally

what would be a judicious allowance for ten days, that

being considered sufficient time in which to leisurely pass

through the grounds and the buildings and take a look at

the exhibits.

Cost of Seeing the Attractions.

The individual who undertakes to see the Exposition in

one day roust first be sure of his energy, then load up with

an extra supply of activity, go early, stay late, and not lose

a minute looking at the lake. He must remember that the

inclosed portion of the Exposition covers seven hundred

acres of ground, and contains fifty-two Exposition and State

buildings, besides the buildings of several foreign nations,

the stock exhibit, and numerous other drawing. attractions.

However, on the supposition that he can make the rounds,

including a tour down Midway Plaisance, enter all the

places- charging admission fees, ride on the electric boats,

elevated, sliding and ice railroads, $7.05, allowing fifty

cents for lunch and twenty-five cents fare to and from the

park, will pay the bill.

This estimate is made on the understanding that there

will be twenty-one side-shows, charging twenty-five cents

admission. Here is an itemized account:

Admission to the Exposition grounds so
5 Admission to side-shows 25

Ride on electric boat  25
Ride on elevated railroad  to
Ride on sliding railway  so
Ride on
  .5o

on ice railroad     .

.25Round trip fare  

  $7.05

By tTraovtaelling on the cable-cars to and from the park, he

can save fifteen cents car-fare, thus making the actual cost

$6.90. The additional cost for a two day;' visit will be:

Admission to grounds
Lunch  
Car-fare  

$  50
50
25

Total $s  25

This added to $7.05 puts the amount up to $8.30. If

he still sticks to the cable, instead of the lake boat or Illinies

Central road, it would be $8.00. For five days the sum

would be:

Admission to grounds   $2.50
Side-shows 5  25
Two rides on elevated railroad  20
Two rides on electric boats   .5o
Two rides on sliding railway   .20
I.unches 2  50
Round trip fares, railroad or lake boats   1.25

Total  $12.40

Taking it for granted that one proposes to get through

as cheaply as possible, and at the same time see everything,

he will be satisfied with one visit to the extra attractions,

and one whirl on the pleasure schemes. By thus restricting

himself, the cost of ten days may be kept within the

following estimate:

Admission to grounds     $5.00
Side-shows 5  25
Lunches   5.00
Round-trip fares (Illinois Central or lake boat 0.

25Ride on electric boat  
Ride on elevated railroad  so
Ride on sliding railroad  TO
Ride on ice railroad  

Total   $18.3o

It will be seen, therefore, that by simply cutting out all

extra features requiring an expenditure of money, and

confining himself exclusively to the show included in a

single admission of fifty cents to Jackson Park, the man

living in Chicago can do the Fair in one, two, five and ten
days for much less than the several expenses given above,
as shown by the following amounts : one day, $1.10; two

days, $2.20; five days, $5.50; ten days, $11.

The side-shows here referred to come under the head

of concessions granted by the Exposition management.

They include, among other things, the Esquimau, German,

Irish, Dahomey, Austrian, East Indian, American Indian,

Chinese, Lapland and Turkish villages ; the IIagenbeck

animal show, circular railroad tower, the Ferris wheel,

Algeria and Tunis, model St. Peter, science of animal

locomotion, panorama of volcano Kilauea and the Moorish

palace. While the Ways and Means Committee has decided

that twenty-five cents will be the generally established

price of admission, exceptions may be made in one or two

instances where the expense and rare novelty of the exhibi-

tion justify a charge of fifty cents. Others may drop below

the twenty-five cents, and it is now thought that some of the

affairs having inside exhibitions, and probably novelties for

sale, will do away with the gate fee entirely.

For the Visitor from a Distance.

Following in detail and on the economical basis, the

question of cost can safely and satisfactorily be answered for

the benefit of the rich and poor alike who anticipate coming

to the Fair from any part of the country. As an example,

take the man of ordinary means living five hundred miles

distant. He decides to devote one week to it. At a rate of

one fare and a third, his railroad ticket for the round trip

will stand him $13.50. He leaves home Sunday evening,

and arrives in Chicago Monday morning. If he wants a

room without meals, there will be plenty of comfortable

quarters to be had at $1.00 a day ; with breakfast and
dinner or supper, $2.00 will cover that item. Otherwise,

say his meals cost him $1.50 a day, he stays six days and

has expended:

Railroad ticket   $13.50
Sleeping-car berth, $2.00 each way   4.00
Room 6  oo
Meals in Chicago   9.00
Admission to Exposition grounds   3.00
Side-shows, if he takes them all in 525
Pleasure rides on electric boats, elevated, sliding and

ice railroads  
One trip to and from grounds on lake steamer . . .25
Five trips on street-car

55

50

Total $42  05

The only difference to the man living eight hundred

or a thousand miles away will be the difference in railroad

fare. These are not minimum figures. Liberal allowances

are made for respectable as well as comfortable accommo-

dations.

As a matter of information, and by way of illustration,

take a New York man whose bank-account is large and put
him through a ten days' engagement. It is understood that

he will not be satisfied with anything below the best. His

railroad tickets and sleeping-berths to Chicago and return

eat up a $50 bill. Three meals each way en route on the

dining-car will get away with $6.00. His hotel accommo-

dations, provided he lives on the American plan, will cost

him not less than $5.00 a day. His necessary expenditures,

therefore, on the supposition that he, too, intends to see

everything, will be:

Railroad fare   $40.00
Sleeping-car fare to  oo
Hotel bill, ten days so  oo
Admission to grounds 5  00
Meals on grounds 15  oo
Side-shows 5  25
One ride on each of the pleasure schemes  55Carriage to and from the grounds, $3.00 a day . 30 00 -

Total   $155.80

The cost of living in Chicago will be so systematically
and well regulated that the visitor need have no concern
about not being able to get just what he can afford. There
will be plenty of good, comfortable rooms in all parts of the
city at the rate of $1.00 a day without meals. There will
be good rooms with meals at $2.00 a day ; better rooms
without meals at $1.50 a day, and with meals, $3.00. These
rates will prevail in boarding-houses, and in second and
third-Class hotels. In the first-class hotels one can get

accommodated at $3.00 a day or $15 a day. The latter

figure will secure a parlor and bed-room, with bath and all

the comforts of a luxuriously furnished home. It will not

be a hard task to find acceptable accommodations within easy

walking distance of the Exposition, at rates that no person

would feel so niggardly as to take exceptions to, and thus

escape the annoyance of travelitig on crowded trains.

Chairs for Sight-Seers.

A concession has recently been let for the rental of
chairs in the grounds at ten_cents a day. The renter will

be privileged to carry the chair, a light arrangement,

around with him, and take his rest whenever he feels like it.
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[In order to insure an answer in the next issue, questions
should reach us by the 1st of the preceding month.]

. [We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of
optical subjects, and give advice in the management of diffi-
cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke
our assistance whenever they find themselves in need of
counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history
of the case, please always give information on the following
points:

I. Visual acuteness of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).
4- Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines.
5. Evidence of muscular insufficiency.]

HYP."—I am troubled some in fitting convex glasses
to young folks. I want to get them as strong as
I can without blurring distant vision. Glasses
that blur when first put on, clear up after a
moment and look clear. What I want to know
is, shall I go by the first feeling, or wait a few
moments and ask them then if it is quite as clear P
I myself do not need glasses, can put on a pair
of + 1. D., and after a moment see as well as
without. Would it hurt me to wear them in that
case P Since writing the above, I notice that my
glasses of + 1. D. sph. make a light of any kind
whiter ; could I make use of this as a test?

As everybody knows, the rule in hyperme-
tropia is to give the strongest convex lens that will
not blur distant vision, but in many, many cases
must this rule be departed from. In answer to
the question propounded, I should say that it is
best to wait a few moments and allow the eye to
adjust itself to the glass, and thus obtain the full
extent of the manifest hypermetropia ; but just
here I want to say that after this is ascertained,
the question will still come up whether to give this
full correction at once, or whether to give a partial
correction at first and gradually increase the
strength of the lenses as the eyes become accus-
tomed to their use. In answer to our correspon-
dent's question as to whether he should wear'
glasses, I would say that will depend on whether
the vision is below normal and what are the
symptoms of discomfort experienced.. In this case
I should say it was scarcely necessary, unless
vision is perceptibly impaired and unless there is
more or less constant headache or neuralgia in and
about- the eyes ; i. e., unless there are some
symptoms of asthenopia present which would
call for relief.

" RETINA."—Please give your views on the follow-
ing cases : Patient, aged forty-three years, com-
plains of headaches, etc. Never used glasses.
No. 1, the finest print, cannot be read at ten or
twelve inches, but a few words discerned at
about six inches. Distant vision 0. D. V. =g,
vertical lines darkest ; 0. S. V. = 38, lines all equal.
+ .72 sph. blurs vision, as does also + .72 cyl.
axis 180°, but axis at 900 is better than at 1800;
but the patient claims to see better without
lenses. 0. D. — .72 cyl. ax. 180° V = 38. 0. S. —
.72 cyl. ax. 180° V. = n full. With the above the
No. 1 line print is clearly read at about ten
inches, n. p. six inches : this is the correction I
gave. I want to know how you account for an
eye with V. ig requiring a — cyl., and how an
eye requiring a — cyl. could see 3g. I have
treated cases in which the patient saw vertical
lines darkest, but found that I could only get a
good result by giving a + cyl., usually a + 60 or
72, axis 900. This would equalize all lines ; how
do you account for this ?

As a rule, when an eye has vision of 1311, the
possible existence of myopia or astigmatism is
excluded, and yet there are exceptions to every
rule. A great many persons possessing normal
vision (indeed, the majority of them) will accept
a concave lens for distance. In this case the right
eye had a vision of only is., which was raised to
ig by the concave cylinder, and the vision of the

• .1-t-4.

left eye was _:2, a before the concave cylinder was
used. So that when we come to analyze this case,
there is really no violation of the rule. Our
correspondent asks for an explanation of some
cases he has had where the vertical lines are the
darkest and which require a convex cylinder at
900. This is susceptible of easy explanation, as
he can see on a little reflection. In considering
such questions one must always remember that
vertical lines are seen by the horizontal meridian
of the eye, and horizontal lines by the vertical
meridian. In cases of hypermetropic astigmatism,
when the accommodation is brought into action
it affects all meridians alike : hence it will just
correct the hypermetropic meridian, while it will
make the meridian at right angles myopic, and in
such cases the plainest lines are seen by the hyper-
metropic meridian ; and if the vertical lines are
plainest, the astigmatism is in the horizontal meri-
dian, which is corrected by placing the axis of the
cylinder at go°.

" MILLER-OPTIC."—I wish you could interpret the
meaning of a prescription card furnished a young
lady by an English oculist. It reads as follows
as near as I can make it out:

— 37

.4141, WORK 68.257 '

It looks like — 37 G., and was made out by the
doctor of an English eye hospital. They were
concave glasses, prescribed for a young lady sev-
enteen years of age. She has been made short-
sighted in consequence of studying drawing in
imperfect light and at too great a distance from
the teacher's board. Her eyes were strained by
endeavoring to make out the designs at too
great a distance, as the teacher made her sit too
far away. The glasses she has suit her very well,
but she complains sometimes of her eyes smarting.
I wish to know if you can render the prescription
in plainer terms—that is, give the American
number of'similar glasses (concave double). The
glasses were not-made to order—she merely took
the card to a large store in London and was
fitted from ready-made stock. Please, also, let
me know how the sizes run and the number
which would make her see a little plainer.

English oculists write their prescriptions just
the same as American, and hence if the above
prescription can be deciphered, it will mean the
same in America as in England. It seems to be a
case of hurried or careless writing, which is diffi-
cult for a stranger to decipher. If I was to make
a rough guess, I should say — 3.75, but that is
only guesswork. If the young lady still has the
glasses, what is there to prevent the optician from
neutralizing them and ascertaining just what they
really are? It looks to me as if two pairs of
glasses were ordered ; one pair for general wear,
and another for work. When our correspondent
asks us to indicate what number would make the
patient see plainer, he asks an impossibility, as he
has not given us any of the. data on which we
might base a presumption as to what glasses would
improve vision still more.

" DESIRE."—Being in some doubt how to proceed, I
ask the aid of the ever-ready-to-help KEY-
STONE. I had a customer this morning for
glasses who had been wearing + 30 for reading
for about two years, bought from a peddler. Man
aged about forty-five. He complained that he
could only see with one eye, so I tried each eye
separately with the following result: R. E. ig
with — 72 38. L. E. NT + 26 a 90 C — 48 a 180 =
II. I could get no further improvement with any
lenses, and stenopaic slit gave same results. For
reading, R. E. + 30, L. E. add + 40 to above
combination, with which he could read at eight
to fifteen inches comfortably. Now what I want
to know is, would you bring the cross cylinder
to comp. oyl. and add + 40 to them for reading P
There was no astigmatism in R. E.

The only way in which the --I- 4o lens re-
quired for reading can be added to the cross-cyl., is

to first reduce the cross-cyl. to a sphero-cyl. With
such a marked defect in the left eye, glasses should
be worn constantly ; and as the patient has
reached the presbyopic period of life, a second
pair of glasses will be needed for reading. It is a
question whether the left eye is of any use in
vision ; the vision of the right is so good and of
the left eye so poor, that the indistinct image
formed in the defective eye is probably suppressed
or not noticed, and the right eye is called upon to
do all the work. At the same time this left eye
should not be neglected, but should be. most care-
fully fitted with the combination that yields the
most satisfactory vision, and then the eye might
be exercised at a convenient time every day, while
the good eye is excluded from the act of vision.
Our correspondent has fallen into an error in
writing the fractions that express the acuteness of
vision.. The numerator should express the distance
at which the patient sits from the card and the
denominator the line which is read, but in the
history of this case we find this reversed. In the
right eye he should say that vision was raised to
it?, instead, of 14. In the left eye the vision
should be ,2,-Ar (or Tliy) instead of 21.49, and glasses
raise it to i2 a instead of -g-g.

"MYOPE IN THE DA.RK."—I have ben reading
a book for opticians, and I find some things
which I think your optical expert might clear up
to the great benefit of new beginners. (1) What
is " latent myopia," of which no optical writer
seems to know anything? (2) Does the myopic
eye have " powerful accommodation "P (3) If
so, what causes it P (4) How can accommoda-
tion conceal myopia? We are taught that it
can and does conceal hypermetropia by chang-
ing the shape of the crystalline lens, making
it more convex, either by voluntary action or
by spasm.

A great deal of error or misunderstanding is
crowded into these few questions ; indeed, they
seem to be all founded on misconception, unless,
forsooth, this negative way has been taken for
stating positive truths. There is no such thing as
latent myopia. The word latent means concealed
or hid, but myopia cannot be concealed by any
effort of the eye or of the patient. It is a defect
that is manifest to all observers, and the eye
possesses no means of overcoming it. But, on the
other hand, it usually appears worse than it really
is ; that is, there is usually some spasm of accom-
modation accompanying the defect which adds to
and aggravates it, and a stronger concave lens is
required to give good distant vision than would
be required by the plain, uncomplicated myopia.
Hence we can understand why no optical writer
seems to know anything about it. The conditions
of myopia and hypermetropia are directly oppo-
site in every way, and in no way is this better
shown than in the condition of the accommo-
dation, and the effect it has on the optical condi-
tion present. In hypermetropia, the exercise of
the accommodation neutralizes the defect and
affords good vision, and hence the function is
strong and well-developed because in constant
use. In myopia, the exercise of the accommo-
dation only aggravates the defect and makes the
individual more near-sighted, and hence this
function in this case is weak and but little de-
veloped, because it is not required to overcome
the defect present, nor is it needed for reading at
the far point. As the accommodation, therefore,
only increases the trouble in myopia, the ques-
tion naturally occurs whether the eye possesses
any other means of its own to overcome the
defect (analogous to the use of the accommo-
dation in hypermetropia), to which the answer
must be on.

Howard Watches
See other side

alb.
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SAMUEL LITTLE, President.

RUFUS B. CARR, General Manager.

ARTHUR M. LITTLE, Treasurer.

41 Maiden Lane, New York.
383 Washington Street, Boston
34 Washington Street, Chicago.

To the Retail Watch Trade
New York, April 1, 1893.

In anticipation of important changes we are about to make
in our factory and production, we have discontinued the line
of Watch Movements now manufactured by us.

We have disposed of our entire stock to the following list
of jobbers:

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York City.

C. G. ALFORD & CO.
200 Broadway, New York City.

HENRY G1NNEL & CO.
31 Maiden Lane, New York City.

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.
392 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

H. MUHR'S SONS
629 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
94 - 98 State St., Chicago, Ill.

M. A. MEAD & CO.
104 State St., Chicago, Ill.

D. SCHRODER & CO. -
252 Race St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

M. EISENSTADT JEWELRY CO.
409 North Eighth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LEV1SON BROS.
134 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

These firms offer Howard Movements to the jewelers of
the United States at a discount of 30 per cent. from our
recent list prices.

The quantity is not large, and you will do well to order at
once from one of these firms such movements as you will want.

We guarantee each movement as heretofore.

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Co.
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Send for Catalogue.

To the Jewelry Trade

Notice
We have been appointed by the Howard

Watch and Clock Company as the only and

exclusive agent in Cincinnati for the
sale of the well-known Howard Movement.

At the • reduced price they are sure sellers.

A complete stock on hand. No orders re-

ceived at the factory or company's office. All

orders will be filled by us direct. If you have

not received our new Howard price-list, send

for one.
Respectfully,

D. Schroder & Co.
Wholesale Jewelers

252 Race Street, Cincinnati
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Gorre,Oponaenee 29aartment
The practical value of our Correspondence Course is being realized by

opticians more and more every day. Yesterday we received a letter of which the
following is an abstract:

"1 have attended a course of lectures on optics, but am not satisfied, and do not feel that I have really
got what I want. I desire to take your Correspondence (ourse, for I have no doubt it will be a great benefit
to me."

Another writes as follows, after taking the course:
"About a year ago I took a course, but the outline of your studies is so systematized and every minute

point is brought out in detail with such regularity, discussing each subject so thoroughly, that it has been far
more satisfactory to mc than the usual course of optical instruction. I am very much pleased with your
Correspondence Course."

We have received very many similar letters, which proves—first, that a
course of hurried lectures fails to make competent opticians ; and second, that our
Correspondence Course completely meets the needs of ambitious men, furnishes
them just the practical information they need, and develops them into skillful
opticians.

Don't! Don't! Don't! If you are thinking of taking a Correspondence
Course, don't imagine you can get it anywhere. There is but one real and
valuable Correspondence Course, and that is ours. Others have tried to copy
our great system, and, of course, have missed it. Do not allow yourself to be
attracted by these weak imitations ; you want only the genuine.

Our Correspondence Course has just been rewritten and enlarged, and

our Correspondence graduate receives our regular diploma and degree.
If you are interested, write for our circulars, and enclose business card.
Address all letters to

Optician's
Record
Book,
only $2.00.

Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Staple Googs at Popular Prices.
Clark's Loop Keys, .
Silver Klenzer, .
Lightning Cleanser Silver Polish, .
American Mainsprings (Philadelphia Brand) all sizes,
Genuine Waltham Mainsprings, 6, 14, 16 and 18 sizes,

Fine Swiss Paradis) Mainsprings,
8-Day Polished Clock-Springs, 1-2, 5-8, 3-4,
1 4, 46 

" 1-4, 5-16, 3-8, 7-16,

Alarm Springs, all sizes, .
Felix Case-Springs, catch and lift, all sizes, easily adjusted,

Harstrom Case-Springs,
Eye-Shades,
Insulators, all sizes,

$1.85 per gro.
2.00 doz.
.75
1.00
.65
1.00
2.00
.60
.60
1.25
.90
1.00
2.00

6 PER CENT. OFF THE ABOVE FOR CASH.

64

64
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46

46
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Jobbing Stones Grobet Files W. B. & Co. Glasses

Engravers' Tools Polishing Brushes

Buffs, etc.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR THE MOSELEY LATHE.

SELECT AND SEND YOUR ORDERS FROM ANY CATALOGUE.

Louis A. SCHERR & CO.,
Wholesale Jewelers and Jobbers in

American Watches, Watch Tools, Material, Glasses, Etc.

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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UR MR. L. HIRSCH has just returned from Europe, where he0

has bought a large and fine selection of Diamonds and other

Precious Stones. We are now prepared to serve our cus-

tomers and the trade in general.

We carry, as usual, a full line of American watches, among

which there are 4=Size Hunting Bond Street, in nickel and

silver cases, in large quantity.

tQUIY

KOCH, DREYFUS & CO.

Jobbers of American Watches

Importers of Diamonds and other Precious Stones

- 22 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK

Illustration Hall Size

ONE DAY ALARM

6 6

OLUMBUS"
finisbeb in fifteenth Centurv Stvie of Entique Copper,

or Oxvbi3eb Silver.

No jeweler's stock will be complete this year without some of

these goods. They will sell.
When ordering other designs of your jobber, ask him for half

a dozen of these as samples. You will make no mistake in buying

that number.

If he doesn't have them, please send us his name and address,

and we will either induce him to supply you, or will ship you direct

from the factory.

MANUFACTURED BY

D. B. Hills Clock Co.
Plainville,

Hartford Co., Conn.
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H. J. Linn, for Swartchild & Co., Chicago, will be in
Iowa this month.

Ben. Sinks, with Fleishman & Stein, Chicago, is lying
ill at Watertown, S. Dak.

Max Noel, for the Stein & Ellbogen Company, Chicago,
is among his friends in Wisconsin and Minnesota this month.

B. F. Simpson, who goes to the Northwest for Otto
Young & Co., has been in Minnesota the past month, doing
a fine business for his hou,e.

A. E. Charlesworth, W. B. Gordon and C. M. Scam-
mel are recent additions to the traveling force of the
Johnston Optical Co., Detroit.

C. C. Munzer, on the road a number of years for
Otto Young & Co., is now the Chicago resident represent-
ative of sevtral Eastern manufacturers.

C. P. Smith has been looking after the interests of
Otto Young & Co., Chicago, in Illinois during March.
April will find him in Indiana and Michigan.

A. J. Chase, the Minnesota tariff reformer, of Benj.
Allen & Co.'s force, says keep your eye on July 26th—
Commercial Travelers' Day at the World's Fair.

• Ernst Block, for the great chain house of W. & S.
Blackinton, Attleboro, returned to his home in New York
the first of the month from an extended Western trip.

C. 0. E. Hartung, one of the best-known New York
travelers in the West, has been calling on the jobbers in his
territory the past month in the interest of Sussfield, Lorsch
& Co.

J. T. Wells, representing lines from the Holmes &
Edwards Silver Co. and the Manhattan Silver Plate Co.,
in the \Vest and Northwest, travels from Chicago. Wells
is a Kansas boy and a hustler.

W. L. Mason travels the Rocky Mountain country
and the Pacific Slope for Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., New
York, and has his home at Denver. Mason is a Western
man, and formerly was in the retail business at Jackson-
ville, Ill.

Charley Garlick, for C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago,
returned the middle of March from an extended Western
trip, and reports good sales. Though anything gut a well
man, he went out again March 23rd for a short trip through
Michigan.

Clarence W. Edwards will take the road April 1st
for Giles, Bro. & Co., Chicago, and will cover a Southern
territory. Edwards is a well-known traveler, who formerly
represented the New Haven and Ansonia Clock Companies
in the .West.

V. G. Cuthbert, with Otto Young & Co., in Missouri
and Kansas, has been among his customers in the latter
State the past month, and has been sending in good reports.
He believes trade will be up to its usual standard in his ter-
ritory this spring.

S. L. Scott, Nebraska and Iowa traveler for Wood-
stock, Barger & Iloefer, Kansas City, is out on his regular
trip and is doing a fine trade. Mr. Scott has been with the
above firm over two years, and by persistent hard work has
made a success that much older travelers might envy.

Ed. B. Hoffman, the
Michigan, Wisconsin and Min-

nesota representative of Sigler

Bros., Cleveland, is among the

successful young commercial pil-

grims of the West. He is a Chil-
licothe, Ohio, boy, and learned
the watchmakers' trade in his
native town, taking his first les-
sons in the year 1876. Five years
later found him with his present
firm, where he has remained ever
since, occupying the position of

traveling salesman with profit to his employers and credit
to himself. He is of medium height, a slender-built, brown-
haired gentleman, with clear-cut features set off with a
reddish brown mustache, and is about thirty years of age,

a single man, and a social favorite wherever he goes. But

the mainspring of his success is his splendid hard-working

qualities and strict integrity of character.

Ed. B. Hoffman.

Geo. L. Brenning, who has for several years repre-

sented the St. Louis branch of the Dennison Manufacturing
Co. in the South and West, will spend the most of the
present month among his Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkan-
sas customers. Brenning is a clever, all-around hustler in

his line, and is a young man who will make his mark in the

business world.

Chancy Hoefer, of Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer,

Kansas City, is out again on his old stamping ground
among his friends in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska,

having taken up the trip of their Mr. Ward, whose traveling
experience was so suddenly cut short by sickness. Charley,
as usual, is warmly greeted wherever he goes and is having
a fine trade.

Col. Strauss, the veteran traveler for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., St. Louis, is one of the pioneers of the trade
in the far West. For years he has traveled the Rocky
Mountain district for the above firm, and his manly form is
most familiar among the jewelers in that section. He has a
large trade following, which he has held all along through
the years of his pilgrimage in that land.

Bob. Barlow is one of
those travelers who are born
and not made. He is suave in
manner, always good-natured,
and strikes the average observer
immediately as a jolly good
fellow. So lie is. He is a
Vermonter, and entered the
jewelry trade as an apprentice
to a village watchmaker in his
native town of Russell some
twenty-five years ago. About
ten years afterward he had his
first road experience with S. & J. Myers, Boston. After a
year's service with this firm he came to Chicago, and soon
secured a traveling position with W. B. Clapp, Bro. & Co.,
and when this firm went out of business he engaged with
his present firm, C. H. Knights & Co. He is a sturdily
built man of medium height, whose physical make-up is

suggestive of force of character. He is a successful sales-
man, married and has his home in Chicago. His territory

is Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and Texas, and his trade
following is large and on the increase.

Flint Bowen, the lively and pleasing representative

of the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, is
out among his customers this spring with one of the
finest lines of rings on the road, a departure his Company
have taken up with their usual vim.

H. B. Peters, 37 Maiden
Lane, New York, is a typical
traveling salesman of the rest-
lessly energetic variety. Mr.
Peters was horn in Sydney,
Australia, in 1862, but came to
this country with his parents
when only five years old. He
began his business career at the
early age of fourteen years in
the Golden Rule Bazaar of Davis

H. 13. Peters. Bros., San Francisco, and sub-
segue" served one year with the M. J. Flavin Co., as
salesman in the jewelry department. A more lucrative
offer enticed him into the employment of Wolff & Loze,

whom he left to accept the position of traveling salesman
with A. C. Titcomb & Co. Later he served some time as

traveling salesman for Nordman Bros. In 1885 Mr. Peters

betook himself to New York City, and started business on

his own account at 13 Maiden Lane, removing to Lis

present quarters in 1889. Watch materials and tools are
his specialty, and he continues to enjoy remarkable but
well-merited success. His friends in the trade are legion,

and his territory is co-extensive with the United States.

H. W. Burdick, with the Bowler & Burdick Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, was in a railroad wreck on the Toledo and

Ohio Central Railway, March z5th, and though he escaped
himself without injury, he was so unfortunate as to lose his
valuable trunks by the burning of the baggage car. What

the exact loss will be to his firm and what kind of a settle.

ment they will get out of the railroad company had not been
ascertained at last accounts.

Harry Roback, Iowa and Nebraska traveler for the

house of Otto Young & Co., Chicago, is now in Nebraska,

where he is finding trade good. Every man he, meets is

coming to the World's Fair, and is impatient for its open-

ing. Not a single jeweler in his territory will miss Chicago

and the great Exposition— all will be there, according to their

present expectations.

Robert W. Barlow.

Chauncey N. Frazier, of
the well-known firm of IT. M".
S.nith & Co., 83 Nassau Street,
New York, enjoys a national
acquaintanceship with the trade,
and a popularity as extensive.
Mr. Frazier was born near Milan,
Obia, in 1849, and graduated
from the Western Reserve Nor-
mal College in his nineteenth
year. He spent one year in the
retail business at Norwalk, Ohio.

In 1870 he secured a position as Chauncey N. Frazier.

traveling salesman for Horace M. Smith & Co., New York,

whom he represented uninterruptedly for fifteen years, his

territory including western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois. In

1885 Mr. Frazier was admitted to a partnership in the firm,

H. M. Smith and H. R. Bateman being his fellow-partners.

This firm has for many years been favorably known to the

trade as manufacturers of the highest-grade gold pens,

fountain-pens, etc., and their products now enjoy a national

reputation, and are well known to ner.rly every jeweler in

the United States. II. M. Smith & Co. are sole agents for

the popular Paul E. Wirt fountain-pen, which was introduced

throughout the West ly Mr. Frazier. It was largely

through the efforts of the latter that his firm was induced to

take up the sale of American watches and gold filled cases,

in which business they have since achieved remarkable

success, ranking at present among the leading houses in the

trade.
J. Henochsberg, with A. G. Schwab & Bro., Cincinnati,

has started on a second trip with a full line of samples of

all goods carried by his house.

George Platt, with Foster & Bailey, Providence, R. I.,

recently made a successful order-taking expedition to Cali-

fornia, and interviewed the Windy City trade on his way

East.
W. H. Creveling is representing the Minneapolis job-

bing house, the Reed & De Mars Jewelry Mfg. Co., on the

road, and is one of the clever and successful men in his line

in that great Northwest country.

Charles Berry, of Meriden, Conn., is going on the road

for the Wilcox Silver Plate Co. He will take the place of

W. P. Rice, and his territory will be Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

and Michigan. Mr. Berry has worked for the Company for

the past ten years.

J. Ira Seebacher, for the Wendell Manufacturing

Company, Chicago, spent a week in town last month, posting

up on the rich, new and handsome novelties this Company

are turning out in the silver line, and will do some lively

hustling this month throughout Illinois, Iowa and the North-

west.
C. B. Case, a well-known Western traveler, for the

past two years covering the far West and the Pacific Slope

for Keller & Untermeyer, New York, is no longer with this

house, they having retired from the jobbing business. He is

looking for a home psition in Chicago, and is undecided as

yet what be will go into. The traveling fraternity will lose

a bright man and a successful salesman in his retirement.

J. B. Norris, whom everybody throughout the Western

country delights, to call 44 Si," is now a house salesman with

his old firm, Giles, Bro. & Co., Chicago. Si," the dear old

boy, has at last reached the haven which all travelers long
for—a home position. And be _deserves it. For twenty or

more long summers, and as many bard winters, • has this

genial, hearty, good-natured man gone up and down and all
over this prairie land, making night trains and putting up at
the usual Western hotel, sometimes gocd, sometimes other-
wise (mostly the latter), as a commercial pilgrim, telling

stories and making life brighter for those whom he met as

only few men can. Certainly there is no man more entitled

to a rest from a traveler's life than our comrade ,‘ Si." Long

may lie live to enjoy it.

D. B. Ward took the road the middle of February for

Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer, Kansas City, taking the route

formerly covered by Charles C. Hoefer, junior member of

the firm, but before he was out a fortnight he was taken
down with a severe attack of pneumonia at Newton, Kan.

He was quickly brought to the home of a cousin in Leaven-

worth, where the case rapidly grew worse, and for some

days Ward's life was despaired of. Later it took a turn for

the better, and at last accounts he was declared out of dan-

ger and his being out again only a question of a short time.

Ward is the old bookkeeper for his firm, and a fine gentle-

man ; always faithful and true:—.warmly appreciated by his

employers and all who have come in contact with his genial.

ways and pleasant business methods.
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THE ABOVE ARE STERLING SILVER.

We have also a line of sterling silver spoons at $7.50 per dozen. Our$9.00 spoons, including etching or engraving, are beauties. We maketransparent spoons also ; put any name sawed out on the handle to order.In fact, anything you want done in the silversmith's line, we are the people.
Parties whom we have not dealt with, kindly remit to usthe amount for goods ordered.

31 Maiden Lane,
New York.

NEW! NEW! NEW!
SPRING LINE NOW READY!

GENTS' CHAINS

LOCKETS

SLEEVE-BUTTONS

SCARF-PINS

RINGS

BUTTON SETS

VICTORIA CHAINS

CHATELAINES

CHATELETTES

SHETLAIIDS

BROOCHES

EARRINGS

GOLD PENS. PENCILS. TOOTHPICKS.

LACE-PINS

BIB-PINS

NECKLACES

BRACELETS

HAIRPINS

HAT-PINS

SILVER MATCH-BOXES.

Headquartors for Waltham and Elgin Movements.
We carry all the leading makes of Watch Cases in Solid Gold, Gold Filled and Silver,

and a complete line of WATCH MATERIALS, TOOLS, OPTICAL GOODS, Etc.

M. SIOKLES & SONS,
618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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It is a waste of breath to exploit new goods as coming
from the Pairpoint Mfg. Co.'s factory, New Bedford, Mass.
Designs so crowd one another that they have new goods all
the time, but some of the latest are gems, and you are pecu-
niarily interested in them. Keep posted.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of Kansas City,
Mo., have filled a long-felt want by opening an engravers'
school in connection with their manufacturing business.
They have secured the services of one of the best men in
the West, and propose to give thorough and practical

instruction in letter, monogram and copper-plate work.
This is just what the Western trade have wanted—a thorough
school near home. We predict great success for the new
venture.

There probably are opticians who may be in unblissful
ignorance of Fenniintre's " diagnosing and test chart," but
we can't bring ourselves, even under temptation, to repri-
mand the exceptions where the rule is so comprehensive.
All will haVe it in time. The California Optical Co., San
Francisco, will supply the delinquents.

The New England star jobbers, Smith & Patterson,
Boston, Mass., are shining on the trade with wonted bril-
liancy. Big stocks in all lines, and big opportuni-
ties are just now at the service of patrons, and
early attention to same would profit the latter.

When anything, from a big battleship to a
diminutive chronometer spring, passes the Govern-
ment test, its reliability may be accepted, and
when Government approval was extended to the
products of the Elgin Watch Spring Co., the
sudden popular predilection for them was very
intelligible. Experience has since ratified the govern-
mental conclusion, and jewelers note that their watch and
chronometer springs are equally perfect.

Opticians should make a memorandum to attend, at

the earliest possible date, to the optical supplies which

L. Black & Co., New York, have now at their service.

Delay in this matter can be interpreted only as a lost oppor-

tunity by any one who has seen their elegant stock.

falking of lathes, the great indispensable, would it be

presumption for us to ask you as to the relative merits of

the Crosby " ? For efficiency and price it certainly seems

great, and the fact that it is manufactured by the Faneuil

Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass., is also an item in its favor.
This Company has been more than busy trying to get out

their orders and pushing their exhibit for the World's Fair.
Not only watchmakers, but mechanics and the Government,

too, have found out the utility of the Rivett Lathe.

Anyone who at present visits the Union Show Case Co.,

Chicago, and surveys their. latest products can easily under-

stand the popular predilection for the same. Some of them

are really exquisite, and would add fifty per cent. to the

appearance of jewelry. Ruminate on the fact, and take

action.

Look up that watch repairer's guarantee of Tidd & Co.,

Columbiana, Ohio, shown on another page, and come to a

definite conclusion about it. Seems to us like a multum in
parvo advertising scheme, and very, utilizable.

The Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich., are as busy as

the proverbial nailer," and new additionF to their forces
have been necessitated. A. E. Charlesworth, W. B. Gordon
and C. M. Scammel are among their new salesmen.

The Meriden Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn., are

certainly not resting on their oars in the designing business.

Some of their new goods are perfect marvels of artistic

attractiveness, and handling them in a refined community

would seem a business pleasure. Are you noting their

dainty announcements in each number of THE KEYSTONE?

Stock continues to disappear from the monster empo-

rium of King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., with significant

rapidity—but all deficiencies are filled as soon as made.

They enjoy a reputation for attending to orders with

promptitude, and evidently mean to sustain it. •

The satisfaction given by and consequent popularity of

the tools manufactured by The Carpenter Lathe -and Tool

Co., Boston, Mass., are remarkable and significant in this

age of mechanical perfection. The handy drill is cer-

tainly a marvel of efficiency at the price.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn., are

still making additions to the fabric of their reputation. Their

latest in tableware deserves the early attention of the trade.

The " Waverley " slid into public favor with eel-like facility,

and the retailer is correspondingly gratified.

The firm of Wm. H. Schlueter & Co., Middleboro,

Mass., has been dissolved by mutual agreement. The busi-

ness will now be conducted at Middleboro, Mass., by

Schlueter Bros., and at New Britain, Conn., by W. H.

Schlueter. All accounts prior to January 1, 1893, will
be settled by Schlueter Bros., as will also all goods sent to

or from Middleboro, Mass., since January t, 1893;

while those sent to or from New Britain, Conn.,

since that date will be settled by W. H. Schlueter.N!!!!!!!!!!!!IMTWIrTIVIIMIltIrIttIVIVIM
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It is well for the trade to understand that N. J. Felix,.
gold and silver watch case repairer, is a man eminently re-

liable in every respect and worthy of their confidence. A
postal to band from a jeweler is yet another testimonial to
the satisfaction always given by Mr. Felix.

The new flat-ware price-list of the Hartford Silver Plate

Co., Hartford, Conn., has been mailed to the trade, and

every retailer should not fail to secure a copy. The Com-

pany is offering this year the " Hartford," a new and de-

servedly popular pattern. Have you their catalogue ? If

not, send for a copy.

The trade are largely availing themselves of the patent
paneled metal ceilings and side walls of A. Northrop & Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa. They are both decorative and economic. If

you are store-beautifying, it will pay you to know of them.

Every business man wants to save all the time possible,

yet he or his book-keeper may waste time every day tracing

up orders or discounts. With a changeable dating stamp,

good for six years, abbreviated words, such as " Paid,"

Rec'd," Ans'd," Ent'd," and " 0. K." you will find it

a pleasure to trace up any letter, order or bill. This com-

plete dater is a special offer given by Wm. H. Dietz, 117
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., in connection with an adjust-

able type printing outfit. Read his advertisement on another

page.

The patent dust proof watch pockets of A. C. Parno,

Greene, Iowa, continue to meet with a rapid sale. Their
advantages are manifest, and no buyer of a new watch

would be without one at the price. They are goods of the

sell-on sight variety.

We direct attention to an announcement in this issue by

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H. Their standard dust.

proof watch keys are striding in favor, and they wouldn't if
they didn't deserve it. A fin de sieele wide-awakeness pre-
vails.

" We take pleasure in saying that we have secured the
very best and most satisfactory results from our advertis-
ing in THE KEYSTONE, and believe it to be one of the
best advertising mediums in the trade."

J. T. scorr & CO., New York.

The pretty products of the Waltham Dial Co., Waltham,

Mass., seem to have captivated the public. Everybody is

after one, and the rivalry for the prettiest and latest is keen.
The new designs are well calculated ;o further tickle public
taste. Don't reject them.

Handsome, low-priced,. intrinsically meritorious and
eminently salable, are the qualities of the sword and other
scarf-pins in solid gold which Averbeck & Averbeck, 51 and
53 Maiden Lane, New York, are now putting at the dis-
posal of the retailers. It is to the interest of the latter to
investigate the offer.

Far he it from us to charge Frank H. Wells, Syracuse,

N. Y., with subsidizing the weather clerk, but coincidences

breed suspicion. It was well, however, that the rheumatic
weather and the anti-rheumatic rings were contemporaries

—well for the retailer, for Wells, and even for the patient
who yearned to get well. Was it a premeditated interven-
tion in behalf of the down-trodden jeweler ? It is not too
late to get a supply and see.

Demand for the tools of W. W. Oliver, Buffalo, N. Y.,
continues on the increase, and practical jewelers continue
to express satisfaction with them. Mr. Oliver's manufactur-
ing facilities are at present perfect, and his output equally
so. Have you his catalogue?

Every jeweler who deals in prize medals, club, class
and society pins, should be personally and commercially
acquainted with the products in these lines of John Harriott,
Boston, Mass. As a designer, Mr. Harriott has an enviable
reputation.

The efforts of the Spencer Optical Mfg. Co., 15 Maiden
Lane, New York, toward the enlightenment of the trade are
not confined entirely to the teaching of practical methods of
eye fitting to enable the jeweler-optician to give Correct
glasses. They also instruct in practical methods of pleasing
the customer—what to buy, how to buy it, and what not to
buy. The readiness of their corps of instructors to answer
queries and aid students over knotty points, is highly com-
mendable. Attention is called to this Company's announce-
ment on last page of this issue.
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The announcement of Glickauf & Newhouse,

Chicago, elsewhere in this issue, has much interest

for the trade. Some of the offers are rare, and

worthy the earliest attention.

Scenery spectacles are now seasonable, and those who

take time by the forelock will attend to the stock of these

goods being turned out by T. A. Willson & Co., Reading,

Pa. This Company require no voucher from us for the excel-.

lence of their goods.

The World's Spoon of Geo. W. Brown, Cheyenne

Wyoming, has met with the patronizing reception from the

trade that its novel design and handsome execution merited.

It is not a local spoon ; it is national, or rather cosmopoli-

tan, and has a corresponding constituency.

One institution the severe winter had no detrimental

effect on was Parsons' Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill.

The students seem to have " got in out of the cold " in

unusually large numbers, and excellent work has been done.

The Institute still progresses in efficiency and popularity.

The management request us to caution the trade against con-

founding this school with any other.

Herman G. Briggs, the indefatigable jewelers' auction-

eer, started a sale on the 22nd ult. for Robbins Bros. & Co.,

Fostoria, Ohio. He subsequently goes to St. Louis to con-

duct a sale for Geo. G. Nichols, and later to Ithaca, to
conduct another for the same jeweler. The professionai
services of Mr. Briggs are evidently in big demand with the

trade.

If you are not acquainted with the foot-power polishing

machine of W. F. & John Barnes, Rockford, Ill., your

knowledge of machinery is certainly not of the up-to-date

variety. This machine has rare merits, and practical jew

elers seem to have found them out. They are meeting with

a ready sale.

Hunt & Fuller, 73 Nassau Street, New York, are still
to the front with a magnificent stock of emblems, medals

badges, etc., and the trade will find attention to same timels

and profitable. We were recently shown in their establish-

ment a magnificent cane with'-a $1000 setting.

L. Lelong & Bro., Newark, N. J., still bold their posi-

tion in the good graces of the trade. Among repairers and

sweep smelters they have an 'enviable reputation, and time

has proved them well worthy of it.
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Watch Insulators

TOMETRADE
-

We are informed, that letters are being sent to the
Trade by a company claiming to own a patent covering
all Watch Insulators constructed of two sections hinged
together and lined with plush.

We are prosecuting a suit with this Company as
vigorously as possible, and are informed by our attorneys
that there is no doubt hut that we shall win the case.

Without regard to the issue of the case, however, we
hereby guarantee, in consideration of the purchase of these
goods from us, to protect our customers and all users of
our goods from damages resulting from any suit that may
be brought against them by the said Company for
alleged infringement of any insulator patent, provided
they notify us immediately and forward all papers to us
on the institution of such suit. We do not think there is
any danger that suits will be brought, as the suit now in
progress will furnish sufficient entertainment for the
parties who are trying to injure our trade. Should any
suits be brought, however, we will take entire charge of
them, and assume all expenses in connection with them.

The reputation of our concern is sufficient guarantee
that uniform excellence in the quality of our goods will
be maintained and that prices will be the lowest.

Very respectfully,

Bridgeport, Conn.,
March, 1893.

Thc Willuot & Hobbs Mfg. Co.
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Cincinnati Letter.

Cincinnati is preparing for a commercial boom. All
local organizations of business men in the city have joined
hands in perfecting plans to make it desirable and profitable
to visitors who are in route to the World's Fair; also to
draw others who probably have not figured on such an
excursion as yet. The Merchants' and Manufacturers'
Association has been on the qui vive the past months,
sending out circulars, booklets, etc., notifying all possible
visitors of the extensive preparations and inducements to
come by way of Cincinnati. Even the Eastern people will
find it a pleasant stopping place for a few days, wherein to
rest and recreate. Every industry is represented in this
union, and the jewelry interests are among the most promi-
nent.

Trade, although it continues quiet, has every prospect
for betterment this summer. The weather has been
execrable, and not much hope is indulged in any settled
weather for several weeks. A number of the travelers are
home, waiting for clearing weather. A great many were
discouraged by the dullness of the past few weeks, and
although they had an unexceptionally beautiful line of
goods, they made few sales, owing to the inactivity of the
market in the Western towns.

E. & J. Swigart have, at present, a stock of tools and
materials aat is a marvel of completeness, and well worthy
of the early attention of the trade. Activity with them
arrived with the spring breezes, and its continuation and
intensification are a foregone conclusion.

Mr. Bene, of Bene & Lindenberg, has returned from
the Sou h. He had a very profitable trip, and has also been
restored to his usual health. The house is one of the pros-
perous firms of Cincinnati, and is steadily growing. They
occupy very handsome rooms in the new Carew Building,
which are well stocked with a valuable line.

Joseph Mehmert is still out on the road, as are also' his
travelers, who are sending in pretty good reports. They
are carrying a large line of materials and tools, and are
still increasing their stock.

The executors of the estate of Clemens Hellebush are
making satisfactory progress towards effecting a settlement
of its affairs and coming to an arrangement with the
creditors.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co. are entering on a season of
continued successes, with greater prestige and more brilliant
prospects than at any time in their history. Their largely-
increased • facilities for ministering to the trade have placed
them in the front rank of the jewelry industry, and make
their name a synonym for.products and prices that have no
superiors. The wholesale department, under Ed. Marum's
efficient management, is still enlarging. He makes per-
sonal visits to the retailers at intervals, keeping in close
touch with the real needs and oppertunities of the outside
trade. His business methods are appreciated alike by
firm and patrons. There is probably a good deal of truth
in the rumor that this popular house will establish a branch
in Chicago in the near future. They have long since felt
the need of closer communication with their trade in the
Northwest, and this movement would enable them to still
further cultivate that section of the country, which has
already been very profitable to them. Chas. A. Nolting has
been spoken of as the probable manager of this western
enterprise, and the trade truly says no better man for the
place could be selected. The question naturally arises,
could he be spared from his present position, as there is no
doubt but their brilliant success the past year is largely due
to his business capability.

It is now rumored that Gustave Fox & Co. will open a
diamond parlor at Chicago. Why this should be the
44Mecca " for our leading jewelry interests, is not alone due
to the World's Fair, but to be a medium for their North-
west trade, which is becoming a great factor in Cincinnati
trade.

The house of Strauss & Stern has had a continued
growth until it now ranks among the prosperous firms of

the West. Their immense stock is never depleted. They
are liberal but conservative buyers, but seem to bit where
the profit lies. Both heads of the house have recently

visited the trade, and made favorable impressions. Charles
Rauch, so long and well known on the road, continues to
lead, but is having a lightning competitor in his son Louis,
who is becoming a great favorite with the trade. By the
way, a second daughter has just come to the home of Louis

and his charming wife, which will prove another incentive

for him to spur on to greater activity.

Henry Hahn & Co. are alive to the wants of their
customers, and have laid in a stock that will tempt the most

fastidious. They are evidently entering upon a year of

increased activity, as they have added new salesmen and

otherwise provided for an improved trade.
Jonas, Dorst & Co. are engaged in emblem and badge

work that defies competition. Mr. Jonas is constantly
engaged in designing new patterns. They have recently

turned out some exquisite medals in magnificent workman-
ship, and embellished with rare and precious stones.

Muehlmatt, Hedges & Co., manufacturers of jewelers'
tools and special machinery, dies, etc., are becoming well
known to the trade. Their 44 Monarch " engravers' block is
handled by all prominent jobbers in the material line.
They are making a specialty of attachments. They recently
moved into the new building at Fifth and Elm Streets, and
have put in improved machinery to facilitate the manufac-
ture of their specialties.

D. Schroder & Co. have five travelers on the road, who
are making the firm name solid with the trade for the best

there is in the market. A. Herman is a general favorite,
and has made some very elegant sales. Is. Schroder is the
liveliest and Eugene Frohman the soberest traveler on the
road. Frohman is contemplating matrimony, they say.
Schroder & Co. have been appointed sole agents in Cincin-
nati for the sale of Howard watches.

Peter Henry is having a good many orders for his
souvenir coin bolder. It is among the safest and most
convenient and tasty in the market.

Joseph Goesling, of the firm of Jos. Noterman & Co.,
has returned from a European tour, which included a trip
through England, France, Germany, Holland and Belgium.
It is needless to say that his practised eye omitted nothing
in the line of unique and tasteful designs in jewelry. His
exceptional skill as a designer warrants great expectations
when these patterns are wrought out in gold and gems.
The success last year of the pendant pins of his special
design has led him to introduce some very happy thoughts
,into those for the coming year. A number of these have a
miniature enamel painting on gold for the center, sur-
rounded by gold filigree work set with diamonds or pearls.
The miniature paintings are exceedingly captivating, grow-
ing in beauty the longer you look at them, and the whole
design is elaborate and tasteful.

Mr. Ham, of the firm of Blake & Ham, Frankfort,
Ind., is very sick.

A. G. Schwab & Bro., as ever, are on the alert to
capture the new and tasteful designs in all the departments
of the jewelry world, but these do not remain long in their
show-cases. A. G. Schwab, the traveler of the firm, under-
stands precisely what his trade wants and can handle best,
hence he buys with the motive power to move mountains.
Long experience and pronounced success have inspired
confidence in the minds of buyers of goods that sell readily.

Duhme & Co., have just completed elaborate improve-
ments in their establishment, which now presents an
unusually attractive appearance, and their aiready volumi-
nous stock has been elaborated to correspond.

H. Rossier, of Martinsville, Ind., suffered a loss by fire
recently of about $2,000 in stock.

The Watchmaker's Art Honored in Germany.

ST. LOUIS, MO., March 9, 1893.
EDITOR KEYSTONE.

I have just received from my old master a few news-
papers containing some items that may interest your readers.
You know that. here, as in the old country, all want to appear
somewhat more important than they are. The peasant or
handworker who has saved a little money says 44My son
shall not be a handworker, but a gentleman, and learn book-
keeping or other branch that will fit him for office duties."
The German government, realizing the danger of this vanity
to social conditions, set about devising means to ennoble
handwork. This it did, in part, by according to able watch-
maker scholars the same rights in the army as young men of
high studies enjoy, as can be seen from the following clip-
pings : 44We were informed that Mr. Xavier had been a pupil
of Mr. Matthew Massey, watchmaker, Buchel No. 24, and
that he had exhibited a watch made by himself for which he
received a diploma. Through this diploma the examining
commission gave him the right to one year's service in the
army." 44 Joseph Massey, watchmaker, received, on the
ground of his capability in his trade, the right to serve one
year in the army. He exhibited a handsome watch, showing

the clays of the week and dates, and which was made
entirely of crude brass and steel." Thus, as you see, has
the German government given to watchmaking a position of
deserved pre-eminence among the arts.

Respectfully yours,
Wu. Tempt,

Obituary Record.

Willibad Schopperle.

The death of Willibad Schopperle, at Warren, Pa.,

March loth, removes from life one Of Bradford's best-known

jewelers. His death was from pneumonia. Born fifty-two

years ago in Rotherbach, Baden, Germany, he emigrated to

Ireland at the age of fourteen, where he made his home fcr

twelve years, and then emigrated to America, locating at

Savannah, Ga. During the oil excitement at Bradford he

removed to that city and engaged in the jewelry business.

He was a prominent Odd Fellow, and that organization took

charge of his funeral.

Charles L. Byrd.

By the sudden death of Charles L. Byrd, the well-

known Memphis jeweler, the South loses one of her largest

and most enterprising retail dealers. He was the head of

the widely known firm of C. L. Byrd & Co. for over nine-

teen years. He was born in Mount Gilead, Ohio, forty-two
years ago, and emigrated to Memphis shortly after the war.
He was a successful business man of many admirable traits
of character. Ills malady "%'as rheumatism of the heart,

and his demise took place March 1st. He leaves, besides
his wife, a mother, a brother and a sister.

John D. Chase.

For over half a century John D. Chase was in the jew-
elry business in Brooklyn, N. Y., and was believed to he her

oldest jeweler at his death, which occurred March 6th, from
an acute attack of paralysis. He was prominent as a jew-

eler, and a respected and highly valued resident. Born in

Portland, Me., in x811, be came to Brooklyn in 1834. In
1840 he opened a jewelry store on Fulton Street, and ever
since that time his has been one of the leading establishments
of the City of Churches. He was a trustee of the Brooklyn
Dispensary and a member of the Society for Improving the
Condition of the Poor.

Mrs. Julia M. Tompkins.

There died at her home in Chicago, March 8th7the
widow of William F. Tompkins, who, in his lifetime, was
for over a quarter of a century intimately connected with
the jewelry trade of the West, first as agent of the American
Clock Co., and in later years as agent of the S.-th Thomas
Clock Co., a position he held at the time of his death. He
was the first president of the Chicago Jewelers' Association,
in which he always took a lively interest. During his life
he gave liberally to charity, mostly through his wife. His
useful life was ended in May, 1891. This childless couple
for many years did good so quietly and unobtrusively that
few even of their most intimate friends had any idea of the
extent of their charitable work. Since the death of her
husband Mrs. Tompkins has continued her charities with
more zeal, and on a larger scale, than ever before. Most of
her time has been devoted to relieving distress and helping
the struggling poor. She took great interest in public
institutions of charity, and she gave much and often to them.
Nor did she ever weary in private charity. She fed the
hungry, she clothed the naked, she visited the afflicted.
When her will was examined it was found that almost her
entire estate, amounting to nearly $loo,000, was devoted to
benevolent institutions. The following charitable institutions
of Chicago were remembered : The Home for the Friend-
less receives $5000; the Chicago Orphans' Home, $5000;
Training School for Boys, at Glenwood, $5000 ; Old People's
Home, 85000; St. Luke's Hospital, moo; Newsboys' and
Bootblacks' Home, $5000. There are a number of other
small bequests to similar institutions, then follows the pro-
vision that the residue of the estate, over $50,000, shall go
to the Illinois Industrial School for Girls. The last provision
comes as a complete and most agreeable surprise, as Mrs.
Tompkins had never exhibited any special interest in this
institution. Thus will the works of this good woman live
after her.

For Sweating Windows.

F. A. W. Kleinau, West Bay City, Mich., sends us the
following remedy for or preventative of sweating windows:
44Run a gaspipe along the bottom of the show-window,
the pipe being fastened to the ‘framework on tbe inside.
Have small holes drilled into the pipe about one inch apart,
and have these lit up. Let the gas be regulated by special
faucet, so that only i'hat is absolutely necessary will be
burned. The lighted gas will keep the plate glass warm,
and thus prevent all sweating and freezing."

Vb.
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St. Louis Letter.

The Lenten season has had a rather depressing effect on
business, the retail jeweler feeling the same keenly, as trade
during the past few weeks has been unusually quiet.
Among the wholesale dealers it has not been so marked,
but still it might have been better. As Easter approaches
there seems to be a resurrection of the business spirit, and
jewelers are making strenuous efforts to reap their share of
the same, by advertising their wares with handsome window
displays.

Of the many pretty displays, that of Gerhard Eck-
hardt, the South Broadway jeweler, is the most unique. In
the center of the window is a large floral clock, having a
dial about twenty-six inches in diameter, and letters formiug
the name Ger'd Eckhardt to designate the figures. These,
as well as the hands and minute-dots, are made of green
moss with various flowers entwined therein. It is run by
electricity through a regulator in the store, being arranged
so that the hand of the floral clock will jump forward a
minute, upon completion of that period of time. In a
corner of the window is a large bust of George Washington
with a 'Aug hat and other decorations; also a figure of a
boy with the historical hatchet. All this, with a tasty
arrangement of jewelry, attracts countless numbers of
passers-by.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co. has now a
very handsome storeroom, it having Leen entirely refurnished
with new fixtures. Their silverware cases are beauties in
oak, with counters and cases to match. Their stock of
clocks is the most complete that has ever been handled by
them. Among the many new patterns they are showing
there are quite a number of their own design, and manufac-
tured exclusively for them. Their line of silverware com-
prises all the newest designs, while.in souvenir spoons they
still claim the lead.

The Hartford Silver Co. and the Holmes & Edwards
Silver Co. have secured more commodious quarters than
those occupied by them the past years at the northeast
corner of Eighth and Locust Streets. By the first of April
they will be located in the building No. 307 North Fourth
Street, where they will be in a position to show their stock
to much better advantage. Under the able management of
that veteran of the drummers," Mr. C. P. Lindly, these
St. Louis branches have met with a business success equaled
by few houses in the silver line.

On account of the death of Mr. 0. E. Franke, manu-
facturer of jewelers' boxes, trays and findings, the stock
on band was disposed of at private sale and the business
closed up.

F. U. I luguenin has removed to 724 Olive Street,
just opposite his former location. He has fitted up his store
handsomely, and being now on the best side of this great
retail street, will undoubtedly enjoy an increase in business
that will repay him for his efforts.

C. Zerweck, the elder of the Zerweck Bros., 1403 Olive
Street, was married on the first of March to Miss Emma
Hegel, a handsome young lady of the West End. Mr. Zer-
week has the congratulations of his numerous friends among
the jewelers.

Mr. John Schmid, vice-president of the R. J. Associa-
tion, has spent a few days in Joplin, Mo., being a delegate
to a G. A. R. meeting.

The manufacturing department of the M. Eisenstadt
Jewelry Co. is now in full operation. A large force of
skilled workmen is employed, but nevertheless they do not
seem to get ahead of the orders before them, and all during
this dull season have been making full time. The same
can be said of the jobbing department. ‘, Off days" are
few and far between. Mr. Artie Hollister, who had charge
of the repair department, has severed his connection with
the house, this department being now taken care of by a
gentleman formerly with the Attleboro 'Jewelry Co., whose
name your correspondent failed to learn. '

The regular monthly meeting of the Retail Jewelers'
Association of Missouri was held Monday evening, March
9th. After the usual routine business was disposed of the
following new members were admitted : Chas. H. Seiler,
Hope, Kan.; J. E. Thorpe, Downs, Kan.; Aaron Hooper,
Leoti, Kan.; Sands & Thomas, Kirksville, Mo.; A. P.
Bishop, Miami, Mo.; W. B. Patterson, Meadville, Mo.;
K. A. Mott, Avalon, Mo.; Sams & Wadell, Clinton, Mo.;
E. B. Dabney, La Plata, Mo. Several letters were read
from jewelers, principally from Kansas, asking for more
definite news regarding the Association. All expressed
themselves highly pleased that the retail trade seems to be
in a fair way of thorough organization throughout the
United States. The Association invites the correspondence

•

of the retail jewelers, as it is desirous to acquaint itself more
with the dealers residing in the smaller cities, and thereby
learn the methods of unscrupulous jobbers and manufac-
turers. Different subjects that are to be brought before the
convention in- Chicago the third week in July, 1893, were
discussed pro and con, views being expressed as to what
would be the best course to pursue in trying to gain redress
for the grievances of the retail jeweler. The secretary was
instructed to issue a handsome souvenir book of the Associa-
tion, the same to be sent to jewelers located west of Chicago
to the Pacific, for the purpose of advertising the Association
and enlisting jewelers to join the ranks of those already
organized. The next meeting of the Association will be
held Thursday evening, April 13th.

J. W. Andrews, wholesale jeweler, has removed to
205 North Broadway. He is one of the oldest jobbers in
the city, and though not pretentious he enjoys a good trade
in the business field subject to St. Louis.

What Do You Think of It, Anyhow?
MARENGO, IOWA, March 26, 1893.

THE KEYSTONE, Philadelphia, Pa.
GENTLEMEN :—As you remark in your paper Wonder

what it is ?" relative to my communication of last month,
and as I have received much encouragement from many
jewelers, I decided to disclose part of my plan in this
month's KEYSTONE. Although it is difficult for one that is
not used to writing for papers to explain himself properly,
I will try to do the best I can.

There have been and are many jewelers' organizations,
but it seems to me that they don't just strike the spot where
it needs hitting. For instance, some of them are trying to
stop the wholesale dealers from retailing. Well, that is all
right as far as it goes, but it does not keep peddlers, news-
paper, cigar and tobacco dealers, dry goods people and
others from retailing jewelry.

Now I will give my idea of the organization which I
am contemplating. First of all, as I said before, we could
meet in Chicago, and organize not only dealers, but also
workmen. Every other trade has a union but ours. If
there is any other exception, I am not aware of it. I would
obligate them the same as any other seeret organizalion, and
then give all the legitimate dealers and workmen diplomas.
Next I would make uniform prices on all standard watches,
and issue a receipt something like the one enclosed, of which
I am the copyright claimant. It can be sold for two to three
dollars a thousand, the profit to go to the U. S. J. A. to carry
on their business. So you see it would be a self-paying in-
stitution. There could be issued a proclamation by the
president of the order, which would give the people from
three to six months' time to come to the nearest legitimate
dealers and get receipts for their watches, in order to make
the watch a legitimate one. After that time if anyone goes
to a watchmaker to get his watch fixed, and has no receipt,
the watchmaker shall tell him that he bought his watch from
an illegitimate dealer, and therefore he would have to charge
him just double what it would cost him if he had bought it
from a legitimate dealer. For instance, if the U. S. J. A.
set a price for cleaning at $1.25, they shall charge the other
$2.50 and stand by it. We can thus meet the enemy, and
they will be ours. You see, a man would not be fool
enough to buy a watch in an illegitimate concern, even if he
would get it a little cheaper, for he would have to pay so
much more for repairing, and on the other hand the repairer
would have the whole U. S. J. A. to back him. Now I will
suggest, if this meets with the approval of the jewelers, that
they shall notify me by mail, whether they will come to
Chicago or not. I will see by the letters how many are in
favor of the plan, then I will name throi.gh THE KEYSTONE
the time of meeting, or will drop it entirely. I remain,

Yours respectfully,

SAMUEL LEVIN.

There is Money in This.
The Northwestern Optical Co. have adopted a novel

idea, and one that should take well with the jewelry trade.
It is a notorious fact that the jewelers have allowed their
optical business (which should pay them better than their
jewelry business) to run down to almost nothing. The
Northwestern people send out a practical optician to the
jeweler, to teach him bow to fit glasses scientifically. The
jeweler who wishes to largely increase his income, should
correspond with them and obtain information as to how this
can be done.

NORTHWESTERN OPTICAL Co.,
68 Major Block,

Chicago.

San Francisco Notes.

Business here on the coast is still very dull, and the
retail trade as well as the jobbers are complaining on account
of dullness and pour prospects for the future. Eastern rep-
resentatives are still coming this way, but few are returning
with satisfactory orders.

A. Judis is out on a business trip.
A. A. Ritter moved once more and made an assignment.
Nordman Bros'. new catalogue has met with success.

Ask for it.
A. J. Rhein, of San Jose, Calt has been in the city

buying goods.
Leon Carrau, of Carrau & Green, has returned from

the Eastern market.
Hyman Fredrick, of Reno, Nevada, spent several days

in the city on business.
Colin & Kendrick have opened a first-class jewelry

store at Sonora, California.
The Pacific Jewelry Co. can be found at their new

quarters, 533 Market Street.
Fred. Roth and Sim. Englander, the diamond experts,

arrived in the city some days ago.
Harry Nordman, representing Nordman Bros., is in the

South, making the best of the times.
M. A. Osgood, of San Jose, Cal., was in the city

recently, and reports his trade only fair.
Albert Feldenheimer, of Portland, Oregon, accompanied

by his wife, is visiting friends in the city.
John Nathan, representing Rothschild Bros., New

York, is doing the Coast for his company.
R. L. Wells, the leading jeweler of Sprague, Washing-

ton, has been in the city purchasing new goods.
The residence of J. Hammersmith, of Hammersmith

& Field, was burned on the 15th inst. It was fully insured.
Johnson & Paulsen, jewelers, of East Oakland, were

robbed of several hundred dollars' worth of diamonds some
days ago.

H. Behrendt, who opened a jewelry store on Market
Street, made an unfortunate investment, and the stock has
been sold out.

Robert G. Bonestell, representing Levison Bros. on the
road, returned from the South, and reports having had a
successful trip.

C. M. Fogg, agent of the Keystone Watch Case Co.,
spent ten days in the city, visiting his many friends and
looking up the business of the coast.

John A. Murphy, formerly with Levison Bros., returned
from Santa Barbara, where he has been spending a few
months for his health, which is much benefitted.

S. H. Greenberg has been confined to his home by a
severe cold. His absence from his flourishing business at
this time is to be regretted. THE KEYSTONE wishes him an
early recovery.

Phelps & Miller report a very fair spring trade in their
several lines. A house which is so ably managed by the
heads of the various departments can depend on a good
business even when others are dull.

Max J. Franklin & Co. have moved to larger quarters
at 21 and 23 Sutter Street, where they have elegant facilities
for conducting their rapidly growing business. The concern
rejoices in a capable, energetic and enterprising manage-
ment.

P. G. Fell, of the firm of T. Musgrave & Co., watch-
makers and manufacturing jewelers, left this week for a five
months' tour of the East and Europe. After seeing the sights
of the Old World, he will return via Chicago and do the
sights of the World's Fair.

George Greenzwcig, of Geo. Greenzweig & Co., has
arrived home from the Eastern market. The concern of
this Company is a very fine one. Their offices and sales-
rooms are among the neatest and most complete to be found
in this line of business anywhere.

Otto Nordman, manager of the Portland branch of
Nordman Bros., spent some days in the city visiting friends.
He reports a very encouraging volume of business during
the past year. The establishment of this branch and its
continued success is a substantial compliment to the pro-
verbial enterprise of Nordman Bros.

" Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. Your last call for my renewal
of subscription to yourjournal had its desired effect, and
should have had my prompt attention long ago, but, be-
ing kept so busy, I would let the matter pass by from
time to time. THE KEYSTONE is worth any Jeweler's
dollar, as one of the best watch journals now published.
Success to THE KEYSTONE! "—C. RAMSEY, Monte.
sumo, Ga.

THE
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0 fittingly honor the opening of the World's Columbian
Exposition, on May 1st, we will make our May issue
a World's Fair Number. It will be clothed in a hand-
some pictorial cover, with special appropriate design.
Considerable space will be devoted to the Exposition, and
many illustrations of different buildings will be shown.
The World's Fair Number will be an

Unusually Attractive
ri
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dvertising Medium

and all advertisers desiring to utilize its pages should
forward copy as early as possible.

Chicago, 104 State Street

New York, 178 Broadway

tbe liteTstone
19th and Brown Streets

Philadelphia, Pa.



CHICAGO, March, 25, 1893.
Out-of-town jewelers have not been so plentiful in the

market this month as would naturally be expected. Trav-
elers are beginning to return from their first trips and report
that dealers generally are holding off their large spring
bills until they come to the World's Fair, and, as a conse-
quence, are buying rather lightly. Not a single returning
commercial pilgrim but what says that every jewelerhe
met on his trip was coming to the great Exposition, and
would surely see Chicago ere the stimmer passes. From
the East and the West, the North and the South—they will
all be here. The indications are that our jobbers will have
a great rush, and they are all busy preparing for it. They
expect to buy largely this month, and representatives of
Eastern manufacturers are already as thick as blackberries
in summer.

C. H. Knights sailed for Europe March 8th, going
direct to London and Amsterdam, where he will visit the
diamond marts and make his purchases for the spring season.
Before returning he will make large purchases in clocks
and European novelties for their new store. Mr. Knights
will make a hurried trip, as he expects to be back in Chicago
by April t6th.

J. P. Wathier and N. E. Wathier have both recently
returned from a month's trip to the Hot Springs of Arkansas.

James A. Todd, Chicago manager of the Towle Manu-
facturing Co., has recently returned from the East.

H. F. Hahn and family are home again after enjoying
a short vacation in Florida.

C. A. Hamilton, of the Rogers 8,: Hamilton Co.,Water-
bury, Conn., was a visitor in town the 'first week of the
month.

T. A. Tripp, general manager of the Pairpoint Manu-
facturing Co., New Bedford, Mass., was a guest of Mr.
Corey, of their Chicago office, the early part of this month.
-Mr. Tripp was much interested in the display his Company
are making at the World's Fair under the direction of
Manager Corey, and expressed himself as well pleased with
the progress made. He was also delighted with the elegant
appearance of their handsome new Wabash Avenue store.

Joseph Schweitzer, general manager of the Ansonia
Clock Co., Ansonia, Conn., was a visitor to the city last
week.

Maurice Wendell, president of the Wendell Manufac-
turing Co., returned the middle of last month from a
vacation trip to the Southern plea.sure resorts.

The room to be occupied by Prof. R. 0. Kandler's
School of Letter and lonogram Engraving is on the
thirteenth floor of the new Columbus Memorial Building,
No. 1312, and a magnificent view of the city can be had
from it. He will have 572 square feet. of space for school
purposes, splendid light, and plenty of good, fresh air for
his pupils. He will occupy his new room about May 1st.

M. A. Mead and family are absent on a month's pleas-
ure trip to the Pacific Slope. Mr. Mead is expected home
the first week of April.

J. M. Cutter, manager of the Elgin Company, has been
the proud father of a son and heir since March 14th. This
is the first-born to the house of Cutter, and there is great
rejoicing among the friends of the family. Mr. Cutter's
friend Kettle, of the Waltham Company, already suggests a
name for the young king, and thinks Christopher Columbus
Cutter—the three “C's "—would sound well.

A. L. Sercomb, of the Meriden Britannia Co., mourns
the loss of his mother, who died recently at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Paul Juergens will sail from New York April 8th, on
the steamer Kaiser Wilhelm, for Europe, going direct to
Amsterdam, where he will make his spring purchase of
diamonds for the Juergens & Andersen Co. He will be
absent three months, spending most of his time at Carlsbad.

The American Office-Fitting Co., whose announcement
appears in another portion of this issue, are new candidates
in the field of. artistic store furniture. They have on hand
a number of fine jobs in this city. Among them we will
mention the furniture for F. M. Sproehnle & Co., M. A.
Mead & Co., Stein & Ellbogen Co., Louis Manheimer, and
the Waltham Watch Co.'s new rooms in the Columbus
Building. They do a high class of work, equal to any in
the country, and are always ready to figure on any estimates
offered them.

Being always up with the times and seasons, procuring
a supply of the latest goods and novelties, and keeping
their customers posted by circulars nicely printed and of
uniform size, keeps Messrs. Lapp & Flershein in the front
rank as purveyors to the jewelry trade. In novelties for
World's Fair souvenirs, a fine assortment is being accumu-
lated, additions being made continuously in articles of both
domestic and foreign manufacture. Don't fail to visit them
if you go to the World's Fair city.

Watson J. Miller, president of the Derby Silver Co.,
accompanied by his wife, was in the city last week.

The old firm of Pike, Willson & Ternendt, 57 Washing-
ton Street, have incorporated under the firm name of the Pike
& Willson Co., and will continue the jewelry, diamond and
ring manufacturing business on a larger scale than here-
tofore. •

A. R. Knights, the well-known Dubuque jeweler and
brother of our own C. H. Knights, has been a visitor to the
World's Fair city the past week, combining business with
pleasure.

On the morning of March 6th the employees at the
optical house of F. A. Hardy & Co., 46 and 48 Madison
Street, found the boiler in their manufacturing department
disabled. Upon the arrival of Mr. Hardy the way out of
the difficulty was soon decided upon, and by ten o'clock the
same evening they had a fourteen-horsepower electric motor
set up and in perfect running order. Mighty quick work
surely, which seems to be the ruling spirit with this firm.

T. A. Albert, with Frank Le Bron, Keokuk, Iowa, was
a visitor to the World's Fair city last week.

R. C. Demarest, Chicago manager for the Barbour
Silver Co., has just finished the usual spring job of house-
cleaning, and the showroom of the Company, at 122 and
124 Wabash Avenue, has been handsomely redecorated.

The factory of the A. H. Revell Manufacturing Co., on
Fifth Avenue, is running at it full capacity on jewelers'
store fixtures and exhibitors' cases for the World's Fair. In
the latter line they have offered to them double the work
their capacity will allow them to finish in time for the
opening of the great Exposition. Among the many leading
firms for which they are . doing work for the Fair we
will mention the Wymble Manufacturing Co.; the Man-
ufacturing Jewelers' Association, of Providence ; J. W.
Reynolds; The Goldsmiths' Company, of London; R. F.
Simmons & Co., Attleboro ; B. Grieshaber, Chicago; and
Reed & Barton, the silversmiths. They are now finishing
store outfits for F. G. Thearle & Co., Englewood, and
S. H. & C. M. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.

Morris Stein, for a number of years with Stein &
Ellbogen, is now a member of .the firm of Fleishman &
Stein, 176 Market Street.

Our friend Burchard, Chicago manager of the Rogers &
Hamilton Co., still feels proud over the large tableware
order secured from the Wellington Catering Co., the first
week of last month. The additions made to this. order since
will make it, without doubt, the largest amount of flatware
ever delivered in one order in the world.

The double-page announcement of C. H. Knights .&
Co., in another portion of this number, should not be over-
looked by any reader of THE KEYSTONE. This firm is
fully abreast with the times in everything that makes a live
jobbing house. They will move, May 1st, to the Columbus
Building, where they will have one of the handsomest, best.
lighted and most elegantly-furnished wholesale rooms in
America.

Geo. E. Zimmerman, with the Geneva Opticr..1 Co., will
have the sympathy of the trade in the loss of his wife, whose
death occurred March 4th, at the family residence in Chi-
cago. Mrs. Zimmerman had been an invalid for eighteen
months and her death was not unexpected. Her remains
were taken to Lockport, N. Y., for burial.

J. C. Klaholt, Springfield, Ill., one of the Sucker
State's best-known jewelers, has been calling on the jobbers
this week, and reports trade as prosperous in his section.

The New Haven Clock Co. moved, the first week of
March, into fine new quarters on the fourth and fifth floors
of 211 and 213 Wabash Avenue. In their new location
they have a splendid light and handsome surroundings.

J. L. Aistead, of the Ch. Preusser Jewelry Company,
Milwaukee, was a trade caller the early part of the month.

Walter L. Davis, formerly in charge of the watch de-
partment at Otto Young & Co.'s, is now one of Chicago's
prosperous real estate men.

The World's Fair managers have deemed the exhibits
of jewelry and silverware of sufficient importance to double
the space first awarded them—a most sensible and business-
like departure, which will be highly commended in trade
circles.

The double-page announcement of Otto Young & Co.,
in this issue, gives the trade a new departure in the chain
line that should interest every dealer from one end of the
land to the other. It is a new thing, surely, to buy a solid
gold chain for the same money as the better quality of
plated, and the guarantee this house gives with these
chains makes the purchase practically on that basis. Send
them a trial order.

At a recent meeting of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion, it was resolved that in view of the extra holidays
which will be given to employees to enable them to visit the
great Exposition, the usual fortnight's vacation during the
summer will be abandoned.

L. W. Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem. is home from a
fortnight's trip to the land of sunshine and flowers—
New Mexico—where he went to look after his mining
interests.

E. J. Smith, of Spaulding & Co., sailed for Europe
March 8th on a purchasing trip for his house. He will be
absent five months.

H. H. Henshaw, of the Geneva Optical Co., with his
family, has been enjoying a Southern trip this month.

B. Grieshaber, our well-known gold pen manufacturer,
is very busy getting .out his World's Fair exhibit. He has
been awarded ample space and a splended location in the
Liberal Arts Hall. He expects.to have a large and attrac-
tive display, and is showing much enterprise in the under-
taking.

J. J. Sweeney, of Sweeney, Coombs & Fredericks,
Houston, Texas, one of the oldest and wealthiest jewelry
houses of the Lone Star State, spent last week in the city,
and was shown around by his old friend, Sam. Swartchild.
Mr. Sweeney selected a fine location for himself and family
during their visit to the World's Fair in June and July.

E. W. Prentis, of the Gorham Company, is absent in
the East.

C. K. Giles and family have gone to Florida, where
they have been enjoying the delights of her leading pleasure
resorts.

A. Monsch, secretary of the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion World's Fair Bureau of Information, is a very busy
man these days. He is hard at work on the " Columbian
Souvenir and Visitor's Directory," a handsome little book
gotten out by the Association for presentation to visiting
jewelers during the Exposition. It will be filled with inter-
esting matter about Chicago, the World's Fair, and the
jewelry houses of the city. Secretary NIonsch expects to
have the book out by the last week of April.

G. F. Wadsworth, the watch case repairer at 182 State
Street, has of late been putting some new and improved
machinery into his factory, enabling him to turn out work
quicker and at less expense than.ever. Mr. Wadsworth has
been in trade in Chicago for twenty years, and has built
up a prosperous business in his line.
• S. Andersen, of the Juergens & Andersen Company, is

sojourning at the Florida pleasure resorts, where he is
escaping the last end of one of Chicago's most severe
winters. He will return early in April.

The Middletown Plate Co. have opened an office here
in the Spaulding Block, with C. J. Livermore in charge.

H. H. De Loss, treasurer of the Chicago and Aurora
Smelting and Refining Co., has recently returned from a
flying trip to New York and other eastern cities.

W. R. Weld, of Balliett & Weld, Waterloo, Iowa, has
been enjoying the delights of our glorious spring climate this
week under the guidance of that smooth and affable guiding
star, Si " Norris, of Giles, Bro. & Co.

James McCreery, of Belfast, Ireland, is in the city.
Mr. McCreery will have charge at the Columbian Exposition
of the exhibit of The Goldsmiths' Company, London, the
largest jewelry firm in the world's greatest city. This
exhibit will be centrally located in the hall of Liberal Arts,
and will be one of the most interesting as well as rich and
magnificent in the whole list of displays.

A. B. Smith, of Toulon, Ill., was in the city recently
and purchased a brand new stock of jewelry, watches and, in
fact, everything that goes to make up a well-stocked modern
jewelry establishment. His purchases were made at the
well-known jobbing house of C. H. Knights & Co., and he
expressed himself as highly pleased with their facilities and
treatment. Mr. Smith opened up his new store March 25th,
and made the occasion memorable by advertising extensively
a grand opening," to which he invited the citizens of Tou-

lon and surrounding country universally to come. It is
almost needless to say that Mr. Smith had a large turnout,
and that everyone voted his store a pretty one, full of hand-
some goods. Smith has gone at his new venture business-
like, and will score a success.

e Carry in Stock at All Times

YaIIftam Movemools
with the Fancy Dials, which cost but a

trifle more than the plain.

New Scallop Edge
Filled Gold Cases

in

6 and 0 sizes.

Circulars with prices and description sent, on application, to Retail Jewelers only.

No Retailing.
No Retail Department.
Sales to Jewelers only.

THE LARGEST WHOLESALE SUPPLY DEPOT

FOR EVERYTHING NEEDED BY JEWELERS.
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A Talk About Salaries.

"How are you, boys? You are new since I
-went on my last trip. How long have you been
here? This ,is the first time I've been in for a
year."
" We both came the same day, just after the

first of the year."
" What do you do here ? "
" We have charge of this floor. The orders

are sent here and we divide ; I take mine and
attend to what are easy, make the office translate
the Greek,' and give some of the understriplinos
their orders to get out the others, for I know my
business."
" How much do they pay you ? "
" Why, half what a man ought to have."
" Getting the best of you, eh ? "
" Not much ; I work according to the pay."
" Well, my friend, you haven't said what you

have been working at all the time, though you
seem to have taken it all in."
" Yes ; I like the business and am getting all

the information about every department I can. I
find it enables me to accomplish more."

"Oh, yes, he overdoes it and makes them
scowl at me ; I ain't going to hurt myself on the
pay."
" Well, I expect to get more, and that is

what I am working for. I take my queer orders
down to Mr. -, who knows everything. At
first he growled at my interruptions ; but I stuck
to him and got his explanations, so that I don't
often have to go, but when I do he always has
time for me, and not only gives me full explana-
tions but gets me to help him out where I can,
when I have time."
" See, he is playing him, made him a sort of a

a favorite, and now is getting all out of him he can."
"Here with the helpers, I try to arrange

everything to save them extra steps and work, and
to avoid any mistakes; also to get them to help
each other, letting one lead one day and another
the next, so that they may all know all they can
learn, and the result is I often help in some other
department most of the day, yet nothing goes
wrong or gets behind in mine."
" Why, the work he does is worth three times

what he gets ; you wouldn't catch me at it ; but I

have a set of dummies, and they get me many a
blowing for their mistakes, but when I get more
pay I will show them a move that they'don't know
I can make. But I must be going now, for I have
a lot of those donkeys' mistakes to correct."
" Well, as you are busy I will give this lot of

specially particular orders to your partner to get
out, as they are for new customers, and on them
will depend the acquisition of quite a nice bunch
of trade. But before we part let me give you,
boys, a pay-dirt lead. When a man who is
getting $to a week is worth $15, he will soon get
$12 ; when worth Poo() a year, will soon get $15
a week ; when worth $1200, his $10oo will come;
when worth $15oo, the $1200 will heave in sight;
when worth $2000, the $1500 will soon come in
view ; when worth $2500, the $2000 is the right
sum, and so on. Now, if you want any of these
salaries, you know how to get it and whose fault it
is if you don't. I will talk to you again about
what to do with your surplus, which you ought to
have. If you are only making ninety cents a
week, don't forget to always work to create a
surplus. —Frank Kean, in Business.

OGDEN, UTAH.
Correspondence Solicited and Held Strictly Confidential.

REFER YOU BELOW TO A FEW OF THE MANY FIRMS

FOR WHOM I HAVE MADE SALES:

HAYDEN W. WHEELER, New York City.
BENJ. ALLEN, Chicago, Ill.
GREEN, SMITH WATCH AND DIAMOND Co., Denver, Colo.
N1OREY'S DIAMOND PALACE, Seattle, Wash..
ED. 1. SALMSON, Tacoma, Wash.
A. P. Ross, Centralia, Wash.
L. B. ORTON, Ogden, Utah.
COLLINS & WENGER, Salida, Colo.

TURNER & HALL, Boise City, Idaho.
FREEMAN MCCARTNEY, Park City, Utah.
NV. S. MoELEv, Auburn, Cal.
J. GLIcx, Stockton, Cal.
J. STEAuss, Eureka, Nevada.
Ron PowELL, La Junta, Colo.
J. SCHULTZ, JR., Monterey, Cal.
I. J. SHARICK, Tacoma, Wash.

DESK ROOM TO LET
in Office on

Eighth Floor

Columbus Memorial Building
Cor. State and Washington Streets

Chicago, Ill.

Apply to L. L. BOYLE, 104 State Street, Chicago

MUELLER'S ARTIFICIAL EYES.
$75 per hundred ; smaller lots, $15 per dozen ; $2.00 each. A large assortment

of eyes will be sent to any dealer to enable him to make selection, upon receipt of
satisfactory references. We carry the largest stock in America,

Only Manufacturers of the " Oiamanta " Spectacles and Eye-Glasses. .
Oculists' prescriptions promptly and accurately filled. Catalogue, price-lists

test-cards, etc., on application.

M. ZINEMAN & BRO., American Agents,130 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

FOR THE HEAVIER WORK OF JEWELERS.

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.

Barnes' Foot Power Lathes, 16 different
styles and sizes, suitable for all classes of
work from the Blacksmith to theJeweler.
There is no application of foot power

equal to the Patent Velocipede, used with
these lathes. Thousands of them are in •

practical use in the shops of metal and wood workers.
L. G. Woolley, of Grand Rapids, Mich.., says: 4'1 wish to say

that I have owned and used two of your No. 8 foot power lathes
now about five years. The tools have been put to hard and con-
tinuous work in my laboratory, and it gives me pleasure to say
that up to this time, no repairs of any kind whatever have been

needed. Indeed the tools are all and more than what you claim for them.
My time is devoted exclusively to invention and experimental work in electricity. In doing this it is neces-

sary to have accuracy, and wide range of adaptation to different work. Your excellent lathes and superb foot
power is all that could be desired by any one in need of a first-class tool."

Send for catalogue of wood and metal workers' outfits.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO., No. 660 Ruby St., Rockford,

,16,  IR., & frieolanber,
IMPORTERS OF r WHOLESALE 1 JOBBERS IN

DIAMONDS JEWELERS I American Watches

Send for Catalogue.

TOOLS, MATERIALS
AND

OPTICAL GOODS

65 and 67 Nassau Street, New York.
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Trade Notes.

J. G. * Wells, Bloomsburg, Pa., recently completed
extensive improvements to his store.

A. & R. Bergman, 205 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,
will move to No. 201, same street, May Ist.

J. A. Wright, Port Townsend, Wash., has removed his
jewelry business to Anacortes, Skagit Co., Wash.

The Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa., have applied for
admission to the New York Jewelers' Board of Trade.

Henry Dreyfus & Co., formerly of 25 Maiden Lane,
New York, have opened their new office at 4 Maiden Lane.

F. R. Clayton, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer, has
recently finished a very successful sale for W. T. Leckie,
Dowagiac, Mich.

Fink, Bodenbeimer & Co., 3 Maiden Lane, New York,
will soon remove to the Fulton Building, at the corner of
Fulton and Nassau Streets.

The Whiting Mfg. Co., Sixteenth Street and Broadway,
New York, has removed to 869 Broadway, corner of
Eighteenth Street.

C. M. Rogers, Ogden Avenue, Chicago, was recently
robbed of $2,000 worth of goods during an absence of
twenty minutes from his store.

C. T. Clingenpeel has removed from Narka, Kan., to
Stockton, same State, where he carries full lines of all
descriptions of jewelry goods.

The Standard Seamless Wire Co., Pawtucket, R. I., are
preparing seamless tubing for penholders. This is a money-
making departure, and will be welcomed by the trade.

Geo. F. Beach, whose picture appeared in our • last
issue among the graduates of the Jewelers' School of Letter
and Monogram Engraving, Chicago, has succeeded James
\\Talker, in Valparaiso, Ind.

The Gorham Manufacturing Company has been
awarded a contract for the manufacture of a gigantic punch
bowl to be competed for in the bicycle contests at the
World's Fair.

F. H. Putnam, house salesman for the Meriden Bri-
tannia Co., and associated with the house for fourteen years,
has been promoted to the road, and will represent the house
in Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana.

Averbeck & Averbeck, 55 Maiden Lane, New York,
are rapidly forging their way to the front rank in the
diamond and jewelry trade. Mr. M. J. Averbeck, of this
firm, leaves for Europe al:out April 55th.

A local in a Defiance, Iowa, paper reads as follows:
Defiance Hospital ; Dr. Berringer, specialist in watch and

clock diseases. No cure, no pay." Enterprise like this
should be rewarded with a timepiece epidemic.

Odenbeimer, Zimmern & Co., New York, will remove
on April 8th, to 52 Maiden Lane. Mr. Odenbeimer, of this
firm, sailed for Europe on March 21st, per steamship Lahn,
to purchase and import diamond supplies for the season.

All intending optical pupils should write to M. S. Seip,
M. D., Easton, Pa., for circulars, etc., before deciding where
to study. The Easton School of Optics has an enviable and
well-earned reputation for efficiency, and the terms are
moderate.

The Chicago College of Horology and Optics, at .780
Madison Street, Chicago, has a most prosperous class of
twenty optical students, which they have only lately organ-
ized. This is a new departure at this well-known institu-
tion, and it certainly starts in well. ,

Koch, Dreyfus & Co., 22 John Street, New York, have
secured a lot of the discontinued Bond Street 54-size
movements, which are now at the disposal of the trade.

Their Mr. L. Hirsch has just returned from Europe with a
fine selection of diamonds and other precious stones.

G. E. Walbizer, Newark, N. J., the well-known manu-
facturer of earrings, is, this season, putting some rarely
attractive patterns at the disposal of the trade. perfection
in his specialty is Mr. Walhizer's acquisition, and the sale
of his goods is correspondingly profitable.

Louis Manheimer, 102 State Street, Chicago, is a great
disciple of Izaak Walton, and rejoices that the fishing seascn
is near at hand. Manbeimer has lately returned from a two
weeks' trip among his Western customers. He says trade is
good; better, he believes, than at this time last year.

Davidow Brothers, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., are about to
open a branch store in Scranton, Pa.

The combination advertisement of L. F. Baker, Wil-
liam N. Brunner and D. V. Brown, on another page of this
issue, merits the attention of the trade. Each is an expert
in his branch, and work can be sent with explicit confidence
that it-will be attended to with despatch and satisfaction.

N. B. Levy & Bro., Scranton, Pa., have ordered two
large burglar-proof safes to be specially made for them.
These are necessary for the accommodation of their largely
increased stock. N. B. Levy and George Van Nort represent
the firm on the road, while K. Levy buys goods and attends
to headquarters duties.

As handsome and elegant a selection of music-boxes as
has recently come under our notice is now being shown by
A. Jaccard & Son, 5056 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. All
reliable makers are represented, and some of the instru-
ments combine to a unique extent beauty of finish, sweetness
of tone and lowness of price.

The copartnership existing between Charles Wyman
and John D. Wyman, under the firm name of Charles
Wyman & Son, St. Albans, Vt., has been dissolved by
mutual agreement, and instead a new copartnership entered
into by Charles Wyman, John D. Wyman and B. B. Per-
kins, under the title of Charles Wyman & Co

The Elgin National Watch Company desire us to author-
itatively deny the report that, from some source or other, has
gotten into circulation, that they intend to run a special
train from Chicago to Elgin every Friday during the great
Exposition. No such plan was ever considered by the
officers of the Company, and is not likely to be. .

The employees of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co.,
New Bedford, Mass., have organized a benefit association

• under the name of the Pairpoint Mutual Aid Society. The
officers are : President, William I-I. Rankin ; vice-president,
William H. Springer ; treasurer, Walter F. Smith ; secre-
tary, M. S. Hadley; auditors, F. Allen and B. F. Kinnicut;
and directors, F. Ratcliff and E. Taylor.

In this issue is an announcement from the D. B. Hills
Clock Co., Plainville, Conn., who are in the field with a
Columbus clock. Mr. Hills has been in the clock business
for the past twenty-five years, and about two years ago
purchased the entire plant of the late L. Hubbell & Son.
They make a specialty of illuminating dial clocks. The
Columbus clock is an opportune candidate for popular favor,

._ and in this Columbian year should meet with a ready sale.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri are about
to publish a handsomely-compiled souvenir book of their
Association, which will be distributed among all Western
retailers as far as the Pacific coast. It will be an inter-
esting compilation, profusely illustrated, and its pages will,
no doubt, be liberally utilized by advertisers. W. F.
Kemper, the efficient and restless secretary of the Asso-
ciation, has charge of the task, and he has set about its
performance with his usual thoroughness.

Mr. Max Kallman, of Lissauer & Co., New York, sailed
for Europe on 'March 25th, on the steamer New York, for
about a seven weeks' trip to England and the Continent.
During this time be will attend the wedding of his sister,
who is to be married on April 56th, at Stuttgart, Germany.
He will also visit London, Paris, Amsterdam, Antwerp and
other cities, combining business with pleasure. Max carries
the good wishes of his many friends on the Lane with him,
and they will be glad to welcome him upon his return.

Upon another page appears a fac-simile of the diploma
issued to graduates of the New York Optical College, con-
ducted by Levy, Dreyfus & Co., of 9 and II Maiden Lane,
New York. It seems that this college has established a
standard per cent. for all students who undergo an exam-
ination for the degree. The college proposes to establish
a higher standard of optical education, so that its graduates
may not look upon it as a disreputable college. The older
graduates find it a very pleasant place to review their
acquaintance with.

The results of the annual contest of Swiss watches held
recently at the Geneva Observatory have just been received,
and give Patek, Philippe & Co. first prize for best average
running time (prix d' ensemble), one first prize and one
third prize, besides several honorable mentions of their
exhibits. The Company contested under many disadvan-
tages owing to the rebuilding of their factory, and the many
prizes won, in spite of these disadvantages, are especially
gratifying. L. H. Keller & Co., New York, are the
American agents of this Company.

A Gold and Silver Bicycle.

We show herewith a cut of a minature bicycle

made by L. W. Blanchard, jeweler, Centreville,
N. Y. 'The tiny " wheel " is made of silver and
gold, with the exception of the tires, pedal rub-
bers, handles, and saddle leather. The frame is
diamond pattern, of seamless silver tubing, with
steering head one inch long. The handle-bar is

three inches long and made of seamless silver
tubing. There are tapered and curved ivory

handles with gold ferrules. The wheels are three
and one-half inches in diameter, and. have No.

30 gauge silver wire tangent spokes, with gold
nipples at the rim. The tires are one-fourth of
an inch, and pneumatic. The cranks are seven-
eighths of an inch through. The step, foot rests and
other small parts are made of gold. The minature
" machine " is a most interesting curiosity, and
reveals great mechanical skill and ingenuity on
the part of Mr. Blanchard. The idea, too, was a
brilliant one, as few things, indeed, would interest
so many in this cycling age. The tiny gold and
silver " wheel" is certainly the cutest of recent
cute things.

Cost of Living Here and in Europe.

The comparative cost of living in this coun-
try and in Europe forms an interesting portion of
a report recently submitted to the Royal Com-
mission on Labor by the British Foreign Office.
For accuracy sake, a limitation of the field for
investigation was necessary, and a particular class
of workmen was, consequently, selected, the pref-
erence being given in this instance to those
engaged in the iron and steel industries. From
the report it appears that the average income of
an American husband employed in the industries
referred to is $513.52. Taking into account the
aid given by the wife, or one of the children, the
average " family " income is raised to $591.61.
In Great Britain a family income in the same trade
averages $456.86, and in Belgium $374.53.
House rent in the United States is relatively high.
In Illinois it averages $87.74 a year, while the
average rent paid yearly among iron and steel
workers throughout the United States is $65.02.
In Belgium, on the other hand, house rent averages
only $31.72 a year, and in Great Britain $38.35.
The outlay for food is about the same on both
continents. On an average $243.65 is spent for
nourishment by an American family of iron-
workers, and $222.52 by a European family. The
prevailing impression that much more beef is con-
sumed in the United States than in Europe is not
justified by the figures. The consumption of beef
in the former is represented by $30.57 for each
family, and in the latter by $29.47. The American
is more highly taxed than his European brother, a
fact which demolishes another popular belief. In
this country the taxes average $5.59 for each family
of iron-workers, while in Great Britain they aver-
age only $1.77, and in Relgium, fifty-six cents.
The taxes in the United States show an extraordi-
nary variation, the State averages ranging from
$12.28 in Ohio to $1.46 in Georgia. The cost of
living is less in Europe, but not to an extent to
offset the higher wages paid the American worker.

•
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Philadelphia Notes.

• Local trade has brightened up somewhat, and prospects

seem favorable. The volume of retail business is on the

increase, and wholesalers are filling good orders. Many

improvements have been made in the stores, and things

generally have been put in ship-shape for a brisk spring

business.

. Judge Reed, of Common Pleas Court No. 3, has made

an order allowing the filing of the charter of the Jewelers'

Club of Philadelphia.

The patrons of D. F. Conover & Co. have had provided

for them this season one of the largest stocks they ever had

the privilege of selecting from. The Oegant assortment of

watches deserves a special word of eulogy, and merits the

early attention of the trade.

Arthur S. Goodman, president of the National Retail

Jewelers' Association, will move, at an early date, to a new

store at Twentieth Street and Ridge Avenue.

The Philadelphia office of the Rogers & Hamilton

Co., Waterbury, Conn., formerly located at 735 Market

Street, is now at 722 Chestnut Street.

. If there are more complete stocks at the disposal of the

trade than can be found at M. Sickles & Sons', we have

failed to discover them. In jewelry, optical goods, tools

and materials, the lines are equally excellent, and cannot

fail to appeal profitably to the self-interest of patrons.

S. G. Lazarus is a late addition to the city trade. He

has opened a jewelry and optical store at 1502 Susquehanna

Avenue.
T. Haines Moore, of Spring Garden Street and Ridge

Avenue, has made elaborate improvements in his store and

enlarged his plant.

The thief who recently was nearly successful in robbing

W. H. & J. C. Dotter, 1837 Columbia Avenue, has got

three years behind prison bars to bemoan the error of his

ways.
The gold crown filled rings of NV. E. McCall, 104 and

xo6 South Eighth Street, have been pronounced elegant

sellers by the trade, and large orders for them continue to

arrive. Mr. McCall's solid gold rings are looked upon with

equal trade favor.

Bailey, Banks & Biddle designed the invitations for the

great inaugural ball at Washington. These dainty affairs

were in book form, with the dance programme, the supper

menu and the names of the members of the floor and prome-

nade committees set forth on pure white paper between the

two covers, on one of which was a very chaste bit of en-

graving representing a laurel wreath, the United States flag,

and the bird of freedom hovering over a large gold mono-

gram C. and S., while below, beneath the flowing streamers

which tied the wreath, the Capitol loomed up in a gray per-

spective. The other cover had the inscription, Inaugura-

tion Ball, March Fourth, 1893," done in raised gold letters.

L. A. Scherr & Co. are enjoying a brisk spring trade.

The demand for their American mainsprings, Philadelphia

brand, continues large, and the more the trade know of these

springs the better they appear to like them. Retailers are

now offered many special inducements.

441 have received February and March numbers of
THE KEYSTONE, and can say that it is the best paper
relating to the jewelry trade and workings in the world,
and I would not be without it for five times its price."—
C. L. SIMPSON, Clinton, Mo.

An Interesting Relic.

Among the noteworthy entries that have lately been

received at the World's Fair, is an article that will become

very valuable in the future as a relic and souvenir of this

occasion. It is a correct miniature model of Columbus'

Santa Maria, about three feet long, p.nd shows the ship

completely fitted out under full sail as seen on the souvenir

coins. The only material used in its entire construction is

wood that was taken from each one of the different buil-

dings, bridges, piers, fences, columns and every other

structure of any kind that is situated on the grounds of the

World's Columbian Exposition. This collection was made

under the supervision of the authorities, who furnished also

the plans and drawings necessary in constructing this novelty,

to Mr. Simon Straus, a watchmaker and optician of Belle-

ville, who deserves great credit as an expert whittler, as

well as for the unique idea of .this device. A tablet which

explains by what parts of the ship the various structures on

the ground are represented, accompanies the work. It will

be placed in the Administration Building until the close of

the Fair, when it will be preserved in the Museum of Arts

as a relic and souvenir. •

A Reply to Many Queries.
The following communication is almost a counterpart

of a number of queries which have recently reached us
from various parts of the country.

GRAYVILLE, ILL., March 18, 1893.
•THE KEYSTONE.

DEAR SIRS the articles appearing in THE KEY-
STONE under the caption The Optician's Manual " be pub-
lished in book form ? If so, give price; or can it only be
obtained in the copies of THE KEYSTONE? We think
these articles very fine, and well worth being put in book
form. Please give us above information.

Yours, MADDEN BROS.

The articles referred to are specially written for THE
KEYSTONE, and can be found only in our columns. We
have, as yet, come to no definite conclusion as to their pub-
lication in book form, though it is not improbable that the
entire series may ultimately be thus issued. We would
advise our readers in the meantime, however, not to permit
a dependence on chances of future publication to interfere
with their preserving the articles as they now appear in each
succeeding issue of this paper. Opticians, not at present
subscribers, should forward their subscriptions at once, and
thus reap the benefit of the knowledge (not otherwise pro-
curable) imparted in these valuable artides.

Necessary and Indispensable."
EDITOR KEYSTONE:

Enclosed please find check for one dollar, to renew my
subscription. Please credit me with same. Have simply
neglected to renew sooner. Would not think of missing
one visit of THE KEYSTONE. I think it covers the entire
field of the jewelry business, and that which the trade cannot
afford to miss. The valuable information it contains,
besides the many new and interesting features which you
are constantly adding, I think makes it necessary and
indispensable. I am keeping them on file, and am anxious
for the arrival of each number. Success to you!

Yours truly,
H. M. SIGLOCH, Keytesville, Mo.

We hasten to inform anxious inquirers that the sale for
Mr. Sharrick, Tacoma, Wash., during which $30,000 were
aggregated in four weeks, was conducted by J. G. Raine,
the well-known jewelers' auctioneer of Ogden, Utah.

J. M. Gibbs, proprietor of the Golden Eagle Jewelry
Store, in Hannibal, Mo., has been suffering from the effects
of a gun-shot wound received at the battle of Kennesaw
Mountain, Ga., in 1864. Mr. Gibbs, who had been laid up
for about eight weeks, is now able to be about again and
attend to businesss.

Among the trade callers who have been in Chicago the

past fortnight we will mention W. L. Winslow, Ironwood,

Mich.; A. B. Smith, Toulon, Ill.; John Woolett, New
London, Mo.; J. Braun, Two Rivers, Wis. ; A. H. Camp,
of Stanley & Camp Co., Milwaukee; Ed. Showerman,
Lyons, Iowa ; E. E. Chandler, Boone, Iowa ; T. B. Meyers,

St. Paul, Minn. ; John Pierik, of Sommer & Pierik, Spring-

field, Ill. ; Fred. C. Chase, Artesian, S. Dak. ; Isaac Deller,

Mineral Point, Wis. ; S. M. Ladd, Morris, Ill.; and Thos.

Cochrane, of Cochrane & Wehn, Wilber, Neb.

Western New York Notes.

The jewelers in this section report a brightening up of

trade, and a prevailing feeling of confidence encourages

them to lay in fair supplies for spring use. The past year

was a good one, but there is a confident anticipation that

the present one will be an improvement on it.

Mr. Lamb, the Phelps, N. Y., jeweler, came nearly

being robbed on March 14th. A robbery was committed

in a grocery store, and the burglars afterward broke the

glass in Mr. Lamb's store. The approach of morning

probably spoiled further operations.
Frank Ketchel, formerly of Orleans, N. Y., has started

a new jewelry store in Canandaigua, N. Y.

Charles Padelford, Victor, N. Y., reports a very active

business, especially in watches, of which he always keeps

an elegant stock.
James McPursel, Wayland, N. Y., is making elaborate

improvements in his store. He is putting in new show-

cases and making big additions to his stock.

A. W. Gilbert & Co., special cash wholesale jewelers,

Canandaigua, N. Y., are flooded with business. Their big

cash discounts are evidently catching the eyes of the retailers.

A Palace Home for Jewelry Representatives

In Chicago During the World's Fair.

ADVANTAGES OFFERED ON THE THIRTEENTH FLOOR OF
THE COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING.

CHICAGO, March 25.—Jewelry traveling salesmen need
no longer fear a lack of accommodations for them in the
way of offices and sample-rooms during the World's Fair.
The Columbus Safe Deposit Company, recognizing the fact
that traveling salesmen would experience difficulty in ob-
taining *suitable accommodations in Chicago for the display
and storage of their wares, and at the request of many
leading houses in New York and elsewhere engaged in the
diamond, jewelry and silverware trade, have reserved the
entire thirteenth floor of the magnificent Columbus Me-
morial Building, corner of State and Washington Streets, to
be used exclusively as show and salesrooms for traveling
saleoien engaged in these lines of business. The advan-
tages of this are manifest.

A more fitting home than the Columbus " for the
large colony of jewelry representatives that are bound to be
with us through the Exposition months could not be con-
ceived of, and already the indications are that the fraternity
will largely take advantage of the splendid accommoda-
tions offered by the Safe Deposit Company. This structure
will in all respects be unrivaled in beauty of design and
splendor of interior finish by any building in the world. It
is designed by its owners, Messrs. Higgins & Furber, to be
a memorial.worthy of Chicago, the Columbian Exposition
and the discoverer of America. With its central location
and its admirable light, together with its many improve-
ments and conveniences, as well as being the home of so
great a number of Chicago's large and representative
wholesale and retail jewelry and diamond houses, makes the
thirteenth floor of the Columbus Building particularly desir-
able as headquarters for Eastern and Western manufacturers,.
jobbers and importers, in short, for everyone in any way
connected with the trade. •

The Safe Deposit Company will take pleasure in
sending a diagram showing the subdivision of the floor into
rooms and the size of each room, the rental price of which
will be from twenty-five to seventy-five dollars per week,
according to size and location, which price will include
heat, light, janitor's services and insurance of goods against
fire and burglary. Salesmen renting rooms in the building
will enjoy another great advantage—they will have their
trunks and packages cared for at night, and delivered in
their rooms each morning free of charge, with contents
intact, otherwise the agreed price of sarae will be paid by
the Company.

The Company have also made arrangements by which
salesmen desiring to have trunks stored, without renting
rooms, may deposit their trunks or packages, at any time
between 7 A. M. and to P. M., with the person in charge of
the safe-deposit vaults in the building, and will be given
proper receipt. Thereafter, until called for, the Company
will be responsible for the value agreed upon at the time of
deposit of trunks, packages and contents so delivered. The
charge for such storage and guaranty of each package will
be at the rate of two dollars per day for each five thousand
dollars of value or any part thereof. To accommodate this

class of business, the Company has constructed, in connec-

tion with its safe-deposit vaults in the basement, a storage
vault of amph capacity, protected by all the appliances
possible to introduce, as well as by armed guards stationed

in different parts of the building.

Another excellent feature. The Columbus Safety De-

pqsit Vault, aside from the storage vaults above mentioned,

will be fitted up with a perfect system of lock-boxes, private

rooms, etc. These will be the finest safety deposit vaults
in Chicago, equipped in modern style, and, for convenience

and absolute security, will particularly interest diamond

men with loose goods, and those with small grips and

packages of mounted goods. They will be for rent at from

five to fifty dollars per year. Access to them can be had

any time from eight o'clock in the morning until six o'clock

in the evening. Located as they are in the center of the
jewelry business district, and convenient of access, they will

readily commend themselves to those carrying the above
expensive lines.

Space can be reserved on the thirteenth floor of the
Columbus Building for houses who may apply in advance
for use of their salemen, any week or longer, from.May loth
until November 1st ; or any further information concerning
the moms, vaults and boxes can be had by addressing The
Columbus Safe Deposit Co., Hymen, Berg .& Co., managers,
125 State Street, Chicago. '

Watthes
WALTHAM

ELGIN

HOWARD

COLUMBUS

STANDARD

•
A FULL LINE OF

Gold and Filled Cases
Jeweirv
Cbains
Clocks
'Coots
Materials
•

Rogers Bros: I847

Flat Ware
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Only Exclusive Wholesale Jewelry House
in Ohio

POSITIVELY NO GOODS SOLD AT RETAIL

•
•••
•

lbert )1". Bonnet
24 East Spring Street

Columbus, Ohio

Headquarters for

Ingraham and Seth Thomas Clocks

FIG. 71. WALL. CASE.
DIMENSIONS :—Height of base, 28 inches : depth, from 20 inches to 30 inches ; height of center, 9 feet—

all extreme outside measure. For further description, sec page 28.

One of the handsomest WALL CASES ever shown to the trade.

Jewelers
Show Cases

In Stock and Made to Order.
No delay in filling orders.

WALL AND SHOW CASES MADE
IN - ANY LENGTH.

FROM SIX FEET TO ONE HUNDRED FEET.

Union Show Case Co., Manufacturers, 169 E. Randolph St., Chicago.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. MENTION THE KEYSTONE.



Have You
Heard the News

about

HOWARD WATCHES?
The Howard Company, in view of extensive alterations in

their factory, have decided to cease the manufacture of their
movements temporarily, and have authorized us to offer their
entire line without reserve, at a reduction from the regular list of

THIRTY PER CENT.
and the usual discounts for cash.

Every dealer in the United States can now afford to have
in stock the

Celebrated Howard Watches.
We haven't space enough here to show Cases, but we

have them in endless variety. Of course Howard movements
sell best in polished and engine-turned cases—these we have in
all weights, shapes and combinations. 18 Kt., 14 Kt., Filled,
Silver.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

SPECIAL HOWARD AGENTS.
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Politeness in Business.

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

Manners are minor morals. Civility is to a
man what beauty is to a woman—it creates an
instantaneous impression in his favor, while rude-
ness as quickly excites a prejudice against him.

I would not be understood as urging the mere
forms of politeness, as prescribed in the " Book
of Etiquette." Such efforts lead one to think of
himself rather than of others ; whereas, the very
essence of all courtesy is thinking of others first.
Good manners are more than external conduct—
they are "a compound of spirit acted into form."
While unusual ability and force of character may
drive its heavy way through all obstacles, such
advancement is gained by a great waste of power.
Indeed, some one has said that dogmatism is only
puppyism come to full growth ; and while we may
grudgingly consent to do business with the rude
and uncivil because of a present advantage to us
in such traffic, we will turn, when occasion offers,
to the merchant who presents to us a graceful and
courteous manner in addition to equal prices and
qualities of goods. The bearing of a man toward
his fellows oftentimes, more than any other cir-
cumstance, promotes or obstructs his advancement
in life; and while we may complain to ourselves
if our customers seem to regard the superficies
rather than the solid contents of a man, it is a
fact, certified by abundant observation, that pros-
perity, in numberless instances, is the outcome of
good manners.

The ugliest Frenchman, perhaps, that ever
lived was Mirabeau. He was so hideous that he
was called a " tiger pitted by the small-pox "; yet
such was the witchery of his manner that no man
of his day was so adored by the well-bred women
of the French capital. Wilkes was a monster of
both physical and moral deformity ; but he pos-
sessed such a fascinating grace of speech that he
boasted to Lord Townsend, the handsomest man
in Great Britain, that with half an hour's start he
would secure the affection of any woman in the
kingdom against his lordship.
" Thank you, my dear—please call again,"

said Lundy Foote to the little beggar-girl who
bought a pennyworth of snuff. His uniform
politeness to everyone was absolutely the only
reason why Foote, the man of most indifferent
business capacity, became a millionaire. The
Duke of Wellington, the hero of Waterloo, de-
clared before his death that he never had a quar-
rel in his life with any man. " When the other
fellow quarrelled I would raise my hat to him and
offer him a pinch of snuff." He put a little oil
in the hinge of his neck and invariably conquered
through his politeness and .suavity. George
Washington raised his hat whenever he was
saluted by plow-boy or negro. True courtesy is
simply the application of the Golden Rule to all
our social conduct ; or, as Dr. Witherspoon so
happily defined it, it is " real kindness, kindly
expressed."

Politeness earns the largest share of the pro-
fits in the capital of any business, in proportion to
the investment ; for it costs nothing, exacts no
necessity of dividends to warrant its continuance,
and has a reflex benefit on the development of
the merchant's character. " Civility," said Lady
Montague, " costs nothing and buys everything."
Burleigh advised Queen Elizabeth to " win hearts,
and you will have all men's purses." A pleasant
manner, polite conduct, civil speech, invariably
assist the qualities of industry and integrity in
attaining a great business success. " Molasses

catches more flies than vinegar." Politeness often
wins where every other form of effort fails.

There is no greater mistake than that which
popularly ascribes to " politeness" an effeminacy
of character, or triviality of disposition. It does
not follow that the gentle in manner lack in
intellectual or moral force. A thousand instances
might be cited in disproof, but I shall mention
only one—that gentlest of gentlemen, and greatest
of physicists, Faraday. Underneath his sweetness
of external manner was the heat of a volcano.
He was naturally of a most fiery and excitable
temper; but " through high self-discipline," says
Tyndall, " he had converted his fire into a central
glow and motive power of life, instead of per-
mitting it to waste itself in useless passion."

And with this I leave the subject, for it sums
up the economy of politeness as a factor in busi-
ness success. It is this direction of waste force into
the legitimate channels of action which supremely
justifies gentle manner and polite address ; this
conservation of energy, this husbanding of moral
resources to the upbuilding of the highest charac-
ter, arguing forever against the surliness and
bruskness of manner which wears itself by friction
of its own parts. It is the inherent strength of
the argument which underlies the world's respect
for " the grand old name of Gentleman."

My Magic Spectacles.

How I came by them is not your concern—
whether I received them from a good fairy,
whether I bargained for them with the devil, or
in what way soever they came into my possession
need not enter into your speculations. I am not
entirely without fear that, if you knew, you might
not revive, in some modified form, the uncom-
fortable practice of our Puritan forefathers with
respect to witches ; and if you did not burn me
at the stake, you might at least be moved to
ostracize me from the good will of the corn-

- munity. All that I am willing to tell is the singu-
lar results of looking through My Magic Spectacles.

They enable me to see through the person I
may be talking to, to look beyond the present and
behind the past, and they disclose the source of
things rather than the mere things themselves on
which they may be focused. When I put them
astride my nose and look around my store, what
a marvellous scene presents itself! The paper of
gems on my table is not a glittering dozen of dia-
monds, rubies and sapphires, but is a startling
panorama of dissolving views. Instead of the
diamond I see a low-browed African, delving
with pitiful despair into the blue earth at the foot
of a trench a hundred feet deep at Kimberley. I
see the wretched avarice of successive owners, I
hear the plots of wicked thieves ; I observe the
patience and skill of cutters, the admiration of
enthusiasts, the ignorance of pretended knowing
ones ; and finally I see the blush on Beauty's
cheek, and the sparkle in Beauty's eye, as she
looks upon the dazzling stone upon her finger and
parts the curtains looking for His coming. A bit
of coral, seen through My Magic Spectacles, is
no longer a twig of pink beauty. Instead, I see
the surf of ocean break upon the fringe of island
in the Persian Gulf, or hear the wash of the
waves of the. Mediterranean as they curl in and
out among the tossing tops of these " flowers of
the sea." I cannot describe in this space the
wonderful vision which discloses to me when I
turn my spectacled eyes upon one of the plain
gold rings in my show-case. I read the history
of personal adornment from the earliest dawn of
history ; I see the Egyptian goldsmith sit cross-

legged in the shadow of the unhewn stone from
which the pyramids will be built ; my swift glance
then beholds " the Argonauts of '49 " crowding
to the shallow streams of California. By some
witchery of association, I hear the words of lovers
the world over, pledging their faith as the golden
circlets are slipped upon the maidens' fingers.
The vision widens until it comprehends within its
scope all there is of life as reflected' in all there is
of love, through all eternity.

And so, a sight of the music-box takes me to
the patient Swiss in their little mountain hamlets;
a cuckoo-clock shows me the Germans of the
Hartz hills, and rosy wives and chubby babes;
an odd table-bell rings with the laughter of light-
hearted Paris ; a mosaic paper-weight lifts into
view a black-eyed Neapolitan, and a lava brooch
brings to my nostrils the sulphur fumes of Vesu-
vius ; the ticking of a watch is the faint echo of
mighty stamps forging its case into shape, and I
see long lines of intelligent workmen deftly shap-
ing steel into the mechanical marvel of a timepiece.

When I lift my eyes from these objects in my
show-case and look through My Magic Spectacles
at the customers on the other side of the counter,
I laugh and frown alternately at the singular dis-
closures. Sometimes.I resolve I will never again
put them on, for they reveal so much that is dis-
appointing that I wish to be disillusioned no
further. I turned them recently upon a portly
gentleman who waited while his wife was pricing
a diamond bracelet, and I only saw a great pile of
insensible gold dollars ; and when I looked on
the proud woman who flounced with him out of
the store I beheld only a block of ice, trimmed
with furbelows and ruffles, with something resem-
bling a coat-of-arms where the heart should have
been. A meek-voiced little lady whom I had
never seen before crossed the path of my vision,
and lo there appeared a placid village in a
summer landscape, a darkened room, the tender
touch of a sympathetic hand upon a fevered brow,
and " the peace that passeth understanding."
The little boy who brought my newspaper was
transformed, through my Spectacles, into a brave
general, leading a heroic charge into the face of
death ; and then again, into a middle-aged gentle-
man who had put aside the love of his youth that
he might be the stay and comfort of a sister, help-
less and hopeless through paralysis ; and, once
again, into a heroic missionary, who put aside the
chances of preferment at home in order to fulfill
a self-appointed task on a plague-stricken tropical
coast. I have been sickened at the insight into
men's hearts, afforded by my Spectacles ; have
beheld there so much of hollow insincerity, of
chicane and treachery, of venom and malignity,
that I would be tempted to forswear another
glance through the lenses, except for the glad dis-
appointments which revealed in sullen and for-
bidding exteriors the blossom and bloom of beau-
tiful souls, and in creatures least promising a
fruition of noblest and worthiest performance.

I think, on the whole, I shall hold on to My
Magic Spectacles. While they have caused me
exquisite pain sometimes in their revelation of the
hypocrisy of men's hearts and in the lesson which
they teach of the need of considering men's minds
apart from their faces, they yet afford full measure
of compensation in the disclosures they happily
bring to our estimate of the possibilities of good
in humanity. And who would be without the
blessed facilities, if he could possess them, as I
do, of transporting himself .whither he would by
merely • looking through a pair pf Magic Spec-
tacles? J. T.
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Jack= Knives.

gFikOR such readers as would like to make a

model of this kind highly ornamental

in appearance, we would suggest finish-

ing the supporting frame shown at B,

Figs. I and 4, of March, 1893, KEY-

STONE, of pierced work ; that is, sawed out to

scroll patterns, as shown at Fig. 2 of this issue.

Such work is easily accomplished by first trans-

fering the pattern to the brass, and then going

around the outline with a " fish-belly " graver.

magnified cross-section of such a graver is shown

at Fig. 1. The cocks of fine, old English verge

watches are excellent examples of such work.

The base shown at A, in March, 1893, KEY-

STONE, can also be ornamented, but, in this

instance, the better plan is not to attempt much

sawing out ; because such work cannot be well

done after the base is made, and to do this orna-

menting before bending would, except great care

was observed, result in greatly marring its beauty.

Patterns etched after the manner of souvenir

spoons would • be very tasteful and effective. For

the benefit of such of our readers as are not up to

the process of spoon-etching we will describe how

such work is done.
Suppose it is desired to etch a base like the

one at Fig. 3, which is shown half size. We pre-

pare a careful drawing on medium thin, smooth-

surfaced paper. Some of the cheaper kinds of

writing paper answer nicely ; but the coarser sur-

faced linen papers do not work as kindly as this

cheaper paper in the process of transfering. It is

well to make the drawing with a leadpencil, and,

after getting it to our taste, go over the outline

with ink for tracing by.
A transfer paper can be made by mixing three

parts of turpentine with one part of tallow, and

adding sufficient lampblack to form a thin paint.

The turpentine should be heated until it melts the

tallow when added. A little care should be taken

to prevent the turpentine catching fire. Tissue

paper brushed over with a thin layer of this mix-

ture becomes the carbon paper used in copying

tablets. In an hour or two the turpentine will

evaporate and leave the paper ready for use.

To transfer a design with such paper to the

brass base shown at Fig. 3, the drawing is arranged

exactly in position over the surface which is to

receive the design, and secured in place by the aid

of two clamps placed at A A (two pin-vises will

answer) ; and after spreading the drawing down

smooth and flat, and being sure that it is in exactly

the right position, underneath it is placed a piece

of the transfer paper which was coated with tallow

and lampblack, With the coated side next the

brass. It is, of course, understood that the draw-

ing has its face side out. All the inked lines of

the drawing are now gone over with a piece of

sharpened pegwood. To sharpen a pegwood for

such purposes, make as perfect- and smooth a

point as possible with a knife, and th'en touch

the sharpened point to a lampblaze to char and

harden the extreme end, and render it a little

blunt.
By the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, when

the paper on which the design is traced is held by

.one edge, we can turn the drawing back and note

the progress made in the transfer, and see if every

line is perfect on the brass. The idea of this

transfer is that the pressiire of the pointed stick

causes the lampblack and tallow on the paper to

adhere to the brass surface. The outline of the

design is now on the brass, and to etch it a further

process is resorted to.

If the scroll pattern is to be bright, the sur-

face we wish to remain so is painted over with

either shellac varnish (shellac dissolved in alcohol)

or with asphaltum varnish (asphaltum dissolved in

turpentine). Whichever resist is employed, shel-
lac or asphaltum, the article so coated should be
baked before the acid is applied. By baking we

mean placing it in an oven heated to about 250°
F., and keeping at this temperature for two hours.
The band, or border, a a, Fig. 3, surrounding the

panel of scroll work should also be painted with
the same resist varnish as the scrolls. In fact,

the back and all parts of the base, except where
it is desired the acid should act, must be so
coated.

A glass dish deep enough to immerse the

base should be provided, and filled with a mixture
of nitric acid one part, water four parts. If the
varnish has been baked as above directed, the acid

and water for etching can be heated up to i8o° F.,
which will expedite the process fully one-half.
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The dish of acid in which the base is placed
should be rocked constantly to insure the etching
proceeding evenly. Brushing the surface with a
camel's-hair pencil or a feather does even better
than rocking the dish. The depth to which the
etching is carried will depend much on the design.
About one-fiftieth of an inch will be satisfactory
in most cases. After the etching is complete, and
the varnish removed, the sunk or etched portion
can be improved by working over with coarse
matting punches.

Enclosed find One Dollar, which I send with pleas-

ure. Your valuable journal is certainly THE KEYSTONE

of the jewelry business. Throughout the globe it's the

Jewelers' Columbian Exposition: There is no use to

look any further for a jewelers' journal, as your publi-

cation is a regular encyclopedia on all the necessary

branches connected with the jewelry trade."—WILL. J.

DERRINGER, Defiance, Iowa.

Business Management.

Whatever the business in which we are engaged, to make
it successful and progressive much is to be done and
little to be left undone to realize our expectations and gain
the objects of our hopes. Men of ackrowledged business
knowledge and habits often get wrecked and stranded by
going beyond their depths and drifting on shallows. Close
application to busineis and strict attention to details are the
requisites in making business profitable and thriving. Un-
assuming and gentle manners always make friends and keep
them, and faithful representations and fair dealings always
inspire confidence and belief. All the keenness, sharp-
sightedness, quick-wittedness and tact will fall short of solid
sense, practical judgment and a thorough knowledge of the
laws of trade. All that we mean and do must be abreast
with the times and the people. Around us on every side
and bearing upon us in every direction the old is shoved
aside, and the new and what is improving are the watch-
words of the day. The times demand men of large, liberal
and energetic thoughts and action, and those Who insist
upon doing business in the old-fashioned, jog-trot, humdrum
way are as much out of place as they who insist on traveling
with an ox team instead of by railway, or getting news by

an old stage coach instead of by the lightning telegraph.
—Selected.

Providence Letter.

Trade and the weather seem to have brightened up

simultaneously, and a number of manufacturers interviewed

report business from fair to active. 'The comparative quiet-

ness consequent on the persistent severity of the weather

has had no discouraging effect, and an early compensating

briskness is confidently anticipated. The men on the road

are giving a good account of themselves, and their prophecies

are all favorable. The retail trade are experiencing the

customary spring activity.
Ostby & Barton took steps to make this year a banner

one in the history of their business, and it is now certain

that their anticipations will be fulfilled. ,‘ Enormous " is

the only word that correctly expresses the demand for their

rings, and the merit of the product certainly justifies the

popularity. Mr. E. C. Ostby was recently vacationizing in

Tampa, Fla.
William Waite, of the Waite-Thresher Co., has been

spending a vacation in the South.
Alfred Krower, of Albert Lorsch & Co., and William

Copeland, of Martin, Copeland & Co., were passengers on

the Shore Line express, from New York, which recently met

with an accident. Mr. Krower fortunately escaped without

injury, but Mr. Copeland N -as thrown from his seat and re-

ceived a slight scalp wound.
John A. Fleming, who, for the past fifteen years, had

charge of the Providence branch for R. A. Breidenbach,

has been admitted as a member of John T. Cuddy & Co.

Foster & Bailey are this season turning out a number

of new designs in their jewelry products that undoubtedly

have money in them for the trade. The hunt for novelty is

as enthusiastic as ever, and these goods enable the retailers

to take profitable advantage of the enthusiasm. Spring has

influenced a big expansion in the volume of their trade.

Mrs. Eleanor E. Devereux, mother of 0. C. Devereux,

died recently. She was seventy-six years old.

On March 1st, the firm of Charles A. Russell & Co. sold

its business to the firm of Charles F. Irons, and henceforth

the two businesses will be continued at the same location,

Ica Friendship Street, under the name of Charles F. Irons.
The seamless pen-holders made by the C. R. Smith Plat-

ing Co. have a good advocate in the person of J. B. Richard-
son, the energetic traveling representative of that Company.

The seamless gold filled chains of the Kent & Stanley

Company seem to be daily claiming new admirers. The

expansion in the demand for these goods recently is remark-

able, and their acknowledged merit assures its continuation.

The firm of McLaughlin & Lord, manufacturers of
plated jewelry, have dissolved partnership, Mr. Edward S.
McLaughlin withdrawing. Mr. Lord is to continue the
business at the same place.

Barton A. Ballou, of B. A. Ballou & Co., has secured a

patent for a scarf-pin that, it is claimed, can neither be lost

nor stolen. The mechanism is very ingenious, and will
frustrate the efforts of the most expert thief. The pin will
be for sale at an early date..

Tilden, Thurber & Co. seem to have supplied the trade
with a business bonanza in their already far-famed Columbus
spoon. In this Columbian Fair year there is every reason
to suspect its becoming the autocrat of spoondom. The
spoon is a truly handsome one, and the public predilection
for it is a compliment to the prevailing good taste.

General regret is expressed at the unexpected demise of
John A. McCloy, treasurer and manager of the Manufac-
turing- yezveler. He was an accomplished business man and
respected citizen. His friends in the trade were legion.

An output of still expanding volume is necessitated by
the demand for the select chain product of Hamilton &
Hamilton, Jr. These chains are this year said to be even more
meritorious than before, and some of the ilesigns are cer-
tainly most Catchingly novel. In selecting stock, these facts
might be profitably kept in view.

At a recent meeting of the Providence Manufacturers
interested in the World's Fair, the entire list of exhibitors
was read. They are as follows: Albro, Eaton & Co.,
Arnold & Steere, B. A. Ballou & Co., George H. Cahoone
& Co., Clark & Coombs, 0. C. Devereux & Co., Phenix
Chain Co., Joseph H. Fanning & Co., Flint, Blood & Co.,
Foster .& Bailey, J. W. Grant & Co., R. L. Griffith & Son,
W. & S. Blackinton, Hancock, Becker & Co., Charles F.
Irons, S. B. Lederer, E. L. Logee & Co., William H.
Luther & Son, Kirby, Mowry & Co., R. L. Moorhead & Co.,
Frank T. Pearce & Co., Providence Stock Co., M. L. Read
& Co., Seery Manufacturing Co., E. L. Spencer & Co.,
W. E. Webster & Co., William Miller & Son, S. Moore &
Co., Payton & Kelley, Kent & Stanley Co., Hamilton &
Hamilton, Jr.
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TRADE MAC'

"THE KING OF SPARTA,
pointing proudly to his army, which was drawn up in full array, said, There thou beholdest the walls of Sparta—ten 

thousand men, and every man a brick.' "

But never mind bricks—let us speak of jewelry. We have ten thousand times ten thousand pieces in stock, and every 
piece is of good quality and fine finish. Notice what an

extensive line we manufacture. Could we Luild such a pyramid so solid and substantial if there was no merit in our building ? We guarantee everything we manufacture, and stand

ready to make it good should it not prove satisfactory. We stamp all cards and tags with' our trade-mark.

FOSTER & BAILEY,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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A bill to prevent peddling is engaging the attention of

the Arkansas Legislature.

The hart Jewelry Co. are in new quarters on Main

Street, Kansas City, Mo.

F. G. Norton, formerly of East Machias, Maine, has

opened a store in Lubec, Maine.

Henry Dehnel, of Sandusky, Ohio, recently completed

extensive improvements to his store.

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co. have bought out

M. B. Wright & Co. at Kansas City, Mo.

L. S. Stowe, the well-known jeweler of Springfield,

Mass., has qualified as justice of the peace.

Jacob S. Over is preparing to engage in business in

Bedford, Pa., as a jeweler and silversmith.

The Eau Claire Onyx Co. have commenced the foun-

dation of their new factory in Eau Claire, Wis.

Roser & Burton, of Canajoharie, N. Y., have purchased

the business of Martin Frolich & Co., in that city.

George H. Wilcox, of the Meriden Britannia Co.,

Meriden, Conn., has recovered from his recent illness.

T. E. Penman, Red Cloud, 'Neb., has pub-

lished a beautiful schottische entitled “Felicity,"
which is destined to attain a high degree of pop-
ularity in the musical world.

John D. Chase, the reputed oldest jeweler

of Brooklyn, N. 'Y., died recently from an attack

of paralysis. He had been in the jewelry busi-

ness for over half a century.

H. Oppenheimer & Co., wholesale jewelers,

Kansas City, Mo., have leased quarters in the

new Ridge Building, Ninth and Walnut Streets,

and will move about April 1st.

The Watch Factory Relief Association, of Waltham,

Mass., are said to have paid $410 in benefits during

February.

D. B. Ward, with Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer, Kan-

sas City, Mo., who has been very low with pneumonia, is

much improved.

J. Van Gorder, of Breesport, N. Y., has taken charge

of the store of Clarence E. Carpenter, of Horseheads, N. Y.,

who recently failed.

The Leominster Manufacturing Co. has been incorpor-

ated in Leominster, Mass., for the manufacture of jewelry

and other articles from horn goods.

H. M. Wright, of Wright, Kay & Co., Detroit, Mich.,

has left for Europe. He will be absent four months, and

will visit the principal continental cities.

J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga., have fitted up a

magnificent diamond room. The apartment, together with

the proposed contents, will be a dream of beauty.

Harry Alward and Charles Pearson have purchased the

business of L. A. West, of Colorado Springs, Colo. They

will continue under the style of Alward & Pearson.

The E. A. Bliss Co., Meriden, Conn., are busy com-

pleting their new sterling silver department. Everythigg
will be in readiness in time to produce goods for the fall

trade.

0. T. Wilson, of Nichols, Pee & Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., has recovered from his recent illness. He has, how-

ever, given up the road, and his duties will henceforth be

at headquarters.

Albert Self, engraver, formerly with W. IL White, of

Chicago, is now with the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City, Mo. -

Reed & Barton, of 37 Union Square, New York, will

open an office May 1st, occupying the store of IS Maiden

Lane, for their solid silverware.

Mr. Regnier, formerly with Cady & Olmstead, Kansas

City, Mo., has accepted a position at the bench for the

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., same city.

An ahractive and appropriate spoon for Easter trade is

the Easter lily spoon, manufactured by the Alvin Manufac-

turing Co., 86o Broadway, New York.

Visitors to the World's Fair desiring comfortable quar-

ters while they stay in Chicago, and wishing to secure

rooms in advance, Should address J. A. Limbach, 20 Lake-

side Building, Chicago.

T. I. Smith, E. I. Franklin and W. H. Pond were

appointed a special committee- of North Attleboro residents

in regard to electric street lighting, and have submitted a

report to the town for consideration.

Otto H. Fasoldt, of Albany, N. Y., will be obliged

soon to move from his present quarters in the Lansing

House to a store on North Pearl Street. The Lansing

House is one of the oldest buildings in that city, having

been erected in 1710.

Ovaitt & \Varner, silversmiths, Portland, Oregon, have

met with remarkable success since their start in business.

They are making a specialty of designs for jewelers, and

get out dies for exclusive use. They have already acquired
a widespread fame for the flavor of true, high-class art that
characterizes their designs, and their products are meeting
with corresponding attention.

George Lampman, Greensboro, N. C., has retired from
business. He recently sold out his stock by auction, Col. J.
M. Rutherford wielding the hammer. Mr. Lampman has
purchased a plantation some five miles from Greensl'oro,
and is going into the fruit-raising business. We have been
reliably informed that Greensboro is a very desirable loca-
tion for a wide-awake jeweler.

The Boston Cash Register Co., Northampton, Mass.,
has engaged Mr. Webster, of the American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass., to take charge of it temporarily for the
purpose of reorganizing the manufacturing department and
making it thoroughly perfect. That Mr. Webster can (10

this is a fact that needs no proving. The Company'.;
ambition is to make the factory fully equal if not superior to
all similar concerns, and they have set about doing it in the
proper way.

V. Hafner & Bro., Taylor, Texas, who, six months
ago, bought the business of G. A. Pfaefile, are meeting with
most encouraging success. V. Hafner formerly worked
with Alston, Maxwell & Walter, Tuscaloosa, Ala., and his
brother, A. Hafner, worked formerly for F. J. Stilson,
Atlanta, Ga. Their friends in the trade Nvill be pleased to
hear of their prosperity, which is \veil deserved.

C. D. Taylor, Mankato, Minn., who has
been in the jewelry business in that city for the
past fifteen years, is now located in a new room
of large dimensions, with so:id cherry fixtures,
large beveled-edge plate-glass and mirrors be-
tween the wall-cases.
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the interests a all people
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the jewelry and allied trades

. Mr. A. L. Liggett, formerly employed by I. L. Grady

& Co., Slater, Mo., is now managing the watch and-jewelry
department for J. A. Robertson, druggist and jeweler in

Slater.

The Bradley & Hubbard Manufacturing Co., Meriden,

Conn., contemplate enlarging their premises. The rapid
expansion in their business necessitates more capacious

quarters.

M. Herzberg, West Point, Ga., has sold out his busi-

ness to W. E. Palmer, of that city. Mr. Herzberg

contemplates joining his brothers, who are located in
Philadelphia.
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FOR THE ADVERTISER

FOR THE EMPLOYER

FOR THE JOURNEYMAN
FOR THE APPRENTICE

Bernard .Ganter, a practical watchmaker and jeweler,

has opened a store in the new Gill & League brick building,

-corner of Center and Market Streets, Galveston, Texas.

The horological school of Palmer & S vain, Waltham,

Mass., continues its career of usefulness, and is yearly

adding to its patronage and efficiency. Intending watch-

makers should write for a prospectus.

H. H. Burnham, Fryeburg, Me., is one of those per-

sonifications of business energy and enterprise that we meet

with not infrequently nowadays. As a circular compiler,

Mr. Burnham stands in the front rank.

Ellis & Wright, of Pratt City, Ala., desire us to state

that some of their mail has been misdirected to Ensley City,

which is not a city at all, and has no jewelry store. Jobbers,

etc., will please note the proper address.

In our March issue, Gus. Burklund, Osage City, Kan.,

was erroneously mentioned as the president of the National

Retail Jewelers' Association. The error was, of course,

manifest, as all our readers are, no doubt, aware by this

time that the president of the National organization is

Arthur S. Goodman, of this city.

A Southern jeweler who sold a clock left with him for

repairs, and which was not called for for seven weeks, was

directed by the court to deliver the clock to the owner. The

court decided that the jeweler was obliged to keep property

intrusted to him for repairs one year, and advertise it thirty

days before he would be at liberty to sell it.

Miss Nellie Riker, a polisher in the employ of Messrs.

R., L. & M. Friedlander, of 65 and 67 Nassau Street, New

York, was seriously injured recently while working at a

lathe. The firm use steam-power to run their lathes, and

Miss Riker's second finger caught under the belt. Her

screams brought several other employees to her rescue. •

The negro thief who, it will be remembered, threw

sand and dust in the eyes of H. Houpt, Birmingham, Ala.,

in January last, and decamped with a gold watch, has got.

ten years behind the prison bars to reflect on the error of

his ways. Mr. Houpt recently removed to the Opera

House, First Avenue. Circular-compiling continues to be
one of his strong points.

George E. Homer, Boston, Mass., has sub-
let his Tremont Street store, and incorporated
the stock with that in his store at 45 Winter
Street. This store is a veritable souvenir spoon
emporium, his lines of these goods being as
voluminous as varied. The establishment looks
unusually handsome with its new ash front.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
are mailing to their customers a catalogue of badges, medals,
etc. Any retail jeweler can get one on application. Their
designs are artistic, prices reasonable, and workmanship of
a high grade.

H. r. Rich & Co., 61 Hanover Street, Boston, the
widely-known jewelers' auctioneers, report sales during last
month for the ollowing : M. Greer, Jr., Knoxville, Tenn.;
L. II. Taylor, Boston, Mass.; and A. L. Delkin Company,
Atlanta, Ga.

J. H. Leyson, Butte, Mont., had recently on exhibition
a dainty and valuable souvenir from the ladies of Elkhorn,
as their contribution to the World's Fair for the women's
department. It consists of a solid silver miners' candlestick,
with miniature drill, pick and shovel of silver. The whole
piece was made at Mr. Leyson's, and the silver is from the
famous Elkhorn mine.

The enormous dimensions of the business clone by the
American Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass., can be judged
by the following figures: They manufactured during 1892
2,098,206 pairs of spectacles and eye-glasses. This was 581
dozen for every working day, or 6972 pairs per day, which
would be twelve pairs per minute. Of this quantity, 107
dozen per clay were gold. They manufactured of lenses
272,592 dozen, or 3,271,104 pairs, which is Over 900 dozen
per day. They melted gold and silver to the value of
$559,110, or $1824 worth per day. Their pay-roll in 1892
was $363,817, and their average number of hands through-
out the year was 804.

Nels Johnson. the expert clockmaker and astronomer,
of Manistee, Mich., is finding much public favor for his
Century tower clocks, which have given the greatest satis-
faction wherever used. Mr. Johnson has made the subject
of clockmaking a life-study, and,in order to thoroughly and
accurately test the true principles of mechanism, he has
become an expert astronomer. He has erected a six-inch
telescope in his observatory, the equipment of which was
recently enriched by a transit instrument for taking time
from the stars. He is now building a tower .clock with
four illuminated dials for the Michigan State Building at
the World's Fair.

•111..
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

H E practical working photo-engraver
employs a roll instead of a pad for ink-
ing the gelatin surface. We should

rather say rolls, because he has a variety
of hard rolls and soft rolls, and also a

great variety of inks which he makes use of to
coat the surface of the zinc in such a way as to
resist the acid used in etching. There is no doubt
but that rolls are the most expeditious, especially
where there are large-sized cuts to make; but in
this series of articles the writer has urged the
plan of small cuts, as in a process " picked up,"
or " learned out of books," as such methods of
acquiring an art are termed, the learner Must,
by force of circumstances, be largely an experi-
menter.

The process or art of zinc-etching as now
practiced in large photo-engraving establishments
is the result of many years of experience in this
one branch of art. • The zinc-etching process
really began many years ago in a method of
making pen-drawings on a zinc surface with a
" resist ink," and afterward eating away the
intervening surfaces with acid. Various methods
were resorted to for reinforcing the zinc surface on
which the acid-resisting lines were drawn. Per-
haps this will be better understood by describing
the process in detail. Suppose we desire to get
up a cheap cut to print in a type press, the cut to
represent brush-made letters, as made by sign-
writers, as shown at Fig. 1.

We write on the surface of a smooth zinc
plate the letters " Pan !' as shown in Fig. 1. The
ink is a resinous one, which dilute nitric acid
does not readily attack. We next paint over the
back and sides of the plate A with shellac varnish
or asphaltum varnish, and after this coat is dry
the plate is immersed in dilute nitric acid,
keeping the dish containing the plate and acid
rocking, so the acid bites or dissolves away the
zinc in such a way as to leave the protected surfaces
in slight relief. Should we make a vertical section
of the zinc plate A on the line b, and look at it edge-
wise, or in the direction of the arrow i, it would
appear as shown in Fig. 2, the protuberances a
representing the surface of A as protected by the
resist forming the letters.

At Fig. 3 we show one of the relief surfaces a
magnified after the acid has been allowed to act
long enough to, in a measure, bite under the pro-
tecting coating as shown at c c. Such a condition
would soon cause the protecting coating of varnish
to be detached, at which time the acid would
attack the entire surface. To prevent such under-
mining, so to speak, we resort to the dodge of
coating the surface of the letters with printers'
ink ; and to further increase the resisting power of
the protecting surface, we dust powdered rosin
into the ink lines.

We described in our last preceding article a
box with a drawer for this purpose, but a flat
camel's-hair brush can be employed to apply the
rosin-dust, by simply sweeping the rosin-dust
across the face of the zinc. The coating of ink
should be quite heavy, in order that the rosin-dust
and ink will fuse and run down on the edges of
the lines. This will be understood by inspecting
Fig. 4, where we show a vertical section of the plate
A after being inked, dusted with rosin and re-bit-
ten. The little step at h shows where the ink and
rosin melted and flowed to, when heated after the
rosin was dusted on. The second biting or appli-
cation of acid carried the etching down to the
recess shown at g.

Sometimes three or four processes of rolling-
up have to be resorted to in order to obtain
sufficient depth. Where lines are close together a
very moderate depth will suffice, but for broad,
white surfaces the depth will need be about one-
twentieth of an inch. It is usual to let the
etching process sink the whites a little over one
one-hundredth of an inch, and then " rout out"
all the wider lights. We made use of the painted-
over letters to illustrate the philosophy of the
process of zinc-etching, although many plates for
actual presswork-were prepared in this way, parti-_.
cularly for composite colored printing.

The surface of hard bichromated gelatin is
worked in essentially the same way. Many photo-
engravers, in working the zinc-etching process,
coat the zinc with a mixture of gum arabic in cold
water of the consistency of honey, mixed with
decoction of nutgalls, prepared by digesting one-
fourth of a pound of powdered galls with one and
one-half pints of water for six hours in a glass or
earthern vessel—a metal dish will not do. After
the decoction of galls has cooled, it should be
filtered and mixed with the gum in the proportion

Fiff.2
aa a a

of one-quarter of a pint of the decoction of galls
to a quart of gum solution.

The bichromated zinc plate, after washing
as directed in a former article, is heated to about
t8o° F. on the iron plate previously described, and
allowed to cool. A flat slab of marble is a good
place for cooling. As soon as cool the surface is
gone over with a soft sponge and the mixture of
gum and decoction of galls. This gum coat must
be dried without heating, as such heating would
cause it to crack and give trouble. Fanning with
a large fan or blowing over with a pair of bellows
will greatly expedite the drying.

Go over the surface of the zinc with a wet
sponge to soften the gum, then squeeze out the
sponge and remove all excess of water, but leave
it still damp on the surface. The inking pad is
now applied to the zinc as directed in former

They Know No Clock.
In Liberia, Africa, says the Million, neither clock nor

timepiece of any sort is known, and time is computed by the
movement and position of the sun, which rises at 6 A. M.,
and sets at 6 P. m., almost to the minute, during the entire
year. At noon it i vertically overhead.

The islanders of the South Pacific have no clocks, but
mark time in a peculiar way. They take the kernels from
the nuts of the candle tree, wash them, and string them on
the rib of a palm leaf. The first or top ke‘nel is then
lighted. All of the kernels are of the same size and sub-
stance, and each will burn a certain number of minutes and
then ignite the next one below. The natives tie pieces of
bark cloth at regular intervals along the string to mark the
greater divisions of time.

Among the natives of Singar, in the Malay Archipelago,
another peculiar device is used. Two bottles are placed
neck to neck, forming a rude hour-glass. Sand is placed
in one of them and flows into the other, occupying a half
hour, when the bottles are reversed. There is a line near
.by, also, on which are hung twelve rods marked with
notches from one to twelve. A regularly appointed
keeper attends to the bottles and rods, and sounds the hours
upon a gong.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,

J. B. BowogN,  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.

President,.

First Vice-President,
Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Second Vice- 
BrooklynHENRY HAYES,  Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,
  Of Keller & Untermeyer.
Treasurer,

DAVID UNTERMETER,

BERNARD KARSCH,   Of Bernard Karsch.
Secretary,

GEO. H. HODENPVL,   Of Hodenpyl & Sons.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

H. H. Burrs,   Of Hayden NV. Wheeler & Co.
N. H. WHITE,   Of N. H. White & Co.
F. KROEBER ,   Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
HENRY ABBOTT Of Henry Abbott & Co.
JOHN C. DAY,   Of Day &. Clark.

For further information, application blanks for membership,
by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. 570 Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee was held at the Alliance office on
March loth. There were present A. K. Sloan,
president ; J. B. Bowden and Henry Hayes, vice-
presidents ; H. H. Butts, chairman ; Henry
Abbott, and Geo. H. Hodenpyl, secretary.

The following 'were admitted to membership:
J. T. Allen & Co., 1327 Main Street, Richmond,
Ira. ; Geo. M. Burnham, 57 North Eighth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Saml. H. Baynard, corner
Fifth and Market Streets, Wilmington, Del. ;
Saml. Bachrach, 218-220 Ninth Street, Richmond,
Va. ; Joseph Kern, 707 Market Street, Wilming-
ton, Del. ; John Kirschuck, 104 State Street,
Media, Pa. ; C. Lumsden & Son, 731 Main Street,
Richmond, Va. ; Otto Ostergren, 219 E. Broad
Street, Richmond, Va. ; I. Goddard, 906 East
Main Street, Richmond, Va. ; W. A. Spott &
Son, 1102 East Main Street, Richmond, Va. ;
J. Clayton Massey, 404 King Street, Wilmington,.
Del. ; Saml. J. Schless, 319 Market Street, Wil-
mington, Del. ; Harry E. Thomas & Co., 5o9
Market Street, Wilmington, Del. ; 'Wm. Nordhoff,
6o7 Fifteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. ;
Albert B. Parker, 217 DeKalb Street, Norristown,
Pa. ; Staiger & Klitz, 51 Maiden Lane, New
York ; R. L. Brewer & Son, Suffolk, Va.

Wilson Brothers, the enterprising Boston, Mass., jew-
elry firm, have been appointed watch inspectors for the Old
Colony Railroad. In an article referring to the appointment,
the Boston Globe says : A visit to Wilson Brothers'
repairing department shows what is probably the largest
watch-rack in the country. It is nineteen feet long and
five and one-half feet in height. It will hold 1152 time-
pieces, and when seen by the Globe representative over
moo customers' watches were on the hooks for repairs, and
fourteen watchmakers were at the bench.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, the ubiquitous jewelers' auc-
tioneer, recently opened a sale in Allentown, Pa., for
Charles Meinhoefer, who desired to reduce his stock.
Three other sales in the State will subsequently claim the
Colonel's attention and hammer. With him a vacation
seems like a historic memory.

A Woman's Watch.
Oh, I am a woman's watch, am I

But I would that I were not,
For if you knew you would not deny

That mine is a sorry lot..
She'll let me rest for a great,long while,

Then all of a sudden seek
To twist me up so tight that I'll

Keep going for a week.

She leaves me open when she will,
Till I'm sick of dirt and things.

Of pins and hair I've got my fill,
And of buttons, hooks and strings.

There's a four-leaf clover in me, too,
And a piece of a photograph ; -

I'm stuffed completely through and through
With toothpicks, cloves and chaff.

My hands are twisted to and fro,
I'm thumped and jarred, alack

And then, if 1 fail to straightway go,
I'm pounded front and back.

With her hat-pin all my wheels she'll pry
Till she breaks them, every one,

And then she'll say : " I don't see why
This blamed okl thing won't run l"

—Detroit Free Press.
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The Leading Jacky Auctioneer
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icape,e44i, Eisiu.ch:vinciead,

618 Chestnut Street, Room t

Philadelphia, Pa.

MY business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. My methods are original, and have been 
imitated by many others

since I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have made a failure of an auction, and have 
succeeded in selling stocks

in many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot dispose

of old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another locality ; or if you wish to reduce an over-large 
stock, or realize a round sum in cash—

write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your store, and the number of 
inhabitants of your town, and I . will frankly tell

you my idea of your prospects of success with an auction. • My experience has been so extended, that you might 
safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, as

well as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to 
my personal

responsibility. My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the unvarying success of my work.

All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to .

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.

All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and replied to at once.

NNW hll Pemissio4
OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH, New YORK.

CHARLES L. KRUGLER, New YORK.

GEORGE L. STREETER, New HAVEN. CORN.

WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTFORD, CONN.

HENRY J. YOUNG, JOLIET. ILL.
.WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH, Minn.

THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, EA6T SAGINAW. MICH.

BURT & HURLBUT, DETROIT. MICH.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, LANCASTER. PA.
REED, McGRANN & CO., BANKERS. LANCASTER, PA.

H. Z. RHOADES 6. SON, LANCASTER. P*.
GUSTIE RHOADS, LANCASTER. PA.

H. MUHR'S SONS, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BURT DENNISON, AssevILLe. N. C.

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.

PERKINS & PYNE HARRISBURG. PA.
W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA. PA.

ALBERT FRANZHEIM„ WHEELING, W. VA.

C. F. VON KANEL, MASSILLON, OHIO.

MARTIN BOCK, HAZLETON. PA.

JOHN A. WORRELL, 
WASHINGTON C. H., OHIO.

S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, CONN.

ESTABLISHED IN 1889. FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Jewelers' School of

Letter and Monogram Engraving,

Design of Li K. Gold Pin presented
to every student at end

of course.

63, 65, 67, and 69 Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Over 200 graduates. All employed at remunerative wages.

T
HE first, only and best School in the country in which young men and women can learn the art of letter and monogram engraving, and make practical use of it.

Every student fit to fill position at end of course. Engravers are more in demand and are better paid than in any other branch of the business. A full corps of

competent engravers as instructors. Students practice on gold and silver entirely, including plain silver rings for inside lettering. The School is in the same

building with the factory, in which we employ one hundred and fifty men on all kinds of jewelry (making and repairing), stone-setting, watch-case making, gold and silver

plating, lapidary work, enameling, ornamental engraving and chasing, raised rustic monograms and bangle work, assaying, refining, etc. While we do not instruct in

anything but engraving, students can obtain a superficial knowledge of all kinds of manufacturing, which will be beneficial to anyone in the retail jewelry business. This

School is conducted by business men who have employed engravers and instructed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average student can

accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months, or less, to every student they accept. They are further justified in making this statement by the progress every

student already entered has made, and can refer to every graduate of the School. This School is recognized by the trade throughout the country, and its graduates are

eagerly sought after by the best retail jewelers in all sections. If you wish to become a first-class engraver, attend a school where engraving only is taught. Full terms

and information on application. Correspondence solicited.

Will REMOVE to the

Columbus Memorial Building,
State and Washington Streets,

on or about May 1st.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
Sole Proprietor and Chief Instructor.
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To lho Jobbing Dago Only
"Superior Mainsprings for all grades of American

Watches. The name of this
spring indicates its quality. We warrant it to be superior to any other spring
in the market. Every one is guaranteed. The cut represents a fancy
Enameled Anti-Rust Tin Box, containing one dozen springs. The name
" SUPERIOR " is scratched on each spring. To be had at all the leading
jobbing houses throughout the United Stales.
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Leach's Patent Jewel=Plyer.
FOR SETTING AND EXTRACTING JEWELS.

This will save a great deal of time and protect the jewel.

Also Sole Agents for the following:
Coe's Patent Plyers, for taking dents out of watch cases.Patent Movement-Holders, to regulate movement in any position.Harstrom's Patent Case-Springs.
Sanderson's " " 4

Schwerter's Jewel Bezel-Openers.
White Metal Chains a Specialty.

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.
Importers of Watch Materials, Tools, Glasses, Silk Guards and Optical Goods,

37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

The

Clostio Laifto
Cast-Iron Bed.

The best lathe in the world,
with one exception.

The Crosby lathe is made only

For those watchmakers who think that a
cast-iron bed is as good as a steel one.

For those watchmakers who think that a
lathe without oil-cups is as good as
one with.

For those watchmakers who think that a
cone with an iron ring around it is as
good as one with a solid flange.

For those watchmakers who think that a
tail-stock spindle with soft-solder bush-
ing and reamed taper hole is as good
as a hardened spindle and ground
taper hole.

TO THE TRADE:

Price of CROSBY plain lathe, $35.00
Price of RIVETT plain lathe, $40.00
The Crosby lathe is made under the personal super-

vision of the manager, Mr. Ed. Rivett, and the spindles,
bushing and workmanship all through are equal to that
of the Rivett, and the Rivett chucks and attachments all
fit the Crosby lathe.

The CROSBY lathe-bed is plainly stamped " Cast-Iron."
The RIVETT lathe-bed is plainly stamped " Steel."

We have just learned that one of our rivals has been, for a year past, secretly circulating among the trade a false
and malicious statement concerning the Rivett lathe. It pretends to be the report by an expert of his examination of our
lathe and that of our rival.

We wish to state that the person by whom the letter purports to be signed is not, and makes no pretense of being,
an expert machinist, that he did not sign the document in the form in which it has been sent out, and that the contents
of the circular are lying and untrue.

While we invite comparison of our work with that of any other, and have no fear of the result, we believe that the
trade generally will join with us in frowning upon secret, unfair and underhanded methods of disparaging the reputation of
business rivals.

We extend our thanks to those who have already helped us in this matter, and would be glad to hear from any
others, as it may help us in our further proceedings.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Office : 474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. Factory : Brighton Dist., Boston, Mass.
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"The Spider" in Alligatorland.

The winter resorts in Florida report very big business,
the season's travel having scattered itself well over the
whole State, especially favoring the middle and lower
end, and being fully twenty-five per cent. greater than
either last year or the one previous to it. In Jacksonville
the opening of the visitors' trade was both early and large,
all the jewelers reporting a most satisfactory excess of
business over late years.

The large and well-known concern of Greenleaf &
Crosby are more than satisfied with their lion's share, while
their beautiful branch store at St. Augustine did equally
well. This is the most delightfully situated jewelry store
on the whole American continent, surrounded as it is with
acacias, ferns and palms, orange, lemon, banana and mag-
nolia trees, rejoicing in the gentle murmurings of playing
fountains and sweet zephyrs laden with perfume from
Arcadia's tropic trees. The whole surroundings and loca-
tion intoxicate one with the seductive loveliness of floral
nature outside, and the beautiful works of art and rare
gems shown inside. Greenleaf & Crosby's store stands in
the middle of the arcade running around the beautiful
Hotel Alcazar, one window looking into the inner court,
where plays a miniature cascade, a crystal pool with foun-
tains, 'exotic and tropical water-flowers and gold and silver
fish—a lovely little glimpse of the past glories of eastern life
and luxuriousness. The other window faces outward, over-
looking the extensive grounds and walks which are attached
to the hotel—flower-beds with the choicest and most rare of
plants growing in matchless beauty in all the audacity of
strength from the generous warmth and fostering care of a
sub-tropical clime. Right by its side stands the picturesque
Hotel Cordova, grand in its towers and elegance of plain-
ness; while right across the road looms out in imperial
grandeur the Hotel Ponce de Leon. Oh, what a grand
building! What magnificent grounds and flowers, all so
princely perfect, beautiful and refined, a feast for eyes and
mind—a veritable fairyland!

Messrs. Cook & Martin, who also have a large jewelry
store in the Floridian metropolis, report a very satisfactory
state of trade, both in general staples and local curiosities.
The same, indeed, is said by our esteemed old friend L. I.
Stephens, of the store of. the " Golden Alligator."

The beautiful city of Savannah, Georgia, and close
neighbor and rival of Florida, has secured a large share of
the visitors' trade. The superb and elegant Hotel De Soto
entertained the largest crowds ever visiting that city, many
times during January, February and early March having
had over five hundred guests in the house.

The very beautiful store and stock of the Messrs.
Theus Brothers received the large share of. patronage they
so well deserve. These deservedly popular, clever and
agreeable gentlemen report a very large sale of silver
novelties and silver knicknacks, which are still in great
demand, both for their usefulness and as souvenirs.

We much rejoice to see Frank Ogilvie still on the
warpath, not only with his usual line of jewelry from
Reeves & Sillcock, but also with an immense sample stock
of silver novelties from the well-known firm of H. H.
Curtis & Co., North Attleboro, Mass., which we heartily
recommend our friends to inspect. Frank is hustling along
and doing well. He has no time now for anything but
" biz," and lately turned down a most seductive invitation
and liberal offer to join the musical combination called the
" Silverware Operatic Glee Society," operated by the famous
" Beaus," Zinneman & Illingsworth, in their starring tour
of the " Man who Broke the Bank in Monte Carlo."

Mrs. Theresa Hausmann, a well-known and much-
esteemed lady jeweler of New Orleans, lately temporarily
lost her son and business partner, Louis, who scooted into
Texas, and slipped away from there with the lovely and
amiable daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. Peine. Well, he is a
good and worthy young man, and we heartily wish him and
his young bride every joy and happiness, and that Mrs.
Hausmann senior has found, in exchange for her son, a
daughter indeed.

While on the subject of matrimony, we beg to chronicle
a great event—nothing less than the marriage of a well-
known Southern jeweler, viz., W. C. S. or, rather, William
Cleveland Stevenson Silverthorn, Esquire, of Lynchburg,
Va., who is better known among the boys as plain " Billy."
We all rejoice, and everybody sends him costly wedding
presents, for " Billy " is such a good fellow and the left
bower of his much esteemed and venerable father, H.
Silverthorn, the oldest living jeweler in Virginia, possibly
in the whole of the South. He is in his eighty-fourth year,
and has been established in business since 1837, though

his trade connections in Lynchburg began in 1832. This
fine old gentleman still takes part in the every-day routine
of his business, though for years past his right bower has
been and, indeed, still is his eldest son, Henry, the giant
jeweler of America, standing six feet five inches high, a
very Apollo of manly beauty, and with a lion's Strength
and nerve.

B. J. Bear, of Richmond, Va., has just moved into his
fine new store, a block. and a half higher up on Main Street,
which has been specially fitted up for his doing a full line of
general trade. His past success and much-increasing busi-
ness have been very largely due to the energy and popularity
of his son Baron.

There seems to be a disposition with some of the
leading jewelers in many Southern towns, to limit the
granting of so much credit to their retail customers. I have
heard of several such heroic intentions, though one of the
most notable instances is that of jeweler Henry L. Lang, of
Staunton, Va., whose commendable experiment is worth.
narrating. Mr. Lang has had one dozen large cards,
fully the size of a dessert plate, printed in bold letters :

OUR TERMS

ARE

CASH

K
K40.... :EDIT TO

ANY ONE

These cards are distributed throughout the store and in
the wall and counter show-cases, placed conspicuously, so
that everyone can see them. He has made it an ironclad
rule with no exceptions whatever. He even bases his own
transactions on the same footing, and thus far, after a full
two months' trial, he assures me that his experience with it
is most satisfactory; and in his opinion, if many of the
jewelers in the South would only have the pluck to do the
same they would be saved much loss and unpleasantness,
and the result, as in his case, would be a net gain.

In our last issue we made a typographical error in
describing the "brave little Billie Pollack " as looking as
merry as a " sand bag." We sincerely beg Billie's pardon.
The misplaced " bag" should have been boy, and read as
such.

There was also an error in describing Mr. A. M. Hill,
of- New Orleans, as "Stule," which should have read as
" Stub." He derived this nickname on account of his strong
and stocky physical build, being a boy athlete and a holy
terror to those of his own age, no matter as to size or weight,
" Spider " thinks his pen must have scrawled to account for
such errors.

It is seldom that phenomenal success attends a new
business in a strange town and to a complete stranger. Yet
such is the record for Shelton & Baker. of Griffin, Ga.
This business was started by Mr. J. S. Shelton only last
November, and owing to his indefatigable energy and push
is now doing a large and profitable business. He is now
well established and much liked, employing two watch-
makers and a jeweler, with a very pretty store and stock.
He is a strong believer in the Keystone watch cases and
THE KEYSTONE journal, while all his repairs are entered in
the Keystone Watch Record Book.

Uncle John Steele is no longer the fattest man among
the Southern boys. Our latest new acquisition is W. H.
Field. Though a young, old traveling man, he can beat the
veteran hollow. Yet for his pounds 280 he is astonishingly
active, and suffers no inconvenience from his weight. He is
likewise a very pleasant and able gentleman. We certainly
wish H. Z. & H. Oppenheimer every success with their new
man, while the Southern stout boys welcome him with open
arms. Skinny ones can take a lesson, the clever Valk boys
excepted.

It seems strange that in this progressive nineteenth
century there should be cranks whose sole ambition is to
appear ridiculous and to make themselves the laughing-stock
of others. Such a one lately introduced a bill in the House
to tax all commercial travelers selling goods outside their
own State. The merchant is to pay for each man he sends.
out. The license for Virginia was to be $300, North
Carolina $300, South Carolina $300, Georgia $500, Louis-
iana $500, and so on. The bill was read a first time, and is,
indeed, still pending before Congress along with a big batch
of others which the papers described as being "utterly
ridiculous and cannot, of course, be passed."

We are informed that Millionaire Harry Birch, of the
Waterbury Watch Co., lately made an offer to purchase the

two colossal Watch Companies of America, that is, the
Elgin and the Waltham, to include the whole of their
stocks, buildings, plant, machinery and full assets, and also
all their patents, privileges and rights. His first offer of
$40,000,000 was deemed insufficient and ruled out, upon
being informed of which he instantly sprang another
$10,000,000, at which price the purchase was consummated
to him, he giving his check for that amount, payable " at
sight." Fancy $50,000,000! We understand that he
intends running these colicerns full capacity, to produce
nearly 40,000 watches per day, as annexes to his Waterbury
concern. It is also reported that this marvel of the watch
trade is at the present time negotiating for the purchase of
the Republic of Switzerland.

There were one hundred and fifty-eight jewelry and
silverware travelers in New Orleans two days before the
holy feast of Saint Mardi Gras, who all departed directly it
commenced, excepting that good and devout Turkish
Mussulman, Ben Ali Spear. He, indeed, stayed behind
and fasted the whole period of forty days and nights,
beseeching Allah and the Prophet to help him to sell his
sham jewelry as genuine and real. Then he shaved his
head, put on a false beard, sandals on his feet, and, further
equipped in sackcloth and ashes, went around and saw the
trade—that is, he did big business—Pacha Ben Ali Spear.

SPIDER.

Jewelry to Let.
On one of the principal streets in the busiest part of

New York, there is a flourishing establishment which de-
rives most of its income from renting jewelry, instead of
selling it outright.

The business is a perfectly legitimate one. Only a fair
amount of interest is charged for the use of the goods, and
nothing is ever attempted in the way of deceiving customers
as to the actual value of the jewelry they hire.

You can go to this store and get a watch set with tur-
quoise to wear on the lapel of your new electric blue gown,
and you can keep the watch as long as you please by paying
the rate of interest agreed upon when you take posses-
sion of it.

Of course you must pay a deposit amounting to the full
value of the turquoise bauble before you take it out of the
shop, but when you go back with it all the money will be
refunded except the small sum charged for its use.

It is so with diamonds, and so with rings. Indeed, the
whole list and category of jewelry might be included, only
these are the things most commonly rented.

When the large balls are under way, especially the
French ball and the Arlon ball, the jewelry shop will be on
the night of the dance nearly cleared of its rentable stock.
But by next day noon everything is returned, and the jewels,
newly polished and as glittering as ever, are back in their
cases, waiting for the next hiring out.
" It is very strange," said the proprietor of this estab-

lishment, " to take note of the jewelry which we rent most.
There, for example, is a small diamond sun. It has been
'rented more than any other article in our shop. It is of
very good quality, you see, being of the whitest diamonds
and the showiest of settings.

"When a woman comes in to get something to wear in
her hair to a reception or a ball, her eye falls upon that
diamond at once.
" Oh, dear,' she exclaims, what a beautiful ornament!

How much does it cost ? '
The price is $1,200,' I say to her. But if you

want to wear it just once, you may hire it instead of buy-
ing it outright.'
" At this her face brightens, and after giving suitable

securities, she departs with our written agreement to deliver
the sun at her residence on the night of the reception.
Next morning we send for it and the fair wearer pays us six
dollars for its use.
" Our best trade is in renting hair ornaments. Next

to this come necklaces. Then cluster pins for the neck.
Then watches, and lastly rings.
" Sometimes we make arrangements with a customer

to sell a watch or pin outright, with the privilege of ex-
changing within a month for five dollars less than the sum
originally paid.
" This agreement usually delights a woman, for it gives

her an opportunity to change her watch, her breastpin, or
her jeweled hat-pin when she gets a new hat and gown.
" We rent a great many scarf-pins to young men, and

charge them double the rates we charge women; for young
men seldom give perfect securities, and the risk with them
we regard for various reasons as being greater than with a
woman.'! —New York Recorder.
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

T is to be hoped the reader who intends to
profit by these articles has fitted up such

a pair of dividers as those described in
February, 1893, KEYSTONE, because it is

only with accurate instruments he can hope
to produce drawings on which any reliance can be
placed. The drawing of a ratchet-tooth lever
escapement of eight and one-half degrees pallet
action will now be resumed. In the drawing at
Fig. 1 is shown a complete delineation of such an
escapement with eight and one-half degrees of--
pallet action and equidistant locking faces. It
is, of course, understood the escape-wheel is to be
drawn ten inches in diameter, and that the degree
arcs shown in October, 1892, KEYSTONE Will be
employed.

We commence by carefully placing on the
drawing-board a sheet of paper about fifteen
inches square, and then vertically through the
center draw the line a' a". At some convenient
position on this line is established the point a,
which represents the center of the escape-wheel.
In this drawing it is not important that the entire
escape-wheel be shown, inasmuch as we have
really to do with but a little over sixty degrees
of the periphery of the escape-wheel. With the
dividers carefully set at five inches, from a, as a
center, we sweep the arc n a, and from the inter-
section of the perpendicular line a' a." with the
arc n we lay off on each side thirty degrees from
the brass degree-arc, and through the points thus
established are drawn the radial lines a b' and a d'.

The point on the arc. n where it intersects
with the line b' is termed the point b. At the
intersection of the radial line a a" is established
the point a'. We take ten and one-half degrees
in the dividers, and from the point b establish the
point c, which embraces the arc of the escape-
wheel which is utilized by the pallet action.
Through the point b the line Ii' 1i  is drawn at right
angles to the line a b'. The line j j' is also drawn
at right angles to the line a.a" through the point

- (1. We now have" an intersection of the lines just
drawn in common with the line a a' at the point

K, said point indicating the center of the pallet
action.

The dividers are now set to embrace the
space between the points b and g on the line lil 11,
and the arc f f is swept ; which, in proof of the
accuracy of the work, intersects the arc n at the
point d. This arc coincides with the locking
faces of both pallets. To lay out the entrance-
pallet, the dividers are set to five inches, and from
g as a centre the short arc o o is swept. On this arc
one degree is laid. off below the line Iil k, and the
line g i drawn. The space embraced between the
lines 1i  and i on the arc f represents the locking-
face of the entrance-pallet; and the point formed
at the intersection of the line g i with the arc f is
called the point p. .

To give the proper lock to the face of the
pallet, from the point p as a center is swept the
short arc r r, and from its intersection with the
line a b' twelve degrees are laid off and the line
b s drawn, which defines the locking-face of the
entrance-pallet. From g, as a center, is swept
the arc c' c1, intersecting the arc n n at c. On this
arc (c) is located the inner angle of the entrance-
pallet. The dividers are set to embrace the space
on the arc c' between the lines g Ii' and g k.
With this space in the dividers one leg is set at
the point c, measuring down on the arc c' and
establishing the point t. The points p and t are
then connected, and thus the impulse-face of the

entrance-pallet B is defined. From the point t is
drawn the line t t', parallel to the line b s, thus
defining the inner face of the entrance-pallet.

To delineate the exit-pallet, sweep the short
arc uu (from g as a center) with the dividers set at
five inches, and from the intersection of this arc
with the line gl set off eight and one-half degrees
and draw the line g 1. At one degree below this
line is drawn the line g in. The space on the arc

I between these lines defines the locking-face of
the exit-pallet. The point where the line g m
intersects the arc f is named the point x. From
the point x is erected the line x w, perpendicular
to the line g in. From x as a center, and with the
dividers set at five inches, the short arc y y is
swept, and on this arc are laid off twelve degrees,
and the line x z is drawn, which line defines the
locking-face of the exit-pallet.

Next is taken ten and one-half degrees from
the brass degree-scale, • and from the point d on
the arc n the space named is laid off, and thus is
established the point v ; and from g, as a center,
is swept the arc v' v' through the point v. It will

s•t'• • .
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be evident, on a little thought, that if the tooth
A' impelled the exit-pallet to the position shown,
the outer angle of the pallet must extend down to
the point v, on the arc v' v' ; consequently, we de-
fine the impulse face of this pallet by drawing a
line from point x to v. To define the outer face
of the exit-pallet, we draw the line v e parallel to
the line x z.

There are no set rules for drawing the general
form of the pallet-arms, only to be governed by
and conforming to about what we would deem
appropriate, and to accord with a seqe of pro-
portion and mechanical elegance. Ratchet-tooth
pallets are usually made in what is termed " close
pallets" ; that is, the pallet-jewel is set in a slot
sawed in the steel pallet-arm, which is undoubt-
edly the strongest and most serviceable form of
pallet made. In our next essay we shall consider
the ratchet-tooth lever escapement with circular
pallets and ten degrees of pallet action.

"Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's sub-
scription to THE KEYSTONE. Hurrah for THE KEY-
STONE! It beats them all."—G. A. GOULD, Jeweler,
Cutchogue, N. Y.

C. Rogers & Bros., Meriden, Conn., propose to add
three stories to the one storied portion on the Cook Avenue
side of their factory. The contract has been already
awarded, and the new structure will be devoted to the
manufacture of spoons, knives and forks.

The Spencer & Smith Optical Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,
recently incorporated with a capital stock of $3o.oco, has
secured quarters in the Francis Building on Seneca Street,
and begun the manufacture of optical goods. The officers
of the Company are R. E. Bond, president ; Dr. Roswell
Park, vice-president ; H. H. Boyce, secretary; Herbert R.
Spencer, superintendent.

Think Thrice.
• Think thrice before you embark in any commercial

enterprise. The decision to engage in a certain trade iS but
the preparation for the battle, and no hotly contested battle
was ever won without the victorious army having perfected
all its plans in advance. The merchant's primary object in
trade ventures is, of course, the making of money. If he
selects a certain branch of trade, he must have well-defined
reasons for his selection, and unless be knows in advance
all the possibilities of failure, as well as the probabilities of
success, the prospects will be unfavorable for him. An
intelligent and comprehensive idea of the requirements of
any line of trade should be obtained before the investment
of capital is made.

Think thrice before you decide upon a location. Think
first how many people you will have a chance to sell to;
think second how many competitors you will have in selling
to those people; and think third what kind of goods those
people are used to buying. A physician does not locate in
a new country where there are but a dozen or so families,
nor does be hang up his shingle in a town where it is so
healthy that they have to kill a man to start a graveyard,
and the wise merchant does not open a store at a point
where there is not enough trade to support him.

Think thrice before you purchase your stock. In
nearly every store in this country are goods that are
practically unsalable, which were purchased in the hopes
that a trade could be created for them. It is well to make
a test of such goods once in awhile, but it is time to
purchase in large quantities after the demand has been
actually demonstrated.

Think thrice before you fix your prices. You know
about how much your annual sales will amount to; you can
tell within a few dollars of what your annual expenses will
be ; you know the personal cost of your living ; you have,
or ought to have, a very fair idea of your percentage of
losses, and you therefore can easily ascertain what percent-
age of profit you have to make in order to profect yourself.
If you can't get prices that will support you, it will be better
for you to move to some other town, or close out your stock
of merchandise. A slight loss now is immeasurably better
than a partial or entire failure after awhile.

Think thrice before you grant credit to new customers.
Think three times thrice before you grant credit at all. The
more readily you adhere to a cash 1 system, the easier you
will find it to utter the potent no " when •a doubtful
customer wants thirty days' time on ten dollars' worth of
merchandise.

Think thrice before you employ a new clerk. Upon
the courtesy of your employees a great deal depends. It is
better to pay an able, conscientious, energetic and polite
clerk fifteen dollars a week, than to pay two incompetent
clerks seven dollars and a half a week each.

Think thrice before you decide upon your advertising
methods, but don't hesitate a moment when it conies to
laying away certain sums for advertising. If you are now
so located, that advertising is not necessary, you are
especially fortunate, but the time will come when you will
have to spend money in printers' ink. It is not a question
of the efficacy of advertising, but of mediums. Before you
invest your money determine what class of people you want
to reach, how you want to reach them, and what mediums
have the most influence with them.

Think thrice, three times over, before you dun " a
customer by mail, or before you seek to collect by due
process of law. There may be some satisfaction in forcing
a dead-beat" customer to pay by resorting to legal pro-
cedure, but there is very little money in it, and an infinite
amount of annoyance. Ninety-nine per cent. of those who
will go to law before they will pay their just bills are law-
proof, and a judgment against them is practically valueless.

Think thrice before you discuss your private affairs
with your customers. They want to hear about the goods
you have to sell, and do not come to your store seeking
information about your competitors, or to learn the latest
home cure for measles.

Think thrice before you give your promise to do all
in your power " for a friend. If you do all in your power
for friends you will have to neglect your own business, and
they will never be able to repay you, nor will some of them
be willing to repay you. -

Think thrice before you ask a favor. If you do every-
thing in reason for yourself, you will have very little
occasion to ask others to do anything for you. Think three
times thrice before. you take money out of a legitimate
business to invest it in an uncertain speaulation in hope of
immense profits, and think thirty times .thrice before you
indorse the paper of an acquaintance.
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The "Junior Rococo"
BRIGHT

FINISH.

COFFEE-SPOONS.
H EAVY.

Sold by dozen.

The most salable pattern of

Sterling Silver Flatware
ever produced.

TEASPOON.

Small size, 8 oz. to the dozen.
Regular size, To oz. to the dozen and

12 OZ. to the dozen.

Sold by weight

at manufacturer's price.

TABLE-SPOON. DESSERT-SPOON. MEDIUM FORK. DESSERT-FORK.

20 oz. to the dozen and 15 oz. to the dozen and 20 oz. to the dozen and 15 oz. to the dozen and ,
26 oz. to the dozen. 20 OZ. to the dozen. 26 oz. to the dozen 20 OZ. to the dozen.

The outline of each size is different, but all have the same general appearance, in true Rococo style.

WENDELL MFG. COMPANY,
The Silversmiths for the Medium Classes.

NEW YORK,
93, 95' and 97 William Street,

Near Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO,
63 to 69 Washington Street

FACTORY,
Washington and Franklin Sts,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
528 and 53o Market Street.

A. I, HALL 6: SON, Agents.



366THE EXPERT'S WHEEL.
As a prize winner the blue-rimmed Columbia of '92 was so

favorably known that " Watch for the Blue Rims " became a by-
word among the spectators at every race. So great an interest
did it arouse that we have been in constant receipt of inquiries
in regard to the '93 Model 30.
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Columbia, Model 30.
WEIGHT, 30 POUNDS. PRICE, $150.

The Columbia, Model 30, as the Relay is now called, remains
in outward appearance as first built, though a few improvements
in parts have given an additional value to the machine as a whole.

It is intended for expert riders who ride fast and hard, but
who give their wheels intelligent attention. To its careful con-
struction and special Columbia pneumatic tires, is due its success
as a road racer, and as for stiffness and strength it is unequalled
by any wheel of its weight.

It is regularly equipped with the elliptical sprocket 'wheel,
and finished in black enamel, including rims, unless otherwise
ordered.

Our catalogue will tell you a great deal more about it. Free
at Columbia agencies. By mail for two 2=cent stamps.
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POPE MFG. CO.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. HARTFORD.

About the Model 30.
ELIZABETH, N. J., January 24, 1893.

POPE MFG. CO.
GENTLEMEN :—Please let me give you my idea of a

Columbia Relay. I am a heavy person—my weight is 162
pounds. I have ridden the Relay all last season, and have
given it a most severe test, and I must say it has stood the
racket wonderfully. When I purchased my Relay, my
friends all thought that it would not stand the road racket.
There is a proverb that reads. Those who laugh last, laugh
best." So it was with me. After the season was over I
showed them my wheel. They all came to the conclusion
that the next wheel they bought would undoubtedly be a
Relay. Where there is good workmanship, finest material and
elegant finish—which can only be found in the Columbia—
there is no fear of riding a light wheel. You may, if you
wish, use this in your testimonials.

Hoping you will send me the list and pamphlet, and
wishing you the greatest success, I am,

Very respectfully yours, with a Columbia at band,

97 Broad Street. GEO. M. ENGLE.

About the Tire.
SANFORD, ME., January 2, 1893.

THE POPE MFG. Co., Boston, Mass.
GENTLEMEN :—Having read the testimonials favoring

your tire, in a recent issue of the Bicycling World, it
prompts me to write a word in their praise. I have ridden
Century No. 4820 every day the weather would permit, and
sometimes regardless of weather, from the 20th of April to
the present date, over such roads as we have in this State,
New Hampshire and New Brunswick, and both tires and
machine have yet to meet with their first accident. Although
the tires have been subjected to some severe strains, they are
apparently as good as ever, and I see no reason. why they
should not get through another season as well as they have
this. They have been run about 2500 miles, and never
over anything better than a common country road.

Yours very respectfully,
CYRUS BATCHELDOR.

In General.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., December 22, 1892.

POPE MFG. Co., Boston, Mass.
DEAR SIRS :—There are three clerks in this office, and

all riders of the only cycle—the Columbia. We congrat-
ulate you on the success which has crowned your efforts,and
trust in the future your success will be greater and greater.

I myself took quite a tour through some of the Southern
States on a Columbia last year, and will say it was the most
delightful trip I ever had.

Yours, etc., j • MCCONNELL.

HARTFORD, CONN., December 15, 1892.
POPE MFG. Co., Hartford, Conn.

I bought a Century Columbia bicycle last spring, and
now, after a season's use of the same, I am happy to say that
I am, and have been, thoroughly satisfied with it, frame,
wheels and tire. I want no better machine. I have used
it for errands, for touring, for hunting and fishing trips over
the worst roads in Connecticut, and no better test can be
given any wheel. Yours truly,

ARTHUR L. SHIPMAN.

WILMINGTON, DEL., December 19, 1892.
POPE MFG. Co.

DEAR Sia:—Well, I still stick to the Columbia coming
to my fifth year. I always sell my wheel in the fall and get
the new style in the spring, therefore enables me to have
the latest style and always have a wheel in good condition.
I have, at times, ridden other wheels, but cannot find one
to meet the pleasure of a Columbia. You have my best
recommendation for the Columbia Wheel.

Yours very truly,
ELWOOD I. TRUMAN.
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Clocks.

N removing the pendulum from an ordi-
nary recoiling-beat thirty-hour or

eight-day clock, and winding it up,
the verge would commence to oscil-

late rapidly, and the clock soon run
down. Now the action of the swinging pendulum
only serves to regulate and control the alternate
movements of the pallets, which permit the teeth
of the escape-wheel to pass, or escape, half a
tooth at a time, until the clock is run down. We
say half a tooth, because the two pallets in effect
divide the tooth spaces in half. The torsion pen-
dulum controls the escapement precisely in the
same way, except the intervals are of longer
duration.

Perhaps the principle of action in the ordi-
nary recoiling-beat pendulum can be better under-
stood from conducting a few experiments. Let us
take a common thirty-hour pendulum clock and
remove the pendulum rod and ball. Now, if we
put our finger on the crutch-wire, where the pen-
dulum rod goes through the loop, and move the
verge back and forth, we will find that there is a
force exerted in alternate directions through a cer-
tain arc, as illustrated at Fig. 1, where A repre-
sents the verge, the dotted circle C, the escape-
wheel, and B, the crutch-wire. If the crutch-
wire B is moved back and forth in the direction
of the double-headed arrow g, you will find that
the escape-wheel acts, impelling the verge-wire
through a certain arc, which we can measure, if
we feel so disposed, by placing a paper arc 13 h
as shown, which is graduated to an arc which
agrees with the center a of the verge.

Suppose on trial, we find the verge-wire B is
propelled through an arc of ten degrees beyond
the central line a e before the engaging tooth falls
from the pallet and another tooth commences to
act on the opposite pallet. The action of the
engaging tooth continues on the return movement
through an arc of twenty degrees ; that is, ten de-
grees each side of the central line a e. In actual
practice, when the pendulum and ball are attached
to the escapement the verge-wire may swing through
a greater arc than twenty degrees, from the fact
the power of the escape-wheel acting on the pallet,
and the pallet through the verge-wire, imparts
sufficient momentum to the pendulum ball to carry
the pallets beyond the point at which the tooth
which was engaged dropped from it.

The action of the recoiling-beat escapement
is a little complex, but if once understood, is not
likely to be forgotten. We show at Fig. 2 a full-
sized view of a portion of a recoiling-beat escape-
ment as we find it in the ordinary Yankee clock.
As we show the relations of the several parts in
the cut, the tooth C is engaged with. the pallet A',
and the pendulum stopped. Now if we swing the
pendulum to the right through an arc of ten de-
grees (for illustration), the tooth C would escape,
and the tooth shown at C' fall or " drop " through
a small arc and engage the pallet A" , which would
then be in the position indicated at the dotted
outline A".

The impetus of the pendulum ball would
carry the pallet A" farther toward the left, and
also toward the center of the escape-wheel, caus-
ing it to retrograde or turn back a little. It is
this motion which gives to this escapement its
name of the " recoiling-beat." At first thought,
it would seem as if this pushing back of the
escape-wheel by the force stored up in the pendu-
lum was lost. But a little thought on the subject

will show that but little power is wasted, except
to overcome the friction of the tooth on the pallet.
This excess of motion is represented by the short
arcs embraced between the lines d i and el' 11 in
Fig. 1. These arcs in excess are, practically, very
useful in clock construction; by compensating for
slight irregularities in motive power as conveyed
from the weight or mainspring to the escapement.

In arranging the escapement when applied to
a torsion pendulum, we should allow for and make
calculation for a proportional excess of vibration
from the same reasons. In actual construction of
a torsion pendulum clock we would usually support
the pendulum from the top of the case, which
would (probably) necessitate bending the verge-
wire upward in order that the crutch would engage
the arm attached to the pendulum at the top of
the clock. The arm of the pendulum to which we
refer is shown at Figs. 1, 2 and 5, page 256,
March, 1893, KEYSTONE, and reproduced at Fig.
3 of the present issue.
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We show at G, Fig. 4, a sort of general ver-
tical section of a clock case with torsion pendulum
and ball at E F. We have great latitude allowed
us in the arrangement of the parts which connect
the escapement to such a pendulum. The nearer
we place the arm D, Fig. 4, to the suspension
stud if, the shorter will be the arc through which
it will vibrate. Again, in connecting the verge-
wire B, to the arm D, we can arrange to mark
considerable difference as regards the arc the arm
D has to pass through to give the verge-wire the
proper angular motion to escape.

If the loop in the verge-wire is arranged to
engage the arm D at the line 1, Fig. 3, it will re-
quire less turning of the torsion pendulum to
operate the escapement than if the two were en-
gaged on the line k. This adjustment is effected
by benling the verge-wire as shown at the dotted
line, Fig. 4. We think we have now considered
the underlying principles of the torsion pendulum
sufficiently to enable any workman who feels so
disposed to construct a 400-day clock from an
ordinary Yankee eight-day weight movement, and
if his desire further prompts him, can add the
wheels necessary to run the same clock for a
hundred years with one winding.

I enclose One Dollar for renewal of subscription.
Can't do without it. I consider THE KEYSTONE an in-
valuable paper, as it is devoted to the interest of the
jewelry trade, and explains through the Workshop
Notes many points which enable the repairer to do his
work easier and give better satisfaction."—J. X. FLEE-
NOR, Harlan C. H., Kentucky.

SHE—. How was your speech at the club received the
other night ? "

1-1E—“ When I sat down they said it was the best thing
I ever did." —Life.

GUIDE, (in the museum, pointing to a large skull)
—,, This, ladies and gentlemen, is the skull of Ignatius
Loyola, and this," pointing to a much smaller one, ,, was
his skull when he was six years old."

The Coming Metal of the Coming Age.
In one of the leading hotels of the city there is a novel

bazaar which will amply repay a careful inspection. • The
bazaar occupies but a small corner of the hotel lobby, but
the articles exhibited possess a unique interest as the fore-
runners of a new order of things. Every article is made
from aluminum, the coming metal of the coming age ; the
metal which, it is averred on plausible grounds, is to super-
sede iron in the next century and mark an advance in beauty,
durability, lightness, convenience and general utility. Cer-
tainly the articles on exhibition there strongly tend to con-
firm this belief.

These articles are nearly all of the strictly ornamental
rather than of the useful kind, but it is evident to any one
that when the process of making aluminum, or rather of
collecting it from the inexhaustible sources everywhere at
hand, is perfected and aluminum becomes almost as cheap
as iron, or perhaps as cheap or cheaper, a new era willibe
opened in manufacturing industries and the useful and orna-
mental arts. Articles that have the brilliancy and beauty of
silver, light almost as paper, and even more durable than
iron, are shown to the curious, and may be, as they are in-
tended to be, the precursor of a new order of things where
beauty and use are to be combined to an extent never be-
fore dreamed of in the iron age of the world.

Mythology tells us of a golden, a silver, a bronze, and
an iron age of the world, and geology and archmology, with
more truth and less poetry, tell us of a stone age, a bronze
age, and our present iron age, or age of greatest industrial
advancement. If to the iron age succeeds the age of alum-
inum and electricity, the advance will be no less marked than
in the preceding steps which mankind have attained to the
conquest of nature. Nature having been conquered and
her secrets utilized as respects aluminum, we may yet see
realized Professor Ridpath's description of the age to
come :—

"The world shall shine with the new lustre of its principal metal.
All things shall become whiter than silver. All the exterior aspects of
life shall be liurnished into brightness. The houses and the cities of
men, built of aluminum, shall flash in the rising sun with surpassing
brilliancy. All spires and walls, all gateways and porches, all bridges
and temples, all moving engincry and far-off battlements shall blaze
with a splendor befitting the dawn of the age to come."

One of the most novel suggestions yet made as to the
use of aluminum is that bank-notes may yet be made of
this metal. While bank-notes, as made at present, are
always acceptable, even though they do not always satisfy
zesthetic requirements as to cleanliness, and may even be
means of communicating disease, aluminum notes, it is
claimed, will always retain their lustre, Nv i 1 1 not wear out,
and may be made of convenient size to suit pocket-books.
They may be made almost as thin as paper, as one may
well believe after an examination of the Leautiful articles
exhibited in the bazaar mentioned.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the World's Fair
will undoubtedly be that of aluminum. If the new era is to
be introduced in this century, there can be no more fitting
time or place than the Columbian anniversary and the Colum-
bian Exposition. —Chicago Inter-Ocean.

A pawnbroker in Sydney is blessed with a daughter,
who now and then keeps shop " for her father while he
attends sales on the lookout for bargains. During the tem-
porary absence of old Moses recently, a meek-looking China-
man walked into the shop and asked Rachel to show him
some ,, welly good watches." Rachel handed down three
from the jewelry shelf at the end of the counter, marked re-
spectively ,, Fifty-dollar watches," ., Forty-dollar watches,"
and ,. Ten-dollar watches," and arranged them in a line on
the counter from right to left, in the order of their value.
John inspected the watches, and, taking advantage of
Rachel's momentary inattention, slipped the ten-dollar watch
into the place occupied by the forty-dollar one, and vice
versa. When Rachel was again all attention, he picked up
the forty-dollar watch, and said:

., I takee thisee cheapee watchee," handed over the
ten dollars, and trotted out.

Shortly afterward Rachel detected the swindle, and
sought refuge in tears. On the return of old Moses, she re-
lated the misadventure with many protestations of concern.

,, Never mind, mine tear," said the father, with a dry
chuckle, .. dose vatches vere all de same brice—six dollars;

• but vat a schroundrel dot Schinaman must pe !"

Uncle Billy was commenting on a severe wind-storm
that had occurred the night before.
" Lor', yes, Miss Sally, dat War- a powerful storm we

bed las' night. Dat's a fac'. It Mewed up trees dat were
never knewed ter be blewed up afore."

NW. 1,
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" DIAL."—(1) Where can I get a regulator dial made_
after an imported sample, either in enamel or•
brass? (2) What karat of solder should I use for
soldering red or green gold ?

(I) We think the Waltham Dial Co. make
enamel dials for clocks, and the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. make metal dials. (2) The karat solder
will depend very much on the karat of the red or
green alloy you are using. It used to be that all
colored gold was eighteen karat ; now, some col-
ored alloys are as low as nine or ten karat. We
know no better course for you to pursue than to
alloy some of the colored alloy you are working
with a little easy-flowing silver solder.

"PHOTOGRAPH."—When a man is stuck fast, THE
KEYSTONE is the place to come, not alone in
the watchmaking industry, but in every other
branch. I am in trouble with my camera. I
have a fine lens and an Al camera, but I find
the ground glass and sensitive plate do not hold
the same relative positions to the lens, and the
negatives lack sharpness of definition. Can you
help me out, as I fancy many of your readers are
in the same boat as myself ?

Usually makers of cameras are very careful
about making plate-holders so the sensitive film
comes to precisely the same position as the ground-
glass focusincr-screen. We have known instances
of amateurs and even professionals getting the
ground glass reversed, that is, so the ground sur-
face was next the eye of the operator instead of
being turned toward the camera lens. To test if
the plate-holder and ground-glass focusing-screen
agree, focus on the ground glass perfectly, using a
strong eye-glass in focusing ; then remove the
lens, and carefully measure from the lens-collar
,on the front, back to the ground-glass surface ;
then introduce an oh l negative into a plate-holder,
and measure again, to determine if the two sur-
faces exactly coincide in distance from the lens.
Such being the case, and a clear, sharp image
being formed on the ground glass, an equally
sharp image will be formed on the sensitive film ;
and if the plates are good, fine negatives must
follow.

" GOLD."—I have melted the filings in my lap-pan,
and refined them down to silver and gold, and I
have tried cutting the. product into small pieces
to dissolve out the silver with nitric acid, but it
does not do any good. The alloy seems to be
about two-thirds silver.

The alloy cannot be two-thirds silver, or
nitric acid would attack it. If the alloy is fully
two-thirds silver, either roll it into sheets as thin
as thin paper, or granulate the alloy by pouring,
while melted, into a bucket of water stirred so as
to revolve rapidly while the alloy is being poured
in. For every ounce of alloy take one ounce of
nitric acid and two ounces of water, and place
the alloy in it, letting stand for several hours ;
then apply heat if all the alloy is not dissolved.
The brown powder in the bottom of the vessel is
pure gold. In case the alloy is not all dissolved,
add more acid. The gold which lies in the bottom
is washed with water, dried, and mixed with sal
tartar and fused in a crucible. The dilute acid
which is poured off should now be treated for the
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silver by adding twice the volume of water, and
then pouring in muriatic acid as long as any white
precipitate is formed. Let the precipitate settle,
and then pour off the supernatent acids. Add

P'' e water, let settle, and pour off, dry the pre-
cipitate and fuse with gal tartar. Instead of adding
muriatic acid to the acid containing the silver,
strips of copper can be placed in the solution,
when the silver will settle on them, and can be
scraped off and melted.

" SWISS WATCH."—Will you please let me know
how to obtain the line of Swiss watches, and
what width and strength of mainspring are
required ?

We have seen a very elaborate table to aid in
selecting a mainspring, but there is no hard and
fast rule, as any person can understand by think-
ing on the matter ; as, for instance, all makers of,
say, twelve-line Swiss movements do not employ
the same size of barrel, and if they did a fine
watch would not require as strong a spring as one
of coarser workmanship. We print below a table
we published some years ago, which will be found
eminently practical.

KEYSTONE MAINSPRING TABLE.
110W to use it : Measure the inside diameter of the

barrel in hundredths of an inch, then refer to the table and
opposite to the diameter of the barrel will be found the
thickness of spring required by the Denison gauge and also
in ten-thousandths of an inch.

Barrel Diameter in
one him-

droll,: of an inch

•75
.74
• 72
.70

.68

.66

.64

.62

.60
•58.56
•54
•5.
•5.
.48
.46

Spring required by
Denison Gauge

000

000

00

0

1

2

3
4
5
6
78
910
II

12

Thickness of
Spring in ten-
thousandths
of an inch.

.0107

.0103

.0098

.0095

.0o9I

.0088
•9984.co8o
..075.0068
.0064
.006o
.0056
.0051
..)47

These measurements are about medium strength for
lever watches. Cylinder movements, if in good order, do
not need so strong a spring by one-fifth. The table is cal-
culated for medium Swiss and American going-barrel
watches. For fine watches, one or two numbers less than
that given in the table should be taken ; and for very coarse,
rough trains, one or two numbers stronger can be used. For
English levers only eleven turns of mainspring are required,
and we should add two numbers to the table; but, in all
cases, use springs made especially for fusee watches.

A steel rule, four inches long, graduated to
hundredths of an inch, for measuring a barrel
inside, can be had of ally material house.

" ESCAPEMENT."—(1) What width should tie pass-
ing hollow be made in the single-roller lever
escapement P (2) How to polish brass, taking it as
the file leaves it, to a fine polish ? What laps are
used, and what polishing materials ?

.(s) 1Ve shall have to consider the cutaway
portion of the roller-table, or the " passing hollow,"
by its angular extent, as counted from the center
of the balance-staff. Twenty degrees of the
roller action is more than ample. Part of the
safety action lies in the horns of the fork. To
illustrate, suppose the passing hollow is cut a little
wider than necessary, the lever is prevented from
over-banking by the jewel-pin striking on the
inside of the horn of the fork. This matter will
be fully discussed in our articles on " The Detached
Lever Escapement." (2) How brass is to be pol-
ished depends considerably on the use for which it
is intended. The same general rules apply, how-
ever. Polishing, in every instance, is only a grad-
ual smoothing ; a transition from coarse file, fine
file, stoning or emery buff, rotten-stone or tripoli,
to rouging. When laps are employed, they are
usually made of an alloy of two parts tin and one
part of lead. Such laps are turned dead flat, and

•

" headed in " with fine emery forced in with some
kind of extremely hard stone. They are used dry,
and revolve at a high speed. The process is very
simple, but one difficult to describe. A very beau-
tiful dead-flat polish on small articles of brass can
be obtained by rubbing on agate disks ground
dead flat, and left in two states cf smoothness,
one a little rough, the other only rough enough to
lack gloss. In the tin and lead laps mentioned
above, • the grains of emery work into the soft
metal so they do not scratch the brass or gold
applied, but produce an almost mirror-like polish,
which only lacks buffing to be perfect.

" ELECTRICITY."—(1) How strong a current does
it require to demagnetize watches ? (2) Can I
get a current strong enough for that purpose
from one crows-foot cell six by eight inches, and
one Leclanche cell P (3) Which would be the
best, to wind a solenoid to neutralize all mag-
netism, or to make an arrangement to get an
alternating current ? (1) What is the best battery
to run an electric clock that beats seconds P
(5) How can I make a switch or an arrangement
to open and close the current of an electric clock,
one that will require but little power to run it,
and have little or no leakage of electric current P
(6) How can I make a simple perpetual calendar
for a clock? (7) Is it well to leave the circuit of
a crows-foot cell open for a week or a month;
what effect does it have on the battery P (8) How
to make a good non-corrosive soldering fluid ?
(9) How can I remove soft solder from gilded
watch parts without destroying the gilding ?
(10) How to make a good fourteen and eighteen
karat gold test?

(s) The strength .of current required will
depend very much on the solenoid or other
magnetic field employed. For demagnetizing a
watch movement in the case, it will require about
four chromic acid cells four by six inches, such
cells as give about two volts pressure with .08-ohm
internal resistance, and afford twenty-five amperes
current on a short circuit. Such a battery ar-
ranged in series (zinc of one cup to the carbon of
the next), connected to a flattened solenoid made
of about six layers of No. 14 American wire gauge
insulated wire, and weighing about three pounds,
will do the work. The circuit-breaker should be
arranged to reverse slowly at first, with gradually
increasing rapidity until a speed of fifty reversals
a second is reached, at which time the watch
should be removed slowly from the solenoid.
(2) We do not think you could realize any prac-
tical results from such a combination. (3) We
think our answer to the first query answers this.
(4) Probably a Leclanche cell. (5) We will
publish a description of several circuit-breakers
from practical men in the next number of THE
KEYSTONE. (6) A very simple perpetual calen-
dar clock has not been made yet. The Seth
Thomas calendars are very good. Probably the
Brocut perpetual calendar, described on pages
804, 805 and 806 of Sauner's " Modern Hor-
ology," is the best yet produced ; but the descrip-
tion is too long for any space we have to spare.
(7) The crows-foot cell is not strictly all open-
circuit battery, as it wastes a little when open.
(8) Dissolve one part each of lactic acid and
glycerin in eight parts of water. This is claimed
to be non-corrosive. We have never tried it, the
old chloride of zinc fluid, made by dissolving zinc
in muriatic acid, having our preference,. only
taking care to wash the article well after using the
fluid. (9) We know of nothing which will remove
soft solder from gilded watch plates but what will
injure. ordinary gilding. The best way to treat
such instances is to make use of the soft-solder
destroyer, of which we have given the formula so
often, and then regild. (so) Nothing equals the
use of test-needles and stone with nitric acid, to
which a pinch of salt has been added.
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30 Oeneva Optical Cortipan,
07 & 09 Mathingtott Zt., Cbtcago.

Tlio Geneva Lens-Mame Improveg.

Illustration full size.

Price, $10.00, net.

The improved Lens-Measure works upon the same principle as the original instru-
ment, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can
be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,
and in •addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of More readily measuring
periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical, cylin-
drical or sphero-cylindrical glasses.

Loring's MmHg Oplitlialmosoopo.

Loring's Improved Ophthalmoscope has rectangular tilting mirror, disc with 15
lenses, secondary disc containing 4 supplementary lenses and protecting lenses in main
disc from dust and irijury ; numbered in dioptric system, + ill white, — in red figures ;
75 combinations can be made from --I- or — .50 to + 23. — 24. and the power of each
combination shown in opening in back ; condensing lens in rim. All in silk-lined
morocco case. - - - - - - - $10.00.

Folging Poolet Retillosoope.

Foldinc,
b 

Retinoscope, ry, inches in diameter; when closed the cover protects the
mirror, and open forms a convenient handle. - - - . - - $2.00.

No. .996.

WE STILL OFFER
Our New

Complete SoloTtial Looses
A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS,

in fine case, and contains

32 pairs Spherical, 0.25 to 20 D.
32 0.25 to 20 D.

20 " + Cylinders, 0.25 to 8 D.
0.25 to 8 D.20 " —

I0 Prisms.
to Discs and Colored Lenses.
I No. 915 Trial Frame.

CC

I CC 919

All mounted in metal rims, GOLD-PLATED on concave lenses, nickel-
plated on convex lenses. GUARANTEED ACCURATE.

Price: $59.00, less 10 and 6 per cent. cash discount,

or Net Cash, $50.

Now is the Time
. to correspond with us about fitting up your

optical stock and preparing yourself to do the

business in a 'thorough and satisfactory manner.

• GENEVA OPT/CAL COMPANY,
67 di 69 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians.

[Commenced April, 189o. Subscribers arc advised to
file all the back numbers, thus affording them (when com-
pleted) the most thorough treatise on the subject extant.]

CHAPTER I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER 11 E EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE

Pll YSIOLOGY OF VISION.
CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VII.—TII E USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VI I I.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.

CHAPTER IX. (Continued)
METHOD OF EXAMINATION.

Pin-hole Disk.

The pin-hole test is a simple method, as reliable
as it is simple, and we always advis.e opticians who
read these lines to use the pin-hole test in every case
of defective vision. If the optician thus discovers
early in his examination whether or not it is a case
of refractive error he has to deal with, he will save
much valuable. time (which he might otherwise
spend in trying to fit a case that could not be helped
by glasses), and he will be in a position to give
reliable advice if it is a case which does not come
within his province to be fitted with glasses. If
the optician finds it to be a case of organic
disease, he fails to do his duty unless he advises
the patient to consult a physician ; while if the
pin-hole test shows it td be a refraction case, the
optician will continue his examination by follow-
ing the methods given below.

EMMETROPIA.

As it is proposed in this work to treat of vision
and the errors to which it is subject, and as in
former chapters the various anatomical parts con-
cerned in the sense of sight have been explained
and demonstrated, and also the effect of lenses on
rays of light, we are now in a position to consider
the eye as an optical instrument, and to examine
the normal eye in its power to see and appreciate
the objects all around us.

The normal eye will be mentioned first,although
we believe that thcre are very few persons who

possess perfectly normal eyes and vision even from
their birth, although doubtless there are many
such persons who have had no trouble with their
eyes, and who have always supposed their sight to
be'equal to that of the perfect standard.

By -the normal or emmetropic eye is meant
one that, when in a state of rest, has its refractive
power §o adjusted that it can see distinctly at a
remote point or infinity ; so that parallel rays of
light are brought to an exact focus on the retina
at the yellow spot without any effort on the part
of the eye or its accommodation. This is called
emmetropia, meaning that the eye is in measure.

If an emmetropic eye be tested, what will be
the result of the examination as regards the vision
at a distance and at the near point ? The vision
will be n or one, and the nearest point of distinct
vision for the smallest type will be about five
inches, if the person examined be not over twenty
years of age. The cornea, aqueous and vit-
reous humors, with the crystalline lens, are the
refractive media of the eye. Combined, they
represent a biconvex lens of rather less than one-
inch focus. The optical center of the combina-
tion is a little behind the crystalline lens, and the
retina is a sensitive screen placed at the focus of
the combination.

. Our perception of the outer world is due to
the formation of real inverted images on the retina,
although we are unconscious of the inversion. In
order that objects may be seen distinctly, their
images must be accurately focused on the retina.
We have already considered the change that takes
place in the eye by which we are enabled to tell
the time on the state-house clock, and compare
the figures there with those on our own watch
held in our hand, which power of adjustment for

- near and far vision is known as the accommodation
of the eye.

The principles involved in the construction
of an emmetropic eye may be appropriately illus-

-trated by a reference to the magic lantern or
stereopticon, with the use of which every one
becomes more or less familiar in his boyhood
days. We soon learned in using this instrument
that the screen must be at the proper distance;
that the lens must be of the proper refractive
power, and must be moved in or out to the
proper position, in order to produce a clear and
distinct image upon the screen. In other words,
the power and position of the lens and the dis-
tance of the screen bear certain fixed relations to
each other, which relations cannot be altered
without marring the clearness of the image pro-
duced.

The same relation exists between the refract-
ing media of the eyc (corresponding to the lens of
the magic lantern) and the retina (corresponding
to the screen on which the magic lantern pictures
are thrown). A clear image can be formed on
the retina only when the refracting media are of
the proper refractive power, and the retina situ-
ated at their proper focal distance, in which case
the parallel rays of light entering the eye are
brought to a focus exactly at the position of the
retina, that is, on the retina. In the construction
of such an eye, all the conditions having been
complied with in conformity with the laws of
optics, a perfect image is necessarily formed on
the retina, and this being conveyed to the brain
by the optic nerve produces normal and comfort-
able vision.

Any disturbance between these relations blurs
the distinctness of the image formed and pro-
duces abnormal vision, and this disturbance may
result as follows : either the refracting media of

the eye may have too much or too little refractive
power, or the retina may be too near or too far
from the lens, or sometimes both conditions may
be found in the same eye.

Thus the significance of the word emmetropia
can be appreciated, which means ," an eye in
measure." On the other hand, when the relation
between the distance of the retina and refracting
power of the media does not correspond, the
condition is very appropriately called ametropia,
which means " an eye out of Measure." The
student should clearly understand the significance
of these -two words, so that when in his reading
he encounters either one of them, there will at
once flash into his mind a perfect understanding
of the conditions involved.

Thus it will be seen that the length of the
eyeball, or, in other words, its axial diameter,
plays a very important part in, and in fact is the
fundamental condition of, two of the common
errors of refraction which the optician is daily
called upon to correct with lenses.

The conditions present in emmetropia and
izmetropia, and the. meaning of in measure and
out of measure, can be perfectly demonstrated by
an experiment:

Focus of parallel rays of light in Emmetropia as compared with
Hypermetropia and Myopia.

A strong convex lens is taken and held in
such a way that rays from distant objects will
pass through it and be refracted, and form an
image on a piece of cardboard held at the
principal focus of the lens. The card may be
moved nearer to and farther from the lens until
the exact position is found where the most perfect
image is formed. If a convex lens of ten dioptrics
is used, this position will be at four inches from
the lens, and everything is exactly " in measure,"
and this corresponds to the condition known as
emmetropia.

The card may now be moved nearer to the
lens, and then, instead of a perfect image being
formed, there will be seen circles of diffusion,
because the rays strike the card before they have
had an opportunity to converge to a focus, and
hence everything is " out of measure." This
corresponds to the condition known as hyperme-
tropia. If another convex lens be interposed it
will add to the strength of the original lens, and
thus bring the rays to an earlier focus ; and if the
additional lens be of the proper strength, this
focus will be just at the point.where the screen is
placed.

If, on the other hand, the card be moved
farther away, a perfect image can no longer be
formed, and again we see nothing but diffusion
circles or a confused patch formed on the card,
because it is farther away than the principal
focus of the lens, and the rays only strike it after
they have converged to a focus and then diverged.
Here again everything is " out of measure," and
this corresponds to the condition known as myopia.
Here the rays have come to 'a focus too soon ; and
if a concave lens be now interposed, it will detract
from the strength of the original lens, and thus
bring the rays to a later focus ; and if this concave
lens be of the proper strength, this focus will be
just at the point where the card is placed,
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Watchmakers' Tools, and 1-low to
Use Them.N fitting watch-hands, two points require

especial attention, viz., size of socket, and
length. Size of socket, however, is of
paramount importance. These remarks

apply particularly to hands for Swiss and
other foreign watches, American watches as a rule
being more readily fitted, although even these
occasionally require hands specially fitted to them.

For gauging the sockets of hour-hands a
taper gauge shaped as shown at A, Fig. 1, is the
tool to employ. Such gauges have to be made, as
they are not yet on the market. To make a gauge
of this kind, take a piece of steel wire about (not
less than) one-eighth of an inch in diameter and
two and one-half inches long, turning carefully to
a taper, as shown in Fig. 1. For measuring the
taper, and also for other measurements which are
to agree with this gauge, we had better provide
ourselves with a tool sold by material houses as a
degree gauge.

Some workmen call these gauges " snap
gauges " ; others call them " douzieme gauges."
It should be borne in mind we do not want a real
" douzieme gauge," but one graduated to show
millimeters on the index. The right kind can be
determined by the jaws opening a trifle over three-
eighths of an inch, and the arc scale being divided
into one hundred parts. In making such a gauge
we turn the small end, on the line a, so it gauges
twelve millimeters ; and so along at the points
indicated by the dotted lines, to measure in milli-
meters as shown by the figures. Lines can be
turned on the taper gauge, as shown, to agree with
the divisions on the degree gauge. While a
millimeter corresponds pretty nearly with ,-175. part
of an inch, still we can easily estimate to half or
even a quarter of a millimeter with considerable
accuracy. Such a gauge admits of many uses,
aside from the sizes of the sockets of watch-hands.

We will take this occasion to say that we are
not particularly in love with the metric system of
measurements, and in this case would much prefer
a gauge which reads to thousandths of an inch,
but unfortunately we cannot buy such gauges that
are convenient to use for the present purpose.
However, when we come to " Tools of Precision
for Watchmakers' Use," we shall describe a tool of
similar construction reading to TAT of an inch.
After buying a card of watch-hands, the sockets
should be gauged and the measure marked on the
card, also the length.

Let us in imagination examine the average
watchmaker's stock .of hands, and see how he
keeps them. He has two or three boxes of hands
—steel hands, plated hands, gold hands on cards.
Some few of the cards have the tissue paper
wrapping pretended to be folded about them.
lost of the cards, however, are bent_ and folded,
and the hands which make pretence of being still
attached to the card are hanging in all degrees of
looseness. There is no means of determining the
size of the sockets, except a good eye for size and
taking hands from the card and trying them.
Hands so removed are seldom replaced on the
card, but go into the " loose hands box." And
it is this " loose hands box " which is the daisy.
Old hands, new hands, straight hands, crooked
hands. And when " stuck ". for a hand, to this
box we go and pick over the tangled stock and are
five times as long finding a hand as we should be
fitting one. Most workmen must and will admit

the truth of this short description of the " higglety

pigglety " plan usually adopted, and would natu-
rally inquire how such a state of affairs is to be
avoided. We answer by saying, that when you
buy a new card of hands, have a needle and
thread and sew all the hands fast after the manner
the English hands were carded in " the long
ago." The thread should be fine (about No. 8o).
After the sewing is done, turn the card over and
with a camel's-hair pencil brush touch the threads
between each hand on the back of the card with
mucilage, in order that cutting loose one hand
does not leave all the rest at the mercy of gravi-
tation, ready to fall off.

With the taper gauge shown in Fig. 1, all the
hour-hand sockets are gauged and the size marked
on the card ; also the length in hundredths of an
inch, and this also marked on the card. For
keeping the cards, we make a box four inches
wide, two and one-half inches deep, and five and
one-half inches long, inside measurement. Grooves
are cut on opposite sides, as shown at n 71, Fig. z.
These grooves are one-fourth of an inch deep and
one-eighth wide. Next ten pieces of tolerably
heavy cardboard are cut, five by four and three-
eighth inches. At Fig. 3 is shown such a piece of
cardboard. This cardboard is folded through the
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middle at the dotted line e, and between the two
cardboard covers the card or cards of hands are
placed.

Fig. 4 shows an end view of the cardboard
folded together, the space / indicating the position
of the card of hands. Minute-hands should also
be measured as to size of hole and length, and the
sizes recorded on the card. The grooves in which
the card folios are placed should be numbered,
and a memorandum placed on the inside of cover
as shown at Fig. 5. No loose hands should be
permitted to accumulate ; let all be on cards. If
by mistake a hand should be cut loose from a
card, it should be sewed on the proper card.
Hands so arranged show a workman instantly
what he has to select from. The thread and
needle used for sewing hands on cards should be
used for nothing else, and kept where they can be
found on the instant.

In fitting a hand, the taper gauge shown at
Fig. i is invaluable. If we have the socket to the
old hand, we slip it on the gauge and at once get
at the right size. Then opening the portfolio of
hands of the kind required, and reading from the
gauged numbers on the cards the size of hole
needed, it can be at once obtained. If none are
exactly right, a hand a trifle small should be
selected and either filed or broached out to the
proper size, which is determined by passing the
taper gauge A into the hole while the hand is still
in the holder. If the socket of the hand is lost,
the socket of the hour-wheel should be measured
with the snap gauge and the size obtained in that
way. By following the plan pointed out a great
economy of hands is effected, and the time spent
in fitting will be much abridged.

Pleasant Possibilities of Rhyme for Advertising
Purposes.

The man In charge of the artistic advertising depart-
ment was cudgeling his brain for a new idea, when a person
with long hair and a disreputable shirt front cantered up to
his desk and asked for something to do to earn a breakfast.
" Can you write ? " inquired the ad. man.
a Well, I should orthograph," he said, with a smile.
" Advertisements ?" queried the ad. man. " And ,

poetry?"

" Try me," was the laconic reply; and the ad. man
looked over his strip.
" Hook on to this," he said, handing the poet a real

estate ad.

The poet sat down at a counter, and pretty soon came
back with a verse for his new employer.
" Read it," he said; and the man at the desk read this:

Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said,
" This is my own, my native land,"
Who never to himself hath cried,
" Now is the time to subdivide

And sell as town lots all this sand " ?
If such there be, go mark him well,
He doesn't know enough to sell.

" Um-um," hesitated the ad. man. " I don't think this
is quite the thing exactly. Suppose you try one on some dry
goods remnants."

The poet grinned, and in a minute or two came back
with this, which he read himself:

Our shreds and our patches
Are up on the hatches,

You'll find everything very nice is:
When you get to the top,
Yon must take a big drop

To get down again where the price is.

" How's that ?" he asked, with a little air of triumph.
"Not so bad," assented the ad. man, taking it. " Try

this boot and shoe one."

Be sober when you buy from us,
You'll always get the

And high or low, where'er you go,
Your sole will be at rest.

"That isn't half bad," replied the ad. man to the
inquiring look of the poet. " Suppose you give me some-
thing on this coal dealer's stuff."

The poet wasn't gone a minute till he was back with
this:

Now is the chilly winter time,
When both the young and old
Will find their houses hotter if
They'll keep the fires coaled.

"That's out of sight," laughed the ad. man.
"Anthracite ? " murmured the poet cunningly. The

ad. man laughed again.
" Here," he said, "try one on this hat and cap house.
The poet wrestled for two or three minutes, and came

up smiling with this:

If you would cap the climax
And all the time stand pat,
You'll have to do your talking
Through Junes' At hat.

" Hand it over," said the ad. man, reaching for it
" and try your band at this clothing ad."

The poet went at it with energy, and shortly came
back with this:

He was looking his best,
In the style he was drest,

When he set forth to court Hannah Fetter.
He was quite debonair,
And he carried the air

Of a man who would bet he could get her.

He asked the fair maid :
"Of course, dear," she said,

In the promptest affirmative manner;
The clothes that he wore
He bought at our store,

And that's what's the matter with Hannah.

The bread-winner was looking hungry, as the ad. man
accepted this last one and handed over another.
" There's one for a restaurant," he said with a cheerful

smile.

The poet clutched at it eagerly, and feasted his eyes on
its promise, and then he wrote :

" Ho, every one that thirsteth,
And all the hungry, come
And revel in our terrapin
And wallow in our Alumm ;
No feed was ever finer,
In poetry or song,
And when you come, remember
To bring your cash along.

" There's nOt much in that one," remarked the ad.
man, reading it over.

a Nor in me," said the poet, with a pathetic little quiver
in his voice.

The ad. man looked at him.
" By Jove," he exclaimed, " I forgot Here's a dollar;

go and fill yourself up on it, and come back again. I'll
give you something more to do."

I think I write better on an empty stomach," smiled
the poet, and he went away, never to return.

—Detroit Free Press,
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EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.00.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal,
$9.75.

77 Tv B ry6, RJr
Our advertisements in the leading monthly and

d weekly journals, in which we show these few
leading patterns and quote their retail prices, are
creating a demand for The "Bryant" Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

•

La5 r—f))
Cak,

10-MAIDEN LANE NEW WM.

OLDEST RING MAKERS IN AMERICA.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. 2 Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent, 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$13.50.
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Wholesale Jeweler,

A full line of the
following goods
always in stock:

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,_

CHARMS,

TOOLS and

MATERIAL.
A 4057

Orders for Materials
and Jewelers' Findings
accurately filled on short-
est notice.

Orders for the

Latest Novelties
and

HEST STYLES
promptly filled.
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WE DO NOT SELL GOODS AT RETAIL.

Philadelphia Optical
and Watch Co.
916 Chestnut and 917 Sansom Sts.

Philadelphia.
Keep our beautiful Watch and Silver-
ware Reference Book on your coun-
ter and shoW it as your own pub-
lication. Our name does not
appear on any of its pages.
USE IT AS YOUR OWN BOOK.

Send us your repairing.
We do it quickly, we
do it neatly, and we
do it at as low pri-
ces as is consis-
tent with good
workman-

ship.

Our

SHOPS

4 Ft

for the
manufacture and,repair

of

Watch Cases,
Movements,
Jewelry,
Diamond Mountings,
Plain Rings,
Silver= Plated Ware,
Gold and Silver Plating,
Spectacles and Eye=Glasses,
Test=Cases and
Prescription Lenses

of
every description are, without doubt,
the finest and best-equipped
in the country.

Send us a trial box of
repairing and judge
for yourself.

Our
Salesroom

where we will be pleased
to show you, at all times, a

most complete line of DIA=
MONDS, both Mounted

and Loose ; Elgin, Wal=
tham, Standard, Colum=

bus and other MOVEMENTS;
Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and

Silveroid CASES ; Scarf=Pins,
Lace=Pins, Hat=Pins, Hairpins,
Cuff=Buttons and all manner and
kinds of Jewelry. All the promi-
nent Manufactures of Silver=
Plated Ware and Novelties
in Sterling Silver. OPERA=
GLASSES — Gold, Sil=
ver, Nickel, Steel, etc.
—SPECTACLES and
EYE=GLASSES
and other articles
too numerous to
mention.

BOSS

Nolo
Per Doz.

Gold Riding Bows, - — $15.00
Gold Eye-Glasses, Regular Guard, • 18.00
Gold Eye-Glasses, Bausch Guard, 21.00

Gold, Straight-Temple Spectacles, 21.00

Gold-Plated Eye-Glass Chain, - 3.50

All the above Gold Spectacles and Eye-Glasses are set with First
Quality Periscopic Convex Lenses, and cannot be duplicated elsewhere.

Do gou Reed mg Sem-Jewel, Ke -Wig ploveniefits ?
We can let you have ALL YOU WANT in either Elgin or Waltham.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" OLD BOY " sends long-wind Waterbury

mainspring broken into fifty-two pieces.

" SEWING MACHINE."—Where can I get repairs
for all kinds of sewing machines P

See page 896, September, 1892, KEYSTONE.

"VICTIM."—My shop was broken into by thieves,
and all my watches for repairs were stolen. Will
I be held responsible ? Some of the watches had
been in my place from six to eighteen months.
I had no safe.

We think you will have to make the loss

good, even in case of the watches so long on hand.

"JEWELING TOOL."—(1) Did you ever tell how to
make a cross-feed jeweling tool working with a
screw, and if so in what numbers ? (2) What is
the price of back numbers of THE KEYSTONE?

(I) We never gave such a description. Our

articles on " American Lathes " will give such

description in the near future. (2) Most back

numbers of THE KEYSTONE are not plentiful ; when

we have them we charge fifteen cents each.

" CLOCK DIAL."—The dial to my clock is made of
metal, satin-finished and silvered, and it has
become scratched. Where can I have the same
repaired P

We are quite sure the Seth Thomas Clock Co.

make such dials, but whether they would do

repair work is something we cannot answer. You

can ascertain by writing to them. Can any of our

readers give any information on such matters.

"PUNCHED DISKS."—Some time ago we received
from the Waterbury Company a quantity of brass
disks like watch plates. They were flat, and not
rounded on the edges. Can you tell us how it
was done P

Sub-punching will do it ; that is, passing the

disks through other dies a second time, which

reduces them but little in diameter. In the

second punching the disks are passed through the

dies in the opposite direction ; • that is, the disks

are turned over.

" GLASS-DRILLING."— How can I drill a hole
through glass, about one-quarter of an inch in
diameter P

Make a drill convex on the edge, and to cut

both ways, like a drill to use with a bow ; set the

drill in a wooden handle, and rotate it by hand,

keeping the glass wet with turpentine. • Drill half

way through, and then commence from the oppo-

site side. After the holes meet, finish with

a rat-tail file wet with turpentine.

"DEMAGNETIZER."—(1) Is there any way of de-
magnetizing a watch when thoroughly charged ?
(2) Is there any cheap demagnetizer that will
thoroughly do its work ? If so, whose P We
have one, but it don't work satisfactorily. (3)

What is the best demagnetizer made, regardless
of cost P We have the Standard electric system
plant.

(I) A good demagnetizer will destroy all

traces of magnetism in a watch. (2) We know

of no cheap one which does its work satisfactorily.

Either the Berlin or the Challenge demagnetizer

will completely annul magnetism if used intelli-

gently.

" ELECTRIC LIGHT."—I was thinking of making a
little electric light plant of my own. We have no
power here. Can I use batteries, dynamo, or
what P I want about ten incandescent lights.
About how much would it cost, and where can I
get what I want P

Batteries are practically out of the. question,

as it would require fully fifty Bunsen cells (which,

by the way, are about the most powerful cells in

use) to run one incandescent lamp of any consid-

erable power. A dynamo for ten incandescent

lights of sixteen candle-power will require about

one and one-fourth horsepower.

" RUSTY STEEL."—(11 Is there any way to remove
rust from steel lace-pins so they will look bright
.again P (2) The address of some good canoe or
boat-builder P (3) Is there any firm that makes
woodcuts or electrotypes for jewelers' advertise-
ments P

(I) No way except to repolish. (2) Thomas

Kane & Co., Chicago, Ill. (3) The Keystone
Watch Case Company furnish electrotype cuts of
watch cases, the Elgin and Waltham Companies
furnish cuts of movements. If you desire any-
thing special, you can .have it made by the
Philadelphia Phototype Co., 35 South Sixth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

" EUREKA," NO, 2.—I asked some time ago how
red gold plating was done. I would like to have
this question answered at length, 4n a full, plain
manner.

All such answers take a great deal of space,
more, in fact, than can be allotted to questions in
this department. In the near future we shall
devote some space in the articles " Arts Allied"

to " Electricity in the Workshop," giving details
for constructing a plating dynamo and how to use
it. A red gilding solution is nothing but cyanide
of copper added to a yellow gold solution ; but so

much depends on the electrical current and how
it is applied, that it runs into a long story.

"PLATES," alias " S UB SCRIB ER."—Some time
— since I saw a recipe for a solution to remove

spots from clock-movements ; will you kindly
repeat it ?

We will repeat the request so often made to
our readers when making inquiries, to avoid such
names as " Reader," " Subscriber," and also
initials, as it leads to no end of bother.

A panacea for removing all spots from clock-
movements is something we never saw or beard of.

On bright movements, like French clocks, a
solution of cyanide of potassium will do it—one
ounce of cyanide to a quart .of water. Dip the
brass parts in this, wash in clear water and dry,
brush with prepared chalk, observing care to leave
no chalk-dust in holes and crannies. Yankee
clocks are lacquered and a cyanide solution would
injure such coating.

" BRIGHT CUT."—How is the bright cutting done
on silver-plated hollowware P

• With a perfectly polished graver. The graver

is whetted smooth on an Arkansas stone, and the

polish is obtained by Vienna lime and alcohol on

a wood block or a strip of leather glued on wood.

Steel rouge can also be used for polishing the

graver. Sometimes the work is buffed after en-
graving with elk-hide buffs and jewelers' rouge.
The palm of the hand, wet with alcohol and jew-

elers' rouge, and allowed to dry, will, after it has

become black by rubbing on the silver, produce

on silver that mirror-polish called " black polish."
Polishing silver is an art which requires practice;

but there is no mystery about it, except perfect

freeilom from grit, and a certain technical skill of
manipulation.

" ISINGLASS CEMENT."—Please instruct me how
to make this cement.

Isinglass, strictly speaking, is a peculiar glue

made from the bladder of the sturgeon, and can

now seldom be obtained. An excellent ,cement,

quite as good, is made by soaking best white glue
over night in cold water, using just enough water

to fully swell the glue out. Any excess of water

should be drained off, and enough glacial acetic
acid poured on to cover the soaked glue. Heat
to dissolve the glue, after which it is placed in
bottles for use. The bottle should be warmed
when the glue is to be used. Add to above about
five per cent. of bichromate of potash, and the
glue is insoluble after drying. Add a few drops
of glycerine, and the glue dries elastic.

" CARD PLATE."—I want to knoiv how script en-
graving on copper plates is transferred to cards,
such as visiting cards.

Transferring, as you term it, is the process of
" plate printing," which can be described. as fol-
lows : The lines which are to appear black on the
card are cut reversed into the copper plate. These
lines are next filled with a thick, oily ink, and
the ink carefully wiped from the surface of the
plate with a cloth. All the lines are now filled
with ink, and the surface of the plate is bright
and clean. The plate is now laid on an iron bed-
plate planed perfectly flat, and the card to be
printed placed upon the copper plate and passed
under an iron roller subjected to a powerful pres-
sure. We should add that between the card and
the iron roller are placed two or three thicknesses
of woolen cloth, to give elasticity to the pressure.
This process forces the card down into the lines
filled with ink, which adheres to the card. The
process of card-plate engraving and printing is
very fully described in " Cellini's Hand-Book of
Engraving," to be had at this• office ; price fifty
cents, or as a premium for a new subscriber.

" REGULATOR."—Could you refer me to any author- -
ity, or could you give me any rule, for building a
clock; that is, to find the required number of .
teeth in each wheel, and the corresponding size
and number of leaves in each pinion, the length
of pendulum and weight of ball, etc. P

Britten, in his " Hand-Book," page 291,
seventh edition, gives a very good arrangement of
train fOr a regulator. The pitch of the wheels is
about forty diametrical ; that is, for every inch of
pitch diameter there are 'forty teeth in the circum-
ference. In this day the almost universal practice
is to regulate the pitch of wheels by diameters,
and, in this case, call the pitch forty diametrical ;
then, if we make the main wheel to have 120
teeth, it will be three inches in diameter ; if we
make it to have 144 teeth, it will be three and six-
tenth inches in pitch diameter ; for center-wheel,
ninety-six teeth and two and four-tenth inches
pitch diameter ; for third-wheel, ninety teeth and
two and one-fourth inches pitch diameter.
the pinions have twelve leaves, and three-tenths of
an inch pitch diameter. The escape-wheel is to
have thirty teeth, and be one and three-fourth
inches in diameter. The pendulum should be
about forty-three inches from the top of the sole
of the stirrup for the mercury-jar, to the top of
the free part of the suspension spring. A well-
constructed Graham escapement is generally chosen
in preference to a gravity escapement. The great-
est point in constructing chick-trains is to get the
proper rounding to the ogives of the teeth. The
cutters sold to the trade for cutting such teeth are
usually far from being of the correct form. This
matter was very fully discussed in our articles on
" Clocks " some time ago.

41.
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A Business Talk

" 'Twere pitiful : 'twere wondrous pitiful."—Shakespeare.

A Truly Sad Example
of business nearsightedness will be found in the methods
of the jeweler (?) who is ever willing to barter his reputa-
tion for a paltry sale. The fake auction man and the
nomadic counterfeit jeweler can practise such methods
with impunity and profit, but they should be avoided
by the legitimate retailer who looks to the future and
puts a business value on his local reputation. What, in
the name of common sense, can a jeweler ultimately gain
by selling, say, a filled watch case without merit to back
it? The superficial beauty of such a case, if it has any,
must necessarily be short-lived, and the net result to the
vendor may be summed up thus:

An enemy made.

Reputation ruined.

Confidence shattered.

Business lost.

"Good name to man or woman dear, my lord."—Shakespeare.

lileason 'Proclaims
that each time a jeweler sells a filled watch case
on appearances alone, he deliberately risks both
his reputation and his patronage. Why do so?
Business integrity abhors it ; neither expediency
nor self=interest can sanction it. How much
better to sell at all times the old and reliable

Jas. Boss Cases,

whose wearing qualities have been proved a
million times over by actual wear. To them
alone belongs this record. Each case is guar=
anteed ; as to the reliability of the guarantee
read opposite page. You make the sale ; we
take the responsibility. The new designs are
handsome beyond comparison. Every sale of a
Boss case means

A friend made.

Reputation enhanced.

Confidence strengthened.

Business increased.

Aptly Illustrated

ESTABLISHED 1858

C. BOEHMER & CO.
WHOLESALE WATCHES AND JEWELRY

IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS

806 t.7. BROADWAY

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gents: I have worn Boss case
No. 969 for twenty-two years.
It is to-day in good condition,
and still appears as if it would
give several years' service. We
recommend them to our trade,
knowing they will give entire
satisfaction.

Yours truly,
C. E. Zelle,

St. Louis, Feb. 7, 1893.

with C. Boehmer & Co.,
8o6 N. Broadway.
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A Remarkable

Likeness
may sometimes exist on the surface between watch
cases made by different manufacturers and of widely
different merit. To the public, as a rule, and some-

times to the jeweler, appearances are deceptive, and this is es-
pecially true in the matter of filled cases. In this. imitative age
by trade-marks alone can the deceit of appearances be some-
times avoided and genuine merit distinguished. Realizing the
truth of this, it is surprising that at this date any jeweler should
be so unacquainted with any of our trade-marks as to make it
possible for him to be imposed upon. A recent communication,
however, proved the existence of such a one. We again
show these trade=marks on this page, and would suggest
that the few jewelers not already intimately acquainted with
them cut them out and preserve them for reference :

KEYSTONE Solid Gold Cases, ozza

JAS. BOSS 14 K. Filled Cases,

JAS. BOSS 10 K. Filled Cases,

CYCLONE Rolled-Plate Cases,

LEADER Silver Cases, 4=1:11D.
(ED

SI LVEROID Cases, cars=>

In addition to these SPECIAL trade=marks, every case made by us
has our GENERAL trade=mark—a keystone like this W—stamped on the
inside cap.

Keystone Watch Case Company.

•

Accidents Will Happen

A—sr

Mr. F. Ogy, from Weighbaque, while negotiating for a
generator of Easter eggs, suddenly finds himself plucked.

and

He had never heard of the Non-pull-out bow, and, like
many others, paid dearly for his ignorance—and his poultry.

Thieves Will Steal

We forget whether this happened at a county
fair, a political meeting, or a race track, but the moral
is the same. There was a Non-pull-out bow in the
case.

But a watch with a )1E7 Oa Bow is proof against both.
TO. Y.RK

This Bow cannot be pulled or twisted from the case, and

is found only on las. Boss and other hrands of cases made by

379

Keystone Watch Case Company
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fain, Lambert & Ca, is I. Niel flew Tort
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Manufacturers and
Exporters

New Designs in

Silver Penholders
and Pencils.

Fine Gold pens, Holders, Picks, Pencils, novelties and Fountain Pens.
AIKIN=LAMBERT JEWELRY CO.,—  Importers of Diamonds, and Jobbers in Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc.

Waltham
florotogicat Scboot

PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

Waltham, Mazs,

Thorough Instruction in Horology, En-
graving and Ophthalmology.

® 0

OLDEST and BEST EQUIPPED.

0 0 0

Graduates often sent to responsible and
good-paying situations.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS.

LATEST NOVELTY

The COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

DT.SIGN PATENTED OCT. 26, 1892.

Finished in Oxydized Silver anti Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER DOZ., $2.00.

G. M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPLES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.
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 Quality is the Standard of Value. Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.

A bread-winner for the watchmaker.

o (/)

›,.
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Columbia's Jewels.

REDUCED PRICES
ON CHUCKS AND COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.

MOM Oust-Proof MD Ku
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE.

„

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.

Why Wear a Plated Chain
WHEN YOU CAN BUY A

SOLID GOLD CHRIN
FOR

$12.00

Every Chain guaranteed. Made by

Martin, Copelanq St Co.,
Makers of SOLID GOLD CHAINS.

SEAMLESS PLAIN RINGS. ENGRAVED BAND RINGS.

EYE-GLASS HOOKS AND CHAINS.

OFFICES:

t5 Maiden Lane, New York.
151 State Street, Chicago.
IIS & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco.

Factory, 6o Richmond St.,

Providence, R. I.
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JEWELERS'

sx-xONNI CASES
IN STOCK

AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest Made, and FIlwags Carried in Stock.

,IrII 111th till 1111 11111111111111_1111,1„.11iIIIMPFFmmil milli 11111111111111111iiililill1111111111iiiiiii,iiiiiI:ii„_----

Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest
notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the
Columbian Exposition.

Yt

hello Show Case NI Pliff01 Works
L. G. HANSEN, Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1893
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar movements are being

manufac-

tured and

sold by the

Illinois

Watch Co.

o f Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the N,v inding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the -same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement.

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631, and that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

T. M. AVERY,

R. E. ROBBINS,

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companie4
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VI LC WATCH GLASSES
The W B&C watch glasses are recommended for their superior make, on

account of the quality of the glass, the finish of the edges and accuracy of sizing.
They are considered the best in the market, and kept in stock by all the leading
dealers in the country. The price is only a trifle higher than the inferior makes,
but this is easily made up in the saving of breakage, not to mention the greater
facility of fitting, and consequently saving of time.

Ask for the W B&C Watch Glasses.

Students of Horology and the World's Fair.

IT'S ONLY A JUMP FROM

The Elgin 1-lotiologica1 School, Elgin, Ill.
TO THE WORLD'S FAIR GROUNDS.

Do you wish to be near Chicago during this summer? We have first-class accommodations for all intending watchmakers who wish to
visit the Fair for pleasure or knowledge, or both. The horological exhibit will be a wonder in itself. We are still pursuing our straightforward,
honest course of making Competent and Experienced Watchmakers of our students.

• to pearfrencttreutrrsaelef in the trer oduinfcfliacenp?arts of the trade? Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue,Do you wish11 tto become an Expert Engraver? and see what we can do for you.
OURS is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.

OURS is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the " Western Trade Journal and Review."
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHICH WE ADMIT IS LIMITED. APPLY AT ONCE, IF YOU WISH A SEAT.

IMPORTANT

To Manufacturers of Watch Cases and Jewelry.

Seamless
Solid Gold, Silver, TubingBrass and Copper

For Joints and Jewelers' Hollow Wire Work, in
all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS,
24 Boudinot St. NEWARK, N. J.

FOR SALE BY ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.

ALBERT BERGER al, CO.
The Oldest House

in

Their Line.

Best Goods

at

Moderate Prices.

Watch Glasses, French Clocks, Optical Goods, Opera Glasses,
Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye-Glasses. Ground Lenses, Intaerschaniutayble,

47 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
LENSE AND WATCH-GLASS FACTORY IN LORRAINE.
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Chicago Watch Tool Co.
52 Madison Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers and Repairers of

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

POWER ROLLING-MILL.

MAKERS OF

watooakeis' mid bolus' Tools of Dog llosciiption.
Our Specialties

Staking Tools, Foot Wheels and Polishing Lathes,

,WATCH SIGNS and Racks.
Fine Steel Tweezers and Screw-Drivers.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Kindly Mention T KuvvroisM, when Ordering or Buying.



• 384 B. CRIESHTKBER,
94-96 State St., Chicago.

MANUFACTURER OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Picks, etc.
REPAIRING GOLD PENS A SPECIALTY.

I manufacture everything in the Gold Pen line, and you will find my prices satisfactory. Before placing your orders elsewhere,send for my ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

gvc Viz/tc,Sede,J, Dcee/cw
The beautiful Roll-Top Watchmaker's Bench (valued at $22.5o), which Thos. J. Juzek & Co.were to give to the owner of the First Express Package of Watch Work delivered to themon the 28th of February, 1893, has been awarded to Charles Randolph, Huntsville, Texas.

'Remember .7z1 THOS. J. JUZEK & CO.That we do our work promptly.
That we guarantee satisfaction. Trade Watch Repairers,
That we make a specialty of repairing Chronographs.
That our prices are the lowest.

Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet.

33, 35, 37, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, Ill.
ALL ORDERS FOR TOOLS OR MATERIAL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

AGENTS FOR MOSELEY LATHES.

No File Equals the "GLARDON" File
is the universal verdict of the trade.

ANTOINE GLARD01•14

MARK.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

F. W. GESSWEIN, 39 John Street, New York.
SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

JONI]

R. W. TIRRELL,
SPECIALTY,

'ETCTIOI\l'EER
Sales made for Jewelers only in their places of business. Can refer to any of the numerous sales that I have made
throughout the United States. I never have made a failure. All communications strictly confidential. Address

OFFICE WITH

HENRY CARTER,
Wholesale Jeweler.

R. W. TIRRELL,
198 Broadway, New York.

Boston Address, 114 Pembroke St.

GLICKAUF & NEWHOUSE,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
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New Useful Practical apd First-Class Tools at Moderate Prices

Ear=Wire
Forming Tool.

A. time and labor saver. Full instructions
with each one.

Price, Nickel, $1.00.
Less 6 per cent. for cash.

The Acme Lathe, No. I X 2 hard.
GUARANTEED TO BE HARD.

Dimensions of Lathe: Length of Bed, 9.50 inches; Bed to Center, 1.75 :riches; Swing, 3.50 inches.
Same size in every respect as fhe No. i x 2 Moseley, with xvbich all parts and attachments will interchange. Combi-

nation consists of: I Lathe, No. i x 2 Hard; io Wire-Chucks; 3 Step-Chucks; i Taper-Chuck; i Screw-Chuck; 6 Brass
Cement-Chucks, y;. inch ; i Brass Cement-Chuck, 34 inch; i Brass Cement-Chuck, I inch; 2 Steel Tapers; 9 feet Belt-
ing; I Oak Chuck-Box.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $25.00 NET CASH.

The Ajax Screw=Driver.
Finely nickeled. Made of best steel, with assorted color celluloid tops.

For Set of Five, 85 Cents, less 6 per cent.. for cash.

Firmrftrrrmti

Victor Repair Forceps.
Will you deny that you have never met with a difficult problem in repairing

jewelry, spectacles, etc., and wished in your heart for a tool that would help you?
It is with full confidence that we think we have hit your fancy in showing a new
claimant. The few illustrations shown above give only a faint idea of the amount of
positions into which the two forceps can be brought. The unsatisfactory method of
wiring work to charcoal is entirely overcome. It is especially desirable when doing
delicate work where pinning the object is impossible. It is impossible to conceive any
position or angle to which the clamps cannot be placed, as they follow every and any
motion of your hands.

The work is plain before your eyes and the flow of solder is easily watched. If
need be, the article to be soldered can be backed up by holding or laying a piece of
charcoal against it in repairing, leaving the other hand free to hold the blowpipe.
It is quite impossible to describe the many possibilities of this tool. Will you keep
your useless old devices when perfection is at your call? Retail prices;

Japanned Base, each $1.25, less 6 per cent. for cash.

Nickel-Plated, $1.75, 6

FULL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH TOOL.

' wro. %%Omsk wobsooksVai

1111111111111111111 Ill

Claxton's Pat. Drilling Attachment
FOR WATCHMAKERS LATHES.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE:

ist. The pressure on the drill will be uniform and automatic.
2d. The pressure can be regulated to suit any size of drill, and can be made at least

Wice as great as if applied by hand.
3d. The danger of breaking drills is reduced to a minimum, because the pressure is ab-

solutely central and cannot move to the sides to bend the 0611, which is the gen-
eral cause of the drills breaking; thus saving its cost in drills in a short time.

4th. Harder material can be drilled with this tool than in any other way, and in the
shortest possible time.

sth. It requires comparatively little skill to do an excellent job with this tool.
6th. It will instantly find the center of the work if the drill is true.
7th. It cannot get out of order.
tith, It is so simple that any watchmaker would be able to use it.

Price each, $5.00, less 6 per cent. for cash.
FULL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH TOOL



NEVER MADE A FAILURE!

References from over 200 wholesale and retail jewelers ! Made three sales in Cleveland,
Ohio, during the past two years, which amounted to $200,000! Will buy stocks or have them
replenished. If you contemplate making a sale, write at once for terms, which are moderate.

HERMAN G. BRIGGS,

Correspondence

Confidential.

Jewelers' Auctioneer
111,N111/11,1111111,101114111.1111■111111/%1111 ,11111WIA.11/11/11N111111,11,

Address : Howell, Mich.

Course Free to Patrons.

Write for Particulars.

All Technical Points Avoided.

New Features.

Methods Practical.

Most Thorough Course.

Messrs. Levi, Dnyjia & Co.

Dear Sirs :—Your New
York Optical College I con-
sider an institution conduct-
ed upon conscientious prin-
ciples, and the course of

instruction intended to prac-
tically benefit those who
study under it. I feel well
satisfied with all that your
instructors have done for
me during the past two

weeks, and am sure my
spectacle business will be
largely improved with the

knowledge I have gained.

I recommend, cheerfully,

anyone who desires to in-

crease his store of infor-

mation on the subject to

enter one of your classes..

II. B. SHELLITO.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Optical Jobbing.

Quick Time, Careful Work.

A Complete Prescription Department.

No Deception Practiced.

Private Instruction.

Course, Two Weeks or Longer.

NEXT REGULAR CLASS, APRIL 18TH.

)1-zePeas CfrvIn ta.laport
laving given satisfactory evidence of such a knowledge Of the various brandies of the

an b 5riente of t frontal! mibilpplirb Optics,
- and having been duly examined ond found thoroughly competent in oil details necessary to constitute

a qualified EIPTICIAN,
is Illerejore entitled to 1hisTliP1Mila of graduation.
155111r In aeslimonn aThereof this school has affixed its 5ignalure and ,5eal. ,5igrica ond,Sfolca this

aighter_1111) day of Aililich,  J893

'Hew Vork Coi[eRe.
  nsultui9 Oculist.

--id 26-'c or

Suitable boarding houses,

moderate in their terms, will

be recommended to those

who are strangers in the

city.

Size of Degree, 18 x 22- inches.

A New Improvement in Eye-Glasses.
The accompanying cut represents a new Nose.Guard. It consists of two distinctive nose-rests ; one of them, " A,"

runs in the plane of the lenses ; almost parallel to and extending back is the other, " B." We claim for this guard more
advantages and good qualities than are possessed by any other style now in use.

ist.—Both Nose-Rests are adjustable to the shape of the nose.
2d.—They can be adjusted with less difficulty than any other guard.

3d.—They will retain a firm hold upon the
nose and prevent the eye-glass from tipping forward,
as two nose-rests certainly take a firmer hold than
one.

4th.—They will hold the eye-glass steadier
and prevent vibration of the lenses, which is a very
objectionable feature on all other guards.

5th.—They are more comfortable to the
wearer than any other guard, as the pressure is
more evenly divided.

6th.—They can be attached to any eye-glass.
7th.—They present a neat appearance.

The "IMPERIAL" Clip.

March 20, 1893.

Wm York. Optical College

Gentlemen :—I wish to

express my satisfaction with
your optical course, which
I have recently completed.
I consider it one of the

most thorough and practi-
cal courses of the kind that
could possibly be given,
and I would heartily re-
commend it to all who wish
to acquire a practical knowl-
edge of optics.

Respectfully yours,

E. W. MOORE.

.Bingham, Mc.

Our SPECIALTIES are

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses

of Standard Grades ONLY.

Trial-Cases of the most ap-

proved construction.

LEVY, DREYFUS etc CO., 9 and II Maiden Lane, New York.
LARGEST DEALERS IN OPTICAL GOODS IN NEW YORK.
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R.Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
Pieces now ready
in Waverley"

pattern:

Tea Spoons, 6 oz.
di 41 8 oz.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Coffee Spoons, large.
" " small.

Orange Spoons.
Tea-Caddy"
Jelly
Pap
Ice Cream "
Dessert Forks.
Medium "
Salad
Oyster "
Medium Knives.
Dessert "
Butter
Pie
Butter Spreaders.
Sugar Shells.
Sugar Tongs.
Child's Sets.
Cream Ladles.
Bon-Bon Scoops.
Ice Cream Knives.

Other pieces in
preparation.

Situersmiths.

MEDIUM FORK.

THE WAVERLEY.
DESIGN PATENTED.

Factories: Wallingford, Conn.

New York Store : 3 Park Place. Chicago Store: 86 Wabash Ave.
JOHN W. SISSON, Manager. GEO. M. WALLACE, Manager.

JI Long Sale in Ike figyalloont of t1i,e flit of Pogilillatiog

Seamless! Jointless! Solderless!
Patented August 23, 1892.

ALL IN ONE SEAMLESS PIECE and no soldered joint between the straight and taper.

OLD STYLE. White lines show joints.

The swelled center is made in halves and soldered together ; also soldered at each end, and seam runs entire length.

NEW STYLE SEAMLESS.
The only joint......

-

Entirely seamless—but one soldered joint at end of taper.

Be sure and have your new goods SEAMLESS. Better goods, same price.
Seamless goods are better and no dearer. Where there is a seam, you will find a tarnished streak.

jobbers should be sure to order from their manufacturers Pen-Holdcrs, Pencil-Cases, Tooth-Picks and Novelties made from tubing With no seam.
If you cannot buy your goods of the manufacturers you pre:er to trade with, we will furnish you with any patterns, same quality, same price, Seamless,
Now is the time to be looking out for the Fall business and place your orders for Seamless. We will sell you Pen-Holders, Pencil-Cases, Tooth-Picks, etc., Seamless, or we will

sell your manufacturer Tubing in Gold Plate or Sterling Silver. If you are unable to procure Seamless Goods from your.manufacturer, send to us.
Remember, the cost is no more. WHY? Time, labor and waste can be saved in making, to offset the trifling increase in cost of Seamless tubing.

Standard Seamless Wire Co.
30 Bayley Street, Pawtucket, R. I.



83 Nassau Street, MANUFACTURERS OF

GOLD PENS, HOLDERS, PENCILS, PICKS, FOUNTAIN PENS ETC.

THE "BLACK DIAMOND" FOUNTAIN PEN,
THE LATEST AND THE BEST—ABSOLUTELY PERFECT—WILL NOT DROP INK.

SEND FOR SAIWPT."ES AND PRICE-LIST.

REORGANIZED 1890.

THE OLDEST RELIABLE INSTITUTION OF THE KIND IN AMERICA

C. R. HART, SUPERINTENDENT.

Fountain and Gold 
PENS

Made and Repaired
GROWN PEN CO. 78 State St. Mew

WHERE WATCHMAKING, REPAIRING,
ENGRAVING AND OPTICS

780 Madison St., Chicago.
WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.

ARE SCIENTIFICALLY TAUGHT
AND PRACTICALLY APPLIED.

ligt1001111rts* 06440954rikrttritft-0
 ,

The LINDSTROM "INDESTRUCTIBLE" SWEDISH PLIERS

B. VEIT,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers' Tools,
Materials and Optical Goods.

69 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

These pliers are without exception the
best ever introduced into this country.
The nippers will cut better and stand more
usage than the best brands heretofore in
the market ; they almost merit the term
"indestructible."

In addition to being made of superior steel, carefully tempered and
sharpened, these drills possess the merit of having four longitudinal
grooves, giving greater strength and preventing slipping in the
drill-stock.

Full Size.
Assortment of zo, in metal "Cartridge" Box.

Price, 4° cent.

Length Fourteen Inches.
 • Continuous Speed Drills with

Chuck-End and assortment of It)
Grooved Drills in Handle.

Price, $1.50,

One-half Size.
Boxwood Box with Grease Cup, containing
Assortment of to Drills, so Cents.
" "20 " 85 "

" j0 " $1.20.

The Prettiest Dials in the market to fit all
Sizes of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden and
Columbus Movements, including set of
Lotus XIV hands. Price, complete, $i.5o.
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Established in 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

P. J. BENVIS,
104 State St.

Chicago, Ill.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

Reference of a few sales made:

E. HAI,LETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, Ill.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO., Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND, Tiffin, 0.
A. T. THREADGALE, Taylor, Tex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.
H. HAHN, Lansing, Mich.
AUSTIN & HUNTER, Belton, Tex.

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
D. A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo.
ROTHE IMPORTING CO., Denver, Colo.
W. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.
GEO. BEEMER, Lead City, South Dakota.
C. S. DURFEE, Davenport, Iowa.
C. B. SCO IT'S SONS, Mayfield, Ky.
PAUL HELFER, Saratoga, N. Y.
0. L. ZIMMERMAN, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. TALIFAFERO, Jackson, Tenn.
D. DOMNAU S.: BRO., Waco, Tex.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or

silverware house of Chicago.

Do You Want a Position?
■usallf.a".4440ee*WanesPOest•

If so, write for a '93 Catalogue of the Oldest and Best,

PARSONS' HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
It will tell you how to secure a good, paying situation.

Instruction given in Watch Repairing, Clock Repairing, Jewelry Repairing, and Engraving, by experienced and
. reliable instructors. Special Classes in Optics.

Formerly PARSONS ec CO., La Porte, Ind.

Address PARSONS, IDE & CO.,
119 Fredonia Avenue, Peoria, Ill.
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Ir. C. W. Bowman, having just
dosed aa anetion sale of the entlro
jewelry stoek--eloeks, watches,
ete.--of my brother, A. Du telt..
lately deceased, at this place I
take pleasure instating that I be-
He. him tobe ma.ter of his busi-
ness, thoroughly acquainted with
the line oT goods he ban dies, a
quirk reader of his andienre and
thereby able to handle it to the
best interest of his employers.
It. is • thorough gentleman, all
business and no foolishness, and
I am sure that all whom I repre-
s.nt in this sale are well satisfied
with the result.
Earnestly and unreservedly do

I commend Mr. Bowman to all
who may need his serviees as
auctioneer. C. H. DUTCHER.

Kirksville, No.

To the Business Public:
This Is to state that Mr. C. W.

Bowman has just closed a ten-day
auction jewelry sale for me as ad-
ministrator of the estate of A.
DUTCHER, deceased, and that I
unwell pleased with the result.
I ran most cheerfully and truth-
fully state that Mr. Do wman as au
auctioneer has no superiors, if

any equals, anywhere. Ills ad-
dress is good, his language choirs
and refined, his judgment ripe,
and his knowledge of human na-
ture seldom equaled. He com-
mands the confidesee and steam
the good will and Influence of all
who fall within the range of hit
auction sales.

F. N. II A IIRINGTON,
At torney.at•Law.

Kirksville, Mo.

To whom it may concern: Nevada, No., March 14, 1803.

Mr. C. V. Bowman having Just closed an auction sale for me, I take pleasure in
recommending him to any Jeweler who may need his valuable services as an suet!  I ran
most cheerfully and truthfully state that Mr. Bowman has few, if any, equals In his line. Ills
address is good, his language choice and refined. and as a reader of human nature he is a decided
sue.... From my acquaintance with him, I have found him a gentleman of strict integrity,
and one thoroughly familiar with his business. Ile commands the confidence, secures the good-
will and infitwnee of all. He has made many warm friends in Nevada. among them the best
people of our city, who would cordially welcome him should he ever return. I shall, at any
time, cheerfully respond to all applications I may have regarding his character and ability,
and wish him every success.

J. W. TALBOT,

Wholesale and Retail Jeweler and Jobber.

C. W. BOWMAN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

I am a practical watchmaker and jeweler, thoroughly versed in all lines of the businss. I have never
made a failure of an auction sale. Can furnish many such references as ones above from jewelers for whom
I have conducted sales. I.etters addressed to me at my office during my absence will be forwarded and an-
swered at once. All correspondence strictly confidential.

Write for particulars to C. W. BOWMAN,

613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

Established, ISSS Itnovon as tbe Vest. Incorporated, June, 1S92.

Hutchinson's Practical

SCHOOL FOR WATCHMAKERS
Directors:

Dr. G. M. DAKIN.
R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Bank.
Wm. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., bankers.
En. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer E. F. Michael Co.
Jos. J. }Immix, Treasurer M. Rumely Co.

La Porte, Ind.
Officers:

Dr. G. M. DAKIN, President.
R. E. MORRISON, Secretary.
ED. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer.
J. L. HurcHulsoN, Superintendent.

Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed by Prof. J. I.. Hutchinson. Built in this school
by Student R. W. Keeler. Send for description.

You can acquire a more thorough knowledge of everything pertaining
to watchmaking at this school in less time and at less expense than at any
other place in the United States. Tuition lower than that of any other
school, and includes an optical course. Cost of living less than at any
other place where similar schools are established. Students received at any
time. Send for catalogue, samples of engraving etc.

J. L. HUTCHINSON,
Superintendent.

I• ("` 
DM Dig %I, ill Prices

MVP.
SCHWERTER'S JEWEL BEZEL OPENERS. FULLER'S MILLING TOOLS.

4alaw
Sets of three, in a neat morocco case, for opening jewel-settings For cutting new and recutting old

in American or Swiss watches, from smallest chatelaine stone settings. Can be attached to any
to largest gent's sizes. Price, $1.50. American lathe. Price, 90 cts.

This spring differs
from all others, inas-
much that it requires
no filing or cutting in
any manner. Merely

NEW STYLE SELF-ADJUSTING CASE SPRINGS.

press the spring and
the hub is movable so
as to fit the screw-hole
in center of the watch
case.

Price, 90 cts. per dozen, assorted. Sample, by mail, io cts.

Something New I ALUMINUM Key-Chains. Quick sellers. With patent hook,
preventing the losing of keys. One dozen on a neat show-card, $1.87 per dozen.

Finished Balance-Staffs, fitting Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Illinois, Rockford, Seth
Thomas, New York Standard and Columbus movements, $1.25 per doz.; $12.00
per gross.

Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels in settings for all the above companies' move-
ments, $1.00 per doz. ; $10.50 per gross.

Pendant-Screws. A very handy screw for holding the stem in place (a long-felt want
supplied). 1 gross, well assorted, ill vial, including some extra large sizes, 50 cts.

Swiss Cap-Jewels, extra fine quality, turned and perfectly round. 1 gross, nicely
assorted, in vial, $1.00.

Excelsior Balance-Screw Collets or Timing-Washers, for poising and timing
watch-balances. No hairspring unpinning required where these washers are used.
Price, per gross, 50 ct.s. ; assorted as follows : one-half gross gents' 18 size, one-
quarter gross each 6 and 16 sizes.

Swiss Balance and Wheel-Jewels, nicely assorted, in vial ; first quality, $4.50;
second quality, $3.50 ; third quality, $2.50 ; and fourth quality, $1.5o per gross.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION! Just received iso gross Genuine Ruby and Sapphire Balance and
Plate-Hole Jewels, assorted in each gross, which I offer for a short time only at $4.75 per gross.
This is a superior article to any ever offered.

N. B.—All the above items subject to 10 per cent. cash discount as an inducement,
and all orders, to receive prompt attention, must be accompanied by cash. Parties order-
ing goods shipped by mail will please enclose stamps, or their equivalent, to cover postage.
Send all orders and remittances to

H. B. PETERS,
37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

IMPORTER AND JOBBER OF

Fine Watch Materials, Tools and Jewelers' Findings.
Mention THE KEYSTONE. Orders filled from any Catalogue.

Orders for our new JEWELERS' COUNTERBORES are pour-
ing in upon us in such quantities that we are convinced
we are again meeting a special need of the trade.

Set A.
Consisting of zz sizes
of Case-Screw Conn-
terbores for use on the
leading makes of
American watches.

Price, $2.9o.

5+-

Set B.
Consisting of 7 sizes
of Jewel-Screw
Counterbores for use
on the leading makes
of American watches.

Price, $1.00.

Every watchmaker who purchases between this date andSPECIAL OFFER! November 1st—either direct from us or through any jobber--
a Hopkins Lathe, with one of our chuck combinations,

will receive, free of charge, one Set B of our unequaled Jewel-Screw Counterborcs. Send for a price-
list, and then get the best lathe on the market, A THREE FOUR HOPKINS.

Waltham Watch Tool Co., Springfield, Mass.

Our experiment with COMBINATION PACKAGES has surpassed
our expectations.

B
AKER  

Manufacturing Jeweler and Diamond-Setter.

RUNNER Watch)meaalkererinforFitnhee;Traatddei, and 
Material.

ROWN Wholesale and Manufacturing Optician..

HAVE YOU TRIED US YET? -

If not, you must fall in line. We are all practical men in our lines, and located in
the same building. The satisfaction we are giving the trade is

marked. Send all repairs in one box.

L. F. BAKER • WM. N. BRuNNER • D. V. BROWN

734 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INVESTIGATE USI
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOO MOWN OOOOOOOOOOO

100 per cent. increase.
This is our record for the

past three months.

First-class ability in each department.

Personal supervision and honorable deal-
ing are what do it.
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CHICAGO WATCHMAKERS' INSTITUTE,
1556-57 MASONIC TEMPLE.

Write for Catalogue. G. D. PARSONS, Principal.

Montana SapphiIres Cut and Uncut, Wholesale and Retail.

Sold on examination. arid approval.

D. A. RICHARDSON, MINING BROKER,
Sapphire Mines for Sale. HELENA, MONTANA,

ENGEL'S IMPROVED PATENT RING GAUGE.
ENGEL'S RING GAUGE

PAT.SEPT.23. 90 PAT. SEPT. -I'. 91
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
11101 IIIIII10111111f111010C1 

AW. EN GEL M'F'G.
CHICAGO U.S.A.

USED BY
ALL

BY MAIL.

SAMPLE
15 CENTS.

PRICE PER
DOZEN,
$1. 25 .

25 DIFFERENT SIZES ALL IN ONE.

SIZE. CORRESPOND TO ANY

STANDARD RING GAUGE.

THE DEVICE BEING MADE Or DURABLE. FLEXIBLE

SPACE FOR NAME AND
ADDRESS, WHICH WE
PLACE ON LARGE QUANTI-
TIES FREE OF CHARGE.

MATERIAL IN A STRAIGHT TAPE. IS ADAPTED TO BE WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICE

SENT THROUGH THE MAIL EXCELLENT ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

A. W. ENGEL s Manufacturer, Jobber and 115 Dearborn St.,
Watchmaker for the Trade. 5 CHICAGO, ILL.

FFWF
OSKAMP, NOLTING & CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

Clipping from
THE KEYSTONE

of Feb., '93.

Jedielers can have our monthly bargain-sheets
for the asking.

Wii4 FFF
Publishers of the Great Nameless Catalogue.

Oska mp, Nolting & o. are still sending out that
mammoth catalogue, and the jeweler who has not yet seen
it should send for it at once ; it will cost him nothing. It is

. certainly a valuable reference-book and a great ., suggester "
to the jeweler. If your stock is a little dull-looking, see the
beautiful specimens of goods they offer that will brighten up

, your display. The book is a decided acquisition to the trade.

FFF_FF
Mammoth Wholesale Jewelers of America.

hhhhbhhh

It is not out of place to add that the
most important factor of our cata-
logue is the MONEY IT SAVES YOU.
Analysis and comparison invited.

OSKAMP, NOLT1NG Sz CO.,
Mammoth Wholesale Jewelers of America,

Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

hnhhh

Auction Sales conducted in any

part of the United States or Canada in a

straightforward, business-like manner.

My Past Record is a sufficient

guarantee for my success in future. Sales

conducted in a manner which will inspire

confidence and insure profits instead of

loss, and will leave your business stand-

ing with your patrons in as good condi-

tion as before the sale.

Have no fear of sustaining losses, for

in my arrangement with you I will con-

vince you there will be none.

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,

Silverware and Objects of Fine

Art, handled with competent

knowledge.

Write me for full particulars, and make

your arrangements ahead, as my time is

fully taken up.

Z. G. W. WATSON,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

Main Office, 22 John Street, New York City.
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OFTEN YOU WANT A STAMP
FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The cut shows our hand-stamp ready for use. The wording can be changed as often
as desired. We furnish with each stamp a neat box containing several complete sets of
5A and 6A alphabets, 11 A's in all, and a dating-stamp thus:

"PAID AUG. 11, 1892,
good for six years, with extra words in solid blocks of rubber—Paid, Reed, Ans'd,
Ent'd, 0. K.

For $3 we send,
charges prepaid, Outfit No. 2247

from which you can adjust various stamps for printing Letter-heads, Business Cards,
Postal Cards, Envelopes, Labels, Price-Alarks, Tags, Receipts, etc. It consists of a Four-
Line Stamp, a Self-Inking Pad, a pair of Tweezers, and a box of Rubber letters contain-
ing 285 separate pieces. consisting of letters, Figures. Points, Ornaments, Spaces, etc.,
also the words " RETURN IN 10 DAYS '1'0," " FROM," '' FOR SALE BY," and
a complete Dater Outfit. With this stamp you can print your "ad." any place. Spec-
imens of type furnished:

A single Rubber Stamp that will do all your small
printing and save its cost a dozen times over.

-*ZA WErVill 
YAM

lagimi 3 / -

5 wz--3:12-3-51 urea
isisa_07,47amem

.4,31:-/Ero mrqg
lileit=2.2̀1110X0012"".

1000
Rubber Stamps

for S3.00.

AAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBCCCC

77888899990000$$......„,,„--
5 7 5 m

RETURN IN 10 DAYS TO S_A_T  Tfl 3-Y-
If not found satisfactory, money will be refunded. Reference, any Chicago jobber.

WM. H. DIETZ9 115 Dearborn St Chicago.

Regular Prices.
TYPE, - - $2.75.
PAD, - - - - .35.
DATER, - - 1.00.
Sent Prepaid, - .20.

Total, - - $4-30.
Price to you, 53.00.

ARE YOU AN ENGRFIVER? I wAup
FIBE YOU LEARNING? t GOOK?

Over 2200 Different Monograms.

More than

6000

Combinations.

Book indexed, so you can find any 2 or 3
letter design in 10 seconds' time, also contains
specimens of Old English and Script Text,
Ornamental and Cipher Monograms. If book
is not found satisfactory, money will be re-
funded. Sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00.
References, any Chicago jobber.

ADDRESS

W. H. DIETZ,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

BROKEN
CRUSHED

DAMAGED W ATc
DISFIGURED
RUPTURED CASES

Establi,tien
0/365.

restored to their primitive condition.

Key-Winders changed to Stem-Winders.
Hunting-Cases changed to 0. F.
English Cases changed to fit American

Movements.

N. J. Felix,
71 Nassau St.

New York.
Send for Price=List.

A NEW LINE FOR EVERY JEWELER
fimericai ?oto-Emellig Works.

Prof. S. Micciullo Process.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
on Jewelry,. Gold, Silver, Ivory Dials, China'

Watch Cases, etc.

We will send you on memorandum samples of
our photo-enameled minature portraits which can be
placed in a watch case, to attract the attention of the
public and show what the work is. We claim that
ours is superior to any similar work, as it is the only
permanent art work of this kind known. Big dis-
count to the Trade. Send for Price-List.

N. J. FELIX, 71 Nassau Street, New York.

All enterprising
Jewelers should
have a complete

outfit of

Rolling •
Mills,
Lathes, etc.

If you are not fully equipped,

write at once for our Catalogue.

/1/ Pr"fr 11,31flfite 41/4

HAVX THZ IdEROZOT

W., W. OLIVER,
New Factory, 1483-1483 Niagara St.,

E3UPF-n1._,O, N. Y.

  TICKETS OF ADMISSION TO WORLD'S FAIR
7,

American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

SPECIAL
PRIZE!
To every watch.repairer who

buys a. Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
1893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
for one ticket of admission to said
Fair. To every married watch-re-
pairer two tickets of admission
will be given. The proofs required
will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and, if married,
the autograph of the wife.

L. [LONG
8:13RO.

G01,111'3/1'1and Refiners and Assayers,
Sweep Smelters,

. @NV. Go r. el-raeoew Mar,ogaff

rzecza4,

Hunt &Fuller
MAKERS OF

Fine

Shrine Emblems

School Medals

Pins, Rings, etc.

73 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSS CASES.

Importers of

Diamonds.

Waltham

Elgin Movements

Howard

It 0. ItIRLIMIRT &
Send for 938 Market St., Philadelphia.

Illustrated Catalogue.

11.14RICH*Co.

AUCTIONEERS.

WE HAVE NEVER MADE A FAILURE

61 Hanover Street
Boston, Mass.

•
•

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in America.

All Communications Strictly

Confidential.

F. R. CLAYTON

Jewelers'

Auctioneer
26 St. Johns Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For conducting sales, I make
terms that will be satisfactory and
assure profit. I can furnish the best
of reference. All correspondence will
be confidential.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
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John Howe, . 1815.
John Fagan, . 1835.
J. Fagan Se Son, 1861.
Duncan Se Ross, 1885,
Duncan Ec Co., 1887.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

Established
1815

DUN@AN 8z GO.
Electrotge an Steraotupe Founcirg,

621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points
outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

The Carpenter
Wheel

You may have a good Lathe-head, but
have you the best Foot-Wheel ? That's
the question.

The CARPENTER WHEEL starts
instantly, always goes the right way and
has no dead center. It runs the swiftest
and the strongest of any wheel in use.
For a full description of this Wheel
and our Lathes, send for our new x6-
page Catalogue. Just out.

The Carpenter
Lathe and Tool Co..,

165 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

When ordering designs, send business card, and state events for which you want medals.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
Designer and Manufacturer of

PRIZE MIMS,
CLUB, CLASS AND SOCIETY

PINS.
GENERAL, EN Ga.AvER.

of Fine Jewelry, Sillierware, etc.

Boston Engraving School
STILL LEADS THE ADVANCE.

CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

3 WINTER STREET, BOSTON, MASS,



Manufactured by

STAMPED RAISED PANELS. •

Beautiful and economical for stores and all other
buildings, and easy to put up. Send for catalogue and
estimates. Can be put on over old plaster, and saves
on insurance, being fireproof.

Sell it-to your customers ; it pays
a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.

ALWAYS JEADY FOR USE -'' 
-Z ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED.

For Cleaning Diamond,

SOLD IN 4 AND 8 OZ. BOTTLES. .
Foil Back, and all kinds

RADEARKi of Gold. Plated or Gilt
OR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. BEGISTIRBD. Jewelry.

UNNettcPASSED FOR CLEANING DIAMONDS AND FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers in Jewelry and Material.

FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE.; CHICAGO, ILL.

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.
In reply to my advertisement in the December

KEYSTONE, 1 received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that I have further
enlarged my repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
and Engraving. Also a good place for studying
watchmaking. W• A. SCH ROETER,

198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

SHEPARD'S NEW S60 SCREW-CUTTING FOOT-LATHE.
-

▪ 

;' ';•,1.111_ 

Foot and Power Lath, Drill
Presses, Scroll-Saw Attachments,
Mandrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,
Dogs, Calipers, etc. Lathes onkyr, -trial, Lathes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

0.Otteji H. L. SHEPARD, Agt.,
141 W. Second SI.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

With hardened
chuck and pump
center. it is excel-
lently finished and
nlekel-plated and
warranted to run
perfectly true. 11 e
fit them to all
lathes. Ask your
Jobber for one on
approval.

J. Houghton

INTERESTING TO CASH BUYERS.
We carry all kinds of Jewelry ; Elgin, %Valtham,

New York Standard, United States and Hampden
Watches ; Wm. L. Gilbert and Seth Thomas Clocks;
all descriptions of Tools and Materials. We can give
you a larger cash discount than any other house.

8 TO 20 PER CENT. OFF FOR CASH.

A. W. GILBERT & CO.
Special Cash Wholesale Jewelers. Canandaigua, N. Y.

SIGNS! SIGNS! SIGNS!!!
Your attention is called to the largest and most

perfect Jewelers' Watch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are.so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different Ares. Weight of Signs 12 to So lbs. Price-
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LON 13ARNHART,

908 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and

Copyrights secured. Interferences and

Infringement Suits conducted. Send for

Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-

ences.

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each, lo K.

G. E. 1NA LH I Z E R, Manufacturing Jeweler,

Earrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J.

We have on hand a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,
not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and are
excellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair, and will give
satisfactory results as to performance. We will sell.these Chronometers at
low prices, either for cash, or on accommodating terms to Suit special cases,
or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING PRICES AND TERMS

Absolute protection to
the eye from flying part-
icles, and everything an-
noying or hurtful. No
glass to break. Invalu-
able to workmen, horse.
men,wheelmen and trav-
elers on land and sea.

You bid defiance to
Dust, Snow, Rain, Hail,
Sleet, Wind, and Sun.
Particulars on appli-

cation.

THE WS VERRONS CO..503 John Ilancotk Bldg.,Boston,Nask

No Watchmaker Could Afford to be Without One.

SHEEHAN'S

WATCH ROLLER
REMOVER

will fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
rollerwith out disturb-
ing the hairspring, re-
quires no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $1.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Shee-
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

The tool is all he
claints for it.
THEO. LESPERANCE,

Wat chmaker,
with Jules Racine,
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., 1 Mai-
denLane,N. Y.City

It is worth its
weight in gold.
SOPHUS STILHOFF,
V. L. FlGAROTTA,
W atcmahkers,

with Hayden W.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

The Genuine

Brickett
French OINK

Movement Holders
are for sale in NewYork by

L. H. Keller & Co.
S. F. Myers & Co.
Cross & Beguelin, and
Levy, Dreyfus 6c Co.

and,by

John Howland
73 Hanover St.

Why use a nasty, always out-of-order
chemical battery for gilding and coloring,
when you can get a hand-power dynamo for
$15.00, which is always ready, and no ex-
pense for chemicals, and good for a lifetime?
Can be had of

BEN. FRANKLIN ELECTRICAL CO.

1331 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia.

The reason I write this is I
have secured a position.
" My experience is this : I have

advertised in two other well-known
jewelry papers, namely : - and

, and did not receive an answer
from either paper. I had given up
the idea of advertising for a position
until THE KEYSTONE of February
reached me. I decided to try that as
my last resort. It is a fact I have
received no less than six answers
from the adv. in THE KEYSTONE,
which has only been out a week.
Thanks for my good fortune in trying
THE KEYSTONE. May it live long
and prosper.

" Respectfully Yours,

" Geo. Buckingham.

" Meriden, Conn."

THE KEYSTONE
Classified advertisements under these headings, except.

lag "Situations Wanted," THREE CENTS per word, one

insertion; 10 per cent. off for three insertions; 15 per cent.

of for six insertions, and 25 per cent. off for twelve In.

gallons. Name and address included.

To secure a place in the columns of this page,

advertisers should forward copy so that It may reach no not

later than the 25th of each month.

IF ANSWERS ARE TO BE FORWARDED,
POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED.

No advertisement inserted for less than 25 cents, Except-

ing "Situations Wanted," which cost 10 cents for a 2-line
notice.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-
PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

flArivvivs,
OPTICIANS' SUPPLIES'

The "Standard,' Trial Cases
150 lens set, $32.$); 220 lens set,
$47.50. The"Gradttate" Trial
Case, 220 lenses, $37.50. -Loring
Ophthalmoscope ,$.9.00 . Artifi-
cial Eyes, for selection, $1.00
each, $50.00 per hundred. Oph-
thalinometers, $60.0o to $75.00.
Queen's Standard Perimeter
$20.00. Queen'sLeits Grinding
Outfit, $35.00. Catalogue Free.

QUEEN & CO. Oculists and Opticians
1010 Ohestnnt St., Phila.

I have secured a few more fine, old
Eight-Day Grandfather Clocks with Moon
and _Calendar. Cases, Dials and Move-
ments in excellent condition. Address

S. R. STIBGEN,
ESTABLISHED ism MARIETTA, PA.

HAIRSPRINGS,

DETROIT OPTICAL INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses ; Anatomy, Physiology
and Refraction of the Eye. Practical manipulations
of Prisms. the Ophthalmoscope, etc., etc. A special
course of instructions for students by mail.
For particulars, address

JOHN S. OWEN, M. D.,

23 Adams Ave., If., Detroit, Mich.

On receipt of $1.00, I will send full instructions
for putting in and truing up a hairspring, so it will
run just as true as the finest American watches. The
process is just the same as used by the factories.
After knowing how to do this work, you would not
take $25 and be without the knowledge six months.
Address all orders to

H. B. SHEL-1-ITO,
EXPERT WATCHMAKER,

BOX 299. SAULT STE. MARIE, MICH.
Refer to any Bank in the city.

Pat. Jnly 181b, 11W-'•

BEST AND ONLY PERFECT OPENER EVER MADE.

The most tight-fitting case can be easily and quickly opened. Anyone can open a watch with this Opener
without danger of injuring case or movement. Send for circular giving full description.

PRICE : Opener, Steel Blade, Ebony Finished Handle, 25 cents each.

MANUFACTURED BY F. E. LINDAHL, 269 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.
FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

Sample mailed on receipt of 25 cents in postage stamps.

" ECLIPSE " EYE-GLASSES and their Advantages.
I. The gua. rd remains perfectly rigid in the post.
2. The' guard is made of two arms. one running at right angles to the frame and pass-

ing through a slot in the post which positively locks the guard. (See cut.)
3. It is easy to fit : for, while the angle of the " Eclipse" guards is fixed, the arms of

the guards are thin and pliable. so that any desired shape can be given and alinost any
case fitted with the " Eclipse" guards in the shortest possible space of time.
4. No other guard is so light, clean, and has so little metal.
5. It is a fashionable fitting. •

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG cf CO.,
Sole Agents for the "Eclipse " Eye-Glasses. 43 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

We carry a complete line of all leading American Frames and Lenses and Optical Goods.

Send for circular,
information, etc.

Address

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Learn to do your own
engraving by use of

Century Engraving Co.'s New Improved Method
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

CENTURY ENGRAVING CO., Union Block, Denver, Colo. P. 0. Box 924.

TIME your watches when running fast with Led-
ger's Timing-Washers, and save the usual

inconvenience of letting out or truing up spring,
putting in beat, or disturbing spring or balance in
any way. This is the most practical way to time a
watch. Especially when there is no spring to let out,
it will often save putting in a new one. Remove
opposite screws and place washers on each one.
Put screws back to place. Will slow watch about
three minutes a day. They are flat and warranted
perfect. Made in 6, 16 and 18 sizes.

Send so Cents for Assorted Gross to

C. D. LEDGER, Denver, Colo•f
OR ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES

OPTICAL JOBBING
AND PRESCRIPTION WORK.

Quick Time

Low Prices
Careful Work

Steel Erames,15 to 30 cents each. Spher-
ical Lenses, 25 Cts. per pair. Cylinders,
35 cents per pair. Sphere- Cylinders, 50
cts. per pair. Lenticular Bifocals, 85 cts.
per pair (all beveled). Catalogue Free.

solo Chestnut Street,
Philad'a, Pa.QUEEN & CO

RIES'S ACME
TIMING-WASHERS.
Four years on the market. Three

papers to the "full" gross envelope,
so Cts. The best tool for reducing
the weight of or turning a tight screw,
are my patent balance pliers, $1.25.
To apply the washers, use my balance
screw-driver, 25 cts• All jobbers.
Correspondence solicited.

F. C. RIES, Macon, Ga.

WE MANUFACTURE

Gold-Plating Solution,
FINE : Silver-Plating Solution,

Gilding Solution,
FOR THE TRADE.

MEYER & HAWKINS,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

78 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

CHAMOIS BAGS.
Buy Chamois Bags of the. Manufacturer.

Write for sample and prices to

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.
This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded. postage must be enclosed.

Are the sweetest, most complete, tone-sustaining,
durable, and perfect Musical Boxes made, and any
number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful
family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.

Buy direct of the makers, the oldest, most reliable,
and responsible firm. No Music Box can be guaran-

teed without Gautscht's patented Safety Tune Change
and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for
Gem and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions

and Polyphones, Lowest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

The "REGULATOR," the only
book of the kind in existence contain-
ing 300 different causes that stop a
watch, arranged alphabetically, just
as good for the experienced as the in-
experienced. Sent to any Watchmaker
on receipt of price, $1.00. (Copyright)

F. A. BRISTOL, Auburn, Nebr.

GAUTSCHI & SONS{

Best, cheapest, easiest operated and best
constructed clamp on the market. There can
be no break in a spectacle frame it will not hold.
Nicely nickel-plated. PRICE, 75 CENTS.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR IT OR SEND TO US.

TIDD cc CO.,

DR. PETER HENRY,
SPECIALIST IN

WATCH CASE
DISEASES

Key-Winders
changed to

Stem-Winders.

Hunting-Cases
changed to O. F

English Cases
changed to fit
American
movements.

Can be cured
at

53 Longworth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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FRANK H.WELLS
GENE. SELLING AGT FOR U.S.A.

SYRACUSE NY

CLOCK HAIRSPRINGS.
Repairers' a.sortment, bust quality, entli.ttcu. nos con-

taining 50, fifteen kind., large and with
direction., by mall. - - • - $1.50

Saine,vmortment, box eontnining 100, . • 2.30
One (Vixen for any make of dark-. - .50
One-lutlf oloten Cur any make airlocks, - .80
Single Spring., - .10

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.
Manta:actin, r of

Clock awl Gauge lialr.prings of Every Description.

J. J. ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro-Plater,
Fire-Gilder and Colorer

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Send for Price list.

H. Heinrich
14 John St., N. Y.

.0a-First-class Jewelers in every town and city
wanted to act as exclusive agents.

OFFICE COURSES:

Beginners—two weeks, - $30.00
Advanced students—one week, 15.00

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, 20.00

Graduate references given on appli-
cation to

Dr. M. S. SEIP, Easton, Pa.

THEE

Citrollometers
For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.

Springing, Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade

EASY TERMS. SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

There is no better friend in the daily labors of a
practical optician than the

HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"
OF

W. BONNE, 119 Canal Street, New Orleans.
Price, $2.50, postpaid.

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.
Wells' Patent Ring Adjus-

ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease is a perfect guard
for the ring, besides holding the top

Jr of ring in desired position. It can
be fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without marring the ring, and may
be removed instantly. It also makes

, the ring a perfect fit and often saves
cutting. 1 doz., assorted sizes. solid 10 K. gold,
$3.00 net. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes. 75 c.
net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on re-
ceipt of above price (to c. extra if registered). The
retail price, fitted, is, gold, 50 to 75c. each : metals
25 C. each. Address, CHESTER H. WELLS,
Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-
ommend Wells Patent Attachment for Finger Ring,
to the trade and think every retail jeweler should
keep them : Hecren Bros. & Co., Cross & Beguelin,
May & Stem, Etc.

IY At watch repairer and 
jeweler. Can do all

kinds of watch, clock and jewelry repairing.
Plenty of exp. on chronographs, etc. Ad., " R to,"
care Keystone office.

AS a first-class watchmaker. Fine tools. Good refs.

IA At on fine work. Ad., " H to," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. Single man, age
pi 26 years. 8 years' exp. at bench. Have tools
and refs. Ad., " F z," care Keystone office.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman. Mar-
l- k red, 15 years' exp. Have been in business for
5 years. Want position in New England State with !
large firm, with expectations of becoming a partner. '
Ad., " 5 1," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man, with 5 yeam' exp. in watch, clock
and jewelry work, wants position where he can

learn to engrave. Good ref. Ad., " N 46," care
Keystone office.

BY young man, as assistant watchmaker. 4 years'
exp. Ad., " Jeweler," Box 440, Aledo,

VOUNG man wants situation as assistant watch-
maker and salesman, or in office of a wholesale

house. Can repair watches, French and English
clocks, and do geneml jobbing. Good refs. Ad.,
" D to," care Keystont office.

WATCHNIAK ER and jeweler (married) wants a
In steady position. Good salesman. 5 years' exp.
at the bench. Al ref. Ad., J. E. Lyle, East Con-
cord, N. H.

VOUNG man, 6 years' exp. in gold and silver,
I wants work of any description, " C 39," care
Keystone office.

BY young man of good habits, as watchmaker
. Ad.,

Box 131, lpava, Ill.

BY young man. Good jobber and clock repairer.
Do plain watch work ; fair salesman. Have

American lathe and good set of tools. 3 years'
at bench. Ad., W. B. Murray, I.coni, Mich.

VOUNG watchmaker and optician of 4 years' exp.,
to finish trade. Complete tools. Best of refs.

lowa or Minn. preferred. Ad:, " J. K.," Ratna, Is.

A GOOD, practical, conscientious watchmaker wants
ki a position with a first-class house, where bench
light is good. Best of refs. Ad., A. R. Blackstone,
404 Angelique St., St. Joseph, Mo.

BY a 
young man, 24 years, with 6 years of exp. in

retail business. a; salesman with first-class house.
" V 64," care Keystone office.

A FIRST-CLASS, exp'd Swiss watchmaker, fully

• 

acquainted with complicated watches, desires a
situation by May 3oth. Speaks French, German and
a little English. Ad., Box 166, l'ort Clinton, Ohio.

D Y watchmaker, jeweler and plain letter engraver,
D also understands Amerizan and French clocks.
Age 26. Gilt-edge refs. I.. Schaefer, Franklin, l's.

IflERNIANENT position, by reliable watchmaker.
r 21 years' exp. At refs. Wages, $i8 per week.
Speaks German and French. Full set of tools. Ad.,
NI 34," care Keystone office.

13Y 
watchmaker. Voting man, good address, no haul
habits. All my oar •otils. Very best of refs.Fair salesman. " \V 37,' care Keystone office.

0 finish trade, with first-class- watchmaker, by
young man of 21. Good habits. years' exp.

TO

refs. Have tools. Ad., " S 39," care Keystone.

WANTED—by an exp.d optician and watchmaker.

VV Wish to travel for an optical firm, or a steady
employment in store. Thoroughly understand re-
fraction and the most difficult compound prescription
work. Have my own test-case, etc. Also capable
of taking full charge of business. Ad., " 3," care
Keystone office.

BY young man of x9, to finish trade. Good on plainengraving, also do plain watch work. No cigar.
cute fiend or nighthawk. Ad., " T 55," care Key-
stone office.

WATCHMAKER. 9 years' exp. at the jewelry
VV business in all its branches. Complete set of
fine tools and bench. Ad., A. H. Paulsen, 23 Mer-
chants Row, Marinette, Wis.

BV salesman, clock and jewelry repairer. Can do
light watch work. Good refs. Southern, Middle

or New England States preferred. Ad., " L 1,"
care Keystone office.

pY young
 man, as sales agent. Salary or commis-

sion. At ref. West preferred. Ad., E. P.
o

w, Klemme, Iowa.

BY good watchmaker and engraver. Single, 35.
American. Strictly temperate, good habits and

address, good refs. Has own tools. Jersey or near
by preferred. Ad., " P 2," care Keystone office.

OPTICIAN and salesman. 20 years' exp. Will
accept first-class position after April 15th. Best

of refs. Ad., " W.," care Dr. Martin, 6o7 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago.

vOUNG man (19) wishes to complete the watch-
maker's trade. Have had one and a half years'

experience at bench. No bad habits. Ad., P. 0.
Box 562, Nevada, lowa.

BY young man with 8 years' experience, with sonic
large jeweler in Baltimore as salesman and assist

at bench on watches. Can give best of refs. from for-
mer employer. Ad., " H 19," care Keystone office.

CX H113ITORS at World's Fair wanting a No. x
L business man of good address, who has bttilt up
a large business, and retired, to take charge of ex-
hibit at half the price paid for man of similar ability.
Refer to any jobbing house or agency. Ad., J. W.,
3024 Groveland Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A POSITION for 3 good watchmakers, x in the

• 

South, x in the West, and x in the East. Good
sets of tools and good reference. Ad., W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

A PIM., 1st, by watchmaker can do watch, clock
and jewelry repairing, hard-soldering, etc. Ad.,

J. J. M., Box 92, SCiO,

ANY firm desiring a traveler in Ohio on commissionad., " Al 32," care Keystone office.

BY young man. 3 years' exp. as watch, clock and
jewelry repairer and salesman. First-class refs.

from last employer. Ad., " I) 12," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry jobber and expert sales-
VII man desires position with reliable firm. Do
some little engraving. Good address ; best of ref.
Ad., " F 2," care Keystone office.

VOUNG man would like position at once. Good
workman at watches, can engrave some. Ref.

furnished from former employer. Ad., " H. L. A ,"
Box 539, Fort Plain, N. V.

BY young German. watchmaker. 8 years'
Willing to work for moderate wages. Address,

I.. Benecke, 133 Ohio St., Allegheny, Pa.

BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.Address, Box mo, 1cent, Ohio.

WANTED, by a thorough workman, a situation as
VII foreman, tool-maker, die-maker and all-around
man. Ad., No. 26 Winchester St., S. Medford, Mass.

AS traveling salesman for jewelry or material house.

• 

5 years' exp. in retail store. Refs. given as to
ability as salesman. Ad. ,V. M. Reed. Bran leboro,Vt:

TO learn watchmaking, by young man of IS, having
I small tools and slight exp. Will work first 6
months free. Ad., Box 272, Worthington, hid.

BY a 
young man of 2z, as assistant watchmaker..

Have had 6 years in a retail store. Can do all
kinds of jewelry repairing. Can act as salesman.
Have no bad habits. Ad., " R 12," care Keystone.

BY a practical watchmaker and jewelry repairer.A single young man of to years' exp. The best
of refs. given. Samuel Lord, Box 226, Brookline
Park, Chicago. IW

A MERICAN, 23 years. 4 years in watch factory.
x year at horological school. Desires position as

assistant. Ad., " S. W. C.," 33 and 35 Douglas
Avenue, Elgin, Ill.

BY single man of 25 years, as jeweler. with reliablefirm. Have my own tools. Sober, reliable in
every respect. None but those needing a good man
need reply. " W. B. P.," Lock Box 3, Bridgeport,
Lawrence Co., Ill.

A TRAVELING salesman, with established Western
trade, desires a situation. Ad., " K 37," care

Keystone office.

ik SECOND-HAND jewelers' roll, 2 inches, cheap.
Pi Ad., Hague &. Beard, dentists, Delaware, Ohio.

WANTED — Experienced traveling salesman, to
In carry a leading and well-known line of spectacles
and eye-glasses ; samples easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address, " Z 45," care Keystone office.

Cl PECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new
0 work, also jobbers on repairing, making frames
to dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steady
work. Apply to Queen & Co., tom Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.

IEWELERS to know that I teach engraving to a
Ii limited number of pupils, in my new and elegant
engraving room. Write for particulars. L. H. Lud-
wig, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

[VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
watches, platintun. Market value paid. Send

by express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
will return all articles. J. I.. Clark, refiner and

sweepsmelter of gold and silver (established 1870),
823 Filbert St., Philadelphia. Pa.

nUPI IS to leant to burn in photographs on enamel
✓ and decorated and undecorated china. This
picture will stand the firing necessary for painting.
Address, " A x," care Keystone office.

DARTNER wanted. About $2400 required. Am
✓ located in railroad town of 15,000 inhabitants,
not far from Omaha. Best of reason given for selling
interest. Address, G. W. Marquardt & Sons, Des
Moines, Iowa.

A FIRST-CI.ASS optical salesman, of good address,

• 

appearance and ability. Must have first-class
refs. Ad., stating terms and ability, A. S. Aloe
& Co. St. Louis, Mo.

OECOND-1-1 AND view camera, good and cheap.
0 Ad., E. R. Taylor, Cttster, S. Dak,

(.1001) location in Southern States. Best refs. Ad.,
U " El 21," care Keystone office.

WATCHMAKERS to write for sample leaf of the
VV combined watch register of sales and repairs.
4803 lines. No waste lines. lust copyrighted by
0. M. Campbell, watchmaker, benison, Iowa.

(Continued on page 39e.)
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The Leading Houses Say

Cheap fixtures LOWER the grade of your goods.

We make the BEST, and they RAISE the grade of your goods.

FOR THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL TEACHING OF

Rooms, Cor. Main and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

The object of this School will be to supply the demand
for a higher grade of skilled artisans in this branch of
industry.

The School is founded by and will be under the di-
rection of Professor L. D. JONES, an expert of the high-
est order, both in theory and practice, and well-known to
the watchmaking fraternity.

ArtIstic RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
63-69 WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Will remove to Room 1312, Columbus Memorial Building, May 1st, 1893.

Modern and original in design, and of the best workmanship, for the
Jewelry, Silverware and Kindred Trades.

Handsome and rich Wall and Counter Cases, made portable.

Designs and estimates furnished on application.

530 & 532 South Leavitt Street ) Chicagoand 41 & 43 Olive Street

REFERENCE OF A FEW SALES MADE:

Rosenkrans & Thatcher Co., Milwaukee, \Vis. M. C. Nettleton, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Jebb Bros.. Jacksonville, 111. A. L. Howard, Beloit, Wis.
Hart Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Jos. Barborka, Iowa City, Iowa.
Strelitz S.: Sons, Chicago, Ill. E. G. Longcraft, Berlin, Wis.
Chas. I3achman, Ottumwa, lowa. Jean Tack, Newark, N. J.
H. Higby, Ashland, Wis. H. Oppenheimer Sz Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

The Lamb Eye=Shield
is guaranteed to be the most desirable EYE-PRO-
TECTOR made. It is light, flexible and waterproof.
It is made to fit closely to the face and around the eyes;
a soft, felt rim on the face side renders it impossible for
dust or any other substance to enter between it and the
skin ; small perforations in the felt rim admit sufficient
air for the eyes to retain their normal moisture. The
EYE-SHIELDS are formed of the clearest mica, and
are perfectly transparent. They are furnished in clear
or blue, as desired.

The Lamb Eye-Shield is in
(Treat demand by horsemen, bi-
cyclists, car-drivers, motormen,
engineers, stonecutters, etc.

Qukk sales with liberal profits are assured.
Order through your jobber, or send direct for trade prices. One (only) sample dozen sent by mail, postage
paid, on receipt of S.i.00.

Our increasing business has demanded larger quarters, and we
fore, leased TWO floors of building

where we can now be found. We deal exclusively in OPTICAL GOODS
and carry everything needed by Oculists or Opticians. Write (enclosing
business card) for seventy-two page Catalogue, or give us trial order.

(Printed description of contents in lid of each cabinet.)

HIGHEST Possible Quality. LOWEST Possible Price.

Contains twenty-four metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.

Absolutely accurate. Micrometrical measurements.

No. 1.—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-Jewels—perfect fit. Assortecdof,o4\14e'taelthpamricEelg,i
$
n3, .50.

Hampden, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes.

No. 2.s—Contains dozen Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford and.Illinois movements in all sizes. - Complete, price,

Mit only four dozen Jewels, 
$,±§.4:150.•

No. 3.—Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and Illinois
movements in all sizes—absolute fit. Complete, Price, $10.00.
Same as above, with only four dozen Staffs. - Complete, 555.

No. 4.—Contains twelve dozen long Case or Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford, Illinois aid others. Blue and polished—flat and conical heads. Accuracy
guaranteed. - Complete, price, 83.25.

5„—One box Hands—contains eight dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham and
Elgin Watches, in all sizes, beside one dozen each Second-Hands, 18, 6 and z sizes.

Complete, price, $2.00.

COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

JEWELERS' AND WATCHMAKERS' WORK A SPECIALTY.

Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six ; average
set, not one in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for every
make. In the colors used by the watch companies. Price, $1.25 per dozen; $15.00
per gross. Sample dozen sent on application ; and if not approved of, money returned
and no charge made for those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same quality as above,
tagged and gauged as per Dennison, $1.00 per dozen; $12.00 per gross.

Carried in stock by all
Xanufaeturer of

The Celebrated

Manufactured for the Jobbing
Trade only.

Wholesale Dealers. LOOP WATCH KEY.
Neler made better and neer more

popular than at present.

Best on earth. 6, to and 1.1 karat. Rich in color. Never balls : flows right into the joint.
Can be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled into plate, so tough is it. This solder will
flow on any quality of job, even on good rolled-plate.

Every Ring has our Trade-

Mark of the Crown stamped

inside. None genuine without

it.

Samples sent FREE on application.
NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.
Complete stock always on hand.

TERMS—to per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per cent. 30 days.

r

MANUFACTURERS OF

TOOLS, CHUCKS AND SPECIALTIES FOR WATCHMAKERS,

Send for price list of
these and other goods.

OFFICE: 86 NORTH CLARK STREET.

FACTORY: 1036 LINCOLN AVENUE.

Rosewood Handles, Nickel-Plated Blades and Ferrules, Convenient for deep work. JEWELRY REPAIRING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES A SPECIALTY

or P. 0. BOX 2485.
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TO INSURE INSERTION, MONET NEST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Address all remittance. to

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Continued from page 395.)

WANTED.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker, well located in a live

• 

Western State ( Washington), desires to corres-
pond with a working jeweler who understands
melting gold and manufacturing jewelry, with the
idea of a partnership. Ad., J. P. Lowe, Vancouver,
NV ash.

rIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
lust do nice monogram work. Single, strictly

temperate and not over 40 years old. W ill pay $100
per month to right man. Ad., " M 28," care Key-
stone office.

A FIRST-CLASS watch repairer. Steady jolt for

• 

the right man. Ax ref. required. Address, Lock
Box C, Florence, S. C.

A FIRS'I'-CI.ASS workman in an optical shop.
Must have ref. and exp. Please address, stating

ability and terms, A. S. Aloe & Co., St. Louis, Mo.

VOUNG man forelock and jewelry repairing. Must
I be able to do all kinds of hard-soldering. Will
have good opportunity to learn watch work. Perma-
nent job. State age, wages, refs. One who can
attend to customers preferred. Ad., Arthur Everitt,
jeweler, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

EXPERIENCED engraver and watchmaker. Mustcome well recommended. Permanent posit ieni.
Send samples of work, age, ref., and salary desired.
Ad., Chas. S. Stifft, Little Rock, Ark.

A N optical workman, for lens grinding and general
optical repairing. Ad., E. Kirstein's Sons Co.,

Rochester, N. Y ., stating exp., salary expected and
reference.

AN ophthalmoscope ; Parent's, Morton's or Key-ser's preferred. " M 3o,'"care Keystone office.

nARTN ER, with $12,000 to $15,000, to assume
y- half interest in old-established, good-paying
jewelry business. The leading store in the leading
commercial city in New Mexico. Stock and fixtures
value $3o,000 gross. Profits each of the last three
years, $to,coo to $12,000. Population rapidly in-
creasing. Am satisfied business can be increased
with a live partner. Want a thorough business
man ; would prefer a practical watchmaker or jew-
eler. Every facility for investigation will be given.
Ad., " E 28," care Keystone office.

IBRACTICAL jeweler; able to do jobbing. Ad.,

• 

" G 70," care Keystone office.

OPENI NG branch store, want partner with mod-erate capital. Must be good watchmaker ; one
who understands engraving preferred. Must have
push and energy. Good opportunity for the right
man. Ad., " J 28," care Keystone office.

✓ RST-CLASS watchmaker fonrailroad watch work.r Must be thoroughly competent. One who can
engrave and repair jewelry some, and is a good
salesman preferred. A permanent job. State age,
wages required, refs. Ad., Arthur Everitt, jeweler,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A SECOND-HAND pair of power rolls, in good

• 

condition. A. Sanborn & Co., mfg. jewelers,
Minneapolis, Minn.

TRAVELER for tools and materials. Must be
I first-class ; able to show good results in past ;
good character and tact. We have no time to con-
sider applications from others. Ad., " Business,"
care Keystone office.

E'ERIENCED traveler for the West and North-west, to represent a large New York watch and
jewelry jobbing house. Ad., with refs. and full par-
ticulars, " L to," care Keystone office.

LI, pay cash for good second-hand safety bicycle.
yy Ad., with description and price, " C. S. B.,"
P. 0. Box 587. Harmony Grove, Ga.

DIAMOND setter and jeweler, one who can set
stones and make mountings. Ad., stating

wages, Rentz Bros., 319 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn. -

P
PPORTUNITY to do refraction every Thursday.
W ou mld prefer some prominent jeweler in New

ork, New Jersey or eastern Pennsylvania: Until
recently, on the staff of a New York eye and ear
hospital. All the very latest appliances for doing
the finest work. Ad., " S 38," care Keystone office.

A GOOD watch Case repairer. Ad., A. Sanborn &
Co., mfg. jewelers, 26 Washington Avenue, S.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

A N engraver and watchmaker to go South. Town
1-{ of 25,000. Must be good engraver and fair
watchinaker. Send complete samples of engraving,

▪ 

also state age, exp., and give refs. Must be strictly
sober. "R i," care Keystone office.

A JEWELER ; one who can enamel. Address,

• 

L. Mueller, care F. G. Smith & Co., Detroit,
Michigau.

D R ACTIC A L watchtnaker and engraver for steady
✓ position, with tools. At ref. Address, stating
salary and exp., NV. H. Bristol, 31 Main St., Vergen-
Nies, Vermont.

DY NV. H. Glenny, Sons & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for
ID  their retail trade, a third silver engraver. A
permanent position for the right inan. In applying,
state qualifications, exp., age, terms, etc.

A FIRST-CLASS engraver. Streicher's, 1017 Main
M St., Kansas City, Mo.

PAW 
HIDE material trunk, 3 telescopes, with trays

complete. Ad., S. H. Sleeper, 235%. Middle St.,
ortland, 

H 
Mc.

A COLUMBIA bicycle. Must be cheap. Hulberg
IA Bros., Duluth, Minn.

TO buy a second-hand watch-sign (large). Must be
I in perfect condition. State price. E. S. Dukes,
Quitman, Ga.

(100D, successful watch repairer and engraver o
U do all kinds of work. " 4," care Keystone.

rNGRAVER for factory ; one who can do orna.-
C, mental and letter engraving. Steady position to
first-class man. Enclose sample of work and state
wages. Rentz Bros., 319 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis,
Mum.

FOR SALE.

WATCHMAKER'S bench, with footwheel and
VII Swiss lathe. L. H. Metcalf, Fitchburg, Mass.

I EWELRY store in Brooklyn ; small stock fixtures,
j Herring safe ; it years on premises. Reason,
retiring from business. Ad., " B 6," care Keystone.

CENTRAL Massachusetts, a good-paying, small,pretty jewelry store ; best location in a beautiful
town of 5500 ; established 21 years , now doing a
business of $3500 per year. Owner has two places,
and will sell whole or part anywhere from $800 to
$2000. Rare chance, investigate quick. Ad., J. T.
Nowell, 441 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.

NEW fire and burglar-proof jewelers' safe, Hall'slatest improved, cost $450, will sell for $275
cash. Ad., M. 0. Sange, 409 Vine St., Cincinnati3O.

ONE Dent's ship chronometer, in fine condition;a very good and close timepiece. For further
particulars, ad. Richard F. Mohr, Hardin, Mo.

PIAARINE chronometer, in fine order, very cheap
lvi at $75. Also Parker hammerless shotgun, $p.
Rowe, Rockland, Mass.

EWELRY store, Broadway, Brooklyn, doing
Li good business, large--repairing trade. George
Coulton, 1i90 Green Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EWELRY business, capital $20,000, net profits
U 25 per cent. ; in the West. " H 23," care Key-
stone office.

HUAIF interest in good-paying jewelry and musicstore ; clean stock, plenty of work ; good cli-
mate in southern Illinois ; a bargain ; good reasons
for selling. For further information ad., " M 33,"
care Keystone office.

TRUNK for traveling jeweler ; 3 telescopes, with
trays for sante. Plush-lined watch. ring, etc.,

trays. Must be sold. L. NV. Pierce, Pomona, Cal.

ClOOD-PAYING business. Repairing pays ex-
U penses. Fine staple stock. Can .reduce to
$4000. Reputation and location excellent. Will
either sell or take partner. " Jeweler," Gen'l De-
livery, Buffalo, N. Y.

ILL health 
compels me to sell my good-paying jew-

elry business in town of 1200 inhabitants. Eastern
owa. Stock $600. Bench-work $6o a month. Only
practical watchmaker in town. A rare chance for a
German. Ad., " V 65," care Keystone office.

FOR SALE.

WORTH investigating, if you have $2000 cash and
VII wish to step into a good-paying jewelry business
in onc.of the best towns for its size in central Texas.
4000 Population. All new goods, including fixtures,
and doing a good-paying business every clay. Best
of reasons for selling. Nothing but cash will be
considered. For further particulars, ad., " B 5," care
Keystone office.

EWELRY, fixtures and tools, invoice $1200, in one
of the best towns in South, Good reasons for

selling. Ad., J. G. McLeroy, Monroe, La.

A ROLLER-top, imitation of cherry workbench, in
good order. Price $8 ; cost $22 two years ago.

Ad., " Cheap," Lock Box 1283, Meriden, Conn.

aQOLDEN 
opportunity to secure a well-established

business. Actual value of fixtures, $9oo ; stock
out $4000. All in prime condition. Will discount

to make quick sale. Annual sales, Six.000 ; bench-
work pays all expenses. Location the best. Brick
building, plate-glass ; rent, $32. County seat. Pop-
ulation county, 25,000. One other store. Terms
liberal. This business chance worth Stow to anyone
wanting a good business. Lung trouble, reason for
selling. S. 0. Ebersole, Independence, Kan.

STOCK and fixtures of a well-established retail
jewelry store, 25 years established. Address,

2125 N. Front St., Philadelphia.

ONE motor, I/8 horse-power, and 3 cells phonographbattery for running jewelers lathes ; nearly
new ; first-class order. Has power to run 3 ordinary
sewing machines. Ad., H. H. Custead, King City,
Missouri.

ONE King's trial-case, at a bargain. Ad., Anton
Engelmann, care John Baumer, Omaha, Neb.

EWELRY business at Cleveland, Ohio. Wishing
J to retire, on account of ill health, I am obliged to
sell my watch and jewelry business. A good oppor-
tunity to step into a business established over 20
years. Good location, clean stock, plenty work.
Stock will invoice about $3000 ; fixtures, about $300.
Terms cash. Ad., " F.," P. 0. B. 59, Cleveland,
Ohio.

WHITCON1B hard lathe, 16 split and 5 step
I chucks, universal crown chucks, universal face-
plate, chuck stand ; also Rivett best staking-tool. All
in good condition, little used. • Price $70 ; cost twice
that. Ad., " Lathe," Box 431, Springfield, Mass.

■

Titusville, Pa., March 16, 1893.
EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO.

Gentlemen : Allow me to say without your solicitation, that
after using five gross of your Guarantee E. F. B. Mainsprings, I
wish to put myself on record as saying that they are undoubtedly
the best spring I have used during my twenty.seven years' experi-
ence at the bench ; not one of the above number breaking, and all
their other qualities coming up to full standard. I give this experi=
ence as a merited compliment to the springs, and in the interest of
suffering watchmakers. Yours truly,

CHAS. W. WHITE.

OUTHERN California. Stock and fixtures $4000.
Will rent store and house combined for family.

n best valley and growing town in State. No one
need answer unless mean business, and can pay two-
thirds cash down. Ad., " N 47," care Keystone.

I AMES NV. Tuft's soda fount. Large optical trial-
j case or Moseley x x 2 slide-rest in part pay ;
good paper rest, or cash. Cost $325. Nearly new.
Will take slide-rest for Moseley i x 2 or Barnes No.
414 lathe. All letters answered. " Jeweler," Rock-
well, Iowa.

A TWACHMAKER and jeweler's store, with or
without stock. One of the best locations in the

city, having a good run of bench-work. Will sell out
fixtures alone. Good reasons for selling. Address,
" S 37," care Keystone office.

ONE Wight engraving-machine, in good condition,at a bargain. Ad., Box 163, Newman, 111.

rINE jewelry, toy and fancy ware business, in aI fast-growing seaport town of 7000 inhabitants,
with 2 railroads, waterworks, electric lights, tele-
phones, street and dummy cars, 2 rice and so saw-
mills. Stock and fixtures, about $5o2o. Can be
reduced. Cheap, for cash. Satisfactory reasons
given for selling. Ad., Jos. Eckart, Lake Charles,La.

A BARGAIN, in northern Wisconsin, in town of

• 

12,000 inhabitants, and growing fast ; county
seat, with good surrounding country ; 21 large fac-
tories, and others being built ; 2 railroads ; electric
and gas light, waterworks, sewerage, and electric
street railway. Good clean stock and fixtures. In-
voice, about $6000. Good location, with steam heat.
Rent cheap. Good sales, and good prices.for work.
Established 7 years. Competition good. Reason
for selling, going into manufacturing. Write for
particulars. Ad., " D ix," care Keystone office.

$1300JEWELRY store, in western Iowa ; too°people. Only stock. A snap. 0. M.
Campbell, Denison, Iowa.

TOCK of jewelry, musical instruments and milli-
nerY. Will sell all together, or either separate.

opulation 1200. On principal R. R. of State ; all
fast trains stop. 3 R. R. Excellent class of people.
Brick room ; low rent. Jewelry and music invoice
$2000 ; millinery $xcoo. No competition in jewelry ;
millinery light. Good reason for selling. If you
mean business, for particulars, ad., " K 38," care
Keystone office.

TWELVE show-case trays, size x x41/s. They
I are made of cherry, and velvet lined. In gocd
condition. Price 75 cents each. NV. Ware, Waverly,
New York.

.T
HE oldest-established and leading jewelry store in
Decorah, Iowa. Location best. Good business.

ixtures nearly new. Owner has other business.
Can reduce stock. Population 4000. Address, F. A.
Schleuder, Decorah, Iowa.

-$39 Billicly'Sciae.ftp.01 rbitlilrt-1;,Trrpinalt,iccutrsions-etni7sstaafinetpy

Box 915, Galena, Ill.

nURTA1N-top, nearly new walnut watchmakers'

• 

bench ; cost $3o. Also $1300 jewelry. Snap—
only stock in town of taco. Particulars. 0. M.
Campbell, Denison, Iowa.

gNIX 
jewelry store in southern Minnesota town of

r000. Stock $1200. Will reduce to suit pur-
aser, to $600 if necessary. Ad., " Northwest,"

care S. H. Clausin & Co., First Ave. S. and Fourth
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

$8000 STUCK of jewelry, goodwill and fixtures.No old chestnuts. Established 16 years.
Bench-work $200 per month. Sales of last year,

$t2,000. Good profits. No competition. 3 railroads,
factories, rich farming country. Town 6000.
Wants to go in real estate business. Iowa. Ad.,
" B 4," care Keystone office.

QNLY 
jewelry stock in city of moo. Will invoice

$1500. • Can reduce to $t000. No dead stock.
ench-work averages $40 per month. Ad., F. NV.

Erdman!), Arlington, Ky.

ON account of weakness of the eyes, a jewelry bus-iness, including fixtures, stock and safe, for
$2700. The business has been established 6 years,
as the first watchmaker and jeweler in this town. It
is located in a prominent locality on Seventy4Ifth
St., in Grand Crossing, which street is only 8 blocks
south of the World's Fair. There is plenty of bench-
work, which pays all expenses, with a large profit
over. The whole house, which also contains living
rooms, can be rented for only $.) per month, where
others cost from $p to $50 ; and the rent will not be
raised. A better offer was never made. Address,
Leopold Mauch, P. 0. Box 636, Grand Crossing, Ill.

H A
LL'S jewelers' fire and burglar-proof safe ; out-
side 48 Inches high, 36 wide, 32 deep. Perfect.

Also No. 15 Seth Thomas regulator. " D 13," care
Keystone Office.

PROM the death of the proprietor, a fine jewelry
r' business established 20 • years will be sold, in a
town of 15,000 inhabitants. Stock will invoice about
$6000. Ad., Mrs. Minnie S. Hertkorn, 6o Union St.,
Woburn, Mass. ; or A. E. Jeaneret, 339 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.

A GREAT chance for a man who will hustle. Jew-
/A dry business, where bench pays workman's
salary and all store expenses. Clean stock of good
gods. Established trade. Best, inland city in State.
Good reasons given, and must sell before May x, '93.
About $6000. Ad. at once, H. A. LaRue, Oskaloosa,
Iowa.

BRIOR to our removal to the Columbus Building,
F we offer our 3 large safes, single or in lot, and
office fixtures, cheap. Possession given on May nit.
Stein & Ellbogen Co., .525 State St., Chicago..

ONE-HALF interest jewelry store. Best town in
S. Dak. Only one other jewelry store in town.

Capital required, $1500. Business well established.
Good location. One who has some knowledge of the
business. need not be full workman at the bench ; or
some one who wishes to finish trade. Young man
preferred, sober and industrious. Refs. exchanged.
Reason for selling, am not a workman. For further
information, ad. " B 2," care Keystone office.

• Tb CLARIONET, leather case, music rack, silk
cleaner. All in perfect condition. $15. C. E.

Elliott, Williamson, N. Y.

(IEND for 6o new and elegant designs of monograms
0 and letters. Price, 25 cents. I.. H. Ludwig,
general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

•

FOR SALE.

DAD health compels me to sell my business in a
D growing Western town of 3000 inhabitants. I
have a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator, a five-foot show-cases, work-bench, safe
and usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,
Missouri.

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry business in a county seat
of one of the best counties in Kansas. Estab-

lished ax years, and the leader in the county of
30,000 people. Will invoice about $5000. Will sell
at a sacrifice in order to centralize our business.
Part cash, and reasonable time for balance at 8 per
cent. interest. Ad., Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.

A GC/OD-PAYING jewelry business in the city of
Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about

$poo (must be cash) ; or can reduce same. Good,
steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $15
a month, including fuel. Reason for selling fur-
nished on application. Ad., Geo. Kurz, Cleveland,
Ohio.

IT 
EADING jewelry business, established over x4

years Centrally located in a lively central
I linms town. Population, including vicinity, about
7000. Stock and fixtures $7000 ; reduced to suit
purchaser. Ad., "1 37," care Keystone office.

I NVISH to sell a valuable watchmakers' tool or
I lathe attachment ; patent granted January so,
1893. Tool companies ad. E. H. Lernley, Ravens-
wood, NV. Va.

BEST little jewelry store in West, at a bargain.moo population. No competition in 20 miles.
Safe, bench, tools, cases, regulator. Good, clean
trade. Sold over 300 watches since November ist.
Living rooms. Rent, $8. A snap for live young
man. Have other business. $5co. Write for par-
ticulars. " M 3x," care Keystone office. •IN western Texas, a good-paying jewelry business

at a bargain. Good reasons for selling. Ad.,Oscar Pearson, Ballinger, Texas.
[OR immediate sale—a jewelry business, estab-
r lished so years, in Tampa, Fla., a rapidly-
growing city of 12,000 inhabitants. Stock and
hxtures, about $3000. Reason for selling, loss of
eyesight. Ad., Lock Box 37, Tampa, Fla.

rOR the very best of reasons I offer for sale stockr and fixtures of an established jewelry store, doing
a paying business. A snap, if taken immediately.
Best city in Iowa. 20,000 inhabitants. Will invoice
about $1400. L. L. Wertz, agt., South Ottumwa, Ia,

A STOCK of jewelry for $2000, in town of 1200
inhabitants, surrounded by splendid agricultural

district in the great Arkansas Valley of Kansas. 200
miles west of Kansas City ; 28 miles north of Wichita.
Fixtures included in above price. Terms, one-half
cash, balance in bankable paper, running 12 and x8
months. Reason for selling, death of owner. Ad.,
Mrs. E. A. Munch, Halstead, Kan.

I EWELRY business in a pleasant, prosperous town
U in Ohio. Established 40 years. Stock and fix-
tures, about $8000 ; sales Soo° ; work about $2000.
Will be sold cheap, as owner wants to retire. Ad.,
" P 1," care Keystone office.

A PAYING jewelry business in Iowa for $800.

• 

Nice, clean stock and fixtures. No old chestnuts.
On main line 1. C. R. R. Ad., " H 22," care Key-
stone office.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

ONE Chambers & Inskeep spectacle-case, nearlynew. Cost $16.5o. Will exchange it for almost
anything that is useful around a jewelry store. See
cut in their catalogue. E. A. Marsh, Spencer. Ia.

TWO good farms, free of encumbrance, to trade for
I merchandise. F. M. Miller, Trenton, Mo.

A GOOD jewelry and music store in a manufactur-
m ing and 4-railroad town in Indiana, of 29,000
population ; good run of bench-work and repairing.
Stock and fixtures will be sold cheap, or will ex-
change for good property. Sickness the reason for
selling. Ad., " P 3," care Keystone office.

I EWELRY store. Store and fixtures invoice about
J $1800 In a thriving town of about 1500 inhabi-

. tants in the State of Michigan. Can be had at a big
bargain for cash, if taken at once. Apply at Burt
& Hurlbut Co.'s, wholesale jewelers, Detroit, Mich.

rIRST-CLASS No. 3, 4 5, 1892 Kodak ; corn-r plete, with leather case, etc. '1'. R. Eaton,
Elgin, Ill.

n 00 D ncw screw-press ; weight, 600 pounds. Will
U take cash, jewelers' rolls, plating dynamo, or
lathe. Box 497, Elgin, Ill.

CENEVA universal head, motor, silver Bb cornet,zither, ready change box. Ad., F. NV. Erdman!),
Arlington, Ky.

CHEAP—a Geneva prisoptometer, good as new.C. H. Todd, New Richmond, Wis.

WESTERN land to trade for stock of jewelry in
VI good town. Ad., W. C. Fulton, 239 Main St.,
Galesburg, Ill.

[INE fruit farm for jewelers' stock or business.I " M 29," care Keystone office.
()Alt to trade for good lathe outfit. 1. Shultes,
O Martin, Mich.

HAVE 24 ladies' gold set rings Cost from 82 to
I $5. What have you for them? Ad., " W. D.
N.," jeweler, Dunsmir, Cal.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

1100D gold solder ; can be used on work from 6 K.
U to 16, and make good job. By mail, 40 cents
dwt. M. C. Williams, 346 Center St., Trenton, N. J.

DoN"r read this if you want to stay in the same oldrut. You might learn how other watchmakers
are doing the finest kind of staff-work in half the
time with the Dale chucks—simply by the use of
chucks that are true, and proper sizes that fit the
work. You can only do this by having 4 sizes
where the full size is small or large. We are making
36 sizes from 3,4 to 94 : and if you, do not use them,
you cannot keep up with the procession. $x each.
Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark St., Chicago.

WATCHMAKERS—if you want a bundle of the
VV finest pegwood you ever saw, already sharp-
ened for use, no more big sticks to whittle down,
entirely new, send 25 cents to J. P. Rouse, Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, and get it by return mail.

If
YOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH.TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES
YOU WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE best on earth. Frear's Gold and Silver Solders.
I They have no equal. Send 25 cents for samples,
and you will use no others. W. S. L. Frear, Union
Springs, N. Y.

ETCHING. Send $x for complete instructions for
L etching gold and silver and oxydizing in black,
brown, blue and red. H. B. Adams, 542 Wabash
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

k A OSELEY & Co., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
IVI " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability, con-
venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Send
for new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

('END to R. C. Sutphin, Cynthiana, Ky., for a
L sample bundle of superior pith for watch clean-
ing. Price 5 cents per bundle ; 40 cents per dozen.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE best and cheapest place in America to have
I your watch cases repaired, is where they employ
none but the best workmen. If you have work in that
line,send it to G.F.Wadsworth, 182 State st.,Chicago.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. NV. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

P. you wish to become a watchmaker? If so,
correspond with us. Our terms are moderate.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Our Instructors are the
best—having had years of experience. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. NV. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.—Everybody to send for our new pros-
Vy pectus, showing advantages over other institu-
tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. Fullest
instructions given in horology. Let us hear from
you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. I.ouis, Mo.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at
/A reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.
Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. ComeL here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, III.

WATCH case repairing, also gold and silver p1at-
1111 ing, satin finish, etc. G. F. Wadsworth, 182
State St., Chicago, Ill.

c 

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,

t e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.
Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of

wheels cut to order. M. Hartung & Co., 582 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE : We are
VV equipped to give first-class service in this de-
partment, with the greatest promptness consistent
with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions
cut to order ; also jewelry repairing and engraving
in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman &
Lancaster, Pa.

HLi AVE you an old watch case you desire repaired?We can make it look like new at a surprisingly
low figure. No delay in returning work. Write us.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, 111.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. Best
workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-

tung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.—Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-
VV ing. They have every advantage, and all the
comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WHY not send us yottr watch repairs P We return
VV them without delay. Moderate prices. M.
Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

kVERYONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best in
is country.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
VV pairing ? Can replace any part of a watch case.
No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Comehere if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it s the place to learn. \V. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, III.

WATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.
VV Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-fitter, 720
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Comehere if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it s the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, 111.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

ATCH N1AK ING and engraving taught to ladies.
VII We have a special department opened for the
instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,
and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-
fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-
tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

[VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horn-
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logical Institute, Peoria, Ill. The first, the oldest
and the best school in this country.

A ND still they come, from far and near, to the best
watchmakers' school, viz. W. F. A. Woodcock's,

Winona, Minn. The very best of everything, and at
very low prices. Good board and room, $12 per
month. The very best facilities the very best in-
struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.
Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is
to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in business
for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to
.hold it in good shape, and in a short time and for a
very little money, and to have a fine set of special
tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them
when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,
etc., the place you are looking for is W. F. A.
Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn.

OLD English watch cases changed into Americanstem-wind. Send me your watch cases. Re-
paired cheap. G. F. Wadsworth,182 State st.,Chicago.

LARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but

it s the place to learn. NV. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

go

If)LD, battered watch cases made to look as good as
new at moderate price. Can replace any part

the watch case. Terms moderate. M. Hartung
& Co., 182 State t., Chicago, Ill.

OOLD and silver plating, satin finish, engraving,engine turning, and everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest
VV notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.
Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Co., 182 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a

• 

moderate price. Full instruction in engraving
as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

teVERYBODY to know that we want your watchcase repairs. Write us for prices. No delay.
Reasonable charges. Cut this out for future reference.
G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for every
VV kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, fil-
ings, brushings, polishings, everything containing
gold and silver. Fine gold, silver, copper for sale.
J. L. Clark (established 5870), 726 Filbert St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-
tention given.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in.
in watchmaking and engraving. • St.

Ins Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

VF.RYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,

the largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

I CAN repair your watch cases cheaper and better
I than you can have It done elsewhere. Old Eng-
lish cases changed into American stem-wind. G. F.
Wadsworth, 182 State at., Chicago.

EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that their
L Jewelry Findings Department is complete.

I ARGEST engraving shop in the Vkit. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
It's the place to learn. NV. H. White, 525 State St.
Chicago,

THE best watchmakers' school in America. Students
I receive a thorough education at a moderate
price. Every advantage. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

HAVE you an old English watch case you wantchanged into American stem-wind ? If so, send
it to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable
charges. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State St., Chicago.

ARGEST engraving shop in the West. Come
L here if you wish to learn the art. No school ; but
it's the place to learn. W. H. White, 125 State St.
Chicago, Ill.

inITTSBURG, Pa., July 22, 1892.—It gives me plea-
L sure to state that I have graduated from W. F. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always
found him an obliging and thoughtful instructor.
His heart is in his work. He has every pupil upon
his mind, and his ability to read and understand each
and every pupil and instruct him according to his
makettp is surpassed by none. My progress there
was simply surprising. He has done for me a great
deal more than he ever promised. The special tools
I was taught to make while there are worth many
times the cost of instruction. He gave me my choice
of half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,
and my first week's work at the place of my choice
has given such satisfaction that my employer has
already offered to raise my wages. I have about 20
watches coming in every day, and have not found
one that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it in
first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions
are the best and most thorough to be found upon the
face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his
pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to be
a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I
cannot find words to express how thankful I am for
the benefits received at his hands. I will, with
pleasure, give any information about his school to
any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.
Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.
Three were there before to do it. That speaks
volumes for W. F. A. W., as Mr. Asquith was a
farmer's son when he came to mei and he can make
or repair any watch now. •

P. S.—Those three watchmakers were from
another school : but 1 do not care to try to build up
by trying to tear somebody else down. I am busy
all the time—and what's more, what I did for
Asquith (can do for others. W. F. A. W.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

[INE WATCH-REPAIRING of plain and corn-r plicated watches, wheel-cutting of any size : also
watchmakers' and jewelers' supplies. Special atten-
tion given to fitting missing parts of watches.
Dembo & Adelman, to7 Chrystic St., New York.

A FEW more students to learn practical engraving,
at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard

0. Kandler, chief instructor and proprietor, 63 to 69
Washington St., Chicago.

ie0 watchmakers and jewelers : A handsomely-en-graved silver plate 4 x 6, showing 22 correct
signs and styles of cutting monograms and letters.

Can be used as sample-plate. Price $2. L. H.
Ludwig, general engraver, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

a-S. lever-set changed to pendant-set ; also 16 and
18-size. G. F.Wadsworth, x82 State St., Chicago.

I AIE are headquarters for trade work. Watch cases,
VI/ watch movements, and jewelry repairing. We
have the best-equipped establishment in the country.
Only skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

DANGLES : Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled
D edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
engraving—over 7o patterns. Send to us for pattern-
sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa.

F you have watch cases to be repaired, send them
I tc. M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at short notice. None but
VV experienced workmen employed. Send me your
next lot. G. F. Wadsworth, x82 State st., Chicago.

WE want your watch case repairs. Make them
VV look like new. M. Hartung & Co., 182 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

EWELERS and watchmakers, after taking a
course of instruction ix practical engraving at

the Jewelers' School of Letter and Monogram En-
graving, 63 to 69 Washington St., Chicago, have no
trouble in securing situations.

I T is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
I is endorsed by the best class of merchants. We
instruct you in all its branches, also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WATCH MATERIALS : If your material house
VII is not perfectly satisfactory to you in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead jn this department. We employ only the
highest skill attainable, as we know by our own
former experience the annoyance to the workman on
finding, after getting materials, that " they don't
fit." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

WATCHMAKER to the trade : fine and compli-
cated watch work at moderate prices ; wheel-

cutting ; fitting lost parts a specialty ; tools and
materials. Ed. L. Thrall, White Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
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It requires great skill in tempering to produce good Chronometer Springs.

To produce the BEST, requires greater.
We endeavor to give you the same qualities in our Watch Springs that exist in these critically perfect springs.

Are you using an inferior spring?

If so, is it not time to change ?

Our price remains as formerly,
$1.25 per dozen.

Write for gross prices.
It will pay you to buy gross lots.
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KEEP TO THE THAT'S THE RULE

YOU'LL SELL RIGHT
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We clq,
CONSI- J'*#.%
DER FIRST, %.
LAST, AND AL-
WAYS THE IN-

TEREST OF OUR
PATRONS, FOR THEIR

SUCCESS IS OUR CON-

TINUED PROSPERITY. r)■

MUST

UNLESS OUR PATRONS ARE 4t)
SUCCESSFUL, WE FALL FLAT.

WE SEE AN ARMY OF DEALERS

ON OUR SIDE, AND PROSPEROUS TO

A HIGH DEGREE, WE STUDY THEIR

INTEREST IN EVERY PARTICULAR.

CALL. AND SEE US.

4ot•4•41,

oc We
ARE THE

OPTICAL CEN-
TER, AND ARE

KNOWN TO BE
HEADQUARTERS FOR

EVERYTHING IN THE

OPTICAL LINE. WE HAVE

STOCK ON HAND, AND A

LARGE FACTORY TO SUPPLY

ALL YOUR WANTS. WE ARE

BOTTOM IN PRICES AND TOP

IN QUALITIES. WE SPARE NO EX-

PENSE TO SECURE THE BEST, AND

YOU WILL FIND OUR RULE OF ACTION

Ns' WILL WORK BOTH WAYS. WE PRO-

POSE TO KEEP TO THE RIGHT. THAT'S

OUR GOLDEN RULE.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS.

We can save you money and vexation.

S. O. 11. Co. 15 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK S. 0. M. CO.



Nothing so captivates
the average customer as a lucid and convincing ex-

planation, or ,illustration, if practicable, of the partic-

ular merits of the article sought after. This is true

of all goods, watch cases included. A cilia of coffee,
for instance, made in the presence of a customer will

do more to sell the ingredient than the most persuasive eulogy.
This is a suspicious age, and mere assertion is but too likely to
be interpreted as a selfish figment of the imagination. If a
watch-buyer desires a dust and damp-proof watch case (as the

majority of customers do), you can give him ocular
demonstration that these qualities belong, in a special
manner, to our

Thin Screw Cases
In urging the sale you can point out the absence
of joints or hinges, the uses of the compen=
sating ring, the wonderful simplicity of the entire

mechanism while a comparison with other so-called dust-proof
cases will insure conviction, and conviction, of course, clinches
the sale. If you have not a supply of these cases, order early
from your jobber. They are made in four grades:

Jas. Boss 14 K. Cyclone.

Jas. Boss 10 K. Silveroid.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
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COLUMBUS
had he lived in these times,
would have worn

Had he wished to see a good assortment
of grades, with guarantee as to quality,
he would have gone to

J. T. SCOTT ez CO.
4 Maiden Lane, New York

Ezra F. Bowman 81, Co.'s Page.

Pivot Drills
that will drill

"The Mascot," 50 cts. per doz.

4 6 8 10 12 14-1 16

i 

18 20 22
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NUMBERS_DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

"THE MASCOT" PIVOTING DRILLS,
Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa.

- 

NO.14DRILL-ENLARGED SIX TIMES.

The Mascot is the best-made Pivot-Drill in the world. This is a strong as-
sertion, but it is justified by the quality of the drill. They are made on entirely a
different principle and in a different way from any heretofore produced. They are
made from the best Stubs steel, carefully hardened ; the operations of reducing to
accurate size, giving " clearance," shaping and sharpening, are all done by the most
delicate and accurately made machinery.

The inventor of these automatic drill-making irilch i n cs has been at work on
them for over six years. The drills which these almost human machines are now
producing must be seen to have their accuracy of size, symmetry of form and
beauty of finish appreciated.

They must be tried to have their cutting and lasting qualities appreciated.
They are made in twelve sizes, Nos. 4, 6, 8, TO, 12, 14, i6, 18,20, 22,24 and

26. Each number is so- many thousandths of an inch in diameter. You can order
any quantity of any size.

What do you think of this test of them ? Two drills were taken a
random for trial Result, a No. ro drilled twenty-four holes and a No. 16 drilled
thirty-one holes through a Seth Thomas clock mainspring without the temper having
been drawn from the spring.

On receipt of so cents we will send one dozen (one of each size) put up in our
- -safety mailing block and holder (as illustrated above), or any sizes designated.

The " Handy Repair Packet," containing 24. temples for repairing six of
the most-used grades of 'Willson's spectacles (as described on page 1, April KEYSTONE)
;nailed free on recei,t of $1.00.

" E. F. B. Recoiling Guaranteed " .Mainsprings are rapidly making
fast friends, solely on their merits. If you have.. not been a user of them yet, send
for some and realize the new pleasure in watch-repairing which many of our cus-
tomers tell us they are enjoying since adopting these springs.

(Continued on page 403).
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L. Hi KELLER & Co.
DEALERS IN

FINE TOOLS
MATERIALS, ETC,

64 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Annex to Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page.
(Continued from page 401.)

Fire! Fire! Fire!

403

We have had the misfortune of a serious loss by fire since our communication to you in the April

KEYSTONE, and but for the gallant and heroic work of our able fire department, and the protection by
our immense three-story vaults (which, after the close of business .for the day, contain over nineteen-

twentieths of the more valuable parts of our stock), the results would have been much more disastrous.

We are thankful that it was not worse. Some of our goods are slightly damaged by water, others by smoke.

Nothing will remain in our regular stock that has the least trace of damage. For instance, watch
glasses which have the outside wrappers slightly smoked, but on which the label and even the individual wrap-

per has no trace of smoke, will go amongst " damaged." The same of oil-stones which have a little smoke on

one exposed end, of oils, liquids, fluids, etc., in bottles, on which the labels are stained. In short, this same
rule carries through the entire stock.

—We will, as soon as possible, prepare a schedule of these goods marked at prices that will be

Genuine Bargains. If you would like to look over these bargains, drop us a card and we
will send you one of these catalogues soon as the stock is scheduled and the catalogue printed.

Engravers

and Repairers

for the Trade.

Ezra F. Bowman -8z. Co.,
Irnporters, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Watch Material, Tools and Supplies,
Lancaster, Pa.

Sole Agents

U. S. and Canada

For Ls. E. Junod

Jewel Factories, -

Switzerland.
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Important Announcement

k

1

[

The Board of Directors of The Non-Retailing Company, Lancaster, Pa., anticipating a large
expansion of their business from the development of plans now outlined, have secured, through .
a necessarily liberal offer, the services of Mr. Willis B. Musser (formerly of Bowman & Musser,
at this writing Secretary of the New York Standard Watch Co.), who will take the active
personal management on May 1st.

The fiersonnel of the executive offices otherwise remains the same. Mr. Ezra F. Bowman
(of Ezra F. Bowman & Co.) continues as Treasurer of the Company, and the valuable services of
Mr. Alfred W. Moyer, who resigns the management to Mr. Musser, will still be retained to the
Company in another capacity. His hearty goodwill and best zeal will be given the Company as
heretofore.

The Company's first fiscal year has been very prosperous, the aggregate sales passing the
highest figure ever reached by its predecessor. The engagement of Mr. Musser will insure to
the trade a practice of all the features which were admirable in the policy of Bowman & Musser,
and will justify the highest expectations as to the possibilities of progressive Wholesale
Merchandising.

The Non-Retailing • Company,
Successor to Bowman & Musser's

Watch, Chain and Spectacle Business,,
Lancaster, Pa.

-
---___
„_,___---„,---____.____.__----,-..-t

__ _
- - -
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Big SoowhallsSmall snowballs constantly kept turn-

ing over and over will soon grow to

Big Nunes
are made the same way. Small capital
constantly turned over and over will soon
multiply.

;g

Do not let your capital lay idle in dead Olg Botilmn
stock, sweeps, old gold and silver, etc., but
send same to us RIGHT AWAY and get 0 •

OUR PLAN
Immediately upon receipt of consignment, we will remit by cash or draft
(as preferred). If our offer should prove unsatisfactory, we will return
consignment intact and pay all charges. Make us a trial shipment in any
quantity (small or large), and you will ship again.

- • - - I I - • • • - • • • • - • - 1 .1. 1 •

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
MESSRS. GOLDSMITH BROS. :

DEAR SIRS : We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July
20, inclosing check as stated for $3,288.65, which we have passed to
your credit in account for sweepings, and for which please accept the
thanks of Yours truly, GORHAM MFG. CO.

Per Raeton.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We are well pleased with all transactions we have

had with you, and have always found your estimates on gold and
silver to be accurate and full value. Yours respectfully,

M. C. EPPENSTEIN & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We have always found your valuations of old gold

satisfactory. Yours, LAPP & FLERSHEM.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : Our business relations have always been pleasant

and satisfactory. Very truly yours, H. F. HAHN & CO.

GiA•  r 
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CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN: Our business relations have always been very

satisfactory. Yours truly, M. A. MEAD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We are well pleased with your estimates on old

gold, and your prompt and satisfactory way of doing business.
Yours truly, SWARTCHILD & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : Your dealings with us have always been satis-

factory. Yours truly, GILES, BRO. & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We have dealt with you for several years past

and cheerfully endorse your reliability.
Most respectfully, ROBBINS & APPLETON,

R. A. Kettle, Agt.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to state that our dealings have

been perfectly satisfactory. Yours respectfully,
STEIN & ELLBOGEN.

GOLDSMITH BROS.,
Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners and Assayers,

63 AND 65 WASHINGTON STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE.—Send for our Boox giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. Mailed free on application.

MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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A GuarantyWhich Guarantas From
Guarantee
To
Guarantor

WILLIANISPORT, IND., Mardi 20, 1893.
NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.:

I am very much pleased with your prompt exchange of the Movement
which was not absolutely satisfactory, and shall ever work for the interests of a
Company which so promptly and cheerfully makes good its warrants.

E. A. BIGGS.

The Retail Jeweler can feel very com-
fortable at all times in the knowledge that
if any "New Model" Movement of our make,
in his stock, should prove not eidirely satis-
factory, we will be glad to exchange it for
a perfect Movement, at our expense for
shipping both ways; and such exchange
will not involve debate as to the question
of defect, or quibble of any kind whatever.

We do not undertake a very serious matter in offering such a
sweeping guaranty, as experience establishes the pleasant fact that the
number of alleged "unsatisfactory" Movements returned to us is amaz-
ingly small. Therein is embodied the highest possible testimony to the
accuracy of their construction, and rigid factory inspection.

We are building Watches "for keeps."
We are determined that only frifeci goods
of our make shall go into the pockets of the
people. We are making them better every
day. We want it to be a little easier for the
Retail Jeweler to sell New York Standard
Movements than any other Watch product,
and to secure a proper profit in the sale ; and
therefore we shall at all times stand squarely
behind the unqualified guaranty, both as to
the aggregate and the single instance, that
it is "The Best Watch in the World for the
Money."

New York Standard Watch Company.

Jan. 1 2 , t893., 
%'c have sold a great many of your

Eighteen-Size Movements and find them to be
the very best low-priced Movements on the
market—closely regulated and accurate time-
pieces. We handle them in preference to all
others. The special favorites in our trade are
those with the Fancy Dials.

Wm. C. JONES.
Stratford. Ont., Can.

Jan. 71h, :893.
The New York Standard Watches are

" daisies" and no mistake. I always carry a
full line in stock : when I sell one I do it with
a clear conscience, for it i.oes not come back
to the shop for repairs for a long %vitae. Sue-
cess to you!

Gtto. A. TkoN11.1,X,
Fairfield, Ill.

Jan. 5, :893.
In my opinion the New York Standard is

the best of all low-pricetl Watches. I have
,vorked at watch-repairing for twenty-nine
years. and in that time have handled a few.
I think, therefore, I know whereof I speak.

J. M. SHEPPARD,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oct. 3(1, xS92.
I must say that the New York Standard

Movement is the best for the price on the
market. I have been selling it for three years,
and have had better results and less breakage
of mainsprings than in all other makes.

H. A. ROBERTS,
Yeedersburgh, Ind.

Nov. 9th, 1892.
We have been selling your Watches for

over two years and we can say that we never
have had a better watch for the money. ()tar
customers always tind them entirely satisfac-
tory.

Sept. 28, 1892.

I desire to say that I have been selling
New York Standard Movements for over a
year and have had to repair bta one free of
charge, because of a broken bridge-screw. I
think any jeweler is safe in selling and guar-
anteeing them to be first class linters, and to
" stand the racket."

J. T. TARVER,

Hartsell, Ala.

Dec. 12, 1892.
I have sold a great many of all grades of

your Watches, antt can say without exaggera-
tion that they are the best I have been able to
get in the last twelve years for the price.

1-1. H. l'imups,
I/tint:irk, Ind.

Sept. 22, 1892.

1 have been selling your Watches for over
a year and have found them 0. K. in every
respect. I advise all dealers to keep a stock
of New York Staudard nioyements on hand
and they will increase their trade.

One advantage in the New York Standard
Movement is in the fact that the balance is
under the strongest part of the case. I thought
it my duty. as it is my pleasure, to thus ex-press my opinion on your Movement.

M. MENDENHALL,
North Star, Ohio.

Jan. zo, 1893.
The NClv York Standard Eighteen Size

gives excellent satisfaction.
MARK C. JALONACK,

New York City.



THOMAS A. TRIPP. TREASURER.

Evetultilog Pella%log 10 the Jenny mid EOM Dodos
When you visit the World's Fair City, call on us and make our store your headquarters.

We will make your stay pleasant and agreeable.
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Waltham, Old Model, New Style, 18

Waltham, Old Nlodel, Old Style.

Waltham, A. T. & Co.

Waltham, Crescent Street.

Waltham, New Model, 1:unting.

Waltham, New Model, Open Face.

\Valtham, 16 Size.

Waltham, Bond Street.

Waltham, 14 Size.

10 Waltham, 10 Size.

11 Waltham, 6 Size.

12 'Waltham, 1 Size.

13 Elgin, New Style, 18 Size.

14 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class 1.

15 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class 3.

16 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class. 4.

17 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size.

18 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size, Class 1.
19 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size, Class 3.
20 Elgin, 10 Size.

21 Elgin, New Style, 6 Size.

22 Elgin, Old Style, 6 Size, Class 1.

2:1 Elgin, Old Style, 6 Size, Class 3.

24 Elgin, 0 Size.

25 Illinois, 18 Size.

26 Illinois, S Size.

27 Illinois, 6 Size.

28 Illinois, 4 Size.

29 Rockford, 18 Size.

30 Rockford, 6 Size.

31 I lampclen, IS Size.

32 ltampden, 6 Size.

33 Columbus, 18 Size.

34 Columbus, 6 Size.

35 Howard, 18 Size.

10 Years of Uninterrupted Success

Has demonstrated beyond any doubt

that the G.& N. Gravier Mainsprings

are superior to any Spring ever placed

upon the market. A trial will convince

the most skeptical of the truth of the

"

No. 2336. EMBOSSED.
VASELINE HOLDER.

MinagE114

The time of year has arrived when
you will be having the same trouble with
Mainsprings, namely, constantly break-
ing. This can be avoided. The remedy is
simple, buy the G. & N. Gravier Main-
springs. They will suit you; they will
save you lots of annoyance, and in fact
will be a saving to you all around if you
begin at once to use them. We are the
sole owners of these Springs.

No. 223. COMBINATION SET.
MUSTARD GLASS-LINED.

Elgin, Dpublc Braced, 18 Size.

Elgin, Double Braced, 16 Size.

Elgin, Double Braced, 6 Size.

Do not fail to visit our Exhibit at the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, SECTION N, Manufactures ,and Liberal Arts Building.

S 20 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.ALESROOMS   (   224 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, /LL.
----■1111r 220 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.



A NOVELTY
FOR SUMMER.

You no doubt find,-in your experience in selling spectacles,
that your trade falls off in summer. It is a good thing to keep
before the public all the year round. Our "SCENERY SPEC=
TACLES" will sell everywhere in summer. You can afford to
sell an article of this kind for 25 cents (costs you io cents to 13
cents) as an adverlisement, as there is no time lost in fitting.
(They are all alike.) We give, gratis, mo fine lithographed circulars
(in colors) with every dozen "Scenery Spectacles or Eye-Glasses.
Below will be found a fac-simile of this circular. It is printed on
good paper, with margin for customer's name. A thousand of
these attractive circulars distributed in your town will bring lots
of customers to your store, for the novelly will excite curiosity to see
what they are, and the pleasing effect of the article will sell it.

SCENERY SPEeTTieLES
PaASING NOVELTY FOR CHILDREN co „E. WORN trf EVERYBODY WITHOU T

FOR

SEASHORE, COUNTRY AND MOUNTAINS.
OWING TO THE DELICATE TINT INSERTED IN THE GLASS, PARKS, LANDSCAPES, WATERFALLS, OR THEOCEAN RESEMBLE 'BEAUTIFUL PAINTINGS" .WHEN SEEN THROUGH A PAIR OF THESE GLASSES,AND THE PECULIAR CONSTRUCTION ENADLES THE WEARER TO SEE DISTANT OBJECTS MORE CLEARLY

THAN WITH THE NAKED EYE fr 

An excellent nrticle for railroad travel. No visitor t,-) the WORLD'S FAIR should be withouta pair. Not only will they protect the eyes from cinders, but add to the beauty of the scenery enroute, while the view of the grounds and Chicago from towers or tall buildings must be seen throughthese glasses to be properly appreciated.

FOR PROTECTING THE EYES FROM THE GLARE OF THE SUN ON SNOW. IN WINTER, THEY ARE UNSURPASSED

Price in blued steel, $E.00 per dozen. Nickel-plated, $1.25. (too circulars with every dozen.)

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS.
(We open no retail accounts, but if your jobber does not carry these goods, we will send them direct from the

factory on receipt of price. Cash must accompany all orders.)

T. A. WILLSON & CO., Sole Mfrs., READING, PA.
Ii(. have just completed the tools for a new, cheap steel eye-glass, for which We anticipate a very large sale. It is made NOT TO CLOSE, and instead 0/a handle, it has a neatring to firs/en an eye-glass cord. (As an INTRODUCTORY FEATURE, we will give gratis with the first few hundred gross of these eye-glasses, a dozen good silk eye-glass cords witheveiy dozen eye-glasses.) This zew ge-glass will be sold by jobbers at Soc. per dozen in plano-convex, $1.00 per dozen in Coquille, and P.'s per dozen in Scenery." (Silk cordsgratis with any of the three styles, and in Scenery " also zoo circulars like above.) If you cannot get these eye-glasses from ,rour jobber, we will fill your order direct from factory.(Cash must accompany order. We open no retail accounts.) Sample pair of each of these three eye-glasses, with silk cords, sent on receipt of 2s cents.

tbe Varbour %jiver Co.
122, wabasf, Avenge, Cbicaoro.
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No. 13. Coffee Set. Four pieces.

When in Chicao-o, catt at the above showrooms and inspect our tine

•

.

ror sate by, hieadinq Jobbers.

-109

Factories:
Hartford, Conn.

THE GEM CABINET.
(Cot t wo.t birds size.)

Gem Cabinet Specialties.
(Printed description of contents in lid of each cabinet.)

HIGHEST Possible Quality. LOWEST Possible Price.

Contains twenty-four metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.
Absolutely accurate. Nlicrometrical measurements.

No. I.—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-Jewels—perfect tit. Assorted for Waltham, Elgin,
I lampden, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes. - - - - Complete, Price, $3.50.

No. 2.—Contains eight dozen Cock and Foot Balance-Ho!e Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford and Illinois -movements in all sizes. Absolutely correct. - - Complete, Price, $8.00.Sante as above, but only four dozen Jewels, - - - - - - - - - 4.75.

No. 3.—Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for 'Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and Illinois
movements in all sizes—al solute tit. • - - - - - - Price, $10.00.
Same as above, with only four dozen Staffs. - - - - - - Complete, 5.75.

No. 4.—Contains twelve dozen long Case or Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin. Hampden,
Rockford, Illinois and others. Blue and polished—fiat and conical heads. Accuracy
guaranteed. - - - - - - - - . - - - Complete, Price, $3.25.
One box Hands—contains eight dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham andNo. 5.—Elgin watches in all sizes, besides three dozen each Second-Hands-, IS, 6 and l sizes.(m7ui4ete

Price, $2.00.

Optimus (Best) American Mainsprings.
Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six; average set, not
one in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for every make. In the

1 L1colors usei1 . the watch companies. Price, 51.25 per dozen; 515.00 per gross. Sample
dozen sent on application; and if not approved of, money returned and no charge made for those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same quality as above,
tagged and gauged as per Dennison, $1.00 per dozen; $12.00 per gross.

Optimus Gold Solder.
Best on earth. 6, 10 and 14 karat. Rich in color. Never balls ; flows right into the joint. Can
be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled intc plate, so tough is it. This solder will flow on
any quality of job, even on good rolled-plate.

Silver Solder. As above.

Samples sent free on application.

NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.
TERMS-10 per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per

cent. 30 days.

Complete stock always on hand.

481aw
C. E. Fuller's Milling Tool for Repairing and Cutting

Diamond Settings. is automat ic in its art

PRICE, 8o CENTS.

John II. JaCOMOil,
Complete line of Tools,"Materials and Crystals

35 Mallen ine, ligia York Clio,
or P. 0. Box 2485.
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EiPliPsr/61,l/Idaa:ePrice, $60.00.

This TRIAL-CASE contains the following articles, with first-quality round lenses, mounted withmetal rims : :4 pairs spherical convex lenses, from 2%, to 20 diciptrics ; :34 pairs spherical concave lenses,from Y, to 20 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindrical convex lenses, from IA  to 6 dioptrics ; 22 pairs cylindricalconcave lenses, from 1%, to 6 dioptrics : 10 prisms, from 1 to 10 degrees ; 4 piano colored glasses; 2 John-ston patent pupilary disks ; 1 piano white glass ; I piano white glass, frosted ; 1 piano white glass, halffrosted ; 1 rubber plate, solid ; 1 rubber plate with hole in center 1 rubber plate with stenopaic slit ;1 No. 1307 Johnston's patent trial-frame, graduated—it registers pupilary distance, width and height ofnose, and how far out or in the bridge should be set ; I of Snellen's test-types and astigmatic diagrams ;1 trial-box, silk-plush lined and genuine morocco-covered. The box is numbered in both dioptric andinch systems.

'

We illustrate above a PLUSH STAND, which holds five READING-GLASSES, one of eachsize front two to four inches. We sell these stands for 75 cents each ; but to customers purchasingone of each size readers we will make a present of the stand. The five reading-glasses in nickel-plate will cost $5.00, and in gold finish 87.85.; three nickel and two gilt, $6.10.

NO. 127. AFTER-DINNER COFFEE SET. FLUTED.

A. W. Johanson's New and Improved Pivot-Polisher

Indispensable for Grinding, Pivot-Polishing, Milling, Snailing, Spotting, Drilling and Recessing for Jewel Screw-heads, etc. The machine can be
made to fit any Watchmaker's Lathe-Slide and Hand-Rests, anlis, beyond doubt, the best time-saving attachment in the market at the present time,
as it takes but live seconds to change it from hand rest post to slide-rest, or vice versa.

Price with 4 Cutters and 4 Laps, $20.00. Without Cutters and Laps, $16.00.

We illustrate above only a few styles of LEATHER AND MOROCCO SPECTACLE-CASES which we manufacture. We
make over sixty styles of Chatelaine Cases alone. Having had a good many years' Lxperience in manufacturing cass, with our improvedmachinery in that department, we are enabled to make a superior quality at a low figure. For other styleirsec our 1S93 Catalogue.

Idler Pulleys.
No. x represents a ball-socket

bearing to be screwed to the
bench.

No. 2, a clamp over the swiv-
el bearing on the speed counter-
shaft. zo inches long.

Price, $5.00 each.

Ag. i. Price, Steel, $5.00; Brass, $4.00. Fig. 2. Price, Steel, $4.00 ; Brass, $3.00.

(Muck is improved with one more additional cap for small sizes of crowns at same price. One of these Crown
Chucks will hold ALL sizes of Crowns. When ordering solid chuck, Fig. I, please state size of lathe
and maker's name. Fig. 2 will fit in No. 40 Wire.Chuck of any American Lathe.

I , ji 1.1..111

The STANDART LENS-GRINDER, illustratedabove, is the best friend of the jeweler and optician. It willgrind faster than any other glass-grinder in the market, andleave a smooth surface at the same time. There is also awooden wheel attached to it for the purpose of putting a mir-ror finish on the lens or ■atcb-crrstal if desired. Pries.81.50 each.

The above illustrates our patent SCREW-BOX, whichcontains One gross of screws, assorted to tit all kinds of spec-tacles and eye-glasses. Each style is in a compartment byitself. l'rice, 81.00.
A. W. JOHANSON, 326 Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Patentee and Manufacturer of WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' TOOLS.
For sale by all the Leading Jobbers of Tools and Materials.

These Crown Turning Tools can
be used either with or without the
Crown Chuck, as shown in cut. The
notch in back of the tool is for turning
out groove for the screw in stem. This
tool can also be used for turning out bar-
rebcovers, and various other purposes.
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Genuine French and Real Onyx CloOs at Greatly Reduced PricesWe will close out our present stock at less than cost, as we need the room for large Fall importations. Now i the time to lmy,as these prices will hold good only until our present supply is sold.

No. 859. Clock, Reduced from $66.00 to $54.00, List.Real Onyx Case, Solid Bronze Gold-Gilt Ornaments and Sash, richly ornamented White and liltBeveled Glass, is-day Movement, striking the Hours and Half Hours on CathedralHeight, it Inches; Base, 1334 Inches.

No. 857. Clock, Reduced from $50.00 to $42.00, List.Real Onyx Case, Genuine Bronze Gilt Ornaments and Sash. Fine Porcelain Dial, t5-day Movement,
striking Hours and Half Hours on.Cathedral Gong.Length, 14% Inches; Height, si Inches.

Reduced Price-List on Other Stules Shown in our 1893 Book.Page 43. S6o reduced from $66.00 to $64.00, list." 45. " 865 " " $63.50 "$54.00, "" 46. " 867 " " $41.00 "$33.50, "" 46. " 869 " " $67.00 "$56.00, "
Prices of No. 865, No. 867 and No. 869 include Vases, Ornaments orCandelabra, as shown in catalogue.

No. 863. Clock and Ornament, Reduced from $47.00 to $38.00, List.onyx Case, Solid Bronze Gilt Sash and Ornaments, Fine Porcelain Dial with Gilt Center ornament,Beveled Glass, zs-day Movement, striking the Hours and Half Hours on Cathedral Goi11;.Height, Including Ornament, :8 Inches ; Base, 93.: Inches.
See our 1893 Tool and Material Catalogue, also our General Catalcgue.

OUR PRICES ALWAYSOTTO YOUNG- & CO., 149 to

No. 861. Clock and Vase, Reduced from $58.00 to £48.00, List.
Real Onyx Case, Solid Bronze Gilt Sash Ornaments. Porcelain Dial, Fancy Center, ( )nyx Columns with

Gilt Ornaments, 15.day Movement, striking the flours and Half Hours on Cathedral Gong.Total Height, 14 Inches ; Base, 123 Inches.We keep in stock all merchandise required by the jewelry trade.UNIFORMLY LOW.

153 State St., Chicago, I11.
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DAVID F. CONOVER & CO
DAVID F. CONOVER B. FRANK

Diamonds

•

WILLIAMS

Watches

Headquarters
for

Wallin WAIN
and

Everything Needed by Jewelas
We carry the largest stock of

Waltham Movements
in the world

Silvcrware Optical Goods

Tools ad Materials

CHESTNUT AND SEVENTH STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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COMBINATION 

CENTRAL

For the convenience of the optical trade of the United States,
we have located

An Eastern Depot 
At New York,

4 Maiden Lane.

Central Depot
At Cleveland, 0.,

179 and 181 Superior Street.

Western Depot
At Kansas City,

1013 and 1015 Walnut Street.

16.

"..40̀ )/

We keep on hand a com-
plete stock of everything- in
the optical line.

Lens-grinding and jobbing
department a specialty.

Prescriptions filled in three
hours.

The Elite Test=Case and Optician's Outfit manufactured by us is the mostcomplete and perfect in the country.
The only Detachable Opera-Glass Holder in the United States is manufacturedand controlled by us, by letters patent. Over ioo different designs in stock.
We solicit import orders for the celebrated Merveille et Cie and LemaireOpera and Field Glasses.
We call special attention to the superior quality of our lenses.

PRICES REDUCED
We mean business.

TRY US. 

-

Julius King Optical Co.

BROADWAY AND I 9TH STREET, NEW YORK.

Gorham Solid Silver
There is nothing more appropriate for a wedding present than an article in Solid

Silver, provided it bears a trade-mark that insures a high standard in quality and design.
Such presents are not necessarily very costly. A single piece, if really artistic, will be
acceptable to the most fastidious, and need cost but a trifle, comparatively. The Gorham
Mfg. Co., Silversmiths, have a large assortment of such articles. For instance, Soup
Ladles, Pie Knives, Salad Forks, Berry Spoons, Sugar Sifters, Asparagus Tongs and
Servers, Butter Knives, Orange Spoons, etc. Any of these pieces, bearing our well-
known trade-mark and put up in a handsome case, makes a beautiful present.

BRANCH OFFICES:

23 Maiden Lane, New York, 137 & 139 State St., Chicago. 118 & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco. Manufactory, Providence,
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Waltham 18 Size

Crescent Street—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; PatentBreguet Hairspring, Hardened and Temperedin Form ; Fine Glass Enamel Double SunkDial ; the finest Full-Plate Movement in theworld.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;Double Sunk Dial.

4. No. 25"—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance,
Adjusted to Temperature, lsochronism and
Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered inForm ; Double Sunk Dial.

" No. is "—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

Appleton, Tracy Cc Co.—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; PatentBreguet Hairspring. Hardened and Temperedin Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguct Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. is," Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance ;Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form ;Double Sunk Dial.

No. 3 "—Nickel.
11 Jewels ; Compensation-Balance.

Appleton, Tracy Et Co.—Gilt.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings; Compensa-tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; PatentBreguet Hairspring, Hardened and Temperedin Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance ;Patent Regulator ; l'atent Breguet Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. is," Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance :Patent Regulator ; P;Ltent Breguet Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form ;Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 3 "—Gilt.
11 Jewels ; Compensation-Balance.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-BalancePatent Regulator ; Patent Breguet hair-

Spring. Hardened and Tempered in Form ;Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 35 "—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; PatentBreguet Hairspring, Hardened and Temperedin Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 15 "—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance :Patent Regulator : Patent Breguet Hair-spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. i"—Gilded.
7 Jewels ; Compensation-Balance.
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• E ready advertisement-writer in the retail
jewelry trade will find excellent material for
appropriate " quotations" in his advertisements,
in the exhaustive collection gathered by " John
Tweezer." in his valuable article herein on TIME.

" This world is all a fleeting show," said the
poet, and so thought the New Yorkers during the
past week. The mutual admiration manceuvres
of the international fleet at Hampton Roads
reached a spectacular climax in the grand naval
pageant in the North River on the 27th of April.
Cannon roared, rumbled, crashed and thundered
in pandemoniac confusion till thousands of land-
lubber heads ached and the frightened whale con-
descended to hold friendly subaqueous counsel
with the tiny crustacean as to the probable cause
of the commotion. Thousands of dollars, pounds,
francs, thalers, livres, ducats, doubloons, moi-
dores and roubles of the sweat-stained earnings of
the patient and ever-available taxpayer were ruth-
lessly blown into the clouds for the greater glory
of nobody or nothing in particular, and for no
special purpose except " to make a Roman. holi-
day "—Columbian holiday, rather. In this year
of big displays, however, the imposing aquatic
event was in order, and the sight was enjoyed by
all. Our own cruisers in their snow-white garb
made a truly inspiring spectacle. Dr. Johnson
did not elm, less the man who could traverse un-
moved the plains of Marathon, or the historic
ruins of sainted Iona, than do we the American
whose pulse would not beat quicker with warming
patriotism at the sight of those formidable de-
fenders of our coast and our commerce. The
rivalry between the nations was of the friendliest
character. It is a weird reflection that the ships
that saluted so filially in the North River may one
day turn against one another in deadly conflict
their terrible engines of destruction. Perish the
ill-titned thought !

How road reform may be best and most
economically accomplished is a question that is
at last getting merited attention from many State
Legislatures. We have already, in this connec-
tion, suggested in these columns that the making
of good roads furnished an excellent opportunity
for utilizing convict labor to great public advan-
tage and in a manner that could not prove detri-
mental to any individual or class. We are conse-
quently pleased to note that there is a probability
that the experiment may be tried in the early
future. A bill now before the New York Legis-
lature, and so far favorably acted upon, provides
that the warden of Clinton Prison, Clinton
County, may employ 300 of the convicts on roads
within a twenty-mile radius of the prison. If the
experiment be made and the plan works favorably,
it could be extended to all penal institutions, and
a great public reform could be thus carried out
at a minimum cost.

SCIENTIFIC gossipers and
the public generally have,
for some time past, been
busying themselves con-
jecturing the probable na-
ture of the World's Fair
exhibit of Thomas Alva
Edison, the world-famed
"wizard of Menlo Park."

Thos. A. Edison. 
It now transpires that Mr.4

Edison's exhibit will be
a perfected kinetograph, the wonderful invention
on which he has been at work for some time.
The kinetograph is to the eye what the phonograph
is to the ear—a mechanical retina which stores
away a living picture to be reproduced at will in
all its action, every movement being faithfully
shown at any time and at any place. With this
extraordinary instrument it is possible to show in
Chicago Chauncey M. Depew delivering a speech
Oil board the flagship Chicago, in New York har-
bor—not a mere photograph of arrested action,
but to all intents and purposes the living man,
his gestures, the play of expression on his face,
the very movements of his lips. It will, in fact,
transmit and reproduce motion of any kind for
any distance. A wonder was expected from " the
wizard," and he has fulfilled expectations. The
time may not be far distant when we can sit alone
in our parlors and enjoy the " Twelfth Night "
by Daly's company, scenery and all.

KING HUMBERT of Italy and Queen Margherita
celebrated on April 22d their silver wedding with
due regal pomp. Many potentates joined in the
celebration, chief among whom was Emperor
William of Germany, whom time seems to be giv-
ing a more sober conception of imperial duties
and responsibilities. The anniversary was a gala
day in Rome, and everything seemed to reveal
ironclad loyalty to the royal family. Beneath the
surface, however, there was an ominous grumbling.
and not a little criticism of the lavish waste of
public money at a time when commerce is far from
prosperous, and the national exchequer in a dilap-
idated condition. The apathetic nature of the
popular loyalty was shown by the collapse of a
" national " movement to present the royal couple
with a silver wedding gift. It is recorded, for
instance, that a subscription opened at a railroad
post-office at Genoa realized one dollar and thirty-
one cents, of which the chief of the department
contributed one dollar and twenty-five cents.

'Emperor William utilized the occasion to paw a
prolonged visit to the Pope.
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OUR expressed admiration, on another page,
of the bill before the New York Legislature to
utilize convict labor in road-making must not be
' misinterpreted as an endorsement of convict labor

as usually understood. We note that down in
Tennessee the reprehensible practice of putting
convicts in competition with free labor is again

• brewing trouble. In that State the convicts are
rented out contractors and mine-owners by the
State authorities. The principle is untenable, the
effect is demoralizing, the entire practice is glar-
ingly unjust. This plan of raising revenue was
adopted as a dernier ressort when the State treas-
ury was bankrupt. The cause no longer exit',
but human selfishness has made the makeshift an
established custom. Here, at least, is a labor
grievance that appeals to public sympathy. It
would be hard, indeed, to find fault with the
illegal acts of men who have daily such contam-
inating associations deliberately forced upon them
by the government of their Commonwealth.

Nor can we say much in favor of convict
labor within the prison walls. An eminent .judge
of this city declared recently that legislation
which forbids such labor is unconstitutional, be-
cause it denies to certain persons the right to work.
Somebody, he argued, had to pay for the main-
tenance of the convict ; why not let him pay for
it himself? The learned judge overlooked the
fact that the average American does not Fork
merely for sustenance for himself, nor merely for
sustenance for his wife and family. The tax to
support the prisoner is paid by the entire com-
munity. Allowing him to support himself is re-
lieving the community of an onus at the expense
of a class, often, it may be, of an individual. We
ourselves remember on one occasion a prison being
enlarged to twice its former size by the skilled
labor within its walls, and that, too, when skilled
free artisans were in semi-starvation owing to a
scarcity of employment. This may have been
just to the entire tax-paying community ; it was
certainly unjust to the laboring portion of it.
We think it advisable to give convict laborers a
chance to work at road-making ; we think it
wrong to allow them to repair watches and clocks,
shoes, clothes, heaters and boilers.

IN no department of industry is human in-
genuity, aided by chemical science, accomplishing
greater wonders than in utilizing so-called waste
products. Such, indeed, has been our progress in
this direction that it is doubtful whether the
phrase " waste product " .can any longer be used
with propriety. A writer in the Age of Steel says
that for many years the slag from iron furnaces
was but useless refuse. It was dumped on waste
land, in Convenient ravines and in unsightly
masses wherever possible. It is now manufactured
into asbestos, cement, glassware, pottery, fire-
bricks, fertilizers, and into the paint that now em-
bellishes the Pullman palace car. Sawdust, so
long the nuisance of saw-mills, once dumped into
swamps and pits, can now be made into sheeting
for buildings, and when mixed with paper pulp
supplies an excellent article. It is also serviceable
in aniline dyes, wood alcohol and certain acids.
Cotton seed, once left to rot at the cotton gin or
used as fuel, now furnishes oil, lint, food for cat-
tle and hulls for fertilizers ; the product of the oil
industry amounting to $16,000,000 per annum,
with the sale of lint and hulls realizing over
$1,500,000 each in the same period. The refuse
of silk factories or warehouses, once a nauseating
and uncleanly compound of leaves, imperfect co-
coons and dead worms, is now utilized, being
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sorted by machinery and the short threads incor-
porated in valuable commercial fabrics. Coal tar
was once but an olfactory nuisance and sometimes
disposed of by burning under gas retorts; now ani-
line dyes are obtained from the benzole it con-
tains. Other by-products of coal, such as sul-
phate of ammonia, etc., are now sources of in-
dustry and wealth. The refuse of woolen mills,
once a sanitary sinner in the pollution of creeks and
rivers, has come in the range of chemical science,
while in many large chemical works the savings
of gases, once a menace to public health, have by
condensation been transferred into valuable com-
mercial articles. The utilization of these formerly
waste products has created new industries, lessened
the cost of production, and been a priceless boon
to humanity generally.

NEW YORK harbor recently furnished a unique
object-lesson for those who have leisure to study
the world's progress, and more particularly in
matters nautical. The harbor was temporarily
enriched by a multitude of the greatest war-vessels
afloat, by the gigantic Campania, the largest

transatlantic liner yet built, and side by side with
these were the tiny deckless caravels, the Santa
Maria, Pinta and Nina, redevivae, in which Col-
umbus discovered a continent four centuries ago.
The world could furnish no more imposing illus-
tration of the boundless resources of human
genius than the progress in naval architecture
revealed by the contrast. With lightning cables
beneath, and myriads of wealth-carrying fliers
above, man has truly conquered the once dread
dominions of Neptune.

The question will occur to many, have the
United States done, or are they now doing, their
share in this direction ? At present an American
company is laying a cable from Peru to Central
America, which was made in England. At pres-
ent two great steamships for a new line between
America and Australasia are on the stocks in an
English shipyard. The English made the new
deep sea cable between South America and
Africa. We recently bought our tWo best Atlan-
tic steamships in England. Why is this thus?
Echo answers " Why?" With such unparal-
leled achievements on land, is it not time
that the trend of American genius was turn-
ing more directly oceanward ? The establishing
of the American Line some time ago was in-
terpreted as a hopeful sign, and their recent order
to Cramp's for five vessels, two of which are ex-
pected to be the crowning achievement of nine-

-  

teenth century naval architecture, is proof positive

of the thoroughness of their intentions. The

patriotic example might be worthily followed.

THE World's Columbian Exposition has been

formally opened, and during the next six months
the peoples of all lands will feast their eyes on a
spectacle that .completely overshadows in magni-
tude and magnificence anything humanity has yet
seen. History furnishes DO more impressive rev-

. elation of the seemingly limitless possibilities of
human genius than the marvelous transformation
from the Jackson Park of eighteen months ago to
the gorgeous " White City " of to-day. The
most imaginative mind gets lost in the contempla-
tion of the vastness pf the undertaking, the splen-
dor of the execution. From the various points of
vantage throughout the grounds the bewildered
and delighted visitor on opening day looked
down on a scene of grandeur inconceivable and
indescribable—on mighty temples of industry that,
in their radiant beauty, seemed to scornfully re-
flect the Alay sunlight from their domes and pin-
nacles; on blue lagoons and vivacious rivers
breaking into sparkling fountains, and enclosing
wooded islands with grottoes that outvie those in
which the seductive Calypso once wooed her be-
loved Telemachus ; on myriads of beautiful and
heroic statues rising from land and water, wel-
coming, as it were, the arriving multitudes; on
waving flags of all nations and gorgeous banners
of all sects, clans and classes—in short, on every-
thing that apparently limitless human ingenuity
and the evolved talent of ages could contrive to
astound, dazzle and enchant the beholder. Bril-
liant by clay, the scene by night was a celestial
dream: The roofs and domes were outlined with
electric lights ; foamy illuminated fountains
dashed gorgeous colors into the heavens ; long
lagoons reflected the Myriads of artificial stars,
and innumerable glittering towers and turretse
seemed to laugh to scorn the distant brilliancy of
the constellations in the canopy above. And yet
this unparalleled external beauty pales before the
wonderland within.

Well may this great country be proud of the
showing. In a few hundred years the United
States have boldly stepped to the front in the van-
guard of civilized nations, and are now the fore-
most in wealth, population and intelligence ; in
all that ennobles life and manhood ; in all that
gives strength and security to the great fabric of
society. With our proverbial enterprise we un-
dertook to make the Exposition worthy of such
vast greatness. Let the visiting millions answer
whether we have succeeded.

A DEMOCRATIC cyclone struck little Belgium
recently, and the so-called " classes," who had
previously Monopolized the power-and the votes,
are now anxiously inquiring where are they at?
It suddenly dawned on the Belgian intellect that
the right of suffrage was a popular right, and their
determination to gain it was admirable ; so admir-
able, indeed, that spurning their wishes would
undoubtedly have resulted in a sanguinary con-
flict and the almost certain overthrow of the
monarchy. The Pope and Mr. Gladstone, who
are wise in their generation, dissuaded King
Leopold from incurring the grave responsibilities
of forcing the people to revolution, and the pop-
ular demand for universal suffrage was conceded.
Plural voting is a drawback to the new measure
that will be got rid of in time. It does seem as if
we were in the evening of the day of kings.

•
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Silver .as Money.

It is a misfortune to this country that the

ignorance of the multitude as to the use and need

of silver as currency is so abundantly shared by

statesinen, newspaper editors and others Credited

with very much more than average intelligence.

It seems as if the reasonable feeling aroused some

time ago against free coinage as applied to this

country had unwittingly drifted into a foundation-

less antipathy to silver as money, and to its re-

monetization even by international agreement.

This antipathy seems to us to be founded on two

untenable hypotheses : first, the erroneous idea

that gold is a fixed standard of value, and the

only standard of value which can be kept stable.

Ambassador and ex-Secretary of State Bayard, in

speaking on this question a short time ago, said:

" Gold is a stable, unvarying basis for the trans-

actions of of mankind." Assertions are not proof,

and we cannot accept this one. Jevons, in his

" Money," says: " We are too much accustomed

to look upon the value of gold as a fixed datum

line in commerce, but in reality it is a Very vari-

able thing ;" and, as a matter of fact, the value

of gold has advanced steadily and continuously

during the past fifteen years, which is in itself a

strong argument in favor of the remonetization of

silver.
The second false hypothesis is that the

decline in the price of silver is due solely to

the increase in production, and "A. B. C.." in

his article in the March KEYSTONE on " Silver as

Money," seemed to entertain this view. In fact,

it is the prevailing opinion. We were somewhat

surprised recently to read in Harpers' Weekly that

the price of silver was declining because " the

production of silver continues to increase." This

latter assertion is contrary to the fact. The

product of the American mines in 1892 was three

hundred and thirty thousand ounces less than that

of 1891, while the world's Product was more than

one million ounces less. As a matter of fact, at

present prices the production of silver has, in

realty instances, become unprofitable. Yet, not-

withstanding. this lessening of the production,

prices continued to decline. We hold to the view

that demonetization, and not volume of production

is primarily responsible for the decline in the price

of silyer. Reference to the parallel cost of gold

will prove the solidity of our view. The yearly

product of gold continues to increase, yet gold

continues to appreciate. In 1892 more than six

hundred thousand ounces were produced in excess

of the production of 1891, yet the value continued

to grow. Here are figures which represent the

actual commercial values of the product of the

two metals in the years 1873 and 1891 :

1873 • 1891
World's product of gold • . • . $96,000,000 $126,000,000

I silver . . 82,000;000 142,000,000

These figures show that while the product of

gold increased thirty per cent. in eighteen years,

its value has steadily advanced. The only con-

clusion is that the price of silver declined because

the nations robbed it of its use as a money metal,

while gold appreciated because it aims given a

monopoly in this respect and operated as all

monopolies do.
Those who hold that demonetization had

nothing to do with lowering the price of silver can-

not very well hold the opinion that remonetization

would raise it. Mr. Fairchild, of New York, in a re-

cent speectron the silver question, said : " There is

no power in any organization of man, because it is

called a Government, to give a value to anything

that has not a pre-existing value by the universal

consensus and habit of man. Government may

be a great convenience and perform functions for

the people, but it cannot be a creator of value."

This is true only in part. Demand creates value.

If the government can create a demand it cer-

tainly can create value. All know as a =her of

fat that. on numberless occasions government

measures have. so interfered with demand as to

create or annihilate values to a certain extent.

" A. B. C.," in the article in the KEYSTONE,

refers rather contemptuously, we think, to the

efforts of our law-makers to have silver remonetized

by international agreement. " With inexplicable

-fatuity," he writes, " our law-makers cling to the

hope-that the European nations will yet join with

us in a scheme for unlimited coinage."

The hope seems to us very explicable and by

no means fatuitous. The cause of bimetalism

is making rapid strides in Europe, and even in

strong monometallic England. In .1889 that

country had the matter considered by a mono-

metalist royal commission, and these financial

wiseacres reported as follows : " We think that

in any conditions fairly to be contemplated in the

future, so far as we can forecast them from the

experience of the past, a stable ratio might be

maintained if the nations we have alluded to were

to accept and strictly adhere to bimetalism at the

suggested ratio. We think that if in all these

countries gold and silver could be freely coined,

and thus become exchangeable against commodi-

ties at the fixed ratio, the market value of silver

measured by gold would conform to that ratio, as

and not vary to any material extent."

This fair statement of bimetallic doctrine

contains the solution of the silver question, and

let it be remembered that the silver question is

cosmopolitan, not merely American. One of the

Rothschilds in 1869, in testifying before a French

monetary commission, said : " The two metals

concur together in forming the monetary circula-

tion of the world, and it is the general mass of the

two metals combined which serves to measure the

value of things."
Alfred de Rothschild, at the International

Monetary Conference, after admitting that the

further depression of silver would produce " fright-

ful consequences," took the wind from some of

our American cynics by suggesting an interna-

tional scheme for advancing the price of silver.

Yet there are many Americans to-day who believe

that European nations took part in the conference

solely through courtesy to the United States, and

that the financial concursus, called together, as

its Belgian president said, to consider one of

" the gravest problems of modern society," was

merely a plausible scheme to enrich a few 'Western

silver-mine owners.

That silver and gold can be kept at a fixed

ratio is a fact not founded on mere supposition,

but on actual past experience. We remember

reading some time ago in the leading daily paper

of New York City that there was a humorous sug-

gestion about the proposition that nations should

use two yard-sticks of different lengths to measure

their values. This imbecile expression fairly

indicates the average journalistic knowledge of

bimetalism. The writer was evidently unaware

that the two " yard-sticks " were used for years in

his own country and in France with perfect satis-

faction.
A British financial light, H. R. Grenfell,

one of the directors of the Bank of England, has

proved that " silver prices " (that is, prices of

commodities measured in silver), " in spite of the

increased production of silver, have remained
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approximately steady, while gold prices have sunk

thirty per cent. in the last twenty years."

Again he says " the double standard is not

a new scheme, but one which has succeeded per-

fectly from time immemorial," and ratifies our

contention that the depreciation of silver is due

to the fact that the mints have been opened " to

unlimited coinage of gold, which has given it the

function of unlimited legal tender," while the

same Privilege has been denied to silver.

It has been contended that the accumulation

of silver drives away gold. If so, why has the Bank

of France, which has more silver than any other

similar institution, more gold also ? If so, why has

our own stock of gold increased more than four

hundred million dollars since silver coinage

began ? We must not be understood as advocat-

ing free coinage for any particular country, much

less our Own. The friends of such a free coinage

scheme give silver credit for too much ; its oppo-

nents give silver credit for nothing at all.

We hold, in the first place, that international

bimetalism is practicable, and past experience goes

to uphold our view. We hold in the second

place that it is desirable, firstly, because corn-

merce demands a more convenient currency

medium ; and secondly, because bimetalism would

undoubtedly give a par of exchange. We regret

that with a financial crisis imminent in our own

country, more enlightenment and less prejudice

on the money question do not obtain.

THE following letters explain themselves :

NEW YORK, April 15,1893.
WILLIAM C. ROBERTS, ESQ.,'

President and General Manager
New York Standard Watch Co.

DEAR SIR : The board of directors of the Non-Retail-

ing Company, of Lancaster, Pa., have unanimously tendered

me the management of that Company at such a salary and

on such conditions that I am compelled to entertain their

proposition, if you can see your way to generously relieve

me of my present engagement. I therefore tender my resig-

nation as secretary of the New York Standard Watch

Company, such resignation to take effect on May 1st, or on

any day earlier that your board may elect my successor.

In thus severing my connection with your Company I

desire to make my very grateful acknowledgment of the

courtesies which I have uniformly received from its officers

and directors, both in their official and personal relations,

and to express the wish (which is father to the thought)

that the Company may continue its prosperous career with
increasing rewards of success, and add new glory to the

achievements of watchmaking in America.
Yours sincerely,

WILLIS B. MUSSER.

NEW YORK, April is, 1893.
MR. WILLIS B. MUSSER.

DEAR SIR: I am sorry to be obliged to consider your

request to be relieved of your present engagement as secre-

tary of this Company, in order to accept the management of

the Non-Retailing Company of Lancaster, Pa., but I am not
disposed to selfishly stand in the way of your personal
advantage or inclination, and therefore regretfully accept

your resignation as secretary of the New York Standard

Watch Co.
I heartily reciprocate your expression of entire satisfac-

tion in all our relations hitherto, and am personally much

grieved to lose your valuable services to this Company ; and

ill so saying I am voicing the unanimous sentiment of the

board of directors as well. Your special ability as a writer

of forceful and effective advertising has been particularly

appreciated by the management, and has contributed in no

small degree to the present popularity of The Best Watch

in the World for the Money."
Wishing you a large and deserving measure of success

and happiness in your new position, believe me
Yours sincerely, Wm. C.ROBERTS,

President and General Manager.

We congratulate the Non-Retailing Company

on the acquisition of the abundant business knowl-

edge and rare executive ability which the new

manager is known td-possess. Mr. Musser is one

of the most accomplished business men in the

United States, and under his intelligent guidance

and watchful supervision the continued success of

the Company at an accelerated speed is assured.

"No.
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.SWARTel-IILD &
MAsome TEMPLE, efileAGO, ILL.

THE BOSS BRISTLE BRUSH.
Fine veneried back. Each brush has our name stamped on, showing it to be our exclusive make.

No. 3426. 2-row in soft, 4
" 
soft, hard, and %hard, each, 25 cts. Per dozen, $2.75.

342g. 3 a, 4 .
•'

3o "
•I 3428. 4 

66 66 .66 66 35 3.50.

No. 3429. EAR-WIRE FORMING TOOL.
With this tool you can make your own ear-wires, as shown in cut.

Full directions with each tool.

Price each, $1.00.

No. 3430-

LITTLE GEM
SILVER TEST.

Price per bottle, 25 cts.

No. 3431. COLUMBIA FOUNTAIN WATCH=OILER.
Price, $1.00.

IDE'S SCREW-DRIVERS.
No. 3432- Set of five, with wood handles, parr box $3.00.
" 3433. " ivory " 3.75.
" 3434. " " wood " morocco box 3.80.
" 3435- " " " ivory " " " 4.55.

Side view.

Rees' Patent Swiveled Ear-Wire and Hook.
These ear-wires can be put in or taken out of the ear without bend-
ing wire. and will not break, as the wire will turn in socket when
open. This is the best seller made. Assorted patterns.

No. 3436. 14 K. Rolled Plate. Per dozen, $ .5o.
" 3437. 10 K. Gold. 9.043.
" 3438. 14 k. Gold. so.5o.

JEWEL AND CASE-SCREW COUNTERBORES.
No. 3439-

Consisting of twelve sizes of case-screw counterbores tor
leading American watches.

Price, $2.90.

No. 3443. NEW STYLE JEWELING TOOL.
Fits In tail-stock spindle.

Made for Moseley, Webster-Whitcomb and Geneva lathes.

Price, $4.50.

NOTICE.

No. 3440.
Set for Waltham watches, consisting of six sizes of case-screw and

two sizes of jewel-screw counterbores.
Price, $1.75.

No. 3441.—Set for Elgin watches, consisting of three sizes of case.
screw and three sizes of jewel-screw counterbores.

Price, $1.15.

No. 3442.
Consisting of seven sizes of jewel-screw counterbores for

leading American watches.
Price, $1.00.

Price for single case-screw counterbores, 25 eta.
Price for single jewel-screw counterbores, i "

1=-4V:Wiet:Seineigt  

NEW ADJUSTABLE PENDANT-SET SCREW-DRIVER.
Can be adjusted to any size pendant-set sleeves. Our New Adjustable Pendant-Set Screw-Driver tits 0. I, 6, 16 and 18

size watches. No more need of having different size pendant-set screw-drivers lying around. This one fills the place of
all and is contained in one tool.

Price, so cents.

•

Owing to the large demand for our 1893 and 1894 645-page Catalogue, we have been obliged to reprint fo,000 additional copies, which
will be ready for distribution by April 15, 1893. Parties not having received one previously, will please advise us of same, and we will tor-
ward one to them, as this is the most complete catalogue ever published, and should be in every watchmaker and jeweler's possession.

SWARTCHILD & CO., Masonic Temple, Fifth Floor, Chicago, Ill.

-
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Regulators.

Is your customer of a suspicious nature?

Then go cautiously in making the sale. " He

doth protest too much," said Shakespeare's sus-

picious character. Avoid commending too highly

the article he prefers. Suspicion grows with hear-

ing lavish praise. A timid but trustful buyer needs

just this " boost," but a suspicious one is driven

away by it. '1'lle mildest terms of praise will

maintain his interest ; the gentlest suggestion of

value, or low price, will be more effective with

him than superlative commendation. The sus-

picious nature is always difficult to " handle " ;

but the merchant can ignorantly increase the diffi-

culties tenfold, even if be does not render the sale

entirely impossible.

Avoid ruts. Once in a narrow track, the

wheels of trade sink deeper and deeper into the

groove ; and the longer you continue in the rut,

the greater the moral strength necessary to pull

You out of it filially, and the greater the strain

upon the machine in the effort. A NN-agon pulls

easiest out of a rut ; goes faster, with less wrench

and jolt, and turns to this side or that more

readily, in meeting and passing obstructions.

One may get so deeply into a rut that there is no

help but to stand still and be run over. Avoid

ruts in business.

When your friend is a customer treat him as

a customer, rather than a friend. In other words,

make friends of all your customers, but do not al-

low friendship for any one to color your business

policy. Business and affection do not make a

profitable compound. Reserve your personal de-

monstrations for out-of-store hours ; you will be

better understood and your path will be straight.

So sayeth the prophet—and the profit echoeth

" Amen ! "

The successful salesman. is one who can sell

an article at a fair profit and retain the customer,

under all conditions. Does it seem a simple propo-

sition ? But how few are there who measure up

to this standard !

Almost anybody can sell an article at a good

profit, without regard to subsequent sales ; any-

body can sell at no profit and be sure of perpetual

return of the customer to repeat his delightful ex-

perience; but to sell at a good profit and inspire

the customer to call again, under all the conditions

which affect the many-minded public monster—

that is where the genius of selling finds its field

fur trial and exercise.

If the experience and observation of all suc-

cessful merchants would be concentrated into one

sentence, in reply to the question, " What is the

surest way to defeat a permanent success ? " it would

probably take this shape : When you advertise

quality and real value, EXAGGERATE.

It is amazing that so many merchants con-

tinue in the out-worn belief that the public is a

fool or a baby. The poet's line, " Men are but

children of a larger growth," seems to be accepted

as a serious fact on which to base policies of trade.

It appears to be the confident opinion that men's

eyes were not made for seeing, nor their ears for

hearing,. nor • their minds for calmly considering

and judging, and then approving or condemning.

Some day the short-sighted advertisers who are

now rushing madly along the anything-to-catch-

present-customers path, will wake to find their

" occupation gone," their word hopelessly dis-

credited, their frantic exaggerations laughed at,

and the dear public in possession of their honest

competitor across the way.

•
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Speaking of honesty in business, is it not a

little singular that advertisers who are sensitive in

their honor and scrupulous to a hair in stating the

truth in their verbal utterances, should deliber-

ately deceive in their printed statements in the

advertising columns of newspapers? Is there one

moral law which a man should observe when he

speaks to the customer across the counter, and

another when he addresses the impersonal public

in type? Does the sin of lying differ in kind, or

in degree, whether it is variously spoken or

printed ? What defence would the merchant

have against the reader of a newspaper who would

face him in his store, point to his advertisement

and call him Liar, on the same day that the in-

dignant merchant could justifiably prosecute one

who impugned his personal integrity on the evi-

dence of his daily Nralk and conversation ?

Strange that the people will strain at the gnat

of personal probity and swallow the camel of ad-

vertising fraud ! Strange, indeed, that the public

has not as yet discovered, and fearfully punished,

the difference between trade tweedledee and twee-

d led um !

To understand one's business thoroughly is

not only desirable on the side of its technical

advantages and in the protection it affords against

imposition, but in equal degree it is desirable be-

cause of the moral effect upon the dustomer. It

gains his confidence in a manner that nothing else

can. Your honesty may be unquestioned ; your

good intentions may be known of all men ; but if

to these moral qualities you do not unite a perfect

knowledge of your business, you lack a needful

element in establishing confidence. It is one of

the foundation stones in building the structure of

successful business.

When goods are reduced in price by the

manufacturer or jobber, the loss on your stock

on hand occurs then, Snd not when you sell the

goods: From the moment they are reduced you

lose a compound interest • in your investment in

them ; and the longer you carry this depreciated

stock the greater are your accumulating interest

losses. This is the strength of the argument

urging a quick sale at the smallest possible loss—

the wisdom in the well-established maxim that

" the first loss is the best."

Should Goods Displayed in Windows be Marked

in Plain Figures?

Once again the question comes up for solu-

tion, in an inquiry received from a KEYSTONE

reader. We have discussed the subject before,

but it again " bobs up serenely," with more than

the vitality, and all of the persistence, of Banquo's

ghost, which " would not down." Here is our

correspondent's letter :
April 13, 1893.

EDITOR THE KEYSTONE:

I have practiced marking the prices in plain figures on
goods shown in my window, and I understand my compet-
itor says that such a practice cannot be defended on any
ground of business propriety. I do not wish to offend
against the ethics of trade, and would be obliged if you
:11)uttledr. direct me as to Num;ohartsitsrutihye, prt a of wisdom in the

We don't think " the ethics of trade " are

especially involved in the question ; it is essen-

tially a question as to " the part of wisdom " in

the consideration of the practical advantages to

the jeweler, unembarrassed by any formula of

precedent in manners.

On general principles we are opposed to the

practice of marking goods in the window with
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plain figures. The primary- object of a window

display is not to sell the particular pieces thus

exposed, but to tease curiosity into a desire to see

more, and thus induce the looker-on to enter the

store. Once inside, the window persuasion is

reinforced by the human. with the chances of

selling a variety of articles not possible of proper

display, at the same time, ill the window. The

window is only a beckoning finger. It is more

definite than a sign, and vet it is only that much

more effective an advertisement ; for it is an adver-

tisement only, first and last.

Another objection is, that one's competitor

has the same opportunity as the public to learn

one's prit7es in a " priced " window, and can

meet the offers with better figures when a cus-

tomer enters his store to price the same articles;

and he does not put himself in a position where

he cannot ask better figures if the circumstances

justify. His stock is not " in evidence."

In defence of the practice it must be. said

that it is unquestionably true that a great many

people are too timid to enter a store when they

" have no business " inside ; they cannot bear to

be regarded as merely " loafers " who wish to

gratify an idle curiosity. To such, a " priced "

window is a great satisfaction, and no doubt often

leads to a sale which would never have been effected

without this initial encouragement.

To habitually mark goods in the window in

plain figures gives it a " cheap John " expression;

but never to do it sets up a frigid formality between

tbe merchant and his prospective customers. We

think the line might be drawn at this : Avoid

" pricing " staple goods when your price is not

distinctly below the market ; never put plain

figures on h4fh-class goods, which sell to exclu-

sive trade only, when you put them in the win-

dow ; but when you have purchased a big stock

of a staple article at a bargain, and which you

can sell below competitors, you are entirely justi-

fied in piling the window full and marking the

goods in the plainest kind of plain figures. Then,

price is the all-important feature, and it wants to

be shouted on placard, in newspapers, and by

word of mouth. But otherwise, and ordinarily,

we would counsel extreme moderation in the prac-

tice of marking goods in the window in plain

figures.

Since diamonds were discovered in South

Africa, in the year 1867, nine tons of the precious

stones, representing, when cut, a money value of

$500,000,000, have been taken from these mines.

The business is now practically monopolized by a

large company, which regulates the output by the

demand.

Choosing the Ring.

0 Jeweler, show toe your daintiest rings !
Have yott one that is tit for my darling to wear?

A princess is she, tho' no daughter of kings,
And her crown is the wealth of her gold-brown hair.

A diamond her eyes would out-splendor its glow.
Too glaring and staring are they for toy queen :

An opal ? too fickle : an amethyst ? no!
Her blue eyes are bluer than any I've seen.

A ruby? her lips have outwitted us there.
No ruby would match with the red of their wine.

A beryl ? 'tis fair as the sea's breast is fair,
But she is still fairer, this darling of mine.

A topaz? that caught from the sun as it ran
The gold and the glow of his glittering sheen ;

It should only be worn by a masterful man,
And she is a womanly woman, my queen.

An emerald ? deep as the depth of the sea
And cool as.the wind-wafted grasses. its green.

Too earthly for her who has been unto me
The strength and the blessing of heaven, my queen.

Nor sapphire. nor sardonyx, jasper nor jet,
Can match with the treasure of maidens I've won.

Come, show me a fairer than I have seen yet
Or I'll stain her white hand with the glitter of notte.

A pearl ? it is pure as the soul in her eyes.
And fair as the foam of the crested wave's curl.

It is heaven's own type of the peace above price.
I'll wed my white lily of love with a pearl.

—By Marjorie Moore,
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HEN you have seen the big Allis engine of :woo
horsepower move the vast world of machinery in the
Machinery Hall like clockwork, and have visited
the leviathan of the Exposition—the Manufactures
and Liberal Arts Building—the largest exposition
building ever constructed, and feasted on the sights

there, you will likely next turn to the Woman's Building and view
the wonderful progress of the work of womankind the world over.
Then you will likely drop in at the Electricity Building and look
upon the wonders there, when you will next turn to the Transpor-
tation Building, where there is much to interest and instruct. After
this tour, you will find your way into the Mines and IVIining Build-
ing, where the wealth of the earth's storehouses will be revealed to
you. Then there is Carl's menagerie—don't miss the elephants
and the monkeys, nor the sights and scenes of the Midway
Plaisance. Thus it will be with you, through all the attractions
of the White City in Jackson Park. But -we want to tell vou
of a sight not there, but at Fortieth and Clark Streets, Chicago,
where we have a magnificent exhibit in one of the largest and most
complete Smelting and Refining Plants in the world. Our works
here occupy a good 1-)art of a block, and you can see Smelting- and
Refining in all its different stacres which should be an interesting 
study to all jewelers. World's Fair Visitors are cordially invited
to inspect our exhibit as noted above. In the meantime, our sign
is still out for Jewelers' Old Gold and Silver buying it, that's our
special business. Whether your consignments be large or small,
send us your shipments in this line.

Chicago an fitura Smelting anti Refining Compaq,
184 La Salle Street

Chicago.
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" Wealth," " Value," " Price," " Capital"
and " Credit."

IW A. B. C.

Value is an affection of the mind,
afue a desire to possess some external

object. It is purely a moral

quality, and depends upon the fugitive and change-

able wills of at least two Men.

Note the italicized words ; for thereto attaches

" the pith of the matter." Value requires the

concurrence of two minds. One person cannot

acquire an object which another person possesses,

without giving him in exchange for it some object

which that other person desires or demands. If

a wine-growing community sent a cargo of wine

to a nation of teetotallers it would have no value,

because no one would desire it. If a publishing

house sent a consignment of dictionaries to Central

Africa they would have no value, because the

Congo negroes would not desire the books. For

an exchange to take place there must be reciprocal

desire or demand of two persons or groups of

persons, each for the produd of the other.

When two persons each desire to obtain the

product of the other, each product is the measure

of the desire of its owner to obtain the product of

the other ; and when they have agreed as to the

quantities of respective products that should thus

be exchanged to satisfy the demands .of the re-

spective owners, the products (in these agreed-

upon quantities) are said to be of equal value.

Note here an important fact : There is no

such thing as intrinsic or absolute value, though

the term is often used. The value of a thing is

always something external to itself. One would

not speak of a single thing as being equal or dis-

tant we would ask, " Equal to what ? " or " Dis-

tant from what ? " So if any economic quantity is

said to have value, we would again ask, " Value

in what ? " To speak of " intrinsic value " is

therefore as absurd as to speak of intrinsic equal-

ity, or intrinsic distance.

The value of any thing is any other thing for

-which it can be exchanged. This " other " thing

may be grain, or a watch, or instruction, or labor,

or a debt, or a copyright, or a share of stock, or

money. " The value of money is the products,

services and rights it can purchase" ; and con-

versely. the value of products, services and rights

is money.
The value of a postage stamp is the carrying

of a letter ; the value of a theater ticket is wit-

nessing the play ; the value of a promise to pay

money is the payment of the money, etc.

As value is an affection of the mind toward

certain objects, it may be of two forms : either

the desire to acquire something, which is positive

value,. or the desire to get rid of something, which

is negative value. If one owns a piece of ground

covered with boulders or trees or marshes, the sum

of money necessary to clear away these obstruc-

tions to fit it for farming is its negative value. If

a person contracts a fever, the fees paid the doctor

to restore him to health are a negative value. The

taxes paid to municipalities for the maintenance

of police, for the support of boards of health, etc.,

are negative values. The sums spent by European

nations on their enormous armies are negative

values. All the sums spent on negative values

(getting- rid of obstructions) are just so much sub-

tracted from positive values (the (requirements of

enjoyments).
I shall not stop here to demonstrate the fact

that there may be a ‘. rise " or " fall " of prices
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but not of values, to contradict a very general

misconception, but will hurry to a consideration

of the orzkin or cause of value.

illoteriality is not necessary to value : witness

that labor, amusements, rights of action, etc., have

value, but.no materiality.

_Durability is not necessary to value. Land

lasts forever ; watches average four years of life ;

vegetables a few days ; labor perishes in the

instant of its production—yet all have value.

Durability and permanence are only the accident

of value.
The cause of value is a question which has

been deliated long and loud, with a preponderat-

ing voice, heretofore, in favor of the theorem that

labor is the cause of value ; and this view has

been maintained by many eminent economists,

among them Locke, Ricardo and Carey, and by

others of doubtful eminence, including the fanatics

who recently nearly ruined the town of Homestead,

Pennsylvania. But later thinkers are discovering

the fallacy of the argument and adducing a thou-

sand examples in disproof. I shall only mention

these in passing : 1 vacant building lot, on Broad-

way, New York, recently sold for several hundred

thousand dollars : how is this land the product of

labor? A man finds a nugget of gold : is it the

labor of picking it up which gives it its value?

Pure white human hair sells for seventy-five dollars

an ounce ; ordinary hair sells for about as many

cents ; is the difference due to labor ? On this

theory, a diamond, and the blue (lay in which it is

found, should be of the same value ; a pearl, and the

oyster-shell which encloses it : the salmon and the

bullhead caught in the same net ; the. pheasant

which the hunter shoots with one barrel, and the

crow which he shoots with the other. The disproof

of the argument that labor is the cause of value

could easily be extended through a half dozen

KEYSTONE pages in half a dozen separate proposi-

tions. It is not labor which gives value to the

product, but the demand for the product which

•gives value to labor.

1 have demonstrated, in a previous paper,

that exchangeability is the sole principle of wealth.

Now, what is necessary in order than any thing

may be exchanged ? Evidently that some one else

should desire or demand it. It is manifest, there-

fore, that demand is the single cause of value.

Value is not a quality of an object : nor is it the

quantity of labor spent on it ; it is an affection of

the mind, as we stated at the beginning. When

there is a demand for. things they have value ;

when that demand increases (the supply remain-

ing the same) the value increases ; when the de-

mand decreases, the value decreases ; and when

demand altogether ceases, value disappears en-

tirely.
Thoughtfui consideration of the question of

Value, from a proper standpoint in the science of

economics, will lead one to see the many fallacies

in current beliefs, and prepare the way for a clearer

understanding of the subject of Credit, which

will occupy our attention in the June issue of this

journal.
Price, as a feature in economic

price science, is unimportant, and will

be dismissed with a definition :

When one of the two quantities in an exchange

of values is in the form of money, that money is

said to be the Price of the other quantity.

When you hesitate between right and wrong,

you are debating which end of the burning match

to hold. Your finger may smother the fire, but it
cannot avoid the smut.
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Jewelers' Business Cards.

It is somewhat surprising, in view of the

character and dignity of the jeweler's vocation,

and appealing, as his stock-in trade does, to the

best taste and refinement in the community, that

jewelers generally are so indifferept to the quality

and character of their business cards. busi-

ness card is the inanimate representative of the

merchant himself. His sign outside the door is

the announcement of his goods ; his card is more

particularly the announcement of himself. It

should reflect the cultivated taste which presum-

ably attaches to one who handles beautiful goods ;

it should hint of the elegance of the forms of gold

and silver in which he deals ; it should show as

careful thought in its design as he is supposed to

give to the repair of fine timepieces. It is a minor

matter, of course, in the jeweler's scheme of busi-

ness ; but it is these little details, these seemingly

insignificant items, that help to form the estimate

of a community for the good or ill of the

merchant.
We are led to these comments after looking

over several thousand business cards which have

been collected by the traveling representative of

a jobbing house in the past few years, from jew-

elers in the Eastern, Middle and Southern States.

The West is not represented in the collection, as

the territory covered by the traveler did not em-

brace that field. It is surprising to discover how

many really " first-class " houses use a rubber-stamp

impression as their business card ; how many more

pTesent abominable specimens of cheap printing

to the public eye ; and what a small proportionate

number make a creditable and fit showing in this

direction.

An engraved steel plate is undoubtedly the

most elegant and impressive of these forms. The

expense is considerably higher than a letter-press

print, but the advertisement resulting therefrom

fully justifies the increased cost to any but the

smallest dealers.

Next in attractiveness to an engraved card, is

a fine lithographed one ; but if the work is not of

the best, a letter-press print of the first class is

even better. But it is a lamentable fact, whether

owing to the indifference of the merchant or the bad

taste of the printer, that the average printed

business card is unworthy of the fine art of

printing.

The proper business card has these essential

features:
First, it is printed on a good quality of paper.

(If the merchant asks for " three-ply pasted stock "

he will not go wrong.)

Second, it adheres to one style of type

throughout, or to two at the utmost.

Third, it does not advertise all the lines of

goods handled by the jeweler, with side references

to repairs, spectacle-fitting, etc., but contains only

the name of the jeweler, the line " jeweler" (or

some similar descriptive phrase), and the address.

If the jeweler makes a specialty of any line, or

of repairing, the fact may be mentioned in a few

words in small type at the bottom of the card, or

in one corner. The general plan that should be

adhered to is embraced in these features—elegance,

plainness, brevity.

Printing on mica, celluloid, and other mate-

rials accomplishes a certain sensational effect, but

they are not " good fdrm." They might be used

on particular occasions, but should not be de-
pended upon as " regular diet."

All the proprieties of trade demand the exer-

cise of better taste and greater care, on the part

of jewelers, in this little detail of business cards.
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HISTORY OF EARLY WATCHMAKING IN AMERICA.

in which
the attempt
has been
made to
rob Mr.
Dennison
of the credit of
having originated the
system of interchangeability of parts, made pos-
sible by the employment of a series of special
machines. Nevertheless, the fact remains that
such a scheme, if ever conceived in England, was
never carried out, nor practically demonstrated
until Mr. Dennison accomplished it. So that
whatever of honor or credit such an accomplish-
ment can claim is certainly due to Mr. Dennison
and his co-workers in originating this factory.

A person unacquainted with the almost infinite
details involved in the conduct of a complete and
extensive watch factory can have little apprecia-
tion of the difficulties and perplexities which are
continually arising. Nor can be comprehend the
extremely wearing nature of the duties involved in
the judicious management of such an immense
lvisiness.

For these reasons it has often been felt that
the safe and profitable limit of production could
not be very greatly in excess of that already
attained. But the invention and use of improved
machines continues to make possible an increase
of product without greatly complicating details ;
so that it is to be expected that within a short
time at least two thousand movements per day
will be produced.

The completion of watch N. 2,000,000 in
January, 1883, was made the occasion of a slight
celebration, which took the form of a banquet.
It was given by the foremen of the various de-
partments of the factory, they having as invited
guests Mr. R. E. Robbins, the treasurer ; Mr. C.
V. Woerd, the superintendent ; Mr. Cr. H. Shir-
ley. assistant superintendent ; and representatives
from the offices of the selling agents. The most
interesting feature of the occasion was the address
of Mr. Robbins, who, after expressing his pleasure
at meeting his captains and lieutenants in that
social way, gave a most interesting narrative of
some of the early difficulties and struggles of the
Watch Company, smile of which have been recorded
in the foregoing pages. That occasion was so
thoroughly enjoyed by all present, that as one
result the Watch Factory Foremen's Association
was organized, holding regular meetings for the
discussion of matters pertaining to the interests of
the factory. Similar banquets have been held
each succeeding year, the officers of the Company,
the selling agents, and the foremen success-
ively being the hosts.

On the completion of watch movement No.
3,000.000, the Company fitted it with a handsome
gold case and presented it to the Foremen's Asso-
ciation ; and it has been carried by different
members, no one being alk4ed to possess it for a
longer period than six months.

A series of articles on the origin and history of Watchmaking in this country, written by Mr. E. A. Marsh, Master Mechanic.and approved by Mr. R. E. Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company.

rI1.
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ITHIN recent months
articles have been
published in English
horological journals,

•

As in the natural world there seems to be a
peculiar pest, or enemy, to the various forms of
vegetation, so there has been, within a few years,
developed to a marked degree an influence which
has been the cause of a very serious disturbance
in the time rate of watches. The endeavor to
discover a remedy for this difficulty has engaged
the time and taxed the ingenuity of the manage-
ment of this Company and some of its prominent
assistants for many months, and the problem has
been successfully solved by the discovery of certain
alloys which possess the properties of elasticity
and sufficient expansion under the influence of
heat, and also the non-magnetic property. So
that watches are now made that can be safely ex-
posed to strong magnetic influences without fear
of injury.

Allusion has been made to the great amount
of detail involved in the manufacture of watches,
as conducted at this factory. The statement of a
few facts vill make this evident to the ordinary
reader.

This Company, at the present time, is, manu-
facturing watch movements in five different sizes,
and of each size several different grades are made.
While the different grades of any one size may
;111d do possess the same general appearance, yet
in certain details there are radical differences, and
in others there are required modifications in the
operations which enter into their construction and
finish.

An ordinary watch movement: is composed of
upwards of one hundred and fifty distinct pieces,
and a careful list of the distinct operations required
to complete them all shows the number to be over
3,700, or an average of twenty-five operations for
each piece. Some of them, are of course, quite
simple ; but others are complicated and involve
the employment of special machines, many of
which are, from their character, very expensive.

It will doubtless be evident that a business
involving so much detail, and demanding such a
degree of accuracy in workmanship, can be suc-
cessfully conducted only by the roost careful
attention to all the details of it, and that thorough
system is indispensable.

To attain these ends, tile work of the factory
is divided into twenty-two departments, each
under the direct care of a foreman, some of whom
have one or more assistants. The departments
are as follows : Full-plate, Leonard Greene, fore-
man : three-quarter plate, Lorenzo Noble ; pinion-
cutting and staff-turning, C. R. Hill ; escapement,
C. C. Byam ; flat steel, J. NV. Burckes ; jewel-
making. W. R. Wills jeweling, R. Speir ; en-
graving, Wm. Murray ; balance, J. L. Keyser ;
mainspring. M. H. Stevens ; hairspring. E. R.
Lyle : screw-making, C. H. Mann ; dial-making,
F. W. Weatherbee ; dial-painting, E. L. Hull ;
punch and hand, N. P. Molloy ; machine, AV. H.
Wrenn ; gilding, A. P. AVilliams ; finishing,
Thomas Gill ; packing, •Nliss A. Clark ; repairing,
J. N. Hammond .carpentering, C. W. H. Boulton
janitor and supplies, C. J. Olney.

Aside from the foregoing, who have specific
duties, there is a corps of what may be called
executive officers, whose dulies and cares are more
general. but not less exacting and wearing. The

nature of their duties is suggested by the several
titles, viz. : General superintendent. E. C. Fitch ;
assistant superintendent, G. H. Shirley ; master
mechanic, E. A. Marsh ; master watchmaker, D.
H. Church.

The officers of the corporation have been as
follows :

1858. Horaticr Adams, M. D., (Waltham
Imp't Co.) president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer :
W. H. Keith, clerk.

1859. Horatio Adams, M. D., (Am. Watch
Co.) president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; W.
H. Keith, clerk.

1861. NV. H. Keith, (Am. Watch Co.) pres-
ident : R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; Henry Martyn,
clerk.

1867. I. W. Mullikin. (Am. Watch Co.)
president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; Henry
Martyn, clerk.

1871. I. W. NIullikin, (Am Watch Co. )
president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; W. W.
Whitcomb, clerk.

1874. F. M. Stone, (Am. Watch Co.) pres-
ident ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; W. W. Whit-
comb, clerk.

1878. Horatio Moore, (Am. Watch Co.)
president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; W. W.
Whitcomb, clerk.

1883. Horatio Moore, (Am. Watch Co.)
president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; P. NV.
Carter, clerk.

1885. Horatio Moore, (Am. Waltham Watch
Co.) president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; P.
W. Carter, clerk.

1888. Ezra C. Fitch, (Am. Waltham Watch
Co.) president ; R. E. Robbins, treasurer ; P. W.
Carter, clerk.

These same officers last mentioned have just
been re-elected for the present year.

In closing this imperfect and somewhat frag-
mentary sketch of the origin, trials and triumphs
of this pioneer in the watchmaking industry in
America, it may be said that while many other
enterprises are much more easily conducted, and
may yield returns to their stockholders far exceed-
ing this, it may well be doubted if in the whole
country, or indeed in the world, there can be
found an enterprise more widely and favorably
known, or one which has been able to promote
such a general diffusion of sound prosperity, as
has resulted, directly and indirectly, from the
establishment and management of the manufac-
turing industry now conducted under the name of
" The American Waltham Watch Company."

(Concluded.)

'fhe way to Will a man's confidence and
respect and good-will is through kind accommo-
dations, good cheer, soft answers, pleasant words,
sincere appreciation, sacrifice of time and effort
and other Christian means, and the way to win
a customer is not different. The most accomplished
buyers are more than buyers. They are men and
women. Human nature is strong over all training
and acquisition, and that which influences and
touches a man or a woman will influence and
touch a buyer, a customer. 

—Ex.

They Breathe Easier Now

Way Down in rennessee

a
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) BOUT twenty centuries ago, when Archimedes, the celebrated Sicilian

mathematician, discovered accidentally, while in his bath, the principle

of floating bodies, he felt so absent-mindedly elated that he ran naked

through the streets of his native Syracuse, wildly shouting " Eureka!"

—" I have found it! " The episode, of course, created a local sensa-

tion. The inhabitants of Jellico, Tennessee, recently had a parallel

experience. An opportunity at last occurred which proved to them beyond

a doubt that there is in actual existence

One Reliable Watch Case Guarantee.

The Jellicoans were, we are told, unbelievers from 'way back, but the

clouds of doubt are dispelled.

HENRY G. COOK

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY

7ellico, Tenn., March 23, 1893.
Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Sirs : Case received some time ago, and party was

more than satisfied. He had an idea (as many others around
here have) that the Guarantee was about like those in some other
watches. I have used your letter for an ad., and think it is the

best one I have had yet.
Very respectfully, H. G. COOK.

If they were undeceived "late in the day," it wasn't because BOSS Cases

weren't tried popular favorites in that section. These cases were numer-

ously worn by Jellicoans for years, but this was the first instance in

which one not up to our standard was discovered in that locality. The

accident by which this particular case got out of our hands we cannot

account for at this late date ; but does it not seem, after all, providential?

It gives you, as well as Mr. Cook, of Jellico, and his customers, an oppor-

tunity to form a definite conclusion.

Keystone Watch Case Company

424t7
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THE above diagram shows in outline the floor-space of the
Manufactures and Liberal 'Arts Building at the World's Fair.
In this building are located the Watch and Jewelry Exhibits,

• and the position of OUR EXHIBIT is indicated by
the star. We would suggest that intending visitors to the
Fair cut out this diagram and preserve it for reference.

Keystone Watch Case Company

19th and Brown Streets

Philadelphia, May 1st, 1892.

Dear Sir:

We take pleasure in extending you

a cordial invitation to visit our watch

case exhibit at the World's Fair.

The location of it is indicated on the oppo-

site page. Every courtesy will be shown you

by those in charge, and you will have at your

service desk-room, stationery and all other office

conveniences.

The exhibit will be the most mag=

nificent display of its kind ever seen.

In addition to watch cases of our manufacture,

it will contain a number of ancient and curious

timepieces, some of historic and all of mechan-

ical interest. To the general public this exhi-

bit will be one of the most attractive features

of the entire Exposition ; to you it will prove

not only attractive0 but, we hope, profitable

as well.
Truly yours,

Keystone Watch Case Company
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The Steamer Majestic brings

Eighty Thousand Dollars' Worth of

The bow has a groove
on each end. A collar runs
down inside the pendant
(stein) and fits into the
grooves, firmly locking
the bow to the pendant,
so that it cannot be pulled
or twisted oft

catches the public eye, arouses the

public curiosity, appeals to common

Watchwearers acknowledge that it fills a long-felt want.

They see that it cannot be severed from the case; they know

that it saves the watch from theft or accident, and have discov-

ered that it is found only on the best watch cases made.

Other bows are held in place by friction only.

ArriVCa I0:30 A. M., Friday, April 13, 1893

bow can be found only on Jas. Boss

and other brands of cases made by us.

. ,fiOts,5
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c• M. Kmariortto Ek Co.
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO

Boni linnollonot

To our friends and customers, as well as the jewelry trade everywhere, and World's
Fair visitors in particular, we extend a most cordial invitation to make their Head-
quarters with us during the Great Exposition, as we shall have at their disposal private
offices fitted with every convenience for their comfort.

C. H. KNIGHTS 8z Co.
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO

•

C. H. KNIal•ft1/40 CO.g
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO

Removal Illnoolloomonl

• • • • •
11.• 

-
...

We take pleasure in announcing the occupancy of our new

business home on the third floor of the Columbus Memorial

Building, at the southeast corner of State and Washington

Streets, which is conceded to be the finest jewelry building in

the world, and by reason of its architectural, artistic and

practical features and splendid location will, without question,

become one of the most prominent jewelers' centers in the

country. Established in these more liberal and capacious

quarters, said by many to be the best lighted, best appointed

and most elegant salesroom in the wholesale jewelry trade on

the continent, we are prepared for the largest gain in '93 of any

year in the history of our business. We may be pardoned for

stating here that our business thus far this year is almost a

certain guarantee of this.

Increased space permits us to carry in all our departments

stocks for immediate delivery, larger than ever before, and

equal to any demands that may be made upon them.

Our greatly enlarged facilities will enable u to serve you

more satisfactorily than ever before, and assuring you of our

desire at all times to please, and thanking you for past favors,

we bespeak your even more liberal patronage for the future.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Columbus Memorial Building

CHICAGO
711.



Having bought the largest part of the product of the Howard Com-
pany, we will close them out at a reduction of

The important and much-coveted space in

the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building re-

served to exhibition from the United States was

awarded to three well-known New York firms,

viz., the Gorham Manufacturing Co., Messrs.

Tiffany & Co., and the Tiffany Glass and Deco-

rating Co., in the belief that they would best

thereon erect a building which would architec-

turally compare favorably with the representative

structures of the other three great governments.

The building is striking, original and interesting,

and is distinctively characterized by a simplicity

in harmony with the best American traditions.

The style of architecture is Doric, and the general

effect is white, relieved by creamy tints and a bold

use of solid gold ornamentation. The height of

the building is about twenty-five feet, the central

portion of the curved facade, however, having a

somewhat greater elevation. The center of the

front is strongly defined ; in form, it rises a Doric

column of monumental proportions, surmounted

by a globe and crowned by an eagle. The noble

modeling of this emblem is by the hand of Mr.

Philip Martini, •and the bird of freedom curves

his wings one hundred feet above the exhibition

floor. Two lesser columns forty feet high flank

this central monument, while below and between

the three columns wide arches span the principal

entrances to the exhibits of gold and precious

jewels and fine wrought silver. At the base of

the great shaft stands a pedestal, on which appears

an inscription declaring this section of the exhibi-

tion to be devoted to the display of the handiwork

of the United States, and above this, the shield

and flags bear the stars and stripes of the nation.

The arrangement of arches on Columbia Avenue

and on the North Boulevard, architecturally

lends large scale to the central facade, and

affords a clear view of the rare products of

the three exhibitors. The spandrels of these

arches in the pavilion of the Gorham Com-

pany will be adorned by a series of medal-

lions, or placques, representing the old

masters in metal working and sculpture.

The two depicted in this issue are those of

Heriot and Flaxman. Heriot was a famous gold-

smith of London in the time of James the First.

Flaxma,n was regarded as an authority on sculpture

of the English school of the Eighteenth century.

The latter was also associated with Wedgewood in

the manufacture of the famous ware in 1760, and

was identified with its success.

The Gorham exhibit will be the most beauti-

ful, richest and most elaborate of its kind ever

seen in America. The effect of the van -colored

glass against the silver framework is a novel and

beautiful departure from decorative metal working

heretofore known. The value of the individual

pieces ranges from $50 to $5oo, among them

being three loving cups valued at $500 apiece.

A single fine Japanese tea-set of sterling silver

represents $2300 in value, while a set of six

pieces, including tureens and vegetable dishes, is

valued at $2000. Another fine tea-set, including

eight pieces of an entirely different design, is

valued at $2900. A repousse placque of a pecu-

liar combination of iron, silver and gold, and

only seventeen inches in diameter, is worth $330.

The design represents Bacchus at the feast, grapes

and fruit and wheat, typical of the harvest, and is

one of those peculiar novelties which frequently

crop out through the whole exhibit, relieving it of

much of the monotony it might otherwise possess.

The famous tray and punch-bowl of sterling silver,

which was presented by the citizens of Detroit to

the United States cruiser Detroit, will be retained

for the time being, and placed on exhibition

among the other articles.

The design on the tray represents a view of

the city of Detroit from the water front, with the

city hall in one corner of the tray, and various

craft depicted on the lake. This design is etched

on, leaving the view in bas-relief. On the punch-

bowl the design is in repousse chasing of a bold

character, entirely different from that of the tray.

The appropriate and convenient subject of the

convivial Bacchus is here also used. In striking

contrast is a delicate rose-water jar, or toilet

vase. • The design is chased in repousse, and

LOCATION OF THE EXHIBITS OF THE GORHAM MFG. CO.

AND TIFFANY & CO.

the vase is sixteen inches tall. On one side

is represented " Night " by a little Cupid curled

up, asleep, and bats flying about his head. On

the other side is " Morning," where Cupid lies

awake in a bower of morning glories. Another

handsome novelty is the silVer-mounted tortoise-

shell ware, which comprises jewel and toilet cases

of elaborate and costly design and finish. A

single mirror in a silver frame represents $750.

The frame is a fine example of modeling

and chasing, from the cast of a handsome

design of figures and ornamental scroll.

The composition of one of the most elabo-

rate of the sterling silver services will

possibly give an idea of the magnitude

and richness of detail of the exhibit as a

whole. The set in question consists of sixty-

four pieces, and is valued at between $20,000 and

$25.000. The same theme is employed as the

basis of the design on each piece, so that they

may be recognized instantly as belonging to the

same service. The design is the eglantine or wild

rose, and is executed with bold and elegant work-

manship on each piece. The illustration shows a

dainty little kettle and lamp of silver for afternoon

tea. This is a fair sample of the whole set, the

remainder of which comprises a twenty-four inch

waiter ; coffee, tea, sugar and cream ; four meat

dishes, fourteen, sixteen, eighteen and twenty-two

inches in length ; two serving dishes, eleven and

sixteen inches long ; two gravy dishes, two wine

coolers, two water pitchers, two salad dishes, four

candelabra, one jardiniere, one punch bowl, six

bread and butter dishes, bread tray, and the re-

maining dishes in minor and smaller pieces. Each

piece is of sterling silver, and one of the remarka-

ble things about this set, and in fact any of the

others, is that it is not too fine for the market, ex-

clusive of the Fair purposes. There is always a

demand for the articles, and they are salable all

the year round.
By request, the Gorham Company will exhibit

the famous Century vase, which was shown at the

Centennial, and it is the finest article of the kind

ever made in this country. It is valued at

$25,000.
The Tiffany exhibit is one of unparalleled

splendor, and far surpasses any jewelry display

ever before seen. Fully a thousand pieces were

specially made for the Exposition. A single

monster corsage ornament, representing a lattice

of maiden hair fern, and extending from the

center of the bust to the shoulder, has three hun-

dred diamonds and one hundred and twenty-five

pearls. A necklace of pearls, some of them as

large as marbles, is valued at $200,060. Another

necklace has no less than forty-two beautiful

brilliants, and yet another contains five hundred

and fifty rose diamonds.

All styles of art from the most ancient to the

most modern are numerously represented—old

Italian Hungarian, French, Spanish, Egyptian,

East Indian, Japanese and Russian. There is a

most magnificent display of unmounted precious

stones, which includes every stone ever used in

the arts, from their being dug from the earth to

their most polished condition. The cutting

and polishing were done by the company,

and reveal the perfection to which these

branches of industry have been brought in

this country. 'rhe entire exhibit, which is

valued at $2,000,000, almost baffles descrip-

tion, and makes, par excellence, the most

dazzling and richest exhibit at the Fair.

The sterling silver exhibit is curious by

reason of the resuscitated Pueblo, Aztec,

Zuni, Indian, Persian, Egyptian and Assyrian art

ideas illustrated.
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Attleboro Letter.

The many factory improvements and extensions made
here during the past six months are now paying for them-
selves with compound interest. Business is at last brisk
enough to necessitate the utilization of the entire local
manufacturing resources, which are still being added to.
This is significant as to the confident feeling that prevails.
The new designs are numerous, and the trade will discover
in many of them an artistic uniqueness that will make the
goods rarely salable. We would advise the wide-awake to
temporarily turn their eyes Attleboroward.

J. M. Bates has begun to build a new factory. It will
be 150 feet long, 30 feet wide and three stories high. Ad-
ditions to his other factory building are also contemplated.

At a recent polo game between a local team and one
from the Gorham factory in Providence, the Atlieboreans
were victorious.

The factory of W. H. Wilmarth & Co. is about com-
pleted. It is 200 feet long, 40 feet wide, with an L at the
south 27 x 49 feet. It is two stories high, with an available
basement.

Regnell, Bigney & Co. are showing interesting pro-
ducts in World's Fair and Columbian goods. Brooches,
scarf-pins, etc., are made fac-similes of Columbus' flag-ship
and other things Columbian. A ready sale is assured them,

Horton, Angell & Co. are having an exceptionally busy
season. Some of their products are of a fascinating attrac-
tiveness, that must appeal alike to the trade and the public.

The observance of the seventy-fourth anniversary of
Odd Fellowship in America, on April 26th, was a gala day
here. Parades, balls, orations, concerts, etc., were features
of the celebration. II. A. Clarke, of Horton, Angell & Co.,
was chief marshal of the parade, and Emmons D. Guild, of
W. H. Wilmarth & Co., chief of staff.

R. F. Simmons & Co. have a big exhibit at the World's
Fair. J. L. Sweet has been to Chicago attending to same.

Riley & Grant have dissolved partnership. The busi-
ness will be continued by the former ; the latter retires.

G. W. Cheever & Co. are opening a branch office in
Chicago.

The meritorious product of the Burdon Seamless Filled
Wire Co., of Providence, R. I., is still making new conquests,
judging by the recent extraordinary increase in the demand.
The entire manufacturing resources of the Company are
taxed at present, and prospects seem to insure a continua-
tion of this busy condition.

W. & S. Blackinton are so busy that another enlarge-
ment ,of their factory is contemplated. The success of this
firm has been phenomenal, and there are yet no signs of a
limit to it. The demand for their chains and their product
of same seem to increase in almost geometrical progression.

R. F. Simmons & Co.'s old factory is now occupied by
W. F. Briggs S.: Co.

Adolph Neuhaus has retired from the Co-operative
Manufacturing Jewelers of North Attleboro.

Wanted—to represent one or two Eastern manufacturers
in Chicago who have good-selling lines for the jewelry and
kindred trades. Am in position to push the goods if
proper inducements are offered. Best of references given.
Correspondence solicited at once. J. A. Limbach, 20 Lake-
side Building, Chicago.

" The March number for 1893 duly received. Your
outside illustration on cover is most tasteful and sug-
gestive; I never saw anything its equal."—A. M. OLNEY,
Wyoming, Rhode Island.

Mr. J. G. Raine, the jewelers' auctioneer, is conducting
an auction sale for E. L. Peisar, of Aspen, Colo., and he is
turning the stock into cash at good prices. This is the rule
when Mr. Raine takes hold of a stock of goods.

Work has been begun on the addition to the Rogers
Silver Plate Co., Danbury, Conn. When it is completed
the capacity of the factory will be doubled. Its dimensions
are mo x 30 feet. It will be three stories high. A smaller
addition, 40 x zo feet, will also be built, and will be used
as a casting room.

The Alvin Manufacturing Co., Newark, N. J., has
changed its name. Wm. H. Jatnouneau, Henry L. Leibe
and George B. Beiderbase, all of Newark, filed articles of
incorporation with the county clerk recently for the Alvin-
Beiderhase Co., to manufacture metal, plated and other
goods and novelties, in the village of Irvington. The capi.
tal is $300p00, of which $25o,000 is paid in.
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Between May and watch cases generally there is not much con-
nection ; between May and our watch cases there is. " How ? " you
ask. Well, in this wise : The word May is derived from the Latin
" maius," greater, which is, in turn, derived from the Sanskrit " mah,"
meaning to grow. Hence, May signifies "the month of growth." The
crops grow this month—so does business.

Let us pursue the analogy between the growths, and our idea will dawn on
you. Crops grow only when good seeds—seeds suited to the soil—are sown
and carefully attended to. Business grows only when good goods—goods
suited to the people—are kept—and kept moving-.

Herein lies the connection between May, business growth and our cases.
These cases suit exactly the requirements of the people—and of all the people.
With them you can suit every customer, whether his weekly income be six
hundred dollars or six. And you can suit him not only in grade, but in quality
—and not only in grade and quality, but also in the particular style and finish
suited to his taste. Then you have our prestige and standing back of you—an
important matter in this age. The buyer of to-day is shrewd and wide-awake.
Ask him where the best article in whatever he is buying is manufactured, and,
be it stove-polish, trousering or watch cases, ten to one he will hit the nail on
the head. The public generally know that we are the largest, most respon-
sible and best watch case makers in the world.

They know when they purchase a

Keystone Solid Gold Case

that they are getting the substance, not a mere golden shadow ; that they are
getting art, not pretentious carpentering ; that they are getting, in short, a case
that represents fin de siecle watch case manufacturing in its highest, richest and
most artistic perfection.

They know when they purchase a

Jas. Boss Filled Case

that they are getting the standard that so many have tried to imitate in appear-
ance with varying degrees of success ; the only one whose merit is proved bywear ; the only one with a guarantee of proved reliability ; the only one abso-
lutely indistinguishable to the public eye from the highest grade solid gold cases.

You have, no doubt, often thought what a trade-catcher a case would he that
would combine the prestige and beauty of solid gold with the cheapness of silver.
WE have succeeded in producing such a case. The CYCLONE rolled-ft/ale case
is a gold case—a good, serviceable, well-wearing- gold case—handsomely engraved
and rich in appearance, while it can be had as cheap as the average silver case.
Prices being equal, of course the gold case will be selected every time, and will

_l rove a much catchier seller Man its silver competitor. Don' 1 fail to get samples,
and test their selling qualities.

Leader. Silver Cases

still lead the way in silver. The fact that they are made of coin silver through-
out gives them a first standing in popular favor ; their embodying all our
improvements in watch case making is another forceful coMmendation, while
the designs, shape and finish are fatal to all competing silver cases.

We take it for granted that you have on hand a supply of our always
seasonable

Silveroid Cases

Their combined price, appearance and serviceability constitute an economical
phenomenon. They are the wonder of the watch-buying world and the refugeof the light-pursed.

Keystone Watch Case Company.
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TRADE MARK TRADE I MARK TRADE I MARK TRADE MARK TRADE I MARK TRADE I MARK

The old=style rolled plate wire with the objectionable

seam now being almost a thing of the past, we publish,

for the protection of the trade in general, the following

WIRE supDON

TRADE1 MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

/WANIFESTO:
THE BURDON SEAMLESS FILLED GOLD WIRE is made in

high, medium and low grades.
The thicker the gold and finer the karat, the higher the grade and the cost of

the wire. The thinner the gold and lower the karat, the lower the grade and cost.
The demands of the trade compel us to make all qualities.
Articles made from the higher grades must, of course, outwear those made

from the lower grades.
Some manufacturers use the higher grades, while others use the medium

and lower grades.
The trade-mark of the " bird-on-wire" guarantees the articles to be made from

the original and only genuine seamless filled gold wire, and the only filled gold
wire which is absolutely seamless and solid, and which has a uniform distribution
of gold—but this trade-mark does not indicate any definite quality, inasmuch
as the manufacturers are authorized by us to affix this trad.e-mark upon articles
made from any and all grades of our wires.

To insure stated wearing qualities of articles made from our seamless
wires, dealers must rely upon the private stamp of the manufacturer, or the
reputation of the concerns from whom they purchase, just as they did form-
erly with the old-style rolled plate " seamed " wire.

Whether you want a low-price article or a long-wearing one, make sure that
no seam appears, and demand goods made from the Burdon Seamless Filled Gold
Wire, bearing in mind that the wearing quality of the article is dependent upon
whether the high, medium or low grade of our wire is used.

Burcion Seamless FIRM Wife COMMITU
109 to 119 Summer Street, -

Providence, R. I.

•11.
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tion," can

a pocket edition of our planet. The surface of

the earth, the bowels of the earth, the vasty deep

—all have been ransacked for anything and every-

animate and inanimate, that could excite

a feeling of pleasure or wonder in the beholder.

Even the riotous imagination of Jules. Verne

could not bring a fa-

vored hero more quickly

around the world than

the same feat can be

performed in Jackson

Park. We can vary in

a few minutes the society

of an Irish dairy-maid

on her transported na-

tive heath, with the

bewitching sweetness of

the modest Japanese

maiden in her .native

village, or the sullen

familiarity of an Es-

quimo in polar sur-

roundings. We can live

in a few hours in all

acres and all lands.

Jackson Park of to-day

is absolutely indescrib-

able. It is a wonderland

capable of supplying the

fabric of stories even

more agreeable than the thousand and one tales of

Scheherazade. To be realized it must be seen.

For the information of visiting jewelers, we vol-

unteer the following general information :

Admission Tickets.

The price of admission and entrance to the

Exposition grounds and buildings is fifty cents,

except for children under six years accompanied

by their parents, who will be admitted free.

Complimentary tickets have been issued to the

President and Vice-President of the United States,

members of Congress of the United States and

the chief officers thereof, the diplomatic corps,

governors of the States and Territories, the mayor

of Chicago and members of its council, members

of the World's Columbian Commission and their

alternates, the board of directors of the World's

Columbian Exposition and ex-directors thereof,

members of the board of lady managers and their

alternates, members of the State and Territorial

World's Fair boards, members of the board of

control and management of the United States

Government exhibits, foreign commissioners and

their secretaries, judges and jurors of awards, all

the executive officers of the Exposition, all the

custom-house officials, clerks and einployees con-

nected with the United States Treasury Depart-

May 1st the World's
Fair button yielded
to the Presidential
touch, and the
" Greatest Show on
Earth " is now ex-
citing the admiring
wonder of visiting
millions. The pe-
culiar appropriate-
ness of the title,
" The World's Co-
lumbian Exposi-

questioned. It is truly

..... NO,

..... ********* 000 1■0•1

ment in the service of the Secretary of the

Treasury within the Exposition grounds, to the

members of the board of South Park commis-

sioners, one each to a representative of the

principal and most prominent newspapers of this

and foreign countries, and to any other person or

persons who may be adjudged to be entitled to a

complimentary pass by the president of the

World's Columbian Commission, the president

of the World's Columbian Exposition, and the

director-general.
All persons who may be actually employed

by the World's Columbian Commission and by the

World's Columbian Exposition, and all necessary

employees of World's Fair State boards in con-

nection with the work of the Exposition, will be
given free passes to the grounds during their terms
of service. Each exhibitor shall be entitled to
one pass, provided his presence is required during

the installation of his exhibit and the time the
same is on exhibition. Such attendants and

employees as are necessarily and regularly re-
quired for the care of each exhibit respectively,

whose services are paid for by the exhibitor, will

be entitled to free admission.

One free pass will be issued to each person,

firm or corporation who has been granted a con-

cession by the World's Columbian Exposition, and

all the necessary servants and employees of such

concessionists will be admitted free to the Exposi-

tion grounds.

The admission fee of fifty cents entitles the

visitor to see and enter all the Exposition build-

ings, inspect the exhibits, and, in short, to see

everything within the Exposition grounds, except

the Esquimo village and the reproduction of the

Colorado cliff-dwellings. For these, as well as

for the special attractions on Midway Plaisance, a

small fee will be charged. Imposition or extortion

of any description will not be tolerated. Free

medical and emergency hospital service is pro-

vided on the grounds by the Exposition manage-

ment. The bureau of public comfort will pro-

vide commodious free waiting-rooms, including
spacious ladies' parlor and toilet-rooms, in various

parts of the grounds.
There have been contracts let for furnishing

36,000,000 admission tickets. Six millions of
these will be lithographed, and of such elaborate
workmanship that counterfeiting them will be
next to impossible. The remaining 3o,000,cco
will be simply printed after the style of an ordi-
nary railroad ticket. The latter will not all be
alike, and a different style will be used each day.
They will be good only on the day on which they
are sold, and will not be offered to the public in
advance of that day. Thousands of complimen-
tary tickets and passes will have to be issued, of
course, but it is the intention of the directory to
keep the list down as low as possible. Nearly all

of the passes will have affixed the photograph of

the holder, to prevent their being transferred.
Samples of litho-

graphed admission
tickets were struck
off by the American
Bank Note Company,
which has a contract
to furnish 6,000,o0o
of them. The tickets
are well executed, and
about the size of the
old twenty-five-cent
"shin-plasters."
There are four tick-
ets, each of which
calls for a single ad-
mission at any time
during the World's
Fair. Different colors
are used in each vari-
ety. One bears a
handsome vignette of
Washington, another
of Abraham Lincoln,
the third an ideal

head of an Indian, and the fourth a portrait of

Columbus. The vignettes are on the left side

Df the tickets, while on the right is engraved

" World's Columbian Exposition. Chicago.. Ad-

mit the bearer 1st Alay to 3oth October, 1893."

These tickets are highly artistic.

Cost of Living.

In answer to the many inquiries from boards

of trade and similar bodies concerning the alleged

plan to demand extortionate prices for accom-

modations in Chicago, Major AV. Marsh Kasson,

at the request of the director-general, has pre-

pared the following report from the bureau of

public comfort:
This bureau has been established by the

World's Columbian Exposition to co-operate,

through its hotels and rooming departments, to

the best of its ability, with the citizens of Chicago

for the comfort and protection of visitors, to

secure for them suitable and desirable lodging at

fair and reasonable rates.

The management is keenly alive to the fact

that thousands of visitors will be deterred from

visiting the city unless they can be fully assured

on this point. Hence every effort is being made to

realize satisfactory results in this direction.

(Continued on page ,no.)
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Inquiries were sent out some time ago to
householders having furnished rooms to let, to
learn, as far as possible, prices that would be ex-
pected therefor, and the following statement gives
the general average quotations received in .reply,
to cover accommodations for over 16,opo people
in the best part of the city, lying between North
Avenue and Seventy-ninth Street, and very con-
veniently located.

Price of rooms per day without board :
Single room, single bed, one person, $1.35.
Double room, double bed, one person, $2.12 ;

two persons, $2.70.
Double-bedded room, two double beds, two

persons, $3.50.
Double-bedded room, two double beds, three

persons, $4. 15.
Double-bedded room, two double beds, four

persons, $5 . 5o.
There certainly does not seem, according to

these figures, to be any indication that citizens of
Chicago will demand excessive rates for the ac-
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extensive that no one need fear that he will not be
able to get all he needs to eat, and at reasonable
charges.

Places of Entrance.
The gate device is a new invention. It is of

the ordinary turnstile pattern, except that the
ticket dropped into a slot on one side releases the
turnstile on the other side of the incomers and
registers by an automatic arrangement. The man
in charge has no duty except to see that the proper
coupon or ticket is dropped. There will be 326
turnstiles, and 500,000 people can be admitted in
one hour. The exits are independent of the en-
trances, and so relieve the crowd around the
gates. When the ticket is deposited it is chopped
with an automatic cutter that takes three big sec-
tions out of one side of the ticket and two out of
the other, preventing any further use of the ticket.
Tickets will be on sale at hotels, in a few stores,
and on several railroads. This will prevent the
jam at tidket windows near the entrances. Very
few visitors need wait for tickets until they get to

and the Zulus will illustrate the process of mining
the diamonds in the rough, which are to be passed
on to another department to be cut and polished
into brilliants. Large pulsators in operation
display the methods of washing the sand away
from the pebbles. The diamond consumption of
the world is $zo,000,000 yearly, and five-eighths
of this product is consumed in the United States.

Fete Days.

The special days are to be a great feature at
the Fair. Nearly, if not quite, every State of the
Union will have its day, upon which special ex-
ercises will be held, and its governor and staff,
other State officers, militia and thousands of its
distinguished and other citizens will be in attend-
ance. Receptions will be held at the State build-
ings, respectively, and the governor and others
will make speeches. Many musical, civic and
secret societies also have made application for a
special day upon which to hold exercises peculiar
to themselves. Among them are the Masons,
Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias and Foresters.

commodation of visitors to the Exposition, and
they can be relied upon to fully sustain the good
reputation of Chicago for fair and liberal treat-
ment of its guests. The prices given above
do not include any of the large first-class hotels
nor prominent new buildings in .course of erection
in the vicinity of Jackson Park. Many mis-
chievous rumors alleging the likelihood of high
prices and extortion generally have been originated
by persons interested in outside boarding-house
schemes, some of them apparently irresponsible
and eyen fraudulent. The great mass of visitors
will doubtless prefer the quiet and economy of
furnished looms such as alluded to, and apartment
hotels, arranging to take their meals from day to
day wherever it may suit their convenience. It
is estimated that from 5o,000 to ioo,000 people
can be served daily with meals within the Expo-
sition grounds alone, while the number of hotels
and restaurants is constantly increasing.

Competition will be so extensive and sharp
as to prevent over-charging. One who climbs
to the top of one of the Exposition buildings and
surveys the territory lying to the north, west and
south of Jackson Park can easily believe this state-
ment. There, and indeed in all parts of the city,
the amount of building which is gc:ng on is
simply astonishing. Hundreds of structures to
meet World's Fair demands are being erected.
Some of the new hotels .are large encugh to ac-
commodate several thousand guests each. Chicago
has now living accommodations for not less than
300,000 strangers. Eating facilities will be so

ELECTRICAL BUILDING.

the grounds. A great many tickets will be dis-
tributed before the Fair opens by down-town
merchants, who will send them to customers and
friends outside the city.

The World's Fair Bank.
A bank at the Fair Was a necessity. Already

the Chemical National of Chicago has established
a branch there. On no spot on earth have so
many millions .of dollars been expended during
the last year as on Jackson Park and vicinity;
and after May I, the amount of cash that will
change hands daily will be enormous. The officers
expect to do a large business and have made
preparations to meet the demand. The bank will
pay all checks or drafts drawn upon it, but will
charge exchange for cashing all items except those
drawn on the Chemical National Bank of Chicago.
This will obviate the necessity of World's Fair
visitors going to the city to transact their banking
and will prove a great convenience.

Diamonds in the Rough.
One of the most important and interesting

exhibits to jewelers will be the diamond display
from the Kimberley district. There are 1250 bags
of diamond soil taken from the richest part of the
diamond fields, which will be washed by several
Zulus taken from the mines, who are now camped
in the ore-yard at the Fair grounds, guarding the
valuable soil. The whole exhibit will be encased
in plate-glass, surrounding a space of 3000 square
feet. Behind this glass the diamond soil will be
spread to represent the way it appears in the mines,

The Welsh Eistedfodd will have an entire week
for a musical celebration. It is believed that
these special features will draw many additional
thousands of visitors to the Fair. Arrangements
for these special days are being made by Col.
Culp, the energetic and efficient secretary of the
ceremonies committee.

The following is a complete list of special
fete days as arranged up to date by the committee 
on

New Hampshire,  
France,  

Nebraska,  
Massachusetts,

Germany,  
Denmark,  

Wisconsin,  
Maine,  

Washington,  

on ceremonies:

. Junej.TMAtul'nl yey :21.5537

  June 17
June 21

June r5

CULoitbamehm;iaercial Travelers,   July 26

  July 24
  July 26

Independent Order of Forester:,  
Michigan, Aug  13 and 1142Kansas,   Aug. 15Hayti,   Aug. 16North Carolina,   Aug. 18

New York,  

,
Colored People,  
Austria,   

Sept.

Aug . 148
Aug. 25The Netherlands,   Aug. 31Nicarauga,  Sept. I

Brazil, Sept. 7California,  Sept. 9Maryland,   Sept. 12Colorado,  
Montana, 

Sept. 19
  Sept. 20Patriotic Order Sons of Americl,  Sept. 20

lOw1, •

Rhode Island,  
Spain,  
Italian Societies,
Minnesota,

Sept. 21
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
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Music for the Month of May.

The bureau of music has issued its first official

summary of the musical events of the Exposition.

While the list is by no means complete, especially

as regards the last three months, we are convinced,

upon its reading, that it is sufficiently detailed to

convince the most pronounced skeptic that the

Fair will offer a succession of musical festivals

which in artistic importance and splendor will sur-

pass any similar series the world has ever known.

The renowned Paderewski Will give a number of

piano recitals in the opening concerts.

In addition to the concerts announced, the

plans of the bureau include semi-weekly orchestral

concerts in Music Hall, organ recitals, and—what

promises to be the most important educational

feature of the music of the Fair—concerts in

Festival Hall, which will be given every forenoon

during the entire six months, by the orchestra of

120 players under Mr. Thomas' direction. These

latter concerts will be free to the public, and will

begin Tuesday, May 2d.

Piano Solo
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I. J. Paderewski.
Overture—. Romeo and Juliet " . . . . Tschaikowski

[Nont.—By invitation of the Musical Director, Mr. Paderewski has
delayed his return to Europe in order to participate in the opening
concerts of the Exposition.]

May 5—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall.
Schubert Programme.

Entr' acte from .Rosamunde."
Song, ,,Cyclus."
Symphony in C Major.

May 9—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall.

Brahms Programme.

Serenade, op. 16.
Song, .Cyclus."
Symphony No. 4, in E Minor.

May I2—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall.

Beethoven Programme.

Overture—. Egmont"  
Triple Concerto, for Piano, violin and cello .  

Mrs. Fanny Bloomfie Id-Zeisler, Max Bendix and
Bruno Steindl.

Symphony No. 5, in C Minor.

May 15—Boston Symphony Orchestra, Music Hall.

May i6—Boston Symphony Orchestra, Music Hall.

May is—New York Symphony Orchestra, Music Hall.

May 20—New York Symphony Orchestra, Music Hall.

A Mammoth Aquarium.

The aquarium, one of the features of the

fisheries exhibit, will be the largest and best

appointed in the world, and may be kept as a

permanent institution. The aim in arranging the

various tanks has been to present a picture of how

the fish live. The characteristics of each species

have been studied, and there is a sunken log for

the perch to lie under and shelved ledges for the

Mississippi River fish, and so on throughout the

list. For the salt-water fish, salt water from the

ocean will be provided. It is the purpose of the

fish commissioner to show a school of each variety,

and in that way their habits can be studied better.

All of the water will be filtered by the big ma-

chine in the basement, and for the Gulf fish,

tropical sea plants will be sent each week to clean

the tanks. There is now a deforled perch in one

of the tanks. The fish is shaped like the letter L,

and the use of the fins only sends the unfortunate

around in a circle, and as a result he lies on the

bottom most of the time and watches the guards.

The musical. features of the opening ceremo-

nies, May 1st-, will consist of the Columbus March

and Hymn, by Prof. J. K. Paine ; " In Praise

of God," by Beethoven ; and the • " Hallelujah

Chorus" from " The Messiah." These num-

bers' will be given by a chorus of i,5oo voices,

an orchestra, and military bands. For the dedi-

cation of the Woman's Building the programme

contains a march for orchestra, by Ingeborg von

Bronsart, of. Weimar, Germany ; a dramatic

overture, by Miss Frances Ellicott, of London,

England ; and a " Jubilate " for mixed voices

and orchestra, written for the occasion by Mrs.

H. H. A. Beach, of Boston, Mass. A mixed

chorus of 300 voices and an orchestra will per-

form these compositions.. The exercises will be

held in Music Hall, which is of adequate size

and built with acoustic properties admirably

attended to.

Here is a list of concerts as it stands, cor-

rected to April isth :

May 2—Inaugural Concert, Music Hall.

Overture—. Consecration of the House " . . Beethoven

Concerto for Piano   Paderewski

I. J. Paderewski.

Symphony, B minor—" Unfinished"
Piano Solos

 Schubert

I. J. Paderewski.

Vorspeil—,, Die Meistersinger "   Wagner

May 3—Orchestral Concert, Music I Tall 

Symphony—. Heroic "   Beethoven
Allegro con bris, Marche Funebre 

Concerto for Piano  
I. J. Paderewski 

Symphonic Variations  

Schumann

Dvorak-

MINES AND MINING BUILDING.

May 22—Kneisel String Quartet, Recital Hall.

May 22—Inaugural Concert, Festival Hall, Wagner
programme. Selections from Tannhauser," Trist. n and

Isolde," and " Die Gotterdammerung." Soloist, Mme.
Amalia. Materna.

May 23—Kneisel String Quartet, Recital Hall.

May 23—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall.

May 24—Kneisel .String Quartet, Recital Hall. Men-
delssohn's Elijah," by Chicago Apollo Club, Festival Hall;

soprano, Mme. Lillian Nordica ; alto, M me. Christine Niel-

son Dreier; bass, Mr. Plunkett Greene ; tenor, Mr. Whitney

Mockridge.
May 25—T'neisel String Quartet, Recital Hall.

[NoTE.—The Kneisel String Quartet programmes will include a new

" Sonata Tragique," for piano and violin, by E. A. 
MacDowell, and a

quartet, for piano and strings, by Arthur Foote. Pianists, Mr.

MacDowell and Mr. Foote.]

May 25—Haydn's ,, Creation," by Chicago Apollo

Club, Festival Hall. Soprano, Mole. Lillian Nordica ;

bass, Mr. Plunkett Greene ; tenor, lr. C. A. Knorr.

May 26—Exposition Children's Chorus, 1400 voice;

Festival hall.
May 26—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall. Raff pro-

gramme. Programme will include Concerto for Piano.

May 27—Wagner Concert, Festival Hall. Soloist,

Mme. Amalia Materna.

May 3o—Orchestral Concert, Music Hall.

The following named American concert or-

ganists have been invited to give organ recitals,

using the Exposition organ in Festival Hall :

Samuel P. Warren, William C. Carl, Frank Taft,

New York ; George E. Whiting, S. B. Whitney,

Boston ; R. Huntington Woodman, Brooklyn ;

David D. Wood, Philadelphia ; Samuel A. Bald-

win, St. Paul ; Clarence Eddy, Harrison M. Wild,

Louis Falk, Walter E. Hall, Wilhelm Niddel-

sculte, Chicago. The Pullman Military Band

will also give concerts during September and

October.

Promenade on the Roof.

Around the lofty roof of the Manufactures

Building, in which the watch and jewelry exhibits

are located, there is to be a promenade for. visitors.

An unsurpassed view of the grounds and buildings

will be afforded, and it will probably be the most
extensive lofty promenade in the world. Up to

the height where the walk is to be is a distance

of 250 feet. But when the sightseers have reached

the landing, it will not be to find themselves in

a narrow coop, but on a boardwalk, and if the
proposed plan is carried out, the visitor can

travel nearly one mile in rounding the roof of the
building. Four elevators will run to the roof.

Protection Against Fire.

The fire and water equipment of the World's

Fair grounds and buildings is at par with that

of the modem or model municipality. The

combined water capacity will closely approxi-

mate 100,000,000 gallons a day. There are 25

miles of water mains and 291 hydrants. In the

fire department the apparatus represents three

steam engines, four chemical engines, a ladder

truck, water tower, 40 hose carts, 26,750 feet of

hose, toso hand extinguishers, 2500 fire pails, a

steam fire-boat, 65 firemen, 150 alarm boxes, i5o

patrol telephones, and 25oo guards.
_

A post-office has been opened on the World's

Fair grounds at Chicago. It has its own force of

carriers, and will transact money-order and reg-

istry business. Visitors to the Fair may have

their mail addressed to the " World's Fair Station."
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Special World's Fair Correspond=
ence.

WESTERN BUREAU OF TI1E KEYSTONE.
ROOM Six,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING.

CIIICAGO, April 23, 1893.
Only five days more of the preparatory period

and the President of the United States, standing
on the outside of the Administration Building,
in the presence of a vast concourse of people,
will press the electric button that starts the big
Allis engine in Machinery Hall, and the final
programme for the opening ceremonies of the
World's Columbian Exposition (which oritself
has cost the splendid sum of $18,000,000, besides
the cost to the national government, the several
State governments, foreign governments and ex-
hibitors, which will swell this amount to the mag-
nificent figure of $6o,000,000) will begin, during
which time Handel's " Hallelujah Chorus " will
be rendered. It will be a good show on May 1st.
On that day it will be a world's magnificent
wonder and a grand mark to the credit of Ameri-
can enterprise. True, there ‘vill be rubbish and
shavings about on opening day—many things yet
unfinished—but that is the history of all world's
fairs on their first day. All the lawns are now
about sodded, all the flower-beds laid out, all the
experiments in decorative banners are being tried,
and all the roads are being spread with broken
stone. It will be only a fortnight at farthest,
after the opening, until the wonderful " White
City " at Jackson Park will be the most complete
exposition the world has ever known, as well as
the most beautiful and interesting spot on earth.

To the large and interested jewelry family to
which THE KEYSTONE goes, I would say that if
you do not visit this great work you will regret
it all the days of your life. There is no doubt
but that Chicago has done her work well, and
that the World's Fair is well worth the time and
expense it will cost to see it. It has been no
child's play in making the preparations, either,
and you can only realize the greatness of the
undertaking in all its details by seeing with your
own eyes the marvelous sights of this greatest and
_grandest exposition the world has ever beheld.
You will find it especially rich in object lessons,
illustrating the daily life of people from all parts
of the globe. You will also find that a ticket of
admission to the Fair secures to you the privilege
of visiting every known spot on the face of the
globe; and more than that, all the attractive
features of each place are crowded into a pocket
edition, So to speak, for your convenience and
delectation. When you start out in the morning,
it is a matter of choice if you care to breakfast in
Turkey, dine in .France, and take supper in Japan.
The intervening hours can be passed in any other
country or city that your fancy may dictate.

Art and the industries will, of course, receive
the largest share of serious attention from the
jewelry world, and all other visitors, for that mat-
ter ; but when you have spent a few hours in these
departments you almost unconsciously wish for
something else. We will call attention during
the Exposition period to a number of the most
interesting features, as well as give some practical
information to visitors ; but right here we will
say a trip to the Fair should be carefully studied
out before the start is made, and those will enjoy
it most who take every possible precaution against
doing too much and missing the things which are
calculated to add most to the knowledge of the
individual sight-seer. This can best be done by
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studying. well the official guide-books, published
in connection with the Fair.

How to Get Here.
The railroads are still holding up for rather

stiff rates to the World's Fair, but no thoughtful
person will be surprised to see the present tariffs
go to pieces before the Exposition has progressed
far. 'There are so Many Western roads (and "all
roads lead to Chicago ") that as soon as the Fair
opens there will be such a rush of Western travel
toward Chicago as to excite a spirit of competi-
tion that will be too strong for any alliance of
roads to break down or fetter. Rates are now
made on Western roads on the basis of eighty per
cent. of the double one-way rates for the round
trip. Tickets sold on this rate will have a six-
months' return limit. The thirty-days' rate and
seven-days' rate vary but little from this basis on
mcst Western lines, and the Eastern roads only
make a reduction from this on special excursion
trains. Already there seem to be rumblings of
war in the Western Passenger Association, and it
will be astonishing if the Eastern roads can be
kept in an alliance to maintain a fixed rate of pas-
senger travel to Chicago. It looks as though it
would be impossible to maintain such an alliance
between the Western roads. Said a well-known
railroad man on this subject : " It is to be re-
gretted that the trunk lines of railway have not
been willing to grant larger concessions to visitors
to the Columbian Exhibition. It is safe to assume
that many of our railroads could earn a net income
quite as large as that which they now enjoy, at
rates of fare considerably less than those which
they now charge ; that is, they would do a much
larger business, and if lower rates be not made too
low, the increase of the number carried will make
up. for the decrease of the rate of profit on each
person. It looks to me as if World's Fair rates
will very soon take a tumble to popular prices,
and that no one need stay away from Chicago
during the Exposition season on this account."

Where to Go When You Get Here.
It is a fact that tremendous preparations

have been made to feed and shelter the throng
of visitors that have already begun to flood our
city. From far Cathay and the nearer wilds
of Indiana the stream of humanity will not drip
but pour upon us; and Chicago is prepared to
take care of all who come. We believe that after
a calm view of the situation there is no cause for
alarm as to the ability of the World's Fair city to
entertain the guests she has bidden to the Exposi-
tion. We also believe that it is a mistaken idea,
in a large measure, which has been spread abroad,
that our landlords have made up their minds to
compel all that come within their reach to pay the
most extravagant prices for board and lodging—
to take every advantage possible of the stranger
within their gates. There is no doubt but that
there has been a general rise in the cost of all the
comforts of life as the Exposition season has ap-
proached. This is to be expected, and would be
the case in any city in which such an attraction
might be held. At the same time, we believe that
the managers of the World's Fair, and the great
majority of the people of Chicago, too, mean to
do all in their power to prevent extortion and
keep prices within reasonable bounds. There is
no hotel trust in Chicago. There is no boarding-
house combine in Chicago. We can assure you of
that. Competition prevents extortion. In prep-
aration for the World's Fair, the number of
lodging-houses erected in our city is simply amaz-
ing. The down-town hotels have been increased

by magnificent permanent structures, and in the
neighborhood of Jackson Park miles upon miles
of new buildings to be devoted this year to the
entertainment of strangers are now ready for
occupancy. Besides, the homes of Chicago will be
open to her guests. Only a few days ago our atten-
tion was called to a directory entitled " Homes
for Visitors to the World's Fair," which gave a
list of over g000 private houses in the city that
would have from two to twelve rooms to let, with
or without board—mostly the latter—during the
Exposition season. In order that persons who
have invested their money in hotels meant for the
accommodation of Fair visitors may obtain reason-
able compensation, their houses must be filled at
good prices during the entire six months of the
Exposition. Will the attendance be such as will
realize the hopes of these hotel builders? Here
is a problem. " If it is not," said one of Chicago's
wide-awake men of business, " we will find such a
cutting of rates and such a competition for lodgers
as never was seen before ; and there is a strong
probability that Mr. Boniface will be at the
mercy of Mr. Lodger, and not that the lodger
will be at the mercy of the landlord."
There are many in Chicago who believe as our

friend, that the hotels and boarding-houses will
not be able to obtain exorbitant rates this sum-
mer. In fact, the capacity for rooming and feed-
ing the expected throngs is already in excess of
the capacity of the railroads to bring them to
Chicago and take them away again. Therefore
do not allow these reports to keep you away from
the Fair. . The one cause of extraordinary de-
mand upon a visitor to Chicago during the World's
Fair period, is narrowed to hotel charges. To all
intending visitors we would say it would be wise
for you to secure your board and lodging in ad-
vance, and, opening up correspondence for that
purpose, you will know fcr an absolute certainty
exactly what the cost cf your abode in Chicago
for a day, or a week, or a month would be. To
the jewelry fraternity of the whole world this
should be an easy matter, for the Chicago Jewelers'
Association's splendid organization, known as the
" World's Fair Bureau of Information," affords
you every facility in this direction that is neces-
sary, all of which is free Of charge. A gentle-
man of large experience, speaking and writing
French, Spanish, German and English, is in
charge. They occupy handsome apartments on
the seventh floor of the new Columbus Memorial
Building, State and Washington Streets, where
Mr. .A. Monsch, the affable secretary, is always
on hand to give information or serve you in any
way you may desire. He can be addressed as
above. A full description of the purposes and
plans of the bureau will be found elsewhere in
this issue.

As there seem to be many falsehOods flying
around as to the treatment of visitors at the
World's Fair, we will take occasion to contradict
some current rumors. Water will be furnished
free to all who desire it, after paying the one
charge of admission—fifty cents. 'This water
will be purified either by filtering or boiling. It
is true that hygeia water will be on sale, at one
cent per glass ; but no one will need to incur even
that small expense for the quenching of their
thirst. Ample provisions for seating, without
charge, have been made; and about xoo toilet-
rooms and closets will be found at convenient
points in the buildings and about the grounds,
all of these to be absolutely free of charge. Near
these will be placed other toilet-rooms and closets,
in which washing accommodations will be pro-
vided, the fee for admission to which has been
fixed ,at five cents ; but no one need incur that
expense unless anxious to improve their personal
appearance by the use of water and towels.
Places have been provided where visitors can eat,
free, the luncheons they may have brought with
them. If you wish to purchase food on the
grounds, you can do so, and at any one of several
different rates, according to the amount of accom-
modation furnished ; but all the charges will be
made on a fixeil scale, approved by the Fair
management, and no imposition of any kind will
be tolerated.
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WorTes Per Notes

WORLD'S FAIR BUREAU OF INFORMATION.
New Columbus Memorial Building,

Southeast corner State and Washington Streets.
I,. W..FLERSFIRM, Chairman ...... . . of Lapp & Flershem.A. Mo NSCII, Secretary.. . Formerly with Dueber-Hampden Company.M. A. M RAD, Treasurer,   of M. A. Mead 4?.: Company.GEORGR J. CORRY, . . . • of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Company.C. I. DonGstit, of the Waterbury Clock Company.J. I). ilvicsaE,  of Lyon & Healy.

A Bureau of Information and headquarters has been establishedby the Chicago Jewelers' Association, for the use of their friends andpatrons from all parts of the world who contemplate visiting the forth-coming World's Columbian Exposition. The rooms of the Associationare in the new Columbus Memorial Building, southeast corner of Stateand Washington Streets. A gentleman of large general experience,speaking and writing French, Spanish. German and English, has beenplaced in charge. The following facilities will be afforded :
REGISTRATION.

By registeting your name. residence when at home, and hotel orboarding-house while in the city, telegrams and mail-matter willbe promptly forwarded, and correct addresses furnished to allinquiring for same.

HOTELS AND BOARDING-HOUSES. 
A list of desirable hotels and boarding-houses will be kept, withlocation, description and rates.

TELEGRAMS. 
These will be receiched for, if requested, or their speedy deliverypromoted by means of our registry.

POSTAL BENEFITS.
A miniature post-office will be established for the delivery ofmail-matter. Before leaving for Chicago the jeweler who wishesto avail himself of these privileges should leave orders that allmail and telegrams be forwarded in the care of the Bureau ofI nformat ion.

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, ETC. 
Telegraph, telephone, stenographic, district messenger, livery,cab, express and baggage service arranged for, and legitimaterates secured.

CHECK AND CLOAK-ROOM,
Parcels and small packages will be received and checks issuedfor same.

A .READING AND RECEPTION-ROOM, 
with writing facilities and stationery, will be provided, wherejewelers may meet their friends, attend to correspondence, etc.

OFFICE ROOMS AND DESKS,
in the general headquarters, will be provided for secretaries andother officers of kindred associations.

A CHART, SHOWING
the location of the leading hotels and places of amusement, willbe on file at the rooms, and every possible assistance will berendered to place visitors in possession of any necessary informa-tion regarding the city and points of interest.

This service, being a portion of the contribution of the members ofthe Chicago Jewelers' Association toward making the World's Colum-bian Exposition the most enjoyable and instructive display the worldhas ever witnessed, is freely offered to jewelers' and kindred associa-tions, with the hope of benefiting the same, and securing a larger attend-ance at the fair, and further extending the hospitable reputation of theAssociation and the city of Chicago. Forty-two of the wholesale andmanufacturing jewelers of the city are members of this Association, andare interested in having the Bureau a success.
All parties desiring information, or wishing to be served by theAssociation, are invited to address the secretary of the Bureau, Mr. A.Monsch, at the address already given.
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The " Daily Columbian."
The Daily Columbian is the title of the morning

newspaper issued on the World's Fair grounds, and the
only official bulletin of the Columbian Exposition. It is an
eight-page composite paper unlike anything ever seen
before, five pages consisting of a first page of The Tribune,
Times, Inter-Ocean, Herald and the Record, the other
three pages containing official orde:s, programmes, prices of
transportation, lists of officers, and matter of interest to
exhibitors and visitors furnished by the department of pub-
licity and promotion, under the supervision of Major Handy,
who will virtually be the editor. W. C. Gates, lately of the
Review of Reviews, New York, will be the manager. The
first number of the Daily Columbian appears May 1st, and
the printing of the paper will be done as an exhibit in
Machinery Hall, on one of the most modern and interesting
of printing machines. The price of the new paper will be
five cents for a single copy, or by mail one dollar per
month, with postage added when sent to a foreign country.

Hear Those Bells.

There will be no lack of facilities for learning the. cor-
rect time while visiting the Fair. The Self-Winding Clock
Co. will bc the official timekeepers for the Exposition, and are
making great preparations for carrying out their ideas. In
the center of the Manufactures Building rises a highly
ornamental clock-tower 120 feet in height, with four seven-
foot dials seventy feet from the ground. A fine chime of
bells will be struck automatically by the clockwork, and
Mr. Atwood, the chime-player of Grace Episcopal Church,
New York, has been engaged by the clock company to play
the chimes during the six months of the Fair, the bells be-
ing struck by electricity from wires connecting with a key-
board in the Self-Winding Clock Co.'s exhibit. Beside the
central tower and the Company's private exhibit, the Self-
Winding Clock Co. will place one or more clocks in each
main building and also one in each of the State buildings.
Between ioo and 200 clocks will be placed in position
through the grounds, with dials ranging from twelve inches
to ten feet in diameter.

Souvenir Quarter-Dollars.
The 40,000 souvenir quarter-dollars, which Congress

authorized to be minted for the board of lady managers of
the World's Fair; will be issued, it is expected, by May 1st.
These coins are of peculiar interest for several reasons. In
some respects the Isabella quarter is a much greater novelty
than the Columbian half-dollar, as the coins with the Spanish
Queen's portrait are much more limited in number. The
act of Congress authorizing their issue only provides for the
minting of $10,000, or 40,000 quarters, hence there is every
reason to believe they will be extremely rare. They are
certain to command the attention of women the world over,
as they are the first recognition by a government of the posi-
tion that women are attaining in art, industrial and social
movements. Undoubtedly the women of the country will re-
gard this as their special souvenir, and as so few*will be
minted the demand for them will be proportionately great.

Mrs. Palmer's Reception-Room.
Cincinnati is the only city to have a room in the

Woman's Building. It is located over the main entrance
on the east of the building, overlooking the lake, with three
large double doors opening on the veranda. At the special
request of Mrs. Palmer, the women of Cincinnati will
decorate and furnish the room as a model nineteenth century
drawing-room, to be used as a reception hall by Mrs.
Palmer when at the Woman's Building. The frieze work
is nearly completed, and the design and execution were the
work of Miss Agnes Pitkin, of Cincinnati, assisted by Miss
Eva Stearns and Mrs. Mary Trivett. The frieze is five feet
in width. The tower OeSig11 is a conventional scroll of
buckeyes in staded reds. The band of lea roses is three
and a half feet wide on a clouded background. The roses
shade from terra cotta to pale yellow. On the ceiling the
same artistic design will be carried out, forming a narrow
border of roses in flat tints.

How Money is Made.

The Philadelphia Mint will have on exhibition one of
the presses now in operation, which will daily turn out
medals characteristic of the Fair in their design, and which
will be sold at their actual cost. The cabinet, or the greater
portion of it, will also be removed. This, from a numis-
matic point of view, apart from the face value of the coins
contained therein, is one of the finest in the country, con-
taining as it does hundreds of pieces of which there are no
counterparts.
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WORLD'S FAIR HEADQUARTERS
il I

RETAIL WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' ASSO'N
OF ILLINOIS.

World's Fair Headquarters have been established by theRetail ‘Vatchmakers' and Jewelers' Association of Illinois (a branch ofthe National Association). Said headquarters have been establishedfor the benefit of our craftsmen. from all parts of the world, who wishto visit the World's Columbian Exposition. They are located on thefifth floor of the Masonic Temple, corner of State and Randolph Streets.The Masonic Temple is the highest commercial building in the world—a sight which you should not fail to see.
The following facilities be offered to every craftsman free ofcharge:

REGISTRATION.
By registering your name, residence when at home, and hotel,furnished room or boarding-house while in Chicago, letters, tele-grams, etc., will be forwarded.

POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
A post-office will be established at our quarters. Before leavinghome the craftsmen wishing to accept our hospitality shouldleave orders that all mail, etc., addressed to him should be for-warded in the care of the Retail Watchmakers' and Jewelers'Association of Illinois, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

HOTELS, FURNISHED ROOMS, ETC.
A list of hotels, furnished rooms and boarding-houses will beprovided, with description, rates and location.

MISCELLANEOUS ACCOMMODATIONS.
Telegraph and -telephone service has been arranged for, andcheck-room for parcels and small packages ; in fact, all possiblearrangements for the welfare and accommodation of the watch-makers and jewelers have been made as well as our financial meanswould permit.

For further information address the secretary, Frederick Correll,Jr., 555 Alasonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. We will be pleased to offer ourservice to you, with the assurance that we will do all in our power foryour welfare and comfort while in Chicago.
The headquarters will be open from April to, 1893, until April 30,5894. The National and State conventions will be held in Chicago,in July, 2893. All retail watchmakers and jewelers are earnestlyrequested to attend.

A Sub-Equatorial Jewelry Exhibit.
As evidence of the character and excellence of the ex-

hibits which have conic to the World's Fair from abroad,
the following description, given by the Madras Mail, of a
casket made by a jewelry firm In far-away Ceylon ex-
pressly for the Fair, is given : It is undoubtedly one of the
finest—if not the Very finest—piece of work and the most
costly and valuable, ever turned out of a Ceylon establish-
ment. The box is fourteen inches long by seven inches
broad, and is made of carved ivory on silver, with bands of
solid gold (Ratnapura work) along its sides and edges.
The lid is of silver, richly chased on the inside with designs
of elephants and cocoanut trees, whilst the whole is covered
with blue plush. Its chief claim to notice, however, is the
fact that it is very richly studded with gems—none but .Cey-
lon stones being used. All around the rim is a row of fine
pearls-3oo in number--whilst lower down is a row of
rubies of good weight and fine color. The lid is lined with
a complete selection of the best stones, including pearls, sap-
phires, rubies, cats-eyes, tourmalines, etc., and this fact
gives great value to the casket ; whilst the ivory panels are
carved to represent various products of the island, such as
paddy, cinnamon, coffee, tea, etc. With the casket is an
ivory elephant caparisoned with gold trappings, as if for a
.perehara, and carrying a gold shrine on its back. The
whole exhibit is valued at 45oo ($2,5oo)."

Queen Victoria's Tapestries.
Queen Victoria has given her formal consent for an

exhibition of the tapestries at Windsor Castle. The collec-
tion will include many examples of the panels and furniture
coverings woven at Windsor. The specimens possess a
historic value, for they are the last that will issue from the
Windsor manufactory, and as such the Queen, who is much
interested in the success of the Chicago Exposition, is glad
that they will thus be brought to the notice of the American
nation.

Original Columbus Manuscripts.
The Department of State has received from the United

States legation at Madrid a list of the original manuscripts
which are loaned for exhibition at the World's Fair by the
Duke of Veragua, the living descendant of Columbus. The
list includes the most interesting and precious historical
documents in the world, among others the original contract
made with Columbus by the sovereigns of Spain, and the
original commission given him by them before he undertook
his voyage.

Woman never has many weaknesses, but one of the
few is diamonds. It is safe to promise a crowded house for
the diamond-cutting and polishing exhibitions from the great
diamond-cutting interests of Amsterdam. These will be
shown in the Mines and Mining Building, and will be work-
ing exhibits, showing how diamonds are cut and polished,
and there will also be an exhibition of set diamonds and
diamond jewelry in the Manufactures Building.

•
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The Jewelry Exhibits at the Fair.

OCATED in the northeast por-

tion of the Manufactures and

Liberal Arts Building, a cut of

which is here shown, are the

watch and jewelry exhibits. It

is expected that these exhibits

will attract more attention than

any others at the Fair; and they

,11,5rior
,

certainly present an appear-

ance of dazzling splendor

that warrants the belief.

The designs of the booths,

the fixtures, and The exhi-

bits themselves, are all got-

ten up on an eighteen-

karat scale of richness that

arrests the attention and

fascinates the onlooker. The foreign watch and jewelry

exhibitors have made an excellent showing, Switzerland,

France and England coming to time bravely. We shall

give each month a synopsis of the information obtainable in

this section.

The exhibit of the Keystone Watch Case Company, of

Philadelphia, is one of the features of the Fair. It is

will have quarter-circle trays, in which will be displayed

both holders and pens, interspersed with pencils with

pleasing effect. Other of their products are scattered

around promiscuously.

A most interesting exhibit is that of the Faneuil Watch

Tool Co., Boston, Mass. G. W. Stackpole, an old friend of

the firm, came all the way from Seattle, Wash., to take

charge of it. Watchmakers and machinists should not fail

to carefully examine it.

The Manhattan Silver Plate Co., Lyons, N. Y., has a

fine exhibit. Their case is of curly birch, eight by sixteen

feet in size, with octagon ends, and star.ds twenty-six feet

high. The top consists of a large arched dome, and above

this, an open-work balcony, and a smaller dome surmount-

ing all.
Yet another attractive silver plate exhibit is that of the

Holmes & Edwards Silver Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

The Waterbury Watch Co.'s famous century clock is

among the most admired features of the entire exhibition.

It is certainly a most marvelous timepiece, and cannot fail

to excite admiration and wonder in visiting jewelers.

Getting it to the grounds was an onerous and very respon-

sible task.
One of the most striking and original exhibition pa-

vilions is that of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co. The

architectural style of the pavilion i; the Ionic, of the

Erectheum of the Athenian Acropolis, a beautiful Grecian

The exhibit of Ostby & Barton, the 
well-known

Providence, R. I., ring manufacturers, is one of the most

attractive on the grounds. The booth is constructed in the

form of a pavilion, eight feet long, five wide, and 
eleven

high. The wood used is figured birch, which is finished in

its natural color and ornamented with gold lines. 
Upon

the floor is spread an Axminster carpet of terra cotta 
hue,

while the walls and ceiling are hung with pale green 
silk.

At one end the drapery is drawn apart, revealing the

mirror back and producing the novel effect of reflecting the

inner case—the casket containing the exhibit. This inner

case, of irregular form, but graceful in proportion, is also

made from birch, with gold ornamentation. The entire

exhibit makes a display of almost bewildering beauty.

R. F. Simmons & Co., Providence, R. I., are making a

chain exhibit that will open the eyes of visiting jewelers. It

is located on the northeast corner of section N in block 
L .

The Company has about seventy-five square feet of space.

In this is located an octagon case, Made of polished oak 
and

plate-glass, the case being four and one-half feet in diameter

and ten feet high. On the top of the case is an ornamental

rod, making the total height of the case over all thirteen and

one-half feet. This octagon case revolves by mean of an

electric motor, making four or five turns a minute, thus

constantly bringing all the display before the eyes of all the

people gathered around. In the case are displayed in an

artistic manner as many chains as the space will permit.
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located in section 0, block I, on the main or Columbia

aisle, close to the center. It is the most magnificent display

of watch cases ever seen, and the visiting trade 
cannot

afford to miss it. It has many unique features, and is

enriched by a collection of antique timepieces of all shapes,

sizes and kinds made within the past three centuries. In

the booth there is an exquisitely carved pavilion, and 
the

beautiful show-cases are finished in gold and ivory.

' The exhibit of the American Waltham Watch 
Co.,

Waltham, Mass., is on a scale of grandeur commensurate

with the size, resources and limitless enterprise of this

concern. Any attempted description would fall so far short

of the reality that we refrain at present from 
undertaking

the task. A feature of their exhibit is relics in 
watches

that once belonged to different kings and emperors. 
They

are the property of Evan Roberts, of Manchester, 
England.

The Meriden Britannia Company, Meriden, 
Conn., are

making an exhibit three times as large as that shown at 
the

Paris Exposition and six times as large as their 
Philadelphia

Centennial exhibit. Every line manufactured by them is

shown. The exhibit will be in a pavilion, octagon
-shaped,

with bay windows fitted into niches, where sever. 
cases of

goods will be shown. The spoons and cutlery will be shown

on a half-circle twelve feet in height and 
double that in

width. Most tastefully and artistically arranged are 
innu-

merable spoons, ladles, knives, forks, etc. The trade
-mark of

the concern, "1847, Rogers Bros., Ai," is cleverly 
inter-

woven in the circle. Not one article in the entire collection

has ever been shown before. George E. Savage supervised

the arrangement of the collection.

E. T. Pearce & Co., Providence, R. I., are 
showing an

attractive exhibit. It is a tray lined NI ith pale green velvet,

having for a central figure a placque bearing the State

coat-of-arms. Symmetrically around the anchor will be 
placed

pencil-cases. On either side will be horse-shoe shaped

trays containing larger pencils, and at the ends, 
wheels,

formed of penholders containing gold pens. The corners

MANUFACTURES AND LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING.

Ionic temple, which is acknowledged to be the finest

example of a style which the Greeks developed to the

highest state of perfection. The pavilion covers an area of

thirty-two by twenty feet, in addition to an approach court

eight by twenty feet, enclosed with a balustrade. The

plate-glass., sides are enclosed by twenty-six fluted Ionic

columns, standing entirely clear of the glass, which is in

large sheets set in slender metallic bars placed directly

behind the columns, forming a pure crystal background for

the colonnade. The interior is embellished with twelve

columns of the same kind as the exterior, eight of which

support the graceful octagonal dome which surmounts the

pavilion. The height cif the pavilion ia eighteen feet from

the floor to the top of the balustrade, and twenty-eight 
feet

to the apex of the dome which crowns the 
composition.

The dome is beautifully and delicately modeled, 
and is

roofed with leaded glass cut in scale form, and is sur-

mounted with a graceful winged female figure of Victory

four feet high. The whole is uniformly tinted a warm

ivory tone. The cornice is rich in modeling, and is sur-

mounted by an ornamental balustrade, which is embellished

with graceful urns, of which there are twenty-six, 
resting

upon as many pedestals that fall directly over the columns.

The clock placed by the Seth Thomas Clock Co. in the

tower of the Pennsylvania State Building is the only 
tower

clock on the grounds. The. clock has four nine-foot dials

and a 2000-pound bell. The bell is in plain view from the

ground, and is often mistakenly called the ,‘ Liberty Bell."

The Alvin-Beiderhase Manufacturing Co., 860 
Broad-

way, New York, were awarded the contract for making 
the

official ,4 Woman's " spoon selected by Mrs. Potter Palmer.

The design for the ‘,.Children's " spoon submitted 
by this

firm was accepted. The proceeds of the sale of this spoon

will be used to help defray the expenses of the 
Children's

Building at the Fair. On the top of the handle will be a

portrait of Mrs. Potter Palmer, and embossed in the 
bowl

will be a picture of the Children's Building.

An exceedingly handsome clock exhibit is that of the

Ansonia Clock Co. Their pavilion is floored with white

marble, mahogany panels forming the sides and back. The

entire display presents a very beautiful appearance.

Waterbury is represented at the Exposition by. four

manufacturing concerns : Randolph & Clowes, Waterbury

Watch Co., Rogers & Brother, and the Bristols' Manufac-

turing Co. Rogers & Brother's exhibit is in section N,

block 1, No. 12, occupying a space fifteen by eleven feet, across

a narrow aisle from the exhibit of the Meriden Britannia

Co., and near that of the Gorham Manufacturing Co. The

show-cases are of cherry and plate-glass, and are highly

artistic. The booth is nineteen feet in height, and is

surmounted by a figure of Cupid holding an electric light

globe in the form of a star, the trade-mark of the Company.

The trade should not miss this exhibit.

The exhibit of marine chronometers which H. H.

Heinrich, 14 Maiden Lane, New York, is showing, is

among the most instructive at the Exposition. It is located

in the Government Building with the Naval Observatory

exhibit. With the chronometers is shown the silver medal

awarded to Mr. Heinrich at the Paris Exposition Univer-

selle of 1889.
Simons, Bro. & Co., of Philadelphia, have a magnifi-

cent exhibit in Machinery Hall. The space is located at

column K, and is partly enclosed by a partition, the lower

part paneled, with glass above. In front of the exhibit are

cases for displaying the finished product. Workmen manu-

facture goods in view of the public. The exhibit is in

every respect worthy of this well-known Quaker City house.

Chas. W. Brown, Charleston, W. Va., has an exhibit at

the Fair, the originality of which does credit to his ingenuity.

In a handsome glass Stase, and nestling in a blue silk

cushion, are four oxydized silver souvenir spoons—two table

and two tea sizes. Upon one pair is beautifully and

accurately chased the picture of St. George's chapel, and

upon the other, John Brown and his scaffold.
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OUR OWN SPECIAL NEW DESIGNS FOR WALL-CASES.our 1893 Jewelers' Catalogue. State your needs. 17.inch Show=Cases glazed with best double=thick glass, fo feet long, $17.00
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are made of the best Seamless Wire on Earth,
every joint being soldered with gold solder,
thereby making a perfect article—finish equal
to solid gold goods—and are

by-the trade as giving entire satisfaction. Our
Seamless filled chains are sellers. Remember
that .all joints are soldered with gold solder.
Ask your jobber for the above mentioned goods
with M. & B. stamped on every swivel, and
you will make no mistake.

to see our line of Ladies' Victoria chains—they
are beauties ; also our line of Ladies' Vest chains,
with solid gold, gold-plate and fancy colored
slides. These goods Vill please the most fas-
tidious. Our chains can be easily distinguished
from other makes, as each chain has a tag
bearing our trade mark, as shown below. Ladies
goods will have the Queen's head ; gents' goods
the King's head.

Fac-similes of Tags attached
to the M. & B. Chains.

F. J. Bross, who covers southern Illinois, Kentucky,

Tennessee and southeast Missouri for L. Bauman Jewelry

Co., St. Louis, reports a good spring trade in his district.

Mr. Bross has represented his present house a number of

years, and is a prime trade favorite in his section.

T. Perkins, the well-

known Eastern traveling rep-

resentative of the Elgin Na-

tional Watch Company, is one

of the best-known and most

popular men on the road. Mr.

Perkins was born in Exeter,

England, in 5843, and was

educated at the old endowment

school of that city. He was

an unusually bright pupil, and

in 1857 passed with honors the

first of the outside Oxford and

T. Perkins. 
Cambridge examinations. He

subsequently became appren-

ticed to a wealthy firm of watch manufacturers, the

Ellis Brothers, of Exeter, where for seven years he studied

the mysteries of watchmaking and perfected his business

knowledge generally. So great was his progress that at

the end of his apprenticeship he obtained the assistant

foremanship of the watch department of the celebrated fir.n

of Howell, James & Co., of Regent Street, London. This

position he left to gain a wider experience, and went to

Manchester. Some time I.aer he reached Canada on a

premeditated trip around the world. In Chicago, in 1868,

he accepted a position with A. H. Miller & Co., but became

so impressed with the then juvenile Elgin factory that he

went to work therein as a common bench-hand in the train

room. In 5874 he took charge of the material in the cen-

tral office of the factory, and in 1875 went to London in

the interest of the Company. After his return from Europe

he was employed for a time with the Lancaster and, later,

with the Fredonia Watch Co. In 1884 he was called by

the Elgin Company to his present position, in which he has

become personally acquainted with thousands of jewelers in

the United States and Canada, with all of whom he is de-

servedly popular.

Julius Hartman, formerly a well-known jewelry sales-

man out of St. Louis, is one of the lucky boys that have

drifted into a pleasant home position. He is now in charge

of the diamond department of the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry

Co , St. Louis.

D. B. Ward, with Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer,

Kansas City, Mo., was a pleasant caller at the Chicago

office of THE KEYSTONE, April 24th. Though not entirely

recovered from his severe illness, spoken of in our April

number, he is growing stronger right along. He was on

his way to visit some Wisconsin relatives for a few days,

when he will take a trip to California and spend a month at

the home of his parents in Pasadena, that State. He ex-

pects to return to Kansas City the first of June.

Bert Brittan was born

in Lockport, N.Y., forty years

ago. Ten years later his

father came west and lo-

cated in Chicago, where the

younger Brittan grew up to

manhood and has ever since

made his home. He early

entered the jewelry business,

beginning as an errand boy

with Giles, Bro. & Co., a

quarter of a century ago,

when their store was located

at 542 Lake Street, which

was then the leading retail thoroughfare of Chicago. He

soon developed into a bright, clever salesman, and be-

fore he was twenty years of age he was given his first

introduction to the road as a representative of the above

firm. This was in 1872, and in this position he continued

with the above house for a number of years, meeting with

success and making warm friends wherever he went. After

severing his connection with Giles, Bro. & Co., he was con-

nected with several others of Chicago's jobbing firms, in the

capacity of either house or traveling salesman, until three

years ago, when be entered the employ of M. A. Mead &

Co., as a member of this firm's widely-known big four"

travelers' team, which includes such bright and.shining

lights in the .traveling fraternity as Tom Hoefer, Tom

Anderson, Arthur Perry and the subject of this sketch. In

this brilliant array of sales-talent Mr. Brittan bolds the post

of city salesman, also traveling to the near-by towns. His

is an ideal traveler's position. He is seldom, if ever, away

from his wife, daughter and pleasant West Side Chicago

home over night. Personally Mr. Brittan is a prompt,

energetic business man, with a perfect understanding of his

line. lie is liberal and progressive, quick to decide, frank

and plain spoken, a very satisfactory and pleasant man to

deal with.
Billy Wilmes, the widely-known traveler for the

Bauman-Massa Jewelers' Supply Co., St. Louis, was laid up

at his home in Kansas City for ten days the past month

with an attack of pneumonia. At last accounts, he had so

far recovered as to be able to resume his travels.

Ed. Drury, the livelAand genial representative of the

Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa., comes West in June or

July, and will spend a month in Chicago, viewing the

sights at the World's Fair. Mrs. Drury will accompany him.

Frank Shadbolt, with the Stein, & EllliOgen Co.,

Chicago, is in from an extended trip over his territory. He

remarked: Do you ask who are coming to Chicago during

the Exposition season ? Why, my dear boy, just get your

Bradstreet or Dun reference book and mark off all the

jewelers over my territory. Every one of them will see the

World's Fair, and I have their word for it!"
Joseph H. Crawford

was born in Pittsburg, Pa.,

thirty-six years ago. At an

early age he drifted into the

jewelry line in his native

city, beginning at the very

bottom of the ladder as

office boy for the wholesale

house of Hodge, Goddard

& Co., now Goddard, Hill

& Co. His first road ex-

perience was in 1879, when

Jos. H. Crawford. he began to travel for the

above firm, a position be

held with a success that was most creditable until 1884,

when Mr. Crawford joined his fortunes with Sigler Bros.,

the well-known Cleveland jobbers.• His territory is Penn-

sylvania, Ohio and Indiana, and his friends are legion, for

he is a prime social favorite as well as a successful salesman.

Personally Mr. Crawford is a fine-appearing gentleman, with

a bright, intelligent face, and is painstaking in looking after

his customers' and employers' interests. He is a family man.'

Louis Bauman, the Texas man for the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., is one of the most popular men

on the road in that country. He is a crack salesman and a

first rate fellow.

J. Reed Elliott, is the hustling representative of the

M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., St. Louis, in Missouri, Kansas

and Nebraska, and is doing a fine trade this spring.

Moses Strauss, that genial minstrel of trade who

warbles through the Rocky Mountain cogntry for the L.

Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, is enjoying his usual good

trade this spring, and though business is a trifle dull in some

sections of his territory, he believes the year's trade will

average up well.

C. L. Merry, manager of the Kansas City house of

the Julius King Optical Co., is an old-time traveler in the

trans.Missouri country, who, we are glad to say, is making

a success in his new field. The Kansas City house, though

less than a year old, is already enjoying a fine business, and

it is bound to increase. Merry is one of the energetic,

bustling kind, and will never rest until his branch is on the

top of the heap.

Ed. 0. Baumgarten and wife mourn the loss of their

infant son, Carl Walter, who died March 27th, at the age of

nine months. Mr. and Mrs. Baumgarten will have the

sympathy of Mr. B.'s many friends in the trade in their

bereavement. Mr. Baumgarten is a well-known represen-

tative of the Pairpoint Manufacturing Co.

Frank Barger, of Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer,

Kansas City, Mo., for the first time in several years, has

been making a trip among his old friends and customers

the past month. Mr. Barger reports a warm reception all

along the line, and a good trade, with a few exceptions,

wherever be went.

Flint Bowen is an

Empire State boy, born in

Buffalo thirty-three years

ago. He landed in Chi-

cago with his parents in

1865, and was educated in

the public schools of that

city and Austin, one of Chi-

cago's pretty suburbs. His

first entry in the jewelry

I usiness was in 188o, when

he began in the Chicago

Flint Bowen. 
office of the New Haven

Clock Co. as cashier, where

he remained at office NI ork and as traveling salesman for

seven years, when he resigned on account of ill health.

He remained off the road and engaged in other occupations .

until July, 1890, when he again resumed the traveler's

habits as representative of the Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co.

and the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., of Kansas City, in

Alissouri, southern Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma,

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico. Personally

Mr. Bowen is a man of neat appearance, rather tall and

slender, with a clear-cut, intellectual face. He is naturally

what you would call a quiet man, always courteous and

pleasant. He is married, the happy father 'of two bright

boys, and resides in Kansas City.

V. G. Cuthbert, who travels Missouri and Kansas for

Otto Young & Co., Chicago, is making an extended Western

trip during May, taking. in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.

James H. Hukill, who represents the Meriden Silver

Plate Co. from the Chicago office, enjoys the distinction of

being the only Hukill in the Chicago directory, which is

somewhat remarkable for this World's Fair year. But then

Hukill is somewhat of a remarkable man in his way—a

remarkably clever fellow and a remarkably good salesman.

L. P. Capshaw, the Michigan representative for Benj.

Allen & Co., Chicago, returned recently from a short visit

to his boyhood home in Shelbyville, Tenn., and will leave

again about May 1st for an extended trip over his territory.

Tom Hoefer tells a good one on himself. Shortly

after his manly and intelligent face appeared in the Febru-

ary KEYSTONE he received a pretty missive from a fair

young Missouri lady, which said, in the most graceful and

candid way, that if be was as fancy free as the printed

sketch led her to believe be was, and as good as his picture

looked, she would like to open up a friendly correspondence.

'When last seen, Tom was silent as to the progress he had

made in this romantic affair, but was willing to acknowl-

edge that the boys had the laugh on him in greal shape for

once in his life.

Ed. Massa, of the Bauman Massa Jewelers' Supply

Co., St. Louis, is now on an extended trip to the far

West and the Pacific Coast. His first stop was Denver, and

he will take in Salt Lake, Ogden, Helena, Seattle, Tacoma,

San Francisco and Los Angeles. Returning, he will stop at

the leading towns along the Southern Pacific and Atchison

lines. Ed. is a veteran, and always a jolly, good hustler,

whom the Western trade will find it a pleasure to meet.

J. M. Friede, the jovial, good-natured friend of every-

body in Texas, and elsewhere, for that matter, has long

represented the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co. in the Lone

Star " State, and is a popular man wherever he goes. On

his present trip through that territory he is accompanied by

Mr. Samuel Eisenstadt, the president Of the Company, and

the two gentlemen are enjoying a month's jaunt together,

combining pleasure with business.

Mark Flanders, formerly traveling salesman for Floyd,

Pratt & Co., Boston, Mass., is to join the United States

Watch Co.'s staff. Edward Pierce will take the place of

Mr. Flanders for Floyd, Pratt & Co.

Fred. A. Mansfield and E. W. Carlton, traveling rep-

resentatives for Smith & Patterson, Boston, were home

recently,but started out again on an extended spring trip.

• B. H. Sink, traveling representative for M. S. Fleish-

man & Co., Chicago, was taken ill recently at Watertown,

S. Dak., which caused a break in his trip. Inflammatory

rheumatism set in, and he is confined to bed at this writing.

William J. Eroe, with Ira Goddard, 14 John Street,

New York, and for fourteen years with Mr. Goddard's pre-

decessors, Geo. W. Pratt & Co., is one of the most restlessly

energetic and most popular salesmen in the trade. His

business friends are legion„and will be pleased to hear that

a special arrangement with his house enables him to make

sales to them on a basis even more advantageous than here-

tofore. An examination of his samples on his next visit

cannot fail to interest you, and ten to one will prove profit-

able to you.
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In addition to our enormous stock of Staples, we have

Souvenirs for Woflg's Colman ExposiIio
Can be retailed at so cents each.

Silver-Plated Tray with views of SCVCT1 of the main buildings,
photographic enameled process in beautiful colors. Also larger sizes
to sell at $1.00, $1.25 and $1.5o.

SOUVENIR COIN BEZELS.

Silver and to K. Gold.

Silver can be retailed at 25 and so cents,
Gold at $3.00. These are our own make and are
the only safe coin-holder made ; or, as one jeweler
expresses it, 44 Your coin bezel is 'the only holder—the
others are coin-losers."

Can be retailed at 25 cents.

World's Fair Brooch or Badge. Fine die
work. In silver plate and English fire-gilt.

Jobbers supplied at

special prices.

Prices cut in two.
These stacks of gold coin in Paper
Weights, Ink-Stands and Stamp=
Boxes, can now be sold' at 50 cents
each, retail, and Match-Boxes at 25
cents.

Wholesale prices are just one-half of
former quotations.

Cigar-Cutter Charm.

Handsome, useful and well
made.

'Nlade in solid gold, sterling sil-
ver and finest rolled plate.

For the Large Size Stamps.

Boxes in finest quadruple silver and gold
plate, also boxes in sterling silver.

Silver Plate will retail at $2.00
Gold " " " " 2.50
Sterling Silver 44 " " 3.00

Band Finger-Rings. Charms with building views, etc.

We also have World's Fair Souvenir Opera-Glass Charms with photographic views.
Silver Spoons, Button-Hooks and Bookmarks.
Silver-Plated Columbus Head Cane.

Can be retailed at 15
to 25 cents each.

A Silver-Plated Tea
Spoon. Head and ship
of Columbus in fine die
work. Also orange spoons
and .sugar shells.
Also other kinds in plate
and sterling silver to sell at
50 cents, $1.00,$1.5o,
$2.00 to $5.00 each.

Aluminum Pen-Holder. Black enamel, which is cut through, showing the bright cuts in the aluminum. Engraved " Chicago " on one side of handle and 44 1S93" on the other.
Holders sold separate or with Pens.
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Circulars containing above with wholesale prices and illustrations, and many other novelties and new staplzs, are being sent to jewelers on our list.
them we should be pleased to forward same.

Watchmakers' Lathes 
We have just revised our prices on Webster, Moseley and Hopkins lathes.
buying a lathe should send for our circular on same.

To ret-il jewelers who do not receive

Any watchmaker contemplating

Howard Watch Movements We have a large stock of these fine movements, the prices of which were reduced 30 per cent.

Do not fail to call on us, should

you come to the World's Fair City.

We won't annoy you with business.

Soliciting your orders, we are yours,

tiCAVtiwa

MAY, 1893 THE KEYSTONE

CHICAGO, April 25, /893.

The Chicagoan who isn't proud of his city just now

has an abscess in the gray matter of his cerebrum, or some

other mental affliction. We are proud of the Fair, proud of

the civic pluck that grappled with the undertaking, and of

the talent and enterprise that made the execution so perfect.

The world and his wife will visit us during the next six

months, and the numerous couple will get an insight into

nineteenth century progress that the human mind, so far,

could never conceive. All the city jewelers are prepared to

welcome the craft, and the latter can r ckon on the subli-

mated essence of a concentrated good time while in this

city. The salvation sign 44 All are welcome," is written in

the clouds.
C. H. Knights is at home again, after one of the

quickest European trips on record. He was absent five

weeks, traveled eleven thousand miles, and visited Amster-

dam, Antwerp, London and Paris. He met with some

pretty rough weather, but enjoyed good health all through

the trip. 44 All Europe is talking of Chicago and the Fair,"

said Mr. Knights yesterday. 44 Nothing that has happened in

America for a number of years has called forth so much

comment and interest. 'Wherever you go, be it in the

mountains of Switzerland, or the most remote hamlet in

merrie old England, everybody has heard of the wonderful

city on the Western prairies. Many are coming to our Fair

from all over Europe—nothing but the dreaded cholera will

keep them from it. I found a rising diamond market—

goods very high, with an upward tendency. No cut goods

in Amsterdam, nor rough goods in London, with a scarcity

of fine goods in the American market. This situation is

caused by the De Beers trust shutting off the Kimberley

mines; and as they control the diamond supply of the

xvorld, this condition of things is likely to prevail for some

little time."
The visiting trade to Chicago during the Exposition

will be extended a hearty welcome to the store of Otto

Young & Co., and the visit thereto may prove not the least

profitable during the trip. Their present stock would be a

revelation to many a retailer.
No doubt a great many of the jewelers of the country

will take advantage of the World's Fair and come to Chicago

during the time it is open. Messrs. Lapp & Flershem cor-

dially invite all visiting jewelers to call on them, and see

their large store and immense stock. While they would be

pleased, of course, to show what they have for sale and to

sell goods, they wish to state that visiting jewelers will not

be annoyed in this respect, as under the circumstances the

occasion will be considered a time for social and friendly

greeting, and an opportunity for personal acquaintance with

many of their customers and members of the trade.
Jules Jeanneret is the kindly and interesting gentleman

in charge of the Swiss watch exhibit. Mr. Jeanneret has

recently been calling on the Chicago trade, and talking

up the goods he represents.
E. C. Fitch, president of the Waltham Watch Co., will

visit Chicago during May, and will be an interested visitor

to the 44 White City " at Jackson Park. Few, if any, Amer-
ican or foreign manufacturers have spent more money on

their display than the Company of which he is the head,

and certainly the jewelers of the world can find no other

exhibit so interesting as that of the Waltham Company.

Royal E. Robbins, treasurer of this Company, is due in

Chicago the latter part of May. He will remain several
weeks reviewing the sights at Jackson Park.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Company, re-
turned, April 54th, from his diamond-purchasing trip to

Europe.
F. M. Sproehnle & Co. are busy making preparations

for the removal to their handsome new quarters in the

Columbus Memorial Building. When all settled in their
new home, they will have one of the best-lighted and most

complete jobbing rooms in the city.
Space in all the great buildings at the World's Fair has

been granted B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. for the sale of

their World's Fair official souvenir spoon. The main

World's Fair office of the Company will be located in the
northeast part of the Manufactures Building, a space six by

twenty feet being granted. Six locations have been allotted

the Company in the Manufactures Building, and a total of

forty booths and pavilions in all the buildings.

The G. & N. Gravier mainspring of Glickauf & New-

house appears still to be strengthening its position in trade

favor, judging by the bulk and frequency of incoming

orders. Goods so meritorious at the price certainly seem to

deserve the patronizing attention they are receiving.

We wish to call attention to the advertisement of Wm.

H. Dietz, 117 Dearborn Street, which will be found in

another part of this issue. The goods offered are first class,

the firm is reliable in every way, and we look for a large

trade with them among our readers. Hundreds of jewelers

are situated so that it is very inconvenient for them to

secure nice printed stationery. At a very small expense

they can secure one of these outfits, do their own printing

and have it when they want it. Note and letter-beads, en-

velopes, bill-heads, statements, receipts, etc., can be neatly

and cheaply gotten out.
William Watrous, president of the Wm. Rogers Manu-

facturing Co., accompanied by Mrs. Watrous, was in the

city the early part of the month. Mr. *Watrous was looking

after the Company's exhibit at the Fair.

E. D. Barnum, manager of the Chicago store of the

Ansonia Clock Co., paid New York a visit the early part of

the month.
Swartcbild & Co., the Masonic Temple material dealers,

are always on the lookout for something new in tools.

Their latest find is a pendant-set screw-driver, a most useful

and handy tool, which is inexpensive and should be in the

hands of every watchmaker. See full description in Swart-

child's page in another part of this issue.

The firm of Fleishman & Stein has been dissolved by

mutual consent, Mr. Moritz Stein having sold out his entire

interest in said firm to Mr. 'Aroses S. Fleishman, who will

pay all of said firm's debts, and will hereafter conduct the

business at the old stand under the name and style of M. S.

Fleishman & Co.
Joseph T. Homan, of Homan & Co., the Cincinnati

silverware manufacturers, has been visiting their Chicago

office the past week, as the guest of Mr. Charles Jacobs,

their manager here. Mr. Homan was quite enthusiastic

over the World's Fair, and thinks it is bound to be a success.

James T. Brayton, of the Geneva Optical Co., took a

run down to the factory at Geneva, N. Y., the early part of

the month. •
S. L. Barbour, of the Barbour Silver Co., was here the

first week of the month.
H. W. Henshaw, the popular treasurer of the Geneva

Optical Co., is home again after a five weeks' sojourn in the

South.
44 1,Ve have had a splendid run on Howard watches

since the first of the month," said Mr. Thearle, manager at

C. H. Knights & Co.'s. " The sweeping reduction in the

prices of these really excellent timekeepers has done much

to popularize them, and create a lively demand. We sold

over one-fifth of our allotment the first ten days after the

reduction. The demand continues so good that we expect

to be able soon to close out our entire purchase."

The Frank Mauscr Manufacturing Company, New York,

silversmiths, will open an office and sample room in the

Spaulding Building, State and Jackson Streets, next month.

George T. Bynner, the genial and obliging manager for

the Wymble Manufacturing Company, of Newark, N. J., has

taken an office on the fourth floor of the Spaulding Building,

and will display a rich line of sterling silver deposit goods

after May 1st.
Thomas G. Brown & Co., the New York silversmiths,

have taken an office in the Spaulding Building, State and

Jackson Streets. They will occupy the same after May 1st,

and will have their full line on exhibition.

F. H. Noble & Co., manufacturers of jewelers' findings,

are the latest house to join the jewelry colony of the

Columbus Building, and will remove to their new quarters

some time during the present month.

V. E. Brewer, of Portage, Wis., was a trade caller

some days ago.

W. H. White., the engraver, at 125 State Street, has

issued some handsome sample cards of high-class modern

engraving, in monograms and plain work, which he is mail-

ing to the trade at twenty-five cents. Order a set ; they are

well worth the money.

Charles J. Kuhn, for several years in charge of the

manufacturing department of Spaulding & Co., has entered

the employ of F. E. Morse & Son.-

W. B. Stone, formerly with the Pairpoint Company, is

now with E. G. Webster & Son as house and city salesman.

Maurice Wendell, president of the Wendell Manufac_

turing Co., left the first week in April for New York, to

superintend the opening of their new factory at 93, 95 and

97 William Street.
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F. G. Thearle & Co., Sixty-third Street and Wentworth

Avenue, will remove three blocks west to Stewart Avenue

and Sixty-third Street the first week in May, where they will

have a pretty, new storeroom fitted up with handsome fur-

niture. This part of Chicago, known as Englewood, has

developed wonderfully the past few years, and is bound to

continue to prosper. Mr. Thearle, the head of this enter-

young firm, is the popular manager at C. II. Knights

& Co.'s.
The secretary of the Retail Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

Association of Illinois announces that their headquarters

in the Masonic Temple are now open to friends in the trade

from 9 A. M. to 5 M.
C. R. Talcott, of Talcott Bros., jewelers, Olympia,

Wash., is the pleasant gentleman who is in charge of the

'Washington State Building at the World's Fair.

C. J. Kasten, with Chris. Preusser Jewelry Co., Mil-

waukee, visited the World's Fair City recently.

The John A. Riley & Sloan Co., of New York, have

engaged a room on the fourth floor of the Spaulding Build-

ing, State and Jackson Streets, which of late has become

quite a jewelry headquarters.

E. C. Pike, of the Pike & Willson Co., has just returned

from a fortnight's trip among his Illinois customers, and

reports every man he met on the trip getting ready to come

to the World's Fair.

A. M. Crommelin, president of the Crescent Watch

Case Co., of Newark, N. J., was the guest of R. A. Kettle,

of the Waltham Company, last week.

Dr. H. M. Martin, president of the Chicago Ophthalmic

College, reports a continuance of goodly patronage at this

well-known school of optics. The spring class, which opens

the first of May, will be a large and interesting one.

M. R. Peck, the quiet and dignified gentleman who

presides over the office at M. A. Mead & Co.'s, is quite a

chicken-fancier. Hen-keeping has become a passion with

him. Not long ago a friendly hen-fancier visited him and

told him a glowing story about a certain gilt-edged breed

of bens that he had secured. Their eggs, he assured him,

sold at $40 per dozen for 44 setting " purposes. Peck's am-

bition was aroused. He, too, would acquire gilt-edged hens.

His friendly friend said on account of their long-standing

friendship, be would make him a present of a dozen eggs.

He did so. Time went on. Fair hopes were buried with

those eggs when at last they were abandoned, for never so

much as a pin-feather appeared to reward the long 44 setting"

of the Peck hen.
The Chicago Jewelers' Association will move into their

new apartments in the Columbus Building about the middle

of May.
John M. Bostwick, a late graduate of Prof. Kandler's

Jewelers' School of Engraving, Columbus Memorial Build-

ing, has secured a position with Hyman, Berg & Co., one of

Chicago's large retail houses. This is the second graduate

of this well-known school who has been engaged by the

above firm within a year. The Professor's scholars seem to

be in demand.
L. C. Krueger & Co., at 407 and 409 Ogden Avenue,

have lately opened up a handsome jewelry stock, with

everything new and modern. They claim the largest stock

in the western part of the city, and certainly have a very

attractive establishment.

Gurdon W. Hull, manager for Simpson, Hall, Miller &

Co., Wallingford, Conn., left for home last week, after

spending a week looking over their business here and see-

ing the sights at the 44 White City " in Jackson Park.

Prof. Kandler's Jewelers' Schott of Letter and Mono-

gram Engraving will remove, this month, to the Columbus

Memorial Building, where it will occupy an elegant suite on

the thirteenth floor. I-Iere Prof Kandler's pupils will enjoy

a grand view and the best of light and ventilation, as well

as the handsomest surroundings of any school of the kind

in the world. Never before in its history has the school

been in a more flourishing condition. New scholars are

constantly being admitted, and Prof. Kandler goes into his

new school-home with bright prospects for a career of

increasing usefulness in this department of practical learning.

Among the students who have entered the Jewelers' School

of Engraving during the past few weeks are the following :

H. M. Senseney, with A. E. Elbe, jeweler, Bloomington,.

Ill.; Fred. W. Mahler, with H. Mahler, manufacturing

jeweler, Raleigh, N. C.; H. G. Sandoz, with the Zadeck

Jewelry Co., Mobile, Ala.; C. II. Bowen, with B. P. Rich-

mond, jeweler, Lansing, Mich.; Mak Brunner, with A. & E.

Schmidt, jewelers, Milwaukee, Wis.; Conrad Scbmieding,

with Robert Peickert, jeweler, St. Louis, Mo.; A. M. Klein,

of Klein & Son, jewelers, Muncie, Ind.; F. T. Wilbur,

Southington, Conn.; Charles Marcus, Chicago, Ill.; and Miss

M. Moore, Chicago, Ill.

tk.
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Cincinnati has undoubtedly awakened from her lethar-

gic sleep. Every mercantile interest seems alive to the fact

that something must be done to boom the city, or business

will be dead the rest of the year. The Merchants' and

Manufacturers' Association have now on foot the most ex-

tensive plans for bringing visitors to the city during the

next six months that were ever undertaken. They will begin

with the monster parade and festivities attending the dedi-

cation of the new city buildings on May i3th. Every com-

mercial, mercantile and industrial organization in the city is

making arrangements for large representation on that day.

Cincinnati people are just realizing that they have not been

up to the times in commercial activity ; they are not as

progressive nor as aggressive as many rival cities that are far

distancing her in many things. The time has come when

moderate measures. will not do for a live city. Progress is at

large, and every business must employ the most active meas-

ures to keep in the swim. Our daily papers have shown the

increase of action on the part of merchants by increasing

and larger advertisements. The people are waking up.

They can see, without spectacles, that the most enterprising

and vigilant man will lead. They must proclaim their wares

loud and long. They must come before the public more

frequently, and not depend upon their salesmen's merits to

draw custom. Lou. Kaufman, of Gus. Fox & Co., in an

interview with a leading daily, voices a sentiment that is true

of Cincinnati, and it has been taken up by the Merchants'

and Manufacturers' Association, who declare that Cincinnati

people do not appreciate the city's merits. If they did, it

would go a great ways toward creating a boom and main-

taining it. Every Cincinnati salesman should make it a

personal duty to declare there is no better city in the world

than our own, and it should be a part of their training to tell

every one they meet of the advantages of the Queen City as

a market. Cincinnati must wake up all over—not alone

retail merchants, but the wholesale—and the}, must let the

people outside know that they are alive. This cannot alone

be done by their salesmen, but the press has the biggest and

most powerful claim on the people, and the trade journals

are the mediums of the respective trades. It has been a

noticeable fact that Cincinnati has been the poorest patron

of trade papers, while Chicago has been the best. It is a

painful allusion, but the comprehensive growth of the one

and the sluggishness of the other are patent to all. But we

are alive now, and we intend to be very much more alive,

and THE KEYSTONE will find that out this year as we

progress.

D. Schroder & Co. have been doing a steady business

all spring. The calogues sent out by them early in the sea-

son have kept things moving in the mail-order department,

and their travelers are eminently successful. They are con-

stantly receiving inquiries concerning the Howard watches,

and expect this summer to realize a handsome trade in this

line. Already the local jobbers have called on them for

goods, and when it is thoroughly known throughout the

State that these goods cannot be bought outside the twelve

jobbers, the business will pick up.

Joseph E. Smith, jeweler, at Lockland, a near suburl an

town of Cincinnati, is exhibiting in his show-window a

rather interesting timepiece. It is one of the three first

watches made by the Waterbury Watch Company. One is

in Philadelphia and another in Mexico. It is valued at

a hundred dollars, although it cost only four dollars when

new. Mr. Nicolay, of Reading, owns it. He bought it

fourteen years ago, and it has been going steady ever since

without repair.

Jonas, Dorst & Co. are continually on the alert for the

new and tasteful, and are having all the business they can

handle. A past eminent commander's jewel, inlaid with

diamonds, finished by this firm last week, and which was

ordered from Columbus, Neb., was of marvelous beauty.

They are finishing another extremely beautiful medal for

the regatta in Texas.

Do not fail to see Gus Fox & Co.'s fine diamond spe-

cialty catalogue. It will be out this summer in time for

fall trade, but will lie sent only to representative jewelers.

It promises to be the finest of the kind ever issued in this

section, and will contain original designs of the latest goods

in the market. The advance sheets are replete with new

ideas.
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Homan & Co., silver plate manufacturers, have indeed

become the pride of the West in wares that cannot be ex-

celled and in prices that cannot be duplicated. The great

dimensions of their business have compelled them to enlarge

their quarters again. They recently bought the adjoining

property and will build a wing to their already extended

factory, giving more commodious quarters to some of their

departments. They are taking exceptional pride in refitting

and furnishing their Chicago salesroom, at 155 State Street,

which is assuming admirable proportions that favorably vie

with their imposing competitors. They extend a cordial

welcome to all the trade visiting the World's Fair. It will

be one of the treats of the great outside show. Mr. Jos. T.

Homan has just returned from Chicago, where he has been

superintending the new appointments. Mr. Charles Jacobs

has charge of the Chicago office, and can always be found

at his post with a corps of assistants as amiable and courteous

as himself.
Russell Brothers will move from their present location,

13 Arcade, to I 12 West Fifth Street about the 5th of May.

They have purchased all new fixtures for the new store, and

have a lot of new goods ready to unpack as soon as the

building is in complete order.

Henry Hahn & Co. are keeping their stock up to their

standard of quick-selling goods. In the general line of

jewelry, they have some of the best-selected goods that arc

to be found, and with their efficient travelers are most

successful in keeping dull times at a distance.

Morris Kaelin, of Nelsonville, Ohio, was very recently

married to a popular young lady of that town.

C. Hellebush are again pushing their celebrated U. S.

clocks. The newest patterns are brilliantly polished and

inlaid with variegated marble, which is even prettier than

the French marble. They have the French sash and dial

and Seth Thomas movement. Hundreds were sold last

season, and they are sure of a heavy sale this year. Since

their affairs have been adjusted they have again the confi-

dence of the trade, who are still their patrons.

Every jeweler who expects to handle orders for medals,

badges, class, club or society charms or pins, should put

himself in communication with Jos. Noterman & Co., who

are headquarters for the most unique and applicable designs,

and who are issuing a special badge catalogue containing

numerous specimens of the magnificent work they turn out.

They have been successful competitors in recent large orders

for society jewels and badges.

The Duhme Company, of Cincinnati, was incorporated

at Columbus recently with a capital of $40o,000, by R. W.

Galbreath, Charlotte Duhme, Frank Duhme, Franklin Ives

and E. A. Kleinschmidt. They formed the Company for

the purpose of gold and silver jewelry and silverware man-

ufacture ; also gold and silver watch cases.

The Ohio Councils of the order of United Commercial

Travelers of America have been in session this month at

Columbus, holding their annual meeting. About thirty new

members joined the Cincinnati Councils in one week

recently.
Albert Sauer, the well-known Newport jeweler, has

gone to Detroit, Mich., to complete his optical studies at the

institute in that place. Mr. Sauer is one of the progressive

young commercial men of Newport.

Ferd. Wagner, the optician, has moved from 170 Race

Street to 53 West Fifth Street, and is making an inventory

of his goods to determine his loss in the fire of Tuesday,

April i 1th. Mr. Wagner suffered another heavy loss in a

fire on Race Street one year ago, but he remained in the

same building until after the recent fire, when be decided

upon a change of location. His loss, which was on stock,

is covered by insurance.

Strauss & Stern have added to their extended line of

selling novelties a number of handsome articles that attract

the attention of customers of good taste. Many of their

new clocks are extremely handsome, while their regular

line of jewelry and silverware shows their usual good taste

in selection. Messrs. Strauss and Stern continue to travel,

taking alternate weeks.

A. H. Harrison, a wire jewelry manufacturer, who

makes a business of locating in towns and cities temporarily

for the sale of his wares, located in the Arcade in Cincinnati

some months ago. He recently hired Edward Boyer as

clerk, requiring him to deposit twenty-five dollars as security,

and promised to pay him seven dollars per week as salary.

Last week Harrison took all the goods except a few dollars'

worth of samples, and told the boy he was going to locate a

stand on the Hill, and wanted to make a good show at the

start ; that he would make up a new lot and let him keep the

Arcade stand still going. The boy never saw or heard of

the man again, and is out his wages and deposit. His wife

is from Tiffin, Ohio, and it is supposed he has gone there.

It is an easy matter to pick out the patrons of Oskamp,

Nolting & Co., no matter where they live. They are brighter,

fresher, more cheerful than the average dealer, who runs

along in the same rut year 'after year. Look at their goods;

they are brighter and fresher, too, and the general appear-

ance of their store takes on a prosperous air. It pays to

patronize a live, enterprising, vigilant and progressive

house.
Amberg & Co. recently bought a clock, a regular grand-

father one, that one of their salesmen came across while in

the South. It has a wonderful history. It is probably 200

years old, was made in Sweden, and stands eleven feet high.

The works are wooden and still run with accuracy. The

frame is plain mahogany, with a single carved headpiece in

relief. The face is rather ornamental, with gold and bite

scroll-work around the outside figures. It was shipped in a

wooden case, bearing the following unique lines from its

late owner:
Grandfather's Gone.

His place is now vacant where he stood on the floor;
The friends who have loved him will see him no more,
But fondly will cherish his time-honored face
Now lost to their sight, but still in the case.
No more will we hear the sound of his bell,
Nor witness the story his long hands tell;
So sadly we ship him to Amberg & Co.,
In the city of Cincinnati, State of Ohio.

Philadelphia Notes.

Local trade is featureless. There is no special activity,

neither is there any unseasonable quietness. The business

situation is fairly satisfactory, but, as in other cities, might

be much better and yet be nothing extraordinary. An

average spring trade with nothing to bcast of and little

to complain of, sums up the situation. Brightening pros-

pects repress murmurs.

David F. Conover & Co. are showing a stock, in all

lines, of their old-time bulk and elegance. The trade is

taking liberal advantage of same, and orders of good average

magnitude continue to arrive with satisfactory frequency.

Their stock of watches and watch cases could be duplicated

with difficulty.

Geo. A. Lewis, formerly manager for S. Swart, West

Bay City, Mich., recently accepted the position of head

watchmaker with Herzberg Bros., in this city, who arc now

located in their handsome new store at Tenth and Chestnut

Streets.
James E. Caldwell & Co. have formed a new limited

partnership, in which the estate of Jan:es E. Caldwell will

be represented as a special partner. The members of the

new firm are J. Albert Caldwell, Joseph H..Brazier, Hugh

B. Houston, Frederick Shaw and J.Imes Reily as general

partners, and Mrs. Sarah C. Caldwell, J. Albert Caldwell

and Richard A. Lewis as special partners.

Thomas J. Liggins' store, at 1209 North Eleventh

Street, was robbed some weeks ago of goods valued at

$3000. The robber boldly smashed the plate-glass window

with a hammer, and ran away with a tray of jewelry. He

cleverly evaded his pursuers and escaped with his booty.

In keeping with the spirit of the season, Simons, Bro.

& Co. have now incorporated a special display in silver-

ware among the other delightful and pleasing features that

are always to be found in their establishment. Besides the

fine assortment of silver in view, there are porcelains, fine

pottery, cut glass, and the very latest and most stylish con-

ceits in the jewelry line, the diamond department showing

some especially fine gems.

George Eakins & Son are having an extensive and elabo-

rate exhibit at the World's Fair.

The opportunity being offered the trade by Louis A.

Scherr & Co., by which retailers can secure a comprehen-

sive stock of staple goods at advantageous prices, is being

largely availed of, and has attracted big Orders from all

points. Those who have not yet attended to the matter

should see to it

A stock, in all lines, of unusual completeness, elegnce

and variety is now being shown by M. Sickles & Son, 618

Chestnut Street, and patrons of the firm will find early

attention to same profitable. You will find everything

there from diamonds to toothpicks, and in quantity, too.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association gave an

entertainment to their fellow-craftsmen on April 20th. The

visitors were fraternally welcomed and spent a thoroughly

enjoyable evening. A phonograph exhibition was a feature

of the programme.

S. R. Kamp & Co., 706 Chestnut Street, who enjoy an

enviable reputation for putting rare opportunities within the

reach of the trade, continue to add to their record in this

regard. Intending purchasers of mainsprings should not

fail to consult Mr. Kamp.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

WOODSTOCK, BARGER el HOEFER,

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.

CORNER NINTH AND WALNUT STREETS.

KANSAS CITY. MO-

E solicit the business of the legitimate

jewelry trade. Prices always right, and

Elgin,g-oods always up to the standard.

Waltham, Columbus and New \ ork Standard

ments. We carry a full line of Gold, Filled,

and Nickel Cases of reputable' makers.

Move-

Silver

hyoid Movements at Wood Noes.
All the late and novel things in Gold and Plated

Jewelry. Agents for 1847 Flat and Hollow Ware,

and Pairpoint Mfg. Co.'s line. A well-selected stock

of Diamonds.

We are not the largest house in the world,

but one of the squarest. We send memorandum

packages to dealers of approved credit. Try us.

Orders filled same day as recei-ked.

Woodstock, Bargua & Hoefcr,
Kansas City, Mo.
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Be Sure You See the Exhibit of

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.'s
GUARANTEED TO STRIP MORE SILVER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

OF ROGERS" GOODS ON THE MARKET. TRADE

mu)

Silver Plated Ware
SECTION N

Manufactures Building ) BLOCK 1

( LOT 4

We show quantities of New Designs in Flat and Hollow
Ware.

While in the building make your headquarters with us, and

our agent will show and explain the different stages of manufacture

of Table Cutlery, Knives, Forks, Sfioons, Pure Silver Spoons, and

Hollow Ware, and give you any information you require concern-

ing our goods.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.
FACTORIES:

Hartford, Conn.

Norwich,
Taunton, Mass.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM:

Hartford, Conn.
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%tate ISuithings at tbe fair

New York.

The New York State Building is of substan-

tial design, appropriate for the official headquar-

ters of one of the oldest and wealthiest States in

the Union. It was designed by Messrs. McKim,

Mead & White, of New York City, architects of

the agricultural building.

The building is in the style of the Italian

renaissance, a villa in character, rectangular in

form, approached on the south by a flight of four-

teen steps, forty-six feet wide, giving access to a

grand terrace, fifteen by eighty feet, from which

the loggia, .or open vestibule, forty-six feet by

seventeen feet six inches, is reached.

In the selection of the style of the building,

the architects and board of managers were guided

by several conditions of climate and surroundings,

and finally decided that the Italian renaissance

school would compare most favorably with the

larger exposition buildings ; hence it was adopted.

Partaking of the domestic as well as the pala-

tial style, the building will not only be the head-

quarters of New York people at the Fair, but also

a most comfortable place for the reception and

entertainment of distinguished foreign guests.

Within and without the building will blaze

2000 electric jets . In the main hall on the first

floor, besides the beautiful fountains scattering

their cooling sprays within the spacious porticoes,

an object of unusual interest will be a relief

map, nearly twenty feet in diameter, of the State

of New York, which of itself will cost $30,000.

This main hall will have a mosaic floor, and will

be hung with imported silk banging:. Here are

NEW YORK STATE BUILDING.

the parlors and toilet-rooms for men and women,

post-office, information and baggage-rooms. The

grand stairway is of marble, and leads to the

banquet hall, where the visitor can not fail to be

impressed with the elegance of the surroundings.

The beautiful arched ceiling, three stories high,

is richly ornamented with designs of fruits done

in stucco. On the third floor, in addition to

twelve rooms for general purposes, there is a gal-

lery for a band of music. The total cost of this

building was $150,000.

Nebraska.

The building erected by the State of Ne-

braska is in a fine position, just within the Fifty-

seventh Street entrance to the park, on the north

side of the Boulevard. The style of architecture

is classical, and of the Corinthian order. The

building has a ground area of sixty by one hun-

dred feet, and is two stories high. The exterior is

of staff. On the east and west fronts are wide

porticoes, approached by flights of steps. Over

the porticoes are projecting gables, supported by

six columns twenty-five feet high, the full distance

from the cornice to ,the floor. In each pediment

is the State seal, in bas-relief, five feet in diameter.

From each portico three large double doors of oak

give entrance to the exhibit hall. This room. is

sixty by seventy feet, and in it an agricultural

display will be made. On the first floor, also, are

a reception room, commissioners' office, baggage-

room and post-office. A double stairway, nine

feet wide, leads from the center of the exhibit hall

to the seeind floor. Here is az exhibit room sixty

by seventy feet, used for an art exhibit. On this

floor are a woman's parlor, reading-room, smoking-

room and toilet-rooms.

Delaware.

Delaware's State Building is constructed

wholly from the native woods of the State. It. is

extremely picturesque in architectural effect both

without and within. The building is sixty by

fifty-eight feet, and has been finished with great

care in all its details at a cost of $7,500. Although

the building is less pretentious than those of many •

larger States, the Delaware Legislature was among .

the first to make a World's Fair appropriation,

and the building material for Delaware's head-

quarters was among the first consignments to be

received at the park. The interior will be deco-

rated in colonial style and will contain models of

many interesting edifices in that State, some of

which were erected during the seventeenth century.

North Dakota.

The headquarters for North Dakota visitors

will be in a pretty, hospitable-looking building

adjacent to that of Kansas. Though only fifty by

seventy-five feet, it contains a commodious assem-

bly hall, well-lighted, and with a wide fire-place

in either end. It also has the necessary committee-

rooms, reading and toilet,rooms. The ends of

the structure are of brick, but the side walls are

frame, with plaster panels. At the entrance to

the assembly hall a large panel will bear the coat

of arms of the State. The architect is Mr. J. L.

Lilsbee, of Chicago.
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Illinois.

J List to the south of the Art Palace, across the

' north arm of the lagoon, stands the Illinois

Building. It is somewhat larger and more cen-
..
trail), located than the other State buildings, as

befits that of the Commonwealth which plays the

part of host at the Fair, and Illinois has made

ample appropriation to meet the responsibility.

The designers estimate its cost at $250,000.

This building is by far the most pretentious

of the State buildings, and can be classed as one

of the great Exposition structures. The plan of

the building forms a Greek cross, whose riVin.
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building is called the memorial hall, and is in-

tended to contain memorials of the State that

are now preserved in the State Capitol at

Springfield.
The design of the building is an adaptation

of Italian renaissance. The exterior accentuates

the plan and construttion of the building, no

seemingly constructional feature being added for

effect. Advantage has been taken of the plastic

character of the. outside covering in a lavish use

of ornament, the solids, as a rule, being highly

enriched, with here and there a severe treatment

for contrast.

ILLINOIS STATE BUILDING.

axis is 450 feet long by 16o feet wide, and lies

east and west, while the shorter axis is 285 feet

long with an average width of ninety-eight feet.

At the intersection of the arms of the cross rises

the dome, with a diameter of seventy-five feet at

the base, and a height of 152 feet to the top of

inner dome. This dome has, besides, a continua-

tion of the gallery, fifteen feet above the floor,

that runs around the main ball, and another,

ninetv-six feet above the floor, reached by two

circular stairs in piers of dome.

At the east and west are two large public

entrances, at either side of which are rooms ex-

tending the entire width of the building, and

about twenty-nine feet deep, occupying the whole

height, which is divided into three stories. The

rooms at the east end are chiefly used for school

exhibition purposes, a large one on the ground

floor being fitted up as a model kindergarten.

Beyond this extends the great exhibition hail, 381

feet long, the central portion, seventy-five feet

wide, being flanked by aisles forty feet wide. The

central division is lighted by windows in the clere-

story, and by roof lights, it being sixty-seven feet

from the floor to the roof. The hall has a contin-

uous gallery sixteen feet wide and fifteen feet above

the floor. The aisles are lighted by large semi-

circular windows in the side walls. The southern

part of the short arm of the cross is 121 feet wide.

and extends seventy-five feet beyond the walls of

the main building. The lines of its cornice,

being extended back across (he main building,

form the external base from which the dtme

springs. Its three stories are sub-divided into

rooms, halls, corridors, etc.

This is the official part of the building, where

the Governor of the State and his suite and the

members of the board of commissioners meet to

transact business. Some of the rooms have been

set aside for the accommodation of the woman's

board. The northern arm of the cross is a fire-

proof building, seventy-five feet wide and extend-

ing fifty feet beyond the main building. Its walls

are brick, covered with staff; its roof is galvanized

iron and glass, supported by steel trusses. This

The base of the dome

rises from a series of steps

upon which is a double

support to the drum, the

outer one being an order

of Corinthian columns,

the inner being a wall

pierced by. windows.

Above the entablature rises

the drum, which -is covered

with galvanized iron ; the

trusses are accented on the

outside by prominent ribs,

and the intermediate spaces

are paneled. A round

lantern on top, twelve feet
in diameter and thirty-five

feet high, is the crowning

feature.
No expense will be spared to make this build-

ing attractive and beautiful. Within, it is well
ventilated, and ornamented with fine carvings and
statuary. Without, from its portals can be had'

some of the finest views across the Exposition

grounds. Its wide stone steps, leading down to

the lagoon, will be bordered with beautiful

terraces, adorned with flowers, fountains and

groups of statuary. Material-3,000,000 feet of

lumber, 1,300,000 pounds of iron.

California.

Next to the building for Illinois that of Cali-

fornia is the largest of the State buildings. Its

dimensions are 144 by 435 feet. It is in the style

of architecture of the old California mission

building-S. The ex-
terior is of plain

plaster, artificially
seamed and cracked,
giving it the appear-
ance of the old mis-
sion buildings, while

recessed entrances
give the walls that ap-

pearance of depth

and solidity charac-

teristic of the old

buildings. The south

front is a reproduc-

tion of the old Mission Church at San Diego.

The main tower is an exact reproduction Of the.

San Diego church tower, while the remaining

towers, or the corners and center of the build lug,

are all studied from the mission architecture. This

building is not of the club-house character of

most of the other State buildings. The entire

first floor is open, arid is devoted to the California.

State display, principally of fruits and canned

goods. There are three fountains on the ground

floor, one in the center and one at either end.

The central hall is surrounded by a wide gallery,

and on the gallery floor in the north end of the

building is the banquet hall, a kitchen, and an

assembly room. In the south end are four ser-

vants' rooms, and there is a café in the gallery.

The building is severely plain, there being no in-

terior or exterior decorations of any kind. The

walls are whitewashed within and without. The

central portion of the roof is devoted to a garden,

44 feet square, surrounding the central dome:.

On either side of the main entrances are elevators

running to the roof garden. These elevators are

a California product, the power being a combi-

nation of steam and water. The roof is of Cali-

fornia red tile. The cost of this building was

$75 .000..
The jewelry fanlilv of America undoubtedly

will be delighted with the California exhibit, and

well may they be. The exhibit of fruits will be

unrivaled, Los Angeles County has used four hun-

dred feet of space, on which they have erected a

pyi'amid of oranges. San Diego County has sent

two hundred and forty-three packages of exhibits.

Santa Barbara County is erecting an obelisk twenty-

three feet high, covered with bottles of olive oil,

to be lighted on the inside with electric lights. In

the decoration of the California Building, Miss

Bates will use five hundred castor bean branches,

six hundred cat tails with long stalks, and one.

thousand pampas plumes. California's State Build-

ing ranks next to that of Illinois in size and cost,

the. latter being the first in these particulars.

West Virginia. •

The West Virginia Building is in the colonial

style, two stories high, with a pitched roof, the

outer walls being weather-boarded and painted.

It is representative of the West Virginia residence.

The roof is shingled, the interior is finished in

hard woods, the walls are plastered, and the ceil-

ings are of ornamental iron work from Wheeling.

All of the exposed material in the building is the

product of the State: The main entrance is on

the west, on a platform porch. Above the en-

trance is the coat of arms of the State in bas-relief.

Within the entrance is a vestibule, with rooms for

the boards of commissioners on either side. Be-

yond the vestibule is a large reception hall flanked

by parlors for women and men. Back of these

parlors are toilet and retiring rooms. On the

second floor front are two committee rooms, and

CALIFORNIA STATE BUILDING.

the balance of the floor constitutes an assembly

room and reception hall, thirty-four by seventy-six

feet in size. There are four large fireplaces in the

building, two on each floor, with very handsomely

carved wood mantels. The building has a ground

area of fifty-eight by one hundred and twenty-

three feet, including the semicirctilar verandas on

the north and south. Its wide entrance and the

broad verandas, extending around both wings,

will afford delightful resting places for visitors

during the Fair. The exhibit will be found es-

pecially interesting in the departments of horti-

culture, forestry, mining and the liberal arts.

The cost of this building was $26,000.
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Obituary Record.

Lemuel H. Flershem.

Lemuel H. Flershem died

at his home in Chicago on

April 3d, in the seventy-

sixth year of his age. He

was the father of Lein. W.

Flershein, a member of

the widely-known wholesale

house- of Lapp & Flershem,

Chicago, and was one of the.

old-time jewelry merchants.

of the West, of NN-honi there

are but few left. His death

was caused by the general weakness that old people suffer

from. Mr:. Flershem was the senior member of the jewelry

firm of Flershern **& Co., which house, for two years past,

has been practically under the management of his son

George T., the veteran jeweler having retired from active

work. Mr. Mershon was an Englishman by nativity,

having been born in the city of Birmingham. He came to

America at the age of eighteen, and first settled in Buffalo,

N. Y. Here be began his business career as a merchant.

I le carried a mixed stock, making jewelry a specialty. For

wenty-eight years he continued to reside at Buffido, when

he moved west and located in Chicago. This was thirty

years ago, and Mr. Flershem has conducted the business of

a jewelry house ever since, being one of the first to estab-

lish a jobbing trade in jewelry in the western country.... Ile

(lid a prosperous business until the great fire of 1871, when

all he bad was swept away. Ile went to New York City

at this time and started in business there, but only reMained

away from Chicago two years. He still continued to deal

in jewelry, but in later years did "considerable business as a

general importer, maintaining in connection with i this entei:-

prise an office in Paris.

Mr. Flershem was one of the pioneer jobbers in handling

the product of the American Waltham Watch Co., through

their selling agents, Robbins & Appleton. Personally be wag

affable and approachable, very simple in his daily life, and

considerate for the unfortunate. He was perhap.; as well

known as any man in the jewelry trade to-.day, and was

esteemed by all who had the pleasure of his acquaintance

as a man of broad, firm intellect. He leaves a %%Wow and

four children—two sons and two daughters—lem. W.

Flershem, junior partner of the house of Lapp & Flershem,

and George T., manager of his father's business interests

and estate. The daughters are Mrs. W. II. Byford, the

widow of the late Dr. Byford, and Mrs. William McGregor,

both of Chicago. The 'golden anniversary of the old couple

was March 14, 1891, which was duly celebrated by their

family and friends. The burial %'as private, and the remains

were interred at Oakwood Cemetery, the pallbearers being

chosen from among the oldest employees of the house of

Lapp & Flershem.

0. .S. Clayton.
0. S. Clayton, of tfie

firm of 0. S. Clayton &

Sons, Aurora, Ill., died
recently of nervous
exhaustion. He was

sixty-five years old. Mr.

Clayton had been en-
gaged in business in
Aurora twenty-six years.

The deceased was a re-

markably healthy man,

and previous to his fatal

sickness had been ill, it
is said, for one week only

since his maturity. He

was among the most en-

terprising jewelers in the United States, and built up a

trade of vast proportions. The business will be continued

under the same firm name by his widow, Martha E. Clayton,

with his two eldest sons (who have been associated with

their father fifteen years and understand all its details) as

managers. All the accounts of 0. S. Clayton, and of the

firm, will be paid by them, so that no claims need be filed

against the estate in the court. The family announce their

intention to perpetuate the name of Clayton with this busi-

ness as long as there is an heir of one .of the five sons of 0.

S. Clayton living to hold up the banner. So admirable a

spirit commands a public respect which is very likely to

materialize into a patronage of growing profit.
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John A. Norton.

Mr. John A. Norton, of the firm of J. A. Norton & Son,

wholesale jewelers, Kansas City, Mo., died April 19th, after

a long decline in health terminating in a week's sickness.

Mr. Norton was born in Oswego, N. Y., sixty-four years ago.

He made the jewelry business his lifework, and early in life

followed it in Illinois and Wisconsin. In 1873 he went to

Kansas and located :it Atchison, where he became associated

with his son under the firm name of J. A. Norton & Son.

From the start they conducted the leading jewelry establish-

ment in Atchison. Some ten years ago the firm branched

out into the jobbing trade, which they continued in con-

nection with their retail business until October, 1892, when

they disposed of their retail department to Norton & Abney,

and removed to Kansas City, where they have since been

doing an exclusively wholesale business. Mr. Norton leaves

a widow and one son, Nil-. Calvin B. Norton.

Paul J. Bohme.

In the death of l'aul Bohme, one of the best-known

traveling salesmen in the West passes away. For thirteen

years he represented the Wilcox Silver Plate Co. in the

larger towns and cities from Pittsburg to the Rockies. lie

(bed at his home in Meriden, Conn., on the morning of April

5th, from the effects of Bright's disease following an attack

of the grip. Mr. Bohme went to the factory on .londay in

regard to sonic orders, and then started off on his business

trip. He returned in the afternoon and at once took to his

bed, w here he lay unconscious from Monday evening at

seven o'clock until his de.ith. Mr. Bohme was forty-tive

years of age and leaves a wife. Personally, he belonged to

the old-time class of traveling salesmen. Generous, affable

and largely sociable in his disposition, he attracted and held

friends wherever- he went. He was successful, and bad

built up a good trade for his house.

San Francisco Letter.

SAN FRANCBCO, April za, 1893.

The spring weather of the past ten days. has made a

wonderful change, and prospects for the future are very

bright. Although business at the present time is very. dull.,

the trade in general can look forward to and expect a large

increase over the past few months.

The many jobbers are making their usual spring im-

provements. Levison Bros., who have added considerably

to their large quarters, have had the pointers at work for

the past ten days.

W. B. Hunt, for the past five years with J. A. Ingra-

ham & Co., has started in the jewelry business at Auburn,

Cal. With Arr. Hunt's long experience in the business and

his enterprise, be is bound to make a success.

Robert G. Bonestell, of the California jewelry Co., was

married on the loth of April to Miss Lulu Fargo, of this

city. THE KEYSTONE extends its congr:rulations to the

happy couple.
M. A. Mead and family, of Chicago, have been seeing

the sights of the Pacific coast. Mr. Mead made several

calls at the office of THE KEYSTONE while in this city and

swapped yarns with his old-tifnefriends,

M. Van Vliet, of the Baldwin Jewelry Co., is making

an extensive exhibit of non-magnetic watches in his show

windows.
A. Green, the diamond merchant of 220 Sutter Street,

starts, this week, for an extensive European tour, accom-

panied by his family. During Mr. Green's absence his

business will be attended to by Carrau & Green.

T. Broadbent, of Boise, Idaho, is spending a few days

in the city. He is one of the pioneer jewelers of Idaho, and

owns extensive real estate interests in his city.

W. K. Vanderslice & Co., the Sutter Street jewelers,

have erected a large new sign in front of their store.

John A. Murphy, formerly with the California Jewelry

Co., sailed for Tahiti on the first instant. John will make

an extensive stay among the islands for his health.

A. Eisenberg, of A. Eisenberg & Co., issued a circular,

which was mailed from his Amsterdam office, announcing

that he would soon sail for America with a large line of

diamonds.
Geo. W. Powell, representing the California Jewelry

Co., has started on an extended trip for his Company to the

wilds of the North. Ir. Powell will find business, as he

always does.

Mr. Hansen, of Bangle & Hansen, Fresno, Cal., is

spending some days in the city, and reports trade rather

quiet in his city at the present time.

Among the knights of the grip who have returned to the

city from their trips are Morey Meyer, of M-Schussler & Co.;

Max Abrahams, of A. Eisenberg & Co.; Sam Boenkosky, of

M. Wunsch & Co.; and I larry Nordnian, of Nordman tiros.

All report prospects for the future very bright.

Charles Niner, of San Louis Obispo, Cal., has failed

in business.

S. Conradi, one of the largest and most enterprising

jewelers of Los Angeles, Cal., is in the city buying goods.

-Mr. Conradi reports a growing business with him.

F. D. Higginbotham has accepted a position with the

well-known house Of Nordman Bros., and will look after

the interests of that firm on the road.

Report has it that Col. A. Andrews, of the Diamond

Palace, which has a world-wide reputation, contemplates

moving to New York. • The Pacific coast will lose one of

its greatest attractions if the report is correct.

E. It. Dina, representing Carter, Sloan & Co., New

York, is in the city. Dana still has his old-time ways of

pushing for trade (as well as a billiard expert), which he

usually finds.

A. C. Mayers, of Watsonville, Cal., made a flying visit

to the city this week. • Mr. Mayers called at the office of

TILE KEvs-roNE and reported trade as being very satis-

factory with him.

A. P. Hall, of Tulare, Cal., spent several days in the

city buying new goods. Mr. Hall has one of the finest

stocks in the San Joaquin Valley. While here he called at

the office of THE KEYSTONE.

The Old, Old Story.

1-1Amt;EN JuNcrioN, On lot April 20,1893.
THE KEYSTONE:

DEAR SIRS :—I am building up quite a good trade by -
giving the people full value for their money ; therefore the

people are pleased. But you are doing more than this:.

therefore I am pleased. Several times a year I go to my

shelves and take down the little pink sheet that THE KEY-
STONE used to be, and scan its pages with wonder at its sub-
sequent growth. Success to THE KEYSTONE! No arch is
complete without it, and neirthtuers,is the jewelry store.lo 

j. C. BAILEY.

No Royal Road to Watchmaking.

Horological schools are evidently institutions

which have come to stay, notwithstanding the

croaking prophecy of some of the seven-year ap-

prenticeship men, who denounce these institutions

as " Hot-houses for the propagation of more botch

watchmakers." While- we have, from their first

organization, countenanced and upheld these

schools, we again repeat the caution to "go slow."

" The hasty hand spills the cup," is a very true

axiom. Both school and pupil should avoid fall-

ing into the error that a watchmaker of even fair

skill can be turned out in one month, or three

months, or even six months. We fancy but few

hold the opinion that THE KEYSTONE is not COM-

petent to advise on such matters, and we, without

the least hesitation, assert that to impart no more

than a passable knowledge of the art of watch-

making will require fully a year ; and during this

period the instructor must be indefatigable in his

efforts to guide the neophite step by step to a

sound knowledge of his business. To the in-

structor's. efforts must be added an unflinching

application on the part of the pupil to master the

art, turning aside for no obstacle. Going to a

horological school for " part fun and part learn-

ing a good trade " is a waste of time and money.

We do not care how bright a pupil may be, or

how much pains the best instructor on the globe

may .take with such pupil, at the end of twelve

months he will have many things yet to learn. A

year at a good, sound horological institute will

make a fair workman of a pupil whose soul is in

the task ; but this same pupil might live a thou-

sand years and work constantly at the bench, and

yet every day pick up new and valuable ideas to

his art.
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All enterprising
Jewelers should
have a complete

outfit of

Rolling

Mills,

Lathes, etc.
If you are not fully equipped,

write at once for our Catalogue.
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1-111.VC TMX LAROCOT UNL

W. W. OLIVER,
New Factory, 1483-1485 Niagara St.,

E3V1=V7:L.0, N. Y.

AIKIN, LAMBERT & eo.
19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Picks, Pencils, Fountain Pens, etc.

11 54 inches.

PLUSH TRAY, WITH EASEL BACK.
One Dozen 16 K. Pens and Assorted Holders,

One Dozen to K. Pens and Assorted Holders,

SEND FOR TRADE DISCOUNT.

List, $30.00.

List, $24.00.

Diamond 0108111 Silvoi Polish.
BEST IN THE WORLD.

This polish is especially prepared for the retail jewelry trade. Cleans

and polishes with less labor than any other polish prepared, and the results

are brighter and whiter than when the article was new.

Contains no acid. Contains no ammonia. Con-

thins no gasoline. Contains no grit. Contains

no injurious substance. Contains no offensive

odor. Will not evaporate, and does not explode from

heat. Age does not affect its polishing properties.

This polish is put up with all neatness in a six-ounce square bottle,

lithograph label, foil cap top. With each order we give a neat wire rack

for show-case, holding six bottles of the polish ; also a beautiful hand-

painted card for on the rack, 300 dodgers for the customer to distribute

(space is left at bottom of dodger for the trade to print business card on

same), two high-color lithograph banners, size 15x24. We will ship three

dozen polish, freight paid to any part of the United States. Price, $2.00

per dozen. Manufactured only by

Diamond Cream Silver Polish Co.
16 and IS Mason St., POLO, ILL.
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Trade Notes.

W. Krueger succeeds C. J. Sharp, in Edina, Mo.

Cameron & Winterhalter. of Butte. Mont., have moved

to 36 West Park Street.

Richdale & Kneale, of Pueblo. Colo., have moved to

125 West Fourth Street.

George A. Reed, for five years editor of The Waterbury,

died recently at his home in Brooklyn.

J. M. R. Hanson, formerly in Madison, S. Dak., has

succeeded J. H. Barnes in Toledo, Iowa.

The store of G. Z. Tobias, Wichita, Kan., was recently

partially burned. His loss is about ,52,5oo.

F. R. Clayton, jewelers' auctioneer, recently closed a

successful sale for M. C. Knudson, Evanston, Ill.

E. H. Kirchgessner, of Tecumseh, Mich., has recently

purchased the stock of H. P. Hosmer, of that city.

George Bartlem, formerly in Chatham, N. Y., has

moved his business to 4' East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Co. have completed

a handsome striking tower-clock for Canaan, N.

George Ludwigs, Walla Walla, Wash., has beets improv-

ing his store by putting large plate-glass in the front.

Chas. D. Martin, Walla Walla, \Vasil., took a pleasure

trip to Portland, the first of the month, and was gone 
about

a week. •

C. N. Ostrander, of Alden, Minn., has sold his store to

Willard Wing, who will move the stock into new and la
rger

quarters.

Charles F. -Richards, formerly of Eldorado, Kan., now

located at Granite, Mont., has purchased the business of

H. A. Richards, of that city.

T. G. Raine, the ubiquitous jewelers' auctioneer, opened

another big sale on April loth, for E. L. Peisar, Aspen,

Colo. A vacation is a back number with Mr. Raine.

Thomas J. Hines, of Dallas, Texas, has removed one

dour east of his old stand, and is now occupying 280 
Elm

Street, where he has just twice as much room as forme
rly.

C. S. Doolittle, of Brodhead, Wis., recently met with

a severe loss from theft. He left his repair watches, f
orty

in number, out of his safe over night. Next morning they

were gone.

H. J. Kuechler, the leading jeweler of North Yakima,

Wash., was in Walla Walla, Wash., recently as a 
delegate

to the Grand Lodge A. 0. U. W. Ile reports business very

good in his city.

Z. K. Straight, Walla Walla, Wash., has been impr
ov-

ing the inside of his store by putting in more counter 
room

and decorating the walls and ceiling. He has the hand-

somest room in that city.

C. W. Bowman, the jewelers' auctioneer, has just closed

a successful sale for M. H. Evils, Kalamazoo, Mic
h. Mr.

Bowman's address is 613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth 
and

Walnut Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

The following auction sales are reported by H. M.

Rich & Co., 61 Hanover Street, Boston, Mass., for 
April:

J. A. Weiss, 'Montgomery, Ala. ; A. F. Robbins, 
Orange,

Mass. ; J. E. Jarck, Danville, Va. ; F. L. Amadon, 
Bellows

Falls, Vt.

Lon Barnhart, watch sign manufacturer, go8 Madi
son

Street, Chicago, has placed in the headquarters of the 
Retail

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association, on the fifth f
loor

of the Masonic Temple, one of the largest watch 
signs in

existence.

The question of a protected watch pocket has been

solved by the patent dust-proof safety watch pocket 
of H.

0. Martin, Iowa Falls, Iowa. It is an ingenious and effec-

tive contrivance, and every member of the trade sh
ould be

acquainted with it.

The O'Hara Waltham Dial Company, Waltham, Mass.,

continue to turn out new designs of rare attractiv
eness in

fancy dials. They will soon place on their premises a

smelting furnace for refining scraps from gold used in 
orna-

menting the dials.

Hiram Camp, the venerable ex-president of the 
New

Haven Clock Co., celebrated his eighty-second 
birthday on

April ioth. Mr. Camp is a noted philanthropist, and has

contributed money with a generous hand for religious, edu
.

cational and charitable purses,

E. H. Marshall, watchmaker with I. H. Park, • Big

Springs, Texas, was married recently in Reynolds, Ga., to

Miss Lottie Goddard. Mr. Marshall is deservedly popular,

and he and his bride have the best wishes of innumerable

friends and acquaintances. THE KEYSTONE joins in its

congratulations.

S. Messerer, 23 Springfield Avenue, Newark, N. J.,

has completed one. of the most ingenious and imposing

timepieces we have ever seen. It is a differential clock of

the United States, with 102 dials and an oak case. It is

eight feet wide and seven feet high. It will be sold for

$2000, and should find buyers innumerable at the price.

F. A. Bristol, Auburn, Neb., the author and publisher

of The Regulator," is in receipt of the following commu-

nication pertaining thereto :
EL PASO, ILL., April 19, 1893.

MR. F. A. BRISTOL.
DEAR SIR : Am in receipt of your book entitled The Regulator. ••

It is a very useful work for every watchmaker, and should meet wit
h

the hearty approbation of all who are fortunate enough to possess 
a

copy. The price places it within the reach of all, and the contents

reflect great credit upon the author. Respectfully,
A. GARDNER.

1.. Lelong & Bro., Newark, N. J., the widely-known

gold and silver refiners and sweep-smelters, have gained

the confidence of the trade to an extent that insures

a continuously active business. By a printer's oversight

this firm was erroneously referred to in our last issue as

repairers and sweep-smelters " instead of' refiners and

sweep-smelters.

Ernest Eimer, Muskegon, Mich., has leased for a term

of years the storeroom in the central portion of the opera

house, No. io5 Western Avenue. The store will be 2o x 36

feet, and N -ill be a model room in many respects. Besides

the massive modern front, the interior will be fitted with

fine combination gas and electric light .chandeliers, and the

walls will be handsomely frescoed. • Mr. Eimer will snake

.the place attractive and inviting by adding new fixtures,

including new wall-cases and an increased stock.

The Diamond Cream Silver Polish will prove veritable

balm to the wearied souls of thousands of jewelers. This

is a pleasant announcement to have to make. The prepara.

tion cleans and polishes gold, silver, brass, nickel, mica.

tinware, Metal signs, rails, marble and glass, while having

no ingredient or property whatever that can in any way

prove injurious. The polish is manufactured only by the

Diamond Cream Silver Polish Co., 16 and 18 Mason Street,

Polo, Ill. See their announcement on another page of this

issue.

Mr. Louis A. Blackinton, the well-known chain manu-

facturer of W. &. S. B. fame, is the proud possessor of a unique

emblem. It is diamond shaped and white enameled, with

the letters P. W. C."—the initials of he Providence

Whist Club—raised in gold in the center. In each corner

is a diamond, shaped to represent the four suits of cards.

The emblem is the first prize, which Mr. Blackinton won

in a progressive game of whist, conducted by the Club

this last winter, extending over a period of fifteen weeks.

Mr. Blackinton is noted in whist circles as a very brilliant

and skillful player.

Fred. W. Wurzburg, Grand Rapids, Mich., was re-

cently selling a watch to a ma-pounder when the latter

helped himself to a timepiece on the quiet, but not

unnoticed. He tried to escape, but Fred. W. Harker, the

watchmaker, wasn't asleep. A movement a la Corbett, a

thickening of Fred.'s biceps, a bang on the burglarious

sterno-cleido-mastoid that made the jugular wonder what it

was there for, the proverbial dull thud, a watch restored, and

a crestfallen hero-villain sum up the episode. Bully for

Fred. ! Mr. Wurzburg recently moved from Canal Street to

Monroe Street.

Five laage cases such as we saw being shipped from

he salesrooms of the Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co.,

of 55 Maiden Lane, New York, must contain a surprisingly

large quantity of optical goods, and one such case would

seem enough to supply a large city for a long time. But

these fine cases were only the advance shipment of optical

goods to the World's Fair at Chicago. Few persons, not

inside the trade, can begin to realize the enormity of

such a contract as supplying all the optical wants of so

great an Exposition which can only be rightly named

World's Fair. The Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co.

have lately purchased several lots adjoining their fact
ory

in Newark, N. J. The houses thereon will be torn down

to make room for large additions to the factory, as more

room is becoming imperative. This pushing firm seems de-

termined to keep abreast of the times.

The allotment of Howard watches given C. H. Knights

& Co., Chicago, has been in lively demand with this firm

since the sweeping reductions in price announced the first

of last month. These really fine watches are fast disap-

pearing from the market. Jewelers whose stock is low on

high-grade watches should not delay their orders for these

justly celebrated movements much longer, as the supply is

limited. The above firm closed out twenty per cent. of

their allotment the first ten days of April and are still doing

a fine trade in these goods. Send your orders for Howard

movements to one of America's most enterprising jobbing

houses—C. H. Knights & Co., Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago.

On the morning of April 4th a fire broke out in the

store of Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa. It originated in

the neighborhood of the furnace, communicated to the

wooden staircase and quickly followed that to the floor,

along which it soon spread, igniting the boards and joists ;

and before the firemen had it extinguished, it. found its way

through to the office floor, burning about twenty or twenty-

five holes in the floor at different places. It communicated

with cabinet work and shelving on the west side of the

office, and here the heat became so intense as to melt emery

wheels, solders and things of that kind into solid masses.

The firemen did heroic and gallant work, and the fire was

extinguished by the least possible unnecessary use of water.

The loss was almost as much by some of the finest tools

outside the safes and vaults being affected by smoke and

water . as it was by the actual destruction of the flames

themselves. The loss will not exceed $1200 on the stock.

There was no insurance on goods outside the vaults. The

loss to building was about $5oo, fully insured.

Giles, Bro. & Co., one of Chicago's oldest and most

widely known jewelry houses, recently closed its doors on

account of financial difficulties. Confessions of judgment

were entered in the Circuit Court against the firm on the

day of the collapse to the total amount of nearly $86,000.

The claims represented by the judgments were as follows :

First National Illnk $50,320

John Heron  10,200

Charles A. Ferry  5,000

William A. Giles  20,400

The judgments were entered on notes. The sheriff

took possession immediately on the executions. The con-

fession of judgment on a note for $5o,000 held by the First

National Bank of Chicago precipitated the failure. The

other confessions on notes were made afterwards. William

R. Ailing & Co., of New York, subsequently filed a cred-

itor's bill its the United States Circuit Court on behalf of

themselves and all other unsecured creditors. Judge

Grosscup appointed E. L. Upton receiver, whose bond

was at once filed and approved. An order was entered,

with the consent of all the judgment creditors, directing the

sheriff to turn over to the receiver the property levied upon,

who was given permission to sell it at retail until further

order of the Court. A meeting of the creditors was held on

April 28th in New York. A statement was submitted, giv-

ing the assets as 457,964-24, and the liabilities 8345,317.94.

No proposition for a settlement was made. A committee of

five was appointed to investigate the condition of affairs and

report at the next meeting.

C. D. Peacock, who for many years has been the head

of a rival jewelry house, said in an interview : 'rhe jew-

elry house of Giles, Bro. & Co. came into prominence in

the early days of the war. At that time the business in our

line was transacted in a small and conservative way. The

firm of Giles, Bro. & Co. pursued a liberal course of adver-

tising, which brought it rapidly to the front as one of the

most enterprising and successful establishments of that

period. In its misfortune the firm certainly deserves the

sympathy of the trade. Its troubles have have come just at

the opening of the World's Fair, a profitable season, and it

is to be hoped that the creditors will treat it leniently, so

that it may be able to resume business."

There are a number of reasons given among the

trade for the failure, the principal one being that it was

due to a decrease of business after the firm abandoned its

old. site on State and Washington Streets, and removed to

the Masonic Temple. Others said it was caused by an ex-

tremely dull business and poor collections. A combination

of both, more likely, is the true situation of the affair. The

firm's removal was sharply criticized at the time it was made.

The old store at the southeast corner of State and Washing-

ton Streets had been a landmark and was the choice loca-

tion as a jewelry store for many years. There the firm of

Hamilton, Rowe & Co. did a great business after the fire

and when other houses were in their infancy. When the

Giles brothers took this store. they seemed immediately tg

jump into a profitable business, '
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St. Louis Letter.

The increase in trade that had been anxiously looked
for by all as Easter approached materialized, but only for a
few days. A cold, rainy season. setting in and continuing
has had a rather depressing effect on business. The jobbers
Ita.:e all their men on the road, and though orders are com-
ing in quite lively, they are not of such volume as could be
expected for this season of the year. 'Eastern representatives
speak in a similar strain. The idea seems prevalent among
the retailers that the public is, to some extent, holding on to
surplus cash, saving the same for a World's Fair visit, and,
in consequence, the jeweler, as a vender of luxuries that
can be dispensed with, has been tabooed.

J. W. Cary & Co., for many years located at 2o6 North
Fourth Street, have removed to the new Globe-Democrat,-
Building, occupying rooms 302 and 303. These have been
fitted up nicely, and are much more conveniently arranged
than their old quarters. This firm is practically the only
exclusive material house in the city, and as such they
deserve and receive the patronage of a large number of
jewelers.

The partnership of Kennedy & Cobb, manufacturing
jewelers, has expired by limitation. Mr. A. C. Kennedy
will continue the busines; at the old stand, :02 and 314
North Sixth Street, under the firm name of Kennedy & Co.

A rather unique window display was that of the NIermod-
Jaccard Jewelry Co., who exhibited the box wherein they
had received several thousand dollars' worth of diamonds
from the European market, in one of their Broadway win-
dows. This box, covered with numerous tags and surrounded
by a large number of papers with diamonds, attracted
universal attention.

-The following wholesale jewelers have agreed to close
their places of business at one o'clock on Saturdays and five
o'clock on other days from April 1st to September ist
Providence Jewelry Co., M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., L.
Bauman Jewelry Co., Bauman-Massa Jewelers' Supply Co.,
J. W. Andrews & (2o., M. Morris. S. A. Rider Jewelry Co.,
Loewenstein Bros., and the C. R. I lettel Jewelry Co.

Loewenstein Bros. will remove about May 1st to their
new store at the corner of Sixth and Washington Avenue,
where an elegant storeroom will be fitted up. For a num-
ber of years the firm has been located on Sixth Street,
between Washington Avenue and St. Charles Street, but the
quarters have been rather cramped, making a change
necessary.
' Mr. Sant. Eisenstadt, of the M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Cu,
is making a business trip through Texas and neighboring
States, accompanied by Mr. Joe. Frieda, the feather-weight
of the firm. From reports, their trip is successful as far as
business is concerned, and when it comes to pleasure their
natures are such that they will have it, if there is any.

Mr. Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelers' Sup-
ply Co., started on quite an extensive trip the other day.
He goes from here to Denver, and from that city will visit
all the larger cities of .Utah, Colorado, California, Montana
and Washington.

William Mauss, a jeweler of 1449 Cass Avenue, miste-
riously disappeared about two weeks ago, and upon the
same day his wife died rather suddenly. At first it was
flared she had been poisoned, but the coroner's investiga-
tion found her death was due to natural causes. Mauss had
disposed of his stock ere be left, and has not been heard
from since.

Mr. John Schmidt, Jr., son of the vice-president of the
Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association, has been confined to
his bed for 'several weeks, being seriously sick. He has.
now sufficiently recovered to attend to business for several
hours each day, and is 'rapidly recovering his former good .
health. The young gentleman was but recently tarried,
and the honeymoon was somewhat marred by his sick spell.

H. Loewenstein, the well-known South Broadway
jeweler, was married early this month to Miss S. Falk, one
of the belles of the South End. 'File wedding was
quite a large affair, and numerous gifts were showered
upon the happy couple. among which were noticed a hand-
some fancy table, the gift of the Bamnan-Massa Jewelers'
Supply Co., and a beautiful gilt chair from the St. Louis
Clock and Silverware Co.

A few nights ago Adolph Gloor, watch case maker, was
aroused from his slumber by a noise as though some one
was trying to force an entrance to his room. He left his
bed and called, but as the noise continued he grabbed his
revolver and fired three shots through the door. A cry of
P1 followed, and investigation showed the trespasser to
be a railroad man, under the influence of liquor, who had
mistaken his lodging house,

THE KEYSTONE

A severe rain and wind storm did considerable damage
to some of the merchants of the city the early part of the
month. Among the jewelers who suffered were C. Boeh-
mer & Co. and A. Goldstone.

IL Mauch, the handsome president of the Missouri
Retail Jewelers' Association, has developed quite a fancy
for horseflesh, and every morning and evening he may be
seen spinning up or down Broadway in a handsome oak rig
behind a descendant of ‘, Gilbird's Sprague."

Considerable progress has been made with the compil-
ation of the souvenir book of the Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion of NIissouri, and the compilers are much gratified %rid)
the generous aid given them in the shape of advertisements
by the manufacturers and jobbers throughout the country.
Some pages are yet at the disposal of advertisers. The book
will be one of the handsomest of its kind ever published.

The regular monthly meeting of the Missouri Retail
Jewelers' Association was held Thursday evening, April
20th. Despite the very disagreeable weather the meeting
was well attended. After the usual routine business had
been attended to, several communications from retail jew-
elers upon the different trade abuses were read. These letters
were well considered, and will be preserved for use at the
Chicago convention. The following applicants, being favor-
ably recommended by th board, were admitted to member-
ship: D .rius P. Richards, Columbia, Mo.; L. Megede &
Son, Richmond, Mo. ; Gross & Kraft, Canton, Mo. ; Archie
Armstrong, St. Nlary's, Kan.; S. F. Berner & Co., Wamego,
Kan.; Charles E. Van Voorhis, Yates Centre, Kan.; E. E.
Foreman, Greenleaf, Kan. ; William Edmonds, 533 Kansas
Avenue, Topeka, Kan. (A. 'Zeller, Longton, .Kan.; Fred.
E. Webster, Stockton, Kan. As there are still a number of
jewelers of this city not members, a. committee, consisting of
Messrs. Baler, Stumpf, Eckhardt and Mauch, was appointed
to use their endeavors to bring these into the Association.
As the annual meetihg of the Association will be a most
important one, by reason of the annual election of officers
and also delegates for the Chicago convention, it was
decided to hold a one day's session about the second 'Chins-
day in June, so that all important points that are to be
brought before the national convention might be thoroughly
discussed, and the delegates receive their proper instructions. •
The following were appointed a committee to make all
necessary arrangements for this meeting : Messrs. Frank
Baier, F. W. Bierbaum, E. Boehmer, C. Rohne, Gerhard
Eckhardt, George Stumpf, F. L. Steiner. John Schmid,
H. Mauch. No further important business on hand, the
meeting was adjourned until May to, 1893. •

Kansas City Letter.

Dr. Julius King, head of the Julius King Optical Co.,
was in Kansas City the second week of April, on a visit to
C. L. Merry, the manager of their Kansas City house.

Miss Bessie Marshall, who has for some time been in
charge of stock and orders at Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer's,
fills the position with credit and is highly thought of by her
employers.

The Edwards & Sloane Co. are just now sending out
their spring catalogue, a useful, well-gotten-up hand-book of
badges, emblems, etc., of which they make a specialty.
They report a steadily increasing business.

'Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer are enjoying an unusually
good spring trade, and report collections fully up to the
standard of last year, if not a shade better. The prepara-
tions for the coming 'World's Fair at Chicago seem not to
affect their trade in the least.

The Senator Plumb souvenir spoon just gotten out
for Ruggles Bros., Emporia, Kan.,. by •the Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co., is an artistic and elegant design as
a souvenir of the Sunflower State's lamented senator, and
the work upon it is deserving of high praise. The Edwanis
& Sloane Co. are doing. some very clever work in this line.
The Senator Ingalls- spoon which they turned out last season
for the Norton firm, of Atchison, won much favorable com-
ment and was a popular seller.

The Kansas City branch house of the Julius King
( )ptical Co. have been doing grinding and prescription
work for the past six months, so Manager Merry informs us.
Said he : Our business is increasing here right along.
Kansas City is a natural distributing point, and we feel that
we are filling a long-felt want ' and have come to stay.
Our business, so far, is fully up to our expectations. Our
three travelers are enjoying a nice trade, and every mail
brings us orders. Our prospects for the future are certainly
good, for we believe the jewelers of the Missouri Valley
appreciate a well-equipped optical house right at their
door."

MAY, 1893

A Model Business Home

Of Which the World's Fair City Might Well Feel Proud.

C. II. Knights & Co., the widely and favorably known
diamond-importing and jobbing jewelry house of Chicago,
are the recipients of many congratulations on the change of
base they have made, and the uncommonly elegant appear-
ance of their new emporium produced under their personal
supervision. By those able to judge it is pronounced to be
the handsomest, best. lighted, most complete and convenient
showrooms devoted to the jobbing jewelry business in the
world. It certainly is a beautiful business home. To the
visiting jewelers during. the World's Fair it will be one of
the sights of Chicago and an educator in store decoration.

Messrs. Knights & Co. have, until recently, transacted
business in a much smaller area than their present establish-
ment offers, and it was the steadily growing volume of their
trade that compelled them to search for more commodious
quarters. Feeling that larger quarters were a necessity, this
firm were the first to sign a lease for the third floor in the
magnificent new fourteen-story Columbus Memorial Palace.

Their present splendid premises cover a good sized
space, and are. richly furnished in San Domingo mahogany
effectively offset by Japanese copper grille work. The work
is said to be the finest ever put in for wholesale purposes,
and marks a new era in store decoration. Passing through,
a hall lined with costly foreign marbles, the visitor enters
the main salesroom of the lirm—a vast sea-of mosaic floor,
\van and show-cases in solid mahogany, marble and plate
glass. The first department to attract attention is the row
of private offices that occupy the corner bays and front of
the room, which are divided off by partitions with double-
plate glass panels. • They include private office of the firm,
manager's office, cashier's office, the diamond reception-room
and watchmakers'. room. To the left, as you enter, a line
of heavy safes extends from near the entrance to the front
of the building. In the center of the room, directly opposite
the entrance and arranged in the• form of a rectangle, will be
handsome plate-glass show-cases on tables of mahogany.
The columns in the center of the rozmn will be enclosed in
chain cases.

Opposite the silver case will stand a •monster upright
case, eighteen feet long, seven feet six inches high and four
feet wide, with marble base and mahogany curved panel
work containing drawers and cupboards. A novel feature
of this case is the management of the sliding doors. The
balancing weights fall through' hollow columns in the center
of the case, thus doing away with all heavy corner posts
and center pilasters, always heretofore necessary in similar
cases. The shelves are held in place by center brackets and
the wares are reached from either side the case. Near the
rear of the main room are two massive mahogany counters,
twenty-four feet six inches and twenty feet long, the latter
with drawer space above and floored over at the top, the
flooring forming a ceiling for the coat-room. Back of this
is a stock-loom nineteen by thirty-seven feet in size. The
floors throughout are of mosaic, with fine marble bases about
the entire room, and every case and partition, even to the
table legs, will have marble bases.

Much has been done to make this model jobbing house
a most attractive place of business. Nothing seems lacking;
but those who know Messrs. Knights & Co. are aware that
with them their work is never finished. New things.—
the newest, in fact—are their delight ; and so we may expect
to see other changes and additions to what one sees there
now. Certainly they are preparing for a great trade. Tkat
they should do this is a sign of their confidence in Chicago
and the great West, for their trade 'is not by any means a
near-by one, but reaches to all parts of the country. They
now have a business home which will do credit to any city
on the globe, and one can wish them nothing better than
that their success amid their new and splendid surroundings
shall be commensurate with their enterprise.

J. H. lInvill, the well-known jewelers' an tioneer, has
just finished a successful sale for R. IL Kuhn & Co., Quincy,
Ill., and opens one for C. H. Allen & Co., of Clinton,
Iowa, on May 4th.

A graduate of \V. F. A. Woodcock's Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn., has distinguished himself by an
ingenious invention, which is 1.,eing exhibited at the Fair.
Distinguishing themselves appears to be quite in order with
the pupils of this Schoolovhich seems to be pre-eminently
successful in developing mechanical genius and giving it a
practical turn.

KANSAS CITY, IRO.
Egwargs & Sloane Jewel Co.

(Formerly S. D. Mills Jewelry Co.)

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
and Watchmakers for the Trade,

MANUFACTURE TO ORDER

Emblems

Vabges itebat$
Catalogue furnished jewelers only on application.

TRADE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

4c1,04
Letter, Monogram and Copper-Plate Engraving taught by competent

instructors. We have secured the services as instructor of one of the

best men in this line in the West, and shall aim to give thorough

and practical instruction. Terms on application.

EDWARDS & SLOANE JEWELRY CO.
(FORMERLY S. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

613 Keith & Perry Building,

gth & Walnut Sts.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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News and Gossip from the Great
West.

E. L. Hough, of Ypsilanti, Mich., has closed out to
Stone & Bell. The new firm will continue the business at
the old stand. Mr. Hough expects to travel through the far
Western States on the lookout for a location where his wife's
health can be benefitted.

Wm. D. Werner, who has been for the past six years
with F. G. Steglich, of Grand Rapids, 1\lich., will soon open
an establishment of his own in that city.

Joe Caufman, the popular watchmaker with E. J.
Hervey, of Grand Rapids, Nlich., has had a pocket chro-
nometer made to his order, and now believes he can give__ 
their customers correct time to a dot.

A. C. Parsons, of Vinton, Iowa, will soon move into a
store fitted up especially for his business. His fixtures are
to be of oak and will be handsome. Ile will make his opti-
cal business a special feature, and is having a separate room
furnished for this purpose.

Ruggles Bros., Emporia, Kan., have been succeeded
by George Girty.

The jewelry stock of W. F. Newcomb, Cherokee, Iowa,
has been purchased by W. P. Glascow & Bro., who will
hereafter conduct the business. W. P. Glascow has for
several years been connected with James G. Thompson &
Sons, Sioux City.

J. H. Alden; one of the pioneer jewelers of Nebraska,
for years located at Beatrice, has closed out his entire stock
at auction and will retire from the jewelry business—he
thinks permanently. Mr. Alden will soon remove to Chicago,
where he is interested in a World's Fair hotel scheme
known as the Garfield Chautauqua, an enterprise in which
several Beatrice citizens are interested. His auction, which
was a splendid success, was conducted by P. J. Burroughs,
the well-known Chicago auctioneer.

Sioux City, Iowa, has a new wholesale tool and ma-
terial house, and the sign reads E. L. Harrington & Co.
They expect to do a prosperous trade in the large and
growing territory tributary to Iowa's leading commercial
center. The members of this firm hail from Adrian, Minn.,
and were attracted to Sioux City by its growing importance
as a distributing point.

Thomas Cahill, Spencer, Ind., has recently moved into a
handsome new storeroom, and now occupies one of the
most modern and really pretty stores in the State.

Carl Mueller has opened a store in Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Al. H. Geck, of Ionia, Mich., a popular jeweler in that

town, has lately increased his popularity by running for
supervisor, and being elected by the largest majority on his
t icket.

L. M. Sigler, the well-known Cleveland wholesaler,
and head of the firm of Sigler Bros., sailed for Europe
April i5th, and will be absent a few months.

F. W. Wurzburg, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has lately
moved into more prominent quarters, and now has a beau-
tiful store. By hard work and pleasing attention to business,
Mr. Wurzburg has built up a nice trade, and is a generally
prosperous man.

The march of improvement seems to have taken hold
of the jewelry trade of Grand Rapids, Mich., the great fur-
niture manufacturing center, with pretty good force. New-
and modern establishments are the order of the day there.
A. Preusser is the latest to get into this line, and will fit up
a handsome store.

Fred. C. Steglich, .of Grand Rapids, Nlich., has made
up his mind to join the improvement procession that seems
to have taken hold of his town, and will put in entire new
fixtures and re-decorate his store. It is his intention to
make his store one of the handsomest jewelry establishments
of this thriving city.

W. W. Lombard, of Beloit, Wis., has removed to the
East, and expects to locate in a good town down in Maine.
This step is made necessary on account of the bad health of
his wife.

Thos. A. Craig, of Macon, Mo., was confined to his
home for a month with pneumonia, and though suffering
from a severe attack, is now attending to business at the old
stand, feeling entirely himself again.

B. A. McElwain has opened a new jewelry store in
Elmwood, Neb.

W. A. Brown & Co. have opened a jewelry store in the
Nelson Hotel, Rockford, Ill.

A. E. Case, Greeley, Neb., has just moved into a new
storeroom, where, with new fixtures and increased stock, he
expects to do a larger trade than heretofore, It is his

intention to add a line of books later on.

Louis Rochat has closed out his store at Needles, Cal.,
and has removed to Yuma, Arizona, where he will probably
embark again in trade. Rochat was formerly a Kansas
jeweler, located at Atchison.

Albert Roach has opened a new store at Negaunee,
Mich. He was formerly connected with Otto Supe & Co.,
Sault de Ste. Marie, Mich.

H. L. Chase & Co., of Cedar Falls, Iowa, are about to
erect a new storeroom for their jewelry business, and have
purchased a piece of property for that purpose at a cost of
four thousand dollars.

I). E. Carter, Traverse City, Mich., is about to close out
his jewelry business and embark in the lumber business in
Wisconsin.

C. A. Clement, of Springfield, Mo., has a very pretty
store, and you can always see something new. During the
Easter holidays he introduced a line of souvenir monogram
bangles, in many original designs emblematic of the season,
which were made in his workshop at the store.

J. A. Wickham & Co., Gallatin, Mo., have moved to
the north side of the square, the building being very
convenient for a jewelry store. Mr. E. S. Gregory, who is
the Co., and the manager of the business, is a hustler, and
well known among the traveling men as an agreeable
buyer and pleasant gentleman.

Chas. M. Harrington, of Kirksville, Mo., who bought
out the Dutcher stock, is quite an artist in engraving. Being
a graduate of the Chicago School, and having a natural
talent for such work, he ought to be a good one some
day, as he is quite young.

Aid Bros., of Gallatin, Alo., are having a new store
built, and will move into the same about the tjth of May.
They are successors to Wm. T. Cooper.

Jos. L. Nichols, of Trenton, Mo., has been elected city
councilman of Trenton, and also appointed agent for Wells
Fargo Express Company. Mr. Nichols has the confidence
of the people, and is known as a successful business man.
He is also very prominent in secret society circles, being
Past Grand Chancellor, Supreme Lodge K. of P., for Penn-
sylvania, one of the first organized.

Shaner & Ross is a new jewelry firm at Muskegon,
Mich. They have a pretty store and an attractive, brand
new stock throughout. Their prospects are good for their
building up a fine business.

F. G. Case, of Jackson, Mich., is moving into a hand-
some new store, and now has one of the model jewelry
establishments of the State.

Banker George Brinkman, of Great Bend, Kan., has
bought the interest of C. A. Hooper in the jewelry firm of
Gould and Hooper, of that city. The firm name now
reads W. D. Gould & Co., the business being in charge of
Will. Gould, the head of the firm. This change makes a
strong team which will undoubtedly do a prosperous busi-
ness.

R. S. Trumbull, for some time watchmaker at M. S.
Darling's, Trenton, Mo., has entered the employ of Chas. S.
Stifft, Little Rock, Ark.

Geo. L. Edwards, Eldorado, Kan., has sold out to
David Bedell and is now on the lookout for a new location.

S. H. Horner, of Caldwell, Kan., paid St. Louis a fly-
ing visit the past month..

Milo Putney, of Ottawa, Ill.., one of the best-known
jewelers in the State, is selling out at auction.

John Koetting, of Ste. Genevieve, Mo., visited the St.
Louis market the past month, where he is well known and
popular.

H. N. McKean, for a number of years connected with
the jewelry establishment of Kent H. Clark, St. Joseph, Mo.,
has fitted up a neat optical store on Felix Street, that city.

At St. Joseph, Mo., Lottie Ray, a handsome girl of
twenty years, is confined in the county jail for perpetrating
one of the most skillful frauds ever noted in the history of
the county. About a month ago she appeared in the city,
announcing that she bailed from an interior Kansas town and
was purchasing jewelry for her father, who kept a jewelry
store. She made a large acquaintance in the city and
bought a large bill of goods, for which she paid cash. A few
weeks ago she again put in an appearance, and to her nu-
merous acquaintances exhibited a copy of a purported will
giving her possession of property here valued at ,$12,000.
She purchased a $500 piano and then made a tour of the
wholesale jewelry stores, where she purchased $3,000 worth
ofjewelry, and at each store she would pay for her goods in a
check signed by herself but indorsed by some other jeweler,
each check being for a much larger sum than the amount
of her purchase. She was preparing to leave the city with
about $3,000 in cash and $3,000 worth of jewelry when she
was arrested. Two of the jewelers happened to meet and

compare notes, and the fraud was detected. It was dis-

covered later that not only had she forged the indorsement
on the checks, but had forged the will as well. She con-
fessed, and stated that she had run away from home to be-

come an adventuress.

"THE KEYSTONE is a paper that every jeweler
ought to have. Once a subscriber, always a subscriber."
—C. C. BREESE, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

An Optical Mystery Clarified.

THE KEYSTONE:
On page 336 of the April KEYSTONE, a critical reader

of my " Hand-Book for Opticians " begs the editor of your
Optical Department to explain some passages he had found
in the article " Myopia," which he did not understand.
Although his questions were answered in a professional
way, I think the reader will be still " in the dark " about
the expression " latent myopia," and I therefore wish to
clear the mystery of this, I confess, improperly selected ex-
pression, and besides give ample explanation of what I
intended to say.

My article " Myopia " contains some specialties which
were overlooked by former writers, or were not sufficiently
explained by them. I say on page 129 " All authorities
are recommending the weakest concave lenses for myopes,
but the strongest convex lenses for hypermetropes; why?
I do not find any reasonable answer in all their arguments.
If they are so particular in correcting the absolute hyper-
metropia, why shall we not correct the absolute myopia ? the
more so as the powerful accommodation of a myopic eye
indicates an immense amount of latent myopia, of which no
optical writer seems to know anything."

My book is full of ironical, sometimes sarcastical,
assaults on traditional errors and omissions in our text-
books, and I chose my particular way to induce the reader
to investigate for himself. All books on refraction which
fell into my hands were so dry, so professional, so learned
and so little attractive and entertaining, that I think it no
loss to the reader if he now and then cannot help laugh-
ing, or stops reading with the remark : I first must see if
that is so." And as I make investigations an easy task, I
hope all my readers will become earnest investigators in
practical optics, and will come forward, occasionally, with
similar questions to " Mr. Myope in the Dark."

Now let us see what " latent myopia " is. In Chapter
XVI., under the heading " Hypermetropia," I have shown
the great difficulty of correcting the absolute hypermetropia
without a mydriatic, on account of. the always present
latent hypermetropia, which also should he accounted
for ; and that we have to ;elect the strongest convex
lens which the patient possibly can bear without strain.
And when I afterward drew the attention to the same
occurrence in the myopic eye, for brevity's sake I made
use of the identical word latent, although every optical
student knows full well that the contraction of the ciliary
muscle will decrease, respectively improve, hypermetropia,
but that the same process in the myopic eye will consider-
ably increase and not improve myopia. The terms mani-
fest, latent and absolute, which indicate certain conditions
in the hypermetropic eye, can by no means be applied to
the myopic eye, because hypermetropia and myopia are in
direct opposition to each other, and what is latent or hidden
in the first eye, is obvious or visible in the other. It would,
therefore, be necessary to introduce special terms for similar
conditions of the myopic eye ; but when I wrote the Hand-
Book, I was not prepared to propose suitable words, and in
a jocular mood spoke of latent myopia, which, in fact, has
no meaning.

Since my " critical friend" made it the object of a con-
troversy, I have given it my fullest attention, and I believe
there can hardly be any opposition to the introduction of
the following new terms : I. The condition of the myopic
eye without the action of the ciliary muscle, and which only
should be corrected by glasses, may be called true myopia.
The same condition of the hypermetropic eye is called mani-
fest, but its correction would be incomplete, as everybody
knows. 2. What we call " latent hypermetropia" can in
the myopic eye be called apparent myopia. 3. For abso-
lute hypermetropia we could substitute in the myopic eye
either accommodative or excessive myopia.

When we, therefore, select spectacles for a myope, we
should only correct that amount of myopia which is not in-
creased by the powerful accommodation or by the apparent
myopia ; we should only correct the true myopia, and give
the patient the weakest concave lenses with which he barely
can see test-type XX at twenty feet. W. BORNE.
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Rogers & Brother, Waterbury, Conn., who for nearly

half a .century have manufactured the celebrated original and

genuine star brand of silverware stamped " * Rogers & Bro.,

A. i.," are now making an entirely new and beautiful pattern

" The Columbia," to commemorate the World's Columbian

Exposition. The jeweler who does not avail himself of the

new goods is missing what merits the title of a Columbian

opportunity.

The Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. are still build-

ing the castle of their reputation higher. Experience has

made trade confidence in their stock ironclad, and their

goods continue to make that confidence profitable. Their

optical institute is still the Center of attraction for intending

opticians.

The Philadelphia office of the Seth Thomas Clock Co.,

1021 Market Street, reports largely increased sales of Seth

Thomas watches. The new full-plate, open-face move-

ments which have just been brought out by this Company,

are handsome in appearance, extremely accurate, and well

protected from dirt. These watches are rapidly becoming

great favorites with railroad men, who are quick to realize

the value of a timepiece which can be depended upon to

give accurate results under bard usage.

W. W. Oliver, Buffalo, N! V., has issued a new cata-

logue of his products. It is well compiled and copiously

illustrated, and should be in the hands of every practical

jeweler. It is unnecessary at this date to expatiate on the

merits of the Oliver machinery, tools and supplies. They

have been proved long since.

Frank II. La Pierre, 36 University Place, New York,

has taken advantage of the approach of the exposed-sus-

pender season. He is making a specialty of silver-mounted

suspenders of beautiful workmanship, novel design, and at

prices, too, that make them eminently salable. •

The ingenuity that is responsible for the new designs

on the fancy watch dials of the O'Hara Waltham Dial Co,,

Waltham, Mass., is certainly of the rarest variety. Rare as

it is, however, you can reap the benefit of it, and you

recognize, of course, the sale-making capability of a fancy

dial when it is truly artistic and catchingly appropriate.

The •prevailing quietness in trade has fallen short of

Albert H. Bonnet, Columbus, Ohio, who is enjoying a nor-

mal spring business. His complete and elegant stock is

largely accountable for this gratifying fact.

It is opportune to direct the attention of the trade (the

wide-awake have already attended to it) to the present pro-

duct of the Barbour Silver Co., Hartford, Conn., both in

sterling silver and plated ware. The new designs are

rarely beautiful, with exquisite finish, while the merit of the

goods has been proven by the conclusive tests of time and

wear. See their announcement on another page.

C. W. Bowman continues to add to his laurels as a

jewelers' auctioneer. He recently conducted an eminently

successful sale in Kalamazoo, Mich., and now goes to- Fort

Scott, Kansas, to repeat the feat. His efforts are being

rewarded by an active demand for his services.

Cross & Beguelin, 17 Maiden Lane, New York, have

this season put at the disposal of their patrons a stock, in all

lines, of unusual bulk and elegance. A special feature is

their well-selected assortment of horse-timers, their " Cen-

tennial " still keeping the lead in this class of goods.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers at La

Porte, Ind., continues its salutary mission for intending

watchmakers. The eulogy of its efficiency that comes from

graduates is of the whole-hearted variety, and they are best

qualified to judge. Time and intelligent management are

bringing it still nearer to perfection.

Silver plate offers a rare field for designing talent—a

field manifestly well cultivated by the Meriden Silver Plate

Co., Meriden, Conn. The latest designs are not merely

new ; they are artistic to an unusual degree, and have a

trade-making appropriateness to the times. Get acquainted

with them at once.

The liberal patronage already extended the school of

engraving of the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas

City, Mo., by aspiring engravers is the very best proof of

trade confidence in its efficiency. The instructor is at the

head of his calling, and happily combines teaching skill with

his abundant and accurate practical knowledge. A rare op-

portunity is thus offered those of the trade who are mechan-

ically talented. See the announcement of the Company in

this issue.

An exact measurement of the good that must accrue to

the trade and the country generally from such an institution

as Parsons' Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill., is, of course,

impossible, but those noticing the strides made recently all

over the country in the practical art of watchmaking can

make a fair approximation. Such an approximation is ex-

tremely flattering to the school, but merit deserved must not

be withheld. Intending watchmakers should always keep

this school in mind—for their own benefit. ,

The predilection for the auctioneering services of P. J.

Burroughs appears to be confined to no particular section

of the country. Successful sales have been conducted by

him at all points of the compass, and his consequent prestige

accounts for the national competition for his services.

The " Junior Rococo " sterling silver flatware of the

Wendell Manufacturing Co. has proved a veritable trade

'bonanza. The goods show an unusually true conception of

refined art, and there is a " chastity " of design that appeals

irresistibly to the more cultured. They are the style of

goods that not only sell, but give a tone to both stock and

store.

The Carpenter Lathe and Tool Co., Boston, Mass., are

evidently striding on the bigh,,Vay to success. Last month

they sold a greater number of lathes than ever before in

their history, and prospects indicate that the record will not

be long unbroken. The merit and efficiency of their tools

have become almost proverbial.

The jeweler whose stock this year is not largely Col-

umbian is not keeping up with the procession, and he is

certainly far behind if he has failed to provide his store

with the handsome " Columbus " one-day alarm clock manu-

factured by the D. B. Hills Clock Co., Plainville, Conn.

It is truly-artistic and finished in antique copper or oxydized

silver—fifteenth century style. Look it up.

Those having the privilege of calling on the retail

jewelry trade are remarking the greater frequency of hand-

some and attractive signs. We cheerfully give Lon Barn-

hart, 908 Madison Street, Chicago, credit for introducing

some of the finest signs that have yet come under our

notice. Make a memorandum of the address.

To II. B. Sommer & Co., 628 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

belongs the honor of having fitted up the Chicago exhibits

of three of the largest concerns in the trade in Philadelphia,

viz., Keystone Watch Case Co., H. Muhr's Sons and Simons,

Bro. & Co. The result in each case compares very favor-

ably with any in the grounds, which is a feather in the cap

of Sommer & Co., and has significance for the trade.

Fennimore's " Diagnosing and Test Chart," which can

be procured from the California Optical Co., San Francisco,

Cal., is a contrivance that is being highly lauded by opti-

cians. The chart is low priced, and if it does not prove en-

tirely satisfactory to the purchaser it can be returned and

the vendors will return the money. This in itself is good

proof of its merit. You lose nothing by trying one.

The attention of the multitudinous patrons of H. B.

Peters, 37 *Maiden Lane, New York, is called to his alumi-

num key-chains, which have suddenly over-riden all compet-

ing chains of the kind. Fuller's milling tool and Excel-

sior balance-screw collets are other of his present spe-

cialities which you can procure advantageously.

L. Black & Co., New York, want a word with you

See what they have to say on another page; it will interest

you. A voluminous optical stock, as varied as elegant,

they have now at your service.

Manufacturers of special merit are identified with nearly

every article sold by a jeweler, and in tableware calculations

R. Wallace & Sons 'Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn., is the

name that generally suggests itself. The retailer who sells

their wares is traveling on an asphalt business road, and will

combine work, pleasure and profit. Have you tried their

Waverley " design yet ? It is a trade-winner of the first

water.

The demand for the Moseley lathe and combinations

has taxed the entire resources of Moseley & Co., Elgin, Ill.

Their finished stock has become exhausted two months

sooner than was calculated upon. Every endeavor is being

made to fill all orders with as much despatch as possible, and

the consideration of the trade is invoked in the meantime.

By placing your orders early, delay will be obviated.

Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander, Nassau Street, New

York, are showing some remarkably fine gold and silver

hair-pins. They have about thirty styles which have not

been shown heretofore.

Ovaitt & \Varner, the enterprising Portland, Oregon,

silversmiths, have turned the eyes of the Northwestern

trade in that direction. Some of their souvenir spoons are

uniquely beautiful, and have already proved ready sellers.

They have a talent for novelty in designs that cannot fail to

prove profitable both to themselves and their patrons.

F. R. Clayton's intimate knowledge of the jewelry

trade, combined with his professional ability, has made him

much sought after as a jewelers' auctioneer. An unbroken

series of successful sales is a good record to fall back on.

He is .vt!eekly adding to the series.

Frank H. Wells, Syracuse, N. V., the selling agent in

the United States of the now familiar Franco-German anti-

rheumatic ring, had recently a full page of the leading

Syracuse daily devoted to an advertisement, in two colors, of

the mysterious but effective finger band. That is the kind

of Mr. Wells' enterprise. He believes in putting " Franco-

German" in "letters of gold" when the combination de-

serves it. Are you selling these rings?

The preparations for the World's Fair have put the new

designs and goods on the market somewhat earlier this year

than hitherto, and the wide-awake among the trade who be-

lieve in being first should note the fact. This is specially

pertinent to the case of Foster & Bailley, Providence, R. I.,

whose new goods are trade-generators of the rarest variety.

Their 'chains are ten karat I-to gold and are guaranteed

for ten years. These are the goods to sell.

The name of Hunt & Fuller, 73 Nassau Street, New

York, has long been identified by the trade and general

public with the very finest in shrine emblems, school

medals, pins, rings, etc., and their latest products show

how well their reputation is deserved. The retailer can

benefit alike by their good name and their goods, and now

is the opportune time.

Herman G. Brigs, the tireless and restless, continues

to wield his auctioneer's hammer with his usual liberally

successful results. Fresh from a recent big sale at Bellefon-

taine, Ohio, he hastened to repeat the performance in New.

berry, Mich., and seems to be always secured for " fresh

fields and pastures new " by trade admirers.

The Philadelphia Optical College takes a justifiable

pride in its correspondence department. They were the

originators of this method of teaching optics. The college

and the students, the diploma and the degree they confer,

are under the protection of the Commonwealth, as they

possess a very valuable charter, issued to them under the

laws of Pennsylvania. It is wonderful to what perfection

they have brought their correspondence course, and no time

or expense is spared to keep it at the very highest notch of

efficiency.

Vb.



HOWARD WATCHES
The Howard Company, in view of extensive alterations in

their factory, have decided to cease the manufacture of their
movements temporarily, and have authorized us to offer their
entire line without reserve, at a reduction from the regular list of

THIRTY PER CENT.
and the usual discounts for cash.

We haven't space enough here to show Cases, but we
have them in endless variety. Of course Howard movements
sell best in polished and engine-turned cases—these we have in
all weights, shapes and combinations. 18 Kt., 14 Kt., Filled,
Silver.

Haydcn W. Whalcr & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

SPECIAL HOWARD AGENTS.

Announcement.
Jewelers visiting Chicago during the Exposition

are cordially invited to make their headquarters at
our office in the Columbus Memorial Building,
Room No. 1307, corner State and Washington Sts.,
where we will be represented by Mr. T. H. Hollister.
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[In order to insure an answer hi the next issue, questions

should reach us by the 1st of the preceding month.]

[We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of

optical subjects, and give advice in the.management of diffi-

cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke

our assistance whenever they find themselves in need of

counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history

of 
points

case, please always give information on the followingp 

I. Visual acuteness of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).

4. Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines.

5. Evidence of muscular insufficiency.]

" M. E. PARKHURST, Scottville, Mich."—Which do

you consider the best instrument for an optician

—a trial-case of test-lenses or one of Johnston

Optical Co.'s patent dioptric eye-meters? It is

recommended as being superior to a test-case.

And how does one get all the combinations with

it that he can make with a test-case, for a test-

case has over two hundred lenses in it P How

can one get the same results from the eye-meter

when there are cylindrical lenses or prisms to be

used ?

The use of the trial-case of test-lenses is by

far the most common and most reliable method of

estimating refractive errors. While some of the

eye-meters on the market may have special features

of merit, yet at the same time the manipulator is

required to exercise special caution against error,

even beyond what is required in handling test-

lenses. On the whole, a trial-case is regarded as

superior to any instrument, and it is a desideratum

for both oculists and opticians, and we scarcely

think it will ever be supplanted by any other

method or instrument.

" LIGHT."—Could you suggest anything further to be

done with this case : A man, bookkeeper by occu-

pation, aged thirty, complains about his eyes

hurting him, and especially at night. He has

had very poor vision all his life, and several

years ago had an operation performed on his

eyes. For distance, I find that he can not read

but by the following he is able to see ig, and

some on °": 0. D. — 1.50 0 — 88, axis 140°; 0. S.

— 1. 0 — 1., aids 175°. This was the very best I

could get for distance, but for reading he could

not see, nor could I fit him with any combination

that he could see as well with as without glasses.

I tried to fit him with a cylinder alone for read-

ing, but only succeeded in making matters worse.

But he told me that after wearing the distance

glasses for some time his eyes felt much re-

lieved, and he could go on with his near work

with a great degree of comfort.

Here is another case in which I only want to

ask whether you have ever seen such a prescrip-

tion before. It is a lady about thirty-five years

of age, who used to have headache continually,

but has been wearing these glasses for about

a year, and has had no further trouble : 0. D. —

.55 0 + .75, axis 1800; 0. S. — .67 z + .67,

axis 180°.

The first case is a difficult one on which to

give advice. We are told that he had an opera-

tion performed, but we are left in the dark as to

the cause of the poor vision or the nature of the.

operation. From the facts given us, we can only

surmise that it is a case of compound myopic

astigmatism ; and if the glasses mentioned are

correctly fitted for distance, then we would sup-

he ought to be able to read with the same

combination diminished by a convex spherical

lens, which might make plain concave cylinders,

or a sphero-cylinder of convex spherical and con-

cave cylinder.

In the prescription for the second case, we see

nothing unusual. It is a sphero-cylinder, a com-

bination of a convex and a concave lens, which is

not at all uncommon.

" OPTICIAN, Pittsburg."—Please explain the 
Lan-

dolt system of numbering prisms.

Prisms are usually numbered or measured by

their refracting angle, that is, by the angle by

which their refracting surfaces are separated ; but

this refers only to the geometrical properties of

prisms, and not to their optical properties. What

the optician is more particularly interested in is

not the refracting angle of the prism, but its de-

viating power over a beam of light. It is stated

that this angle of deviation is about one-half the

angle of refraction, besides which the refractive

index of different specimens of crown glass varies

considerably.

According to the Landolt system, all ophthal-

mological prisms are marked with the angle by

which they deviate rays of light, and it is pro-

posed to indicate that degrees of deviation are

meant by using the letter d ; thus a prism 2° d.

will indicate a prism that produces a minimum

deviation of two degrees. It is quite probable

that prisms thus marked will sooner or later come

into general use.

" SECOND MYOPE."—I wish to ask your optical

editor a few more questions in regard to some

statements made by Mr. W. Bohne, as I think

the answers will be a great help to many begin-

ners who are studying his " Hand-Book for Op-

ticians." He says on page 124, in regard to

hyperopia, that the " right glass relieves the eye

forthwith." Is this so? Do not oculists often

find themselves obliged to keep the eye under the

influence of mydriatics for some days, till the eye

accustoms itself to the new order of things ?

And on page 22 of the " Optician " for Febru-

ary he says: " But I was still more surprised

when I consulted Hartridge on that subject, and

found on page 182 the following sentences : As

age advances, the refraction of the eye diminishes;

in other words, the eye of the emmetrope becomes

hyperopic (called acquired hyperopia). The my-

opic eye becomes less myopic, so that a real

improvement in vision takes place. The hyper-

opic eye becomes more hyperopic. This change

takes place at a regular rate in all eyes.' I at

once excused my friend of his mistake. I thought

when a celebrated authority like Hartridge could

fall into such errors, then a simple optician may

be doubly excused." Here Mr. Bohne flatly

contradicts Hartridge, to say nothing of Donders

and Landolt. Who is right ?

Further on in the same article, Mr. Bohne

says : " i. e., the lens flattens and produces pres-

byopia." This is a flat-footed statement that the

lens flattens and produces presbyopia. Does it ?

If so, we must lay aside some of our old text

books. Of course, I do not expect you to pick a

quarrel with Mr. Bohne, but he is posing as a

teacher, and makes many statements which, if

they are correct, must upset much of the teach-

ings of those to whom we have been accustomed

to look as authority ; and if they are incor-

rect, it is no more than justice to the great

number of earnest students that they should be

shown to be false teaching.

Bohne does make rather too much of a sweep-

ing statement, when, in speaking of the difficulty

in selecting the proper lens for the correction of

hypermetropia, he adds : " Remember that the

right glass relieves the eye forthwith." Unfor-

tunately, this is frequently very far from being the

case. On the contrary, the glass may be selected

with ever so much care—in fact, the correction

or adjustment may be perfect—and yet the patient

will complain that the eyes ache and the glasses

are uncomfortable. The optician frequently

meets with such cases and he is often in a quan-

dary to know how to manage them.

When Hartridge refers to the diminution of

the refraction of the eye with the advance of age,

causing the normal eye to become hypermetropic,

the hypermetropic eye more so, and the myopic

eye less so, he states a truth which is accepted-by

all authorities, and about which there is no dis-

pute ; and if Bohne contradicts this statement he

runs contrary to the current of popular opinion.

In regard to the question of the production

of presbyopia by the flattening of the lens,we would
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say yes (in part). The condition of presbyopia

depends principally on two factors : a failu
re of

accommodation and a hardening and flattening 
of

the lens. We thought this was accepted b
y all

authorities ; at least we never knew of any one 
to

teach differently.

" ZERO." — Please give additional information to

" Zero" on optical page of March, 
1892, KEY-

STONE. In answer to what you w
ished to

know, it was found that the sight of 
the diver-

gent eye was all right. A trial with 
prisms did

no good. A specialist, claiming he coul
d correct

this case, operated on the defective on
e by cut-

ting part of the contracting muscle. 
This did

no good whatever. The patient going 
back, the

doctor said he must operate on the good 
eye in

the same way. Doing so, the case stil
l remains

unbenefltted. While the good eye focuses on

an object, what the defective one sees 
(or could

see, as it seems inactive) is not comp
rehended by

the brain. In order to focus the defecti
ve eye on

an object, the good eye must be cast at 
a differ-

ent angle from the point or object to be 
looked

at. When the defective eye is thus cen
tered on

an object, it sees, as before stated, a
lmost as

plainly as the good eye. The less acuteness 
of

vision would probably be caused by neglected 
use.

This is plainly a case of divergent strabismus,

in which the good eye is used to the exclusion of

the deviating one. As this has existed since birth,

we would expect the sight of the deviating eye to

be very much impaired ; but on the contrary we

are told it is all right. While this is unusual, it is

very fortunate. In such cases there are two

methods of treatment, cbtting the offending

muscle or assisting the deficient muscle by prisms.

Both of these procedures have been tried in this

case, and yet our correspondent says the case re-

mains unbenefitted. If the operations were skill-

fully performed and if the prisms were faithfully

tried, there has been nothing left undone to assist

the case, and we know of nothing further we can

suggest.

" SOUTHERN OPTICIAN."—Can you assign
 or give

any reason why prisms give flat surfaces convex

or concave appearances, according as you place

the base in or out P " Ocular Defect " in Mar
ch

number alludes to it. I have never seen any

answer given as to why it had this effect. I am

very shy in giving prisms, although a muscular

insufficiency exists. Have given them in only a

few cases where they were satisfactory owing to

this effect upon the vision.

The study of the action of prisms is at once

interesting and important, but it is, unfortunately,

one to which opticians give too little thought, and

consequently it is a subject not well understood.

Prisms bases in diminish convergence, and

hence make objects appear more distant. Prisms

bases out increase convergence, and make objects

appear nearer. Prisms bases in make flat surfaces

appear convex, while prisms bases out make them

appear concave. The explanation of these latter

phenomena following the former, to my mind, is

as follows : with prisms bases in, the portions of a

surface seen by each eye are more distant, while

the central portion between that seen by the two

eyes remains unchanged, and hence causes the

convex appearance, nearer to the eye in the center

and farther away at the edges. With prisms

bases out, the conditions are reversed—the por-

tions of the surface seen by each eye are brought

closer, while the central portion is unchanged,

which produces the concave appearance, farther

away in the center and closer to the eyes at

the periphery.

These delusive appearances usually rectify

themselves, and we think our correspondent would

be justified in prescribing prisms wherever mus-

cular insufficiency exists, in the expectation that

these annoying and unnatural appearances would

soon pass away.
(Continued on next page).
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" CALIPORNIA.'*-A girl twelve years of age came
into my store some ten days ago, complaining of
blurred vision at times and that her eyes gave
out, as she expressed it. I examined her eyes,
and found for both eyes, and reading also
normal. Only I found evidence of light astigma-
tism in both of her eyes. The following improved
her sight and also corrected her astigmatism:
R. E. + .25 sph. + .50 cyl., ax. 90'; L. E. +
.25 sph. .50 cyl., ax. 75°. Next day's exam...,
'nation I still found astigmatism as before, only,
to my great surprise, the girl's vision was im-

proved, and her astigmatism also corrected, by
the simple use of convex spherical lenses (+ .50
for both eyes), refusing to accept any cylindrical

lenses. At the third examination, three days
afterward, I obtained the same results of the
second one, she declaring that the + sph. lenses
alone gave her the best vision, and made all the
lines on the astigmatic chart to be even. How do
you explain the correction of the astigmatism by
the simple use of sph. convex lenses The child's
health is very good, and she is also very intelli-
gent for her age. She never used glasses before.
I gave her + .50 sph. for both eyes, and advised
her to wear them constantly. Was I right ? She
has been wearing them now for over a week with
great comfort.

'The answers of our patients, even adults, are

not always satisfactory and conclusive. One

moment they will prefer one lens, the next

moment another. One time they will say a

cylinder is the best, the next time a spherical.

Hence the answers of a twelve-year-old girl must

be taken with a grain of allowance. In this case

a .50 cylinder was preferred at the first exam-

ination, while at the two subsequent examinations

a ± .50 spherical was preferred. The acceptance

of the cylinder at the first examination does not

by any means prove the existence of astigmatism.

Then, too, it must be remembered that a slight

degree of astigmatism is often found in the normal

eye. We are inclined to think this is a case of

hypermetropia, which entirely overshadows any

slight astigmatism that may be present, and our

correspondent did entirely right ,in giving the

+ .50 lenses. There may be present a higher

degree of hypermetropia than + .50, and perhaps

she may shortly need stronger lenses.

6 6 E. A. H., Port Townsend, Wash."-Noticing a very
good article in your valuable trade paper of this
month in regard to examination of the eye, I
would ask of you a great favor, if you could possi-
bly tell me what is the cause, and if there is a
remedy for my trouble. I will first state that my
sight is good, that I am still able to do a good
deal of fine work, even without the power of a
glass, but still I find that my affection is grad-
ually getting a little more troublesome. Also
examined by different oculists in this country as
well as in Europe, and every one of them says
that they can see nothing the matter with my
eyes ; and yet it commenced about twelve years
ago, first with .the left and then with the right
eye, and it. seems like seeing black, round balls,
or connected as'a long chain, floating in the air.
Some days these black balls or spots are a great
deal worse, and then, again, not so prominent,
but they never once left me from the first day
they came to *my notice. Reading your article, I
believe that my trouble is with the aqueous
humor, and now I would ask of you if you would
kindly give me your valuable opinion, as, no
doubt, there are some more cases like mine, and
perhaps even you could suggest a remedy in
either case. I would be exceedingly thankful, as,
being dependent in my line of occupation greatly
upon my eyesight, I am naturally very much
worried about it.

It seems almost presumtuous on our part to
express an opinion in this case without an exam-
ination, when so many oculists had failed to find
anything the matter with Ilk eyes after repeated
examinations. .Our correspondent is most likely

at fault in locating his trouble in the aqueous

humor. In my opinion it is most likely due to

minute opacities in the vitreous humor. Such

spots might be due to disease of the choroid,

retina or optic nerve, which could be detected by
the ophthalmoscope, while opacities in the vitre-

ous, which settle at the bottom of the eye, are

more difficult of detection.
In thus expressing an opinion as to the loca-

tion of the trouble, we do not feel familiar enough
with the case to be able to suggest a remedy; but
we would venture to add that we don't think the
sight will become materially affected, and we would

suggest to our correspondent to try to forget or
disregard the trouble.

" A HUSTLER, M. D."-I am much interested in the
case given by "K. Adjuster" in March KEY-
STONE. He says there are no signs of hyperme-
tropia, yet there is iS vision, and spasms of
accommodation. Ought not these two things to-
gether lead him to suspect hypermetropia? I
have had two cases recently very similar, where
I ignored the muscular weakness, and by giving
nearly full correction for hypermetropia, the
muscles strengthened without prisms. I should
hope no one would prescribe minus lenses where
the vision was H.

Our correspondent's points are all well taken,
but our overcrowded space prevents a discussion
of them.

Among the Southern Trade.

J. H. Smythe, of Fort Smith, Ark., moved to his new

location a short while ago, which brings him nearer the
business center of the city. • Mr. Smythe was formerly
located at Winfield, Kan.

Messrs. Spott & Jefferson, of Little Rock, Ark., who
are the young firm of the town, report trade very good.
Both members have been in the jewelry business for years
and are well known in business and social circles in Little
Rock, and no doubt will reap the reward for hard work in
their youthful days in the jewelry business.

Edward L. Burns, of Memphis, Tenn., who has been
in charge of the office for the firm of C. L. Byrd & Co., has
been appointed by the estate and partner to continue the
business and act as manager. Mr. Burns carries the best
wishes for success in his new position of all who know him.

James B. Carr, of Nashville, Tenn., manager for the
B. H. Stief jewelry Co., was a stockholder and director in
the Commercial National Bank of Nashville, which failed
some time ago, owing to the stealings of the cashier.

R. Huellebrand & Son, of Nashville, Tenn., who had
a fire in their store some time ago, have repaired all dam-
ages to the building and fixtures.

John J. Bleich, of Paducah, Ky., put in some new fix-
tures, and has entirely refitted his store a short while ago,
making it neat and convenient for business.

James M. Howe, formerly of Hopkinsville, Ky., ha;
opened a very pretty jewelry store at Nashville, Tenn., and
has everything in the best style.

Electric Connections for Clocks.

[We publish below three illustrated commu-
nications from esteemed contributors, describing
electrical connections for clocks, which have been
in practical use-one of them for several years-
giving entire satisfaction.-Ei.).]

EDITOR KEYSTONE.
If ‘, Electric Clock " in Workshop Notes " will adopt

the device I made a few years ago to send time over
the R. & D. R. W., he will find it to work perfectly and
without trouble. It does not retard or accelerate the clock.
It is constructed as follows : I drilled a hole through the
pallet-staff and inserted the piece of stout wire shown at 1';

Fig. 1, which piece was about

three-fourths of an inch long.
When the pendulum is at rest
the wire stands exactly perpen-
dicular. I then bent the strip
of brass .4 at right angles, so
that one end was about a half
inch long and the other about
two inches long. The long

end was pivoted at B to the table or rest C, by which it is

securely fastened to the frame of the clock. The short end.of

A points downward, and when fastened to the clock frame is

in such position that when the pendulum is at rest the wire F

will touch it at E. The end of A should be gold-tipped and

nicely beveled onpoth sides. The wire lc should be of German

silver and nicely beveled at the point. As the pendulum of

the clock swings, the wire F will, of course, alternately be

at the position t 1, and close the circuit each swing. The

lever A is provided with a set-screw D, to govern the

amount of contact at E. This device has worked for

several years, giving no trouble whatever.

Very truly yours,

'I'. J. HARPER, Atlanta, Ga.

EDITOR KEYSTONE.

Perhaps I can help 44 Electric Clock " by the enclosed

sketch and description, as it has worked

several years with me. In the sketch

shown at Fig. 2, p represents the pendu-
lum ball, and A' the rod. A A are made

of very light brass, shaped as shown, and

fastened to the seat which bolds the clock

movement ; or they can be fastened to

the clock case. When the pendulum is at

rest the connection is broken as shown.

The pieces A .4 are adjusted to the swing

of the clock. At P Pare placed platinum

points, which at the end of each vibration

touch each other and very slightly rub,

which serves to keep the points of con-

tact clean. The shape and position of the

platinum points are also well placed,

to avoid dust collecting on them.

Yours very truly,

JOHN CHARTER, Whitman, Mass.

satisfactorily for

M.in
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EDITOR KEYSTONE.

In response to 44 Electric Circuit." in a late number of

THE KEvsmNE, I send rough sketch of an arrangement 1

have found positive and lasting, making the connection once

a minute. .1 drill a hole through the escape-wheel and

insert the pin A, Fig. 3, with
platinum facing on the top

side. Then, of hard rub-

ber, I make the piece C.

This piece is shown sepa-
rate at Fig. 4 ; it has a screw,
shown at if, which grips
the arbor of the pallets.

Attached to this piece C is a
thin spring of silver or cop-

per, shown at D, which carries a platinum point 1 con-
nect the spring D, by means of the coil of fine silver wire
shown at E, to one pole of my galvanic battery, while one of
the plates of the movement is connected with the other pole.
it will be understood that the electric connection is made
through the platinum points .4 I? during the time the escape-
ment is locked, mid consequently lasts for an appreciable
time-a feature of importance where a mechanical effort
has to be made by an electric current. The force of the.
contact between the platinum points .4 I? can be adjusted
by turning C on the pallet-arbor.

I would say, in conclusion, no mercurial contact can
be made to last, for it soon corrodes, as noticed by your cor-
respondent. Yours very truly,

;Eo. D. BURBANK,

North Conway, N. H.

"Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. A case of have to. Can't get
along without it."-WM. P. OWEN, Joplin, Mo.

Western New .York Notes.
The jewelers in this section have made large pur-

chases of supplies for the spring and summer trade ; so
large, indeed, as to indicate unusual confidence in the early
future of business. Satisfactory activity already prevails,
the briskness being most noticeable in the watch line.

S. A. Ross, Medina, N. V., has made improvements it,
his store, which add much to its appearance. A good stock
of goods is a beautifying and a profitable accessory.

W. W. Case, Canandaigua, N. V., has been to New
York City, where he made liberal purchases of goods.

F. H. Alford, Canandaigua, N. V., has moved into a
larger store. His old store proved insufficient to cope with
his rapidly-growing business.

A. W. Gilbert & Co., Rochester, N. V., the well-known
special cash wholesale jewelers, have now elegant assort-
ments of goods at the disposal of the trade.
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advisable. this agreement is in the good faith, that you meet

us as we will go to meet you. We are yours to 
buy of, and yours

mutually and profitably,

I Signedj SMITH & PATTERSON.

Ulitnue:

M. N. SMITH.

H. W. R-kTTERSON.

P. S.-We have in hand a book 
about jewelry, with many 

thousand

illustrations, the kind of a book that every 
jeweler wants on his

show-case, a book to order by, and a 
book to sell by. This book

is yours for nothing if you ask for it. It will take until October

to prepare it, but those who ask first 
will receive firstly.
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A REVOLUTION!
Are You Ready
to Advance?

Forward,
March!

Fennimore's
"Diagnosing and Test

Chart"

Enables you to INSTANTLY determine
the AXIS.

Avoids changing of prescriptions on ac-
count of wrong axis.

Enables you to fit all errors of refraction
rapidly and accurately.

As a display-chart it is worth the price
alone. Size, 22 X 28 inches.

Sent, postpaid, to any part of U. S. or Canada, on receipt of price, $1.00.
FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH EACH CHART.

Any purchaser of our Chart who is not perfectly satisfied, will have money refunded upon return of Chart,

Our New Illustrated Optical Catalogue will be sent to
Pacific Coast dealers on application.

California Optical Co.
317 & 319

Kearny St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Publishers,

FOUND AT LAST!
A PERFECT TRAY FOR SHOW-CASE AND WINDOW

wE are now prepared to
fill all orders. We could
not catch up on orders
last Fall.

(Patented Aug. 2, 1892. Patent No. 480,045.)

Price, regular size, i r 34 x

Discount to jobbers.

Any color plush in stock.

You can raise or lower all
the goods in the tray, by
simply touching the bar at
the side.

The goods can be displayed at any angle in your window or show-case, and will lay flat and need not he taken out of tray to put in the safe.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of Easel Jewelry Cards.
" Plate-Glass Top Watch Boxes.

Manufacturers of Fine Paper Boxes, Velvet, Plush, Leather and Brocade Jewelry and Silverware Cases, Cards, Tags, Cotton, etc.

H. B SOMMER & Co., 628 Arch St., Phila.

MAY, 1893

Time:

Gleanings From the Harvest Fields of Literature.

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

" We see Time's furrow on another's brow—
How few themselves in that just mirror see! "

--Edward Young NIght Thoughts.

I have fallen into the habit, while browsing
among my books, of noting all the references to
TIME therein, and transcribing them for the sake
of a subsequent enjoyment ; and I have thought
that THE KEYSTONE'S intelligent readers might be
,ratified in sharing the results of a somewhat ex-
tended reading. I invite the whole fraternity,
therefore, into my library, while we consider the
great truths which have been uttered by great
authors on this subject, from the earliest day to
this latest.

We will be impressed, first, with the weight
of testimony as to the immense importance of duly
appreciating the evanescence and " shadowy flit"
of Time. The Bible, in the Wisdom  of Solomon,
says, " Our Time is a very shadow that passeth
away "; and again, in the Second Epistle to the
Corinthians, "Now is the accepted Time." So
that excellent old Roman, the Emperor NIarcus
Aurelius, in his Meditations, says : " Remember
that man's life lies all within this present, as
'twere but a hair's-breadth of Time ; as for the
rest, the past is gone, the future yet unseen '; and
on another page he says : " Time is a sort of river
of passing events, and strong is its current ; no
sooner is a thing brought to sight than it is swept
by and another takes its place, and this too will
be swept away."- Again : "Be not as one that
hath ten thousand years to live, death is nigh at
hand ; while thou livest, while thou hast Time, be
good." " 0 call back yesterday, bid Time re-
turn ! " says Shakespeare, in King Richard II.,
and in Twelfth Night he speaks of " these most
brisk and giddy-paced Times." That hearty and
vigorous Frenchman, Francois Rabelais, stopped
for a moment in his marvelous outpouring of wit
to soberly declare, "Nothing is so dear and so pre-
cious as Time "; and similarly, Theophrastus
wrote, " Time is the most valuable thing a man
can spend "; and Plutarch, in the same vein :
" The whole life of man is but a point of Time;
let us enjoy it, therefore, white it lasts, and not
spend it to no purpose." Benjamin Franklin put
into the mouth of Poor Richard this injunction :
" Dost thou love life ? Then do not squander
Time, for that is the stuff life is made of."
" Nae man can tether Time or tide," says

Robert Burns, in Tam 0' Shanter—which is
Scotch, and reversal, of the familiar " Time and
tide wait for no man." So Robert Herrick, a de-
lightful poet, wrote :

" Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
Time is still a-flying,

And this same flower that smiles to-day
To-morrow will be dying."

Longfellow, in A Psalm of Life, says :
" Art is long, and Time is fleeting.

And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still like muffled drums are beating

Funeral marches to the grave."

In Festus, Philip James Bailey utters this
valuable thought :
" We live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts. not breaths :

In feelings, not in figures on a dial.
We should count Time by heart-throbs. He most lives
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best."

• - " 'rime, as he grows old, teaches many les-
sons," wrote iEschylus, in Prometheus ; and
John Philips, in The Splendid Shilling, asks
" What will not Time subdue ! " The great poet
of the Elizabethan period, Edmund Spenser, in
Amoretti, originated a popular proverb :

" Tell her the joyous Timc will not be staid
Unlesse she doe him by the forelock take."

" Time is the soul of this world," wrote old
Pythagoras : and the Bible reminds us that " To
everything there is a season, and a Time to every
purpose under the heaven."

Shakespeare, in The Tempest, speaks of
" The dark backward and abysm of Time "; and
in Twelfth Night he assures us that " the whirli-
gig of Time brings in his revenges "; in Hamlet
he alludes to " the whips and scorns of Time";
in Macbeth," Come what come may, Time and
the hour runs through the roughest day "; in As
You Like It," Time travels in divers pares with

THE KEYSTONE

divers persons. I'll tell you who Time ambles
withal, who Time trots withal, who Time gallops
withal, and who he stands still withal." In s
Well That Ends Well he refers to " the inaudible
and noiseless foot of Time "; and again, in.
As You Like It, " the creeping hours of 'rime."
In Macbeth he says:

" To-morrow. and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in fhis pretty pace from day to day
'l'o the last syllabic of recorded Time,
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death.'

" Let every man be master of his Time," he
counsels, in Macbeth; and finally, in Troilus and
Cressida, he philosophically concludes that

"The end crowns all.
And that old common arbitrator, Time,
Will one day end it."

In the wonderfully impressive lines which Sir
Walter Raleigh wrote in his Bible the night before
his death, occurs this reflection :

" Even such is 'l'ime, that takes in trust
Our youth, our joys, our all we have,
And pays its but with age and dust ;
Who in the dark and silent grave,
When we have wandered all our ways,
Shuts up the story of our days."

Bishop Berkeley had the same vision when he
wrote:

"Our youth we can have but to-day,
We may always find Time to grow old" ;

and Bryan Proctor said, appealingly,

"Touch us gently, Time!
Let us glide a-down thy stream

Gently—as we sometimes glide
Through a quiet dream."

Samuel Rogers turned the course of the
current :

" Sweet memory ! wafted by thy gentle gale,
(If, up the stream of Time I turn my sail'':

and Milton, in the Hymn on Christ' s Nativity,
strikes the same note : " Time will run back and
fetch the age of gold." Longfellow, in The Golden
Legend, thus tunes his melodious lyre :

" Time has laid his hand
Upon my heart gently, not smiting it,
But as a harper lays his open palm
Upon his harp, to deaden its vibrations."

But in his Inferno he touches a chord of different
tone :

" There is no greater sorrow
Than to be mindful of a happy Time,
In misery."

Who has not been touched with the exquisite
pathos of Elizabeth Akers Allen's verses, Rock Me
to Sleep Who does not recall the pathetic
appeal

" Backward, turn backward, 0 Time, in your flight !
Make me a child again, just for to-night!
Backward, flow backward, 0 tide of the years!
1 am so weary of toil and of tears—
Toil without recompense, tears all in vain !
Take them, mid give me my childhood again !"

Longfellow puts the essence of this lament
into homelier phrase, but not less sign.ficant :

" For Time will teach thee soon the trath,
There are no birds in last year's nest !"

and to understand its full import we must appre-
ciate the sentiment which Cervantes puts into the
mouth of Don Quixote : ‘"rime ripens all things ";
for " no man is born wise," he says. " Time
shall unfold what plaited cunning hides," says
Shakespeare, in King Lear ; notwithstanding the
contradiction he expresses in The Merchant of
Venice,

" The seeming truth which cunning Times put on
To entrap the wisest ";

nor Ben Jonson's scorn of " that old, bald cheater,
Time." Does not Euripides, in ./Eolus, assure
us " Time will explain it all. He is a talker, and
needs no questioning before he speaks" ?
" There are some feelings 'rime cannot be-

numb," says Lord Byron, in Childe Harold; and
Tom Moore echoes the same thought in his verse :

When Time who steals our years away
Shall steal our pleasures too,

The metn'ry of the past will stay,
And half our joys renew."

" He that lacks Time to mourn, lacks Time to
mend," wrote Sir Henry Taylor ; and Longfellow
has carried the thought to a fine conclusion, in
A Psalm of Life:

" I.ives of great men all remind its
We can tnake our lives sublime,

And departing. leave behind us
Footprints in the sands of Time."

The opportunity is open to every one who
strongly wills and dares. Cervantes says, in Don
Quixote," There is a Time for some things, and
a Time for all things ; a Time for great things, and
a Time for small things." But the opportunity
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will not linger for the slow-moving ; for " pro-
crastination is the thief of Time," says Edward
Young ; and if one would " live to be the show
and gaze o' the Time," as Shakespeare counsels
in Macbeth, he must be " of the fashion of these
Times, where none will sweat but for promotion."
as he tells us in As You Like It. For, verily.
" Time is money," as Benjamin Franklin wrote,
i 11 his Advice to a Young Tradesman : ano
" These are the Times that try men's souls," as
Samuel Butler declared in Hudibras. Let it be
said of you, as Sam'l Johnson said of his hero,

" Panting Time toiled after him in vain ''—

but do not forget Ralph Waldo Emerson's re-
minder that " Life is not so short but that there is
always Time for courtesy." Illustrate in your
own life the observation of Whittier, in The
Chapel of the Hermits,

"Step by step, since Time began,
I see the steady gain of man."

Aspire to deserve that high eulogy which
Ben Jonson uttered of Shakespeare : " He was
not of an age, but for all Time." " Consider
peace (in trade) only as a breathing-Time," as
Edmund Burke advised ; and look steadfastly
toward the fulfilment of the prophecy of Charles

Mackay,
" There's a good Time coming, boys,
A good Time coming."

If, perchance, you can say with Edward
Moore, " Time has not cropt the roses from your
cheek, though though sorron; long has washed them,"
take for your consolation the comforting words of
Wal 

"The soul's dark cottage, batter'd and decay'd.
Lets in new light through chinks that Time has made."

You cannot think too often or too seriously
of the " mutability and shiftiness of Time "; for,
as Herrick long ago assured us,

" The Times do shift—each thing in turn does hold :
New things succeed, as former things grow old":

and it is worth your contemplation " from morn
till noon, from noon to dewy eve." Evening is
especially a fitting time for such contemplation—
" The holy Time, quiet as a nun breathless in
adoration," which Wordsworth describes, which
Shakespeare, in Macbeth, alludes to as " the witch-
ing Time of night," and of which James Mont-
gomery wrote:

" Night is the Time to weep,
To wet with unseen tears

Those graves of memory where sleep
The joys of other years."

The contemplative man finds always constant
food for reflection and improvement in the reading
of good books. Thomas Carlyle says of them:
" In books lies the soul of the whole Past Time ;
the articulate audible voice of the Past, when the
body and material substance of it has altogether
vanished like a dream." Therein you can " make
former Times shake hands with latter," as Samuel
Butler assures us, in Budibras ; can find exam-
ples of good conduct in the lives of those of whom
the Bible says : " They were honored in their
generations, and were the glory of the Times."
If vou can afford only one book besides the Bible,
read Shakespeare—that " myriad-minded " man,

" On whose forehead climb
The crowns o' the world : 0 eyes sublime
With tears and laughter for all Time,"

in The Vision of Poets of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning. Your eyes will be dazzled by the

" Jewels that on the stretch'd forefinger of all Time
Sparkle forever"

as left by his pen, and attested by Tennyson.
After reading good books you will be moved to
quote William Robert Spencer's exquisite lines:

"—Unheeded flew the hours:
How noiseless falls the foot of Time

That only treads on flowers !

" What eye with clear account remarks
The ebbing of his glass,

When all its sands are diamond sparks,
That dazzle as they pass !

And with this I close, as I suddenly recall
Carlyle's pronouncement (written after he had
filled a bulky volume) : " Silence is deep as eter-
nity, speech is shallow as Time "; lingering only
to congratulate everybody.- in these Bible words
from The Song of Solomon : " Lo ! the winter is
past, the rain is over and gone ; the flowers appear
upon the earth ; the Time of the singing of birds
is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in
our land."

Vb.

Ct,

;3.
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Elgin Watchmakers as Orange Growers.

Did you ever see an orange grove ? • Many people
-think of the orange as growing on a shrub a few feet high
only, and have an idea that if the ground be scratched and
a. few seeds be stuck in at regular intervals, just as pump-
kins or perhaps tomatoes are set, after a short season a
lot of bushes will come to bear from ten to thirty oranges
each. But few think of the orange tree in its forty or fifty
years of maturity as one of the most majestic and strikingly
beautiful in Nature's arboretum. lajestic not so much
from its giant size—although under best conditions it attains
a height and spread of thirty-live or more feet—as from its
symmetrical development and the lavish profusion of its
foliage and flowers and fruit. In its time of bloom, a well-
grown magnolia grandiflora is a magnificent spectacle. 1-itit
a well-grown orange tree is just as beautiful a picture all the
year, from the time of its blooming in March to the final
ripening of the fruit in the following February—from the
time the tree is a pyramidal mass of waxy white blossoms
to the time when, painted by the pure air and the undimmed
sun, the golden fruit and the dark green, glossy leaves form
one of the most ravishing contrasts of color that Nature pro-
duces. But to produce a grove of such trees is a work that
calls for a large outlay of time and money and patient care.
A little band of operatives of the Elgin National Watch
Company have undertaken such a task as one of the modes
of investment used by the wage-earners of that thrifty
community. .

When Adlai Stevenson was at Elgin last fall he spoke
one of the two speeches he cariied with him, and when he
came to the yarn about the woes of the down-trodden work-
ingman he was met by .a roar of laughter from the crowd of
well-dressed and prosperous watchmakers present, a majority
of whom, it is safe to say, owned the houses in which they
lived, and many were owners of two or more tenements.

But not alone in house property have their savings been
invested. They have tried sheep and cattle ranching with
varied failure and success. They have put money into sil-
ver mines and mostly have failed to get it out again. They
are large and steady depositors in the savings banks and
building associations of the city. The most interesting,
however, of their investments is that involved in the
group of orange groves, owned by Elgin Watch Factory
hands, at Limona, Fla. At the present time there are
twenty-six groves, covering one hundred and seventeen
acres, and aggregating seven thousand one hundred and
ninety-five trees, owned and operated by men and women
who are or have been in the employ of the Elgin
National Watch Company, and quite a little colony of
the owners have homes in the adjacent balmy woods.
Only a few of these groves are in bearing,. but they
are coming in year by year, and it is safe to say, from fig-
ures that will be given later, that by the time all are pro-
ducing they will aggregate an investment of over eighty-
two thousand dollars and will produce a gross annual income
of over twenty thousand dollars.

The Elgin colony at Limona was started in this way:
In 1877 a number of the operatives, who had heard glowing
accounts of the climate of Florida and its adaptability to
fruit-raising, held a meeting at the Court House and agreed
to subscribe and pay the expenses of a delegate to go down
and spy out the land and report. Mr. E. E. Pratt, formerly
foreman of the finishing department, was chosen to make
the trip; and after considerable travel through the middle of
the peninsula, he finally decided that Limona, about ten
miles from Tampa and six miles from the bay, possessed as
many attractions as it was possible to obtain. It was high
and dry, rolling pine, land of good average fertility, well-
adapted to orange culture; having in the vicinity several
fine clear water lakes, an abundance of good water obtain-
able from moderately deep wells, only a few miles from
salt water and good beaches, and yet far enough away to be
free from the troublesome insects to be-found on the coast
during certain months. Twelve of the operatives endorsed
the report by taking up land, and in a year or two more they
further proved their faith by their work, by clearing and
planting orange groves of from four to ten acres each. Mr.
Pratt made his home in Limona in 1878, and he has been
followed by C. S. Moseley, ex-superintendent; W. J. Lewis
and E. T. Dickenson, ex-machinists ; C. Carte, balance de-
partment ; W. A. Legate, jewel department ; J. Halsey and
A. R. Swett, finishing department; C. E. Nyberg, plate
department; and 1'. Perkins, the Eastern traveler of the
Elgin Company, all of whoin -have homes within a mile of
the depot. In addition there is a neat club-house erected
by the members of the Limona Park Association, who own
a considerable tract of land in the neighborhood.
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Most of those who have made their homes at Limona
have gone down with constitutions tried and worn by too
constant application to the bench, and as a rule they have
found speedy relief from various forms of lung and throat
trouble and from rheumatism. In several cases the kind-
ness of a department has been exercised in sending some
sufferer for a winter sojourn at Limona. In some cases,
alas ! too late to be of benefit ; and more than one is taking
his long sleep with the bright, blue Florida sky and the
sunshine over him, and the ever fresh, balmy breezes and
the mocking-birds and larks and orioles singing sweet lulla-
Ities in the swaying branches of the patriarchial pines
which stand as sentinels to the lonely graves. To those,
however, who projected the kindly aid comes the assurance
that they were in each instance the direct means of alleviat.
ing the suffering in an end which could not be averted.

Many of those who own groves are hoping some day
also to have homes in them. Nor need they fear for their
investments. for it is impossible to find, as a rule, any more
healthy or better-cared-for groves in Florida. The men
who have had charge of them have made a study of orange
culture and have brought to bear on their work the same
brains which aforetime have helped to build up the Elgin
National Watch Company to its high standard of excellence.
And now, when they have yearly increasing quantities of fruit
to market, they hope to bring similar intelligence to bear, so as
to obtain for Limona oranges a reputation which will assure a
regular demand, with its consequent regular and fair price.

In conclusion it may be of some interest to know what
it costs to start and keep up an orange grove, and what are
the chances of return on the investment.

The following estimate is conservatively high, interest
being compounded and added yearly to the cash outlay.
Also twelve years have been taken as the earliest time at
which a paying crop will be obtained, although some re-
turns will come in a seedling grove in the tenth year and in
a budded grove in the seventh year from planting out. The
estimate is based on a five-acre grove of three hundred
trees.

Cost of wild land, five acres (tt $15  
clearing
fencing  

$ 75.00

150.00

90.00
.4 preparing and planting 25.00

300 budded trees 90.00

Total cost first year  $430.00

Cost of care per year after  125.00

Average cost per year of fertilizer (over ten
years) 6o.00

If these figures be worked out and interest added yearly
at six per cent., it will be found that at the end of twelve
years the five-acre grove has cost about $3500. From that.
time a yearly product of at least three boxes per tree or
nine hundred boxes from the grove is to be expected. Mak-
ing the necessary deduction for care of grove and cost of
fertilizer, and taking the usual range of prices for oranges on
the tree, it will be found that there is a return of from thir-
teen to twenty per cent. on the investment, with the proba-
bility of a large increase in productiveness of each tree up
to fifty years old.

Lone Star Jottings.
- • -•-•---• -

DALLAS, TEXAS, 22, 1893.

There is no steady demand in Texas any more for such
numerous and large diamonds as the cattlemen in their
palmy days invested in ; but the jewelry business generally
is good throughout the State. There is a prosperous con-
dition of things, and, as is always .the case under such cir-.
cumstances, the retail jewelry business is sharing that pros-
perity. Speaking of the cattlemen investing in diamonds,
in 1882, I think it was, the cattlemen had a convention in
Dallas. At that time the cattlemen were popularly believed
to be immensely wealthy, and as they all had unlimited
credit at the banks, they came to the belief themselves that
they were fabulously opulent. There is nothing small
about cattlemen ; they were as broad in their ideas as the
prairies over svhich their herds once roamed, and whenever
they saw anything they ss-anted, money cut no figure in it
whatever. A big jewelry house of St. Louis, with an eye
to business, sent a stock of diamonds to Dallas on the occa-
sion of this convention. A stand was rented in the Grand
Windsor Hotel by the gentleman in charge of the diamonds,
and the cattlemen walked up and patronized it as if it was
a fruit-stand. The convention wound up with a banquet
and ball, and it was estimated that there were over half a
million dollars' worth of diamonds on the ball-room floor
at one time. A little while after this brilliant and historic
event, the business went to pieces, and nine-tenths of the

cattlemen went flat broke. It would be interesting to

know what has become of all the diamonds they invested in

during their season of prosperity, and how much they realized
on them.

In connection with the foregoing, I recently, in behalf
of a local newspaper, called upon the tragedienne, Miss

Lillian Lewis. In the course of the conversation she re-
marked that two of the largest diamonds she had she

obtained a few years ago from a little jewelry store occu-

pying a small, dingy hole in the wall at Texarkana. She

stepped into the place to get some jewelry repaired, and
displaying a stone that weighed fourteen karats, remarked

to the jeweler that he of course never handled any thus
large; whereupon the jeweler went to a little old safe and
to her amazement, brought out a couple of sparklers that
weighed twenty-two karats each. She offered him eight

hundred dollars for them, but he would not take it. The
next year when she visited Texarkana the jeweler was
willing to let them go at that price. She also had a similar
experience in a little town in Colorado. In both cases she
thought the diamonds must have been the property of
cattlemen who had met with reverses.

John Fisher has gone back to the manufacturing busi-
ness, and is at 283 Elm Street.

Jack Price, representing H. Stern & Co., of Albany,
N. V., is in the city.

I. Goldstine has opened a retail establishment on Elm
Street, east of Eway.

Ben. Walton, after an experience of several years in
the dry-goods business, has returned to his first love, and has
a line of jewelry at 382 Main Street.

F. S. Stafford & Bro. are closing out their retail busi-
ness on Main Street, with a view to going into the whole-
sale and manufacturing business on an extensive scale.

W. S. Shuettles & Son, wholesale dealers in watches,
clocks and jewelry, have taken up more commodious quar-
ters in the Scollard Building. They are spreading out in
all directions.

Samuel H. Taber & Co. have just put in a complete
outfit of machinery and apparatus for manufacturing and
plating all sorts of jewelry, and for cutting and setting
stones and refilling metals.

Frank Wilson, who stole four thousand dollars' worth
of diamonds out of S. Beck's jewelry store, in December
ast, was taken to the penitentiary a few days ago to serve
an eight years' term. There was no one in the store but a
small boy when the robbery was committed. Wilson threw
a handful of pepper in the boy's eyes, and grabbed the
diamonds and ran. He was arrested in Jefferson City, Mo.,
a few weeks after the robbery, with about half the stolen
goods still in his possession.

R. M. Weaver, of Bowie, Montague County, the other
night made the statement that at Spencer, Owen County,
Ind., his uncle and aunt, Thomas McNaught and wife, reside,
the former being Ho years old and the latter 107. They
have raised sixteen children, the youngest of whom is sixty-
eight years old. My present wife's grandfather, David
Craig," continued Mr. Weaver, married at the age of
eighty years, and raised twelve children. My wife's father,
David Craig, Jr., lives in Childress County, and is ninety-
eight years old, and good for many years to come. He has
:I queer heirloom, it being a clock which was purchased 225
years ago by his great-grandfather, and it is still running
and keeping good time to-night, unless something has
happened to it within a week." Mr. Weaver himself has
reached his seventieth year, and is the father of a son only
a few weeks old.

Several pawnbrokers in Dallas are mourning. They
have been victimized. It was like this : A few days ago a
nicely dressed man (the same man worked them all)
walked in and said he had been gambling, and wanted forty
dollars on his watch and chain. The case bore the familiar
brand, 44Warranted 14 K., U. S. Assay." The chain was
also marked fourteen karat. The pawnbrokers severally
tested the watch and chain, and finding them genuine, let
the. man have the desired forty dollars. As be went out he
said if luck came his way at the tiger's den, be would
shortly return and redeem his jewelry, and, sure enough,
about two hours later here he came with the money to take
them out. Later in the day be came again and said, 44Well,
I'm broke again " ; and placing his watch and chain on
the counter, added, 44 Let me have forty dollars." After
this the gambler returned no more, and on examination the
last watch and chain left by him proved to be only worth-
less imitations of the first, but fixed up to look exactly like
them. This racket was worked on six pawnbrokers, one
old-timer in the business having two of the spurious time-
pieces palmed off on him, and is out eighty dollars.
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'OGDEN, UTAH.

Correspondence Solicited and Held Strictly Confidential.

REFER YOU BELOW TO A FEW OF 
THE MANY FIRMS

FOR WHOM I HAVE MADE 
SALES:

ItAVDEN Wittumult, New York City.

GREEs, Smrrn WATcrt AND DIAMOND CO., DCIIVCI, COIL).

ED. I. SALNISON, Tacoma, Wash.

' M. A. ROSE, Colfax, Wash.

E. L. PEISAR, Aspiii, C010.
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A. P. Ross, Centralia, Wash.

PREENIA.N MCCARTNEY, Park City, Ut.-.1,

J. GLICK, Stockton, Cal.

I. J. SHARICK, Tacoma, Wash.

ROE POWELL, La Junta, Colo.

NEW! NEW! NEW!
SPRING LINE. NOW READY!

VICTORIA CHAINS'

CHATELAINES

CHATELETTES

SHETLANDS

BROOCHES

EARRINGS

GENTS' CHAINS

LOCKETS

SLEEVE-BUTTONS

SCARF-PINS

RINGS

BUTTON SETS

GOLD PENS. PENCILS. TOOTHPICKS.

LACE-PINS

BIB-PINS

NECKLACES

BRACELETS

HAIRPINS

HAT-PINS

SILVER MATCH-BOXES.

Headquarters for Waltham and Elgin Movements.

We carry all the leading makes of Watch Cases in Solid 
Gold, Gold Filled and Silver,

and a complete line of WATCH MATERIALS, TOOLS, OPTICAL 
GOODS, Etc.

M. SIOKLES & SONS,
618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
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Sand=Blast.

[We are receiving so many inquiries about the sand-
blast process that we decided to have a description of the
process written up by an expert in such matters, and thus
devote more space to this branch of the mechanical arts
than we could spare in our " Workshop Notes " columns.
—Ell.]

WilifiHILE the sand-blast is better adapted
to working on glass or other brittle

substances, still many beautiful effects
can be produced on metal, particu-

larly watch cases and jewelry. The
" mat " or " frosting " by sand-blast is finer in—,
the grain than that obtained by various processes
of satin-finish and frosting such as we see on
watch plates, produced by revolving brushes, as
can be illustrated by examining American gilt

movements. It requires but a low magnifying

power to show the pits in the plates and bridges
produced by the wire brushes as they revolve in a
power lathe.

(:)n inspecting the dull surface or mat pro-

duced by sand-blast, it will be found to be much

finer in its grain ; that is, the little pits or inden-

tations in the metal are very much smaller and

still more irregular than those on watch plates.

The process of sand-blast is extremely simple.

The great barrier to its more general use is the

difficulty of obtaining a blast of air of constant

power and sufficient force to properly project the

sand with the force necessary to have each grain

produce a dent in the metal, and thus give the

desired mat.
The pressure of air for sand-blast purposes

should be from one to twelve pounds per square

inch. It would be very difficult to obtain force

enough for sand-blast from a rotary blower, unless

steam or other power was employed. The usual

form of machine for sand-blasting for jewelers'

work is shown at Fig. I, where A represents a

cubical box of wood about eighteen or twenty

inches square.
'I'he sand is placed in the cylindrical hopper

C, which has a funnel-shaped bottom that opens

into the air-pipes a b. The cylinder C is about

eight inches in diameter and twelve inches long,

and filled 11'411 rather coarse sand, such as plas-

terers call " sharp " sand. It is easy to decide on

the proper kind of sand if we consider what we

desire to do with it—that is, make. clean, well-

defined indentations in the metal. The iron air-

pipe shown at .D is about one inch in outside

diameter, with an up-and-down " shut-off" gate

worked by a lever, as shown at E. The pipe el

is coupled to D at a', and tapers down to about

three-fourths of an inch where it enters the pipe b,

which is enlarged, as shown at b". A hole from

the funnel C' enters the enlarged part b" of the

PP e b.
The dotted outline at b' represents the end

of the pipe from which the sand is projected by

the air-blast. The interior diameter of b' is about

one-half an inch. Any object to be acted upon

is simply held by the fingers, introducing the hand

at the hole B. Sometimes a curtain is attached

to the box A at the dotted arc c, to prevent an

occasional grain of sand from being thrown out of

the hole shown at B. We can now imagine the

particles of sand being blown against any article

held in the proper position after being introduced

at the hole I?.
The point at which the sand acts with greatest

energy is readily determined by the sense of feel-

ing, although windows are sometimes so placed

(shown at the dotted lines e) as to afford a view

of the interior ; bnt if these holes are glazed, they
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soon become frosted by the sand. There is really
no necessity for sight being employed, except when
the job is withdrawn. The sand, after its effect
is spent, falls into the vessel G, and is then re-
turned to the cylinder C.

It is necessary to protect the portions of the
metalic surface which we do not wish the sand to

attack. For such protection nothing equals India
rubber, and where there are a number of articles
to be frosted, one properly-shaped rubber jacket
can be employed for a great number of pieces.
The protection used can be much slighter than one
would suppose, and still be ample to preserve the

polished metal surface intact. Thin paper gummed
on, answers the purpose perfectly. It is, of course,

understood that the paper can be cut to any desired

form. When employing paper, the gum must be ap-

plied with clean edges, as any smear of it might

more or less impede the action of the sand and a

ragged outline be produced.
Good glue or gelatin can be employed as a

protection by adding a very little glycerine, or,

what is better, New Orleans molasses, to a very

\ I

thick preparation of white glue. The metal sur-
face should be heated, so that the glue will flow
readily upon it. A ready-prepared glue can be
had, called " Prout's Elastic Glue," which does
very nicely for such work. In some instances it
may be necessary to allow the glue to dry
a little.

Some glue will peel from the metal while under
the action of the sand, but if the right kind is ob-
tained, it makes nearly as good a protection as
rubber. Good judgment and a study of what we
desire to do and what we have to do it with, in
conjunction with a few experiments, will soon set
a person right. Where most people fail in work-
ing the sand-blast is through a lack of sufficient
force to the blower. We do not think a

rotary hand-power blower could be success-.
fully employed. A hand-blower gotten up as
described on page• 14 of November, 1889, KEY-

STONE, could be used for small jobs, but the
nozzle b' could not be more than one-fourth

of an inch in internal diameter.

"Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE. Please excuse me for not
sending the dollar s )))))) er. THE KEYSTONE is the
best of all the trade journals."--JOHN MUELLER,
Union, Missouri.

Yet Another Suggestion.

RUBY, WASH., April 24, 1893.
GENTLEMEN: I often see in THE KEYSTONE mention

of the catalogue nuisance and of grocery and drug store

jewelers. Now, as no one, so far as I have seen, has

offered any effective remedy, and believing THE KEYSTONE

to be able to help more in the matter than any other jour-

nal, let me propose that we call a convention of the practical

jewelers and arrange an agreement to trade only with such

houses as sell only to the trade. If any jobber prefers the

grocery business to dealing with us, let him have it and no

other. I have been in the jewelry business for twenty

years and ought to know something about it.

Yours respectfully,

J. G. GRAINGER.

MAY, 1893

Pittsburg Letter.

The volume of trade here during the past month has

been neither abnormally large nor discouragingly small.

Expressions of exuberant satisfaction are not frequent;

neither are complaints. An average business with good

prospects is a fair summing up of the business situation.

The men on the road are giving an excellent account of

themselves, and distant orders are satisfactory both in num-

ber and size.

leeren Bros. & Co. are experiencing a seasonable

spring activity, and orders are now arriving with increasing

frequency. The Columbian shield and medals have aroused

considerable interest among the trade, and many eulogies of

them reach the firm daily. Edward Keller is now traveling

for this house.

J. C. Grogan is back from his prolonged trip to Cuba.
The new store of Roberts & Loughrey, on Market

Street, will be opened May 1st.

• Goddard, I-1111 & Co. are enlarging their big establish-

ment by the addition of 140 feet to the rear. The material

and clock departments will be located in the new addition.

R. L. Mc'Watty & Co. have given their store a com-

plete overhauling. A white marble floor and additions to

the fixtures are among the improvements.

David Dunseath, the oldest watchmaker in Allegheny

County, died recently in his eighty-sixth year.

M. Bonn & Co. are about to erect a new building,

which will be hurried to completion with all possible

celerity.
Geo. B. Barrett & Co. are now showing a fine line of

diamonds, both loose and mounted, at especially low prices,
as they were fortunate in securing some fine lots and are giv-
ing the trade the benefit of their purchases. Mr. Bartholo-
mew, with this firm, is out again with a full line, which

it will pay the trade to see before making purchases.

William Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co., is still travel-

ing in Europe on business bent. The trade should watch

for his return, as his European purchases are likely to be of
the kind that make money.

The stock of Samuel Stern, corner of Second Avenue

and Smithfield Street, has been purchased by Ben. Biggart
and Robert Wolf.

The friends of G. B. Barrett will be pleased to learn

that his health has been much benefitted by his recent three

weeks' trip to the Bermudas.

James R. Brown has returned to the employ of G. B.

Barrett & Co., and vill give his attention to the local trade

of that firm. Ir. Brown was recently with •NIax Nathan,

of New York.
Fred. Roll is now in the employ of C. T. Ahlborn, vice

Fred. Schadi.

A Voice From White Deer Valley.

ALVIRA, PA., Aprii 14, 1893.
EDITOR KEYSTONE:

I have been reading with interest the different discus-

sions and complaints printed by THE KEYSTONE from time

to time, with reference to the catalogue nuisance and whole-

sale (?) firms selling to every Tom, Dick and Harry.

44 Like a thief in the night " the catalogue appears in the

hands of mushroom concerns calling themselves jewelers,

watchmakers, etc. It is also seen in the bands of the

country grocer, postmaster, and farm and mill bands. I

know the names of firms claiming to be for the interests of

the legitimate trade, who send their price-lists to a farm

hand, a druggist, the postmaster and the general storekeeper,

as well as several soft-solder artists, who have probably had

the country printer get up a business card reading, 44Watch

and clock repairing neatly done." I could present many

illustrations similar to those already before the readers of

this paper. The wholesale houses, who claim to, do not all

protect the retailers.

I believe in protecting one's rights. I learned the

trade under difficulties, and to-day am the only legitimate

jeweler making the watch and jewelry business an ex-

clusive one in White Deer Valley, Alvira being situated in

the center of White Deer Valley, in Union County, Pa., a

fine piece of farming country of about fifty square miles,

lying across the mountain from Williamsport. Being still

in my 44 twenties," with an experience of nearly twelve

years, a nicely furnished store with handsome fixtures, a

'Webster-Whitcomb lathe and other tools, everything free

from encumbrances, and with my usual good health, I still

expect to do something more in the business and make it

hot for unfair local competitors.

Respectfully yours,

• IL ELMER BREON.

BRYANT
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)(1/41 Prices furnished, and
selection packages sent to

responsible Retailers.
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EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.430.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal,
$9.75.

Our advertisements in the leading monthly and
weekly journals, in which we show these few

leading patterns and quote their retail prices, are

creating a demand for The " Bryant " Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

rir*4aCh

10 MAIDEN LANE 1404/ YORK.
41%-‘

OLDEST RING MAKERS IN AMERICA.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. 2 Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent. 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$43.50.
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LOOSE

MOUNTED

Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks,

A full line of Sterling Silver
Goods and Novelties Tools, Materials, Optical Goods,

at close prices.
Art Goods, Bronzes, etc., etc.

Our Duquesne Mainsprings are the best in the

market for the price. Send $1.00 for sample dozen. 61/141e ele U/!

GEO. B. BARRETT & Co.
Nos. 101 AND 103 FIFTH AVE.

PITTSBURG, PA

Your Mail Orders Are
Solicited.

"Goods Sent on Selection"

No Jeweler's Stock Complete
without

" The Best of All"

Pat. May 14, 1859



454T11E WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. eo., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
SHEET-METAL PRESSED, STAMPED AND

The above illustration JIIOWS where these goods arc made.

Large orders for these Insulators from the
Jobbing Trade especially solicited. We
carry a stock in Black Enameled, also in
18 Karat Bronze Finish, and endeavor to fill
orders promptly and at the lowest prices.
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DRAWN WORK TO ORDER. ALSO NICKEL AND BRONZE

WATCH ,
01,ATOke i

Ng AND 3)PROTECTORR i
HuNTFigcASE 2

?NOPEN 1•,1
WATCHES. i

PLATING AND JAPANNING.

For GUARANTEE OF QUALITY and

PROTECTION TO THE TRADE,

see full-page letter in April, 1893,

issue of KEYSTONE (page 342).

NOTICE To TIE TRADE.
New York, April 17, 1893.

All persons manufacturing, buying or selling Collar-Buttons are hereby notified that

the patent on the KREMENTZ ONE=PIECE COLLAR=BUTTON, lately in

controversy, has been fully sustained and declared valid by the Supreme

Court of the United States, and all parties are warned against making, selling or

using infringing buttons.

KREMENTZ & CO., 182 & 184 Broadway, New York.

WORK WE DO IN OUR OWN FACTORY

Presentation Medals in Gold and Silver
Class, College and Society Pins and Charms

Rings of all descriptions to order
Jewelry Making and Repairing

Artistic Diamond Mountings
Gold Chain Making and Renewing

Raised Monogram and Bangle %Vork
Fine Engraving and Enameling

Lapidary Work and Stone Setting
Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating

Watch Case Repairing and Renewing
Optical Repairing

Pen Repointing
Pen-Holder and Pencil Repairing

Assaying and Refining, etc.. etc.

MEYER Sc. HAWKINS
Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Gold, Silver and Nickel Platers
BUYERS OF OLD GOLD AND SILVER

Office and Factory, 78 State Street, 3d Floor, CHICAGO
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK DONE BY US TO BE AS REPRESENTED

Gold-Plating Watch Cases   Htg. $ 75 to $5.00 Silver-Plating Caps  . 5 .15

  I 1. F. 50 •• 3.00 Gold-Plating Guard Chain  • 5 .75 to 2.00

. Silver " . ::   I ltg. 50 ., .) 00 `"• Vest " .50 " 1.50.. 
I I F. .40 " 1..10 Rings. Pins, Earrings. Charms. Sleeve-Buttons, Lockets, Etc. .25" .75

Gold-Plating Caps  25 Opera-Glasses   1.00 " 3.00

All kinds of gilding done. Gilding and Plating Solutions $1.50 per quart

WE GUARANTEE A CASE 2 YEARS FOR . . $3.00

WE GUARANTEE A CASE 5 YEARS FOR . 5.00

World's Fair Rooms
in The Linden Apartment Building, situated in the residence district of Englewood
(a part of Chicago), seven miles south of the business center of the city, and two
and one-half miles. directly west of the Exposition Grounds. Time to grounds by
Electric Railway (two blocks from " The Linden "), fifteen minutes ; fare, five cents.
Also easy access to the business portion of Chicago, as it can be reached by trains
almost any time of day, in twenty-seven minutes, and the fare is only five cents or
by the Sixty-third Street Electric Cars .and State Street Cable Line. The rooms are
large and well-lighted and furnished for two, three and four persons.

RATES are $ii.00 to $1.5o per day per person. Rooms can be engaged in

advance by addressing

E. J. WALTHER,
(care C. H. Knights &Co.)

Columbus Memorial Building,

CHICAGO.
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" The Spider " and the Flies.

I ant sure every Southern reader of THE KEYSTONE

has heard of or personally knows that distinguished old

jewelry landmark, Uncle John Steele, whose notable pere-

grinations on the road embrace a period of forty years.

He has been justly celebrated for his sound horse sense, no

less than for his neat and dapper form, and elegance of

dress and pose. Yet it seems strange that this glorious old,

or rather elderly, gentleman should get his practical head

turned by the simple reading of an English novel.. But

such appears to be true. He now imagines himself to be

a missing baronet, and heir to a grand old baronetcy, great

estates and untold wealth. He certainly seems to have

gone in for early training, and has already commenced prac-

ticing upon the correct style in etiquette and court prece-

dence. But the strangest thing is to see him dressed in a

loud check Scotch tweed suit, a superb, shiny silk hat, and

with his trousers turned up at the bottom half way to his

knees, just like a real English dude. He talks in an Ab,

don't-cher-know " style, and has paid the negroes to call

him Sir John." On his visiting cards and inside his hat

he has had printed in large type :

SIR JOHN STEELE, BARONET,

ALFORD CASTLE.

WALTHAM. IRELAND.

In heraldry the armorial hearings are a watch dial,

rampant, resting on gents' vest chains, passant ; surmounted

by the family coronet of a stem-wind crown.

Another good old face that used to be well known in

the South, and was much liked and respected, is Joe Mayer,

the late diamond merchant .of Buffalo, who has been most

worthily succeeded in his business by his genial little

brother-in-law, Guggenheimer, whose charming better-

half (" Spider " means this seriously and respectfully) is

accredited with being both the sweetest and prettiest little

lady in Buffalo. Well, since " Diamond Joe " withdrew

from trade he has devoted himself and his wealth to real

estate speculations, and with truly wonderful results. He

has entered into transactions in anti around the marvelous

city of Buffalo with a daring and audacity that would

almost frighten an Astor; but herein he has again shown

a master mind, pluck and shrewdness. He conceived the

idea, more chimerical than real, that on one of his recent

land purchases, quite near the city, he would bore and see

if oil could not be obtained. He did so, and, after an outlay

of only $800, was well rewarded by striking a natural gas

supply. The engineers report it as being something won-

derful; and Joe's land speculation of $5o,o00 suddenly

becomes worth half a million, or even more.

No doubt many of your Eastern and Western readers

are amused at the familiarity of the " boys in the South "—

always calling each other by their Christian names. Yes, we

are all friends, with real likings for one another, and hence

we are all " pins," or " Joes," or " Billies." The exces-

sive politeness of sirring or mistering we leave to the negroes.

Morris Lissauer has added some imported canned sauer-

kraut to his stock of portable traveling snack lunches; also

some German 6' Malt Hop I,agerine," a spoonful of which

when put in water, turns it into beautiful, fresh Kulmbacher,

which is strictly non-intoxicating ; so that if a train is late

or laid over through a wreck, Morris won't starve.

A. L. Delkin, of Atlanta, Ga., has been selling out by

auction, preparatory to resuming an entirely wholesale busi-

ness, general watch and jewelry jobbing—the same business

he was engaged in once before.

The silverware " boys " are already thinking of going

home from their spring trips, to take their long vacation

until the fall. Too bad that these gentlemen of elegance and

ease should have it so easy and light, while we poor,

struggling sons of toil have got to labor on ; and theirs is

a business, too, of ninety-five per cent. profit, and nothing

to do. Why, even Ned Moulds, the boss of active, busy

hustlers, had to give up Pairpoint's ; the work was too light

—nothing to do. Orders rolled in upon him, already made

out; he merely had to mail them. It affected his health,

so he had to give it up and take a really hard and laborious

job, selling clocks. The result is he is much better in

health, though his shoes need mending.

Talking about the silverware trade (I don't mean solid

silverware), why, the traveling boys have a dead, air-tight

cinch. They all get at least from $8,coo to $io,000 per year,

with a fourteen years' engagement, and work about five

weeks in each year. The picture-books that they take

around and pretend to show, contain lots of pictures of

actresses and naughty girls in all sorts of positions, with

very scant and airy clothing on ; and the married ones are

the worst—I mean the travelers. They gloat over these

unchaste silverware pictures.

• We lately had the good fortune to run across the popu-

lar Josh. Mayer, of the new New York diamond firm of

Mayer & Power. " Josh." looked well, and reported trade

exceptionally good with him. Their venture so far has

been eminently successful, and gives promise of a sub-

stantial future prosperity. They carry a very fine stock,

both loose and mounted, at right prices ; and I think if they

would only advertise in THE KEYSTONE they would very

largely add to their business.

The jewelers of Louisville, Ky., report trade there,

since the advent of warm and sunny weather, as very much

improved. The Lenten season always affects the better class

of trade in this city very seriously, and the return of Easter

fills the jeweler's bosom with gladness and hope, and

enables him to recuperate from the blight and dearth pro-

duced by the too rigid observance of fasting and fish-eating.

Jolly Jim Knowles, of S. F. Myers & Co., New York,

has been very much under the weather of late. He has

lost between forty and fifty pounds in weight, and is much

contracted in his portly- form and rotund paunch. Jim says

he is all right now, feels much better than for a long time

past. We heartily wish him luck in keeping so.

I desire to snake an exception to my foregoing remarks

anent the silverware boys, on behalf of dear old Sam Clapp.

Sam seems changed lately. He has a sad look about hint,

and a far-away, saintlike gaze.. He carries a violin with

him now, a genuine 1704 B. C. (yes, really B. C.) Stradiva-

rius, for which he gave $900. He has become passionately

attached to his instrument and is a great performer on one

string—I think they call it the A minor. He seizes every

opportunity be can to practice on it during his leisure mo-

ments ; sometimes this includes all night in his hotel bed-

room or in the baggage car on trains. " Spider " recently

called on him at his hostelry in a small town in Georgia,

knocked at his door and, being on terms of intimacy,

walked in. Sam was so engrossed in his work and enrap-

tured with his own playing, that he did not notice the intru-

sion until the piece was finished. I 1 is touch and execution

were superb, the expression grand, and the pathetic parts

sublime. It was a concerto sonata, or song without words,

in G minor, major, sharp, allegretto, andante, D flat, with

what I think they call variations tremulo. When he had

finished he turned, saw me, and fell on my neck and wept,

and wept copiously, too—real salt tears—for the effort had

been too much even for his master mind. Gazing at me

through his tear-bedimmed eyes, he said : " That conception

I intend publishing as the Virgin Nymph's Lament.'"

Frank Ries, the foreman watchmaker for J. H. & W.

W. Williams, of Macon, Ga., is considered by all horological

authorities as one of the best practical and theoretical ex-

perts in this country. He recently concluded a series of

exhaustive experiments in the countersinking of jewel

end-stones, which he has discovered he can, without much

extra work and no extra cost, adapt so as to enaole it to retain

the oil always in good condition, and exactly where needed.

Both the Elgin and Waltham Companies have written to him

expressing their high appreciation and congratulations.

J. P. Werther, who succeeded the popular Nat. Kaiser

for Albert Lorsch & Co., has proven himself quite a success.

He has made a host of good friends South, and is without

a single enemy. He is one of the very best-hearted and

most kindly disposed boys ." Spider " has ever met—a most

pleasant and gentlemanly companion, and an active, energetic

and able business man and salesman. He is an out-and-out

first-class fellow, but be has a weakness which perhaps it is

hardly fair to expose ; but we do so in the hope of it being

of service to him, viz. : why can't he learn to leave " Anti-

fat " alone ? The dozens of bottles he consumes are enough

to stock a drug-store. Surely the young lady would not

object even if he was a little stouter.

Pacha Ben Ali Spear is out again after a severe attack

of the prevalent la grippe, in which he declares he was

very near to " going home " ; that is, above in skyland.

But it appears that Allah had not quite decided in what part

to allot Ben Ali a mansion. He couldn't allow him to enter

the eunuchs' reservation, nor that of the Salvation Army

lasses, so he is to be reserved for a special new department

to be known as the " Jewelers' Quarters," where he will be

head doorkeeper and examiner-in-chief. Of course he is

sure of success, so far as he is concerned, provided the jew-

elry trade only get there ; but we can't spare him from

here just yet, and hope it may be a very, very long time

before he gets translated. Won't he make a pretty angel

(solid fourteen karat gold wings and gold-plated harp) !

" Spider " recently received by mail a very pretty im-

proved, short-wind Waterbury watch, gems' size, with a very

tasty fancy dial, in an open-face filled case. Accompanying

it was an elegant visiting card printed in golden 
letters:

" With Mr. Henry Birch's compliments. Waterbury, Conn.,

April, 5893." Of course such a present, uncalled for and

unexpected, filled even an insect's crusted bosom with joy;

but he might have been more chummy over it, and less pain-

fully swelled-headed. Since he bought out the Elgin and

Waltham Companies it is no longer " Harry." Yes, dear,

old pal " Harry " has gone—defunct. That familiar old pet

name that we all loved to call him by is, in future, only for

use by his brother millionaires—the Vanderbilts, Goulds,

Astors and their clique. Well, sorrowfully I took the

watch, and, presuming it to be even more full of mechanical

brains than ever, subjected it. to a series of timing tests

against an Appleton & 'Tracy, Crescent Street, B. W. Ray.

mond, Howard, H. & C., and Railway King. After ten days'

testing it beat them all by three-tenths of a second per day,

almost mean time. That watch is a hummer, and will be on

show next month in Chicago in the Waterbury watch exhibit.

In New Orleans a new society has been formed, which

is called " The Jewelry Drummers' Good Endeavor Aid

Society," with Mr. Charles Duffa.y as president ; the leading

jewelers of the city being chief subscribers and charter

members. The worthy purpose of the Society is to elevate

and to moralize jewelry traveling men, especially those

front the North and East, and to reclaim them from their

deeds of sin and ways of darkness. There are many lady

missionaries in connection with the Society, especially em-

ployed in this dangerous calling, but who have been singu-

larly successful, entirely owing to their delightful charm of

person and irresistibly persuasive manner. The male

exhorters have had no luck at all in getting conversions,

while each lady worker (bless them all !) has had at least

fifteen to thirty-five converts, some of them daily, though

the married drummers," they say, ‘, are the worst to hp.ndle

they are so hardened in sin." SPIDER.

" Even the leading jewelry establishment' can't

get along without THE KEYSTONE."—C. R. & H. M.

STILSON, Delhi, New York.

About Circular Advertising.

TIIE KEYSTONE:

I have noticed that certain writers do not consider cir-

culars as a paying way to advertise in the jewelry trade,

but in some cases I beg to differ with them. I do not think

for city trade they would pay much ; but in the country, if

they are catchingly worded they will be noticed. It largely

depends on the way they are gotten up. If they are rattled

off in a careless manner, without much thought, they will not

pay ; and, in fact, " ads." on anything or in anything will

not pay when prepared in this way. On the other hand, if

they are nicely gotten up, in some localities they will pay.

I found that my last Xmas " ads." paid me.

In the first place, I noticed that the people in this

vicinity were fond of going to see traveling shows, etc.; so

I dressed myself in a silk hat, kid gloves, etc., and went to

all the villages for ten or twelve miles around and circulated

fliers like the enclosed. Now, in a country town, you

see, very few people dress in this way, unless it is some

show people or a traveling salesman, or some one of the

'kind. The people would get the fliers half read before

they saw The dodge. Then, in most cases, they would

laugh, and lay it up to show to some one else and ask them

if they were going to the entertainment, and in that way

the fliers were preserved and read by more than one. Cir-

cular advertising gives you a chance to say more for the

same money than some other ways. It is not, however, thc

amount said, but the way in which it is said that pays.

There is a certain amount of business in the jewelry

trade that is not made up of people of fine tastes, and an

expensive " ad." is worth no more to them than a cheap

flier mailed in an open letter for one cent. Farmers, for

instance, will read to the last word a circular sent them in

this way, and as a class they want to put their money where

they can get the most for it. It is my experience that an

" ad." similar to enclosed circular No. 2 will hit them just

right, if they have watches to be repaired ; and if they

have not, the chances are they would like one, and you may

sell one. They also have daughters who like to look as

.nice as any one, and if you happen to carry a line of cheap

goods you may cheat the-dry goods man or the milliner out

of a sale and add a little to your own profits. I do not

think it would break the hearts bf many jewelers to know

that fliers have robbed the dry-goods trade of some sales.

I do not want to impress on you that circulars are the

only way in which it pays for a country jeweler to advertise,

but show that they can be made to pay in some instances.

Yours respectfully, THE JOKER.
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Gross & Craft succeed F. II. Gross, in Canton, Mo.

S. E. Griffin succeeds S. W. I Iolmes, Maysville, Mo.

J. W. Steel succeeds Fawcett & Berlin, Maysville, Mo.

H. C. Courtney, 'Memphis, NIo., has moved into his

new brick store.

Kinney & Curry, Memphis, Mo., are renovating and

redecorating their store.

W. H. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa, was touring in the

South recently with his family.

W. F. Brehm, of Rochester, Pa., has sold out his stock

and will go to Chicago for awhile.

The Columbia Gold and Sapphire Iining Co. has been

incorporated in Butte City, Mont., with a capital stock of

$500,000.

L. Black & Co., New York, had to increase the work-

ing force in their New York office. Trade has been lively

with them this season.

Ed. II. Lane, Genoa, Ill., has moved into his new

building. It was fitted up expressly for him with entirely

new and handsome fixtures, etc.

John L. Jamison, Seattle, Washington,
died recently of heart disease. He was

thirty-eight years old.

Charles H. Taylor has been engaged

as instructor in the Waltham Horological
School, of Waltham, Mass.

0. Davis, formerly of Athens, Mich.,

has removed to Battle Creek, Mich., where

all mail should be forwarded to him.

THE KEYSTONE

In Providence, R. I., Westminster Street has been ex-

tended to Olneyville, and old High Street thus becomes a

thing of the past. The change has necessitated the chang-

ing of the numbers on the street.

The store of E. N. Denison & Co., Westerly, R. I.,

was burglarized recently, but the spoils taken, for whatever

reason, were but little. Entrance was effected by smashing

a heavy plate-glass show-window.

A. L. Fuller, cashier of the Towle Mfg. Co., Newbury-

port, Mass., recently returned from a trip South. On the

way he paid a visit to his brother, who is United States

Commissioner at Atlanta, Georgia.

Fred. Gruen, son of the president of the Columbus

NVatch Co., recently returned from the Glasshutte, Germany,

Horological School, where he had been perfecting his ex-

tensive knowledge of practical horology.

R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co., 'Wallingford,

Conn., are hurrying their new building. The demand for
this Company's products is expanding so rapidly that almost

continual improvements are necessitated.

II. G. I Iudson, Amesbury, Mass., possesses window-

dressing talent of a rare order. His Easter displays were as

ingenious as beautiful, and elicited much admiration. The
local press honored them with long notices.

Horrigan Bros., Holyoke, Mass., are now settled in
their new quarters, 225 High Street, corner of Dwight
Street. They have the finest store in town, and carry
the largest stock. They are making an elegant display of
jewelry, having ten large eight-feet show cases.

MAY, 5893

A fire was discovered on April 3d, in the store of Ezra

F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa., but as it occurred at
seven o'clock in the morning, it was extinguished before
much damage was done. Had the fire occurred in the
night, the consequences might have been very serious.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., have
now considerably more working space. They occupy the
rooms formerly occupied by Nicholas, the box manufacturer,
and also two stores contiguous to their present show-rooms.

Additions have also been made to the working force, and
the volume of the output has been considerably enlarged.

Thomas R. Rathbun, formerly a Providence, R. I.,
jeweler, and for the past nine years employed by Ken-
nedy & Koester, of Detroit, Mich., died at his residence,
275 Merrick Avenue, Detroit, on March 29th, aged seventy-
three years. His remains were taken to Winford, R. I., for
interment.

0. M. Campbell, Denison, Iowa, has compiled and
published " The Watchmaker's Combined Register," a use-
ful book for keeping a concise record of watch sales and
repairs. No systematic jeweler should be without a copy.
The book has one hundred leaves, and is handsomely and
serviceably bound in leather.

The copartnership doing business under the firm name
of Hearn & Braitsch, Providence, R. I., has been dissolved
by mutual consent, John Hearn having sold his interest to
his late copartner, 'William J. Braitsch. All accounts due
the late firm are to be paid to William J. Braitsch at the
office of the late Hearn & Braitsch, and all claims owing
by the late firm will be paid by him.

Colonel A. Andrews, the pioneer jew-
eler of the Pacific coast, leaves San Fran-
cisco at an early date to come to New York,
where his three married daughters reside.
Colonel Andrews was at one time pay-
master-general of the National Guard of
California. Ire is a member of thirty-three
fraternal societies, and during the Mexican
War served as captain of the Second Ohio
Regiment.

Col. J. M. Rutherford recently conducted successful
sales for Charles Meinhofer, Allentown, Pa., and Walter C.
I lerr, Lancaster, Pa. I le commenced a sale for Smyth Bros.,
Renovo, Pa., on April 15th, and tackles a $25,000 stock at
an early date. The Colonel is in harness all the time, and
the reason why isn't far to seek. The sale for Walter C.
Herr was the twelfth conducted by him in Lancaster, a
unique auctioneering record.

E. L. Rinbenbach, Harrisburg, Pa., has had placed in
his establishment a handsome safe, which was manufactured
especially for him by the York Safe Company. It is
burglar and tire proof, and a beauty from a mechanical
point of view. This ponderous receptacle for diamonds
and costly jewelry weighs 8,Soo pounds. It is elaborately
decorated, and has attracted mucluattention.

The annual meeting of the American Waltham Watch
Co. was held recently at Waltham, Mass., and the following
officers were chosen : President, Ezra C. Fitch; treasurer,
Royal E. Robbins; directors, Joshua V. Kettell, Benjamin
F. Brown, Charles W. Fogg, Benjamin F. Stevens, A.
Lawrence Edmands; clerk, Philip W. Carter. Messrs.
Stevens and Edmands are the only new officers.

Mr. Louis Friedlander, of the firm of R., L. & M.
Friedlander, New York, accompanied by his accomplished
wife, have, for the past two weeks, been traveling in the
South. Their last stop was at Atlantic City, N. J., where
they remained four or five days. Mr. and Mrs. Friedlander
were the recipients of considerable social attention while in
Baltimore and Washington, no less than four receptions
being given in their honor.

The E. Howard Watch and Clock Co., as announced
in our last issue, in anticipation of important changes in
their factory and product, have discontinued the manufac-
ture of watch movements, and have disposed of their stock
of them to a number of jobbers, who will in turn sell the
movements to the trade at a discount of thirty per cent.
from list price. The jobbers are as follows: Hayden W.
Wheeler & Co., C. G. Alford & Co., Henry Ginnel & Co.,
New York ; D. C. Percival & Co., Boston ; H. Muhr's
Sons, Philadelphia ; C. H. Knights & Co., Lapp & Her-
shem, M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago; D. Schroder & Co.,
Cincinnati; M. Eisenstadt Jewelry Co., St. Louis; and Levi-
son Bros., San Francisco.

THE KEYSTONE: Enclosed please find a circular from one of
your contemporaries with my " ad." clipped from THE KEYSTONE,
soliciting my " ad." I think they are a little behind the times.
What can they think I want of them after it has been the rounds
THE KEYSTONE circulates ? I had letters pouring in before I had
even received my paper. Yours truly,

JOHN W. BABBITT, Jeweler, Danvers, Mass.

Geo. C. Carroll, Virden, Ill., has started, in that city, in
the jewelry and optical business. He has a good field for

operation and every prospect of success.

Among the retail jewelers noted for systematic and

clever advertising, is George Ripsom, Elma, Iowa. That

his business is prospering goes without saying.

Articles of incorporation have been filed with the

Recorder of Deeds by the Saltzstein Watch and Jewelry

Company, Washington, D. C. Capital, $to,000.

William H. Hennegen, of Hennegen, Bates & Co.,

Baltimore, Md., • recently returned from a tour through

Florida, where he went for the benefit of his health.

The Wilcox Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn., contem-

plate enlarging their factory this year. The addition will

be So x 35 feet, built with brick, and three stories high.

T. E. Penman, Red Cloud, Neb., has published a beau-

tiful schottische entitled " Felicity," which is destined to

attain a high degree of popularity in the musical world. *

Carl Mueller, formerly with Will. H. Booth, Sioux

Falls, S. Dak., has opened a store for himself at 121 North

Phillips Avenue, in that city. Our wishes for his success.

J. A. Vignes, Rondout, N. Y., has moved into larger

quarters, directly opposite his old stand. Frank Tucker,

formerly of Portsmouth, N. II., has accepted a position

with him.

IV. G. Gilger, Seattle, Washington, has moved into

larger and handsomer quarters in the best business portion

of the city. The rapid increase in his business necessitated

the change.

Paul J. Bohme, for more than a dozen years salesman for

the Wilcox Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn., died recently.

Mr. Bohme Av as a prominent and enthusiastic member of

the Masonic order.

The Hartford Silver Plate Co., Hartford, Conn., is now

known as the Hartford Silver Co. Turning out a special

line of World's Fair novelties is at present keeping them up

to the neck in business.

Visitors to the World's Fair desiring comfortable quar-

ters while they stay in Chicago, and wishing to secure

rooms in advance, should address J. A. Limbach, 2o Lake-

side Building, Chicago.

At a fancy fair recently held in Peru, Ind., Miss Dee
Jones, representing Lou Beck, the well-known jeweler, was
the star attraction. She was arrayed in a costume of pure
white, bedecked with a profusion of diamonds.

Henry Tilden, of Tilden, Thurber & Co., Providence,
R. I., sailed recently for Europe for the forty-first time. He
anticipates spending three months "across the water," and
will visit the principal cities of the Continent.

A new way of photographing on metals is said to have
been discovered by Robert G. Hill, photographer for the
Meriden Silver Plate Co., Meriden, Conn. Colors, it is
averred, can be most satisfactorily reproduced.

H. . Rebert, the young and enterprising jeweler of
York, Pa., has been honored by his fellow-citizens with the
important office of city controller. Mr. Rebert has both
the business ability and executive talent needful for the
position.

Wallace Barnes, one of the most prominent business
men in Bristol, Conn., died recently. He was at one time
president of the Barnes Bros. Clock Manufacturing Co., and
subsequently president of the Wallace Barnes Spring Manu-
facturing Co.

Will. J. Eroe, of New Castle, Pa., traveling salesman
for Geo. W. Pratt & Co., of New York, was badly shaken

UI) recently while in a train that left the track near Canton,
N. Y. He was fortunate in escaping with 110 more serious
injury than a nervous shock.

Perkins & Co., Ponglikeepsie, N. Y., remove, May 1st,
from their old stand, 2924 Main Street, to 322 Main Street.
When the fixtures are complete the new store will be among
the handsomest along the Hudson River. Ten new show-
cases are among the furnishings.

It is said that several of the trade have been swindled
by a man xvho sold, in small bottles, a preparation which be
claimed was used in silver-plating, and manufactured by the
Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., IIartford, Conn. The swindler
represented himself as an agent of that Company.

H. W. Lett, for the past two years with Jos. Goodman,
at Memphis, Tenn., has started business on his own account
in Mammoth Sprint:, Ark. Mr. Lett speaks eulogistically

of the location, and anticipates a rushing trade. He has

our good wishes that his anticipations will be fulfilled.
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Many other folks make rings, and good

rings, too ! The ring business wouldn't

When you buy an Ostby and Barton

_14

ring, you know what you have. When

you buy somebody else's ring, perhaps

you know, and perhaps you don't. You

take no chances in Ostby & Barton
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except rings, and we know how to make

rings. Every wholesale jeweler sells our
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WeRD WiTI-1 YOU

TitHIS page contains more than one word, but we think it will interest you
 to read

. We wish to speak of progression. If you remember, several years ago,

when located in Detroit, we advertised as the progressive opticians. We
received several communications inquiring why we used that word. \Ve answer

these questions now. _.

To begin correctly, Webster's definition for progressive is to advance,
move forward, improvement. Well, L. Black & Co. began business about
forty-four years ago in Detroit, when that city and the firm was a small one. They
have been progressing steadily all this time. They have always been in the lead
with improvements in the optical line. Most of their improvements are now

universally used. They advanced and moved forward until their business
grew beyond their location, and to hold the name of progressive they were forced
to increase their facilities. They could not see any way of keeping pace with their

business in their old surroundings, and moved to New York City, January i , 1892.
Their business in that year exactly doubled any that they ever had. February, 1893,
was three times the amount of the same month of 1892 ; March was four times that
of March, 1892.

All our friends speak of dull trade in this our Columbian year, and we are
thinking, if it is really dull what would we have done had it been good? Why is
this increase ? \\Te say it is because we really endeavor and do our utmost to
treat our customers fairly and squarely, and give them a dollar's worth of goods
for every dollar received. \Ve have on our books the names of the best houses who
handle goods in our line. We have sold them for years, and each year their

accounts grow larger. That is .progression. We thank the many friends who,
by their patronage, enabled us to conscientiously deserve the name progressive,
and we shall do our utmost to continue to use that name. We respectfully request
you all to have your names on our books, and will convince you that what we say
we will do.

Our representatives are now among you, and they are all courteous gentlemen,

and our repeated instructions to them are "to work for the best interest of your

customer, and you work for our best interest."
Thanking you for reading what we had to say, and with your assistance, we

will always be the

PROGRESSIVE OPTIelANS.

L. BLACK & CO.
Branch: DETROIT, MICH. 178 Broadway, NEW YORK.

Between Maiden Lane and John St.
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Boston Jewelers' Club held their fifth annual ladies' reception and 

dinner

at the Hotel Vendome, on March 31st. The banquet was a brilliant 
affair,

and the postprandial oratory sparkled like the eyes of the lady banqueters.
 The

toast of 44 The Ladies" was coupled by President Morrill with th
e name of

John L. Shepherd, who responded in his usual happy manner. His remarks were

enthusiastically received and were interrupted by frequent applause. He sa
id:

MR. PRESIDENT, AND LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :—I assure you that I 
have always hit

very highly honored in being invited to these banquets of the Boston 
Jewelers' Club, :rid

in being called upon to respond to a toast; but on this occasion I fee
l that I am honored

above my deserts and abilities in being called upon to reply to the toast of 
"The Ladies "—a

most difficult toast to respond to at all times, and notably so when cou
pled with the names

of the Boston 1.tdies, who, I think, are truly and justly accused of rep
resenting in its high-

est form the culture and refinement of our country, and who are, in the 
sentiments of the

toast and in the hearts of the members of this Club, ever its most welcome
 guests. And I

am sure that every member of the Club is as anxious to retain the re
spect of the ladies as

was that Irish gentleman whom I once heard of, who said to a friend : 
"Mike, I am in

deal of trouble. Youse see, I have been on a bit of sphree wid de b'ys, an' whin I go

home the auld woman will be after dubbin' me, an' ef I don't go home sh
e will club me.

Phat would yez do ? " "Bedad," said his friend, "go home, Pat, and tak
e your dubbin'

bike a gintlemin, for yez can't affourd to lose the rispict of the auld woman.
"

This chivalrous manner of winning the respect of your wife is not confined alon
e to

this country, as a gentleman said that while in China one of its citizens said
 to him, "You

mallied man?" 44Yes," said the gentleman. " Ialhied longee time ? " said the 
Chinaman.

"Twenty years," said the American. " Velly longee timce," said the Chi
naman. "You

whippee wifee ? " 44 No," replicd the American. After a few seconds, the Chinaman

looked up at him in that peculiar look of a Chinaman, and as a smile broke on 
his face he

said, "Oh, me sabee, she whippee you."
A New England jeweler in a fit of economy once suggested to his wife that she 

keep

a book account of her monthly expenses, and bought her a nice little book, and 
showed her

how to make her receipts and expenditures. At the end of the month he called for the

book and found she had entered on one page, "Received from John Henry one 
hundred

and fifty dollars "; and on the next page she had written, "Blew it all in."

A married man once asked St. Peter if it was not true that more married ladies than

single ones came to heaven. 44 Yes," said St. Peter, 44 that is true." 44 Well, that's just

what I thought," said the gentleman,"and I suppose that it is their husbands' virtues 
that

admit so many of them; that is what I always told my wife. But that is all right, the strong

should help the weak." "Well," said St. Peter, " that is hardly correct, and I don't mind

telling you in confidence, that we admit a great many of them on their own merits, and a great

many get in that way. But when we can find no other recommendation, we write opposite

their names: 4This poor woman was married, and came here through great trials and

tribulations.' "
Now, ladies and gentlemen, I am aware that it is not by telling these so-called funny

stories that I can pay proper respect to the sentiment of this toast—a toast that at all ti
mes

and under all circumstances commands the respect of every true gentleman; for ther
e is

nothing a man so much respects as mother, wife and daughter ; and this being true, what

are we to think of that cynical old bachelor who, being called upon to respond to the toast

of"The Ladies," said that when the Lord created woman he made her out of the crookedest

bone he could find in a man's body ? We can only think that this man must have lived in

South Boston.
The history of the emancipation of woman, although not yet complete, is one of the

most interesting paradoxes in the history of the world. Interesting, because it is being

fought out and wrought out against the love and prejudices of fathers, husbands, brothers

and sons, who, inspired by love and chivalry, have ever sought to protect woman from the

hardships of life, to elevate her beyond the cares, and trials, and disappointments that

come to those who engage in the hard and cruel battle for life in this world. But with

their prejudices (and prejudices are always narrow and selfish) they have said to woman,

" Stand back, this is the battle of the strong," and with the spirit born of the assertion that

might makes right, they have barred woman from every field of progress in this world ;

and, strangest of all, woman herself has contributed largely to this result, for woman is,

above all things and at all times, a teacher, for is it not woman that moulds the mind of

the child, and no lesson learned by humanity is so long and lovingly remembered as the

lesson learned at mother's knee ? But so loving and so loyal has she been to her husband

that she has taught her children that the prejudices of the father are correct; and so well

known is the influence of mother over child that it is asserted that no great man ever had

a great father, but that all great men had great mothers. But step by step has woman

kept pace with man in this great march of civilization, although laboring under far

greater difficulties—fighting against that selfish spirit that made its first appearance in that

unfortunate fruit transaction in the Garden of Eden, when the man said it was not his fault,

but the woman's; against the power that the strong asserts over the weak ; against the

spirit that harnessed woman to the plow with the beasts of burden, and that looked upon

her as an inferior being. But as the great car of Juggernaut of civilization came rolling

down through the long centuries of years, it brought with it a greater refinement, a greater

civilization, and a greater respect for the abilities and capabilities of woman ; and as man

became more civilized, brains, and not muscle, began to rule the world, and woman began

to assert herself in every walk of life, until it is no longer said of her that she possesses the

virtues of the slave—obedience and humility. And as she steps up higher and higher in

the golden sunlight of liberty, the world at large learns that which the few always knew,

that, given an equal opportunity to use her brain power, she can cope successfully with

man in the arts, sciences, literature and mechanics; and when you go to the great Wodd's

Fair, you must remember that it is a woman alone who shares with Columbus the immortal

honors that are being paid to him by the great nations of the earth in this great republic,

for when all the world jeered and scoffed him, it was Queen Isabella alone who had faith

in him, and who pawned the jewels she wore that she might set westward the prows of the

ships of hope, with their great, white sails swelled with the balmy winds of the West that

wafted them to the golden shores of this Western world, from which they returned with

the gla6 tidings of a discovery that has been a golden treasure of happiness to all the women

of the earth ; for it is here they find that respect, and love, and honor which arc paid to

mother, wife and daughter in every station of life in this great republic of free man and

free \Iv: 
n*
s
great Columbian Exhibition you shall see a mighty building, rearing its beauti-

ful domes into the blue air, that grew and blossomed in the genius and brains of a woman

of this city, and such marvelous displays of the handiwork of women you shall see beneath

its vaulted roof, that never again will you sneer at her want of intellect. In this beautiful

building all the carvings, statuary and decorations were executed by the delicate hand of

woman; and she- will show you the origin, development and progress of woman's work, and

prove to you that the industrial arts among primitive nations were almost entirely invented

by women. She will show you that in those early days it was woman who ground the corn

and made the bread, cured the furs and skins and fashioned them into garments, invented

the use of needles and twisted the thread into fibers for sewing and weaving; who knew

the secrets of dyes and colors, and the magic of herbs and healing; and in addition to these

humble things you shall see great works of art, of sculpture and painting, that are the fruits
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of the genius that grew, and blossomed, and bloomed in the brain of 
woman, and were exe-

cuted by her cunning hand ; and in our own trade it is said you 
will see a wonderful

machine invented by a woman for the purpose of making screws for 
watches, that is pro-

vided with a thread so delicate as to be almost invisible, and yet so pe
rfect as to be able to

cut a thread upon a human hair.
But it is not in these fields that generous man most wishes to see 

woman conquer, but

rather in the arts of music and literature, where her sense of the true and 
the beautiful shall

bring her such glory and renown as came to Shakespeare, Beethoven a
nd Michael Angelo;

and who can deny her this, with the immortal songs of Sappho ringi
ng down the long cor-

ridors of time in all their glory and beauty, that in the long, dark ages of
 ignorance and

superstition were kept in the hearts of the people as among their most
 priceless trea-

sures? And we have heard them taken up in our day in the glorious verse 
of Elizabeth

Barrett Browning, and sung in a nobler and sweeter strain that shall echo down 
the coming

years as long as man and woman shall love the pure and true. And long after we
 are gone,

yes, so long as the great orb of day shall cast its shadows of shade and gold 
upon this

great revolving globe of ours, will the memory of George Eliot be an honor and
 glory to

women. Truly was the eloquent pen of llarriet Beecher Stowe as mighty as the sword in

that great conflict that brought freedom to the millions of slaves in our country ; a
nd where

in all the history of the world were there such sacrifices made for home and 
country as

were made by the women of the North and of the South in our unhappy war? 
And so

long as man shall be in love with liberty Nv ill the name of Joan of Arc be hon
ored and

revered by him.
Every nation has its heroines as well as heroes, and in every walk, and path, and pro-

fession of life woman has kept step with man, despite the sneers and jeers of the 
unthink-

ing and untaught, and made of herself such a helpmate to man that so long as time s
hall

last and man shall love, will the name of mother, wife and daughter be most hon
ored and

revered by man ; for to him, in these noble women virtue, purity and truth sit enthrone
d in

all their glory ; and such conspiracy of grace and beauty has cunning Nature blended 
and

made up in her, that sweet enchantment so steals of man the baser part of mind away that

to serve them hardships are pleasures. For them he battles with the hard and cruel forces

of Nature, wresting from her the most glorious of her jewels and precious metals of
 the

earth, beholding in these glittering jewels the virtue and purity typical of the woman 
he

holds most dear. In the modesty and simplicity of the pearl he finds a counterpart of those

virtues that ennoble and make glorious the name of woman; in the well-depths of 
the

ruddy ruby he sees reflected the sante burning flame and passionate love of Nature for the

beautiful that burn in his own soul, that find expression in the glittering diamond that is

like the dewdrop clinging to the blushing rose, catching the gleam and glitter of the gol
den

sunshine and in its pure depths separating and reflecting those blended colors with which

Nature tints the summer sky, colors the autumn foliage, and makes of this dull earth a para-

dise of flowers. With Nature's shining ores, with cunning skill, such wondrous things of

beauty he creates for woman, that prolific Nature, of this great universe immortal artist

and mechanic, with envious eyes beholds them ; and with these shining bands of gold and

jewels rich and rare he adorns the most beautiful of Nature's works, one with the other, and

which, separate and apart, Nature claims for each the nonpareil.

But it is not alone the physical charms of woman that most win the love and respect of

man, but rather those charms of mind and soul that lift his admiration above that of the

animal ; and though it may be that Nature has with her the niggard played in gifts of outward

form of charms and grace, yet she has so enriched and ennobled her with that virtue, purity

and truth that men do most credit to their mothers, that all the world is of her enamored ;

for it is this noble woman who inspires the love that looks not with the eyes of passion upon

the outward show of form and beauty, but in this pure woman sees a thousand charms that

true love can transpose into such form of dignity and beauty that in all the world there is

naught to him so fair and lovely.
It is these virtues that make woman a heroine in war, so that with brave heart she sends

all she holds most dear to those stern duties of war from which they shall never more

return; that makes of her such a friend in the hour of trouble, that all the world turns to her

for that solace and comfort that only a mother and wife can give ; that makes of her such a

ministering angel in the hour of sickness and death, that the man who is denied her sweet

presence in this last dread hour of life is of all men most pitied.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, what shall I say in conclusion that will be a worthy, that

shall be a fitting, tribute of your love and devotion to that dear, old woman whose gentle

memory, like the perfume and fragrance of sweet flowers, has been wafted across your soul

to-night by reason of the sentiments of this toast, the clear woman to whom you owe all that

is womanly, and manly, and gentle, and noble about you ; the dear woman in whose heart

there is an inexhaustible well of love and forgiveness for the erring ones, to. whom your

success is a heaven of pleasure, and your failure a heartache no less keen than that of your

own ; the dear woman whose memory never fades, and never grows dim—your mother ?

Although you may live to that last period in Shakespeare's 44 Seven Ages," the last

scene of all, that ends this strange and eventful history—second childishness and mere

oblivion, sans teeth, sans taste, sans eyes, sans everything—yet there in that shrunken form,

there in that withered heart, there in that troubled memory, shining bright and clear, are the

sweetest and saddest remembrances of all your life, the memory of the mother's love, ti- at

with silver has lilted every cloud of sorrow and disappointment that cast its baleful

shadows upon your life—the memory of the woman whose face is the sweetest and happiest

of all the world that smiles over the cradle, and saddest of all the world that bends over

the coffin ; and those of you here to-night who have been called upon to mourn her loss, to

drink of the saddest cup of sorrow that misfortune ever presses to the unwilling and suffer-

ing lips of humanity, feel, I ant sure, that sublime—that divine—inspiration that whispers

to you in the sweetest words of hope and promise that ever fell upon the sorrowing heart of

humanity, that the mother's love that enshrined you all the years of your life has not per-

ished or mouldered away into dint and misty forgetfulness with the dust and ashes from

which a loving God created that which to you was the dearest and most beautiful of all

his most wonderful works—your mother.
Those of you whose homes are still blessed with her dear presence, feel, I ant sure, in

these the fast-fleeting hours of the dark and shadowy night, that the sweet and gentle slum-

ber which steeps and lulls the souls of tired and Weary mortals into sweet oblivion and

forgetfulness, is to her denied and banished by that laggard sleep, that holds aloof from

heavy-hearted sorrow and wakes the tedious hours with the dismal hopes and fears of that

mother's thought that never sleeps, which has echoed in the heart of every mother in the

world: 44 Where is my boy ? " Though it may be that the hot and ambitious blood of

youth no longer leaps and courses through your veins and throbs your beating heart, and

the golden days of youth are only a sweet memory of the ever-regretted past, yet to her

who daily lives o'er and o'er the sweet and loving memories of the long-departed years

that fond remembrance brings, her recollections of you the dearest, best and most remem-

bered are.
In loving memory she again holds you in fond embrace ; again she hears the sweet

prattle of her dear children at her knee, lisping and learning the frtnguage o'er. Nearer to

her in the years she sees in her loving (laughter a counterfeit of her own sweet self, and for

her bright and ambitious boys she dreams the dreams of greatness and renown that the

coming years shall bring to them such as only a mother's love can dream ; and with her in

the present years she sees in her daughters the purest and noblest of women, and in her

sons the manliest men of all the world. She sees in you that which you see in her, and

which you shall see one in another, so long as you shall live—the faithful love of the loving

mother for sons and daughters, and the tender love of loving daughters and sons for mother.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

13
EFORE doing anything more toward

fitting up a milling machine we will

see what can be accomplished with it.

We believe most of our readers will

admit that fitting a new lever to a
• Swiss anchor is a job as little desired as

any which comes to the shop. Levers of the

proper shape can be had of the material men, but

the fork must be fitted to match the roller. If

the articles now running in this journal on " The.--..

Detached Lever Escapement " had fully considered

the roller action, it would be much easier to tell

how we could get the proper lengths ; but inas-

much as the subject of such measurements has not

been exhaustively discussed, we shall have to go

about the job in another way.

The first important measurement we require

is the distance between the center of the pallet-

staff and the end of the guard-point, as shown at

Fig. 1, where A represents the lever, and f the
hole for the pallet-staff. The distance lines a b

represent the lergth of the lever from the center

of the pallet-staff to the end of the guard-point.

If we have the old lever to go by, this is very

easily determined ; but in case the old one is

destroyed, we must then have recourse to direct

measurements. What we mean by direct measure-

ments is measuring from center to center of the

pivot holes of the balance and pallet staff, and

ascertaining this distance, and then determining

the distance between the center of the balance-

staff and ,the bJttom of the passing hollow.

This will be better understood by inspecting

Fig. 3, where B shows the roller (or roller table,

as someIworkmen term it), C the balance-staff, D

the jewel-pin, and h the passing hollow. Now

the distance between the lines h' g' represents the

extent which we should take from the entire

measurement of the distance between the center

of the balance-staff and the pallet-staff. At Fig. 2

we show a diagram which will aid in making clear

our explanation. The small circles e g represent

the pivot holes to the balance and pallet-staffs ;

what we desire to know is the exact distance in

thousandths of an inch from center to center of

these two holes.

If this is known, we subtract the space be-

tween the lines h' g, Fig. 3, and we obtain the

distance of guard-point e from the center of the

pallet-staff at f, Fig. 1. We suppose most of our

readers at this point will say this is all very nice,

but how are we to measure this distance?

Here is another place where THE KEYSTONE

is going to help the practical workman out of a

hole, inasmuch as our articles on " Watchmakers'
Tools," in the June -issue, will describe in detail an

instrument for such measurements which is so

simple that any workman can construct one for
himself in less time than one day and at an

expense less than one dollar. •

For the present we will suppose we know the

length of the lever from the line a a to bb, Fig. t.
For finishing the guard-point we insert the lever
in the jaws shown at D D', of April, 1893, KEY-

STONE, and again at E of the present issue, setting
it at the desired angle to properly shape the guard-
point c. The idea will be seen by inspecting Fig.
4, where E represents the jaw of the milling ma-
chine and A the end of the lever. The proper
mills for doing the work can be made either of
steel and cut into teeth with a graver, or of the
edge of a cast-iron lap.
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A lap of soft, gray iron, properly shaped, and
smeared with oil-stone dust and oil, will cut a
piece of steel with a facility one would never
imagine until he had tried it. The great trouble
with cast-iron laps is they should be made larger
than can readily be turned on an American lathe.
Here is another inducement for the watchmaker
who intends to lead his town to possess him-
self of a good screw-cutting lathe of about eight
inches swing. With a special chuck, cast-iron
laps as large as two and a half inches in diameter
can be used to great advantage. Where steel
mills are used for shaping a guard-point, they
should be about three-fourths cf an inch in diame-
ter and one-eighth thick. They should be turned
up of carefully annealed steel and cut into a sort
of rotary file, with graver lines parallel with the
axis of the lathe.

The graver lines should not be more than one-
hundredth of an inch apart, and the intermediate
spaces between the lines brought to a positive
edge. There is some skill and a good deal of
judgment required in cutting mills with a graver,
but when the skill is once acquired we can assure
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our readers the performance of such mills will be
very satisfactory. For milling out the slot where
the jewel-pin enters the fork, a simple flat disk of
steel a little thinner than the finished fork is to be,
is all that is required. With such a disk oil-stone
dust and oil are applied to the steel disk, which
should be about one inch in diameter. The horns
of the fork are shaped with a cast-iron lap with
either a rounded edge, like the one shown at j,
Fig. 6, or Ia double beveled edge, like the one
shown at .11, Fig. 8.

The great advantage of using a milling ma-
chine for shaping forks is rapidity and certainty
of action, and, besides, better finish. When a
mill is used the angles are all square and nice, and
have a workmanlike look. A little practice in
using them, and a thousand places will suggest
themselves where laps can be employed to advan-
tage, both as regards celerity and doing better
work. Many other devices for holding pieces to
be milled can be devised other than the jaws we
have described ; as, for instance, two screw cen-
ters, which take the place of the ladle centers and
enable us to flatten parts of pieces turned in the
lathe ; also a device which takes any of the wire
chucks and holds them together with the jobs
grasped in them.

Big type in an advertisement is like a shout in
conversation. I see plenty of advertisements that
are one earsplitting screech from start to finish.
Of course, where everybody yells, you, in a
measure, get used to the din. I've seen opera-
tives talk together in the weave-room of a cotton
mill, where all was a babel of noise to me. They
seemed to enjoy it. No doubt the advertising
howlers get used to it—so do their readers. So
do eels get used to being skinned. —M. M. Gillam.

A Pointer for the Retail Salesman.

One of the most important things necessary to good
salesmanship is a thorough knowledge of the stock in one's
department. It is too often the case with a newly-engaged
salesman that, without definite acquaintance with the goods
he is to handle, he starts right in to serve customers,
depending upon what information he can gain from others
who have been longer in the department to help him out,
says an exchange. This is putting the cart before the
horse, and results in the loss of a good many sales. Cus-
tomers do not like to be waited upon by a salesman who,
through. lack of knowledge which he ought to possess,
cannot serve them intelligently.

In entering upon the duties of a new position, the
salesman will make much more rapid progress by beginning
slow. Make a careful survey of the store or department;
examine the contents of every box ; take down every piece
of goods every day, and get thoroughly familiarized with
the stock. Some questioning is necessary, but learn every-
thing possible unassisted:

An experienced salesman commenced in the dress
goods department in one of the large retail stores some
three years ago. He had made several attempts to get into
this store without meeting with success; at last he was
employed. He commenced Monday morning, but avoided
waiting upon customers all he possibly could. lie took
down the goods, examined them thoroughly, put back goods
other salesmen had been showing and selling from, and
worked around in the department in every way to get " the
lay of the land," and kept up for one week as he com-
menced. The head of the department sized up the new
man as being " a good fellow to work, but no salesman."
Another salesman said : " I have been watching him pretty
closely, and have decided he will soon give us a pull." At
the beginning of the second week the new man commenced
to sell, and he was able to handle the stock more thoroughly
than any of the old hands, for be was personally acquainted
with every piece of goods and its price, length, etc. Sales
counted up fairly that week, but on the third week he took
the lead, and kept it ever after, and in time became buyer.

That's the case in a nutshell.

',Enclosed find One Dollar for one year's subscrip-
tion to THE KEYSTONE for my son ; he lives at
Detroit, Neb., working at the bench. THE KEYSTONE
has been coining right along, and if we have not been
getting Five Dollars or Ten Dollars out of it, it is our
own fault. I want it. Take this dollar and welcome
to it."—S. E. H.AGY, Etna, Licking Co., Ohio.

Why the Other Fellow Caught the Trade.
Here is a feature of trade that is open to study and

criticism :
Bill Whitney and me went to school together, but when

I was twelve years old I had to hustle for my living, took
care of the horse, swept the shop, and was as useful as the
Loss of the tin shop where I worked. Bill always was a
good feller, never got stuck, and not only finished our
school, but went tbrough college, then came home and
went in with his old man; but though we always spoke, we
did not hobnob as much as we did when kids.

I stuck to biz, because I had to. Didn't have time for
reading, which put me to sleep after a day's hard work out
of doors. So what Bill called rhetoric was scarce in me;
but I saved my money, and now the boss's business is my
business, and I know how to do good work and won't do
any other kind, or won't sell any other kind of goods, for it
don't pay.

Well, I was dirty and not polished,. and as the town
boomed another feller started, and be talked sweet, wore a
biled shirt, but didn't know the trade. He never learned
it and did some horrible bum work, but the way be talked
of products of combustion, transverse sections, conflicting
energy and things was equal to a college professor, and the
people just dumped the dollars in his till, for they thought
because I could not talk sanitary and sich that I wasn't
even sane. Well, Bill Jones got married and built a house
and gave me a show, but When he asked me about scientifics
I wasn't in it, but the other fellow talked it as glib as ice;
and Bill, wanting a good cage for his bird, thought the
other fellow knew it all and be done the work.

Well, I done it over, and Bill blamed me for knowing
my business and not knowing how to talk to the boys I
grew up with intelligently, so as to get their confidence, and
says I ought to be poorer than what I am for not giving my
brains a show, and he is brushing them up, and I dress
more to suit my wife, and hang me if the talk and clothes
ain't bringing me trade. —AIetal Worker.
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Clocks.

LOCKS with a great number of auto-

matic figures are of the kind we shall

say but little about, from the fact that

although very ingenious they are also

also very complicated ; and to

properly describe such clocks would use up

both time and space—two things THE KEY-

STONE cannot afford to waste. _ We shall now

give a description of a very ingenious clock,

which combines in one the principles of several

of the instruments devised for the measurement of

time, inasmuch as this timekeeper utilizes the es-

sential principles of the hour-glass and clepsydra,

runs without a separate weight or mainspring, has

but two wheels, and yet indicates the hours and

minutes.
The clock is in itself the weight, as it de-

scends a column provided with a rack, which

causes the only two toothed wheels, which com-

pose the clock, to revolve. We show at Fig.

a diagram of the essential parts of the clock. The

column A has a toothed rack on one side, into

which a twelve-toothed wheel engages. In prac-

tical construction the teeth should be rather fine,

say ninety-six diametrical pitch, which would

make the pinion .125 or one-eighth of an inch

pitch diameter. The hour-wheel, which engages

it, is one and a half inches pitch diameter, and

has 144 teeth.
The column A is about twelve inches high,

and can be made of a piece of heavy sheet-brass

one-eighth of an inch thick and half an inch

wide, with one edge cut into a rack. The slide

B should be about two and a half inches square,

and consist of two plates of sheet-brass held

together with pillars like clock plates. The es-

capement is really the curious part of the clock,

and has been invented, so to speak, several times.

The first public notice of the principle which

measures out the time in this clock, as far as the

writer is cognizant, was in a description of " a

clock without wheels," which appeared in the

Mechanics' ilfas-azine, an English publication,

some time in the forties of the present century.

The controlling principle, or escapement, will be

undeistood by inspecting Fig. 2, where is shown

a drum or short cylinder of brass about two and

one-half inches in diameter, and three-quarters of

an inch long. The sheet-brass of which this

drum is made should be quite thin, in fact, the

thinner the better, as long as it can be worked

satisfactorily. In construction, two disks of such

sheet-brass are cut out two and one-half inches in

diameter.
Between these two disks are placed eight

radiating plates, as shown at E. These plates are

three-quarters of an inch wide and one inch

long. After the disks are cut out, a hole is made

in the center of each about one-quarter of an inch

in diameter. One of the disks is now carefully

laid out with eight radiating lines placed at equal

distances. We next get out the eight radiating

plates, mentioned above, of the same sheet-brass

as that of which the disks are cut. These plates

should be very carefully made, so they all are ex-

actly of the same size and shape. Said oblong

plates are now to be attached by one of their long

edges to one of the disks D, placing them so as to

coincide with the radial lines on the disk.

This will be understood by inspecting Fig. 2,

where the heavy, black bars represent the radiat-

ing brass plates seen edgewise. If the disk D,

Fig. 2, was cut apart at the line da", and seen in

the direction of the arrow c, it and two of the

brass plates E would appear as shown in Fig. 4.

About the best method of attaching the pieces E

to D is with soft solder, using a small soldering-

copper. Near the outer edges of the plates E are

drilled small holes about one-fiftieth of an inch

in diameter, as shown at a. These holes should

be drilled before the plates E and disks D are put

together.
The second disk D is soldered to the free

edges of the plates, as shown in Fig. 5, which is a

view of Fig. 2 seen in the direction of the arrow e

after the second disk D' is added. Great care

should be taken to have all the joints uniting

the pieces E and disks D perfectly soldered. We

must now close the outside of the device so as to

make it a drum with eight water-tight compart-

ments, that is, except the holes at a. The idea

of the device can now be explained. Although

the several compartments are open toward the

center, if the drum is filled about one-third full of

some fluid it (the fluid) will not rise to cover any

of the partitions E.

Let us further suppose, that axially through

the center of the drum was passed an arbor about

one-eighth of an inch in diameter, as shown at

.11, Fig. 5. Now, if we should wind a few turns

of a thread about each end of the arbor H and

suspend it (the axle) in a horizontal position, as

indicated at / I, Fig. 5, and shov-n sideways, or,

if seen in the direction of the arrow i, at Fig. 6,

the drum would not revolve rapidly by the un-

winding of the threads I I, from the resistance of

the fluid contained in the drum ; said flud, however,

would assume the positions in the several compart-

ments as indicated by the close parallel lines ;

and as the contained fluid passed slowly through

the holes a, the drum would gradually 'descend,

seeming to revolve in the direction of the arrow/

If, instead of the thread I, we make use of a

vertical rack, and substitute for the arbor II a

twelve-leaf pinion, the rapidity of the descent of

the drum D will depend on its weight and the

size of the holes a.

am very glad you reminded me of my not re-
newing my subscription. As an excuse, I have been
sick for a long time and have Just been able to attend
to business. My subscription expired recently and I en-
close money for another year. Don't stop THE KEY-
STONE. I would not be without it."—J. K. FARVER,
Columbus, Ohio.

A Matter of Interest to Traveling Men.

A decision of Judge Gresham, bearing on the baggage

of a jewelry salesman, has been reversed by Judge Blatch-

ford, of the Supreme Court. A jeweler's traveler, with a

trunk containing his samples, valued at about Sio,000,

checked as personal baggage," was traveling over the

Wabash. The train jumped the track, and the baggage

car, with its contents, was destroyed by fire. The jewelers

sued the receivers of the company for their loss and a master

awarded them S7,287 damages. Judge Gresham issued a

decree for that amount. Judge Blatchford reversed the de-

cision on the ground that there was no evidence to 
show

that the baggage agent had any actual knowledge of 
the

contents of the trunk. The receivers, he held, were not

liable for the contents of the trunk other than " 
personal

baggage."
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Almost a Semi-Centennial.

The widely-known Western house of the L. Bauman

Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo., will soon round the halIcen-

tury corner in its existence. Early in the first half of the

year 1844—very nearly fifty years ago—the business was

established by the elder Bauman, in a store which to-day

would be deemed an insignificant one, even for the average

Western town of 2000 to 3000 people, but which was fairly
representative of the commercial establishments of St. Louis

in those days.

There is nothing, perhaps, which better illustrates the

astounding changes which have come upon St. Louis within

the past fifty years than a comparison between the trade

marts of then and now. And in the same way a glance at

the two stores in the engraving on the opposite page will

clearly indicate the most wonderful growth which has re.

stilted from the embryo of 1844. The weakling of then

is plainly the giant of to-day. All along through these

years the Bauman firm has grown rich in fame and wealth,

until now they have one of the largest and most complete

wholesale and manufacturing jewelry establishments in

America, and their trade extends throughout twenty-seven

States.
The officers of the Company are : August Kurtzeborn,

president ; Meyer Bauman, treasurer ; and A. Barmeier,

secretary. The president is a widely-known personage in

the jewelry trade, both East and West, and has special

charge of the diamond department. The secretary and

treasurer manage the affairs of the office. Mr. John Hagen

is in charge of the watch and jewelry department, and

Morris Bauman looks after their very extensive departments

of clocks, silverware, material and optical - goods. The

two latter gentlemen are well known to the trade as good

hustlers and buyers in their lines. The following popular

and experienced salesmen look after the firm's interests in

the territories named : F. J. Bross, Illinois, Kentucky, Ten-

nessee, southeast Missouri and Arkansas; Julius Newman,

central and northern Missouri; Louis Bauman, Texas; and

Moses Strauss, all over the far West. These gentlemen,

one and all, will be happy to have World's Fair visitors

make it a point to stop off at St. Louis, either going to or

returning from the great Exposition, and they will make it

interesting for them in rock-bottom prices and kindly hospi-

tality.

Tax on Commercial Travelers.

The city fathers of Topeka, Kan., have passed an

ordinance requiring the payment of a license fee of Sic) a

month by every commercial traveler who enters that city

for the purpose of soliciting orders. The first Chicago

drummer who runs against the local fence thus sought to be

erected, will undoubtedly knock it flat, for such laws have

been tried before and declared unconstitutional. Such a

law is in restraint of free commerce between the States.

If once admitted into our country, it would tend to take us

back to medixval times, when every city had a wall around

it, and when a nation was nothing but a hostile group of

ever-warring petty principalities.

Higher authority than the Council of a Kansas munici-

pality have tried this alluring little scheme and come to

grief. The Wisconsin Legislature passed a similar law

twenty years ago, to shut out the aggressiveness of Chi-

cago. A Chicago drummer, now a member of one of our

largest mercantile firms, refused to pay the forty dollars tax,

and the case was decided against the State by one of its own

courts and never appealed. There was once such a law in

Montana, but the United States courts killed it. It was

tried in Illinois twenty-five years ago, but was a dead letter

from the start. A few years ago the Texas Solons thought

they had a new idea, and accordingly passed an act taxing

commercial travelers from without the State. It was resisted

by the traveling men, and upon being carried to the United

States Supreme Court was declared unconstitutional and

subversive of the right of free commerce between the

States. This settled the matter once for all.

This Chinese wall is not only opposed to the spirit of

the Constitution, but it is a threat to the rights of purchasers

and a piece of short-sighted selfishness on the part of the

merchants who hope thus to feather their own nests.
—Ex.

Twentieth Century Tramps.

Out of the dumping grotinds of time,
Far from the abodes of taste,

Two ghastly relics met and frowned
As each the other faced.

" And who are you? " each groaned aloud
In dismal voice and damp.

" FM the souvenir spoon," one coldly said ;
" And I, the souvenir stamp." —Ex.

Vb.
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Watchmakers' Tools, and How to
Use Them.

fITa
TING hands to foreign watches is
something calculated to try the pa-

tience cf most workmen, even with the
best conveniences. By making careful

use of the taper gauge and the system
described on page 372 of April, 1893, KEYSTONE,
we can, in purchasing hands, keep our stock so
we have the proper assortment of sizes, and seldom
be driven to the necessity of having to split the
boss, or socket, of a hand to get it to fit. It is
the easiest thing in the world for a workman to
have a big stock of hands and still no assortment.
If, however, we buy to measurement this will
be remedied.

We have often thought that watch hands and
hairsprings were much alike in respect to a big
stock and no variety ; but careful gauging, and a
knowledge of exactly what we want, will soon bring
both hands and hairsprings into an order and sys-
tern which will be truly gratifying.. The material
men have several devices for holding hands while
being broached and filed, of which we need not
speak, as the trade is already posted on their use ;
but there are several conveniences to aid in fitting
hands which cannot be bought of our tool houses.
A very convenient little device for holding hands
for broaching out can be made from a Swiss screw-
point finishing tool.

There is a tool of this kind already on the
market for holding second-hands, but by taking a
little pains in making over, a screw-pointing tool
can be employed for all sizes of minute-hands
which have a round hole. We show at Fig. 1 a
magnified view of the stirrup A and center screw
B of such a screw-pointing device. To make use
of these tools for broaching out, we must drill the
snrew B through the center in the direction of its
axis with a hole large enough to pass a broach as
large as the center arbor to which minute-hands
are fitted. The best of these screw-pointing
devices fiave three stirrups like A, which will
enable us to have three sizes of hole in the sole-
plate C. Of.course, it will be understood that the
hand to be broached out is placed at the dotted
lines Ii, and the screw B set up firm against it.
The dotted lines at b represent the broach. Sub-
chucks which go into one of the larger sizes of
wire chucks are great conveniences for fitting hour-
hands, and can also be made use of for many
other purposes. To make such sub-chucks we
take, say, a No. 5o wire chuck, and procure some
steel and. brass wire which exactly fits it.

We show at Fig. 2 a longitudinal section of
such a wire chuck at E, and the wire sub-chuck at
F. The wire for •the sub-chuck is cut long
enough so it will go down to the bottom n of the
large part of the larger hole in the chuck, and
protrude about one-sixteenth of an inch, as shown
at j, Fig. 2. These sub-chucks are carefully cen-
tered, and drilled as indicated at the dotted lines
d e, Fig. 3, which shows one of these sub-chucks
separate. The present idea is, we wish to recess
the ends of these sub-chucks to hold the sockets
of hour-hands. These recesses are turned into
the end of F as shown at f f, Fig. 4, precisely as
the step in a Whitcomb wire chuck. Fig. 4 is a
magnified longitudinal section of Fig. 3 cut off at
the line 1. These sub-chucks are split back nearly
the entire length, as shown at the dotted line in,
Fig. 3. •

They are not split into three parts like a wire
chuck, but into two equal parts as indicated at in
In, Fig. 5, which is an end view of Fig. 4, seen in

-•-

the direction of the arrow i. One of the splits in
is enlarged as shown at g g, Fig. 5, to permit the
passage of the blade of an hour-hand. We have
two reasons why the step in a wire chuck could
not be made use of for holding hands : first, they
are usually not deep enough ; second, the splits
are not wide enough to allow the blade of the
hand to rest in them. We should provide several
of these chucks of various sizes, so as to grasp any
size of socket which we shall have occasion to fit.

Hands held in this way can be filed or
broached out, as the hole at d permits the inser-
tion of a file or broach ; but, in most instances, it
will be found the most expeditious and satisfactory
way to turn out the bole to fit, which can be
determined by inserting the taper gauge without
removing the hand. These sub-chucks can also
be employed for jewel-settings. Such sub-chucks
can also be made of steel, and by means of the
milling device described in our article " American
Lathes," split into three parts.

To make a sub-chuck of this kind take a piece
of Stubs' steel wire, G, Fig. 6, which will accu-
rately fill, say, a No. Go chuck, and long enough

FT/
A

Ps:9; .5 it

-
..

for two sub-chucks. We place the piece of wire
in. the No. 6o chuck up to the line r, and, after
carefully centering, drill a hole in the end as indi-
cated at the dotted lines o, and then turn the out-
side to the dotted lines s, which cause it to fit per-
fectly, say, a No. so chuck. We now reverse the
ends, placing the turned end in the chuck to
which it was fitted, and drill again a hole like o
in the opposite end and turn off the outside to the
same size as the end now clamped in the chuck.

The piece G is now cut apart at the line r.
It will be seen there is a solid piece of metal at it.
The sub-chuck is now shaped as shown in Fig. 7,
the dotted lines o indicating the hole. The chuck
goes into the wire chuck up to the shoulder t, Figs.
6 and 7. The sub-chuck is now solid metal oppo-
site the arrow v; but, after placing in the wire
chuck to which it belongs, it is centered and
drilled with a hole a trifle smaller than the work it
is to grasp. How to split this chuck into three
parts will be given in our article " American
Lathes."

“Enclosed find One Dollar for THE KEYSTONE
another year. I consider it the best trade journal now
published."—E. B. DABNEY, La Plata, Missouri.

That is so.
Inventors, like most other men, are willing to make

money out of their inventions, but many of them go about
their work in just the wrong way. Instead of devoting
their time to the invention of machines, or processes, or
parts that are sure to be valuable to large numbers of man-
ufacturers or laborers, they stick to the idea that fame and
fortune come only to the inventor who makes a revolution.
If such men will only look over history carefully they will
find that the great fortunes and fame made of " revolution-
izing" inventions are few and far between, while the
greater number of successful inventors have made their for-
tunes out of things that are small, simple and capable of
general use. The small things that perfect existing large
things are what should receive most attention. —Ex.

Tom Edison as a Telegraph Operator.
I was an operator in the Memphis office when

Thomas A. Edison applied to the manager for a place,"
said A. G. Rockfeller, of the Reminiscence Club, St. Louis.
" He came walking into the office one morning looking like
a veritable hayseed. He wore a hickory shirt, a pair of
butternut trousers tucked into the tops of boots a size too
large and guiltless of blacking. \\There's the boss?' was
his query as he glanced around the office. No one replied
at once and he repeated the question. The manager asked
him what he could do for him, and the futureinventor pro-
ceeded to strike him for a job. Business was rushing, and
the office was two men short ; so almost any kind of a
lightning slinger was welcome. He was assigned to a desk
and a fusillade of winks went the rounds, for the jay was
put on the St. Louis wire, the hardest in the office.
" At this end of the line was an operator who was

chain lightning and knew it. Edison had hardly got seated
before St. Louis called. The new-comer responded and
St. Louis started in on a long report, and he pumped it in
like a house afire. Edison threw his leg over the arm of
the chair, leisurely transferred a wad of spruce gum from
his pocket to his mouth, picked up a pen, examined it critic-
Ally, and started in, about two hundred words behind. He
didn't stay there long, though. St. Louis let out another
link of speed, and still another, and the instrument on Edi.
son's table hummed like an old-style Singer sewing machine.
" Every man in the office left his desk and gathered

around the jay ' to see what he was doing with that electric
cylone. 'Well, sir, he was right on the word, and was
putting it down in the prettiest copperplate hand you ever
saw, even crossing his l's, dotting his i's, and punctuating
with as much care as a man editing telegraph for rat'
Printers. St. Louis got tired by and by and began to slow
down. Edison opened the key and said, Here ! here !
this is no primer class! Get a hustle on you Well,
sir, that broke St. Louis all up. He had been raw hiding '
Memphis for a long time, and we were terribly sore, and to
have a man in our office that could walk all over him made
us feel like a man whose horse had won the Derby. I saw
the wizard ' not long ago. lie doesn't wear a hickory
shirt nor put his pants in his boots, but he is very far from
being a dude yet." —Ex.

A Good Plan.
Here is a story for young men just starting out in busi-

ness with small capital. It tells how one of that large class
used his wits to make his store attractive. He had a very
moderate establishment. He rented the half of a small
store and filled it up with books and stationery. His one
window gave him little opportunity for display, but he
changed it often, kept it tidy, put an occasional vase of
flowers in it, and ornamented it in various ways. He was
not satisfied with this means of attention, however. He
Wished to add a permanence of some kind, so that his store
would become the natural resort of people, even when they
did not wish to buy.

He decided upon placing a small, plain writing desk in
a corner near the rear end of the counter, furnighed it with
pens, ink and paper, so that if a lady wished to write a note
or letter she might find that a convenient and available
place. He spread a bit of carpet, placed a chair or two, and
made the corner as cosy and pleasant as possible. By de-
grees he placed a few books of reference on the desk, a
dictionary, an encyclopaedia, and gave school-girls, or mem-
bers of literary societies, a place where they could look up
any matter in hand. Remember, it was a small town, and
there were no reference libraries at band, no great book
supplies of any kind. And, furthermore, his motive was
not directly for gain. It was only a desire to please his
patrons, to minister to their convenience and comfort. It
was a step in the right direction, and proved itself such.
Who would concoct a better plan for circumstances like
these ? Who will suggest another as clean, and convenient,
and practicable, and economical an expedient ? All hints
are valuable. They are the keys that open the doors to
profit. —Ex.

A New Optical Field.
A London dispatch asserts that English opticians now

make glasses for short-sighted horses and dogs. The
owner of a near-sighted horse, which has spectacles fastened
on its headstall, says that the animal objects to even going
out to pasture without its glasses. The horse was a little
startled when they were first put on, but it clearly mani-
fested delight when it fully realized their benefit. If turned
out to graze without them, it will stay near the barn and
whinny plaintively till the stableman brings its spectacles.
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The "Junior Rococo"
BRIGHT

FINISH.

The most salable pattern of

Sterling Silver Flatware
ever produced.

COFFEE-SPOONS. TEASPOON.

HEAVY. Small size, 8 oz. to the dozen.
Sold by dozen. Regular size, io oz. to the dozen and

12 OZ. to the dozen.

Sold by weight

at manufacturer's price.

TABLE-SPOON.

zo oz. to the dozen and
26 oz. to the dozen.

DESSERT-SPOON.

15 oz. to the dozen and
20 OZ. to the dozen.

MEDIUM FORK. DESSERT-FORK.

zo oz. to the dozen and 15 Oz. to the dozen and
26 oz. to the dozen 20 OZ. to the dozen.

The outline of each size is different, but all have the same general appearance, in true Rococo style.

WENDELL MFG. COMPANY,
The Silversmiths for the Medium Classes.

NEW YORK, .
93, 95 and 97 William Street,

Near Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO,
63 to 69 Washington Street

FACTORY,
Washington and Franklin Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
528 and 53o Market Street.

A. I. HALL & SON, Agents.
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OLD RELIABLE

eMAINS

Every retailer

should make sure that

every Chain he buys

bears one of these Tags
and has our Stamp,

on the swivels.

TfaHIS plan of stamping the initials of the manu-cturers on the swivels was originated by

W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to the con=

trary notwithstanding) and is a guarantee of

quality.

NOTE.—This, like our endorsement, can be proven.

Superfine Quality.

(
;W. & 13.B. *
14 Plats,14 Karst,
0 Warranted to

Assay 14 Gold.

Swivel stamped
"14 K. 3 "

Extra Fine Quality.

.01d
WI & 8. B.*o 0 0 Globe Filled,

Seamless Wire,
Gold Soldered

Joints,
War:lima*
ti) Auk

Swivel stamped
" Globe" inside.
"W. & S. B.*" outside.

Regular Quality.

( Old, Reliable.
0 waz 8.B.*•

Stamtes,/ Wise.

Swivel stamped
"W. & S. B.*" only.

Second Quality.

(WARRANTED
14 Kt. Plate,
10 Kt.6old Solder

Seaml.ess Wire Vi

Swivel stamped
" W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

Second Quality.
- WARRANTED;i
.141xtailitt.eir, '

1111 f ?7 i 1---.,.1 i I

Swivel stamped
"W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

(The above trade-marks are patented.)

Having received complaints that tags have been changed on our goods, dealers should
note carefully that the swivels are stamped with the quality to

correspond with the tags, as noted above.
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Local trade in the East has at last been relieved from

the onslaughts of the most spitefully persistent winter of our

time. Sunshine again rules. Unfortunately there are indi-

cations of an early rush to the opposite extreme on the part

of the erratic weather clerk, and we are already learning to

forgive the biting below-zeroness of him of-the icicled beard.

The wheels of business, however, whirl merrily, notwith-

standing the freakishness of the thermometer, and recent

interviews with metropolitan jewelers failed to elicit a single

complaint. A flourishing trade, with brightning prospects,

is an epitomized statement of present business conditions in

this city. The first of the month finds many of the city

concerns in new, large and handsome quartets.

Sumner Blackinton, of NV. & S. Blackinton, is still on

his journey around the world. A recent communication

from him had the I long Kong, China, postmark.

A. Landsberg, of L. Black & Co., the opticians, left the

city recently for Detroit, Mich., to attend to special business

at their branch in the city by the Straits.

The recent fire which destroyed the railway station at

Bradford, Pa., destroyed the sample trunk of Fred. S. Easton,

traveling salesman of T. T. Scott & Co. The trunk con-

tained samples worth $25,000, and was insured in the

Jewelers' Safety Fund Society for $12,000. A small por-

tion of the jewelry was recovered.

The advertising scheme adopted sone time ago by

M. B. Bryant & Co., and which has proved so profitable to

their patrons, is to be continued on a far more pretentious

scale. The merits of their rings will be made known to

the public in magazines, trade papers and family papers, both

fashion and religious. Jewelers should prepare for the de-

mand created, by procuring a good stock of the rings. The

generosity of the makers commands appreciation.

Hayden NV. Wheeler & Co. have leased the second

floor of the building 2 Maiden Lane, the first floor of

which they now occupy. A diamond department .611 be

located on the newly-acquired floor. They are still expe-

riencing a big rush for their stock of Howard movements.

A feather of brilliant hue in the cap of the Spencer

Optical Manufacturing Co., is their selection to supply all

the optical goods which are to be sold at the World's Fair.

No more eloquent compliment could be paid their concerti,

their manufacturing methods or their products.

An interchangeable ring exhibit is being made at the

World's Fair by Gaynor & Wasbburne. This- firm has

limitless enterprise, and their rings are an admirable

specialty to exercise it on.

Few exhibits at the Fair are likely to attract so much

attention as that of the Nicholas Muller Art Bronze Co.

Bronzes made by them with a new finish, which is a mix-

ture of copper and silver, known as Royal Persian," are

both unique and beautiful.

The attention of the trade is directed to the handsome

line of leather goods in eminence " tints now being shown

by Deitsch Bros., 7 East Seventeenth Street. Apart from

their merit there is a trade-attracting novelty about them.

The new and elegant designs in badges and medals

now being turned out by C. G. Braxmar, 47 Cortlandt

Street, reveal more than anything that has recently come

under our notice the extraordinary progress being made in

manufacturing methods and artistic designing. Judging by

the output required to meet the demand, the Braxmar goods

are highly appreciated by the trade.

J. C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert & Co., recently made

an extended tour through the West and Southwest in the

interest of his health, which has been much benefitted

thereby.
August Freund sailed on Saturday, April 8th, for

Europe, to be gone for about two months, or so long as

his health may need. His many friends will be sorry,

indeed, to hear of his impaired health, which was brought

about by too close application to business. He brought to

the New York office of Max Freund & Co. the same untir-

ing energy and industry that always characterized him on

the road; but being denied the change afforded by travel, it

was more titan he could stand. It is the sincere wish of his

many friends that he may find in the rest and quiet of his

old home the health be has lost by his too close attention

to the wants of his trade. Louis Freund, of the same

house, is in the West pushing things and doing a good

trade, as is also henry Freund. Max Freund, the bead of

the firm, has just returned from a trip abroad.
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L. H. Keller & Co. are showing an up-to-date material

stock of large proportions. Their numerous patrons would

consult their own interests by paying early attention to the

announcement of the firm on another page of this issue.

It is said that the Meriden Britannia Co. contemplate

removing to 208 Fifth Avenue when the building now in

course of erection is completed.

G. M. Thurnauer,.33 Park Place, is so identified with

quick-selling novelties that the mention of his name arouses

trade curiosity. Your curiosity will be profitably gratified

by reference to his announcement on another page of this

issue.
Emanuel Fendler, who was formerly a prominent

jeweler in Baton Rouge, La., died recently, in this city, of

heart disease.

H. B. Peters, 37 Maiden Lane, recently returned order-

laden from a flying trip along the Hudson River. Mr.

Peters is rapidly becoming a monopolist of trade favor.

This month again he is making some rare offers.

Ludwig Hirsch, of Koch, Dreyfus & Co., has returned

from Europe, where he secured many bargains in diamonds

and precious stones. The trade can now have the benefit

of same.
Another term at the New York Optical College, con-

ducted by Levy, Dreyfus & Co., 9 and t m Maiden Lane,

opened on April 18th. The advantages presented by this

excellent College are being availed of by intending opticians

from all sections of the country.

The specialties of hunt & Fuller are being ordered by

the trade in quantities that indicate an extraordinary public

demand for them. The merit of these goods is so widely

known and acknowledged that handling them has become

one of the pleasures of the retail business.

B. Veit, 69 Nassau Street, has something to say to the

trade on another page that will prove both interesting and

profitable. He has an enviable reputation as a purveyor of

tools and materials, and seems determined to enhance it.

Giving a rare opportunity to his patrons is his very excellent

method of doing so.

A vi it to the establishment of T. T. Scott & Co. re-

veals not only their determination but their manifest ability

to retain their position in the vanguard of the great diamond

purveying procession. Their stock is well worthy of the

national attention that it is attracting.

Louis Moss has just started on the road in the interest

of Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander. Ile expects to stay

away a short time only.

For novel designing, NV. & S. Blactinton should be

awarded the Easter lily. Some of their new chains are

positively fascinating, and their qualities in this direction

should be availed of by the trade at the earliest moment.

Ernest Block, their energetic traveling representative, re-

cently returned from a successful Western trip.

The display of marine chronometers manufactured by

H. H. Heinrich, of 14 John Street, and exhibited by him

in the Naval Observatory Building at the World's Fair, is

well worth a visit from all interested in horology. Several

chronometers of extra fine workmanship are shown, the

movements being exposed under a glass case. One small

chronometer, made in 1856, containing a double-rim bal-

ance, gained honorable mention at an exhibition in Berne,

Switzerland, in 1858. A show-case containing all the parts

of a marine chronometer, showing the various stages of

construction, how the balance, hairspring, scape-wheel and

other parts are made, etc., is an interesting portion of the

exhibit.
E. B. Barnum, the Chicago manager of the Ansonia

Clock Co., paid a recent visit to their office in this city.

Chamois-skin watch bags are dutiable at thirty-five per

cent. This was recently decided in a protested case of

Hammel, Riglander & Co., of this city. It was claimed by

the importers that as watch bags are not specially enu-

merated, and as those in question were made of chamois,

they were dutiable at twenty per cent. The collector

assessed them at thirty-five per cent., as manufactures of

leather, and his assessment has been upheld.

The patent interchangeable ring introduced by Lissauer

& Company, 12 Maiden Lane, and known as the Pansy,"

displays rare ingenuity combined with wonderful simplicity.

The initial can be adjusted with the greatest ease, and the

rings have already captured trade favor.

To those contemplating opening new stores, or just

about entering the jewelry business, we would suggest com-

municating with Messrs. R., L. & M. Friedlander, 65 and 67

Nassau Street. Their stock of signs, work-benches, watch-

glasses, tools, materials, and optical goods generally, is

very complete, and their prices are, considering quality, very

low indeed. Send business card for catalogue.

At the April meeting of the executive committee of

the Jewelers' League the following officers were present:

President Hayes, Vice-President Greason and Chairman

Bardel, and Messrs. Jenks, Ostrander and Sexton. There

were fourteen changes of beneficiary granted. One appli-

cation was referred for investigation, and the following

applicants were admitted as members : Geo. A. Brand, New

York City, recommended by A. A. Webster ; Martin Bruner,

Brooklyn, N. Y., by I. Lichtenstein ; Johannus Carl, Newark,

N. J., by Geo. R. Howe and F. Meerbott; Frank Duhme,

Cincinnati, Ohio, by R. H. Galbreath and C. H. Ankeny;

Jacob S. Ehrich, Lynchburg, Va., by NV. C. Silverthorn and

E. A. Williams; Joseph T. Homan, Cincinnati, Ohio, by

A. Herman and Louis Homan; Joseph H. Kenkel, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, by A. G. Schwab and W. S. P. Oskamp ; Oscar

R. King, Lexington, Ky., by Wm. Day and J. A. Warren ;

Wm. H. Manchester, Providence, R. I., by Geo. NV. Parks

and NV. C. Parks; Floyd S. Neely, New York City, by

Wm. H. Vogell and J. R. Greason ; James Parkinson,

Richmond, Va., by James E. Tyler ; David M. Shepherd,

Indianapolis, Ind., by A. P. Kraft and F. Taggart ; W.

Herman Smith, Charleston, NV. Va., by J. L. McPhail ; Isaac

Weil, Cincinnati, Ohio, by Jos. Becker, Jr., and J. J. Nurre ;

Ernest A. Williams, Lynchburg, Va., by II. Silverthorn and

Charles Van de Sande ; G. Z. Wright, Charleston, NV. Va., by

J. L. McPhail.

Borrowing Trouble.

There are a good many merchants who borrow trouble.

These are the men of variable temper. To-day they are in a

state of fussy good humor ; to-morrow they are unreasonable,

morose, snappish and disagreeable. Such men never be-

come great in any walk of life, for such variation of temper

betokens a weakness of mind. Employees never find pleas-

ure in working for a man of this April-day temperament.

Such a man is never well served, for his fussiness to-day

creates confusion, of which mistakes are a natural conse-

quence; his irritability to-morrow makes those around him

nervous and impatient. In the house owned by such a

man there is none of that smoothness which is an essential

to a proper performance of duty. The character of the

employer is generally reflected in his clerks. If a mer-

chant is of a smooth and even temper, there is a certain

ease in the manner of conducting his business. He good-

naturedly corrects the errors of the inexperienced. If, on

the other hand, he becomes childishly passionate over mat-

ters which may, perhaps, be insignificant, his irritability is

extended to his help, for such irritability is wofully con-

tagious. The courting of worry should be avoided by

people in all walks of life. The man with responsibilities,

which are part of any commercial undertaking, should in

all cases preserve a calm and even temper. That is nerve.
—Exchange.

^

"I have enjoyed reading THE KEYSTONE very
much during this year, and I find that my appetite has
grown so strong for it that it will be impossible

to break the habit, so you may send it along for
another year. Its worth the money."—J. W. TUFTS,
Maineville, Ohio.

A Champagne Appetite on a Beer Income.

The young man who declined an invitation to share a

bottle of Cliquot because, as he wittily explained, he .could

not make a beer income fit a champagne appetite," general-

ized a principle of broad application. People who become

dissatisfied with their surroundings and want to move into a

tonier street, where rents are higher and where fine furni-

ture and carpets will be needed, to keep up with their

neighbors, are unconsciously cultivating a champagne

appetite." The young woman who wants to learn the piano

and does not want to assist her mother, and learn, by

practice, how to cook, wash, and keep a house in order, and

fit herself to become a helpmeet to some honest man, has

already acquired a champagne appetite. And as much may

be said of the mass of young fellows who should be learning

their fathers' trades instead of overcrowding the "learned

professions." Other trite expressions have been employed

to ridicule misdirected aspiration ; trying to bore an auger-

hole with a gimlet " is old and of uncertain parentage, and

" shouldering more than he can tote " has been ascribed to

the martyr, Lincoln ; but fitting a beer income to a

champagne appetite " bits the nail on the head.

Make it a rule of life to cut your garment according to

your cloth, and always have a little- cloth left.

" My wife is queen of the tea-table," remarked a host

to a friendly visitor. " And she never reigns, but she

pours," was the quiet reply.
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E do not think much more can be said
of advantage to those who intend
to construct a small steam engine,

except to theorize a little on the ac-
tion of valves, and to describe the

arrangement of the eccentric to secure the best
results of valve motion. The idea-the underlying
principle of the valve to the cylinder of a steam
engine-is, first, to permit the steam to enter the
cylinder and act against the piston ; second, to
permit the steam to escape which has so acted,--
At Fig. 1 we show a sort of imaginary cylinder
and piston, somewhat similar to the one shown in
December, 1892, except we do not show any
valve, inasmuch as, in the present instance, we
desire to talk about using steam expansively.

Suppose, in Fig. 1, we should admit steam at
the port b into the interior of the cylinder at B;
it would force the piston forward in the direction
of the arrow c with all the power due to the pres-
sure of the steam, whatever that might be. It
would probably seem to the novice in such matters
that we should realize all the power we could from
the force of the steam. In practice, however,
experience has taught that it is economy to shut
off the steam, through the action of the valve,
somewhat in advance of the full stroke, as, for
instance, at the dotted line a, Fig. 1. Of course
it is not a complete shutting off which occurs at
this precise instant, but the " port " at which the
steam enters commences to close at this point, and
when the piston has made a given forward move-
ment beyond, the entrance of all steam is stopped.

Now the pressure on the piston does not cease
the instant the port closes, because steam is elastic
and continues to press the piston with a diminish-
ing force, as is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we
show a diagram of an imaginary pressure. At
the instant the port commences to close we will,
for illustration, suppose the pressure is four pounds
per square inch. It might as well be forty or four
hundred, the principle would be the same. As
the piston moves forward the pressure diminishes,
somewhat in the ratio of the figures given at the
dotted vertical lines, until at the end of the stroke
no power at all is exerted.

It is usually held that there should be steam
pressure enough at the close of the stroke to over-
come piston friction. Steam is admitted at the
opposite end of the cylinder an instant before the
entire stroke is completed, as was explained in
December, 1892, KEYSTONE.

The valve is worked by an eccentric placed
on the main or crank shaft. In construction we
should study the valve action and set the eccentric
so as to secure the results we have pointed out.
We could give half a.dozen pages to the considera-
tion of valve action, but we hardly think further
remarks are necessary. Of course it is understood
by the reader that the eccentric is, in effect, a
crank of a very short " throw," with the wrist-
pin larger than the main shaft ; and it is also so
placed on the shaft that its greatest action takes
place very nearly at the time the main crank is
passing its dead centers.

The action of the eccentric is illustrated at
Fig. 2, where the disk D shows the full size of the
eccentric, and n the true center ; but in order to
get the back and forth motion necessary to work
the valve, the center n is shifted to one side-to
the position indicated at the dotted circle n'. In
practice the disk D is made but little larger than
the crank shaft, as shown in Fig. 4, where the
dotted circle n indicates the size of the crank shaft.
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As a correspondent recently wrote THE KEY-
STONE, the real difficulty the amateur has to en-
counter in the construction of a small steam
engine lies chiefly in the boiler. The literature
on the subject of small steam engines is volumi-
nous, except where the boiler is considered, and on
that point there is a vast silence. It has ever
been the policy of THE KEYSTONE to do nothing
by halves, and in this case we shall take up the
boiler problem. With a boiler we have several
important points to take into consideration, be-
cause it should not only make steam freely, but it
should also be safe and not liable to blow one's
head off. Another vexing fault common to boilers
is leaking.

This last-named annoyance is one which is
met with very often in boilers constructed with
so-called flues, or tubes, through which the heated
gases, caused by combustion, are made to pass, in
order to get a greater amount of heating surface.
While flues accomplish this result in a very satis-
factory manner as far as the heating is concerned,
it is extremely difficult to make the joint where
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the flue joins the flue-sheet so that it does not
leak. If it does not leak at first, that is no surety
it will not after a little time. There is another
bad feature attending the employment of flues-
the accumulation of sediment from the water made
use of.
" Scale " will form in all boilers, some waters

being much more impregnated with earthy matter
than others. It is not with boiler scale and sedi-
ment we have to do for the present ; we are now
considering bow we shall best make steam. It is
a vexing fact that from a given surface in contact
with water we can get only about so much steam.
A few years ago there was a good deal of very in-
telligent discussion going the rounds of our scien-
tific publications, and several new forms for boilers
were proposed ; but none of them have, so far,
made much progress practically in public favor,
except such as employ tubes which present their
outer surface to the fire.

"I enclose One Dollar for renewal of subscription.
Can't do without it. I consider THE KEYSTONE an
invaluable paper, as it is devoted to the interests of the
jewelry trade, and explains to the repairer how to do
his work easier xind give better satisfaction. Wishing
THE KEYSTONE great success."-J. M. FLEENOR,
Harlan Court House, Kentucky.

Standard Time in Ohio.
The Ohio Legislature has adopted standard time for

all cities and towns in the State. The text of the bill is as
follows : Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Ohio, that the standard of time throughout this State
shall be that of the ninetieth meridian of longitude west of
Greenwich, by which all courts, banks and public offices,
and all legal or official proceedings shall be hereafter reg-
ulated. Whenever, by the laws of this State, or by any
law, rule, order or process of any authority created by or
pursuant to the laws of this State, any act is required to be
performed at or within any prescribed time, such act shall
be performed according to the standard time of the ninetieth
meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, known as cen-
tral standard time.

Window-Dressing.
How to Dress or Display so that Folks Will Stop to Look.

Skill in effectively displaying goods counts for as much
in jewelry as in grocery and dry goods stores. This skill
can be exercised both • in arranging goods upon counters,
shelves and in cases, and in making an attractive exhibit
in the show-windows. The value of the latter is often
underestimated. The street window is to many people the
index of the store's character.

They see in it, and intuitively store away in their
memory, the business methods of the merchant. Dust-
covered articles betray a conservatism and a stolidity of
character which, while scrupulously honest and worthy, do
not invite the purchaser. A poorly arranged display is
equally unsatisfactory to the possible buyer.

The subject is worth the attention and constant study
of the merchant. Strangers in town are proverbial sight-
seers, and shop windows are their delight. If they scent a
bargain or discover the attractive, they hover around the
window likes flies about a molasses barrel.

It is easy, in strolling up a business street, to pick out
the wide-awake, industrious merchants by the attention
which their store windows attract. If you have a genuine
bargain for your customers, put it in your windows and place
the price upon it.

It will sell for you not only the article itself, but many
other goods from your staple stock. Not only should the
windows be tastefully arranged, but the displays should be
frequently changed. Do not begrudge the time and labor
thus employed. It is seed cast upon the waters which will
bring excellent returns. -New York Recorder.

An Avoirdupois Conscience.
Mr. Armour, in addition to his gift of two million dol-

lars, has given the mercantile world a new expression for
the moral side of business. Speaking of his philanthropic
project, Mr. Armour stated: Its religion will be sixteen
ounces to the pound, but undenominational, and it makes no
difference to me whether its converts are baptized in a soup
bowl, a pond, or the river."

The very bluntness of the words, containing in them-
selves the essence of a highly successful business career,
through the principle indicated, carries the weight of prac-
tical experience in the matter of commercial conscience.
We have all heard it said a thousand times that honesty is
the best policy, and most of us believe it to be a business
truth ; but it does not always prevent us from shrinking a
trifle the weight of our exchange when competition knocks
at the door. It is not so much that an actual ounce is
missing, or that the yard stick has shrunk, lengthwise, an
inch or two, but it is the manner and terms in which we
indulge to effect the sale. There is scarcely a business man
.l)0 will utter a deliberate falsehood-it is poor policy ; it
will be found out; but the strongest of us have made state-
ments, in our weak moments, which have concealed the -
whole truth to our supposed advantage.

The delicately adjusted scale is the most sensitive when
the weights and the load are exactly balanced ; one grain
of burden, either on the side of the load or the side of the
weights, will trouble its poise and overthrow its perfect
balance. If the inanimate bits of steel and iron can ex-
press with such certainty the exchange of values, how
sensitive to exact truth and honesty must be that man who
possesses an avoirdupois conscience, and lives up to its
dictates.

Public opinion is the registering thermometer of men's
lives, and it seldom errs in its ultimate judgment. When
recently the accumulator of eighty millions died, and the
press reviewed his life, was there much consolation, even in
a strictly business sense, to the possessor of mere dollars?
All his great wealth, all its power over men's minds and
consciences, could not stem the tide of public condemnation
which stamped his life as a selfish career, a detriment to
society, and a menace to business enterprise. Why was he
so judged ? He was held up to the youth of the country as
a striking example of the value of close application. He
was called a model of domestic virtue, since he preferred
his home to outside attractions. He was pointed out as a
self-made millionaire, a man who, in a score of years, had
accomplished what centuries of toil might emulate. He
held in his grasp the power which great wealth produces,
and it had rarely failed to do his purpose ; but when he
died, and at the moment when a man's worst enemy will
forbear a harsh word, the entire press of the world voiced
the public verdict of an unhonored memory, solely on the
ground of a lack of an c, Avoirdupois Conscience."

-Business.
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FOURTH SUCCESSFUL. YEAR.
ORGANIZED IN 1889.

The Jewelers' School of Letter alci Monogram Engraving
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING,

State and Washington Sts., 
Chicago, Ill.

Over 200 graduates employed in all parts of the country. 
SUITE 1312. RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor.

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892 
(Other information, page 503.)

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892
E. J. Van Ness Detroit Mich.1. Richard 0. Bandier, Chief Instructor.

2. Thos. B. Moffat, 1st Assistant "

3. Will. M. McConahay,
25. A. H. Foster, 2d "

Asst. Mgr. J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City.
4. T. W. Bradfield, Centralia, Ill.
5. Ed. Leonard, Chicago, Ill.
6. R. W. Shertzinger, Mahanoy City, Pa.

7. ,John M. Bostwick, Jr., Port Washington,Wis. 16.
8 B F Griffin Oakland Neb. 17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

9. E. C. Howe, gyracuse, . Y.
10. Fred Adelmann, Joliet, Ill.
11. W. A. Egermann, Aurora, Ill.
12. Will. Ramser. Rock Island, Ill.
13. Ed. Kremer, Two Rivers, Wis.
14. Jno. R. Handler, Ocala Fla.
is. A. H. Hahn, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chas. M. Harrill ton, kirksville, Mo.
Robert Kniesel, Watertown, Wis.
Hermann Pekie, Chicago, Ill.
H. G. Smith, Alliance, Ohio.
W. H. Robins,Emmetsburg, Iowa.
Max H. Rieser, Columbus, Ohio.
0. S. Olsen, Ruthven, Iowa.
Thos. W. Bull, Port Carbon, Pa.

26. Gregory Belcher, New London, Conn.
27. J. M. Peck, Newfield N. Y.
28. W. W. Taylor, Oberlin, Ohio.
29. F. A. DeClark, Sheridan, Wyo.
30. Will. Hooper, Brooklyn Park, Ill.
31. Jno. A. Stapf; Dunkirk, N. Y.
32. N. C. Chappell, Paw Paw, Mich.
33. Chas. L. Gieselmann, Macon, Mo.
34. Geo. Beach, Valparaiso, Ind.
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E do not think much more can be said
of advantage to those who intend
to construct a small steam engine,

except to theorize a little on the ac-
tion of valves, and to describe the

arrangement of the eccentric to secure the best
results of valve motion. The idea--the underlying
principle of the valve to the cylinder of a steam
engine-is, first, to permit the steam to enter the
cylinder and act against the piston ; second, to
permit the steam to escape which has so acted:- •
At Fig. 1 we show a sort of imaginary cylinder
and piston, somewhat similar to the one shown in
December, 1892, except we do not show any
valve, inasmuch as, in the present instance, we
desire to talk about using steam expansively.

Suppose, in Fig. 1, we should admit steam at
the port b into the interior of the cylinder at B;
it would force the piston forward in the direction
of the arrow c with all the power due to the pres-
sure of the steam, whatever that might be. It
would probably seem to the novice in such matters
that we should realize all the power we could from
the force of the steam. In practice, however,
experience has taught that it is economy to shut
off the steam, through the action of the valve,
somewhat in advance of the full stroke, as, for
instance, at the dotted line a, Fig. T. Of course
it is not a complete shutting off which occurs at
this precise instant, but the " port " at which the
steam enters commences to close at this point, and
when the piston has made a given forward move-
ment beyond, the entrance of all steam is stopped.

Now the pressure on the piston does not cease
the instant the port closes, because steam is elastic
and continues to press the piston with a diminish-
ing force, as is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we
show a diagram of an imaginary pressure. At
the instant the port commences to close we will,
for illustration, suppose the pressure is four pounds
per square inch. It might as well be forty or four
hundred, the principle would be the same. As
the piston moves forward the pressure diminishes,
somewhat in the ratio of the figures given at the
dotted vertical lines, until at the end of the stroke
no power at all is exerted.

It is usually held that there should be steam
pressure enough at the close of the stroke to over-
come piston friction. Steam is admitted at the
Opposite end of the cylinder an instant before the
entire stroke is completed, as was explained in
December, 1892, KEYSTONE.

The valve is worked by an eccentric placed
on the main or crank shaft. In construction we
should study the valve action and set the eccentric
so as to secure the results we have pointed out.
We could give half a dozen pages to the considera-
tion of valve action, but we hardly think further
remarks are necessary. Of course it is understood
by the reader that the eccentric is, in effect, a
crank of a very short " throw," with the wrist-
pin larger than the main shaft ; and it is also so
placed on the shaft that its greatest action takes
place very nearly at the time the main crank is
passing its dead centers.

The action of the eccentric is illustrated at
Fig. 2, where the disk D shows the full size of the
eccentric, and n the true center ; but in order to
get the back and forth motion necessary to work
the valve, the center n is shifted to one side-to
the position indicated at the dotted circle n'. In
practice the disk D is made but little larger than
the crank shaft, as shown in Fig. 4, where the
dotted circle n indicates the size of the crank shaft.

As a correspondent recently wrote THE KEY-
STONE, the real difficulty the amateur has to en-
counter in the construction of a small steam
engine lies chiefly in the boiler. The literature
on the subject of small steam engines is volumi-
nous, except where the boiler is considered, and on
that point there is a vast silence. It has ever
been the policy cf THE KEYSTONE to do nothing
by halves, and in this case we shall take up the
boiler problem. With a boiler we have several
important points to take into consideration, be-
cause it should not only make steam freely, but it
should also be safe and not liable to blow one's
head off. Another vexing fault common to boilers
is leaking.

This last-named annoyance is one which is
met with very often in boilers constructed with
so-called flues, or tubes, through which the heated
gases, caused by combustion, are made to pass, in
order to get a greater amount of heating surface.
While flues accomplish this result in a very satis-
factory manner as far as the heating is concerned,
it is extremely difficult to make the joint where
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the flue joins the flue-sheet so that it does not
leak. If it does not leak at first, that is no surety
it will not after a little time. There is another
lad feature attending the employment of flues-
the accumulation of sediment from the water made
use of.
" Scale " will form in all boilers, some waters

being much more impregnated with earthy matter
than others. It is not with boiler scale and sedi-
ment we have to do for the present ; we are now
considering how we shall best make steam. It is
a vexing fact that from a given surface in contact
with water we can get only about so much steam.
A few years ago there was a good deal of very in-
telligent discussion going the rounds of our scien-
tific publications, and several new forms for boilers
were proposed ; but none of them have, so far,
made much progress practically in public favor,
except such as employ tubes which present their
outer surface to the fire.

"I enclose One Dollar for renewal of subscription.
Can't do without it. I consider THE KEYSTONE an
invaluable paper, as it is devoted to the interests of the
jewelry trade, and explains to the reprirer how to do
his work easier and give better satisfaction. Wishing
TIIE KEYSTONE great success."-.T. M. FLEENOR,
Harlan Cogrt House, Kentucky.

Standard Time in Ohio.
The Ohio Legislature has adopted standard time for

all cities and towns in the State. The text of the bill is as
follows : Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Ohio, that the standard of time throughout this State
shall be that of the ninetieth meridian of longitude west of
Greenwich, by which all courts, banks and public offices,
and all legal or official proceedings shall be hereafter reg-
ulated. Whenever, by the laws of this State, or by any
law, rule, order or process of any authority created by or
pursuant to the laws of this State, any act is required to be
performed at or within any prescribed time, such act shall
be performed according to the standard time of the ninetieth
meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, known as cen-
tral standard time.
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Window-Dressing.
How to Dress or Display so that Folks Will Stop to Look.

Skill in effectively displaying goods counts for as much
in jewelry as in grocery and dry goods stores. This skill
can be exercised both in arranging goods upon counters,
shelves and in cases, and in making an attractive exhibit
in the show-windows. The value of the latter is often
underestimated. The street window is to many people the
index of the store's character.

They see in it, and intuitively store away in their
memory, the business methods of the merchant. Dust-
covered articles betray a conservatism and a stolidity of
character which, while scrupulously honest and worthy, do
not invite the purchaser. A poorly arranged display is
equally unsatisfactory to the possible buyer.

The subject is worth the attention and constant study
of the merchant. Strangers in town are proverbial sight-
seers, and shop windows are their delight. If they scent a
bargain or discover the attractive, they hover around the
window likes flies about a molasses barrel.

It is easy, in strolling up a business street, to pick out
the wide-awake, industrious merchants by the attention
which their store windows attract. If you have a genuine
bargain for your customers, put it in your windows and place
the price upon it.

It will sell for you not only the article itself, but many
other goods from your staple stock. Not only should the
windows be tastefully arranged, but the displays should be
frequently changed. Do not begrudge the time and labor
thus employed. It is seed cast upon the waters which will
bring excellent returns. -New York Recorder.

An Avoirdupois Conscience.
Mr. Armour, in addition to his gift of two million dol-

lars, has given the mercantile world a new expression for
the moral side of business. Speaking of his philanthropic
project, Mr. Armour stated : Its religion will be sixteen
ounces to the pound, but undenominational, and it makes no
difference to me whether its converts are baptized in a soup
bowl, a pond, or the river."

The very bluntness of the words, containing in them-
selves the essence of a highly successful business career,
through the principle indicated, carries the weight of prac-
tical experience in the matter of commercial conscience.
We have all heard it said a thousand times that honesty is
the best policy, and most of us believe it to be a business
truth ; but it does not always prevent us from shrinking a
trifle the weight of our exchange when competition knocks
at the door. It is not so much that an actual ounce is
missing, or that the yard stick has shrunk, lengthwise, an
inch or two, but it is the manner and terms in which we
indulge to effect the sale. There is scarcely a business man
who will utter a deliberate falsehood-it is poor policy ; it
will be found out; but the strongest of us have made state-
ments, in our weak moments, which have concealed the -
whole truth to our supposed advantage.

The delicately adjusted scale is the most sensitive when
the weights aml the load are exactly balanced ; one grain
of burden, either on the side of the load or the side of the
weights, will trouble its poise and overthrow its perfect
balance. If the inanimate bits of steel and iron can ex-
press with such certainty the exchange of values, how
sensitive to exact truth and honesty must be that man who
possesses an avoirdupois conscience, and lives up to its
dictates.

Public opinion is the regi,tering thermometer of men's
lives, and it seldom errs in its ultimate judgment. When
recently the accumulator of eighty millions died, and the
press reviewed his life, was there much consolation, even in
a strictly business sense, to the possessor of mere dollars?
All his great wealth, all its power over men's minds and
consciences, could not stein the tide of public condemnation
which stamped his life as a selfish career, a detriment to
society, and a menace to business enterprise. Why was he
so judged ? lie was held up to the youth of the country as
a striking example of the value of close application. He
was called a model of domestic virtue, since he preferred
his home to outside attractions. He was pointed out as a
self-made millionaire, a man who, in a score of years, had
accomplished what centuries of toil might emulate. He
held in his grasp the power which great wealth produces,
and it had rarely failed to do his purpose ; but when he
died, and at the moment when a man's worst enemy will
forbear a harsh word, the entire press of the world voiced
the public verdict of an unhonored memory, solely on the
ground of a lack of an c, Avoirdupois Conscience."

-Business.
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FOURTH SUCCESSFUL- YEAR.
ORGANIZED IN 1889.

The Jewelers' School of Letter ald Monogram Engraving
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING,

State and Washington Sts., Chicago, Ill.
SUITE 1312. RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor.

(other information, page 503.)
Over 200 graduates employed in all parts of the country.

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892

A NUMBER OF GRADUATES OF CLASS 1892
1. Richard 0. Randier, Chief Instructor. 7. John M. Bostwick, Jr., Port Washington,Wis. 16. E. J. Van Ness, Detroit, Mich.

B F Griffin Oakland Neb. 17. Chas, M. Harrin ton, Kirksville, Mo.2. Thos. B. Moffat, 1st Assistant " 9. E. C. Howe, gyracuse, ii. Y.
• • Z.

25. A. H. Foster, 2d " di 
10. Fred Adelmann, Joliet, Ill.

3. Will. M. McConahay, 11. W. A. Egermann, Aurora, Ill.
Asst. Mgr. J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City. 12. Will. Ramser. Rock Island, M.

4. J. W. Bradfield, Centralia, Ill. 13. Ed. Kremer, Two Rivers, Wis.
5. Ed. Leonard, Chicago, M. 14. Jno. R. Kandler, Ocala, Fla.
6. R. W. Shertzinger, Mahanoy City, Pa. 15. A. H. Hahn, Minneapolis, Minn.

la. Robert Kniesel, atertown, Wis.
19. Hermann Pekie, Chicago, Ill.
20. H. G. Smith, Alliance, Ohio.
21. W. H. Robins, Emmetsburg, Iowa.
22. Max H. Rieser, Columbus, Ohio.
23. 0. S. Olsen, Ruthven, Iowa.
24. Thos. W. Bull, Port Carbon, Pa.

26. Gregory Belcher, New London, Conn.
27. J_. M. Peck, Newfield, N. Y.
28. II. W. Taylor, Oberlin, Ohio.
29. F. A. DeClark, Sheridan, Wyo.
30. Will. Hooper, Brooklyn Park,
31. Jno. A. Stapf, Dunkirk, N. Y.
32. N. C. Chappell, Paw Paw, Mich.
33. Chas. L. Gieselmann, Macon, Mo.
34. Geo. Beach, Valparaiso, Ind.
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Tbe

pioneer of Jewelry fluetioneers

CoLf• J. M. RUTHRIF?FORD
The Leading

Jewelry Auctioneer
No. 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7

Philadelphia, Pa.

MY business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. My methods are original, and have been imitated by many otherssince I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have made a failure of an auction, and have succeeded in selling stocksin many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot disposeof old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another locality ; 6r if you wish to reduce an over-large stock, or realize a round sum in cash—write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your store, and the number of inhabitants of your town, and I will frankly tellyou my idea of your prospects of success with an auction. My experience has been so extended, that you might safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, aswell as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to my personalresponsibility. My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the unvarying success of my work.
All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.
All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and replied to at once.

..-----...----___---."..

Nelms lig P811111SS1011
OPPENHEIMER BROS. & VEITH, NEw YORK.
CHARLES L.. KRUGLER, Nrw YORK.
GEORGE L.. STREETER, NEW HAVEN. CONN.
WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTFORD. CONN.
HENRY J. YOUNG, JoLtEr. ILL.
WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH. MINN.
THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, Ewer SAGINAW. MICH.
BURT & HURLBUT, DETROIT, MICH.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, LANCASTER, PA, PERKINS & PYNE HARRISBURG, PA.
REED, McGRANN & CO., BANKERS. LANCASTER, PA. W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA, Pa.
H. Z. RHOADES & SON, LANCASTER, PA ALBERT FRANZHEIM, WHEELING. W. VA.
GUSTIE RHOADS, LANCASTER, PA. C. F. VON KANEL, MwssiLLoN, OHIO.
H. MUHR'S SONS, PHILADELPHIA. PA. MARTIN BOCK, HAZLETON. PA.
LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA. PA. JOHN A. WORRELL, WASHINGTON C. H., OHIO.
BURT DENNISON, ASHEVILLE, N. C. S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, CONN

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.
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FIG. 71. WALL. CASE.
DIMENSIONS :—Height of base, 28 inches ; depth, from 20 inches to 30 inches ; height of center, 9 feet—

all extreme outside measure. For further description, sec page 28.

One of the handsomest WALL CASES ever shown to the trade.

Jewelers
Show Cases

In Stock and Made to Order.
No delay in filling orders.

WALL AND SHOW CASES MADE
IN ANY LENGTH.

FROM SIX FEET TO ONE HUNDRED FEET.

NM Show Case Co., Manufacturers, 169 E. Randolph St., Chicago.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. MENTION THE KEYSTONE,
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

Ts
O delineate " circular pallets " for a

ratchet-tooth lever escapement, we pro-

ceed very much as in the former drawing,

by locating the point A, which repre-

ents the center of the escape wheel,

at some convenient point, and with

the dividers set at five inches, sweep the arc m, to

represent the periphery of the escape-wheel, and

then draw the vertical line A .8'. We (as before)

lay off thirty degrees on the arc m each side of

the intersection of said arc with the line A B',

and thus establish on the arc m the points a b,

and from A as a center, draw through the points

so established the radial lines A a' and A 6'.
We erect from the point a a perpendicular to

the line A a, and, as explained in a former article,

establish the pallet center at B. Inasmuch as we

are to employ circular pallets, we lay off to the

left on the arc in, from the point a, five degrees,

said five degrees being half of the angular motion

of the escape-wheel utilized in the present draw-

ing, and thus establish the point c, and from A as

a center, draw through this point the radial line

A c'. 'co the right of the point a we lay off five
degrees, and establish the point d. To illustrate

the underlying principle of our circular pallets :

with one leg of the dividers set at B we sweep

through the points c a d the arcs c" a" d'.

From B as a center, we continue the line

B a to f, and with the dividers set at five inches;

sweep the short arc e e. From the intersection of

this arc with the line B f we lay off one and a half

degrees and draw the line B g, which establishes

the extent of the lock on the entrance pallet. It

will be noticed the linear extent of the locking

face of the entrance pallet is greater than that

of the exit, although both represent an angle of

one and a half degrees. Really, in practice, this

discrepancy is of little importance, as the same

side-shake in banking would secure safety in

either case.
The fault we pointed out in a previous com-

munication, of the generally accepted method of

delineating a detached lever escapement, is not as

conspicuous here as it is where the pallets are

drawn with equidistant locking faces ; that is, the

inner angle of the entrance pallet (shown at s)

does not have to be carried down on the arc d' as

far to insure a continuous pallet action of ten

degrees, as with the pallets with equidistant

locking faces. Still, even here we have carried

the angle s down about half a degree on the arc

a", to secure a safe lock on the exit pallet.

If we study the large drawing, where we de-

lineate the escape-wheel ten inches in diameter,

it will readily be seen that although we claim one

and a half degrees lock, we really have only about

one degree, inasmuch as the curve of the peripheral

line in diverges from the line B f, and, as a con-

sequence, the absolute lock of the tooth C on the

locking face of the entrance pallet E is but about

one degree. Under these conditions, if we did

not extend the outer angle of the exit pallet at t

down to the peripheral line az, we would scarcely

secure one-half a degree of lock. This is true

of both pallets. We must carry the pallet angles

at rsat down on the circles c" a" if we would

secure the lock and impulse we claim ; that is, one

and a half degrees lock and eight and a half de-

grees impulse.
Now, while the writer is willing to admit that

a one-degree lock in a sound, well-made escape-

ment is ample, still he is not willing to allow of a

looseness of drawing to incorporate to the extent
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of one degree in any mechanical matter demand-

ing such extreme accuracy as the parts of a watch.

It has been claimed that such defects can, to a

great extent, be remedied by setting the escape-

ment closer ; that is, by bringing the centers of

the pallet-staff and escape-wheel nearer together.

We hold that such a course is not mechanical, and,

further, that there is not the slightest necessity for

such a policy.
By making the drawings large, as we have

already suggested and insisted upon, we can se-

cure an accuracy closely approximating perfec-

tion. As, for instance, if we wish to get a lock of

one and a half degrees on the locking face cf the

entrance pallet E, we measure down on the arc e"

from its intersection with the peripheral line in

one and a half degrees, and establish the point

r, and thus locate the outer angle of the entrance

pallet E, so there will really be one and a half

degrees of lock ; and by measuring down on the

arc a" ten degrees from its intersection with the

peripheral line in, we locate the point s, which

29:9:f

determines the position of the inner angle of the

entrance pallet, and we know for a certainty that

when this inner angle is freed from the tooth it

will be after the pallet (and, of course, the lever)

has passed through exactly ten degrees of angular

motion.
For locating the inner angle of the exit pal-

let, we measure on the arc d', from its intersec-

tion with the peripheral line m, eight and a half

degrees, and establish the point a, which locates

the position of this inner angle ; and, of course,

one and a half degrees added on the arc d' indi-

cates the extent of the lock on this pallet. Such

drawings not only enable us to theorize to extreme

exactness, but also give us proportionate measure-

ments, which can be carried into actual construc-

tion.

enclose One Dollar for THE KEYSTONE for one

year. In my estimation it is simply great. 'Workshop

Notes ' are alone worth several times its price to

any one at the bench."—A. J. WATSON, Binghamton,

New York,

Didn't Look at it.

" Johnnie, when will your sister be down ? I'm getting

awfully tired of waiting," said one of the homeliest young •

men in Harlem to his best girl's brother.

"She'll be down in ten minutes, I gue,s."

" Well, I'm going to time her. I'll go and look at the

clock and see how long it will take her."

,, You'd better not."

I, Dad would be mad if it wasn't running."

,, What do you mean, Johnnie?"

,, Why, sis says you'd stop a clock by looking at it."
—Texas Sift ings.

Mks Flirt—" Who is going to give the bride away?"

Miss Pert—. I could, but I wouldn't be so mean."

The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,

J. B. BOWDEN,  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.

HENRY HAYES,

DAVID UNTERMEVER,

BERNARD K A RSCH

GEO. H. HODENPVL,

First Vice-President,
Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Second Vice-President,
  Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President.
Of Keller & Untermeyer.

Treasurer,
  Of Bernard Karsch.

Secretary,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :

H. H. Burrs,  
N. H. W HITE,  
F. KROEBER,
HENRY ABBOTT,
J OHN C. DAY,  

Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

. Of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
Of N. H. White & Co.

  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
Of Henry Abbott & Co.

Or Day & Clark.

For further information, application blanks for membership,

by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. rio Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee was held at the Alliance office on April

14th. Present : A. K. Sloan, president ; Bernard

Karsch, treasurer ; Geo. H. Hodenpyl, secretary ;

and Messrs. White and Abbott.

The following were admitted to membership :

S. Baehrach & Bro., 836 Church Street, Norfolk,

Va.; Bene, Lindenberg & Co., Fifth and Vine

Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio ; 0. E. Bell & Co., 51

West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Duhme

& Co., Fourth and Walnut Streets, Cincinnati,

Ohio ; Gerlach, Strunk & Hug, 206 Race Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio; Peter Henry, 55 and 57 Long-

worth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Jonas, Dorst &

Co., 169 and 171 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio;

J. H. Lent., 845 Central Avenue, Cincinnati,

Ohio; Jos. Noterman & Co., 203 and 205 Race

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio ; John Schmid, 309 Iain

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Anthony Schemel, 855

Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio ; A. Weiler &-

Co., 148 and iso West Fourth Street, Cincinnati,

Ohio ; R. B. Clark, 4 East Eighth Street, Ander-

son, Ind.; A. W. Ensey, Troy, Ohio ; F. & F.

Felger, 477 Washington Street, Newark, N. J. ;

Edward Lee Feyler, Portsmouth, Ohio ; Hoff &

Hilton, Huntington, AV, Va.; H. J. Homrich,

Huntington, W. Va.; Geo. Haendel, 312 Main

Street, Piqua, Ohio ; Louis Bros., 411 North

Main Street, Piqua, Ohio ; A. Thoma & Sons,

122 North Main Street, Piqua, Ohio ; Jacob Wen-

del, 400 Main Street, Piqua, Ohio ; J. H. Hale,

53 Public Square, Lima, Ohio ; D. A. McComb,

147 North Main Street, Lima, Ohio ; L. Harrison,

22 Salem Avenue S. W., Roanoke, Va.; S. Ny-

burg, 19 Railroad Avenue, Roanoke, Va.; D. L.

Solomon, 104 Salem Avenue, Roanoke, Va.; Louis

Voight, Jr., 208 Salem Avenue, Roanoke, Va.;

H. C. Kachlein, La Fayette, Ind.; Henry L.

Lang, Staunton, Va.; R. S. Marryott, 1 229 Bed-

ford Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Standard Watch

Case Co., 72-78 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

T. R. Mercer, 80 East Eleventh Street, Kansas

City, Mo.; Geo. AV. Porter, 302 Kanawha Street,

Charleston, W. Va.; W. Herman Smith, 23 Capi-

tol Street, Charleston, W. Va ; S. R. Smith,

Bank Street, Norfolk, Va.; Spott & Jefferson,

Little Rock, Ark.; Wm. A. Wander, 237 Main

Street, Buffalo, N. Y.; Burt & Hurlburt Co., 95

and 97 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.; Fred.

E. Platte, 22 Monroe Avenue, Detroit Mich.;

Le Heup & Thomas, 86 Michigan Avenue, De-

troit, Nlich.

A Bohemian, named Vincent Mlejneck, was caught

burglarizing a shoe store in Holyoke, Mass., recently.

Among the articles found in his house and confiscated were

one dozen solid silver forks, which had been taken from

Crosby's jewelry store, on Main Street. It was entered

some time ago. The house of the burglar was elegantly

furnished, there being an abundance of silverware, watches,

clocks and jewelry.
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

OW an improved form of the " chalk-
plate " process will be given. The

first thing required is to provide a flat
steel or iron plate, a little larger

than we desire the cut to be.
This plate is rubbed with medium emery paper to
give it a " grain." A g,00d size of plate for ex-
perimental purposes is four by six inches. The
importance of having this iron or steel plate per-
fectly flat will be understood when we say it con-
trols the surface of the cut ; and if the iron plate is_.,
irregular, the face of the cut will also be irregular.

The surface of the iron plate is rubbed with the
white of an egg, and is then laid horizontally and
coated with a composition composed of such paste
as electrotypers use, known to them as "'long."
To make this paste, take (by weight) six parts of
whiting, to be soaked in nineteen parts of water
for two hours. Next take four and one-half parts
of wheat flour, to which add a little cold water to
make a paste. The whiting and water and paste
of flour are then mixed and well stirred. This
mixture is heated to boiling, when three and one-
half parts of good glue., soaked in eleven parts of
cold water for twelve hours, is added. To three
ounces of the above paste add twelve ounces of
whiting and one and one-half pints of water. Let
the whiting soak for two hours in all cases.

This composition is spread over the iron plate,
which is coated with the white of an egg, to form a
layer one thirty-second to one-twentieth of an inch
thick, and allowed to dry while the plate lies dead
level, to insure an even coating. The underlying
principle on which the process is worked, is lines
drawn with a steel point through the " chalk coat-
ing," as the inventor named the prepared surface.
Type metal is cast on the iron plate, said metal
flowing in and filling the lines formed in the soft
composition. Where broad, white surfaces occur,
the chalk coat is raised by flowing on some of the
composition used to coat the plate. A syringe or
a bulb, as described in a former article for hold-
ing the melted vax, will do it.

To aid in producing the lines in the soft com-
position surface, we employ a pentagraph, reduc-
ing about three or four to one. If a hand tool is
used to make lines in the composition surface, the
stylus or tracing point used to make the line is sel-
dom or never presented at right angles to the plate,
while with the pentagraph it is always vertical. A
simple form of pentagraph is shown at Fig. 1.
It can be made of six pieces of thin wood, united
by joints at a. Four of the pieces should be
about one-eighth of an inch thick, and two about
three-sixteenths thick. The pieces three-sixteenths
thick are C D.

Fig. 2 is a view of Fig. I seen in the direction
of the arrow g. The pieces A B should be about
twenty-two inches long. In the cut the parts are
shown one thirty-fifth the correct size. The joints
at a can, for experiment, be made- of small wire
nails, only observing that they all move easily
and without shake. The frame, A B C D, turns
on a pin placed at c, said pin resting in a stand
E, Fig. 2. If we make the pentagraph to reduce
to one-third, let us suppose A B to have the pin-
joints a a twenty inches apart. In that case
place c five inches from a, and b also five inches
from a. The tracing point, located at d, is fifteen
inches from a".

The distance between the bars A B is really
immaterial ; in the present case, say six inches
from the pin a to a'. The point b carries the

steel stylus, which traces the lines in the chalk
composition. This stylus is a steel bar, with
needle points for hairlines and broader points for
wider lines. In the bal. C, at b, is inserted a
sleeve F, in which the stylus 6 moves up and
down. At Fig. 3 is shown an enlarged view of
the parts at b, as if seen in the direction of the
arrow i, Fig. 1. The idea is, the stylus b moves
up and down in the sleeve F to keep the point
Ii pressed on the iron plate G. The dotted line
1 is supposed to represent the top of the chalk
coating on the plate.

The point h goes into b with a taper, as
shown at m. At j, Fig. 3, is shown a ring and
cord, said cord passing over a pulley overhead for
raising up b so it will not trace in the compo-
sition on G. Now we will look to the tracing
point placed at d. Here is where we offer a de-
cided improvement to any plan made public. Let
us imagine a pencil outline on paper three times
the size we desire the cut to be, the drawing being
placed on a table so that we can go over it with
the point at d. Of course the stylus point at h
traces the same form in the composition on G.

A pencil outline gives but a poor idea of
lines, especially of shadow lines. To assist our
efforts we place a Makinnon fountain pen at d,

and when we make.a line on G with the stylus we
make a black line with ink on the enlarged pencil
drawing. When the ink lines are complete at d
the stylus point Ii has traced the same on G. Now
by changing the points at h, so that we can lay
bare a wider surface on the iron G, we produce
broader printing lines on the cut. Instead of a
Makinnon pen a pointed tube similar in con-
struction may be employed, and these tubes, filled
with ink, make wider and wider lines on the draw-
ing at d.

At Fig. 4 we show points h for the stylus b,
to produce different widths of lines. Tubular
points to match for d should be provided ; that is,
ink points making lines of comparative width, so
that when we have the ink drawing complete at d
the cut presents lines of the same proportion. A
cord from j to a pulley overhead enables us, with
the left hand, to raise the stylus when we do not
wish .it to trace.

One of the Smallest of Watches.
For some time a controversy has 1)een carried on,

principally by jewelers, regarding the smallest watch in the
world. C. J. Davis, of this city, has placed on exhibition a
Geneva hand-made, eighteen karat gold watch, which is cir-
cular in shape and is not as large as the end of a man's
thumb. The circumference is less than that of a three-
cent silver coin, ',Odle the top plate or circumference of the
works is considerably less than that of a ten-cent piece.
Mr. Davis claims that it is the smallest perfect watch in the
world. It is now being regulated, and it varies even at
present only a fraction of a minute in twenty-four hours. It
is a stem-winder rtnd setter. It is a cylinder escapement
movement and is full-jeweled. When examined under the
microscope every wheel and pivot is seen to be in exact
proportion. In making such small watches, jewelers say a
watchmaker can work continuously on them but about two
hours each day. It is said a watchmaker-would soon go
crazy if he worked continuously on so small a watch.

—Seattle (Wash.) Post-Intelligencer.

Providence Letter.

There are no longer remaining any traces of the dele-
terious effect on business generally of the prolonged and
rigorously severe winter. The reaction has set in, and
activity rules. A casual glance at the products of the dif-
ferent factories reveals a multiplicity of new designs, many
of them of extreme beauty. It would benefit the trade to
" look these up " at an early date, as they are of the genuine
trade-attracting variety. A wholesome rivalry in the designing
business appears to prevail, and with the happiest results.

In. none of the many lines of goods which constitute
the product of Foster & Bailey, is there any quietness. All
are in brisk demand, and their entire manufacturing resources
are now being called upon. Their new designs merit the
early attention of the trade.

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. have again manifested
their interest in their employees by establishing a restaurant
in the factory building for their special convenience and
accommodation.

Shepard & Co. have erected a handsome illuminated
clock, made by the Howard Watch and Clock Co., in front
of their store on Westminster Street.

The employees of the Waite, Thresher Co., Providence,
R. I., have organized a benefit society under the title of
" The Sick Benefit Society of the Waite, Thresher Co."
The officers are: John A. Chaplin, president ; Andrew E.
Thresher, vice-president ; Arthur E. Eddy, secretary ; Robert
J. Baeny, treasurer; and Messrs. Chaplin, Thresher, Eddy,
Baeny, and Bartholomew Green, executive committee.

If historical dates, celebrations and events count for
anything, the Christopher Columbus and Pope Leo XIII.
souvenir spoons of Tilden, Thurber & Co. should have an
enormous sale. They are already, in fact, having an enor-
mous sale, and the trade should be on the alert for their
share of the possible patronage.

S. & B. Lederer have opened an office in Chicago,
where will be found G. Rosenberg, J. Solinger and M. J.
Jacoby, during the World's Columbian Exposition.

Bowes & Crandall is the title of a new firm of plated
jewelry manufacturers, at 113 Point Street.

Henry G. Thresher, of the Waite, Thresher Co., has
been re-elected a representative to the General Assembly.

Samuel II. Brower has succeeded John A. McCloy,
deceased, as the manager of the Rhode Island jewelry ex-
hibit at the World's Fair. Mr. Brower has entered into his
duties enthusiastically, and the jewelry exhibit from the
State is likely to prove a revelation to many.

Charles E. Hancock, of Hancock, Becker & Co., is
vacationizing for the benefit of his health. This Company
is now showing unusually extensive lines of sword scarf
pins, hat pins, lace pins, rings and bracelets. " Bewitching"
is the only word that correctly describes some of the de.
Signs.

The Ostby & Barton Co., incorporated, has taken the
place of Ostby & Barton. Engelhart C. Ostby, Nathan B.
Barton and Arthur Ostby are the incorporators, and the
capital stock of the Company is not to exceed $75o,000.
The factory is rushed with business at present, and prospects
are excellent, not merely for a continuation, but an increase.
E. C. Ostby recently returned from a vacation trip to Florida.

Royal D. Horton has completely recovered from his re-
cent severe attack of pneumonia.

John Platt, traveling salesman for Foster & Bailey, re-
cently lost, in Chicago, a case containing samples of knives,
forks, spoons and jewelry worth about $200. An assistant
was bringing the case from the store of a customer to the
hotel, and when trying to board a surface car was knocked
down. He had previously placed the case on the car, but
after the fall was unable to catch up to it. Mr. Platt offered
too reward for the recovery of the case.

J. H. Fanning & Co. are turning out many new designs
in lockets, charms, fob chains, etc. Solderless chain mount-
ings are a specialty with them.

R. G. Schutz, the energetic traveling salesman of the
Phcenix Chain Co., continues to do excellent work for his
company.

Henry Amsbury, one of the oldest jewelry salesmen in
the United States, who has traveled for Thornton Bros.,
manufacturing jewelers, of this city, so many years that he
is known to almost every traveling man throughout the
country, recently died from a stroke of paralysis.

" This is . All Fools Day,' and I just realize that a
workman that would do without THE KEYSTONE is a
very foolish man, to say the least. Find enclosed One
Dollar for one year's subscription."—R. H. DILLEY,
Cambridge, Ohio, April 1, 1893.

•

Be sure and see our Exhibit
in the Manufactures and
Liberal Arts Building, Sec-
tion H, Group 98. Chains

Our new line of chains will assay
10 carat 1-10 gold. All gold sol-
dered.

Watch Chains for
Gentlemen

These goods are of fine quality,
and guaranteed to give satisfac-
tion. Some recently added have
sold far beyond expectation.
They arc made of heavy rolled
plate in all sizes and patterns.

Our Chains will assay 10 K.
1-10 gold and are guaran-
teed for ten years.

Watch Chains for
Ladies

Our Victoria and Princess chains
are neat and pretty. They arc
made in all bright, Roman and
bright, platinum and bright gold,
and have one or two charms.

Charms
This line is adapted to ladies' or
gentlemen's chains, and includes
a number of heart charms in
Roman, bright and satin finish,
with stones and without.

Hair Chain
Mountings

In solid gold and rolled plate. We
are headquarters and make every-
thing desirable in this line.

Bracelets
We make a large stock of curb
bracelets in five sizes, besides the
graduated links, with padlocks
and snaps, in chased and plain
polished, Roman, rolled silver
plate and solid silver. Also path
locks with keys and a push snap.

Pins
Our large line of lace and cuff
pins comprises many desirable
patterns in gold fronts engraved
and trimmed. Also includes baby
pins and scarf pins.

" Mt. Hope"
Buttons

These are superior to any button
in the world. They arc easy to
put in and easy to take out of the
cuff.

Link Buttons
This line has increased rapidly
with us, and is very low in price,
embracing all styles in Roman,
chased, engraved and plain, with
and without stones, and some in
enamel.

Crosses
We make four Sizes of gold filled
in plain, engraved and set with
stones, and suitable for our neck
chains.

Glove Buttoners
We make the Interlocking and
one with a twist handle in gold
rolled plate and silver rolled plate.

Gold Lockets
Set with Diamonds
These lockets are made of 10
karat gold throughout and set with
brilliant diamonds. They cannot
be surpassed in finish or cheap-
ness of price.

Earrings
1 

Neck Chains
This line includes many pretty We make a variety of rope neck

patterns in gold fronts engraved, chains in bright and Roman, wiih

some with pretty trimmings and snaps.
a small line of hoop drops. •

Gold Lockets Gold Front
Engraved Lockets

These lockets are also made of 10 This line is very extensive. Many

karat gold throughout, with beau- patterns are plain polished, others

tiful designs engraved thereon, nicely engraved, with and without

and the price is so low that they stones.
cannot fail to be in great demand.

1

Rolled-Plate
Lockets

This line is almost endless, and
consists of nearly every conceiva-
ble shape, size and style. Some
are set with imitation diamonds,
rubies and sapphires.

We would ask all jewelers who buy and sell Watch Chains, if they have had enough 
trouble and loss in handling cheap chains

made by irresponsible parties, to warrant putting upon the market a chain so made and 
stamped, and backed by a thoroughly reliable

firm, that every dealer will know positively what he is buying and selling.

We are arranging to supply the trade with chains that will ASSAY 10 KARAT 1-10 
GOLD, and every one will be marked i-io

on Chain, Swivel and Bar. Any one of these chains can be sent to the United 
States Assay Office, and if the returns will not prove

that the whole chain is io karat I-10 gold, send the returns to us and we will pay for the 
chain and assay. All this is simply to give

you a moderate-priced chain that you can swear by. Will it be of any use to you? 
We shall soon be ready to deliver the goods,

and they will have on them our tag F. & B. with our guarantee.

FOSTER & BAILEY,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

5.



474 WE SELL NO GOODS AT RETAIL

Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co.
916 Chestnut St.

We se11
Diamonds
Watches
Chains
Jewelry
Spectacles
Eye-Glasses
Opera-Glasses
Lenses

and carry

a complete stock in all

departments

PHILADELPHIA

Keep our beautiful Watch and Silverware Reference Book always
on your counter, and use it as your own. Our name

does not appear on any of its pages.

..i!!!;,111,111!1101iiiii11111111

No. 51,

917 Sansom St.

Diamond Mountings
Watch Cases
Plain Gold Rings
Jewelry
Silverware
Prescription Lenses
Test-Cases
Special Frames

and also

a specialty of repairing and replatin

of all kinds

„:04./(z,cilitynx/yit
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Rogers & Bro. and Towle Flat Ware

No. 17,

Also

Philadelphia Silver Co.
Barbour Bros.
Reed & Barton

Pairpoint
Meriden Britannia Co.

Wilcox
Meriden Silver Plate.Co,

Derby Silver Co, No. 1652.

THE LaRE--LEI
Patented September 6, 1892.

4743

'Main Office and Works:

This exquisite Toilet Service is now

offered in complete variety.

Howard Sterling Company
7 Eddy St., Providence, R. I. 86o Broadway, New York.

•
7-11

Patented.

Cotambian and
World's Fair

Christopher Columbus Spoons.
United States Battleship Spoons.
Administration Building Spoons.
Manufactures and Liberal Arts Build-

ing Spoons.

THE ABOVE ARE MADE IN THREE SIZES,

TEA, SMALL TEA AND COFFEE.

Coffee Spoon, decorated bowl, .
Small Tea Spoon, "

. SI.I0

.
Large " " " 1.8;

if 44 plain 1.85
Orange Spoon, " 1.85
Gilding the bowls, extra,  20

STERLING SILVER ONLY.

The Santa Maria
Coffee Spoon

Gilded bowl, S .75

Pwns
The Pope Leo XIII.

Spoon
With the portrait of the Pope, his coat of arms,

the picture of St. Peter's and the
palace of the Vatican.

Coffee Spoon St  00
" gilt, I  25

Tea Spoon, I  75

" " gilt,
Orange Spoon,

2.00

I  75

TILDEN=
T-HURBER
Co.

Providence, R. I. Patented.
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We have manufactured and ready for delivery

5000 PRI
OF

ALL=SILIC WEB

For Summer Wear, handsomely mounted with Sterling Silver in
Exquisite Designs

AT $3.00 PER PAIR

yr, -7-1 •

iL

26 University Place, New York
Our reputation is sufficient guarantee of the quality of these goods. We are determined to lead in the manufacture

of Silver-Mounted Suspenders, and take this means of notifying the trade of the fact.

Sole
Agents
in

Philadelphia
for

, Seth Thomas Clock Co.
Boston Clock Co.
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co.
Baird Clock Co.
F. Kroeber Clock Co.

Selling
Agents
for

( The Ansonia Clock Co.
The E. Ingraham Co.

( Waterbury Clock Co.

Zetb tboutai; %pedal.

Price, $5.00, less cash discount.

Our 'Sew %al) tbomat3 %pedal.

Price, $5.75, less cash discount.

S„ Livell CI ck Co.
1019 anb 1021 Markt

LY
g y r

'Li4.1,IgJk‘ts

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICE-LISTS

•

474C

Illustrated Catalogue and Price-List sont free on application.

M. J. SHERIDAN
22 So. Tenth St., Philadelphia

JOBBER IN

AMERICAN WATCHES
IMPORTER OF

DIAMONDS
AND

WilirenEs
CHRONOGRAPHS SPLITS

REPEATERS CHATELAINES



INTENTIONAL ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE

We have manufactured and ready for delivery

OF

TILL=SILK WEB

For Summer Wear, 1Aam,1sorip•I% mounted with Sterling Silver in
Exquisite Designs

AT $3.00 PER PAIR

26 University Place, New York
Our reputation is sufficient guarantee of the quality of th(!sc goods. We are determined to lead in the manufacture

of Silver-Mounted Suspenders, and take this means of notifying- the trade of the fact.

Sole
Agents
n
Philadelphia

for

Selling
.Agents

; 0.:,—LACtO

10.1'1 CO

V■11-1ri stri-Hno-

C:,

( -Hie Ansonia Clock to.

The E. Ingraham Co.
( Waterbury Clock Co.

11111Noomirs91lle 

Price, $5.00, less cash dis,count.

Price, $5.75, less cash discount.

•
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SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICE-LISTS
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CABLE 

SERVICE TO ALL 
THE 

WORLD.

VI A- 19

'But this is 
not a 

Telegrara as you 
will see, 

and has 
nothing 

whatever to do 
with the 

Western Union 
Telegraph 

Coraoanv, but is a 
device to 

call your 
especial 

a.tterition

to, and 
forcibly 

impress upon 
you the 

fact, that G. 
G • BR 

AXM AR 
47 

Cortlandt 
Street, Sew 

York, is by 
far the 

la`rgeit 
manufacturer of 

Badges and 
Medais i‘nottea

United States, 
and that 

his line 
ernbra:.escetil:aed7aebs 

Iteolnosieuisieadoldozonieveesrtygkorannolecwiee7e,awchhearthluersiseracereta, style or 
ratlita.ry

that he can 
make to 

order. any 
andevae: k a

d I 
and 

emblematic rings, 
and that 

prices are 
in ali cases 

'Io.lvtlas can

C. 
BRI.V11.1.11„ 

'Proprietor. 

t New' 
York..

voila No- 1*

I 
from the 

cheapest duty 
or ser t and 

hrst-class 
goods. 

47 
Cortlandt Stree 

,

consistently be 
quoted on 

strictly hones

CRECR

BC 13'1 1 B93
B 

ssIrrwl
41,/

Dated

To

2
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Illustrated Catalogue and Price-List sPnk free on application.

22 So. Tenth St., Philadelphia
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IMPORTER OF
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AND

CHRONOGRAPHS

REPEATERS

T
SPLITS

CHATELAINES



•1500 Designs at One Price

Americ.an Watch Co., • FIRST QUALITY
NICKEL; 19 Extra Fine Ruby. Jewels in
Raised Gold Settings ; Gold Frain ; Ex-
posed Ruby Pallets Patent Regulator
Compensatiiiii-Balance, Adjusted to Tem-
perature, Isochronism and Position Pat-
ent Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and
Tempered in Form.

Amn. Watch Co., FINE NICKEL : 16 Fine
Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Exposed
Pallets ; Patent Regulator ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature,
Isochronism and Position ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form.

Riverside, Nickel ; 15 Jewels in Settings ;
Exposed Pallets ; Patent Regulator Com-
pensation-Balance, Adjusted to Tempera-
ture, lsochronism and Position : Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

Riverside, Gilded ; 15 Jewels in Settings ;
Exposed Pallets ; Patent Regulator ; Com-
pensation-Balance, Adjusted to Tempera-
ture, Isochronism and Position ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

Royal, Nickel ; 15 Jewels in Settings : Patent
Regulator ;Compensation-Balance; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

Royal, Gilded ; 13 Jewels in Settings ; Patent
Regulator ;Compensation-Balance; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form. ON and after May ist, we will use on all our

Rolled-PlateRnA Ladies' and

WGents' Chains a 'U I ag of which the
cut shown on this page is a true copy. We

have adopted this tag to avoid confusion
with inferior lines.

No. 24, Nickel ; 11 Jewels in Settings ; Com-
pensation-Balance Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. 22, Gilded ; 11 Jewels in Settings ; Com-
pensation-Balance ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. 20, Gilded ; 7 Jewels ; Compensation-
Balance ; Patent Breguet Hairspring,
Hardened and Tempered in Form.

TRADE MARK RE.Gt STEREO

Orders Solicited only from Reliable Jobbers

S. FINE NICREI. ; 17 Fine Ruby
Jewels; Raised (;old Settings;
Exposed l'allets Compensa-
tion-Balance : Adjusted ; Pat-
ent Breguet Hairspring,
Hardened and Tempered in
Form.

K, FINE NICKEL ; 15 Fine Ruby
Jewels; Raised Gold Settings;
Exposed Pallets ; Compensa-
tion-Balance ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and
Tempered in Form.

H. FINE NICKEL ; 11 Fine Ruby
Jewels in Settings : Exposed
Pallets ; Compensation-Bal-
ance ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

W, NICKEL ; 11 Jewels in Set- I.., GILDED ; U Jewels in Set- J, GILDED ; 7 Jewels Exposedtings ; Exposed Pallets Corn- tings : Exposed Pallets : Corn- Pallets ; Compensation-Hal-pensation-Balance. pcnsat ion-Balance. ance.

No. 70, FINE NICKF.T. ; 17 Fine
Ruby Jewels ; Raised Gold
Settings : Exposed Pallets ;
Compensation- Balanct ; Ad-
jttsted ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tem-
pered in Form.

No. 68, FINE NICKEL; Ill Fine
Ruby Jewels ; Raised Gold
Settings Exposed Pallets :

• Compensation-Balance : Pat-
ent Bregnet Hairspring,
Hardened and Tempered in
Form.

No. 66, FINE NICKEL: H Fine
Ruby Jewels in Settings : Ex-

riased l'allets : Compensat ion-lance : Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and
Tempered in Form.

No. 64, NICKEL ; 11 Jewels in No. 62, GILDED I I Jewels in No. 6o, GILDED ; 7 Jewels ; EX■Settings ; Exposed Pallets ; Settings ; Exposed Pallets • posed Pallets ; Compensation.Compensation-Balance. Compensation-Balance, Balance.

WE manufacture 1200 Rolled-Plated Chains

a day—every day in the year except
Sundays. We guarantee every chain to

give perfect satisfaction.

Our new line, comprising many

New and Elegant Designs, is now

ready for inspection,

The D. F. Briggs Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

646 639 6454 474
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Watches

1q. 13. EVY
COAL EXCHANGE BUILDING,

SCRANTON, PA.

Ito ers
HEADQUARTERS FOR

ros. 1841 Flat-War
Full line of GOLD and FILLED CASES.
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UR exhibit of Musical Boxes at the

World's Columbian Exposition is

located in the Swiss Department of the

Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

It will be under the direct supervision

of a representative of our firm, who will

take pleasure in exhibiting our splendid

line of-instruments.

Respectfully,

JACOT & SON.

aegueraffonA in -Rel.TeeyOtone
• •■■•• ••."-

are rnaa.e

I
MrsAININif

qv A Co "r(c)R (/-k(717\IVT
(-g9 LAVELPI-IA , PA.
Pw)4cow,,,

z‘wti piwyNt).

Er-waving, of all kinds, at moderate prices,
for commercial purposes.

Newspaper and Fine Book Illustrating).

SeDd for Qatalogue.

DESIRABLE SOUVENIR of the World's Columbian Exposition

The COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

OrSIGN PATENTED OCT. 25, 1892.

Finished in Oxydized Silver and Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER DOZ., $2.00.

G. M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPL.ES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 20 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.
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rilwiTT & 50lii
1024 CirilESTMIT 5TXEIrr

1.711111LAD!LIPHILA, FA.
We carry a handsome stock of Mountings, and

give careful and prompt attention
to Special Orders.

VENMffir 'BROOCHES AND EIARCA115E DI 111,001fiNQS

A 5FECIIAILTT

We are sole New England Agents for

E. Hong to anti Clock Co.'s Monists
at

Greatly Reduced Prices
Send for Price-List

Headquarters for
Jewelers' Supplies

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.
392 Washington Street

Boston, Mass.WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE,

DIAMONDS, OPERA—GLASSES,

TOOLS AND MATERIALS.
A FULL LINE OF OPTICAL GOODS
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THE eOLUMBIA
OUR NEW PATTERN

Made and named to commemorate the

WORLD'S COLU1vI3IAN EXPOSITION
Will be ready for delivery in July.

TAPLE SPOON.

ORANGE SPOON.
SUGAR SHELL.

Made only by BUTTER KNIFE.

ROGERS & BROTHER
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Celebrated Original and Genuine STAR BRAND

MEDIUM FORK.

Electro Silver Plated Flat Ware,
stamped

* ROGERS & BRO., A. I.
Waterbury, Conn.. 16. Cortlandt St., New York.

Exhibit : Section N, Block 1, No. 12. Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, Chicago, Ill.

MAY, 1893

Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-

partment should send name and address—not for pub-

lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

"MANUFACTURER."—Will you kindly inform me
how the points of pin-tongues are made; and
if there is a machine for doing it, and what
would be the price of such a machine ?

We never saw but one machine of this kind,

but presume there are many others in use. The

machine to which we refer was quite complicated,

although the principle was simple enough and

Nvill be understood by inspecting Figs. 6 and 7.

In these cuts A represents the wire resting in the

steel shoe B; this shoe had a triangular groove

which tapered to nothing at the point 6. The

pointing was done by a scraping process, effected

by the scraper C moving back and forth in the

direction of the double-headed arrow a. The

wire A revolved and was also slowly advanced as

the scraping was effected. We do not think that

a machine of this kind can be bought " ready

made " ; it would have to be built to order.

"PLATE ENGRAVING."—Please give the address
of some firm that publishes a work on copper-
plate engraving and printing.

We know of no work of the kind. Most of

Our encyclopedias give the outlines of the process.

You will find very good and concise instructions
in these arts in " Celiini's Hand-Book of Ietal

Engraving," published by THE KEYSTONE. Price

fifty cents, or given as a premium for a new

subscriber to this journal.

"CHRONOMETER."—(l) What is meant by pitch in
wheel-cutting, and how to obtain the size of blank
for any number of teeth? (2) Are the plates of
watches gilded before damaskeening? (3) What
kind of chuck is used to hold watch plates when
turning the edges ?

Geo. B. Grant in his hand-book on the teeth

of Nyheels defines " pitch " as follows : " The
pitch is a term used to designate the size of the
tooth," and is either circular or diametrical. For

illustration, we have a clock wheel to make, the
pitch diameter of which is two inches. Now in
actual construction we must make our teeth extend
out beyond the imaginary pitch circle, which is
exactly two inches in diameter. Precisely how
much beyond is a little difficult to answer, where
pinions of less than twelve leaves are employed.
In all gear-wheels where twelve Or more teeth are
made use of, we add one pitch part of an inch to
the radius : where diametrical pitch is made use
of, one-third of the circular pitch is employed.
Let us say we will make use of forty diametrical
pitch that is, for each inch of pitch diameter we
cut forty teeth. Then our wheel would have
eighty teeth, and if we divide the pitch circle of
this wheel into eighty parts, we have the " pitch."
Thus two multiplied by 3.1416 equals 6.2832;
this divided by eighty (the number of teeth)
equals .07854, which is the linear extent on the
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pitch circle of a tooth space. This distance is the

" pitch." The " addendum," or portion of the

tooth extending beyond the pitch circle (two

inches in diameter), is, by the rule given above,

one-fortieth of an inch, or the decimal .025. If

we take one-third (the real fraction should be

.3.-1-14TO of the " pitch, that is, one-eightieth part

of the pitch (.07854), we have .026 of an inch

addendum, the extra thousandth of an inch coming

from dropping the decimal .1416. This distance

has to be doubled for obtaining the diameter of

the blank, which will measure 2.05 inches. For

wheels engaging pinions of ten or a lower number

of leaves there is no fixed rule. We shall shortly

take up wheel-cutting in our articles on " Ameri-

can Lathes," and fully explain this matter. (2)

Gilded afterward. (3) Generally the chuck em-

ployed for this purpose has pins entering the holes

where the dial-feet go, if the plate is the lower or

pillar plate. For the top plate, the pillar or

screw holes are made use of.

"RUBBER."—(1) What will expand at 100° P. suffi-
cient to operate a lever or damper to partly stop
the supply of heat from a lamp P (2) What is the
process of mixing sulphur and rubber for vulcan-
izing.? •

(r) There are many ways by which such an

eml can be realized. One of the simplest and

most. effectual is a combination of brass or zinc

and steel strips cut from sheet-metal, arranged as

shown at Fig. The details of construction are

as &Alms : cut a strip of No. 20 sheet-brass three

and one-half inches long and three-quarters wide,

and with a thin saw split the ends back for one-

eighth of an inch, making the slits one-eighth of

an inch apart, in this way forming six teeth.

These. teeth are now bent alternately at a little

more. than a right angle, as shown at diagram A'

Next take some thin steel, pieces of an old French

clock-spring answering admirably, if they are of

the same width as the brass strip A. It is easy,

however, to cut the brass to match the steel strips

of clock-spring. The ends of the bits of clock-

spring are filed smooth, and the length of the

steel adjusted by filing, until at bout 70° F. the

steel spring will be bowed up about one-eighth of

an inch in the middle. Another steel piece is

fitted in the same way and placed on the opposite

side, as shown at B B' , Fig. f. Now it is

self-evident that as brass expands more than steel

through the action of heat, on subjecting the

device just made to a temperature above 700 F.

the •brass will expand, and the curvature of the

steel pieces will flatten. By joining several such

combinations (like the two shown at Fig. 1), quite

a mechanical movement in the direction of the

arrow a' can be obtained. The steel pieces are

joined at c. A simple device for obtaining a

mechanical movement by a moderate degree. of

heat is shown at Fig. 3. A rather deep bottle D

is taken and three-fourths filled with salt water

(salt water is used to avoid freezing), and through

the neck f of said bottle a 'wide glass tube is

passed, as shown at E. The upper end of this

tube is expanded into a bulb C, or a smaller

bottle can be attached to the tube E by sealing-

wax so as to be air-tight around the tube. If the
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bulb C and tube E are filled with air and placed

as shown in Fig. 3, we can, by means of the

pulley F, cord e, and small weight G, balance the

device so that at any given temperature, say

So° F., the lower end of the tube E will rest on

the bottom of the bottle D. At any temperature

above So° F. the air in the bulb C expands and

raises the bulb C and tube E, causing the pulley

F to revolve and work a damper. This last

described device is the most sensitive and satisfac-

tory thermostat for a " hot room " for watch ad-

justing that has come to our notice. (2) The

process of mixing rubber for vulcanizing cannot

well be performed outside of a factory, as it

requires a five-horse engine to manipulate thirty

pounds of rubber. The crude rubber is first cut

into pieces, and then " masticated "—literally

chewed between iron rolls—with heat and water,

until incorporated into a plastic mass, which is

rolled into sheets ready for use. The sulphur for

vulcanizing is sprinkled on the sheets as they are

rolled out, and the rolling repeated until about

ten per cent. of sulphur is incorporated. The

hardening in vulcanizing is effected by heating ;

the temperature and time of exposure to such

temperature both having an effect. The heat

employed in hardening ranges from 2800 to

290° F., and time from one to thirty minutes.

" CRESCENT STREET."—(l) I have a Crescent
Street movement with a square jewel-pin, which
bothers me a good deal. It has but one case-
screw, and that is only attached to the top plate,
and when I tighten it up the watch stops. Can I
put in a half-round ruby pin to improve the
action? (2) What causes so much rattling and
scraping in a watch when the pivots are in good
shape and fit the jewels ?

The form of the fork necessitates the use of a

square jewel-pin in these watches, the curved

angles of the fork striking the flat sides of the

jewel-pin. At Fig. i we show the action of such

a jewel-pin when in the fork, A representing the

roller, B the jewel-pin, and C the fork. A round

jewel-pin, with part cut away, will not act well

with a fork of this kind. In setting a jewel-pin

of this kind, set it as shown, with two of its sides

parallel with the line of centers a a, and two of its

sides at right angles to it. Bank up with the

screws so the jewel-pin will just pass out of the

fork on each side. The pallet action should now

coincide with the fork action, and the drop take

place just as the lever touches the banking-pin, if

the escapement is all right. The distance the

jewel-pin is set from the balance-staff has much to

do with a proper action of this escapement.

(2) Pivots have but little to do with the noise

emitted by the escapement of a watch. Scraping

noises are usually attributable to bad fork and

roller action.

" YOUNG JEWELER."—How is the best method to
solder set rings without damaging the stone P Is
it safe to repair them without first removing the

sPleVt1lere a ring is broken opposite the setting,

it is probably safe to hard-solder without taking

• the setting out, but in all other instances it is not

safe. About the best protectiOn which has come

to our notice for soldering rings when the stone is
not removed is to bury the set in wet sand and
slip a flat strip of charcoal -through the inside.

Use a large flame, and solder as quickly as possible.
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ANI JAL.
A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of

Jewelers and Opticians.
- -

[Commenced April, 1890. Subscribers are advised to
tile all the back numbers, thus affording them (when com-
pleted) the most thorough treatise on the subject extant.]

CHAPTER L-1 NTR oDUCTOR 1' REMARKS.
CHAPTER 1 E EYE NATuM ICAHN.
CHAPTER 1 1 1.—TH E EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, TH E

lit YSIoLoGY OF VISION.
CHAPTER I V.-0 PTI CS.

CHAPTER V.—LENSES.

CHAPTER V I.—NUMBERING LENSES.
CHAPTER VI l.Iiii Us i; :NI ) VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VI I L—OrmT REyUl R ED.

CII.VIY1'ER IX. (Continued.)

Nirruoi) OF EXAMINATION.

These illustrations explain how hypermetropia
can be corrected by convex lenses, and myopia by
concave lenses, and that emmetropia needs no
correcting lens. It should be further stated that
the a. bove remarks about the emmetropic eye and
the ametropic eye all refer to it vhen it is in a
state of rest ; that is, when there is no accommo-
dative effort, and when the eye is adjusted for
parallel rays or for distance. Or, in other words,
that eye only can be considered as emmetropic
that exactly focuses the rays of light upon its
retina when in a state of rest ; and that eye
ametropic that is unable to thus focus the rays
when passive or at rest

An emmetropic eye, then, is said, in a state
of rest, to be adjusted for infinity, because it is
adjusted for parallel rays, and only those rays are
absolutely parallel that proceed from infinity.
But in reality, and for all practical purposes, any
object situated at fifteen-or twenty feet or beyond
emits rays that are so nearly parallel, and that
cannot be demonstrated to be not parallel, that
they are called parallel, and as such are used for
determining the refraction of an eye, that is,
whether it is emmetropic or ametropic. And
while the expressions infinity and infinite distance
are frequently used, yet in practice we commonly
use a distance of twenty feet without disturbing
the accuracy of our calculations.

The " refraction of the eye " and the " acute-
ness of vision " are frequently confounded. They
are two very different things, however, and the
optician should have a clear understanding of the
difference between them, and how to be able to
clearly distinguish one from the other, although in
practice it is customary to determine them to-
gether. In simple words, the refraction  is the
function of the dioptric apparatus of the eye ;
while on the other hand, the acuteness of vision is
the function of the nervous system of the eye.
The refraction of the eye refers to the action of
that organ on the rays of light that enter it, while
acuteness of vision has reference to the image
formed on the retina, and to the sharpness of sight
as perceived by the brain.

Refraction may be perfectly normal, and still
the eye not be able to see, if the nervous apparatus
fails to perform its function properly ; that is, the
dioptric apparatus may be such as to exactly focus
the rays on the retina and form an image there ;
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but no matter bow perfect the image may be that
is formed there, if it is not conveyed to the brain
by the optic nerve, there can be no resulting
vision. While, again, the acuteness of vision
may be normal, in spite of great anomalies in the
refraction, if these latter are properly corrected
by glasses. While there may be refraction with-
out acuteness of vision, there can be no acuteness
of vision without refraction. Refraction is the
first step or cause—acuteness of vision is the
second, or the result.

The refraction of all eyes, even of the eyes of
-.a dead person or the enucleated eye of any animal,
can be determined ; but, on the other hand, the
acuteness of vision can be determined only for a
living eye, for the determination of which, how-
ever, it is necessary that its possessor be able to
express himself clearly in regard to the luminous
impressions received on his retina and conveyed
to his brain. Refraction may be an objective
symptom, while acuteness ( f vision is a subjective
symptom.

Acuteness of vision is for the retina what
tactile sensibility is for the skin, and the condition
of the two functions is determined in an analogous
manner. We seek in both for the smallest dis-
tance between two points which can be perceived
separately. For the skin, the mechanical pressure
of the two points of a pair of compasses is made
use of; for the retina, the impressions produced
by the retinal images of two luminous points.
The determination of the acuteness of vision
consists, therefore, in the determination of the
smallest retinal image, the form of which can be
distinguished.

We desire here to call the attention of the
optical student to a distinction and a difference—
it is not simply the smallest retinal image that
can be perceived that gives the measure of the
acuteness of vision, but it is the smallest retinal
image whose form can be distinguished. The
perceptibility of the smallest retinal image de-
pends solely on the luminous intensity of the
point that produces the image. One luminous
point does not measure the visual acuteness or
the distinction of forms, but simply the perception
of light, or the faculty which the retina possesses
of distinguishing differences of brightness. The
acuteness of vision, or the faculty of the retina to
perceive forms, depends on several conditions:

I. Primarily on the sensibility of the retina.
2. On the adaptation of the retina.
3. On the general illumination.
4. On the sharpness of the retinal image.
5. On the intensity of illumination.
The adaptation of the eye to the illumination

under which it acts is a condition which it
becomes necessary to take into account in all
experiments relative to the distinction of the de-
grees of clearness and of colors.

In passing from an illumination of a less to
one of a greater intensity, or inversely, it takes a
certain length of time for the retina to become
accustomed to the altered illumination and to put
itself in harmony with it. We know that the
acuteness of vision varies with the general illu-
mination as that of a clear, sunny day compared
with that of a dark, cloudy day. This is patent
to every oculist and optician who uses diffused
daylight in the examination of his cases, and
causes variation and confusion in the records of
those cases which are examined on several dif-
ferent days, when these varying conditions of
brightness and gloominess prevail.

The sharpness of the retinal image depends
essentially on the transparency of the dioptric

media, the regularity of their surfaces, and the

adjustment of the eye to the distance of the
object. 'rhe results of numerous experiments
have proven that it is essential that the two points
of a retinal image, in order to be clearly distin-

guished one from the other, must be separated*by
a certain small distance. Such a retinal image,
that is, the space or distance by which these two
points are separated, corresponds in the normal
emmetropic eye to a visual angle of one minute.

/00 ci ft.

Test-Types of Snellen.

The test-types of Snellen are those in most
common use for the determination of the acuteness
of vision, and he has based his types on the point
mentioned above (that a visual angle of one
minute is the smallest that can be perceived),
and he has made a selection of such letters that
the width of each line of a letter at its proper
distance from the eye, will form two opposite .
points on the retina, which, with the nodal point,
subtends an angle of one minute ; that is, each of
the black lines of every letter will form an image
of that size in its smallest part. Now if we take
five lines or five spaces for the size of each letter,
we will then have formed an image on the retina
which will subtend an angle of exactly five
minutes. For the majority of cases this is the
smallest image and forms the smallest visual angle,
that the normal retina can comfortably appreciate.
Each series or size of Snellen's letters is marked
by a number which indicates in feet the distance
at which the letters appear under an angle of five
minutes, and the lines of the letters at an angle of
one minute.

It may, perhaps, at this point be well to stop
long enough to explain the meaning of the terms
degrees, minutes and seconds. A degree is ex-
pressed by this sign (°), a minute by this sign
('),-and a second by this ("). These are matters
on which a great many students have very con-
fused ideas. Every circle, no matter how large or
how mall it may be, is divided into 36o°, each
degree is divided into Go', and each minute into
6o", a second being the smallest sub-division. If
the circle is large, these sub divisions can be very
easily seen, but if the circle is small the sub-
divisions become microscopical. In a circle of
one foot in diameter, we can easily see the
divisions into degrees, and can possibly detect
the sub-division into minutes, but it will require a
magnifying glass or a microscope to detect the
dimensions of an angle of one second. On the
other hand, I have seen it stated that if a circle is
taken with a radius of the moon's distance from
the earth, it can be sub-divided into seconds
which will each represent a distance or space of
one mile. A little reflection will show that a
degree, or a minute, or a second, does not repre-
sent any fixed or exact space or size in inches or
feet, but must be considered in connection with
the diameter or radius of the circle, be it large or
small, and as only indicating a fixed and definite
proportional part of that circle. This is an im-
portant point to remember, as otherwise great
uncertainty and confusion might arise in the
mind of the student when these divisions of a
circle are mentioned.

&neva Optical Companv,
07 & 09 taetzbIngton Zt., Cbtcago.

'Re Geneva Leilsileasure Improved.

Illustration full size.

Price, $10.00, net.

The improved Lens-Measure works upon the same principle as the original instru-
tnent, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can
be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,
and in addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of more readily measuring
periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical, cylin-
drical or sphero-cylindrical glasses.

Loring's Improve(' Oplitlialmosoopc.

Loring's Improved Ophthalmoscope has rectangular tilting mirror, disc with is
lenses, secondary disc containing 4 supplementary lenses and protecting lenses in main
disc from dust and injury ; numbered in dioptric system, + in white, — in red figures;
75 combinations can be made from or — .so to + 23. — 24. and the power of each
combination shown in opening in back ; condensing lens in rim. All in silk-lined
morocco case.

Foling Poolot Retillosoope.
- $10.00.

Folding Retinoscope, yt inches in diameter; when closed the cover protects the
mirror, and open forms a convenient handle. - $2.00.

No. 995.

WE STILL OFFER

Our New

Complete Willa' Lenses
A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS,

in fine case, and contains

32 pairs + Spherical, 0.23 to zo D.
0.25 to 20 D.

0.23 to 8 D.
32

20 + Cylinders,
20 41 ti

to Prisms.
io Discs and Colored Lenses.

No. 913 Trial Frame.

0.25 to 8 D.

919

All mounted in metal rims, GOLD-PLATED on concave lenses, nickel-
plated on convex lenses. GUARANTEED ACCURATE.

Price : $59.00, less 10 and 6 per cent. cash discount,

or Net Cash, $50.

Now is the Time
to correspond with us about fitting up your

optical stock and preparing yourself to do the

business in a thorough and satisfactory manner.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY,
67 cri 69 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.
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We Buy Old Gold and Sitvergd
Pay Highest Cash Prices

We can do it •
Because •

•

Our large business required a complete smelting, refining and
assaying department.

We can handle without additional expense and use in our own
factories all old gold and silver consigned to us.
The difference between the value of old and new gold is all the
profit we want, and though it is very small after taking off the
cost of refining, the large quantity we receive makes it pay.

WHOLESALE JEWELERS
who do not use old gold or silver and depend on others to ascertain its value,
or REFINERS who buy to sell again, and are at great expense soliciting con-
signments, cannot afford to pay full value. It is therefore to your
benefit to deal with us.

We make returns same day consignments are received, by New York draft, on
which there is no exchange to pay. If the amount is not up to your expectations,
consignment will be returned prepaid in the condition received.

6 K. Gold, 24
7 K. Gold, 28
8 K. Gold, 32
9 K. Gold, 36
zo K. Gold, 40
II K. Gold, 44
12 K. Gold, 48

We Pay for Old Gold:
cents cash a
cents cash a
cents cash a
cents cash a
cents cash a
cents cash a
cents cash a

dwt.
dwt.
dwt.
dwt.
dwt.
dwt.
dwt.

13 K. Gold, 52 cents cash
14 K. Gold, 56 cents cash
15 K. Gold, 6o cents cash
16 K. Gold, 64 cents cash
17 K. Gold, 68 cents cash
18 K. Gold, 72 cents cash

a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.
a dwt.

We Pay the Highest Cash Market Price for Old Silver.
(Price of silver subject to fluctuation according to market value of pure silver.)

Wendell & Company,
Manufacturing Jewelers, Refiners, Assayers and Buyers of OLD GOLD and SILVER for Cash.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,
93, 95 and 97 William Street.

Near Maiden Lane.

OFFICES AND WORKS,

63, 65, 6r and 69 Washington Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
528 and 530 Market Street.

A. 1. HALL & SON, Agents

MAY, 1893

Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" BRONZE."—Can you tell us a good way to solder
cheap bronzes, such as are used on clocks? We
have difficulty in making soft solder with ordin-
ary soldering and flow readily.

Probably you could succeed better by making

use of copper amalgam, the preparation of which
we have several times described.

" INQUIRER."—Is there any possible way Of mend-
ing any article made of cast-iron that has been
broken ?

Cast-iron articles can be coated with copper

from a cyanide solution of copper, and after the

copper coating is perfect, the break can be hard-

soldered or brazed.

"PRINTER."—(1) Tell me how to build a small hand
printing press, and where I can buy type for
the same. (2) Where can I sell rare old coins
and postage stamps, and where can I buy a
reliable coin and chart manual?

( I) It would not pay you to make a hand
press, as you can buy a new or second-hand press

of this kind, also type, from any dealer in printer's

material in any of the larger cities. (2) We have

several old coin dealers in our city, but they shift

about so one can hardly give a reliable address.

" ALLOY."—(1) Please give us the composition of
an alloy which will cast sharp and bright in
plaster of Paris molds. (2) Also, please give
composition, and how to cast it, for making or-
namental relief work, such as that on picture
molding. Is it called " carton pere" work, or
what is carton pere work?

Our experience does not favor very sharp

castings in plaster molds. The best composition

Nvhich has come to our notice is three parts of bar

tin and one of antimony. (2) The relief orna-

ments on wood molding, such as nre made in imi-

tation of carving on wood, are made in several

ways. Bullock's blood and sawdust pressed into

heated iron molds. makes a dark imitation of wood

carving, very strong and serviceable. Clippings

from raw hides, prepared as for making glue,

mixed with whiting, plaster of Paris and long-fibre

paper pulp is said to make the best " relief" for

imitation for gilt molding. All such manufac-

tures require experience, both in manipulation and

selection of material. We are unable to tell you

what carton Isere is ; the literal meaning would be

" pasteboard father." We presume it has a

technical significance among the workmen who

employ it, and probably is something on the papier

mache order.

" RUBBER TIRE."—Will you please inform me,

through " Workshop Notes," what kind of enamel

the clock companies make use of on their black,

polished wood clocks? and would it, in your

opinion, be a desirable enamel for a bicycle?

The black finish on wood clocks is supposed

to be the same as it is on black carriage bodies,

which is only a sort of black paint in which copal

varnish bears a strong preponderance. To do

such work one must have much experience and

the very best of material. Inquire of any skillful

coach-painter and he will tell you there is no

material so difficult to get pure as coach-painters'

supplies. For bicycles and other ironwork it is
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generally conceded that nothing equals an enamel

of asphaltum varnish baked on to the parts by a

heat of about 3oo° F.

"BRITTLE GOLD," alias "A to Z."—(1) I have

trouble to work old gold and filings. I melt my

gold with salt of tartar, and when I roll it, it

cracks. Is there no remedy for this cracking?

(2) How can I do a nice job of casting? I have

tried putting in zinc just before pouring, but it

makes the gold brittle; and if I do not add the

zinc,- the casting is full of pinholes

(I) Filings and scraps cast into an ingot are

very apt to crack in rolling. Boiling scraps and

filings in a mixture of one part nitric acid with

two parts of water, will generally remove all traces

of soft solder or iron. It is a common practice

when gold cracks in rolling, to put it in a crucible

with some lumps of saltpeter, and then place

a smaller crucible with a hole broken in the bottom

over the gold. The plan will be understood by

inspecting Fig. 4, where D represents the melting

crucible and E the smaller crucible with a small

hole broken through at h. The brittle gold is

placed at g and a few lumps of saltpeter at 1.

Take a piece of soft common brick and pound it

fine. and mix with water into thick paste, and

plaster up the joint at j, between the two crucibles.

The crucibles are now heated until the gold is

thoroughly melted, after which they are removed

from the fire and allowed to cool. Break the

lower crucible D and take out the gold button,

which place in another crucible and melt. As a

flux for the last melting, use a mixture of equal

parts of fine vegetable charcoal and sal ammoniac

thrown into the crucible just at the time of melting.

The sal ammoniac burns out, leaving the charcoal

dust as a flux to protect the gold, which can now

be poured either to an ingot or other mold. (2)

Probably the zinc you employ is impure ; try

chemically pure zinc. Gold treated as described

above casts free of pinholes.

" JEWELER."—Will you tell me the method used in

putting the steel and brass of chronometer bal-

ances together?

There are three methods employed in con-

structing compensation balances. The first plan

is to rough out the steel. for the balance, plug the

hole in the center, place the steel blank in a cru-

cible and fuse brass all about the blank ; after

which the brass is carefully worked away, leaving

a brass band encircling the steel disk, which in

turn is properly shaped and hardened to the corn-

plete balance. The second method is to cut out

a fiat steel disk larger and thicker than the balance

is to be, and on one face of this disk is turned a

groove, which is filled with brass filings and borax,•

which fuses and fills the groove: This will per-

haps be better understood by inspecting Fig. r,

where A represents the steel disk, b 6 the groove,

and a the center hole. Fig. 2 is a vertical section

of Fig. I on the line a' a'. In this cut the brass

filings are shown piled up to the dotted line c c.

After fusing, the brass filings sink down to about

level. The steel disk A is turned and manipulated

as before. The third mode is to hard-solder a

brass ring to a steel disk. The brass rim is then

hardened by hammering or burnishing. The

Elgin factory has a machine purposely for ham-

mering the brass rims of their balances which

strikes 18,000 blows a minute. In the factories

the arms are punched out after the steel disk is

turned out in the center.

" PUZZLED."—U) I have a six-size Wm. Ellery
movement which will run all right for a week

or two; then it will stop without any apparent

cause, and I can shake it until I am tired, and

all it will run is what I can shake out of it. But

if I lay it down and let it rest for some time,

then pick it up and put it in my pocket, I will very

likely find it running after a little time, when it

will continue to run for some time again. (2) In

hard-soldering gold-framed spectacles, it happens

the fine edge, where the glass goes, gets burned

off. How is the trouble to be remedied, and,

again, how can such results be prevented?

(1) When a watch stops as you describe, take

the movement out of the case and remove the

balance. Move the lever back and forth and see if

the escape-wheel is free ; that is, if you touch it

with a fine brooch it will move freely either way,

back and forth. In this way you determine there

is no power on it. 'then try the fourth wheel, if

that also is free and has 110 power on it. Keep on

in this way and you will find the transgressor, or

perhaps between which two wheels the hitch is, and

in this way locate the trouble and remove it. The

writer had a similar instance and the fault was in

the mainspring ; he followed the loss of power

down to the barrel. A new mainspring cured the

trouble. (2) Careless heating is the usual cause of

such accidents. If a scattered flame is employed

to heat the job equally, a job seldom gets shrivelled.

We know of no way to remedy such a misfortune

except to put in a new piece.

" FAIR PRICES."—Will you kindly answer the fol-

lowing through your columns : What would you

consider a reasonable charge for a job properly

done on a high-grade Swiss repeater and chrono-

graph of the following items : Uprighting and

truing barrel; center pinion, pivots were cut and

polished and holes bushed ; lower jewels of both

third and fourth wheels were chipped and had

cut shoulders to the pivots working in them;

the jewels were replaced and pivot shoulders

polished; pallet-stone had been loose and reset,

and escapement consequently had to be corrected;

balance untrue both in fiat and round; Breguet

hairspring untrue both in the flat and in the

round. Both were properly corrected and the

watch properly cleaned and timed.

it would seem from the list of items named,

there could have been but little left of the watch.

Still, there are more instances of watches which

" had just been to the watchmaker's " and could

need but little done to them, than an inexperienced

person would imagine. We could preach a long

lay sermon on the phrase any workman who has

taken in work has heard again and again. It runs

in this way : " My watch stops ; there cannot be

much the matter with it, I just had it at the watch-

maker's." • When the writer was in a repair shop,

and a man came in with a sick watch and. the tale

just repeated in his mouth, his reply was, " My

dear sir (or madam, as the case might be) that is

probably just what is the matter with your watch—

the watchmaker has had it." In the instance you

give we can only account for,.the state of things

you describe as one where the watchmaker had had

the watch. We should think twenty-five dollars

would not be an exorbitant charge under the

conditions named.
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Rivett Lathe
A Crosby Lathe
Rivett St*lig Tool

Every practical watchmaker in the United States
and Canada who visits the World's Columbian
Exposition, should register at the exhibit of
the Faneuil Watch Tool Co.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co. will give three
prizes, Free. Every man registering
will be entitled to a number, and the lucky
numbers will be published in "The Keystone."

Further particulars will be published in the next
issue of this paper, and in the meantime we
should be glad of any suggestions as to the
method of awarding these prizes.

Hall Watch Tool Co.
Office : 474 Washington St.,

Boston, Mass.
Factory : Brighton,

Boston, Mass.
Faneuil Station, B. & A. R. R.

RIVETT L71.114E

GIVEN AWAY!
Watchmakers, write for a sample of the popular

Philadelphia MAINSPRINGS
$1.00 per Dozen. $12.00 per Gross.

UNEQUALED IN QUALITY. CAREFULLY TEMPERED.
WELL-FINISH ED ENDS. REASONABLE PRICE.

Made for all the Leading American Movements.

Jobbing Stones Grobet Files W. B. & Co. Glasses

Engravers' Tools Polishing Brushes

Buffs, etc.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR THE MOSELEY LATHE.

SELECT AND SEND YOUR ORDERS FROM ANY CATALOGUE.

Louis A. Scherr & Co.
Wholesale Jewelers and Jobbers in

American Watches, Watch Tools, Material, Glasses, Etc.

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HARDINGE'S
PATENT

V

0

PRICE, $1.50 EACH.

THE ONLY TOOL THAT WILL TAKE OFF ALL ROLLERS WITHOUT
SLIPPING OR BREAKING PIVOTS.

YOU CAN GET OUR GOODS FROM YOUR JOBBER, OR ORDER DIRECT.

Horological Tool Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

TOOLS, CHUCKS AND SPECIALTIES FOR WATCHMAKERS,

Chicago, Ill.
OFFICE: 86 NORTH CLARK STREET.
FACTORY: 1036 LINCOLN AVENUE.

Write for New Circular,
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Established in 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

P. J. Bill 1011013,
104 State St.

Chicago, Ill.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.

Reference of a few sales made:

E. HALLETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, Ill.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO., Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND, Tiffin, 0.
A. '1'. THREADGALE, Taylor, 'rex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.
H. HAHN, Lansing, Mich.
AUSTIN & HUNTER, Belton, Tex.

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
D. A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo.
ROTHE IMPORTING CO., Denver, Colo.
W. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.
GEO. BEEMER, Lead City, South Dakota.
C. S. DURFEE, Davenport, Iowa.
C. B. SCO FS SONS, Mayfield, Ky.
PAUL HELFER Saratoga, N. Y.
0. L. ZIAIMERNIAN, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. TAL1FAFERO, Jackson. Tenn.
D. DOMNAU & BRO., Waco, Tex.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or
silverware house of Chicago.

Attention Watchmakers!

Buy the

Every One Warranted

TV.111SPRING
and you will never buy any other.

Made in all sizes and grades, for all kinds of American and Swiss watches.

Our Name on Each Spring.

FOR SALE ONLY BY

ALBERT H. BONNET
Only Strictly

Wholesale Jewelry House
in Ohio

24 East Spring Street

Columbus, Ohio



B. GRIESHABER, 94-96 State Street, Chicago.
MANUFACTURER OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Picks, etc.
REPAIR/NC A SPECIALTY.

I manufacture and repair everything in the Gold Pen line. Special attention given to all jobs sent to me by mail.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

IMPORTANT

To Manufacturers of Watch Cases and Jewelry.

Seamless
Solid Gold, Silver, TubingBrass and Copper

For Joints and Jewelers' Hollow Wire Work, in
all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS,
24 Boudinot St. NEWARK, N. J.

FOR SALE BY ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.

No File Equals the "GLARDON" File
is the universal verdict of the trade.

fess-as-asEsE

N TRADE

aSESESP_S'

ANTOINE GLARDON.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.

F. W. GESSWEIN, 39 John Street, New York.
SOLE AGENT FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

F. W. TIRRELL,
SPECIALTY,

dcwoullITCTIONEE11,
Sales made for Jewelers only in their places of business. Can refer to any of the numerous sales that I have madethroughout the United States. I never have made a failare, All rommunications strictly confidential. Address

OFFICE WITH

HENRY CARTER,
Wholesale Jeweler.

R. W. TIRRELL,
198 Broadway, New York.

Boston Address, 114 Pembroke St.
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" It is so nominated in the bond."

Warranted
Columbias.

With every Columbia is a warrant—

backed by the oldest bicycle house in America

the largest in the world—a factory which

can not turn out poor work—a plant of
superlative excellence in machinery and
skilled workmen—a million dollars paid in
capital—a large surplus—a reputation un=
matched in cycledom—all these things guar=
antee the Columbias—Folks make no mis=

take in Columbia buying—Book about Col=
umbias, too good for a catalogue-45 beauti=

ful engravings—easy to read —comprehen-
sive—free at Columbia agencies—by mail

for two two=cent stamps. Pope Mfg. Co.,

Boston, New York, Chicago, Hartford.
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eAN'T BE BEAT!
THE BOLEY HARD LATHE No. a

FULL STANDARD SIZE.

• • - ±_tr, • .1 IA 

Aft

11111111111111)1M

NONE GENUINE UNLESS STAMPED G. BOLEY.

With io Chucks,

viz.-:

6 Wire,
2 Wheel,
I Taper and
I Screw-Chuck,

also,

8 Cement Chucks,
4 Steel Tapers,
I Round Chuck-Block and
9 ft. Round Belting.

Complete,

$35.00

This Lathe is guaranteed to be the Genuine Boley. Beware of
imitations ! Interchanges with the Standard American Lathes
and is unequaled for quality, finish and trueness.

Genuine Boley Face-Plate, $9.00. Genuine Boley Slide-Rest, with 6 Cutters, $17.00.

Extra Wire Chucks, all Nos.

$ .8o each.

Extra Wheel Chucks, all Nos.

$1.25 each.

The LINDSTRoM "Indestructible" Pliers.

FLAT.
3Y:,, 4, 4,r-.1 in. so cents each. CUTTING.

33,9 4, 4J..< in. 75 cents each.

These pliers are, without exception, the best ever introduced into- this country. The nippers will cut better and stand more usage thanthe best -brands heretofore in the market ; they almost merit the term " indestructible."

Reduced to $1.85;

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers'
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

6 per cent. for cash.

B. VEIT,
69 Nassau, Street,
NEW YORK.

REDUCTION IN FANCY DIALS.
The Prettiest Dials in the market to fit all sizes of Elgin,Waltham, Hampden, Columbus. Rockford and Howard Move-ments, including set of Louis XIV hands.

Price, complete, $1.40.

Auction Sales conducted in any

part of the United States or Canada in a

straightforward, business-like manner.

My Past Record is a sufficient

guarantee for my success in future. Sales

conducted in a manner which will inspire

confidence and insure profits instead of

loss, and will leave your business stand-

ing with your patrons in as good condi-

tion as before the sale.
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Have no fear of sustaining losses, for

in my arrangement with you I will con-

vince you there will be none.

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,

Silverware and Objects of Fine

Art, handled with competent

knowledge.

Write me for full particulars, and make

your arrangements ahead, as my time is

fully taken up.

Z. G. W. WATSON,
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

Main Office, 22 John Street, New York City.

ESTABLISHED IN 1889. FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Jewelers' School
of

Letter and Monogram Engraving
(Formerly 63 to 69 Washington Street,)

On or about May ist, 1893, in our new, elegant quarters—suite 1312,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING,

State and Washington Streets,

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
OVER 200 GRADUATES.

All employed at remunerative wages.

IHE first, only and best school in the country, where young men and women can learn the art of

letter and monogram engraving, and make a practical use of it. Every graduate fit to fill

position. Engravers are in more demand, and receive better pay, than any other branch of the

business. A full corps of competent engravers as instructors. Students practice on solid silver

plates, spoons, rings, etc., and, when further advanced, on gold.
The school is located in the Columbus Memorial Building, overlooking the center of the city

and the lake. More than twenty wholesale jewelers, watch and watch case companies have taken

their quarters in this new building.
Our students can see actual work done in the same rooms, as we employ a number of journeymen

engravers on designing and engraving artistic monograms, inscriptions on fine jewelry, also modeling and

chasing, and designing and etching bowls of spoons, etc.
Students wishing to go through the factories of Messrs. Wendell & Co. may do so by obtaining a pass

from one of the instructors ; and while we do not believe a student can learn more than one trade at one

time, they may obtain superficial knowledge of all kinds of manufacturing, which will be surely beneficial

to one in the retail jewelry business. .
The school is conducted by Richard 0. Kandler, who has for many years been connected with Messrs. Wendell & Co. as foreman of the engraving department, and

chief instructor of the school since it was organized. We know exactly what an average student can accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months or less

to every student we accept.
We are further justified in making the statement by the progress every student already entered has made. We can refer to every graduate of the school, and well-

known jewelry houses who are employing our graduates. -

The Jewelers' School of Engraving is recognized by the trade throughout the country, and its graduates are eagerly sought after by the best retail jewelers in all sections.

If you wish to become a first-class engraver, attend a school where engraving only is taught.

FULL. TERMS AND INFORMATION

ON APPL.ICATION.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.



Chicago Watch Tool Co.
52 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE MACHINERY, WATCHMAKERS' and JEWELERS' TOOLS,
ENGRAVING BLOCKS, ETC.

No. 5 Foot Wheel.

Staking Tool No. 6.
Has i inch plate, 50 punches and 16 stumps. 'Inc plate, punches and stumps

are highly finished and tempered.

No. 7 Foot Wheel.

Superior Louis XIV Watch Sign.
Gold I.caf and all material used on our Watch Signs are of first quality.

Warranted to stand any climate.

RICH Of NO. 8 Walcii Sign,
with Spectacle Sign, Post and

Irons complete.

24 inch, - 838.00
30" - 47.50
38 " - 63.00

Watch Sign No. 5,

ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.
SEND US YOUR ADDRESS FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Staitgarti Oust-Proof Wad Kegs.
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.
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Send for Catalogue.

JEWELERS'
Ciistc

■ J IN STOCK

AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest Made, and Filwags Carried in Stock.

111111111 1111111 11111111111 114
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Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest

notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

1611&> Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the
Columbian Exposition.

MU Show Case and Mirror Works
Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 1893
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar movements are being

manufa c-

tured a n d

sold by the

Illinois

Watch 'Co.

of Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch-Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement. ,

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631, and that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

T. M. AVERY,

P. E. ROBBINS,

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companie4

 411.1.1„,
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Orders for our new JEWELERS' COUNTERBORES are pour-

ing' in upon us in such quantities that we are convinced
we are again meeting a special need of the trade.

Set A.
Consisting of 12 sizes
of Case-Screw Coun-
t erbores for u.c on t he
leading makes of
Arnerh7an ,v,tches.

Price, $2.90.

+`

Set B.
Consisting of 7 sizes
of Jewel-Screw
Counterbores fir ie
on the leading makes
of American watches.

Price, $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Every watchmaker who purchases between this date and
November 1st—either direct from us or thron:7h any jobber—
a Three Four Hopkins Lathe, with one of our chuckcombinations, will receive, free of charge, one Set B of our unequaled Jewel-Screw Counterbores.

Send 1,r a price-list, and then gct the best lathe on the market, A THREE FOUR HOPKINS.

Waltham Watch Tool Co., Springfield, Mass.
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34 Maiden Lane, New York.

KEEP
A

LOOK
OUT

For everything that will

make your business

more profitable.

I 6-Size
Full-Jeweled
1-5 Second

Independent Fly-back
Solid Nickel Movement.

Sweep Second Chronograph
10 K. Filled Case,

Warranted 15 years.

$175N?

Er. C. W. Bowman, having just
elated an auetion sale of the entire
jewelry •tock--clueks, watches,
ale.--of my brother, A. Du teller,
lately deceased, at this p lace,
take pleasure in stating that I be-
liese him to be master ot Ints busi-
ness, thoroughly aequaln ted with
the line of goods he ban dles,
quick reader of his audience and
thereby able to handle It to the
hest Interest of his employers.
Ile Is a thorough gentleman, all
business and no foolishness, and
I am sure that all whom I repm-
sent In this sale are well satisfied
with the result.
Earnestly and unr, eeeee edly do

I commend Mr. Bowman to all
who may need his servirei.
auctioneer. C. II. DUTCHER.

To the Business Public:
This is to state that Mr. C. W.

Bowman has just closed a ten-day
auction jewelry sale for me as ad-
ministrator of the estate of A.
DUTCHER, deceased, and that I

am well pleased with the result.
I can most eiteerfully and truth-

fully state that Er. Bo wman as an

auetioncer has no superiors, if

any equals, anywhere. His ad.

dress is trood, his laneuage choice
and relined, his judement ripe,
and his knowledge of human na-
ture *chime equaled. lie com-
mands the ennfldenee and secures
the good will and Influence of all
who fall within the range of hie
auction sales.

31. II IRRINGTON,
Attorney-at -Law.

No.

To whom It may eoneern Nevada, Mo.. liar, It II, 15113.

Mr. C. IV. Bowman has Inc; just closeli an auction sale for me, I take pleasure in
reeommentling bitu to any jeweler who may netnl his saluahle mesh,s as an auctioneer. I can
most cheerfully and truthfully •tate I hat Mr. Bowman has few, if any, equals in his line. ills
address is ,-,o I. his language choice and relined. and as a reader nilnonan nature he is a decided
•uccess. From ms acquaintance with him, I base band his a gentleman of strict Intel:
anti ane thoroughly familiar with his Int•iness. lie commands tile confidence. secures the r ood-
will and influence of all. lie has made many warm friends in Nesatla among them tin' best
people of our city. who would cordially a eicome him sltould he ever return. I shall, lit soy
time. cheerfully respond to all applications I tnay lune regarding Ills character and
and wish hOn every success.

J. IV. TALBOT,

Wholesale am! Betall Jeweler and Jobber.

C. W. BOWMAN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

I am a practical watchmaker and jeweler. thoroughly versed in all lines of the business. I have never
made a failure of an auction sale. Can furnish many such references as ones al,ve from jewelers fur whom
I have conducted sales. Letters addressed to mc at my office during toy absence will be forwarded and an-
swered at once. All correspondence strictly confidential.

Write for particulars t(s C. W. BOWMAN,

613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

O'HARA WALTHAM DIAL CO.

N9342.

A796.

7̀1a7;.416v--

on

N9 1331.

WALTHAM, MASS.

"Centennial"

ALL GRADES OF

Watcbes
Diamonds

6M and
Kotted-Ptate

Jevelrm
THE WATCHES ARE ONE-THIRD LARGER THAN ABOVE CUTS

THE BEST TIMERS IN THE WORLD FOR THE MONEY.

CROSS & BEGUEILIN, 17 Maiden Lane, New York.
SWISS and AMERICAN WATCHES.

FULL LINE OF

HOWARD MOVEMENTS at 30 per cent. discount.
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

Wattbam
florologicat School

PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

Waltham, Metz,

Thorough Instruction in Horology, En-
graving and Ophthalmology.

9 0 (,)

OLDEST and BEST EQUIPPED.

® 9

Graduates often sent to responsible and
good-paying situations.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS.

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.

To patronize us will benefit your business,
enhance your reputation, because

make a specialty of repairing chronographs.
do our work promptly.
guarantee satisfaction.
charge lowest prices.

THOS. J. JUZEK & CO., Trade Watch Repairers, 33, 35, 37r, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, Ill.
AGENTS FOR MOSELEY LATHES.

Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet. All orders for Tools or Material receive prompt attention.

1/1

c■C

(11

'

FOR ELGIN WATCHES

 SUE

PEARLS

SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY

L. COMBREMONT
IMPORTER OF

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
2 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES

Combination Jewelers' Pliers
Progress Saws

Geneva Lathes
Watch Glasses

Jean Richard Mainsprings
Fancy Dials

Louis XV. Hands
White Metal Chains

AGENT FOR PERRENOUD &, BRODBECK, CHAUX-DE-FONDS,
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ESTABLISHED 1888.

DIRECTORS:

DR. G. M. DAK1N.

R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Bank.

WM. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., Bankers.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treas. E. F. Michael Co.

JOS. J. RUMELY, Treas. M. Rumely Co.

INCORPORATED, JUNE, 1892.

KNOWN A$ THX

PiaoNal School tot iliaicfpilakois,
LA PORTE, IND.

Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed by Prof. J. L. Hutchinson. Built in this school

by Student R. NV. Keeler. Send for description.

OFFICERS:

DR. G. M. DAKIN, President.

R. E. MORRISON, Secretary.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Superintendent.

yOU can acquire a more thorough knowledge of every-

thing pertaining to watchmaking at this school in less

time and at less expense than at any other place

in the United States. Tuition lower than that of any other

school and includes an optical course. Cost of living less

than at any other place where similar schools are. estab-

lished. Students received at any time. Send for catalogue,

samples of engraving, etc.

J. L. HUTCHINSON9

Superintendent.

Important Announcement

INKSTAND.
Reduced price, so cents.

Per dozen, $4.00.

PAPER-WEIGHT.
Reduced price, so cents.

Per dozen, $4.00.

On May ist the price of

COLUMBIA NOVELTIES
will be reduced one=half

This reduction has been accomplished at a great expense for special dies

and machinery.
All goods delivei-ed at the reduced price are guaranteed of equal quality

to the Columbia Novelties heretofore sold.
This reduction makes the Columbias the lowest-priced and handsomest

souvenirs upon the market.
Nothing can be more attractive for show-windows than " piles of gold coin."

All orders received are booked and filled in order of receipt.

Order early in order to insure prompt shipment.
- Cash with order or Chicago references will avoid delay.
Send for new illustrated circular.
Order through your jobber or direct from us.

MATCH-BOX.
Reduced price, 25 cents.

Per dozen, $2.00.

STAMP-BOX.
Reduced price, so cents.

Per dozen, $4.00.

World's Fair Souvenir Co.
Sole Manufacturers

Will remove, May loth, to the new

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

State and Washington Streets, Chicago

173 La Salle St., Chicago.
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You will be ellARAN ED

with the line of goods we are now offering, a few specimens

of which will be found below. They are imitation

black onyx with a gold front finish, and can be

furnished with 163 different emblems.

:,_,A,Pv-eirkY<Y4 
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-dMIND
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They are EMBLEM Tale
New co1den kale

•.

5179 Jae
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-Nola

-"mole

--mow

--doge
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of what finished workmanship

—the result of a wide experi-

ence—can accomplish.

New Qolden kale

5177

24 & 26 Cortlandt St.

183 Eddy St.,  Providence, R. I.

All orders and corres2ondence relating to business of the firm should be addressed to the head office,

183 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.
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THE ESTABLISHED 1880

Incorporated and Chartered.

Nothing succeeds like success. Our Correspondence Department has proved to be

such a phenomenal success because the graduates in that Deparlment have 
invariably Leen

successful. When our Correspondence Department was institutO, we never dreamed
 it

would attain such a large nwasure of success or do such a grand work as it is 
doing.

We are not blowing Our own horn,

but our Correspondence Graduates are

doing it for us. Listen to what three

of them have to say in opposite column.

These are only meagre abstracts from

their letters. We are receiving lettets

like these by the score from all our grad-

uates. Can there be any better evidence

of the great value of our Correspondence

Course?

The experience of our graduates just-

ifies every claim we make for this Course.

You are not in it if you don't take it. •

SAN DIEGO, CAL, March 28, 1893.

I am greatly pleased with diploma ; it is a
very handsome piece of work, and I justly feel

proud of it. I ant well satisfied and pleased with

the course ; it is all and more than you claim for

it, and I think it a grand success. A. B. C.

DETROIT, Nlicti., March 26, z893.

Ant greatly pleased With diploma ; it is very

neat and one of the best I have seen, and I think a

great deal of it. The course has taught me more

than I could have learned from a short course of

personal instruction. I consider the money well

invested. C. E. P.

CHICOPEE, MASS., March 22, 1893.

Am very much pleased with diploma, as it is

far nicer than I expected. As for the course, I am
perfectly satisfied, and can only say it is better in
every respect than I anticipated. E. E. M.

In these days no optician can expect to•succeed without a scientific 
knowledge of optics

and a diploma. These requisites we supply at small cost, and without leaving home. Can

any optician afford to keep in the old ruts? We not only issue a very handsomely

engraved diploma, but we also confer a degree on our graduates.

Address all letters to

Opticians
Record
Book:
$2.00.

Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

°Wiles
Patented

THE
BASSETT
JEVVELRY eo. 530 & 532 South Leavitt Street 1

15 Maiden Lane, New York, and 41 & 43 Olive Street f Chicago

JR H. HAVILLI
100 STATE STREET, CHICAGO,

PRACTICAL JEWELER.

SEND FOR FARTICULARC. REASONABLE CHARGES.

REFERENCE OF A FEW SALES MADE:

Rosenkrans & Thatcher Co., Milwaukee, Wi,. M. C. Nettleton, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Jebb Bros., Jacksonville, III. A. L. Howard, Beloit, Wis.

Hart Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Jos. Barborka, Iowa City, Iowa.

Strelitz & Sons, Chicago, III. E. G. Longcraft, Berlin, Wis.

Chas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa. Jean Tack, Newark, N. J.

H. Higby, Ashland, Wis. H. Oppenheimer & Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

The Leading Houses Say

Cheap fixtures LOWER the grade of your goods.

We make the BEST, and they RAISE the grade of your

American

Office=Fitting

Company

DESIGNERS AND

MANUFACTURERS OF

WE MAKE TO ORDER

ONLY

goods.

SEND FOR

ESTIMATES AND DESIGNS

ArtIstIc
Store
;LndrIture

Modern and original in design, and of the best workmanship, for the

Jewelry, Silverware and Kindred Trades.

Handsome and rich Wall and Counter Cases, made portable.

Designs and estimates furnished on application.

CALL AND SEE US WHEN IN CHICAGO.

Office and Factory:

World's Fair Special Offer.
FULLER'S MILLING TOOL.

-cp

IT NEVER BREAKS A PRONG.

Price, 90 cts. each.

The very best tool made for cutting new and recutting old

H. B. Peters. stone settings. Can be attached to any American la-the. If
not satisfactory, money refunded.

ALUMINUM Key=Chains. Quick sellers. Neat patterns. With patent hook, pre-

venting the losing of keys. One dozen strung on a neat show-card. Price, $1.65

per dozen.
Excelsior Balance-Screw Collets or Timing-Washers for poising

and timing watch-balances. No hairspring unpinning required when

these washers are used. Will slow watch about three minutes a day, if

necessary, and save the 'usual inconvenience of letting out or truin“
b 
up hairspring.

Remove opposite screws and place washers on each one, and the trick is done. Price,

50 cts. per gross, assorted as follows: one-half gross gents' 18 size, one-quarter

gross each 6 and 16 sizes.
Monroe Gold Solder, very easy flowint;. The best on the market for 6 to 10 karat

work. Price per dwt., 35 cts. ; or c dwts. for $1.25.
Spectacle and Eye=Glass Screws, assorted in a gross package for all makes: Hue,

bronze, bright and nickel, small and large sizes. Price per gross, assorted, $1.00.

Complete in vial. •
Finished Balance-Staffs, for Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Illinois, Rockford. Seth

fehr 
gross.

New ork Standard and Columbus movements, $1.25 per doz.; $12.00p 

Cock and Foot Balance-Hole Jewels in settings for all the above companies' 1110W-

ments, $1.00 per doz. ; $10.50 per gross.
Swiss Balance and Wheel-Jewels, nicely assorted, in vial ; first quality, $4.50 ;

second quality, $3.50 ; third quality, $2.50 ;.and fourth quality, $1.50 per gross.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION I Just received to gross Genuine Ruby and Sapphire Balance and

Plate-Hole Jewels, assorted in each gross, Which I offer for a short time only at
 $4.75 per gross.

This is a superior article to any ever offered.

Swiss Garnet Cap-Jewels, extra fine quality, turned and perfectly round. 1 gross,

nicely assorted, in vial, $1.00.
Pendant=Screws. A very handy screw for holding the stem in place (a long-felt want

su)plied). 1 gross, well assorted, in vial, including some extra large sizes, 50 cts.

N. I3.—All the above items subject to 10 per cent. rash discount as an inducement,

and all orders, to receive prompt attention, must be accompanied by cash. Parties order-

ing goods shipped by mail will please enclose stamps, or their equivalent, to cover postage.

Send all orders and remittances to

H. B. B. PETERS, 37 Maiden Lane, New York,
Importer and Jobber of Fine Watch Materials, Tools and Jewelers' Findings

Mention THE KEYSTONE. Orders filled from any Catalogue.

DAMAGED NV 

AT
H

BROKEN

CRUSHED

DISFIGURED

RUPTURED CASES
restored to their primitive condition.

Key-Winders changed to Stem-Winders.

Hunting-Cases changed to 0. F.

English Cases changed to fit American

Movements.

N. J. Felix,
71 Nassau St.
New York.

Established
1865.

•

Wholesale Jeweler,

A full line of the

following goods

always in stock:

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,

CHARMS,

TOOLS and

MATERIAL.
A 3320
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Orders for Materials
and Jewelers' Findings

accurately filled on short-
est notice.

Orders for the

Latest Novelties
and

NEWEST STYLES
promptly tilled.

157 j4e.A.,-449-in .2i4r144,e,

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

—

The

Carpenter
Wheel

WITH OUR PATENT MOTOR

Send for Price-List.

A NEW LINE FOR EVERY JEWELER
America nolo-ERameliAg Works.

Prof. S. Micciullo Process.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
on Jewelry, Gold, Silver, Ivory Dials, China,

Watch Cases, etc.

We will send you on memorandum samples of
our photo-enameied minature portraits which can be
placed in a Nvatch case, to attract the attention of the
public and show what the work is. We claim that

ours is superior to any similar work, as it is the only

permanent art work of this kind known. Big dis-
count to the Trade. Send for Price-List.

N. J. FELIX, 71 Nassau Street, New York.

STYLE No. 7. PRICE, $12.00.

It istehn mebruelist wheel that has everbe 

It will do twice the–work of any
other wheel, %\ith less than half the
I

' ix;.
It ill turn a two-inch pulley more

tita .w 7000 times a minute with thirty
depressions of the treadle, while the
ordinary foot-wheel requires at least
one hundred depressions of the
treadle to turn a pulley of the same
size moo times.

It does not require any countershaft, for the belt passes directly from the balance-

wheel to the pulley.

It is set up in a strong iron frame complete in itself, and can he placed under any

bench or table ready for use in a moment's time.

It will carry either a round or flat belt, and can be used with any style
of lathe=head, or for driving circular saws, emery wheels, or any light
machinery.

It is better than an electric motor for general use, because it runs as swift and

strong, is always ready to go, starts instantly at full speed, never gets out of repair,

always goes the right way, and it costs nothing for power.

There are hundreds of these wheels in use in all parts of the country, and we solicit

correspondence regarding them from any one using foot-power.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Carpenter Lathe and Tool Co.,
165 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

For sale by jobbers everywhere. Factory, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
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It requires great skill in tempering to produce good Chronometer Spring
s.

To produce the BEST, requires greater.
We endeavor to give you the same qualities in our Watch Springs that ex

ist in these critically perfect springs.

Are you using an inferior spring?

If so, is it not time to change ?

 -Irt....zp-Auvrateozzgre.:-..teezw.f.tm;

Our price remains as formerly,
$1.25 per dozen.

Write for gross prices.
It will pay you to buy gross lots.

ELGIN WATCH WIWI
ELC-111%1 , ILL. US.A.

MUELLER'S ARTIFICIAL EYES.
$75 per hundred ; smaller lots, $15 per dozen ; $2.00 each. A large ass

ortment

of eyes will be sent to any dealer to enable him to make selection, upon re
ceipt of

satisfactory references. NVe carry the largest stock in America.

Only Manufacturers of the " Diamanta " Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.

Oculists prescriptions promptly and accurately filled. Catalogue, price-lists,

test-cards, etc., on application.

M. ZINEMAN & BRO., American Agents,130 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

Use it and get rid of your
Chestnuts.

CHAMPION
I/

Sell it to your customers it pays

a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.

. aluotARK5 

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED. 

Por Cleaning Diamond,
Foit Back, and all kinds
of Gold. Plated or GiltSOLD IN 4 AND 8 oz BOTTLES, 

OR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. BlIGISTERID. Jewelry.

UNSURPASSED FOR CLEANING DIAMONpS 
AND FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all-Who
lesale Dealers in Jewelry and Material.

FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE.,"Cll ICAGO, ILL.

ALWAYS READY FOR USE 1\v

ROWN
Wholesale and
Manufacturing Optician.

R Work a Specialty.

PIKER 
L. F. BAKER

WM. N. BRUNNER

D. V. BROWN

Manufacturing Jeweler and

Diamond-Setter.

RUNNER
Watchmaker for the Trade and

Dealer in Fine Watch Material.

7
3 -
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H
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We Want Your Work! same building. The satisfaction we are giving the trade is
We are all practical men in our lines, and located in the

marked. Send all repairs in one box.

ENGRAVING SELF-TAUGHT.
Send for circular,
information, etc.

Address
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WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS

Learn to do your own
engraving by use of

Century Engraving Co.'s New Improved Method
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

CENTURY ENGRAVING CO., Union Block, Denver, Colo. P. 0. Box 924.

t: PTGEL
' S RING GAUGE

PAT.SE.239
0 FAT.sLpTI 

I. 91

ENGEL'S IMPROVED PATENT RING GAUGE.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
PrEtt[Crerttrtft ccreorcte 

USED BY
ALL

BY MAIL.

SAMPLE

15 CENTS.

PRICE PER
DOZEN,
$1.25.

AW. ENGEL M'F'G.
CHICAGO U.S.A.

25 DIFFERENT SIZES ALL IN ONE. SPACE FOR NAM E AND

SIZES CORRESPOND TO ANY ADDRESS, WHICH WE

STANDARD RING GAUGE. PLACE ON LARGE OUANTI-

THE DEVICE BEING MADE OF DURABLE. FLEXIBLE TIES FREE OF CHARGE.

MATERIAL IN A STRAIGHT TAPE. IS ADAPTED
 TO BE WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICE

SENT THROUGH THE MAIL EXCELLENT ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

A. W. ENGEL 5 Manufacturer, Jobber and 115 Dearborn St.,
7 Watchmaker for the Trade. CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERY ONE INSURED!

SUPERIOR qUALITY CHO CUS FINISHED

co- 1ZE. ts TYLE.  e(!  
odo

A full line of Watch Materials and Tools.

Fountain and Gold ntille Made and Repaired
CROWN PEN CO. rtiou 78 State St. Wog°

1R•,
IMPORTERS OF

DIAMONDS
5. 

I

Send for Catalogue.

111S. friebtanoer,
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS

JOBBERS IN

American Watches
TOOLS, MATERIALS

AND

OPTICAL GOODS

65 and 67 Nassau Street, New York.

Write

for particulars.

It will pay you to

know all about

our classes.

No charge for in-

struction.

Benefits decided.

Ptelio  o_1■,,,..s.:41.4 e re asZo whom it map, concern —Oreeting:

irt tit Ploort „....,..?
. 44.1..).

..ter:A..  having given satisfactory evidence of such a knowledge of the various kranctles of fir t.1.4.
...... -...'1:.
PI I.  Brt ani 5riente of throrticiii taiblipplieb Opticz; 

relreis...p.,,,
40 bir4,41 and hay in 0 been dub/ examined and found thoroughly competent in all details necessary, to conshfute .v04

....wk.,- ....via...)
%1!--ettel 

--,..2.-4‘,

NUT,60 
. a qualified OPTICIIIIII 

..v.,•lit,..i, -.4...
t.,„,7r-tril.,,..,11,1,.. is therefore entitled to thisTOPIONiof graduation.

1 "liw in destimon2 Whereof this school has affixed its 5ignalure and ,Seal. ,5ignra unkSallea this
.,,,,..s---, iNbient.0 day °filar* 1893  _

lianv Pork Opttcal C,`olf,:eQc.
7,--M&. Y-- a nsultin Oculist <.-

--- 9 ----gid.----- 
- Directors.

______,,,,,  I

Size of Degree, 18 x 22 inches.

Levy,
Dreyfus
& CO.
9&11
Maiden Lane

New York

Largest line of

Optical Goods
in New York.
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Gold and
Silver

L. 
[LONG
8:BRO.

Refiners and Assayers,
Sweep Smelters,

. @Y. @or. el-raeoey a Mar6Raff

t1eCZat4, 11.

Hunt & Fuller
MAKERS OF

Fine

Shrine Emblems

School Medals

Pins, Rings, etc.

73 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSS CASES.

Importers of

Diamonds.

Waltham )

Elgin

Howard

Movements

11. 0. MIRLMIRT & Sorsis,
Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.
938 Market St., Philadelphia.

11.14.RICHkeo.

AUCTIONEERS.

F. R. CLAYTON

Jewelers'

Auctioneer
26 St. Johns Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For conducting sales, I make
terms that will be satisfactory aild
assure profit. I can furnish the best
of reference. All correspondence will
be confidential.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

'

John Howe, . 1815.
John Fagan, . 1835.
J. Fagan & Son, t861.
Duncan & Ross, 1885.
Duncan & Co., 1887.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

Established
1815

DUNeAN & eto.
Electrum an stereotupe Founaru,

621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.
Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points

outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

The Original

GNU COM
FILLED RINGS.

Plain and Chased.

Manufactured for the Jobbing
Trade only.

Every Ring has our Trade-
Mark of the Crown stamped
insi(le. None genuine without
it.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Solid Gold Rings.

IVIcCALL,
SUCCESSOR TO MCCALL & NEWMAN,

104 & 106 South Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I JEWELRY REPAIRING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES A SPECIALTY

-

WE HAVE NEVER MADE A FAILURE

Bi Hanover Street
Boston, Mass, JcilIZE MEINILS,

CLUB, CLASS AND SOCIETY

When ordering designs, send business card, and state events for which you want medals.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
Designer and Manufacturer of

•
• •
•

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in America.

All Communications Strictly

Confidential.

PINS.
GENERAL ENGNA.VER

of Fine Jewelry, Silverware, etc.

Boston Engraving School
STILL LEADS THE ADVANCE.

CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

3 WINTER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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II. M. SMITH & CO., 83 Nassau St., New York City.
Manufacturers of Best Quality

Gold Pens, Holders, Picks, Pencils, etc.
0

HEN

Agents for PAUL E. WIRT and BLACK DIAMOND Fountain Pens.

Jobbers in WATCHES, DIAMONDS and CHAINS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

Sole Owners and Importers of the Celebrated

SILVER MAINSPRINGS
"SILVER SPRINGS

(TI:Ans MARK.)

MADE OF SWEDISH STEEL. WILL NEVER LOOSE

THEIR TENACtTY.

.18 .Size Elgin Class 2

GEO. H. KETTMANN & CO.,
LOUISVILLE, KY.

Made for all American Watches and are superior to any in the market, both in quality and finish.

GEO. H. KETT1VIANN & Co.
Jobbers in Watches, Clocks, Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Plush and Paper Boxes.

Movements, Cases and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS.

54Z W. Market Street, Louisville, Ky.
•

WORLD'S FAIR VISITORS
1.•52e%".%..o.em^a•Str%%%".1%%WieWorementneurm'er'Nelevg"."."."...%""tra.v.itr"sre`jut`ur'o"V

are cordially invit(d to call and inspect the

Chicago Watchmakers' Institute
\\re

If you cannot call personally, write for

our new Catalogue, just issued.

Suite 815, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

invite your critical examination of our school, its work and methods of instruction.

G. D. PARso NS.

r.:!::11111.11111;K:
American Watch Tool Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

SPECIAL
PRIZE!
To every watch-repairer who

buys a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
1893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
tor one ticket of admission to said
Fair. To every married watch-re-
pairer two tickets of admission
will be given. The proofs required
Will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and, if married,
the autograph of the wife.

- TICKETS OF ADMISSION TO WORLD'S FAIR
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Patent Paneled Metal

CEILIN
AND SIDE WALLS

Manufactured by

A. NORTHROP & CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

STAMPED RAISED PANELS.
Beautiful and economical for stores and all other

buildings, and easy to put up. Send for catalogue and
estimatei. Can be put on over old plaster, and saves
on insurance, being fireproof.

i Quality
Compare Finish

( Price
.0. 482.

$2.00.

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each,'Io K.

NO. 82.

$2.00. G. E. WALHIZER, Manufacturing Jeweler,
Earrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J. NO. 712.

$2.00.

MARINE CHRONOMETERS,
MANUFACTURED BY

John Bliss & Co., 128 Front St., New York.
We have on hand a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,

not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and are
excellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair, and will give
satisfactory results as to performance. We will sell these Chronometers at
low prices, either for cash, or on accommodating terms to suit special cases,
or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING PRICES AND TERMS.

Pat. May 25,'90.

" ECLIPSE " EYE-GLASSES and their Advantages.
I. The guard remains perfectly rigid in the po.st.
2. The guard is made of two arms. one runnin;: at right angus to the frame and pass-

ing through a slot in the post which positively locks the guard. (See cut )
3. It is easy to fit for, while the angle of the " Eclipse" guards is fixed, the arms of

the guards are thin and pliable. so that any desired shape can be given and almost any
case fitted with the " Eclipse '• guards in the shortest possible space of time.
4. No other guard is so light, clean, and has so little metal.
5. It is a fashionable fitting.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG ce Co.,ole Agents for the "Eclipse " Eye-Glasses. 43 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
We carry a complete line of all leadim:, American Frames and Lenses and

LEDGER'S PERFECTION

TIMING=WASHERS
such as arc used by the leading watch factories, and five years
On the market. The only practical Timing-Washer made. No
extra tools required. Applied to any expansion balance. By
using my Perfection Washers you can time a watch when
running fast, as they. are timed in factories, and save the usual
inconvenience of letting out and truing spring, putting in heat,
'etc. NVarranted flat and perfect. Send so cents for an
assorted gross package, with directions, or ask your jobber
for them.

Jobbers please write for sample and prices.

C. D. LEDCER,
1658 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colo.

WILL SLOW WATCH FROM

3 TO 10 MINUTES

A DAY.

:•••••••••••••.•••••••••••..........
THE LLOYD PATENT CASE

•

•••••••••••••••
••••••••••
• TH E

• MOST
•

•
•
•
•
•

H. E. KIRSTEIN & CO

.•

DIULAR 
RACTICAL

REFERABLE 1
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

•
• s •

• •
• ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

•
••• •

r.T'Sample and Prices on application. :
•:•••••••••••••••••eem•••••••■•••••

"2,ize.

Star Light
Silver Polish

and

Pearl Plasterine
The best and only articles on

the market that will positively
prevent and remove natural and
artificial gas tarnish from silver-
ware and jewelry. Star Light
Polish is put up in finely pink
enameled tin boxes. compressed
form ; Pearl Plasterine In col.
lapsible tubes, paste form (like
cut). They sell readily to all.
Once used. always used. No grit
or acid. Price, $:8.00 gross,
with advertising matter. Less
than one-quarter gross, no ac:ver.
tking matter. Terms, ten days
net, or three per cent. for
cash.

MANUFACTURED BY

Star Light Silver Polish Co.
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Please mention THE KEYSTONE when writing to advertisers

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.
In reply to my advertisement in the December

KEYSTONE, 1 received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that I have further
enlarged toy repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
and Engraving. Also a good place for studying
watchmaking.

W. A. Sc H ROETER,
198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

SHEPARD'S NEW S60 SCREW-CLUING FOOT-LATHE.
Foot and Power Lathes, Drill

Presses, Scroll-Saw Attachments,
Mandrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,
Dogs, Calipers, etc. Lathes on
trial, Lathes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

H. L. SHEPARD. Agt.,
141 W. Second St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Warren Eye Protectors

Patented Ia. 12, 1892.
Absolute protection to

the eye from flying part-
icles, and everything an-
noying or hurtful. No
glass to break. Invalu.
able to workmen, horse.
men,wheelmen and trav-
elers on land and sea.

You bid defiance to
Dust, Snow, Rain, Hail,
Sleet, Wind, and Sun.
Particulars on appli-

cation.

Sample by mail,
50 cents.

THE NOES VERRONS CO.,503 John Hancock Bldg..Boston,Hask

No Watchmaker Could

SHEEHAN'S

WATCH ROLLER
REMOVER

win fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
roller wit h out dist orb-
ing the hairspring, re-
quires no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $t.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Shee-
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

Afford to be Without One.

The tool is all he
claims for it.
Ti1E0.1.ESPERANCE,

Watchmaker,
with Jules Racine,
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., I Mai-
den Lane, N. Y.City

It Is worth its
weight in gold.
So tat US ST1LHOFF,
V. 1.. FIGAROTTA,

‘Vatcmahkers,
with Hayden W.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

eteauaggieggamato,

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.
1Vells Patent Ring Adjus-

ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease : is a perfect guard
for the ring, besides holding the top
of ring in desired position. It can
he fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without marring the ring, and may
be removed instantly. It also makes
the ring a perfect fit and often saves

cuttinz. 1 doz.. assorted sizes. solid 10 K. gold,
$3.00 net. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes.75 C.net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on re-
ceipt of above price (to c. extra if registered). The
retail price, fitted, is, goid. 50 to 7; C. each : metals
25 c. each. Address, CHESTER H. WELLS,
Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-
ommend \Vells' Patent Attachment for Finger-Ring,to the trade and think every retail jeweler shouldkeep them : I leeren Bros. &. Co., Cross & Beguelin,May & Stern, Etc.

H H. Heinrich,
14 John St., N. Y.

MARINE

CluoRomoters
For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.

Springin., Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade.

EASY TERMS. SEND FOR PRICE-LIST,

H. H. Heinrich calls the
attention of watchmakers to
his exhibit at the World's
Fair, Chicago. It is in the
Naval Observatory Exhibit
(in charge of Lieut. A. G.
Winterhalter, U. S. N.), and
shows the various stages of
manufacture of a marine
chronometer, from the crude
metal to the finished in-
strument.

Houghton's

Face Plate.
‘iith hardened

chork and pump
center. it I. ex...4.'-
11,11, finkheti and
nickel-plated and
warranted to run
Ito-kelt, true. 11e
tit them to all

'our
Jobber fur one on
approlal.

J. Houghton
Manchester,

N. H.

PATENTS
Crosby & Dorian,

621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and
Copyrights secured. Interferences and
Infringement Suits conducted. Send for
Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-
ences.

The Genuine

Brickett
Frencli Clock

MOVeinent Holders
are for sale in NewYork by

L. H. Keller & Co.
S. F. Myers & Co.
Cross & Begnelin, and
Levy, Dreyfus & Co.

and by

John Howland
73 Hanover St.

Boston, Mass.

embetriv■i■Abolilowl
• OPTICIANS' SUPPLIES

The "Standard', Trial Cases
150 lens set, $32.50: 220 lens set,
$47.50. The'•Uraduate" Trial
Case, 22o lenses, $37.50. Zarin g
Ophthalmoscope,$9.00. ArtijI-
c-jut Eyes, for selection, $Loo
each, S5o.00 per hundred. ()ph-
thahnometers, $6o.00 to $75.00
Queen's Standard Perimeter
$20.00. Oneen'sLens Grinding
Outfit, $35.00. Catalogue Free.

QUEEN & CO. Oculists and Opticians
1010 Chestnut St., Phila.

•
•

101N.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES
Are the sweetest, most complete, tone-sustaining,
durable, and perfect Musical Boxes made, and any
number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful
family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.
Buy direct of the makers, the oldest, most reliable,
and responsible firm.. No Music Box can be guaran-
teed without Gautschi's patented Safety Tune Change
and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for
Gem and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions
and Polyphones, Lowest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

OLD MUSIC BOXES CAREFULLY REPAIRED.

GAUTSCHI & SONS{1030 CHESTNUT ST.PHILADELPHIA.
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AGENTS
WANTED
EVERYWHERE.

Ana-First-class Jewelers in every town and city
wanted to act as exclusive agents,

SIGNS! SIGNS! !. SIGNS!!!

Your attention is called to the largest and most
perfect Jeweters' Watch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different sizes. Weight of Signs 12 to So lbs. Price-
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LON BARNILIRT,

908 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

NOTICE
To those who desire to better their conditions
as opticians : Send $1o.00 to Dr. J. E. Tucker,
I3entonville, Ark., and take a mail course of Optics
and get a handsome Diploma free of charge. 't his
course will enable you to fit glasses to a certainty
with correctness, and that will give your patient
satisfaction and yourself assurance of a monopoly of
the business in your place.

TAKE NOTICE!
No jeweler or polisher can afford to be without a

dynamo for removing the green and coloring. For
full particulars, call on or address

James J. Donnelly,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

CLOCK HAIRSPRINGS.
Repairer.' assortment, beat quality, eolletted. has eon-

taining 30, fifteen ,    
directions, b• mall, • - • - ...........................*1.20

Same assortment, box containing 100, - 2,50
One dozen for any make of clod, .50
One-half dozen for arty nuike of clocks, • - • .30
Single springs, - - - - - .10

F. IL MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.
Manufacturer of

Clock and Cane Hairsprings of Every Deseription.

DETROIT OPTIC& INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses ; Anatomy, Physiology,
and Refraction of the Eye. Practical manipulations
of Prisms. the Ophthalmoscope, etc., etc A special
course of instructions for students by mail.
For particulars, address

JOHN S. OWEN, M. D.,
23 Adams Ave., E., Detroit, Mich.

aston School of Optics

Students begin at any time.

OFFICE COURSES:
Beginners—two weeks, - $30.00
Advanced students—one week, 15.00

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, 20.00

Graduate references given on appli-
cation to

Dr. DI. S. SEIP, Easton, Pa.

The "REGULATOR," the only
book of the kind in existence contain-
ing 300 different causes that stop a
watch, arranged alphabetically, just
as good for the experienced as the in-
experienced. Sent to any Watchmaker
on receipt of price, St.00. (Copyright)

F. A. BRISTOL, Auburn, Nebr...............r
U QuickTime

A
OPTICAL JOBBING

AND
PRESCRIPTION WORK.

E

COPYRIGHT. 

Careful Work
Low Prices

Steel Frames, 15 to 30 cents each. Spher-
ical Lenses, 25 cts. per pair. Winders,

pctser. 
pair 

pair.(all
35 cents per pair. Sphere- Cylinders, so

Lenticular
eveleC a Catalogue 113o gift:Fa ?ea 15 c ts .

., Chestnut Street,QUEEN & CO tom 
Philad'a, Pa.

G. F. Wadsworth,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer.
Everything in
the line of

Watch Case
Repairing.

Gold and Silver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning

Old Cases
Made New.

Charges
reasonable.

182
State Street,
Chicago, Ill.

Every Watchmaker Itrdopwustitihnge tarotflubilie.
plate movement tagether, caused by the lever; and
if a straight-tine lever, the job is still harder. I want
to tell you that I have for sale a tool that will, when
used, make such jobs a pleasure. 1 will mail it to
you on receipt of 25 cts. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Order now, as this "ad." will not appear any more.

W. H. MALLORY,
DOUOLASVII-I-E, GA.

Ries's Acme Timing-Washers
For poising and " timing " watch
balances. No hairspring unpinning.
Used by expert workmen and adjust-
ers. Three separately assorted papers
to the full gross, so cents. '1'he
best tool for reducing the weight of or
turning a tight scram', are my patent
balance pliers, $1.25. To apply the
washers, use my pat. balance screw-
driver, 25 cts. All jobbers. Corres-
pondence invited.

F. C. RIES, Macon, Ga.

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

1115T
Pol-

ishingMa-
chine has

advantages that
were never be-
fore gained by
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
t he appliances
common to the
polishingdepart-
inents of jewelry
manu facturing
C st a blishments
can be tried on
this machineand
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, and('
deniers cannot
afford to be with-
out an outfit.
The conse-

quence and con-
vincing powers
of a salesman are
poor induce-
ments to the purchaser as compared with a well kept
stock of goods, that have their original charms of
polish, lustre, and freshness.

Our Lithological or Lapidary Lathe has the same
application of foot-power, and it is giving results
never before reached by any other application of
foot power for this purpose. These machines are of
great value to Jewelers, and their correspondence is
solicited. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

Address 660 Ruby Street.

Mt. F. et John 13ernes Co.,
Rockford, III.

TIN'S
IMPROVED
SPECTACLE
CLAMP.

Best, cheapest, easiest operated and best
constructed clamp on the market. There can
be no break in a spectacle frame it will not hold.
Nicely nickel-plated. PRICE, 75 CENTS.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR IT OR SENO TO US.

■

Watch No 

was repaired by us 
, and is warranted, with fair

usage, to keep good time for one
year. Any defect in our work will
be made good, free of charge, but
in case of. accident or breakage of
parts not repaired by its. or if the
watch becomes unclean, this guar-
antee is void.

Jeweler's Name
Here.

ADVERTISE l using IRO S  REPAIR aiA;N : ,us . 

over s000 watchmakers. An advertisement that is
valuable to the person possessing it. Prevents dis-
putes as to time repairs were done.

They are cut to fit closely inside of back case
(will not drop out), and will be seen every time the
case is opened. Made to tit 6, 16 and 18 size cases,
with your name and address printed in blank space.
Sent by mail to any address ,m receipt of $i.00 for
500, or $1.5o for moo. TRY THEM.

TIDD c CO.,
COLUMBIANA, OHIO.

Designer and Maker of
Class Rings,
Society Pins,
Emblems,

Sa 
Prize Tokens,

Etc., Etc.

HENRY C. HASKELL,
11 John St.
NEW YORK.

Send for

Copyrighted Design Plate. 's NI.

OPTICIANS.
For One Dollar, I will send you the

handsomest Optician's Show-Card ever pub-
lished. It is a beauty and will attract much
attention to your business. Size, 22 x 28.

R. D. HILL, optic:an , New London, Conn.

To All Live Opticians
There is no better friend in the daily labors of a

practical optician than the

44 HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"

W. BONNE, Ito Canal Street, New Orleans.
l'rice, $2.50, postpaid.

W H y LOSE PACKAGES
N THE MAIL?

The Home Insurance Co. of New York
will, for a small sum, insure all packages
forwarded by mail. For rates and
particulars, address

MILES C. YOUNG, 302 pHTAInDuAt ,S Pt rAe e t

Bell. Frarikliq Electrical Co.
Have removed from 1331 North

Tenth Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., to Glenolden, Delaware
Co., Pa., which is a suburb
of Philadelphia, where they
will have increased facilities
and better advantages.

LIEBER'S RSSAYER'S GUIDE
A new, revised and enlarged edi-
hon of a very popilar book.

JUST READY.
Assayer's Guide ; or Practical Directions to

Assayers, Miners and Smelters, for the Tests and
Assays, by Heat and by Wet Processes, of the Ores
of all the principal Metals, of Gold and Silver Coins
and Alloys, and of Coal, etc. By Oscar M. Lieber,
late Geologist to the State of Mississippi. A new,
revised and enlarged edition, Illustrated by numer-
ous engravings.
In one volume, 12mo, 283 pages; price,

S1.50 by mail, free of postage, to any ad-
dress in the world.

ALSO RECENTLY PUBLISHED:
BRANNT.—The Metal Worker's Handy Book

of Receipts and Processes—Being a Collection of
Chemical Formulas and Practical Manipulations for
the ‘Vorking of all the Metals and Alloys, including
the Decoration and Beautifying of articles manufac-
turcd therefrom, as well as their preservation. Ed-
ited from various sources by William T. Brannt,
editor of "The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book."
Illustrated by 63 engravings. Over Soo pages, I2Mo.
cloth, gilt, closely printed, containing a va.st amount
of valuable matter on all the Metals and Alloys, not
gtoi.abgee.foupnrdicein any other book in the English Ian-

BRANNT.—The Metallic Alloys. A Practical
Guide for the Manufacture of all kinds of Alloys,
Amalgams, and Solders used by Metal Workers, to-
gether with their Chemical and Physical Properties,
and their application in the Arts and Industries ; with
an Appendix on the Coloring of Alloys. Translated
and edited, chiefly from the German of A. Krupp
and Andreas Wildberger, with extensive additions,
by William T. Brannt, one of the editors of "Techno-
Chemical Receipt Book," etc. Illustrated by 16
engravings. 12MO, 428 pages. Price 
R1CHARDS.—Aluminium.—Its History,803cf°ur-

rence, Properties, Metallurgy and Applications, in-
chiding its Alloys. By Joseph \V. Richards, M. A.,
A. C., Instructor in Metallurgy at the Lehigh Uni-
versity. Second edition revised and greatly enlarged.
Illustrated by 28 engravings and two diagrams. 5rt
pages. 8vo. Price 
Air The above or any of our Books sent b; ,,:ail.

free ofpostage. at the 'Publication prices, to any ad-
dress

the full Tables of Contents
dr 71y ula world.s

of all the above books, will .be sent free of postage
to any one in any part of the world who will fur-
nish -his address.
ILir Our new and enlarged Catalogue of Practi-

cal and Scientific Il4oks, 88 pages. 8vo, and our
other Catalogues. the whole c.vering every branch
of Science applied to the Arts. sent free and free of
pus/are to any one in any part of the world who

furnish us with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
INDtTSTHIAL Punt.tsitrits, BooKsm..Laus

AND IMPoIZTERS,

810 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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THE KEYSTONE
Classified advertisements under these heading... except-

ing "Situations Wanted," THREE (1.5 Is per word, one

Insertion; 10 per cent. off fur three to-ertion: 15 per tent.

Off for slz Insertions, and 25 per rent. ulT for twelve In-

',lions. Name and address inelud.
To secure a place in the columns or this page,

advertisers should forward copy so that it may reach us not

later than the ?.5th of eaeh month.

IF ANSWERS ARE TO BE FORWARDED,

POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED.

No advertisement inserted for less than 25 Cent., Except.

Inc "Situations Wanted," which cost 10 cent. for a 2-11no
aotiee.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-

PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Address all remittances to

THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.
This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded. postage must be enclosed.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

AS a first-class watchmaker. Fine tools. Good refs.
A At on fine work. Ad., " H 20," care Keystone.

ATCHNIAK ER, clock and jewelry repairer, by
a single man, 27 years of age. Good ref. Ad.,

d. S., watchmaker, Sidney, Ohio.

VOUNG watchmaker, to finish trade. 2 years' exp.
I Finest tools. Moderate wages. German and
English. A t ref. Pennsylvania preferred. Good
salesman. Ad.. F. X. Yung, East Brady, Pa.

(103IPETENT watch repairer, 25 years' exp.
U American lathe and full set of tools. Desires
permanent engagement, with a first-class house only.
No objection to distance. Ad., " W 39," care Key-
stone office.

A S watchmaker and jeweler. to years at bench.
A the greatest part of the time in England. Good
recommends. " T 56," care Keystone office.

B'first-class watchmaker and jeweler. Own tools
and lathe. Can run a watch-repairing depart-

ment. Want steady position. Address, "616, ' St.
Joseph, Mich.

BY competent jeweler and engraver, 
also good

salesman. itt the \Vest preferred. Can furnish
At refs. Ad., "Jeweler," P. 0. Box 65o, Anaconda,
Montana.

)h: 
W

WELER and engraver. 30 years old. Steady
and reliable. Refs. first-class. . A. Harper,

Flat 2, Schmidt Block, High and Fulton Streets,
Columbus, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, German. with good tools, wants
VV steady situation. Address, Erick Baltz, r835
Buckius St., Franktord, Philadelphia, Pa.

I
N New York City, Brooklyn or near by, for a

watchmaker. . F. A. Woodcock, Winona,
linnesota. 

W 

(101NIPETENT watchmaker, holding a lucrative
1..g position, desires a change. No boy graduate,
but a progressive, wide-awake man of exp. ; bright,
keen, intelligent, and of good address ; has tact and
ability to satisfy the most exacting customer. Only
such firms as require one of the best all-around men
in the business need address " N 48," care Key-
stone office.

ENVELER and optician. Young man, aged 28
years. Married. 3 years' exp. at the bench.

Best of ref. " \V 38," care Keystone office.

BY a young lady as optician and saleslady in a first-class house. Have my own test-case, etc. Ohio
preferred. Address, N. Beddow, Middleport, Ohio. •

A YOUNG man with some experience at the busi-

• 

ness wishes a position where he can work at the
bench with a competent person ; has had experience
as salesman. Best of refs. Address, Mr. Frank
Miller, 24 Front Street, Schenectady, N. Y.

BY Swiss watchmaker, 17 years' experience. Mar-
110 

red, sober and industrious. Thoroughly capable
and understand complicated timepieces. Address,
"0 37," etre Keystone office.

IIDOSITION by watchmaker and jewelry repairer,
I 6 years' experience. Can do plain engraving.
Best of refs. Ready May 15th. Frank Presswell,
care Weiskopf Bros., Kenosha, Wis.

I3Y a man 3o years of age, position with some
reliable house. to years' experience. No bad

habits. Good recommendations. New England
preferred. Address. " B 7," care Keystone office.

W
ACHMAKER, 6 years' exp. Own tools. Wants

position. Western city preferred. Address,
i

T

arry," xr5 \V. Fourth St., Williamsport, Pa. •

rIRST-class watchmaker and engraver wants to
I make a change by 1st of June. Ad., " H 24,"
care Keystone office.

: 

Y competent watchmaker ; graduate of horologi-

i 
cal school. Good set hf tools. No bad habits.

Good ref. Ad., Geo. Graffenberg, Brown's Valley,
Minnesota.

P
Y young man, with 2 years' exp. in watch, clock
and jewelry work. Good ref. Work reasonable.

d.. Box 248, Reedsburg, Wis.

ror a good watchmaker. Good set of tools and
r good refs. Ad., W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona,
Minn.

(Continued on page boa.)



500OFTEN YOU WANT A STAMP
FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The cut shows our hand-stamp ready for use. The wording can be changed as often
as desired. We furnish with etch stamp a neat box containing several complete sets of6A and 6A alphabets, 11 A's in all, and a dating-stamp thus:

"PAID AUG.111 1892,
good for six years, with extra words in solid blocks of rubber—Paid, Ree'd, Aus'd,
Kurd, 0. K.

For $3 cha 
we send
rges pripaid, Outfit No. 224,

from which you can adjust various stamps for printing Letter-Heads, Business Cards,
Postal Cards, Envelopes, Labels, Price-Marks, Tags, Receipts, etc. It consists of a Four-
Line Stamp, a Self-Inking Pad, a pair of Tweezers, and a box of Rubber Letters contain-
ing 285 separate pieces, consisting of Letter, Figures, Points, Ornaments, Spaces, etc.,
also the words " RETURN IN 10 DAYS '1'0," " FROM," " FOR SALE I31'," and
a complete Dater Outfit. With this stamp you can print your "ad." any place. Spec-
imens of type furnished:

/t

A single Rubber Stamp that will do all your small
printing and save its cost a dozen times over.

ts(

1000
Rubber Stamps

for $3.00.

AAAAAAAAAAABBBB BBBBBBCCCC

RETURN IN 10 DAYS' TO -10/"R..) S.A.1= TE3-Y-
If not found satisfactory, money will be refunded. Reference, any Chicago jobber.

WM. H. DIETZ, 115 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Regular Prices.
TYPE, - - - - $2.75.
PAD, - - - - .35.
DATER, - - - i.00.
Sent Prepaid, - .20.

Total, - - -
Price to you, 53.00.

ARE YOU RN EtIGROVER? f rgOrD
ABE YOU LERFRIING? 1. BOOK?
Over 2200 Different Monograms.

More than

6000

Combinations.

Book indexed, so you can find any 2 or 3
letter design in 10 seconds' time, also contains
specimens of Old English and Script Text,
Ornamental and Cipher Monograms. If book
is not found satisfactory, money will be re-
funded. Sent prepaid on receipt of Shoo.
References, any Chicago jobber.

ADDRESS

W. H. DIETZ,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

A Practical Jeweler.

NEVER MADE A FAILURE!

References from over 200 wholesale and retail jewelers ! Made three sales in Cleveland,
Ohio, during the past two years, which amounted to $200,000 ! Will buy stocks or have them
replenished. If vou contemplate making a sale, write at once for terms, which are moderate.

HERMAN G. BRIGGS,

.
Correspondence ,

1;\ Confidential.
t

kwelers' Auctioneer
Address . Howell, Mich.

Students of Horology and the World's Fair.

IT'S ONLY A JUMP FROM

The Elgin tiorological School, Elgin, Ill.
TO THE WORLD'S FAIR GROUNDS.

Do you wish to be near Chicago during this summer ? We have first-class accommodations for all intending watchmakers who wish tovisit the Fair for pleasure or knowledge, or both. The horological exhibit will be a wonder in itself. We are still pursuing our straightforward,honest course of making Competent and Experienced Watchmakers of our students.

Do you wish ttoc. teeacrlethaenxdepeirtromEngthreavrration,to perfect yourself in the more difficult parts of the trade ? Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue,
and see what we can do for you.

OURS is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.OURS is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the " Western Trade Journal and Review."
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHICH WE ADMIT IS LIMITED.

APPLY AT ONCE, IF YOU WISH A SEAT.
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 Quality is the Standard of Value.

Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.
A bread-winner for the watchmaker.

4-)
o
• v • •

ct,
0

MOSELEY'•

7--

4117.-1N.
N

I t v .:111111!',?;;•711.1-113M.711%I!

Full Size.

Columbia's Jewels.

REDUCED PRICES
ON CHUCKS ANP COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.

NONE SO BLIND
as those who will not see ! This is the worst sort of blindness—the
" won't see" kind.

But it is curable
' 

fortunately. We do it by escorting the sufferer
over our establishment and exhibiting our stock of

OPTICAL SPECIALTIES,

He is invariably convinced that we not only carry an exceptionally 1,
complete assortment of Optical Goods, but that our prices are very low.

IN OUR WORKSHOP

we till all special orders promptly.

John W. Sanborn & Co.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN OPTICAL GOODS,

414 and 416 Washington St., Boston.
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The Peoria Horological School.
FOR THE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL  TEACHING OF

WATCHMAKING AND REPAIRING.

Rooms, Or. Main am/ Elk:abelli .SYs., Peoria, 1/1.

The object of this School will be to supply the demand

for a higher grade of skilled artisans in this branch of

industry.
The School is founded by and will be under the di-

rection of Professor L. D. JONES, an expert of the high-

est order, both in theory and practice, and well-known to

the watchmaking fraternity.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Peoria tiorological School,
Cor. IVIain and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

18 Karat Philosophy. 1
If you have not seen our great cata-

logue, you have missed a half

year's profit.

It is not only a "money-saver," but

a "money-getter." Get one

at once.

Every page is replete with in-
ducements to the intel-

ligent jeweler.

To keep in the swim you must

know WHAT and
WHERE to buy.

We have the products and the

prices to suit everybody.

Give us a trial.

OSKAMP, NOLTING & CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS

OF AMERICA.

To the Jewelry and Optical Trade:

Art.
AP 14,
1391.

The Lamb Eye=Shield
is ztiaranteed to be the most desirable EYE-PRO-
TECTOR made. It is light, flexible and siatcrproi.
It is made to tit closely to the face and around the eyes
a soft, felt rim on the frxe side renders it impossible t(
(lust or any other substance to enter between it and tl
skin ; small perforations in the felt rim admit sutlicicri
air for the eves to retain their normal moisture. 11.e
EYE-SHIELDS are formed of the clearest mica, and
are perfectly transparent. They are furnished in eithi.r
clear, blue or smoke. as desired. . .
The Lamb Eye-Shield Is '

()Teat demand by horsemen, bi-
cyclists, car-drivers, motormen,
engineers, stonecutters, thresher-
men, etc.

Quick sales with liberal profits art assured. order through your job:)er, or semi direct for trade prices.

One (sample dozen sent by mail, postage paid, on receifil of $1.00.

W.T. S. McGowan, Jr., Manufacturer,

P. 0. Box 2501. BOSTON, MASS.

DEATH TO PICKPOCKETS!
• THE LATEST NOVELTY OLrr—■Np„

PAT. APRIL 18, 1893.

Our Watch-Pockets arc made front the
best Chamois Skin and in assorted colors,
and have a spring guard so constructed as
to close the mouth of the pocket and
completely surround a id clasp the pro-
truding stem of the watch, whereby the

watch is held steadily in place and effect:-

ally 'motet:m(1 from excess of dust aid
from being unlawfully abstracted from the

pocket. The pocket should he sewed in,

7vT7N RTI N'S

Dust-Proof mid Nieto Watcli-Pocket
sure protection to prevent the

watch from falling out of the pocket
or being stolen. It also keeps the
watch bright and free from dust.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Wholesale Prices: Gents', $2.00, Ladies', $1.75 per doz.

Sample Pocket, 25 Cents.

MARTIN'S
Novelty Manufacturing Company.

IOWA FALLS, IOWA.

—

PORTRAITS

FORREST BUILDING, •

LANDSCAPES

eATALOGUES
COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

BUILDINGS

JEWELERS' AND WATCHMAKERS' WORK A SPECIALV.

A. N. CLARK, Plainville, Conn.

C.irried in stuck by ad
31snuaeturer or

The Celebrated
Wholesale Dealers. LOOP WATCH KEY

?ie., made better Ana never titor,
popular than at present.

Numbers stamped on ca..h key.

Fend for price I:st

these and other goods

Crosby's Jeweling Tools.

Clock Screw-Drivers. Length 7% in.

Rosewood Handles, Nickel-Plated Blades and Ferrules. Convenient for deep work.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.

EINE watchmaker, salegman and graduate optician,
F with 20 years' practical exp. On repeaters, chron-
ographs and tine watches, desirgs a position as
manager of the watch and optical department of
first-class retail jewelry house, with the view of
developing and making the optical branch an im-
portant feature of the business. 1:est refs. Address,
" W.," care L. Stanhope, 125 La Salle St., Room 82,
Chicago.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler. Young man de-
yy sires a position at the seashore for the summer.
Ad., " Watchmaker," S. W. corner Twenty-Third
and Master Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

SALESMAN vants position in wholesale or retailjewelry house. 10 years' exp. ; good ref. Speaks
German. Ad., " C. H.," So7 N. Fifth St., Phila.,Pa.

BY May ist, by young man 25 years old. Single.
Have had 7 years exp. at general watch and

jewelry repairing. Would like a permanent position
with some reliable jeweler. Can do plain engraving,
and furnish best of refs. Have all toy own tools,
including American lathe, and shall expect Su; per
week. Ad.," F. A. W.," P. O. I3ox 264, Metropolis,
Illinois.

BY watch and clock repairer. Permanent situa-
tion. Good refs. Can fit glasses. Have case

of test-lenses. Ad., Box 966, St. Thotnas, Ont., Can.

WANTED.

WANTED— Experienced traveling salesman, to
V V carry a leading and well-knov.al line of spectacles
and eye-glasses ; samples easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address, Z 45," care Keystone office.

OPECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new
O work, also jobbers on repairing, making frames
to dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steady
work. Apply to Queen & Co., tom Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.

EVERY kind of gold and silverware. jewelry,
E. watches, platinutn. Market value paid. Send
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
1 will return all articles. J. I.. Clark, refiner and
sweepsmelter of gold and silver (established 1870),
823 Filbert St., Philadelphia. Pa.

nUPI LS to learn to burn by photographs on enamel
✓ and decorated and undecorated china. This
picture will stand the firing necessary for painting.
Address, " A x," care Keystone office

WATCH NIA K ERS to write for sample leaf of the
VV combined watch register of sales and repairs.
4S00 lines. No waste lines. Just copyrighted by
0. M. Campbell, watchmaker, Denison, Iowa.

InARTNER, with $12,000 to $15,000, to assume
✓ half interest in old-established, good-paying
jewelry business. The leading store in the leading
commercial city in New Mexico. Stock and fixtures
value $3o,000 gross. Profits each of the last three
years, $1o,000 to $12.000. Population rapidly in-
creasing. Am satisfied business can be increased
with a live partner. Want a thorough business
man ; would prefer a practical watchmaker or jew-
eler. Every facility for investigation will be given.
Ad., " E 28," care Keystone office.

DY W. H. Glenny, Sons & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for
D their retail trade, a third silver engraver. A
permanent position for the right man. In applying,
state qualifications, exp., age, terms, etc.

A LINE of plated jewelry, on commission. Good
A ref. Western house. Ad., " M 35," care Key-
stone office.

I EWELER desires a partnership with an estab-
tJ lishcd jewelry firm, or would take charge of
same. Can furnish $25oo in stock and fixtures, also
a few hundred dollars in cash. Am acquainted with
the jewelry business, also fair workman. Married
man, age 45. Can give good refs. Ad., Frederick
Pell, Mammoth Spring, Ark.

OTRICTLY first-class manufacturing jeweler ; one
O who can make badges, medals, ring mountings,
and do Roman coloring and enameling. To a sober,
industrious man, a permanent job. Ad., "G. B. L.,"
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver ; one who is corn-
VV petent to do difficult watchwork and is a good
salesman. Wages, $15 per week. Send photograph.
Ad., W. E. Cawood, Toledo, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER—young man with 3 or years'
VV exp. at the bench ; one who can do good Jobbing,
clockwork and some watchwork.. Do not want a
man who " knows it all," but a fair man with Az refs.
Ad., W. E. Mowrey, East Tawas, Mich.

A GOOD watchmaker who is sober and industrious,
H willing to assist as salesman. Young man pre-
ferred. Permanent position to right party. Ad.,
Sam Mayer, Denver, Colo.

A SECOND-hand watch-sign. Ad., W. A. Wright,
A Waterville, Kan.

Yv
ALL-case, not over 8 feet wide ; one of Smith's

preferred. Also show-case, 7 to 8 feet long.
d., giving full particulars and price, "S 40," care

Keystone office.

I N Philadelphia—a bright young man, not afraid of
I work. Can have free board and instructions in
watchmaking, engraving and jewelers' work for one
year. Better than any horological school. Address,
" Hustler," care Keystone office.

TRAVELING salesman for material house None
I but first-class men with established trade in the
Central States need apply. Ad., " K 39," care
Keystone office.

A GOOD jeweler and engraver who understands
A jobbing thoroughly. Permanent situation to the
right man. Paid every Saturday night. Address,
Keeport, watchmaker, Reading, Pa.

A LINE of solid gold set and band rings, on corn-

• 

mission. Western house. Good ref. Address,
" M 36," care Keystone office.

;ALESN1EN for entirely new articles (sell readily),
as side line, on commission. Ad., Star Light

dyer Polish Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

WANTED.

A N oculists' test-case. Must be complete. Cylindri-
ja cal lenses in pairs. State condition, whose
make, how long used, with lowest price for cash.
Ad., Dr. V. H. Hobson, 580 Fourth Avenue, Louis-
ville, Ky.

A FIRST-class watchmaker. Good wages will be
A paid one who intends to buy a good establish-
ment after working 2 or 3 months to see if saisfac-
tory. About $3000 cash. Ad., " B. K.," care
Keystone office.

VOUNG man to take charge of business on small
salary for 3 months. Start May 25, 1893. Ad.,

" Jeweler," Edgetield, S. C.

WATCHMAKERS to write for sample leaf of the
VV best combined watch-register ever published.
4400 entries. Sold by jobbers or 0. M. Campbell,
Denison, Iowa.

THE address of R. L. Peabody. Ad., " Watch-
' maker," 3406 South Park Ave., Chicago.

WArNTED—first-class unmarried traveler
yy for the Northwest, by a large New
York watch and jewelry jobbing house
(Israelites). Only such travelers as have
represented similar 'firms on the road be-
fore need apply. Address, stating full
particulars, P. 0. Box 2516, New York.

A \VATCHMAK ER ; one who can engrave and

• 

assist as salesman. Vages, $5o per month. Send
sample of engraving in first letter. Ad., N. Strou.ss,
Louisiana, Mo.

ANTIQUE repeater, with mechanical striking fig-ures on dial, or any kind of old, quaint watch.
Ad., price and description, J. Gomph, Jeweler,
Utica, N. Y.

A JEWELRY business in exchange for Chicago
real estate—five well-located vacant lots, valued

at jsoo each. Ad., S. D. Murphy, 130 Dearborn St.,
Room 512, Chicago. Ill.

exp'd, competent man to run an established
factory, as foreman. Must come well recom-

mended. Ad., " B to," care Keystone office.

\ /OUNG engraver, with some exp. on letters and
monograms. Ad., " G to," care Keystone office.

A FIRST-class jeweler ; must do manufacturing
A and jobbing ; one who can engrave preferred.
Salary, $18 per week. Permanent position fora good
man. Maier & 13erkele, Atlanta, Ga.

FOR SALE.

H
ALF interest in good-paying jewelry and music

H store ; clean stock, plenty of work • good cli-
mate in southern Illinois ; a bargain ; good reasons
for selling. For further information ad., " M 33,"
care Keystone office.

r100D-PAYING business. Repairing pays ex-
penses. Fine staple stock. Can reduce to

$4000. Reputation and location excellent. Will
either sell or take partner. " Jeweler," Gen'l De-
livery, Buffalo, N. Y.

LL health compels me to sell my good-paying jew-
elry business in town of 1200 inhabitants. Eastern

owa. Stock $600. Bench-work $6o a month. Only
practical watchmaker in town. A rare chance fora
German. Ad., " V 65," care Keystone office.

A BARGAIN, in northern \Visconsin, in town of
A 12,000 inhabitants, and growing fast ; county
seat,. with good surrounding country ; 21 large fac-
tories, and others being built ; 2 railroads ; electric
and gas light, waterworks, sewerage, and electric
street railway. Good clean stock and fixtures. In-
voice, about $6000. Good location, with steam heat.
Rent cheap. Good sales, and good prices for work.
Established 7 years. Competition good. Reason
for selling, going into manufacturing. Write for
particulars. Ad., " D az," care Keystone office.

Q

NLY jewelry store in southern Minnesota town of
z000. Stock $mco. Will reduce to suit pur-

e aser, to $600 if necessary. Ad., " Northwest,"
care S. H. Clausin & Co., First Ave. S. and Fourth
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

A STOCK of jewelry for $2000, in town of moo
A inhabitants, surrounded by splendid agricultural
district in the great Arkansas Valley of Kansas. zoo
miles west of Kansas City ; 28 miles north of NV ichita.
Fixtures Included in above price. Terms, one-half
cash, balance in bankable paper, running 12 and z8
months. Reason for selling, death of owner. Ad.,
Mrs. E. A. Munch, Halstead, Kan.

ON account of weakness of the eyes, a jewelry bus-mess, including fixtures, stock and safe, for
$2700. The business has been established 6 years,
as the first watchmaker and jeweler in this town. It
is located in a prominent locality on Seventy-Fifth
St., in Grand Crossing, which street is only 8 blocks
south of the World's Fair. There is plenty of bench-
work, which pays all expenses, with a large profit
over. The whole house, which also contains living
rooms, can be rented for only $io per month, where
others cost from $30 to $50 ; and the rent will not be
raised. A better offer was never made. Address,
Leopold Mauch, P. 0, Box 636, Grand Crossing, Ill.

To beginners in business we have something of special

interest to say. If you contemplate starting in business,

advise us, as we can be of service to you.

EZRA F: BOWMAN (Sic CO.,
Lancaster, Pa.

YOUNG man, with some exp. on clocks and jew-
elry, to finish trade. Must be honest. A. W.

Thoma, South Kaukauna, Wis.

FOR SALE.

DAD health compels me to sell my business in a
IU growing Western town of 3000 inhabitants. I
have a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator, 2 five-foot show-eases, work-bench, safe
and usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,
Missouri.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the city of
Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about

$3000 (must be cash) ; or can reduce same. Good,
steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $45
a month, including fuel. Reason for selling fur-
nished on application. Ad., Geo. Kurz, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Ir

EADING jewelry business, established over 14
rsyea. Centrally located in a lively central

Illinois town. Population, including vicinity, about
7000. Stock and fixtures $7000 ; reduced to suit
purchaser. Ad., " I 37," care Keystone office.

$8 010 0 S'IVOCI c'clhiees7netliZ' gErci
ilsiheddiflacytuearerss..

Bench-work $2oo per month. Sales of last year,
$12,000. Good profits. No competition. 3 railroads,
factories, rich farming country. Town 6cco.
Wants to go in real estate business. Iowa. Ad.,
" 13 4," care Keystone office.

I EWELRY business in a pleasant, prosperous town
j in Ohio. Established 40 years. Stock and fix-
tures, about $8octo ; sales $8coo ; work about $2oco
Will be sold cheap, as owner wants to retire. Ad.,
" P t," care Keystone office.

PAYING jewelry business in Iowa for $800.
Nice, clean stock and fixtures. No old chestnuts.

On main line I. C R. R. Ad., " H 22," care Key-
stone office.

THIS will appear but once. A nicely-fitted andgood-paying jewelry store. Nice clean stock,
e large safe. Will sell cheap. All the jobbing

man can do. Pennsylvania town of 5000 and 2
jewelers. This is worth looking after. Cal: on or
address W'infield S. McHenry, 114 S. Seventh St.,
or Pfaelzer Bros. & Co., 819 Market St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ONE Swiss universal lathe, with jeweling attach-ment, nearly new ; also window chronometer.
2230 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

WANT to sell a Moseley lathe, in good order, with
yy 27 chucks. Have used it only 3 years. For
particulars, ad. " M. Able," East Liverpool, Oh;o,

I EWELRY business in small town in central Mich-
j igan. 2 railroads cross here. This is the only
store here. Have a good rim of bench-work all the
time. Stock and fixtures will invoice about $900.
Can be reduced some, if desired. C. R. Rathbun,
White Cloud, Mich.

j
lHEAP—a good-paying jewelry business in south-

ern Iowa. Will sell either stock and fixtures or
fixtures alone. Fixtures will invoice $400. Popula-
tion 4000. Snap. Ad., " H 25," care Keystone.

AT Cleveland, Ohio. Wishing to retire, on account
A of ill health, 1 ant obliged to sell my watch and
jewelry business. A good opportunity to step into
an old-established business. Centrally located.
Clean stock. Plenty work. Stock will invoice now
about $3000 ; fixtures, about $3oo. Terms cash.
Ad., Lock Box 89, Cleveland, Ohio.

RDARE opportunity to purchase from a retiring
jeweler one of the oldest-established and neatest

jewelry stores in central Ohio. Business has been
established over so years. City has a population of
35,000, and is one of the greatest manufacturing and
railroad centers in the State. Store is centrally
located on Main Street, and has an elegant plate-
glass front. Stock and fixtures, which are first-class,
have been reduced to $1500, and will be sold for cash
only. For a young man of enterprise and push, this
is the chance of a lifetime, as success would be
certain. Ad., " Veteran Jeweler," care Keystone.

EWELRY store, in a live railroad town. Invoice
$2000 to $2500. With or without tools and

material. Population 3000. Good reasons for selling.
Ad., " Business," care Keystone office.

(100D-paying jewelry business. Repairing pays
U expenses. A good, clean and staple stock,
Invoice, about $2500. Can reduce, if necessary.
The reputation and location excellent. A good
chance for the right man. Ad., Box ro8, Coalport,Pa.

OTOCK and fixtures of an old-established jewelry
0 business in the largest mill district of Philadel-
phia. Ad., " P 5." care Keystone office.

$2000 WILL buy a paying jewelry business in
town of i50.3 in best farming district of

Ohio. Last year's business $50co. Have optical
business that demands my attention. Ad., " M 37,"
care Keystone office.

EWELRY and optical business in Cleveland ;
j old-establihed. Good location, centrally sit-
uated, in a densely-populated neighborhood on the
principal street, nett- market-hoicse. Large store,
well fitted up. At a bargain. Reasons for wishing
to sell out will be given to those meaning business.
Stock and fixtures, with all improvements, will be
sold for about $3000, cash. Big bargain. Apply,
" 0 24," care Keystone office.

EYSTONE for 3 years, from January, 1889, to
December, 1891 ; price, $ W5. Ad., John olf,

lorchester, Wis.

A GOOD-paying jewelry store in the city of Lock
Haven, Pa. Stock and fixtures invoice about

$2000. Must be cash. Old-established stand ; best
location. A rare chance for the right man. Store
rent $t2.5c, a month. Good reason for selling. Ad.,
E. Goldstein, Lock Haven, Pa.

BICYCLES at factory prices. If you want a
bicycle, write to us for prices. We can save

you from $25 to $5o on a wheel. Columbus Bicycle
Co., Box 9t5, Galena, Ill.

JEWELRY store, for cash. In Indiana town of
zopoo. Stock and fixtures will invoice about

$3500. For particulars and reasons for selling, ad.
" B 8," care Keystone office.

CHEAP, for cash—a few old grandfather clocks,U one very fine ; also a American lathe, with
countershaft and full set of chucks and cement
brasses. The first remittance for $t5 gets lathe and
all attachments, all in good order. R. E. Couch,
Roxboro, N. C.

FOR SALE.

1)))
BUiS a  home  and ood-payI n g   jewelry  

$   
bui

ness 
in ennsva

nianlively
manufacturing and coal town. Two railroads.

Plenty bench-work ; good prices; no opposition;
good sales. Stock fresh ; fixtures good. Can reduce
to Roo. Terms easy. Good reason for closing out.
Ad., "C 20," care Keystone office.

TELEGRAPHY. Complete telegraph learner's out-
' fit, key sounder, battery, wire, etc. Finely nickel-
ed. Only $2.90 ; formerly $3.75. Telegraph Supply,
Augusta, Maine.

A GOOD imported tower-clock, in good running
I-1 order. Ad., Albrecht & Huber, St. Joseph, Mo.

§TesfOCK o jewelry, in a town of 5000 inhabitants in
western New York. About $1000. Terms easy,

No practical optician in the place. Elegant chance
fora young man. Ad., Chas, Wendt, Brockport,N. Y.

A FINE stock of watches and jewelry, Whitcomb
/-/ lathe and attachments, and all the tools used by
a practical watchmaker. Appraised at Paco. Must
be sold to close an estate. Inquire of " E. A. S.,"
109 Franklin St., Auburn, N. Y.

A DIFFERENTIAL clock of United States, with
102 dials ; oak case, 8 feet wide, 7 feet high. A

masterpiece of workmanship. Has been intended for
the World's Columbian Exposition. Suitable for a
hotel floor or fine saloon. Price, $2000 ; discount, if
sold through a jeweler. S. Messerer, 23 Springfield
Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Pu
HEAP, for cash—jewelry store and news depot,
and furnished rooms for 2. Possession given

ly loth. Cheap rent. Store alone pays profit,
rhe amount you can make will depend upon your
capacity for bench-work. Customers, railroad and
stockmen. Ad., Cyrus Condit, 2344 Belleview Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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FINE jewelry storc, in booming city of 20,000 in
Iowa. Fixtures new. Rent low. Splendid

location, Stock reduced to suit purchaser. Must be
sold at once to close partnership. C. H. Allen &
Co., Clinton Iowa.

EWELRY store for sale, within 15 miles of Boston.
LI Live business city, 18,0oo inhabitants. Other
business, reason for selling. Ad., " F 25," care
Keystone office.

BUSINESS opportunities. Have 3 good openings inprosperous parts of the \Vest. Two of these
will require about $2500 capital, the other $1o,ocso.
Established trade, good towns. Parties will take
good unincumbered land its exchange. Write at
once to " 13 214," Room ix, Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago, Ill.

IN Cincinnati, the prettiest jewelry store on the best
I corner in the city. Stock and fixtures almost
new. $2o,000 to $25,000; or will take a partner
with capital and business qualifications. Add!
" L 12," care Keystone office.

1pi  1 fl 
 
FORn jo'erfclry storz:iitny bivo.resVsetanTi;irierci-

:886. Vill give lease. \Vill 
,
bear closest investi-

gation. Ad., Schneider, 221o% Independence Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.

TWO Swiss universal lathes of the finest make for
I sale ; one new, one second-hand. Both are in
perfect order. Ad., Geo. Kerth, 1263 N. Twenty-
Sixth St., Philadelphia.

EWELRY store, established 4 years ; stock and
Li fixtures complete, good as new, will invoice
about $5000. City 30,000. Good country trade;
good location ; thriving business. Very best reasons
for selling. For full particulars, ad. J. R. Cressman,
formerly Cressman & Yeakel, Allentown, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

PHEAP, for cash—Columbia bicycle, almost new.Cost $130. Or exchange for diamond. L. F.
rehmer, Rutland, Vt.

WILL sell, or exchange for diamonds, a small set of'
ifY manufacturing jewelers' tools, consisting of
safe, / pair wire rolls, x pair of flat rolls, lathe, lot
of tools, and benches for 4 workmen. All in good
order. Ad., " B 26," care Keystone office.

WHAT- have you in clear real estate to trade for
VV jewelry and fixtures ? C. H. Allen & Co.,
Clinton, Iowa.

A FIFTY-dollar magic lantern, good as new. What
A have you to trade for it ? American watch ma-
terial, tools or anything else. K. Carson, Ballinger,
Texas.

TO exchange, a lot of American, English and Swiss
I watch material for a complete case (in good con-
dition) of test lenses. Ad., J. '1'. Little, fico Liberty
St., Pittsburg, Pa.

I HAVE 24 ladies' gold set rings. Cost from $2 to
I $5. What have you for them? Ad., " W. D.
N.," jeweler, Dunsmir, Cal.

A SMALL engine, boiler and fixtures for a good
A American lathe ; 14 size Whitcomb preferred.
Ad., D. W. Camp, Nichols, Tioga County, N. Y.

DOLISHING-lathe, complete, and in good order,
r costing $7.50 new. Address, E. E. Wetherbec,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

"WO choice prairie farms of 240 acres each. Oneof them is situated 3 miles from Oterburn, in the
mous Red River country, price, $25oo ; the other

is situated z% miles from Rathwell Station. The
lands are free of encumbrance. Will take personal
property for either of them. Title perfect. The
above lands are in Manitoba. Michael Dealy,
Rolla, N. Dak

00T-blower, kerosene crucible furnace and ingot,
to exchange for second-hand American watches.

F ock Box 333, Gallatin, Mo.

WILL exchange large brick building, in fine condi-
VV tion, in Ohio town of a5oo inhabitants, for good
jewelry stock in live town. Said building contains
large hall and 3 large storerooms, and will pay 4 per
cen:. on an $8000 or $90co investment. Will take
part jewelry stock, and balance on time. Address,
J. S. Voss & Son, 62 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, 0.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

UOSELEY & Co., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
lvi " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability, con-
venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Send
for new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

If
YOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES

YOU WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONET REST ACCOMPANY ALL

ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A

t 

LITTLE tool to straighten hard balance-pivots
without drawing temper and without danger of

breaking them. By mail, with instructions, upon
receipt of 75 cents. Henry Peitz, Peoria, Ill.

TOOL and how to draw temper from balance-staff
without taking out staff or bluing balance. Saves

trouble of truing up balance. Guaranteed to do the
work. Send $1, currency, to Geo. R. Calhoun & Co.,
Nashville, Tenn.

1RY our new 
bright-cutting gravers. Sent, post-

paid, for 25 cents. Address, Ley & Gotimer,
2 S. Tenth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OTOLEN from a customer-1 watch. Movement.
0 West End, Lancaster, Pa..; is-jewel, key-wind,
No. 32,015 ; case, American \V. Co., Waltham,
Mass., sterling silver, open-face, key-wind, 3 oz.,
No.** E ri6 ; " Rev. C. B." engraved on back case.
$5 reward for return of watch and conviction of
thief. Address all communications to Dr. H. H.
Kingsbury, Covington, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

5, ELEGANT designs of letters, and monogramstj sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. W'hite,
125 State St.. Chicago, Id.

PLD, battered watch cases made to look as good as
new at moderate price. Can replace any part

the watch ease. Terms moderate. M. Hartung
& Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

s
0 you wish ,to become a watchmaker? If so,

correspond with us. Our term a moderate.
Satisfaction 

modete.
guaranteed. Our instructors are the

best—having had years of experience. St. Louis
• Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at
1-1 reasonable prices. \Vork returned without delay.
Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for lance-list.
M. Hartung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago. 111.

as 
VERVONE to know that Parsons' Horological

Institute, Peoria, Ill , h all the latest improved,
the largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

rVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

5 0 ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms

ii sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to

• 

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. \V. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.
Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of

wheels cut to order. M. Hartung 8: Co., 162 State
Street, Chicago, Ill,

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE: We are

VV equipped to give first-ciass service in this de-
partment, with the greatest promptness consistent
with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions
cut to order ; also jewelry repairing and engraving
in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman &. Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

HAVE you an old watch case you desire repaired?We can make it look like new at a surprisingly
low figure. No delay in returning work. Write us.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. Best
yy workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-
tung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED —Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-
VV ing. They have every advantage, and all the
comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis
\Vatchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

• WHY not send us your watch repairs? We return
vy them without delay. Moderate prices. M.
Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WE are headquarters for trade work. Watch cases,
In watch movements, and jewelry repairing. We
have the bt-equipped establishment in the country.
Only skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

53ELEGANT designs of 
letters and monograms

sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wirh to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. Wbite,
525 State St., Chicago, Ill,

A LI. intending watchmakers will be interested in
this item of news relating to a graduate of my

school. It is another proof of my capability to
develop talent and how practical are my methods.
I offer you the same opportunity to become a perfect
mechanic as I did Mr. Asquith and others, and with
the same assurance of success.

"S. A. Asquith, watchmaker for B. E. Arons,
Pittsburg, Pa., has completed what is now the
smallest electric motor in the world, being log of an
inch in diameter, same in height, with 13% inches of
36 silk-covered wire. 'rhe armature is ,/41 of an
inch in diameter, while the screws are so small as to
be invisible to the naked eye. The motor will be
placed on exhibition at the World's Fair beside the
enormous Westinghouse dynamos lately completed.
The motor has been inspected by all Pittsburg's
leading electricians and pronounced a marvel."

W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but its the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
225 State St., Chicago, Ill.

k
VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best in

is country.

WATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.

VY Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-htter, 720
Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

WATCHMAKING and engraving taught to ladies.
IR We have a special department opened fo,r the
instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,
and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-
fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-
tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, 111o.

VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horn-
logiell Institute, Peoria, Ill. The first, the oldest

and the best school in this country.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and 
monograms

sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, 111.

ND still they come, from far and near, to the best

1 watchmakers' school, viz., W. F. A. Woodcock's,
,inona,  Minn. The very best of everything, and at
very low prices. Good board and room, $12 per
month. The very best facilities ; the very best in-
struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.
Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is
to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in business
for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to
hold it in good shape. and in a short time and for a
very little money, and to have a fine set of special
tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them
when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,
etc., the place you are looking for is \V. F. A.
Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest

V i notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.
Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Cu., 182 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

53 ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms
sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to

lam the art. No schcol ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, 111.

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a
A moderate price. Full instruction in engraving
as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

PINE WATCH-REPAIRING of plain and com-
r plicated watches, wheel-cutting of any size ; also
watchmakers' and jewelers' supplies. Special atten-
tion given to fitting missing parts of watches.
Dembo & Adelman, 107 Chrystie St., New York.

IliIHERE to receive the highest cash price for every

VY kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, fil-
ings, brushings, polishings, everything containing
gold and silver. Fine gold, silver. copper for sale.
J. L. Clark (established 1870), 726 Filbert St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-
tention given.

WANTED.—Everybody to send for our new pros-
ily pectus, showing advantages over other institu-
tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. Fullest
instructions given in horology. Let us hear from
you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in.
in watchmaking and engraving. St.

Louts Watchmaking School, St. Louis, .Mo.

VERYONE to know that 'Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,k ese largest assortment of tools and the best equipped

school in this country.

EZRA F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that their
E. Jewelry Findings Department is complete.

THE best watchmakers' school in America. Students
I receive a thorottgh education at a moderate
price. Every advantage. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

COLD and silver plating, satin finish, 
engraving,

engine turning, and everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

5 3ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms
sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

1-)ITTSBURG, Pa., July 22, z892.—It gives me plea-
r sure to state that I have graduated from \V. 1'. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always
found him an obliging and thoughtful instructor.
His heart is in his work. He has every pupil upon
his mind, and his ability to read and understand each
and every pupil and instruct him according to his
makeup is surpassed by none. My progress there
was simply surprising. He has done for me a great
deal more than he ever promised. The special tools
I was taught to make while there are worth many
times the cost of instruction. He gave me my choice
of half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,
and my. first week's work at the place of my choice
has given such satisfaction that my employer has
already offered to raise my wages. I have about 20
watches coming in every day, and have not found
one that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it in
first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions
are the best and most thorough to be found upon the
face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his
pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to be
a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I
cannot find words to express how thankful I am for
the benefits received at his hands. I will, with
pleasure, give any information about his school to
any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.
Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.
Three were there before to do it. That speaks
volumes for W. F. A. \V., as Mr. Asquith was a
farmer's son when he came to me, and he can make
or repair any watch now.

P. S.—Those three watchmakers were from
another school : but 1 do not care to try to build up
by trying to tear somebody else down. I am busy
all the time—and what's more, what I did for
Asquith I can do fdrothers. W. F. A. W.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
changed into American stem-wind? if so, send

it to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable
charges. G. F. Wadsworth. az State St., Chicago.

A FEW more students to learn practical engraving,
at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard

0. Kandler, chief instructor and proprietor, 63 to 59
Washington St., .Chicago.

DANGLES: Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled
D edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
engraving—over 70 patterns. Send to us for pattern-
sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa,

I F you have watch cases to be repaired, send them

I to M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WE want your watch case repairs. Make them

VII look like new. M. Hartung & Co., 182 State
St., Chicago, In.
EWELERS and watchmakers, after taking a
course of instruction in practical engraving atU 

ilie Jewelers' School of Letter and Monogram En-
graving, 63 to 69 Washington St., Chicago, have no
trouble In securing situations.

5 0 EI-EGANT designs of letters and monograms
0 sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. \Vhite,
125 State St., Chicago, 111.

IT is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
.is endorsed by the best class of merchants. We

instruct you in all its branches, also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WATCH 11IATERIAIS : If your material house

VY is not perfectly satisfactory to you in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead in this department. We employ only the
highest skill attainable, as we know by our own
former experience the.annoyance to the workman on
finding,  after getting materials, that " they don't
fit." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

WATCHMAKER to the trade : fine and compli-
cated watch work at moderate prices ; wheel'

cutting ; fitting lost parts a specialty ; tools and
materials. Ed. I.. Thrall, White Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
ify pairing ? Can replaze any part of a watch case.
No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, z82 State st., Chicago.

OUR specialty is 
chucks for watchmakers' lathes;

we think we make them right. Send a dollar to
your jobber or direct to its for a sample Dale chuck,
and see what you think about it. See adv., page 480.
Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark Street, Chicago.

53ELEGANT designs 
of letters and monograms

sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish t.)
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.

Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,

125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

I F you want a good roller remover, ask your jobber

I for the Hardinge patent, it is the best ever made,

and costs only $z.5o. See advertisement, page 480.
Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark Street, Chicago.

Norwich, N. Y., April 27, 1893.

THE KEYSTONE:

" I have received upwards of twenty

answers to my ad. in THE KEYSTONE.

The sale was made the day after I re-

ceived my copy. Answers still come in

from all parts Of the U. S. Will deem it

a favor if you will announce the sale,

and thus save ma time and postage in

I replies. THE KEYSTONE is, indeed, a

great advertising medium."

Yours respectfully,
F. J. IVES.
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19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Continued from Page 499.)

SITUATIONS WANTED.

[INE watchmaker, salesman and graduate optician,r with 20 years' practical exp. on repeaters, chron-
ographs and fine watches, desirgs a position as
manager of the watch and optical department of
first-class retail jewelry house. with the view of
developing and making the optical branch an im-
portant feature of the business. Best refs. Address,
" W.," care L. Stanhope, 125 La Salle St., Room 82,
Chicago.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler. Young man de-
VV sires a position at the seashore for the summer.
Ad., " Watchmaker," S. W. corner Twenty-Third
and Master tits.. Philadelphia. Pa.

sALESMAN wants position in wholesale or retailjewelry house. 20 years' exp. ; good ref. Speaks
(Airman. Ad., " C. IL." 807 N. Fifth St., Phila.,Pa.

D Y May 1st, by young man 25 years old. Single.
D Have had 7 years exp. at general watch and
jewelry repairing. Would like a permanent position
with some reliable jeweler. Can do plain engraving,
and furnish best of refs. Have all my own tools,
including American lathe, and shall expect $15 per
week. Ad., " F. A. W.," P. 0. Box 264, Metropolis,

I)
 Y watch and clock repairer. Permanent situa-

tion. Good refs. Can tit glasses. Have case
test-lenses. Ad., Box 966, St. Thomas, Ont., Can.

WANTED.

WANTED— Experienced traveling salesman, to
VV carry a leading and well-known line of spectacles
and eye-glasses ; samplt.s easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address. Z 45," care Keystone office.

(NPECTACLE and eye-glass workman for new
O work, also jobbers on repairing, making frames
to dimensions, bridges, etc. Best wages and steady
work. Apply to Queen & Co., lona Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.

[VERY kind of gold and silverware. jewelry,

• 

watches, platinum. Market value paid. Send
by express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
1 will return all articles. J. L. Clark, refiner and
sweepsmelter of gold and silver (established 1870),
823 Filbert St., Philadelphia. Pa.

DUPILS to learn to burn in photographs on enamel
F-- and decorated and undecorated china. This
picture will stand the firing necessary for painting.
Address, " A x," care Keystone office

ATCH MAKERS to write for sample leaf of the
ri combined watch register of sales and repairs.
4800 lines. No waste lines. Just copyrighted by
O. M. Campbell, watchmaker, Denison, Iowa.

DARTNER, with $12,000 to $15,000, to assume
F-- half interest in old-established, good-paying
jewelry business. The leading store in the leading
commercial city in New Mexico. Stock and fixtures
value $30,000 gross. Profits each of the last three
years, j'io,000 to $12.000. Population rapidly in-
creasing. Am satisfied business can be increased
with a live partner. Want a thorough business
man ; would prefer a practical watchmaker or jew-
eler. Every facility for investigation will be given.
Ad., " E 28," care Keystone office.

DY W. H. Glenny, Sons & Co., Buff:1k), N. Y., for
lj their retail trade, a third silver engraver. A
permanent position for the right man. In applying,
state qualifications, exp., age, terms, etc.

A LINE of plated jewelry, on commission. Good
FA ref. Western house. Ad., " M 35," care Key-
stone office.

1EWELER desires a partnership with an estab-
j lished jewelry firm, or would take charge of
same. Can furnish $2500 in stock and fixtures, also
a few hundred dollars in cash. Am acquainted with
the jewelry business, also fair workman. Married
man, age 45. Can give good refs. Ad., Frederick
Pell, Mammoth Spring, Ark.

0TRICTLY first-class manufacturing jeweler ; one
who can make badges, medals, ring mountings,

and do Roman coloring and enameling. To a sober,
industrious man, a permanent job. Ad., " G. B. L.,"
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver ; one who is corn-
VV petent to do difficult watchwork and is a good
salesman. Wages, $i5 per week. Send photograph.
Ad., W. E. Cawood, Toledo, Ohio.

ATCHNIAKER—young man with 3 0T4 years'
vy exp. at the bench ; one who can do good jobbing,
clockwork and some watchwork. Do not want a
man who " knows it all." but a fair man with Al refs.
Ad., W. E. Mowrey, East Tawas, Mich.

A GOOD watchmaker who is sober and industrious,
1.‘ willing to assist as salesman. Young man pre-
ferred. Permanent position to right party. Ad.,
Sam Mayer, Denver, C010.

A SECOND-hand watch-sign. Ad., W. A. Wright,
FA Waterville, Kan.

VdALL-case, not 
over 8 feet wide ; one of Smith's

preferred. Also show-case, 7 to 8 feet long.
., giving full particulars and price, " S 4o," care

Keystone office.

IN Philadelphia—a bright young man, not afraid of
1 work. Can have free board and instructions in
watchmaking, engraving and jewelers' work for one
year. Better than any horological school. Address,
" Hustler," care Keystone office.

TRAVELING salesman for material house None
I but first-class men with established trade in the
Central States need apply. Ad., " K 39," care
Keystone office.

A GOOD jeweler and engraver who understands
F.1 jobbing thoroughly. Permanent situation to the
right man. Paid every Saturday night. Address,
Kceport, watchmaker, Reading, Pa.

A LINE of solid gold set and band rings, on com-
p{ mission. Western house. Good ref. Address,
" M 36," care Keystone office.

§ilALESNIEN for entirely new articles (sell readily),
as side line, on commission. Ad., Star Light

Sliver Polish Co., Fort Wayne, Ind,

WANTED.

A N oculists' test-case. Must be complete. Cylindri-
pi cal lenses in pairs. State condition, whose
make, how long used, with lowest price for cash.
Ad., Dr. V. H. Hobson, 580 Fourth Avenue, Louis-
ville, Ky.

A FIRST-class watchmaker. Good wages will be
FA paid one who intends to buy a good establish-
ment after working a or 3 months to see if saisfac-
tory. About $30o0 cash. Ad., " B. K.," care
Keystone office.

VOUNG man to take charge of business on small
T salary for 3 months. Start May 25, 1893. Ad.,
" Jeweler," Edgetield, S. C.

WATCHMAKERS to write for sample leaf of the
ri best combined watch-register ever published.
4400 entries. Sold by jobbers or 0. M. Campbell,
Denison, Iowa.

THE address of R. L. Peabody. Ad., "Watch-
1 maker," 3406 South Park Ave., Chicago.

W ANTE D--first-class unmarried traveler
VV for the Northwest, by a large New
York watch and--iewelry jobbing house
(Israelites). Only such travelers as have
represented similar firms on the road be-
fore need apply. Address, stating full
particulars, P. 0. Box 2516, New York.

A WATCHN1AK ER ; one who can engrave and
assist as salesman. Wages, $50 per month. Send

sample of engraving in first letter. Ad., N. Strouss,
Louisiana, Mo.

ANTIQUE repeater, with mechanical striking fig-
/A tires on dial, or any kind of old, quaint watch.
Ad., price and description, J. Gomph, Jeweler,
Utica, N. V.

A JEWEI.RY business in exchange for Chicago

• 

real estate—five well-located vacant lots, valued
at $500 each. Ad., S. D. Murphy, 130 Dearborn St.,
Room 512, Chicago. Ill.

AN exp'd, competent man to run an established
factory. as foreman. Must come well recom-

mended. .Ad., " B to," care Keystone office.

VOUNG engraver. with some exp. on letters and
1 monograms. Ad., " G to," care Keystone office.

A F1RST-class jeweler ; must do manufacturing

• 

and jobbing ; one who can engrave preferred.
Salary, $18 per week. Permanent position for a good
man. Maier & 13erkele, Atlanta, Ga.

FOR SALE.

HU ALF interest in good-paying jewelry and musicstore ; clean stock, plenty of work.; good cli-
mate in southern Illinois ; a bargain ; good reasons
for selling. For further information ad., " M 33,"
care Keystone office.

r100D-PAYING business. Repairing pays ex-
penses. Fine staple stock. Can reduce to

$4000. Reputation and location excellent. Will
either sell or take partner. " Jeweler," Gen'l De-
livery, Buffalo, N. Y.

I
LL health compels mc to sell my good-paying jew-
elry business in town of 1200 inhabitants. Eastern

owa. Stock $600. Bench-work $6o a month. Only
practical watchmaker in town. A rare chance fora
German. Ad., " V 65," care Keystone office.

A BARGAIN, in northern Wisconsin, in town of
/.‘ 12,000 inhabitants, and growing fast ; county
seat,. with good surrounding country ; 21 large fac-
tories, and others being built ; 2 railroads ; electric
and gas light, waterworks, sewerage, and electric
street railway. Good clean stock and fixtures. In-
voice, about $6000. Good location, with steam heat.
Rein cheap. Good sales, and good prices for work.
Established 7 years. Competition good. Reason
for selling, going into manufacturing. Write for
particulars. Ad., " D xx," care Keystone office.

gNLY jewelry store in southern Minnesota town of
moo. Stock $12oo. Will reduce to suit pur-

aser, to $600 if necessary. Ad., " Northwest,"
care S. H. Claustn & Co., First Ave. S. and Fourth
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

A STOCK of jewelry for $200o, in town of 12C0
inhabitants, surrounded by splendid agricultural

district in the great Arkansas Valley of Kansas. 200
miles west of Kansas City ; 28 miles north of Wichita.
Fixtures Included in above price. Terms, one-half
cash. balance in bankable paper, running 12 and x8
months. Reason for selling. death of owner. Ad.,
Mrs. E. A. Munch, Halstead, Kan.

ON account of weakness of the eyes, a jewelry bus-k.) iness, including fixtures, stock and safe, for
$2700. The business has been established 6 years,
as the first watchmaker and jeweler in this town. It
is located in a prominent locality on Seventy-Fifth
St., in Grand Crossing, which street is only 8 blocks
south of the World's Fair. There is plenty of bench-
work, which pays all expenses, with a large profit
over. The whole house, which also contains living
rooms, eau be rented for only $10 per month, where
others cost from $30 to $50 ; and the rent will not be
raised. A better offer was never made. Address,
Leopold Mauch, P. 0. Box 636, Grand Crossing, Ill.

To beginners in business we have something of special

interest to say. If you contemplate starting in business,

advise us, as we can be of service to you.

EZRA F: BOWMAN ec CO.,
Lancaster, Pa.

VOUNG man, with some exp. on clocks and jcw-
I dry, to finish trade. Must be honest. A. W.
Thoma, South Kaukauna, Wis.

FOR SALE.

DAD health compels me to sell my business in a
101 growing Western town of 3000 inhabitants. I
have a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator, a five-foot show-cases, work-bench, safe
and usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Lautermilch, Kirkwood,
Missouri.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the city of
1.‘ Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about
$3000 (must be cash) , or can reduce same. Good,
steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $15
a month, including fuel. Reason for selling fur-
nished on application. Ad., Geo. Kurz, Cleveland,
Ohio.

IT
EADING jewelry business, established over

rs 
x4

yea. Centrally located in a lively centralIllinois town. Population, including vicinity, about
7000. Stock and fixtures $7000 ; reduced to suit
purchaser. Ad., " I 37," care Keystone office. '

$80 0 STOCK of jewelry, goodwill and fixtures.No old chestnuts. Established 16 years.
Bench-work $2oo per month. Sales of last year,

$12,000. Good profits. No competition. 3 railroads,
factories, rich farming country. Town 6000.
Wants to go in real estate business. Iowa. Ad.,
B 4," care Keystone office.

1 EWEI.RY business in a pleasant, prosperous town
j in Ohio. Established 40 years. Stock and fix-
tures, about $8000 ; sales $8coo ; work about $20co.
Will be sold cheap, as owner wants to retire. Ad.,
" I' a," care Keystone office.

A PAVING jewelry business in Iowa for $8co.
1-1 Nice, clean stock and fixtures. No old chestnuts.
On main line I. C. R. R. Ad., " H 22,4 care Key-
stone office.

HIS will appear but once. A nicely-fitted and
good-paying jewelry store. Nice clean stock,

THIS

large safe. Will sell cheap. All the jobbing x
man can do. Pennsylvania town of s000 and 2
jewelers. This is worth looking after. Call on or
address Winfield S. McHenry, 114 S. Seventh St.,
or Pfaelzer Bros. & Co., 819 Market St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

ONE Swiss universal lathe, with jeweling attach-ment, nearly new : also window chronometer.
2230 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

WANT to sell a Moseley lathe, in good order, with
yy 27 chucks. Have used it only 3 years. For
particulars, ad. " M. Able," East Liverpool, Ohio.

1EWELRY business in small town in central Mich-
j igan. 2 railroads cross here. This is the only
store here. Have a good run of bench-wink all the
time Stock and fixtures will invoice about $9co
Can be reduced some, if desired. C. R. Rathbun,
White Cloud. Mich.

HEAP a good-paying jewelry business in south-
ern Iowa. Will sell either stock and fixture; or

fixtures alone. Fixtures will invoice $490. Popula-
tion .poo. Snap, Ad., " 14 25," care Keystone.

AT Cleveland, Ohio. Wishing to retire, on account
of ill health, I am obliged to sell my watch and

jewelry business. A good opportunity to step into
an old-established business. Centrally located.
Clean stock. Plenty work. Stock will invoice now
about $3000 ; fixtures, about $3oo. Terms cash.
Ad., Lock Box 89. Cleveland, Ohio.

DARE opportunity to purchase from a retiring
F\ jeweler one of the oldest-established and neatest
jewelry stores in central Ohio. Business has been
established over 50 years. City has a population of
35,000, and is one of the greatest manufacturing and
railroad centers in the State. Store is centrally
located on Main Street, and bas an elegant plate-
glass front. Stock and fixtures, which are first-class,
have been reduced to $t5co, and will be sold for cash
only. For a young man of enterprise and push, this
is the chance of a lifetime, as success would be
certain. Ad., " Veteran Jeweler," care Keystone.

1EWELRY store, in a live railroad town. Invoice
U $2000 to $2500. With or without tools and
material. Population 3000. Good reasons for selling.
Ad., " Business," care Keystone office.

(100D-paying jewelry business. Repairing pays
U expenses. A good, clean and staple stock.
Invoice, about $2500. Can reduce, if necessary.
The reputation and location excellent. A good
chance for the right man. Ad., Box 108, Coalport,Pa.

OTOCK and fixtures of an old-established jewelry
O business in the largest mill district of Philadel-
phia. Ad., " P 5." care Keystone office.

$2000 WILL buy a paying jewelry business in
town of 1500 in best farming district of

Ohio. Last year's busincs; $50oo. Have optical
business that demands my attention. Ad., " M 31,"
care Keystone office.

EWELRY and optical business in Cleveland;
U old-established. Good location, centrally sit-
uated, in a deasely-populatcd neighborhood on the
principal street, near market-house. Large store,
well fitted up. At a bargain. Reasons for wishing
to sell out will be given to those meaning business.
Stock and fixtures, with all improvements, will' be
sold for about $3000, cash Big bargain. Apply,
" D 14," care Keystone office.

EYSTONE for 3 years, from January, x889, to
December, x891 ; price, $5. Ad., John olf,

l 
W

orchester, Wis.

A GOOD-paying jewelry store in the city of Lock
Haven, Pa. Stock and fixtures invoice about

$2oao. Must be cash. Old-established stand ; best
location. A rare chance for the right man. Store
rent $12.50 a month. Good reason for selling. Ad.,
E. Goldstein, Lock Haven. Pa.

BIC YC I.ES at factory prices. If you want a
bicycle, write to us for prices. We can save

you from $25 to $50 on a wheel. Columbus Bicycle
Co., Box 9x5, Galena, Ill.

A JEWELRY store, for cash. In Indiana town of
I. 10,000. Stock and fixtures will invoice about
$3500. For particulars and reasons for selling, ad.
" B 8," care Keystone office.

CHEAP, for cash—a few old grandfather clocks,U one very fine also a American lathe, with
countershaft and full set of chucks and cement
brasses. The first remittance for $15 gets lathe and
all attachments, all in good order. It. E. Couch,
Roxboro, N. C.

FOR SALE.

$1000 
BbUjinS a h

ess 
ionm;eannnsd ratipaayInng jeweelz

manufacturing and coal town. Two railroads.
Plenty bench-work ; good prices ; no opposition;
good sales. Stock fresh ; fixtures good. Can reduce
to $8o0. Terms easy. Good reason for closing out.
Ad., "C 20," care keystone office.

TELEGRAPH Y. Complete telegraph learner's out-
I fit, key sounder, battery, wire, etc. Finely nickel-
ed. Only $2.90 ; formerly $3.75. Telegraph Supply,
Augusta, Maine.

A GOOD imported tower-clock, in good running
order. Ad., Albrecht & Huber, St. Joseph, Mo.

§
es

TocK of jewelry, in a town of s000 inhabitants in
western New York. About $xcoo. Terms easy.

No practical optician in the place. Elegant chance
for a young man. Ad., Chas. Wendt, Brockport,N. Y.

A FINE stock of watches and jewelry, Whitcomb
IA lathe and attachments, and MI the tools used by
a practical watchmaker. Appraised at $t2oo. Must
be sold to close an estate. Inquire of " E. A. S.,"
209 Franklin St., Auburn, N. Y.

A DIFFERENTIAL clock of United States, with
102 dials ; oak MSC, 8 feet wide, 7 feet high A

masterpiece of workmanship. Has been intended for
the World's Columbian Exposition. Suitable for a
hotel floor or fine saloon. Price, $20co ; discount, if
sold through a jeweler. S. Mes-serer, 23 Springfield
Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Pu
HEAP, for cash—jewelry store and news depot,
and furnished rooms for 2. Possession given

ly loth. Cheap rent. Store alone pays profit.
rhe amount you can make will depend upon your
capacity for bench-work. Customers, railroad and
stockmen. Ad., Cyrus Condit, 2344 Belleview Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.

H6 
FINE jewelry store, in booming city of 20,000 in
Iowa. Fixtures new. Rent low. Splendidlocation. Stock reduced to suit purchaser. Must be

sold at once to close partnership. C. H. Allen &
Co., Clinton Iowa.

1 ENV ELRY store for sale, within 15 miles of Boston.
U Live business city, 18,000 inhabitants. Other
business, reason for selling. Ad., " F 25," care
Keystone office.

DUSINESS opportunities. Have 3 good openings in
D prosperous parts of the West. Two of these
will require about $2500 capital, the other $ro,000.
Established trade, good towns. Parties will take
good unincumbered land in exchange. Write at
once to " 11 214," Room it, Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago, Ill.

IN Cincinnati, the prettiest jewelry store on the best
1 corner in the city. Stock and fixtures almost
new. $20,000 to $25,000 ; or will take a partner
with capital and business qualifications. Add:
" L x2," care Keystone office.

$1 0 0 0 
FOR 

 
jewelryCssatsorz:iitny,brito reskIset.niic,Fi,rhocrci

1886. Will give lease. Will bear closest investi-
gation. Ad., Schneider, 221o4 Independence Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.

TWO Swiss universal lathes of the finest make for
1 sale ; one new, one second-hand. Both arc in
perfect order. Ad., Geo. Kerth, 1263 N. Twenty-
Sixth St.. Philadelphia.

1EWELRY store, established 4 years ; stock and
Ii fixtures complete, good as new, will invoice
about $5000. City 30,000. Good country trade;
good location ; thriving business. Very best reasons
for selling. For full particulars, ad. J. R. Cressman,
formerly Cressman & Ycakel, Allentown, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

PHEAP, for cash—Columbia bicycle, almost new.Cost $130. Or exchange for diamond. L. F.
r eh m er, Rutland, Vt.

WILL sell, or exchange for diamonds, a small set of
VII manufacturing jewelers' tools, consisting of
safe, x pair wire rolls, x pair of flat rolls. lathe, lot
of tools, and benches for 4 workmen. All in good
order. Ad., " B 26," care Keystone office.

WHAT. have you in clear real estate to trade for
In jewelry and fixtures ? C. H. Allen & Co.,
Clinton, Iowa.

A FIFTY-dollar magic lantern, good as new. What
1.‘ have you to trade for it 1 American watch ma-
terial, tools or anything else. K. Carson, Ballinger,
Texas.

TO exchange, a lot of American, English and Swiss
1 watch material for a complete case (in good con-
dition) of test lenses. Ad., J. T. Little, foo Liberty
St., Pittsburg, Pa.

tHAVE 24 ladies' gold set rings. Cost from $2 to
$5. What have you for them? Ad., " W. D.

.," jeweler, Dunsmir, Cal.

A SMALL engine, boiler and fixtures for a good
1.‘ American lathe ; x% size Whitcomb preferred.
Ad., D. W. Camp, Nichols, Tioga County, N. Y.

DOLISHING-lathe, complete, and in good order,
r costing $7.50 new. Address, E. E. Wetherbec,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

'WO choice prairie farms of 240 acres each. One
of them is situated 3 miles from Oterburn, in the

mous Red River country, price, $25oo ; the other
is situated 14 miles from Rathwell Station. The
lands are free of encumbrance. Will take personal
property for either of them. Title perfect. The
above lands are in Manitoba. Michael Dealy,
Rolla, N. Dak.

FOOT-blower, kerosene crucible furnace and ingot,
to exchange for second-hand American watches.

Lock Box 333, Gallatin, Mo.

WILL exchange large brick building, in fine condi-
tion, in Ohio town of 15oo inhabitants, for good

Jewelry stock in live town. Said building contains
large hall and 3 large storerooms, and will pay 4 per
cern. on an $8000 or $9000 investment. Will take
part jewelry stock, and balance on time. Address,
J. S. Voss & Son, 62 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, 0.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

1,1 OSELEY & Co., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
M " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability, con-
venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Send
for new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

HIYOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES
YOU WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MIST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ek LITTLE tool to straighten hard balance-pivotswithout drawing temper and without danger ofbreaking them. By mail, with instructions, uponreceipt of 75 cents. Henry Peitz, Peoria, Ill.
TOOL and how to draw temper from balance-staff1 without taking out statior bluing balance. Savestrouble of truing up balance. Guaranteed to do thework. Send $z, currency, to Geo. R. Calhoun & Co.,Nashville, Tenn.

IRY our new bright-cutting gravers. Sent, post-paid, for 25 cents. Address, Ley & Gotimer,S. Tenth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
TOI.EN from a customer—x watch. Movement,West End, Lancaster, Pa..; it-jewel, key-wind,No. 32,01x ; case, American W. Co., Waltham,Mass., sterling silver, open-face, key-wind, 3 oz.,No. ** E xx6 ; " Rev. C. B." engraved on back case.$5 reward for return of watch and conviction ofthief. Address all communications to Dr. H. H.Kingsbury, Covington, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

53ELEGANT designs of letters. and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish tolearn the art. No school ; but it's the place to leant.Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, ill.

LD, battered watch eases made to look as good asnew at moderate price. Can replace any part
13 the watch case. Terms moderate. M. Hartung- & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill. 

c
P0 you wish .to become a watchmaker? If so,correspond with us. Our terms are moderate.aaisfaction guaranteed. Our instructors are thebest—having had years of experience. St. LouisWatchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.
  1A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at iI.A reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.M. Hartung & Co., az State St., Chicago. Ill.

c 

VERVONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, Peoria, Ill , has all the latest improved,t e largest assortment of tools and the best equippedschool in this country.

[VERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill. 

5 ELEGANT designs ELEGAN designs of letters and monograms0 sent for 25 cents. Conic here if you wish to

▪ 

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,x25 State St., Chicago, Ill.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.1 Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds ofwheels cut to order. NI. Hartung & Co., 182 StateStreet, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE : We areyV eqttipped in give first-class service in this de-partment, with the greatest promptness consistentwith good work. All kinds of wheels and pinionscut to order ; also jewelry repairing and engravingin all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,Lancaster, Pa.

H
AVE you an old watch case you desire repaired ?We can make it look like new at a surprisinglylow figure. No delay in returning work. Vrite us. ,M. Hartung & Co., x82 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. BestIn workmanship guaranteed. No delay. M. Har-tung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED.—Ladies to learn the art of watchmak-ing. They have every advantage, and all thecomforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. LouisWatchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

IAIH Y not send us your watch repairs? We returnVV them without delay. Moderate prices. M.Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, III.

WE are headquarters for trade work. Watch cases,ify watch movements, and jewelry repairing. Wehave the best-equipped establishment in the country.Only skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.NI Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.
ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms
sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wit7h tolearn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

53

A LL intending watchtnakers will be interested inthis item of news relating to a graduate of my
school. It is another proof of my capability todevelop talent and how practical are my methods.
I offer you the same opportunity to become a perfectmechanic as I did Mr. Asquith and others, and withthe same assurance of success.
" S. A. Asquith, watchmaker for B. E. Arons,

Pittsburg, Pa., has completed what is now thesmallest electric motor in the world, being Al of aninch in diameter, same in height, with 1334 inches of36 silk-covered wire. The armature is 54 of anInch in diameter, while the screws are so small as tobe invisible to the naked eye. The motor will beplaced on exhibition at the World's Fair beside theenormous Westinghouse dynamos lately completed.The motor has been inspected by all Pittsburg'sleading electricians and pronounced a marvel."
W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish tolearn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,225 State St., Chicago, Ill.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, Peoria, Ill., is the oldest and best inthis country.

WATCHMAKERS, send all broken work to E. H.ri Lewis, lathe-turner and escapement-biter, 720Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

WATCHMAKING and engraving taught to ladies.VV We have a special department opened- for theinstruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

EVERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-E logical Institute, Peoria, Ill. The first, the oldestand the best school in this country.

53ELEGANT designs ot letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish tolearn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. 11, White,225 State St., Chicago, Ill.

AND still they come, from far and near, to the best
H rswatchmake' school, viz., W. F. A. Woodcock's,'I,inona, Minn. The very best of everything, and atvery low prices. Good board and room, $12 permonth. The very best facilities ; the very best in-struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire isto be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in businessfor yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted tohold it in good shape, and in a short time and for avery little money, and to have a fine set of specialtools to do the most difficult work, and to own themwhen you finish, and to be taught how to make them,etc., the place you are looking for is NV. F. A.Woodcock's practical, first-class Watchmakers'School, Winona, Minn.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortestVV notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Co., 182 StateStreet, Chicago, Ill.

53 ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish tolearn the art. No schcol ; but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. H. %%Ike,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill,

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at aH moderate price. Full instruction in engravingas taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.St. Louis NVatchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

[INE WATCH-REPAIRING of plain and corn-plicated watches, wheel-cutting of any size ; alsowatchmakers' and jewelers' supplies. Special atten-tion given to fitting missing parts of watches.Dembo & Adelman, 107 Chrystie St., New York.
WHERE to receive the highest cash price for every
VV kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, ffi-ings, brushings, polishings, everything containinggold and silver. Fine gold, silver, copper for sale.J. I.. Clark (established 1870), 726 Filbert St., Phila-delphia, Pa. Send by mail or express ; prompt at-tention given.

WANTED.—Everybody to ;end for our new pros-VV pectus, showing advantages over other institu-tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices Fullestinstructions given in horology. Let us hear fromyou. St. Louis NVatchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

END for our prospectus, giving our terms for in. 
in watchmaking and engraving. St.Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

- 
EVERYONE

as 
 to know that 'Parsons' Horological' Institute, Peoria, Ill., h all the latest improved,the largest assortment of tools and the best equippedschool in this country.

EZRA F. BONVMAN & CO. announce that theirL Jewelry Findings Department is complete.

THE best watchmakers' school in America. StudentsI receive a thorough education at a moderateprice. Every advantage. Write for prospectus.St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Loins, Mo.

COLD and silver plating, satin finish, engraving,engine turning, and everything in the line ofwatch case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, 282 StateSt., Chicago, III.

53 ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish tolearn the art. No school 
' 
• but it's the place to learn.Room and board secured for students. W. H. White125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

nITTSBURG, Pa., July 22, z8g2.—It gives me plea-r sure to state that I have graduated front W. F A.Woodcock's Watchmaker? School. I have alwaysfound him an obliging and thoughtful instructor.His heart is in his work. He has every pupil uponhis mind, and his ability to read and understand eachand every pupil and instruct him according to hismakeup is surpassed by none. My progress therewas simply surprising. He has done for me a greatdeal more than he ever promised. The special toolsI was taught to make while there are worth manytimes the cost of instruction. He gave me my choiceof half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,and my. first week's work at the place of my choicehas given such satisfaction that my employer hasalready offered to raise my wages. I have a-bout 20watches coming in every day, and have not foundone that gave me the least bit of trouble to put it infirst-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructionsare the best and most thorough to be found ttpon theface of the earth, and his ability to impart it to hispupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to bea first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. Icannot find words to express how thankful 1 am forthe benefits received at his hands. I will, withpleasure, give any information about his school toany person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.Three were there before to do it. That speaksvolumes for W. F. A. NV., as Mr. Asquith was afarmer's son when he came to me, and he can makeor repair any watch now.
P. S.—Those three watchmakers were fromanother school , but I do not care to try to build upby trying to tear somebody else down. I am busyall the time—and what's more. what I did forAsquith I can do fdrOthers. W. F. A. W.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

H
AVE you an old English watch case you wantn changed into American stem-wind? If so, send

it to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. Reasonable
charges. G. F. Wadsworth, 282 State St., Chicago.

A FEW more students to learn practical engraving,

• 

at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard
0. Kandler, chief instructor and proprietor, 63 to 69
Washington St., .Chicago.

DANGLES : Coin silver, heavy weight, knurled
U edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
engraving—over 7o patterns. Send to us for pattern-
sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa.

IF you have watch cases to be repaired, send them
I to M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WE want your watch case repairs. Make them
y look like new. M. Hartung & Co., x82 State

St., Chicago, Ill.

itEWELERS and watchmakers, after taking a
course of instruction in practical engraving at

e Jewelers' School of Letter and Monogram En-
graving, 63 to 69 Washington St., Chicago, have no
trouble in securing situations.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Conic here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

1 T is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
1 .is endorsed by the best class of merchants. We
instruct you in all its branches, also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

WATCH M ATERIA IS : If your material house\IV is not perfectly satisfactory to you in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead in this department. We employ only thehighest skill attainable, as we know by our own
former experience the annoyance to the workman on
finding, after getting materials, that " they don'tfn." Send us a trial order. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

WATCHMAKER to the trade : fine and compli-
1I cated watch work at moderate prices ; wheel-cutting ; fitting lost parts a specialty ; tools and
materials. Ed. L. Thrall, White Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
V‘i pairing ? Can replace any part of a watch case.
No delay. G. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st., Chicago.

OUR specialty is chucks for watchmakers' lathes;we think we make them right. Send a dollar to
your jobber or direct to us for a sample Dale chuck,
and see what you think about it. See adv., page 480.Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark Street, Chicago.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but It's the place to 1.2arn.
Room and board secured for students. NV. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

IF you want a good roller remover, ask your jobber
1 for the Hardinge patent, it is the best ever made,
and costs only $1.50. See advertisement, page 480.
Horological Tool Co., 86 N. Clark Street, Chicago.

Norwich, N. Y., April 27, 1893.

THE KEYSTONE:

I have received upwards of twenty
answers to my ad. in THE KEYSTONE.
The sale was made the clay after I re-
ceived my copy. Answers still come in
from all parts of the U. S. Will deem it
a favor if you will announce the sale,
and thus save me time and postage in
replies. THE KEYSTONE is, indeed, a
great advertising medium.

"

Yours respectfully,
F. J. IVES.
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CONSI-
DER FIRST,
LAST,AND AL- 1./..s•
WAYS THE IN-
TEREST OF OUR
PATRONS, FOR THEIR
SUCCESS IS OUR CON- 'Vlb
TINUED PROSPERITY. r)■
UNLESS OUR PATRONS ARE
SUCCESSFUL, WE FALL FLAT.
WE SEE AN ARMY OF DEALERS
ON OUR SIDE, AND PROSPEROUS TO
A HIGH DEGREE, WE STUDY THEIR
INTEREST IN EVERY PARTICULAR.
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Do You Want a Position?
•

If so, write for a prospectus of

PARSONS' HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
PEORIA, ILL.

It will tell you how to secure a good, paying situation.
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Instruction given in Watch Repairing, Clock Repairing, Jewelry Repairing, and Engrav-
ing, by experienced and reliable instructors. Special Classes in Optics.

This is the Pioneer Horological School—the oldest, largest and best. Thousands
of prosperous, practical jewelers in all parts of the country gladly attribute their present
success in life to its efficiency. The teaching talent is the best that money can procure,
while the facilities for practical instruction are unequaled.

DO NOT CONFOUND THIS SCHOOL WITH ANY OTHER

Address

IN PEORIA OR ELSEWHERE.

Parsons, Ide & Co.
Formerly Parsons & Co., LaPorte, Ind. 119 Fredonia Ave., Peoria, Ill.

•

E0

We4. 
ARE THE

OPTICAL CEN-
(4" TER, AND ARE

4 KNOWN TO BE
Ok/ HEADQUARTERS FOR

EVERYTHING IN THENIC"‘
OPTICAL LINE. WE HAVE

to„N" STOCK ON HAND, AND A

A
4fe LARGE FACTORY TO SUPPLY, ALL YOUR WANTS. WE AREzc'db BOTTOM IN PRICES AND TOPcice IN QUALITIES. WE SPARE NO EX-
PENSE TO SECURE THE BEST, ANDYOU WILL FIND OUR RULE OF ACTION,̀0 WILL WORK BOTH WAYS. WE PRO-POSE TO KEEP TO THE RIGHT. THAT'SoN OUR GOLDEN RULE.

AV'
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS.



The Antique Pendant
/e/e/s/emm/s/e/e/e4eveiws/sisilveig/e/eisis/s/sioimit/s

Fashion's

Foremost

Favo rite

Time-honored

T rade
Talisman

The Antique Pendant is to a watch case what trim-
ming is to a dress—it emphasizes its richness, gives to it the impress of

exclusiveness, and lends tone and an artistic completeness to the finish.

Time was when the antique pendant was found only on solid gold cases
—when, in fact, it was the distinguishing mark of the very richest and

fanciest of solid cases. When Boss cases usurped the place of solid gokl-,\-

cases, and not only the place, but the beauty and wearing qualities, they

laid just claim also to the antique pendant—the crown, so to speak, of the

deposed ruler of watch-casedom.

This pendant still retains its solid gold prestige .and remarkable

beautifying power two excellent sale-making qualities. On the severely
plain Jas. Boss cases. now so fashionable, it looks particularly rich.

It supplies just the requisite imusion of art to relieve the severity, and
fancyt() make the case artistically perfect as well as beautiful. On

Boss 14 K. cases its effect is equally salutary.

Don't fail to get from your jobber some of the

New Designs.

Keystone Watch Case Company
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FOR CHRONOGRAPHS

of all kinds in

Gold,. Silver and Nickel Cases

both plain and split

send to

JI T1 SCOTT 86 COI
4 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Ezra F. Bowman & Co.'s Page.

Why we hope for a share of your trade
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The main factor in attaining the large business which we control is found in the implicit confidence which
the trade has learned by experience to place in every representation made by us.

A standard of excellence has been established for our goods, and it is strictly maintained at all hazards;
of this the trade has shown its appreciation by endorsing it as the criterion by which the relative value of other
goods is judged.

The conducting of our extensive business is characterized by promptness and accuracy. The integrity of
our goods is maintained in every article, whether it be the smallest piece of material or the largest contrivance
used by a jeweler, each department being under the supervision of thoroughly practical help of long experience,
they, in turn, being ably assisted by a trained corps of subordinates.

A trial, we think, will convince you of our punctuality and superior facilities, and we feel certain that your
most sanguine expectations will be realized.

Our stock is overflowing- with every/b/w pertaining- to a well-appointed Tool and Material Business, but
the following are prominent as stan(ling at the very head among their respective rivals :—

Pivot Drills
that will drill

"The Mascot," 50 cts. per doz.

) 1  I 
6j 8 10 12 1141 16 181 20

- 
221241261

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

"THE MASCOT" PIVOTING DRILLS,
Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa.

N0.14DRILL-ENLARGED SIX TIMES.

For description of the wonders they perform see page I, May KEYSTONE.

" E. F. B. & CO. GUARANTEED RECOILING " MAINSPRINGS,—which are rapidly making fast friends everywhere solely
on their merits. As it is our rule not to quote prices in public journals on goods or articles which the jeweler buys to sell to the public, we ask
you to send for prices on these superior Springs.

"THE HANDY REPAIR PACKET "—for repairing spectacles—it is described in the April KEYSTONE. Price, $1.00.

THE DOUBLE=BASE ENGRAVING=BLOCK._„Acknowledged the most complete Block on the market to-day. Price, including
Leather Pad, Spoon-Holder, Button and Bangle Attachments, Ring-Holder, Cement-Plates A, C and E. and 32 Pins and Pegs, $18.00.

" GUARANTEED " REVERSIBLE GRAVERs----Double-end—each tool equal to two ordinary. Set ready for use. Price, so cents.
With Patent Handle and Ferrule, 75 cents.

" GUARANTEED " ADJUSTABLE GRAVERS--Adjustable to the hand, and to the wear of the tool. Price, 40 to 50 cents, according
to shape and style. Patent Ratchet Handle. 30 cents extra.

" GUARANTEED " ADJUSTABLE LINING=GRAVERS.-285 different styles and sizes, suitable for all kinds of work. Price,

75 cents. Patent Adjustable Handle, 30 cents extra.

THE MAGIC REPAIR=CLAMP._one of the best and most useful tools on the market ; almost indispensable to watchmaker, jeweler or
optician. Price. $1.25.

" LANCASTER " HARDENING COMPOUND,—For tempering drills and other light tools. is endorsed by the best watchmakers in the
country. Price, 25 cents.

THE "MASCOT " WHEELS,-For cutting and finishing pebble, glass, stone, and any other metal or mineral, are indispensable to the
jeweler, optician or watchmaker. Made in two grades; No. i for cutting down ; No. 2 for finishing. Price per pair, 3-inch, put up in neat
box, $2.00 ; price per pair, 4-inch, put up in neat box, $3.00.

(Continued on page 507).



THE " KEYSTONE " GOLD PAINT._The best substitute for the expensive gold-leaf; especially recommended for covering soft-solder
work on jewelry and for ornamental gilding. Large-size bottle and two brushes in neat wooden box, 25 cents.

BISMUTH SOLDER.—The strongest, whitest and most easy-flowing solder made.
Price, 15 cents ; 2 pieces for 25 cents.

THE " PERFECT " BUNSEN BURNER--The best substitute for the alcohol flame, and much more economical. The principle is a

mingling of air with gas before ignition. The result is a smokeless flame of low luminosity, but great heating power. Price, including Bronze

Gauze Top, Burner-Tip, with rest for Blow-Pipe, Tripod and Burner-Crown, $1.50.

THE WATCHMAKERS' BUNSEN BURNER--Nickel-Plated. Same general principle as above, but smaller and plain burner only.

Ls. E. JUNOD'S SUPERIOR WATCH JEWELS._These Jewels are of superior quality, and are sold at a
usually asked for Jewels of lower grade and irregular in gauge.

Prices on the complete line will be furnished on application.

Our Fl RE LIST as mentioned in May KEYSTONE will be ready when this paper reaches you. If

you wish to share in the bargains offered, send in your name as there suggested and we will send the list.

Engravers

and Repairers

for the Trade.

Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Watch Material, Tools and Supplies,
Lancaster, Pa.

Sole Agents

U. S. and Canada

For Ls. E. Junod

Jewel Factories,

Switzerland.

These 4-ounce Silveroid cases are about the scarcest thing in the market—and the best cheap
every man whose occupation involves " heavy" work : lumbermen, miners, ironworkers, farmers, and
We are glad to be the source of supply for such excellent value.

Of the number,

388 are Key=Wind
and we can supply the scarce Broadway
longer made.)

1156 are Stem=Wind
and we have a crowded stock of all grades of Elgins, Walthams, New York Standards, etc., from
which to select.

A " good thing " only lasts until the news of it reaches the ears of wise buyers. These 4-ounce Silveroids
are bound to go quickly.

Are you a wise buyer?

(Willis B. Musser, formerly of Bowman & Musser, Manager)

Jobbers in Watches, Chains and Spectacles',
Lancaster, Pa.
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" Time is Money,"
said Benjamin Franklin—
but a little Money will buy

a great deal of Time,
if it is put in

THE NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH.
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"The show (ma gaze o' the Time,"
wrote William Shakespere;

- but had William lived in
1893 he would have written

" Show up, and gaze 111 THE Time,"
with thought of the Fancy Dials on

THE NEW YoRK STANDARD WATCH.

So, in fact, is the gold question. If you will send your
old 0-old and silver to us, we can demonstrate the fact that
the above questions can be settled to your entire satisfac-
tion. Our plan of giving estimates has given general sat-
isfaction. If you want accurate valuations and prompt
returns, it will be to your interest to give us a trial.

Immediately upon receipt of consignment, we will remit by cash or
(as preferred). If our offer should prove unsatisfactory, we will r(
consignment intact and pay all charges. Make us a trial shipment i
quantity (small or large), and you will ship again.

MESSRS. GOLDSMITH BROS.:
DEAR SIRS: We are in receipt of your esteemed favor of July

20, inclosing check as stated for $3,288.65, which we have passed to
your credit in account for sweepings, and for which please accept the
thanks of Yours truly, GORHAM MFG. CO.

Per Raeton.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN: We are well pleased with all transactions we have

had with you, and have always found your estimates on gold and
silver to be accurate and full value. Yours respectfully,

M. C. EPPENSTEIN & CO.

CHICA
GENTLEMEN: Our business relatiiins have always

satisfactory. Yours truly, M. A. MEA

CHIC
CENTLEMEN: We are well pleased with your esti

gold, and your prompt and satisfactory way of doing bus
Yours truly, SWARTCHI

_ season of buds andSpringtime blossoms,•growth and
renewal, freshness and vigor succeeding to inert clod
and dull routine; a time for plowing and planting
—for discarding old ideas, and looking a-field for

Of all the horolog-
better things and better methods.

ical (Trowths, oneLook a-field, Jeweler !
sturdy seedling fills the eye and satisfies the judgment
as the " better thing" than any other in the world,
snig sfor mprilloiig ;ey. Plant it in your trade in this blos-o 

it will bring you reputation through
.theinitleurr.turing Summer, will fructify into profit in the
golden Autumn, and make " Merry Christmas"
merrier by its profitable presence through the busy

‘v 

The Best for the Money in every season-

•r:9-

. GENTLEMEN : Your dealings with us have alw
factory'. Yours truly, GILES,

1CAGO, ILL.
ys been satis-
BRO. & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN: We have always found your valuations of old gold

satisfactory. Yours, LAPP & FLERSHEM.

CHICAGO, ILL.
GENTLEMEN : Our business relations have always been pleasant

and satisfactory. Very truly yours, H. F. HAHN & CO.

GENTLEMEN: We have dealt with you for se
and cheerfully endorse your reliability.

Most respectfully, ROBBINS & AP
R.

GENTLEMEN : We are pleased to state that
been perfectly satisfactory. Yours respectful

STEIN

HICAGO, ILL.
veral years past

FR EE. —Send for our ROOK giving pointers on preparing acids, testing and buying gold, etc. lal

'torn ..rirrrrrrruir_rruruirrsirrrrirr P arepr_rprprepriii-r_rn.rarr_repEreruirr_rp_rr_rErrpri_rry r r.rerael.,rrirrrirrTr_rr.rp.rar

4, The TIMES that try men's souls,"
which Samuel Butler wrote about,

referred to low-priced Movements other than.
THE NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH.

"They are honored in their generatton,
and are the glory of the TIMES "—

the various grades of
THE NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH.
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Chicago Watch Tool Co.
52 Madison Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers and Repairers of

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Ili I ti.. II lil• 'MI I 1 i 
t •

■1 .1111 • 
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1'111011111 WWI IIIIIIII 
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_ . 7,

POWER ROLLING-MILL.

MAKERS OF

WalotRakeis' a Jowelog Tools of Evom Description.
Our Specthlties

Staking Tools, Foot Wheels and Polishing Lathes,

WATCH SIGNS and Racks.
Fine Steel Tweezers and Screw-Drivers.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Kindly Isilention. Tias KMYSTONEC 'when Ordering or Bliyin.g.
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AIRFOINT EIAMWACTUKIN
EDWARD D. MANDELL, PRESIDENT.

THOMAS A. TRIPP, TREASURER.

NnT/13EDFORb,
russ.

IM 2624
oirT
ElICHLT EN:3055E11)a

VELVET BRUSH.

BONNET BRUSH.

MIRROR

HAIR BRUSH,

01117011

V/KEN WISIITIECR OillIZAQ0 NAKE
TOMIR HEAIXNAKTERS

AT OUR STORE

224 VlaD45T1 AV'ENUE.

MILITARY RUSH.

Our Exhibit at the WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION will be found in Section N,
Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

I 20 illanEm _ANE, HEW YORK.

5ALIE,51K00115 -V 224 WASION AVENUE, tilliCAGIO„ 11ILL

220 SUTTER STREET9 FROC113C09 tAL.
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ESTABLISHED 1888.

DIRECTORS:

DR. G. M. DAKIN.

R. E. MORRISON, Cashier First National Hank.

WM. A. HALL, of Hall, Weaver & Co., Bankers.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treas. E. F. Michael Co.

JOS. J. RUMELY, Treas. M. Rumely Co.

INCORPORATED, JUNE, 1892.

KNowN A$ INZ r•X$14.

Piaolloal School MI Watoloaksis,
LA PORTE, IND.

Our Famous Escapement Model. Designed b
y Prof. J. I.. Hutchinson. Built in this school

by Student R. W. Keeler. Send for description.

OFFICERS:

DR. G. M. DAKIN, President.

R. E. MORRISON, Secretary.

ED. F. MICHAEL, Treasurer.

J. L. HUTCHINSON, Superintendent.

yOU can acquire a more thorough knowledge of every-

thing pertaining to watchmaking at this school in less

time and at less expense than at any other place

in the United States. Tuition 'lower than that of any other

school and includes an optical course. Cost of living less

than at any other place vher: similar schools are estab-

lished. Students received at any time. Send for catalogue,

samples of engraving, etc.

J. L. HUTCHINSON9

Superintendent.

THE GEM CABINET.
(Cut. t wo-thirds size.)

Gem Cabinet Specialties.
description of

HIGHEST Possible Quality. 
(Printed 

in lid of each 
cabincontents

et.) LOWEST Possible Price.

Contains twenty-four metal screw-top bottles, with finely-finished cabinet.

Absolutely accurate. Nlicrometrical measurements.

No. I.—Contains one dozen assorted Winding or Bevel Pinions for Waltham, Elgin, Hampd
en

and Illinois movements in 18, 16, 6, 0 and 1 sizes. Also includes one dozen Intermediate

and Intersetting Wheels for same ; one dozen Winding Wheels for same; one dozen

Crown Wheels for same. This Cabinet costs $15.00 if bought at catalogue prices. Cor-

rectness guaranteed, Price, $5.55.

' No. 2.—Contains one gross Garnet Roller or Pin-Jewels—perfect fit. Assorted for Waltham, Elgin,

Hampden, Rockford and Illinois movements, all sizes. - - - - Complete, Price, $3.50.

No. 3.—Contains eight dozen Cock and Foot Ba1ance-1Io1e Jewels for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden
,

Rockford and Illinois movements in all sizes. Absolutely correct. - - Complete, Price, $8.00.

Same as above, but only four dozen Jewels, - - 4.75.

No. 4,—Contains eight dozen Balance-Staffs for
 Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford and Illinois

movements in all sizes—absolute fit. - - - - - - - Complete, Price, 510.00.

Same as above, with only four dozen Staffs. - - - - - Complete,

No, 5.—Contains twelve dozen long Case or Movement Screws for Waltham, Elgin, Hampden,
Rockford, Illinois and others. Blue and polished—flat and conical heads. dAomccitliireatcey

guaranteed. - 

,
Price, $3.25.

5.75.

N ao 6. —One box Hands—contains 
eight dozen pairs of Hour and Minute-Hands for Waltham and

Elgin watches in all sizes, besides three dozen each Second-Hands, 18, 6 and 1 sizes.
Complete, Price, $2.00.

Optimus (Best) American Mainsprings.
Six hundred testimonials from men you know. Average break, one in thirty-six ; average set, not

One in a carload. Exquisitely finished. In every size, every grade, and for every make. In the

colors used by the watch companies. Price, $1.25 per dozen; $15.00 per gross. Sample

dozen sent on application; and if not approved of, money returned and no charge made for 
those used.

Optimus Mainsprings for Swiss Watches, same quality as above,

tagged and gauged as per Dennison, 51.00 per dozen; 512.00 per gross.

Optimus Gold Solder.
Best on earth. 6, 10 and 14 karat. Rich in color. Never balls; flows right into the joint. Can

be hammered, drawn into wire, or rolled into plate, so tough is it. This solder will flow on

any quality of job, .even on good rolled-plate.

Silver Solder. As above.

Samples sent free on application.

NO GOODS SENT C. 0. D.

TERMS-10 per cent. for immediate cash, or 6 per
cent. 30 days.

Complete stock always on hand.

I.OWELL PIN-VISES.
Smallest size, nickel-plated,
Largest " I

LOWELL HAND.VISE, . . .

net, 85 cents.
" $1.00.
" $1.25,

Regular Prices, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

STUBS' STEEL JOINT PUSHERS with Rosewood handles,
hardened and tempered perfectly. 15 cents each, or two
for 25 cents, net.

C. E. FULLER'S MILLING TOOL for Repairing
and Cutting Diamond Settings. Is auto-
matic in its action. $1.00.

John 0. Jacobson,
Complete line of Tools, Materials and Crystals

35 Men Lee, low York Oil,
or P. 0. Box 2485.

•.■
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Maras • & Sloane NM Co.

Engravere did it ever occur to you that while inventive genius has
been making grand strides in every 1;ranch of Industry in

A the past quarter of a century, that your particular line has
7 been sadly neglected ? Did it never occur to you that a

device that would be thoroughly universal, would cover all
your wants and meet all your requirements, would be a

godsend to you ? If so, an examination of the Monarch Engraving-Blocks will oblige you to admit that at last some one has

given your wants due consideration. In offerino.
' 

you our Monarch Engraving-Blocks (either style), we want you to feel that,

although this block is a recent invention, it has been fairly tested by a large number of practical engravers, who have pronounced

it the best and only complete block yet produced. Though more moderate in price than some blocks, the finish and material used

in the construction of the Monarch are the very best. With it, all other deVices can be discarded. As stated above, it is absolutely

universal, will hold any article that any other block will hold, and many more in addition. Unlike others, we do not claim that

it will dispense with all cemented work forever, as every sensible engraver knows that much of the work must necessarily be

cemented; hence we have provided the Monarch with a receptacle to hold cement blocks. Neither do we sell cement blocks as

extras, as some people do, but we furnish them with every complete Monarch sold, without additional charge. If you believe in

an engraving-block that will enable you to do your work more rapidly and with greater ease, you cannot help but become a user

of the Monarch. It has already displaced a large number of so-called first-class blocks, and we believe you will agree with us

that it is but a question of time when the Monarch will be found on every engraver's bench.

Ask your jobbers to show you the Monarch Engraving-Block. When ordering, order
a Monarch Engraving-Block. If your jobber does not handle the same, order direct from

us. If you wish to become more acquainted with it, address us for descriptive and well-
illustrated circular. Do not wait until the fall trade sets in to order, but order now. By
so doing, you will not be disappointed at the time of the year when the block would be of 4

most value to you. Or
-

„Lqr-r--likm,i 0x111-

Catalogue furnished jewelers only on application.

MONARCH No. 2.

Monarch No. 1, with all attachments, $16.50
” No. 2, " " it 15.00

1VIITHLMATT, HEDGES & CO., Patentees,

Manufacturers of Jewelers' Dies and Special Machinery,

No. 175 W. Fifth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 29, 1893.

MDEHLMATT, HEDGES & CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

GENTLEMEN : I have given your Mon-
arch Engraving-Block a good, fair trial, and
can say it is a good thing. I am pleased
with it beyond expectations. The feature 1
like most is the arrangement for the use of the
cement blocks, as well you know there are a
great many articles that must be cemented—
such as articles to be chased and matted. For
general use, your block has my hearty en-
dorsement. Yours respectfully,

[Signed] GEORGE RENTZ,
of Rentz Brothers.

To Wflom IT MAY CONCERN :

I have been using another high-grade
block, and upon seeing the Monarch sup-
posed it was very nearly the same, but since
trying it find there is no comparison. "lhe
Monarch Engraving-Block fulfills my expecta-
tions entirely, not only for its reatness and
perfection of style, but also for the many
things it can be used for.

Yours truly,
[Signed] OTTO PARTL,

General Engraver, of A. & J. Plants,
13r West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PARKERSBURG, NV. VA., March 31, 1893.
MUEHLMATT, HEDGES &: Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

DEAR Silts : For several months I have
been using the Monarch Engraving-13lock, and
I arn more than pleased with it. Each part of
this block is so well adapted to :ts use that it
is plain to he seen that its inventor must have
been an expert engraver, who, realizing- the
need of an engraving-block with advantages
not found elsewhere, placed the Monarch En-
graving-Block before the public ; and it will
undoubtedly meet with success.

Yours respectfully,
[Signed] A. NV. AIATHER.

Monarch Patents cover ten new and original claims in engraving blocks.

. t■ %weLetter, Monogram and Copper-Plate Engraving taught by competent
instructors. We have secured the services as instructor of one of thebest men in this line in the West, and shall aim to give thoroughand practical instruction. Terms on application.

ANE JEWELRY CO.
(FORMERLY S. D. MILLS JEWELRY CO.)

-Lif WANT TO BE SkIRE that you get some that is easy-flowing. You do not want

any more of the kind you now have on your bench, which
/,
,44 melts into a ball or is so hard that you cannot make it flow.

We make a perfect solder, which we use in our factories on all work. It is easy-flowing, and

0. any one who knows how to solder can do good, clean work with

You can order it from us direct or from your material house. If it does not give satisfaction,

you can return it.

Do not accept any without it on. We know you will like the solder and

THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL 'JEWELRY TRADE

.i, .11 liiiiimuiltiti11111111111,111'101".11111! 
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SILVER SOLDER.
Plcoc Or 5 Dwr . 50c. NET.

rellf1,!),:i11 1,!li■I', 1,1!P .i, ilkil ,11H II
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No 2 GOLD SOLDER.
TO USE ON GOLD BETTER THAN 10 A.

75c. PER DWT. NET.



FOR ALL AMERICAN WATCHES
GUARANTEED

1 Waltham, Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.

2 Waltham, Old Model, Old Style.

3 Waltham, A. T. & Co.

4 Waltham, Crescent Street.

5 Waltham, New Model, llunting.

6 Waltham, New Model, Open Face.

7 Waltham, 16 Size.

8 Waltham, Bond Street.

9 Waltham, 14 Size.

10 Waltham, 10 Size. •
11 Waltham, 6.Size.

12 Waltham, 1 Size.

13 Elgin, New Style, 18 Size.

14 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class I.

15 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class 3.

16 Elgin, Old Style, 18 Size, Class 4.

17 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size.

18 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size, Class I.
19 Elgin, Old Style, 16 Size, Class 3.
20 Elgin, 10 Size.

21 Elgin, New Style, 6 Size.

22 Elgin, Old Style, 6 Size, Class I.

23 Elgin,. Old Style, 6 Size, Class 3.

24 Elgin, 0 Size.

25 Illinois, 18 Size.

26 Illinois, 8 Size.

27 Illinois., (• Size.

2s Illinois, 4 Size.

29 Rockford, 18 Size.

30 Rockford, 6 Size.

31 Hampden, 18 Size.

32 I lampden, 6 Size.

33 Columbus, 18 Size.

34 Columbus, 6 Size.

35 Howard, 18 Size.

30 Aurora, .18 Size.

37 Trenton.

38 Seth Thomas.

39 Cheshire.

40 Standard.
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Glickauf & Newhouse,
84 and 86 State St., Chicago.

DEALERS IN •

Eveinig Pegating to the Jewolip a0 MOS
When you visit the World's Fair City, call on us and make our store your headquarters.

We will make your stay pleasant and agreeable.
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__f7T 41 Elgin, Double Braced, 18 Size.

-4131 42 Elgin, Double Bniced, 10 Size.

43 Elgin, I /ouble Braced, 6 Size.1111111:1"At

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT

10 Years of Uninterrupted Success

Has demonstrated beyond any doubt

that the G. & N. Gravier Mainsprings

are superior to any Spring ever placed

upon the market. A trial will convince

the most skeptical of the truth of the

above.

The time of year has arrived when
YOU will be having the same trouble with
Mainsprings, namely, constantly break-
ing. This can be avoided. The remedy is
simple, buy the G. tic N. Gravier Main-
springs. They will suit you; they will
save you lots of annoyance, and in fact
will be a saving to you all around if you
begin at once to use them. We are the
sole owners of these Springs.

+ Price per Gross . . $15.00 +
+ Sample Dozen . . . 1.25 +

TO CASH DISCOUNT OF' 6 PER CENT.

AKIN, LAMBERT & O.
19 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

Branch, 42 and 44 East Madison St., Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Picks, Pencils, Fountain Pens, etc.

^

PLUSH TRAY, WITH EASEL BACK.

One Dozen 16 K. Pens and Assorted Holders,

One Dozen lo K. Pens and Assorted Holders,

SEND FOR TRADE DISCOUNT.

List, $30.00.
List, $24.00.
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GIVEN AWAY!
Watchmakers, write for a sample of the popular

Philadelphia MAINSPRINGS
$1.00 per Dozen. $12.00 per Gross.

UNEQUALED IN QUALITY. CAREFULLY TEMPERED.

WELL-FINISHED ENDS. REASONABLE PRICE.

Made for all the Leading American Movements.

Jobbing Stones Grobet Files W. B. & Co. Glasses

Engravers' Tools Polishing Brushes

Buffs, etc.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR THE MOSELEY LATHE.

SELECT AND SEND YOUR. ORDERS FROM ANY CATALOGUE.

Louis A. Scherr & Co.
Wholesale Jewelers and Jobbers in

American Watches, Watch Tools, Material, Glasses, Etc.

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The LINDSTROM "Indatructible" Pliers.

FLAT.

3 4, 4 12 in. 5o cents each.

These pliers are, without exception, the best ever introduced into this 
country. The nippers will cut better and stand more usage than

the best brands heretofore in the market ; they almost merit the term " 
indestructible."

- • 
.

ADJUSTABLE PENDANT=SETTING SCREW-DRIVERS.

"r() tit all size sleeves. Price, 50 cents.AJAX OR "J. L. C." INSULATORS.

Reduced to $1.85.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watchmakers'

Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.

6 per cent. for cash.

B. VEIT,
69 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.
REDUCTION IN FANCY DIALS.

The Prettiest Dials in the market to fit all sizes of Elgin,
Waltham, Hampden, Columbus, Rockford and Howard Move-
ments, including set of Louis XIV hands.

Price, complete, $1.40.
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DAVID F. F. CONOVER & CO.B FRANK Wil_LiAmS
Diamonds

/ Headquarters
for

Watches

Waltham WAIN
and

Everything Needed by Jewelers
\ We carry the largest stock of

Waltham Movements
in the world

Silverware Optical Goods

Tools and Materials

CHESTNUT AND SEVENTH STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GORHAM MFG. CO., SILVERSMITHS,
BROADWAY AND I 9TH STREET,

Gorham Solid Silver

519

NEW YORK.

The Gorham Mfg. Co. manufacture and have in stock at all times the largest

assortment of Solid Silverware to be found, including specimens of art work in the most

elaborate and costly designs, as well as articles of plainer and more simple forms and

decoration suitable for domestic use. One grade of silver only is used; the very purest.

If purchasers would insist upon having the wares made by this Company, they

would be absolutely sure of securing the best.

BRANCH OFFICES:

23 Maiden Lane, New York. 137 & 139 State St., Chicago, 118 & 120 Sutter St., San Francisco, Manufactory, Providence, R. L



Waltham 18 Size

Crescent Street—Nickel.
M Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Fine Glass Enamel Double Sunk
Dial ; the finest Full-Plate Movement in the
world.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance:
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;
Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 25"—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance.
Adjusted to Temperature, lsochronism and
Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet
Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered in
Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

No. 15 "—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings : Compensation-Balance ;
Patent Regulator Patent Breguet H air-
bpi Mg, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. is," Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
ssoruim j-luanrkdReat a nd Tempered in Form;

6, No. 3 "—Nickel.
11 Jewels ; (ompensation-Balanc.e.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.—Gilt.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Contpensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ; Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

P. S. Bartlett—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator : Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

No. is," Adjusted—Gilt.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
syring, Hardened and Tempered in Form;
Double Sunk Dial.

'I No. 3 "—Gilt.
II Jewels ; Compensation-Balance.

P. S. Bartlett, Adjusted—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensntion-Balance.
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
Isoriunbt 

Sunk
kdIrat and Tempered in Form;

.6' No. 35 "—Nickel.
15 Ruby Jewels in Gold Settings ; Compensa-
tion-Balance, Adjusted to Temperature, Isoch-
ronism and Position ; Patent Regulator ;Patent
Breguet Hairspring, Hardened and Tempered
in Form ; Double Sunk Dial.

" No. 15 "—Nickel.
15 Jewels in Settings ; Compensation-Balance;
Patent Regulator ; Patent Breguet Hair-
spring, Hardened and Tempered in Form.

"No. "—Gilded.
7 Jewels ; Compcnsat
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WE take pleasure in announcing to the trade

that our Chicago office is now handsomely located
in room 8 i I in the new Columbus Memorial Build-
ing, on the southeast corner of State and Wash-

ington Streets, where a cordial welcome will be

extended to all visitors.

THOUGH aluminum has fallen. short of expec-

tation as a metal, the sphere of its utility is being

continually enlarged. A prominent citizen of

Cincinnati recently constructed an aluminum

violin, and a public test of the instrument some

weeks ago was pronounced by musical critics as

satisfactory. The metal used in the violin cost

Only thirty-two cents, so that in this case, at least,

lightness, beauty and cheapness were combined to

a degree that seems the climax of economy. The

devotees of the feather-weight metal have thus

opened to them another and, let us hope, fruitful

field for their endeavors.

IN the development of

speed in its various mani-

festations, and the conse-

quent attainment of much

greater facility of com-

munication, the year 1892

made a truly enviable

record, yet its fame as a

record-breaker is 1 ikely to
dissolve into thin air in face of the accomplish-

ments of the present year in the same direction.

Some weeks ago engine No. 999, of the New York

Central Railroad fled with the Empire State ex-

press one mile in thirty-two seconds, which is at

the rate of It2g, miles an hour ! This marvelous

achievement is not only a world's record, but

entirely divests of incredulity the prediction that

trains may be driven in the near future by electric

propulsion at a rate approximating rso miles per

hour. On the ocean, too, the record is almost

certain to be broken by the magnificent new

Cunard liner, " Campania " ; but here again man

refuses to limit his genius, and a rival company is.

already discussing the possibility of constructing

a competitor that will outrun the gigantic Cunarder.

Such extraordinary speed on sea naturally makes

advisable greater precautions against danger, and

to this end the Compagnie Transatlantique advo-

cates lighting the Atlantic route from Ireland to

Newfoundland by ten powerful floating lights,

some two hundred miles apart and connected by •

electric cables. In matters telephonic the pro-

gress is also remarkable. No sooner is the New

York and Chicago telephone a pronounced suc-

cess than the longest telephone circuit in the-world

is projected by the Automatic Telephone and Elec-

tric Company of Canada, who contemplate laying

a line of copper wires from Halifax, Nova Scotia,

to Vancouver, a distance of three thousand five

hundred miles ! This, if accomplished success-

fully, will be the certain forerunner of transmis-

sion of speech across the oceans.

AT present writing the World's Columbian

Exposition has been open one month. Its success

as a World's Exposition is already demonstrated ;

its possible success or otherwise financially is the

next question in order. The month's experience

does not furnish us with data that would enable

us to come to any reliable conclusion in this mat-

ter. It is true that the number of paid visitors

for May fell far short of expectations ; but this

is well and easily accounted for by the persistent

inclemency of the weather, and by the general in-
completeness of the Exposition on opening day.

That the average daily attendance thus far will be

very materially increased during the present

month is certain, but rough calculations show that

to make the Exposition pay its way the May aver-

age will have to be very nearly doubled. The

average daily attendance at the Centennial Exhi-

bition in this city in 1876 was about 51,000 for

the entire six months, this Exhibition not being

open on Sundays. The average daily attendance

at the Paris Exhibition of 1889 was 125,000 on

work-days and about 300,000 on Sundays. Whether

these latter averages will be reached at Chicago is

at least doubtful, Chicago falling far short of Paris

in population, and lacking also the attracting ad-

vantages of the world's fashionable capital, the
cosmopolitan center of pleasure and travel.

It has been calculated that in order to pay

the six per cent. debentures due in January next,

the bonds securing the city of Chicago's five mil-

lion loan, and the stock subscriptions, amounting

to some $5,500,000, the management of the Ex-

position need to take in at the. gates about

$r5,000.000 over running expenses. These latter

are estimated at $45,000 a day, but it is expected

that the receipts from the various concessions will

cover this expenditure. At the $15,000,000 cal-

culation the average daily paying attendance at

the Fair at the present figure will have to be more

than 150,000 to pay back the money represented

by the big buildings in the beautiful White City.

Every patriotic American is interested in making

the monster display a success financially as well as
otherwise, and there is but little doubt that both

objects will be accomplished. A necessary means

to this end is a general cutting of passenger rates.

by the railroad companies, and it would seem tc

be to their own interest, as well as to the interest

of the Fair and the country, to begin the cutting
without delay. The increased number of passen-

gers carried would fully compensate the road's for

the timely. liberality in .charges. This is a case

where delay may be fatal, and immediate action

should be taken by the various companies inter-
ested,
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IN these days of declining

monarchy and intensifying
popular independence, Em-
peror William of Germany

f=4 has taken a step that, apart
from the question of its ju-
diciousness, is au d ac i ous
enough to command admira-
tion. When the army bill was

recently defeated in the Reichstag, the ire and
energy of the Kaiser were alike aroused, and he
boldly asserted his determination to have the bill_
passed at any cost. He consequently appealed to
the country, and the result of the elections, soon
to be held, will be a good test of the popular
loyalty or otherwise to the monarchy. There is
considerable dash about the plucky Wilhelm that
appeals to the admiration of a martial people, and
this, together with the purely patriotic grounds on
which he has taken his stand, will undoubtedly
aid him in what have been harshly called " his
bulldozing efforts." A second defeat of the bill
would be an ominous blow to the imperial abso-
lutism ; and as the maintenance of this seems to
be the most important of all considerations to the
young Emperor, he will make, no doubt, hercu-
lean efforts to secure or arrange some combina-
tion by which he may insure the passage of the
bill. The complication is a serious one, and the
coming election is full of interest for Germany and
Europe.

Emperor William.

'THE drawbacks of ante-election legislation
are well illustrated in the Geary law. This law
provides that all Chinese laborers shall be sub-
jected to imprisonment and subsequent deporta-
tion to their native land who had not, prior to
May 5th, registered and received a certificate
of residence from an internal revenue collector.
The Chinese refused to obey the law almost in a
body, questioned its constitutionality, and blandly
bided results. The constitutionality of the law.
was recently affirmed by the Supreme Court of
the United States, but it has. nevertheless, become
practically a dead letter, owing to the all-impor-
tant fact that there is no money to carry it out.
Of the entire appropriation made by Congress
for the purpose only $35,000 remains unexpended,
while the cost of passage for the delinquents from
San Francisco to China is estimated at three mil-
lions and a half of dollars, and bringing the Celes-
tials scattered over the country to San Francisco
would probably entail a like expenditure.

Should the law fall into " innocuous desue-
tude," probably but few even of those who secured
its passage will regret its fate. It was passed
immediately before the Presidential election by a
Democratic: House and Republican Senate, when
pandering to political sentiment far outranked
consideration for the despised Confucian. The
measure was and is uncharitable and un-American,
and if it be not possible just now to repeal it, leav-
ing it severely alone should commend general
advocacy.

THE United States is now the proud pos-
sessor of the fastest cruiser afloat. The " New
York," built in this city, attained, on her trial
trip, an average speed of 21.07 knots an hour.
Wonderful, indeed, seems the ingenuity that can
find a means to propel through a resisting body of
water a mass of steel weighing 11,256,00o pounds,
380 feet long, 64 feet wide and 24 feet deep, and
that, too, at a rate of over twenty-one nautical
miles per hour. Yet the " New York " is by
no means the acme of naval construction. The
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" Brooklyn," when finished, will excel her in all
respects, while both will be thrown completely in
the shade by the .powerful twin thunderbolts of
war just ordered by the British Admiralty and
named in advance the " Powerful " and the " Ter-
rible." While the " New York " has engines of
16,5oo horsepower, her British sisters will be
driven by tremendous engines of 30,000 aggregate
horsepower, and will, it is expected, develop a
speed of twenty-five knots ! This is the new
standard which American genius must direct itself
to attain and surpass. Our " Columbia " and
" Minneapolis " will be a stride in this direction
with their engines of 21,000 horse-power, and
probable speed of over twenty-two knots. The
next in order will at least equal the " Powerful "
and the " Terrible." Truly it will be an interest-
ing spectacle to behold from an anchored air-ship
the naval fight of the future.

Fr becomes our unpleasant but stern duty to
warn the trade against the worthless guarantees
now so prevalent. They accompany watch cases,
chains, and, in fact, all classes of guaranteeable
goods, and have assumed a variety of forms, all
equally fraudulent. The most difficult to guard
against is that which has every semblance of
honesty, and is signed by the manufacturer's
Dame, though the goods cannot and never were
intended to wear for the number of years specified.
Time will, of course, reveal the deception, but at
the expense of the duped retailer's name and busi-
ness. Other " guaranteed " goods of a worthless
class are made by concerns considered reputable,
but the name of the makers does not appear on
the goods, nor do their trade-marks, nor any signs
whatever that could, when the fraud is disclosed,
trace a connection. Fictitious names and marks
are used, and the real makers are thus enabled to
repudiate the goods when self-interest demands it.
Others, not manufacturers, devise guarantees on
their own account for certain classes of goods not
guaranteed by the makers, or only guaranteed by
them for a short period. The makers' trade-marks
give this latter plan a semblance of honesty that
makes the guarantees plausibly deceptive. Not
infrequently a low-grade watch case, for instance,
made by a reliable manufacturer, is sold as a
higher grade one made by the same manufacturer,
and is guaranteed as such by, of course, a bogus
guarantee. To avoid being duped by these and
other forms of worthless guarantees, every jeweler
should be intimately acquainted with the names,
goods and trade-marks, special and general, of
responsible and thoroughly reliable concerns ; and
particularly of those concerns whose goods have
been subjected to the test of time (the only really
conclusive one), and whose guarantees have been
outworn by the goods guaranteed. This knowl-
edge will enable the trade to avoid all imposition
and risks.

1T is refreshing to turn from the stories of
embezzlement, and fraud, and greed which crowd
the columns of the sensational press, to a recent
episode which demonstrates that personal integrity
is still the dominant feature in American manhood,
and as such is fitly estimated and valued by the
mass of the people.

The facts inspiring these reflections are these:
Governor McKinley, of Ohio, endorsed the notes
of a friend to an aggregate amount of $loo,000.
The friend failed. The Governor announced his
intention to devote every dollar of his. estate
(about $30,000) to the payment of the notes, as
far as that amount would go, and to withdraw

from his official position and practise law, in the
hope that by practising severe economy in his
domestic expenses he might eventually be able to
pay the balance, with interest. His noble wife,
against the protests of citizens generally, turned
over all of her personal fortune to assist in the
discharge of her husband's obligations through
his " accommodation " endorsements. Both hus-
band and wife assigned their estates to trustees
for the benefit of the friend's creditors.

Before the assignment, hundreds of apprecia-
tive citizens, strangers as well as friends, proffered
contributions of money to the Governor to assist
him in paying his load of debt. He emphatically
declined to accept these generous offers, and
returned every dollar to the donors.

The assignees, however, did not feel them-
selves bound to similarly decline the several
thousand contributions, and undoubtedly acted
properly in accepting the help which was so
spontaneously and generously tendered ; and it is
gratifying to record that the aggregate sum thus
received will discharge the obligations, and permit
the return of the assigned properties to Governor
and Mrs. McKinley.

The affair furnishes a pleasant incident in
the annals of public men, and witnesses to the
fact that the attachment of the people for those
who represent high principle and sterling integrity
is something stronger than mere sentiment.

J. E. Whitcomb.

PROBABLY the name
of no individual con-
nected with the watch-
maker's art is more
familiar to the trade
generally than that
of J. E.Whitcomb, of
the American Watch
Tool Company, Wal-
tham, Mass. Mr.
Whitcomb, who is
the inventor of the

world-famed lathe of that name, has just passed
his majority as a watch tool manufacturer.
Exactly twenty-one years ago he left the employ
of the American Waltham Watch Company
to devote his entire energy and talent to the
manufacture of his celebrated lathe, the first
hardened spindle, hardened bearing, and really
first-class lathe made for the watch repairer. In
1876 he joined in partnership with Mr. Ambrose
Webster, forming the American Watch Tool
Company, whose great specialty is the Webster-
Whitcomb lathe. It is unnecessary to reiterate
here the liberal measure of success which has
attended Mr. Whitcomb's efforts as a manufacturer,
or to refer to the proud position in popular favor
attained, and still held, by his ingenious and
effective tool. All this is already familiar to
practical jewelers, who have long looked upon
him as being among the greatest o. f their trade
benefactors. They will be pleased to learn, how-
ever, that though a few gray hairs are silvering his
locks, and a few lines of care and worry are trace-
able on his countenance, he still bears himself
proudly and enjoys a physical and mental youth
quite disproportionate to his years. His intimate
acquaintances say that he is good for another
quarter of a century, and there is certainly noth-
ing in his present physical appearance that would
proclaim their opinion ill-founded. With the hope
that the allotted period may be a happy one, THE
KEYSTONE joins with his many friends in saying
ad multos annos.
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The portrait here shown

is that of W. J. Davisson,.

a Farmland, Ind., jew-
" eler, who is the favored

possessor of mechanical

genius of a very rare

order. Mr. Davisson be-

gan life as a blacksmith,

but subsequently entered

the jewelry business, in

which he has been suc-

cessfully engaged for the past twenty-five years.

To say that he is a practical jeweler would but

faintly express the skill and inventive talent he

displays in this line of business. He has supplied

himself with all the latest contrivances in the way

of jewelers' lathes, wheel-cutting engine, etc., for

the delicate task of manufacturing watches and

clocks, and he has made all this intricate machin-

ery himself. He made and carved, also, all the

fine furniture that decorates his place of business.

Among his manufactures are the engine which

runs his lathes and machinery ; a telescope of

great power and accuracy ; an organ, perfect in

all its parts ; numerous complete watches made

from the raw material ; an eight-candle-power

electrical dynamo ; a printing press ; a collection

of wooden engravings ; a barometer ; surveyors'

transit ; micrometer caliper and innumerable

other ingeniously-contrived articles for various

uses. In 1876, Air. Davisson constructed what he

calls his Centennial clock, and now he is at work

on his Columbian clock. It will be a splendid

piece of workmanship when completed. He is,

besides, a meteorologist of so much note that the

Signal Service Department has furnished him with

a set of the most scientifically made thermometers

to assist him in his work. He was recently

elected an honorary member of the Weather Ser-

vice Association as a reward for collecting and

preserving such accurate weather statistics.

W. J. Davisson.

IN the United States Circuit Court in New

York, on May 22(1, Judge Coxe rendered a de-

cision sustaining the demurrer of the E. Howard

Watch and Clock Co. to the complaint of the

Deuber Watch Case Mfg. Co., arising out of the

suit of the latter Company against the associated

manufacturers for $450,000 damages.

In sustaining the demurrer Judge Coxe held,

in substance, that the allegations in the com-

plaint, taking them for granted, did not show a

violation of the law. 'rhey failed to show, he

said, that either the plaintiffs or defendants were

engaged in interstate commerce ; they further

failed to show that the defendants absorbed or

intended to absorb the entire trade in watch cases,

or that they were a majority of the watch case

manufacturers of the United States, or that they

combined to obtain unfair prices for their goods.

Judge Coxe also held that it is not a contra-

vention of the statute to fix an arbitrary price for

goods, and that many perfectly legitimate reasons

might be suggested which would justify two or

more traders in agreeing among themselves that

they would not deal with those who prefer to pur-

chase the goods of another designated trader in

the same business. The watch case association,

he said, was not a combination to monopolize;

that, in fact, ,it would seem as if it must have a

contrary effect ; that the plaintiff was a perfectly

free agent in the matter, and that a decision in his

favor would strike at all agreements by which

honest enterprise attempts to protect itself against

ruinous and dishonest competition.
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A NUMBER of bank failures occurred during

the past month, but as nearly all the defunct in-

stitutions were of the " wildcat " variety, their

collapse has no important bearing on present busi-

ness conditions. They are an object lesson, how-

ever, for those who are enticed by big percentages

and other inducements to deposit their money in

institutions, about the condition of which they

can have no reliable information. It is a pity,

indeed, that sortie means have not been devised

ere now whereby the condition of private as well

as national or incorporated banks may be known.

We readily admit that the State has no constitu-

tional right to enter a private place of business

and examine its affairs ; but the merest tyro in

financial matters could point out more provisions

than one, not entailing forced interference, which

would result in the condition of private banks

being at least inferred. One, for instance, would

be to give the State auditor the privilege, or to

impose it on him as a duty, to examine the books

of all private banking institution's if requested to

do so, or if such examination were not against

the wishes of the proprietor of the institution.

This would give strong private banks an oppor-

tunity to prove and publish their strength, much

to their own benefit, while failure to take advan-

tage of the privilege could correctly be interpreted

by the public .as a sign of weakness in the

delinquent institution. Other methods of cir-

cumventing possible private banking imposition

will readily suggest themselves. While the misery

caused by the failure of banks run on the Zimri

Dwiggins plan is deplorable, yet, on broad princi-

ples, their collapse can scarcely be regretted. The

weeding out of such spurious institutions can only

have the effect of establishing our general financial

machinery on a stronger and healthier basis.

It is to be hoped that the lesson taught by

the failures will result in greater discretion and

less credulity on the part of a certain class of

get-rich-quick depositors.

WHILE, as before remarked, the failures of

banks of the wildcat variety have no very im-

portant bearing on business conditions, yet, taken

in conjunction with the failure of a few of our

national banks and numerous business failures,

they are markedly indicative of a general business

depression. The causes assigned for this depression

are many and various—,among them being big

Western floods, the delayed springtide, the change

of administration, the uncertainty of tariff legis-

lation, the silver bugaboo, the World's Fair,

and multitudinous other agencies of more or less

possible depressing potency.

Of all these possible causes.the silver question

is the most mysterious in its workings, and its

conjectured relations to the prevailing business

depression are as interesting as antagonistic. The

anti-silverites boldly interpret trade quietness as a

natural result of the " iniquitous " silver purchase

act ; while the silverites point proudly to the

alarming financial paralysis in Australia (which

buys and coins no silver) as a complete exoneration

of the white metal. " if," asks The Manufacturer,

" to the purchase and coinage of silver in this

country is to be attributed the existing depression

in business, and the nervous uneasiness with which

the condition of the money market is regarded, to

what are we to attribute the far more alarming

and disastrous depression in Australia ? The

fact is," it answers, " Australia and the United

States and every other country suffers from the

same cause, namely, from the continuous con-
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traction of values in the presence of the appre-

ciation of gold."
We cannot agree with this latter assertion as

applied to Australia. The disastrous financial

troubles in Australia are, certainly in part, prob-

ably in Iota, the natural outcome of a prolonged

period of inflation. The colonists, as in Argen-

tina some time ago, so succeeded in inspiring

British money-lenders with confidence in their

continued and increasing prosperity that money

flowed into their country in a continual stream

for some years. Enterprise was thus kept artifi-

cially far ahead of the paying ability of the

people. The Argentine crisis awoke the money-

lenders to a proper realization of the situation,

and attention to colonial conditions proved the

analogy. Greater conservatism prevailed in con-

sequence, and with the cessation of the inflow of

capital the crash came. In forcing the crisis in

Australia the appreciation of gold seems to have

been but very slightly, • at all, causative ; for

the depression in this country the silver problem

may be as slightly responsible.

^

THE trade has lost one of its greatest business

lights in the death of George R. Curtis, the late

treasurer of the Meriden Britannia Company,

Meriden, Conn. The deceased was born in Mer-

iden sixty-seven years ago, and began his business

career as a clerk in a dry goods store in Middleton.

He subsequently became a teacher in a district

School, which position he resigned to become a

clerk in the Meriden National Bank. When the

Meriden Britannia Company was organized by the

George R. Curtis.

late Horace C. Wilcox and Isaac C. Lewis, Mr.

Curtis was made head bookkeeper, and subse-

quently treasurer, which position he held until his

death. The deceased seemed to have almost un-

limited business capability, and rejoiced in the

energy and good judgment to make it most effect-

ive. He was president of the Meriden Silver

Plate Co., Meriden Gas Light Co. , Meriden Horse

Railroad Co. and Meriden Electric Light Co.

Besides his presidential connection with these he

was a director of the Wilcox Silver Plate Co.,

Home National Bank, Meriden Fire Insurance Co.

and Chapman Mfg. Co., all of Meriden ; Wm.

Rogers Mfg. Co. and Rogers Cutlery Co., Hart-

ford ; Rogers & Bro., Waterbury. He was also a

trustee of the Meriden_ Savings Bank and of the

Curtis Home.
His Meriden fellow-citizens conferred on him,

besides, many positions of trust and honor, all of

which he filled with -credit to himself and benefit

to the city. His son, George M. Curtis, is assistant

treasurer of the Meriden Britannia Company.



SWARTCHILD & CO.
Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

SEE THIS BARGAIN!
Parties intending to purchase a Lathe should avail themselves of this opportunity of securing one of the best

offers ever made, to secure the best and cheapest outfit ever placed before them, consisting of
One Holey Full-Hard Lathe and the following attachments : six Wire Chucks, two Wheel or Step Chucks,
one Taper Chuck, one Screw Chuck ; also one each 3%-inch and %-inch and six 3'4.-inch Cement Brasses, four
Steel Tapers, one Round Chuck-Block, with Glass Globe, and nine feet Belting, one Pivot-Drill Chuck, one
Automatic Centering Tool, one Slide-Rest, one Speed Countershaft, one Universal Face-Plate.

All of the above are of the best make and workmanship which cannot be excelled.

Those desiring can purchase the Lathe only, with the ten-chuck outfit, consisting of six Wire Chucks, two
Wheel or Step Chucks, one Taper Chuck, one Screw Chuck ; also one each 4-inch and -inch and six y4,-inch
Cement Brasses, four Steel Tapers, one Round Chuck-Block, with Glass Globe, and nine feet Belting.

Net Cash, $25.00.
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SIZE OF AND ACCURATELY INTERCHANGING
WITH WEBSTER-WHITCONIB LATHES.

Sound Sense on the Labor Question.

An address on the labor question, made by

Mr. Z. S. Holbrook, of Chicago, before the Sun-

set Club of that city, has recently been printed in

pamphlet form. He discusses the situation with

great frankness, and sums up as follows :

I. Work is a blessing, not a curse.

2. The greatest philanthropist is he who fur-

nishes employment to others.

3. Aggregations of capital are beneficial to

society, as they reduce the cost of production.

4. Capital and labor are partners, but capi-

talists and laborers are not.

5. Labor must choose between the certainty

of wages and the vicissitudes and risks of profit

and loss.
6. Having chosen wages as its part, when

wages are paid the obligations of capital .ceasc,

except such as pertain . to the domain of private

conscience.
7. The obligations of capital to share profits

with labor are no greater than those of others to

share their surplus with the needy.

S. No man can show authority for dictating

to capital its duty to labor when agreed wages

have been paid.

9. Honesty, industry and thrift are the basic

elements of wealth.

10. The capitalists of to-day were the wage-

earners of yesterday, and the laborer of to-day

can become the capitalist of to-morrow. •

II. The mounds of property are dissipated

by the sure laws of nature ; hence the state does

not need to assist in the work.

12. It is not a crime to acquire and to own.

It may be a crime not to do so if one has the

ability. Acquiring must not be confounded with

avarice.
Finally, man has an inherent and inalienable

right to labor, and this right must not be interfered

with by unions or strikers. It is not the business

of government to aid in the acquisition of money

or to make property, but to protect every man,

the humblest and the wealthiest, in his lawful

efforts to acquire and enjoy the fruits of his labor.

Noiriee!
SPEED COUNTERSHAFT.

With interchangeable pulleys to regulate speed, t wo rubber and one large pulley.

Any one not having received our large 645-page Catalogue, can have same on application.
This is the most complete Catalogue ever issued.

SWARTCHILD & CO. Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.

Concerning Millionaires.

Concrete wealth is one of the most interest-

ing subjects which can be presented for our con-

templation. The possessions of very rich men

are an unending source of speculation and de-

bate.- " How much is he worth ? " and " How

(lid he make it ? " are two questions which come

to mind whenever we read or hear of the death of

a millionaire. It is surprising how wide of the

actual truth are the average guesses as to the

amount of any specified rich man's means. The

Farmers' Alliance, in a ferocious attack upon

" robber " capitalists, ventured to assert officially

that there were over 31,000 millionaires in the

United States. The statement induced a careful

investigation of the facts. It occupied competent

compilers a year and a half, during which time

over 1,500 well-informed authorities were con-

sulted in every State and Territory—merchants,

bankers, commercial agencies, lawyers, surrogates

of counties, trustees and all other sources of posi-

tive knowledge. The list, as filially published

by the New York Tribune, is substantially cor-

rect and complete.

It is absolutely impossible for any man to

state the exact wealth of another, until after his

estate is settled up by his 'executors. We are

often deceived in our estimates of a merchant's

net profits, or by his style of living, or the oppor-

tunities which we imagine must be at his disposal.

We do not know of his losses ; or of his debts ; or

of the extent of his charities. Popular estimates

of exact wealth are almost always wide of the

actual truth. The only safe course, in compiling

a list of actual " millionaires," is to determine

that they are worth $1,000,000, but not to ven-

ture on the figures of their fortune in addition

thereto.
Analyzin14 the interesting census before us,

we find that the total number of accredited mil-

lionaires at present in the United States is 4,047,

divided as to locality as follows :

Alabama 8
Alaska  none
Arizona   none
Arkansas   6
California   192
Colorado . 39
Connecticut 78
Delaware . . . . I I
District of Columbia 32
Florida. 6
(;eorgia   9
Idaho   2
Illinois   316
Indiana.   36
Indian Territory none
Iowa   25
Kansas . none
Kentucky 22
Louisiana
Maine  
Maryland .
Massachusetts
Michigan . .
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

59
296
90
88
2
90

Montana . .

Nebraska
Nevada (resident) .
New Hampshire _
New Jersey . . .
New Mexico . . .
New York State (out-

side of New York
-City)  
New York City
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio 
Oklahoma .
Oregon  
Pennsylvania .
Rhode Island .
South Carolina
South Dakota .
Tennessee .
Texas
Utah  
Vermont
Virginia .
Washington .
West Virginia
Wisconsin . .
Wyoming . .

405
1,103

14

207
none

379
46
9

none

It is very interesting to study the sources of

these great fortunes ; and while it is manifestly

impossible in every instance to state which of sev-

eral was the vital source of a great accretion, the

following of the principal sources iay be taken as

approximately correct :

M an ft facturing   619
Saw-mills and lumber   138

Brewing   79
Coal, iron and copper mining   113

"II; tiaisnniiiiiiiwgand le  ther   49
  32

Sugar railing   29

Shipping, lake and coast
Shipping  sea. 75
Flour-milling   16
Patented and proprietary articles   93
Cattle-raising and Western lands   47
Merchandising   986
Real estate, growth and value   468
Railroads   186
(1.1:oaliiikgtriancting and building   77
  294

Brokerage   56
Express iSstsdephone

Silver and gold mining   73
Local enterprises, gas work-,, street railroads, etc. 70
l'ractice of law   65
Packing and provisions   34
Oil   72
Hotels   24
Pine lands   19

Newspapers and story papers   3o
Book-publishing   25
Steamboats on rivers and harbors   20

Plantations
Elevators and warehouses   17
Inheritance (original business unknown)   34
Entirely unknown   21

Besides these, a large variety of other busi-

nesses led to the building up of fortunes of over

$1,000,000. Among them may be mentioned

seed-planting, tobacco-growing, ice, baking,

Louisiana lottery (for the owners of the lottery,

not its victims .; ), smelting, insurance, circus,

pawnbroking, pony express. There are many

others of a like varied character.

It is interesting further to note that of these

4,047 estates of over $1,000,000 each, only one-

fourth, or 1,125, spring from " protected " indus-

tries ; 2,727 were the outgrowth of industries not

in the least protected. This proportion seems to

run counter to a widely accepted belief.

The Defiant Nine.

While it is true that two and two exhibit an

unbending determination to. make four and nothing

but four, it is true" nevertheless that figures are not

always so invincibly stern in their morality, and

are often discovered to be amiably coquetting

with the truth. A. Gradgrind, desiring a monop-

oly of hard facts, might maintain that figures will

not lie, but that liars will figure; but, indeed,

there does seem to be some inherent depravity in

numbers, notwithstanding the confidence of the

moralists in them.

Take the number nine, the most persistent,

self-willed and obstinate of the lot. You cannot

add, subtract, multiply or divide it away ; it will

forever turn up again, as did the murdered victim

of Eugene Aram. Take your pencil in band and

•experiment.
In multiplication, the product of 9 always

comes to 9. Thus, twice 9 is 18 ; add the digits

together, and r and 8 make 9. So with any multi-

plicand you may choose. Nine times 9 is 81 ; and

I and 8 are 9. Nine times 5,071 is 45,639 ; the

sum of these digits is 27 ; and 2 and 7 are 9.

'Fake any row of figures, subtract from them

the same figures in reverse order, and the final

result of adding up all the digits will always

be 9. Thus :
7435261
1625347

5809914

Now, 5 +S ±o ±9 + 9 --I- 1 + 4 , 36: and -3
and 6 are 9.

The same result is obtained if you raise the

numbers thus reversed to their squares or cubes;

which we shall not demonstrate for want of space.

The same puzzling peculiarity confronts us

in another form. Write down any number, as

7,549,132, subtract therefrom the sum of its

digits, and no matter what figures you start with,

the digits in the final product will always sum

up 9. Thus :
7,549,132

31

7,549,101

Sum of digits is 27 ; and 2 and 7 are 9.

Again : arrange in a row all the figures except

S, thus : I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 multiply the row by

any figure times 9, and the result will present a

succession of figures identical with that which was

multiplied by 9. Thus, if you want a succession

of fives, you take five times 9, or 45, for a multi-

plier. Nvith this result :

12345679
45

61728395
49382716

Similarly, if you want a succession of fours ;

use as a multiplier 4 times 9, or 36, and the

answer is 444444444 .: a succession of eights, by

times 9, or 72, with the result, 888888888 ; etc.

Again : set down the figure 9 in multipli-

cation ; thus
X 9 = 9
x 9 = IS

x 9 = 27
x 9 36
x 9 = 45
x 9= 54
x 9 = 63
x ,9 = 72
X 9 = Sr
X 9 = 90

results reads V 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and the

tens column reads down, r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

It is altogether an uncanny figure, this 9 !
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Just a Word
With You •

WATCHES (GOLD AND SILVER),

GOLD JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

GOLD RINGS, SILVER SPOONS

AND FORKS, ET CETERA, ARE

NOT EXACTLY IN OUR LINE.

WE DO NOT CLAIM WE CAN

"TOUCH" YOU ON THEM.
NEITHER, PROBABLY, COULD

WE SELL YOU DIAMONDS,

BOSS FILLED CASES OR ELGIN

MOVEMENTS WITH ANY GREAT

PROFIT TO YOURSELVES. . .

STRIKE US ON OLD GOLD CASES,

OLD SILVER CASES, SOLID GOLD

JEWELRY (THAT IS, OLD AND

WORN OUT), SWEEPS, OLD

STOCK, THOUGH; THEY'RE

ABOUT OUR STYLE, AND RE-

FINING AND SMELTING THESE

OUR PARTICULAR SIZE. OUR

SPECIAL BUSINESS IS BUYING

JEWELERS' OLD GOLD AND

SILVER. YOU WILL GET FROM

US FULL, PROMPT CASH RE-

TURNS. BY ALL MEANS SEND

US YOUR STUFF IN THIS LINE.

Chicago and Aurora Smelting and Refining
Company

184 La Salle Street, Chicago
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" Wealth," " Value," " Price," " Capital"
and " Credit."

BY A. B. C.

III.
In concluding this series of essays I want to

emphasize the importance, in reading them, of

distinguishing between their difference as factors

in the science of Economics and their practical

application in everyday affairs. It is such a dif-

ference as exists between Law, in the abstract,

and a law, as applying to our practical concerns;

between the theory of Protection and the actual

routine duties of the custom-house office ; between

the scientific study of social problems (such as

the complex relations of class) and the real cir-

cumvention of a " strike." I have attempted to

outline my conception of " Wealth," " Value,"

etc., as economic factors only, and to correct some

widely-prevalent misconceptions concerning them ;

and I trust each KEYSTONE reader has been a crit-

ical student, so that he may have acquired some

suggestions of value on a subject that is not often

considered, or discovered fallacies in my argu-

ment which will lead him to further search for

the truth among the great writers on economics.

Some day I may discuss the more popular practical

aspects of these various subjects.

The subject is such a vast one, in

grait. . economic science, that in con-

tracting a brief synopsis of it

within the limits of a KEYSTONE article I must

necessarily omit much explanation that is needful

to a proper comprehension of its phases, and

avoid many sequences in my argument which

would help to make the subject clear.

The function of CREDIT is to bring into com-

merce the present values of future profits,

A CREDIT is the present right to a future

payment.
Every person has the- Right, or Property. in

his expected profits in the future. In the pursuit

of his business he may trade in two ways : with

the money he has already acquired', which repre-

sents the profits of the past ; or by giving to his

. creditor the Right to demand payment at a future

time out of the profits which he expects to earn in

the future. Personal character, thus employed in

trade as Purchasing Power, is termed CREDIT.
In my article on " Wealth " I showed that

anything which has purchasing power is Wealth ;

hence Credit and Money are equally Wealth, in

the science of Economics.

Demosthenes, in " For Phormion," stated the

fact many hundreds of years ago. " If you were

ignorant of this," he says, in classic Greek, " that

Credit is the greatest capital of all towards the

acquisition of wealth, you would be utterly

ignorant." A score of writers, including such

authorities as Bishop Berkeley, Melon, Say, Adam

Smith, John Stuart Mill, Benjamin Franklin and

Dutot, unite in the opinion that Personal Credit is

Wealth. It would be wholly superfluous to quote

them at length, as the proposition stands on its

own intrinsic strength.

But Money and Credit are opposite and in-

verse to each other. Money is a positive Econo-

mic Quantity, while Credit is a negative Economic

Quantity. A credit is not the money which is due
a creditor : it is only the Right he has to demand

the money. Therein is involved the science of

Rights, or Jurisprudence, which we cannot more

than allude to here.
Credit in Economics is analogous to Gravity

in Mechanics. Gravity is force, pure and simple,

disassociated from any material agency. Credit
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is Exchangeability (which, as we have shown in a

previous article, is the essence of Wealth). disas-

sociated from Labor and Materiality. Credit is

Wealth just as Gravity is force ; and I do not

know of any other comparison that would bring

its qualities so closely to the comprehension of

those who do not care to study the subject deeply.

Personal Credit, or Mercantile Character, is

thus seen to be Wealth—that is, Purchasing Power ;

but it does not enter into the science of Economics

until the merchant actually exercises his Credit,

and makes a purchase with it. When he makes a

purchase with this Credit he creates a Right of

Action against himself. This Right of Action is

the price of the goods, and is the property of the

seller. It can be transferred, or exchanged, or

disposed in any way that any other form of Wealth

might be disposed.
And just at this point in our progress we

come to " the great Serbonian bog " which has

swallowed such multitudes of writers, great as

Adam Smith and small as myself, and in which I

invite you to flounder. Is a merchant who buys

a bill to-day, on three months, in debt at the pres-

ent time?
Your opinion will be given as you take your

inspiration from the Roman or the English jurists.

The Romans (than whom no nation had such right

to speak with authority on mercantile law—for

they were the creators of the great system of

Credit in all its branches) held that a debt pay-

able at a future time is created at the time the

obligation is made, though the remedy is suspended

until the time for payment comes. It was said

dies credit, when the contract was made ; it was

said dies veldt, when the payment was due.

But English Law holds a different view. The

word debt, in English Law, means the abstract

Personal Duty to pay ; hence it would seem that

no debt was created until the Duty to pay comes

into existence—that is, until the day of payment

has come. I merely introduce the problem here

as a nut for thinkers.

No ONE properly estimates the enormous

wealth of this nation until he takes account of the

total credit potentialities of the individuals who

compose it. The personal credit of all its mer-

chants, plus the industrial faculties of its work-

ingmen, is an integral and colossal portion of the

national wealth. It is by far the largest share

of its great capital. Hence it follows that wise

thought should be given to study of the problems

of economic science, in order to broaden and

deepen the comprehension of the things which

stand behind national glory. This very brief and

inadequate treatment of the subjects, Wealth,

Value and Credit, is only faintly suggestive

throughout of questions of tremendous signifi-

cance; and it is hoped that they may lead readers

into search among these harvest fields of thought,

and direct them into study of matters of absorb-

ing and fascinating interest.

Some Hurtful Business " Maxims."

A single sentence, heard or • read, has often

turned the course of life ; a proverb or maxim,

finding lodgment in the mind, has served to alter

the views of an individual, and eventually deflect

the progress of a people. It is difficult—nay,

impossible—to analyze all the springs of action

which Move men and women in the multifarious

directions of human activity ; but it is safe to say

that in a great number of instances they derive

their impulse or inspiration from a casual hearing
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or reading of a pungent proverb, a single forceful

thought, a sentence vibrant with a ringing word.

It is the opinion of eminent observers that the

terseness of Scotch speech and the vigor of Scotch

mentality are due, more than all else, to the fact

that the Book of Proverbs is used as a " first

reader " in the schools of Scotland. The sentence

" The greatest good of the greatest number,"

which caught Jeremy Bentham's eye in youth, in-

spired that great political economist through all

his life, and caused him to work out the motto in

society. Alexander H. Stephens declared that

the thought " nil desperandum" attended every
project which he undertook. The great Chicago
merchant, C. B. Farwell, is on record as having
said that the maxim " Buy nothing not needed "
was constantly before him in the upbuilding of
his great fortune.

But while it is quite true that society benefits
from the wisdom embodied in the proverbs which
have given strength to the arm and inspiration to
the mind of the busy workers in the human mass,
it is none the less true that enormous mischief has
been done by subservient obedience to half true
or wholly untrue and unsound maxims which
have been held up before the people as texts of
business doctrine and behavior. Many a man
appeals daily, constantly, unconsciously, to some
proverb, good or bad, as the supreme court of his
guidance, his infallible pope. A proverbial lie is.
often so adulterated with truth as to deceive the
honest and zealous.
" Honesty is the best policy," is a much-

quoted maxim. Nothing could be more mis-
chievous in effecting a result to make men honest
for the sake of " policy," rather than for the sake
of good. Honesty is the only policy, for business
men as for moralists.
" When you are in Rome, do as the Romans

do," would excuse any vice if one could only find
a place where it is fashionable—polygamy, if one
was in Utah, idolatry in the South Sea Islands,
licentiousness in India, lack of business integrity
in some of the South American countries When
vou are in Rome, do as the Romans ought to do.
Pay your debts, if you are the single merchant in
the community to observe such a practice.
" All is " not " well that ends well Noth-

ing but its own justice justifies a deed. Good
never comes from evil, but comes sometimes in
spite of evil.

Another proverb should have been written :
" Never put off until to-morrow that which should
be done to-day." The precipitate doing of all
that can be done to-day, without allowing suffi-
cient time for needful consideration, has led to
much unhappiness on the morrow. Many things
that can be done to-day should be put off forever.
" Take a bull by the horns " is often the coun-

sel of foolishness and indiscretion. A better pro-
verb would be, " A mule is tamest in front."
" Enough is as good as a feast," say. you?

In trade, enough is better than a feast—it digests
more easily, and leaves no prospect of subsequent
nightmare.
" An honest man is " not "the noblest work

of God," though Alexander Pope avers it. Some
of the meanest men that ever breathed are commer-
cially honest because it pays (for " Honesty is the
best policy," in their estimation), or because the
law compels. The drunkard who applied to the
Connecticut deacon, a grocer, for a pint of whisky
and was refused " because the law wouldn't let
him sell less than a quart," replied, " Deacon,
if you ain't any better than the law makes you,
you'll go to hell, sure I"

"Every man for himself, and the devil take
the hindmost," is the rule of trade competition.
Let us away with it ! The devil has his eye
especially upon the foremost, and is watchful of
the methods in the mad race. The supremely
selfish merchant digs his' own pitfalls. In the
evolution of trade the future successful trader
will be a man of broad and catholic sympathies,
outspoken candor, absolute honesty of heart as
well as act ; and he will-sweep from his doorstep
the rubbish of false proverbs over which so many
have stumbled, and in which so many promising
characters have stepped to their defilement.

-
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Matting.

ATTING, or frosting, is a style of
finish so much employed in jewelers'

work in this day, that any new idea:,
cannot fail to be of interest to the

trade. Satin finish, which is
only one particular mode of

doing matting, does not in all instances satisfy the
artisan. As the name would indicate, satin finish
has a glossy look when the light falls on it in cer-
tain directions. Now, while such a look is desir-
able for some purposes,. in the majority of instances
where a matted surface is required it is far better
if the mat appears alike in all directions in which
it is viewed. The finest mat surface is such as
we see on choice Roman goods done by acids.
In such articles the mat or irregularities of the
surface are so fine the eye fails to separate them;
but the frosting on gilded watch movements pre-
sents a grain coarse enough to be recognized by
the naked eye. The most perfect machine for
matting bangles and other small silver or gold
articles which has come to our notice cannot be
bought, but can readily be made by any skillful
watchmaker and can be used in conjunction with
any American lathe. To construct one, procure a
piece of seamless brass tube three-fourths of an
inch inside diameter and one and one-half inches
long. Such tube can be obtained perfectly true
and smooth on the inside, in any length up to
twelve feet. A short piece can be had of Swoyer
Co., 26 North Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We will next require a solid block of brass
one inch square and three-fourths of an inch deep.
Inside the brass tube C we fit a piston, shown
at IT, Fig. 4, and also within the tube at the
dotted outline H, Fig. 3. This piston is made
of a piece of tube half an inch long, nicely fitted
to interior of tube C, which tube we will denom-
inate " the cylinder." A bottom is fitted to the
piston, shown at IV, and attached to this bottom
is a joint IC, which is connected to the pitman I.
The solid block of brass D is shown at Fig. 5 as
if seen in the direction of the arrow j, Fig. 3. In
this figure we see the block D pierced with as
many holes about one-twelfth of an inch in diam-
eter as it is possible to drill inside the circle h and
not have them touch one another. If carefully
done about thirty such small holes can be made
in D. These holes are, in fact, so many tubes.
After D is drilled, the plate L is attached by four
screws, shown at i. Fig. 7. Of course it is to be
understood that D is nicely filed into shape and
that L fits flat over the holes e in D. Now, with
the same twist-drill with which we drilled the
holes in D, we mark •the plate L by passing the
drill through the holes in D. The plate L is now
removed and the marked holes drilled with a drill
about one-fiftieth of an inch less diameter than we
used for D. The plate G. on the opposite side of
D, is next drilled like L. ‘Ve have now in the
piece D a cluster of thirty tubes choked at each
end by the plates G and L.

We now turn some bits of ivory one-fourth of
an inch long which will just go into and fit nicely
the holes c. In one end of these little ivory cylin-
ders we drill a small hole which will take a No. ro
sewing needle. We soften the eye-end of thirty
such needles and cut a screw upon them which we
screw into these ivory cylinders, as shown at Fig. 6,
where g represents the little ivOry cylinder and j
the needle. We can now imagine that one of
these little ivory cylinders is placed in each of the
holes e ; it will be seen that they (the ivory cylin-
ders) can move back and forth half an inch. The
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short tube or cylinder C is attached to the plate
L by turning a groove in L, as shown at the dotted
circle s, Fig. 7, and also in Fig. 9, which is a
magnified vertical section of L, Fig. 7, on the line
k. A strip of No. ro hard sheet-brass one inch
wide and two inches long is provided as shown at
E, Fig. 3, to which D is attached as shown. At
one end of this piece E is strongly attached a
short piece of steel wire F, which will just go into
the tool-post holder of the lathe, which will bring
the center of the cylinder C in front of and on a

_.jevel with the center of the lathe-spindle. It will
be readily understood that if we move the piston
H back and forth in the cylinder C, itwill cause
a " suck and blow force " in the holes e in D,
causing the little ivory cylinders g and needles f
to move back and forth half an inch.

To make these back-and-forth movements
rapid enough we attach the pitman I by the joint
J and hole t to a crank on the lathe-spindle.
About the best way to make this crank is to attach
a disk of brass one inch in diameter to the lathe-
spindle by means of a cement brass. We show at
AI, Fig. 8, such disk and the end of the cement
brass at p. We drill four or five holes, shown at

at different distances from the center, which
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we tap to receive a screw, which answers as a crank-
pin, in the hole t in the joint J of the pitman I,
Fig. 3. Now, if we give the lathe-spindle fifty
revolutions per second, each of the ivory bits g
and needles f will make a back-and-forth motion
of half an inch ; and if we hold anything where
the points of the needles/ strike it, they will pro-
duce little pits—in fact, do exquisite frosting. As
we have thirty needles striking fifty times a second,
we have fifteen hundred tiny pits made on a bangle
or inside a spoon bowl every second, or ninety
thousand a minute. • By setting the crank-pin
screw in the holes n, Fig. 8, closer or further from
the center, light or heavy frosting can be done.
The points of the needles should be quite blunt.
and nicely polished, which gives a very brilliant
mat to a spoon bowl which is gilded before it is
frosted—far more beautiful than can be had with
a swing-brush. The cylinder C is soft-soldered
in the groove s, Figs. 7 and 9. The work is held
by the hand immediately in front of the needles.
By turning shallow grooves, say one-thirty-second
of an inch deep and the same in width, in the out-
side of the piston, as shown at in, Fig. 4, we pro-
duce what is termed " air-packing," which allows
the piston to work freely and still but little air get
past it.

Prof. R. 0. Kandler, of the Jewelers' School of Efi-
graving. Chicago, is constantly adding new features to his
school for the advancement of his numerous students. His
latest move along this line is the enlargement of his engrav-
ing deparment (which numbers among its patrons some of
our leading houses) as well as an increase in its facilities.
He now has the model engraving room of the city, in the
most central and convenient location. This departure is
bound to be a winner from the start and highly beneficial to
his students in a practical way.

Attleboro Letter.

If there be a marked quietness in trade generally the
factories here give but little indication of the fact. The
volume of business is well up to the average, and interviews
with members of a number of leading firms failed to elicit
any expressions of dissatisfaction. The trade all over the
country are loud in their eulogies of many of the new
designs in Attleboro goods, and affirm that anticipations as
to their salability are fully realized.

H. A. Clark, of Horton, Angell & Co., was recently ill,
Lut is again able to attend to business.

The building in which the Plainville Stock Co., Plain-
ville, Mass., is located is being improved. When the
improvements are complete, the Company will have two
floors for their business, which has been rapidly increasing,
and for which their present facilities have grown insufficient.

T. I. Smith & Co. and W. & S. Blackinton will move
their New York offices from 14 Maiden Lane to the first
floor of 12 Maiden Lane. .

Charles E. Briggs is among the persons summoned to
serve on the jury during the Lizzie Borden trial in New
Bedford, Iass.

The Attleboro exhibits at the World's Fair are highly
creditable, and are a splendid advertisement for this great
jewelry manufacturing center. Some of the special designs
are beautiful in the extreme, and have excited general
admiration.

Mr. Sumner Blackinton recently reached Paris on his
trip around the world.

Samuel McCoombe, an old and honored employee of
I I. T. Barrows & Co., died recently.

E. B. Bullock has purchased the twenty-five acres of
land surrounding the new Wilmarth factory, which be will
make the site of a number of houses.

W. & S. Blackinton have an elegant chain exhibit at
the World's Fair. The placing of it was supervised by
Louis Blackinton, who went to Chicago for that purpose.

St. Joseph, Missouri, Notes.

The recent local happening of most_ interest to the
trade generally was the lawsuit of the Keystone Watch Case
Co., of Philadelphia, against J. F. Hartwell, of this city,
trading as Hartwell & Co., which came up for hearing before
Judge Phillips some weeks ago. It appears that the Key-
stone Watch Case Co. discovered that the defendant in the
suit was advertising and selling watch cases which he
described as being" manufactured under the. Jas. Boss patent
of two plates of saiid 14 K. gold and a plate of composition
metal between." This description was given on a certificate
which accompanied each case, and guaranteed the same to
wear for twenty-five years. The Keystone Watch Case Co.,
the owners of the Boss patents and sole makers cf Boss
cases, investigated the matter, and found that the cases sold
by Hartwell were their Cyclone " cases, which are not
Boss cases and not sold under guarantee. Watchful of their
rights and solicitous for their reputation, the Keystone Com-
pany immediately brought suit against Hartwell in the
Circuit Court of the United States for the St. Joseph Division
of the Western District of Missouri, and, on motion for a
preliminary injunction, Judge Phillips enjoined Hartwell
from selling, trading or disposing of any watch cases as
Boss ' or Jas. Boss ' which are not made and sold as such
by the Keystone Watch Case Company ; and from selling
any Cyclone ' cases with any guarantee, and from using the
name of Boss ' or James Boss ' on any guarantee, or in any
advertisement of or in any manner in connection with
watch cases which have not been made and sold as Boss'
or Jas. Boss ' cases by said Keystone Watch Case Company."
This evidence of the Company's determination to vigorously
maintain the established reputation of the Boss cases has
met with the hearty approval of the local trade.

A Suggested Resolve.
SAN MARCOS, TEXAS, May 22, 1893.

EDITOR KEYSTONE:
I want to suggest to every honorable retail man who

reads this, that he resolve now that he will buy no more
watches that are sold by newspapers; that be will omit the
names of such watches from his vocabulary, take the name
out of his place and make of it a memory. I know that this
would cost a little at first, but those factories whose watches
we did buy and sell would stand by us. What do you say?
Others may do as they will—that is my line and I shall
hew to it, Yours truly,

(;Eo. W. KNIGHT.

.11
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Retail Jewelers

Watchmakers
Are you coming to the

World's Pair?

The Keystone
at its

Western Headquarters
811 Columbus Memorial Building

AS a wide-open latchstring for the jewelry family of America.
When you come to Chicago, look us up—let us get

acquainted. We will take you in and introduce you

to our neighbors, the World's Fair Bureau of Infor-

mation of the -Chicago Jewelers' Association. They

will find you rooms and board, and will take care •

of your mail; they will make you feel at home in

their handsome apartments, and furnish you any

information you may desire all of which is free of

cost to you.

Accommodating
as becomes the world's

) greatest j ewelry organ.The Keystone is Progressive
Up-to-date
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GRIESHABER, 94-96 State Street, Chicago.
MANUFACTURER OF

Gold Pens, Holders, Pencils, Picks, etc.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

I manufacture and repair everything in the Gold Pen line. Special attention given to all jobs sent to me by mail.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

CRUSHED
DISFIGURED

DAMAGED WATcti
BROKEN

RUPTURED CASES
restored to their primitive condition.

Key-Winders changed to Steni-Winders.
Hunting-Cases changed to O. F.
English & Cases changed to fit American

Movements.

N. J. Felix,
71 Nassau St.

New York.

Establithed
1865. BUY THE GENUINE

DALE enueNs

Send for Price-List.

A NEW LINE FOR EVERY JEWELER
ilmericall Noto-Ellameligg Works.

Prof. S. Micciullo Process.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
on Jewelry, Gold, Silver, Ivory Dials, China,

Watch Cases, etc.

We will send you on memorandum samples of
our photo-enameied minature portraits which can be
placed in a watch case, to attract the attention of the
public and show what the work is. We claim that
ours is superior to any similar work, as it is the only
permanent art work of this kind known. Big dis-
count to the Trade. Send for Price-List.

N. J. FELIX, 71 Nassau Street, New York.

$1.00 EACH.

Every Chuck Warranted TRUE, HARD and PERFECT FITTING.

With a true lathe and true chucks a watchmaker need never use any wax in
staff and pinion work, and have very little use for it in any work. There are many
true lathes in use that are condemned because they have never had a true chuck in
them, the manufacturers finding it much easier to make the lathe true than the
chucks. There are many such chucks being put on the market every day, the
buyer thinking he is getting the best because it is made by the maker of the lathe
and costs more than the Dale. We are interested in true chucks, and if the makers
of lathes could or would give their patrons as good chucks as they do lathes they
would be justified in all they say about Imitations.

The Dale imitate none, for if they did they would copy the faults as well as
the virtues of the so-called " Genuine " and be no better, and we would have little
to say on this head. We simply make chucks that fit your lathe properly, hold
your work true and are as free from faults as the design and construction of the
lathe will allow. We know what a chuck should be—we make it so as far as each
design of lathe will admit.

HOROLOGICAL TOOL CO.
Manufacturers of Watchmakers' Tools,

OFFICE:
86 North Clark Street.

FACTORY:

CHICAGO. 1036 Lincoln Avenue.

DESIRABLE SOUVENIR of the World's Columbian Exposition

The COLUMBUS
POCKET MATCH-SAFE

DESIGN PATENTED OCT. 25, 1892.

Finished in Oxydized Silver and Nickel-Plate. PRICE, PER DOZ., $2.00.

G.M. Thurnauer,
33 Park Place, New York.

SAMPLES MAILED ON RECEIPT OF 25 CENTS IN POSTAGE STAMPS.
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The Seth Thomas Clock Co. is building an addition to

its factory.

E. H. Clopper, of Palo, Ill., visited the World's Fair

recently and looked upon the wonderful sights at Jackson

Park.

J. II. Pennoyer is not in the jewelry business at

Catskill, N. Y. Parties mailing catalogues, price-lists, etc.,

please take notice.

C. Rogers & Bros., Meriden, Conn., have completed

a four-story brick extension to their plant, which will be de-

voted entirely to cutlery.

Eugene Deimel, Detroit, Mich., recently returned from

a trip through Michigan, where he had been visiting his

trade. He reported a fairly prosperous business.

C. E. Wharton, Marysville, Ohio, has under course of

construction a fine building on Lincoln Avenue, which,

when completed, will be the finest and best-finished residence

in the city.

Charles Otero, manufacturing jeweler, Pueblo, Colo.,

has put at the disposal of the trade a teaspoon which should

meet with widespread attention by reason of its 'certain

salability.

D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass., are now showing

as large and elegant supplies in all lines as can be seen in

New England. We direct the attention of the trade to the

fact, and feel confident that they will find a personal

examination to their interest. There has been quite a rush

for the Howard movements at reduced prices.

Harry Downs and G. L. Gunther, Bellevue, Ohio, have

formed a copartnership for the purpose of conducting a

jewelry, %vatch and optical business under the firm name

of Downs & Gunther.

The mainsprings of Albert H. Bonnet, Columbus, Ohio,

are meeting with widespread favor among the trade. Now

that their merit is admitted, jewelers should see that the

name of the house is on each spring. Spurious imitations

can thus be avoided.

The enterprising jewelers, De Clark & Perkins, Sheri-

dan, Wyoming, are about to move into the new B. F. Perkins

Building. Their new quarters will be elegantly fixtured and

have all needful facilities.

Messrs. Wiesbauer & Co., of Collins, New York, have

invented a novel watch and jewelry tag, which has the

decided advantage of always presenting the side to be read

toward the eye. These tags can be quickly and securely

attached, and cannot fail to be favorably received by the

trade. They have taken the proper measures to legally

secure their invention by letters patent, and are now pre-

pared to receive and fill orders for these tags. Orders can

be addressed to Messrs. Wiesbauer & Co., either at Buffalo

or Collins, New York.

One of the handsomest pictorial advertising circulars

that have recently come under our notice was sent to the

school teachers by L. E. Saxton, Milford, N. Y. It does

eminent credit to Mr. Saxton's good taste and enterprise.

J. 0. Wedell, one or Elgin's popular jewelers, was a

caller recently at THE KEYSTONE'S Chicago office. He

Came to visit the Fair, and was accompanied by Ed. Hoff-

man, the lively young traveler for Sigler Bros., Cleveland, 0.

Z. G. W. Watson, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer,

recently closed a very successful three weeks' engagement

in New Orleans; and subsequently opened one for two weeks

in Quincy, Ill. Mr. Watson is evidently kept moving.
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We are merely fulfilling our duty in calling the atten-

tion of the trade to the improved spectacle clamp of Tidd

& Co., Columbiana, Ohio. Its efficiency as a clamp is no

less surprising than its moderate price. It will lessen the

labor of the practical optician and make his work more

satisfactory.

W. A. Bowen, Kewanee, Ill., has put in entire new

fixtures in his jewelry store, including elegant cherry wall-

cases with plate-glass doors, and fine plate-glass show-cases.

The interior of Mr. Bowen's store is now the finest in this

section of the State. .

There is nothing more aggravating to the watchmaker

than the handling of poor mainsprings. Loss of time and

money and a strain on one's patience are a few of the vex-

ations that follow the use of poor springs. In their " Ameri-

can " S. R. Kamp & Co., 706 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

offer a mainspring that is fully warranted, and will be re-

placed if not satisfactory. Those in need of a good spring

should try a sample dozen.

'W. Herman Wiesman, Millbury, Mass., was recently

married to Miss Ida May Bowen. The happy couple were

the grateful recipients of numerous and costly presents,

which attest the esteem in which they are held. THE

KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Herman G. Briggs, the hustling jewelers' auctioneer,

recently finished a sale in Bellefontaine, Ohio, for W. E.

Smith, with which the latter is highly pleased. It was by

far the largest sale ever made in Logan County. He sub-

sequently began a sale at Springfield, and was forced to

allow several small sales to pass into other hands through

lack of time.
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The Keystone, Philadelphia, Pa.

We enclose you herewith contract for another

year. We have been pleased with the results

of our adv. with you during the past year, and

believe The Keystone to be an excellent medium

for reaching the trade. Crosby & Dorian. 1
William B. Durgin, Concord, N. H., the widely-known

maker and designer of wares in sterling silver, now occupies

room No. 1303 in Columbus Memoriai Building„ Chicago,

where a comprehensive display of his wares may be seen by

the trade. Jewelers who intend visiting the World's Fair

should make a memorandum of this fact.

The Brown and Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.,

recently issued a new, revised and enlarged edition of their

catalogue, containing 306 pages. Many new machines and

tools are added in this new compilation. The catalogue

should be in the hands of every jeweler.

Wm. Lawrence, Hedgeville, W. Va., recently directed

the attention of the local public to his watch repairs through

the medium of a poem entitled " What watches would say."

Mr. Lawrence evidently believes in the potentiality of

advertising.

The Winsted Optical Co., West Winsted, Conn., have

bought out the manufacturing business of Smith, Lesquereux

& Co., of Springfield, Iass., manufacturers of spectacles

and eye-glass frames of all kinds, thimbles. etc. They will

move to West Winsted and occupy the old knife shops of

the Empire Knife Co.

Charles W. Brown, of Charles Town, W. Va., is exhibit-

ing at the World's Fair two souvenir spoons, known as the

St. George Chapel spoon and the John Brown spoon. This

chapel is said to have been erected in 1750. The John

Brown spoon has a picture of Brown on the scaffold. Their

historic associations should make these spoons good sellers.

There is no more troublesome or difficult job that

jewelers are called on to do than to repair musical boxes.

It is better, with work of this character, to send it to those

who make a specialty of this line of work. Not only will

the annoyance of a troublesome job be saved, but it will

generally be found cheaper. A. Jaccard Sz Son, 1016

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, make a specialty of repairing

of this kind and are thoroughly reliable and competent.

W. F. A. Woodcock's Watchmakers' School, Winona,

Minn., has now a national reputation, and the addition to

the number of pupils is easily accounted for. It is a

thoroughly practical school, and on the day of their gradua-

ti m pupils are perfectly equal to any watchmaking work,

however complicated, that may be assigned them.

The factory of the Rogers Silver Plate Co., Danbury,

Conn., is being enlarged to more than twice its former size.

Among orders on their hands is an enormous one for souvenir

trays, etc., for the Columbian Exposition.

The wide-awake, up-to-date watchmaker is always on

the lookout for things new ami useful in the tool line. The

Horological Tool Co., of Chicago, whose announcement

appears elsewhere in this issue, are makers of specialties for

watchmakers, and are constantly turning out something

practical and useful in tools. No progressive jeweler should

fail to read their monthly announcements as they appear

in THE KEYSTONE.

Wright, Kay Co., Detroit, Mich., received some pocket-

books from New York recently, which arc said to have

been made from the skin of a convict who died at Jackson

prison. These unique books were for some local medical

students.

An unbroken and successful career of sixty-five years of

business life means much. In the case of Jacob Bennett &

Son, 1024 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, it is the outcome of

a policy of " the best goods at proper prices." The firm

have long since established an enviable reputation for high

grade diamond mountings. Jewelers needing good mount-

ings, or any special designs, would do well to communicate

with this firm.

Fred. D. Woodruff, Keyport, N. J., was married

recently to Miss Mary Elizabeth Wood, of Newport, R. I.,

at the home of the latter. The bride received a large

number of presents, that from the groom being a pin of

pearls and diamonds. The groom's gift to his best man was

a scarf-pin representing a crescent and star, set with a

diamond, and to his ushers gold bow-knot pins. THE

KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

George M. Kite, the traveling representative of M. J.

Sheridan, 22 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, is now on the

road and reports trade good. Ibis territory is Pennsylvania,

Virginia, Missouri and Ohio, in all of which States he has

hosts of business friends.

Wight Bros., Hawarden, Iowa, have had a fine, large

brick store built for them, and located in same on June 1st.

This will be one of the finest stores in the Northwest. They

carry a large and fine stock of goods.

We recently enjoyed the pleasure of a visit to the

Philadelphia Optical College, conducted by Dr. Brown,

whose correspondence course, whereby instruction in optical

science is given by mail, has been such a pronounced suc-

cess. The doctor eulogized THE KEYSTONE as an adver-

tising medium, and we were much interested by a lucid

explanation of his wonderful development of the corres-

pondence system. It is manifestly a boon to the trade.

W. H. Watrous, president of the Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., donated three valuable prizes to be raced

for at the annual meet of the Eastern division American

Canoe Association.

J. W. Davidson, of Monticello, Ill., one of the sub-

stantial jewelers of the Sucker State, has been in Chicago,

shaking hands with his friends among the trade and visiting

the World's Fair.

The three " B's " are a combination of three live and

energetic Philadelphia firms who have made an arrangement

to save the trade considerable in the way of express charges

and trouble in having repairs clone. Messrs. Brown, manu-

facturing optician, Baker, manufacturing jeweler and dia-

mond-setter, and Brunner, watchmaker for the trade and

material dealer, guarantee that all work sent to 734 Sansom

Street, Philadelphia, will be-done in the best possible man-

ner at the lowest figure. Send. repairs in one package and

they will be returned in the same manner, thus effecting a

big saving.
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Detroit Letter.

Jobbers report trade as fairly good, although somewhat
below normal, owing to the siege of cold, rainy weather
recently experienced by the Northwest. The mails were
heavier toward the latter part of the month. The following
lichigan country buyers recently purchased in this city :

George Carhart, Pontiac; N. C. Potts, Forrestville; S. A.
Cleveland, Utica ; S. B. Turner, Pontiac ; L. D. Peabody,
Birmingham ; George 11. Chapel, Howell ; H. Ambler,
Northville ; L. A. Stehle, Linden ; A. L. Gregory, Lapeer ;
A. E. Rockwell, Northville; Eugene Campbell, Pinckney.

F. G. Smith's Sons & Co. have the contract for furnish-
ing the Michigan Yacht Club with their new badges. They
will be copies of the club pennant, and will make a charm-
ing souvenir. The firm will also furnish the silver service
for the new St. Clair Hotel and the two new lake steamers
of the D. & C. line. George Munson, representing the
Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., was in the city recently with special
designs, from which Mr. Smith selected the service. The
firm has experienced a lively trade during the season just
passed, and are well satisfied.

Edward J. Roehm, of R. J. F. Roehm & Son, is in
New York. Mr. Roehm combines business with pleasure,
and will be absent until the first of June.

I.. Black & Co., opticians, have one of the finest optical
exhibits in their show-windows ever seen in this section of
the State. 11. W. Boers is the window-dresser, and showed
good taste in recently fitting them up on the European plan
with adjustable shelves and shutters.

J. F. Stein, optician, has removed Irvin S4 Michigan
Avenue to 178 Jefferson Avenue. He has added a jewelry
stock to his optical business. The present quarters are
larger and better located than the old. The increase in busi-
ness necessitated the change.

C. \V. Smith, for a number of years Nvith the Installment
( ;old Watch Company, has started in business for himself at
65 Grand River Avenue.

Frank S. Ring, wholesale jeweler. vill shortly issue a
hrge illustrated catalogue in the interests of his business.
This will be the first of its kind ever gotten up in Detroit.

The Johnston Optical Co. are still building the castle
of their reputation higher. Experience has made trade con-
fidence in Their stock ironclad, and their goods continue to
make that confidence profitable. Their (laical institute is
still the center of attraction for intending opticians.

W. L. 'Policy, of Brown City, NI ich., %'as in this city
last week. I le recently purchased the jewelry business of
I I. P. Nlartin, at ()yid, Nlich., and concluded to spend a few
days of pleasure in Detroit before taking possession,

M. S. Elzey, watchmaker at 234 Woodward Avenue,
has moved his bench to 66 Montcalm Street.

IL M. Wright, of Wright, Kay Co., sailed for
Europe on April 24th. Ile is visiting all of the art centers
of the continent, and expects to ITing back with him a fine
assortment of art treasures for the summer and fall trade.
The firm recently received a consignment of vases and
novelties from Genoa, Italy. Mr. Wright is at present at
Venice.

Last November Fred. Hogan, Charles Bailey and
I Ienry Wheeler were arrested for robbing the Royal Silver-
ware Company of fifty-five dollars' worth of goods. Hogan
was convicted and sentenced to seven years in the peni-
tenti try. The others turned State's evidence and were
'released. Hogan applied for a new trial May, 20th but was
refused. He was taken to prison a few days later.

M r. Creetcb, of Ypsilanti, Mich., has entered as a pa rt r
with Neil Currie, jeweler at that place.

G. W. Johnston has started a jewelry store at 121
Grand River Avenue.

A. B. Harford, 335 Woodward Avenue, has sold his
stock and fixtures and retired from the business. The stock
was moved out of the city.

The United States Optical Company have purchased a
lot on the east side of Miami Avenue, between Wilcox and
John R. Streets, and have commenced the erection of a three-
story building, which will contain warerooms, showrooms,
offices and two stores to be occupied by their wholesale and
retail departments. The building will be built of red sand-
stone, and when finished will be one of the finest of its
kind in the country. It is needless to say that the change
was necessitated by a large and growing business. It is
stated that an optical school will be established on the third
floor. August Rosch is presi lent of the Company, Eugene
Deimel, the wholesale jeweler, is vice-president of the
concern. and City Attorney Frank Rosch is secretary and
treasurer. It is expected that the building will be finished
and occupied by October 1st,

THE KEYSTONE

Charles E. Martin, head watchmaker and engraver for
Adolph Enggass, has married a Port Huron lady and spent
the honeymoon in New York. He is again at the bench,
thoroughly pleased with his new position.

Nels Johnson, of Manistee, Mich., has placed a large
clock in the tower of the new Union Depot. He is also the
maker of the tower-clock, which is so much admired, on the
Michigan Building at the World's Fair.

The silver service recently presented to the new cruiser
Detroit by the citizens of this city, will be placed on exhi-
bition at the World's Fair along with those of other cruisers.
Mayor Pingree recently received a letter from the corn-
mander, granting this privilege to the Gorham Mfg. Co.

Now that you have fully made up your mind to go to
the World's Fair, studied your guide-book well, and settled
upon the date of your departure, the next question that
arises is, 'Where am I going to stop while in Chicago?"
We can answer that you will find quiet, homelike rooms in
the Linden Apartment House, 6426-6428 Sherman Street,
a most delightful residence portion of Englewood, only fifteen
minutes' ride on Sixty-third Street electric line to the
World's Fair. Rates, one to two dollars per day for rooms,
and they had best be engaged in advance. A strictly first-
class restaurant within two blocks of the Linden." Jew-
elers will be made particularly welcome at this house, as
Nit-. Walther, the proprietor, has long been connected with
the jewelry trade as an employee of C. II. Knights & Co.
Special arrangements can be made for families and parties.

" We are well pleased with the results we
have received from our advertisements in THE
KEYSTONE. We are using the columns of sev-
eral other journals, but have more new custom-
ers mention your journal than all the others
combined."

TIDD & CO., Columbiana, Ohio.

Kansas City Letter.

The Edwards and Sloane Jewelry Co. are now nicely
located in the additional rooms secured adjoining their
factory in the Keith & Perry Building, which gives them
much-needed space for their office and salesroom. This
improvement %'as made imperative by their constantly
increasing business.

j. Niles Kimball, for many years in the wholesale jew-
elry business here, is an aspirant for the postmastership of
Kansas City.

Charles Mosbacber, of Wichita, Kan., has been visiting
Charles Hoefer, at Kansas City. Every one who knows these
two people can imagine they had a regular " time " as usual.

The well-known firm of Woodstock, Barger & Hoefer
have at the disposal of the trade as large and complete a
stock as will be found in the West, and judging by the
increasing volume of their patronage the trade are aware of
and appreciate the fact. There was a great rush for the
Howard movement; at reduced prices. •

Chas. H. Harsch has bought the stock of G. W. Rose,
who was on Eleventh Street. Mr. Harsch has added the
stock from his Main Street store, and will stay on Eleventh
Street instead of going back to the new building on Main
Street.

The Meyer Jewelry Co. will move As soon as their
building is ready. They will have an elegantly fitted office
and workshop when finished.

Mr. R. J. Gilbert, treasurer of the Jaccard Watch and
Jewelry Co., leaves, June 1st, for a month's rest and vacation.
He will visit his mother in Evansville, Ind., and then go to
Chicago and the World's Fair.

Among the buyers in this city recently were A. L.
Brown, of Di'exel, Mo.; H. NV. W. Starcke, of Junction
City, Kan.; F. NIelluish, of Ottawa, Kan.; P. J. Zillis, of
Harrisonville, Nlo.; and I. Eller & Co., of Richmond, Mo.

C. L. Merry, manager of he branch office of the Julius
King Optical Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, has been con-
ducting an optical school for jewelers. Those who attended
the course were J. S. Burson, of Belton, Mo. ; S. NV. Lane,
of Mountain Grove, Mo.; J. C. Shomo, of Ottawa. Kan. ;
Charles Mosbacher, of Wichita, Kan.; W. S. Evans, of
Hiawatha, Kan. ; C. W. Fleming, of Lincoln, Neb.; L. I).
Willitt, of Olathe, Kan.; and E. B. Lane and Daniel 13.
Kavanaugh, of this city.

Geo. H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane jewelry
Co., spell: the last week of May in 'Chicago seeing the Fair.

JUNE, 1893

Western New York Notes.

Trade here, as in other sections, has been comparatively
quiet, though complaints are few. The Chicago Exposition
is the subject of much talk among the jewelers, nearly all
of whom contemplate a visit.

J. D. Howell, Livonia, N. Y., is a hustler of the first
water, and has the mechanical talent and business capability
to make his hustling profitable. His skill is much above
the average. He is the inventor of a machine for taking
measurements while making new balance stops. This tool
is very effective, and is highly appreciated by the trade.

S. A. Ross, Medina, N. Y., recently sold out to
Burt. M. Freary, who was connected with the jewelry busi-
ness in Syracuse for some time. We wish him success in
his new location.

Mrs. S. M. Randall has bought out II. D. Randall,
Brockport, N. Y., and the latter is now in the employ of Jos.
J. Carr, at Suspension Bridge, N. Y.

Rainsford D. Graves has opened up in business at
Corning, N. Y. He was previously in the employ of E. C.
Williams for many years.

A. W. Gilbert & Co., special cash wholesale jewelers,
Canandaigua, N. Y., are adding largely to their patrons by
their large cash discounts. The trade evidently appreciate
their methods of doing business.

D. I. Tobias, .of Corning,. N. Y., recently caused the
arrest of Thomas J. Burke, who had purchased a watch
from him on installments and then disposed of it.

Some World's Fair Exhibits.
The exhibit of B. Grieshaber & Co. is solely for display.

It • is unique and interesting. It contains the largest, and
also the smallest, gold pen in the world—the product of
their Chicago factory. The large one is a barrel pen,
requiring in its making a blank of gold seven by twelve
inches. It contains 345 pennyweights .of gold, worth
S258.75, and is a curiosity in its way. It is located in the
northeast part of the gallery section of Machinery Hall.

The display of A. Lorsch & Co., Providence, R. I., and
New York City, is beautifully emblematic of the event
which the Exposition wavintended to celebrate. The de-
sign consists of a model of the Santa Maria, two fac-simile
diamonds, and two oblong cases, all placed upon a cover of
snow-white velvet about two by five feet in size. The
model is a two-masted, square-rigged craft, resting upon a
foamy sea, Nvith its exterior painted pure white and thickly
coated with Sumatra gems, the well-known specialty of this
house. The sails of the vessel are of ribbed silk and bear
a Spanish cross. Upon either side of the ship are two fac-
simile diamonds. The circular case is about one foot in
diameter and covered with dark-blue velvet. These dia-
monds are about six inches in diameter, are constructed of
wood, cut exactly like a regular stone, and painted a pure
white and well covered with the same kind of stone as
shown upon the vessel. Two long and narrow cases, also
covered with blue velvet, contain graded sizes of these
" diamonds." The firm's name and the location of their
stores are properly indicated in gold letters upon a heavy
plate-glass sign. The electric light lends a dazzling effect
to the display.

In reference to a remark recently made, that " the
optical business is being ruined by the education of so many
jewelers . in optical science and skill, such as is given by
institutions like the Spencer Optical Institute," a gentleman
well versed in Matters optical said : " The person who made
the remark had evidently more nerve than optical education.
I would like to ask the thinkers in the trade if the education
of the jeweler does not eventually mean the education of
the public. If these educated jewelers are sharp men of
business, the public are soon awakened to the importance of
attention to their eyesight. Now, these same thinkers know
that the education of the public means an enormous crop of
myopia and astigmatism, to say nothing of hypermetropia
and asthenopia. In my opinion " (the speaker was a gradu-
ate of the Spencer Optical Institute) " there is not a city in
the Union which has not more errors of refraction in the
eve i of its citizens than the available force of opticians
could possibly handle, provided the public were enlightened
by judicious.eye openers from the printers. Opticians
should advertise more intelligently. If I were entering
anew into business in any city of 20,000 inhabitants I would
far rather choose the contract to supply glasses toAll who
really require correction—that is, new work—than to dupli-
cate all of the old work, or sell to every person now wearing
glasses."

PHILAbELPHIA OPTICAL AND WATCH CO.
916 Chestnut Street 917 Sansom Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WE SELL GOODS TO NO ONE AT RETAIL.

Diamonds
4.V 'fAst,„04, etv,

who desire to carry a stock of Diamond

E would call the attention of the Trade,

goods, to the fact that we will furnish

them with whatever they desire in this

line on exceptionally liberal terms. .

It will pay you to investigate our offer.

We are the acknowledged Headquarters for all manner of

OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION WORK. Are we doing yours?

We give the best service for the least money, and guar-

antee absolute accuracy.
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St. Louis Letter_

Very little improvement in trade during the past four
weeks has been noted, and trade is not what it should be at
this time of the year. A continuous stretch of cold, rainy
weather seems to have dampened the ardor of the jewelry-
buying public, which naturally causes enforced idleness in
all branches of trade.

• Brenner & Kay, manufacturing jewelers, have dissolved
partnership by mutual consent. Mr. S. M. Brenner will
continue in business at the old stand.

will. Jordan, 3564 South Broadway, was robbed of a
gold ring by a sixteen-year-old boy in rather a cute way._
To be sure of being shown a good assortment of rings, the
lad managed to display a bill that afterward was found to
be a Confederate fifty-dollar bill. He finally selected a
ring and started for the door, saying he wished to show it
to his mother. Jordan walked after him, and the boy,
noticing this, ran, and Jordan pursued. In the alley in the
rear of the store the boy drew a knife and threatened to
kill any one daring to interfere, and so made his escape.

The E. Jaccard Jewelry Co. were robbed of a forty-six-
dollar curb chain early one morning last week. Half an
hour later the thieves were arrested in another Olive Street
jewelry store, where they were trying to play the same
trick. The chain was afterward recovered at a place where
they had secured. twenty dollars for it.

The Ozark Onyx Co. is in the bands of a receiver upon
proceedings begun by T. J. McMaster, assignee of the
Providence Jewelry Co. Mr. McMaster alleges that the
Onyx Co. is indebted to the Jewelry Co. to the amount of

On May 3d Mr. F. II. Niehaus celebrated his fifty-third
birthday. He was agreeably surprised by a delegation of
members of the Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri,
who extended him the congratulations of the Association.

Mr. H. J. Oberschelp has returned from his trip to New
Mexico, greatly benefitted in health by the climate of that
State. His return was the occasion for a visit of a com-
mittee of the Jewelers' Association, who welcomed him
back to the city. The recovery of this gentleman is con-
sidered as something wonderful ; but, thanks to a strong
constitution and perfect will-power, he is still among the
living, and indications are that he will soon be active in
his business again_

W. S. Utay Ms opened a new store on the north side
of Franklin Avenue, between Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Streets, with a complete stock for doing a retail business.
Mr. Utay was formerly engaged in the manufacturing busi-
ness at Fourth and Pine Streets, but through his serious
illness the business went down, and he was forced to make
an assignment. Since then, however, he has straightened
out his affairs with the above-mentioned outcome.

The regular meeting of the Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion was held on May i fth, at Wenzel's Hall. Very little
business of importance was transacted. Mr. 11. H. Wheeler,
of Palmyra, Ill., was admitted as a member. The committee
on room reported that they could secure a room for the
Association with the Retail Grocers' Association, and sub-
mitted terms. These were favorable, and the Association
will hereafter meet at its permanent home, 307 Locust
Street. It is a large, airy room, comfortably seating one
hundred people, and lighted with electric light. It is open
from 8 A. M. to 6 I'. M. Nominations for officers and di-
rectors were then made for the election at the annual meet-
ing, June Sth. The arrangements for this day were out-
lined as follows : 9 A. M. to 12 M., reception of visiting
jewelers and members ; 12 to 2 1'. M., dinner tendered
complimentary to the visitors by the Association ; 2 I'. M.,
opening of the annual meeting and routine business, includ-
ing the annual reports of the president, treasurer and sec-
retary, election of officers, directors, and three delegates to
national convention ; new business; adjournment. In the
evening the jewelers will be entertained at Schaider's Sum-
mer Garden Theater with one of the popular comic operas.

J. II. Havill, the untiring and accomplished jeweler's
auctioneer, opened a sale for Harry Stone, St. Joseph, Mich.,
on May 29th, and one for C. S. Barnard, Muscatine, Iowa,
on June 5th. Mr. Havill's services are in big demand.

Parson's Horological School, Peoria, Ill., continues to
advance in public appreciation and deservedly. The system
of teaching is now apparently so perfect that further im-
provement seems impossible, and it has incalculably
advanced the professional watchmaking standard throughout
the country. Let the good work proceed.

Of Interest to World's Fair Visitors..
We direct the attention of our readers to the following

circular letter, which is self-explanatory:

Office of the
WORLD'S FA. BUREAU OF INFORMATION

OF THE
CHICAGO JEWELERS' ASSOCIATION,

Rooms 7.5, 706 and 707, Columbus Memorial Building,
S. E. Cor. State and Washington Streets.

CHICAGO, May 20, 1893.
Realizing that many of our friends contemplate visiting

Chicago during the continuance of the World's Fair, and
that they may desire to secure comfortable living quarters
before their arrival ; also, when here, have a centrally lo-
cated place where they can meet each other, attend to cor-
respondence, receive mail, telegrams, etc., we desire to
state that this Association has secured a suite of rooms at
the location above mentioned, and established a bureau of
information, which they propose shall serve as headquarters
for their patrons and friends. You are cordially invited to
make free use of the accommodations offered here, when in
the city, or write for any information you wish to get before
coming. In addition to the list of hotels and boarding-
houses given in the souvenir book sent out to the trade, we
have a large number of others which we can recommend.
Please remember that there will be no charge whatever for
any service we render.

The members of this Association have subscribed the
funds necessary to carry on this work without any help
whatever outside of its own membership.

Assuring you that anything we can do for you in ad-
vance, or while you are here, will be cheerfull? done, we
retnain Yours respectfully,

LEM W. FLERSH EM, Chairman,
M. A. MEAD, Treasurer,
J. P. BYRNE,
C. J. DoncsituN,
G. J. COREY,
A. L. SERCOMI3 (ex officio),

Committee.
Address all correspondence to A. Monsch, secretary,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Dr. Julius King, of the Julius King Optical Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, recently received the following appre-
ciative communication : •

CLEVELAND, OHIO, May 6, 1893.
We, the undersigned, members of Dr. Julius King's

class in optics, wish to convey to him the expression of our
warmest appreciation of his kindness to us, both as a class
and personally. As we disperse to our several homes, we
carry with us not only the permanent result of our studies
under Dr. King's able direction, but also the pleasant
memory of a personal friendship, and we will look back
with gratification upon a week spent so profitably and still
so pleasantly. In acknowledgment of this we hereunto
set our names : Bevan Lawson, London, Eng. ; E. B.
Lewis, Dwight, Ill.; C. S. Apple, Bellaire, Ohio; 0. P.
Schadt, Allentown, Pa.; W. H. Deuble, Canton, Ohio;
Frank H. Kramer, Cleveland, Ohio; D. R. Dingwall,
Winnipeg, Manitoba ; T. W. Gurley, M. D. ; C. A. Parish,
Taylorsville, Ill.; 0. F. Adams, Scranton, Pa.; E. W.
Carlson, Jamestown, N. Y.

Cincinnati News.
Strauss & Stern have been able to again open their

doors and resume business. The stock was bought in by
A. Newberger for $18,250, which is over two-thirds of
the appraised valuation. They will, in a few days, be
ready to make an offer to their creditors in Providence and
New York. The firm name now appears on the windows—
The Strauss & Stern Co. Their travelers are preparing
their samples and will soon be on the road to make up for
lost time.

H. C. Ruff, of Dayton, Ohio, owing to loss of his eye-
sight, contemplates retiring from business, and has coffered
his store for sale.

The Woodward field-day medals are exhibited in
Duhme's window. They were given by the leading busi-
ness houses, and were made by Jos. Noterman, Jonas, Dorst
& Co., and Duhme & Co.

Abe Steinau, who has been in the jewelry business in
Cincinnati for years, was recently forced to assign by the
pressure of Eastern claims. Mr. Steinau, some months ago,
moved intO the elegant corner room of the new Neave
Building, and enlarged his stock, making it the handsomest
store in the city. During the holidays he had an elegant
trade that caused him to take another room and increase
his stock again. A few months later he was obliged to give
UI) this room and retrench, owing to dull trade. He asked
for extension, but being refused was forced to • assign.
Eichberg & Co., of New York, pressed for a settlement of
claims amounting to $4000, threatening suit. Mr. Steinau
then made a confessed judgment in favor of his wife for
$40,000, claiming that be used it in 1888 and 1889. The
liabilities will reach $70,000. The assets,consist of about
$45,0020 worth of stock and $20,000 in real estate.

(Co ntinued on page 536.)

19th and Brown Sts.

Philadelphia, May 1st, 1893.

Dear Sir:

We take pleasure in extend-

ing you a cordial invitation to

visit our watch case exhibit at

the World's Fair. It is located

in the Manufactures and Liberal

Arts Building, Section 0, Block

1, on the Main or Columbia

Aisle, one section north of the

center. • Every courtesy will be

shown you by those in charge,

and you will have at your ser-

vice desk-room and all office

conveniences.

The exhibit will be the most

magnificent display of its kind

ever seen. In addition to watch

cases of our manufacture, it will

contain a number of ancient and

curious timepieces, some of his-

toric and all of mechanical in-

terest. To the general public

this exhibit will be one of the

most attractive features of the

entire Exposition ; to you it will

prove not only attractive, but,

we hope, profitable and a con-

venience as well.

Truly yours,

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Snalo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Bi2 Bargain I

KEEP
A

LOOK
OUT

For everything that will

make your business

more profitable_

i6-Size
Full-Jeweled
1-5 Second

Independent Fy-back

Solid Nickel Movement.

Sweep Second Chronograph

10 K. Filled Case,
Warranted i5 years.

rai /00,k, VAV

WI34 Maiden Lane, New York.
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THE STANDARD
WATC111-TAG.

Per 1000, $1.50. Per 1000, $1.00. When closed.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

1000 No. 203 delivered free on receipt of $1.00.

1000 No. 204 delivered free on receipt of I.50.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

WlESBAUER & CO.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Patent Applied for.

Every jewe ler will

notice the simplicity of

these tags. There are

no more strings hanging

three to four inches

below the watch. These

tags hang directly on

the watch, and cannot

twist or turn ; therefore

the written side will

always face you, which

is a saving of time when

looking for a watch.

They are neat, easily

attached and detached,

yet will not loosen

themselves. Once used,

always used. Try them.

M. J. SHERIDAN,
Wholesale Agent

American Watches,
Importer of

Diamonds,
Complicated Watches,

22 South Tenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

535

DIAMONDS
Loose and Mounted.

A Word About Complicated Watches
There are so many inferior Complicated Watches on the

market that it will pay you to look well into the matter before

buying. Did you ever stop to consider how quickly some of

them get out of order, and how much trouble they cause you

after you have sold them? We import a line of Chronographs,

Splits, Repeaters, Chatelaines, etc., that we guarantee to

be accurate in every particular. Write to us if you need

anything in this line ; we will be glad to send selection for

examination to any responsible jeweler.

ALL AMERICAN MOVEMENTS SOLID GOLD CASES

SILVERWARE GOLD FILLED CASES

R. F. S. & CO. PLATED CHAINS SILVER CASES

Wholesale

Agent
American
Watches

M. J. Sheridan,
22 South Tenth St.

Philadelphia, Penna.

Importer of

Diamonds
Complicated

Watches

-

The

Capitol Villool
WITH OUR PATENT MOTOR

STYLE No. 7. PRICE, $12.00.

It is the best wheel that has ever
been made.

It will do twice the work of any
other %died, u ith less than half the

l'It wlidIrrtu.rn a two-inch pulley more
than 7000 times a minute with thirty
depressions of the treadle, while the
ordinary foot-wheel requires at least
one hundred depressions of the
treadle to turn a pulley of the same
size moo tunes.

It does not require any counter-
shaft, for the belt passes directly
from the I:al:Ince-wheel to the pulley.

It is set up in a strong iron frame complete in itself, and can be placed under any
bench or table ready for use in a moment's time.

It will carry either a round or flat belt, and can be used with any style of lathe..
head, or for driving circular saws, emery wheels, or any light machinery.

It is better than an electric motor for general use, because it runs as swift and
strong, is always ready to go, starts instantly at full speed, never gets out of repair,

always goes the right way, and it costs nothing for power.

There are hundreds of these wheels in use in all parts of the country, and we solicit
correspondence regarding them from any one using foot-power.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Carpenter Lathe and Tool Co.,
165 Tremont Street, BostOn, Mass.

For sale by jobbers everywhere. Factory, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

The Wheel has been in daily use Mnce received, and for compactness, speed and beauty of Elotiign has no
equal.—F. S. BAirrttoLosinw, Watchmaker, Worcester, Mass.

It is the Greatest Wheel on Earth for the business. We can do as good work with it as by steam-power.
—J. E. BRIGGS S.: CO., WIDSI011, N. C.

All that need be said in its favor is to affirm that it is entirely as represented by you.—C. D. ECKLE,
Port Washington, Wis.
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Trade has been exceedingly dull. Bad weather and
other equally unfavorable influences have had a tendency
to almost demoralize every branch of industry. Jobbers
bought largely this spring in anticipation of good trade,
and feel very anxious over the situation. The failures
through6ut the country are largely due to these causes
and poor collections. Some complain that the World's
Fair has been responsible for the drop, and do what we may
Chicago is and will be America the rest of the sen.
Cincinnati, however, claims to be a portion of this grand
Republic, and will not give up easily. Demonstrations are
still going on for attracting visitors to our city. The next
great event will be the Shriners' week," beginning on the.
12th of June. A continuous section of electric light arches
lines both sides of the street from the Grand Hotel to the
Scottish Hall, a distance of ten blocks out Fourth Street.
These arches will be kept in position all summer and lighted
every evening. A great many jewelers belong to the
Shriners and will be in Cincinnati during the grand con-
clave.

Oskamp, Noking & Co. are working on a new cata-
logue to be issued this fall. They are truly abreast with the
Columbian year. Time, intelligent management and money
are building up for this house an enormous trade and placing
it solidly among the first houses in the land. They carry a
voluminous stock, as varied as it is elegant, and never dis-
appoint their customers. Their trade this spring has been
very ; ratifying, which; no doubt, is largely due to their
seasonable and attractive lines. Mr. Nolting is one of those
reliable, conservative men who 44 says nothing, but saws
wood," and he invariably strikes the bead of the nail with
every blow. Buying goods for a market is an art, and not
every buyer meets the market with the right goods at the
right time. It is a study, and few men are better informed
or more practically qualified for the position of buyer for a
large house than Mr. Nolting. .

A. D. Ruff, a prominent jeweler of Richmond, Ky.,
passed through Cincinnati recently on his bicycle, en route
to the Pacific coast. He expects it to take him a year. He
was accompanied by a friend. Mr. Ruff is past sixty, yet
is as robust as one twenty years younger.

The prevailing quietness has apparently not struck the
house of A. G. Schwab & Bro., who are doing their usual
amount of spring trade, notwithstanding two of their best
salesmen are on the sick list. Mr. Schwab has been doing
a great deal of personal work this spring that has proved
very profitable. Their customary good luck attends them'
and while trade has not been on a boom, they have cer-
tainly kept up with the procession with accuracy and
fleetness.

Trade has been moving along in a steady way in the
line of tools and materials. E. & J. Swigart, importers and
jobbers of jewelers' supplies in all branches, carry a very
voluminous stock, and can serve the trade at a moment's
notice. They have been through a regular house-cleaning
siege, re-arranging their stock and otherwise improving their
facilities to handle their goods. They have added a fine,
large burglar-proof safe, and are ready to renew their stock
to meet all demands of the large trade which persistent care
has built up for them. The notice of the trade is especially
called to the E. & J. Swigart mainsprings, which are war-
ranted; also a large importation of W. B. R.'s watch glasses,
which they recently added, making their lines exceptionally
complete in every department. The trade wanting the best,
with quickness and dispatch, should send to them at all
times. No order, however small, is neglected by this popular
house.

Prentice Teller, serving a term in the penitentiary at
Jackson, Mich., escaped from confinement recently and is
supposed to be lurking in the vicinity of Cincinnati, where
he has relatives. The authorities here are keeping a sharp
lookout for him in consequence of his being implicated in a
diamond robbery a few years ago, in which Michie Bros.
were the victims to the amount of $2,000.

1). Schroder & Co. are receiving their share of orders
from their representatives on the road, and have possibly
more than the usual amount of trade for this time of year.
Small orders are numerous, and they are looking forward to
a brisk fall trade after the summer vacations, which the
members of the firm will enjoy in their turn. They had an
excellent trade last season and are hopeful for next.

C. Hellebush is to the front with the celebrated French
timekeepers for turfmen. This being Derby week at the
Latonia Racecourse, throngs of sporting men are in the
city. This house has made a specialty of these goods for
years. R. W. Hawkins, their northwest traveler, has re-
turned home, and reports that trade in that section is
about as dull as in the Middle States.

Superintendent of Insurance Kinder has made a test
case of burglary insurance, and found that the same law
that applies to plate-glass and steam boilers may apply to
burglary insurance, hence it was recently decided by the
Attorney General that such a corporation could do business
in Ohio with a license. The Fidelity and Casualty Co.
therefore opened an office at Cincinnati to insure jewelers'
safes, etc.

Joseph Noterman & Co. are even at this late day of the
season having all they can do filling orders, and their forty
odd employees are all busy. This firm have an established
reputation for medal work, and they are receiving the patron-
age of clubs and schools in nearly every State in the Union.
J. B. Osthoff returned recently from a visit to the World's
Fair, convinced that the manufacturing jewelers of Cincin-
nati are second to none in the world. No handsomer designs
than are originated here can be found anywhere.

Silver plate presents a wide field in late years for the
conception of the most artistic designs, modeling after the
old wares and designing all the new and pretty novelties of
the day. This field is especially well covered by the Homan
Silver Plate Co., of Cincinnati. During the past year they
have attracted the trade by their numerous patterns, which
have always a paying feature—they are salable ; and they
give eminent satisfaction, which is another salient point. A
full line of their beautiful goods may be seen at their sales-
rooms at 155 State Street, Chicago, by all who visit the
World's Fair. An exceptionally attractive display is made,
complete in every respect. Charles Jacobs is manager of
the Chicago department.

• Joseph Mehmert, manufacturer and jobber, has returned
after a very profitable trip. Ile will not go out again for a
few weeks at least. His travelers are all home for a brief
vacation. Business has slackened up and they will wait for
a new impetus to trade.

Muehlmatt, Hedges & Co., manufacturers of jewelers'
tools and special machinery, have been making rapid pro-
gress in placing their products prominently before the trade.
Their new engraving-block is acknowledged to be superior
in every way to the old-fashioned one used by most jewelers.
It combines the stationary and revolving features, and has.
three separate attachments that are invaluable to the trade.
The ring attachment is self-adjusting, and will hold without
injury any kind of a ring at any angle. There is also
another arrangement to hold a coin or bangle of any size, and
reverse it, and it will fit a sleeve-button, too. The "Marvel "
stud spiral machine is making a wonderful record. It dis-
counts all the others in the field. James J. Molloy, their -
traveling salesman, has been on the road all season with
marked success. They have orders for three months ahead,
and are now improving their facilities for turning them out
faster to meet prompt demands.

John Holland Gold Pen Co. have had an excellent trade
this year. New designs and attractive goods have made
them popular. The new 44swell " fountain pen is taking
well. The swell is in the middle of the holder and tapers
to a point. Many new and fanciful designs are made in
aluminum pen-holders and pencils—some very beautiful pat-
terns are shown. Mr. Holland was the first to originate the
aluminum slate-pencil, which is now sold all over the
West.

Jonas, Dorst & Co. are by no means ready for the sum-
mer vacation, to which each and all are looking forward
after a year of arduous work. They still have a large amount
of uncompleted work, and late orders for medals and em-
blems yet to be filled. The styles they introduced this
spring have brought more orders than their usual force of
producers can fill. Their efforts have been placed on
designs which will eclipse anything shown in the market
for many seasons, and these have been appreciated by buyers.

George Dowley, sent up from Marion, Ohio, last March,
to serve six years for forgery, made a confession, recently,
that he was implicated in the robbery of Joseph Mehmert's
jewelry store at Cincinnati, seven years ago. His confession
exonerates John Conners, who was convicted and sent up
last year. Mr. Mebmert was up to see the convict, but with
no developments as to the jewelry, which he said they
hooked through a broken window-pane by a piece of wire.
They stole a whole tray of initial rings, disposing of most of
them at Ironton, Ohio, selling the rest as old gold in Cin-
cinnati.'
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Philadelphia Notes.

Local jewelers are enjoying a fair trade, though its
volume is undoubtedly on the wrong side of the average for
this season. An ever-increasing prosperity cannot, in the
nature of things, be always expected, and a philosophical
view of the situation is taken. There is consequently no
lack of confidence, and expressions of dissatisfaction are few
and far between. Local wholesalers are doing a fair
business.

David F. Conover & Co. seem to be unaffected by the
preyailing quietness. Orders arrive • with gratifying fre-
quency, and attention to the same keeps the staff quite
busy. The secret is, no doubt, the completeness and
general elegance of the stock, which is evidently meeting
with trade appreciation. The watch department merits a

The elegant store of S. C. Levy, at Eighteenth Street
and Ridge Avenue, seemed incapable of improvement, but
the enterprising proprietor thought differently and has set
about beautifying it still more. A model of it at the
World's Fair would make a valuable educational exhibit.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of this State has a
proverbial reputation for doing things well. The members
are going to sustain this. reputation in the matter of visiting
the Fair. They are now organizing a special jewelers'
excursion to Chicago on July 16th, and a time of 18 K.
enjoyment is anticipated. The party will wend its way
toward the setting sun on a special train, and the trip will
be. of ten days duration.

A. S. Goodman, of Association fame, has moved into
his new store on Ridge Avenue. A good location, an
elegant stock and a beautifully-fixtured store are the present
accessories of President Goodman's well-known hustling
proclivities.

The announcements of the Philadelphia Optical and
Watch Co. in each succeeding issue of THE KEYSTONE,
have come to be regarded by every jeweler as business
information of personal and profitable interest.

A 44smoker " was recently held 1 y the Jewelers' Club
at their elegantly-furnished clubrooms at Eleventh and
Walnut Streets. Among the smokists were the following:
Wm. Long. Henry B. Chambers, J. Fred Thomas, George
W. Read, Wm. Linker, John White, Wm. G. Blair, James
W. Barry, M. J. Sheridan, A. Le Jambre, James Kelly,
Edward Lee, Charles, Diesinger, Charles Power, Edward
Dingee, Edward H. Eckfeldt, Leverett \V. Lewis, Theo.
Woodland, Wm. Todd, J. lyriLk, Walter Eakins, David
Young, Harry Schimpff and others.
special word of eulogy.

M. Sickles & Sons, whose tools and supplies are steadily
growing in trade favor, make an announcement in this issue,
to which we direct your attention. The satisfaction always
given by their tools is redounding to their profit.

Frederick Walter, the aged optician and lens-grinder,
who died in this city recently from heart disease, left behind
him a large fortune. A trunk was found in his house con-
taining certificates of deposit of Pennsylvania Railroad
stocks amounting to $10,000; first preferred Reading bonds
valued at $15,000, and other stocks, bonds and mortgages
aggregating $44,500; also a bank-book showing cash
deposits of $7,000 in the Fidelity Trust and Safe Deposit
Co., and sixty-six dollars in cash.

4' I would rather do wit) t anything else worth five
dollars—yes, even more—than THE KEYSTONE. You
will please find enclosed One Dollar for another year's
subscription."—M. D. KELLY, Hopkinsville, Kentucky.

Jos. A. Vannier.
Jos. A. Vannier, of Marquette, Mich., died recently.

Mr. Vannier was the foremost French citizen of Marquette
county. He was the candidate for auditor general on the
Democratic State ticket at the last election, and was recog-
nized as the next postmaster of Marquette. He was the
senior partner in the firm of Vannier & Bigelow, which is
now closing its ninth year of successful business, was one of
the incorporators of the Marquette Building and Loan Asso-
ciation and a director since its organization ; and one of the
original stockholders and incorporators of the Marquette
City and Presque Isle Railway Company.

William M. Rebasz.
William M. Rebasz, Sr., Rochester. N. Y., died recently

at his home in that city. He was sixty-five years old. For
more than thirty-five years he bad been a watchmaker in
D. Rosenberg & Co.'s jewelry store. The deceased was an
accomplished astronomer and one of the original members
of the Academy of Science.
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SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

MENTION rHE KEYSTONE.

BOSS CASES.
Waltham

Elgin

Importers of Howard
Diamonds.

Movements

N. 0. thIRLMIRT & 50NS,
Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.
938 Market St., Philadelphia.

THE solid silver statue of Ada Rehan, which
forms Montana's unique silver exhibit at the Fair,
and which was unveiled on May 30th, must now
share its notoriety with the somewhat more than
life-size solid silver statue of Columbus, designed
by the noted Bartholdi, and successfully cast some
weeks ago by the Gorham Manufacturing Corn-
pany. Nearly a ton of the white metal was em-
ployed in casting this latter statue, the value of
the silver alone being about $25,000. Newspaper
comments on both these works of art abound in
historical inaccuracies. It has been asserted that
these are the only life-size statues ever made
entirely of the precious metal ; and we have seen
it further stated that they are the most valuable
pieces of statuary known to the world. Both
statements are wrong. While they may be the
only life-size statues in solid silver ever cast in a
mold, they are very far from being the most valu-
able known. The statue of the goddess A thene,
made by Phidias, the Greek sculptor, in 483 B. C.,
was made of solid gold and ivory, the robe of the
statue alone being worth forty-four talents of gold,
the talent being $13,809. The dress, the lightest
part of the ivory and gold statue of .Athene, was
thus worth twenty times as much as the silver
statue of Ada Rehan. The ivory and gold statue
of Jupiter Olympus, made by Phidias also, was
nearly twice as large as Athene, the latter being
thirty-nine feet and the former sixty feet in height.
Leaving history, it is worthy of mention that
George W. Childs, of this city, is the possessor of
a clock, the pendulum of which is supported by a
life-size female figure in silver, the statue being
five feet five and a half inches in height. While
giving unstinted praise to the new statues we must
do due justice to antiquity.

The Dayton Optical Co., Dayton, Ohio, has enlarged
and refixtured its quarters.

The Stein & Ellbogen Co., Chicago, has established a
diamond-cutting department.

The traveling salesmen of South Dakota have estab-
lished a mutual benefit organization, With headquarters at
Sioux Falls..

The New England Manufacturing Jewelers' Associa-
tion will hold its outdoor meeting June loth, at Rhodes-on-
the-Pawtuxet.

Rogers & Bro., i6 Cortland Street, New York, are dis-
tributing in Chicago neat little pamphlets containing spoon,
knife and fork information. You can have one for the
asking.

The Chicago Jewelers' Association has issued a hand-
somely compiled souvenir book. It is copiously illustrated,
and has much information for all jewelers who intend to
visit Chicago. •

The Brooklyn Dial Co., with a capital stock of 83o,000,
has been incorporated under the laws of the State of New.
Jersey for the purpose of manufacturing and selling clock,
watch and all other kinds of dials, etc.

E. F. Strickland, Western manager of the New Haven
Clock Co., has placed a handsome oak-cased clock in the
hall of the Chicago Jewelers' Association.

The E. Kirstein's Sons Co., of Rochester, N. Y., is ex-
hibiting its optical goods at the World's Fair, in the booth of
L. Manasse in the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

C. P. Kryhl, of Santa Ana, Cal., was a recent visitor
to the World's Fair. He says it is the greatest show on
earth, and that no jeweler or any other citizen of this great
Republic can afford to miss it.

Prof. R. 0. Kandler, of the Jewelers' School of En-
graving, Chicago, gave a banquet in honor of the removal
of the School to the Columbus Building and also the stu-
dents and employees of the establishment. It occurred
on Monday evening, May 29th, at the residence of Prof.
Kandler, 174 Freeman Street, Chicago.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association is mak-
ing arrangements to take its members to Chicago by special
train on July 16th. The train will stop at Niagara Falls
and Washington. Any retail jeweler desiring to join the
excursion can get all needful information from W. H. Long,
secretary of the committee, 1617 South Street, this city.
The trip will last ten days.

Business, the well-known practical journal of the office,
published by the Kittredge Co., 78 Reade Street, New York,
has ingratiated itself into the good graces of all wide-awake
business men to the point of being a confessed necessity.
We say advisedly that the man who can afford to be without
this monthly visitor isn't in business. Each succeeding
month reveals an improvement in it.

The Elmira Daily Gazette and Free Press, Elmira,
N. Y., recently devoted a quarter column of its space to a
sketch of the life and a highly eulogistic notice of the busi-
ness methods and mammoth store of James E. Harper, of
Delhi, N. Y. The eulogy, like Mr. Harper's great success
in business, was well deserved. Special emphasis is laid on
his great and acknowledged skill as a workman..

Dogberry In Texas.

Down in southwestern Texas, just about midway be-
tween Houston in the east and El Paso in the west, and
very near to the Rio Grand, the Southern Pacific Railway
has built over the Pecos River the highest bridge in the
United States. Indeed its height of three hundred and
twenty feet is only exceeded by two bridges in the world—
one in the Andes of Peru and the other in the Himalaya
Mountains. Just before this bridge was finished one of the
workmen fen from it and was, of course, killed. The
county judge was summoned from Langtry, the town nearest
to the bridge, to hold a " crowner's quest." The judge
arrived with a great concourse of people, all anxious to
serve on the lary. Proceedings were begun by examining
the body of the dead man. Upon this were found a loaded
revolver and forty dollars in cash. Perceiving this the judge
said:
" There ain't nothing to do about this case, gentlemen

of the jury. The man's dead, and it's perfectly plain how
he met his death. But what I want to know is what was he
doing with that gun ? That's agin the laws of Texas. He
ain't here td explain, but because a man takes it into his
head to put on wings and mount to the skies, is no reason
why the great State of Texas should be defrauded. Law
is law, and justice is justice. I fine him forty dollars for
carrying a deadly weapon."

It is needless to say that the fine was paid.
—John Gilmer Speed, in Harpers.

Wright, Kay Co., Detroit, Mich., manufactured the
gold key to unlock the doors of the Michigan Building at
the World's Fair. It has been presented to the Governor of
the State. It is attached to a silver shield by a silver chain.
On one side is an engraving of the Michigan Building and
on the other a suitable inscription.

The new departure of Wendell & Co., the well-known
and popular manufacturing jewelry house of Chicago, in
establishing a New York factory at 93, 95 and 97 William
Street, was made imperative by the wonderful success of
the Chicago house. This firm had been so successful in
building up custom in the East, that to more fully meet the
demands of this trade the idea of a New York factory was
conceived and carried out. This concern enjoys the dis-
tinction of being the only establishment in the world that does
everything in the repairing line, and in this respect will .be
quite an innovation in New York. William Morris, who has
grown up with the Chicago business, being assistant fore-
man there for five years, is foreman of the New York fac-
tory and will throw genuine Western vim and push into its
management. Eastern jewelers will find this house right to
the front in low prices, work well done and prompt delivery.
Give them a trial.

Office of

The Winsted Optical Co.
West Winsted, Conn.

Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Seamless Gold Filled Spectacles and
Eye-Glasses.

We beg to notify our customers and the trade in gen-
eral that we have purchased, for cash, the entire business
of Smith, Lesquereux & Co., Springfield, Mass., and shall
continue the manufacture of all goods heretofore made by
them, at our own factory in Winsted, under the supetintend-
ence of Mr. W. H. Hurlbert, long and favorably known in
connection with the old firm, and who has entered our
employ together with a majority of the skilled employees of
Smith, Lesquereux & Co. The stock turned over lo us
consists of Gold, Silver, Steel and Nickel Spectacles
and Eye-Glasses, finished, and in the process of manu-
facture ; and Gold, Silver, Aluminum and German
Silver Thimbles, and all tools and machinery for making
the above goods. With our increased factory facilities, we
are now in a position to serve the patrons of the old firm
and our own customers better than ever before with all the
goods formerly made by Smith, Lesquereux & Co., includ-
ing the well-known Burbank Patent Eye-Glass, as well
as our own celebrated Seamless Gold Filled Spectacles
and Eye-Glasses. No effort will be spared to maintain
the high standard of excellence already attained by these
goods.

Our purchase being for cash, we are enabled to offer
the trade special inducements. Put yourself into com-
munication with us.

The Winsted Optical Co.
West Winsted, Conn.
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Special World's Fair Correspond=
ence.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE.
ROOM 815,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING.

CHICAGO, May 25, 1893.

The big show down at Jackson Park is be-

ginning to look like what it was intended to be—

a real 1Vorld's Fair. Although much remains to

be done and some of the buildings are not quite

ready to furnish a complete view, the Fair as it

stands to-day seems a great deal farther advanced

than your correspondent thought it would be a

month ago to-day. It is a fact the great show

was not ready On opening day, but the circus be-

gan just the same. The wagons of the menagerie

were on the inside of the big tents, but the doors

over the animal cages had not all been taken

down. But it is now safe to say the elephant

will be through with his hay by the first of June,

and peanuts will be welcome. Don't miss the

show.
No effort has been spared during the past

fortnight to rush things into shape, and certain it

is that the contrast noted between the general

appearance of the Fair on the opening day and

that presented to-day is decidedly creditable to

the employees and exhibitors, who have toiled un-

ceasingly. The rough edges of the great work

begun two years ago have been rounded off,

afid only the finishing touches remain to be put

on. The heaviest work has been accomplished,

and the first of June ought to see the Fair in

almost, if not quite, complete form.

Exhibits All in Place.

Machinery Hall, the. Manufactures, the Agri-

cultural and Transportation Buildings, all of which

appeared distressingly bleak on the opening day,

are now well filled, and for the most part exhibits

are in their respective places. 'rhe Transporta-

tion and Manufactures Buildings show remark-

able progress, and a week at most will witness

them complete. The Mining and Agricultural

Buildings are not so far along, on account of the

delay caused by the difficulty of putting all the

exhibits in place at once. All the exhibits of

these two buildings are on hand, and are being

mounted in the order they are reached. Machinery

Hall, with its gigantic engines and heavy metal

exhibits, needs only a little adjustment to make it

worth spending a day over.

Of the buildings into which thousands of

visitors flock every day to find them worthy of a

lengthy inspection, the Fisheries, the Horticul-

tural, the Government and Art Buildings are the

most notable. The Art Building and annex are

thoroughly complete. The Woman's Building, the

route to which every woman who visits the Fair

grounds asks before she is ten feet inside the gate,

is rapidly approaching completion and will be in

apple-pie order by the first day of June.

A Little Good Advice.

And now we have some good advice for the

readers of THE KEYSTONE. Come to Chicago in

June. The beastly weather that has hovered over

lake and prairie for months will have passed away.

Jackson Park will have cleaned up. The " White

City " will have cast aside its every-day working

clothes and donned its dress suit, ready to receive

the world in a manner befitting the occasion.

Picture the well-planned and beautiful grounds

when the flowers are all out, when the roses per-

fume the air, when the bands are all playing. It

is a lovely day in leafy June, and the weather

glorious. What a wonderful show you will be-

hold ! You will see in one huge space what you

never have seen before. Can you afford to stay

away?
A Word About Accommodations.

Having advised THE KEYSTONE family to

come to the Exposition in June, it may be well to

say something more about accommodations than

was said in my letter in the May number. The

story that is still going the rounds, that visitors

will be robbed when they come to Chicago, is

nonsense, and only applies to those unwary people

who fare badly wherever they go. Without going

into lengthy details, there are plenty of accommo-

dations here at reasonable rates, and Secretary

A. Monsch, of the Jewelers' World's Fair Bureau

of Information, Columbus Memorial Building,

will be pleased to give you the necessary infor-

mation if you will address him. Good rooms can

be had at from $30 to $50 per month, and really

elegant rooms• in the best locations. can be had for

$6o to $75 per month. The good part of it all is

there seems to be an unlimited number of good

people who have been hunting lodgers and boarders

all through this month so far. Only the other day

one wholesale house advertised for rooms for a

number of out-of-town customers. One day's

mail brought them over eight hundred answers

to their advertisement. There is no danger of

World's Fair visitors overtaxing the capacity of

Chicago".

An Ophthalmometroscope.

H. C. Boden & Co., opticians, of this city,

send us a reprint from The Medical and Surgical

Reporter, descriptive of a " portable combined

optometer and ophthalmoscope," which is called

by the above elongated name.

The instrument contains a revolving disk,

carrying thirteen spherical lenses, and a quadrant

carrying five spherical lenses, which may be corn-

bined in such a way as to yield eighty-three

different powers. There is also a cell for carrying

cylindrical lenses, of which there are fourteen,

separately mounted in rings, and which may be

combined with the sphericals in varying combin-

ations.
• The optometer thus constructed may be con-

verted into a refraction ophthalmoscope by adding

an ophthalmoscopic mirror, a handle and a convex

lens for the indirect method.

This instrument will hardly supplant the reg-

ular trial-case, but it may find a field with those

physicians who do not care to invest in a costly

optical outfit, or with the specialist who desires to

occasionally examine eyes away from his office, as

it occupies but a small space, and can be easily

carried in a hand-bag with other instruments.

Adam Clarke said : " One great secret of

happiness is never to allow your energies to

stagnate. The old proverb about too many irons

in the fire is an abominable lie. Have them all

in—shovel, tongs, poker, and all. The more the

better."

" The Columbian Souvenir and Visitor's

Directory," issued by the Chicago Jewelers'. Asso-

ciation, through its World's Fair Bureau of Infor-

mation, has just been issued, and is certainly one

of the handsomest things of the kind that has

been gotten out. It is happily conceived, and

the work well done, reflecting credit upon Secretary

Monsch. A large edition has been issued, and is

now being sent out to the trade.

Official World's Columbian Exposition Spoon.

The climax in spoon manufacturing may justly be said

to have been reached in the official World's Columbian

Exposition spoon, made by the Alvin-Beiderhase Co., New

York, for B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago, to whom

was granted the souvenir spoon concession at the Fair.

The obverse and reverse views of the spoon here shown

will give our readers an idea of its appropriateness in design

and rare artistic beauty. On the front of the spoon is the

head of Columbus, surrounded by a wreath in two sections,

one of laurel, typifying victory, and the other of oak leaves;

a symbol of citizenship. Beneath this is scrollwork bearing

the words, " World's Columbian Exposition." Beneath the

shield is a globe showing the

Western hemisphere, the in-

dustry and mechanical skill

characteristic of it being indi-

cated by a smoking chimney

and a wheel. On the face of

the globe is also shown a tele-

graph pole. Beneath the

globe is Mercury's wand en-

twined by two serpents—the

whole symbolizing commerce

and wisdom. Farther down

still is an anchor, typifying

Obverse View.

nautical skill, and around

the handle is wrapped the

American flag, lending an

infusion of patriotism to all

the idea so artistically sym-

bolized. The bowl of the

spoon is a beautiful piece of

workmanship. There is a

splendidly executed repre-

sentation of a caravel with

the sea in the foreground and Reverse View.
an aurora behind.

The reverse view of the spoon shows, first, the head

of Queen Isabella, which is said to be reproduced with

marvelous accuracy. The head is surrounded by a laurel

wreath, and beneath it the stars and stripes are intertwined

with the standards of King Ferdinand and his Queen.

Back of these are seen a sunburst and clouds, symbolizing

the dawn of a new era. Below this is the reverse of the

globe, showing .the Old World encircled by a band with

the dates 1492-1893." Lower still is the official seal

of the Exposition, which, though only one-eighth of an

inch in diameter, shows distinctly and very legibly the

words on the seal : Organized Aug. 14, 1892. The

World's Columbian Exposition Seal, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A."

This is a veritable triumph of die-cutting. If the souvenir

spoon fad is on the decline (which we doubt) this magnifi-

cent product of the Alvin-Beiderhase Co. would, of itself, go

far to rehabilitate it.
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'WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE,
KOOM 132z,

COLUMBUS 111EMORIAL BUILDING.

CHICAGO, May 25, 1893.
There is an improvement in business all along the line

since our last letter. World's Fair visitors are more .plenti-ful, and the fine weather of the past week has had a
brightening-up influence all around. It will be perfectly safeto assert that every branch of industry is experiencinrabetter feeling than has been prevalent for two months back.With the beginning of June strangers will flock within ourgates, and among them will be many visiting jewelry trades-men, who will keep our jobbers busy. It begins to looklike a rate-war among the railroads, which is.now all that'swanting to bring the crowds to the Exposition.

Jewelers who visit the Fair, and incidentally grasp the
band of fellowship at Otto Young & Co.'s, will see in thelatter establishment the finest stock of goods that they haveprobably ever witnessed. 'Whether they come as mere
visitors or intending purchasers, they will meet with a cor-dial welcome from the management.

j. M. Bell, of San Antonio, Texas, one of the best-known jeweler's of the Lone Star State, is spending a monthill town. 1 le came to see the Fair and get acquainted with
Chicago. I le is delighted with our city and amazed at the
grand sights in Jackson Park.

II. B. Hayes, of Hardy & Hayes, Pittsburg, Pa., was a
visitor to the World's Fair the early part of this month.

Philip Hatowski, jeweler on Jefferson Street near
Twelfth, was married May t6th, to Miss Lina Sager. The
ceremony took place at the Lessing Club House and was
witnessed by a large number of friends of the contracting
parties.

The trade acquaintanceship of distant jewelers withGlickauf & Newhouse is likely soon to develop into apersonal acquaintanceship with the management, now thatall roads lead to Chicago. A visit to their store shouldnot be neglected. A friendly call is always pleasant to the
visitor, but doubly so when it may be made profitable. to him.

M. Lane, manager of the Chicago office of ReedSr. Barton, paid the factory a visit this month.
J. Purdy & Co. have been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $100,000. The incorporators are John H. Purdy,
Adolphus Wedekind and \\T S. Chester.

Banner mainsprings for American watches are growingin favor with watchmakers who use them, as a sample letteron the opposite page, selected from a great number receivedby Lapp & Fiershem, will attest. Bezels for the Isabellasouvenir coins will soon be in demand. A supply of same
has been arranged for by this enterprising firm, who solicit
orders for them, to be filled as soon as the exact size of the
coin is obtained.

The C. H. Knights & Co. ball team is in the field this
season for blood. They will be glad to meet nines from
any rival firm—in fact, they will be .pleased to cross bats with
any commercial team, whether in the jewelry trade or other.
wise. W. A. Schlossman is the manager, to whom all com-
munications can be addressed.

Frank If. Jones, Cleveland's new Assistant Postmaster-
General, is a Springfield lawyer of ability and excellent
reputation. He was the orator of the day at the dedicationof the Illinois State Building at Jackson Park last week.
Mr. Jones is closely related to the jewelry trade, he having
married the (laughter of Jacob Bunn, the president of the
Illinois Watch Co. Mrs. Jones died only about a year ago.

Arthur Bergtheil, London, England, is a visitor to tile
World's Fair this month and a looker-on at the sights and
scenes in Chicago. He was one of tile first to register at
the Workl's Fair Bureau of Information in the Columbus
Building and avail himself of its privileges.

The Derby Silver Co. have opened an office and sales-
room on the fourth floor of the Spaulding Building, State
and Jackson Streets, with Arthur Daggett in charge.

Thos. M. Hannah, of Belvidere, Ill., was a trade
caller last week. Before leaving town he visited Jackson
Park.

The voluminous and all-embracing tool and material
supplies of Swartcbild & Co. will be a revelation to many
of the trade from distant points. To all the latter a visit to
the store will prove at least interesting and educational, and
very probably profitable. Exceptionally advantageous offers
in many lines are now being made.

C. S. Raymond, Omaha's well-known jeweler, accom.
pitied by IVIrs. Raymond, has been in town the past week,
taking in the Fair and visiting the trade. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond were amazed and delighted, as every one is who
comes here, with our marvelous big show, and will spend
some little time looking it through.

Aikin, Lambert & Co., of New York, have established
a Chicago agency, which i in charge of their well-known
western traveler, S. N. Jenkins. Their office will be found
with G. A. Webster, at 42 and 44 Madison Street.

C. H. Haney, of Belleville, Kan., was one of the first
callers at TILE KEYSTONE'S new headquarters in the Colum-bus Memorial Building, last week. Mr. Haney compli-
mented its handsome new Chicago business home, and
promised to call again during his six weeks' stay in the
World's Fair City. Ile is taking a course of optics at Dy.
Martin's Chicago Opthalmic College.

Flags of fifteen nations are displayed on as many flag-staffs by Lapp & Fiershem on the top of their building.When flying, tile sight is very pretty and makes their cornernoticeable and attractive.
F. R. Stearns, of Petaluma, Cal., arrived in the citylast week and was one of the first to register from tilePacific coast at the World's Fair Bureau of Information.Mr. Stearns is visiting the Fair and renewing acquaintancesamong the trade. •
Robert M. Marples, of London, England, spent a fewdays in town last week. Mr. Marples is the London agentof tile Seth Thomas Clock Co., Meriden Britannia Co., E. N.Welch Manufacturing Co. and the Keystone Watch CaseCo., and is a most pleasant and interesting English gentle-man. He visits Chicago to see the World's Fair. Ile hasattended several of the big Expositions of Europe, but hisverdict is that the Columbian Exposition is in a class byitself, and when it goes down into history it will have norivals.
Wendell & Co., the popular manufacturing jewelers,63-69 Washington Street, are just now sending out to thetrade tile eighth edition of their catalogue of medals, badgesand jewels. It is a handsome work as well as a ready and

useful catalogue. By work well done, promptness in de-livery and fair prices, this house have built up a wonderfullysuccessful business.
'Mrs. Emma L. Slade died April 28th, at her home inthis city; she was forty-seven years old. She was the wifeof Robert Slade, and tile mother of Robert Slade, Jr., whois manager of the watch department at the wholesale houseof Lapp & Flershem. She and her husband originally camefrom Maine, but have resided in Chicago for over a quarterof a century. She was a woman of many excellent traits ofcharacter, and was much beloved by all who enjoyed her

acquaintance. A husband, daughter and son survive her.
R. M. Pereida, a manufacturing jeweler of San Antonio,Texas, is spending a month in town seeing the Fair andviewing the sights of Chicago. " This is tile first time inmy life that I have been north of the bounds of the LoneStar State," said Mr. Pereida. " Born and raised in Mexico,"he continued, " I have always lived in the Southland. Youhave a fine city—a revelation to me. I am charmed withthe energy and bustle . on every hand. Your parks anddrives are simply magnificent. But the Fair is an exhibitthat in magnificence is beyond description. I find some-thing new at every step. Its beauty is entrancing, and Ifeel that one month will be but too short a time to see itswonders, and I have about made up my mind to prolongmy stay another month if things go right at home."
A. P. Dupuis, bead watchmaker .with John W. Tyler,97 Forty-third Street, and Miss L. Mae Dixon, were mar-ried in this city on tile evening of May loth, at the resi-

dence of tile bride's parents. The wedding .was a quiethome affair, only the immediate friends of the contractingparties being present.
Frank Sell, a former well-known jeweler of Elkhart,Ind., who retired from business two years ago to engage infarming on his fine farm near Elkhart, is a patient man aswell as a man of a remarkable gift of continuance and a

genius of a woodworker. His watchmaker's work-bench,now on exhibition at Otto Young & Co.'s, 149 State Street,
shows him to be all of these. It contains three hundred
and fifty-six pieces of different woods on the top alone,
which Ilas required twenty-one years to collect. He hasbeen fifteen months, off and on, making it, but claims tohave put in only one hundred and fifteen days of solidwork in its construction. It is a beautiful piece of cabinet
Nvork, and will be particularly interesting to all watch-makers. Mr. Sill values his bench at four hundred andfifty dollars, and is anxious to exhibit it at the World's Fairas soon as arrangements can be made for it.

J. G. Raine, the well-known jewelers' auctioneer, of
Ogden, Utah, arrived in town last week to remain a fort-
night. He is accompanied by Mrs. Raine. They vill see
the Fair together and then return to the West. Mr. Raine
reports several successful sales thus far this season, his last
being at P. F. Eg,an's, St. Paul.

One of the most original in design and attractivesouvenir spoons we have seen is now being turned out bythe Wendell Mfg. Co., silversmiths, of this city, for W. A.Montague, a well-known Duluth jeweler. Mr. Montaguehas patented the spoon, which is typical of Duluth as well asthis present year of grace, 1893. On the upper side of the
handle, near the end, is the fleet of Columbus; near thebowl of the spoon is a whale in the act of placing Jonah onterra firma, presumably the coast of America ; back of the
handle is Columbus' head. Inside tile spoon is the new
whaleback passenger boat, the Christopher Coltimhus,whichis now in the passenger service between Jackson Park and
Chicago. We understand Mr. Montague has secured the
concession for selling this spoon on the large boats of theHenry Transportation Co., which will ply between VanBuren Street dock and Jackson Park during the Expositionseason. The largest of these boats w ill carry five thousand
passengers, and undoubtedly will do a fine business in carry-ing World's Fair visitors, which should make Mr. Montague's
enterprising venture a winner from a financial standpoint.

S. A. Rider, the well-known St. Louis jobber, was intown last week, taking in the sights at Jackson Park andcalling on the trade.
John T. Thornton, the popular western representativeof J. T. Scott & Co., New York, called at TILE KEYSTONEheadquarters last week and remained long enough to remarkthat his spring business had been fully up to his expecta-tions, and that he was still gunning for game along the linesof trade.
George Arkwright, the well-known Nebraska jeweler,located at Beatrice, was the first out-of-town caller at THEKEYSTONE'S new headquarters, and expressed himself aspleased with the new Chicago office of his favorite tradejournal. Mr. Arkwright stopped over in town two days to -take a peep at the Fair. He is on his way to Europe, andwill spend a month or two amid the scenes of his youth inold England. " We have had a very dull trade in Nebraskathis spring, more so than usual," he said. " But my im-pression is that we will have a good fall trade to make upfor our spring dullness. But the Fair—it is all I have readit was, and more. I envy my neighbors and friends inNebraska. They can come to Chicago and see what I antgoing to Europe to see, at the cost of one-fourth the money;besides, they will get to see the most interesting city on theglobe this year. I shall return in a short time and spend afew weeks seeing the Exposition systematically."

The C. H. K. & Co. " Reds" played their openinggame of ball with the All College Nine, at WashingtonPark, Saturday, and won by a score of seventeen to three.
Gus. Burklund, the well-known Kansas jeweler, locatedat Osage City, spent a week in Chicago the early part ofthe month, viewing the sights at the " White City " andmaking purchases from our jobbing houses. Said Mr.Burklund : "The prospects in our county for an increasedagricultural yield over last year are fine, but the westernpart of our State is again burnt up. No rain to speak ofhas fallen in that section for six months past, and the pros-pects there are gloomy indeed. My last year's trade wasthe best I have enjoyed in ten years' business in Kansas,but there is no mistake when it is said that trade is unu-sually quiet in our section of the West thus far this season.The long, hard winter and cold spring have had much to dowith this state of trade, and political conditions have donethe rest. Then a great number of Kansans are talking ofvisiting tile World's Fair; you would think, to bear themtalk, that tile half of the State was coming. With favorablerailroad rates they will be here, for no people on earthenjoy traveling and sight-seeing better than the averagecitizen of the Sunflower State. And what a marvelous sightthey will see when they get to Chicago ! The world hasnot seen, nor will not see again in many years, such a dis-play of the earth's resources housed in such magnificentbuildings as can now be seen at the great Exposition. I amcoming back later, to stay longer and take in the Fair in asystematic manner. It is the chance of a lifetime, andshould be improved by every one."

" A Guide to Chicago and the World's Fair," is the titleof a handsome and useful little pamphlet which has beensent out this month to the trade by Goldsmith Bros., theenterprising refiners and sweep smelters at 63 and 65Washington Street. It will prove a most handy and usefullittle volume to all jewelers coming to the Fair. If youhave not already received one, a postal will bring it to you.

-

Yeth siree ! My pa, he
Uses Banner Mainsprings.
Heard him thay so, wunst we
\Vent a-tishin'.
lIe seth they ith the best
Kind he can get
Out West.
'N I geth he knowth 'most ev'rything,
'Cause he knowth which end
The bees ith got tile sting.
I never knowcd one day
I caught a bee and tried,
'N I found out mighty quick,
'N'en I cried.
But pa, he'es killed '0 pretty
Soon the tearths was dried.
I'm going to be a man, aunt
'Lisabeth says, sonic day like him;
'N if I can I'll own a " plant,"
That's what pa seths.
I ain't afraid,
'Cause I'll use those springs,
I know 'es where they are made.
Wunst I found a card
'Et pa he must a lost
In our front yard,
'N this ith what it thed :

BANNER MAINSPRINGS

For All
American

Watches

27 DIFFERENT KINDS

Every
One

Warranted

LAPP & FLERSHEM
WHOLESALE JEWELERS CHICAGO

Well, I geth I'm sleepy now
'N I'd better go to bed. •

Good night, thin

If you have not used them, send us your order for a
sample dozen, consisting of three each 18 and 6 size for Elgin
and Waltham movements, and you will be of the same mind
as the writer of the following letter :

SWANTON, OHIO, April 12, 1993.

••■•

1,Am. & FLERSHEM.
GENTS: Please send me by mail, packed in small wooden box,

ma registered,
1/6 Gross Genuine Banner Mainsprings for Regular

18-Size Movements.
These are the best springs I have ever used, and I want no

substitute at any price. Yours trttly,
F. P. HUTCK.

EV-
 
We guarantee every Banner Mainspring, and will re-

place -.11y not satisfactory or which should break, on receipt of
Cil I which is etched L. & F. Banner. There is no risk in buy-
ing these springs with such a guarantee.

BANNER MAINSPRINGS:
Per dozen. $1.25 ; per gross, $V3.50. Six per cent. for cash.

Quantities less than a half gross sold only at dozen price.

Our Watch-Tool and Material Department contains the
best-selected stock ill this country.

Lapp & Flershem
Chicago, Ill.Jewelers' Wholesale

Supply Depot

54 1

Coin Bezels for the

ISABELLA
,SOUVENIR e0INS

Ready for delivery as soon as we can obtain one of the coins, so as to get the

exact size. Orders booked, and filled as soon as possible.

In the following- styles, at catalogue list prices:

No. 7. Each, $5.5o. No. 8. Each, $5.5o..

Above are made 10 N. g w HI heavy ornaments, such as are used on finest lockets.

No. 9. Each, $4.50- No. to. Each, $3.50.

Above are solid -10 K. gold, witit handsome ornal.,•ilt.d

No. ii. Solid Silver, like No. so. Per dozen, $3.5o.

LACE=PIN BEZELS.
We shall also make the bezel for lace-pin, with ornamental scroll on each side (like the one on No. 10).

No. 12. Lace-Pin Bezel, all to K. gold. Each, $5.00.
No. 13. " " " solid silver. Dozen, 8.00.

The coins are sprung into the bezel the same as a heavy watch glass. It is the most secure holder made.

Circulars with full line of above and size for the Columbus Souvenir Coin, sent to
jewelers on application.

Out stock of

Diamonds, Watches, Silverware, Clocks,
Emblem Jewelry, Initial Rings,

Jewelry of All Kinds,
Supplies of All Kinds for Watchmakers

is most complete.

Every Jeweler coming to Chicago is invited to call, whether
wishing to purchase or not.

Largest Supply Depot for
Everything Needed by Jewelers
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

"RING."—How is the proper way to gauge a band
ring? There seems to be no standard with ring
houses—some say to the middle, others to the
upper edge.

THE KEYSTONE would hardly take upon itself
to decide when doctors disagree. It seems, to our
judgment, the upper edge, as the ring is a hollow
cylinder.

"BULL'S-EYE NO. 2."—I have an old English verge
watch with the name of Benjamin Lord, 102
Rutland. Will you please inform me if Lord was
an eminent British maker?

We have a list of most of the English watch-
makers of any repute, but do not find the name of
Benjamin Lord. One Richard Lord was in busi-
ness in London in 1632.

"ADJUSTING."—In your reply to " Adjusted" in
January, 1893, KEYSTONE, you state that
" adjusted" may mean a very little or a great
deal. If it will not take up too much of your
valuable time and space, please state how to
make the careful adjustments you refer to in
regard to the No. 72 Elgin; or, in other words,
state the different operations necessary, and how
to make them, to adjust a watch movement to
temperature, isochronism and position.

It would require ten or more pages of THE
KEYSTONE tO give even a respectable idea of the
methods adopted by adjusters to obtain the best
results. We intend to publish a series of papers
on springing and adjusting in the near future.

J. N. MARTINEK, Of Traverse City, Mich.,
sends description of a clock in his possession
which has been in his family for 260 years, hav-
ing been purchased by his great-great-great grand-
father of a person who found it in the ruins of an
old castle in Ziska, Bohemia. The works (he
adds) are cut out by hand, showing the marks of
hammer and chisel. The escapement is of the
verge type. He has repaired many old clocks in
Europe, but never saw one like it. It has but one
hand, which indicates the hours. The weights
are brass cylinders filled with lead, and are sus-
pended with cord like a clothesline. Can any
KEYSTONE reader give an idea of its age?

" CURIO."—I enclose a clipping from a Western
paper describing a very old watch. Can you tell
me if the date is correct P

The clipping is too long for publication. The
description of the watch commences by saying it
bears the inscription of Joseph Davis, London,
1221, and the writer assumes the figures given as
the date of fabrication, and asserts that the watch
had been in the possession of a certain family for
two hundred years, and goes on, in the usual
rambling style of a man who is writing about
matters he does not understand, to describe the
mechanism. We have no space to further con-
sider the subject. The figures (122I) undoubtedly
refer to the number of watches Made by Mr. Davis.
If we subtract 200 (the number of years the watch
has been known to exist) we have 1693, which,
very likely, is about the time it was made.

JUNE, 1893

"MAGNETIC BELT."—(1) Will a magnetic belt
worn on the person affect the running of a
watch? (2) I have a clock which has been used
on board of a ship, which I have cleaned and re-
paired thoroughly, and when it is wound up
fully it will lose for the first three or four days,
but as it runs down it will commence to gain.
When first wound it will lose about five minutes
in twenty-four hours, and when nearly run down
gain about the same amount.

(i) So-called magnetic belts are usually elec-.
tric belts, affording a very slight current of elec-
tricity, which would not affect a watch sensibly.
(2) You do not state what kind of escapement is
made use of in your clock. Cylinder escapements
show this tendency very strongly, as the friction
is greater in proportion as stress or pull of the
mainspring increases. Lever escapements can
usually be cured of this fault by reducing the lock
to the least possible amount consistent with safety.
Most of the dead-beat escapements lose by increase
of motive power. A chronometer escapement could
be arranged to gain by increasing the propelling
force, but the acceleration would be due to the
isochronal properties of the balance-spring if the
adjustment should be made to have the long
vibrations the quickest—the course which is
usually pursued for compensating for the thick-
ening of the oil.

"HARD SOLDER."—I want to know how to solder
a gold 10 karat set ring. The ring is supposed to
be broken inside the hand and set removed. (1)
What do you use for a flux, and how do you ap-
ply it? (2) How do you apply the solder, and
into how small pieces should the solder be cut ?
(3) Do you apply the solder to the inside or the
outside? (4) How do you restore the color? Re-
member, all has to be done with a spirit lamp.

(r) Simple borax ground up to a thin paste
with water, applying the borax paste with a small
pencil brush. Read our answer to " Pointers " in
March, '93, KEYSTONE, page 264b. (2) Cut the
solder into different sized bits, and after dipping
a fine-pointed camel's-hair pencil brush in the
borax paste, touch such a piece of solder as your
judgment tells you will, when fused, just fill the
joint to be soldered. Do not put on an excess of
solder to be filed off. (3) Place the bit of solder

on the inside. (4) Dip in a hot solution of strong
sulphuric acid and saltpeter in a porcelain dish.
Use a copper wire for dipping the ring. A strong
electric current is the best means for restoring the
color, but the details of using are too long for
these columns. We shall give them shortly, how-
ever, in our articles, " Arts Allied." Any job of
hard-soldering can be done with an alcohol lamp;
the main thing is to have the wick large enough.
The wick should be at least one-half an inch in
diameter for large jobs. The flame should be
ample, and low down ; that is, not high above the
alcohol. Fig. 3 shows an old but good form of
alcohol lamp. The wick should be scattered, as
shown at e, to give a broad flame. When com-
mencing to heat a job, hold the blowpipe well
away from the alcohol blaze, to give a scattered
flame until the entire job is nearly hot enough to
melt the solder, then bring the blowpipe closer to
the flame and blow a pointed jet of flame directly
on the joint to be soldered. The immediate parts
to be soldered must be a few degres hotter than a
heat just sufficient to fuse the solder, or the solder
will not flow.

MR. J. W. HOWARTH, of Kamloops, British.
Columbia, kindly informs " Watchmaker," who
inquired through " Workshop Notes " for sea
shells, that he can procure them of Richard
Scott & Co., Sarasota, Florida. s

" MANY TRADES."—(1) What is the best blowpipe
to use in hard-soldering? (2) How to determine
the number and value of the various Elgin move-
ments? (3) Best way to keep tools from rusting?
(4)- How to extract a balance-staff without color-
ing the job ? (5) Is it better to keep an assort-
ment of staffs for the various grades of watches,
than to have pivoting done? (6) Beat way to
polish hard-soldered jobs ? (7) Best way to test
the value of stones for ring-sets ?

(i) For ordinary work, the common mouth
blowpipe. For manufacturing purposes the auto-
matic blowpipe is the most economical. (2) Get
a fully illustrated catalogue from some wholesale
house and study it up. (3) Wipe them with an
oily cloth when through working for the day. (4)
We do not see why it is necessary to color a
balance, unless you soften the staff in order to
turn off the clinch of the riveting. (5) We can
probably best answer query 4 in our reply to this.
Many of our best workmen are inclined to pivot
a staff, in most instances, in preference to putting
in a new one. Inasmuch as the staffs in many of
our American watches are riveted in so extremely
tight, and temper in them so hard, it is extremely,
difficult to remove one without more or less dis-
torting the balance. Where pivoting is resorted
to, all distortion is, of course, avoided, and there
certainly can be no objection offered to pivoting
where the job is skillfully done, as the parts are
in every way as perfect and serviceable as before.
Where one keeps a stock of new staffs for all the
different grades and makes of American move-
ments, the money invested is no inconsiderable
amount ; and if one makes use of the abominable
imitation American material, pivoting is much to
be preferred. The true way is for a workman to
make his own staffs and do his own pivoting. (6)
The best way is to remove the fire coat with elec-
tricity and repolish on a polishing lathe. (7)
There is no rule for this, experience alone afford-
ing the knowledge.

" IN TROUBLE."—I am forced to call on the old
reliable (THE KEYSTONE) again. (1) How
many teeth should be in each dial-wheel and
cannon-pinion to make them correspond? (2)
Will an Elgin hairspring fit any American watch?
(3) I have some trouble with my watch work;
would you advise me to throw up the business
and quit, or will practice in time make me all
right? My health is too poor to stand manual
labor. Is there any book which I can buy that
will help me out P (4) Can you furnish me Jan-
uary, February, March, April and May, 1892,
KEYSTONES, and at what price? (5) If I am
pushed with work, and am working on a watch,
and one or more come in for examination, should I
leave them apart after examination while I finish
the job I was working upon?

(I) See our answer to " Information," page
263, March, 1893, KEYSTONE. (2) No. (3) This
question is a hard one to advise upon. A man
working for himself should, by right, be a com-
petent workman, one who has served a regular
apprenticeship or graduated at some horological
school. Still, we know of many very superior
workmen who have " picked up the trade," as
the phrase goes. If you conscientiously try to do
your best, and the people who patronize you are
satisfied, we know of no law why you should not
follow the business. (4) We can supply only
February and May ; price, fifteen cents each.
(5) Great care should be observed in putting
work aside, as you propose, not to let the job lay
because it is a hard one or that you do not have
certain parts. it is safe never to let a job lay in
a box more than three days.
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The Jewelry Exhibits at the Fair.

I
HE jewelry exhibits are now

all in position, and, in the ag-

gregate, make a display of

surpassing splendor. Visitors

seem almost hypnotized when

they enter this section, and their

stay here is prolonged, we fear,

at the expense of other sections.

The goods shown have a special

fascination for feminine visitors,

and if a spirit of covetousness

temporarily takes possession of

the female heart, we think the

recording angel will drop a

tear on the offense. The com-

plete showing is eminently creditable to the United States.

Some fault is found with some of the foreign exhibitors

using their Fair privileges to sell, as well as to advertise,

their goods. This is accomplished by carrying a double

stock, and filling in the city orders received on the grounds.

Some of the local trade claim that their legitimate business

is thereby injured, and no doubt such may be the case.

A Novel Silver Exhibit.

The Montana State Build-

ing will be found to contain

many costly and curious speci-

mens of the wonderful mining

industries of that State, and the

solid silver life-size statue of a

beautiful woman in the Mon

tana exhibit in the Mines and

Mining Building will interest all

visitors ; but there is no single

article in the Montana State

Building exhibit that will attract

the jewelry family of the world

more than the reproduction of

the Montana coat-of-arms in sil-

ver and gold on a large sterling

silver plate, size ten by fourteen

inches, with wreaths, flags, fig-

ures and the American eagle in

raised gold; the stars in the flags

being studded with Montana

sapphires. This unique design

and elegant specimen of the

goldsmiths' art came from the

factory of Wendell & Company,

the popular manufacturing jew-

elers of Chicago, and was from

the ladies of the Columbian Association of Gallatin County,

that State. The ladies desired that their county should be

fittingly represented, and hit upon this novel idea as the

most appropriate for their purpose. The cost of the silver

plate was $750, and the order was placed through Pease &

Steffens, the well-known jewelers of Bozeman. A cut of

this beautiful exhibit is shown on this page.

Pairpoint Mfg. Co.

The magnificent exhibit of the Pairpoint Mfg. Co., New

Bedford, Mass., still excites wondering admiration. Some

idea of its attractiveness may be gained from the fact that,

while on ',exhibition in New Bedford before being brought

to the Fair, it is estimated that within three days ten thousand

people visited the rooms, and four thousand five hundred of

them went on one evening between the hours of six and

nine o'clock. The visitors to the exhibit at the Fair are no

less enthusiastic.

Foster 6: Bailey.

Though Foster & Bailey, Providence, R. I., have had

their possibilities limited by having their exhibit in the

general space assigned to the New England Manufacturing

Jewelers' Association, they have, nevertheless, utilized their

contracted facilities to make an elegant showing. Within a

space of ten by four feet are thirty trays, lined with pure

white kid, the top edges of wbich are ornamented by gilt

bands. Within these, and appropriately arranged, will be

found gold and diamond lockets, charms, chains for ladies'

and gents' use, hair-chain mountings, lace and scarf-pins,

besides ear-rings, bracelets, the Mount Hope " sleeve-

buttons and numerous small articles of gold and silver. The

name of the firm is artistically wrought in fancy embroidered

W. & S. Blackinton.

The products of this celebrated chain firm, the first to

introduce plated chains, find a fitting and complete exposi-

tion in the display given them in the north end of the com-

bined New England jewelers' section. Every variety of

chain is shown, the samples of each being the best that a

high state of skill and ingenious taste could produce, and

will prove an instructive and interesting exhibit to every

jewelry visitor. There is a wealth of patterns to be seen,

all prettily arranged, and this house certainly takes the lead

in the variety and number of patterns of chain shown.

Crown Pen Co.

This Company have an attractive exhibit of gold pens

in the Manufactures Building, in charge of Air. E. W.

Burchard. They also have six hundred and forty-two feet

of space near the center of Machinery Hall, bordering on

the main aisle, where they have a capacity for making

two thousand complete fountain pens a week, or fifty thou-

sand during the Fair. They will employ twenty-six opera-

tives, and twelve clerks will perform the clerical work.

Hugh T. Reed, the president of the Company, will be in

charge of the branch factory. The Crown Pen Co., of

Chicago, have been awarded the sole concession for the sale

of pens within the grounds, a sure profit-making privilege.

American Waltham Watch Co.

The exhibit of the Waltham

Watch Co: thus far attracts more

attention than any other in the

jewelry section. It is most at-

tractive and interesting—no visi-

tor passes it by without stop-

ping to linger a few moments

to watch the wonderful ma-

chinery here in motion. It is

in charge of Mr. IL E. Dun-

can, a gentleman who is widely

known among the jewelry trade

from his long connection with

this Company. He is assisted

by the following well-known

members of the missionary force

of the Company, who will at all

times be glad to welcome their

friends among the jewelers at

the Exhibition : Messrs. F. E.
Adams, J. M. Curley, D. H.

Wells, C. A. Dean, B. B. Treen,

F. 0. Fuller, and Henri Jules

Witzig, interpreter. The me-

chanical force in daily attend-

ance is in charge of Mr. F. R.

Tower, machinist, and includes

Miss Mattie S. Maines, Miss Susie E. Upton, Miss H.

Augusta Masher and Miss Millie A. Paddock. All the

ladies are skilled factory operatives brought from Walt-

ham to display the manufacture of the different parts of a

watch. The two thousand movements, all grades and sizes,

which are intended to represent a single day's product of

this factory, are attractively arranged in handsome show-

cases, and are a novel feature of this exhibit. These move-

ments are all running in full view, and present a wonderful

sight.
The Ansonia Clock Company.

The exhibit of the Ansonia Clock Company is an

elegant affair. It is the only clock exhibit, save that of the

Self-Winding Clock Company, of any great magnitude at

the Exposition. This Company have been to a large

expense, and have certainly made a rich and interesting

display. It is in charge of Mr. E. D. Barnum, the Chicago

resident manager of the Company.

MONTANA COAT .OF ARMS, MADE IN GOLD AND SILVER BY WENDELL & CO., 
CHICAGO.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., gave yet

another proof of their liberality and State pride by pre-

senting a very elaborate and elegantly finished water set to

the Connecticut State Building at the Fair. A cut of this

building is shown on another page. Don't fail to visit their

exhibit in section N, block 1, lot 4, Manufactures and

Liberal Arts Building.

S. F. Merritt.

S. F. Merritt, Springfield, Mass., is making an elaborate

exhibit of his goods, consisting of eye-glass holders and

chains, hairpins and chains, in connection with the exhibit

of F. A. Hardy & Co. of Chicago. The goods are arranged

on a card eight and a half by seventeen inches, on white

silk, which is put on in folds or puffs over the surface.

Novelties in each of his lines are shown, the hairpins

with diamond-mounted ornaments being probably the most

attractive of any in the entire exhibit.

Geneva Optical Co.

A complete optical factory is shown in Machinery Hall

by the Geneva Optical Co. Work is done in full view of

the public, and all manner of lenses are manufactured to

completion from the rough block, entailing many operations

as interesting as complicated. No optician should fail to

pay a visit to this exhibit It is in charge of A. J. Agnew,

formerly secretary and treasurer of the Company.

letters upon two scarlet plush placques, having their top ends

slightly elevated and meeting, and located in a central space

between the trays reserved for that purpose. Many of the

new designs in their goods are of unprecedented beauty.

A Unique and Interesting Exhibit.

In the German section, Manufactures Building, in tile

west end of the gallery over the main entrance, stands the

watch glass and spectacle lens exhibit of the world-

famous W. B. & C." brand, Albert Berger & Co., 47

Maiden Lane, New York, selling agents for America. It

presents a striking picture of hundreds of lenses of different

colors, all artistically placed. It is likewise embellished

with numbers of watch glasses prettily displayed. This

exhibit illustrates the perfection of modern manufactures,

and should not be missed by any watchmaker or optical

visitor.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Since the opening of the Exposition the exhibit of the

Keystone Watch Case Co. has elicited encomiums from all

visitors, but especially from visiting jewelers. It is cen-

trally located in section 0, block 1, of the Manufactures

and Liberal Arts Building, and is among the most attractive

and richest exhibits in the entire section. The booth is

artistically designed and finished in gold and ivory, while a

beautifully-carved pavilion in a similar finish lends to it a tone

of artistic completeness. The show-cases are equally beau-

tiful and admirably harmonize with their precious contents.

The monster model of the non-pull-out bow attracts much

attention, not only from jewelers but visitors generally, while

the same may be said of a gigantic silver case, weighing

five pounds six ounces, which winds and sets the contained

movement. Old and curious timepieces are another inter-

esting feature. Visiting jewelers will find this exhibit

very interesting and highly educational.

Queen & Co.

The exhibits of Queen & Co., Philadelphia, are among

the most interesting at the Fair. These exhibits are six in

number : Electrical, Liberal Arts, Ophthalmological, the

exhibit of the Societe Genevoise, the exhibit of Carl Reichert,

Vienna, and the exhibit of E. Francais, Paris. The elec-

trical exhibit is located in the Electricity Building, on the

first floor, section E, space 7, directly in front of one of the

two main entrances. The liberal arts exhibit is in the

building devoted to Manufactures and Liberal Arts, on the

gallery floor, north end, section V, in a very prominent

location. The ophthalmological exhibit is on the same floor

and aisle, a little to the east, in section I. The exhibits of

the Societe Genevoise, Carl Reichert and E. Francais are

on the same floor, and will be found in the Swiss, Austrian

and French sections respectively. Queen & Co. have issued

a handsomely compiled book descriptive of their exhibits.
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WorTes Pair Notes

WORLD'S FAIR BUREAU OF INFORMATION.
New Columbus Memorial Building,

southeast corner State and Washington Streets.
I.,. W. FLERSH , Chairman  of Lapp & Flershent.
A. Mosscu, Secretary, , Formerly with Dueber-Hampden Company.M. A. NI EAD, 'I'reasurer,   of M. A. Mead & Company.GEoRGE J. COREY, , of the Pairpoint Nlanufacturing Company.C. J. pooGsitus,   of the %Vaterbury Clock Company.J. P. BYRNE,   of Lyon & Healy.

A Bureau of Information and headquarters has been establiiihedby the Chicago Jewelers Association, for the use of their friends andpatrons from all parts of the world who contemplate visiting the forth-coming World's Columbian Exposition. The rooms of the Associationare in the new Columbus Memorial Building, southeast corner of Stateand %Vashington Streets. A gentleman of large general experience.speaking and writing French, Spanish. German- and English, has beenplaced in charge. The following facilities will be afforded :
REGISTRATION.

By registering your name, residence when at home, and hotel orboarding-house while in the city. telegratns and mail-matter willbe promptly forwarded, and correct addresses furnished to allinquiring for same.

HOTELS AND BOARDING-HOUSES. 
A list of desirable hotels and boarding-houses will be kept, withlocation, description and rates.

TELEGRAMS.
These will be receipted for, if requested, or their speedy deliverypromoted by means of our registry.

POSTAL BENEFITS. 
A miniature post-office will be established for the delivery o:mail-matter. Before leaving for Chicago the jeweler who wishesto avail himself of these privileges should leave orders that allmail and telegrams be forwarded in the care of the Bureau ofInformation.

TELEGRAPH,  TELEPHONE, ETC.
Telegraph, telephone, stenographic, district messenger, livery,cab, express and baggage service arranged for, and legitimaterates secured.

CHECK AND CLOAK-ROOM.
Parcels and small packages will be received and checks issuedfor same.

A READING AND RECEPTION-ROOM,
with writing facilities and stationery, will be provided, wherejewelers may meet their friends, attend to correspondence, etc.

OFFICE ROOMS AND DESKS,
in the general headquarters, will be provided for secretaries andother officers of kindred associations.

A CHART, SHOWING
the location of the leading hotels and places of amusement. willbe on file at the rooms, and every possible assistance will berendered to place visitors in possession of any necessary informa-tion regarding the city and points of interest.

This service. being a portion of the contribution of the members ofthe Chicago Jewelers' Association toward making the World's Colum-bian Exposition the most enjoyable and instructive display the worldhas ever witnessed, is freely offered to jewelers' and kindred associa-tions, with the hope of benefiting the same, anti securing a larger attend-ance at the fair, and further extending the hospitable reputation of theAssociation and the city of Chicago. Forty-two of the wholesale andmanufacturing jewelers of the city are members of this Association, andare interested in having the Bureau a success.
All parties desiring information, or wishing to be served by theAssociation. are invited to address the secretary of the Bureau Mr. A..Monsch, at the address already given.

THE KEYSTONE JUNE, IS93

A Curious Clock.
An odd dock is on exhibition at the World's Fair. It

is three hundred and sixty-five years old. An inscription on
its face says it was made in 1528 by Sven John Molin, of
Brantrop, Sweden. Nothing could be more simple than its
construction—no spring, only one weight, four wheels made
or wood, and only one hand, the hour-hand.

The Work of a Michigan Jeweler.
The tower of the handsome Michigan State Building is

ornamented with a fine tower-clock, which was constructed
by Nels Johnson, the well-known jeweler of Manistee.
Mr. Johnson is 'becoming somewhat celebrated as a tower. 
clock maker, he having only recently placed one similar to
the above in the new Union Depot at Detroit.

The Swiss Exhibit.
The Swiss section in the World's Fair is devoted mainly

to the product of the watch factories of that country, to-
gether with the allied industries. In the exhibit are rep-
resented thirty-one watch factories, five makers of tools for
watchmakers, three makers of hairsprings and five of main-
springs, three makers of dials, one of jewel-hole stones, andtwo of watch hands.

Diamond Mining at the Fair.
For the jewelry trade the exhibit of the De Beers Con-solidated Mines at Kimberley, South Africa, is one of themost interesting on the Exposition grounds. 44 We haveone hundred and sixty tons of dirt and a truckful of heavy

deposit, the latter representing the product of three hundred
loads," said A. W. Cundill, the De Beers representative.
Three gigantic Zulus, dressed in native head and feather
costume, are employed, and lend additional interest to the
display. All the processes, from digging to washing, and
from washing and sifting to polishing and cutting, are shown.
The rough stones as they come from the mines are cut in
Tiffany & Co.'s cutting works.

Columbus's Expenses $7500.
One more detail has been added to our knowledge con-

cerning the first voyage of Columbus. Professor Ruge, a
German geographer, has been searching into the financial
accounts of the voyage, and makes it out that the cost of
the world-discovering expedition was 1,140,000 maravedis,

.or, in modern American money, about $7500. The admiral
himself was paid at the rate of $320 a year; the captains
got $192 each, the pilots from $132.50 to $153.50, the sur-geons $38.20, and the sailors $3o.6o. Men were cheap in
those days, of course, and the small sums mentioned pos-
sessed a purchasing power many times that which they do
in 1893. Nevertheless, in its financial aspects, as in its
social, religious and political aspects, the voyage of Colum-
bus stands as the greatest venture in the world's history.
No $7500 investment ever brought such returns.

Historic Watches.
The historic watches in the American Waltham Watch

Co.'s exhibit are attracting much attention. These watches
were loaned to the Company by the owner, Evan Roberts,
of Manchester, England, who has spent a lifetime and a
fortune in getting them together. The most valuable time-
pieces in the collection are the following: A watch owned
by King James I., metal ease, alarm, date 1610, made by
David Ramsey, London ; another, once owned by Oliver
Cromwell, silver case, date 1648, made by Bockel, London;
a third, once the property of John Milton, silver case, raised
points on the dial, by which the blind poet could ascertain
the time, date 166o, made by Boquet, London; the next,
an astronomical watch with shell enameled case, made by
Girod, Paris, and once the timepiece of Sir Isaac Newton;
the fifth, a cyclometer which King George III. used in his
carriage to measure the distance traveled ; the sixth, Robert
Burns' watch in three metal cases, dated 1771, made by
Fowles, Kilmarnock ; the seventh, a silver-cased watch
which was .presented to Captain Rose by Lord Nelson;
eighth, a shell-cased, silver-mounted watch, bearing date
1656, once carried by William of Orange ; ninth, Queen
Elizabeth's watch in metal and enamel case, made by Jeubi,Paris ; tenth, John Calvin's watch in an oval, gilt case, anhour striker ; eleventh, John Bunyan's watch with second-hand on plate, made by Fritter, London ; twelfth, LadyJane Grey's silver-cased, enamel dial timepiece, made by
Chaunes ; •thirteenth, a watch with a horse-hair vibrating
spring ; fourteenth, skull watch with engraving of judgment
day on dial. Then come verge, alarm, repeating calendar,
astronomical, cylinder, lever. duplex, non-magnetic, rack-lever and horizontal repeaters to the number of six hundred,making a total of 621 watches in the collection.

WORLD'S FAIR HEADQUARTERS
OF THE

RETAIL WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS' AssVN
OF ILLINOIS.

World's Fair Headquarters have been established by theRetail Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association of Illinois (a branch ofthe National Association). Said headquarters have been establishedfor the benefit of our craftsmen, front all parts of the world, who wishto visit the World's Columbian Exposition. They arc located on thefifth floor of the Masonic Temple, corner of State and Randolph Streets.The Masonic Temple is the highest commercial building in the world—a sight which, you should not fail to see.The following facilities will be offered to every craftsman free ofcharge:

REGISTRATION.

By registering your name, residence when at home, and hotel,furnished room or boarding-house while in Chicago, letters, tele-grams, etc., will be forwarded.

POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
A post-office will be established at our quarters. Before leavinghome the craftsmen wishing to accept our hospitality shouldleave orders that all mail, etc., addressed to him should be for-warded in the care of the Retail Watchmakers' and Jewelers'Association of Illinois, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

HOTELS, FURNISHED ROOMS, ETC.
A list of hotels, furnished rooms and boarding-houses will beprovided, with description, rates and location.

MISCELLANEOUS ACCOMMODATIONS.
Telegraph and telephone service has been arranged for, andcheck-room for parcels and small packages : in fact. all possiblearrangements for the welfare and accommodation of the watch-makers and jewelers have been made as well as our financial meanswould permit.

For further information address the secretary, Frederick Correll,Jr., 511 Nlasonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. We will be pleased to offer ourservice to you, with the assurance that we will do all in our power foryour welfare and comfort while in Chicago.The headquarters will be open from April to, 1893, until April 30,1894. The National and State conventions will be held in Chicago,in July, 1893. All retail watchmakers and jewelers are earnestlyrequested to attend.

The Brazilian Exhibit.
The Brazilian exhibit, when complete, will contain a

remarkable array of precious stones. It is located in the
Mines and Mining Building, just south of the center. The
booth resembles the gateways and inclosure of a pleasure
garden, and presents a very attractive appearance. Abun-
dant carvings and statuary add to the effect.

The New South Wales Exhibit.
A portion of the New South Wales display is a collec-tion of rare ini»erals. There are shown gem-sands, pebbles,

and gems in variety. Among the samples are tourmaline,
zircon, obsidian " bombs," gem-sand, limonite, topaz and
chalcedony front Uralla; and gem-sand, pleonaste, green
and blue sapphires, brown jasper, zircon, diamond deposits,
crystallized spindle, quartz, chalcedony, agate pebbles anddiamond drift from Berrima and Bingera.

Left a Souvenir in Chicago.
Sir William Long, of the Sheyflehl Telegraph, one of alarge party of English newspaper men who attended the

opening of the Chicago Fair, returned to the Fifth AvenueHotel, New York, with this experience :
" I %'as standing ill the lobby of the Auditorium Hotel,you know," said lie, " when a very polite gentleman,

noticing some dust on my coat, -volunteered to remove itwith his handkerchief. I thanked him for his kindness, andbe said in a careless sort of a way, 4Don't mention it.' ButI did mention it, you know, and the gentleman to whom Imentioned it said :
" You had a diamond scarf-pin, Sir William? '
444 Yes,' I said.
444 Where is it now ? ' he inquired.
"Yes, where was it ? I suppose that very gentlemanlyman wanted it for a souvenir. There seemed to be a ragefor souvenirs in Chicago."

Columbus in Solid Silver.
Undoubtedly the most remarkable of the many remark-able features of the Gorham• Mfg. Co.'s exhibit at theWorld's Fair is the life-size statue of Columbus, cast insolid silver. This statue was designed by Bartholdi, theworld famed French sculptor, and well known to fame inthis country as the designer of the gigantic statue in NewYork harbor of " Liberty Enlightening the World." Thedesigner has added yet another to his laurels in the Columbusstatue. The expression of the face, the moulding of thelimbs, the drapery—all are the emanations of a mastermind.
The statue is somewhat larger than life-size, beingslightly over six feet in height, and over seven feet includingthe pedestal. More than a ton of metal was employed inits casting, the value of the silver being estimated in theneighborhood of $25,000. The casting, which was anoperation of great difficulty, was performed without a hitch,and the entire statue is a worthy monument to the enter:prise and skill of the Gorham Company.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co.
Hartford, Conn. Salesroom and Office.

Manufacturers of the
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GUARANTEED TO STRIP MORE SILVER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
OF ROGERS" GOODS ON THE MARKET. TRADE

Etectro %aver Vtate6 Ware
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No. 1429. Water Set.

  •,•,.•  nOwn. 

Florida Fruit Knife. Saw Blade and Seed Remover.

No. 30. Fruit Knife. Saw Blade.

• • ,,,,, ..• . • •

Our Exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition,
Section N. Block I, Lot 4, Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building.

Our Factories : Hartford, Conn. Norwich, Conn. Taunton, Mass.



The A. H. Revell Manufacturing Co.
orner Polk St. 431, 433, 435 and 437 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
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OUR OWN SPECIAL NEW DESIGNS FOR WALL-CASES.our 1893 .Jewelers' Catalogue. State your needs. 17.inch Show=Cases glazed with best double=thick glass, to feet long, $17.00
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Makers of Me Celebrateg

Our Chains
are made of the best Seamless Wire on Earth,
every joint being soldered with gold solder,
thereby making a perfect article—finish equal
to solid gold goods—and are

by the trade as giving entire satisfaction. Our
Seamless tilled chains are sellers. Remember
that all joints are soldered NVitil gold solder.
Ask your jobber for the above mentioned goods
with M. & B. stamped on every iwivel, and
you will make no Mistake.

to see our line of Ladies' Victoria chains—they
are beauties ; also our line of  Ladies' Vest chains,
with solid gold, gold-plate and fancy colored
slides. These goods will please the most fas-
tidious. Our chains can be easily distinguished
from other makes, as each chain has a tag
bearing our trade mark, as shown below. Ladies
goods will have the Queen's head ; gents' goods
the King's head. •

That venerable representative of J. 'I. Scott & Co., of

New York, the Rev." Mr. Thornton, is diligently prose-

cuting his commercial mission in Minnesota.

Traveling representatives on Maine territory have

organized a Travelers' Association. Leading spirits in the

new organization are Charles M. Ballard, Harry F. Hayes

and G. A. Felber, well-known jewelry salesmen.

Sandie Brown, an old and widely-known 'Western

salesman, recently passed over to the majority. He was

connected for a number of years with Mermod, Jaccard &

Co., of St. Louis, Mo.

• Traveling representative Geer, of the Tilden-Thurber

Co., Providence, R.1., recently started on his first Western
trip, and called at Chicago on the way.

W. H. Galloupe recently started on his maiden trip for

E. H. Saxton & Co., Boston. He contemplates invading

Southern New England periodically.

J. W. Campbell, with Wendell & Company, Chicago.

is pushing the sterling silver line of this house with com-

mendable success, and it is well merited, for he has pretty

goods at popular prices.

H. M. Tenney, representing Lapp & Flershem, of

Chicago, in Illinois and Indiana, was in and out again the

past month. His last trip was quite an extended one, and

though he heard complaints Of dull trade all along the line

be managed to pull in sales enough to average up well with

former spring trips.
L. Newhouse, of Glickauf &. Newhouse, Chicago,

has been resting on his oars the past month and devoting

his time to his customers who came to see the Exposition

during the opening month.

v. P. Cuthbert, Missouri and Kansas Man for Otto

Young & Co., Chicago, is doing the far West this month,

and will visit the trade in Colorado, Utah, Montana and

Wyoming ere he turns his face Chicagoward.

Charley Smith, representing Otto Young & Co.,

Chicago, in Indiana and Michigan, was in and out again in

May, reporting a fair tra(le•in his section.

George Caldwell, of the Plainville Stock Co., Plain-

ville, Mass., is out with lines of his company's varied pro-

ducts, and the usual large measure of success is following

in his footsteps.

W. C. Tappan, with the I). F. Briggs Co., Attleboro,

Mass., was recently showing their elegant line of red-tagged

chains in the World's Fair City.

George Bridestone, Western traveler for Sigler Bros.,

Cleveland, is at Mt. Clements, Mich., where he went to take

advantage of the baths at that celebrated health resort for a

severe case of rheumatism. W. Wagner, of the house

force, has taken up his trips for the present.

J. C. Moreland,

the veteran of the very

excellent staff of travel-

ing salesmen of Lapp &

Flershem, Chicago, con-

tinues to make successful
order-taking peregrina-
tions for that well-known
house. There are very
few men, indeed, now on
the road, who have culti-

• vated the acquaintance

or secured the friendship

J. C. Moreland. of so large a section of

the trade. He has been

with the firm since 1879, and the face of almost every jew-

eler in Iowa and South Dakota is familiar to him. He

graduated in the effective school of experience, which ac-

counts in a large measure for his success. Apart from his

acquired qualifications, however, nature luckily endowed

him with the other requirements of a good salesman—a

pleasing, though forceful, personality and amiable manner.

"Old Joe," as he is familiarly called, is considerable of a

sportsman, and handles a gun with deadly effect when quail

are plentiful--deadly to the quail, we mean. He has

always enjoyed the unlimited confidence of his employers,

and time has proved how well it was placed.

J. F. Barnhart, the Nebraska and Iowa representative

of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, is laid up at his Wisconsin

home on account of poor health, and will recuperate until

the beginning of the fall season.

George Finck, who covers Missouri, Iowa and Ne-

braska for the Stein & Ellbogen Company, Chicago, has

lately returned from an extended trip over his territory and

reports an average trade fully up to, if not above, last year's

standard.
F. Lindenberg, the lively young representative of

Glickauf & Newhouse, Chicago, returned the middle of

last month from a three months' trip throughout the Rocky

Mountain country. He had a successful trip, and reports a

better trade in that country than farther East. He was in

Salt Lake City the day of the dedication of the Mormon

Temple and witnessed the event.

- Wm. Pfleuger and John Osthoff, of Jos. Noterman &

Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, have started on Western trips with

elegant stocks of white stonegoods.

Z. E. Chambers, in Iowa and Nebraska for Lapp &

Flershem, Chicago, had no more than got in from a long

trip over his territory the early part of the month than he

was out again. Mr. Chambers reports a good trade, and

that all the Nebraska and Iowa contingent is coming to the

World's Fair.
.Charky Garlick, Western representative for C. II.

Knights & Co., Chicago, is Iforne again from another trip,

feeling somewhat under the weather, but hopes to be him-

Self again soon, when he vill once more be seeking trade in

his own restless and tireless manner.
Edwin W. Drury.— I t

comes natural to some men

to form friends as it does to

all men, barring not even

dyspeptics, to eat. Ed.

Drury seems to be known

and cordially, heartily liked

by every man, woman and

child in his territory, and

belongs to the type of men

blessed with the faculty of

forming numerous warm
Edwin W. t)rmmzy. friends. He was born June

7, 1S57, and will therefore
celebrate his thirty-seventh birthday the present month. As

he expresses it, " he was raised all over the United States,"

but claims Ohio as his native State. His father was in the

jewelry trade for forty years, which explains Edwin's early

bent. in -that direction. At the age of thirteen he left his

father's jewelry store and began fanning on the, prairies of

Nebraska. He continued his agricultural pursuits during

the summer and attended the country school in winter for

six years. About this time in his history he concluded it

would be the wise thing to learn a trade. He entered his

father's store, then located at Tecumseh, Neb., as an appren-

tice in watchmaking and repairing. In 1877 his father

died and Edwin took charge of the business: He remained

in this position' until 188o, when the business was sold out.

Ed. immediately went on the road for R. N. Hershfield, of

Leavenworth, Kan., covering Kansas and Nebraska, and

soon made his mark as a successful salesman. He is still

noted for his abilities in this line all over that country.

After four years with the above house, he made an engage-

ment with Max Meyer & Bro., Omaha, Neb., where he

remained two years, traveling in the same territory. His

next engagement was with the old and well-known house of

Clemens Oskamp, covering Kentucky and Tennessee in

addition to his old Western territory. At the death of Mr.

Oskamp, Drury went East and made arrangements to repre-

sent Bowman & Musser, of Lancaster, throughout Pennsyl-

vania and adjacent territory. Here he has remained ever

since, adding fresh laurels to his record as a bright and

merry salesman. In May, 1892, the Non-Retailing Corn-

pany was formed, succeeding to the watch and chain

business of Bowman & Musser, and which is now under

the management of Mr. Willis B. Musser. Ed. went with

the new firm, whom he at present represents with signal

ability and success. He was married five years ago to Miss

Ida F. Emmons, a Nebraska lady whom he had known for

years, they having been friends and neighbors at Tecumseh.

Since their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Drury have made their

home at Lancaster a greater part of the time, but both

cherish a warm love for the West, and occasionally visit the

scenes of their early life. They expect to visit the West

this season, stopping in Chicago from July 2d to the i7th.

They will view the World's Fair and the sights and scenes

of the second city of America a fortnight, when they will

journey to Nebraska, spending a month there among friends

and relatives before returning to their Eastern home.

Ernest Block, the in-

defatigable traveling repre-

sentative of W. & S. Black-

inton, of W. & S. B.* chain

fame, is one of the best-

known and most deservedly

popular of the great army of

jewelry salesmen on the

road. Mr. Block, though of

French parentage, was born

in the Empire City, where

he has always made his

Erntst Block. home. His first start in the

jewelry business was made

in 1877, with Adolph Schwab, with whom he remained

fifteen months. He subsequently attended to business for a

very short period for Mr. Schwab and W. & S. Blackinton,

then located in the same office, and later transferred his

entire services to the latter by both request and personal

choice. Ile has now been in the employment of Messrs.

Blackinton for fifteen years, during the last eleven of which

he has been traveling representative. During the past five

years he has covered the entire United States from the

Hudson to the Golden Gate, many of his trips being the

longeston record. Mr. Block is an accomplished lusiness

man, his abundant qualifications in this regard being made

more potential by a pleasing personality and a rare

amiability of manner, invaluable adjuncts to the purely

business acquirements of the latter-day salesman. Spreading

the fame of the W. & S. B. chains seems to be his one

great object, and his well-directed enthusiasm, backed 1 y

the enterprise of Nlessrs. Blackinton and the merit of the

goods themselves, seems to have made the object easy of

attainment. In social conversation, as well as in the

performance of his routine duties, he manifests a happy

disposition that reveals self-satisfaction with his services

and ample appreciation of the sante by his employers.

Mr. Block was married in 1884, and is happy in the

possession of three bright children—two girls and a boy—

aged respectively eight, six and a half and live years.

Mrs. Block is sister of Samuel H. Fink, of the well-known

firm of Fink, Bodenheimer & Co.

A Strange Coincidence.

Talk about the red horse and the white-headed girl ;

about Jones, or 4, the other feller," stepping in when you

are talking about him ; about the old clock stopping at pre-

cisely the same moment when somebody's great grand-
mother died, etc., etc.; what are these strange circumstances,

severally and collectively, compared with the startling coin-

cidence of figures wl.ich happened in Otto Wettstein's

jewelry store, at Rochelle, Ill., a short time ago ? Here are

the facts in the case, which can be substantiated by the
watch-record of the concern and four reliable witnesses :

A few days ago a gentleman brought a watch into the

store to have a new mainspring put in. It was duly entered

on record-book as job 28,726 (running number) ; but when

the number of the watch was recorded it was found to be
the identical number, 28,726 Elgin make!

At first sight this does not seem very startling; but
when all the circumstances in the case are duly considered
it will be found a most extraordinary coincidence, and prob-
ably may never before have happened.

We must first consider that the Elgin Company has
now made about six million watches, only one of which is
numbered as above ; so if any other of these six million
watches had been brought in at that particular Hine it
would not have happened.
. Furthermore, it would not have happened if a single
watch more or less had been booked during the jeweler's
thirty-five years' residence in Rochelle. • If the mainspring
had broken a day, and perhaps lin hour, earlier or later,
because some other watch would then have been booked at
that number. If the party had taken it to any other jeweler
for repairs. If, perchance, the watch had been in Chicago,
New York, San Francisco or China. If any other man out
of the world's 1,500,000woo inhabitants had owned it. If
any other jeweler had bought and sold it when new. If
the owner had lived in any othec town. If the jeweler had
come to Rochelle a day earlier or later. If Ile had estab-
lished himself in any other town ; and so on indefinitely.

But, regardless of these strange circumstances, which
necessarily all had to concur, viewing the matter simply
from a mathematical standpoint it is not simply one chance
in 6,000,00o; nor one chance in 6,000,000 multiplied by
28,726 (or 172,356,000,000), but one chance in—how
many? Who can tell? —Communicated.
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A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians.

[Commenced April, x89o. Subscribers are advised to
file all the back numbers, thus affording them (when coin.,
pleted) the most thorough treatise on the subject extant.]

CHAPTER L—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER I IL—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE

PHYSIOLOGY OF VISION.
CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NumBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTER VIL—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.

CHAPTER IX. (Continued.)

METHOD OF EXAMINATION.

As an illustration of the comparative size of
degrees, minutes and seconds, we might take the
letter that should be visible at a distance of one
hundred feet. The diameter of this circle would
be two hundred feet and the radius one hundred
feet, and the circumference a little more than six
hundred feet. This six hundred feet is the length
of an imaginary circle one hundred feet away,
with the axis of vision as the center of the circle.
If we divide this by three hundred and sixty, we
will find the height of one degree ; and if we
divide this by sixty, we will find the height of
one minute, which is just the width of one of
the lines or spaces of the letter. 600 divided
by 360 = ir3 feet as the size of one degree.
i0 divided by 6o = foot as the size of one
minute.

The same illustration may be applied to the
reading type, which we will suppose is located at
fifteen inches, which is the proper distance to hold
a book for continuous reading. This gives us the
radius of the circle, the diameter of which would
be thirty inches, and its circumference (being
.a little more than three times its diameter) about
ninety inches. This circumference of, ninety
Inches is divided into three hundred and sixty
degrees (as every circle is), which gives us one-
fourth inch as the size of one degree. This quarter
inch is divided into sixty minutes, which gives us
1,1z, inch as the size of one minute. That is, in a
circle of thirty inches diameter and ninety inches
circumference, an angle of one minute is h inch
wide at its base. This, then, is the width or size
of the smallest object that can be discerned at a
distance of fifteen inches ; while five times this
size (;2.h. inch) or .41, inch is the size of the smallest
letter that can be pleasantly and comfortably seen
at this distance. Therefore the letters are so con-
structed that the width of each line or limb of a
letter shall subtend an angle of one minute, while
the letter itself shall subtend an angle of five
minutes.

This is the principle that governs the size of
the letters, and it was determined by no other
way than by repeated experiments. Long continued
observations seemed to prove that the normal eye
was not capable of discerning any object that did
not subtend an angle of one minute, while for
comfortable and continuous vision it was necessary
that the object be five times as large. This is the

principle that Snellen put to practical use in the
construction of his test-letters.

The illustration below shows that the visual
angle is always the same for the various letters at
their respective distances. The angle produced
by the large letters at one.hundred feet is the same
as that produced by the small letters at twenty
feet, in each case being an angle of five minutes.
This is the case with all the intermediate letters,
as at fifteen feet, thirty feet, seventy feet and at
two hundred feet, the angle remaining the same

which is meant that they can read letters at twenty
feet which ordinarily can be seen only at fifteen
feet or at ten feet ; therefore their vision is above
or better than the standard. This should cause
no surprise, as it not infrequently happens. Many
healthy young persons, whose dioptric media and
nervous elements are perfect, enjoy an acuteness
of vision greater than that which Snellen has taken
as the standard. The acuteness of vision of
Snellen, however, is not the maximunz, but is to be
taken as the average of the different ages.

Visual Angle.

in every case. Therefore, we find that an eye
that can see the twenty feet letters at twenty feet,
can with equal ease see the seventy feet letters at
seventy feet and the largest letters at two hundred

feet.
The size of the visual angle depends upon two

factors : the distance of the object and its size.
The farther an object is removed from the eye,
the larger it must be in order that the visual angle
may remain the same. As this visual angle re-
mains unchanged and the different letters form an
image of the same size, we might think the letters
were all of thz same magnitude, if our experience
and judgment did not correct such an impression,
and convince us that the letters are of various sizes
and placed at different distances.

The smallest distance at which two points can
be separately distinguished is the measure of the
visual acuteness. The eyes perceive two stars
when they are far enough separated, while if they
are brought closer together the two stars blend
into one. If the stars are separated by an angle
of one minute or more, they are perceived as two
distinct stars ; while if they are separated by an
angular distance of less than one minute, they run
together, as do the stars composing the " milky
way."

The acuteness of vision (the abbreviation of
which is usually written V.) is expressed by a frac-
tion, the numerator of which denotes the distance
at which the card is placed, and the denominator
the number of the line which can be read. For
instance, if the card is banging at a distance of
twenty feet from the patient, who is able to read
the No. 20 line, we make a record as follows:
V. = -4). When tested in this manner V. =
is universally accepted as the normal standard,
and yet it must be regarded only as the general
average. Young persons under fcrty years with
emmetropic eyes can usually see somewhat better
than this, while witb the advance of age the acute-
ness of vision gradually diminishes. The follow-
ing table shows the average acuteness of vision at
the different ages:

10 years  
C20

CC30

CC40

CC50

CC6o
CC70
CC80

=-VatA
2,2.ri
7r -6-
22
'20
2,0.5

IS

.14.5
11 -6-
13
TO
11

Therefore it is not at all uncommon to meet
with cases that can see better than -(c),. Their
vision then is above the normal standard, and its
acuteness is equal to. if or sometimes even by

The maximum acuteness of vision could not
serve us in practice, where we desire to know what
is to be considered as normal, and the limits
beyond which it must be considered as abnormal.
But some standard must be adopted, and Snellen's
test-letters at twenty feet is about the greatest dis-
tance for normal vision in the largest number of
cases. And taking this as the standard we should
desire in all our examinations to make, if possible,
the person examined at least see -g-g. This is the
standard toward which we work and endeavor to
reach by the proper correcting glasses, when we
have a patient whose visual acuteness is below the
normal.

Among hospital patients, some are so illiter-
ate that they cannot read letters. In such cases
we have to use a sign, adopted also by Snellen, in
the shape of the letter E, which is square, with
one side open and the ends pointing in different
.directions, as upward, downward, to the right
and to the left.

W3n
Test-Types for those who cannot read.

This method is of service also with children
and mutes. The card is of the same size and
appearance as the ordinary test-card, the above
characters in the various sizes taking the place of
the regular test-letters. The patient is asked in
which direction the limbs or open part of the
character points ; this is the only distinction he
can make between them. The result is recorded
in the same way as a regular examination with
test-types, as V. -.or RS, and so on. But it
has been found that where persons are so illiterate
or children so young as to be unable to read the
regular letters, their answers will be more or less
unsatisfactory .even with the characters above de-
scribed, and it is consequently often a very diffi-
cult matter in such cases to ascertain the acuteness
of vision, to determine the refraction, and to
decide just exactly what is the proper glass to give
them.

Snellen's series of letters, although the ones
most widely known and in most universal use, are
not the only ones which have been constructed
for the determination of the acuteness of vision at
a distance ; but none of the others have any advan-
tages over Snellen's, which are admirably suited
for their purpose. And the name of Snellen has
consequently become a " household word " with
opticians all over the world.

We have our" Optici Gigantus upon you, which you, no
doubt, recognize from its peculiar blink. While you are face
to face with if, remember our mental vision is unimpaired and
looks constantly in your direction.

Of late, responsive glances are more and more frequent.
The proof, you ask ? Why, it's the large number of very
gratifying orders that are constantly pouring in on us from all
directions.

What kind of goods are they ordinarily ? Gold stiffened
spectacles, gold filled spectacles, and that wonderful new metal
" Aluminal," from rhich armor-plate has been successfully
made, which is as stiff as steel, as bright as new nickel, and
absolutely non-rusting. You'll like them ; make a trial of a
few. Our catalogue number is 166 for riding-bow, and i 50
for straight-temple.

Then there is the cable twist in gold, steel and plated.
They are wonderful sellers, and we have got a big stock of
them, which we will sell lower than any one.

In our case department we are rushed to beat everything.
We make the stiffest cases in America, and finish them fine;
that is the reason we are never idle there.

Just now our beautiful line of chatelaines is being
demanded in all directions. Order some of those " black
beauties in French calf, silk cord and tassel trimmed,
No. 4958 X 521. You'll surely duplicate if you do.

Johnston Optical Co.DETROIT, MICH.
5.
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NO. 127. AFTER-DINNER COFFEE SET. FLUTED.

Factory: Wallingford, Conn.

WfShest

QUaTTty

ZT1Ver-

Plated

PtolloW

Ware

# tong Min in Ilie Mallow! of Ilie Jill of PoollillaRing

Seamless! Jointless! Solderless!
Patented August 23, 1802.

:cr -4e-N 4 ret3C111.11".411_ - ( -  M0111

ALL IN ONE SEAMLESS PIECE and no soldered joint between the straight and taper.

OLD STYLE. White lines show joints.

The swelled center is made in Italves and soldered together ; also soldered at each end, and seam runs entire length.

NEW STYLE SEAMLESS.
The only joint...

Entirely seamless—but one soldered joint at end of taper.

Be sure and have your new goods SEAMLESS. Better goods, same price.
Seamless goods are better and no dearer. Where there is a seam, you will find a tarnished streak.

Jobbers should be sure to order from their manufacturers Pen-Holders, Pencil-Cases, Tooth-Picks and Novelties made from tubing with no seam.
If you cannot buy your goods of the manufacturers you pre .er to trade with, we will furnish you with any patterns, same quality, same price, Seamless,
Now is the time to be looking out for the Fall business and place your orders for Seamless. We will sell you Pen-Holders, Pencil-Cases, Tooth-Picks, etc., Seamless, or we willsell your manufacturer Tubing in Gold Plate or Sterling Silver. If you are unable to procure Seamless Goods from your manufacturer, send to us.
Remember, the cost is no more. WHY? Time, labor and waste can be saved in making, to offset the trifling increase in cost of Seamless tubing..

Standard Seamless Wire Co.
30 Bayley Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
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A. S. Montgomery recently opened a fine jewelry store

with an elegant stock at Redlands, Cal.

The jewelry store and residence of S. Reinholtson,

Lake Park, Minn., were recently destroyed by a destructive

conflagration, which originated in a neighboring residence.

The Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., are giving

the trade yet another money-making opportunity in the new

fruit-knives with very fine saw-blade, illustrated on another

page. Coming, as they do, at the same price as the regular

fruit-knife, it is not surprising that they are meeting an

enormous sale.

The mortgage held by Oskamp, Nolting & Co., of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, on the fixtures of M. W. Vowels, of Louisville,

Ky., has been paid in full and canceled.

The Weekly Herald of La Porte, Ind., recently gave

five columns of its space to a description of Hutchinson's

Practical School for Watchmakers in that city. The article

is interesting pading for intending watchmakers.

C. W. Hoen, Findlay, Ohio, has purchased an interest

in several oil leases, and will engage extensively in the oil

business. He will continue to reside in Findlay.

Among the very latest in souvenir

spoons is the offer, on another page. of

Averbeck & Averbeck, 51 and 53 Maiden

Lane, New York. They will engrave a

city building, monument, etc., in the bowl

and the name of the cit.), on the handle

in either tea or coffee sizes at a very low

price in dozen lots.

H. N. Mueller & Bro., McDonald, Pa.,

have purchased the jewelry store of J. R.

Andrews, and are now established in busi-

ness therein.

On April rth, at Norway, Maine, H. H. Burnham,

Fryeburg, Maine, was married to Miss Blanche Bradbury, of

the former city. The nuptial knot was tied by Rev. Caro-

line E. Angell, of Norway. The happy couple started on a

trip through New Hampshire, Vermont and Canada. They

will make their home at Fryeburg. THE KEYSTONE

hastens to extend congratulations.

E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa., formerly employed by

C. R. Smith & Son, of this city, has been appointed official

watch inspector for the Cumberland Valley Railroad. This

company is very particular as to the timepieces carried by

its train-bands, and Mr. I loover's selection by them is a

compliment to his ability that is well deserved.

Those to whom missing an opportunity brings remorse,

should at once procure a supply of the handsome and select

all-silk suspenders of Frank H. La Pierre, 26 University

Place, New York. They are handsomely mounted with

sterling silver in exquisite designs.

Deckertown, N. J., can now boast of one of the finest

optical parlors in the State. It was recently fitted up by

Chas. E. Wilson, the well-known jeweler and optician of

that town.

The Retail Jewelers' Association of Ohio will hold

their eleventh annual convention at Cleveland, Ohio, on

July loth, I fill and 12th. Their headquarters will be at

Welf Bros., 199 Superior Street.

N. B. Levy & Bro., Coal Exchange Building, Scranton,

Pa., are now showing a stock in all lines—jewelry, optical

and material—that it would be difficult to equal, much less

excel. Their many friends in the trade should note the fact.

Visitors to the World's Fair desiring comfortable quar-

ters while they stay in Chicago, and wishing to secure

rooms in advance, should address J. A. Limbach, 20 Lake-

side Building, Chicago.

C. N. Hetzner, the popular and enterprising Peru, Ind.,

jeweler and optician, paid a recent visit to Indianapolis,

where he had conferred on him the thirty-second degree in

the Scottish Rite, and also the Shrine degree. There is no

more enthusiastic member of the historic fraternity than

Mr. Hetzner.

The Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich., have some-

thing to say on another page that will interest you. If you

are an optician it may profit you. Their monthly announce-

ments are educational, and in this age of rapid optical evo-

lution you cannot afford to miss their perusal.

T. E. Penman, Red Cloud, Neb., has published a beau-

tiful schottische- entitled Felicity," which is destined to

attain a high degree of popularity in the musical world. *

The Courier-Star, Jackson, Mich., recently devoted a

quarter of a column to the jewelry store of G. G. Case, of

that city, and spoke in highly eulogistic terms of the integrity,

business capability and enterprise of the proprietor. The

notice was a graceful and well-deserved compliment.

C. F. Godfrey recently opened a new store in Edmond),

Mass., which will be under the supervision of S. M. Hall.

The store was built to order and is the finest on Cape Cod.

It has a large plate-glass front, the inside fittings being in

ash with a maple floor. A largely attended public recep-

tion was given on opening. day.

We take it for granted that the Lloyd Patent Case"

is a phrase familiar to every optician. If it isn't familiar to

you we would advise you to communicate with H. E. Kir-

stein & Co., Rochester, N. Y., and if it is money you are

after, acting on our advice will certainly repay you.

Greenleaf & Crosby, Jacksonville, Fla., during the

winter and spring, ran, between their store and the large

hotels of that town, a handsome wagonette drawn by a

Prancing team. The result was that visitors crowded their

store, many of whom were seduced into making purchases.
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President I. C. Lewis, of the NI eriden Britannia Co.,

Meriden, Conn., was recently elected president of the new

Horton Printing Co., Meriden.

E. C. Miller, of Baldwin, Miller & Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., gave a dinner recently in honor of Admiral George

Brown, U. S. N.

The emblem and charm fame of E. L. Logee & Co.,

Providence, R. T., is national in its dimensions, and any

jeweler who would examine their latest products would

never ask why. Novelty and art in design and perfection

in finish are the secrets of manufacturing popularity now-

a-days.

A. F. Atkins, president of the Bristol Brass and Clock

Co., of Forestville, Conn., died recently at his home in

Hartford, Conn.

The first step to be taken by every jeweler who requires

a lathe, is to write to Moseley & Co., Elgin, Ill., for a cata-

logue and price-list. They can give him chuck and combi-

nation information, too, that may make him richer and

happier.

Another addition, ninety feet long, is to he made to the

works of the Southbridge Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass.

The complete building will then be one hundred and fifty

feet in length.

Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Merritt, Springfield, Mass., recently

celebrated their golden wedding, and were the grateful

recipients of many and costly gifts on the occasion. One of

these, an oak chair upholstered in leather, for Mr. Merritt's

office, was from his factory employees.

A Chinaman with. stealing proclivities

and a malodorous record was recently cap-

tured in Salem, Oregon. The scene of his

final escapade was the store of W. W.

'Nlartin, where Mr. Martin's clerk, Harry -

Downing, was the plucky instrument of

putting a period to the purloi&ngs of the

wily Celestial.

S. M. Hardman, formerly of Weston,
W. Va., is now conducting an optical

business at 174 Ninety-second Street,

Chicago.

Every visitor to the World's Fair should not fail to
register at the booth of the Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston,
Mass. The reward for doing so may mean for him a Rivett
or a Crosby lathe—prizes certainly worth having. A view
of their exhibit will repay you besides.

The Supreme Court of .the United States recently sus-
tained and declared valid the patent of Krementz & Co.,
182 and 184 Broadway, New York, on the Krementz one-
piece collar-button. The trade should beware of infringe-
ments, intentional or otherwise.

The following Minneapolis, Minn., wholesale jewelers
signed an agreement to close their respective stores on
Saturday afternoons at one o'clock from May 1st to Septem-
ber 1st: S. H. Clausin & Co., Spaulding & Aicher, Reed
& De Mars Jewelry Manufacturing Co., H.. E. Murdock,
Minneapolis Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Max Olenick, W.
L. Pettit & Co., Guaranty Optical and Jewelry Co.

A visit to the exhibit at the World's Fair of Jacot & Son,
298 Broadway, New York, will not unlikely be money in
the pocket of every jeweler. Their display of musical
boxes is something that will be seen only once in a lifetime.
It is located in the Swiss f)epartment of the Manufactures and
Liberal Arts Building.

F. B. Catlin, Winsted, Conn!, has removed to a larger
and more commodious store in the Alvord Block.

William H. Watrous, president of the Wm. Rogers
Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., recently launched his handsome
new steam yacht Aggie, especially adapted to cruising on
the Connecticut River.

THE KEYSTONE: There's a Dollar in here for you. House-

cleaning means laying carpets ; laying carpets means paper under

them. I counted half a dozen different jewelry papers on the floor

in one room, but not a KEYSTONE among them. Well, here's to

you ; may you always have health, wealth and wit to guide you.

Fraternally,

DUNCAN G. CURRIE, Manistique, Mich.

A recent trade edition of the Wapakoneta, Ohio,

Democratic Times devoted two columns to an illustrated

description of the business and handsome store of Henry

Hartman, of that city. •

• The store of J. G. Ball, Brock, Neb., was recently

burglarized, and watches, chains and rings stolen to the

amount of three hundred dollars. The thief was subse-

quently caught and most of the stolen goods recovered.

The general satisfaction given the trade by the Edwards

& Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo., is adding largely

to their patronage. Their products in emblems, badges and

Medals are unexcellable either in intrinsic merit or external

beauty. As repairers for the trade they have already come

to occupy an enviable position in the West.

D. S. Thomen, Baltimore, Ohio, is a firm believer in

the potentiality of advertising, and makes skillful use of that

trade-making lever.

Milton Kohler, Hagerstown, Md., was recently ap-

pointed official time inspector on the Norfolk ard Western

Railroad.

The proximity of the World's Fair and the abundant

information to be gained by a visit or frequent visits thereto,

are adding largely to the number of pupils at the Elgin

Horological School, Elgin, Ill. This advantage of loca-

tion, together with the efficiency of the school, certainly

deserves the consideration of the intending watchmaker.

At the recent annual meeting of the New Bedford,

Mass., Choral Association, James S. Kelley, Jr., of that

city, was chosen one of the board of management.

The Seth Thomas Clock Co. has contracted for a 81,335

clock for the Uniontown, Pa., courthouse. It will have

four dials and will be nine feet in diameter.

The firm of Gilreath & Patton, Greenville, S. C., has

been dissolved by mutual consent, Mr. Patton withdrawing.

The Gilreath-Durham Co., which has been duly chartered

and organized, succeeds to the business with a capital stock

of $20,000, all paid in, and no indebtedness. It is the pur-

pose of the Company to maintain the high standing and

reputation of the old firm, and. to enlarge and increase the

business.

The jeweler who is not acquainted with the Lore-lei "

toilet service of the Howard Sterling Co., 86o Broadway,
New York, is missing a money-making opportunity. In the
production of these services beauty, 'variety, economy and

worth have been combined to a unique degree. To cus-
tomers of culture and refined taste the Lore-lei " will prove
irresistible.

D. I). Sullivan and Miss Belle Dory, Devil's Lake,
N. Dak., were married recently. The groom is one of
Devil's Lake's leading jewelers and the bride is a deservedly
popular and highly accomplished lady. THE KEYSTONE
extends congratulations.
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Jack=Knives.

SUALLY a great portion of the pleasure
a true mechanical mind derives from

constructing a small steam engine lies
in doing it as far as possible indepen-

dent of outside assistance ; and in
describing how to build a boiler for our

engine we shall keep this idea constantly in view.
When providing a boiler for any size of steam
engine it is sound policy to err on the safe side,
and make sure we have enough steam and a trifle
to spare.

In ,constructing a small boiler it is much better
to employ copper than iron, for several reasons,
among which are : copper is a better conductor of
heat than iron, works more readily, and does not
rust. For the outer shell we procure a piece of
.No. 14 sheet copper seven by twenty and four-
tenths inches. We show such a piece of copper
at A, Fig. I. We next file the ends at a a' straight,
so that when bent into a cylinder, as shown at
Fig. 2, the ends will form a nice joint.

Boilermakers would lap the ends of A up to
the dotted line b-, and secure them (the ends) with
a row of rivets. In this case we will go about it
in a different way, and make a better and stronger
job. To carry out our plan we cut a strip of the
same copper as was used for A, seven inches long
and three-fourths of an inch wide, place it length-
wise over the joint at a and rivet it fast, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. After the riveting is complete
we hard-solder the joint at a, Fig. 3. If the joint
is nicely made a blacksmith's forge will supply
the heat to flow the hard solder, which should not
exceed ten cents in value.

The boiler-heads are best made of cast red
brass. The pattern for making the brass castings
for the heads should be of wood, choosing a thin
board about one-fifth of an inch thick. A circular
disk is cut out six and a half inches in diameter,
and a flange three-eighths of an inch deep attached
at the edge, as shown at f f, Figs. 5 and 6. The
cut at Fig. 6 shows a section of Fig. 5 on the
line j, with the addition of a portion of the boiler-
shell shown at A A. The boiler-shell and head
are riveted together with copper rivets put through
both in the direction of the dotted lines g g, Fig. 6.
Through both heads are drilled twenty-six holes,
commencing with a row of six through the center,
as shown in Fig. 5 ; the remainder of the boles
are arranged as there shown.

The holes through the lower boiler-head are
five-eighths and those through the upper are three-
fourths of an inch in _diameter. The holes in the
lower head have a female screw tapped into them
with a pitch of thirty-six threads to the inch, and
the upper plate twenty-four threads to the inch.
The flues are of copper or brass tubes of half
an inch inside diameter. We show at D, Fig. 7,
such a flue ; the end at h has a screw of thirty-
six threads to the inch cut upon it. As the holes
in the upper boiler-head are three-fourths. of an
inch in diameter, it is readily seen that a flue-tube
can be passed through, and the lower end screwed
into a hole in the lower head, as shown at Fig. 9,
which is a vertical section of the boiler, but show-
ing only one flue.

It will be seen the flue lacks considerable of
filling the hole in the upper head. To make it fit
we place a thimble on the flue at i. Now this
thimble has an inside and outside thread of the
same pitch as we cut On D at i (twenty-four to
the inch). We show at G, Fig. 8, the thimble
which screws on D at 1. Let us imagine we
screw the thimble G on the upper end of D at

Fig. 9. When the thimble G reaches the upper
head C it would be purely accidental if the thread
on the outside of it should enter the female thread
in the boiler-head ; but by turning the tube D in
the lower boiler-head C' we could make the thread
on G enter perfectly the thread inside the head C.

To insure the threads in both the plates C C'
and thimble G being steam-tight, we smear them
with the ordinary white-lead paint ground in oil,
adding a little more boiled oil and some dry red-
lead to cause the paint to dry or set hard in the
joints. A thick paint made by grinding red-lead
_4nd glycerine together will also make the joints
steam-tight. The ends of the tubes and also the
thimble G have four slots cut in them, as shown
at k, Fig. io. For turning the tubes a special
wrench with four steel pins for entering the slots k
is provided.

The tubes D are allowed to protrude a little
from the boiler-heads, and the thimble G still
more on top. Of course it is to be understood
that the screws on D and in the boiler-heads are
to be nicely fitted, as the cement of red-lead and
oil is only to close minute leaks. Such a boiler
can have one or more of the flues removed at any
time with but very little trouble ; the only great
precaution to use being in allowing time for the
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red-lead cement to harden at the joints. We
should perhaps say the slots*k in the ends of the
tubes ought to be well fitted to the key carrying
four engaging pins, or it will be impossible to
remove the flues without badly bruising them.

Gasoline is the fuel to employ for heating
such a boiler, but exactly how to use it is a ques-
tion. The same kind of a burner as plumbers
have for beating their melted metals answers very
well ; but an atomizing burner, worked by an air
blast, is the perfect heater. With such an arrange-
ment it is possible to make the heat so intense that
it will blow all the water out of the boiler. In
our next contribution we shall give details of
heating arrangements, and also of another kind of
boiler.

Another Miniature Steam Engine.
No sooner is the announcement made of an

unusually small piece of mechanism, than another
is brought forward to eclipse it, as is illustrated
by the notice in our issue of March, 1893, of a
tiny steam engine made by Cyrus Chambers, of
Philadelphia, Pa. The new competitor for lilipu-
tian honors weighs less than one and one-half
dwts., including boiler ; and the entire stock of
material used in its construction, except the steel
rods, etc., was furnished by one nickel five-cent-
piece. The engine and boiler are mounted on a
hollow metalic keystone y4_ inches high, which
opens and permits the attaching of a small rubber
tube to a pipe inside, when by blowing hard into
the tube, the little piston and fly-wheel start and
run with intense rapidity. The builder of this
microscopic engine is Mr. A. Miller, of Louisville,
Ky., .who announces it for sale.

Calculating Discounts.
We have a good story to tell at the expense of people

who use discounts, and also at the expense of people who
buy goods at a discount from list. At a certain time certain
goods were sold at twenty-five per cent. discount, and an
iron-clad agreement was entered into by the manufacturers
and by the principal jobbers to the effect that no goods should
be sold at better rates than twenty-five per cent. discount.
In a certain town in the territory covered by this agreement
there was located a young, ambitious and enterprising dealer,
who, prior to this cast-iron rule, had done an excellent busi-
ness in the goods named. The publication of these rates,
however, was likely to have the effect of cutting off his trade,
and he was under the necessity, therefore, of devising some
plan by which it could be continued. There was also the
necessity of his keeping within the contract, or else his sup-
plies would be cut off by the manufacturers. This is what
he did : He issued a circular to the small trade that he had
been in the habit of supplying, to the effect that whenever
$100 was remitted with an order he would send goods to
the amount of $133.33. The effect was magical. His
orders came in in even hundreds and multiples thereof, and
wagon-load after wagon-load, and finally car-load after car-
load of goods was unloaded at his warehouse only to be
reshipped to points all over the country, and some of them
into territory that, geographically speaking, did not belong
to him.

Such a trade as this could not fail to attAct attention.
Finally it came to the notice of the manufacturers and the
jobbers who had entered into this agreement. A committee
was appointed to wait upon the dealer. He received them
with every possible courtesy and inquired their errand.
" You are violating the agreement on these goods, and such
practices must be stopped." " Indeed," said the young
dealer, " I am not aware that I have violated any agree-
ment." " Well, you are ; there is the agreement. You are
selling under the price that has been fixed, and this must
be stopped." " I am not aware that I have been selling
under the price that has been fixed," was the reply.
" Well," said the spokesman of the committee, " the price
is twenty-five per cent. off list, and you are selling thirty-
three and one-third per cent. off list." "I am not," replied
the young dealer, much to the confusion of the committee
and greatly to his own delight. " I think," be continued,
" that if you will make a simple calculation, and one that
will not occupy many minutes of your time, you will find
that thirty-three and one-third on list is not very different
from twenty-five off list. I am not selling goods at thirty-
three and one-third off list, but am charging net for goods,
with thirty-three and one-third added to the list. Do I
make myself understood ? " The committee reluctantly
admitted that he did, and declared the joke was on them.
They did not further attempt to molest his trade, and it only
ceased when buyers had it forced upon them that they
made no more money on goods bought in this way than
upon goods received in the regular way at twenty-five per
cent. off list. —Ex.

" We have not renewed our subscription to THE
KEYSTONE, simply because we have been so busy that
we have neglected it. Have been a subscriber since
the third or fourth volume and don't care to do without
it at any price. It is the " multum in parvo " to the
practical watchmaker."—JOHN BILLINGHURST, Mc-
Arthur, Ohio.

Good Morning.
Don't forget to say " Good morning! " And say it

cheerfully and with a smile ; it will do you good, and do
your friends good. There is a kind inspiration in every
" good morning," heartily spoken, that helps to make hope
fresher and work lighter. It seems to really make the
morning good, and to be a prophecy of a good day to come
after it. And if this be true of the " good morning," it is
also true of all kind, heartsome greetings. They cheer the
discouraged, rest the tired one, and somehow make the
wheels . of life run more smoothly. Be liberal with them,
then, and let no morning pass, however dark and gloomy it
may be, that you do not help to brighten by your smiles
and cheerful words.

No Competition.
" You say you have no competition in this line," said

the traveling agent to the jeweler.
" That's what I said."
" But there are two others in town selling jewelry."
" I know it ; but neither of them advertises."

/iv ALL WIDE-AWAKE JEWELERS
send their order work and
repairing of all kinds to

WENDELL & COMPANY
the Special Manufacturers for the Retail
Jewelry Trade, who do a larger variety
of work than any other firm on earth,

because they are sure of getting Good Work, Low Prices and Prompt Attention.

NEW YORK
93, 95 & 97 WILLIAM ST.

NEAR MAIDEN LANE.

Presentation medals in gold and silver.
Class, college and society pins and charms.
Rings of all descriptions to order.
Jewelry making and repairing.
Artistic diamond mountings.
Gold chain making and renewhig.
Raised monogram and bangle work.
Fine engraving and enameling.
Lapidary work and stone.setting.
Silver flat-ware making and repairing.
Watch case making, repairing and renewing.
Gold, silver and nickel-plating.
Optical repairing.
Pen repointing.
Penholder and pencil repairing.
Assaying and refining, etc., etc.

"1-12STO FACTORIES

CHICAGO
63, 65, 67 & 69

WASHINGTON STREET.
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The North American Souvenir Spoon

Tea Spoon.

A Typical American Spoon that will sell everywhere

On front of handle is a buffalo head, an Indian in war attire, a quiver of

arrows and bow, and a head of an Indian pony. On back of handle, a 
torn- •

ahawk-pipe, a war-club and shield decorated with feathers and scalp.

ALL IN BOLD RELIEF.

;Me Ileayll-Weiglit Tea, Coffee all Rego
LIST PRICE OF TEA SPOONS.

Plain Bowls, per dozen,
Gilt " 

44

Etched " 44 ft

Etched " Gilt, " "

$30.00.
36.00.
36.00.
42.00.

SUBJECT TO CATALOCUE DISCOUNT.

LIST PRICE OF ORANGE SPOONS.

Plain Bowls, per dozen, $36.00.
Gilt " 42.00.
Etched " 44 44 42.00.
Etched " Gilt, " " 48.00.

LIST PRICE OF COFFEE SPOONS.

Plain Bowls, per dozen, $21.00.
Gilt " 24.00.
Etched " 64 64 27.00.
Etched " Gilt, " " 30.00.

Wendell Mfg. Company
.The Popular Silversmiths

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
528 & 530 MARKET ST.

A. I. HALL & SON, Agents.

Coffee Spoon.

93, 95 & 97 WILLIAM ST.
NEAR MAIDEN LANE.

63, 65, 67 & 69 WASHINGTON ST.
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EVERY RETAILER SHOULD BUY

800
Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. Turquoise

and Pearls,
$3.00.

Two-Stone Tiffany
Large Pearl, with
Cape Ruby or Em-

erald Crystal.
$9.75.

Our advertisements in the leading monthly and
wpekly journals, in which we show these few
leading patterns and quote their retail prices, are
creating a demand for The Bryant " Rings
which every Retailer should profit by.

1""laiMri-To-co)
10 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK.

OLDEST RING MAKERS IN AMERICA.

Louis XIV. Bow
Knot. a Diamonds.

$3.00.

618
Serpent. 2 doublets,
any color, $7.50.

Diamond and Doublet,
$13.5o.

IDtamoribe
A full line of Sterling Silver

Goods and Novelties
at close prices.

LOOSE

MOUNTED

Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks,

Tools, Materials, Optical Goods,

Art Goods, Bronzes, etc., etc.

Our Duquesne Mainsprings are the best in the
market for the price. Send $1.00 for sample dozen.

GEO. B. BARRETT & Co.
Nos. 101 AND 103 FIFTH AVE.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Fantail'and Gold nr ue Made and Repaired
CROWN PEN CO. rurtu 78 Slate St. Cliieago
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IMPORTERS OF

DIAMONDS

Send for Catalogue.

WHOLESALE

JEWELERS

JOBBERS IN

American Watches
TOOLS, MATERIALS

AND

OPTICAL GOODS

65 and 67 Nassau Street, New York.

JUNE, 1893

News and Gossip from the Great
West.

F. M. Miller is closing out his business at Trenton, Mo.

H. Wettstein has removed from Marengo, Ill., to West

Elgin, Ill.
S. Vann, of Las Vegas, N. M., has opened a store at

Albuquerque.
John Merrill, of Anaconda. Mont., is in Chicago having

his eyes treated.
Jacob Vanden Zanden has opened a jewelry store in

Fort Howard, Wis.

J. A. \\*dander, of \Varren, Minn., has opened a store

in Stephen, Minn.
J. P. Jackson is the proprietor of a new jewelry store

at Evansville, Ind.
Thomas Hutts, of Kingman, Kan., has been elected

mayor of that city.
NV. C. Candee has recently opened a jewelry shop at

West Concord, Minn.
S. 0. Overby, of Mound City, S. Dak., has sold out his

business to J. G. Brandy.

George Miller, of Riverside, Cal., has moved his busi-

ness into larger quarters.
W. A. Pfister, of Sheboygan, Wis.. k soon to wed a

very popular Chicago lady.

J. P. Madison has recently embarked in the jewelry

business at Green Bay, Wis.

Mrs. B. Miaers, Edinburg, Ind., visited Chicago and the

World's Fair the past month.

Wm. Bard, Jr., Portage, Wis., visited Chicago and the

World's Fair the past month.

S. F. Esse has lately opened a new jewelry store at

1904 Iowa Avenue, Superior, Wis.

C. A. Kiger, wholesale and retail jeweler at Hutchin-

son, Kan., has removed to Wichita.

W. B. Hunt, late of San Francisco, has recently opened

a jewelry business at Auburn, Cal.

Jeweler Walter Wilcox, Of Hurley, Wis., has been

elected county treasurer for a third term.

A. M. Green & Co. have lately opened up a new

jewelry establishment at Centerville, Iowa.

George Rentz, of Rentz Bros., Minneapolis, Minn., was

married on May 4th to Miss Hannah Lanty.

C. A. Olsen, of Minneapolis, Minn., sails for Europe

June 1st. He will be absent three months.

Charles Dixon, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has purchased

the business of J. A. Robinson, Kalispell, Montana.

Mrs. G. A. Lacy, wife of jeweler Lacy, Wahpeton,

N. Dak., visited Chicago and the World's Fair recently.

Gus. Dorsal, late of Kentucky, has bought out the

jewelry establishment of Henry Auling, of Trinidad, Colo.

Mr. Bingham, a Dueber-Hanyden representative, will

soon wed a popular young society lady of Whitewater,

Tom Morris, of Crookston, Minn., was a visitor to Chi-

cago last month, and attended the opening of the World's

Fair.
Jos. G. Willeke, of Springfield, Mo., has lately suffered

from a severe attack of asthma, but is now up again, attend-

ing to business.
C. C. Paule, of Burlington, Iowa, was married the

second week of May. He and his bride spent their honey-

moon in Chicago.

Fey Brothers, Peoria, III., will close out their jewelry

business entirely and devote their energies exclusively to

the hotel business.
Frank J. Nevin, formerly of Nevin & Lysaght, St.

Joseph, Mo., has been in Chicago the past month looking

for a business opening.

E. F. \Vinegar, of Kenosha, Wis.. was a visitor to the

World's Fair City and took in the great Exposition at Jack-

son Park the past month.

C. G. Josephson, of Moline, Ill., was made a happy

Benedict last month, and took his bride to Chicago and the

great Exposition for a wedding trip.

Max Whittelshoefer, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., has given

his head watchmaker an interest in his business. The firm

now reads Whittelshoefer & Palmer.

A. A. Bulard, for forty years a jeweler in Wisconsin,

has recently located at Tucson, Arizona, where he has estab-

lished himself in the jewelry business.

Jack Rose, of Rose Bros., Bay City, Nlich., is an en-

thusiastic metnber of the Masonic fraternity. He has re-

cently taken the thirty-second degree in that order.

Chas. S. Stifft, of Little Rock, Ark., returned recently

from a fortnight's trip to New Orleans. Mr. Stifft has the

largest store and stock of jewelry in the State of Arkansas,

and does 9uite an extensive out-of-town trade.

•
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G. Ruefly, watch inspector of the Rock Island Rail-

way at Trenton, Nlo., was a visitor to the World's Fair

City and the great Exposition the early part of May.

F. D. Day, the well-known jeweler of Duluth, Minn.,

has recently returned from a few weeks' trip to Florida. He

was accompanied by Mrs. Day, and reports a pleasant

outing.
B. L. Gates, of St. James, Minn., has disposed of his

store to A. E. I tether, and was in Chicago a few weeks ago

on his way to Colorado, where he goes to look for a new

location.
Joe. \V. Dupont, of Minneapolis, Minn., has a window-

clock on exhibition that is attracting an unusual amount of

attention. It is the invention of his head watchmaker,

Mr. Munn.
J. R. Elliott, of Minneapolis, Minn., is an enthusiastic

Mason, and was one of the delegates to confer the Mystic

Shrine upon a large class at Albert Lea, Minn., on the even-

ing of Nray I Db.

W. F. Stanton, of Fargo, N. Dak.. has purchased the

stock of the late Joseph Holton, of Detroit, Minn., whose

death has been recently announced, and will continue the

business at the old stand.

W. R. Lasham, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., leaves this

month for a visit to his old home in Canada. Before re-

turning he will take in the World's Fair and Chicago. He

expects to be absent two months.

C. H. LIaney, of Belleville, Kan., has sold a half

interest in his store to Harley L. Pierce. The firm now

reads Haney & Pierce. Pierce has for some time been Mr.

Haney's trusted workman, and is a young business man of

promise.
Robert Drake, of 'Memphis, Tenn., for the past dozen

years with C. L. Byrd & Co., died May 12th. Mr. Drake

was very popular in Memphis and held in high esteem by

his employers. He was prominent socially and in Masonic

circles.
Edhohn & Akin, a former Nebraska jewelry firm, located

at Omaha for a number of years, but now engaged in the

same branch of trade at Deadwood, S. Dak., are enlarging

their business. They have leased the storeroom next door

north of their store and have fitted it up as another store.

Frank Daniels, of Daniels & Bro., Kearney, Neb.,

accompanied by his family, have been spending the past

•month in Chicago. They viewed the Exposition in a sys-

tematic way and found a month too short a time to do the

Fair justice. We found so many curious and no,:el ex-

hibits," said Mr. Daniels, that we feel we could with profit

and the grandest entertainment of our lives spend another

month viewing the great show. Though the Fair was

incomplete we found enough to satisfy and thoroughly

exhaust our energies in sightseeing."

W. A. Montague, the Well-known jeweler of Duluth,

Minn., was in Chicago last month perfecting- the arrange-

ments for the sale of his Whaleback " souvenir spoon

on the famous whaleback passenger steamer Christopher

Columbus, the largest vessel that has ever sailed the great

lakes. This monarch of the inland seas is built of steel.

It is three hundred and sixty-two feet long, forty-two feet in

width, and twenty-four feet deep. Including the main

promenade and hurricane, the Columbus has five .decks.

On its inaugural excursion froni West Superior, Wis., where

it was built, the boat carried 5800 people. The summer

work of this great steamer will be carrying visitors to and

from the Exposition grounds and Van Buren Street pier.

Its handsome furnishings and the novelty of a short trip on

the lake will make it the most sensible way of seeking the

Fair from the city, especially when the warm days come.

N1 r. Montague has the souvenir spoon concession on this

boat.

We take it for granted that all our readers are aware

by this time that the Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa., is

now under the management of Mr. Willis B. NIusser, for-

merly of Bowman & Musser, and lately secretary and

treasurer of the New York Standard Watch Co. How

much such management as his means for you experience

alone can tell. He is a personification of business purity

and jewelry trade exclusiveness that it were a mortal busi-

ness transgression not to appreciate.

Pun-Time.

SHE (to smart and el('rk)-1've just run in for

a minute.
S. AND S. C.—Haven't any to spare. W11:11 we have

are engaged.

SH E—I don't want the best ; seconds will do.

S. AND S. C.—We have some, but they are not 'ours.
—Truth.
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Pittsburg Letter.

Trade has improved considerably during the past

month, and the aggregate volume of business has been

fairly satisfactory. The improvement was more marked

where the quietness was more felt, that is, in the retail

trade. Local wholesalers have enjoyed a brisk, if not a

voluminous, business during the entire spring months, and

seem to consider prospects favorable for its continuation.

As a supply center for distant retailers, Pittsburg is evi.

dently adding to its prestige. Much of the credit for this

is due the energetic and persuasive traveling corps.

G. B. Barrett recently experienced the shortcomings of

the rights conferred by the Magna Charter, by having to

serve as a juryman for a week.

John Schaefer has again opened Isis store on Fifth

Avenue.

A business man with a business vocation is Jess Craw-

ford, with Goddard, Hill & CO., of this city. Mr. Crawford

was formerly traveling representative for this house, and in

that capacity proved himself a highly accomplished and suc-

cessful salesman. His sphere is now at home with the firm,

where he continues to exercise his talents with the same

fruitful results.
leeren Bros. & Co. are out for business with all their

old-time determination and new facilities. Thousands of

circulars have been distributed among the trade with cuts

of their beautiful Columbian shield and -medals. William

Heeren is daily expected front Europe, where he has secured

the usual abundance of art and other attactions. No slack-

ening of speed is ever noticeable in the wheels of business

of this popular house.
J. Alex. Hardy, of I-lardy & Hayes, spent a week re-

cently in seeing the 'World's Fair. Mr. Hardy is the head

of one of the leading retail stores of this city, and was

amazed as well as delighted with the marvelous White

City " at Jackson Park.
Grafner Bros. have moved front 52 Ninth Street to 77

Fifth Avenue.
J. 0. Slemmons is now located at 49 Fifth Avenue.

G. B. Barrett & Co. report an active trade, and express

perfect satisfaction with the present and prospective business

situation. Their stocks in all lines are complete and well-

selected, and merit early trade attention.

The patent paneled metal ceilings and side walls made

by A. Northrop & Co., of this city, are being liberally

availed of by jewelers for store decoration. They combine

beauty and economy to a wonderful degree, and put a hand-

some and artistically decorated jewelry store within reach of

the least pretentious member of the craft. All jewelers

should get acquainted with these ceilings and walls before

engaging in expensive decoration.

"I am like every legitimate jeweler should be—it is

impossible to get along without THE KEYSTONE. I

enclose 81.00, for which you will please continue THE

KEYSTONE for 0110 year."—H. I.. MELLEN, Livingston,

Alabama.

Diamond Importers Dissatisfied.

An effort is being made by the diamond importers to

arrange some plan whereby the charges of importation of

diamonds may be lowered. As a way out of the difficulty

it has been suggested that a law be passed which will

permit the importers to have their goods sent to them by

registered mail in care of the collector of the port.

A. J. G. Hodenpyl, of Hodenpyl &Sons, Alfred H. Smith;

of Alfred H. Smith & Co., and Albert Lorsch, of Albert

Lorsch & Co., visited Washington recently and interviewed

Secretary of the Treasury Carlisle and Postmaster-General

Bissell in reference to the matter. Mr. Lorsch was ap-

pointed as delegate by the diamond importers.

The following firms are taking an interest in the move-

ment : Falkenau, Oppenheimer & Co., Stern Bros. & Co.,

Hodenpyl & Sons, L. & M. Kahn & Co., Joseph Frankel's

Sons, Veuve L. B. Citroen & Co., l-lerzog, Goldsmith &

Frank, Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, Morris Prager, Louis

Strasburger's Son & Co., Henry Dreyfus & Co., Charles F.-

Wood & Co., Albert Lorsch & Co., Hayden NV. Wheeler &

Co., Bruhl Bros. & Co., Eichberg & Co., Max Freund &

Co., Maurice Weil, Sol. Lindenborn, W. S. Hedges & Co.,

Lewisohn & Co., Goodman Bros., Eisenmann Bros., Alfred

II. Smith & Co., Heilbronn & Blank, M. Fox & Co., H. C.

Hardy & Co., E. Aug. Neresheimer & Co., Ludwig Nissen

& Co., Ludeke & Power, R. A. Kipling, E. E. Kipling,

lhenry E. Oppenheimer &- Co., John F. Saunders, Lefris,

Kaiser & Luthy, Wallach & Schiele, C. Cottier & Son,

Kuhn, Doerflinger & Co.

• 46.
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The Jewelers' Security Alliance.

President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN,   Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

J. B. BolyDRN,   Of J. B. Bowden & Co.
Second Vice-President,

HENRY HAYES,  Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.
Third Vice-President,

DAVID UNTERNIEVER,   Of Keller & Untermeyer.

BERNARD KARSCH,   Of Bernard Karsch.

GEO. H. HODENPYL,   Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

First Vice-President,

Treasurer,

Secretary,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
H. H. Burrs, Chairman,   Of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
F. KROFItE.R  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
N. H. WHITE.   Of N. H. White & CO.
CHAS. F. WooD,  Of Chas. F. Wood & CO.
HENRY ABBOTT   Of Henry Abbott & Co.
JAS. V. BURKMAN,   With Benedict Bros.

For further information, application blanks for membership,
by-laws, etc., address

P. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broadway, New York.

The tenth annual meeting of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance was held at 170 Broadway,
New York, May 2d. The meeting was called to
order by President Sloan. The minutes of the
last annual meeting were read, and on motion ap-
proved. The treasurer's yearly report and the re-
port of the auditing committee were read, and on
motion accepted and ordered placed on file. A
vote of thanks was tendered the committee for
their faithful work. The report of the executive
committee was read by the chairman, Mr.. Butts,
and was as follows:

NIR. PRESIDENT, AND MEMBERS OF THE JEWELERS'
SECURITY ALLIANCE : Your executive committee herewith
present their tenth annual report.

We have, since the last annual meeting, admitted to
membership 202, at which time we had 1216. We have
dropped from the roll during the year 54, leaving our pres-
ent membership 1364, an increase of 148.

We have held one special and ten regular meetings, at
which we have transacted the business necessary, in our
judgment, for the welfare of the Alliance and the protection
of its members.

In February we were advised that an attempt was
about to be made to rob the store of F. F. Heitz, Sixth
Avenue and Forty-Fifth Street, New York City. We in-
vestigated and found that a man by the name of McMann,
alias James Irving, was going about trying to sell confiden-
tial information about certain places that were to be robbed,
including Mr. Heitz's store. He was sent to the Island on
the charge of vagrancy. In March there was an unsuccess-
ful attempt made to break into the store of G. H. Wertz,
Lancaster, Pa., which proved to be the work of a petty
thief. We think it cause for congratulation. that not a mem-
ber of the Alliance has been robbed during the last year;
but because we have been so fortunate is no guarantee that
we shall so continue.

We cannot refrain from urging upon each member of
the Alliance the necessity for great care in looking after his
safe and the advisability of adopting all the safeguards that
experience suggests for the protection of his stock. Your
committee prepared in printed form a list of our members,
separated by State and town, a copy of which was sent to
each member. We are formed for mutual protection, and
every member has an equal interest in the welfare of this
organization. There is strength in numbers, and with us
the larger membership we have, the stronger we become.
Therefore we urge each member to aid us in securing new
members. A dealer in a western town thought his fire and
burglar-proof safe ample protection (it seemed so for twenty
years), and for that reason lie was not a member ; but the
night came when that safe was broken open by expert
burglars, and stock to the .amount of $2o,000 taken. The
thieves escaped and we think not a dollar's worth of the
goods was recovered. Other robberies of jewelers have
occurred during the year, btit they were outside our list of
members.

We wish to thank the trade papers for their courtesy
during the past year, in reporting our meetilvs and pnblish-
ing the news items, which are always of interest to the
members.

The report was accepted and ordered placed
on file.

The next business in order was the election of
officers, and there being no other nominations
made Mr. A. K. Sloan was elected president for
the ensuing year ; Messrs. J. B. Bowden, first
vice-president ; Henry Hayes, second vice-presi-
dent ; David Untermeyer, third vice-president;
Bernard Karsch, treasurer ; Geo. H. Hodenpyl,
secretary.
• There being three members of the executive

committee to be elected, nominations were called
for, and Messrs. H. H. Butts, N. H. White and

Chas. F. Wood were nominated for the three
positions, and on motion made and carried were
unanimously elected members of the executive corn-
mittee for a term of two years. The president
then made a brief address to the members as
follows :

I came here to-day with the feeling that with our large
membership it was wrong for me to hold the honorable
position of president for more than one term and was per-
fectly willing to give way to a better man ; but as you have
seen fit to elect me for another year, I can only say I thank
you very much, as I not only consider it a compliment but a
high honor to be at the head of an alliance that is doing so
much good for our trade.

I am satisfied that all the noted burglars in the country
know what a power we are, and when they see one of our
certificates over a member's safe, turn away and go for some
man who does not think enough of his business to protect it.

By the report .of your executive committee you will see
what we have been doing for the past year and how we
have increased in membership, and we propose to keep on
until we have most of the trade throughout the country. I
desire to thank the executive committee for you for the
duties they have performed without the hope of fee or re-
ward ; also your faithful secretary and treasurer, who devote
much time to promote your interests. I hope the coming
year will be one of prosperity, not only to our Alliance,
but also to each one of you. I shall continue to devote all
the time I can to this association and I know that you will
do the same.

The president appointed Messrs. A. Oppen-
heimer and Frank M. Welch auditing committee
for the ensuing year.

A motion was made and seconded that a vote
of thanks be extended to the trade papers that
have reported the meetings and published news
of interest to the members.

A special meeting of the executive committee
was held at the close of the annual meeting.
There were present A. K. Sloan, president ; David
Untermeyer, vice-president ; Bernard Karsch,
treasurer ; and Messrs. Butts, White, Kroeber,
Abbott, and Geo. H. Hodenpyl, secretary. Mr.
H. H. Butts was re-elected. chairman of the execu-
tive committee for the ensuing year. The follow-
ing were admitted to membership : Abraham
Kaufman, 709 Sixth Avenue, New York City;
Bippart & Co., corner Halsey and Marshall
Streets, Newark, N. J. ; Henry A. Bromberg,
42.4 West Main Street, Battle Creek, Mich. ;
Martin E. Brown, 39y, East Main Street, Battle
Creek, Mich. ; F. P. D'Arcy, 112 Main Street,
Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Jacob Hugger, 5.7 North
Second Street, Ironton, Ohio ; Jacob Haller, 46
South Main Street, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; V. Hafner
& Bro., Taylor, Texas ; August Krautheim, 53
West Western Avenue, Muskegon, Mich. ; W. F.
Leavitt & Co., ro8 South Burdick Street, Kala-
mazoo, iich. ; R. S.. Lockhart, no Mechanic
Street, Jackson, Mich. ; F. Mueller, 39 West
Western Avenue, Muskegon, Mich. ; N. A. Os-
good, 2 West Main Street, Battle Creek, Mich. ;
Pyl & Wykkel, !o7 North Burdick Street, Kala-
mazoo, Mich. ; J. A. Rath, 225 East Main Street,
Jackson, Mich. ; Edward Scholtz,. 6o6 Eleventh
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. ; Wm. Steel &
Son, 205 Superior Street, Albion, Mich. ; Fred.
C. Steglich, 132 Monroe Street, Grand Rapids,
Mich. ; Clarence W. Sedgwick, i i East Twentieth
Street, New York City ; C. C. Thoma, 8 West
Main Street, Battle Creek, Mich. ; A. C. Wortley,
121 \Vest Main Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee was held at the Alliance office on
Friday, May 12th. Present: A. K. Sloan, presi-
dent ; J. B. Bowden, vice-president ; Bernard
Karsch, treasurer ; Messrs. Butts, Wood, and Geo.
H. Hodenpyl, secretary. The following were
admitted to membership : F. H. Barnum, Ypsi-
lanti, Mich. ; T. 0. Christian, Owosso, Mich. ;
F. B. Holman, Owosso, Mich. ; Geo. E. Childs,
Flint, Mich. ; R. E. Farnam, Flint, Mich. ; Jas.
E. Withey, Flint, Mich. ; Gillett & Kirby, 211

Washington Avenue, North Lansing, Mich.;
Chas. A. Piella, ro5 Washington Avenue, North
Lansing, Mich. ; B. P. Richmond, 121 Washing-
ton Avenue, North Lansing, Mich. ; A. B.
Griswold, 813 Water Street, Bay City, Mich. ;
Rose Bros., 'or Center Street, Bay City, Mich. ;
F. H. Shearer & Co., 205 Center Avenue, Bay
City, Mich. ; E. J. Hall, 411 Genesee Avenue,
Saginaw, East Side, Mich. ; G. William Stolz,
412 Genesee Avenue, Saginaw, East Side, Mich. ;
James Clegg, 14 Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
Levant L. Mason, Jamestown, N. Y. ; Towle Mfg.
Co., 149 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Now is the time to subscribe for THE KEYSTONE.
It will cost you only 81.00 per year.

The American Horological Institute in this city, for-
merly under the control of W. H. Dotter, has been disposed
of to Mr. Thos. Pendergast, Lancaster, Pa., who has been
connected with a great many prominent watch factories and
was lately superintendent of the Lancaster watch factory.
The change was necessitated by Mr. Dotter's ill health, his
physician baying advised an immediate change. While in
Mr. Dotter's charge this Institute acquired a wide-spread
and well-deserved reputation for efficiency, and numbers of
successful watchmakers point with pride to it as their Alma
illater. The same high standard will be maintained by
the new management.

The Ericsson Statue.
The statue of John Ericsson, recently unveiled in

Battery Park, New York City, is yet another lasting monu-
ment to the marvelous skill in execution of the Gorham
Mfg. Co. The figure, cast in heroic size, is of bronze, and
represents the engineer with compasses in one hand and
chart in the other, as though demonstrating his theory by
mathematical laws. On the sides of the substantial granite
pedestal are four bas-reliefs, cast in bronze, illustrating im-
portant events in the career of this celebrated man. The
figure itself is eight feet tall, making with the pedestal a
total height of seventeen feet. Mr. J. Scott Hartley, the
sculptor, is well known in New York, although his prior
efforts were not directed in this line of heroic sculpture, and
his Ericsson statue is regarded by critics as an excellent
production, reflecting great credit on both sculptor and the
executors, the Gorham Manufacturing Company. The
statue was erected through an act of the New York Legisla-
ture, appropriating the sum of $1o,000 for the purpose.
The contract was awarded the Gorham Company, as being
the best equipped concern capable of fulfilling the under-
taking. At the works of the Company, in Elmwood, the
entire casting was accomplished, and was a pronounced
success, both from artistic and metallurgical points of view.

The Old Clock on the Stairs.

Somewhat back from the village street
Stands the old-fashiqned country-seat.
Across its antique portico
Tall poplar trees their shadows throw ;
And from its station in the hall
An ancient timepiece says to all,—” Forever—never!

Never—forever !"

Halfway up the stairs it stands,
And points and beckons with its hands
From its case of massive oak,
Like a monk, who, under his cloak,
Crosses himself and sighs, alas!
With sorrowful voice to all who pass,—,, Forever—never!

Never—forever!"

By day its voice is low and light;
But in the silent dead of night,
Distinct as a passing footstep's fall,
It echoes along the vacant hall,
Along the ceiling, along the floor,
And seems to say, at each chamber door,—,' Forever—never I

Never—forever I"

Through days of sorrow and of mirth,
Through days of death and days of birth,
Through every swift vicissitude
Of changeful time, unchanged it has stood,
And as if, like God, it all things saw,
It calmly repeats those words of awe,—', Forever—never!

Never—forever!"

* * * * * * * *

Never here, forever There,
Where all parting, pain, and care,
And death, and time shall disappear,—
Forever There, but never here!
The horologe of Eternity
Sayeth this incessantly,—

,, Forever—never I
Never—forever I"

—Henry W. Longfellow.
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He who buys the Ostby and Barton rings—
sold the world over by jobbers and wholesalers—,.
finds that in his ring buying he has the full

advantage .of dollars and cents of profit.
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Our 1-10 gold Chains will
assay 10 K. 1-10 gold and
are guaranteed for ten
years. Chains

Our new line of chains will assay
10 carat 1-10 gold. All gold sol-
dered.

Our Chains will assay 10 K.
1-10 gold and are guaran-
teed for ten years.

Watch Chains for
Gentlemen

These goods arc of fine quality,
and guaranteed to give satisfac-
tion. Some recently added have
sold far beyond expectation.
They are made of heavy rolled
plate in all sizes and patterns.

Watch Chains for
Ladies

Our Victoria and Princess chains
are neat and pretty. They are
made in all bright. Roman and
bright, platinum and bright gold,
and have one or two charms.

Charms
This line is adapted to ladies' or
gentlemen's chains, and includes
a number of heart charms in
Roman, bright and satin finish,
with stones and without.

Hair Chain
Mountings

In solid gold and rolled plate. We
are headquarters and make every-
thing desirable in this line.

Bracelets
We make a large stock of curb
bracelets in five sizes, besides the
graduated links, with padlocks
and snaps, in chased and plain
polished, Roman, rolled silver
plate and solid silver. Also pad-
locks with keys and a push snap.

Pins
Our large line of lace and cuff
pins comprises many desirable
patterns in gold fronts engraved
and trimmed. Also includes baby
pins and scarf pins.

" Mt. Hope"
Buttons

These are superior to any button
in the world. They are easy to
put in and easy to take out of the
cuff.

Link Buttons
This line has increased rapidly
with us, and is very low in price,
embracing all styles in Roman,
chased, engraved and plain, with
and without stones, and some in
enamel.

Crosses
We make four sizes of gold filled
in plain, engraved and set with
stones, and suitable for our neck
chains.

Glove Buttoners Earrings
We make the Interlocking and This line includes many pretty
one with a twist handle in gold patterns in gold fronts engraved,
rolled plate and silver rolled plate. some with pretty trimmings and

a small line of hoop drops.

Neck Chains
We make a variety of rope neck
chains in bright and Roman, with
snaps.

,. .
- --

Gold Lockets
Set with Diamonds
These lockets are made of 10
karat gold throughout and set with
brilliant diamonds. They cannot
be surpassed in finish or cheap-
ncss of price.

.

Gold Lockets
Engraved

These lockets are also made of 10
karat gold throughout, with beau-
tiful designs engraved thereon,
and the price is so low that they
cannot fail to be in great demand.,

,

Gold Front
Lockets

This line is very extmsive. Many
patterns are plain polished, others
nicely engraved, with and without
stones•

1 ..

Rolled-Plate
Lockets

This line is almost endless, and
consists of nearly every conceiva-
ble shape, size and style. Some
are set with imitation diamonds,
rubies and sapphires.

I
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TRADE MARK. .4., .....

We would ask all jewelers who buy and sell Watch Chains, if they have had enough trouble and loss in handling cheap chains
made by irresponsible parties, to warrant putting upon the market a chain so made and stamped, and backed by a thoroughly reliable
firm, that every dealer will know positively what he is buying and selling.

We are arranging to supply the trade with chains that will ASSAY 10 KARAT 1-10 GOLD, and every one will be marked i-io
on Chain, Swivel and Bar. Any one of these chains can be sent to the United States Assay Office, and if the returns will not prove
that the whole chain is io karat i-io gold, send the returns to us and we will pay for the chain and assay. All this is simply to give
you a moderate-priced chain that you can swear by. Will it be of any use to you? We shall soon be ready to deliver the goods,
and they will have on them our tag F. & B. with our guarantee.

FOSTER & BAILEY,
y. 

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The Detached Lever Escapement.

Waggi
E will now take up the club-tooth form

of the lever escapement. This

form of tooth has in this country and

in Switzerland almost entirely super-

ceded the ratchet-tooth. The prin-

cipal reason for its finding so much favor is, we

think, chiefly owing to the fact that this form of

tooth is better able to stand the manipulations of

the able-bodied watchmaker, who possesses more

strength than skill. We will not pause now, how-

ever, to consider the comparative merits of the

ratchet and club-tooth forms of the lever escape-

ment, but leave this part of the theme for discussion

after we have given full instructions for delineating

both forms.
With the ratchet-tooth lever escapement all

of the impulse must be derived from the pallets,

but in the club-tooth escapement we can divide

the impulse planes between the pallets and the

teeth to suit our fancy ; or perhaps it would be

better to say carry out theories: because we have

it in our power, in this form of the lever escape-

ment, to indulge ourselves in many changes of the

relations of the several parts. With the ratchet-

tooth the principal changes we could make would

be from pallets with equidistant lockings to cir-

cular pallets. The club-tooth escape-wheel not

only allows of circular pallets and equidistant

lockings, but we can divide the impulse between

the pallets and the teeth in such a way as will

carry out many theoretical advantages which,

after a full knowledge of the escapement action

is acquired, will natutally suggest themselves. In

the escapement shown at Fig. i, of the present

number of THE KEYSTONE, we have selected, as a

very excellent example of this form of tooth, cir-

cular pallets of ten degrees fork action and ten

and a half degrees of escape-wheel action.

It will be noticed that the pallets here are

comparatively thin to those in general use ; this

condition is accomplished by deriving the princi-

pal part of the impulse from driving planes placed

'on the teeth. As relates to the escape-wheel ac-

tion of the ten and one-half degrees, which gives

impulse to the escapement, five and a half degrees

are utilized by the driving planes on the teeth and

five by the impulse-face of the pallet. Of the ten

degrees of fork action, four and a half degrees re-

-late to the impulse-face of the teeth, one and a

half degrees to lock, and four degrees to the driv-

ing plane of the pallets.

In delineating such a club-tooth escapement,

we commence, as in former examples, by first

assuming the center of the escape-wheel at A, and

with the dividers set at five inches 'sweeping the

arc a a.
Through A we draw the vertical line A B'.

On the arc a a, and each side of its intersection

with the line A B', we lay off thirty degrees, as in

former drawings, and through the points so estab-

lished on the arc a a we draw the radial lines 4,1b

and A c. From the intersection of the radial line

A b with the arc d we draw the line h h at right

angles to A b. Where the line h intersects the

radial line A B' is located the center of the pallet-

staff, as shown at B. Inasmuch as we decided

to let the pallet utilize five degrees of escape-wheel

action, we take a space of two and a half degrees

in the dividers, and on the arc a a lay off the said

two and a half !degrees to the left of this inter-

section, and through the point so established draw

the radial line A g. 'From B as a center we

sweep the arc d d so it passes through the point of

intersection of the arc a with the line A g.
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We again lay off two and a half degrees from

the intersection of the line A b with the arc a, but

this time to the right of said intersection, and

through the point so established, and from. B as

a center, we sweep the arc e. From the inter-

section of thexadial line A g with the arc a, we

lay off to the left five and a half degrees on said

arc, and through the point so established draw

the radial line A f. With the dividers set at five

inches we sweep the short arc in from B as a

center. From the intersection of the line h B h'

with the arc in we lay off on said arc and above

the line hl four and a half degrees, and through

the point so established draw the line Bj.

We next set the dividers so they embrace the

space on the radial line A b between its intersection

with the line B j and the center A, and from A as

a center sweep the arc i, said arc defining the ad-

dendum of the escape-wheel teeth. We draw a line

from the intersection of the radial line A f with

the arc i to the intersection of the radial line A g

with the arc a, and thus define the impulse-face of

the escape-wheel tooth D. For defining the lock-

ing-face of the tooth we draw a line at an angle of

twenty-four degrees to the line A g, as described

in former article. The back of thf! tooth is defined

with a curve swept from some point on the ad-

dendum circle i such as our judgment will dictate.

In the drawing shown at Fig. the radius of

this curve was obtained by taking eleven and a

half degrees from the degree arc of five inches

radius in the dividers ; and setting one leg at the

intersection of the radial line A f with the arc i

and placing the other on the line i, and allowing

the point so established to serve as a center, the

arc was swept for the back of the tooth, the

small circle at ii denoting one of the centers just

described. The length for the face of the tooth

was obtained by taking eleven degrees from the

degree arc just referred to, and laying that space

off on the line p, which defined the face of the

tooth. The line B k is laid off one and a half

degrees below B h on the arc vi. The extent of

this arc on the arc d defines the locking-face of

the entrance pallet. We set off four degrees on

the arc in below the line B k, and through the

point so established draw the line B 1. We draw

a .•line from the intersection of the line A g with

the line c k to the intersection of the arc e with

the line c 1, and we define the impulse-face of the

entrance pallet.

The stock in Taylor's jewelry store, Sedalia. Mo., was

recently sold at auction, C. W. Bowman officiating. The

sale was preparatory to remodeling the store. •

Wm. II. Dietz, of Chicago, is in receipt of the following

letter : " Your outfit of rubber type came to hand and I am

well pleased with my purchase. You have not enlarged

upon the merit of this miniature printing office in the least,

as it is capable of doing anything you represent and many

things besides. As a small printing establishment it is a

success. Yours truly, I.. B. OSBORN, Chesterton, Ind."

Providence Letter.

In the matter of new designs Providence has this year

made a record. For this the World's Fair is probably ac-

countable, but, whatever the cause, the almost infinite variety

of new designs does eminent credit to the ingenuity and

enterprise of the manufacturers here. Trade is good. The

prevailing quietness appears to have fallen short of this city

and there is jubilation accordingly.

Foster & Bailey are erecting a two-story extension at

the rear of their office. The second floor will be used by

the firm as a carding and packing department. The rapid

growth of the business necessitates almost continual exten-

sions, and the growth proceeds at an accelerated pace.

Some of their latest designs are of unique beauty and are

being appreciated accordingly.

The new building of D. C. & II. S. Fink on Westmin-

ster Street is in course of ere:ction. It will be forty-five

feet wide and eighty feet long. -

E. A. Bennett has been adinitted to partnership in the

business of Melchor & Co., and the style of the firm has

been changed to Bennett, Melchor & Co.

The Tilden-Thurber Co. have designed a cup as a trophy

for the member of the Y. M. C. A. bowling team making

the largest score during the season's contests. The cup is

a handsome one and should inspire much emulation.

The Burdon Seamless Wire Co. has extended its plant

by the introduction of additional machinery costing $15o,000.

The expansion in their business necessitated the addition,

and their manufacturing facilities are now apparently perfect.

The new registered trade-mark—a red tag—now at-

tached to all the chains of the I). F. Briggs Co. is already

familiar to the trade. These chains have now a national

reputation and patronage, the deserved reward of intrinsic

merit, originality, beauty of design and excellence of finish.

'Louis Blackinton, of W. & S. BIackinton, recently won

a diamond trophy in a whist tournament.

The Providence jewelry exhibits are some of the most

attractive features of the entire Exposition. The booths,

like the exhibits, are on an IS K. scale of richness, and the

whole presents an appearance of bewildering splendor.

The first of the local exhibit in place was that of Hancock,

Becker & Co.
The Gorham •Ianufacturing Company successfully cast

in silver a life-size statue of Columbus for the Exposition.

The statue was designed by Bartholdi. The casting of the

statue was made the occasion of presenting a gold watch to

S. Chevalier, superintendent of the department. The watch

was presented on behalf of the employees by J. T. Salisbury.
J. Flout, with Foster & Bailey, recently paid a flying

visit to Chicago to attend to some matters in connection with

their exhibit.

E. Brown & Co., manufacturers of rolled-plate rings,

recently opened an office at 237 Broadway, New York.

W. K. Potter, Jr., has gone to Chicago to take charge

of W. K. Potter's exhibit.

0. C. Devereux & Co. have installed a handsome

exhibit at the Fair.

The prevailing quietness in business has evidently not

yet reached The Ostby & Barton Co., the enterprising ring

manufacturers. Numerous and good-sized orders continue

to fall to their lot, and the present volume of their business

is very satisfactory. It is remarkable and significant that

quietness and merit rarely co-exist.

E. B. Thornton & Co. will move from 137 Weybosset

Street into the shop formerly occupied by R. L. Moorhead

& Co., at 53 Clifford Street.
Rhode Island's day at the World's Fair will be

October 5th, and several prominent jewelers are on the

entertainment committee.

The Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company has

published a book of about seventy pages descriptive of their

World's Fair exhibits. The book has other valuable infor-

mation. Copies will be mailed free to the trade.

" Reliable " is the Word.

NATICK, MASS., May iS, 1893.
THE KEYSTONE:

Old age, sickness, alone in business (no help) are some

of the causes (not excuses) for neglect. Your journal is a

valuable one to the enterprising business man in our line.

The articles upon Optics have"interested me, because they

are reliable, which cannot be said of all that is published

upon that interesting subject. I have for the last few years

been paying more attention_ to optical matters, finding in

them more profit and engagement. Enclosed find the

amount of subscription for one year.

Yours truly, E. M. MAI:sit ALL.
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Arts Allied to the Jewelry Trade.

N the production of chalk-plates ground talc
. can be substituted for whiting, and water-

glass (silicate of soda) for the flong paste.
After the ink drawing is complete it is evi-
dent the steel stylus or tracing point has

produced corresponding lines in the chalk coating.
To assure ourselves, the work is carefully inspected
with a magnifier, and any particles of the coating
which may have gotten into the lines are carefully
removed, so that the blackened steel plate presents
to the eye lines which perfectly correspond with
the lines or drawing we wish to print.

What we must do next is to use this chalk-
plate as a matrix or mould, into which we cast type-
metal to form a cut for a type press. To do this
let us first understand the rationale of the process.
Suppose we should place the chalk-plate A, Fig. 1,
in a flat vessel, as shown in vertical section at
Fig. 2, where B shows the vessel, and A the plate
with the chalk surface uppermost. If we should
now secure the steel plate A to the bottom of the
dish B and pour melted type-metal upon it so as
to fill the vessel up to the line 6, on removing the
hardened metal from B a raised and inverted
impression of every line on the face of the iron
plate would be found on the type-metal.

The object of fastening down the plate A is
because of the greater specific gravity of the type-
metal, which would cause the steel plate to rise
and float on the melted type-metal. The lines on
the surface of the cast would be raised exactly the
depth of the chalk coating, which, as we stated,
was about one thirty-second of an inch thick.
Where broad lights obtain we can spread an extra
coating of the same composition. By having
several sizes of dishes made of heavy sheet-iron, a
very cheap and convenient system of stereotype
plate casting can be gotten up. Suppose we have
three pans made, one two by four, one four by six
and one six by eight inches, and each pan three
inches deep. These will give us a good range of
sizes to work with.

The underlying principle of this system of
plate-casting will be understood by inspecting
Fig. 4, where A represents the steel chalk-plate
with the traced side uppermost, and D a similar
plate, except that it is not coated. These plates
are separated by two strips, shown at n n, which
hold them perfectly parallel and about one-eighth
of an inch apart. These plates are secured in the
vessel B, Fig. 1, so that the edge of D rests on the
ledge d d' of the pan B.

It is important that the edges of the plates
A D come to the pan, so that we do not need to
cut away much metal to remove the plates. It
will be seen that inasmuch as the melted metal can
flow into the space between the plates D A, we
shall, by the arrangement shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
produce a cast plate between D A one-eighth of an
inch thick, with the relief cut we are making on
the lower side, which now only needs setting type
high on a wood block to be ready for printing.

It is evident that a pan four by six inches
would require considerable weight of type-metal
to fill it up to the line f . This can be avoided by
sinking a vessel a little smaller than B inside, as
indicated at the dotted line c c, Fig. 3. Of course
it is understood that the inner vessel is empty and
pressed down and the melted type-metal poured
between them, so as to produce a pressure equal
to about three inches of metal on the chalk plate,
to insure the lines being perfectly filled.

The usual plan with chalk-plates is to draw
with the free hand any design with the stylus,

without the aid of the pentagraph, as described in
May, 1893, KEYSTONE. Although we have seen
some very creditable work produced in this way,
it is not to be compared with the pentagraph plan.

We think we have now given instructions in
detail sufficient to enable any person of fair intelli-
gence to work out the process of photo-engraving
for themselves, and will drop the subject except
to say to all such persons as see fit to try, that any
point or detail which offers any difficulty they can
have cleared up by inquiring through " Workshop
Notes."

We shall now take up the subject of electricity
in the workshop from a practical point of view.
There are many valuable books on applied elec-
tricity, but the trouble with them is that they are
usually too profound for the general reader, or are
special works on one particular branch or appli-
cation of electricity, like gilding and electro-
plating; or, perhaps, they treat on electric mo-
tors, or dynamos.

While we admit it is impossible for a man
to know too much, still we hold it is far better to
know a few things well than to imperfectly under-
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stand many. A fault far too common in books is
a seeming desire on the part of the writers to dis-
play a very wide-range knowledge of the sources
of electricity, giving cuts and descriptions of a
dozen different kinds of galvanic batteries, induc-
tion coils and electrical machines. Another diffi-
culty on the part of users of electricity in a small
way, is the lack of instruments for measuring elec-
trical currents and knowing exactly what they have
at their disposal. To make (produce) electricity,
measure it, and use it in .the jeweler's workshop,
are precisely the objects we propose to accomplish
next in this series of articles.

IF a vote were taken as to the particular class
of exhibits at the Exposition that would attract
most attention from visitors, it would be dollars
to doughnuts that the watch and jewelry exhibits
would carry off the laurels. Time, which mellows
all things, appears to have only tightened the grip
which jewelry has always had on savage and civ-
ilized humanity. The public generally have no
sympathy with the wit who wrote:

"The diamond that's so prized is but carbon crystallized,
A fact that won't admit of any question ;

And the pearl which may be sold for a tidy sum in gold
Merely represents an oyster's indigestion."

As well might the love-lorn Orlando trace a con-
nection between his adored Rosalind and a fem-
inine gorilla as for the average man or woman to
identify a sparkling diamond with a dirty piece
of carbon, or a pearl with the indigestion of a
bivalve. The power of fascination is an inalien-
able property of jewelry, and its intensity was
shown on the opening day of the Exposition by
the predilection visitors showed for the northeast
quarter section of the Manufactures and Liberal
Arts Building, in which the watch and jewelry
exhibits are located. The latter are indeed
worthy of the great watch and jewelry industry of
this and other countries, and well merit the pop-
ular attention paid them.

Jewels and Ornaments in China.

The Flowery Kingdom is full of oddities and novelties

to the newcomer from Christendom. The first thing that
attracts his attention on landing at Shanghai or Hong Kong
is the queerness and the quantity of the jewelry worn by
Chinese women in their hair. It varies from place to place,
so that a careful student, after a little experience, can tell
where a woman comes from by simply looking at the orna-
ments on her head. There are first the purely decorating
pins, which suggest knitting needles or fashionable hat-pins.
The finest kinds are made of gold ; below these are silver
ones, and below these, for the poorer classes, are brass ones
tipped with either of the precious metals. In addition to
metal, ivory, ebony, horn, tortoise shell, bamboo and cellu-
loid are largely employed for the same purpose. The head
of the pin discloses the wealth of the wearer. The wife of
Hou Qua, the Canton banker, had a pin whose bead was
an immense diamond. The wife of the Viceroy of Foklin
has one which terminates in a large ruby. Pins of this sort
are worth thousands of dollars. In this class come a large
number of pins whose heads are emeralds, pearls, jade-
pieces, gold balls or figures and silver designs. They can
be bought for a few cents when the shank is of brass and
the head an imitation of jade, or for a few dollars when
the metal is silver and the end a cheap semi-precious
stone.

In another set the pin terminates in a cluster of some
sort. The cluster may be seven jade stars, suspended or
supported by fine wires ; it may be a group of blue cat's-
eyes representing a bunch of grapes ; a row of pearls
swinging from minute chains ; a knot of exquisitely colored
tiny porcelain flowers and fruits ; a lot of turquoises carved
into violets; a boutonniere of buttercups in filmy gold
leaves. In a third class the shank and head are separate,
but connected by a coil of wire. This contrivance is rarely
seen outside of Foochow and Amoy. In addition to the
other styles referred to, the heads are made also of flake
jade, cut to represent long leaves and similar shapes, porce-
lain butterflies, gold and silver moths and dragon-flies, little
birds in metal, vines, and whatever in nature is easily moved
by the wind. Chinese women are as eager about these pins
as Europeans about finger rings. They will economize a
year to buy a new one, and take a particular delight in
owning as many as they can procure. The proprietress of
a Hong Kong sampan (or passenger boat) is the envied
possessor of over one hundred of these precious instruments
that are said to represent nearly three thousand dollars in
value. Yet she lives in her boat, and seldom makes a dollar
a day.

The hairpin in the East, unlike in the West, is gen-
erally of silver or gold. It is a thin bar, slightly flattened,
waved and corrugated in order to get a grip," and is
usually straight and from six to eight inches in length. Its
owner bends it according to the style in which she dresses
her hair. Sometimes it is bent into a C, displaying four
inches of metal. At other times it is bent into a V and
shows a mere yellow point among the black tresses. The
gold and silversmiths make special alloys for hairpins.
Ordinary ones would break after a few score bendings and
unbendings. These, however, last a lifetime. On account
of their form and corrugations, they seldom fall from the
bead and are scarcely ever lost. They are worn night as
well as day, and are only removed in the morning when
their owner performs the slow and complicated operations
of washing and drying her locks.

Everyone, above the extremely poor in China, is the
owner of a tongue-scraper. They may or may not have
brushes, but they are sure to possess a tongue-scraper. It
is a ribbon of silver or gold, with a ring at one end, by
which it is suspended when desired. The cheapest are of
plain metal; more expensive ones are engraved, while a few
are jeweled at each end. Like hairpins, they are sold by

their weight, plus a small charge for their workmanship.
—Dr. Edward Bedloe, in Hong Kong Telegraph.

The Entire Staff Benefited.

WILLIMANTIC, CONN., May 13, 1893.
THE KEYSTONE.

GENTLEMEN : Enclosed find one dollar. It gives me
great pleasure to renew my subscription for a journal so
thoroughly appreciated as is THE KEYSTONE at my store.
The contents are most eagerly devoured, not only by myself,

but also by my watchmaker, who finds many interesting
facts, and my optician, who finds help in your optical
columns. Wishing you all success, I am

Yours very truly,
3. C. TRACY.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING.

ESTABLISHED 1853.

WILLIAM B. DURGIN
Designer and Maker of Wares in Sterling Silver,

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Chioago Office and Sample-Room,

Columbus Memorial Building, Room No. 1303.

No such opportunity has heretofore existed for the display of goods
of our manufacture.

We shall show large combinations in chests in our choicest patterns,
as also a large line of smaller combinations in newest styles in cases.

Our line of Hollow Ware and Novelties NN,Yill be large and more varied

than ever, and we anticipate .these goods will add to our reputation for

distinctive and original designs and popular prices.
A cordial invitation is extended to every person connected with the

legitimate jewelry trade visiting Chicago, to call and make personal

inspection.

We are One of' the Oldest Houses in the Trade.

OUR AIM: TO ExeeL.

We Buy Old Gold and Silver and

Pay Highest Cash Prices
We can do it

Because
our large lmsiness required a complete smelting, refitting and assaying, department.

We can handle without additional expense and use in our own factories all old gold and silver consigned to us.
The difference between the value of old and new gold is all the profit we want, and though it is very small after taking off the cost of
refining, the large quantity we receive makes it pay.

VVHOLESALE JEWELERS who .do not use old gold or silver and depend on others to ascertair its value, or REFINERS who Luy to sell again. and are at great
expense soliciting consignments, cannot afford to pay full value. It is therefore to your benefit to deal with us.

We make returns same day consignments are received, by New York draft, on which there is no exchange to pay. If the anumnt is not up to your expectations, consignment will be
returned !wepaid in the condition received.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD:
6 K. Gold, 24 cents cash a dwt. 10 K. Gold, 40 cents cash a dwt. 15 K. Gold, on cents cash a dwt.
7 K. Gold, 28 cents cash a dwt. II K. Gold, 44 cents cash a dwt. 16 K. Gold, 64 cents cash a dwt.
8 K. Gold, 32 cents cash a dwt. 12 K. Gold, 48 cents cash a dwt. 17 K. Gold, 68 cents cash a dwt.
9 K. Gold, 36 cents cash a dwt. 13 K. Gold, 52 cents cash a dwt. 18 K. Gold, 72 cents cash a dwt.

14 K. Gold, 56 cents cash a dwt.

WE PAY THE HIGHEST CASH MARKET PRICE FOR OLD SILVER.
(Price of silver subject to fluctuation according to market value of pure silver.)

Wendell & Company,
Manufacturing Jewelers, Refiners, gssauers and Buuers of OLD BOLD and SILVER for Gasli.

I.

93, 95 & 97 WILLIAM STREET
NEAn MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK J
- TWO FACTORIES -1

63, 65, 67 & 69 WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO



sell diamonds—mounted and un-

mounted—diamonds people buy—diamonds

that you can sell—not diamonds to be kept

for years—It 's our business to keep up

the retailer's stock—to sell nothing but sell-

ers—diamotids that come and go out quickly

to make room for more—Our diamond show-

room is the best-lighted and most conven-

iently arranged in New England—Our store is

for every jeweler—to use it as he would the

reception room of his home—Our compli-

ments are extended to him with the cordiality

of business friendship—Our diathond business

last year doubled the year before, and our

diamond business this year doubles last year

—Accept our gratitude, jewelers—you helped

us to do it—Isn't there something you want?

—Write the name of it on a postal card—we

will tell you all about it—Selection packages

sent to responsible jewelers—It is our busi-

ness to keep up to the times, and \ve do.

Smith & Patterson, direct importers of dia-

monds, 52 Summer Street, Boston.
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" From Grave ' to Gay."

BY JOHN TWEEZER.

A collection of veritable epitaphs forms one
of the most interesting chapters in the history of
human vanity, spite, vulgarity, ludicrous igno-
rance, and eccentricity.

The self-laudatory class compels a perennial
fascination. The. greatest thing of this sort in•
literature celebrates the virtues and talents of Lady
01.0oney, and is " a joy forever " to all who
have had the good fortune to read the actual in-
scription on the stone :

" Here lies Lady 0' Looney,
Great-niece of Burke, commonly called The Siiblime.'

She was bland, passionate and deeply religious
Also she painted in water-colors,

And sent several pictures to the Exhibition.
She was first cousin to Lady Jones,

And of such is the kingdom of Heaven."

" With such tenants Heaven might be pic-
turesque," remarks a writer, " but could hardly
be a desirable abode."

Evidently John Quebecca must have pos-
sessed a wonderful voice and an agreeable per-
sonality. This is the singular eulogium on his
tomb in Saragossa:
" Here lies John Quebecca, precentor to My Lord the King.
When he is admitted to the choir of angels, whose society he will
embellish. and where he will distinguish himself by his powers
of song, God shall say to the angels, C.tse, ye calves ! and let
me hear John Quebecca, the precentor to My Lord the King.' "

It would not be surprising, indeed, if skulls
sometimes grinned at thought of the epitaphs
above them

It is somewhat of a shock to the moral sense
of advertisers to find that tombstones have been
employed to " boom " business. Here is one
from Wiltshire, England :

" Beneath this stone, in hopes of Zion,
Is laid the landlord of the Lion.
Resigned unto the Heavenly will,
His son keeps on the business still."

Another, after recording the sepulture of one
Jonathan Thompson, adds:

A good Husband, and affectionate Friend :
whose disconsolate Widow and Orphans

continue to carry on the Tripe and Trotter business
at the same shop as before their bereavement."

Grammar occasionally has to give way to
high moral considerations—witness this inscrip-
tion in Bideford churchyard, Kent:

" The wedding-day appointed was,
And wedding-clothes provided,

But erc the day did come, alas!
He sickened and he die did."

And this :
"She's gone and cannot come to we.
But we shall shortly go to she."

This flattering tribute to departed worth is
credited to a South Carolina graveyard:

" Here lies the body of Robert Gordin,
Mouth almighty and teeth accordin' :
Stranger. tread lightly o'er this wonder,
For if he yawns, you're gone, by thunder!"

This is a grossly personal one:
Here rests in silent clay

Miss Arabella Young,
Who, on the 2 151 of May, ,

Began to hold her tongue."

A doting parent inscribed on a stone:
" We can't have everything to please us—

Little Johnny's gone to Jesus."

An irreverent young rascal added thereto:
" You can't 'most always sometimes tell—

Perhaps your Johnny's gone to — !"

Strange, indeed, that satire should select a
gravestone as the vehicle of its expression ! Yet
there are numberless examples. This piece of
atrocity is found in Selby churchyard, in York-
shire:

" Here lies my wife. a slattern and a shrew:
If 1 said I regretted her I should lie, too."

And here is another:
" Here lies my poor wife, without bed ur blanket.

But dead as a door-nail—and God be thankit ! '-

In the following a brother-in-law turned the
tables:

" Here lies the body of Mary Ford.
Whose soul, we trust, is with the Lord:
But if for hell she's changed this life,

'Tis better than being John Ford's wife!"
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Evidently the author of the following was a

professional letter-writer:
" Matilda Gray, who once was mine, •
To Thee, 0 Lord, I now resign,

And remain your humble, obedient servant,
ROBERT h. EM P...

This inscription, found in a churchyard at
Grafton, 'Vermont, is as terse as it is ambiguous:

Gone Home."

We trust the hand is intended to point to the
grave, and not to define the direction of going .!

With this may be paired the awful statement
on a tombstone in Otsego County, New York:

" John bunts."

Had the stono-cutter known enough to write
iihrns " with a capital IL the contemplative ob-

server would not need be racked with painful mis-
givings as to John's future state.

This one is more comforting, even if the

imagination of its author does seem to need sand -

papering:
" Here lies the bones of Martha Gwyn&
Who was so very pure within,
She broke the outer shell of sin,
And hatched herself a Cherubim."

Certainly a wonderful novelty in incubation !
Note the nice details in the following, from

Moreton churchyard : it reads like the verdict of a
coroner's jury :

" Here lie the bones of Roger Morton,
\V hose sudden death was oddly brought on:
Trying one day his corns to mow off,
The razor slipped and cut his toe off!
The toe—or, rather, what it grew to—
An inflammation quickly flew to
The part then took to mortifying,
Which was the cause of Roger's dying."

On a stone near Williamsport, Pa., beneath
a horrible sketch of , the act which terminated
the life of Henry Harris, after recording his
name, date of birth and parentage, the inscription
proceeds—

" Died on the 4th of May, 1837,
by the kiek of a colt

in the bowels.
Peaceable and quiet , a friend to his

father and mother. he has went
• to the world where horses

don't kick, and where
sorrows and weepings is no mom."

We conclude this enumeration with an epitaph
which has special interest for jewelers. It was in-
scribed in 1802, over the body of George Ront-
leigh, aged fifty-seven. years:

" Here lies, in Horizontal Position,
the outside Case of

Gamic:a ROUTLEIGH, Watchmaker.
Integrity was the Mainspring, and prudence the

Regulator. of all the actions of his life.
Humane, generous and liberal, his Hand never stopped,

till he had relieved distress. So nicely Regulated
were all his 21folions, that he never %vent wrong,

except when Set A going by people
who did not know his Key.

Even then he was easily Set Right again.
He had the art of disposing his Time so well that

his Hours kept running on' in a continual
round of pleasure, till an unlucky
Minute put a stop to his existence.

He departed this life in hope
of being taken in hand by his Maker; and of

being thoroughly Cleaned, Repaired, Wound Up
and Set A going in the world

to come."

A Lamentation.

The sapphire had the useful virtues ascribed
to it of healing boils, restoring impaired sight,
extinguishing fires, and mending the manners
of its wearer.

—Wst. JoNits : Precious Stones, Their History
and Mystery.

What a pity they are not as plentiful as
huckleberries ! What a vast aggregate of human
happiness is denied to the race because they are
sold by carats and not by quarts !

If every well-provided drug store could dis-
play a sign, " Try Our Matchless Boil-Bursting
Sapphires—Only Fifty Cents a Box," the heirs 'of

Job would enjoy surcease of sorrow forevermore ;
if be-spectacled humanity could only bathe its
eyes in the blue gems upon occasion, instead of
being compelled to gaze unremittingly upon the
world through harnessed windows, what a vast
measure of conyeniencg would be gained—albeit

at the expense of our esteemed friends, the
opticians and spectacle manufacturers ; if the
occupants of dwellings and employees in factories
were provided with convenient pocketsful, what
immense loss and anxiety would be saved to the
people—though it would be sad to be deprived of
" the leaping horses and the clanging " squirt ;
and if a few thousand tons of the gem were ju-
diciously distributed among the vulgar millions,
what serene satisfaction and seraphic bliss would
come upon the inner circle of the exquisitely
esthetic !

The sky will never be quite as bright to us as
before the unhappy moment when our eyes fell
upon the baleful quotation at the head of this
article ; for now we realize the extent of man's
deprivation, in the solemn fact that they are sold
by carats, and not by quarts !

one
was

Jewels Not Quoted in the Price-Lists.

Cornelia, " the mother of the Gracchi," was
day visited by a lady of great wealth, who
magnificently adorned with jewels. After

duly commenting on their rarity and priceless
value, the visitor turned haughtily. to Cornelia
and asked, " Will you show me your jewels?"
Cornelia placed a hand on the shoulder of each of
her two sons, Tiberius and Caius, and proudly
answered, "These are my jewels ! "

This incident in Roman history is paralleled
by another, in the history of Greece. An Ionian.-
woman of distinction, after displaying her jewels,
her bracelets and other elegant trifles, to the wife
of Phocion, remarked the plainness of her attire
and condoled with her for her deprivations.
" Yes," replied the Grecian matron, " my only or-
nament is great Phocion, leader of the Athenians."

I advertised recently that I wanted a boy for
the usual office work. Out of twenty-seven appli-
cants, I selected two who impressed me most
favorably, and sent the others away. I handed
each a package tied up with twine, and told them
to take out the contents. The first, educated in
the old, conventional ideas of economy, carefully
undid all the knots (and I had purposely put a
dozen in the fastenings), rolled up the twine in a
little hank, and came forward with the contents,
after his five-minute .effort, smiling and confident.
The second boy brought out his knife, cut the
twine, threw it in the waste-basket, and in half a
minute from the time he was given the package
was asking, " What next? " I engaged the second
boy. Time is more valuable, nowadays, than
twine. In the presence of the telegraph, the tele-
phone and the fast express, our fathers' ideas of
the proper forms of economy have grown deserv-
edly old-fashioned. There is such a thing as
extravagance in saving.

This paragraph is not for the wiseacres, but
for those readers who are willing to admit they
don't "know it all."

I buy an article at twenty-five per cent. dis-
count from " list " price and sell it at " list ":
what is my profit ? Answer—Not twenty-five per
cent., but thirty-three and one-third per cent.

Illustration : Suppose„the list price is ten
dollars ; twenty-five per cent. discount • makes the
cost to me seven dollars and fifty cents; and sell-
ing it for ten dollars leaves me a profit of two dol-
lars and fifty cents, which. is thirty-three and
one-third per cent. on the cost. See?

J. T.

11b..
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The present condition of trade here, though bordering

on the average for this season, can with difficulty be termed

satisfactory. Some of the houses, a small percentage of the

total, though, are enjoying a slightly abnormal trade, but

the majority make no mystery of the fact that they can

attend to a greater volume of business than is at present

drifting their way. A slow, but steady, improvement, how-

ever, has manifested itself during the past month and there

is unshaken confidence in consequence. The sudden trans-

ition from a prolonged frigid to a prospectively prolonged

torrid temperature reveals a tantalizing business apathy on

the part of the elements. There is general satisfaction with

their new quarters expressed by the recent removals.

l‘lax J. Averbeck, of Averbeck & Averbeck, 51 Maiden

Lane, was married on April 19th in Nyack, N. Y., to Miss

Annie Walsh Miller, of Picrmont, N. Y. The wedding was

a big social event, and 'attended by numerous friends of the

happy couple.

The Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. is just now •

being inundated with business. It has purchased a large

lot of ground adjacent to its property in Newark, N. J., and

will, at an early date, proceed to build thereon.

Joseph Aikin, father of J. C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert

& Co., died at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., recently, at the more

than patriarchal age of eighty-three years. The New York

concern was closed on the day of the burial as an honor to

the memory of the deceased.

W. & S. Blackinton have moved their offices from 14
Maiden Lane to 12 Maiden Lane. The prevailing quiet-

ness in trade has evidently not reached these noted chain

manufacturers, and it is now certain that 1893 will show

the same, if not greater, proportionate increase in the volume

of their annual business. Their chains are still striding in

favor.

, A stock of Carrara marbles was a recent importation

of Levy, Dreyfus & Co. They are now showing a stock, in

all lines, of enormous bulk and great variety, which their

patrons would do well to see.

Levison Brothers, of San Francisco, Cal., have had a

beautiful diamond cut by the Mendes cutting factories, 51

Maiden Lane. The diamond weighs a carat and a half

and the cutting is of the finest.

Alvin L. Strasburger, of Louis Strasburger's Son &

Co., 16 and IS Maiden Lane, returned recently from

Europe with an elegant stock of diamonds and precious

stones. Those of the trade about to lay in gem supplies

would do well to examine this carefully selected stock.

The United States are now far ahead of all other coun-

tries as a diamond consumer, and to the multitude some of

our big diamond emporiums would be a revelation. J. T.

Scott & Co. are now showing in thes2 gems a stock of

bewildering splendor and richness. Those of the trade

who like large supplies to select from can be elegantly

accommodated by this firm.

C. G. Alford, of C. G. Alford & Co., has been vacation-

izing in the Adirondack Mountains, trout-fishing being his

pastime-in-chief. The firm is now in its new offices in the

Western Union Telegraph Building, 195 and 197 Broad-

way.

S. N. Jenkins, for many years associated with Aikin,

Lambert & Co. as their traveling representative in the

Northwest, is now manager of their Chicago branch, located

at 42 and 44 East MadiSon Street.

The Nicholas Muller Art Bronze Co., 117 Chambers

Street, recently made a number of bronze figure as theat-

rical souvenirs. One was a figure of " Welland Strong " in

" A Trip to Chinatown," and another one of the-characters

in "The Girl I Left Behind Me." Both had the impress of

excellence for which this company is noted.

L. Straus & Sons, 42 to 4S Warren Street, have been

forced by an increase in business to secure more space. A

recent purchase of theirs was a building in the rear of their

present quarters, and this they are now connecting with their

store. The new annex will give them ample accommoda-

tion for their enormous stock.

The Plainville Stock Co., of Plainville, Mass., has reno-

vated and re-fixtured its office at 176 Broadway, and visits

from the trade will be appleciated. It will profit jewelers,

too, to examine their handsome and varied lines of goods.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.'s stock of Howard watches

at reduced prices proved-the greatest trade attraction of the

period. The run on them has been enormous.

•

The Alvin-Beiderhase Co., 86o Broadway, manufactured
the Press Club's official spoon and also a spoon for the lady

managers of the Press Club Fair. The official World's

Fair souvenir spoon was also manufactured by them for

B. F. Norris, Alister & Co., Chicago. All are uniquely

artistic, the designs being peculiarly appropriate and the

finish unexcellable.

• The Gorham Manufacturing Co. now occupies the entire

building at 889 Broadway.

C. G. Braxmar, 47 Cortiandt Street, is an authority of

the first magnitude on the badge business. He seems well-

pleased with the condition of same, and is enabled to report

a continued increase in his own business. Many of his

badges certainly are unique in beauty of design and elegance

of -finish.
N. Glauber, of N. Glauber & Co., is in Europe.

The success which follows the liberal and judicious

advertising of a really meritorious article is well illustrated

in the present enormous demand for the rings of M. B.

Bryant S.: Co. Merit that. is unknown is useless as a trade-

maker, and the Messrs. Bryant don't believe in hiding their

light under a bushel, which is evidently highly appreciated

by the trade generally. Their liberal advertising is having

very fruitful results.

The appreciation of the trade for the gem cabinet

specialties of John H. Jacobson, 35 Maiden Lane, continues

to manifest itself in abundant orders from all sections. The

opportunity is certainly one that it would be a business

blunder to miss.

Louis Bauman, formerly with F. Schneider, and late of

Lambert Bros., has started in business for himself as a

wholesale jeweler and dealer in diamonds, at 57 Maiden

Lane.
Now that the school medal season is in sight, we would

advise the trade to give attention in time to the product of

these medals of Hunt & Fuller, 73 Nassau Street, the cele-

brated shrine emblem manufacturers. The name of the firm

is in itself a guarantee of perfect satisfaction both in goods

and business methods.

At the festivities here during the naval reunion, the

pearl is said to have been the favorite gem as a feminine

adornment. No doubt the haughty diamond would scorn

our sympathy.

Those who do not believe in confining themselves to

staple lines will find ready sellers and trade-makers in the

handsome and timely Columbus pocket match-safe in

oxydized silver and nickel-plate, of G. M. Thurnauer, 33

They are a happy commingling of the useful, beautiful and

appropriate.

Several buildings on Maiden Lane and John Street are

being torn down, and new structures will be erected in

their stead.

The record already made by H. B. Peters, 34 Maiden

Lane, as a furnisher of opportunities to the trade bids fair

to be this season broken by himself. Jewelers will do well

to keep an eye on his offers and to always accord to him at

least a selfish welcome.

The Royal Silver Novelty Co., formerly at 470 Broad-

way, are now in their new quarters at 8 Maiden Lane.

Protecting the Trade.

YOUNGSTOWN, PA., May 15, 1893.
THE KEYSTONE:

In reference to Samuel Levin's plan for protecting the

retail jewelers, as given in the April number of THE KEY-

STONE, I wish to say that I think it would be the most effect-

ive of any that have as yet been proposed, providing it were

possible to get all or most all jewelers to join the " U. S.

_T. A.," and then to get them to stick to the rules in all cases.
I, for one, would be perfectly willing to join such an

organization and take an ironclad obligation at the same

tulle ; but we all know that tile objects of most associations,

societies, agencies, etc., fall short of accomplishment, because

so many unprincipled members will not comply with the

rules, and, in fact, only join with the intention of violating

the rules (providing they can do so without being discovered)

so that they may gain friends, customers, and, in the end,

the almighty dollar.

However, I am much ill favor of Mr. Levin's plan, and

would like to see it discussed in the columns of THE KEY-

STONE by some of our older and more experienced jewelers.

Respectfully yours,
CHAS. CUNNINGHANI.

[Mr. Levin has favored us with a perusal of many let-
ters received by him personally from jewelers in reference
to his proposed protective association. c. Is the plan as
practicable as plausible ? " seems to he the question they
would like to have answered.—ED.]

Remarkable Ring Stories.

Medicated finger rings, having the supposed power of
curing or alleviating disease, are of great antiquity. The

history of some of these jeweled wonders can be traced
back into the misty past, to the time of Marcus Aurelius.
Trolian, a physician of tile fourth century, was the owner
of a signet ring upon which was engraved a representation
of Hercules strangling the Namman lion, and which was
reported to be a certain cure for colic. The English king,
Edward the Confessor, was once .presented with a ring
reputed to possess miraculous powers, being a cure for
epilepsy in any and all its stages. After the death of
Edward, this never-failing antidote was kept in Westminster

Abbey, certain days being set aside for applying the cure."
In the Cathedral of Perugia is still shown the holy

ring," said to be the identical circlet worn by Mary, the

mother of Jesus, at the time of her marriage to Joseph, the
Carpenter." The remarkable cures attributed to this holy
talisman were the subject of a remarkable little tract printed
in the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Other remarkable powers besides the curing of diseases
have been accorded to rings worn by various rulers and
church dignitaries. Otnet, one of the early kings of Lom-
bardy, was the happy owner of a finger ring which would

always, no matter where he wandered, direct him to the
right path. There was a mediceval legend to. the effect that

Noah, upon leaving the ark, divided the bones of Adam
(which, with the sepulcher and the tree that grew upon it,
had been taken into the great craft, according to a com-

mand of God) among his sons. Tile legs and feet fell to

tile younger, who fashioned a ring (the old account says a
bracelet ") from the knee-pan, to which was given power

outrivalling anything known to the ancients. 'While sitting

at the foot of Mount Neimtenz with this ring loosely hanging

about his wrist, he is said to have had a vision in which the

whole future of the human race was clearly unfolded ; plan

of redemption, judgment day and all.

The ring of Drometius has always been the envy of all

lovers of fairy lore ; and where is the boy, girl or adult who

has not sighed for the possession of Aladdin's wonderful

ring, if only for a few moments ? —Ex.

Be Independent.

There is nothing in this world that insures success so

completely as does perfect independence. People who are

always waiting for help may wait a long time, as a general

thing.; a little assistance, a little recommendation, a little

influence, is not to be had for asking; but there is always

something one can do for himself. Do it, whatever it is,

and do it with a will. One thing leads to another.

I like men who can defy adverse circumstances and

could earn a living in any quarter of the world in which

they were dropped down ; who can roll up their sleeves and

set to work at almost anything that offers, and who can even

sew on their own buttons and make themselves a cup of tea

when deprived of the help of womankind.

In the battle of life there is but one way to succeed:

Fight it out yourself. Give the helping hand when you may.

Take it if in some sore strait it is offered freely; but never

ask for it, never wait for it. Be independent as far as man

may be, if you would honor yourself, or be honored by

others, or be happy. —N. Y. Ledger.

The Effect of Persimmons.

Ile was sentimental—she was practical. He was

poetical as they walked through the gloaming and talked of

the stars, while she was thinking, seriously thinking, of the

future bread and meat. Why do these persimmon-trees

give forth such mournful sounds as the gentle zephyrs play

through their tops, my darling ? " asked he. 4. I don't

know, George; but I should imagine that if you were as

full of green persimmons as they are, you would be apt to

give forth mournful sounds,' too." Then a silence, such

as could be felt, settled upon the scene, and they slowly

drifted apart.

The Keystone Leads the Van.
OGDENSBURG, N. Y., May 13, 1893.

THE KEYSTONE:
Believing in progression ill our trade relations, I know

of no greater aids in that direction than our trade journals,

among which I highly prize THE KEYSTONE. Standing as

it does in the very front rank, and yet within reach of all, it

certainly deserves the highest appreciation of the entire

trade. I herein gladly enclose amount for another year's

subscription. Very truly yours, S. W. PERCY.
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Superfine Quality
/ .w.& 8. B. *
14 Plate, 14 Karat,
0 Warranted to

Assay 1-4 Gold. ,

Swivel stamped
" 14 K. "

Every retailer

should make sure that

every Chain he buys

bears one of these Tags

and has our Stamp,

Extra Fine Quality

o

it5la eiii
W. & S.B.*

o Globe Filled,
  Seamless Wire,

Gold Soldered
Joints,

Warranted
7cFpf,

Swivel stamped
" Globe" inside,
"w. & S. B.*" outside.

This plan of stamping the initials of the man-
ufacturers on the swivels was originated by
W. & S. BLACKINTON (everything to
the contrary notwithstanding), and is a
guarantee of quality.

NOTE.—This, like our endorsement,
can be proven.

on the swivels.

Second Quality
_WARRANTED,

• •

Swivel stamped
" W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

(The above Trade-Marks are patented.)
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Regular Quality
Old Reliable.
0 w. & s. B.* e

Seamless wire.

Swivel stamped
"W. & S. B.*" only.

Second Quality

C
WARRANTED

(Th 14 Kt. Plate.
--110 Kt.6old Solder
Seamless Wire Vi

Swivel stamped
"W. & S. B.*" inside.
Star and Crescent outside.

Having received complaints that
tags have been changed on our
goods, dealers should note care=
fully that swivels are stamped
with the quality to correspond
with the tags, as noted above.

•

OLD RELIABLE
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•
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Columbia Bicycle
Model 30

'

The blue-rimmed prize winner appears this year as Columbia Model 30, and

Built upon the lines of the Columbia Racer, on which were made in '92 the
world's records from one-quarter to fivc. miles, the Columbia Model 30 has shown
itself to be the fastest road wheel on the market, as proved, not by talk, but by facts.
It is fitted with Columbia Pneumatic Tires, is regularly equipped with the elliptical
sprocket wheel and finished in black enamel, including rims. Careful construction,
good workmanship, finest material and elegant finish make the Model 30 worthy of
the position it has taken as the leading light road wheel among all cycles.
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Clocks.

NY workman disposed to construct a clock
of the kind described in our article on
'‘Clocks " in May, 1893, KEYSTONE,
can, if he experiences any trouble in

procuring a rack of ninety-six dia-
metrical pitch, substitute one of

forty-eight diametrical pitch. Wheels and rack
of the latter pitch can be had of Wm. P. Walter's
Sons, 1233 Market Street, Philadelphia. It will
be understood, of course, this will make all the
parts mentioned in the article above referred to
twice the sizes given. But the parts so enlarged
will by no means be excessively large, as the
column on which the rack is placed need not
exceed two feet in height, and twenty-two and a
half inches of rack will give thirty hours' run.

It will, of course, be remembered, the wheel
or pinion engaging the rack has twelve teeth.
The drum-wheel with the eight compartments need
not, for the larger size, be twice the size recom-
mended for the smaller one—i. e., five inches—
as a drum four inches in diameter will be quite
large enough, letting the length in the direction
of the axis be one and a half inches. It is, of
course, understood the drum-wheel turns on its
axis once in an hour, and the contained fluid
passes through the eight holes in the eight parti-
tions during this time.

We should makethe plates shown at B,May,
1893, KEYSTONE, for the larger size five inches
square. We show a side view of such a plate at
Fig. i of this issue. At each corner is drilled a
hole, as shown at a, to receive a pillar for holding
the plates in position. These pillars are one and
a half inches long between the shoulders, in order
that the plates shall be separated one and a half
inches. The plates should be of No. 20 spring
brass, and the pillars Nof hard brass wire one-
fourth of an inch in diameter.

The pillars can be riveted at one end to one
of the plates (say B), and the other clamped with
a wide-headed screw, like the plates of American
watches. The better way, however, is to use
screws at both ends of the pillars. Through the
center of the drum A goes a hollow axle; this
axle can be of hard brass wire, the same as the
pillars are made of. The hole in the hollow arbor
should be about one-eighth of an inch in diameter.
The hollow axle of the drum is not attached to
the steel arbor shown at C, Fig. 5. The twelve-
leaf pinion which engages the rack is permanently
attached to the arbor C. The ratchet-wheel D
engages a click (shown at 17, Fig. 3), which is
attached to the drum A.

The back plate B', as shown in Fig. 2, is cut
out to allow the drum A to turn in the opening.
Diagonally across the opening in B is placed a bar,
shown at G, in which the back end of the arbor C
turns. The vertical bar or column H, on which
the plates of the clock slide, should be made of
brass, about three-sixteenths of an inch thick and
one inch wide, and attached to the base K resting
on the legs J J. This base is best a round disk
about six inches in diameter, and should weigh at
least six pounds. Old type can generally be bought
of printers for a few cents a pound, which can be
utilized for casting such a base. If the color is
objected to, it can be coppered and then nickel-
plated.

A cheaper way would be .to varnish the base,
and while the varnish is still sticky or only par-
tially dry bronze powder is brushed on with a
lock of cotton-wool. Through the center of the
bar His made a slot twenty-two and three-fourths
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inches long, shown at I. Fig. 6, and also in Fig. 7,
which is an enlarged view of a section of Fig. 6
between the dotted lines/ f, Fig. 6. The toothed
rack d, which engages the pinion E, is placed
inside the slot lin the bar II, as shown in Fig. 7.
The slides in which the vertical bar H moves is
shown at L .1'. Fig. 2, and also at Fig. 8, which is
a view of L, Fig. 2, as if seen in the direction of
the arrow c.

The piece L consists of a plate of heavy
brass, long enough to reach from pillar N to pil-
lar N', to which it is secured by the screws h h.
To give a long bearing in the plates L, two pieces
itrilf' are attached to L, as shown in Fig. 8.
These pieces Afare grooved to fit the edge of H.

making the slide shown in dotted outline at B,
Fig. 6, we should try and have it balance as near-
ly as possible, so the weight of the entire slide rests
on the pinion E where it engages the rack. This
policy will diminish the friction of the slide in
the pieces Al Al to almost nothing.

If we reason on the matter a little, we will
see that the weight of the fluid in the drum A
will arrange itself to exactly counterpoise the
weight of the slide. It will also be evident that
at any time we wish to raise the slide B, Fig. 6,

the pinion E and arbor C will revolve in a
reverse direction to the arrow n, Fig. 3, with
perfect freedom, leaving the drum A precisely as
it was, as relates to the plates B.

Let us explain : Suppose we attach a dial to
the plate B at the dotted line 7', Fig. 2, and
place a hand on the arbor C at g. Now as the
pinion E and ratchet D are loose on the arbor,
they will reverse and turn back as we raise the
slide B, but the hand g, as relates to the dial, will
indicate the same minute. We spoke in a former
article of having a wheel of one hundred and forty-
four teeth to engage E and carry an hour-hand;
while this does away with all dial wheels, still it
does not make as nice a job as to add a minute
and hour wheel, as in a common clock, and thus
make both the hands have concentric motion.
For setting the minute-hand the arbor C, Fig. 5,
turns friction-tight in the hollow brass arbor of
the drum A.

• Now that the practical uses of electricity are becoming
so general, watchmakers are beginning to realize how easily
the time-keeping qualities of watches are disturbed by the
effects of magnetism ; and it is getting to be.a daily occur-
rence with some watchmakers to have watches brought to
them whose timekeeping cannot be depended on, and
which, by the application of a small compass, prove to be
magnetized. These facts make it evident that non-magnetic
watches will soon become a necessity if they are not so.
already. Paillard non-magnetic watches have steadily won
their way, and have now gained so much favor with the
trade on their general merits and as reliable timekeepers,
that no watch stock is complete without them. Retailers
who handle Paillard watches are warm in their praises, and
the large and constantly increasing sales attest their intrinsic
worth.
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Seven Times Five—A Polyglot of Foreign
Business Proverbs.

FIVE FROM ITALY :

A giovane soldato vecchio cavallo—An old horse for a
young soldier.

Albero spesso trapiantato mai di frutti caricato—.4
tree often transplanted is never loaded with fruit.

Buon pagatore dell' altrui borsa ê signore—Ile who
pays well is master of other men's purses.

Chi asino e, e cervo esser si creek, al saltar del foss° se
no avvede—lle c,ho is an ass and thinks himself a slag,
finds his mistake when he comes to leap the ditch.

Guardati da chi non ha che perdere—Beware of one
who has nothing to lose.

FIVE FROM GERMANY :

El,er mobt fibt, ber ritcfc nicbt— Who is well sealed should
not budz,re.

Sad nicbtd nituet ift gefcbenft Au Omer— What's of no use
Is too dear at a gift. .

etrecte bid) nacf) ber 1/arc—Stretch yourself according
to your coverlet.

"Raft id), fo raft id)," fast bet Ccbliiffel—,, If I rest, I
rust," says the key.

91icbt6 ficbt einem gefdnibten Mann eibnlicbcr ate.1 ein Tarr
ter ba c3 Van' balt—Xothinc looks more like a man of sense
than a ji?ol who holds his tongue.

FIVE FROM SPAIN:

No mata Ia carga sino la sobrecarga—It is not the
load but the overload that kills.

El infierno esta. Hen° de buenas palabras--/Iell is full
of good intentions.

Vende publico y compra secreto—Sell publicly and
buy privately.

El echo es el que engafia, que no el pescador ni la
caiia—It is the bait that lures, not the fisherman or the rod.

Cada uno es hijo de sus obras—Every man is the son
of his own works.

FIVE FROM HOLLAND:

slechtste rad mankt bet meeste gcrans— The worst
wheel makes the nzost noise.

In geluk voorzigtigheid, in ongeluk geduld—In pros-
perity caution, in adversity patience.

Ongelegde cijern zijn onzekere kuiketas—Unlaid znrs
are uncertain chickens.

Tijd is geld—Time is money.
Wie tegen wind spuwt, mnakt zijn baard vuil—Who

spits against the wind, finds his beard.

FIVE FROM FRANCE:

On a toujours assez de force pour supporter lc malheur
de ses amis—One has always strength enough to bear the
misfortunes of one's friends.

Mieux vaut regle que rente—Thrift is better than
an annuity.

TI vaut mieux faire envie que pitij—Better to be en-
vied than pitied.

Bon charretier tourne en petit lieu—A good driver
turns in a small space.

Un petit mercier, petit panier—A little pack serves a
little peddler.

FIVE FROM DENMARK:

Gud giver aIle Mad som ban giver NIund—God never
sends mouths but he sends meat.

Lykken gaaer til Doren, sporger om Forsyn er inde—
Luck taps at the door and inquires whether prudence is

Man fauger flere Finer med en Draabe Honning end
med en Tonde Aedike—More flies  are caught with a drop
of honey than with a barrel of vinegar.

Nok er en stor Rigdom—Enough is great riches.
Naar Straengen er stindest, da brister ban narest—

When the cord is tightest it is nearest snapping.

FIVE FROM PORTUGAL:

Engana-me no preco, c nao no que mereco—Cheat me
in price, and not in the goods.

De noite todos os gatos sao pardos—.4t night all cats
are grey.

Madruga, e veras; trabalha, e terls—Rise early, and
you will observe ; labor, and you will have.

Mais vat hem de longe, que mal de perto—Better a
distant good than a near evil.

Corn agoas passadas nao moe o moinho— The mill does
not with water that is past.

'.71ease find One Dollar in payment for one year's
subscription to THE KEYSTONE—a valuable Journal
that I could not well afford to do without. I would
sacrifice my stock several times that amount if it was
necessary to secure the little sum demanded, which is
not one-fourth its value."—J. J. WILLS, Washington
C. IL. Ohio.

•
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Watchmakers' Tools, and How to
Use Them.TH.E arrange 

_
ment for slotting wire chucks,

spoken of in our last communication,
will be found in the article on " American
Lathes" in the present issue, where we
describe the mode of making cutters to

iise in a milling attachment for an American lathe.
It vill be seen we can as well split a chuck into
three parts with a saw placed on the saw-arbor as
to make teeth with a bevel-edge mill. With such
a sub-chuck as we described in last article, if we
have a hand with the hole too large it is very easy
to bush it by driving a pin in the hole, then,
placing the hand in a sub-chuck. centering and
drilling.

Such sub-chucks are also *convenient for Swiss
hands, in which the minute-hand has a socket
extending down or back into the hour-hand.
With a sub-chuck this socket can readily be
turned to go into the recess in the hour-wheel.
Occasionally a workman will come across a broken
hand that is impossible to match, and if .not re-
placed the Owner of the watch would go crazy.
Some years ago the writer had an instance in 1
fine Swiss watch with gold hands of unusual
pattern, in which the hour-hand was broken from
the socket. .

An obliging friend ransacked New York City,
but no go. A new hand was not to be had, and
it was a case of must mend. A little thinking
suggested the plan illustrated at Fig. 1, A repre-
senting a piece of isinglass or mica, such as we see
in stove doors. The hole It was punched with a
staking-tool punch of the size of the outside of
the hour-hand socket. On each side of the hole h
a slot was cut in the mica about three-sixteenths

* of an inch long, as shown at a a'. These slots
were about one-eighth of an inch-distant from the
hole h. A strip of mica was then cut about one-
half an inch long and a trifle over one-sixteenth
wide. Such a strip is shown separate at D, Fig. 2.
One end of this strip was inserted in the slit a,
the socket of the hour-hand placed in the bole h
and the strip D drawn over it, and the outer end
pushed through the slit a' ; the mica strip D was
pushed forward a little to secure it in the slit a'.
The hour-hand socket was now secure in position.
Two more slits, shown at/f, were then cut in the
mica plate A to secure the mica bar E., which was
placed over the blade C of the hand. The socket
.B and blade C of the hand were now brought
together with the greatest precision, a little borax
applied to the break at ii, a tiny bit of hard
solder added, and a flash of the blowpipe and the
job was done.

It is well known that mica is practically inde-
structible by heat, .and we certainly could not ask•
anything which would hold the parts in their rela-
tive positions any better, and has the advantage
in that the solder will not fuse. fast to it. Vhere
it is not desirable to use hard solder, the same
plan can be pursued ; but in order to make a
secure fastening of the blade to the socket it is
well to cut a notch in the socket with a thin tile,
which will just receive the broken end of the
blade, represented by the dotted lines b b, Fig. 3.
The least atom of soft solder will secure the blade
even better than the hard solder, as the operation
of hard-soldering softens the blade.

We have now said all that occurs to us on the
subject of watch hands, except to suggest remedies
for catching—a trouble often encountered in Swiss
watches, especially when they are a little flat and
the hands run close to the dial. The usual cause
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for hands going untrue lies in the center pinion
not being upright, or the center pinion may be
upright and the hole for the hand-set arbor not
concentric. Beside these causes the hand-set
arbor may be bent, or one filed up and conse-
quently untrue. When a pinion is not concentric
there is but one real remedy, and that is a new
pinion. Now the writer holds that to put a new
center pinion in a fine Swiss watch is one 4.f the
most exacting jobs that comes to hand.

The admirers of the old-style bow-lathe used
to select as a test point a center pinion of the
hollow type, as a poser for split chucks and
cement lathes. Now while we admit the hollow
pinion of a Swiss center wheel is a good example
for showing the alleged superiority of the bow-
lathe, still we bold that just as good a job can
be done on an American lathe if we make use of
its two cone-centers. Let us go through the pro-
cess of putting in a new pinion of this kind with
an American lathe.

The first thing is to enlarge the central hole

F4 v. .1

L/t >

•■■■■•

2

F4. 3

enough to receive the hand-set arbor—many work-
men call this piece the " center square." For the
commoner kinds of jobs the best tool to enlarge the
hole in a center pinion is a drill made by softening
a good sewing needle, flattening the end (after the
point is broken off) a very little, in order that the
drill will just free itself. The drill-point is made
verythick and stubbed, filed to cut only in one
direction, and hardened very hard. The pinion
should be placed in a wire chuck and the drill
held in a pin-vise. For a fine job a new Stubs
broach should be substituted for the drill.

As soon as the hole is broached out, the
pinion, while still in the wire chuck, is turned to
very nearly the correct size and length. After this
roughing out, or partial fitting, the pinion is
placed between the two cone-centers in the lathe
and the final turning done. This final turning
insures the perfect concentricity of the hole and
outside bearings, which run in the plate and bar.
The cone-center in the lathe-spindle should be
ground or turned to absolute truth before the
pinion is put in the lathe. ' The carrier which
serves to drive the pinion while in the lathe is
made of sheet brass and shaped as shown in
Fig. 5, and cemented with lathe cement to the
pinion P. We show at Fig. 4 the arrangement
and relation of the parts. In this cut P represents
the pinion, _II G the lathe center, /Nthe carrier.
In our next we )vill further consider this matter.
Sheet mica or isinglass can be had of Goodnow &
Wicr,htman, 63 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass., one
dozen sheets, two and one-half by five inches, cost-
ing fifteen cents.

The (Mara Waltham Dial Co., Waltham, Mass., is
giving substantial evidence of its success in the erection of
a new three-story factory which \yin have a river frontage
of six hundred and fifteen feet at Crescent Park. The top
floor will he occupied by a complete plant for lithograph and
camera work.
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The Jewelers' League.
The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' League was held in
New York on May 5th, 1893, Chairman Bardel,
President Hayes, Vice-President Greason, and
Messrs. Untermeyer, Van Deventer and Sexton be-
ing present. Nine requests for change of benefici-
ary were received and granted, and the following
ztpplicants were admitted to membership : C. A.
Cuppia, New York City, recommended by A. Dom-
inick and Win. Schmauder, Jr.; Frank P. D'Arcy,
Kalamazoo, Mich., by Win. Leding ; Adolph
Fox, Lima, Ohio, by B. M. Hughes ; Ingomar
Goldsmith, New York City, by S. Aufhauser and
L. Herzog ; Robert S. Henry, Charleston, W. Va.,
byW. Herman Smith ; Aug. Krautheim, Muskegon,
Mich., by A. Boehme ; John A. Leith, Bay City,
Mich., by A. Boehme ; Daniel J. Mahony, New
York City, by C. De R. Howland:. Henry A.
Meyer, New York City, by F. 1.. Smith and A.
Luthy; V. E. A. Spott, Richmond, Va., by C.
F. W. Moser and R. L. Winston.

How Success May Be Won.
" Keep down expenses! " is the cry of men in business.

.6 make your expense column light, so if the week's trade is
small you will not be apt to lose much."

.6 Keep your expenses up to the requirements of a
growing business, and you will have few poor weeks in
which to lose," is the advice of business men retired on a
comfortable fortune.

Cheap rents, cheap help and cheap advertisements
mean cheap business.

Have your store on a thoroughfare where people must
see your stock-in-trade. Then when people read your lib-
eral advertising they know immediately where you
" are at."

Make the front of your store attractive—a trade-mark,
as it were—to give an idea of the personality inside. Gold.
leaf signs glitter, but do-not attract the trade that " golden
bargains " cheerfully displayed by neat, sensible salespeople
do for pmprietors who believe in paying sufficient to secure
help that are worthy and strive for the confidence of your
customers.

Have salespeople, in fact all help, sufficiently acquainted
with business to advise patrons in selecting needed articles
for their special work.

See to it that every one is treated alike ; allow no jeal-
ousy- between help. When a poor man enters your store,
treat him with as much deference as you would a rich man.
They usually have large families and more " talk "; it is
his trade you want, also his good-will.

In .advertising, do not spend your money on fair pro-
grams and the like ; they are worse than useless. Adver-
tise freely in the newspapers, changing the wording fre-
quently, and address frequent letters to the heads of families,
inviting them to call and examine your stock.

The chief advertisement of a store is the show-window.
Never allow that to look neglected. Have the prices marked
on goods, care being taken that prices are not all ..too
dear," or all " too cheap."

Have the store brilliantly lighted—never allow it to be
too dismal. When you have tried in vain to sell an article
at clearance price, give it to a poor customer (in worldly
effects); he and his family of thirteen are yours ever after.

Now, in writing of store, help, advertising, light, etc.,
have you noticed an omission ? Why, of course ! I never
mentioned yourself. But then the last in the writing should
be first in success.

Now, then ! Look yourself over carefully. Are you
sociable? You should be. Are you quick tempered?
Avoid it. Are you setting your " profit-makers" a good
example by being personally attentive to business? Do so,
and put your profits away in barrels. •

It was His Poetical Day.
The jewelers' friend and " staff of. life-

THE KEYSTONE is said to be,
And many are the praises

That we hear, KEYSTONE, of thee.

But no one praises thee too high.
For thy worth is known by all

TEE K EYSTONE stands where others can't,
And may it never fall. 1.1. L. Mayans,

Lynn, Mass,

THE WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
SHEET-METAL PRESSED, STAMPED AND

he ubuve tIlu,ration ,hows where these goods are made

Large orders for these Insulators from the
Jobbing Trade especially solicited. We
carry a stock in Black Enameled, also in
18 Karat Bronze Finish, and endeavor to fill
orders promptly and at the lowest prices.
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For GUARANTEE OF QUALITY and

PROTECTION TO THE TRADE,

see full-page letter in April, 1893,

issue Of KEYSTONE (page 342).

NOTICE To TIE TRADE.
New York, April 17, 1893.

All persons manufacturing, buying or selling Collar-Buttons are hereby notified that

the patent on the KREMENTZ ONE=PIECE COLLAR=BUTTON, lately in
controversy, has been fully sustained and declared valid by the Supreme
Court of the United States, and all parties are warned against making, selling or
using infringing buttons.

KREMENTZ & CO., 182 & 184 Broadway, New York.
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Important to Manufacturers of' Watch Cases

and Jewelry.

Seamless Tang
SOLID GOLD, SILVER, BRASS COPPER,

For joints and Jewelers' Hollow Wire
Work, in all karats and proportions.

CHAS. NOBS, 244=
FOR SALL:: By ALL MATERIAL DEALERS.
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"Centennial" Timers.

ALL GRADES OF

Watthes
Diamonds

Gold and
Kotted-Piate

Jeveli-N
THE WATCHES ARE ONE-THIRD LARGER THAN ABOVE CUTS

THE BEST TIMERS IN THE WORLD FOR THE MONEY.

CROSS & BEGUELIN, 17Maiden Lane, New York.
FULL LINE OF

SWISS and AMERICAN WATCHES. HOWARD MOVEMENTS at 30 per cent. discount.
SENO FOR PRICE-LIST.

Wattbam
Horotogicat School

PALMER & SWAIN,
PROPRIETORS.

Waltham, Ma.

Thorough Instruction in Horology, En-

graving and Ophthalmology.

0 0

OLDEST and BEST EQUIPPED.

0 0

Graduates often sent to responsible and

good-paying situations.

Every pupil has the privilege of making a watch while here, and owning it when finished, without extra cost.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW PROSPECTUS.

M. steNLEs & SONS
618 Chestnut Street

U. S. Standard Gold-Testing Needles. $.2.00.
4 to 20 carats. Guaranteed true.

Notice 
(
'

14 FEW SPEelPILS

U. S. Standard Ring Sizes. $1.00.
Hard -Soldered.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Clock Mainspring Winder and Releaser. so cents.

U. S. Standard Ring Gauge. so cents.

American Balance-Set Jewels to tit all sizes of Elgin, Waltham, Columbus, Illinois, Hampden, etc.
Balance-Staffs
Roller-Jewels

••

•6 6(

ALL PUT UP IN FINE WOODEN BOX, WITH OLASS cAFTED VIALS.

$1.00 per dozen. $10.50 per gross.

1.00 10.50

.38 " 3.50

Have you used the Celebrated " SICKLES " Mainspring ? The Best in the Market.
Every Spring Guaranteed. $1.25 per dozen. $13.50 per gross.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" SEA. BEAN."—Please inform me where I can find
a dealer in sea beans aud alligators' teeth for
jewelry.

Write to Richard Scott Co.. Sarasota, Fla.

MEXICAN SILVER,' page 264b. March,
1893. KEYsToN E. tfl purchase Mex ican silver
goods of Iitullattan Silver Plate Co., 23 John
Street, New York. also of 1 I. E. Felshaw, care of
Victor Scott, El Paso, Texas.

" PORCELAIN LETTERS.”—Will you please direct
us to a manufacturer of porcelain letters for
show-windows, or to some person who deals in
them?

Can any of our readers name a manufacturer
dealing in them ?

" CHALK PLATE."—Will you kindly give me an
idea of the "chalk plate " process for producing
engraved plates for printing, in imitation of pen
drawings ?

You vill find the process in its latest and im-
proved form in our article " Arts Allied," in
May. 1893, KEYsToNE.

" PIANO MATERIAL."—(1) Please inform me where
I can buy piano material like ivory or celluloid
over key-tops. (2) How can I patch up bronze
where it has scaled off, so as to make it look re-
spectable ?

I) We are unable to give you headquarters
for piano material. Will some of our readers
please supply the information ? (2) See our
reply to " Bronze." in another column.

" ALUMINUM." — Will you please inform me,
through " Workshop Notes," how many years
aluminum has been in use?

Aluminum was first isolated by Wohler in
1828. In 1855 the French chemist Devine dis-
covered a process by which it could be produced
commercially. It was shortly after this date an
effort was made to introduce it into jewelry, but
for some reason the effort was not successful.

" OLD CLOCKS."—I have an old wooden clock made
by Seth Thomas and would like to know its age.
What year did Seth Thomas start his factory and
how long is it since he quit making wooden
clocks P What is the probable worth of such a
clock ?

Seth Thomas and Silas Roadiey bought out
Eli Terry, one of the earliest clock manufacturers,
in 181o. The Seth Thomas Clock Co. was organ-
ized in 1853. We do not think any wooden clocks
were made after 1853. .

" COLORED GOLD."—What process is the best for
coloring green or red gold, that is, to heighten
the color ?

There is but little that can legitimately be

done to heighten the color of colored gold alloys.
What we mean by legitimately is any process eXL

cept to run a colored lacquer over the gold.
Giving the surface a mat by means of the sand
blast gives a more decided tone to colored gold
work, especially in contrast to bright. cutting.

" BRONZE."—How can I restore bronze figures ?
Some are pretty near black. Could I do it by
polishing?

It used to be that we knew what was meant by
" bronze figures," as in the " olden time" bronze
figures were cast of bronze, an alloy of nearly
all copper. NQW, so-called bronze figures are
cast of zinc and coated with a thin deposit of cop-

and then colored in a variety of ways. Gen-
uine bronzes seldom need anything done to them.
Those of zinc, electro-coated with copper or brass,
may need a new deposit, or they might only re-
quire cleaning and re-coloring. 1Ve should have
to know better about the articles before we could
give an answ.er of any value.

" ELECTRIC MOTOR."—(1) How is glass polished ?
(2) How to make a copper and brass solution for
electro-plating? (3) How large a battery does
it require to run a motor which will drive a
Webster-Whitcomb lathe?

( r) Glass is polished by first smoothing with
emery of different grades, and the final high polish
is obtained by rouge or putty-powdef. Tin or
wood .laps are used for the final polish. (2) A
copper alloy bath of great range of color can be
made by taking 1434 ounces of bisulphate of soda,
crystalized sal ammoniac 9y, ounces, pure cyan-
ide of potassium 2y, ounces, Nva.ter gallons.
Sheets of brass. used as anodes, are hung in the
solution and • the electric current sent through,
which dissolves the brass in the solution. A
strong current deposits more zinc, hence the brass
deposited is yellower, while a weaker current de-
posits more copper in proportion. In this way
the color of the plating can be regulated by the
strength of current. (3) Much depends on the
efficiency of the motor. The Ben. Franklin Elec-
trical Co., i331 North Tenth Street, Philadel-
phia, manufactures a motor that two bichro-
mate cells will do it. The usual run of motors

require four cells of the same size.

" GILDED PLATES."—(1) I frequently get hold of
watches which have been through the hands of
a jeweler in a neighboring town, in which the
plates of the movement seem to have been re-
gilded. It seems to have been done with a solu-
tion applied with a brush, as sometimes only a
part of a plate is gilded. Can you tell me what he
uses? (2) What are Geneva diamonds? Will
fire affect them ? (3) Do pearls dissolve in vine-
gar or any acids ? If so, what acids ?

(j) A gilding solution may be made which can
be placed on a watch plate with a pencil brush, so
as to form a pool or ,puddle when a zinc wire is
touched to the surface. A gold deposit can be
made from the following solution without the aid
of the zinc wire by applying and heating the plate :
crystalized sodium phosphate, 1.41 drams ; pure
caustic potash, dram ; chloride of gold,
dram ; pure cyanide of potassitmi, 4y, . drams;
distilled water, pint. The portion of the solu-
tion which was on the plate is poured into another
bottle and not returned to the stock solution. The
plate is, of course, washed and dried. We would
not advise the use of such a solution, as it costs
double, for the work done, to the ordinary gilding
solution worked with an electrical current. A

small hand dynamo, and zu standard gold solution
in potassium cyanide, is the true method for gild-
ing on all occasions. (2) We do not know as we
ever heard the name before. They are probably
" paste," like Rhine stones, which are a very bril-
liant glass, and, of course, melt at red heat. (3)
We belieN;e that very strong vinegar will dissolve

pearls. Any of the more powerful acids, like
nitric, sulphuric or muriatic, would very soon

destroy a pearl.
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" EMERY WHEEL."—Is there any way of dressing
or cutting through an emery wheel? I have
one six inches in diameter and four inches thick;
can I make two wheels of it at little expense?

We think it would be cheaper to buy two
new wheels. Emery wheels can be turned with

a diamond tool, preferably a black diamond (car-
bonado). Rotary wheels of steel, with either a

sharp edge or numerous points, can also be em-
ployed to true and reduce emery wheels. When
a diamond point is used, the emery wheel runs

comparatively slow and the diamond points scrape
off the emery. Where rotary steel wheels are
employed, the wheels are brought to a knife edge,
and while the emery wheel is revolving slowly the
steel wheel with a knife edge is pressed against it.
It will be seen the two wheels will revolve together
and the steel edge be indented into the emery
wheel. If we move the steel wheel along, the
edge will form a spiral groove and the emery
crumble off. A steel wheel with pointed teeth acts
in the sante way.

" COMPENSATION BALANCE."— (1) Will you
please explain the theory of the cut compensa-
tion balance ? (2) I have a Swiss movement less
the dial wheels; all these are missing. How am
I to get at the right number of teeth for the
hour and minute wheels ? (3) In fitting a hair-
spring, what is gained by having the pin in the
collet come opposite the curb-pins ?

(I) The principle involved in the ordinary
bimetallic compensation balance is very simple if
we xvill take the trouble to reason upon it. Let
us take a balance of this kind and remove the
hairspring and heat it gently, and we will notice
the segments curve inward. Now, while this
does not make the balance lighter in weight: it
Nvould cause the watch to run faster (gain), be-
cause the increased curvature of the 'segments
carried a portion of the weight of the balance
nearer the center of the staff. To account for the
segments with one free end curving inward, we
have only to know that brass expands with heat
nearly twice as much as steel to see why heat
should stretch the brass and bend the segments
in ; and also that cold would deflect the segments
outward. We can in like manner comprehend
that heat would expand and lengthen the hair-
spring and cause the watch to run slower (lose) :
but not entirely from the increased length of the
spring, but also from the action of heat softening
the spring, diminishing its rigidity. Here, we
see, heat curves the balance segments inward,
which would cause the watch.to gain, but in oppo-
sition heat has a tendency to affect the hairspring
to make the watch lose. Now, adjusting to heat
and cold is only equalizing these two opposing
forces so that one compensates for the other. The
usual compensation balance has a number of
screws in the segments, but these segments have
holes drilled and tapped so these screws can be
shifted to bring about a perfect compensation for
the effects of heat and cold. Suppose increase of
temperature causes a watch to gain ; we remove a
pair of screws from near the cut ends of the com-
posite segment to a position near the fixed ends,
that is, near the arms. We have not altered
the real weight of the balance, but only pre-
vented some some portion of the weight being car-
ried toward the center. (2) See our answer to
" Information," page 263,March,I893,KEvsToNE.
(3) By pinning a hairspring in, in this way, it is
supposed to approximate nearest to the isochronal
point of each convolution of the hairspring ; or,
in other words, a hairspring so pinned in, will
have the long and short vibrations of the balance
more nearly of the same duration that if pinned
in at any other portion of the coil.
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J. M. RUTHERFORD
The Leading

Jewelry Auctioneer I
Tbe

pioneer of Jewelry puetioneers

MY business is the conducting of auctions, for Jewelers exclusively, in their places of business. My methods are original, and have been imitated by many otherssince I first introduced the business in 1858 ; and I take pride in stating that I never yet have made a failure of an auction, and have succeeded in selling stocksin many instances where other Jewelry Auctioneers abandoned an unsuccessful attempt. If you desire to go out of business, and fear that you cannot disposeof old stock by regular sales except at a sacrifice ; or if you wish to move to another locality ; or if you wish to reduce an over-large stock, or realize a round sum in cash—write to me, giving me an idea as to the amount and character of your stock, the size of your store, and the number of inhabitants of your town, and I will frankly tellyou my idea of your prospects of success with an auction. My experience has been so extended, that you might safely rely upon my judgment on the main question, aswell as on details of procedure. I can refer to many hundreds of jewelers for whom I have made auctions, and to Banks and Trust Companies as to my personalresponsibility. My terms are uniform, and are liberal, considering the quality of my service and the unvarying success of my work.
All correspondence is strictly confidential. Write for further particulars to

COL. J. M. RUTHERFORD, 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7, Philadelphia, Pa.
All letters sent to my office in my absence are forwarded to me and replied to at once.

..-------_- -....--...--

No. 618 Chestnut Street, Room 7

Philadelphia, Pa.

Names Do POOH
OPPENHEIMER BROS. 1 VEITH. New Vona.
CHARLES L. KRUGLER, Ncva YORK.
GEORGE L. STREETER, Nevi HAvcsi. CONN.
WILLIAM H. WATROUS, HARTFORD. Comm.
HENRY .1. YOUNG, Jourr, ILL
WILL SUCHMILCH, DULUTH. MIN..
THOMAS E. DOUGHTY, EAST SAGINAW. MICR.
BURT & HURLBUT, DETROIT. MICH.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, LAPIC AAAAA PA.
REED, McGRANN 4 CO., B . LA
H. Z. RHOADES 4 SON, LANG AAAAA PA

GUSTIE RHOADS, LAtic AAAAA PA.

N. MUHR'S SONS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LOUIS ATKINSON, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

BURT DENNISON, *sum/mix. N. C.

PERKINS & PYNE HARRIS•URO.

PA. W. W. RUDISILL, ALTOONA, PA.

ALBERT FRANZHEIM, WHEcuna, W. VA.
C. F. VON KANEL, MASSILLON, OHIO.

MARTIN BOCK, HAZLETON. PA.

JOHN A. WORRELL, WASHINGTON C. H., Opsio.

S. R. PARLIN, NORWICH, CONN

AND OVER FIVE HUNDRED OTHERS.

FIG. 71. WALL. CASE.
DIMENSIONS :—Height of base, 28 inches ; depth, from 20 inches to 30 inches ; height of center, 9 feet—all extreme outside measure. For further description, see page 28.

One of the handsomest WALL CASES ever shown to the trade.

Jewelers'
Show Cases

In Stock and Made to Order.
NO delay in filling orders.

WALL AND SHOW CASES MADE
IN ANY LENGTH.

FROM SIX FEET TO ONE HUNDRED FEET,

Union Show Case Co., Manufacturers, 169 E. Randolph St., Chicago.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE. MENTION THE KEYSTONE.
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American Lathes and Their
Attachments.

ET us next see what we can do with the

milling machine as a cutting engine for
wheels, pinions and rotary cutters, for use

with the milling device we have been
getting into shape. The wheel-

cutting part, or how to cut wheels
with the milling attachment, we will- give in detail
later on. We will now describe how to cut some
mills to use with the milling attachment under
discussion.

If we have an arbor for carrying a mill-cutter
attached to the slide-rest, we will be able to make
cutters very easily for the cone-chuck and also to
go on the saw-arbor ; but so far only arbors for
pivot-polishing and for parallel grinding have been
described. The trouble with employing such arbors
for cutting steel mill-cutters is, they have great
speed and but little, power ; and it requires consid-
erable power to cut steel properly with a mill, and
the cutter should revolve quite slowly as compared
with an emery or diamond lap. It is well to have
a heavy spindle which we can attach to the slide-
rest for milling pieces held in wire chucks, and
also in the Universal head, and we shall at some
future time describe how to attach such a spindle
to the vertical slide we made for the milling
attachment.

The justly favorite Rivett lathe has an attach-
ment which takes any of its wire chucks into the
tool-holder of the slide-rest, which enables us to
put the mill in the lathe-spindle and mill anything
we can hold in a wire chuck or Universal face-plate.
The slide-rest to this lathe, when so used, is
mounted on a revolving tail-stock, which affords a
vertical feed. This arrangement enables a work-
man to turn anything in the lathe—say a mill in
a cone-center. The mill is left in the chuck,
the chuck placed in the slide-rest, the slide-rest
attached to the revolVing tail-stock, and the mill
cut with a cutter placed in the lathe-spindle.

But as many of our readers have other makes
of lathes, and wish to have the best attachments
they can for their particular lathe, we will de-
scribe how to make a device for the vertical slide
described. in March, 1893, KEYSTONE, which will
hold a mill so we can cut it into perfectly even
teeth. The holder, which is attached to the ver-
tical slide, is shown at A, Fig. i ; and the dotted
lines at b h show where the face of the vertical
slide comes. A strong screw passes through a
hole, indicated by the dotted lines c c, and fastens
them together. The piece A, although solid, is
made up of three parts : the bar A, and the lugs
A' A". We show at Fig. 4 an end view of Fig.
seen in the direction of the arrowf.

The screws L have milled heads of brass, as
shown at B B'. These screws are made of steel
and have conical points at a a'. We show at C,
Fig. 2, a cone-chuck with a small mill at D.
This mill is made of Stubs steel wire and is care-
fully fitted to the hollow cone inside the chuck;
and the outside (of D) turned to the desired size
for the mill. A hollow cone is also turned and
drilled in the end of D at d to receive the cone
points a' , Fig. i. A small brass wheel is turned,
tapped, and fitted to the " drawing-in screw," at g,
Fig. 2. This wheel is turned true and the edge
divided into equal spaces, said spaces being em-
ployed to regulate the teeth cut on the mill D,
Fig. 2.

The scheme is to place the chuck C and mill
D between the centers a a', and by means of the
slide-rest pass the mill D under a cutter placed in

the lathe-spindle, said cutter being indicated at
the dotted circle E, Fig. 2. It will, of course,
be understood that by means of the vertical slide
we can perfectly gauge the depth to which the
teeth are cut in the mill D. Where larger mills
are to be cut, such as are placed on the saw-arbor,
we must have recourse to a special arbor, shown
at G, Fig. 3. This arbor is made of a piece of
large Stubs steel wire, carefully centered at the
ends j j for clamping between the cone-centers
a a', Fig. i. If it is deemed advisable, a collar

can be fitted to the arbor G, as shown at I; but
if we make use of a piece of steel a trifle larger
than the saw-arbor, we will not require any col-
lar at I.

If we have the lathe arranged for screw-cut-
ting we can turn a screw on the arbor at G' for
clamping the mills while turning and cutting
the teeth ; but we can never hope to cut a screw
with a plate of any kind which will not, when set
up, spring the arbor G more or less. In fitting
up such mills too much care cannot be taken to
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have themt rue. If an arbor is true, and a mill is
likewise true, arbor and mill must in every in-
stance run true and do good work. If we have no
screw-cutting attachment for our lathe, we had
better fit the end G' of the spindle G with a
clamping device such as was described in a former
number (October; 18910 for a pivot-polisher
spindle.

The dotted lines at F, Fig. 3, indicate a
division wheel like the one employed on the rear
end of the chuck c, Fig. 2. For that matter, we
can employ the same division wheel for both by
cutting a screw on G". The division wheels F
are held in place by a spring-latch attached to A.
but we have not the space to describe it in this
article, and consequently must defer it to our next
interview.

It will, of course, be understood that we can
substitute hollow cone points for a a, Fig. 1, in
such instances as require them. The teeth in the
mill D, Fig. 2, are cut with an ordinary ratchet-
tooth cutter, shaped on the edge as shown at 1,
Fig. 5 By reversing the cutter N on its arbor
right or left-handed mills can be cut. Such mills
as N need only cutting on the oblique edge, and
this cutting can be done for the first one with a
graver.

" I enclose money order for one year's subscription.
THE KEYSTONE is its own best recommendation, and
I shall not send you a chestnut this time. Gilding
gold is a folly—there, now."—J. W. WILLIAMS, Lex-
ington, Ky.

Lyman I). Morse once said : A railroad train will
move so long as the engine is attached. It will run into the
depot a short distance, on the momentum of the detached
engine ; but when it stops, practically side-tracked, it takes
time, steam and labor to move it again. 'Tis just so with
advertising. You can make a spurt, or stop a short time in
your regular work, but when a long gap occurs it is
practically like starting all over again, costing much more
in proportion than if it had been kept up persistently."
Advertising is a great motive power for many kinds of
business, provided the motor " is properly managed.

A Durable Watch.

After hanging on the limb of a tree all winter, exposed
to the rain and snow, a valuable gold watch and chain be-
longing to O'Hara Darlington, who lives a short distance
above Sharpsburg, Pa., has been discovered, and to-day is
keeping time just the sante as it did before it was lost early
in last November. Mr. Darlington owns the old Darling-
ton mansion with its broad acres at Guyasuta, where the
noted Indian chieftain, bearing the same name, is supposed
to be buried. Last fall he wa: in the woods superintending
the burning of some brush.

The day was warm and sultry, and on His way home
he carried his coat and vest over his arm. At the supper
table he had occasion to look at his watch, but it was not in
the accustomed pocket, neither was there any trace of the
heavy gold chain with which the watch had been attached
to the vest. A careful search failed to reveal the missing
valuables. Hastily leaving the supper room, Darlington
called his hired men, six in number, who in turn gathered
together a large number of neighbors.

Procuring lanterns and rakes, the party went to the
woods and spent the entire night in searching for the miss-
ing watch and chain. Early the next morning Mr. Darlington
and his men were back in the woods again, and the search
was kept up for two weeks. The entire woodland was
raked from one end to the other, but no trace of the watch
and chain was found.

One afternoon recently Fred. and Frank Stout, sons of
Harry A. Stout, manager of Tibb's glass house, Sharpsburg,
went to the woods for a stroll. The two boys had not gone
far when one of them had his hat knocked from his head by
the overhanging branch of a tree. Glancing up to see what
he had run against, he was astonished to see right before
his eyes and within easy reach a gold watch and chain.

The boys approached the limb to which the watch was
hanging, cautiously, lest by some awkward movement a
pretty optical illusion should be dispelled. However, they
soon became convinced that they had not been made the
victims of a trick, and a few moments later they were flying
homeward with the watch and chain safely stowed away in
one of their pockets. When Mr. Stout came home in the
evening and was shown the watch he, too, was greatly sur-
prised, for along with a party of other neighbors he had
gone on an all-night search for that watch five months be-
fore. flow the watch came to be in the position in which
it was found is a mystery. —Pittsburg Despatch.

Cleveland's Souvenirs.

While President Cleveland was in Chicago opening the
World's Fair, ex-Mayor William Boldenweck, of Lake View,
presented him with a gold medal. Boldenweck is known
beyond the borders of the State. Raised and educated in
Chicago, he has come to be recognized, and properly so, as
one of the thrifty and reliable men of the city.

He has thought out and committed to the indelible
stamp a design that furnishes subjects for the best paintings
as well as food for historians. It is a triumph that cannot
fail to be a feature of the Fair, and though its presentation
escaped notice in the manifold details of the opening event.
it will go down to coming generations in honor and glory.

It is quadruple in design, presenting four impressive and
instructive scenes. They are as follows:

First. The discovery of America, October, 1492. This
sets forth the landing of Columbus, the erection of the cross,
and the whole situation in realistic effect.

Second. The landing of the Pilgrims. This scene is well
brought out and is an interesting study.

Third. Signing of the Declaration of Independence,
July 4, 1776.

Fourth. Portraits of Christopher Columbus and GeorgeWash 

The first two scenes are on one side of the medal and
the last two on the opposite side. It is cast in the form of a
dollar, but nearly double the size and thickness. The
material is according to the cost, consisting of silver, bronze,
copper and gold.

One fact alone is necessary to be mentioned to place
this medal above all others that have been devised in con-
nection with the World's Fair. When President Cleveland
visited Chicago, Mayor Harrison cast about to see what he

• could select for a present for the distinguished visitor.
Finally he selected the Boldenweck m'edal, and had one cast
in solid twenty-three-karat gold at a cost of over three
hundred dollars. This he presented to Mr. Cleveland in
the name of Chicago, and the President admired it, ex-
pressing his unqualified approval Of .its excellence. The
Boldenweck medal therefore ranks as the World's Fair
souvenir medal par excellence. —Ex.
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Worlds Fair Souvenirs
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THE COLUMBUS.

MATCH-BOX.

REVERSE SIDE OF
HANDLE.

THE DISCOVERER.

,REVERS Z SIDE" C•

HANDLE.

WORLD'S FAIR COFECE, No. 60

COLUMBIAN STAMP-BOX.

REVERSE N OE OF'
HANDLE.

THE AMERICAN.

BAGGAGE CHECK.

R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
fivettotnitits

WALLINGFORD, CONN.
CHICAGO,

86 Wabash Ave.

•

NEW YORK,

3 Park Place.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" HARD BLACK RUBBER."—Will you give me the
process of polishing hard black rubber?

File smooth, follow with emery paper and
oil, using different grades as the surface pro-
gresses, and finish with rotten stone and oil.

" MINERAL ROD."—A customer of mine desires me
to inquire of you, where a " mineral rod " can be
obtained.

AVe are unable to inform your customer N'here
this peculiar form of fraud or swindle can be pro-
cured.

"PHOTO-ENGRAVING," alias " G. R."—How do I
make the copper bath for electrotyping, to carry
out the process of photo-engraving described in
THE KEYSTONE?

To a saturated solution of sulphate of copper
(blue vitriol), add a little free sulphuric acid, say
sixty drops of acid to a pint of solution.

" FRENCH CLOCK."—I have a French clock which
runs from one to two hours fast in twenty-four
hours. I have tried a weak pendulum spring and
find no improvement. Will you give me a remedy
for it P

We know of no way except to make the pen-
dulum longer. Try setting the escapement closer.

" OLD RUBBER."—How can old rubber be melted
and molded into small oval tips about the size of
a five-cent piece ? Also process of hardening.

Rubber can be melted by heat, but it will

not return again to its former consistency, but re-
mains a pasty, adhesive mass. The hardening of
rubber is effected by incorporating sulphur with it
and exposing it to heat.

" AMATEUR."—Can a plating outfit be run by con-
necting with an electric light wire, and how ?

Yes, if the electric light wire is one of the
direct current system. If the system employs an
alternating current, electric plating is not practi-
cable. How to make use of a light wire for plat-
ing purposes, will be fully written up in THE
KEYSTONE in a short time. We could not, in this
department, devote the necessary space.

" ANXIOUS."—I would like to have you give the
modus operandi of fitting a mainspring to a barrel
with stop-work—say a B. W. Raymond.

If the barrel arbor is required to have five

full turns as controlled by the stop-work, the

spring should give six full turns of the arbor

without the stop-work on. Under such condi-

tions the spring should be set up half a turn

before the stop-work commences to act, in which

case there would be half a turn of the mainspring

which would not be brought into action from the
interference of the stop.

" SILVER."—Will you give, through " Workshop
Notes," instructions for refining silver and getting
it into shape to be used as anodes in electro-
plating? I believe you have given something of
the kind in former numbers of THE KEY-
STONE, but it was not plain enough for me to
understand.

There is a great variety of methods for re-

fining silver, but many of them are chemically
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too difficult for the ordinary artisan. A very

simple and efficient method is to dissolve your old
silver in nitric acid, stimulating the action of the
acid by heat toward the end of the operation.
Strips of sheet-copper placed in the acid solution

will cause the silver to be precipitated in a tine
gray powder, which should be washed and dried,
and melted with sal tartar in a crucible. Silver

refilled in this Nvay is almost absolutely pure.

" DYNAMO."—(1) Please inform me how to make a
dynamo capable of lighting ten or twelve lamps
of sixteen candle-power, the voltage to be 110.
(2) How is a Seimens armature constructed ?
(3) Where can I get all kinds of castings for
electrical purposes ?

( It would occupy too much space to de-
scribe the construction of such a dynamo. You
can procure a good description of such a dynamo
in Scientific American supplement No. 600 ; price
ten cents. (2) We plead again the want of space.
A better armature for such a dynamo is a drum
armature, fully described in same number of

Scientific American supplement. (3)4 11en. Frank-
un Electrical Co., 1331 North Tenth Street,
Philadelphia. Pa. : or Palmer Bros., Manus,
Connecticut.

" GREEN."—(1) What strength of current does it
require to remove the green color from gold after
hard-soldering. How strong an electrical current
would it require to run a two-gallon solution ?
Will it leave the work bright, or does it have a
frosted look ? How is the bath prepared ? (2) Is
there not a firm in your city which supplies the
material for making a secondary electrical clock P

It requires a pretty strong current to remove
the " green " from gold work—about eighteen or
twenty volts. Some hand dynamos have a special
armature for this purpose. which is wound with
finer wire than for g'ilding. The solution is simply

a cyanide solution, made by dissolving one ounce

of cyanide of potassium in a quart of water. You
-would need no higher voltage of electric current
for two gallons of solution than for one quart ; the
amperage might need to be more for a greater
number of articles than for one article in a small
vessel of solution. The work is left in shape so it
is easily repolished, not deeply pitted like satin-
finish. (2) There was a firm of this kind, but we
are unable to find the present address.

"BENZINE."—(1) Where can I obtain pure benzine
and alcohol for watch work ? (2) Is wood alcohol
suitable, if pure ? (3) What is the best tool for
freeing a watch case to make it open easier, also
what tools to use to make it close tighter? (4)
How can I restore silver filigree jewelry to its
original whiteness ? (5) What is the most that
any movement claiming to be adjusted to heat
and cold varies in one month?

(i) Bullock & Crenshaw. 528 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. (2) It is as good and no better

than any alcohol. (3) We never used a freeing
tool for this purpose which was entirely to our

mind, nor have we been more fortunate in tools
for making them close satisfactorily. You had
better write to your material man on this matter.

(4) Heat the goods to a low red heat, and allow

them to cool very slowly, then let them lie for an

hour or two in a solution composed of water,

ninety-seven parts, sulphuric acid, three parts.

(5) Hard to decide ; probably four minutes a

month.

" GOLD ALLOYS."—Please give me a recipe for .10,
14 and 18 karat solder, also how to alloy gold for
casting of 10 and 14 karat.

Gold solders are difficult to compound to suit

all parties. Very easy flowing solders are usually
brittle, as they contain a large percentage of zinc.

A very simple rule ill compounding gold solders
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is to work from a calor basis. By this we mean,
first compound an alloy to suit in color, and to
this alloy add a little " compo " (an abbreviation
for composition), prepared by melting together
two parts of copper and one of chemically pure
zinc. Enough of this composition is added to
reduce any gold alloy about two karats in quality,
when the portion so reduced can be employed as
a solder for that alloy of gold and match it very
closely in color. A good alloy for 14. karat gold
for all around work, casting included, is composed
of 6$ parts copper, 3Y, parts silver, 14 parts fine
gold. For 18 karat gold, 3 parts copper, 3 parts
silver, IS parts fine gold. We would beg to add
that we think it will not pay any repair shop to
make up its own gold solders.

" PALMETTO."—(1) Live in a town where there is
no gas, and doing some manufacturing have to
melt gold with charcoal and do soldering with
alcohol ; lamp would like to know if I could not
get a gasoline furnace that I can use for melting,
and have the thing arranged so I can use the
apparatus for soldering, of course using a differ-
ent burner. (2) If I am not mistaken, THE
KEYSTONE in poising a balance insisted on
parallel bars as " the thing." I saw a workman
the other day using truing calipers ; he said that
this was the only method for tine results. He
had worked in the factories, and for fine poising
the calipers were always used there. Would like
to have the pros and cons on the subject.

(r) There is a device described in a little work
published under the title of " Ways and Means,"
by A. H. Clavers, which describes the construc-
tion. The work can be had at this office, price
$1.00. We shall describe a gas generator on a
similar principle some time during the summer.
(2) The poising tool with smooth, horizontal edges
is conceded, we think, by all parties to be the most
accurate for poising. The Elgin people used no
other some years ago. Any person can easily try
both methods, and our experience prompts the
belief that any errors in poise which cannot be
detected by the truing calipers, will reveal them-
selves OD a poising tool with horizontal edges.

" CLOCK NAMES," alias " SUBSCRIBER."—(1)
What are the correct names of the different parts
of a clock movement ? (2) What causes the main-
spring of a watch to break shortly after being
cleaned?

We do earnestly hope our friends will heed
our request to avoid such names as " Subscriber,"
" Reader," and the like, as we receive a dozen
letters a month under such noms de plume for
" Workshop Notes." Any person can see it leads
to confusion.

(i) The names for the different parts of clock
movements have never been very definitely settled,
especially in the striking parts, which have varied
with different makers. Britten, in his hand-book,
gives the names of the parts for a striking train
for grandfather and chiming clocks in which a
rack and snail are made use of; but in these days
of Yankee clocks, the rack system is very seldom
employed, and when it comes to Yankee clocks,
probably the workmen in each factory have their
own names for such parts as are peculiar to their
peculiar mode of construction. (2) What is the
real cause of mainsprings breaking after being
removed from the barrel, cleaned and returned, is
something difficult to explain. That such is the
case any workman of long experience in the trade
is well aware. The probabilities are that the atoms
of steel composing a mainspring. on being entirely
relieved from the tension maintained in the barrel,
take a relaxed relation to each other, which yields
or breaks on the former high tension being resumed
—somewhat like bending a piece of metal back
and forth to break it.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this de-
partment should send name and address—not for pub-
lication, but as an evidence of good faith.

" SAND-BLAST."—Please tell me how to construct
a sand-blast machine in a store. and where to
find the sand.

See page 452, NIay, 1893. KEVsToNE.

" JEWELS."—Please inform me of the materials used
by the different watch companies for making
jewels.

I■lostly garnets for pallets and plate-jewels,
and rubies for escapement boles and end stones.

ESCAPEMENT."—What is to be done with a
watch of good grade which will not run without
oiling the escapement every two or three months P

Probably the best remedy would be two new
pallet-stones of sapphire or real ruby. In place
of this, try changing the escape-wheel for a new
one of the same grade.

"GOLDEN STATE."—(1) How many watches of. all
grades are there manufactured in the United
States every year ? (2) How many in other coun-
tries combined? (3) How many are exported
from the United States each year, and to what
country does the largest number go P

Will some of our readers who have a statisti-
cal turn of mind, give our friend from the Golden
State the necessary figures?

" ROLLED PLATE."—Why do rolled-plate goods.
such as neck chains, blacken the neck P Will
the best rolled-plate blacken the skin, or is it
only the poorer and cheaper kinds which do it ?

We never beard of good rolled-plate goods
blackening the skin any more than solid gold
goods of the same quality. Some jewelry going
under the name of rolled-plate has very little if
any gold upon it.

" DIAMOND."—Will you inform me if there is any
preparation, and what it is, which will protect a
stone of this kind, so that I can solder on new
clamps without unsetting the stone ?

A workman should, in every instance, remove
a diamond before hard-soldering any part of the
setting in the immediate vicinity of the stone.
When a ring is broken opposite, it can then be
safely soldered. A diamond might be heated red-
hot a great many times and not materially injure
it ; and, again, it might split on the first experi-
ment. Heating red-hot does, in a degree, injure
the polish. No preparation will protect a stone.

"MAGNET."—Please state in " Workshop Notes"
if the demagnetizer described in December, 1889,
could be used on an Edison continuous current
electric light line of 110 volts. What kind of
a helix will be needed, and how many feet of No.
18 insulated wire shall I order ? Would the helix
be better circular than oval P

Such a demagnetizer can be used on an
electric light line with continuous current of
volts ; but you will need a fine wire, about No. 28
Birmingham wire guage (diameter in decimals
of an inch, .016). You will .require one pound
cotton-covered wire, which will measure about 115o
feet. The winding is done ag directed for the No.
16 wire, and the current-breaker is arranged as
described. 'Fhe connection should be made
through a lamp.
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" PIVOT-GRINDER."—Please let me know, through
" Workshop Notes," what the rotary pivot-
grinders and polishers are made of, and hotv
used from a rough pivot to a finished one.

Pivot-grinding laps are usually made of soft,
gray cast-iron, sometimes gun-metal or bell-metal.
The polishing laps are made Of tin, zinc, bell-
metal, ivory or boxwood. For grinding, the cast-
iron is shaped for pivots with either conical or
square shoulders. Fig. 5 shows a grinding lap
for pivots with square shoulders, the angle at k
grinding the square shoulder of the pivot. The
lap shown at Fig. 6 has the angle at 1 rounded for
conic–al pivots. The dotted lines at G represent a
portion of the spindle of the pivot-polisher. The
axis of the pivot-polisher is set parallel to the axis
of the lathe. The spindle of the lap has two free
motions, one in the direction of its axis, controlled
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by a button at the end of the spindle, the other
motion produced by the finger-brake which presses
the lap sidewise to the pivot. For grinding, a
mixture of oil-stone dust and oil ground very fine
is applied to the cast-iron lap, and gentle pressure
applied to bring the grinder in contact with the
parts to be ground. The pivot should revolve in
one direction and the lap in another. As soon as
all graver marks are obliterated, the grinding lap is
changed for a polishing lap,•and diamontine and
oil are applied to a tin or boxwood lap, which is
used precisely as for grinding, until a fine polish is
produced. The great trouble with pivot-polishers
and grinders is, workmen do not turn to as great
perfection as they should, but resort to grinding
to smooth the job, which is ground out of round.

" U. S. TINKER."—As the series of " jack-
Knives " articles progresses, and the description
of screw-cutting lathes proceeds and is brought
before your readers, " us workers " will need some
fine measuring instruments, and I think directions
for making a " micrometer caliper," " surface
gauge " and " center indicator " will be of interest.
I have an easily-made centering device for mark-
ing centers for almost any size of round rods.
which some of your readers will find valuable.
To make one, I take a piece of round machinery
steel of the proper size, and drill a hole axially

through the center, about one-fourth of an inch in
diameter. I show such a piece of steel at If, Fig. 7,
the dotted lines at in indicating the central hole.
I place the piece H in my lathe and face off the
ends at o. I next turn a screw on .11 at n n,
which exactly corresponds to the nose of my
lathe-spindle, consequently my scroll-chuck goes
on n up to the shoulder p. I now make a centering
punch of one-fourth inch drill-rod, which exactly
fits the hole at in. 1 screw my scroll-chuck on
to n, close its jaws on any round rod or bar I
wish to center, strike lightly on the punch in the
hole in, and, of course, correctly center the piece
clamped by the jaws of the chuck. I have given
no size for H, except the hole because lathe-
spindles vary in size ; but I think if the idea is
once " taken in " any mechanic can readily make
the part the proper size to fit his lathe-spindle.
The drill-rod center which goes into m is shown
at J, Fig. 8. Of course, the point r must be
truly central. as it relates to the rod J. The
needful thing for a small steam engine is a boiler.
Lots of publications describe how to make a small
engine, but they say not a word about the boiler,
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which is one of the most important parts. Can-
not the KEYSTONE expert, who seems to be an
encyclopedia on nearly all mechanical subjects,
give us instructions for making a safe and satis-
factory boiler and steam-gauge? Our large lathe
will require overhead motion for inside and out-

'side grinding, milling fixtures, etc., which I hope
to see at an early date.

[We are very thankful for the description of
the simple but effective centering device. We
are pleased to inform our correspondent, and, we
presume, inany other readers, that micrometer
calipers, and other precision measuring tools
" are on the list " for publication. As to a boiler,
see " Jack-Knives " in this issue.—F.D.]

" GOLD SOLUTION," alias " SUBSCRIBER."—Wil
you please inform me how to change a twenty-
two-karat gold solution to a fourteen-karat—say
one pint?

We repeat the request that our correspondents
will avoid such names as " Reader," " Sub-
scriber," etc.

If by a twenty-two-karat gold solution you
mean one made from coin gold, we would say
that you will not be apt to get a good color. If
you add cyanide of copper—say fifteen grains to
the pint—you get a red gilding. The strength of
the battery current, the temperature of the solu-
tion, the depth to which anodes are bung, all
contribute to the result obtained. From a solution
mixed and sold as a fourteen-karat, a skillful
gilder would deposit almost pure gold. We
should be pleased to give specific instructions on
such matters, but it is impossible to do so, as
there are so many factors involved in the problem.

" GREEN GOLD."—I have a medal of red gold with a
wreath. Can the wreath be colored green with-
out interfering with the rest of the medal,
instead of making the wreath of solid green gold?
Can gold be colored green by acid or electro-
plating P

There seems to be an impression with many
workmen that gold alloys Can be colored almost
any color by chemical action. This is a mistake.
Coloring gold by the action of acids admits of
only a very limited range of Roman gold, which
is simply leaving a coating of pure gold by dis-
solving out all the alloy. A reddish color on gold
of the usual jewelry alloys can be obtained by
immersing in a porcelain dish containing strong
sulphuric acid, in which a few crystals of saltpeter
are placed. The acid and saltpeter are heated up
to about 212° F. As far as coloring by electro-
deposition is concerned, the range here is also
very limited. A greenish color can be had by
mixing a little silver-plating solution with the
usual yellow gold solution (both cyanide solutions).
The color is far inferior, however, to any of the
green gold alloys. Red coloring by electro-de-
position is simply a cyanide solution of gold to
which -cyanide of copper is added. The more
cyanide of copper there is in the solution, the
redder the deposit. In manufacturing, colored
gold alloys are employed for all fine goods ; and
for those of inferior degree, stock plate, formed of
gold of the proper color, is used. Some very
inferior articles are gotten up by electro-plating
with a green gold (silver and gold mixed) solu-
tion for green gold, and cyanide of copper
solution for red. • Blue gold is imitated by a
silver deposit colored. Such work is generally
matted by the sand-blast process, which aids in
preserving the lacquer employed in heightening
the color. The lacquer is the hard, white varnish
of the photographers mixed with a very trifle of
aniline color of the proper hue. Not enough
color is employed to give the idea of paint.

VW-Address all letters to Dr. C. H. Brown, 1820 Diamond Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The

Our Correspondence Department commends 
d 
itself
a 

to the most
. cntical an stisfies the most

exacting. It is just entering its fourth year, and it has been in existence long
enough to thoroughly test its efficiency and to justify its existence. It has
never failed to afford the greatest satisfaction, and the hundreds of opticians
who have graduated under its teaching are reaping the benefits in an increased
business, and are enthusiastic in its praise. They all declare, as of one accord,
that our Correspondence Course is far better than they expected, and that it
has done more for them than we claimed.

Our Correspondence Department has made for itself a permanent place in
the optical world. It has reached its present commanding position by sheer
merit, and in spite of the most adverse circumstances, as rival optical colleges
have ridiculed it and tried to bring it into disrepute. But it has gone steadily
onward and upward, lengthening its lines and strengthening its stakes.

Our Correspondence Course has been entirely rewritten and enlarged, and
many new and valuable features adopted, as our past experience suggested, so
that now it is well nigh perfect. Our Correspondence Graduate receives our
regular diploma with a degree, which our charter from the State authorizes
us to confer.

Now that we have told you these facts, we will take no more of your
time. You are busy, so are we ; but we are not too busy to send you our
circular, if you are not too busy to write for it.

Address all letters to

Optician's
Record
Book:
$2.00.

Dr. C. H. Brown,
1820 Diamond Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Leading Houses Say

Cheap fixtures LOWER the grade of your goods.
We make the BEST, and they RAISE the grade of your goods.

American
Office=Fitting
Company

DESIGNERS AND

MANUFACTURERS OF

WE MAKE TO ORDER

ONL.Y

SEND FOR

ESTIMATES AND DESIGNS

ArtfsiTc
Store
;UrrilYtUre

Modern and original in design, and of the best workmanship, for the
Jewelry, Silverware and Kindred Trades.

Handsome and rich Wall and Counter Cases. made portable.
Designs and estimates furnished on application.

CALL AND SEE US WHEN IN CHICAGO.

Office and Factory:

530 & 532 South Leavitt Street
and 41 & 43 Olive Street Chicago

S 77

You've No Idea
the strange orders we sometimes

get strange, because unusual for

a Jeweler to get such orders. We

had one awhile ago for a dozen

Tin Ice Cream Forms we filled it,

though we don't solicit orders ex-

cept for Watches, Diamonds and

Jewelry. By the way, we're proud

of our Order Department but why

shouldn't we fill orders promptly

and well, with every facility at

our command ? Oh ! don't forget,

please, that we are Special Selling

Agents for Howard Watches, so

that when you have a call for one

you'll know where to send for it.

Wo"","1"1"."1".

HaydellW.Whaler&Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New York.

0••
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ETR E E
Rivett Lathe

A Crosby Lathe
Rivett Staking Tool

Every practical watchmaker in the United States

and Canada who visits the World's Columbian

Exposition, should register at the exhibit of

the Faneuil Watch Tool Co.

The Faneuil Watch Tool Co. will give three
prizes, Free. Every man registering

will be entitled to a number, and the lucky

numbers will be published in "The Keystone."

Location of Exhibit:

Machinery Hall Annex,
Section 32, Column Q=4I.

Med Wad Tool Co.
Office : 474 Washington St.,

Boston, Mass.
Factory : Brighton,

Boston, Mass.
Faneuil Station, B. & A. R. R.

RIVETT

OGDEN, UTAH.
Correspondence Solicited and Held Strictly Confidential.

REFER YOU BELOW TO A FEW OF THE MANY FIRMS

FOR WHOM I HAVE MADE SALES:

HAtansti W. WHEELER, New York City.

GREEN, SMITH WATCH AND I)IAMOND Co., Denver, Colo.

En. 1. SALsisos, Tacoma, Wash.

M. A. ROSE, Colfax, Wash.

E. L. PEISAR, Aspen, Colo.

A. P. Ross, Centralia, Wash.

FREEMAN MCCARTNEY, Park City, Utah.

J. GLicx, Stockton, Cal.

I. J. SHARICK, Tacoma, Wash.

RoE Pownm., La Junta, Colo.

N. B. LEVY & BRO.
Scranton, Pa.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver=Plaied Ware,
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Clocks, Etc.

WHOLESALE. ONLY.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY.

To the Jewelry Trade

OUR 
facilities for purchasing direct and in

large quantities all foreign and domes-

tic goods handled by us, and our position to

pay cash for same, enables us to secure at

all times THE LtOWEST POSSII3LtE PRICES.

We sell to legitimate jewelers only, and

send no circulars broadcast throughout the

country heralding prices, but solicit cor-

respondence and a comparison of prices.

Selections sent to any part of the United

States. Respectfully,

14, 13. LEVY St 13130.
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%tate Vuitoinp at the fair
Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania structure is in the colonial
style of architecture, while the front is an exact
reproduction of oh! Independence Hall, having
its entrances, bz..II-tower and spire... Independence
bell hangs in the tower. The rotunda within the
entrance is finished in tile and slate, like the old
hall. The building is rectangular in form, two
stories high, with a ground area of i io by 166
feet. The corners of the front are quarter-circled
in: Piazzas twenty feet wide surround the build-
ing, and over them are verafidas with protecting
balustrade. Outside staircases, right and left to
the rear, lead to the garden on the roof. This

roof is covered With American-made tin produced
in Philadelphia. The outer WallS to the roof line

are of Philadelphia pressed brick. Above the
main entrance is the coat-of-arms of the State, in

bas relief, and on either side of it are heroic

statues of Penn and Franklin. The front is

further ornamented with two free
groups of statuary, one emblematic
of the arts and sciences, the other
of mines and manufacture. The
interior finishing represents, in the
floors, native marble and hard
woods from Pennsylvania, and the
walls are wainscoted in wood,
frescoed and heavily corniced. The
women's rooms are finished in

maple and the men's in oak. The

walls of the women's rooms are
ornamented with mural paintings

by Pennsylvania women. All the
ceilings are of stamped metal, and

the staircases are of quartered oak.

On the main floor is the reception-

room, thirty-three by fifty-six feet,
and on either side are, parlors for

men and women. On the second
floor are rooms for the Governor.

the press correspondents, the treas-

urer of the commission, and the

Board .of Commissioners. There

are three bedrooms in the tower.

The building is supplied wit eight
hundred electric lights.

The front entrance opens into a

central rotunda, to the right and left
of which are the general reception-

rooms with toilet and dressing-room
accessories. In the rear an exhibition-

room extends the entire width of the
building. The walls of this apartment

are ornamented with the portraits

of distinguished Pennsylvanians, and
many rare documents of historical

interest will be displayed. Stately and imposing

as the exterior of the building is, its interior

recesses present more gratifying results from being
crowded with objects of absorbing interest, not

only to Pennsylvanians but to people from all

over the world.
Broad, winding staircases lead to the second

story, where the waiting-rooms and the offices of

the executive commissioners are located. There
is also a room for the use of the press corre-
spondents, and a room furnished with newspaper

files for the use of the general public. The doors

and windows of this floor open upon broad

verandas, admirably arranged for promenading

and sight-seeing ; and outside staircases lead to the
roof-garden, whicb, besides furnishing a birds-eye
view of the grounds, will be in itself a spot ( f
floral loveliness and quiet retirement from the busy
throngs. The main purpose held steadily in view
in the design and construction of this edifice has
been to furnish spacious and comfortable quarters,
where Pennsylvanians in attendance at the Exposi-

CONNECTICUT BUILDING.

579

twenty-three feet in size. The new structure is on
the west of the " Shelter." It is sixty by one
hundred feet in size, and two stories high. It is
in wood and staff, with towers and roof corres-
ponding to the " Shelter," so that the two struc-
tures combine harmoniously, after the style of a
French chateau. The " Shelter " is used for a
State exhibit, corresponding in character to the
Sioux City Corn Palace exhibition. In the new
part, on the first floor, are reception-rooms for
inen and t'omen, commissioners' offices, committee
rooms, postoffice, writing and baggage-rooms.
On the second floor are the assembly hall, photo-
graphic exhibit, reailing and reporters' rooms.
Cost, $35,000.

Connecticut.

The Connecticut Building is in the colonial
style, the building being a type of the Connecticut
residence, with the addition of circular windows

on the north and south, and a cir-
cular piazza on the rear.. It has a
ground area of seventy-two by
seventy-three feet, including the
piazza, and is two storie.s high.
The exterior is weather-boarded and
painted white. The roof contains
five dormer windows and is decked
on top. The. deck is surrounded by
a balustrade, and . from its center
rises a flag-staff. The main entrance
is off a square porch, covered by the
projecting pediment, which is sup-
ported by heavy columns. The
interior is finished in colonial style,
with tiled floors, 'paneled walls, and
Dutch mantels. The plumbing and
carpenter's hardware in the building
are in special designs, and are do-
nated as exhibits by Connecticut
manufacturers. On the first floor is
a .reception hall, twenty-one by
forty-eight feet, with a light-well in
the center. In the rear of the hall
is a stairway with a landing half
way up. Flanking the hall are
parlors for men and women. The

second floor is divided up into living
rooms, and will be.occupied by the
executive World's Fair officer of Con-
necticut and his family during the Fair.
Cost, $12,000.

PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING.

•

•-• • ocer,,„ • - g E. 4

IOWA BUILDING.

tion may meet .each other and seek relief from

sight-seeing in social intercourse. amid historical

and other surroundings which will tend to illustrate
the influence of the Commonwealth on the develop-
ment and growth of the country. Estimated total

cost, about S95,000
---

Iowa.

A large part of the Iowa Building is consti:

tuted in what is known as the Jackson Park

Shelter." The building belongs to the Park

Commission. It is a granite structure with a

slate roof, with conical towers of pavilions at the

corners. It is sewnty-seveu by one hundred and

Minnesota.

Thd'' Minnesota Building is de-
signed in the Italian renaissance style,
two stories high, with a mezzanine

-tory in the rear. The frame is of wood, covered
With staff. The roof is of Spanish tile. The
ground dimensions are seventy-eight by ninety-one
feet. The main entrance is on the south. In the
recess within the entrance is a sculptural group,
symbolizing the legend of Minnehaha and Hia-
watha. On the first floor is the exhibition hall,
fifty-two by seventy-eight feet, a p( stoffice, baggage
and ticket rooms, and superintendent's room.
The main stairway is in the rear, opposite the
entrance, and on the landing half-way up is a
semi-circular bay alcove, with large windows. On
the second floor are a reception ball, parlors and
retiring and committee rooms. Cost, $30:000.
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&neva Optical Compan
The Geneva Lens-Measure Improved.

?p,T. FEB.i24 /89,
PP:r•PEODING.

CFA,-ivEVA/OpTICi\- -
C111 CAGO.0U.S.A.

Illustration full size.

Price, Sao.00, net.
The improved Lens-MeaAure works upon the same principle as the original instru-

ment, but the movement is different and more exact. The size is reduced so that it can
be readily carried in the pocket. The inch numbering is added upon the outer circle,
and in addition a Vernier movement is added for the purpose of more readily measuring
periscopic lenses.

Full directions with each instrument for measuring every form of spherical,
cylindrical or sphero-cylindrical glasses.

Loring Improved Ophthalmoscope.

Loring's Improved Ophthalmoscope has rectangular tilting mirror, disc with 15
lenses, secondary disc containing 4 supplementary lenses and protecting lenses in main
disc from (lust and injury ; numbered in dioptric system, in white, — in red figures ;
75 combinations can be made from ± or — .5o to + 23. — 24. and the power of each
combination shown in opening in back ; condensing lens in rim. All in silk-lined
morocco case.

Folding
Pocket
Retinoscope.

- $143.00.

Folding Retinoscope,
inches in diameter; when
closed the cover protects the
mirror, and open forms a
convenient handle. $2.00.

No. 996.

We Still Offer Our New

Complete Set of Trial Lenses
A MARVEL OF CHEAPNESS,

in fine case, and contains
32 pairs 4- Spherical, 0.25 to 20 D.
32 " — 0.25 to 20 1).
20 " Cylinders, 0.25 to 8 D.
20 " — " o.25 to SD.
10 Prisms.
Jo Discs and Colored Lenses.
I No. 915 Trial Frame.
" 919 "

All mounted in metal rims, GOLD-PLATED on concave lenses, nickel-
plated on convex lenses. GUARANTEED ACCURATE.

Price: $59.00, less 10 and 6 per cent. cash discount,
or NET CASH, $50,

Now is the Me
to correspond with us about fitting up
your optical stock and preparing yourself
to do the business in a thorough and
satisfactory manner.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY
and the

WORLD'S eOLUMBITIN EXPOSITION
Location, of Emthibits

Liberal Arts Building—Main Gallery, North:
Exhibit of goods manufactured by GENEVA OPTICAL
COMPANY—Ophthalmological, Microscopic and Photo-,
graphic Goods and Appliances, Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,
etc.

Machinery Hall, Column S, No. 48, Northwest:
Exhibit of Machinery and Processes of Manufacture of
Lenses, Frames, etc.

Liberal Arts Building—Main Gallery, West Side
(British Section) :

Exhibit of ROSS & CO., London, England—Photographic
and Microscopic Goods and Appliances.

Liberal Arts Building—Main Gallery, East (French Section)
Exhibit of PICARD, Paris—Opera, Field and Marine
Glasses, etc.
Exhibit of E. LACOMBE, Paris--Opera, Field and Ma-
rine Glasses, etc.
Exhibit of H. ROUSSEL & L. BERTEAU, Paris—
Photographic and Astronomical Goods, etc.
Exhibit of IVEN WERLEIN, Paris—Saccharometers,
Spectroscopes and Ophthalmological Apparatus.

Ehtnological Building:
Exhibit of A. GOUBEAUX, Paris—Ophthalmometers,
Stereoscopes, Spectroscopes, etc., by Javal, Bull and
others.

In addition to the above, several Exhibits have been placed in the care of this Company.
Visitors to the Columbian Exposition can secure full information in reference to the goods from the attendants in charge, also at the Company's

Exhibit in Main Gallery (North), Liberal Arts Building, and at the offices of the Company at

07 & 09 Ulasbington Ztreet, Cbicago.
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[hi order to insure an answer in the next issue, questions
should reach us by the zst of the preceding month.]

[We will take pains to carefully answer all questions of
optical subjects, and give advice in the-management of diffi-
cult cases, and our subscribers are cordially invited to invoke
our assistance whenever they find themselves in need of
counsel and advice. In addition to giving a careful history
of the case, please always give information on the following
points:

. I. Visual acuteness .of each eye.
2. Improvement in vision from glasses.
3. Range of accommodation (without and with glasses).
4. Evidence of astigmatism as shown by radiating lines.
5. Evidence of muscular insufficiency.]

" BEGINNER."—Why is it necessary to leave before
the eye the lens that corrects distant vision to fit
glasses for near vision or for reading P Could we
not get the same result without?

We do not know what " Beginner " had in
mind in asking this question, or we could perhaps
better answer it to more fully meet his inquiry.
As stated above, the first step in the examination
of every case is to ascertain the acuteness of vision
and determine the refraction. This reveals the
existence of any hypermetropia, myopia or astig-
matism that may be present ; and the correction
of which, by the proper lenses, makes the eyes
normal and places them on the same plane as
emmetropic eyes.

In young persons with good accommodation,
this correction will answer for both distance and
reading, if the degree of defect present is not too
high. But in persons who are approaching the
presbyopic period of life, or where there is a very
wide departure from normal, a different glass must
be supplied for reading. In hypermetropia the
reading glass must be stronger ; in myopia, weaker;
and in astigmatism a spherical must be added to
the cylindrical correction.

Now when we come to determine the reading

glasses we will have a much easier task if we take
the eyes with their refraction already corrected

(that is, emmetropic eyes), as then we have only

to make allowance for a diminished accom-

modation ; whereas if we test the reading capacity
without the distance correction, we will have a

double and more difficult task, as we then must
determine the refraction and afterward the range

of accommodation.

" TYRO."—I had a patient, aged fifty-five, whose vision
was 58. It. E. ia — .50 C — 1.50 cyl. ax. 600 = ig;
L. E. — 3. = ig. She afterward consulted a phy-
sician who recommended R. E. — 2. = ; L. E. —
2.75 = Ia. He also prescribed -t- .75 both eyes for
reading. She complains that the distance tires
her eyes and the reading glass blurs. Can you
tell me if my examination would prove a com-
fortable one for distance P What would prove
correct for reading?

This case will serve to emphasize the answer

given to the previous question, that is, distance

vision must first be corrected and the eyes made as

nearly emmetropic as possible, and then naturally

follows the reading correction. According to

" Tyro's " examination there is a marked astig-

matism present in the right eye, which seems to be

entirely ignored by the physician who afterward

prescribed glasses. But as " Tyro " obtains a

vision of with the cylinder, while the phy-

sician only secures a vision of -:y'a with the spher-

ical, we are bound to conclude that " Tyro's "

examination is the more thorough, and that his

glasses ought to prove the more satisfactory for

distant vision. The question occurs whether a

still better correction could be made if the ex-

amination was repeated several times. Also
whether this patient had previously worn glasses
(and if so, what number), or whether this is the
first correction attempted. For reading we would
advise trying each eye separately with the distance
correction, and adding that convex spherical lens
that affords the most comfortable sight at the de-
sired distance.

" MARK NEBRASKA."—We fitted a customer to-
day with the following lenses : R. E. 2.50 D., L.
E. 2.75 D., and he could see plain to read at four-
teen inches distance ; in fact, he could see as well
as when a child. But with the same glasses he
can see at a distance to perfection. What is the
reason P. Of course he is very much pleased with
the spectacles, but we would like to know, as it
is something new to us.

This is unquestionably a case of hyper-
metropia, if the lenses prescribed are convex,
which we presume they are, although this point
is not mentioned. The test for hypermetropia is
the acceptance of a convex lens for distance, and,
in this case, the fact that he is able to see at a
distance so well with these glasses (convex) at
once proves it to be a case of hypermetropia.
There are three things we ought to know in this
case—the visual acuteness, the age of patient, and
the manifest hypermetropia, which latter is meas-
ured by the strongest convex lens that will be
accepted for distance.

The routine examination of every case should
commence with ascertaining the acuteness of vision,
and then proceed to trial of distant vision with
convex lenses. If this had been done in the
present case, the existence of hypermetropia would
at once have been discovered, and an explanation
found for his good distant vision. We are not
told the age of this patient, but we presume he is
not old (he must be less than forty years), as
otherwise he would require a stronger glass for
reading than he can see at a distance with.

" OPTICAL STUDENT."—I am a close student of
your journal in every department where informa-
tion is to be found, but that which interests me
most at the present time is your " Opticians'
Manual." And just 'here let me say it will be a
pity if after you have exhausted the subject in
THE KEYSTONE that it will not be possible
for you to reproduce the same in book form, after
the manner of your "Hand-Book of Letter and
Ornamental Engraving, etc. "; and if it should
ever make its appearance in that form I for one,
life, health and strength remaining, will be among
the first to possess it. (1) Would you kindly ex-
plain what you mean by " distant vision" in the
testing of eyesight, i. e., what distance and what
size of print, or other object, is used at such dis-
tance? (2) What is meant by ig, on page 371,
middle column, third paragraph from top, in the
April number of THE KEYSTONE P

( ) The normal eye focuses parallel rays on
the retina without any effort of accommodation.
Parallel rays are those which proceed from cx-
tremely distant objects, but those which proceed
from objects twenty feet away are so nearly par-
allel that they may be considered as practically
parallel. Hence the test-card is hung at twenty
feet, and the vision that is measured at this dis-
tance, or at any distance beyond, is called distant
vision. The test-letters are so constructed that they
shall form an angle of five minutes on the retina,
as explained in " The Opticians' Manual " in this
issue, and hence we have a definite size of type
for twenty feet as for every other distance.

(2) In the examination of every case the first
step is to ascertain the acuteness of vision. Now
the acuteness of vision is expressed by a fraction,
the numerator of which is the distance at which
the patient is seated, and the denominator is the
number of the line which the patient can read.
For instance, if the patient is seated at twenty feet
and reads the No. zo line (which is the line that
should be read at twenty feet), his visual acuteness
is n. If he can only read the No. 30 line (which
is the line that should be read at thirty feet), his
visual acuteness is H. If he can only read the
No. Ioo line (which is the line that should be read
at one hundred feet), his visual acuteness is y2erf,
and so on.

" WHARTON."—Give us the theory of using the
Maddox prism, or the usual lenses to test muscu-
lar trouble by candle-flame.

The Maddox prism or Maddox's rod test is

an admirable method for detecting any muscular

insufficiency, and depends on the lengthening of

a flame into a line of light, and makes the images

formed in the two eyes so dissimilar as to abolish

the desire to unite them. The line of light is at

right angles to the axis of the cylinder ; the cylin-

der is placed in the trial-frame over one eye, with

its axis horizontal, (the other eye being uncovered)

when the line of light will appear vertical. If this

vertical line of light is situated over and passes
directly through the flame, there is no apparent
muscular insufficiency. But if the candle-flame
and the line of light are. separated laterally,
insufficiency of the internal or external recti
muscles is present, which is measured by the
degree of prism, base in or out, which is necessary
to bring them together. A lithographed scale may
be placed back of the flame with its zero just
behind the flame, the figures on which will indi-
cate the deviation. In vertical diplopia the scale
is placed vertically, and in horizontal diplopia
horizontally, and in each case the axis of the
cylinder must be parallel to the scale.

" C. P. PEACHER."—Will you please give me some
information as to this patient, as I cannot do any-
thing for his eyes P I would like to know whether
there is any glass that will do him any good, or
is an operation necessary P I tried him with
both convex and concave lenses, and neither im-
proves his vision, but have their due effects on
his eyes. He has never been able to get any
glass that would improve his vision. He only
reads out of his left eye, and has to almost cover
it with his finger in order to see any, and has
to hold reading matter right up against his eye
to see any at all. The only thing that improves
his vision is the pin-hole disk. His eyeballs are
dancing all the time. This young man is only
twenty-three years old, and was born in this fix.
His father and mother both have good eyes. I
would be very glad if you could give me some
information.

This is a case of nystagmus, which means a
peculiar restlessness or oscillatory movements of
the eyeballs. These movements are involuntary,
that is, they cannot be controlled by the indi-
vidual, and are usually horizontal, or from side to
side, caused by the internal and external recti.
They may be vertical, or up and down, caused by
the superior and inferior recti, and occasionally
rotary, caused by the oblique muscles.

Nystagmus usually appears early in life, and
is most commonly found in those who are born
with defective vision, as in albinos, opacities of
the cornea congenital cataract, disease of the
choroid, and strabismus. It may be acquired and
appear later in life, as is sometimes seen in those
who work in coal-mines, where the insufficient
light and the blackness of the surroundings pro-
duce but a dull impression upon the retina and
fail to afford the necessary stimulus to the co-ordi-
nating muscles of the eyes. The same explanation
holds good in the congenital cases, where the
defective vision interferes with the fixation of
sight which is so essential for clear vision, and
gives the eye over to the control of muscles which
have lost the stimulus of co-ordination.

The movements are generally associated ones,
that is,, the two eyes act together, and both eyes
are usually affected. Those patients in whom
nystagmus is due to a congenital defect of vision
do not complain of any movement of objects
which they look at ; while persons who become
affected in later life are more apt to be troubled
in this way.

Nystagmus usually remains as a permanent
disease, varying somewhat with the state of health,
although, in some cases, the,disease may diminish
or even disappear.

In every case of nystagmus any anomaly of
refraction must be corrected by suitable lenses,
and in the case under consideration this is the
first thing to be attended to ; and as the pin-hole
test shows an improvement in vision, an equal
improvement can be expected from lenses.
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Trifling with the words "JAS. BOSS"
sternly prohibited by law.

An IN JUNCTION granted by Judge Phillips, of the U. S. Circuit Court for the

St. Joseph Division of the Western District of Missouri, which has

an important bearing upon your business.

)ear Sir:

We have just succeeded in frustrating an attempt to make capital out of an unwarranted

and illegal use of the words " Jas. Boss " in connection with watch cases other than those

justly entitled to that name.

J. F. Hartwell, of St. Joseph, Mo., trading as J. F. Hartwell & Co., recently advertised

and Sold cases which he described as being " manufactured under the Jas. Boss patent of two

plates of solid LI K. gold and a plate of composition metal between.- Each of these cases was

accompanied by vhat purported to be a twenty-five-year guarantee, with the name " United States

Watch Case Co.- printed at the bottom. There is no such concern in existence. We discovered,

on investigation, that the cases thus described and guaranteed were our Cyclone cases,.

which are not made as described, which are not Boss cases, nor are they sold by us under

guarantee. Cyclone cases are made of an outside layer of solid gold soldered on a plate of

composition metal which has a heavy electro-plating of gold by special process on the inside.

The Cyclone is a handsome, long-wearing, serviceable case, and the best made at the

money (in fact, much better and contains more gokl than many cases guaranteed for long periods

by other makers), yet describing- it as a BOSS case an-d guaranteeing it as such is an injustice

both to the trade and to the public. We consequently brought suit against Hartwell in the

Circuit Court of the United States for the St. Joseph Division of the Western District of

Missouri, and, on motion by us for a preliminary injunction, .judg-e Phillips enjoined Hartwell

" from selling, trading or disposing of any watch cases as 'Boss ' or Jas. Boss ' which

are not made and sold as such by the Keystone Watch Case Company ; and from

selling any 'Cyclone ' cases with any guarantee, and from using the name of 'Boss ' or

Philadelphia, Nlay 25, I 893.

-
James Boss ' on any guarantee, or in any advertisement of or in any manner in  _ con-

nection with watch cases which have not been made and sold as Boss' or James

Boss ' cases by said Keystone Watch Case Company.

The exact language of this decision should be carefully noted by every jeweler, especially

at this time, when there are being put on the market quite a number of so-called filled cases with

what purport to be long-time guarantees. Each of these cases sold is certain in time to injure

the reputation and hurt the business of the seller, and hence the necessity of being very careful

to deal only in filled cases of established reputation and guaranteed bv responsible concerns.

As indicated in the above decision the word " BOSS" (or the words " Jas. Boss ") in
connection with watch cases is our sole property. We will always, as in this instance, rigidly

protect our rights, and shall be obliged to any jeweler who will inform us at an- time of any

infringement or violation of same, whether by the unwarranted use of our names, our trade-marks

or our guarantees.
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Yours very truly,

Keystone Watch Case Company

May Echoes From Missouri

Warrensburg, Mo.,
May I, 1893.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Sirs : One of your watch
cases, bearing this stamp,

" Jas. Boss. Patented May,
1852," came into my shop to-
day. With the exception of

a little whitish spot on one

side of the stem, the case is
in perfect preservation—in
fact, could not be told from

an 18 K. gold case. Party

says he has worn it for over
twenty years, and the rela-

tive from whom he bought
it had worn it for ten years.

Respectfully yours,

J. W. SNODDY.

Neosho, Mo.,
May 2, 1893.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sirs : I have a watch
in Jas. Boss 18 K. gold filled
case No. 2457, with the words
" Jas. Boss. Patented May
3, 1859," under bezel. The
case is in good shape as far
as wear is concerned, though
quite battered. It has been
in the possession of and worn
by one party for thirty years,
and the party he got it from
had had it for two years.

Yours truly,

GEO. R. TERRY.
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Harrisonville, Mo.,
May 3, 1893.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen : Must say that
the Boss filled case is the
best in the world and the
easiest sold. In it is most
satisfactorily combined skill
in workmanship with artistic
designs of engraving. I am
clearing my stock of every-
thing else and in future will
handle nothing but Boss
cases.

Respectfully,

P. J. ZILLES.

S. •
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A Few Guarantee Truths
The guarantee system was first devised, perfected and put

in practice by us.

Our guarantees were the first pronounced avowal in obligatory
form by any company of responsibility for its products.

Each guarantee given with a Boss case is a contract in legal
form, under the signature of the Company, that the case will
veal- a specified number of years:

During all the years since introducing the guarantee system
we have never in a single instance failed to make good a
guarantee where a Boss case, by some accident or other,
was not up to our standard.

The small number of times that we have been called
upon to make our guarantees good (barely enough
to give us an opportunity to prove their reliability) shows
how well-founded was our original belief that guaranteeing
Boss cases could never become a burden to us.

Tens of thousands of Boss cases have already long out-
worn their guarantees, while the. guarantees of all other con-
cerns have been in. existence only a comparatively short time,
and are still in the experimental stage.

Besides, not a few of the guarantees now on the rounds are
entirely bogus, are signed by fictitious names, and accompany
boo-us "filled" cases. Beware of them.

Stick to established reputation and proved honesty

Keystone Watch Case Company

Pertinent Pointers
that will repay perusal

Success in your business demands
that you be at all times in a position
to supply the wants of every class of
p atrons. No one in your city, town
or neighborhood, however rich or
P007-, should be above or beneath
your business solicitude. To cater to
the few and neglect the many is busi-
ness suicide to cater to the many
and neglect the few is, at least, a
business blunder.

Reference to your watch case
stock will illustrate our meaning. Did
it consist solely of gold filled and silver
cases, you would not be making the
most of your opportunity. Jones, the
banker, may require a' solid gold case.
Brown, the coachman, may be perfectly
content with silveroid. It is your busi-
ness to accommodate both.

Not supplying the goods at all,
however, is much better for your name
and business than supplying goods of
inferior quality—goods that are certain
to dissatisfy. A bad " filled " case, for
instance, sold to a reputable customer
generates around it a wave of defama-
tion that will keep enlarging until it em-
braces the whole locality, to the great
detriment, possibly the damning, of your
business.

But, you remark, you might sell
such a case quite unconscious of its in-
feriority. This may be so, but in this
enlightened age there is no excuse and
little forgiveness for such gullibility on
your part. A few pointers in this con-
nection may serve you.

We, The KeystoneWatch Case Co.,
make every description of case, and
our make is the proved and acknowl-

edged standard in each grade. A

knowledge of our trade-marks you will

find a bulwark to your reputation, a

safeguard against deceit.

The Keystone solid gold case is

easily first among solid gold cases-in in-

trinsic worth, in mechanical perfection,

in beauty of shape, in excellence of

engraving, and in general finish.

We recur to Boss cases merely to

affirm once more that they are the jew-

eler's old reliable stand-by—the mainsail

of his business rigging. Have you seen

samples of our latest patterns?

The Cyclone rolled-plate cases

are unique combinations of gold pres-

tige, appearance and beauty with silver

prices. As a salable case the Cyclone

is always a winner, and its constituency

is all-embracing. It is anybody's case

and everybody's. If you still refuse

them a trial, let us assure you that you

are paying the penalty of your stubborn-

ness in cash.

It is almost unnecessary to refer

to Leader silver cases or their acknowl-

edged supericrity among silver goods.

Rival manufacturers no longer make

any attempt to equal them. We are

now producing new designs that will

interest you.

If the purchasing community

were divided into metallic groups, the

Silveroid group would evidently com-

pare well with the others in numbers.

This is manifest from the demand for

our Silveroid cases. How is your stock

of them?
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H. M. SMITH & CO.
83. Nassau Street, Manufacturers of Best Quality New York City.

Gold Pens, Holders, Picks, Pencils, etc.

Agents for PAUL E. WIRT and BLACK DIAMOND Fountain Pens.
Jobbers in WATCHES, DIAMONDS and CHAINS.

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

SOMETHING NEW AND USEFUL'
The Unique

,
0

Size, zo!/... x 4./2 X 7. Price, $5.00.

Patent Material Cabinet
is the most convenient and practical on the market. Besides its usefulness, it is an ornament,
and should be found on every watchmaker's bench. Ask your jobber for same, or write direct to

GEO. II. KETTMANN & CO.
Jobbers in Watches, Clocks. Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Plush and Paper Boxes.

Movements, Cases and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS.

547 w. Market Street, LOUISVILLE, KY.

P. W. GESSWEIN,
39 John Street, Sole Agent for the World-Renowned NEW YORK.

13OURGOUIN'S CHASING TOOLS
Frisoirs
Perloirs
Egrenoirs
Pointilloirs

Straight Tracers
Arch-Shaped Tracers
Crescent-Shaped Tracers
Tracers with Beads

Polished Chasers
Burnishing Chasers
Line Chasers
Interlignes

Beading Tools for Silver
Border Tools
Round Tools, Grain Relief
Star Tools for Silver

LARGE ASSORTMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK.

Leaf Mats
Fancy Mats
Tint Mats
Star Tools

for Chasers

Barley Corn
Sunflower
Marguerite
Wolf's Tooth

American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass.

Stoney Batter Works, Chymistry Dist.

SPECIAL
PRIZE!
To every watch-repairer who

buys a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with at least ten-chuck combination,
between the first day of January,
5893, and the closing of the World's
Columbian Fair at Chicago, will be
given an order on our Chicago office
for one ticket of admission to said
Fair. To every married watch-re-
pairer two tickets of admission
will be given. The proofs required
will be guarantee accompanying the
lathe, bill of same, and autograph of
the watch-repairer and. if married,
the autograph of the wife.

TICKETS OF ADMISSION TO WORLD'S FAIR

Established in. 1880.

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

p. j. 01111011011S,
104 State St.

Chicago, III.
All Correspondence Strictly Confidential.
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Reference of a few sales made:

E. HALLETT, Lincoln, Nebr.
JOSEPH & FISH, Chicago, III.
M. J. BENJAMIN, Denver, Colo.
A. PINOVER, New York.
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio.
M. B. WRIGHT & CO.. Kansas City.
CHAS. WICKLAND. Tiffin, 0.
A. T. "IHREADGALE, Taylor, Tex.
JOHN LEITH, Bay City, Mich.
H. HAHN, Lansing, Mich.
AUSTIN & HUNTER, Belton, Tex.

WORDEN & MORRIS, Fort Wayne, Ind.
1). A. SHEPHERD, Brookfield, Mo.
ROTHE IMPORTING CO., Denver, Colo.
W. A. PFISTER, Sheboygan, Wis.
GEO. BEENTER, Lead City, South Dakota.
C. S. DURFEE, Davenport, Iowa.
C. B. sco-rrs SONS, Mayfield, Ky.
PAUL HEIFER, Saratoga, N. Y.
0. L. ZINIMERMAN, Jeffersonville, Ind.
W. B. TALIFAFERO, Jackson. Tenn.
D. DONINAU & BRO. , Waco, Tex.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or

silverware house of Chicago.

Attention Watchmakers!

Buy the

Every One Warranted and you will never buy any other.

Made in all sizes and grades, for all kinds of American and Swiss watches.

Our Name on Each Spring.

FOR SALE ONLY BY

ALBERT H. BONNET
Only Strictly

Wholesale Jewelry House
in Ohio

24 East Spring Street

Columbus, Ohio
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SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY

L. COMBREMONT
IMPORTER OF

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
2 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES

Combination Jewelers' Pliers
Progress Saws

Geneva Lathes
Watch Glasses

Jean Richard Mainsprings
Fancy Dials

Louis XV. Hands
White Metal Chains

AGENT FOR PERRENOUD & BRODBECK, CHAUX-DE-FONDS.

Wholesale Jeweler,

A full line of the
following goods
always in stock :

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,

CHAINS,

CHARMS,

TOOLS and

MATERIAL.
A 5022

Orders for Materials
and Jewelers' Findings
accurately filled on short-
est notice.

Orders for the

Latest Novelties
and

NEWEST STYLES
promptly tilled.

4.4-. 157 j4(ciz4/0,n, .2i/o-e/rucie,

tA/04e/t,
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

Menden, Mo.,

May 2, 1893.
To whom It may Concern:

Having./ ust closed out a
stock of watches, clucks Jew.
elry and silverware as mort-
gagee at Fort Scott, Ran., I
take pleasure In recommend-
ing C. W. Bowman, the
j ewelers' auet loner, o f Kans..
City,forthesuceessful manner
In which he conducted the
sale. Mr. Bowman has all
the necessary qualifications,
being a praetleal jeweler,
u.ing good judgment, and
basing a thorough knowledge

of human nature, with the
address and appearance of a
gentleman, combined with a
certain amountof magnetism
to hold and capture any
crowd, making friend, and
gaining the confidence of the
public to asurprising extent.
With all these traits I am
justified In saying that bet.,
In my opinion, without an
equal In his line. As asuecess
I can recommend him on any
nod all occasion.

Yours truly,
D. 0. HERNDON.

To whom It may concern : Nevada, Mo., March 14,1893.
Mr. C. W. Bowman having just closed an auction sale for me, I take pleasure Inrecommending him to any jeweler who may need his valuable service. as an auctioneer. I ean

most cheerfully and truthfully state that Mr. Bowman h.s few, if any, equals in his line. Hiaaddress is good, his language choice and refined, and as a reader of human nature he is a decidedsuccess. From my acquaintance with him, I have found him a gentleman of strict integrity,and one thoroughly famIllar with his business. Ile commands the confidence, secures the good.will and Influence of all. He han made many warm friends In Nevada, among them the butpeople of our city, who would cordially welcome him should he ever return. I shall, at any
time, cheerfully respond to all applleations I may have regarding Ms character and ability,and wish him every success.

J. W. TALBOT,
Wholesale and Retail Jeweler and Jobber.

C. W. BOWMAN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
613 Keith Ec Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.
I am a practical watchnytker and jeweler, thoroughly versed in all lines of the business. I have nevermade a failure of an auction sale. Can furnish many such references as ones above from jewelers for whomI have conducted sales. Letters addressed to me at my office during my absence will be forwarded and an-swered at once. All correspondence strictly confidential.

Write for particulars to C. W. BOWMAN,
613 Keith & Perry Building, Ninth and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.

To patronize us will

'We

benefit your business,
enhance your reputation, because

make a specialty of repairing chronographs.
do our work promptly.
guarantee satisfaction.
charge lowest prices.

THOS. J. JUZEK & CO., Trade Watch Repairers, 33, 35, 3T, 39 Douglas Ave., Elgin, Ill.
AGENTS FOR MOSELEY LATHES.

Send for our New Trade Price-List with Discount Sheet. All orders for Tools or Material receive prompt attention.

SON Oust-Proof WO Kegs.
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE
FOR SALE

BY THE TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.
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JEWELERS'

CASE
IN STOCK 

S
AND MADE TO ORDER.

Our Cases are the Finest glade, and Always Carried in Stock.

:1 nitIllull I I :. iii ill IIIIi 1i1 11111,111 11111111111i J I

Our goods are the finest made. Complete Outfits made on shortest
.notice. Original Designs furnished upon application.

Special attention will be given to Exhibition Cases for the
Columbian Exposition.

`•

Belton Show Case and Mirror Works
Proprietor

27 Lake Street, Chicago.
Branch—Seattle, Wash.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE FOR 18,93
MENTION THE KEYSTONE.

A Watch Movement has been manufactured

and sold by the Aurora Watch Co., of Aurora,

Ill., and other similar movements are being

manufac-

tured and

sold by the

Illinois

Watch Co.

of Spring-

field, Ill., and the Columbus Watch Co., of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding and hands-setting train is moved into or out of engagement

with the winding-wheel or the dial-wheels by the longitudinal move-

ment of the stem-arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters

Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August 4, 1885, which patent is

owned by us, as has been decided by Judges Blodgett and Sage, of the

United States Circuit Courts, in suits against the hereinbefore named

Watch Companies, and by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upon the appeal of the Illinois Watch Company from the adverse de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court. In such decisions the

Courts hold that the said patent is a good and valid patent, and that

the defendants' movements infringe the same, and injunctions have

been issued restraining the said Companies from further infringement.

The trade is hereby notified of our rights under the said Letters

Patent No. 10,631;and that in future we shall hold each person or firm

dealing in infringing movements personally responsible.

T. M. AVERY,

R. E. ROBBINS,

Trustees for the American Waltham and Elgin National Watch Companies
Send for Catalogue.

 111111114b,
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Auction Sales conducted in any

part of the United States or Canada in a

straightforward, business-like manner.

My Past Record is a sufficient

guarantee for my success in future. Sales

conducted in a manner which will inspire

confidence and insure profits instead of

loss, and will leave your business stand-

ing with your patrons in as good condi-

tion as before the sale.

Have no fear of sustaining losses, for

in my arrangement with you I will con-

vince you there will be none.

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,

Silverware and Objects of Fine

Art, handled with competent

knowledge.

Write me for full particulars, and make

your arrangements ahead, as my time is

fully taken up.

Z. G. W. WATSON, •
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER,

Main Office, 22 John Street, New York City.

ESTABLISHED IN 1889. FOURTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Jewelers' School
of

Letter and Monogram Engraving
( Formerly 63 to 69 Washington Street,)

On or about May ist, 1893, in our new, elegant quarters—suite 1312,

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING,

State and Washington Streets,

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
OVER 200 GRADUATES.

All employed at remunerative wages.

TH E first, only and best school in the country, where young men and women can learn the art of
letter and monogram engraving, and make a practical use of it. Every graduate tit to fill
position. Engravers are in more demand, and receive better pay, than any other branch of the
business. A full corps of competent engravers as instructors. Students practice on solid silver
plates, spoons, rinks, etc., and, when further advanced, on gold.

The school is located in the Columbus Memorial Building, overlooking the center of the city
and the lake. More than twenty wholesale jewelers, watch and watch case companies have taken
their quarters in this new building.

Our students can see actual work done in the same rooms, as we employ a number of journeymen
engravers on designing and engraving artistic monograms, inscriptions on tine jewelry, also modeling and
chasing, and designing and etching bowls of s'poons, etc.

Students wishing to go through the factories of Messrs. Wendell & Co. may do so by obtaining a pass
from one of the instructors ; and while we do not believe a student can learn more than one trade at one
time, they may obtain superficial knowledge of all kinds of manufacturing, which will be surely beneficial
to one in the retail jewelry business.

The school is conducted by Richard 0. Kandler, who has for many years been connected with Messrs. Wendell & Co. as foreman of the engraving department, and
chief instructor of the school since it was organized. We know exactly what an average student can accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months or less
to every student we accept.

We are further justified in making the statement by the progress every student already entered has made. We can refer to every graduate of the school, and well-
known jewelry houses who are employing our graduates..

The Jewelers' School of Engraving is recognized by the trade throughout the country, and its graduates are eagerly sought after by the best retail jewelers in all sections.
If you wish to become a first-class engraver, attend a school where engraving only is taught.

FULL. TERMS AND INFORMATION

ON APPLICATION. RICHARD 0. KANDLER,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. PROPRIETOR AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.
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VI 118/C WATCH GLASSES
The W B&C watch glasses are recommended for their superior make, on

account of the quality of the glass, the finish of the edges and accuracy of sizing.

They are considered the best in the market, and kept in stock by all the leading

dealers in the country. The price is only a trifle higher than the inferior makes,

but this is easily made up in the saving of breakage, not to mention the greater

facility of fitting, and consequently saving of time.

Ask for the W B&C Watch Glasses.

Orders for our new JEWELERS' COUNTERBORES are pour- O'HARA WALTHAM DIAL CO.
ing in upon us in such quantities that we are convinced
we are again meeting a special need of the trade.

Set A.
Consisting of iz sizes
,f Case-Screw Coun-
terbores for use on the
leading makes Of
American watches.

Price, $2.90.

Set B.
Consisting of 7 sizes
of J ewel-Screw
Counterbores for use
on the leading makes
of American watches.

Price, $i.00.

ISPECIAL OFFER ! 
•ery watchmaker who purchases between this date and

November 1st—either direct front us or through any jobber—

a Three Four Hopkins Lathe, with one of our chuck

combinations, will receive, free of charge, one Set B of our unequaled jewel-Screw Counterborcs.

Send for a price-list, and then get the best lathe on the market, A THREE FOUR HOPKINS.

Waltham Watch Tool Co., Springfield, Mass.
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WALTHAM, MASS.

ALBERT BERGER & Co.
The Oldest House

in

Their Line.

Best Goods

at

Moderate Prices.

Watch Glasses, French Clocks, Optical Goods, Opera Glasses,
Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye-Glasses. Ground Lenses Interchangeable,

a Specialty.

47 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
LENSE AND WATCH-GLASS FACTORY IN LORRAINE.
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OFTEN YOU WANT A STAMP
FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The cut shows our hand-stamp ready for use. The wording can be changed as often
as desired. We furnish with each stamp a neat box containing several complete sets of
5A and 6A alphabets, 11 A's in all, and a dating-stamp thus:

"PAID AUG. 11, 1892,
good for-six years, with extra words in solid blocks of rubber—Paid, Ree'd, Ans'd,
Ent'd, 0. K.

For $3 h arwgeessepnrdeP aid, Outfit No. 224,
from which you can adjust various stamps for printing Letter-Heads, Business Cards,
Postal Cards, Envelopes, Labels, Price-Marks, Tags, Receipts, etc. It consists of a Four-
Line Stamp, a Self-Inking Pad, a pair of Tweezers, and a box of Rubber Letters contain-
ing 285 separate pieces, consisting of.l.etters, Figures, Points, Ornaments, Spaces, etc.,
also the words " RETURN IN 10 DAYS TO," " FROM," " FOR SAI.E BY," and
a complete Dater Outfit. With this stamp you can print your " ad." any place. Spec-
imens of type furnished:

A single Rubber Stamp that will do all your small
printing and save its cost a dozen times over.

14i3j6J:kria-ii
eaffiLl f ciGgl):Pa)

e.`269180X2131.1".

1000
Rubber Stamps

for $3.00.

AAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBOCCC
77888899990000$$......,,,,,,--"'÷+÷
RETURN IN 10 DAYS TO FOR S_A_T_.= 3E3Y

If not found satisfactory, money will be refunded. Reference, any Chicago jobber.

WM. H. DIETZ, 115 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Regular Prices.
TYPE, - - - $2.75.
PAD, - - - .35.
DATER, - - 1.00.
Sent Prepaid, - .20.

Total, - $4.30.

Price to you, $3.00.

ARE YOU RN RIMER? rma.
ARE YOU LEARNING? t BOOK?

Over 2200 Different Monograms.

More than

6000

Combinations.

Book indexed, so you can find any 2 or 3
letter design in Ito seconds' time, also contains
specimens of Old English and Script Text,
Ornamental and Cipher NIonograms. If book

• is not found satisfactory, money will be re-
funded. Sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00.
References, any Chicago jobber.

ADDRESS

W. H. DIETZ,
115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

NEVER MADE A FAILURE!

References from over 200 wholesale and retail jewelers ! Made three sales in Cleveland,
Ohio, during the past two years, which amounted to $2oo,000 ! Will buy stocks or have them
replenished. If you contemplate making a sale, write at once for terms, which are moderate.

HERMAN G. BRIGGS,

( Correspondence

Confidential.

IL 

Jewelers' Auctioneer
11,111111611,1110

Address : Howell, Mich.
4, •

Students of Horology and the World's Fair.

IT'S ONLY A JUMP FROM

The Elgin tiorological School, Elgin,
TO THE WORLD'S FAIR GROUNDS.

Do you wish to be near Chicago during this summer ? We have first-class accommodations for all intending watchmakers who wish to
visit the Fair for pleasure or knowledge, or both. The horological exhibit will be a wonder in itself. We are still pursuing our straightforward,
honest course of making Competent and Experienced Watchmakers of our students.

Do you wish to learn the trade from the foundation ?to perfect yourself in the more difficult parts of the trade ?

to become an Expert Engraver ? 

Then write to us for our beautiful New Catalogue,
and see what we can do for you.

OURS is the only school which gives its students Individual Instruction.
OURS is the only Watchmakers' School in the country having the indorsement of the Western Trade Journal and Review."

NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHICH WE ADMIT IS LIMITED. APPLY AT ONCE, IF YOU WISH A SEAT.
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 Quality is the Standard of Value. Learn all you can about the Moseley Lathe.

A bread-winner for the watchmaker.
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Columbia's Jewels.

REDUCED PRICES
ON CHUCKS AND COMBINATIONS.

This must certainly interest the watch repairer.

NONE SO BLIND
as those who will not see ! This is the worst sort of blindness—the
won't see " kind.
But it is curable, fortunately. We do it by escorting the sufferer

over our establishment and exhibiting our stock of

OPTICAL SPECIALTIES,

He is invariably convinced that we not only carry an exceptionally I
complete assortment of Optical Goods, but that our prices are very low.

IN OUR WORKSHOP

we till all special orders promptly.

John W. Sanborn 8z Co.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN OPTICAL GOODS,

414 and 416 Washington St., Boston.

59The Peoria Horological School.
FOR_THE_PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL TEACHING OF

WATCHMAKING AND REPAIRING.

Rooms, Cor. Afain and Efizabeth Sis., Peoria, Ill.

The object of this School will be to supply the demand

for a higher grade of skilled artisans in this branch of

industry.
The School is founded by and will be under the di-

rection of Professor L. D. JONES, an expert of the high-

est order, both in theory and practice, and well-known to

the watchmaking fraternity.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Peoria florologieal School.,
Cor. Main and Elizabeth Sts., Peoria, Ill.

18 Karat Philosophy.
If you have not seen our great cata-

logue, you have missed a half
year's profit.

It is not only a "money-saver," but

a " money-getter." Get one

at once.

Every page is replete with in-
ducements to the intel-

ligent jeweler.

To keep in the swim you must

know WHAT and
WHERE to buy.

We have the products and the

prices to suit everybody.

Give us a trial.

OSKAMF', NOLTING & CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

MAMMOTH WHOLESALE JEWELERS

OF AMERICA.
••■

To the Jewelry and Optical Trade:

Pat.
AP. 14,
189z.

The Lamb Eye=Shield
is guaranteed to be the most desirable EYE-PRO-
TECTOR made. It is light, flexible and waterproof.
It is made to tit closely to the face and around the eyes
a soft, felt din on the face side renders it impossible for
dust or any other substance to enter between it and the
skin small perforations in the felt rim admit sufficient
air for the eyes to retain their normal moisture. The
EYE-SHIELDS are formed of the clearest mica. and
are perfectly transparent. They are furnished in either
clear, blue or smoke, as desired.

The Lamb Eye-Shield is in
great demand by horsemen bi-
cyclists, car-drivers, motormen,
engineers, stonecutters, thresher-
men, etc.

Quick so es with liberal profits are assured. Order through your jobber, or send direct for trade prices.
One (sample dozen sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of .P.00.

W. S. McGowan Jr., Manufacturer,
P. 0. Box 2501. BOSTON, MASS.

PAT. APRIL 18, 1893.

Our Watch-Pockets arc made from the
best Chamois Skin and in assorted colors,
and have a spring guard so constructed as
to close the mouth of the pocket and
completely surround and clasp thc pro-
truding stem of the watch, whereby the
watch is held steadily in place and effectu-
ally protected from excess of dust and
from being unlawfully abstracted front the
pocket. The pocket should be sewed in,

DEATH TO PICKPOCKETS!
THE LATEST NOVELTY OUT'.w

7W7XFZ'T'IN'S

Dust-Proof mill Safetu WWII-Pocket
sure protection to prevent the

watch from falling out of the pocket
or being stolen. It also keeps the
watch bright and free from dust.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Wholesale Prices: Gents', $2.00, Ladies', $1.75 per doz.

Sample Pocket, 25 Cents.

MARTIN'S
Novelty Manufacturing Company.

towA FALLS? IOWA,

PORTRAITS

FORREST BUILDING,

LANDSCAPES

eATALOeuES
• COMPILED AND ILLUSTRATED

FOR ANY BUSINESS.

BUILDINGS

JEWELERS' AND WATCHMAKERS' WORK A SPECIALTY.

A. N. CLARK, Plainville, Conn.
Manufacturer of

The Celebrated
LOOP WATCH KEY

Never made better and never more
popular than at present.

,trried in sto.:k by ail

Wholesale Dealers.

Numbers stamped on each key.

Send for price list )t
these and other goods.

Crosby's Jeweling Tools.

Clock Screw-Drivers. Length 7% in.

Rosewood Handles, Niclicl-Plated Uiado and Funks. Convenient for dccp work,

nout.:. •
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Headquarters for

X. E. Wt.
aoobs

Nos. 302 and 304 can be set

with diamonds and other

precious stones.

No. 303.
Lapel Button and Pin. Gold. $S.30

per doz. Plate, $4.00 per doz.

No. 301.
Gold. $24.00 per dor.
Plate, $13.00 per do?..

No. :too.
;old, $12.00 per doz.
Plate, $5.75 per doz.

No. 304.
I:old, $19.50 per do?.
Plate, $11.(1) per do/.

No. 302.
$4.73 each.

RUBENSTEIN BROS., 43 and 50 Maiden Lane,NEW YORK CITY.

The Illustrations in The Keystone are made by the

sirod
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1-)csravir)s5 of all kinds, at moderate prices, for commercial purposes.

Newspaper and Fine Book. Illustratinc5.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

EVERY ONE INSURED!
SUPERIOR qUALITYG CROCUS FINISHED

A full line of Watch Materials and Tools.

HARIGH&Ca.

WE HAVE NEVER MADE A FAILURE 1
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PRIZE MOILS,

CLUB, CLASS AND SOCIETY

Gold and
Silver

L. [LONG
8:13Ree

Refiners and Assayers,
Sweep Smelters,

. Go r el-raf6ey Maro_YRaFF

rleCiDat4,

McCALL'S
ELECTRO-GALVAN IC

RING

A positive cure for Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Has been manufactured for
the past thirty years. Covered \vial a stout shell of solid gold. Retails.for $2.50.
A liberal discount to the trade.

NONE GENUINE UNLESS STAMPED "MCCALL'S ELECTRO-GALVANIC."

MANUrACTURI.0 111'

-W. E. McCALL
SUCC$,scm McCALL N WMA.,

104 and 1°6 South Eighth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

John Howe, . 18:5.
John Fagan, .
J. Fagan & Son, :861.
Duncan et Ross, 1585-
Duncan ec. Co., 1887.

The Oldest
Stereotype
Foundry
in America.

Established
1815

DUNGAN 8z @O.
Elootrotge and Stereotge Founaru,

621, 623, 625 Commerce St., Philadelphia.

Fine Book Work a Specialty. Prompt attention given to electrotyping from points
outside of Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited, and estimates cheerfully furnished.

When ordering designs, send business card, and state events for which you want medals.

JOHN HARRIOTT,
Designer and Manufacturer of

•
•
•

Sales made for jewelers only in their

established places of business.

Can give the best references of actual

sales of any auctioneers in America.

All Communications Strictly

Confidential,

ENFNAL I---;_n\TGrR.AVER
of Fine Jewelry, Silverware, etc.

Boston Engraving School
STILL LEADS THE ADVANCE.

CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

p WINTER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

3hOW-WM[10W Ritractions.
Do you want something that will stop
the people as they pass?
Do you want something that will
make the people look when they stop?
Do you want something that will
make the people come in after they
look ? If you do, write to

J. W. SNODDV,
Warrensburg-, Mo.

He has show-window attractions for
sale or rent that will do the work.

The Warren Eye Protector,

Patented Jan. 12, 1332.
Absolute protection to

the eye from flying part-
icles, and everything an-
noying or hurtful. No
glass to break. Invalu-
able to workmen, horse.
men,wheelmen and trav-
elers on land and sea.

You bid defiance to
Dust, Snow, Rain, Hail,
Sleet, Wind, and Sun.

Particulara on appli-
cation.

Sample by mail,
50 cents.

TR MKS VERRONS CO..503John Ilancork Ind ty.. Bost on. Man.

PATENTS
Crosby & Dorian.

621 Seventh Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade-Marks, Caveats and
Copyrights secured. Interferences and
Infringement Suits conducted. Send for
Free Book on Patents and List of Refer-
ences.

Special Terms to the Jewelry Trade.

A7*^Ilb III'411b AVID *ND WAD
15050 PTICIANS' SUPPLIES

Theic Graduate"Trial Cases.
iSol ens set, $3o. co •. 220 1 ens set ,
.5.;7 .5o. The "standard,' Tria i
Case, 220 lens set, $65 .00. Alt

: • 

$50.eo per hundred. Ophtha I-
Moscope , Sq. oo. Artificial
with rings. Loring Ophthal-

Ey es, for selection, Si .co each.

2710rnet ers, S6o.00to.$70.00. Queen's
Standard Perimeter, SIS.5r>.

L

Queen's Lens G ri tuting Outfit,
$35.00. Catalogue 1, ee.
QUEEN 8-, CO., Oculists and Opticians,

1010 Chest-Tint St., Phila‘aria.

410v41111 4111■All■ OA. 4,,4110.

ORPHEA MUSIC BOXES
Are the sweetest, most contpletc, tone-sustaining,
durable, and perfect Musical Boxes made, and any
number of tunes can be obtained for them. Delightful
family, wedding, anniversary, and holiday gift.
Bug direct of the makers, the oldest, most reliable,
and responsible firm. No Music Box can be guaran-
teed without Gautschi's patented Safety Tune Change
and Parachute. Manufacturer's Headquarters for
Gent and Concert Roller Organs ; also Symphonions
and Polyphones, Lowest Prices. Factory estab. 1824.

OLD MUSIC BOXES CAREFULLY REPAIRED.

GAUTSCHI & SONS{1030 CHESTNUT ST.PHILADELPHIA.

No Watchmaker Could Afford to be Without One.

SHEEHAN'S

WATCH ROLLER
REMOVER

will fit any watch, re-
move and replace the
rollerwith out disturb-
ing the ha. irsp ring, re-

no adjusting, is
not liable to get out
of order. For sale by
all jobbers, or sent
postpaid on receipt of
price, $t.00. Ad-
dress M. L. Slice-
han, 785 8th Ave.
New York City.

The tool is all he
claims for it.
THI30.1.1tSPERA NCH,

Watchmaker,
with Jules Racine.
successor to Julien
Gallet&Co., I Mai-
denLane,N. Y.City

It is worth its
weight in gold. •
SOPHUS STILHOPF,

V. 1.. FIGAROTTA,

Watcmahkers,
with Hayden W.
Wheeler, 2 Maiden
Lane, N. Y. City.

" I have lost my heart," he whispered.

Gazing on her lovely eyes;

But the maiden coldly answered,

Why don't you advertise?"

"Well," said Mr. Cynicus when the baby

had swallowed his collar-button, 441 know

where the pesky thing is now, anyhow."
—Somerville ;carnal.

Why Not Go Closer?

Why, Mr. Banks, how long have you

been wearing eye-glasses?"

Well, Miss Edith, you always seemed

so distant to me that I thought glasses might

bring you a little nearer." —Exchange.

A Daughter of Eve.

SHE—There are moments vhen I wish

that I were a man.

HE—When, for example ? •

SH E—Whenever I see a jeweler's store I

cannot help thinking how happy I could

make my wife by buying her a new orna-

-Fliegende Blactter.mem.

“Brethren," writes a Georgia editor, !

"the paper is a little late this week, but when

we tell you the reason, we are sure you will

forgive us. We were out in the country

attending the funeral of our mother-in-law.

She died young, but she died game."
—Atlanta Constitution.

Incapacity.

STAR—One more example of your ineffi-

ciency and we part.

MANAGER—What have I done?

STAR—I paid thirty-eight dollars for this

diamond necklace in Paris; and you let it go.1

through the custom-house without being

seized. • —Truth.

A Strange True Story.

" It's pretty hard to satisfy editors."

"So it is."
"The editor of the Housemaid adver-

tised for marvelous stories. I sent him a .

story of a man who loved his mother-in-law,

and yet he returned it as unavailable."
—Yankee Blade.

TO,) frzrY7
PRIVATE- ALLeY—J1

" The Silent Watches of the Night."

44 What are you going to make out- of

your boy ? " "A lecturer." "Has he a taste

for it ?" "Oh, yes; he inherits it from his

mother."

An Easy Way.

BitowN—Did you take any holidays this

year, Jones?
JONEs—Yes, of course.
BROWN—How did you manage your

business while you were away?

JONES—Oil, I just took my advertisement

out of the papers until I returned, so there

was no business to manage: Capital idea,

, wasn't it ? —Tit Bits.

DOCTOR (to sick man)—What you need

is absolute rest. You should go out into the

country.
SICK NIAN—I have not got the means.
DocToR—Then get a position tending

bar hi a temperance hotel, or try clerking

for a merchant who does not advertise ; then

you will have all the rest and quiet you

need. —Texas Sittings.

ANGRY CALLER (at newspaper qffice)—

Say, I want that little ad. I gave two days

ago: "Wanted, an electric battery in good

working order," taken out.
ADVERTISING CLERK—What is the mat-

ter ? Didn't we give it the right location?

ANGRY CALLERLOCation be dashed!

The blamed ad. overdid the business. My

house was struck by lightning last night!
—Chicago Tribune.

The Swan Song of the Boston Organ.

It's curious," said Wiikins, "how com-

ing events cast their shadows before them.

I'll wager a fiver none of you can guess

ivhat was the last thing played on the Tre-

mont Temple organ at the time of the fire."

44 The Lost Chord," suggested Dumbley.
Wilkins shook his head. " Dies Int,"

said the classical gentleman.

'Wilkins shook his head again.
"What was it, then?" asked the prac-

tical member.
Wilkins got up, reached for his bat, .and

went to the door. • Then he replied:

"The hose."

A Difficult Language.

I wish you would tell me the meaning

of an expression I have noticed in the news-

papers," said a Frenchman who was study-
! .
ing the English language.

44 Very well," replied the American.

• "What expression do you refer to?"

"One of the newspapers said there was

4a nigger in the wood-pile.'"

" Oh, that's an idiom. It means there is

4a snake in the grass.' " •
"Nigger in the wood pile means there's

a snake in the grass ?" said the inquirer.

" Well, both the expressions are synony.

mous with 4the milk in the cocoanut ' and

4an axe to grind.' Understand?"

But the foreigner scratched his bead, and

walked away with an expression of despair

on his countenance. —Judge.
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RHEUMATISM

KIMBALL'S
Anti-Rheumatic

Ring.

0 WIN( ; to the

many imitations

that have sprung up
lately to prey upon

the reputation of KINt-

BALL'S A n t i-R h e u-

matic Ring, which has

been gained by many
thousands of dollars
spent in advertising it,
and more than seven
thousand unsolicited
testimonials received
from our most promi-
nent citizens, I have

decided to make the price of the rings lower
to the Trade.

The following is a sample of the many

thousand testimonials that have been re-

ceived front every section of this country

and Europe:

Hon. CHAUNCEY 31. DEPEW, President
of the New York Central Railroad, New York
City, says : " I am wearing. the ring and I am very
well satisfied with it. I have received the greatest
amount of benefit front it, and if I were so placed
that I could not find another, I would not part with
this one for ten thousand or any amount of dollars.
It certainly is a great invention, and I know it is
doing me good as well as the persons to whom I have
recommended it. who, like myself. are or were suf-
fering from Rheumatism. Among my friends
there are many who have bought Rings upon my
recommendation, and I have yet to hear one who is
not benefited by the experiment. which is invariably
made in a sort of incredulous manner. So far as I
am concerned, I indorse the Ring fully."

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

REWARD —
I will give One Thou_

• sand Dollars ($1,000)

for the conviction of any one who sells an

imitation of Kt MBA LL'S Anti-Rheumatic

Ring claiming the same to be KIMBALL'S
Anti-Rheumatic Ring.

77tAtv6zz1e.

REFERENCES: Bank of the Metropolis,
Union Square Bank, Fourteenth Street
Bank, New York, and Bradstreet's.

Hgellts Wafliell Everphere.
FIRST-CLASS JEWELERS CAN HAVE

THE EXCLUSIVE AGENCY IN
THEIR CITY OR TOWN.

Printed matter, circulars, signs and show-
cards liberally furnished.

TERMS UPON APPLICATION.

5.

F. W. KIMBALL,
3 Union Square, New York,

AND

84 Oxford Street, W., London, England.
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Patent Paneled Metal

CEILINGS
AND SIDE WA LLS

Manufactured by

A. NORTHROP & CO.
PITTSBURG, PA.

STAMPED RAISED PANELS.

Beautiful and economical for stores and all other
buildings, and easy to put up. Send for catalogue and
estimates. Can be put on over old plaster, and saves
on insurance, being fireproof.

Chicago Exhibit in Institute of Building Arts. at
No. 65 Washington Street.

Quality
Compare Finish

Price
NO. 48'2.

$2.00.

Send $5.58 cash

and get one pair

each, lo K.

NO. 62.

$2.00. G. E. WA LH IZ ER, Manufacturing Jeweler.
Earrings a Specialty. 8 Maple Place, Newark, N. J. NO. 71...

$2.00.

t ENGEL'S RING GAUGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213PAT.SEPT. 2.3.90 PAT. SEPT. I. 91 flretrEttliftttletlitC110fECE 

_ _ ENGEL'S• IMPROVED PATENT RING GAUGE.

USED BY
ALL

eV MAIL.

SAM PLE
15 CENTS.

PRICE PER
DOZEN,
$1.25.

AW. ENGEL M'F'G.
CHICAGO U.S.A.

25 DIFFERENT SIZES ALL IN ONE.

SIZES CORRESPOND TO ANY

STANDARD RING GAUGE.

THE DEVICE BEING MADE OF DURABLE. FLEXIBLE

MATERIAL IN A STRAIGHT TAPE. IS ADAPTED TO BE

SPACE FOR NAME AND
ADDRESS, WHICH WE

PLACE ON LARGE QUANTI-

TIES FREE OF CHARGE.
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICE

SENT THROUGH THE MAIL EXCELLENT ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

A. W. ENGEL s Manufacturer, Jobber and ) 115 Dearborn St.,
y ) Watchmaker for the Trade. S CHICAGO, ILL.

Pat. May 25.'oo.

" ECLIPSE " EYE-GLASSES and their Advantages.
I. The; guard remains perfectly rigid in the post.
2. 'the guard is made of two anus, one running at right aNgles to the frame and pass-

ing through a slot in the post which positively locks the guard. (See cut.)
3. It is easy to fit : for, while the angle ot the •• Eclipse" guards is fixed, the arms of

the guards are thin and pliable. so that any desired shape can be given and almost any
case fitted with the " Eclipse " guards in the shortest possible space of time.
4. No other guard is so light, clean, and has so little metal.
5. It is a fashionable fitting.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR. PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW.

JOHN SCHEIDIG CO.,
Sole Agents for the "Eclipse • Eye-Glasses. 43 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

We cart.y a complete line of all leading American Frames and Lenses and Optical Goods.

MARINE CHRONOMETERS,
MANUFACTURED BY

John Bliss & Co., 128 Front St., New York.
We have on hand a number of Chronometers, by various good makers,

not new, which have been in service for purposes of navigation, and are
excellent instruments. They have been put in perfect repair. and will give
satisfactory results as to' performance. We will sell these Chronometers at
low prices, either foncash, or on accommodating terms to suit special cases,
or will hire them at moderate rates and allow the hire to apply on purchase.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING PRICES AND TERMS.

MUELLER'S ARTIFICIAL EYES.
215 per hundred ; smaller lots, $i5 per dozen ; $2.00 each. A large assortment

of eyes will be sent to any dealer to enable him to make selection, upon receipt of
satisfactory 'references. We carry the largest stock in America.

Only Manufacturers Of the " Diamanta " Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.
Oculists' prescriptions promptly and acCurately filled. Catalogue. price-lists,

test-cards. etc., on application.

M. ZINEMAN & BRO., American Agents.13 0 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

DIE=SINKER AND TOOL=MAKER
for Jewelers. Silversmiths, and all kinds of Novelties.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES GIVEN ON SPECIAL WORK.-

H. FULFORD, 102 Friendship Street, Providence, R. I.

ENGRAVING SELF-TAUGHT.
:..-end for circular,
information, etc.

Address

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Learn to do your own
engraving by use tit

Century Engraving Co.'s New Improved Method
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

CENTURY ENGRAVING CO., Union Block, Denver, Colo. P. 0. Box 924.

ANGER'S INSIDE RI Cr UFSIX GRADES OF EMENRY135HEF1:1_ NTERCVlIkNG EAR% r
FRICTION TIGHT ON VVOOD C RE5. I F I LE Pain -14- T4" --B-FF

DONE AWAY WITH.GIVES CLEAN FALTDRYFINISHAIN 133mumurEs.

SAMPLE 

MANUFAcTuRED H.F5ANGER

()AMPLE 
-5ET.2.5c-r5.APOiT.ipNAL.5HELL5 15crs. PEA 

actzew

SIGNS! SIGNS!! SIGNS!!!

Your attention is called to the largest and most
perfect Jewelers' Watch Sign in the World. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
very beautifully and artistically designed. They are
warranted in every particular. These signs can be
placed on a post, and are so constructed as to revolve,
or they can swing on a rod from a building. I make
different sizes. Weight of Signs 12 to to lbs. Price.
List and photos furnished on application. Address,

LON BARNHART,

908 West Mattison Street, Chicago, 111.

SHEPARD'S NEW SO SCREW-CM1NG FOOT-LATHE.

flkpott,t.

Foot and Power Lathes, Drill
l'resses, Scroll-Saw Attachments,
landrels, Chucks, Twist Drills,

Dogs, Calipers. etc. Lathes on
trial, Lathes on payment. Send
for catalogue of Outfits for
Amateurs or Artisans. Address

H. L. SHEPARD, Agt•,
St..

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Musical-Box Repairers,
also Orchestions, Albinos, Automatons, Birds, Clocks,
Sculptures, and all Fantasia, with Musicovill receive
our skillful attention. Twenty-five years' experience
as manufacturers in Switzerland will be a guarantee
to you of our thorough knowledge in the Musical
Mechanical Art. Estimates given, and work called
for when desired. Promptness and Moderate Prices.

AUGUSTE JACCARD & SONS,

tos6 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

aston School of Optics

Students begin at any time.

OFFICE COURSES:

Beginners-two weeks, - $30.00
Advanced students-one week. 15.00

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, 20.00

;ra(luate references given on appli-
cation to

Dr. M. S. SUP, Easton, Pa.

NOTICE
To those who desire to bette.: their conditions
as opticians: Send Sio.00 to Dr. J. E. Tucker,
Bentonville, Ark., and take a mail course of Optics
and get a handsome Diploma free of charge. This
course will enable you to fit glasses to a certainty
with correctness, and that will give your patient
satisfaction and yourself assurance of a monopoly of
the business in your place.

Lever Escapement Models
FOR sALE-A ieu of the most elegant and per-
fectly constructed large Lever Escapement Models
e:eitrs 

stamp)

) the continent. Also a few sets of un-
finished parts for the same kind of model. Address
( ,.. h 

"Model,” care of Geo. A. Mutchler,
34 North Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GRANDFATHER CLOCKS
FOR SALE

I have secured a few more fine, old
eight-day grandfather clocks, with moon
and calendar. Movements, cases and dials
in excellent condition. For prices and
photographs, address

S. It. STIBGEN, Marietta, Pa,
ESTABLISHED 1866.

CLOCK HAIRSPRINGS.

Repairers a.e.ortment, best quality. eoll.•t tell. Ito% con-
taining 50, fifteen kinds. large awl ,11:111. Ni it It
direction, by mail, - 81.5o

Same assortment. box (megalithic 100. . 2.50
One dozen for ;my make of cloeL• .50
One-half dozen for any make 01 clocks, .

. • - - .10

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

clock nod Gauge e‘cr ipti (In .

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS.

In reply to my advertisement in the December
KEVSTONE, I received considerable out-of-town
work, and desire hereby to acknowledge my thanks
for such patronage, also, to state that 1 have further
enlarged my repairing department.

Fine work only. Watch Repairs, Jewelry
awnaichiidEnligEngraving. Also a good place for studying

W. A. SCHROETER,
198 GRAND ST., NEW YORK CITY.

INVESTIGATE US!

100 per cent. increase.
This is our record for the

past three months.

First-class ability in each department.

Personal supervision and honorable deal-

ing are what do it.

CHICAGO WATCHMAKERS' INSTITUTE,
1556-57 MASONIC TEMPLE.

Write for Catalogue. G. D. PARSONS, Principal.

FOR THE HEAVIER WORK OF JEWELERS.

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.

Barnes' Foot Power Lathes, 16 different
styles and sizes, suitable for all classes of
work from the Blacksmith to theJeweler.
There is no application of foot power

-74:1";:=Eal equal to the Patent Velocipede, used with

these lathes. Thousands of them are in

practical use in the shops of metal and wood workers.
L. G. Woolley, of Grand Rapids, Mich., says: "I wish to say

that I have owned and used two of your No. 6 foot power lathes
TIOW about five years. The tools have been put to hard and con-
tinuoue work in my laboratory, and it gives me pleasure to say
that up to this time, no repairs of any kind whatever have been

needed. Indeed the tools are all and more than what you claim for them.
My time is devoted exclusively to invention and experimental work in electricity. In 

doing this it is neces-

sary to have accuracy. and wide range of adaptation to different work. Your excellent lathes and superb foot
power is all that could be desired by any one in need of a Best-class 

tool."

Send for catalogue of wood and metal workers' outfits.

W. F. & JOHN BARNES CO., No. 660 Ruby St., Rockford, Ill.

Use it and get rid of your
Chestnuts.

CHAMPION
ALWAYS READY FOR USE

Sell it to your customers ; it pays
a good profit.

JEWELRY WASH.

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED.

For Cleaning Diamond,

SOLD IN 4 AND 8oz. BOTTLES, 
Foil Back, and all kinds

4ROIXAAft. of Gold. Plated or Gilt

OR BY THE GALLON IN BULK. EIGISTIRED. Jewelry.

N!.tittrAssED Folt CLEANING DIAMONDS AND FINE GoLD JEWELRY.

Warranted Not to Contain any Acid. For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers in Jewelry and Material.

FACTORY AT 344 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention THE KEYSTONE When writing to advertisers

. TAKE NOTICE!
No jeweler or polisher can afford to be without a

dynamo for removing the green and coloring. For
full particulars, call on or address

James J. Donnelly,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

DETROIT OPTIGFIL INSTITUTE.
A PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR OPTICIANS.

Instruction on the Lenses ; Anatomy, Physiology
and Refraction of the Eye. Practical manipulations
of Prisms. the Ophthalinos cope, etc., etc. A special
course of instructions for students by mail.
For particulars, address

.JOHN S. OWEN, M. D.,

23 Adams Ave., E., Detroit. Mich.

The "REGULATOR," the only
book of the kind in existence contain-
ing 300 different causes that stop a
watch, arranged alphabetically, just
as good for the experienced as the in-
experienced. Sent to any Watchmaker
on receipt of price, $1.00. (Copyright)

F. A. BRISTOL. Auburn. Nebr.

■IRADE

.3\R SPEC1ALT
PRESCRIPTION WORK.

LENSES per pair, SPHERES 25 cts.,
PLANO CYLINDERS 35 cts.,SPHERO CYLINDERS SOcts
LENTICULAR BIFOCALS 85 cts. All riniely be
velled.Otner work in proporhon.Orders filled

SAME day received Send for PRICE LIST
S.GALESK1 OPTICAL CO

RICHMOND,VA.

Cut 4 Size.

MARK

Star Light
SilverPolish

and

Pearl Plasterine
The best anti only articles on

the market that will positively
prevent and remove natural and
artificial gas tarnish from silver-
ware and jewelry. Star Light
Polish is put up in finely pink
enameled tin boxes. compressed
form ; Pearl Plasterine in col-
lapsible tubes, paste form (like
cut). They sell readily to all.
Once used. always used. No grit
or acid. Price, $f8.00 gross,
with advertising matter. Less
than one-quarter gross, no adver-
tising matter. Terms, ten days
net, or three per cent. for
cash.

MANUFACTURED BY

Star Light Silver Polish Co.
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

G.F.WagSwOrili,
Watch Case
Manufacturer

ind
Repairer.
Everything in
the line of

Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and Salver
Plating,

Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine Turning

Old Cases
Made New.

Charges
reasonable.

182

State Street,
Chicago, Ill.

IMPORTANT!

Dealers in Jewelers' Tools and those who
may become interested in introducing a new
and valuable patent for jewelers' use,

ADDRESS S. J. DAVIDSON,
FONDA, IOWA.

To All Live Opticians

There is no better friend in the daily labors of a
practical optician than The

" HANDBOOK FOR OPTICIANS"

w. BOHNE,.119 Canal Street, New Orleans.

Price, $2..50, postpaid.

Ries's Acme Timing-Washers
For poising and " timing" watch
balances. No hairspring unpinning.
Used by expert workmen and adjust-
ers. Three separately assorted papers
to the full gross, so cents. The
best tool for reducing the weight of or
turning a tight screw, are my patent
balance pliers, $1.25. To apply the
washers, use my pat. balance screw-
driver, 25 cts. All jobbers. Corres-
pondence invited.

F. V. 'HIES, Macon, Ga.

The Genuine

Srickett
French MOCK

MOVerial HOME
are for sale in NewYork i'y
L. H. Keller iSc Co.
S. F. Myers & Co.
Cross & Begnelin, and
Levy, Dreyfus & Co.

anti 1,y

John Howland
73 Hanover St.

Boston, Mass.

Indispensable to the Retail Jeweler.

Wells' .Patent Ring Adjus-
ter lets the ring pass over large
joints with ease : is a perfect guard
for the ring, besides holding the top

ring in desired position. It can
;ie fitted to any ring in five minutes,
without marring the ring. anti may
be removed instantly. It also maks
the ring a perfect fit and often saves

cutting. I doz.. assorted sizes, solid 10 K. gold,
$3.00 net. I doz., metal, assorted sizes. 75 C.
net. Ask your jobber for them, or I will send on re-
ceipt of above price (10 c. extra if registered). The
retail price, fitted, is, gold, 50 to 75 C. each : melals
25 C. each. Address. CHESTER 11. WELLS,
Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa. We cheerfully rec-
ommend \Vells' Patent Attachment for Finger Ring,
to the trade and think every retail jeweler should
keep them : Heeren Bros. & Co., (.7ross & Beguelin,
May & Stern, Etc.

H H. Heinrich,
14 John St N Y

MINE

Attention. Watchmakers!
Send P. 0. order for $2.00 and get my

method for putting extra heavy glass in watches
that will fit tight without cementing or chipping
glass.

W. B. PATTERSON,
Springfield, Tenn.

A741V410 AV* WA. 410,4"
re OPTICAL JOBBIrGli t
: AND PRESCRIPTION WORK. 1

tU Q8iacrkeiTui e
IT'Work

Steel Frames, isto 30 cents each.. Spher-
Low Prices:

: 
COPYRIGHT-

zeal Lenses, 25 cts. per pair. Cylinders,
35 cents per pair. Sphero-Cylinders, soiz
cts. per pair. Lenticular Bifocals, 85 cts.
per pair (all beveled.) Catalogue Free.

Imo Chestnut St.,
•f Philad'a, Pa. tif

IIIIv4111 OA. 4111M111 AIM& 1111h410
QUEEN & CO

Beft. MOHR Electrical Co.
Have removed from 1331 North

Tenth Street, Philadelphia,

Pa., to Glenolden, Delaware

Co., Pa., which is a suburb

of Philadelphia, where they

will have increased facilities

and better advantages.

Houghton's

Face Plate.
With hardened

chnek :MI pump
center. it iv excel-
lently' Ilnivhed and
nickel-plated And
warranted to run
perfectly true. We
tit Mem to all

Avk your
Jobber for one
approsal.

J. Houghton
Manchester.

N. H.

INCREASED SALES
ADMIT OF

DECREASED PRICE

GENUINE FOX GUARD (ONE PIECE.)

GERMAN SILVER, $1.00 PER DOZ. PAIRS.

GOLD SHELL, 7.50

GOLD CORK, 10.00 "
66

01111°111e1ers E 

• 

KIRSTEIN'S SONS CO.
For Rent and Sale.

Large Stock on Hand.

Springing, Readjusting and Repairing for the Trade.

EASY TERMS SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

I-I. H. Heinrich calls the
attention of watchmakers to
his exhibit at the World's
Fair, Chicago. It is in the
Naval Observatory Exhibit
(in charge of Lieut. A. G.
Winterhalter, U. S. N.), and
shows the various stages of
manufacture of a marine
chronometer, from the crude
metal to the finished in..
strument.

LEDGER'S PERFECTION

TIMING-WASH ERS
such as are used by the leading watch factories, and five years

on the market. The only practical Timing-Washer made. No

extra tools required. Applied to any expansion balance. By

using my Perfection Washers you can time a watch when

running fast, as they :ire tinted in factories, and save the usual
inconvenience of letting out and truing spring, putting in beat,
etc. Warranted flat and perfect. Send 50 cents for an
a:sorted gross package, with directions, or ask your jobber

fur them.
Jobbers please write for sample and prices.

C. D. LEDCER,
1658 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colo.

WILL SLOW WATCH FROM

3 TO 10 MINUTES
A DAY.

Rochester, N.Y.

4.c Watch No 

i'..teN(!itir)Yrautisted, with fair
alss‘:9:g"C,rieltr(lakii eep good time for one
year. Any defect in our work will
be made good, free of charge, but
in case of accident or breakage of
parts not repaired by us. or if the
watch becomes unclean, this guar-
antee is void.

ADVERTISE be using TIDD'S REPAIR
GUARANTEE. In use by

over 5000 watchmakers. An advertisement that is
valuable to tile person possessing it. Prevents dis-
putes as to time repairs were done.

They are cut to tit closely inside of back case
(will not drop out), and will be seen every time the
case is opened. Made to fit 6, i6 and 18 size cases,
with your name and address printed in blank space.
Sent by mail to any address on receipt of $t.00 for
500, or $1.5o for t000. TRY THEM.

TIDD cg CO.,
COLUMBIANA, OHIO.
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Classified advertisements under these headings, except-

ing “Situations Wanted," THREE CENTS per word, one

Insertion; 10 per cent. off' for three insertions; 15 per cent.
lir for six. insertions, and 05 per cent- off for twelve In-
sertions. Name and address included.

To secure a plaee In the eolumits of this page,

advertisers should forward copy in that it may reach us not

later than the .2.7ith of earli month.
IF ANSWERS ARE TO BE FORWARDED,

POSTAGE STAMPS MUST BE ENCLOSED
So advertisement inserted for les. than 0..cents. Except-

ing "Situations Wanted," whieh cost 10 cents for a 3-11n•

notice.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOM-

PANY ALL ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Address all remittanees to

THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Under this heading, advertisements of three
lines (twenty-five words) will be inserted for
TEN CENTS; extra words, three cents each.
This offer refers to SITUATIONS WANTED only.
Payable strictly in advance. If answers are to
be forwarded. postage must be enclosed.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

AS a first-class watchmaker. Fine tools. Good refs
As on fine work. Ad., •• H co," care Keystone.

BY young man, to travel in •South. Jewelry house
preferable. Box 45, Brandon Miss.

WOULD like situation in wholesale house. Ma-
VV terial department if possible. xi years' exp. at
bench. Aged 26. Best of refs. No objections to
any position. Ad.., stating wages, E. G. Taylor,
Fort Covington, N. V.

DY first-class watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.
D Full set of tools. Refs. first-class. Central
States preferred. Ad.. " L x3," care Keystone.

BY a young man (age 24) of some 
exp.. a position

to travel for a diamond, watch or jewelry house.
I. lest-class ref. Ad., Geo. W. Long, 2452 Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AT once. Young man of 7 years' exp. on high-grade
M and old-style movements, also does hard-solder-
ing and clock work, wants position. No bad habits.
First-class ref. Guarantees to be At on watches, or
no pay. Have no tools, but will get same as soon as
can. Ad., Ned Smering, San Marcial, N. M.

D Y young man, 25 years old. 7 years' exp. Sober
D and industrious. Good salesman ; good refs.
Ad.. Geo. W. Aman, Logansport, Ind.

tQ
Y watchmaker and jeweler of 14 years' exp. Do

plain engraving, and can act as salesman part of
e time, if required. Good refs. Want steady job,

with reliable house. Ad., E. T. Cochrane, Beaver
Dam, Wis.

A GOOD watchmaker wants position. 18 years'

H exp., with good refs. Ad., Jos. Astrochon,
zo Irving Place, Yonkers, N. Y.

WANTED-a position with a competent watch-
VV maker. Am a young man, 22 years. 3% years'
exp. Have American lathe, tools and bench. Ad.,
Box 732, Wittenberg, Wis.

WATCHMAKER, with 6 years' exp. Can do
VV hard-soldering. 1.ock Box r4, Spencerville. O.

Dv a Swiss watchmaker of 20 years' exp. ; graduate
D of the horological school at Lock, Switzerland.
Married. Sober and industrious. Thoroughly capa-
ble, and understands complicated timepieces. Can
do engraving. Ed. Monnier, Torrington, Conn.

DRACTICAL watchmaker. Thorough and accurate.
F. Exp. in business, 17 years at bench. Sober,
industrious. reliable. Good ref. from present em-
ployer. Ad.. C. R. Ruffin, Waverly, N. Y.

vOUNG man, watchmaker and jeweler, also plaits
engraver, wants position. Fine tools, including

1aothxeLta971Haartyteaych 
Ill.

5 years' exp. Address,B 

VOUNG man, aged 24. wants position to do all
kinds of watch and clock repairing. Can hard-

solder some. Ad.," Jeweler," Box 332, Bolivar,N.Y.

A S a first-class watchmaker. Fine tools. Good
Fk refs. Ax on fine and complicated watches. Ad.,
P xi," care Keystone office.

B1- a watchmaker who has had 2% years of exp.
Age x8. Have a good set of tools. Have refs.

Ad., 2308 Prospect Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

A YOUNG man. zr years old. to finish jewelers'
M trade. Can do all ordinary watch, clock and
jewelry repairing. 5 years' exp. Furnish ref. Ad.,
J. W. Buchanan, Rockville, Mo.

BY young man. Just finished course in watch-
making school. Can engrave. Have W.-W.

lathe and small tools. Prefer the West. Will start
on low wages. Ad., " A 2," care Keystone office.

I HAVE tools, including lathe. Have worked 3
I years at the bench. AVish to finish trade with
good workman. Refs. Ad., E. Douglas, Greenville,
Michigan.

1-1" a first-class watchmaker and jeweler. 5 year?
exp. at the bench. Can do all kinds of watch,

C ock and jewelry repairing, also plain script letter
engraving. Ad., "1. S.," Frcdericktown, Mo.

Bv a 
young man of good address. My own tools

and lathe. Very best refs. from past employres.
Middle States preferred. " \V 37," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 598).

NA.
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THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Continued from page 597.)

SITUATIONS WANTED.

D Y watchmaker. 6 years' exp. Own tools ; and
1) good ref. Ad., " Harry,'- 115 W. Fourth St.,
Williamsport, Pa.

AS watchmaker, by young man of to years exp.,
fi having tools and bench. Can do hard-soldermg,
and wait on trade if desired. Best of refs. Ad.,
Box 64, East Liverpool, Ohio.

AS watchmaker, by young man with 5 years' exp.
I. Have full set ot tools. Ai ref. Ad., " J. M. W.,"
Box 24. Canni, III.

OPTIC1AN, expert, of zo years' exp. adjusting 
glasses, wishes position. Refs. furnished. If

wanting thorough. competent man, address " I. 14,"
care Keystone office.

BY young man, with 4 years' exp. as watchmaker
and salesman : can do plain engraving and hard-

soldering. Ad.. H. L. McCarter, ( )gdensburg,N. Y. 

r Y a practical watchmaker. 6 years' exp. in
watches and clocks. Have tools. Will work

cheap. Do not speak good English. Scandinavian.
N'ohan Andersen, 53 Woodhull St.„13rooklyn, N. Y.
A S watchmaker or engraver, by one who has had the
A best of cap. Has full set of tools, and can give
the best of ref. Must be first-class position and good
salary. Ad., Box 57z. Lexington. Ky. 

/V a practical watchmaker ; capable of doing first-class work on fine and complicated watches.
South or \Vest preferred. Fine tools, good refs.
Address. " P 14.' care Keystone office.- ------ --' - - - - -- - - - - --•- ---
rIRST-class watchmaker and - jeweler. 12 years'r exp. Married. Sober and industrious. Ameri-
can lathe, with full set of tools. Desires permanent
engagement with first-class house only. Address,
'• G ix." care Keystone office.. ._ ..._ . _ .  - ---- ---- -- ----
1:11Y watchmaker of 8 years' exp. at bench. Can do

watch and clock work. Wants steady job at
S lop or factory, either. Address, \V. J. Hutson,
Batesville, Ark.

WANTED.

N TED — Experienced traveling salesman, to
carry a leading and well-known line of spectacles

and eye-glasses : samples easily carried ; liberal com-
mission. Address. "Z 45," etre Keystone office.

SA LES NI EN for entirely new articles (sell readily),as side line, on commission. Ad., Star Light
;silver Polish Co., Fort \Vaync, Ind.

WATCHMAKERS to write for sample leaf of the
VV best combined watch-register ever published.
4400 entries. Sold by joblx:rs or 0. M. Campbell,
Denison, Iowa.

A FIRST.cla.ss jeweler ; - must do manufacturing
, H and jobbing one who can engrave preferred.

Salary, 818 per week. Permanent position for a good
man. Maier & Berkele. Atlanta, Ga.

OINGI.F. man ; good watch and jewelry workman,
0 with tools. One exp'd in drug and sundry lines
preferred. Honesty, sobriety and reliability neces-
sary. Ad., J. If. Rankin, Allerton, Iowa.

FOR SALE.

D AD health compels me to sell may business in a
growing %Vestern town of 3ouo inhabitants. I

have a small stock of goods, Whitcomb lathe, big
regulator. a five-foot show-cases, work-bench, safe
and usual fixtures. A superb chance for a live man
with small capital. Ad., F. Latitcrmilch, Kirkwood,
M issouri.

A GOOD-PAYING jewelry business in the city of
M Cleveland. Stock and fixtures invoice about
$3000 (must be cash) : or can reduce same. Good,
steady bench-work for a good man. Store rent $15
a month. Reason for selling furnished on applica-
tion. Ad., (leo. Kurz, Cleveland, Ohio.

OECOND-hand set of watchmakers', jewelers' and
t) engravers' tools. E. E. Richards, 1942 Law-
rence Avenue. Toledo. Ohio.

$1000 BUYS a home and good-paying jewelry
business in Pennsylvania, in a lively

manufacturing and coal town. Two railroads.
Plenty bench-work good prices ; no opposition ;
good sales Stock fresh : fixtures good. Can reduce
to $8o(). Terms easy. Good reason for closing out.

• Ad " C 20," care Keystone office.

DY Az watchmaker, jeweler and salesman. 24 .
11 years of age. 8 years' exp. at bench. Good
set of tools. Sober, industrious. Gilt-edge refs. Ad.
" J. 0. M.," 2458 Michi an Ave., Kansaseity, Mo.

WANTED.

I ()CATION for jewelry business. $3000 cash to
L invest: Must be a railroad or manufacturing
city. Ad., " Jeweler," 58 Hamilton St., Elgin, Ill.

WANT a first-class watchmaker and engraver.
VV Must have good habits and come well recom-
mended. C. C. Thoma, Battle Crea:k,

I EWELRY business. Live town in the Northwest
I I preferred. Ad., Robert Akins, Box 78, Sherman,r.cas.
TO buy stock of jewelry about September t. Robt.
I Anderson, Carpenter. Iowa.

DARTNER. A practical watchmaker and en-
✓ graver, with a capital of about $woo, can have
half interest in a jewelry store. Must be a Gertnan
with good refs. Ad., J. 13. 1.orgc. Kiel, \Vis.

OMPETENT wholesale jewelry salesman, with
trade. Only first-class man with exp. Adolph

S kman, 1139 Fifth Ave., Chicago. Ill.

Cila

WATCHMAKER and engraver ; one that is corn-
VV petent to take charge of branch store. Would
prefer married man with exp. and moderate capital,
to take interest in business. In applying, state
qualifications, exp.. etc. Ad., " B 12," care Keystone.

TO buy a jewelry store in Illinois town of zsoo or
I more, with only one jeweler : or town of 3000 or
more, with only two jewelers. Give full particulars.
Box 49, Decatur. UL

DARTNER. $500 cash. Good location in Ken-
tucky, not far from Cincinnati. Practical

workman preferred. A snap for some one. Ad.,
" C. H. H.," Winchester, Ky.

A YOUNG or middle-aged man. with $2000 or $3000
M capital, to buy half interest in an established
je.velry business, located in a manufacturing town of
about 35,000 inhabitants in Alabama. Any one
meaning business will please address V. & S.,"
64 W. Fourth St.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

CoNIPETENT young man, who understands fittingof lenses and frames, as optician and salesman
in a retail store. Call on or address B. Kahn & Son,
32 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.

DRACTICAL watchmaker, to take half interest in
r established jewelry store, paying $too per week
profit. Must furnish Az refs., and have energy and
push. Ad., " Q 35," Care Keystone office.

fIRST-class watchmaker, immediately. Write,
stating age, salary expected, etc. Lock Box 25,

lolly Springs, Miss.

WILL pay $25 for best location, that I accept, for
VY a first-class jeweler. State population, compe-
tition, location and rents. H. J. Davis, 699Warren
Ave., Chicago.

WATCHMAKER, with over $2000 cash, finest
VV tools, 25 years' exp. as a jeweler and in loan
daoartment, wants to buy an interest in a first-class
etse. South or west preferred. Ad., "S 41," care

Keystone office.

[VERY kind of gold and silverware. jewelry,r watches, platinum. Market value paid. Send
5-y express or registered mail. Price not satisfactory,
I will return all articles. J. L. Clark. refiner and
sweepsincher of gold and silver (established 1870),
8az Filbert St., Philadelphia. Pa.

pARTNER, with $z2.esoo to $r5,000, to assume
half interest in old-established, good-payitig

jewelry business. The leading store in the leading
commercial city in New Mexico. Stock and fixtures
value $3o,000 gross. Profits each of the last three
years. $to,000 to 512.000. Population rapidly in-
creasing. Am satisfied business can be increased
with a live partner. Want a thorough business
man ; would prefer a practical watchmaker or jew-
eler. Every facility for investigation will be given.
Ad., " E 28," care Keystone office.

FOR SALE.
- -

I EWELRY store, established 4 years stock and
U fixtures complete, good as new, will invoice
about $5000. City 30,000 Good country trade
good location ; thriving business. Very best reasons
for selling. For full particulars. ad. J. R. Creasman,
formerly Cressman & Yeakel, Allentown, Pa.

TWO second-hand Crouch & Fitzgerald trunks, 3
I telescope; to each trunk, trays and pads com-
plete ; all in first-class condition. Clemens Hellebush
Estate, 77 \V. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

_
TOCK and goodwill for sale in the best town in
Texas. Will sell cheap. Work amounts to

a mut $loo per month. Ad.. " 0 38,1 care Keystone.

A FIRST-class jewelry business, in good Iowa town.
Owner's health has failed. Good town, good

stock and good fixtures : old-established trade. Will
invoice about $4500. Ad., " H 27," care Keystone.

F you have $4500 to invest in a good-paying jew-
I clry business, I have what you want. Will
have to go South on account of wifc's health. J. C.
Hamil, Fartnington, Minn.

SPENCER optometer (test lenses). Never been
used. Cost $25 ; will sell for 816. E. B. Brumm,

Shenandoah, Pa.

I EWELRY store and fixtures. Invoice about
eJ $1200. Population i5,cmo. Repair work first-
class. Can be bought at a bargain, for cash. Good
reason for selling. Ad., P. 0. Box w29, Plymouth,
Pennsylvania.

THE stock, fixtures and goodwill of a well-estab-
lished jewelry store in southern Illinois. Good

reason for selling. For further particulars, address
" K 40," care Keystone office.

QOOD.paying jewelry business in southwestern
Minnesota. A good, clam stock ; invoices

a out $1 too : fixtures and material, about $400 ;
repairing, about $75 er month. Good reasons for
selling. Ad., " R 13," care Keystone office.
----

ONLY jewelry store in one of Chicago's prettiestsuburbs for sale. Reason, Nod health of pro-
prietor. Stock and fixtures invoice $2400. Repairs
run up to $l000 per amain. Can be bought on cosy
terms. A good opening. Ad., " M 24," Room 811,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

Bethlehem, Pa., May 24, 1893.

Messrs. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lancaster, Pa.

Gentlemen :—I am in receipt of your Mascot Pivot-Drills that
I ordered on the strength of your statement in THE KEYSTONE,
May issue. Having tried every so-called pivot-drill that my atten-
tion was directed to, and meeting with a dismal failure, I was nat-
urally inquisitive to learn what your Mascot was capable of doing.
I took a Seth Thomas Clock mainspring and subjected six drills
out of each dozen to the test of drilling twenty holes through with-
out drawing the temper. Every drill stood the test, and your
claim in THE KEYSTONE is warranted by the facts.

Yours truly, L. F. Giering.
(Mr. Oioring's well-known ability as an EXPERT watchmaker strengthens the

above unsolicited testimony.—E. F. B. EC Co.]

I jewelry ewelry business, established over i4
years. Centrally located in a lively central

TI

inois town. Population, including vicinity, about
7000. Stock and fixtures $7000 reduced to suit
purchaser. Ad., " I 37," care Keystone office.

HU ALF interest in good-paying jewelry and musicstore : clean stock, plenty of work good cli-
mate in southern Illinois a bargain : good reasons
for selling. For further information ad., " M 33."
care Keystone office.

ILL health compels me to sell my good-paying jew-elry business in town of 1200 inhabitants. Eastern
owa. Stock $600. Bench-work $6o a month. Only
pl.:ivied watchmaker in town. A rare chance for a
German. Ad., " V 65," care Keystone office.

A BARGAIN, in northern Wisconsin, in town of
H 12,000 inhabitants. and growing fast : county
scat, with good surrounding country : at large fac-
tories, and others being built : 2 railroads : electric
and gas light, waterworks, sewerage, and electric
street railway. Good clean stock and fixtures. In-
voice, about $6000. Good location, with steam heat.
Rent cheap. Good sales, and good prices for work.
Establisheal 7 years. Competition good. Reason
for selling, going into manufacturing. Write for
particulars. Ad., " D care Keystone office.

e

Q a.NI.Y jewelry store in southern Minnesota town of
woo. Stock Siam Will reduce to suit pur-

ser, to $600 if necessary. Ad., " Northwest,"
care S. H. Clausin & Co., First Ave. S. and Fourth
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

COOD-paying jewelry business. Repairing pays
expenses. A good, clean and staple stock.

Invoice, about $25oo. Can reduce, if necessary.
The reputation and location excellent. A good
chance for the right man. Ad.. Box zo8, Coalpert,Pa.

A JEWELRY store, .for cash. In Indiana town of
to,000. Stock and fixtures will invoice about

$35oo. For particulars and reasons for selling, ad.
" B 8," care Keystone office.

rIHEAP. for cash—jewelry store and news depot.
j and furnished rooms for 2. Possession given
July zoth. Cheap rent. Store alone pays profi-.
l'he amount you can make will depend upon your
capacity for bench-work. Customers, railroad and
stockmen. Ad., Cyrus Condit, 2344 Belleview Ave..
Kansas City, Mo.

DUSINESS opportunities. Have 3 good openings in
U prosperous parts of the West. Two of these
will require about 82500 capital, the other $zo,000.
Established trade, good towns. Parties will take
good unincumbercd land in exchange. Write at
once to " B 214." Room 81t, Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago, Ill.

$8000
ST,OCK of jewelry, goodwill and fixtures.
No old chestnuts. Established z6 years.

Bench-work $2oc, per month. Sales of last year,
$t2,000. Good profits. No competition. 3 railroads,
factories, rich farming country. • Town 6000.
Wants to go in real estate business. Iowa. Ad.,
" B 4," care Keystone office.

QRANDFATHER'S clock, genuine. Solid cherrycase, fine brass movement, calendar, and keeps
anges of moon. Good order. Will pack and ship

for $75. Ely 8: Cook. jewelers, Sherman, Texas.

I 00K ! One attic finest locations in the East for
L a man with small capital. Good, established
trade. Small bonus. Can have stock to suit. Good
reason for selling. Ad., " M 38," care Keystone.

AT Cleveland, Ohio. Wishing to retire, on account

• 

of ill health, I am obliged to sell my watch and
jewelry business. A good opportunity to step into
an old-established business. Centrally located.
Clean stock. Plenty work. Stock will invoice now
about $27oo : fixtures, about $3oo. Terms cash.
Ad., Lock Box 89, Cleveland, Ohio.

I EWELRY store on Broadway, Brooklyn. Wen-
d stocked : doing a prosperous business : large
repairing trade. Ill health. $15oo required. George
Coulton, 1152 Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

$500 WILL buy a good-paying jewelry store in
one of .the busiest parts uptown Philadel-

phia. Very tine fixtures and large safe. Stock
and fixtures invoice about 8i 5oo, and can be reduced
to suit purchaser. Bench-work averages $8o per
month. A very rare chance for a good man. Reason,
have business interest in South. Ad., " M 39," care
Keystone office.

WITHOUT restrictions, an Edison phonograph;
VV $150. For particulais, address, with stamp,
Emil A. Ludwigs, Lexington, Mo.

W. C. watch-glasses, 8 gross lunettes, 4Y, gross
, thick miconcave, X gross thin miconcave and

I gross patent Genevas ; also I black walnut watch-
board, with sliding plate-glass door, 2 ft. 70 in. high,
3'ft. 6 in. wide and 8 in. deep, holds go watches ; and
ebony watchboard. 2 ft. 6 in. high. 2 ft. wide and

1% in. deep, holds 64, watches. William C. Finck,
910 East Grand St., Elizabeth, N. J.

DARGAIN, cheap—well-established jewelry store,
D 9 miles from Chicago. Terms, 1,4 cash, balance
on easy terms. Owner obliged to go to Europe.
tog Lake St., Oak Park, Ill.

HEAP—one 8-day Thomas Cummins No. 522
chronometer ; has a rating of 32 sec. per year.

d., Box N, Paducah, Ky.

A FULL set of watchmaker tools, store fixtures, etc.
14 Cheap, for cash. Ad., Chas. E. Baab, Weston,
West.Virginia.

$1500 CASH buys stock; tools. burglar-proof
safe and fixtures of an established

jewelry business in a live Southern R. R. town of
1400 population. Has entire control of scwing-ma-
chine and optical trade. Location very healthy.
A splendid opportunity for a live man. Rents low,
Satisfactory reason given for selling. It will pay you
to write for full particulars. Ad., P. a Box 74, Crys.
tal Springs, Miss.

I HAVE a fine high-grade, cushion-tired safety
bicycle. Bad roads and streets in my new loca-

tion compel mc to sell it. Write for description.
Will sell at sactifira.:. Ad., Box 103, Lilly, Pa.

FOR SALE,

A NEW, little stock of jewelry, in a drug store, in
central gas belt. Indiana town, 6000 population.

A fine chance for some one. Address, "Specialist,"
Eaton, Ind.

EWELRY, books and stationery, in town of z5oo
d population. 2 railroads. Nearest competition,
Is miles. Stock, etc., invoices about $3000. Will
reduce %, if necessary. Location, north Missouri.
This is an A t chance for right party. Ad.

. 
Wood-

stock, Barger & Hocfcr, 1)rawcr R, Kansas City, Mo.

(lTOCK, fixtures and goodwill of a 4 years estab-
t) lished leading jewelry business, in one of the best
counties in Kansas. Town of 3000 inhabitants and
county-seat. All nice, clean stock ; will invoice
about $4000. Can reduce. if necessary. Bench-
work will average over $zoo per month. Rent low.
Best location in town. Will pay any one who wants
a good-paying business to investigate. Reason for
selling, health. Ad., " E 29," care Keystone office.

I N Montgomery City. Mo.—jewelry store, consisting
I of watches, clocks, jewelry. spectacles, silverware
and musical instruments. About $i5oo ; F. & B.
safe and fixtures, $5oo. 90 miles from St. bLouis.
E. G. Sherman.

HE copyright of my combined watch-register.
Finest thing ever published, and selling fast.
O. M. Campbell, Denison, Iowa,

cHEAP—a Kearney & Swartchild lathe, with
attachments. Good condition. Ad., Thomas

. Worthen, I', 0. Box 78, Warsaw, Ill.

It A UST be sold at once—watchmakers' bench, lathe
M and tools. Ad., F. H. Regennitter, 206 Har-
rison Sr., Davenport, Iowa.

HU AVING 2, 1 will sell one of Johnston's completetrial-cases for $45. New, not a scratch on it.
Cost $65, net. Ad.. A. H. Witman, Minonk, Ill.

A FINE Swiss regulator, handsome solid walnut
H case 8%, ft. high, in good order. Ad., " I 38,"
care Keystone office.

HALF interest in good-paying jewelry store inmanufacturing city. Population between 8000
and g000. Western central Indiana. Have good
reason for selling. Ad., " H 29," care Keystone.

A FINE jewelry store, on good terms, in southern
Illineis. 6000 inhabitants : water-works, electric

ghts and paved streets. Ad., " F 4," care Keystone.

$3000 JEWELRY store in growing Iowa
county-scat of 2500. Established 5

years. Business last year $5834.95, and for five
years $24,122.95. Also new 7-room cottage, barn,
etc., 3 blocks from store price $23oo. Abottt $4000
cash required. Poor health, reason for selling. Not
sold separate. Those meaning business address
0. M. Campbell, Denison Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

HAVE 24 ladies' gold set rings Cost from $2 to
$5. %'hat have you for them? Ad., " W. D.

N.," jeweler, Dunsmir, Cal.

WILL exchange large brick building, in fine condi-
Vy in Ohio town of zoo inhabitants, for good
jewelry stock in live town. Said building contains
large hall and 3 large storerooms, and will pay a
good percentage on an $13coo or $9000 investment.
Will take part jewelry stock, and balance on time.
Address, J. S. Voss & Son, 62 W. Fourth St., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

ONE 50-inch American Champion bicycle. Cost
8115. and as good as new. Will exchange for

safe, screw-cutting lathe. or anything you have to
trade. Ad., NI L. Madsen, Jamestown, N. Dak.

A MARINE chronometer. Cost $rso ; will sell, or
fi exchange for a good engraving-machine. Write
for particulars to Box 231, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.

[OR Whitcomb or Moseley Lathe and Webster foot-r wheel, one Ys diamond lace-pin, one pair dia-
mond lever cuff-buttons, one 6-stone rose dia-
mond scarf-pin. H. G. Litton & Co.. Somerset, Ky.

TO trade—developed and undeveloped mining lands,
I situated in the lead and zinc district of Joplin,
Mo., for good, • clean stock of jewelry that will in-
voice $ica000 or more. The property is first-class,
and.will bear investigation. Ad., Box 1071, Joplin,
Missouri.

1LVER alto (C. H. Missenharter, N. Y., make), in
good condition. Cost $38. New, used 18 months.
" Jeweler," 707 Angelique St., St. Joseph, Mo.

TEXAS. Wanted—to exchange for clean stock ofwatches and jewelry, $6000 worth of choice
residence lots in the city of Dallas, Texas. Address,
Geo. Prescott, care Prescoft & Stewart, jewelers,
Dallas, Texas.

-  

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WE have a customer for a jewelry store of about
VV $4000 to $s000. Mills 8.: Small, xi % North
Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

roa rent—established stand. Country town, mid-r way between Philadelphia and Baltimore. Pay-
ing business. No opposision Small expenses.
Ad., " H 28," care Keystone office. .

OEND 25 cents for tool and instructions how to
t) improve the motion on all your 7 and z z-jeweled
Swiss, English or American repair watches to Carl
R. Seifert, Lockport, N. Y.

k A OSELEY & Co., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
IVI 0 Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy. durability, con-
venience and style. Honest tools at fair prices. Send
for new price-lists. Agencies with most of the jobbers.

A LL for $I (carriage paid)—z doz. Waltham main-
14 springs, i gross Swiss clicks, z gross of Swiss
ratchet-wheels, t gross of Swiss clock-springs. G. C.
Smith, 3034 Archer Ave., Chicago.

CRANKS. We are not referring to the long-haired,wild-eyed variety, but to the fellows who are
dubbed cranks by the watch tool manufacturers.
But we do refer to those who will not take anything
for granted, but insist upon testing a tool before they
pronounce their verdict. And if it is not right, they
are not accommodating enough to say it is, and
hence are dubbed cranks. These are the men we are
after. If you appreciate the value of a wire chuck.
and cannot get true ones, write to its. We will give
them to you, and guarantee them true. Horological
Tool Co., 86 N. Clark St., Chicago. See advertise-
ment, page 5,3o.

It
YOU WANT A POSITION
YOU WANT A PARTNER
'YOU NEED A WORKMAN
YOU WISH TO SELL OUT
YOU NEED A SALESMAN
YOU HAVE TOOLS TO SELL
YOU HAVE A PLACE TO LET
YOU DESIRE TO EXCHANGE
YOU WANT TO SELL FIXTURES

YOU WANT ANYTHING

ADVERTISE THE SAME

IN

TO INSURE INSERTION, NOSEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL

ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

URTAIN-TOP, nearly new watchmaker's bench.
U cost $30; also $13oo jewelry store ; snap. Only
stock in town of woo. Particulars. 0. M. Camp-
bell, Denison, Iowa.TOCK of watches. clocks, jewelry, silverware,

regulator, two eight-foot show-cases and a ten-
foot wall-case. 120 mil cast of Chicago, on Pitts-
burg, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railroad. No oppo-
sition ; in fine farming country ; best of reasons for
selling. Address, J. A. Dallas. Pierceton, Ind. •

53 ELEGANT designs dccesnitg,ns (o  lettershereanicil 3m,00un‘oza, nti,$)-

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.. _   _ 
LD, battered watch cases made to look as good as
new at moderate price. Can replace any part

o the watch case. Terms moderate. M. Hartung
& Co., 182 State St., Chicago. Ill.  -

D° you wish to becoine a watchmaker? If so,
correspond with us. Our terms are moderate.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Our instructors are the
best—having had years of experience. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

A LL kinds of watch and jewelry repairing done at
IA reasonable prices. Work returned without delay.
Stem-wind wheels cut to order. Send for price-list.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

CVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., has all the latest improved,

t e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monograznssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; butt its the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

THE finest watch repairing at the lowest prices.
I Key-wind changed to stem-wind. All kinds of
wheels cut to order. M. Hartung 8: Co., 182 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

%MATCHMAKERS TO THE TRADE : We are

VY equipped to give first-class service itt this de-
partment, with the greatest promptness consistent
with good work. All kinds of wheels and pinions
cut to order ; also jewelry repairing and engraving
in all their branches. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

HAVE yott an old watch case you desire repaired?n we can make it look like new at a surprisingly
low figure. No delay in returning- work. Wntc U5.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

IMANTED.—Ladics to learn the art of watchmak-
VY ing. They have every advantage, and all the
comforts of home. Write for prospectus. St. Louis
Watchmaking School, St. Louis. Mo.
- — — — —
WHY not send us your watch repairs ? We return
IR them without delay. Moderate prices. M.
Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and 
monograms

sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school : but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

A LL intending watchmakers will be interested in
this item of news relating to a graduate of my

school. It is another proof of my capability to
develop talent and how practical are my methods.
I offer you the same opportunity to become a perfect
mechanic as I did Mr. Asquith and others, and with
the same assurance of success.

"S. A. Asquith, watchmaker for B. E. Arons,
Pittsburg, Pa., has completed what is now the
smallest electric motor in the world, being of an
inch in diameter, same in height. with 1314 inches of

s 36 silk-covered wire. The armature is of an
inch in diameter, while the screws are so small as to
be invisible to the naked eye. The motor will be
placed on exhibition at the World's Fair beside the
enormous Westinghouse dynamos lately completed.
Thc motor has been inspected by all Pittsburg's
leading electricians and pronounced a marvel."

W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona. Minn.

rVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
E tute for catalogue of terms, etc. Peoria, Ill.

5 ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms3 sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. Whitc,
125 Stale St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH M.A KERS. send all broken work to E. H.
VY Lewis, lathe-turner and cscapement-httcr, 720
Sansom St., Philadelphia. Pa.

WATCHMAKING and engraving taught to ladies.
VY We have a special department opened for the
instruction of watchmaking and engraving to ladies,
and will make special efforts to instruct them as care-
fully as we do our male students. Write for prospec-
tus. St. Louis Watchmaking School. St. Louis, Mo.

[VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horn.
[ logical Institute, Peoria. Ill. The first, the oldest

And the best school in this country.

WATCH cases repaired at shortest notice. Best
VY workmanship guaraiit:aal. No delay, M. Har-
tung & Co., 112 Scam St., Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

WATCHWORK for the trade done at shortest
VII notice by experienced workman. Cut this out.
Send for price-list. M. Hartung & Co., z82 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, III_ is the oldest and best in

this country.

53 ELEGANT designs of letters and monograms
sent for 25 cents. Conic here if you wish to

learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students W. H White,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

A RARE opportunity to learn watchmaking at a
M moderate price. Full instruction in engraving
as taught by experienced artists. Send for prospectus.
St: Louis Watchmaking School, Si. Louis, Mo.

NNE WATCH-REPAIRING of plain and corn-r plicated watches, wheel-cutting of any size ; also
watchmakers' and jewelers' supplies. Special atten-
tion given to fitting missing parts of watches.
Dembo & Adelman, 107 Chrystie St., New York.

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for every
VV kind of gold and silver. Refiner of sweeps, Ill-
iogs, brushings, polishings, everything containing
gold and silver. Fine gold. silver. copper for sale.
J. I.. Clark (established 5870), 726 Filbert St., Phila-
delphia. Pa. Send by mail or express prompt at-
tention given.

VERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
Institute, Peoria, Ill., h all the latest imropved,

tc 
as 

e largest assortment of tools and the best equipped
school in this country.

50 ELEGANT designs of letters and 
monograms

i] sent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. \V. H. White
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

[ZR A F. BOWMAN & CO. announce that their

• 

Jeweby Findings Department is complete.
_ . -----

THE best watchmakers' school in America. Students
I receive a thorough education at a moderate
price. Every advantage. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

COLD and silver plating, satin finish, 
engraving,

engine turning, everything in the line of watch
case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, z82 State Street,
Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

I F you have watch cases to be repaired, sand them
I to H. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago, Ill.

I EWELF.RS and watchmakers, after taking a
j course of instruction in practical engraving at
the Jewelers' School of Letter and Monogram En-
graving, 63 to 69 Washington St, Chicago, have no
trouble in securing situations.

HAVE you an old English watch case you wantchanged into American stcnowind? If so, send
it to me and I will guarantee satisfaction. G. F.
Wadsworth. 182 State St., Chicago.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Come here if you wish to
learn the art. No school : but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. \Vhitc,
125 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WATCH NI A•I'F.RIALS : If your material house
In is not perfectly satisfactory to yott in matching
odd pieces, filling orders promptly or accurately, try
us. Many of our customers tell us that we are quite
ahead in this department. \Ve: employ only the
highest skill attainable:. as we know by our own
former experience the annoyance to the workman on
finding, after getting materials, that " they don't
tit." Send its a trial order. Ezra F. Bowman & Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.

WHY not send me your watch cases that need re-
ify pairing! Can repla:c any part of a case.
(;. F. Wadsworth, 182 State st.. Chicago.

CI ENI) for our prospectus, glving our terms for in.
in watchmaking and engraving. St.

..oins Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.
- - - -- -- ----- 

WE want your watch case repairs. Make them
VI/ look like new. M. Hartung &. Co., 182 State
St., Chicago, Ill. .

AND still they conic, from far and near, to the best
watchmakers' school, viz., W. F. A. Woodcock's,

Winona, Minn. The very best of everything, and at
very low prices. G9o4 board and room. $12 per
month. The very best facilities : the very best in-
struction. A very fine building, completely equipped.
Fine tools, machinery and power. If your desire is
to be a first-class watchmaker, and to go in business
for yourself, or wish a situation and to be fitted to
hold it in good shape. and in a short time and for a
very little money, and to have a fine set of special
tools to do the most difficult work, and to own them
when you finish, and to be taught how to make them,
etc., the place you are looking for is W. F. A.
Woodcock's pract hal, first-class Watchmakers'
School, Winona, Minn.

FOR SALE.
The finest Jewelry Store in Indiana town of to,000 inhabitants ; de;ing a nice

business. Nice, clean stock and fixtures. Will invoice about $3500. Wish to sell

at once on account of bad health. For further particulars, write " Hurry Sale,"

care KEYSTONE office.

53ELEGANT designs of letters and monogramssent for 25 cents. Conic here if you wish to
learn the art. No school ; but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
125 State St., Chicago, III.

IMANTED.—Everybody to send for our new pros-
peens, showing advantages over other institu-

tions of the kind. We know no fancy prices. Fullest
instructions given in horology. Let Is hear from
you. St. Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

A FEW more students to learn practical engraving,

• 

at the Jewelers' School of Engraving. Richard
O.' Kandler, chief instnictor and proprietor, 63 to 69
Washington St., Chicago.

DANGLES : Coin silver, heavy weight. knurled
D edges, body and ring one solid piece. Good
engraving—over 70 patterns. Send to us for pattern-
sheet and prices. Ezra F. Bowman & Co., Lan-
caster, Pa.

53 1.•.!:!,?.tGfAorNT dceesnitgsns s(a:toili
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learn the art. N'o schoo.I but it's the place to learn.
Room and board secured for students. W. H. White,
225 StateSt., Chicago, Ill. . _
IT is a fact that our method of teaching watchmaking
I is endorsed by the best class of merchants. \Ve
instruct you in all its branches. also in engraving.
Our terms are moderate. Write for prospectus.
St. Louis \Vatchmaking School, St. Louis. Mo.

WE are headquarter: for trade work. Watch cases,

VY watch movements, and jewelry repairing. Wc
have the best-equipped establishment itt the country.
Only skilled workmen employed. Lowest prices.
M. Hartung & Co., 182 State St., Chicago.

1111"I'SBURG, Pa., July 22, 1802.—It gives me plea'
I- sure to state that I have graduated from W. F. A.
Woodcock's Watchmakers' School. I have always
finmd him an obliging and thoughtful! instructor.
His heart is in his work. He has every pupil upon
his mind, and his ability to read and understand each
and every pupil and instruct him according to his
makeup is surpassed by none. My progress there
was simply surprising. He has done for me a great
deal more than he ever promised. The special tools
I was taught to make while there are worth many
times the cost of instruction. Hc gave nte my choice
of half a dozen positions in about a week's notice,
and my first week's work at the place of my choice
has given such satisfaction that my employer has
already offered to raise my wages. I have about 20
watches coining in every day, and have not found
otic that gave me the least hit of trouble to put it in
first-class condition. Mr. Woodcock's instructions
are the best and most thorough to be found upon the
face of the earth, and his ability to impart it to his
pupils is equaled by none. Any one desiring to bc
a first-class watchmaker should go to him at once. I
cannot find words to express how thankful I am for
the benefits received at his hands. I will. with
pleasure, give any information about his school to
any person desiring it. I am very truly yours, S. A.
Asquith, 65 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Asquith now has entire charge of his work.
Three were there before to do it. That speaks
volumes for \V. F. A. W.. as Mr. Asquith was a
farmer's son when he came to me, and he can make
or repair any watch now.

P. S.—Those three watchtnakers were front
another school : but I do not care to try to build up
by trying to tear somebody else down. I am busy
all the time—and what's more. what I did for
Asquith ican do for others. W. F. A. W.

THE KEYSTONE:

There are probably few manufac-

turers who have had a better opportu-

nity to judge of the respective merits of

the leading trade journals of the day

especially devoted to the Jewelry trade

and their interests than ourselves, and,
front it somewhat extensive experience
in this direction, as advertisers, we will

frankly state that. in our judgment, your
periodical its sin ad %le tni sitlge tit.t,

stands second to  

and its circulation is evidently all that

you claim for ;t, as evidenced by the

large number of inquiries for prices and

catalogues, etc., received frosts Jewelers

.who refer to our .‘ ad." in THE KEY-

STONE.
Yours very truly,

WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.

RARE CHANCE!!
For sale at a large sacrifice, on

account of the death of the proprietor, the
wholesale watch and jewelry business. of the
late Morris Daniel, 2 W. Baltimore, cor.
Charles Street (up stairs), Baltimore, Md.
The business has been carried on success-
fully for many years, and a rare opportunity
is offered to an energetic man to step right
into a well-paying business. Arrangements
for the purchase of stock, fixtures, good will
and lease can be made so that the cash re-
quired need not exceed $10,000.

DR. A. FRIEnENwALD, E y.
A. HARRis, 

xecutor

2 W. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE, MD.
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Real Tiger Claws. Tigerite Sphynx Head. Sword and Star.

Gold Mounted for $6.00, comOlete.

DESIGNERS 73 Nassau St.HUNT & FULLER, MAKERS, NEW YORK.
and 

Wholesale and
Manufacturing Optician.
R Work a Specialty.

L. F. Fla.rn

Wu. N. BRUNNER

D. V. BROWN

Manufacturing Jeweler and
Diamon&Setter.

Columbus Memorial Building, suite 811, Chicago.
PRACTICAL JEWELER.

Watchmaker for the Trade and
Dealer in Fine Watch Material.

We Want Your Work We are all practical men in our lines, and located in the
sante building. The satisfaction we are giving the trade is

• marked. Send all repairs in one box.

END FOR PARTICULARS. REASONABLE CHARGES.

REFERENCE OF A FEW SALES MADE:
M. C. Nettleton, Albuquerque, New Mexico.Rosenkrans & Thatcher Co., Nlilwaukee, Wis.

*
(ebb Bros.. Jacksonville, Ill. A. L
Hart Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo. Jos. B

. Howard, Beloit, Wis.
arborka, Iowa City, Iowa.

Strelitz & Sons, Chicago, Ill. E. G. Longcraft, Berlin, Vis.
Chas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa. Jean Tack. Newark. N. J.
H. Higby. Ashland, Wis. H. Oppenheimer & Co., Kansas City, Mo.

C. H. Allen & Clinton. Iowa.M. S. Darling,Trenton. Mo.
C. F. Kes.selmire, Salem, Ohio.R. H. Ku llKuhn & Co., Quincy, I.

Special reference also given of any wholesale jewelry or silverware house of Chicago
ALL CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

If so, write for a '93 Catalogue of the Oldest and Best,

,s, HOROEOGICAE.
It will tell you how to secure a good, paying situation.

Instruction given in Watch Repairing, Clock Repairing, jewelry Repairing, and Engraving, by experienced and

reliable instructors. Special Classes in Optics.

Do not confound this school with any Formerly PARSONS Sc CO., Laporte, Ind.

119 Fredonia Ave., Peoria, Ill.
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This small Opera-Glass in BRASS and
morocco greatly outweighs the

large aluminum glass.

ITS

DEMAI

IINIALU NUM
WHEN COMBINED TOGETHER

IN ANY FORM OF GLASSES

CONSTITUTE A SURE GUAR-

ANTEE OF THE HIGHEST

STANDARD ATTAINABLE, THE

ALUMINUM
BEING THE LIGHTEST METAL AS

WELL AS THE STRONGEST, IT IS

FAR AHEAD OF ANY MATERIAL FOR

THOSE OPTICAL COMBINATIONS

WHICH ARE MENTIONED ON THIS

PAGE, ESPECIALLY FIELD AND MARINE

GLASSES AND BINOCULAR TELESCOPES

WHICH ARE WEARISOME TO HOLD my MADE

IN THE HEAVIER METALS. IN ALUMINUM

THEY ARE A COMFORT AND A PLEASURE.

THE

NAME AUDEMAI OR ANY
ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE Is A GUARANTEE

OF SUPERIORITY. YOU WILL PLEASE YOUR

CUSTOMER IF YOU SELL AN AUDEMAIR GLASS

IN ALUMINUMMTG.

NOTHING HAS YET BEEN MADE TO COMPETE
WITH THE

NEW No. 990 AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASE

This large Field-Glass in ALUMINUM and
morocco is much lighter than the

small glass on other side.

THE SPECIAL FRAMES
NOW BEING MADE FOR THE
SKILLED TRADE FILL THE
WANT AS NEVER BEFORE.
NO TROUBLE NOW TO FIT
ALL FACIAL VARIATIONS
IN SPECTACLES OR EYE-
GLASSES.

Read this riddle as you choose. If you put us in the left-hand side, then we are a heavy-weight ; if we are put in the right-hand
side, then we are uppermost ; or you will find us up on improvements and down on

monopoly, or highest in quality and lowest in prices.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANFG. 
FIFTEEN MAIDEN LANE  0
NEW YORK CITY

V •



Official Testimony
as to the need of the

TRADE MARK

HEADQUARTERS OF THE METROPOLITAN POLICE.

Detective Office.

Washington, D.C., April 10th, 1893.

A majority of the cases of stolen watches by professionals is by

"ringing," or severing the ring from the case. It is safe to say that of

the work done by professional watch thieves, two-thirds is by "ringing"

the watch.

Inspector Det. Bureau.

It would pay you to show this letter to your every customer,
and then to show him or her a model of the Itn4476-tit Bow, the
only bow which cannot be pulled or twisted off the case, and which,
according to the above official testimony, would, if used on all
watches, lessen the number stolen by at least two-thirds! Remem-
ber this thief-proof bow is found only on JAS. BOSS and other
brands of cases made by

Keystone Watch Case Co.


